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ADVERTISEMENT

THIS SEVENTH EDITION.

This work is now published at one sixth of the price of

the Sixth Edition, so as to bring it within reach of all

desirous of becoming acquainted with the Natural History

of Insects, and thus carrying out more effectually the object

of the Authors — that of introducing others to a branch of

science which they had found so delightful.

Though compressed by a smaller type into One Volume, it

contains every line of the Sixth Edition, which includes much

new matter not in the five preceding editions ; and, to ren-

der the work more complete, the account of its origin and

progress, furnished by Mr. Spence to the " Life " of Mr.

KiRBT by Mr. Feeeman, is, with his permission, given

as an Apnendix.

w. s.

London, April, 1856.
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ADVERTISEMENT

THE SIXTH EDITION.

When the present work was originally published, the Authors

had no expectation that the demand for it would be so extensive

and permanent as it has proved ; and they need not say how grati-

fying this unlooked-for result has been to their feelings, as realising

their earnest hope of assisting to remove the prejudices against

the study of Entomology, which existed in full force thirty years

ago when they took up the subject, but which have now happily

disappeared.

Though, however, a regular annual demand for a certain num-

ber of copies has always continued up to the present time, so as

to have exhausted the last edition, the publishers have suggested

that the future sale of the work, and its main object— that of

extending the knowledge of insects—would be much forwarded, if

the first two volumes, treating of their manners and economy, were

j)ublished separately, so as to obviate the necessity to those who

do not care to pursue the study farther, of being burdened with

the heavy cost of two additional volumes of matter, chiefly tech-

nical, in which they feel no interest.
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via ADVERTISEMENT TO THE SIXTH EDITION.

It is in compliance with this suggestion that these volumes

now appear as a distinct work, and (though greatly enlarged by

new matter) at a considerable reduction of price ; but at the same

time it is hoped that a new edition of the two remaining volumes

will follow at a future period, when they will be also given as a

distinct work, comprising the anatomy, physiology, orismology,

&c. of the science.



IX

PREFACE

THE PIKST EDITION, 1815.

One principal cause of the little attention paid to Entomology in

this country has doubtless been tlie ridicule so often thrown upon

the science. The botanist, sheltered now by the sanction of

fashion, as formerly by the prescriptive union of his study with

medicine, may dedicate his hours to mosses and lichens without

reproach ; but in the minds of most men, the learned as well as

the vulgar, the idea of the trifling nature of his pursuit is so

strongly associated with that of the diminutive size of its objects,

that an Entomologist is synonymous with every thing futile and

childish. Now, when so many other roads to fame and distinction

are open, when a man has merely to avow himself a botanist, a

mineralogist, or a chemist, a student of classical literature, or of

political economy, to insure attention and respect, there are evi-

dently no great attractions to lead him to a science whichj in nine

companies out of ten with which he may associate, promises to

signalise him only as an object of pity or contempt. Even if he

have no other aim than self-gratification, yet " the sternest stoic

of us all wishes at least for some one to enter into his views and

feelings, and confirm him in the opinion which he entertains of

himself: "but how can he look for sympathy in a pursuit un-

known to the world, except as indicative of littleness of mind ?

Yet such are the genuine charms of this branch of the study of

nature, that here as well as on the Continent, where, from being
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equally slighted, Entomology now divides the empire with her sister

Botany, this obstacle would not have been sufficient to deter num-
bers from the study, had not another more powerful impediment

existed,—the want of a popular and comprehensive Introduction

to the science. "While elementary books on Botany have been

multiplied amongst us without end and in every shape, Curtis's

translation of the Fundamenta EntomologicB, published in 1772,

Yeats's Institutions of Entomology, which appeared the year after,

and Barbut's Genera Inseetorum, which came out in 1781,— the

two former in too unatti'active, and the latter in too expensive a

form for general readers,—are the only works professedly devoted

to this object which the English language can boast.

Convinced that this was the chief obstacle to the spread of En-

tomology in Britain, the authors of the present work resolved to

do what was in their power to remove it, and to introduce their

countrymen to a mine of pleasure, new, boundless, and inexhaust-

ible, and which, to judge from their own experience,—formed in

no contracted field of compai'ison,—they can recommend as pos-

sessing advantages and attractions equal to those held forth by

most other branches of human learning.

The next question was, in what way they should attempt to

accomplish this intention. If they had contented themselves with

the first suggestion that presented itself, and merely given a trans-

lation of one of the many Introductions to Entomology extant in

Latin, German, and French, adding only a few obvious improve-

ments, their task would have been very easy ; but the slightest

examination showed that, in thus proceeding, they would have

stopped far short of the goal which they were desirous of reaching.

In the technical department of the science they found much con-

fusion, -and numerous errors and imperfections ; the same name

sometimes applied to parts anatomically quite different, and dif-

ferent names to parts essentially the same, while others of primary

importance were without any name at all. And Avith reference to

the anatomy and physiology of insects, they could nowhere meet

with a full and accurate generalisation of the various facts con-

nected with these subjects, scattered here and thei*e in the pages

of the authors who have studied them.

They therefore resolved to begin, in some measure, de novo, to
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institute a rigorous revision of the terms employed, making such

additions and improvements as might seem to be called for ; and

to attempt a more complete and collected account of the existing

discoveries respecting the anatomical and physiological departments

of the science than has yet been given to the world ;—and to these

two points their plan at the outset was limited.

It soon, however, occurred to them, that it would be of little

use to write a book which no one .would peruse ; and that, in the

present age of love for light reading, there could not be much hope

of leading students to the dry abstractions of the science, unless

they were conducted through the attractive portal of the economy

and natural histoiy of its objects. To this department, therefore,

they resolved to devote the first and most considerable portion of

their intended work, bringing into one point of view, under dis-

tinct heads, the most interesting discoveries of Reaumur, De Geer,

Bonnet, Lyonet, the Hubers, &c., as well as their own individual

observations, relative to the noxious and beneficial properties of

insects, their aff'ection for their young, their food, and modes of

obtaining it, their habitations, societies, &c. &c. ; and they were

the more induced to adopt this plan from the consideration that,

though many of the most striking of these facts have been before

presented to the English reader, a great proportion are unknown

to him ; and that no similar generalisation (if a slight attempt to-

wards it in Sraellie's Philosophy of Natural History, and a confes-

sedly imperfect one in Latreille's Histoire Naturclle des Crustaces

et des Insectes be excepted) has ever been attempted in any lan-

guage. Thus the entire work would be strictly on the plan of the

Philosophia Entomologica of Fabricius, only giving a much greater

extent to the (Ecoiiomia and Usus, and adverting to these in the

first place instead of in the last.

The epistolary form was adopted, not certainly from any idea of

their style being particularly suited to a mode of writing so diffi-

cult to keep from running into incongruities, but simply because

this form admitted of digressions and allusions called for in a

popular work, but which might have seemed misplaced In a stricter

kind of composition ;—because it is better suited to convey those

practical directions which in some branches of the pursuit the

student requires ;— and, lastly, because by this form the objection
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against speaking of the manners and economy of insects before

entering upon the definition of them, and explaining the terms of

the science,— a retrograde course, which they have chosen from

their desire to present the most alluring side of the science first,

—

is, in great measure, if not wholly obviated.

Such is the plan which the Authors chalked out for themselves

;

a plan which in the execution they have found so much more ex-

tensive than they calculated upon, that, could they have foreseen

the piles of volumes through which it has entailed upon them the

labour of wading, often to glean scarcely more than a single fact,

the numerous anatomical and technological investigations which

it has called for, and the long correspondence, almost as bulky as

the entire work, unavoidably rendered necessary by the distant

residence of the parties, they would have shrunk from an under-

taking of which the profit, if by great chance there should be any,

could not be expected to repay even the cost of books required in

it, and from which any fame must necessarily be confined to a very

limited circle. But having entered upon it, they have persevered :

and if they succeed in their grand aim, that of making converts

amongst their countrymen to a study equally calculated for pro-

moting the glory of God and the delight and profit of man, they

will not deem the labour of the leisure hours of six years ill be-

stowed.

And here it may be proper to observe, that one of their first and

favourite objects has been to direct the attention of their readers

" from nature up to nature's God." For, when they reflected upon

the fatal use which has too often been made of Natural History,

and that from the very works and wonders of God some philoso-

phists, by an unaccountable perversion of intellect, have attempted

to derive arguments either against His being and providence, or

against the religion revealed in the Holy Scriptures, they conceived

they might render some service to the most important interests of

mankind, by showing how every department of the science they

recommend illustrates the great truths of i-eligion, and proves that

the doctrines of the Word of God, instead of being contradicted,

are triumphantly confirmed by His Works.
" To see all things in God" has been accounted one of the peculiar

privileges of a future state ; and in this present life, " to see God in
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all tilings,'''' in the mirror of the creation to behold and adore the

reflected glory of the Ci'eator, is no mean attainment ; and it

possesses this advantage, that thus we sanctify our pursuits, and,

instead of loving the creatui'es for themselves, are led by the sur-

vey of them and their instincts to the love of Him who made and

endowed them.

Of their performance of the first part of their plan, in which

there is the least room for originality, it is only necessary for the

Authors to say, that they have done their best to make it as com-

prehensive, as interesting, and as useful as possible : but it is

requisite to enter somewhat more fully into what has been at-

tempted in the anatomical, physiological, and technical parts of

the work.

As far as respects the general physiology and internal anatomy

of insects, they have done little more than bring together and com-

"bine the observations of the naturalists who have attended to these

branches of the science ; but the external anatomy they have

examined for themselves through the whole class, and, they trust,

not without some new light being thrown upon the subject; parti-

cularly by pointing out and giving names to many parts never

before noticed.

In the Terminology, or what, to avoid the barbarism of a word
compounded of Latin and Greek, they would beg to call the Oris-

mology of the science, they have endeavoured to introduce through-

out a greater degree of precision and concinnity, dividing it into

general and partial Orismology ; under the former head, defining

such terms as relate to Substance, Resistance, Density, Proportion,

Figure, Form, Superficies (under which are introduced Sculpture,

Clothing, Colour, &c.), Margin, Termination, Incision, Ramifica-

tion, Division, Direction, Situation, Connection, Arms, &c. ; and

under the latter, those that relate to the body and its parts and
members, considered in its great subdivisions of Head, Trunk, and

Abdomen. In short, they may rest their claim of at least aiming

at considerable improvement in this department upon the great

number of new terms, and alterations of old ones, which they have

introduced,— in external Anatomy alone falling little short of 150.

If it should be thought by any one that they have made too many
changes, they would remind him of the advice of Bergman to Mor-
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veau, when reforming the nomenclature of Chemistry, the sound-

ness of which Dugahl Stewart has recognised : — " Nefaites grace

aaucune denomination impropre. Ceux qui saventdeja, entendront

toujours ; ceux qui ne savent pas encore, entendront plutbtr

Throughout the whole publication, wherever any fact of import-

ance not depending on their own authority is mentioned, a refer-

ence to the source whence it has been derived is generally given ;

so that, if the work should have no other value, it will possess that

of saving much trouble to future inquirers, by serving as an index

to direct them in their researches.

The Authors are perfectly sensible that, notwithstanding all

their care and pains, many imperfections will unavoidably remain

in their work. There is no science to which the adage, Dies diem

docet, is more strikingly applicable than to Natural History. New
discoveries ai*e daily made, and will be made, it is probable, to the

end of time ; so that whoever flatters himself that he can produce

a perfect work in this department, will be miserably disappointed.

The utmost that can reasonably be expected from naturalists, is to

keep pace with the progress of knowledge ; and this the authors

have used their best diligence to accomplish. Every new year since

they took the subject in hand, up to the very time when the first

sheets were sent to the press, numerous corrections and alterations

have suggested themselves ; and thus they are persuaded it would

be were they to double the period of delay prescribed by Horace.

But Poetry and Natural History are on a difierent footing ; and

though an author can plead little excuse for giving his verses to

the world while he sees it possible to polish them to higher excel-

lence, the naturalist, if he wishes to promote the extension of his

science, must be content to submit his performances to the public

disfio'ured by numerous imperfections.

In the introductory letter several of the advantages to be de-

rived from the study of Entomology are pointed out ; but there is

one which, though it could not well have been insisted upon in

that place, is too important to be passed over without notice,— its

value in the education of youth.

All modern writers on this momentous subject unite in re-

commending in this view Natural History ; and if " the quality

of accurate discrimination, the ready perceptiwi of resemblances
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amongst diversities, and still more, the quick and accurate percep-

tion of diversity in the midst of resemblances, constitutes one of

the most important operations of the understanding ; if it be in-

deed the foundation of clear ideas, and the acquisition of whatever

can be truly called knowledge depends most materially on the

possession of it
;
" if " the best logic be that which teaches us to

suspend our judgments ; " and " the art of seeing, so useful, so

universal, and yet so uncommon, be one of the most valuable a man

can possess," there can be no doubt of the judiciousness of their

advice. Now of all the branches of Natural History, Entomology

is unquestionably the best fitted for thus disciplining the mind of

youth ; and simply from these circumstances, that its objects have

life, are gifted with surprising instincts admirably calculated to

attract youthful attention, and are to be met with every where. It

is not meant to undervalue the good effects of the study of Botany

or Mineralogy ; but it is self-evident that nothing inanimate can

excite such interest in the mind of a young person as beings en-

dowed with vitality, exercising their powers and faculties in so

singular a way ; which, as Reaumur observes, are not only alive

themselves, but confer animation upon the leaves, fruits, and

flowers that they inhabit, which every walk offers to view, and on

which new observations may be made without end.

Besides these advantages, no study affords a fairer opportunity

of leading the young mind by a natural and pleasing path to the

great truths of Religion, and of impressing it with the most lively

ideas of the power, wisdom, and goodness of the Creator.

Not that it is recommended to make children collectors of in-

sects ; nor that young people, to the neglect of more important

duties and pursuits, should generally become professed Entomolo-

gists ; but, if the former be familiarised with their names, manners,

and economy, and the latter initiated into their classification, it will

be an excellent method of strengthening their habits of observation,

attention, and memory, equal perhaps, in this respect, to any other

mental exercise ; and then, like Major Gyllenhal, who studied

Entomology under Thunberg about 1770, and, after an interval

of twenty years devoted to the service of his country, resumed

his favourite pursuit with all the ardour of youth, and is at this

time giving to the world a description of the insects of Sweden,
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invaluable for its accuracy and completeness, they would be pro-

vided in their old age with an object capable not merely of

keeping off that tcEdiimi vitce so often inseparable from the relin-

quishment of active life, but of supplying an unfailing fund of

innocent amusement, an incentive to exercise, and, consequently,

no mean degree of health and enjoyment.

Some, who, with an ingenious author *, regard as superfluous

all pains to show the utility of Natural History in reference to the

common purposes of life, asking, " if it be not enough to open a

source of copious and cheap amusement, which tends to harmonise

the mind, and elevate it to worthy conceptions of nature and its

Author ? — if a greater , blessing to a man can be offered than

happiness at an easy rate, unalloyed by any debasing mixture ?
"

may think the earnestness displayed on this head, and the length

which has been gone in refuting objections, needless. But Entomo-

logy is so peculiarly circumstanced, that, without removing these

obstacles, there could be no hope of winning votaries to the pursuit.

Pliny felt the necessity of following this course in the outset of his

book which treats on insects ; and a similar one has been originally

called for in introducing the study even to those countries where

the science is now most honoured. In France, Reaumur, in each

of the successive volumes of his immortal work, found it essential

to seize every opportunity of showing that the study of insects is

not a frivolous amusement, nor devoid of utility, as his countrymen

conceived it ; and in Germany, Sulzer had to traverse the same road,

telling us, in proof of the necessity of this procedure, that on show-

ing his works on insects with their plates to two very sensible men,

one commended him for employing his leisure hours in preparing

prints that would amuse children and keep them out of mischief,

and the other admitted that they might furnish very pretty patterns

for ladies' aprons ! And though in this country things are not now

quite so bad as they were when Lady Glanville's will was attempted

to be set aside on the ground of lunacy, evinced by no other act than

her fondness for collecting insects ; and Ray had to appear at Exeter

on the trial as a witness of her sanity f ; yet nothing less than

line upon line can be expected to eradicate the deep-rooted preju-

* Dr. Aikia. f See Harris's Aurelian under Papilio Cinxia.
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dices which prevail on this subject. ''Old impressions," as Reau-

mur has well observed, "are with difficulty effiiced. They are

weakened, they appear unjust even to those who feel them, at the

moment they are attacked by arguments which are unanswerable

;

but the next instant the proofs are fox'gotten, and the perverse

association resumes its empire."

The Authors do not know that any curiosity will be excited to

ascertain what share has been contributed to the work by each of

them ; but if there should, it is a curiosity they must be excused

from gratifying. United in the bonds of a friendship, which,

though they have to thank Entomology for giving birth to it, is

founded upon a more solid basis than mere community of scientific

pursuits, they wish that, whether blame or praise is the fate of their

labours, it may be jointly awarded. All that they think necessary

to state is, that the composition of each of the different depart-

ments of the work has been, as nearly as possible, divided between

them ; that though the letter, or series of letters, on any particular

subject, has been usually undertaken by one, some of the facts and

illustrations have generally been supplied by the other, and there

are a few to which they have jointly contributed ; and that

throughout, the facts for which no other authority is quoted, are

to be considered as resting upon that of one or other of the

authors, but not always of him, who, from local allusions, may be

conceived the writer of the letter in which they are inti'oduced, as

the matter furnished by each to the letters of the other must

necessarily be given in the person of the supposed writer.

In acknowledging their obligations to their friends, the first

place is due to Simon Wilkin, Esq. of Costessey near Norwich, to

whose liberality they are indebted for the plates which illustrate

and adorn the work, which have been drawn and engraved at his

expense by Mr. John Curtis, whose intimate acquaintance with

the subject has enabled him to give to the figures an accuracy

which they could not have received from one less conversant with

the science.*

* This refers to tlie year 1815, when the first volume of this work was pub-

lished. In the twenty-seven years since elapsed, Mr. Curtls's Entomological

labours, and especially his British Entomology in sixteen volumes, equally

admirable for its scientific and artistical excellence, have deservedly gained him

a very high reputation wherever the science is cultivated. (1842.)

a
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To Alexander MacLeay, Esq. they are under particular obli-

gations for the warm interest he has all along taken in the work,

the judicious advice he has on many occasions given, the free ac-

cess in which he has indulged the authors to his unrivalled cabinet

and well-stored library, and the numerous other attentions and

accommodations by which he has materially assisted them in its

progress.

To the other friends who have kindly aided them in this under-

taking in any way, they beg here to ofifer their best thanks.
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INTRODUCTION

ENTOMOLOGY.

LETTER L
Dear Sir,

I CANNOT wonder that an active mind like yours should experience no
small degree of tedium in a situation so far removed, as you represent

your new residence to be, from the "busy hum of men." Nothing

certainly can compensate for the want of agreeable society ; but since

your case, in this respect, admits of no remedy but patience, I am glad

you are desirous of turning your attention to some pursuit, which may
amuse you in the intervals of severer study, and in part supply the void

of which 3'ou complain. I am not a little flattered that you wish to be

informed which class in the three kingdoms of nature is, in my opinion,

most likely to answer your purpose; at the same time intimating that you
feel inclined to give the preference to Entomology, provided some ob-

jections can be satisfactorily obviated, which you have been accustomed
to regard as urged with a considerable semblance of reason against the

cultivation of that science.

Mankind in general, not excepting even philosophers, are prone to

magnity, often beyond its just merit, the science or pursuit to which they

have addicted themselves, and to depreciate any that seems to stand in

competition with their favourite: like the redoubted champions of

romance, each thinks himself bound to take the field against every one
that will not subscribe to the peerless beauty and accomphshments of

his own Dulcinea. In such conflict for pre-eminence I know no science

that, in this country,has come ofl' worse than Entomology : her champions

hitherto have been so few, and their efforts so unavailing, that all her

rival sisters have been exalted above her; and I believe there is scarcely

any branch of Natural History that has had fewer British admirers.

While Botany boasts of her hosts, she, though not her inferior either in

beauty, symmetry, or grace, has received the homage of a very slender

train indeed. Since therefore the merits of Entomology have been so

little acknowledged, you will not deem it invidious if I advocate the cause

of tins distressed damsel, and endeavour to efiect her restoration to her

just rights, privileges, and rank.

Things that are universally obvious and easy of examination, as they

are the first that fall under our notice, so are they also most commouljf

u
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those which we first feel an inclination to study ; while, on the contrary,

thinirs that must be sought for in order to be seen, and which when
sought for avoid the approach and inquiring eye of man, are often the

last to which he directs his attention. The vegetable kingdom stands in

the former predicament. Flora, with a hberal hand, has scattered

around us her charming productions ; they everywhere meet and allure

us, enchanting us by their beauty, regaling us by their fragrance, and

interesting us as much by their subservience to our luxuries and comfort,

as to the necessary support and well-being of our hfe. Beasts, birds, and

fishes, also, in some one or other of these respects, attract our notice ;

but bisects, unfortunate insects, are so far from attracting us, that we are

accustomed to abhor them from our childhood. The first knowledge

that we get of them is as tormentors ; the}^ are usually pointed out to us

by those about us, as ugly, filthy, and noxious creatures ; and the whole

insect world, butterflies perhaps and some few others excepted, are de-

voted by one universal ban to proscription and execration, as fit only to

be trodden under our feet and crushed ; so that often, before we can

persuade ourselves to study them, we have to remove from our minds

prejudices deeply rooted and of long standing.

Another principal reason which has contributed to keep Entomology
in the background arises from the diminutive size of the objects of which

it treats. Being amongst the most minute of nature's productions, they

do not so readily catch the eye of the observer ; and when they do, man-
kind in general are so apt to estimate the worth and importance of things

by their bulk, that because we usually measure them by the duodecimals

of an inch instead of by the foot or by the yard, insects are deemed too

insignificant parts of the creation, and of too little consequence to its

general welfare, to render them worthy of any serious attention or study.

What small foundation there is for such prejudices and misconceptions, I

shall endeavour to show in the course of our future correspondence ; my
object now, as the champion and advocate of Entomology, is to point out

to you her comparative advantages, and to remove the veil which has

hitherto concealed those attractions, and that grace and beauty, which
entitle her to equal admiration at least with her sister branches of Natural

History.

In estimating the comparative value of the study of any department in

this branch' of science, we ought to contrast it with others, as to the rank

its objects hold in the scale of being ; the amusement and instruction

which the student may derive from it ; and its utility to society at large.

With respect to public utility, the study of each of the three kingdoms
may perhaps be allowed to stand u[)on nearly an equal footing ; I shall

not, therefore, enter u[)on that subject till I come to consider the question

Cui bono'^ and to point out the uses of Entomology, but confine myself

now to the two first of these circumstances.

As to rank, I must claim for the entomologist some degree of pre-

cedence before the mineralogist and the botanist. The mineral kingdom,

whose objects are neither organised nor sentient, stands certainl}' at the

foot of the scale. Next above this is the vegetable, whose lovely tribes,

though not endued with sensation, are organised. In the last and highest

place ranks the animal world, consisting of beings that are both organised

and sentient. To this scale of precedence, the great modern luminary of

Natural History, notwithstanding that Botany was always his favourite
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pursuit, lias given his sanction, acknowledging in the preface to his Fauna
Siiecica, that altliough the vegetable kingdom is nobler than the mineral,

yet the animal is more excellent than the vegetable. Now it is an indis-

putable axiom, 1 should think, that the more exalted the object the mor^
excellent the study. By this observation, however, I would by no means
be thought to depreciate or discountenance the study either of plants or
minerals. All the works of our Creator are great, and worthy of our
attention and investigation, the lowest in the scale as well as the highest,

the most minute and feeble as well as those that exceed in magnitude and
might. Nor ought those whose inclination or genius leads them to one
department, to say to those who prefer another— " we have no need ot

you"—for each in his place, by diffusing the knowledge of his works, and
adding to the stock of previous discoveries, contributes to promote the
glory of the Great Architect of the universe and the good of his creatures.

It is not my wish to claim for my favourite science more than of right

belongs to her ; therefore, when the question is concerning rank, I must
concede to the higlier orders of animals, I mean Fishes, Am[)hibia, Birds,
and Quadrupeds, their due priority and precedence.^ 1 shall only observe
here, that there may exist circumstances which countervail rank, and tend
to render the study of a lower order of beings more desirable than that of
a higher : when, for instance, the objects of the higher study are not to be
come at or preserved Xvithout great difficulty and expense ; when they are
few in number; or, when they are already well ascertained and known:
circumstances which attach to the study of those animals that [jrecede

insects, while they do not attach to the study of insects themselves.

With regard to the amusement and instruction of the student, much
doubtless may be derived from any one of the sciences alluded to ; but
Entomology certainly is not behind any of her sisters in these respects

;

and if you are fond of novelty, and anxious to make new discoveries, she
will open to you a more ample field for the.^3 than either Botany or the
higher branches of Zoology.

A new vertebrate animal or plant is seldom to be met with even by those
who have leisure and opportunity for extensive researches ; but if you
collect insects, you will find, however hmited the manor upon which you
can pursue your game, that your efforts are often rewarded by the capture
of some nondescript or rarity at present not possessed by other entomo-
logists, for I have seldom seen a cabinet so meagre as not to possess some
unique specimen. Nay, though you may have searched every spot in

your neighbourhood this year, turned over every stone, shaken every bush
or tree, and fished every pool, )ou will not have exhausted its insect pro-

ductions. Do the same another year and another, and new treasures will

still continue to enrich your cabinet. If you leave your own vicinity for

an entomological excursion, your prospects of success are still further in-

creased ; and even if confined in bad weather to your inn, the windows of
your apartment, as I have often experienced, will add to your stock. If a
sudden shower obliges you at any time to seek shelter under a tree, your
attention will be attracted, and the tedium of your station relieved, where

1 If, however, rank were to be estimated by number of species or individuals of a
species, the pre-eminence could be claimed by insects, \vhici), from the calculations
made by various entomologists, probably amount to -100,000 or even more, perfectly
distinct from each other; Avhile for all the other classes of animals together, 30,000
species would be a high estimate.

B 2
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the botanist could not hope to find even a new lichen or moss, by the

appearance of several insects, driven there perhaps by the same cause as

yourself, that you have not observed before. But should you, as I trust you
will, feel a desire to attend to the manners and economy of insects, and
become ambitious of making discoveries in this part of entomological

science, I can assure you, from long experience, that you will here find an
inexhaustible fund of novelty. For more than twenty years my attention

has been directed to them, and during most of my summer walks my eyes

have been employed in observing their ways
;
yet I can say with truth,

that so far from having exhausted the subject, within the last six months
I have witnessed more interesting facts respecting their history than in

many preceding years. To follow only the insects that frequent your own
garden, from their first to their last state, and to trace all their proceed-
ings, would supply an interesting amusement for the remainder of your
life, and at its close you would leave much to be done by your successor

;

for where we know thoroughly the history of one insect, there are hun-
dreds concerning which we have ascertained little besides the bare fact of
their existence.

But numerous other sources of pleasure and inform.ation will open them-
selves to you, not inferior to what any other science can furnish, when
you enter more deeply into the study. Insects, indeed, appear to have
been nature's favourite productions, in which, to manifest her power and
skill, she has combined and concentrated almost all that is either beau-
tiful and graceful, interesting and alluring, or curious and singular, in every

other class and order of her children. To these, her valued miniatures,

she has given the most delicate touch and highest finish of her pencil.

Numbers she has armed with glittering mail, which reflects a lustre like

that of burnished metals ^ ; in others she lights up the dazzling radiance of
polished gems.^ Some she has decked with what looks like liquid drops,

or plates of gold and silver ^
; or with scales or pile, which mimic the

colour and emit the ray of the same precious metals.* Some exhibit a
rude exterior, like stones in their native stated while others represent
their smooth and shining face after they have been submitted to the tool of
the pohsher: others, again, like so many pigmy Atlases bearing on their

backs a microcosm, by the rugged and various elevations and depressions

of their tuherculated crust, present to the eye of the beholder no unapt
imitation of the unequal surface of the earth, now horrid with misshapen
rocks, ridges, and precipices— now swelling into hills and mountains, and
now sinking into valleys, glens, and caves*; while not a few are covered
with branching s|)ines, which fancy may form into a forest of trees.''

What numbers vie with the charming offspring of Flora in various beau-
ties ! some in the delicacy and variety of their colours, colours not like

1 The genera Eumolpus, Lamprima, Hi/nchites.

2 Cryptorhynchus corruscans. Gn-mar {Insect. Spec. Nov. i. 216.) regards this
insect as synonymous with llliger's Eurhimis cupratus, the description of which
I had not seen when the Century of Insects {Linn. Trans, xii.) was written, uor
am 1 able now to speak decisively on the subject.—K.

3 Erycina Cupido, Arcjynnis Passifiorcc, Lathonia, &C.
* Pepsis fuscipennis, argentata, &c.
5 The species of the genus Trox.
" Many of tlie Scarabaidce, Dynastida, &c.
^ iMany caterpillars of Butterflies (Merian, Surinam, t. xxii. xxv. &c.) and ot

Sawfies (Re'aum, v. t. xii. f. 7, 8—14.).
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those of flowers evanescent and fugitive, but fixed and durable, surviving

their subject, and adorning it as much after death as they did when it was
alive ; others, again, in the veining and texture of" their tvhigs ; and others

in the rich cottony down that clothes them. To such perfection, indeed,

has nature in them carried her mimetic art, that you would declare, upon
beholding some insects, that they had robbed the trees of their leaves to

form for themselves artificial wings, so exactly do they resemble them in

their form, substance, and vascular structure ; some representing green

leaves, and others those that are dry and withered.^ Nay, sometimes this

mimicry is so exquisite, that you would mistake the whole insect for a por-

tion of the branching spray of a tree.'^ No mean beauty in some plants

arises from the fluting and punctuation of their stems and leaves, and a

similar ornament conspicuously distinguishes numerous insects, which aho
imitate with multiform variety, as may particularly be seen in the cater-

j)illars of many species of certain tribes of butterflies (A^j/mpkalidce), the

spines and prickles which are given as a Noli me tangere armour to several

vegetable productions.

In fishes the lucid scales, of varied hue, that cover and defend them, are

universally admired, and esteemed their peculiar ornament ; but place a
l)utterfly's wing under a microscope, that avenue to unseen glories in new
worlds, and you will discover tbat nature has endowed the most numerous
of the insect tribes with the same privilege, multiplying in them the forms ^,

and diversifying the colouring of this kind of clothing beyond all parallel.

The rich and velvet tints of the phmiuge of birds are not superior to what
the curious oLserver may discover in a variety of Lepidopfera, and those

many-coloured eyes which deck so gloriously the peacock's tail are imi-

tated vvith success by one of our most common butterflies.'^ Feathers are

thought to be peculiar to birds ; but insects often imitate them in their

antennas*, wings®, and even sometimes in the covering of their bodies^
We admire with reason the coats of quadrupeds, whether their skins be

covered with pile, or wool, or fur
; yet are not perhaps aware that a vast

variety of insects are clothed with all these kinds of hair, but infinitely

finer and more silky in texture, more brilliant and delicate in colour, and
more variously shaded than what any other animals can pretend to.

In variegation, insects certainly exceed every other class of animated
beings. Nature, in her sportive mood, when painting them, sometimes
imitates the clouds of heaven ; at others, the meandering course of the

rivers of the earth, or the undulations of their waters : many are veined

like beautiful marbles ; others have the semblance of a robe of the finest

net-work thrown over them ; some she blazons with heraldic insignia,

giving them to bear in fields sable— azure— vert— gules— argent and or,

fesses — bars— bends— crosses— crescents— stars, andeven animals.® On
many, taking her rule and compasses, she draws vvith precision mathema-
tical figures; points, lines, angles, triangles ^ squares, and circles. On

1 Various species of the families GrylUdtB and Mantidce.
' Many species of Fhasmic/cB.
3 De Geer, I. t. 3. f. 1—3i. &c. Audouin, Hist. Pyr. de la Vigne, PI. 3.
* Vanessa lo.

5 Culex, Cluronomus, and Other Tijmlidce.

6 Plernphnrus.
7 Hairs ofmany of the Apidai. Mon. Ap. Aiifj. I. 1. 10. •*d. 1. f. 1. 6.

8 Plinns imperialis L.

9 Trichius ( Archimcdius K.) delta F.

n 3
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otliers she poiirtrays, with mystic hand, what seem like hieroglyphic syni"

hols, or inscribes them with the characters and letters of various languages,

often very correctly formed ^
; and what is more extraordinary, slie has

registered in others figures which correspond with several dates of the

Christian era.^

Nor has nature been lavish only in the apparel and ornament of these

privileged tribes ; in other respects she has been equally unsparing of her

iavours. To some she has given fins like those of fish, or a beak resem-

bling thatof birds^ ; toothers horns, nearly the counterparts of those of

various quadrupeds. The bull'*, the stag^, the rhinoceros^ and even the

iiitherto vainly sought for unicorn'', have in this respect many representatives

amongst insects. One is armed with tusks not unlike those of the elephant^;

another is bristled with spines, as the porcupine and hedgehog with quills^ ;

a third is an armadillo in miniature; the disproportioned hind legs of the

kangaroo gives a most grotesque appearance to a ibnrtii"^ ; and the threaten-

ing head of the snake is found in a fifth.^^ It would, however, be endless

to produce all the instances which occur of such imitations ; and I shall

only remark that, generally speaking, these arms and instruments iu

structure and finishing far exceed those which they resemble.

But further, insects not only mimic, in a manner infinitely various

everytliing in nature, they may also with very little violence be regarded

as symbohcal of beings out of and above nature. The butterfly, adorned
with every beauty and every grace, borne by radiant wings through the

fields of ether, and extracting nectar from every flower, gives us some idea

of the blessed inhabitants of happier worlds, of angels, and of the

spirits of the just arrived at their state of perfection. Again, other insects

seem emblematical of a different class of uneartlily beings; when we be-

hold some tremendous for the numerous horns and spines projecting in

horrid array from their head or shoulders ;
— others for their threatening

jaws of fearful length, and armed with cruel. fangs: when we survey the

dismal hue and demoniac air that distinguish others, tlie dens of darkness

in which they live, the impurity of their food, their predatory habits and
cruelty, the nets which they spread, and the pits which they sink to entrap

the unwary, we can scarcely help regarding them as aptly symbolising evil

demons, the enemies of man, or of impure spirits, for their vices and
crimes driven from the regions of light into darkness and punishment.^"

^ Aci-ocinns longhnmuts F., Vanessa C. album, jicroni/cta \J/,
Plusin y.

2 On the underside of the primary wings near the margin in Argijnnis Aglaia,
Lathonia, Selene, &c.

^ Kiiipts, Asilus.

4 Ontliophagus Taurus Curtis, Brit. Ent. t. 52.
5 Lucanus Cervus.
* Oryrtes.
'' Di/nastes Hercules.
8 Andrena spinigera. 3IeI{tta, ** c. K. and especially Dicronocephalus Hard-

wic/iii and Ct/phonocephalus smaragdulus Westw., Arc. Ent. PI. 33. fig. 2.

9 Hispa.
10 ScaraboMs macropus, Francillon. Now ascertained, by the discovery of numer-

ous specimens by tlie French collectors, to be tiie male of a species of the genus
Chrysiiia I\. Jlr. W. S. JIacLeay informs us that he gave the manuscript name of
Eusceles to the group to which it belongs.

'1 Raphidia ophiopsis.

12 This idea seems to have been present to the mind of Linn^ and Fabricius.

when they gave to insects such names as Beelzebub, Belial, Titan, Tupho'i, Nimrud,
(jfjyoji, ar.d the like.
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The sight indeed of a well-stored cabinet of insects will bring before

every beholder not conversant with them, forms in endless variety, which
before he would not have thought it possible could exist in nature, re-

sembling nothing that th^other departments of the animal kingdom exhibit,

and exceeding even the wildest fictions of the most fertile imagination.

Besides prototypes of beauty and symmetry, there in miniature he will be

amused to survey (for the most horrible creatures, when deprived of the

power of injury, become sources of interest and objects of curiosity), to

use the words of our great poet,

all prodigious things,

Abominable, unutterable, and worse
Than fables yet have feigu'd, or fear conceiv'd,

Gorgous, and Hydras, and Chimseras dire.

But the pleasures of a student of the science to which I am desirous of

introducing you, are far from being confined to such as result from an ex-

amination of the exterior form and decorations of insects ; for could

these, endless as they seem, be exhausted, or, wonderful as they are, lose

their interest, yet new sources, exuberant in amusement and instruction,

may be opened, which will furnish an almost infinite fund lor his curiosity

to draw upon. The striking peculiarity and variety of structure which
they exhibit in their instruments of nutrition, motion, and oviposition ; in

their organs of sensation, generation, and the great fountains of vitality,

—

indeed their whole system, anatomically considered, will open a world of

wonders to you with which you will not soon be satiated, and during your

survey of which you will at every step feel disposed to exclaim with the

Roman naturalist—" In these beings so minute, and as it were such non-

entities, what wisdom is displayed, what power, what unfathomable per-

fection! " ^ But even this will not bring you to the end of your pleasures :

you must leave the dead to visit the living; you must behold insects when
full of life and activity, engaged in their several employments, practising

their various arts, pursuing their amours, and preparing habitations for

their progeny : you must notice the laying and kmcl of their eggs ; their

wonderful metamorphoses ; their instincts, whether they be solitary or

gregarious ; and the other miracles of their history— all of which will open

to you a richer mine of anmsement and instruction, I speak it without

hesitation, than any other department of Natural History can furnish. A
minute enumeration of these particulars would be here misplaced, and

only forestall what will be detailed more at large hereafter ; but a rapid

glance at a very few of the most remarkable of them may serve as a stimu-

lus to excite your curiosity, and induce 30U to enter with greater eager-

ness into the wide field to which I shall conduct you.

The lord of the creation plumes himself upon his powers of invention,

and is proud to enumerate the .various useful arts and machines to which
they have given birth, not aware that " He who tcachcth vian knowledge "

has instructed these despised insects to anticipate him in many of them.

The builders of Babel doubtless thought their invention of turning earth

into artificial stone a very happy discovery^; yet a little bee^ had prac-

tised this art, using indeed a different process, on a small scale, and the

white ants on a large one, ever since the world began. Man thinks that

1 Plin. Hht. Nat. I. 11. c. 2. » Gen. xi. 3
' 3Ie</achUe muraria,

B 4
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he stands unrivalled as an architect, and that his buildings are without a

parallel among the works of the inferior orders of animals. He would be

of a different opinion did he attend to the history of insects: he would
find that many of them have been architects front time immemorial; that

they have had their houses divided into various apartments, and containing

staircases, gigantic arches, domes, colonnades, and the like ; nay, that even

tunnels are excavated by them so immense, compared with their own size,

as to be twelve times bigger than that of Sir M. 1. Brunei under the

Thames.^ The modern fine lady, who prides herself on the lustre and
beauty of the scarlet hangings which adorn the stately walls of her drawing-

room, or the carpets that cover its floor, fancying that nothing so rich and

splendid was ever seen before, and pitying her vulgar ancestors, who were

doomed to unsightly white-wash and rushes, is ignorant all the while, that

before she or her ancestors were in existence, and even before the boasted

Tyrian dye was discovered, a little insect had known how to hang the

walls of its cell with tapestry of a scarlet more brilliant than any her rooms
can exhibit^, and that others daily weave silken carpets, both in tissue and

texture infinitely superior to those she so much admires. No female

ornament is more prized and costly than lace, the invention and fabrication

of which seems the exclusive claim of the softer sex. But even here they

have been anticipated by these little industrious creatures, who often de-

fend their helpless chrysalis by a most singular covering, and as beautiful

as singular, of lace.^ Other arts have been equally forestalled by these

creatures. What vast importance is attached to the invention of paper !

For nearly six thousand years one of our commonest insects has known
how to make and apply it to its purposes *

; and even pasteboard, superior

in substance and polish to any we can produce, is manufactured by

another.^ We imagine that nothing short of human intellect can be equal

to the construction of a diving-bell or an air-pump— yet a spider is in the

daily habit of using the one, and, what is more, one exactly similar in

principle to ours, but more ingeniously contrived ; by means of which she

resides unwetted in the bosom of the water, and procures the necessary

supplies of air by a much more simple process than our alternating buckets^
— and the caterpillar of a little moth knows how to imitate the other,

producing a vacuum, when necessary for its purposes, without any piston

beside its own body.'' If we think with wonder of the populous cities

wiiich have employed the united labours of man for many ages to bring

them to their full extent, what shall we say to the white ants, which
require only a few months to build a metropolis capable of containing an
infinitely greater number of inhabitants than even imperial Nineveh, Baby-

lon, Rome, or Pekin, in all tiieir glory ?

That insects should thus have forestalled us in our inventions ought to

urge us to pay a closer attention to them and their ways than we have

hitherto done, since it is not at all improbable that the result would be

many useful hints for the improvement of our arts and manufactures, and

^ The white ants.
" ^ MegacMh Papaveris.

3 The late ingenious Mr. Paul, of Harlston in Norfolk, under the bark of a tree

discovered a considerable portion of a fabric of this kind, which from its amplitude
must have been destined for some other purpose.

' The common wasp. '^ Chartergus nidulans,

Argyroneta aquatica. ' Tinea serratella L.
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perhaps for some beneficial discoveries. The painter might thus probably

be furnished with more brilliant pigments, the dyer with more delicate tints,

and the artizan with a new and improved set of tools. In this last respect

insects deserve particular notice. All their operations are performed witii

admirable precision and dexterity ; and though they do not usually vary

the mode, yet that mode is always the best that can be conceived for at-

taining the end in view. The instruments also with which they are provided

are no less wonderful and various than the operations themselves. They
have their saws, and files, and augurs, and gimlets, and knives, and lancets,

and scissors, and forceps, with many other similar implements ; several of

which act in more than one capacity, and with a complex and alternate

motion to which we have not yet attained in the use of our tools. Nor is

the fact so extraordinary as it may seem at first, since " He who is wise in

heart and wonderful in working" is the inventor and fabricator of the

apparatus of insects ; which may be considered as a set of miniature pat-

terns drawn for our use by a Divine hand. I shall hereafter give you a

more detailed account of some of the most striking of these instruments
;

and if you study insects in this view, you will be well repaid for all the

labour and attention you bestow upon them.

But a more important species of instruction than any hitherto enumera-
ted may be deriveti from entomological pursuits. If we attend to the history

and manners of insects, they will furnish us with many useful lessons in

Ethics, and from them we may learn to improve ourselves in various virtues.

We have indeed the inspired authority of the wisest of mankind for studying

them in this view, since he himself wrote a treatise upon them, and sends

his sluggard to one for a lesson of wisdom.^ And if we value diligence and
indefatigable industry, judgment, prudence, and foresight, economy, and
frugality ; if we look upon modesty and diffidence as female ornaments ; if

we revere parental affection ; of all these, and many more virtues, insects

in their various instincts exhi!)it several striking examples, as you will see

in the course of our correspondence.

With respect to religious instruction insects are far from unprofitable ;

indeed in this view Entomology seems to possess peculiar advantages above
every other branch of Natural History. In the larger animals, though we
admire the consummate art and wisdom manifested in their structure, and
adore that Almighty power and goodness, which by a wonderful machinery,

kept in motion by the constant action and re-action of the great positive

and negative powers of nature, maintains in full force the circulations

necessary to life, perception, and enjoyment; yet as there seems no dispro-

portion between the objects and the different operations that are going on
in them, and we see that they afford sufficient space for the play of their

systems, we do not experience the same sensations of wonder and astonish-

ment that strike us when we behold similar operations carried on without

interruption in animals scarcely visible to the naked eye. That creatures,

which in the scale of being are next to nonentities, should be elaborated

with so much art and contrivance, have such a number of parts both internal

and external, all so highly finished and each so nicely calculated to answer
its end ; that they should include in this evanescent form such a variety of

organs of perception and instruments of motion, exceeding in number and

peculiarity of structure those of other animals ; that their nervous and

1 1 Kings, iv. 33. Prov. vi. C—8.
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respiratory systems should be so complex, their secretory and digestive

vessels so various and singular, their parts ofgeneration so clearly developed,
and that these minims of nature should be endowed with instincts in many
cases superior to all our boasted powers of intellect— truly these wonders
and miracles declare to every one who attends to the subject, " The hand
that made vs is divine.'^ We are the work of a Being infinite in power, in

wisdom, and in goodness.
But no religious doctrine is more strongly established by the history of

insects than that of a superintending Providence. That of the innumera-
ble species of these beings, many of them beyond conception fragile and
exposed to dangers and enemies without end, no link should be lost from
the chain, but all be maintained in those relative proportions necessary for

the general good of the system ; that if one species for a while preponderate,
and instead of preserving seem to destroy, yet counter-checks should at the
same time be provided to reduce it within its due limits ; and further, that

the operations of insects should be so directed and overruled as to effect

the purposes for wiiich they were created, and never exceed their com-
mission : nothing can furnish a stronger proof than this, that an unseen
hand holds the reins, now permitting one to prevail, and now another, as

shall best promote certain wise ends ; and saying to each, " Hitherto shall

thou come and no further
.''

So complex is this mundane s)'stem, and so incessant the conflict between
its component parts, an observation which holds good particularly with
regard to insects, that if, instead of being under such control, it were left

to the agency of blind chance, the whole must inevitably soon be deranged
and go to ruin. Insects, in truth, are a book in which whoever reads under
proper impressions cannot avoid looking from the effect to the Cause, and
acknowledging his eternal power and godhead thus wonderfully displayed
and irrefragahly demonstrated : and whoever beholds these works with the
eyes of the body must be blind indeed if he cannot, and perverse indeed if

he will not, with the eye of the soul, behold in all his glory the Almighty
Workman, and feel disposed, with every power of his nature, to praise and
magnify

Him first, Him last, Him midst. Him without end.

And now having led you to the vestibule of an august temple, which in

its inmost sanctuary exhibits enshrined in glory the symbols of the Divine
Presence, I should invite you to enter and give a tongue to the Hallelujahs,

which every creature in its place, by working his will with all its faculties,

pours forth to his great Creator : but I must first endeavour to remove, as
I trust I shall effectually, those objections to the study of these interesting

beings which I alluded to in the outset of this letter, and this shall be the
aim of my next address.

I aoi; &c.
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LETTER 11.

OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

In my last I gave you a general view of the science of Entomology, and
endeavoured to prove to you that it possesses attractions and beauty suf-

ficient to reward any student who may profess himself its votary. I am
now to consider it in a less alluring light, as a pursuit attended by no
small degree of obloquy, in consequence of certain objections thought to

be urged with great force against it. To obviate these, and remove every
scruple from your mind, shall be the business of th.e present letter.

Two principal objections are usually alleged with great confidence

against the study and pursuit of insects. By some they are derided as

trifling and unimportant, and deemed an egregious waste of time and
talents ; by others they are reprobated as unfeeling and cruel, and as

tending to harden the heart.

I. I shall begin with the first of these objections— that the entomo-
logist is a mere trifler. As for the silly outcry and abuse of the ignorant

vulgar, who are always ready to laugh at what they do not understand,
and because insects are minute objects conclude that the study of them
must be a childish pursuit, I shall not waste words upon what I so cor-

dially despise. But since even learned men and philosophers, from a
partial and prejudiced view of the subject, having recourse to this

common-place logic, are sometimes disposed to regard all inquiry into

these minutitE of nature as useless and idle, and the mark of a little mind ;

to remove such prejudice and misconce[)tions 1 shall now dilate somewhat
upon the subject of Cui bono ?

When we see man}- wise and learned men pay attention to any particular

department of science, we may naturally conclude that it is on account of
some profit and instruction which they foresee may be derived from it ;

and therefore in defending Entomology I shall first have recourse to the

argumcnlum ad verecundiam, and mention the great names that have culti-

vated or recommended it.

We may begin the list with the first man that ever lived upon the

earth, for we are told that he gave a name to every living creature \
amongst which insects must he included ; and to give an appropriate

name to an object necessarily requires some knowledge of its distin-

guishing properties. Indeed one of the principal pleasures and employ-
ments of the paradisiacal state was probably the study of the various

works of creation.2 Before the Fall the book of nature was the Bible of
man, in which he could read the perfections and attributes of the invisible

Godhead', and in it, as in a mirror, behold an image of the things of the
spiritual world. Moses also appears to have been conversant with our
little animals, and to have studied them with some attention. This he has
shown, not only by being aware of the distinctions which separate the

various tribes of grasshoppers, crickets, &c. {Grt/llus, L.) into different

1 Gen. ii, 19. 2 Linu. Fn. Suec. Vxxl s Eom. i. 19, 20.
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genera^, but also by noticing the different direction of the two anterior

from the four posterior legs of insects ; for, as he speaks of them as going

upon four legs^, it is evident that he consideied the two anterior as arms,

Solomon, the wisest of mankind, made Natural History a peculiar object

of study, and left treatises behind him upon its various branches, in which
creeping things or insects were not overlooked^; and a wiser than Solomon
(iirei'ts our attention to natural productions, when he bids us consider the

lilies of the field *, teaching us that they are more worthy of our notice

than the most glorious works of man : he also not obscurely intimates that

insects are symbolical beings, when he speaks of scorpions as synonymous
with evil spirits*; thus giving into our hands a clue for a more profitable

mode of studying them, as furnishing moral and spiritual instruction.

If to these scriptural authorities we add those of uninspired writers,

ancient and modern, the names of many worthies, celebrated both for

•wisdom and virtue, may be produced. Aristotle among the Greeks, and
Pliny the elder among the Romans, may be denominated the fathers of

Natural History, as well as the greatest philosophers of their day ; yet

both these made insects a principal object of their attention : and in more
recent times, if we look abroad, what names greater than those of Redi,

Malpighi, VaUisnieri, Swammerdam, Leeuwenhoek, Reaumur, Linne, De
Oeer, Bonnet, and the Hubers ? and at home, what philosophers have
done more honour to their country and to human nature than Ray, Wil-
loughby. Lister, and Derham ? Yet all these made the study of insects one
of their most favourite pursuits; and, as if to prove that this study is not

incompatible with the highest flinhts of genius, we can add to the list the

name of one of the most sublime of our poets. Gray, who was very

zealously devoted to Entomology ; as were the celebrated modern artists,

Fuseli and Stothard, and that prodigy of talent, our Dr. Thomas Young,
one of whose first essays was upon the habits of spiders, and above all,

the immortal Cuvier, who began his career in this science, and retained

for it to the last a strong predilection.^ As far, therefore, as names have

1 Levit. xi. 21,22. Lichtenstein in Linn. Trans, iv. 51, 52.

2 Levit. xi. 20. conf. Bochart, Uierozoic. ii. 1. 4. c. 9. 497, 498.
3 1 Kings, iv. 33. 4 Luke, xii. 27. 5 Ibid. x. 19, 20.

* Several manuscript volumes of Cuvier's descriptions of insects, and beautifullj'

accurate figures bj'^his own pen, begun to be written and drawn when he was but
seventeen years of age, and continued for five or six years following, still exist

(fac-similes of some of which have recently been published in Silliermann's Revue
Entomologique) ; and it was, as he himself avowed, the marvels which he discovered

in the organisation of insects which elevated his genius to the still higher concep-

tions which made him the first naturalist of the age. In acknowledging the honour
which the Entomological Society of France had conferred on him, in electing him
an honorarv member, he thus expressed himself in his letter, dated, alas! but a
fortnight before his death. " I should have been more worthy of the honour for-

merly, when in my youth this fine science occupied all my leisure moments, but if

other branches of natural history have not permitted me to give myself up to it with

the same ardour, I do not the less feel always the greatest interest in it." " If," said

he one day to his friend, Professor Audouin, " I had not studied insects when I was
at college from taste. I should, at a later period, from reason and necessity." For he
was convinced that the.habit of devoting the entire attention to the examination of

minute details, and the experience of the danger of falling into error the moment
this habit is deviated from, are most useful preliminaries to the study of the higher

animals, and to enable us to derive from it its most valuable fruits. "Are you an
entomologist?" he asked, one day in M. Audouin's presence, a young man who had
ventured to speak to him of some remarkable peculiarity which he fancied he had
discovered ia dissecting a human subject. " No," replied the medical student.
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weight, the above enumeration seems sufficient to shelter the votaries of

this pleasing science from the charge of folly.

But we do not wish to rest our defence upon authorities alone ; let the

voice of reason be heard, and our justification will be complete. The en-

tomolocist, or, to speak more generally, the naturalist (for on this question

of Cid bono ? every student in all departments of Natural History is con-

cerned), if the following considerations be allowed their due weight, may
claim a much higher station amongst the learned than has hitherto been

conceded to him.

There are two principal avenues to knowledge— the study of words and

the study of things. Skill in the learned languages being often necessary

to enable us to acquire knowledge in the former way, is usually considered

as knowledge itself; so that no one asks Cui bono? when a person devotes

himself to the study of verbal criticism, and employs his time in correcting

the errors that have crept into the text of an ancient writer. Indeed it

must be owned, though perhaps too much stress is sometimes laid upon it,

that this is very useful to enable us to ascertain his true meaning. But
after all, words are but the arbitrary signs of ideas, and have no value

independent of those ideas, further than what arises from congi'uity and
harmony, the mind being dissatisfied when an idea is expressed by in-

adequate words, and the ear offended when their collocation is inhar-

n)onious. To account the mere knowledge of words, therefore, as wisdom,
is to mistake the cask for the wine, and the casket for the gem. I say all

this because knowledge of words is often extolled beyond its just merits,

and put for all wisdom; while knowledge of things, especially of the pro-

ductions of nature, is derided as if it were mere folly. We should re-

collect that God hath condescended to instruct us by both these ways,

and therefore neither of them should be depreciated. He hath set before

us his word and his world. The former is the great avenue to truth and
knowledge by the study of words, and, as being the immediate and autho-

ritative revelation of his will, is entitled to our principal attention ; the

latter leads us to the same conclusions, though less directly, by the study

of things, which stands next in rank to that of God's word, and before

that of any work of man. And whether we direct our eyes to the planets

rolling in their orbits, and endeavour to trace the laws by which they

are guided through the vast of space, whether we analyse those powers
and agents by which all the operations of nature are performed, or whether

we consider the various productions of this our globe, from the mighty

cedar to the microscopic mucor— from the giant elephant to the invisible

mite, still we are studying the works and wonders of our God. The book,

to whatever page we turn, is Written by the finger of Him who created us
;

and in it, provided our minds be rightly disposed, we may read his eternal

verities. And the more accurate and enlarged our knowledge of his

works, the better shall we be able to understand his word ; and the more

" Well then," rejoined Cuvier, " I advise you to dissect an insect. I leave the
species to j'our own choice: it may be the largest you can find; and Laving done
this, review your supposed discovery, and if you still think it exact, I will take
your word for it." The young man, a friend of M. Audouin, submitted with a good
grace to this test, and having acquired more dexterity and more -caution, came
shortly to thank Cuvier for his advice, and to confess his former mistake. " You
see," said the latter, smiling, " that my touchstone was not bad." (Audouin—Notice
sur George Cuvier. Ann. Sac. Ent. de France, i. 317.)
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practised we are in his word, the more readily shall we discern his truth in

his works ; for, proceedinji from the same great Author, they must, -when

rightly interpreted, mutually explain and illustrate each other.

Who then shall dare maintain, unless he has the hardihood to deny

that God created them, that the study of insects and their ways is trifling

or unprofitable? Were they not arrayed in all their beauty, and sur-

rouniled with all their wonders, and made so instrumental (as I shall

hereafter prove them to be) to our welfare, that we might glorify and

praise him for them ? Why were insects made attractive, if not, as Ray
well expresses it, that they might ornament the universe and be delightful

objects of contemplation to man?^ And is it not clear, as Dr. Paley has

observed, that the production of beauty was as much in the Creator's

mind in painting a butterfly or in studding a beetle, as in giving symmetry

to the human frame, or graceful curves to its muscular covering?^ And
shall we think it beneath us to study what he hath not thought it beneath

him to adorn and place on this great theatre of creation? Nay, shall we
extol those to the skies who bring together at a vast expense the most

valuable specimens of the arts, the paintings and statues of Italy and

Greece, all of which, however beautiful as works of man, fall short of

perfection ; and deride and upbraid those who collect, for the purpose of

admiring their beauty, the finished and perfect chefs-d'oeuvre of a Divine

artist? May we gaze with rapture unblamed upon an Apollo of Belve-

dere, or Venus de Medicis, or upon the exquisite paintings of a Raphael

or a Titian, and yet when we behold with ecstasy sculptures that are pro-

duced by the chisel of the Almighty, and the inimitable tints laid on by his

pencil, because an insect is the subject, be exposed to jeers and ridicule ?

But there is another reason, which in the present age renders the study

of Natural History an object of importance to every well-wisher to the

cause of religion, who is desirous of exerting his faculties in its defence.

For as enthusiasm and false religion have endeavoured to maintain their

ground by a perversion of the text of Scripture, so also the patrons of infi-

delity and atheism have laboured hard to establish their impiety by a

perversion of the tfixt of nature. To refute the first of these adversaries

of truth and sound religion, it is necessary to be well acquainted with the

ii'07-d o£ God ; to refute the second, requires an intimate knowledge of his

works; and no department can furnish him with more powerful arguments

of every kind than the world of insects— every one of which cries out in

an audible voice. There is a God — he is Almighty, all-wise, all-good— his

watchful providence is ever, and every where, at work for the preservation

of all things.

But since mankind in general are too apt to look chiefly at this world,

and to regard things as important or otherwise in proportion as they are

connected with suhhmary interests, and promote our present welfare, I

shall proceed further to prove that the study of insects may be productive

1 "Qunsri fortasse h nonnullis potest, Quis Papilionum usus sit? Respondeo,

Ad ornatum Universi, et ut hominibus spectaculo sint: ad rura illustranda velut

tot bractca3 inservientes. Quis enim eximiam earum pulchritudinein et varieta-

tem contem plans mira voluptate non afficiatur? Quis tot colorum et schematum
elegantias iiafur.-e ipsius ingenio excogitatas et artifici penicillo depictas curiosis

ocuhs intuens, divinre artis vestigia eis impressa non agnoscat et miretur?" Rai
Hist. Ins. 109.

2 Nat. Tbeol. 213.
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of considerable utility, even in this view, and may be regarded in some
sort as a necessary or at least a very useful concomitant of many arts and
sciences.

The importance of insects to us both as sources of good or evil, I shall

endeavour to prove at large hereafter ; but for the present, taking this for

granted, it necessarily follows that the study of them must also be im-
portant. For when we suffer from them, if we do not know the cause,
how are we to apply a remedy that may diminish or prevent their ravages?
Ignorance in this respect often occasions us to mistake our enemies for
our friends, and our friends for our enemies ; so that when we think to do
good we only do harm, destroying the innocent and letting the guilty
escape. Many such instances have occurred. You know the orange-
colonred fly of the wheat, and have read the account of the damage done
by this little insect to that important grain ; you are aware also that it is

given in charge to three little parasites to keep it within due limits; yet at
first it was the general opinion of unscientific men, that these destroyers
of our enemy were its parents, and the original source of all the mischief.*

Middleton, in his " Agriculttire of Middlesex" speaking of the Plant-louse
that is so injurious to the bean, tells us that the lady-l)irds are supposed
either to generate or to feed upon them.- Had he been an entomologist,
he would have been in no doubt whether they were beneficial or injurious;
on the contrary, he would have recommencled that they should be en-
couraged as friends to man, since no insects are greater devourers of the
Aphides. The confounding of the apple Aphis, or American blight

(J. /anigera^), that has done such extensive injury to our orchards, with
others, has led to proceedings still more injurious. This is one of those
species from the skin of which transpires a white cottony secretion.

Some of the proprietors of orchards about Evesham, observing an insect

which secreted a similar substance upon the poplar, imagined that from
this tree the creature which they had found so noxious was generated;
and in consequence of this mistaken notion cut down all their poplars.'*

The same indistinct ideas might have induced them to fell all their larches
and beeches, since they also are infested by Aphides which transpire a
similar substance. Had these persons possessed any entomological know-
ledge, they would have examined and compared the insects before they
had formed their opinions, and being convinced that the poplar and apple
Aphis are distinct species, would have saved their trees.

But could an entomological observer even ascertain the species of anv
noxious insect, still in many cases, without further information, he may fail

short of his purpose of prevention. Thus we are told that in Germany
the gardeners and country people, with great industry, gather whole
baskets full of the caterpillar of the destructive cabbage moth {Mamcstra
BrassiccB'), and then bury them, which, as Roesel well observes^ is just as

1 Kirby, in Linn. Trans, iv. 232. 235. See also a letter signed C. in the
Gent. Mag. for August, 1795. Tliis little insect produces no galls like many of
the species of the genus (Latr. Gen. Crust, et Ins. iv. 253. Mei.g. Dipt. i. 94 ),Vet
it corresponds with the characters of Cecidomgia laid down both by Latreille and
Meigen.

2 P. 192.

5 See Latr. Families Natvrelles du Regne Animal, 420. This insect has had
four generic names given to it.— Lachnus by lUigor, Eriosoma by Leach, Mgzoxgle
by Blot, and Schizoneura by Ilartigin Germar's Zeitschr.f. d, Enionwl.

* Collett, in Month. Mag. x.x.xii. 320.
5 Roesel, I. iv. 170.
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if we should endeavour to kill a crab by covering it with water ; for many
of them being full grown and ready to pass into their next state, which
they do underground, instead of destroying them by this manoeuvre, their

appearing again the following years in greater numbers is actually facilitated.

Yet this plan applied to our common cabbage caterpillar, which does not

go underground, would succeed. So that some knowledge of the manners
ofan insect is often requisite to enable us to check its ravages effectually.

With respect to noxious caterpillars in general, agriculturists and gardeners

are not usually aware that the best mode of preventing their attacks is to

destroy the female fly before she has laid her eggs, to do which the moth
proceeding from each must be first ascertained. But if their research were
carried still further, so as to enable them to distinguish the pupa and dis-

cover its haunts, and it would not be at all difficult to detect that of the

greatest pest of our gardens, the cabbage butterfly, the work might be still

more effectually accomplished. Some larvae are polyphagous, or feed upon a

variety of plants ; amongst others that of the yellow-tail moth {Porthesia

chrysorrhced)
; yet gardeners think they have done enough if they destroy

tlie web-like nests which so often deform our fruit-trees, without suspect-

ing that new armies of assailants will wander from those on other plants

vvliich they have suffered to remain. Thus will thousands be produced in

the following season, which, had they known how to distinguish them,

might have been extirpated. Another instance occurred to me, when
walking with a gentleman in his estate at a village in Yorkshire. Our
attention was attracted by several circular patches of dead grass, each
having a stick with rags suspended to it, placed in the centre. I at once
discerned that the larva of the cock-chafer had eaten the roots of the grass,

which being pulled up by the rooks that devour this mischievous grub,

these birds had been mistaken by the tenant for the cause of the evil, and
the rags were placed to frighten away his best friends. On inquiry why he
had set up these sticks, he replied, " He couldn't beer to see'd nasty craws
pull up all'd gess, and sae he'd set'd bairns to hiug up some aud clouts to

flay 'em away. Gin he'd letten 'em alean they'd sean hev reated up all'd

close." Nor could I convince him by all that I could say, that the rooks
were not the cause of the evil. Even philosophers sometimes fall into

gross mistakes from this species of ignorance. Dr. Darwin has observed,

that destroying the beautiful but injurious wood-peckers is the only alter-

native for preventing the injury they do to our forest trees by boring into

them^ ; not being aware that they bore only those trees which insects have
previously attacked, and that they diminish very considerably the number
of such as are prejudicial to our forests.

From these facts it is sufficiently evident that entomological knowledge
is necessary both to prevent fatal mistakes, aud to enable us to check with

effect the ravages of insects. But ignorance in this respect is not only

unfit to remedy the evil ; on the contrary, it may often be regarded as its

cause. A large proportion of the most noxious insects in every country
are not indigenous, but have been imported. It was thus that the moth
{Galleria McUonella) so destructive in beehives, and the asparagus beetle

{Crioceris Aspnragi), were made denizens of Sweden.^ The insect that

has destroyed all the peach trees in St. Helena was imported from the Cape;
and at home (not to mention bugs and cock-roaches) the great pest of our

» rhylohgia, 618. 2 Fn.Suec.bQ>7. 1383.
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orchards, before mentioned, the apple Aphis, there is good reason to believe

was introduced with some foreign apple-trees. Now, extensive as is our
commerce, it is next to impossible, by any precautions, to prevent the im-

portation of these noxious agents. A cargo of wheat from North America
might present us with the famed Hessian fly, which some jears ago caused

such trepidation in our cabinet ; but though introduced, the presence of
these insects, were Entomology a more general pursuit, would soon be
detected, and the evil at once nipt in the bud ; whereas in a country where
this science was not at all or httle cultivated, they would most probably

have Tncreased to such an extent before they attracted notice, that every

effort to extirpate them would be ineffectual.

It is needless to insist upon the importance of the study of insects, as

calculated to throw light upon some of the obscurest points of general

physiology ; nor would it be difficult, though the task might be invidious,

to point out how grossly incorrect and deficient are many of the speculations

of our most eminent philosophers, solely from their ignorance of this

important branch of Natural History. How little qualified would that

physiologist be to reason conclusively upon the mysterious subject of gene-
ration, who should be ignorant of the wonderful and unlooked-for fact,

brought to light by the investigations of an entomologist, that one sexual

intercourse is sufficient to fertilise the eggs of numerous generations of
Aphides ! And how defective would be all our reasonings on the powers
of nutrition and secretion, had we yet to learn that in insects both are in

action unaccompanied by the circulating system and glands of larger

animals !

In another point of view entomological information is very useful. A
great deal of unnecessary mischief is produced, and unnecessary uneasiness

occasioned, by what are called vulgar errors, and that superstitious re-

liance u|)on charms, which prevents us from having recourse to remedies
that are really efficacious. Thus, for instance, eating figs and sweet things

has been supposed to generate lice.^ Nine kuvEe of the moth of the wild

teasel enclosed in a reed or goose quill have been reckoned a remedy for

ague.^ Matthiolus gravely affirms that every oak-gall contains either a

fly, a spider, or a worm ; and that the first foretells war, the second pes-

tilence, and the third famine.^ In Sweden the peasants look upon the

grub of the cock-chafer as furnishing an unfailing prognostic whether the

ensuing winter will be mild or severe ; if the animal have a bluish hue (a

circumstance which arises from its being replete with food) they affirm it

will be mild, but, on the contrary, if it be white, the weather will be severe:

and they carry this so far as to foretell, that if the anterior part be white
and the posterior blue, the cold will be most severe at the beginning of
the winter. Hence they call this grub BemarJcelse-mask, or prognostic

worm.* A similar augury as to the harvest is drawn by the Danish pea-
sants from the mites which infest the common dung beetle (Geotmpes
dcrcorarms), called in Danish Skarnbosfse or Torbist. If there are many of

these mites between the fore feet, they believe that there will be an early

1 Amoreux, 276.
2 Kai. Cat. Cant. 45. Hist. Ins. 341.
3 Comment, in Dinscor. 1. 1. c. 23. 214. Lesser L, ii. 280.
» De Geer, iv. 275, 276.

C
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harvest, but a late one if they abound between the hind feet.* The
appearance of the death's head hawk-moth (^Acherontia Alropos) has in

some countries produced the most violent alarm and trepidation amongst
the |)eople, who, because it emits a plaintive sound, and is marked with

what looks like a death's head upon its back, regarded it as the messenger
of pestilence and death.^ We learn from Linne that a similar super-

stition, built upon the black hue and strange aspect of that beetle, prevails

in Sweden with respect to Blaps mortisaga^ ; and in Barbadoes, according

to Hughes, the ignorant deem the ajipearance of a certain grasshopper in

their houses as a sure presage of illness to some of the family.* *

One would not think that the excrements of insects could be objects of
terror ;

yet so it has been. Many species of Lepidopte7'a, when they

emerge from the pupa state, discharge from their anus a reddish fluid,

which, in some instances, where their numbers have been considerable, has

produced the appearance of a shower of blood ; and by this natural fact,

all those bloody showers, recorded by historians as preternatural, and
regarded where they happened as fearful prognostics of impending evils,

are stripped of their terrors, and reduced to the class of events that happen
in the common course of nature. That insects are the cause of these

showers is no recent discovery ; for Sleidan relates that in the year 1353

a vast multitude of butterflies swarmed through a great part of Germany,
and sprinkled plants, leaves, buildings, clothes, and men, with bloody

drops, as if it had rained blood. ^ But the most interesting account of an
event of this kind is given by Reaumur, from whom we learn that in the

beginning of July, 1608, the suburbs of Aix, and a considerable extent of

country round it, were covered with what appeared to be a shower of

blood. We may conceive the amazement and stupor of the populace upon
such a discovery, tiie alarm of the citizens, the grave reasonings of the

learned. All agreed however in attributing this appearance to the powers
of darkness, and in regarding it as the prognostic and precursor of some
direful misfortune about to befall them. Fear and prejudice would have
taken deep root upon this occasion, and might have produced fatal effects

upon some weak minds, had not M. Peirese, a celebrated philosopher of

that place, paid attention to insects. A chrysalis which he preserved in

his cabinet let him into the secret of this mysterious shower. Hearing a

fluttering, which informed him his insect was arrived at its perfect state,

he opened the box in which he kept it. The animal flew out and left

behind it a red spot. He compared this with the spots of the bloody

shower, and foimd they were alike. At the same time he observed there

was a prodigious quantity of butterflies flying about, and that the drops

of the miraculous rain were not to be found upon the tiles, nor even upon
the upper surface of the stones, but chiefly in cavities ana places where

rain could not easily come. Thus did this jutlicious observer dispel the

ignorant fears and terror which a natural phenomenon had caused.^

The same author relates an instance of the gardener of a gentleman

being thrown into a horrible fright by digging up some of the curious cases

1 Detharding de Llsectis Coleopteris Danicis, 9.

a Keaum. ii. "289. This insect and its caterpillar is finely figured in Mr. Curtis'a

elegant and scientific British Entomology, 1. 147.

3 Faun. Suec. 822. * Nat. Hist, of Barhad. 85.

» Quoted in Mouffet, 107. « Keaum. i. 6(37.
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which I shall hereafter describe to you, of the -leaf-cutter bees, and which
he conceived to be the effect of witchcraft portending some terrible misfor-

tune. By the advice of the priest of the parish he even took a journey

from Rouen to Paris, to show them to his master : but he, happily having

more sense than the man, carried them to M. Nollet, an eminent naturalist,

who having seen similar productions was aware of the cause, and opening

one of the cases, while tlie gardener stood aghast at his temerity, pointed

out the grub that it contained, and thus sent him back with a light heart,

relieved from all his apprehensions.^

Every one has heard of the death-watch, and knows of the superstitious

notion of tiie vulgar, that in whatever house its drum is heard one of the

family will die before the end of the year. These terrors, in particular in-

stances, where they lay hold of weak minds, especially of sick or hypo-
chondriacal persons, may cause the event that is supposed to be prognosti-

cated. A small degree of entomological knowledge would relieve them
from all their fears, and teach them that this heart-sickening tick is caused
by a small beetle (Aiwdium tessellatum) which lives in timber, and is merely
a call to its companion. Attention to Entomology may therefore be
renilered very useful in this view, since nothing certainly is more desirable

than to deliver the human mind from the dominion of superstitious fears

and false notions, which, having considerable influence on the conduct of
mankind, are the cause of no small portion of evil.

But as we cannot well guard against the injuries produced by insects, or

remove the evil, whether real or arising from misconceptions respecting

them, M'hich they occasion, unless we have some knowledge of them ; so

neither without such knowletlge can we apply them, when beneficial, to

our use. Now it is exti'emely probable that they might be made vastly

more subservient to our advantage and profit than at present, if we were
better acquainted with them. It is the remark of an author, who iiimself

is no entomologist :
" We have not taken animals enough into alliance

with us. The more spiders there were in the stable, the less would the

horses suffer from the flies. The great American fire-fly should be im-

ported into Spain to catcii mosquitos. In hot countries a reward should be
offered to the man who could discover what insects feed upon fleas." ^ It

would be worth our while to act upon this hint, and a similar one of Dr.
Darwin. Those insects might be collected and preserved that are known
to destro}' the Aphides and other injurious tribes ; and we should thus be
enabled to direct their operations to any quarter where they would be

most serviceable ; but this can never be done till experimental agricul-

turists and gardeners are conversant with insects, and acquainted with their

properties and economy. How is it that the Great Being of beings

preserves the system which he has created from permanent injury, in con-

sequence of the too great redundancy of any individual species, but by em-
ploying one creature to prey upon another, and so overruling and directing

the instincts of all, that they may operate most where they are most wanted

!

We cannot better exercise the reasoning powers and faculties with which
he has endowed us, than by copying his example. We often employ the

larger animals to destroy each other, but the smaller, especially insects, we
have totally neglected. Some may think, perhaps, that in aiming to do

1 Reaum. vi. 99, 100. Kirby Mon. Ap. Ang. i. 157, 158.

» oouthey's ili/ac/or, 4to. Notes, 519.

o ?
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this we should be guilty of- presumption, and of attempting to take the
government and direction of things out of the hands of Providence : but

this is a very weak argument, which might with equal reason be adduced
to prove that when rats and mice become troublesome to us, we ought not
to have recourse to dogs, ferrets, and cats to exterminate them. When
any species multiplies upon us, so as to become noxious, we certainly have
a just right to destroy it, and what means can be more proper than those

which Providence itself has furnished ? We can none of us go further or

do more than the Divine Will permits ; and he will take care that our
efforts shall not be injurious to the general welfare, or effect the annihila-

tion of an}' individual species.

Again, with regard to insects that are employed in medicine or the arts,

if the apothecary cannot distinguish a Cantharis or blister-beetle from a

Carabus or Cetonia, both of which beetles I have found mixed with the

former, how can he know whether his druggist furnishes him with a good
or bad article ? And the same observation may with still greater force

apply to the dyer in his purchase of cochineal, since it is still more difficult

to distinguish the wild sort from the cultivated. There are, it is probable,

many insects that might be employed with advantage in both these depart-

ments ; but unless Entomology be more generally studied by scientific

men, who are the only persons likely to make discoveries of this kind, than

it has hitherto been, we must not hope to derive further profit from them.

It seems more particularly incumbent upon the professors of the divine art

of healing to become conversant with this as well as the other branches of
Natural History ; for not only do they derive some of their most useful

drugs from insects, but many also of the diseases upon which they are

consulted, as we shall see hereafter, are occasioned by them. For want of
this kind of information medical men run the risk of confounding diseases

perfectly distinct, at least as to the animal that causes them. It would be
a most desirable thing to have professors in each branch of Natural History
in our universities, and to make it indispensable, in order to the obtaining

of any degree in physic, that the candidate should have attended these

lectures. We may judge from the good effects that the arts have derived

from the present very general attention to Chemistry how beneficial would
be the consequence if Entomology were equally cultivated ; and I shall

conclude this paragraph with what I think may be laid down as an incon-

trovertible axiom : — That the profit we derive from the works of creation

will be in proportion to the accuracy of our knowledge of thera and their

properties.

I trust I have now said enough to convince you and every thinking man
that the study of insects, so far from beingvain, idle, trifling, or unprofitable,

may be attended with very important advantages to mankind, and ought at

least to be placed upon a level with many other branches of science, against

which such accusations are never alleged.

But I must not conceal from you that there are objectors who will still

return to the charge. They will say, " We admit that the pursuits of the

entomologist are important when he directs his views to the destruction of

noxious insects ; the discovery of new ones likely to prove beneficial

to man ; and to practical experiments upon their medical and econo-

mical properties. But where are the entomologists that in fact pursue
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this course ? Do they not in reality wholly disregard the economical

department of their science, and content themselves with making as large

a collection of species as possible ; ascertaining the names of such as are

already described ; describing new ones; and arranging the whole in their

cabinets under certain families and genera? And can a study with these

sole ends in view deserve a better epithet than trifling ? Even if the en-

tomologist advance a step further, and invent a new system for the distri-

bution of all known insects, can his laborious undertaking be deemed any
other than busy idleness ? What advantage does the world derive from
having names given to ten or twenty thousand insects, of which numbers
are not bigger than a pin's head, and of which probably not a hundredth
part will ever be of any use to mankind?"
Now in answer to this supposed objection, which I have stated as forcibly

as I am able, and which, as it may be, and often is, urged against every

branch of Natural History as at present studied, well deserves a full con-
sideration, I might in the first place deny that those who have the highest

claim to rank as entomologists do confine their views to the systematic
department of the science to the neglect of econonn'cal observations; and
in proof of my assertion, I might refer abroad to a Linne, a Reaumur, a

De Geer, a Huber, and various other names of the highest reputation ;

and at home to a Ray, a Lister, a Derham, a Marsham, a Curtis, a Clark,

a Roxburgh, &c. But I do not wish to conceal that though a large pro-

portion of entomologists direct their views much further than to the mere
nomenclature of their science, there exists a great number, probably the

majority, to whom the objection will strictly apply. Now I contend, and
shall next endeavour to prove, that entomologists of this description are

devoting their time to a most valuable end ; and are conferring upon society

a benefit incalculably greater than that derived from the labours of manv
of those who assume the privilege of despising their pursuit.

Even in favour of the mere butterfly-hunter— he who has no higher aim
than that of collecting a picture of Lepidoptera, and is attached to insects

solely by their beauty or singularity,— it would not be difficult to say

much. Can it be necessary to declaim on the superiority of a people
amongst whom intellectual pleasures, however trifling, are preferred to

mere animal gratifications ? Is it a thing to be lamented that some of the

Spitalfields weavers occupy their leisure hours in searching for the Adonis

butterfly (Pu/t/ommafiis Adonis), and others of the more splendid Lepidop-
tera^, instead of spending them in playing at skittles or in an alehouse?
Or is there in truth any thing more to be wished than that the cutlers of

Sheffield were accustomed thus to employ their Saint Mondays ; and to

recreate themselves after a hard day's work, by breathing the pure air of

their surrounding hills, while in search of this " untaxed and undisputed

game^;" and that more of the Norwich weavers were fond of devoting

1 Ilaworth, Lepid. Brit. 44. 57.
' Oft have I smiled the happy pride to see
Of humble tradesmen in tlieir evening glee.

When of some- pleasing fancied good possest.

Each grev alert, was busy and was blest

:

Whether the call-bird yield the hour's delight.

Or magnified in microscope the mite

;

'

.

Or whether tumblers, crojjpers, carriers seize

The gentle mind ; they rule it and they please.

c 3
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their vacant time to plant-hunting, like Joseph Fox, recorded by Sir James
Smith as the first raiser of a Lycopodium from seed ?

^

Still more easy is it to advocate the cause of another description of

entomologists — the general collectors. These, though not concerning

tliemselves with the system, contribute most essentially to its advancement.
We cannot expect that princes, noblemen, and others of high rank or large

fortune who collect insects, should be able or willing to give up the time

necessary for studying them systematically ; but their museums being

accessible to the learned entomologist, afford him the use of treasures

which his own limited funds or opportunities could never have brought
together. As to others of less consequence that content themselves with

the title of collectors, they also have their use. Having devoted them-
selves to this one department, they become more expert at it than the philo-

sopher who combines deep researches with the collection of objects ; and
thus are many species brought together for the use of the systematist, that

would otherwise remain unknown.
But to proceed to the defence of the systematic entomologists.— These

may be divided into two great classes : the first comprising those who
confine themselves to ascertaining the names of the insects they collect;

the second, those who, in addition, publish descriptions of new species,

new arrangements of intricate genera, or extrications of entangled synonyms,
and who, in other respects, actively contribute to the perfection of the

system.

Now with regard to the first class, setting aside what may be urged in

behalf of the study of insects considered as the work of the Creator, it is

easy to show that, even with such restricted views, their pursuit is as com-
mendable, and as useful both to themselves and the community, as many
of those on which we look with the greatest respect. To say the least in

their favour, they amuse themselves innocently, which is quite as much as

can be urged for persons who recreate their leisure hours with music,

painting, or desultory reading. They furnish themselves with an unfailing

provision of that " grand panacea for the tczdium vitce "— employment— no
unimportant acquisition, when even Gray was forced to exclaim, with re-

ference to the necessity of " always having something going forward

"

towards the enjoyment of life, " Happy they who can create a rose-tree or

erect a honey-suckle ; that can watch the brood of a hen, or see a fleet of

their own ducklings launch into the water!"* And, like the preceding

class, they collect valuable materials for the use of more active labourers,

being thus at least upon a par with the majority of book-collectors and
antiquaries.

There is 1113- friend the weaver ; strong desires

Reign in his breast ; 'tis beauty he admires

:

See to the shady grove he wings his way.
And feels in hope the rapture of the day—
Eager he looks, and soon to glad his eyes.

From the sweet bower by nature forni'd arise

Bright troops of virgin moths, and fresh-born butterflies.
• « « « . «

He fears no bailiff's wrath, no baron's blapie;

His is untax'd and undisputed game.
Crabbe's Borough, p. 110.

' Linn. Trans, ii. 315.
2 Letter to Dr. Wliarton. Mason's Life of Gray, p. 28.
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But this is the smallest half of the value of their pursuit. With what
view is the study of the niatheniatics so genei'ally recommended? Not cer-

tainly for any practical purpose—not to make the bulk of those \A'ho attend

to them astronomers or engineers. But simply to exercise and strengthen

the intellect— to give the mind a habit of attention and of investigation.

Now ior all these purposes, if I do not go so far as to assert that the mere
ascertaining of the names of insects is equal to the study of the mathe-
matics, I have no hesitation m affirming that it is nearly as effectual ; and
with respect to giving a habit of minute attention, superior. Such is the

intricacy of natiu'c, such the imperfection of our present arrangements,

that the discovery of the name of almost any insect is a problem, calling in

all cases for acuteness and attention, and in some for a balancing of evi-

dence, a calculation of the chances of error as arduous as are required in a

perplexed law case, and a process of ratiocination not less strict than that

which satisfies the mathematician. In proof of which assertion I need
only refer any competent judge to the elaborate disquisitions of Laspeyres,

called for by one work alone on the lepidopterous insects of a single dis-

trict—the JViener Verze'wimiss, which occu[)y above two hundred octavo
pages ', and must have cost the learned aLithor nearly as much labour of
mind as the Diictor Dubitantiinn did Bishop Taylor,

Do not apprehend that this occasional perplexity is any deduction from
the attractions of the science : though in itself, in some respects, an evil,

it forms in fact to many minds one of the chief of them. The pursuit

of Truth, in whatever path, affords pleasure : but tiie interest would cease
if she never gave us trouble in the chase. Horace Walpole used to say,

that from a child he could never bring himself to attend to any book tliat

was not full of proper names ; and the satisfaction which he felt in dry
investigations concerning noble authors, and obscure painters, is experi-

enced by many an entomologist who spends hours in disentangling the
synonymy of a doubtful species. Nor would it be easy to prove that the
wordy researches of the one are not to every practical purpose as valuable

as those of the other. We smile at the Frenchman told of by IVTenage,

that was so enraptured with the study of heraldry and genealogy as to

lament the hard case of our forefather Adam, who could not possibly

amuse himself with such investigations.^ But many an entomologist,
who has felt the delicious sensation attendant upon the indisputable

ascertainment of an insect's name after a long search, will feel inclined

to indulge in similar grief for the unhappy lot of his successors, when all

shall be smooth sailing in the science.

But in behalf of those who are more eminently entitled to be called

entomologists—those who, not content with collecting and investigating

insects, occupy themselves in naming and describing such as have been
before imobserved ; in instituting new genera or reforming the old; and,
to say all in one word, in perfecting the system of the science,— still

higher claims can be urged. Suppose that at this moment our dictionaries

ot the French and German languages were so very defective, that we were
unable by the use of them to profi^t from the discoveries of their philoso-
phers ; the labours of a Michaelis being a sealed book to our theologists,

and those of La Place to our astronomers. On this supposition, would

> Illig. Mag. ii. 33. iv. 3. ^ Andrew's Anecdotes, 152.

c 1
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not one of the most important literary undertakintrs be the compilation of
more perfect dictionaries, and would not the humblest contributor to such
an end be deemed most meritcrioiislj' engaged? Now precisely what an
accurate dictionary of a particular language is towards enabling the world
to participate in the discoveries published in that language, is a system of

Entomology towards enabling mankind to derive advantage from any
discoveries relative to insects. A good system of insects, containing all

the known species arranged in appropriate genera, families, orders, and
classes, is in fact a dictionary, putting it within our power to ascertain the

name of any given insect, and thus to learn what has been observed re-

specting its properties and history, as readily as we determine the meaning
of a new word in a lexicon. In order to impress upon you more for-

cibly the absolute need of such a system, I must enter into still further

detail.

There is scarcely a country in which several thousand insects may not

be found. Now, without some scientific arrangement, how is the observer

of a new fact respecting anyone of them to point out to distant countries,

and to posterity, the particular insect he had in view ? Suppose an ob-
server in England were to find a certain beetle which he had demonstrated
to be a specific for consumption ; and that it was necessary that this

insect, which there was reason to believe was common in every part of

the world, should be administered in a recent state. Would he not be
anxious to proclaim the happy discovery to sufferers in all quarters of the

globe '? As his remedy would not admit of transportation, he would have
no other means than by describing it. Now the question is, whether, on
the supposition that no system of Entomology existed, he would be able to

do this, so as to be intelligible to a physician in North America, for in-

stance, eager to administer so precious a medicine to his expiring patient?

It would evidently be of no use to say that the specific was a beetle : there

are thousands of different beetles in North America. Nor would size or

colour be any better guide : there are hundreds of beetles of the same size

and the same colour. Even the plant on which it fed would be no suffi-

cient clue ; for many insects, resembling each other to an unpractised eye,

feed on the same plant, and the same insect in different countries feeds

upon different plants. His only resource, then, would be a coloured figure

and full description of it. But every entomologist knows that there exist

insects perfectly distinct, yet so nearly resembling each other, that no
engraving nor any language other than that strictly scientific can possibly

discriminate them. After all, therefore, the chances are that our disco-

verer's remedy, invaluable as it might be, must be confined to his own
immediate neighbourhood, or to those who came to receive personal

information from him. But with what ease is it made known when a

system of the science exists ! If the insect be already described, he has

but to mention its generic and trivial names, and by the aid of two words
alone, every entomologist, though in the most distant region— whether a

Swede, a German, or a Frenchman— whether a native of Europe, of Asia,

of America, or of Africa, knows instantly the very species that is meant,
andean that moment ascertain whether it be within his reach. If the

species be new and undescribed, it is only necessary to indicate the genus
to which it belongs, the species to which it is most nearly allied, and to

describe it in scientific terms, which may be done in few words, and it

can at once be recognised by every one acquainted with the science.
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You will think it hardly credible that there should be so much difficulty

in describing an insect intelligibly without the aid of system ; but an
argumcnfiim ad hominem, supported by some other facts, will, I conjecture,

render this matter more comprehensible. You have doubtless, like every

one else, in the showery days of summer, felt no little ratje at the _;?i<fA-,

which at such times take the liberty of biting our legs, and contrive to

make a comfortable meal through the interstices of their silken or cotton

coverings. Did it, I pray, ever enter into your conception that these blood-

thirsty tormentors are a different species from those flies which you are

wont to see extending the lips of their little proboscis to a piece of sugar

or a drop of wine ? I dare say not. But the next time you have sacri-

ficed one of the former to your just vengeance, catch one of the latter and
compare them. I question if, after the narrowest comparison, you will

not still venture a wager that they are the very same species. Yet you
would most certainly lose your bet. They are not even of the same genus
— one belonging to the genus Musca (7I/. domeslica), and the other to the

genus Stomoxys (S. calciirans) ; and on a second examination you will

fmd that, however alike in most respects, they differ widely in the shape of

their proboscis ; that of the Stomoxys being a horny sharp-pointed wea-
pon, capable of piercing the flesh, while the soft blunt organ of the Musca
is perfectly incompetent to any such operation. In future, while you no
longer load the whole race of the house-fly with the execrations which
properly belong to a quite different tribe, you will cease being surprised

that an ordinary description should be insufficient to discriminate an in-

sect. It is to this insufficiency that we must attribute our ignorance of so

manj' of the insects mentioned by the older naturalists, previously to the

systematic improvements of the immortal Linne : and to the same cause

we must refer the impossibility of determining what species are alluded to

in the accounts of many modern travellers and agriculturists who have

been ignorant of Entomology as a science. Instances without number
of this impossibility might be adduced, but I shall confine myself to

two.

One of the greatest pests of Surinam and other low regions in South
America, is the insect called in the West Indies; where it is also trouble-

some, the chigoe (Ptdex penetrans), a minute species, to the attacks of

which I shall again have occasion to advert. This insect is mentioned by
almost all the writers on the countries where it is found. Not less than

eight or ten of them have endeavoured to give a full description of it, and
some of them have even figured it ; and yet, strange to say, it was not

certainly known whether it was a flea (^Pidex L.), a louse (Pedicii/us L.),

or a mite (Acarus L.), till a competent naturalist undertook to investigate

its history, and in a short paper in the Swedish Transactions ^ proved that

Linne was not mistaken in referring it to the former tribe, with which also

the more recent investigations of an eminent British entomologist, J. O.
Westwood, Esq., have shown that it must be arranged, though, from some
difference in its structure as well as habits, he has adopted the generic name
(slightly altered) proposed by the Rev. L, Guilding, and has called it

SarcopsyUa penetrans.^

The second instance of the insufficiency of popular description is even

• Swartz in Knngl. Vet. Ac. nyn Hntidl. ix. 40.
2 Trans. Ent. Soc. Load. ii. i'Jd—203.
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more extraordinary. In 1788 an alarm was excited in this country by the
probability of importing, in cargoes of wheat from North America, the in-

sect known by tiie name of the Hessian fly, whose dreadful ravages will be
adverted to hereafter. However the insect tribes are in general despised,
they had on that occasion ample revenge. The privy council sat day after

day anxiously debating what measures should be adopted to ward off the
danger of a calamity more to be dreaded, as they well knew, than the plague
or pestilence. Expresses were sent off in all directions to the officers of
the customs at the different outports respecting the examination of cargoes— despatches written to the ambassadors in France, Austria, Prussia, and
America, to gain that information of the want of which they were now so
sensible ; and so important was the business deemed, that the minutes of
council and the documents collected from all quarters fill upwards of two
hundred octavo pages.^ Fortunately England contained one illustrious

naturalist, the most authentic source of information on all subjects which
connect Natural History with Agriculture and the Arts, to whom the privy

council had the wisdom to apply ; and it was by Sir Joseph Banks's ento-
mological knowledge, and through his suggestions, that they were at length
enabled to form some kind of judgment on the subject. This judgment
was, after all, however, very imperfect. As Sir Joseph Banks had never
seen the Hessian fly, nor was it described in any entomological system, he
called for facts respecting its nature, propagation, and economy, wiiich

could be had only from America. These were obtained as speedily as

possible, and consist of numerous letters from individuals, essays from
magazines, the reports of the British minister there, &c. &c. One would
have supposed that from these statements, many of them drawn up by
farmers who had lost entire crops by the insect, which they profess to have
examined in every stage, the requisite information might have been acquired.
So far, however, was this from being the case, that many of the writers

seemed ignorant whether the insect be a moth, a fly, or what they term a
bug. And though from the concurrent testimony of several, its being a
two-winged fly seemed pretty accurately ascertained, no intelligible de-
scription was given from which any naturalist could infer to what genus
it belonged, or whether it was a known species. With regard to the history
of its propagation and economy the statements were so various and con-
tradictory, that though he had such a mass of materials before him, Sir

Joseph Banks was unable to reach any satisfactory conclusion.* •

Nothing can more incontrovertibly demonstrate the importance of
studying Entomology as a science than this fact. Those observations, to

which thousands of unscientific sufferers proved themselves incompetent,
would have been readily made by one entomologist well versed in his

science. He would at once have determined the order and genus of the
insect, and whether it was a known or new species ; and in a twelvemonth
at furthest he would have ascertained in what manner it made its attacks,

and whether it were possible that it might be transmitted along with grain
into a foreign country; and on these solid data he could have satisfactorily

pointed out the best mode of eradicatmg the pest, or preventing the exten-
sion of its ravages.

* Young's Annah of Agriculture, xi. 406.
2 The American Eutoniologist Say was the first who satisfactorily determined

the species and genus of the insect in question. Say on Cecidomyia Destructor, ia
Town, Acad. Kat. Sc. Philadelph., i. ; and Kirby in Ljudon's Mag. Nat. Hist., i.
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But it is not merely in travellers and popular observers that the want of

a, systematic knowledge of Entomology is so deplorable. A great portion

of the labours of the profoundest naturalists has been from a similar cause
lost to the world. Many of tlie insects concerning which Reaumur and
Bonnet have recorded the most interesting circumstances, cannot, from
their neglect of system, be at this day ascertained.! The former, as Beck-
mann- states on the authority of his letters, was before his death sensible

of his great error in this respect ; but Bonnet, with singular inconsistency,

constantly maintained the inutility of system, even on an occasion when,
from his ignorance of it, Sir James Smith, speaking of his experiments on
the baiberry, found it quite impossible to make him comprehend what
plant he referred to.^

So great is the importance of a systematic arrangement of insects. Yet
no such arrangement has hitherto been completed. Various fragments

towards it, indeed, exist. But the work itself is in the state of a dictionary

wanting a considerable proportion of the words of the language it professes

to explain ; and placing those which it does contain in an order often so

arbitrary and defective, that it is difficult to discover even the page con-
taining the word you are in search of. Can it be denied, then, that they
are most meritoriously employed who devote themselves to the removal of
these defects— to the perfecting of the system—and to clearing the path of
future economical or physiological observers from the obstructions which
now beset it ? And who that knows the vast extent of the science, and
how impossible it is that a divided attention can embrace the whole, will

contend that it is not desirable that some labourers in the field of litera-

ture should devote themselves entirely and exclusively to this object ?

Who that is aware of the importance of the comprehensive views of a

Fabricius, an Illiger, or a Latreille, and the infinite saving of time of which
their inquiries will be productive to their followers, will dispute their claim

to rank amongst the most honourable in science ?

II. No objection, I think, now remains against addicting ourselves to

entomological pursuits, but that which seems to have the most weight with

you, and which indeed is calculated to make the deepest impression upon
the best minds— I mean the charge of inhumanity and cruelty. That the

science of Entomology cannot be properly cultivated without the death of

its objects, and that this is not to be effected without putting them to some
pain, must be allowed; but that this substantiates the charge of cruelty, I

altogether deny. Cruelty is an unnecessary infliction of suffering, when a

person is fond of torturing or destro}ing God's creatures from mere wan-
tonness, with no useful end in view ; or when, if their death be useful and
lawful, he has recourse to circuitous modes of kilhng them where direct

ones would answer equally well. This is cruelty, and this with you I

abominate j but not the infliction of death when a just occasion calls for it.

They who see no cruelty in the sports of the field, as they are called, can
never, of course, consistently allege such a charge against tiie Entomologist;

the tortures of wounded birds, of fiuh that swallow the hook and break the

1 No one knew Reaumur'a Aheille Tapissiere, until Latreille, happily combining
system with attention to tlie economy of insects, proved it to be a new species—
his J\Ier/ac/tile Papaveris.—Hist, de Fourmis, 207.

2 Blbliotliek, vii. 310.

3 Tour on the Continent, iii. 150.
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line, or of the hunted hare, being, beyond comparison, greater than those
of insects destroyed in the usual mode. With respect to utility, the sports-

man who, though he adds indeed to the general stock of food, makes
amusement his primary object, must surely yield the palm to the entomo-
logist, who adds to the general stock of mental food, often supplies hints

for useful improvements in the arts and sciences, and the objects of whose
pursuit, unlike those of the former, are preserved, and may be applied to

use for many years.

But in the view even of those few who think inhumanity chargeable
upon the sportsman, it will be easy to place considerations which may
rescue the entomologist from such reproof. It is well known that, in pro-

portion as we descend in the scale of being, the sensibility of the objects

that constitute it diminishes. The tortoise walks about after losing its

head ; and the polypus, so far from being injured by the application of the
knife, thereby acquires an extension of existence. Insensibility almost
equally great may be found in the insect world. This, indeed, might be
interred a jmori; since Providence seems to have been more prodigal of

insect life than of that of any other order of creatures, animalcula perhaps
alone excepted. No part of the creation is exposed to the attack of so

many enemies, or subject to so many disasters ; so that the few individuals

of each hind which enrich the valued museum of the entomologist, many
of which are dearer to him than gold or gems, are snatched from the

ravenous maw of some bird or fish or rapacious insect—would have been
driven by the winds into the waters and drowned, or trodden underfoot by
man or beast ; for it is not easy, in some parts of the year, to set foot to

the ground without crushing these minute animals ; and thus also, instead

of being buried in oblivion, they have a kind of immortality conferred upon
them. Can it be believed that the beneficent Creator, whose tender
mercies are over all his works, would expose these helpless beings to such
innumerable enemies and injuries, were they endued with the same sense
of pam and irritability of nerve with the higher orders of animals ?

But this inference is reduced to certainty, wiien we attend to the facts

which insects every day present to us, proving that the very converse of
our great poet's conclusion, as usually interpreted,

. . . The poor beetle that we tread upon
In corporal sufterance finds a pang as great
As when a giant dies,

must be regarded as nearer the truth.* Not to mention the peculiar orga-

nisation of insects, which strongly favours the idea I am inculcating, but
which will be considered more properly in another place, their sang-froid

upon the loss of their limbs, even those that we account most necessary to

life, irrefragably proves that the pain they suffer cannot be very acute.

Had a giant lost an arm or a leg, or were a sword or spear run through his

body, he would feel no great inclination for running about, dancing or
eating

; yet a crane-fly {Trpula) will leave half its legs in the hands of an

1 Shakspeare's intention, however, in this passage, was evidently not, as is often

supposed, to excite compassion for tlie insect, but to prove that

The sense of Death is most in apprehension,

the actual pang being trifling.

—

Measure for Measure, Act iii. So. X.
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unlucl^y boy who has endeavoured to catch it, and will fly here and there
with as much agility and unconcern as if nothing had happened to it ; and
an insect impaled upon a pin will often devour its prey with as much
avidity as when at liberty. Were a giant eviscerated, his body divided in

the middle, or his head cut off, it would be all over with him ; he would
move no more ; he would be dead to the calls of hunger, or the emotions
of fear, anger, or love. Not so our insects. I have seen the common
cock-chafer walk about with apparent indifference after some bird had
nearly emptied its body of its viscera : an humble-bee will eat honey with
greediness though deprived of its abdomen ; and I myself lately saw an
ant, which had been brought out of the nest by its comrades, walk when
deprived of its head. The head of a wasp will attempt to bite after it is

separated from the rest of the body; and the abdomen under similar cir-

cumstances, if the finger be moved to it, will attempt to sting. And, what
is more extraordinary, the headless trunk of a male Mantis has been known
to unite itself to the other sex ^; and a dragon-fly to eat its own tail, as

we learn from J. F. Stephens, Esq., author of the valuable " Illustrations

of British Entomology," who, while entomologising near Whittleseamere,
having directed the tail of one of these insects which he had caught to its

mouth, to make an experiment whether the known voracity of the tribe

would lead it to bite itself, saw to his astonishment that it actually bit offand
ate the four terminal segments of its bod}', and then by accident escaping
flew away as briskly as ever !

^ These facts, out of hundreds that might be
adduced, are surely sufficient to prove that insects do not experience the
same acute sensations of pain with the higher order of animals, which
Providence has endowed with more ample means of avoiding them. And
since they were to be exposed so universally to attack and injury, this is a
most merciful provision in their favour ; for, were it otherwise, considering

the wounds, and dismemberments, and lingering deaths that insects often

suffer, what a vast increase would there be of the general sum of pain and
misery! You will now, I think, allow that the most humane person need
not hesitate a moment whether he shall devote himself to the study of
Entomology on account of any cruelty attached to the pursuit.

But if some morbid sentimentalist should still exclaim, " Oh ! but I

cannot persuade myself, even for scientific purposes, to inflict the slightest

degree of pain upon the most insensible of creatures
—

" Pray, sir or
miidam, I would ask, should your green-house be infested by Aphides, or

3 our grapery by the semianimate Coccus, would this extreme of tenderness
induce you to restrict your gardener from destroying them ? Are you
willing to deny yourself these unnecessary gratifications, and to resign your
favourite flowers and fruit at the call of your fine feelings ? Or will you
give up the shrimps, which by their relish enable you to play a better part
with your bread and butter at breakfast, and thus, instead of adding to it,

contribute to diminish the quantity of food? If not, I shall only desire
you to recollect that, for a mere personal indulgence, you cause the death
of an infinitely greater number of animals than all the entomologists in the
world destroy for the promotion of science.

To these considerations, which I have no doubt you will think conclusive
as to the unreasonableness andinconsistency of the objections made against

» Dr. Smith's Tour, i. 1G2. Journ. de Phys xxv. 336.
8 Stephens hi Ent. Mag. i. 518.
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the study of entomology on the score of cruelty, I shall only add that I do
not intend them as an apology for other than the most speedy and least

painful modes of destroying insects. Every degree of unnecessary pain

becomes cruelty, vviiich I need not assure you I abhor ; and from my own
observations, however ruthlessly the entomologist may seem to devote the

few specimens wanted for scientific purposes to destruction, no one in

ordinary circumstances is less prodigal of insect life. For my own part, I

question whether the drowning individuals, which I have saved from

destruction, would not far outnumber all that I ever sacrificed to science.

My next letter will be devoted to the metamorjyhoses of insects, a subject

on which some previous explanation isnecessary to enableyou to understand

those distinctions between their diiferent states which will be perpetually

alluded to in the course of our correspondence ; and having thus cleared

the way, I shall afterwards proceed to the consideration of the injuries and
benefits of which insects are the cause. I am, &.c.
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LETTER III.

METAMORPHOSES OF INSECTS.

Wkre a naturalist to announce to the worki the discovery of an animal

which for the first five years of its Ufe existed in the form of a serpent;

wliich then penetrating into the earth, and weaving a shroud of pure silk

of the finest texture, contracted itself within this covering into a body
without external mouth or limbs, and resembling, more than anything else,

an Egyptian mummy ; and which, lastly, after remaining in this state

without food and without motion for three years longer, should at the end

of that period burst its silken cerements, struggle through its earthly cover-

ing, and start into day a winged bird, — wiiat think } ou wouki be the sensa-

tion excited by this strange piece of intelligence ? After the first doubts of

its truth were dispelled, what astonishment would succeed ! Amongst the

learned, what surmises !— what investigations ! Amongst the vulgar, what
eager curiosity and amazement ! All would be interested in the history of

such an unheard-of phenomenon ; even the most torpid would flock to the

sight of such a prodigy.

But, you ask, " To what do all these improbable suppositions tend ?"

Simply to rouse your attention to the metmnoi-phoses of the insect world,

almost as strange and surprising, to which I am now about to direct your

view,— miracles which, though scarcely surpassed in singularity by all that

poets have feigned, and though actually wrought every day beneath our

eyes, are, because of their commonness, and the minuteness of the objects,

unheeded alike by the ignorant and the learned.

That butterfly which amuses you with his aerial excursions, one while

extracting nectar from the tube of the honeysuckle, and then, the very

image of fickleness, flying to a rose as if to contrast the hue of its wings

with that of the flower on which it reposes, did not come into the world

as you now behold it. At its first exclusion from the egg, and for some
months of its existence afterwards, it was a worm-like caterpillar, crawling

upon sixteen short legs, greedily devouring leaves with two jaws, and

seeing by means of twelve eyes so minute as to be nearly imperceptible

without the aid of a microscope. You now view it furnished with wings

capable of rai)id and extensive flights : of its sixteen feet ten have dis-

appeared, and the remaining six are in most respects wholly unlike those

to which they have succeeded : its jaws have vanished, and are replaced

by a curled-up proboscis suited only for sipping hquid sweets; the form

of its head is entirely changed,— two long horns project from its upper

surface; and instead of twelve invisible eyes, you behold two, very large,

and composed of at least seventeen thousand convex lenses, each supposed

to be a distinct and effective eye

!

Were you to push your examination further, and by dissection to compare

the internal conformation of the caterpillar with'lhat of the butterfly, you
would witness changes even more extraordinary. In the former you would

find some thousands of muscles, which in the'latter are replaced by others

of a form and structure entirely different. Nearly the whole body of the
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caterpillar is occupied by a capacious stomach. In the butterfly it has

become converted into an almost imperceptible thread-like viscus ; and the

abdomen is now filled by two large packets of eggs, or other organs not

visible in the first state. In the former, two spirally-convoluted tubes

were filled with a silky gum ; in the Litter, Loth tubes and silk have almost

totally vanished ; and changes equally great have taken place in the economy

and structure of the nerves and other organs.

What a surprising transformation ! Nor was this all. The change from

one form to the other was not direct. An intermediate state not Icis

lingular intervened. After casting its skin even to its very jaws several

times, and attaining its full growth, the caterpillar attached itself to a leaf

by a silken girth. Its body greatly contracted : its skin once more split

asunder, and disclosed an oviform mass, without exterior mouth, eyes, or

limbs, and exhibiting no other symptom of life than a slight motion when
touched. In this state of death-like torpor, and without tasting food, the

insect existed for several months, until at length the tomb burst, and out

of a case not more than an inch )ong, and a quarter of an inch in diameter,

jiroceeded the butterfly before you, which covers a surface of nearly four

inches square.

Almost every insect vi^hich you see has undergone a transformation as

singular and surprising, though varied in many of its circumstances. That

active little fly, now an unbidden guest at your tabled whose delicate palate

selects your choicest viands, one while extending his proboscis to the

margin of a drop of wine, and then gaily flying to take a more solid repast

from a pear or a peach ; now gamboling with his comrades in the air, now
gracefully currying his furled wings with his taper feet, was but the other

(lay a disgusting grub, without wings, without legs, without eyes, wallowing,

well pleased, in the midst of a mass of excrement.

The "grey-coated gnat," whose humming salutation, while she makes

her airy circles about your bed, gives terrific warning of the sanguinary

operation in which she is ready to engage, was a few hours ago the inha-

liitant of a stagnant pool, more in shape like a fish than an insect. Then
to have been taken out of the water would have been speedily fatal ; now
it could as little exist in any other element than air. Then it breathed

through its tail ; now through openings in its sides. Its shapeless head,

in that period of its existence, is now exchanged for one adorned with

elegantly tufted antennae, and furnished, instead of jaws, with an apparatus

more artfully constructed than the cupping-glasses of the phlebotomist—
an apparatus, which, at the same time that it strikes in the lancets, com-

• poses a tube for pumping up the flowing blood.

The " shard-born beetle," whose " sullen horn," as he directs his

" droning flight " close past your ears in your evening walk, calling up in

poetic association the lines in which he has been alluded toby Shakspeare,

Collins, and Gray, was not in his infancy an inhabitant of air, the first

period of his life being spent in gloomy solitude, as a grub, under the

surface of the earth. The shapeless maggot, which you scarcely fail to

]ueet with in some one of every handful of nuts you crack, would not

always have grovelled in that humble state. If your unlucky intrusion

upon its vaulted dwelling'had not left it to perish in the wide world, it

1 " Ccenis etiam non vocatus ut Musca advolo." Aristophon in Pythagorhia

ai>ud Athenaeum. (Mouffet, 56.)
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would have continued to reside there until its full growth had been at-

tained. Then it would have gnawed itself an opening, and, having entered

the earth, and passed a few months in a state of inaction, would at length

have emerged an elegant beetle furnished with a slender and very long

ebony beak : two wings, and two wing cases, ornamented with yellow

bands; six feet; and in every respect unlike the worm from which it

proceeded.

That bee but it is needless to multiply instances, a sufficient

number has been adduced to show that the apparently extravagant suppo-
sition with which I set out may be paralleled in the insect world ; and that

the metamorphoses of its inhabitants are scarcely less astonishing than
would be the transformation of a serpent into an eagle.

These changes I do not purpose explaining minutely in this place : they
will be adverted to more fully in subsequent letters. Here I mean merely
to give you such a general view of the subject as shall impress you with

its claims to attention, and such an explanation of the states through
which insects pass, and of the different terms made use of to designate

them in each, as shall enable you to comprehend the frequent allusions

which must be made to them in our future correspondence.

The states through which insects pass are four: the egg; the la?-va;

the pupa ; and the imago.

The first of these need not be here adverted to. In the second, or im-
mediately after the exclusion from the egg, they are soft, without wings,

and in shape usually somewhat like worms. This Linne called the larva

state, and an insect when in it a larva, adopting a Latin word signifying a
mask, because he considered the real insect while under this form to be as

it were masked. In the English language we have no common term that

applies to the second state of all insects, though we have several for that

of different tribes. Thus we call the coloured and often hairy larvas of
butterflies and moths caterpillars ; the white uud more compact larvge of
flies, man}' beetles, &c., grubs or ^ruiggots"^ ; and the depressed larvae of

many other insects ivornis. The two former terms I shall sometimes use
in a similar sense, rejecting the last, which ought to be confineti to true

vermes; but I shall more commonly adopt Linne's term, and call insects

in their second state, larvce.

In this period of their life, during which they eat voraciously and cast

then- skin several times, insects live a shorter or longer period, some only

a few days or weeks, others several months or years. They then cease

eating ; fix themselves in a secure place ; their skin separates once more
and discloses an oblong body, and they have now attained the iliird state

of their existence.

From the swathed appearance of most insects in this state, in which
they do not badly resemble in miniature a child trussed up like a mummy
in swaddhng clothes, according to the barbarous fashion once prevalent

1 Gentils, or gentles, is a synon3'mous word employed by our old authors, but is

now obsolete, except with, angleis. Thus Tusser, in a passage pointed out to me by
Sir Joseph Banks :—

" Eewerd not thj' sheep when ye take off his cote

With twitches and patches as brode as a grote;

Let not such ungeullenessc happen to thine.

Least fly with her gentils do make it to pine."

£
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here, and still retained in many parts of the Continent, Linn^ has called it

the pvpa state, and an insect when under this form a j)upa— terms whicli

will be here adopted in the same sense. In this state most insects eat no
food; are incapable of locomotion; and, if opened, seem tilled with a

watery fluid, in which no distinct organs can be traced. Externally, how-
ever, the shape of the pupas of different tribes varies considerably, and
different names have been applied to them.

Those of the beetle and bee tribes are covered with a membranous skin,

enclosing in separate and distinct sheaths the external organs, as the an-

tenna, legs, and wings, which are consequently not closely applied to the

body, but have their form for the most part clearly distinguishable. To
these Aristotle originally gave the name oi nymphcB'^ ,\f\\\c\\ was continued

by Swammerdam and other authors prior to Linne (who calls them in-

cotnplete pupae), and has been adopted by many English writers on
insects.

Butterflies, moths, and some of the two-winged tribe, are in their pupa
state also enclosed in a similar membranous envelope ; but their legs,

antenn:e, and wings, are closely folded over the breast and sides ; and the

whole body enclosed in a common case or covering of a more horny con-

sistence, which admits a much less distinct view of the organs beneath it.

As these pupge are often tinged of a golden colour, they were called from
this circumstance chrysalides by the Greeks, and aurcUcc by the Romans,
both which terms are in some measure become anglicized ; and though not

strictly applicable to ungilded pupae, are now often given to those of all

lepidopterous insects. ^ These by Linne are denominated obtected pupas.

I have said that most insects eat no food in the pupa state. This quali-

fication is necessary, because in the metamorphoses of insects, as in all

her other operations, nature proceeds by measured steps, and a very con-

siderable number (the tribe of locusts, cockroaches, bugs, spiders, &c.)
not only greatly resemble the perfect insect in form, but are equally

capable with it of eating and moving. As these insects, however, cast

their skins at stated pei"iods, and undergo changes, though slight, in their

^ Hist. Amm. 1. 5. c. 10.

2 In explanation of the terms Lepidoptera, Lepidopterous, Coleoptera, &c., which
will frequentl}' occur in the following pages before coming regularly to definition:?,

it is necessary here to state that thej' have reference to the names given by entomo-
logists to the different orders or tribes of insects, as under :—

1. Coleoptera, consisting of Beetles.

2. Strepsiptera, of the genera Xenos and Styhps.
3. Dermaptera, of the Earwigs.
4. Orthoptera, of Cockroaches, Locusts, Grasshoppers, Crickets, Spectres,

Mantes, &c.

6. Hemiptera, consisting of J3ugs, Cicadce, Water-scorpions, Water-boat-Tnen,
Plant-lice, Cochh\fal Insects, &C.

6. Trichoptera, consisting of the Jlies produced by the various species of Case-
worms, Phryganea, L.

7. Lepidoptera, consht'mg of Butterjlics, Hawkmoths, anA Moths.
8. Neuroptera, consisting of Dragon-flies, Ant-lions, Ephemera:, &c.
9. Hymenoptera, consisting of Bees, Wasps, and other insects armed with a sting

or ovipositor, and its valves.

10. Dipiera, consisting of Flies, Gnats, and other two-winged uisects.

11. Aphaniptera, consisting of the Flea tribe.

12. Aptera, of Mites, Lice, &c.
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external and internal conformation, they are regarded also as being subject

to metamorphoses. These pupae may be subdivided into two classes ; first,

those comprised, with some exceptions, under the Linnean Aj^tera, whicli

in almost every respect resemble the perfect insect, and were called by
Linne complete pupje ; and, secondly, those of the Linnean order Hemt-
ftera, which resemble the perfect insect, except in having only the rudi-

ments of wings, and to which the name of semi-coviplete pupae was
applied by Linne, and that of semi-riT/vip/is by some other authors. There
is still a fifth kind of pupa?, which are not, as in other instances, excluded

from the skin of the larva, but remain concealed under it, and were hence
called by Linne coarctate pupas. These, which are peculiar to flies and
some other dipterous genera, may be termed cased-m/mphs.

When, therefore, we employ the term ^nipa., we refer indifferently to the

third state of any insect, the particular order being indicated by the con-
text, or an explanatory epithet. The terms chrysalis (dropping aurelia,

which is superfluous), nywph, scmi-nijmph, and cased-nymph, on the other
hand, definitely pointing out the particular sort of pupa meant : just as in

Botany, the common term pericarp applies to all seed-vessels, the several

kinds being designated by the names of capsule, silicle, &c.
The envelope of cased-iii/mphs, which is formed of the skin of the larva,

considerably altered in form and texture, may be conveniently called tlie

pujmrium: but to the artificial coverings of different kinds, whether of silk,

wood, or earth, &c., which many insects of the other orders fabricate for

themselves previously to assuming the pupa state, and which have been
called by different writers, pod<;, cods, husks, and beans, I shall continue the

more definite French term cocon, anglicized into cocoon.

After remaining a shorter or longer period, some species only a few
hours, others months, others one or more years, in the pupa state, the

enclosed insect, now become mature in all its parts, bursts the case which
enclosed it, quits the j)upa, and enters upon the fourth and last state.

We now see it (unless it be an apterous species) furnished with wings,

capable of propagation, and often under a form altogether diflferent from
those which it has previously borne— a perfect beetle, butterflj', or other

insect. This Linne termed the imago state, and the animal that had
attained to it the imago; because, having laid aside its luas/,; and cast oft'

its swaddling bands, being no longer disguised or confined, or in any respect

imperfect, it is now become a true representative or image of its species.

This state is in general referred to when an insect is spoken of without the

restricting terms larva or pupa.

Such being the singularity of the transformations of insects, you will not

think the ancients were so wholly unprovided with a show of argument as

we are accustomed to consider them, for their belief in the possil)ility of

many of the marvellous metamorphoses which their poets recount. Utterly

ignorant as they were of modern physiological discoveries, the conversion

of a caterpillar into a butterfly must have been a fact sufficient to put to o,

nonplus ail the sceptical oppugners of such transformations. And however
we may smile, in this enlightened age, at the inference drawn not two cen-

turies ago by Sir Theodore Mayerne, the editor of Moufl^et's work on
insects, "that if animals are transmuted so may metals^", it was not, in

1 Epist. Dedicat.

i> 2
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fiict, with his limited knowledge on these subjects, so very preposterous.

It is even possible that some of the wondrous tales of the ancients were
grafted on the changes which they observed to take place in insects. The
death and revivification of the phcEnix, from the ashes of which, before

attaining its perfect state, arose first a luorm (o-fcwAr)!), in many of its parti-

culars resembles what occurs in the metamorphoses of insects. Nor is it

very unlikely that the doctrine of the metempsychosis took its rise from
the same source. What argument would l)e thought by those who main-
tained this doctrine more plausible, in favour of the transmigration of souls,

than the seeming revivification of the dead chrysalis? What more probable

than that its apparent re-assumption of life should be owing to its receiv-

ing for tenant the soul of some criminal doomed to animate an insect of
similar habits with those which had defiled his human tenement?^
At the present day, however, the transformations of insects have lost

that excess of the marvellous, which might once have furnished arguments
for the fictions of the ancients, and the dreams of Paracelsus. We call

them metamorphoses and transformations, because these terms are in

common use, and are more expressive of the sudden changes that ensue
than any new ones. But, strictly, they ought rather to be termed a series

of developments. A caterpillar is not, in fact, a simple but a compound
animal, containing within it the germ of the future butterfl}-, enclosed in

what will be the case of the pupa, which is itself included in the three or
more skins, one over the other, that will successively cover the larva.

As this increases in size these parts expand, present themselves, and are in

turn thrown off, until at length the perfect insect, which had been con-
cealed in this succession of masks, is displayed in its genuine form. That
this is the proper explanation of the phenomenon has been satisfactorily

proved by Swammerdam, Mal[ughi, and other anatomists. The first-men-

tioned illustrious naturalist discovered, by accurate dissections, not only
the skins of the larva and of the pupa encased in each other, but within

them the very butterfly itself, with its organs indeed in an almost fluid

state, but still perfect in all its parts.'^ Of this fact you may convince
yourself without Swammerdam's skill, by plunging into vinegar or spirit of
wine a caterpillar about to assume the pupa state, and letting it remain
there a few days for the purpose of giving consistency to its parts; or by
boiling it in water for a few minutes. A very rough dissection will then
enable you to detect the future butterfly ; and you will find that the wings,
rolled up into a sort of cord, are lodged between the first and second seg-

ment of the caterpillar ; that the antennas and trunk are coiled up in front

of the head; and that the legs, however different their form, are actually

sheathed in its legs. Malpighi discovered the eggs of the future moth in

the chrysalis of a silkworm only a few days old ^, and Reaumur those of
another moth {^Htjpogymna dispa?-) even in the caterpillar, and that seven

1 "A priest who has drunk wine shall migrate into a moth or flj', feeding oa
ordure. He who steals the gold of a priest shall pass a thousand times into the
bodies of spiders. If a man shall steal honey, he shall be born a great stinging
gnat : if oil, an oil-drinking beetle ; if salt, a cicada ; if a household utensil, au
ithneumou tl}'." Institutes cf Menu, 353.

2 Hill's Swamm. ii. 24. t. 37. f. 2.4.
'° De Bomhycc, 29.
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or eight days before its change into the pupa.* A caterpillar, then, may
1)6 regarded as a locomotive egg, having for its embryo the included

butterfly, which after a certain period assimilates to itself the animal sub-

stances by which it is surrountled ; has its organs gradually developed ;

and at length breaks through the shell which encloses it.

This explanation strips the subject of every thing miraculous, yet by no
means reduces it to a simple or uninteresting operation. Our reason is

confounded at the reflection that a larva, at first not thicker than a thread,

includes the germs of its own triple, or sometimes octuple, teguments
;

the case of a chrysalis, and of a butterfly, all curiously folded in each

other ; with an apparatus of vessels for breathing antl digesting, of nerves

for sensation, and of muscles for moving ; and that these various forms of

existence will undergo their successive evolutions, by aid of a few leaves

received into its stomach. And still less able are we to comprehend how
this organ should at one time be capable of digesting leaves, at another

only honey; how one while a silky fluid should be secreted, at another

none ; or how organs at one period essential to the existence of the insect

should at another be cast off", and the whole system which supported them
vanish.'^

Nor does this explanation, though it precludes the idea of that re-

semblance, in every particular, which, at one time, was thought to obtain

between the metamorphosis of insects, especially of the Lepidoptcra order,

and the resurrection of the body, do away that general analogy which
caimot'fail to strike every one who at all considers the subject. Even
Swammerdam, whose observations have proved that the analogy is not so

complete as had been imagined, speaking of the metamorphosis of insects,

uses these strong words :
" This process is formed in so remarkable a

manner in butterflies, that we see therein the resurrection painted before

our eyes, and exemplified so as to be examined by our hands." ^ To see,

indeed, a caterpillar crawling upon the earth sustained by the most
ordinary kinds of food, which, when it has existed a few weeks or months
under this humble form, its appointed work being finished, passes into an
intermediate state of seeming death, when it is wound up in a kind of

shroud and encased in a coffin, and is most commonly buried under the

earth (though sometimes its sepulchre is in the water, and at others in

various substances in the air), and after this creature and others of its

tribe have remained their destined time in this death-like state, to behold

earth, air, and water give up their several prisoners: to survey them, when,

called by the warmth of the solar beam, they burst from their sepulchres,

cast off" their cerements, from this state of torpid inactivity, come forth, as

a bride out of her chamber— to survey them, I say, arrayed in their

nuptial glory, prepared to enjoy a new and more exalted condition of Hfe,

in which all their powers are developed, and they are arrived at the per-

1 Keaum. i. 359.
2 Ur. Ilerold {Entwickelunjs geschichte der Schmetterlinge), and other modern

physiologists, deny that the germs of the skins of the caterpillar and chrysalis

and of the future butterfly exist in the young caterpilbir; but, for reasons assigned
in detail in another place"(vol. iii. edit. 5. pp. 52—62.), llie theory of Swammerdam
and Bonnet, as above explained, is here preferred.

3 llill'a Swamm. i. 127. a.

D 3
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fection of their nature; when no longer confined to the earth, they can

traverse the fields of air, their food is the nectar of flowers, and love begins

his blissful reign; — who that witnesses this interesting scene can help

seeing in it a lively representation of man in his threefold state ofexistence,

and more especially of that happy day, when, at the call of the great Sun
of Righteousness, " all that are in the graves shall come forth, the sea shall

give up her dead, and death being swallowed up of life, the nations of the

blessed shall live and love to the ages of eternity ?
"

But although the analogy between the different state of insects and those

of the body of man is only general, yet it is much more complete with

respect to his soul. He first appears in his frail body—a child of the

earth, a crawling worm, his soul being in a course of training and prepara-

tion for a more perfect and glorious existence. Its course being finislied, it

casts off the earthly body, and goes into a hidden state of being in Hades,

where it rests from its works, and is prepared for its final consummation.
The time for this being arrived, it comes forth clothed with a glorious

body, not like its former, tiiough germinating from it, for, though ''it is

sown an animal body, it shall be raised a spiritual body" endowed with aug-

mented powers, faculties, and privileges commensurate to its new and
happy state. And here the parallel holds perfectly between the insect and
the man. The butterfly, the representative of the soul, is prepared in the

larva for its future state of glory; and if it be not destroyed by the ichneu-

mons and other enemies to which it is exposed, symbolical of the vices that

destroy the spiritual life of the soul, it will come to its state of repose in

the pupa, which is its Hades; and at length, when it assumes the imago,

break forth with new powers and beauty to its final glory and the reign of

love. So that in this view of the subject well might the Italian poet

exclaim

:

Non v' accorgete voi, che noi siam' vermi,

Nati a formar 1' angelica farfalla ?^

The Egyptian fable, as it is supposed to be, of Cupid and Psyche, seems

built upon this foundation. " Psyche," says an ingenious and learned

writer, " means in Greek the human bouI; and it means also a butterfly^, of

which apparently strange double sense the undoubted reason is, that a

butterfly was a very ancient symbol of the soul : from the prevalence of

this symbol, and the consequent coincidence of the names, it happened
that the Greek sculptors frequently represented Psyche as subject to Cupid

in the shape of a butterfly ; and that even when she appears in their works

under the human form, we find her decorated with the light and filmy wings

of that gay insect."*

The following beautiful little poem falls in so exactly with the subject I

have been discussing, that I cannot resist the temptation I feel to copy it

• Do you not perceive that we are caterpillars, born to form the angelic but-

tei-fly?

2 It is %vorthy of remark, that in the north and west of England the moths that

fly into candles" are called saules (souls), perhaps from the old notion that the souls

of the dead fly about at night ia search of light. For the same reason, probably

the common jieople in Germany call them ghosts (Geistcheu).

3 X area's i^ww^s, i. 101, 102.
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for 3'ou, especially as I am not aware that it has appeared anywhere but in

a newspaper :—
THE BUTTEEFLY'S BIRTH-DAT.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " THE BUTTERFLY'S BALL."

The sliacles of night were scarcely fled

;

The air was mild, the winds were still

;

And slow the slanting sun-beams spread

O'er wood and lawn, o'er heath and hill:

From fleecy clouds of pearh- hue
Had dropt a short but balmy shower.

That hung like gems of morning dew
On every tree and every flower

:

And from the blackbird's mellow throat

Was pour'd so loud ;ind long a swell,

As echoed with responsive note

From mountain side and shadowy delL

When bursting forth to life and light.

The offspring of enraptured May,
The BuTTEKFLY, on pinions bright,

Launch'd ia full splendour on the day.

Unconscious of a mother's care,

No infant wretchedness she knew;
But as she felt the vernal air,

At once to full perfection grew.

Her slender form, ethereal light,

Her velvet-textured wings infold ;

With all the rainbow's colours bright.

And dropt with spots of burnish'd gold-

Trembling with joy awhile she stood,

And felt the sun's enlivening ray;
Drank from the skies the vital flood.

And wondered at her plumage gay

!

And balanced oft her broidered wings.
Through fields of air prepared to sail:

Then on her vent'rous journey springs.

And floats along the rising gale.

Go, child of pleasure, range the fields,

Taste all the joys that spring can give.

Partake what bounteous summer yields,

And live whilst yet 'tis thine to live.

Go, sip the rose's fragrant dew.
The lily's honeyed cup explore,

From flower to flijwer the search renew,
And rifle all the woodbine's store

:

And let me trace thy vagrant flight,

Thy moments too of short repose.

And mark thee then with fresh delight

Thy golden pinions ope and close.

But hark ! whilst thus I musing stand
Pours on the gale an airv note.

And breathing from a viewless band,

Soft silvery tones around me float!

j> 4
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— The}' cease— but still a voice I hear,

A whisper'd voice of hope and joy,

Thy hour of rest approaches near,

" Prepare thee, mortal !— thou must die

!

" Yet start not ! — on thy closins^ eyes
" Another dny shall still unfold,

" A sun of milder radiance rise,

" A happier age ofjoys untold.

" Shall the poor worm that shocks thy sight,-

"The humblest form in nature's train,

"Thus rise in new-born lustre bright,

"And yet the emblem teach in vain?

"Ah! -where were once her golden eyes,
" Her glittering wings of purple pride?

" Concealed beneath a rude disguise,

" A shapeless mass to earth allied.

" Like thee the hapless reptile lived,

" Like thee he toil'd, like thee he spun,

"Like thine his closing hour arrived,
" His labour ceased, his web was done.

" And shalt thou, number'd with the dead,
" No happier state of being know?

'

"And shall no future morrow shed
" On thee a beam of brighter glow?

" Is this the bound of power divine,

"To animate an insect frame ?

"Or shall not He who moulded thine
" Wake at his will the vital flame ?

" Go, mortal ! in thy reptile state,

" Enough to know to thee is given

;

" Go, and the joyful truth relate
;

" Frail child of earth ! higli heir of heaven !

"

A question here naturally presents itself—Why are insects subject to

these changes? For what end is it that, instead of preserving, like other

animals^, the same general form from infancy to old age, they appear at one

period under a shape so different from that wliichthey finally assume; and

why should they pass through an intermediate stateof torpidity so extraordi-

nary ? I can only answer that such is the will of the Creator, who doubtless

had the wisest ends in view, although we are incompetent satisfactorily to

discover them. Yet one reason for this conformation may be hazarded. A
very important part assigned to insects in the economy of nature, as I

shall hereafter show, is that of speedily removing superabundant and de-

* A few vertebrate animals, viz. frogs, toads, and newts, undergo metamorphoses

in some respects analogous to those of insects; their first form as tadpoles being

very different from that which they afterwards assume. These reptiles, too, as

well as snakes, cast their skin by an operation somewhat similar to that in larvcB.

There is nothing, however, in their metamorphoses at all resembling the pypa state

in insects. (See, however, Von Baer's article on the Analogies of the Transforma-

tions of Insects and the Higher Animals in the Annales des Sciences Nat.) Accord-

ing to Mr. J. V.Thompson, both the common barnacles and many Crustacea undergo

metamorphoses, but to what extent these changes take place in the latter does not

seem clearly ascertained.
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cajiiig animal and vegetable matter. For such agents an insatiable voracity

is an indispensable qualification, and not less so unusual powers of multipli-

cation. But these faculties are in a great degree incompatible. An insect

occupied in the work of reproduction could not continue its voracious

feeding. Its life, therefore, after leaving the egg, is divided into three

stages. In the first, as larva, it is in a state of sterility ; its sole object is

the satisfying its insatiable hunger ; and, for digesting the masses of food

which it consumes, its intestines are almost all stomach. This is usually

by much the longest period of its existence. Having now laid up a store

of materials for the development of the future perfect insect, it becomes a
jmpa; and during this inactive period the important process slowly pro-

ceeds, uninterrnpted l)y the calls of appetite. At length the perfect insect

is disclosed. It now often requires no food at all ; and scarcely ever more
than a very small quantity ; for the reception of which its stomach has

been contracted, in some instances, to a tenth of its former bulk. Its

almost sole object is now the multiplication of its kind, from which it is

diverted by no other propensity ; and this important duty being performed,

the end of its existence has been answered, and it expires.

It must be confessed that some objections might be thrown out against

this iiypothesis, yet I think none that would not admit of a plausible answer.

To these it is foreign to my purpose now to attend, and I sb.all conclude
this letter by pointing out to you the variety of new relations which this

arrangement introduces into nature. One individual unites in itself, in fact,

three species, whose modes of existence are often as different as those of
the most distantly related animals of other tribes. The same insect often

lives successively in three or four worlds. It is an inhabitant of the water
during one period ; of the earth during another; and of the air during a
tlurd; and fitted for its various abodes by new organs and instruments, and
a new form in each. Think (to use an illustration of Bonnet) but of the

cocoon of the silk-worm ! How many hands, how many machines does
not this little ball put into motion ! ()f what riches should we not have
been deprived, if the moth of the silk-worm had been born a moth, without

having been previously a caterpillar ! The domestic economy of a large

portion of mankind would have been formed on a plan altogether different

from that which now prevails.

I am, &c.
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LETTER IV.

INJURIES CAUSED BY INSECTS.

DIRECT INJURIES.

Ix the letter which I devoted to the defence af Entomology, I gave j'ou

reason to expect, more effectually to obviate tlie objection drawn tVom the

supposed insignificance of insects, that I should enter largely into the

question of their importance to us both as instruments of good and evil.

This I shall now attempt; and, as I wish to leave upon your mind a

pleasant impression with respect to my favoin-ites, I shall begin with the

last of these su!)jects—the injury which they do to us.

The Almighty ordains various instruments for the punishment of offend-

ing nations ; sometimes he breaks them to pieces with the iron rod of war

;

at others the elements are let loose against them ; earthquakes and floods

of fire, at his word, bring sudden destruction upon them; seasons un-
friendly to vegetation threaten them with famine; the blight and mildew
realise these threats ; and often, the more to manifest and glorify his

power, he employs means, at first sight, apparently the most insignificant

and inadequate to effect their ruin; the numerous tribes of insects are his

armies', marshalled by him, and by his irresistible command impelled to

the work of destruction : where he directs them they lay waste the earth,

and famine and the pestilence often follow in their train.

The generality of mankind overlook or disregard these powerful, because

minute, dispensers of punishment; seldom considering in how many ways
their welfare is affected by them; but the fact is certain, that should it

please God to give them a general commission against us, and should he
excite them to attack, at the same time, our bodies, our clothing, our
houses, our cattle, and the produce of our fields and gardens, we should

soon be reduced, in every possible respect, to a state of extreme wretched-

ness ; the prey of the most filthy and disgusting diseases, divested of a

covering, unsheltered, except by caves and dungeons, from the inclemency

of the seasons, exposed to all the extremities of want and famine; and in

the end, as Sir Joseph Eanks, speaking on this subject, has well observed*^,

driven with all the larger animals from the face of the earth. You may
smile, peihaps, and think this a high-coloured picture, but you will recol-

lect, I am not stating the mischiefs that insects commonly do, but what
they would do, according to all probability, if certain counter-checks re-

straining them within due limits had not been put in action ; and which
they actually do, as you will see, in particular cases, when those counter-

checks arc diminished or removed.

Insects may be said, without hyperbole, to have established a kind of

universal empire over the earth and its inhabitants. This is principally

1 Joel, ii. 25.

2 On the Blight in Corn, p. 9.
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conspicuous in the injuries which they occasion, for nothing in nature that

possesses or has possessed animal or vegetable life is safe from their

inroads. Neither the cunning of the fox, nor the swiftness of the horse or

deer, nor the strength of the bufRilo, nor the ferocity of the lion or tiger,

nor the armour of the rhinoceros, nor the giant bulk or sagacity of the

elephant, nor even the authority of imi)erial man, who boasts himself to be
the lord of all, can secure them from becoming a prey to these despised

beings. The air affords no protection to the birds, nor the water to the

fish ; insects pursue them all to their most secret conclaves and strongest

citadels, and compel them to submit to their sway. Flora's empire is still

more exposed to their cruel domination and ravages ; and there is scarcely

one of her innumemble subjects, from the oak, the glory of the forest, to

the most minute lichen that grows upon its trunk, that is not destined to

be the food of these next to nonentities in our estimation. And when life

departs from man, the inferior animals, or vegetables, they become univer-

sally, sooner or later, the inheritance of insects.

I shall principally bespeak your attention to the injuries in question as

they affect ourselves. These maybe divided into direct and indirect. By
direct injuries I mean every species of attack upon our own persons ; and
by indirect, such as are made upon our property. To the former of these

I shall confine myself in the present letter.

Insects, as to their direct attacks upon us, may be arranged in three

principal classes. Those, namely, which seek to make us their food

;

those whose object is to prevent or revenge an injury which they either

fear, or have received from us; and those which indeed offer us no
violence, but yet incommode us extremely in other ways.

I hope I shall not too much offend your delicacy if I begin the first class

of our insect assailants with a very disgusting genus, which Providence
seems to have created to punish inattention to personal cleanliness. But
though this pest of man must not be wholly passed over, yet, since it is

unfortunately too well known, it will not be at all necessary for me to

enlarge upon its history. I shall only mention one fact which shows the

astonishingly rapid increase of these animals, where they have once gotten

possession. It is a vulgar notion, that a louse in twenty-four hours may
see two generations ; but this is rather overshooting the mark. Leeuvven-
hoek, whose love for science overcame the nausea that such creatures are

apt Co excite, proves that their nits or eggs are not hatched till the eighth

day after they are laid, and that they do not themselves commence laying

before they are a month old. He ascertained, however, that a single

female louse may, in eight weeks, witness the birth of five thousand
descendants.' You remember how wolves were extirpated from this

country, but perhaps never suspected any monarch of imjiosing a tribute

of lice upon his subjects. Yet we are gravely told that in P.lexico and
Peru such a poll-Vd\ was exacted, and that bags full oi thfse treasures

were found in the palace of Montezuma!!!^ Were our own taxes paid in

such coin, what little grumbling would there be!
Two other species of this genus, besides the common louse, are, in this

1 Leeuw. Epist 98. 169G.
2 Binglcy, Anim. Biogr. first edition, iii. 437. St. Pierre's Studies, &c., i. 312.
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country, parasites upon the human bod}'.— But already I seem to hear
you exclaim, " Why dwell so long on creatures so odious and nauseating,

whose injuries are confined to the profanum viilgus ? Leave them there-

fore to the canaille— they are nothing to us." Not so fast, my friend—
recollect what historians and other writers have recorded concerning the

PMii?7«5/i', or pedicular disease; and you must own that, for the queUing
of human pride, and to pull down the high conceits of mortal man, this

most loathsome of all maladies, or one equally disgusting, has been the

inheritance of the rich, the wise, the noble, and the mighty ; and in the

list of those that have fallen victims to it, you will find poets, philosophers,

prelates, princes, kings, and emperors. It seems more particularly to have
been a judgment of God upon oppression and tyranny, whether civil or

religious. Thus the inhuman Pheretima mentioned by Herodotus, An-
tiochus Epiphanes, the Dictator Sylla, the two Herods, the Emperor
Maximin, and, not to mention more, the great persecutor of the Pro-
testants, Philip the Second, were carried off by it.

I say by this malady, or one equally disgusting, because it is not by any
means certain, though .some learned men have so suj^posed, that all these

instances, and others of a similar nature, standing also upon record, are to

be referred to the same specific cause; since there is very sufficient reason
for thinking that at least three different descriptions of insects are con-
cerned in the various cases that have been handed down to us under the

common name of Phthiriasis. As the subject of maladies connected with

insects or produced by them, is both curious and interesting, although no
writer, that 1 am aware of, has given a full consideration, and at the same
time falls in with my general design, I hope you will not regard me as

guilty of presumption, and of intruding into the province of medical men,
if I enter rather largely into it, and state to you the reasons that have
induced me to embrace the above hypothesis, leaving you full liberty to

reject it if you do not find it consonant to reason and fact. The three

kinds of insects to which I allude, as concerned in cases that have been
deemed Phthiriasis, are lice (Pediculi, L.), mites (Acari, L.), and Larvcs in

general.'

As far as the habits of the genus Pcdiculits, whether inhabiting man or

the inferior animals, are at present known, it does not appear from any
wiell-ascertained fact, that the species belonging to it are ever snbcittaneous.

For this observation, as far as it relates to man, I can proiluce the highest

medical authority. " The louse feeds on the surface of the skin," says

the learned Dr. Mead in his Mcdica Sacra ; and Dr. Willan, in his palmary
work on Cutaneous Diseases, remarks with respect to the body-louse, " that

the nits, or eggs, are deposited on the small iiairs of the skin," and that
" the animals are found on tlie skin or on the linen, and not under the

cuticle, as some authors have represented." And he further observes,

that " many marvellous stories are related by Forestns, Schenkius, and
others, respecting lice bred under the skin, and discharged in swarms from
abscesses, strumous ulcers, and vesications. The mode in which Pediculi

are generated being now so well ascertained, no credit can be given to

these accounts." Thus far this great man, who however supposes (in

* The terms Acaviasis and Scliolechiasis have been applied to the diseases pro-
duced by Acari and Larvce.
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which opinion Dr. Bateman concurs with him) that the authors to whom
lie alhides had mistaken for hce some other species of insects, which are

not unfrequently found in putrefactive sores.

If these observations be allowed their due weight, it will follow, that a
disease produced by animals residing under the cuticle cannot be a true

Phthiriasis, and therefore the death of the poet Alcman, and of Pherecydes
Syrius the philosopher mentioned by Aristotle, must have been occasioned

by some other kind of insect. For, speaking of the lice to which he
attributes these catastrophes, he says that " they are produced in the flesh

in small pustule-like tumours, which have no pus, and from which when
punctured they issue."^ For the same reason, the disorder which Dr.

Heberden has described in his Commentaries, from the communications of
Sir E. Wilmot, under the name of Alorbus pedicuiaris, must also be a dif-

ferent disease, since, with Aristotle, he likewise represents the insects as

inhabiting tumours, from which they may be extracted when opened by a
needle. He says, indeed, that in every respect they resemble the common
lice, except in being whiter ; but medical men,* who were not at the same
time entomologists, might easily mistake an Acarus for a Pediculus.'*

Dr. Willan, in one case of Prurigo senilis, observed a number of small

insects on the patient's skin and linen. They were quick in their motion,
and so minute that it required some attention to discover them. He took
them at first for small Pedicitli; but under a lens they appeared to him
rather to be a nondescript species of Pulex^; yet the figure he gives has
not the slightest likeness to the latter genus, while it bears a striking re-

semblance to the former. It is not clear whether his draughtsman meant
to represent the insect with six or with cii^ht legs: if it had only six, it

was probably a Pedicuhis ; but if it had eight, it would form a new genus
between the Acarina and the hexapod Apfera. Dr. Bateman, in reply to

.some queries put to him, at my request, by our common and lamented
friend Dr. Reeve, relates that he understood from Dr. Willan, in conver-

sation, that the insect in question jumped in its motion. This circumstance
he regards as conclusive against its being a Pedicuhis ; but such a con-
sequence does not necessarily follow, since it not seldom happens that

insects of the same tribe or genus either have or have not this faculty

;

for instance, compare Scirtes with Cyplion, small beetles, and Acarus Scabiei

with other Acari^
Dr. Willan has quoted with approbation two cases from Amatus Lusi-

tanus, which he seems to think correctly described as Phthiriasis. In one
of them, however, which terminated fatally, the circumstances seem rather

hyperbolically stated — I mean, where it is said that two black servants

had no other employment than carrying baskets full of these insects to the

sea! ! Perhaps you will think I draw largely upon your credulity if I call

1 Hht. Animal. 1. 5. c. 31.

2 From the terms employed by Aristotle and Dr. Mead in their accounts of these

cases, it appears that the animal tliey meant could not be maggots, but something
beariufi; a more general resemblance to lice.

3 On Cutaneous Diseases, 87, 88. ; and t. 7. f. 4.
•* Latreille at first considered this as belonging to a distinct genus from the com-

mon nute (^Acarus domesticus), which he named Sarc<}ptes; but upon its being dis-

covered that it also has mandibles, he suppressed it (N. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. x.xi,

221.) ; but it has been since resumed by M. Duges and other authors.
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upon you to believe tliis ; I shall therefore leave you to act as you please.

— Thus much for pure Phthiriasis, which term ought to be confined to

maladies produced by lice. I shall only further observe, that as many
species as exist of these, which are the causes of disease, so many kinds of

Phthiriasis will there be,^

Acari, or mites, are the next insect sources of disease in the human
species, and that not of one, but probably of many kinds, both local and

general. They are distinguished from Pediculi not only by their form, but

also often by their situation, since they frequently establish themselves

under the cuticle. With respect to local disorders, Dr. Adams conjec-

tures that Acari may be the cause of certain cases of Ophthalmia. Sir J.

Banks, in a letter to that gentleman, relates that some seamen belonging

to the Endeavour brig, being tormented with a severe itching round the

extremities of the eyelids, one of them was cured by an Otaheitan woman,
who v/ith two small splinters of bamboo extracted from between the cilia

abundance of very minute lice, which were scarcely visible without a lens,

though their motion whrn laid on the thumb v;as distinctly perceived.

These insects were probably synonymous with the Ciron des paupieres of

Sauvages.'^— Le Jeune, a French physician quoted in Mouffet, describes a

case, ill which what seems a different species, since he calls them rather

large, infested the white of the eye, exciting an intolerable itching.^ Dr.

Mead, from the German Ephemerides, gives an account of a woman suck-

ling her child, from whose breast proceeded very minute vermicles.* These

were probably mites, and perhaps that species, which, from its feeding upon
milk, Linne denominates Acarus Laclis. The great author last mentioned

describes an insect, a native of America, under the name of Pedicidus Rici-

noides, which, upon the authority of Rolander, he informs us gets into the

feet of people as they walk, sucks their blood, oviposits^ in them, and so

occasions very dangerous ulcei^. It would be an Acarus, he observes,

but it has only six legs. Now Hermann affirms, that some species of

Tromhidium (a genus separated by Fabricius from Acarus) have in no state

more than six legs.® Others of the tribe of Acarina, and the insect in

question amongst the rest, may be similarly circumstanced ; or those that

Rolander examined might have been hirvas, which in this tribe are usually

hexapods.
Linne appears to have been of opinion that manjr contagious diseases

are caused by mites.'' How far he was justified in this opinion I shall not

here inquire; facts alone can decide the question, and observations made

1 For further information on this disease, see the valuable Planned of Entomolofjjj

by Dr. Burmeister, for an English translation of which we are indebted to Mr.
Shuckard (p. 307.), where it is contended, but surely on inconclusive evidence, that

PedicuUis tabescentium, Alt. (^Dissertatio de Phthiriasis, Bonnas, 1820) is produced by
spontaneous generation.

2 On Morbid Poisons, 306, 307. S Mouffet, 267.

4 Mndica Sacra, 104, 105.

5 It is to be hoped this new word may be admitted, as the laying of eggs cannot

otherwise be expressed without a periphrasis. For the same reason its substantive

Oviposition will be employed.
* Mem. Apt^rologique, 19.

' Insecta ejusmodi minutissima, forte Acaros diversse specie! causas esse diversorum

morborum contagiosorum, ab analogia et experientia hactenus acquisita, facili

credimus negotio. Amoen. Ac v. U4.
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by men acquainted with Entomology as well as the science of diseases.

Considerable deference and attention, however, are certainly due to the

sentiments of so great a naturalist, in whom these necessary qualifications

were united in no common degree. With respect to the d} sentcry and
the itch, he affirms that this had been manifested to his eyes. You will

wish probably to know the arguments that may be adduced in confirma-

tion of this opinion ; I will therefore endeavour to satisfy you as well as I

am able. The following history given by Linne seems to prove the dysen-
tery connected with these animals.

Rolander, a student in Entomology, while he resided in the house ofthe
illustrious Swede, was attacked by the disease in question, which quickly

gave way to the usual remedies. Eight days after it returned again, and
was as before soon removed. A third time, at the end of the same period,

he was seized with it. All the while he had been living like the rest of
the family, who had nevertheless escaped. This, of course, occasioned no
little inquiry into tl)e cause of what had happened. Linne, aware that

Bartholinus had attributed the dysentery to insects, which he professed to

have seen, recommended it to his pupil to examine his faeces. Rolander,
following this advice, discovered in tiiem innumerable animalcules, which
upon a close examination proved to be mites. It was next a question how
he alone came to be singled out by them ; and thus he accounts for it. It

was his habit not to drink at his meals ; but in the night, growing thirsty,

he often sipped some liquid out of a vessel made of juniper wood. In-

specting this very narrowly, he observed, in the chinks between the ribs, a
white line, which, when viewed under a lens, he found to consist of innu-

merable mites, precisely the same with those that he had voided. Various
experiments were tried with them, and a preparation of rhubarb was found
to destroy them most effectually. He afterwards discovered them in

vessels containing acids, and often under the bungs of casks.^ In the in-

stance here recorded, the dysentery, or diarrhoea, was evidently produced
by a species of mite, which Linne hence called Acarus Dysenteries ; but it

would be going too far, I apprehend, to assert that they are invariably the
cause of that disease.

That Scabies, or the itch, is occasioned by a mite, is not a doctrine
peculiar to the moderns. Mouffet mentions Abinzoar, called also Aven-
zoar, a celebrated Hispano-Arabian physician of Seville, who flourished in

the twelfth century, as the most ancient author that notices it. He calls

these mites little lice that creep under the skin of the hands, legs, and feet,

exciting pustules full of fluid.^ Joubert, quoted by the same author, de-
scribes them under the name of Sirones, as always being concealed beneath
the epidermis, under which they creep like moles, gnawing it, and causing a
most troublesome itching. It appears that Mouffet, or whoever was the
author of that part of the Theairum Insectorum, was himself also well ac-
quainted with these animals, since he remarks that their habitation is not in

the pustule but near it; a remark afterwards confirmed by Linnet and more
recently by Dr. Adams.* In common with the former of these authors,

1 Amcen. Ac. v. 94—98. * Mouffet, 26G.
s Acarus sub ipsa pustula minimi quajrendus est, sed longius recessit, sequendo

rugam cuticula? observatur. Amcen. Ac. v. 95. not. **.

* Observations, &c. 296.
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MoufFet further notices the effect of warmth upon them in exciting motion.*

Our intelligent countryman also observes that they cannot be Pediculi, since

they live under the cuticle, which lice never do." In the epistle dedi-

catory, the editor speaks also of them as living in burrows which they have
excavated in the skin near a lake of water; from which, if they be ex-
tracted with a needle and put upon the nail, they show in the sun their

red head and the feet with which they walk.^ And to close my veteran

authorities, Junius thus explains the word Acarus, as I find him quoted in

Gouldman's useful dictionary, " A small worm, which eats under the skin,

and makes burrows in itching hands."

^

In more modern times, microscopical figures have been added to descrip-

tions of the insect. Bonomo first furnished this valuable species of eluci-

dation. His figures, however, which are copied by Baker in his work on
the microscope, are far from accurate.^ Those of De Geer and Dr. Adams
are much more satisfactory, and mutually confirm eacli other.** From
them it is evident that the same insect inhabits the scabies of Sweden and
Madeira. Dr. Bateman, in the letter before alluded to, informs his corre-

spondent, that he had seen that from Madeira, and gives it as hi? opinion,

that there cannot be a doubt of the existence of an Acarns Scahiei; an
opinion which he repeats in his late work on Cutaneous Diseases, and which,

according to Hermann^, has been also rendered unquestionable by Wicb-
mann in his Etiologie de la Gale (Hanovre, 1786), a work I have not had
an opportunity of consulting. From all this we may regard the point as

so far settled that an animal of this kind exists at least as an occasional

concomitant of scabies.

This fact being ascertained, a more complex inquiry remains, which
branches out into two distinct questions. Is scabies always produced by
these insects ? Or, if this be not the case, is the animate scabies a distinct

disease from the inanimate ?

It is very remarkable that Linne, a physician as well as a naturalist,

and De Geer, one of the most accurate observers that evei" existed,

should both assign the insect in question as the undoubted cause of the

common scabies of their country; the one applying to the disease he was
speaking of the epithet of comnmnissima , and observing the fact to be
notorious {cuique liquet), and the other designating it by its well known
French name. La Gale.^ And is it not equally remarkable that such

1 Extractus acu et super ungue positus, movet se si solis etiam calore adjuvetur.

Ubi supr. Ungui impositiis vix movetur : si vero oris calido lialitu aiHetur, agilis in

ungue cursitat. Fn. Suec. 1975.

2 Neque Syrones isti sunt de pediculorum genere, ut Johannes Langius ex Aris-

totele videtur asserere : nam illi extra cutem vivunt, hi vero non. Uhi sjipr.

3 Imo ipsi Acari prae exiguitate indivisibiles, ex cuniculis prope aqu.-e lacum quos

foderunt in cute, acu extracti et ungue impositi, caput rubrum, et pedes quibus

gradiuntur ad solem produnt. p. vi.

4 Teredo sive exiguus venniculus, qui subter cutem erodit agitque cuniculos in

pruriginosis manibus. Gouldman tells us these Acari were also called Hand-worms.
Another I>nglish name is also given in JMoufiet, viz. Wlteak-worms.

5 Osservazioni intorno a pellicelli del corpo umano Jatte dal Uottor Gio. Cosimo
Bonomo, &c. f.

1—3. Baker, On Microsc. i. 1. 13./. 2.

6 DeGeer,'vii. <. 5./. 12. 14.

1 M6m. Apterohgique, 79.
* 1 am informed by my learned friend Alexander BlacLeay, Esq., late secretary
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men as John Hunter, Dr. Heberden, Dr. Bateman, Dr. Adams, and Mr.
Baker, should never, in this country, have been able to meet with it ?

Did it indeed exist in our common scabies, it sepms impossible that it

could have escaped the observation of the two last of these gentlemen
;

Dr. Adams being so well qualified to detect it from his observations in

Madeira, and Mr. Baker from his expertness in microscopical researches.

Dr. Bateman, in the letter above quoted, says, " I have hunted it with a

good magnifier in many cases of itch, both in and near the pustules, and
in the red streaks or furrows, but always without success." In his work
on Cutaneous Diseases, he tells us, however, that he has seen it, in one
instance, when it had been taken from the diseased surface by another

practitioner. And though Dr. Willan, in his book, speaks of the Acams
as the concomitant of this disease, yet his learned friend just men-
tioned observes, that he admitted that it was not to be found in ordi-

nary cases, and indeed never seemed to have made up his mind upon the

subject. When I was at Norwich, in 1812, Dr. Reeve very kindly accom-
panied me to the House of Industry there, to examine a patient whose
body was very full of the pustules of tliis disorder; but though we used a

good magnifier, we could discover nothing like an insect. I must observe,

however, tlutt our examination was made in December, in severe weather,

when the cold might, perhaps, render the animal torpid, and less easy to

be discovered.

From the above facts it seems fair to infer that this animal is not invari-

ably the cause of scabies, but that there are cases with which it has no
connection. Now, from this inference, would not another also follow,

that the disease produced by the insect is specifically distinct from that in

which it cannot be found? Sauvages and Dr. Adams are both of this

opinion^, the former assigning to it the trivial name oi vermicularis, and
the latter proving by very satisfactory arguments that it is different from
the other. If they were both animate diseases, but derived from two
distinct species of animals (for it seems not impossible that even our com-
mon itch may be caused by a mite more minute tiian the other, and so

more difficult to find), they would properly be considered as distinct

species ; much more, therefore, if one be animate anil the other inanimate.

Nay this, I should think, would lead to a doubt whether even their genus
were the same. I shall dismiss this part of my subject with the mention
of a discovery of Dr. Adams, which seems to have escaped both Linne
and De (ireer, that the Acarus Scabici is endowed with the faculty of leap-

ing (in this respect resembling the insect found by Willan in Prurigo senilis

mentioned above), for which purpose its four posterior thighs are in-

crassated.^

to the Linncan Society, that in the north of Scotland, the insect of the itch is well
known, and easily discovered and extracted.

1 Tliis opinion Dr. Bateman thinks probably the true one. Ciitan. Dis. 197.
2 It may be mentioned here as a remarkable fact, that the Acarus Scabici was dis-

covered by M. Latreille upon a New Holland quadruped (^Pliascnlomijs fnsca Geoflr.)

of the IMarsupian tribe. N. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. xxi. 222. Much light has recently

been thrown on the history of Acarus Scabiei by M. A. Dugfes, wlio regards it as
forming the distinct genus Sarcoptes {Ann. de Sci. Nat.'i.ml. Seric, iii. 255.), and bv
MM. Bande, Kennucci, Se'dillot, and iJlainville, the last of whom has given a critical

K
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But besides these Acarine diseases, there seems to be one (unless with

Linne we regard the plague as of this class') more fearful and fatal than

them all. You will, perhaps, conjecture I am speaking of that described

by Aristotle and Sir E. Wilmot as the Phthiriasis, and your conjecture

will be right. But some think, and those men of merited celebrity, that

mites have nothing to do in these and similar cases, for that maggots

were the parasites mistaken for lice. This, from the passage above

quoted, appears to have been Dr. Wilhm's opinion, to which, in the letter

so often referred to, Dr. Bateman subscribes, adding as a reason for ex-

cluding mites from being concerned, that " they are too minute, and

never have been seen in such numbers as to be mistaken for lice." But
both vary in size, some of the former being larger than some of the latter.

And allowing them to be ever so minute, yet when they issue in swarms,

as mites from a cheese, they would be very visible, were it only from

their motion. Besides, as they are furnished with legs, their motions

resemble those of lice infinitely more than do the contortions of maggots.

So that a mite would be deemed a louse much sooner by an uncntomo-

logical observer than would a maggot. Whether mites have ever been

seen in such numbers as to be mistaken for lice, is the point in question,

and therefore, by itself, cannot be admitted for a valid argument. Though
Acarus Scah'wi does not appear to swarm in ordinary cases, yet this is

certainly no reason why other species may not do so. Where it has

once made a settlement, how incredibly, and in how short a space of time,

does the Siro or cheese-mite multiply ! Acarus destructor and many other

species are equally rapid in their increase.—Millions of lice are said by

Lafontaine, whom Hermann calls a very exact describer, to show themselves

in Plica polonicu, on the third day of the disease^; but whether the last-

mentioned author be correct in thinking it more probable that they are

mites*, I have not the means ofjudging.

I shall now produce two instances where mites were evidently con-

cerned. Dr. Mead, from the German Ephemerides, relates the miserable

case of a French nobleman, from whose eyes, nostrils, mouth, and urinary

passage, animalcules of a red colour, and excessively minute, broke fortii

day and night, attended by the most horrible and excruciating pains, and

at length occasioned his death. The account further says, that they

were produced from his corrupted blood. This was probably a fancy

originating in their red colour; but the whole history, whether we con-

sider the size and colour of the animals, or the places from which tliey

issue, is inapplicable to larvcs or maggots, and agrees very well with

mites, some of which, particularly Leptus (lutumnalis, are of a bright red

colour. The other case, and a very similar one, is that recorded by
MoufFet of Lady Penruddock, concerning whom he expressly tells us,

that Acari swarmed in every part of her body— her head, eyes, nose, lips,

fi;ums, the soles of her feet, &c., tormenting her day and night, till, in spite

of every remedy, all the flesh of her body being consumed, she was at

length relieved by death from this terrible state of suffering. Mouffet

attributes her disease to' the Acarus Scahiei, but from the symptoms and

history of this parasite in bis report in the Nouv. Ann. du Mus. iv. 213. See also

Raspail's Mhnoire Comparatif sur I'Hist. Nat. de Clnsecte de la Gale.

> Aman. Ac. ubi supr. 101.

* Traites de Cliiruryie, &c. Leipsig, 1792. ^ 3Iem. Apterolog. 78.
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fatal result, it seems to have been a different and much moi-e terrific animal.

He supposes in this instance the insect to have been generated by drink-

ing goat's niilk too copiously. This, if correct, would lead to a conjecture

that it might have been the A. Lactis L.^

These cases I liope will satisfy you that mites, as well as lice, are the

cause of diseases in the human frame. This, indeed, as has been before

observed, is allowed on all hands with respect to that of the itch ; and it

is, certainly, not more improbable that man should be exposed to the

attack of several species of this genus, than that three or four kinds of

Pediculus should infest him. If \ou are convinced by what I have written,

you will concur with me in thinking that the one are as much entitled to

give their name to the disease which they produce as the other; and the

term Acanasls, by which, with due reverence to medical men, I propose to

distinguish generically all acarine diseases, Vv'iil not be refused its place

amongst your Genera Morborum.
I shall now proceed to the remaining class of diseases mistaken for

Phthiriasis ; those, namely, which are produced by larvce. There are two
terms employed by ancient authors, Euks (EvXai), and Scolex- (2/cwXjj5),

which seem properly to denote larvae; but there is often such a want of
precision in the language of writers unacquainted with Natural History,

that it is very difficult to make out what objects they mean; and ex-

pressions which, strictly taken, should be understood of larvae, may pro-

bably have sometimes been used to denote the cause of either the pedicular

or acarine disease. Eulcs, which term, though given by Hesychius as

synonymous with Scolex, is by Plutarch used as of different import^, seems
properly to mean those larvae which are generated in dead carcases, at

least so Homer has more than once applied it*: it is therefore a word of
a much more restricted sense than Scolex, which probably belongs to the

larvEB of every order of insects : for so Aristotle employs it, when he says

that all insects produce a Scolex, or are larA i!)arous.^ Yet when Homer
compares Harpalion stretched dead upon the ground to a Scolex^, it should

seem as if he used the word for an earth-worm, which Aristotle commonly
calls by a figurative periphrasis, " Entrails of the earth."^ In the Holy
Scriptures this word is used to signify larvae which prey upon and are the

torment of living bodies.' It may on this account, perhaps, be regarded

as generally meaning such larv«, to whatever order or genus they belong.

Dr. Mead, therefore, is most probably right when he considers the

disease stated b3' the ancients to be caused by Eulcs or Scoleches, com-
monly translated worms, as distinct from Phthiriasis ; and if so, the in-

human Pheretima, who swarmed with Eulce, and Herod Agrippa, who
was eaten of Scoleches^, were probably neither of them destroyed either by
Pediculi or Acaii, but by lurvae or maggots. And when Galen prescribed

a remedy for ulcers inhabited by Scoleches, observing that animals similar

to those generated by putrid substances are often found in abscesses, he

• A new species of mite lias just been described by IM. Simon, whicli lives in tlia

diseased and normal hair-sacs of man. Miiller's Archio. 1842, p. 278.
3 In Artaxerx. 3 i/., ^. 1. 599, „,. 1. 4M,
4 Ta Se ivTc/xa. ttolvto. CKojKrixoTOKet. De General. Animal. 1. 2. c. 1.

5 //. V. 1. 6J4, 655.
« Trjf £i/Tepa. De Animal Incessu, c. 9. l)e General. Animal. 1. 3. c. 11.

7 Marli, ix. 44. 4C. 48.

8 2xoAj;xc/6pwToy. Acts, xii. 23.
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probably meant the same thing. The proper appellation of this genus of
diseases would be Scolechiasis}

This dissertation may perhaps appear to you rather prolix and tedious;

yet to settle the meaning of terms is of the first importance. To inquire

what ancient writers intended by the words which they employ, and
whether such as have been usually regarded as synonymous are really so,

may often furnish us with a clue to some useful or interesting truth; and
not seldom enable us to rescue their reputation from much of the censure

which has been inconsiderately cast upon it. Because they did not know
everything, or so much as we do, we are too apt to think that they knew
nothing. That they fell into very considerable errors, especially in subjects

connected with Natural History, cannot be denied ; but then it ought to

be considered that they possessed scarcely any of those advantages by
which we are enabled to penetrate into nature's secrets. The want of the

microscope alone was an effectual bar to their progress in this branch of

science. Yet, in some instances, when they took a general view of a sub-

ject, they appear to have had very correct ideas. This observation parti-

cularly applies to the philosopher of Stagira, whose mightv mind and
lyncean eye, in spite of those mists of prejudice and fable that enveloped

the age in which he lived, enabled him in part to pierce through the gloom,

and comprehend and behold the fair outline that gives synmietry, grace,

and beauty to the whole of nature's form, though he mistook, or was not

able to trace out, her less prominent features and minor lineaments.

It is now time to return from this long digression, which, however, is

closely connected with the subject of this letter, to the point from which
I deviated. Taking my leave of the disgusting animals which gave rise to

it, I proceed to call your attention to another of our pigmy tormentors

(Pukw irrilatis), wh\ch, in the opinion of some, seems to have been re-

garded as an agreeable rather than a repulsive object. " Dear miss," said

a lively old lady to a friend of mine (who had the misfortune to be con-

fined to her bed by a broken lunb, and was complaining that tlie fleas tor-

mented her), don't you like _y?fflA ? Well, I think they are the prettiest

little merry things in the world.—1 never saw a dull flea in all my life."

Tlie celebrated Willoughby kept a favourite flea, which used at stated times

to be admitted to suck the palm of his hand ; and enjoyed this privilege

for three months, when the cold killed it. And Dr. Townson, from the

encomium which he bestows upon these vigilant little vauiters, as sup-

plying the place of an alarum and driving us from the bed of sloth, should

seem to have regarded them with feelings nuich more complacent than

those of Dr. Clarke and his friends, when their hopes of passing " one
night free from the attacks of vermin " were changed into despair by the

information of the laughing Sheik, that " the king of the fleas held his

court at Tiberias :" or than those of MM. Lewis and Clarke, who found
them more tormenting than all the other plagues of the Missouri country,

where they sometimes compel even the natives to shift their quarters. If

you unhappily view them even in this unfavourable light, and have found
ordinary methods unavailing for ridding 3 ourself of these unbidden guests,

1 ran furnish you with a probatnm est recipe, which the first-mentioned

tra.veller tells us the Hungarian shepherds (who seem to have been

' See Memoir by the Kev. F. W. Hope, containing a great number of cases of

Sodlechiasis, iu the 2ad volume of the Trans, oj Ijie Eiit. !Suc. 0/ London.
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stupidly insensible to their value as alarums) find completely effectual to

|)Ut to fliiiht these insects and their neighbours the lice. This is not, as

you may be tempted to think, by a remarkable a'ttention to cleanliness.—
Quite the reverse.— They grease their linen with hog's lard, anil thus

render themselves disgusting even to fleas ! If this does not satisfy, I

have another recipe in store for you. You may shoot at them with a

cannon, as report says did Christina queen of Sweden, whose piece of

artillery, of Lilliputian calibre, which was employed in this warfare, is still

exhibited in the arsenal of Stockholm. ^ But, seriously, if you wish for an

effectual remedy, that prescribed by old Tusser, in the following lines, will

answer j'our purpose :
—

" While wormwood hath seed, get a handfull or twaine,

To save against Marcli, to make flea to refraine

:

Where chamber is sweeped, and wormwood is strown.

No flea for his life dare abide to be known."

To this family belongs an insect, abundant in the West Indies and South
America, the attacks of which are infinitely more serious than those of the

common flea. You will readily conjecture that I am speaking of the

celebrated Chigoe ov Jiggers, called also Nigua, Tungiia, and Pique'^ {Pulex
[Sarcopsylhi] penetrans), one of the direst personal pests with which the sins

of man have been visited. All disputes concerning the genus of this insect

would have been settled long before Swartz's time (who first gave a satis-

factory description and figure of it, proving it to be a Pulex, as has been
observed above), had success attended the patriotic attempt of the Ca-
puchin friar recorded by Walton in his History of St. Domingo, who
brought away with him from that island a colony of these animals, which
he permitted to establish themselves in one of his feet ; but unfortunately

for himself, and for science, the foot entrusted with the precious deposit

mortified, was obliged to be amputated, and with all its inhabitants com-
mitted to the waves. According to Ulloa, and his opinion is confirmed by
Jussieu, there are two South American species of this mischievous insect.

It is described as generally attacking the feet and legs^, getting, without
being felt, between the skin and the flesh, usually under the nails of the

toes, wiiere it nidificates and lays its eggs, which previously swell out the

abdomen to a great size ; and if timely attention be not paid to it, which,

as it occasions no other uneasiness than itching (the sensation at first, 1 am
assured, is rather pleasing than otherwise), is sometimes neglected, it mul-

tiplies to such a degree, as to be attended by the most fatal consequences,

often, as in the above instance, rendering amputation necessary, and some-
times causing death.* The female slaves in the West Indies are frequently

employed to extract these pests, which they do with unconnnon dexterity.

Yarico, so celebrated in prose and verse, [jerformed this kind office for

' Linn. Lack. Lapp. ii. 32. note *.

2 Latreillo after De Geer (vii. 153.) supposes the Pique and Nigua of Ulloa to be
synonymous with Ixodes americanus, L. Hist. Nat. vii. 364. ; but it is evident from
in/ou's descriptions ( Vn?/. i. 63. Engl. Trans.) that they are synonymous with the
Chitjne, or Pulex penetrans.

3 Captain Hancock, late commander of His Majesty's ship the Foudroyant, to

wtiose friendly exertions I am indebted for one of the finest collections of Brazil in-

.•;ects ever brought to England, informs me that they will attack any exposed part

of the liody. He had them once in his hand.
4 Piso and Margr. Ind, 2ij9.
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honest Ligon, who saj's, in his H'ldory of Barhadoes, " I have had ten

(Ckegoes) taken out of my feet in a morning, by the most unfortunate

Yarico, an Indian woman." ' Humboldt observes, "that the whites born
in the torrid zone walk barefoot with impunity in the same apartment
where a European rece-ntly landed is exposed to the attack of this animal.

The Nigua therefore distinguishes what the most delicate chemical analysis

could not distinguish, the cellular membrane and blood of a European
from those of a Creole white." ^

You have already, perhaps, been satiated with the account before given

of our enemies of the Acarus tribe ; there are a few, however, which
I could not with propriety introduce there, as they do not take up
their abode and breed in us, which nevertheless annoy us considerably.

One of these is a hexapod so minute, that, were it not for the uncommon
brilliancy of its colour, which is the most vivid crimson tliat can be con-
ceived, it would be quite invisible. It is known by the name of the

harvest-bug (Lephis autumnalis), and is so called, 1 imagine, from its attack-

ing the legs of the labourers employed in the harvest, in the flesh of which
it buries itself at the root of the hairs, producing intolerable itching,

attended by inflammation and considerable tumours, and sometimes even
occasioning fevers,^— A similar insect is found in Brazil, abounding in the

rainy season, particularly during the gleams of sunshine, or fine days that

intervene, as small as a point, and moving very fast. These animals get

upon the linen and cover it in a moment ; afterwards they insinuate them-
selves into the skin and occasion a most intolerable itching. They are with

difficulty extracted, and leave behind them large livid tumours, which sub-
side in a day or two. An insect very tormenting to the wood-cutters and
the settlers on the Mosquito shore and the bay of Honduras, and called by
them the doctor, is thought to be synonymous with this.*— More serious

consequences have been known to follow the bite of another mite related

to the above, if not the same species, common in Martinique, and called

there the Bete rouge. When our soldiers in camp were attacked by this

animal, dangerous ulcers succeeded the symptoms just mentioned, which,
in several cases, became so bad, that the limb aflfected was obliged to be
taken ofF.^

I was once collecting insects in Norwood, near London, when my hands
were covered by a number of small hungry ticks, which were so greedy
after blood, that they penetrated deep into my flesh, giving me no little

pain ; and it was not without difficulty that 1 extracted them. " I suspect

that this was the dog-tick (Ixodes Ricinus) which is often found on plants

;

but I am not certain, as I neglected to examine it, my attention at that

time being almost wholly given to Coleoplera. Lyonnet seems to have been
attacked, in one of his entomological excursions, by the same or a similar

insect, which he broke, so firmly had it fixed itself, in endeavouring to

1 P. 65.
2 Personal Narratine, E. T. v. 101. See Mr. Westwood's description of this in-

sect (which, as before observed, he has separated as a distinct genus under the name
of Sarcopsi/llu penetrans) in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. ii. 1!}9. ; and also Mr. Sell's

observations on its economy and habits, ii. 196.

3 Natural Miscell. ii. t. 42.

* Lindle}' in the lioyal 3IiUtary Chronicle for IMarch 1815, p. 459.
5 I owe this information to the late Eobinson Kittoe, Esq., formerly Clerk of the

Cheque in the King's Yard, Woolwich.
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extract it ; and he was obliged to lay open the place, lest an abscess should

be formed.^ But the worst of all the tick tribe is the American {Ixodes

ameiicanus) described by Professor Kalm. This insect, wiiich is related

to the precedinfr, is found in the woods of North America, and is equally

an enemy to man and beast. They are there so infinitely numerous, that

if you sit down upon the ground, or upon the trunk of a tree, or walk with

naked feet or legs, they will cover you, and, plunging their serrated rostrum

into the bare places of the body, begin to suck your blood, going deeper

and deeper till they are half buried in the flesh. Though at first they occa-

sion no uneasiness, when they have thus made good their settlement, they

produce an intolerable itching, followed by acute pain and large tumours. It

is now extremely difficult to extract them, the animal rather suffering itself

to be pulled to pieces than let go its hold ; so that the rostrum and head,

being often left in the wound, produce an inflanmiation and suppuration

which render it deep and dangerous. These ticks are at first very small,

sometimes scarcely visible, but by suction will swell themselves out till

they are as big as the end of one's finger, when they often fall to the

ground of themselves.^ The serrated haustellum of the ticks, which, like

the barbed sting of a bee, cannot be extracted unless the animal co-operates,

is well worth your inspection ; and the species which infests our dogs is

so common that you will have no difficulty in procuring one for ex-
amination.^

I have now introduced you to the principal insects of the Apiera order

of Linne, which, in spite of all his care and all his power, assail the lord

of the creation, and make him their food. You will here, however,
perhaps accuse me of omitting one very prominent annoyer of our comfort
and repose, which you think belongs to this tribe— the hetl-bug {Cimex Icc-

tularius). When you are a more practised entomologist, you will see

clearly that this, though it has no wings, appertains to another ordei' :

nevertheless it may be introduced here without impropriety. Though novv

too common and well known in this country, it was formerly a rare insect.

Had it not, two noble ladies, mentioned by Mouffet, would scarcely have
been thrown into such an alarm by the appearance of bug-bites upon them;
which, until their fears were dispelled by their physician, who happened
also to be a naturalist, they considered as nothing less than symptoms of
the plague. Being shown the living cause of their fright, their fears gave
place to mirth and laughter.* Connnerce, vvith many good things, has also

introduced amongst us many great evils, of which noxious insects form no
small part ; and one of her worst presents were doubtless the disgusting

animals now before us. They seem, indeed, as the above fact proves, to

have been productive of greater alarm at first than mischief, at least if we
may judge from the change of name which took place upon their becoming
conmion. Their original English name was Chinche or Wall-louse^; and
the term Hug, which is a Celtic word, signifying a ghost or goblin, was
applied to them after Ray's time, most probably because they were con-

1 Lesser L. ii. 222. note *. 2 De'Geer, vii. 154. 160.
5 The renowned venomous bug of Persia {MaVeh de Mianeh) has been ascertained

to be a species of Argas by Count Fischer de Waldheim.
4 Tkeatr. Ins. 270. This happened in 1503 ; which circumstance refutes South-

all's opinion that bugs were not Icnown in England before 1G70.
5 Rai, Ilist. Ins. 7. MoufFet, 269. They were called also punez, from the French

punaise.
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sidereil as " terrors by night," ^ But however horrible bugs may have been
in the estimation of some, or nauseating in that of others, many of tlie

good people of London seem to regard them with the greatest apathy, and
take very little pains to get rid of them ; not generally, however, it is to be
hoped, to such an extent as the predecessor of a correspondent in

Nicholson's Journal, who found his house so dreadfully infested by them,
that it resembled the Banian hospital at Surat^, all his endeavours to

tiestroy them being at first in vain. And no wonder; for, as he learned

from a neighbour, his predecessor would never suffer them to be disturbed

or his bedsteads to be removed, till, in the end, they swarmed to an
incredible degree, crawling up even the walls of his drawing-room ; and
after his death millions were found in his bed and chamber furniture.^

The winged insects of the order to which the bed-bug belongs, often

inflict very painfnl wounds, — I was once attacked by a small species, near
Cimex Nemurinn L. (HylopMla K.), whicli [)ut me nearly to as much torture

as the stmg of a wasp. The water boatman (Nutoiiecta glauca), an insect

related to the Cimicic/cs, which always swims upon its back, made me suffer

still more severely, as if I had been burned, by the insertion of its rostrum ;

but the wound was not followed by any inflanimation ; and long before me
Willoughby had made the same discovery and observation,* St. Pierre, in

his Voyage to Alcniritius, mentions a species of bug found in that island,

the bite of which is more venomous than the sting of a scorpion, and is

succeeded by a tumour as big as the egg of a pigeon, which continues for four
or five days.* You are well acquainted with the history and properties of
the Raia Torpedo and Gymnotiis electriciis ; but I dare aver, have no idea
that any insect possesses their extraordinary powers.— Yet I can assure
you, upon good authority, that Reduimis serratus, conmionly known in the
West Indies by the name of the ivheel-bug, can, like them, communicate an
electric shock to the person whose flesh it touches. The late Major-
general Davis, of the Royal Artillery, well known as a most accurate
observer of nature, and an indefatigable collector of her treasures, as well
as a most admirable painter of them, once informed me, that when abroad,
having taken up this animal and placed it upon his hand, it gave him a con-
siderable shock, as if from an electric jar, with its legs, which he felt as

1 Hence our English word Bugbear. In Matthews's Bible, Ps. xci. 5. is ren-
dered, " Thou shaft not nede to be afraid of any Imqs by night." Tlie word in this
sense oftens occurs in Shakspeare, Winter's t(ile,'dct lii. sc. 2, 3. Hen. VI. act v,
sc. 2, Hamlet, act v. sc. 2. See Douce's Illustrations ofShakspeare, i. 329. in quoting
which worlt it may be observed that the autlior was a zealous entomologist. {Life
in Annual Obituary.')

2 The Banian hospital at Sura t is a most remarkable institution. At my visit,

the hospital contained horses, mules, oxen, sheep, goats, monkeys, poultry, pigeons,
and a variety of birds. The most extraordinary ward was that "appropria'ted to rats
and mice, bugs, and other noxious vermin. The overseers of the liospital frequently
hire beggars from the streets, for a stipulated sum, to pass a night amongst the /Zeas,
lice, and bugs, on the express condition of suffering them to enjoy their feast without
molestation. Forbes's Oriental Memoirs.

' Nicholson's Journal, xvii. 40.
•» Proboscis in cutem intrusa acerrimum dolorem excitat, qui tamen brevi cessat.

Rai, Hist. Ins. 58.

* Tlie Benchucha, or great black bug of the Pampas of South America, a species of
Beduvivs, is a far more obnoxious species than our connr^n bed-bug. See C. Dar-
win's Personal Narrative, iii. 403,
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high as his shoulders ; and, dropping the crcatnre, he observed six marks
upon his hand where the six feet had stood.

^

You may now possibly think tiiat I have nearly gone through the cata-

logue o{' our penonal assailants of the insect tribes. If such, however, is

your expectation, I fear you will be disappointed, since I have many more,

ami some tremendous ones, to enumerate : but as a small compensation
for such a detail of evils and injuries to which our species is exposed from
foes seemingly so insignificant, and of acts of rebellion of the vilest and
most despised of our subjects against our boasted supremacy, the objects

to which I shall next call your attention are not, like most of our apterous

enemies, calculated to excite disgust and nausea when we see them or

speak of them; nor do they usually steal upon us during the silent hours

of repose (though I must except here the gnat or mosquito), but are many
of them very beautiful, and boldly make their attack upon us in open day,

when we are best able to defend ourselves. Bbrne on rapid wings,

wherever they find us, they endeavour to lay us under contribution, and
the tribute they exact is our blood. Wonderful and various are the

weapons that enable them to enforce their den)aml. What would you
think of any large animal that should come to attack you with a tremen-
dous apj)aratus of knives and lancets issuing from its mouth ? Yet such

are the instruments by means of which the fire-eyed and blood-thirsty

horse-fly (^Tubanus L.) makes an incision in your flesh ; and then, forming a

siphon of them, often carries oft' many drops of your blood.- The pain

they inflict, when they open a vein, is usually very acute. A fly of this

kind not only occasioned Mr. Sheppard considerable pain by its bite,

but also produced swelling and blackness round one eye ; and the flesh of
his cheek and chin was so enlarged from it as to hang down. And
Mr. W. S. MacLeay thus describes to me the annoyance he suffered from
one of them. " I went down the other day to the country, and was fairly

driven out of it by the HcEinatopola pluvkdis, which attacked me with such
fury, that although I did not at last venture beyond the door without a
veil, my face and hands were swelled to that tlegree as to be scarcely yet

recovered from the effects of their venom. I was obliged, on my return to

town, to stay two days at home. Whenever this insect bites me it has

this effect, and I have never been able to discover any remedy for the

torture it puts me to." In this country, however, the attacks of these

flies are usually not frequent enough to make them more than a minor
" misery of human life;" but the burning-fly (Oru/ut) or sand-fly of Ame-
rica' and the West Indies, which seem to be the same insect, causes a
much more intolerable anguish, which has been compared to what a red-

hot needle or a spark of fire would occasion us to endure. Lambert, in

^ Two similar instances of effects on the human sj'stem, resembling electric

shocks, produced by insects, have been communicated to the Entomoloj^ical Society
by jNIr. Yarreil ; one, mentioned in a letter from Lady de Gre3% of Grobj', in which
the shock was caused by a beetle, one of the common Elateridai, and extended front

the hand to the elljow on suddenly touching the insect; the otlier caused by a large
hairy iepidopterous caterpillar, picked up in South America by Capt. Blakeney, R.N.,
who felt on touchin<r it a sensation extending iiji his arm, similar to an electric

shock, of such force that he lost the use of the arm for a time, and his life was even
considered in danger by his medical attendant. {Trans. Ent. Soc. Land, iii. proc.
viii. xxiii.)

'' One took eight drops from Keaumur, iv. 230.
<> Bartrams Travels, 383.
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his Travels through Canada, Szc. says, " They are so very small as to be
hardly perceptible in their attacks ; and your forehead will be streaming
with blood before you are sensiale of being amono-st them^;"— and Cap-
tain Back, in his Journey to the Arctic Sea (p. 117.), speaking of the

misery occasioned by these little tormentors, the brulots (including also

mosquitos), observes, " There is certainly no form of wretchedness
among those to which the chequered life of a Voyageur is exposed, at once
so great and so humiliating, as the torture inflicted by these puny blood-

suckers. To avoid them is impossible. At last, subdued by pain and
fatigue, he throv.'s himself in despair with his face to the earth, and half

suffocated in his blanket, groans away a few hours of sleepless rest." We
have one species (^Slomoxys calciirans), alluded to in a former letter, as so

nearly resembling the common house-fly, wliich, though its oral instru-

ments are to appearance not near so tremendous, is a much greater tor-

ment than the horse-fly. This little pest, I speak feelingly, incessantly

interrupts our studies and comfort in showery weather, making us even
stamp like the cattle by its attacks on our legs; and, if we drive it av/ay

ever so often, returning again and again to the charge. In Canada they
are infinitely worse. " I have sat down to write," says Lambert (who
though he calls it the house-fly, is evidently speaking of the Stomoxys),
"and have been obliged to throw away my pen in consequence of their

irritating bite, which has obliged me every moment to raise my hand to

my eyes, nose, mouth, and ears in constant succession. When I could no
longer write, I began to read, and was always obliged to keep one hand
constantly on the move towards my head. Sometimes in the course of a
few minutes I would take half a dozen of my tormentors from my lips,

between which I caught them just as they perched."^
The swallow-fly {Craterina Hirundinia'^), whose natural food is the bird

after which it is nanied, has been known to make its repast on the human
species. One found its way into a bed of the,Rev. II. Sheppard, where it

first, for several nights, sorely annoyed a friend of his, and afterwards

himself, without their suspecting the culprit. After a close search, how--

ever, it was discovered in the form of this fly, which, forsaking the nest of
the swallow, had by some chance taken its station between the sheets,

and thus glutted itself with the blood of man.— In traveUing between
Edam and Purmerend in North Holland (July 21. 1815), in an open
vehicle, I was much teased by another bird-fly (^Ornilhomyia avicularla)

(two individuals of which I caught) alighting on my head, and inserting its

rostrum into my flesh.—Mr. Sheppard remarks, as a reason for this dere-

liction of their appropriate food, that no sooner does life depart from the

bird that these flies infest than they immediately desert it and take flight,

alighting upon the first living creature that they meet with ; which if it be

not a bird they soon quit, but, as it should seem from the above facts,

not before they have made a trial how it will suit them as food.

But of all the insect-tormentors of man, none are so loudly and uni-

versally coujplained of as the species of the genus Cidex L., whether known
by the name of gnats or mosquitos."* Pliny, after Aristotle, distinguishes

1 i. 127. The West India sand-fly was noticed by the late Robinson Kittoe, Esq.,

who however did not recollect their fetching blood.
2 Travels, Sec. i. ISG. ' See Curtis's Brif. Ent. 1. 122.
* It has been generalh' supposed by naturalists, that the Mosquitos of America

belong to the Linnean genus Culex ; but the celebrated traveller Humboldt asserts
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well between Hi/mciwptera and Diptcra, when he says the former have

their sting in the tail, and the latter in the mouth; and that to the one

this weapon is given as the instrument of vengeance, and to the other of

avidity.^ But the instrument of avidity in the genus of which I am
speaking, is even more terrible than that of vengeance in most insects that

are armed with it ; like the latter also, as appears from the consequent

inflammation and tumour, it instils into its wound a poison ; the principal

use of which, however, is to render the blood more fluid, and fitter for

suction. This weapon, which is more complex than the sting of hymeno-
pterous insects, consisting of five pieces besides the exterior sheath, some
of which seem simply lancets, while others are barbed like the spicula of

a bee's sting, is at once calculated for piercing the flesh and forming a

siphon adapted to imbibe the blood.'- There are several species of this

genus whose bite is severe, but none is to be compared to the common
gnat {Culex ])ipiens L.), if, as has been generally affirmed, it be synonymous
with the mosquito (though, in all probability, several species are con-

founded under both names) ; and to this, the most insatiable of blood-

suckers, I shall principally direct your attention.^

In this country they are justly regarded as no trifling evil ; for they

follow us to all our haunts, intrude into our most secret retirements, assail

us in the city and in the countr}', in our houses and in our fields, in the

sun and in the shade ; nay, they pursue us to our pillows, and either keep

us awake by the ceaseless hum of ti;eir rapid wings (which, according to

the Baron C. de Latom-, are vibrated oOOO times per minute^), and their

incessant endeavours to fix themselves upon our face, or some uncovered

part of our body ; or if in spite of them we fall asleep, awaken us by the acute

pain which attends the insertion of their oral stings ; attacking with most
avidity the softer sex, and trying then- temper by disfiguring their beauty.

But although with us they are usually rather teasing than injurious, yet

upon some occasions they have approached nearer to the character of a

plague, and emulated with success the mosquitos of other climates. Thus,

we are told that in the year 1736 they were so numerous, that vast

columns of them were seen to rise in the air from Salisbury Cathedral, which

at a distance resembled columns of smoke, and occasioned many people to

tliat the term Mosquito, sig;nifying a little fly, is applied there to a SimuUum Latr.

(Simw/Za Meig.), and that the C«//ces, which are equally numerous and annoying, are

called Zancudoes, which means long leps. The former, he says, are what the French
call Moustiqiies, and the hitter Marincjoiiins. {Personal Narrative, E. T. v. 93.) Hum-
boldt's remark, however, refers only to South America; Mr. Westwood informing us

that Mosquito is certainh' applied to a species of Culex in the United States, the in-

habitants giving the name of black-fly to a small SimuUum. See " An Introduction

to the Modern Classification of Insects, by J. 0. Westwood, F.LS." 2 vols. Lond.
1839—1841 (ii. 510.), a work invaluable to the entomologist both for its systematic

details and vast mass of original and collected facts relative to the affinities, habits,

and economy of insects.
1 Pi in. Hist. Nat. 1. xi. c. 28. Aristot. Hist. Animal. 1. i. c. 5.

2 Pliny was aware of this double office of the proboscis of a gnal, and has well

described it. ''Telumvero perfodiendo tergori quo spiculavit ingenio? Atque ut

in capaci, cum cerni non possit exilitas, ita reciproca geminavit arte, ut fodiendo
acuminatum jiariter snrbendnque, fistulosum esset." Hist. Nat. 1. xi. c. 2.

3 Humboldt has described several South American species. Personal Narrative,

V. 97. note *. Engl. Tr.

4 Westwood, Mod. Clas. of Lis. ii. 509.
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think that the cathedral M-as on fire. A similar occurrence, in like manner
giving rise to an alarm of the church being on fire, took place in July 1812
at Sagan in Silesia.' In the following year at Norwich, in May, at about
six o'clock in tije evening, the inhabitants of that city were alarmed by the
appearance of smoke issuing from the upper window of the spire of the
cathedral, for which at the time no satisfactory account could be given, but
which was most probably produced by the same cause. AntI in the year
1766, in the month of August, they appeared in such incredible numbers
at Oxford as to resemble a black cloud, darkening the air, and almost
totally intercepting the beams of the sun. One day, a little before sunset,

six columns of them were observed to ascend from the boughs of an apple-
tree, some in a perpendicular and others in an oblique direction, to the
height of fifty or sixty feet. Their bite was so envenomed, that it was
attended by violent and alarming inflammation ; and one when killed usually

contained as much blood as would cover three or four square inches of
wall.^ Our great poet Spenser seems to have witnessed a similar appear-
ance of them, which furnished him with the following beautiful simile:—

" As when a swarme of pnats at eventide
Out of the fennes cf Allan doe arise,

Their murmuring small trumpets sownden wide.
Willies in the air their clust'ring army flies,

That as a cloud doth seem to dim tlie skies

:

Ne man nor beast may rest or take repast
For their sliarp wounds and novous injuries.

Till the lierce northern wind with blust'ring blast

Doth blow them quite away, and in the ocean cast."

In Marshland in Norfolk, as I learn from a lady who had an opportunity
of personal inspection, the inhabitants are so annoyed by the gnats, that

the better sort of them, as in many hot climates, have recourse to a gauze
covering for their l)cds, to keep them off during the night. Whether this

practice obtains in other fen districts I do not know.^
But these evils are of small account compared with what other countries,

especially when we approach the poles or the line, are destined to suffer

from them : (or there they interfere so much with ease and comfort, as to

become one of the worst of pests and a real misery of human life. We
may be disposed to smile perhaps at the story Mr. Weld relates from
General Washington, that in one place the musquitos were so powerful as

to pierce through his boots* (probably they crept within the boots) : but
in various regions scarcely any thing less impenetrable than leather can
withstand their insinuating weapons and unwearied attacks. One would
at first imagine that regions where the polar winter extends its icy reign

would not be much annoyed by insects : but however probable the suppo-
sition, it is the reverse of fact, for nowhere are gnats more numerous.
These animals, as well as numbers of the T'lpulurm of LatreiUe, seem en-

' Germar's Magazin de Entomologie, i. 137.
2 Philos. Trans. 1767, 111. 113. I once witnessed a similar appearance at Maid-

stone in Kent.
5 A small British species of Ceratopognn (one of the midge famil}' of TipuUdce) is

occasionally very troublesome by settling upon the uncovered parts of the body and
sucking tlie blood.

4 Weld's Travels, 8vo. edit. 205. Yet Jlouffet affirms the same : " Morsu crudeles
et venenati, triplices caligas, imo ocrtas, item perforantes." 81.
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doweJ vv ith the privilege of resisting any degree of cold, and of bearing any
degree of heat. In Lapland thtir numbers are so prodigious as tobecom-
paretl to a flight of snow when tiie flakes fall thickest, or to the dust of the
earth. The natives cannot take a mouthful of food, or lie down to sleep

in their cabins, unless they be fumigated almost to suffocation. In the air

you cannot draw your breath without having your mouth and nostrils filled

with them ; and unguents of tar, fish-grease, or cream, or nets steeped in

fetid birch-oil, are scarcely sufficient to protect even the case-hardened
cuticle of the Laplander from their bite.' In certain districts of France,

the accurate Reaumur informs us tiiat he has seen people whose arms and
legs have become quite monstrous from wounds inflicted by gnats ; and in

some cases in such a state as to render it doubtful whether amputation
would not be necessary.^ In the neighbourhood of the Crimea the Russian
soldiers are obliged to sleep in sacks to defend themselves from the

mosquitos ; and even this is not a sufficient security, for several of them
die in consequence of mortification produced by the bites of these furious

blood-suckers. This fact is related by Dr. Clarke, and to its probabilitv

his own painful experience enabled liim to speak. He informs us that the
bodies of himself and his companions, in spite of gloves, clothes, and
handkerchiefs, were rendered one entire wound, and the consequent
excessive irritation and swelling excited a considerable degree of fever.

In a most sultry night, when not a breath of air was stirring, exhausted by
fatigue, pain, and heat, he sought shelter in his carriage ; and though
almost suffocated, could not venture to open a window for fear of the
mosquitos. Swarms nevertheless found their way into his hiding-place;

and, in spite of the handkerchiefs with which he had bound up his head,

filled his mouth, nostrils, and ears. In the midst of his torment he suc-
ceeded in lighting a lamp, which was extinguished in a moment by such a
prodigious number of these insects, that their carcases actually filled the
glass chimney, ami formed a large conical heap over the burner. The noise

they make in flying cannot be conceiveil by persons who have only heard
gnats in England. It is to all that hear it a most fearful sound.^ Travel-
lers and mariners who have visited warmer climates give a similar account
of the torments there inflicted by tiiese little demons. One traveller in

Africa complains that after a fifty miles journey they would not suffer hiui

to rest, and that his face and hands appeared, from their bites, as if he
was infected with the small-pox in its worst stage.* In the East, at Ba-
tavia, Dr. Arnold, a most attentive and accurate observer, relates that their

bite is the most venomous he ever felt, occasioning a most intolerable

itching, which lasts several days. The sight or sound of a single one either

prevented him from going to bed for a whole night, or obliged him to rise

many times. This species, which I have examined, is distinct from the
common gnat, and appears to be nondescript. It approaches nearest to

C. anmdatus, but the wings are black and not s[)otted. And Captain
Stedman in America, as a proof of the dreadful state to which he and his

soldiers were reduced by them, mentions that they were forced to sleep

with their heads thrust into holes made in the earth with their bayonets,

and their necks wrapped round with their hammocks.^

1 Acerbi's Travels, ii. ,5. 34, 35. 51. Linn. Flor. Lapp. 380, 381. Lack. Lapp. ii.

108. De Geer, vi. 303, 304. 2 Keaum. iv. 673.
s Dr. Cliirke's Travels, i. 388. * Jackson's Morocco, 57.

* Travels, ii. 93. Mr. \V. S. MacLeay, in a letter I received from him, ob-
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From Humboldt also we learn that " between the little harbour of
Higuerote and the mouth of the Rio Unare the wretched inhabitants are

accustomed to stretch themselves on the ground, and pass the night buried

in the sand three or four inches deep, leaving out the head only, which they

cover with a handkerchief." Tliis illustrious traveller has given an ac-

count in detail of these insect plagues, by which it appears that amongst
them there are diurnal, crepuscular, and nocturnal species, or genera : the .

Mosquilos or Simulia flying in the day; the Temporaneros, probably a kind

of Cidex, flying during twilight ; and the Zancudos or CuUces in the night.

So that there is no rest for the inhabitants from their torment day ornight,

except for a short interval between the retreat of one species and the attack

of another. We learn from this author that the sting or bite of the

Simnlium is as bad as that of the Stomoxijs before noticed.^

The Rhagio Culumbaschcnsis of Fabricius, a native of Banat and the

adjacent parts of the banks of the Danube, is a species of Simulium, and
one of the most obnoxious of all the insects which attack man and do-

mestic animals. (See Kollar'swork on Obnoxious Insects ; a translation

of part of vvliich, by the Misses Loudon, has recently been published.

The work of Pohl and Kollar on the obnoxious insects of Brazil also

contains many notices of their attacks upon man.)

It is not therefore incredible that Sapor, king of Persia, as is related,

should have been compelled to raise the siege of Nisibis by a plague of

gnats, which, attacking his elephants and beasts of burthen, so caused the

rout of his army, whatever we may think of the miracle to which it was
attributed^; nor that the inhabitants of various cities, as MoufTet has col-

lected from different authors ^ should, by an extraordinary multiplication

of this plague, have been compelled to desert them ; or that by their

power to do mischief, like other conquerors who have been the torment of

the human race, they should have attained to fame, and have given their

name to bays, towns, and even to considerable territories.*

served, speaking of liis residence at the Havana. "The disagreeables are ants,

scorpions, mygales, and mosquitos. The latter were quite a pest on my first

arrival within the tropics ; but now I mind them about as much as I did gnats in

England."
1 Humboldt's Personal Narrative, E. T. v. 87. Most writers by the term mos-

quitos mean gnats ; and for them it is chielly employed, but may be regarded as

including both plagues.
2 Theodorit. Hist. Eccl. 1. ii. c. 30.

5 Moul^'et, 85. Amoreux. 119.

4 Viz. 3Iosquito Bay in St. Christopher's ; Mosquitos, a town in the Island of

Cuba ; and the Mosquito country in North America. Though in many cases it may
be impossible to prevent the attacks of gnats, it is certain that a little care would
often secure the inmates of houses, disL-iUt from stagnant waters, from these pests,

for which they have solely to thank their open water-tubs or cisterns in their gar-

dens, in which they are crvnstantly breeding. Dr. Franklin, whose admirable habit

of minute observation embraced all subjects, long since pointed this out, and I myself
found that the gnats which so annoj-ed us in the house we occupied at Pisa late in the

autumn of 1830, as to require gauze mosquito curtains to all the beds, though it was
far distant from the river or any pond, all proceeded from an open ornamental stone

cistern in the garden, constantly left half full of water; and I am persuaded that

to a similar cause maybe chiefly attributed the gnats so often found in continental

towns not situated near to canals or stagnant pools. The remedy is equally obvious and
easy. Either open water-tubs and cisterns should be proscribed, or a few small fish

kept in them to destroy the larvsBof the guals as fast as they breed Trees being
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And now, which seems to you the greatest terror, tliat the forest should

resound with the roar of the lion or the tiger, or with the hum of the

gnat ? Which evil is the most to be deprecated, the neighbourhood of these

ferocious animals, terrible as they are for their cruelty and strength, or to

live amidst tlie polar or tropical myriads of mosquitos, and be subject to

the torture of their incessant attacks t When you consider that from the

one, prudence and courage may secure or defend us without any material

sacrifice of our daily comforts; while to be at rest from the other, we
must either render ourselves disgusting by filthy unguents, or be suffocated

by fumigations, or be content to be bonnd, head, hand, and foot, shut out

from the respiration of the common air, and even thus scarcely escape

from their annoyance ; you will feel convinced tiiat the former is the more
tolerable evil of the two, and be inclined to think that those cities, from
which the lions were driven away by the more powerful gnats, were no
great gainers by the exchange.^ With what grateful hearts ought the pri-

vileged inhabitants of these happy islands to acknowledge and glorify the

goodness of that kind Providence which has distinguished us from the

less favoured nations of the globe, by what may be deemed an immunity
from this tormenting pest ! for the inroads which they make on our
comfort, when contrasted with what so many other people of every climate

suffer from them, are mere nothing. When we behold on one side of us

the ravages of the wide-wasting sword, on another those of infectious

disease or pestilence, on a third famine destroying its myriads, and on a

fourth life rendered uncomfortable by the terror of " noisome beasts," and
the attack of noxious insects; and when we look at home and see every

one eating his bread in peace, protected in his enjoyments by equal laws

without fearing the sword of the oppressor ; not scourged by pestilence or

famine, exposed to the attack of no ferocious animal, and comparatively

speaking but slightly visited by the annoyance of insect tormentors ; and
especially when we further reflect that it is his mercy and not our merits

which has induced him thus to overwhelm us with blessings, while other

countries have been made to drink deep of the cup of his fury, we shall

see reason for an increased degree of thankfulness and gratitude, and,

instead of repining, be well content with our lot, though our offences

have not wholly been passed over, and we have been " beaten with few
stripes."

Besides the insects that seek to make us their food, there are others

which, although we are apt to regard them with the greatest horror, do
not attack us with this view, but usually to revenge some injury which
they have received, or apprehend from us. Foremost in the list of these

are those with four wings, which, according to the observation of Pliny

before quoted, carry their weapon, an instrument of revenge, in their tail.

generally found to liarbour gnats, are, on this account, banished from the neis^hbour-

hood of dwelling bouses in America and other hot countries, to the great loss of the

occupants in other respects ; but I have been informed b}' a friend that at Trieste it

has been observed that horse-chestnut trees planted near a liouse, so far from en-

couraging gnats, drive them away, none ever appearing in houses surrounded with
these trees, though abundant where other kinds prevail, a fact which, if confirined ia
other countries, would be well worth acting upon.

1 Mouffet, 85,
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These all belong to the Linnean order Hymenoplera ; and the tremendous
arms with which they annoy us, are two darts finer than a hair, furnished
on their outer side at the end with several Ijarbs not visible to the naked
eye, and each moving in the groove of a strong and often curved sheath,

frequently mistaken for the sting, which, when the darts enter the flesh,

visually injects a drop of subtle venom, furnished from a peculiar vessel in

which it is secreted, into the wound, occasioning, especially if the darts be
not extracted, a considerable tumour, accompanied by very acute pain.

Many insects are thus armed and have this power. Twice I have been
stung by an Ichneumon ; fiist by one with a concealed sting, and after-

wards by another of the family of Pimpla Manijestator, with a very long
exserted one. I had held the insect by its sting, which it withdrew from
between my fingers with surprising force, and then, as if in revenge, stung
nie. Pompilus viaticus, one of the spider-wasps, once, in this way, gave
me acute pain. Mr. W. S. MacLeay states that at the Havana he was
once stung by a gigantic Pomp/Ins (probably P. Hcros), from which he
suffered a very short-lived pain, but the wound bled as if punctured by a
pin. The bleeding, he conjectures, carried off the venom. But the insects

which in this respect principally attract our notice by exciting our fears,

are the hive-bee, the wasp, and the hornet. The first of these, the hee,

sometimes manifests an antipathy to particular individuals, whom it attacks

and wounds without provocation ; but the two last, though apparently
the most formidable, are not so ill-tempered as they are conceived to be,

seldom molesting those who do not first interfere with or disturb them.
We learn from Scripture that the hornet, (but whether it was the common
species is uncertain) was employed by Providence to drive out the im-
pious inhabitants of Canaan, or subdue them under the hands of the
Israelites.^—The effect produced by the sting of these animals is different

in different persons. To some they occasion only a very slight incon-

venience or a momentary pain ; others feel the smart of the wounds which
they inflict for several days, and ai-e thrown into fevers by them ; and to

some they have even proved fatal.* Yet these insects are certainly, in

general, but a trifling evil. They become, however, especially wasps, a
very serious one to many, from the mere dread of being stung by them,
even thouuh they should not carry their fears to the same length with the

lady mentioned by Dr. Fairfax ^ in the P/iilosop/iical Transactions, who had
such a horror of them that during the season in which they abound in

houses, she always confined herself to her apartment. An insect of a
tribe never before suspected Of being endowed with such a mode of annoy-
ance, one of the order Lcpidoptera, found at the Cape of Good Hope, is

said to defend itself when captured by stinging, whence it is there named
the Bec-iiiot/i, and it is adiled that the puncture, which is very painful, is

speedily followed by swelling and inflammation.*

Ants are insects of this order, which, though our indigenous species may
be regarded as harmless, in some countries are gifted w ith double means
of annoyance, both from their sting and their bite. A green kind in New
iSouth Wales was observed by Sir Joseph Banks to inflict a wound

1 Deut. vii. 20. Josh. xxiv. 12. 2 Amoreux, 242.
5 Philos. Trans, i. 201.
4 Okeii's Isis, 1831, p. 1917., from a letter received by Dr. Reich, from the Cape of

Good Hope, quoted in Bm-meister's Manual of Ent. p, oSl.
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scarcely less painful than the sting of a bee.^ Another, from the intole-

rable anguish occasioned by its bite, which resembles that produced by a
spark of fire and seems attended by venom, is called ihefre-ant. Captain
Stedman relates that this caused a whole company of soldiers to start and
jump about as if scalded with boiling water ; and its nests were so

immerous that it was not easy to avoid them." We are told of a third

species, which emulates the scorpion in the malignity of its sting or bite.^

Knox, in his account of Ceylon, mentions a black ant, called by the natives

Coddia, which he says "bites desperately, as bad as if a man were burnt
by a coal of fire ; but they are of a noble nature, and will not begin unless

you disturb them." The reason tlie Cinghalese assign for the horrible

pain occasioned by their bite is curious, and will serve to amuse you.
" Formerly these ants went to ask a wife of the Noya, a venomous and
noble kind of snake ; and because they had such a high spirit to dare to

offer to be related to such a generous creature, they had this virtue be-

stowed upon them that they should sting after this manner. And if they
had obtained a wife of the Noya, they should have had the privilege to

sting full as bad as he."^ Stedman's story of a large ant that stripped the

trees of their leaves, to feed, as was supposed, a blind serpent under
ground*, is somewhat akin to this: as is also another, related to me by a
friend of mine, of a species of Mantis, now in my cabinet, taken in one of
the Indian Islands, which, according to the received opinion amongst the
natives, was the parent of all their serpents. Whence, unless perhaps
from their noxious qualities, could this idea of a connexion between in-

sects and these reptiles be derived ? But to return from this digression—
Madame Merian's Ant of Visitation {Atta ccphalotes) will be considered

in a subsequent letter : but I cannot here omit a circumstance mentioned
by Don Felix de Azara, a Spanish traveller, who confirms her account,

—

that these animals are so alarming and trememlous in their attacks, that if

they enter a house in the night, the inhabitants are obliged to rise with all

speed and run off in their shirts.

I must next direct your attention to an insect, which perhaps more than
any other has been in every age an object of terror and abhorrence — I

mean xhe rtdowhied scorpion. And though I shall not, with Aristotle, tell

you of Persian kings emj)loying armies for several days in destroying them;
or, with Pliny, of countries that they have depopulated ; yet my account
will not be devoid of that species of interest which the dread of its power
to do us injury imparts to any object. Could you see one of these fero-

cious animals, perhaps a foot in length, a size to which they sometimes
attain, advancing towards you in their usual menacing attitude, with its

claws expanded, and its many -jointed tail turned over its head ; were your
heart ever so stout, I think you would start back and feel a horror come
across you ; and though you knew not the animal, you would conclude
that such an aspect of malignity must be the precursor of malignant effects.

Nor would you be mistaken, as you will presently see. This alarming

animal, though, like hymenopterous insects, it is armed with a sting, is in

no respect related to that order, and forms the only genus, at present

known, of the others that is so armed. Even its sting is totally different

' Hawkesworth's Cook, iii. 223. 2 Stedman, ii. 94.

5 Bingley, iii. 385. first edit. * Knox's Ceylon, 24. ' Stedman, ii. 142.
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from that of bees, wasps, and other Hi/menoptera^ being more analogous to

the venomous tooth of serpents ; it vvoimds us with no barbed darts con-

cealed in a sheath, but only with a simple incurved mucro terminating an
ampullaceous joint. Two orifices, or, according to some, three, are said

to instil the poison, which, we are informed, is sometimes as white as milk.

This venom in our European species is seldom attended, accept to minor
animals, by any very serious consequences

; yet when it is cohimunicated

by the scorpion of warmer climates it produces more baneful eifects. The
sting of certain kinds common in South Ameiica causes fevers, numbness
in various parts ot the body, tumours in the tongue, and dimness of sight,

which symptoms last from twenty-four to forty-eight hours. The only

means of saving the lives of our soldiers who were stung b} them in Eiiyijt,

was amputation. (_)ne species is said to occasion madness ; and the black

scorpion, both of South American and Ceylon, frequently inflicts a mortal

wound. ^ No known animal is more cruel and ferocious in its manners;
they kill and devour their own young without pity as soon as they are

born, and they arc equally savage to their fellows when grown up. Terrible

however and revolting as these creatures appear, we are gravely told by
Ts^aude, that there is a species of scorpion in Italy which is domesticated,

and put between the sheets to cool the beds during the heats of summer! !
^

I must next say something of insects that annoy us solely by thexYJaws.

Of this description is Galeodes araneoides, which is related to the scorpion,

although devoid of a sting. The bite of this animal, which is a native of

the Cape of Good Ho[)e and of Russia^, is represented to be often fatal

both to man and beast. Another species of Galeodes is described by Pro-

fessor Lichtenstein, which, from the trivial name that he has given it

(f(ita/is), may be supposed to be as venomous as the former.'*

The bite of one of thecenUptdes (Scvlopendiamorsitai/s)— the under jaws,

or rather arms, of which are armed with a strong claw, furnished like the

sting of the scorpion v^ith an orifice, visible under a common lens, from which
poison issues— is less tremendous than that of the animal last mentioned :

but though not mortal, its wounds are more painful than those [)roduced

by the sting of the scorpion ; and as these animals creep everywhere, even

into beds, they must be very annoying in warm climates where they abound.

Dr. Martin Lister in his Travels, has given us a figure of an insect related

to this genus, that he saw in Plumier's collection, which appears to have

been eighteen inches in length, and ihre,e quarters of an inch in width,

having ninety-five legs on each side, the first eight of which are armed with

double claws, and two inches of the tail being without legs. It may form

a distinct genus, and is probably a native of South America. Yet even

this monstrous insect is nothing to those at Carthagena, mentioned by

Ulloa (if indeed we may credit his account, or if his translator has not mis-

taken his meaning), which sometimes exceeded a yard in length and five

inches in breadth! The bite of this gigantic serpent-like creature, he tells

1 L'lloa's Vol/. I 61, 62. Dr. Clarke's Travels, I 48G. Amoreux, 197. Mr.
W. S. MacLeav relates to me that soon after his anival at the Havana he was stung

by an immense scorpion, but was agreeabl}' surprised to find the pain considerably

less than the sting of a wasp, and of incomparably shorter duration.

2 Andrew's Anecdotes, 427. See on the subject of Scorpions, Amoreux, 41—54.

176—205.
3 Fab. Suppl. 294. 2. ^ Catal. Ham. 1797, 151—195.
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us, is mortal, as well it may, if a timely remedy be not applied. From its

cylindrical foi-iii it should be a Julus}

In this catalogue of noxious insects I must not omit those which every-

where force themselves ujjon our notice, and are viewed with general

disgust. I mean the numerous family of Arachne, the insidious spiders.

Few of these, however, are really personal assailants of man. The
principal is that which has given rise to so much discussion, and has

so much employed the pens of naturalists and physicians— the famous
Tarantula (Lt/cosa Tarantula). The effects ascribed to its wounds, and
their wonder! ul cure supposed to be wrought by music and dancing, have
long been celebrated: but after all there seems to have been more of fraud

than of truth in the business ; and the whole evil appears to consist in

swelling and inflammation. Dr. Clavitio submitted to he bitten by this

animal, and no bad effects ensued ; and the Count de Borch, a Polish

nobleman, bribed a man to undergo the same experiment, in whom the only
result was a swelling in the hand, attended by intolerable itching. The
fellow's sole i-emedy was a bottle of wine, which charmed away all his pain
without the aid of pipe and tabor.*

There is, however, a spider {IVicridium IS-gziiiatum) the bite of which
is said to be very dangerous, and even mortal. Thiebaut de Berneaud, in his

Voj/age to Elba^, affirms that in the Volterrano he knew that several coimtry
people and domestic animals died in consequence of it. And, according to

Mr. Jackson, a spider, called there the Tcndaraman, is found in Marocco,
which has venomous powers equally ibrmidable. The bite of this insect,

which is about the size and colour of a hornet, but rounder, and spins a
web so fine as to be almost invisible, is said to be so poisonous that the

person bitten survives but a few hours. In the cork-forests the sportsman,
eager in his pursLiit of game, frequently carries away on his garments this

fatal insect, which is asserted always to make towards the head before in-

flicting its deadly wound.*

I suspect you will think this list long enough ; and I believe it includes

the most remarkable insects that assail the surface of our bodies, to answer
either the demands of hunger or the stin.iulus of revenge. There is how-
ever a third class of insect annoyers, as I observed at the beginning of this

letter, which, though they neither make us their food, nor attack us under
the impulse of fear or revenge, incommode us extremely in other ways.
These must now be detailed to you.
How extremely unjileasant is tiie sensation which that very minute fly

(Tlirips phijsapus) excites in sultry weather, merely by creeping over our
skin ! 1 have sometimes found this almost intolerable. A similar torment,

reckoned by Ulloa a kind of mosquito, infests the inhabitants of Cartha-

gena in South America. They are there called Mantas Blancas, and
creeping between the threads of the gauze curtains that keep off" the former
pest, though they do not bite, occasion an itciiiug that is dreadfully tor-

menting.^ But these are nothing compared with the teasing attacks of

1 Ulloa's Voyage, i. Gl. 2 Amoroux, 217. 22G. See also 07—70.
^ p. 31. ' Jackson's Marocvn, second edit.

5 Ulloa, i. 64. rrobalily the Cafafi, a while fly noticed by Humboldt, is

synonymous with this of Ulloa, which could only "be prevented from creeping
between the threads of the curtains by keeping them wet. Personal Narrative^,

E. T. V. 107.
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another gnat (Shmdium reptans), which, as Linne informs us, who mis-

named it a Culex, is so incredibly numerous in Lapland, as entirely to

cover a man's body, turning a white dress into a black one, occupying

the whole atmosphere, filling the mouth, nostrils, eyes, and ears of tra-

vellers, and thus preventing respiration, and almost choking them. These
little animals, he says, do not bite, but torture incessantly by their titilla-

tion.^— In New South Wales a small ant was observed by Sir Joseph

Banks, inhabiting the roots of a plant, which when disturbed rushed out

by myriads, and running over the uncovered parts of the body, produced a

sensation of this kind that was worse than pain.

The common house-fly is with us often sufficiently annoying at the

close of summer, so as to have led the celebrated Italian Ugo Foscolo,

when residing here, to call it one of his three "miseries of life."^ But
we know nothing of it as a tormentor compared with the inhabitants of

southern Europe.—" I met (says Arthur Young in his interesting Travels

through France), between Pradelles and Thuytz, mulberries and flies at the

same time ; by the term flies I mean those myriads of them which form

the most disagreeable circumstance of the southern climates. They are

the first torments in Spain, Italy, and the Olive district of France : it is

not that they bite, sting, or hurt, but they buzz, tease, and worry ; your

mouth, eyes, ears, and nose, are full of them ; they swarm on every eatable,

—fruit, sugar, milk, everything is attacked by them in such myriads, that

if they are not incessantly driven away by a person who has nothing else

to do, to eat a meal is impossible. They are, however, caught on pre-

pared paper and other contrivances with so much ease and in such quan-

tities, that, were it not from negligence, they could not abound in such

incredible quantities. If I farmed in these countries, I think I should

manure four or five acres every year with dead flies.— I have been much
surprised that the late learned Mr. Harmer should think it odd to find,

by writers who treated of southern climates, that driving away flies was an

object of importance. Had he been with nie in Spain and in Languedoc

in July and August, he would have been very far from thinking there was
anything odd in it."*

1 Lack. Lapp. i. 208, 209. Fl. Lapp. 382, 383. It appears, however, from other

authors, that they do bite.

2 Annual Obituary, 1828, p. 393.
3 Young's Travels in France, i. 298. These flies are equally troublesome and

tormenting in Sweden (see Amcen. Acad. iii. 343.). and also in the United States,

where Mr.Stewart and Capt. Marryat make frequent and grievous complaints of

them, the latter asserting that in some places the}' were fifty to tlie square inch,

as I believe they literally were in a small inn where we took breakfast iu September,

1830, on our road to Chamouni from Geneva.

It is a remarkable, and, as yet, unexplained fact, that if nets of thread or string

with meshes a full inch square, be stretched over the open windows of a room in

summer or autumn, when flies are the greatest nuisance, not a single one will ven-

ture to enter from without ; so that by this simple plan a house may be kept free from

these pests, while the adjoining ones which have not had nets applied to their win-

dows, will swarm with them. In order, however, that the protection should be effi-

cient, it is nccessarj' that the rooms to which it is applied should have the light enter

by one side only ; for in those which have a thorough light the flies pass through the

meshes without scruple. For a fuller account of these singular facts, the reader is

referred to a paper by W. Spence in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. vol. i. p. 1., and also to

one in the same work, vol. ii. p. 45. by the Eev. E. Stanley (subsequently Bishop of

Norwich), who having made some of the experiments suggested by Jlr. Spence,
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Our friend Captain Green, of the sixth regiment of the East India Com-
pany's native troops, relates to me, that in India, when the maniioes are ripe,

which is the hottest part of the suunner, a very minute black fly makes its

appearance, which, because it flies in swarms into the eyes, is very

troublesome, and causes much pain, is called there the eye-fly. At this

season the eyes are attacked by a disease, supposed to be occasioned by

eating the mangoes, but more probably the result of the irritation produced

by the fly in question, which, hovvever, they admit carries the infection

from one person to another.

You know that the hairs taken from the pods oi Dolichos priuiens and

itrens L., commonly c;dled Cowhage and Cow-itch^, occasion a most violent

itching, but periiaps are not aware that those of the caterpillars of several

moths will jiroduce the same disagreeable eflfect. One of these is the pro-

cession-moth {Cnethocampa processionea), of which Reaumur has given so

interesting an account, in consequence of their short stift" hairs sticking'

in his skin, after handling them, he suffered extremely for several days ;

and being ignorant at first of the cause of the itching, and rubbing his eyes

with his hands, he brought on a swelling of the eyelids, so that he could

scarcely open them. Ladies were aflected even by going too near the nest

of the animal, and found their necks full of troublesome tumours, occa-

found that bj' extending over the outside of his windows nets of a very fine pack-
thread with meshes I5 inch to tlie square, so fine and comparatively invisible that
there was no apparent diminution either of light or the distant view, he was enabled
for the remainder of the summer and autumn to enjoy the fresh air with open win-
dows without the annoyance he had previously experienced from the intrusion of

flies, often so troublesome that he was obliged on the hottest days to forego the
luxmy of admitting the air by even partially raising the sashes. "But no sooner

(he observes) had 1 set my nets than I was relieved from my disagreeable visitors.

I could perceive and hear them hovering on the other side of my barriers; but
though they now and then settled on the meshes, I do not recollect a single instance

of one venturing to cross the boundarj'."

It is singular, too, as was first pointed out bj* Mr. W. B. Spence {Ent. Trans, i.

7.) that Herodotus 2200 years ago stated that the Egyptian fishermen protected

tliemselves in a similar manner from the attacks of mosquitos by spreading their

fishing-nets over their beds; a fact which has great)}' puzzled all his commentators,
who, not conceiving the possibility of mosquitos being liept off bj' fishing-nets, which
must necessarily have wide meshes, have supposed the father of history to have
alluded to some protection of fine linen similar to the gauze nets now used against

these insects. But in this, as in so many other instances, tire supposed error is not

that of Herodotus, but of his commentators, who, ignorant of the fact above related

as to flies being excluded by wide- meshed nets, could not conceive of it in the case

of mosquitos; yet, in confirmation of its accuracy, I have been told by a friend that

he was assured by a gentleman, who had travelled in America, that he had oftea

Lad mosquito nets with meshes an inch square put over his bed, and had found them
a perfect security from their bites, though, as is well known, they will creep through
any small hole in an ordinary gauze net.

In conclu(flng this long note it may be observed that the number of house flies

might be greatly lessened in large towns, if the stable dung, in which their larvas are

chiefly supposed to feed, were kept in pits closed by trap doors, so that the females

could not deposit their eggs in it. At Venice, where no horses are kept, it is said

there are no house flies ; a statement whicli 1 regret not having heard before being
there, that I might have inquired as to its truth.

1 Cowhage has been administered with success as an anthelmintic, as has likewise

spun glass pounded ; the spicula of these substances destroying the worms. The
hair of the caterpillars here alluded to, and perhaps also of the larva of Euprepia
Caja (the Tiger-Moth), might probablv be equally efficacious.

' F 3
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sioned by short hairs, or fragments of hair, brought by the wind.^ Of
this nature also, is the famous Pitijocampa of the ancients, the moth of

the fir {Cnetkocampa Pityocamjxi), the hairs of which are said to occasion

a very intense degree of pain, heat, fever, itching, and restlessness. It was •

accounted by the Romans a very deleterious poison, as is evident from the

circumstance of the Cornelian law " De sicariis" being extended to persons

who administered Piti/ocampa.^

In these cases the injury is the consequence' of irritation produced by
the hair of the animal; but there are facts on record, which prove that the

juices of many insects are equally deleterious. Amoreux, from a work of

Turner, an English writer on cutaneous diseases, has giving the following

remarkable history of the ill effects produced by those of spiders. When
Turner was a young practitioner, he was called to visit a woman, whose
custom it was, every time she went into the cellar with a candle, to burn

"the spiders and their webs. She had ofteu observed when she thus

cruelly amused herself, that the odour of the burning spiders had so much
affected her head, that all objects seemed lo turn roLUid, which was occa-

sionally succeeded by faintings, cold sweats, and slight vomitings : but,

notwithstanding this, she found so much pleasure in tormenting these

poor animals, that nothing could cure her of this madness, till she met
with the following accident : the legs of one of these unhappy spiders

happened to stick in the candle, so that it could not disengage itself ; and

the body at length bursting, the venom was ejaculated into the eyes and

upon the lips of its persecutrix. In consequence of this, one of the former

became inflamed, the latter swelled excessively', even the tongue and gums
were slightly affected, and a continual vomiting attentled these symptoms.

In spite of every remedy the swelhng of the lips continued to increase,

till at length an old woman, by the simple apjilication for fifteen days of

the leaves and juice of plantain, together with some spider's web, ran

away with all the glory of the cure.^ Ulloa gives us a remarkable account

of a species of spider, or perhaps mite, of a fiery red colour, common in

Popayan, called Coya or Coyba, and usually founil in the corners of walls

and among the herbage, the venom of vvhich is of such malignity, that on
crushing the insect, if any fall on the skin of either man or beast, it imme-
diately penetrates into the flesh, and causes large tumours, which are soon

succeeded by death. Yet, he further observes, if it be crushed between

the palms of the hands, which are usually callous, no bad consequence

ensues. People who travel along the valleys of the Neyba, where these

insects abound, are warned by their Indian attendants, if they feel any-

thing stinging tiiem, or crawling on their neck or face, not so much as to

lift u[) their hand to the place, tiie texture of the Coya being so delicate

that the least force causes them to burst, without which there is no

danger, as they seem otherwise harmless animals. The traveller points

out the spot where he feels the creature to one of his companions, who,

if it be a Coya, blows it away. If this account does not exaggerate the

1 Reaum. ii. 191. 195. According to Dr. Nicholai, the processionary caterpillars

also secrete from the external surface of their skin a sharp juice which assumes a

farinaceous form, and is very injurious to those that inspii-e it, causing workmen, who
are occupied in woods where the caterpillars are numerous, to sicken very rapidly.

(Burmeister, Manual of Ent. 510.)
2 Moufifet, 185. Plin. Hist. Nat. 1. xxxviii. c. 9. Amoreux, 158.

5 Amoreux. 210—212.
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deleterious quality of the juices of this insect, it is the most venomous
animal that is known ; for he describes it as much smaller than a bug.

The only remedy to which the natives have recourse for preventing the ill

effects arising from its venom is, on the first appearance of the swelling,

to swing the patient over the flanie of straw or long grass, which they do
with great dexterity : after this operation he is reckoned to be out of

danger.^ — The poisoned arrows which Indians employ against their

enemies have been long celebrated. The Coya may, in the western world,

have furnished the poison for this purpose. An author quoted in Lesser

tells us that an ant as big as a bee is sometimes useil, and that the wound
inflicted by weapons tinctured with their venom is incurable. Patterson

also gives a receipt by which the natives of the southern extremity of

Africa prepare what they reckon the most effectual poison for the point of

their arrows. They mix the juice of a species o( Euphorbin, and a cater-

pillar that feeds on a kind of sumach (Rhus L.), and when the mixture is

dried it is fit for use.*

And now I think you will allow that I have made out a tolerable list of
insects that attack or annoy man's body externally, and a sufficiently

doleful history of theai. That the subject, however, may be complete, I

shall next enumerate those that, not content with afflicting him with

exterior pain or evil, whether on the surface or under the skin, bore into

his flesh, descend even into his stomach and viscera, derange his whole
system, and thus often occasion his death. The punitive insects here

employed are usually larvae of the various orders, and they are the cause

of that genus of diseases I before noticed, and proposed to call Schole-

chiasis.

I shall begin my account with the first order of Linne, because people in

general seem not aware that any beetles make their way into the human
stomach. Yet there is abundant evidence, which proves beyond contro-

versy that the meal-worm {Teuebrio AlolUor), although its usual food is

flour, has often been voided both by male and female patients ; and in one
instance is stated to have occasioned death. ^ How tliese grubs should

get into the stomach it is difficult to say— perhaps the eggs may have been
swallowed in some preparation of fljur. But that the animal should be
able to sustain the heat of this organ, so far exceeding the temperature to

which it is usually accustomed, is the most extraordinary circumstance of

all.— Dr, Martin Lister, who to the skill of the physician added the most

^ UUoa's Voyage, b. vi. c. 3. Hamilton (TV-aue/s in Colombia, as quoted in the

Literary Gazette, April 28. 1827) also mentions a spider called the Caya, rather

large, found in the broken ground and among the rocks, from the body of which a
poison so active is emitted, that men and mules have died in an hour or two after

the venomous moisture had fallen on them. This is evidently the same insect

witii that mentioned by Ulloa, and conhrras the above account of its venomous
effects.

2 VVaterton (Wanderings in S. America. 53.) gives the recipe by which the

Macousho Indians prepare the poison in which they dip their arrows. It consists

of a vine called the VVourali, which is the principal inij,redient ; the roots and
stalks of some other plants; two species of ants, the sting of one of which is so

venomous that it produces a fever; a quantity of the strongest Indian pepper (^Cap-

sicum), aud the pounded fangs of two kinds of serpi^nts.

3 Tulpius, Obs. Med. 1. ii. c.51. t. 7. f. 3. Edinb. Med. and Surg. Joum.
n. 35. 42—18. Derharn, Physic. Tlieol. 378. note b. Lowthorp, Fhikj. Trans.

iii. 135.
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profound knowledge of nature, mentions an instance, communicated to him
by Mr. Jessop, of a girl who voided three hexapod larvje similar to what
are found in the carcases of birds ^, probably belonging either to the genus
Dermestes, or Anthremis : and in the German Ephemerides the case also of
a girl is recorded, from an abscess in the calf of whose leg crept black

worms resembling beetles.'*

The larvEe of some beetle, as appears from the description, seem to have
been ejected even from the lungs. Four of these, of which the largest was
nearly three quarters of an inch long, were discovered in the mucus ex-
pelled after a severe fit of coughing by a lady afflicted with a pulmonary
disease ; and similar larvas of a smaller size were once afterwards dis-

charged in the same way.^

No one would suppose that caterpillars, which feed upon vegetable sub-

stances, could be met with alive in the stomach
; yet Dr. Lister gives an

account of a boy who vomited up several, which, he observes, had sixteen

legs.* The eggs perhaps might have been swallowed in salad ; and, as

vegetables make a part of most people's daily diet, enough might have
passed into the stomach to support them when hatched. — Linne tells us
that the caterpillar of a moth (^Aglossa pi7iguinalis), common in houses, has
also been found in a similar situation, and is one of the worst of our insect

infesters.— In a very old tract, which gives a figure of the insect, a cater-

j)illar of the almost incredible length of the middle finger is said to have
been voided from the nostrih of a young man long afflicted with dreadful

pains in his head.^— But the most extraordinary account with resjject to

Jepidopterous larvae (unless he has mistaken his insects) is given by Azara,

the Spanish traveller before quoted ; who says that in South America
there is a laige brown moth, which deposits its young in a kind of saliva

upon the flesh of persons who sleep naked : these introduce themselves
under the skin without being perceived, where they occasion swelling

attended by inflammation and violent pain. When the natives discover it,

they squeeze out the larvse, which usually amount to five or six.®

But amongst all the orders, none is more fruitful in devourers of man
than the Diplera. The Bot-fly (CEstrus L.) you have, doubtless, often

heard of, and how sorely it annoys our cattle and other quadrupeds ; but
I suspect have no notion that there is a species appropriated to man. The
existence, indeed, of this species seems to have been overlooked by ento-

mologists (though it stands in Gmelin's edition of the Systema Natuice ^,

upon the authority of the younger Linne), till Humboldt and Bonpland
mentionetl it again. Speaking of the low regions of the torrid zone, where
the air is filled with those m\riads of musquitos which render uninhabitable

a great and beautiful portion of the globe, they observe that to these may
be joined the CEntrus Ilominis, which deposits its eggs in the skin of man,
causing there painful tumours.^ Gmelin says that it remains beneath the

1 PhiJos. Trans. 1G65, x. 391. Shaw's Abridg. ii. 224.

2 Meail, Med. Sacr. 105. 3 London Medical Review, v. 340.
"* Philos. Trans, tibi suprh,.

* Fulvius Angeliiius et Yincentius Alsarius, De verme admirando per nares egresso.

Kavennre, 1610.
8 Azara, 217. I cannot help suspecting this to be synonymous with the CEstrus

Ilominis next mentioned.
7 From Pallas, N. Nord. Beytr. i. 157.
* Essai sur la Gcograph. des Plantes, 136.
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skin of the abdomen six months, penetrating deeper, if it be disturbed, and
becoming so dangerous as sometimes to occasion death. The imago he
describes as being of a brown colour, and about the size of the common
house-fly ; so that it is a small species compared with the rest of the

genus. ^ Even the gad-fly of the ox, leaving its proper food, has been
known to oviposit in the jaw of a woman, and the bots produced from

the eggs finally caused her death.*^ Other flies also of various kinds thus

penetrate into us, either preying upon our flesh, or getting into our intes-

tines. Leeuwenhoek mentions the case of a woman whose leg had been
enlarging with glandular bodies for some years. Her surgeon gave him
one that he had cut from it, in which were many small maggots : these he
fed with flesh till they assumed the pupa, when they produced a fly as

large as the flesh-fly.^—A patient of Dr. Reeve of Norwich, after suffering

for some time great pain, was at last relieved by voiding a considerable

number of maggots, which agree precisely with those described by De
(ieer as the larvae of his JMmca domestica minor ( Anthomyia canicuhtris

Meig.), a fly which he speaks of as very common in apartments.*— In

Paraguay the flesh-flies are said to be uncommonly numerous and noxious.

Azara relates^ that, after a storm, when the heat was excessive, he was
assailed by such an army of them, that in less than half an hour his clothes

were quite white with their eggs, so that he was forced to scrape them off

with a knife; adding, that he has known instances of persons, who, after

having bled at the nose in their sleep, were attacked by the most violent

headaches ; when at length several great maggots, the offspring of these

flies, issuing from their nostrils, gave them relief.—In Jamaica a large blue

fly buzzes about the sick in t!ie last stages of fever ; and when they sleep

or doze with the:r mouths open, the nurses find it very difficult to prevent

these flies from laying their eggs in the nose, mouth, or gums. An instance

is recorded of a lady, who, after recovering from a fever, fell a victim to

the maggots of this fly, which from the nose found their way through the

0.5 cribriforme into the cavity of the skull, and afterwards into the brain.^

One of the most shocking cases of Scliolechicms I ever met with is related

in Bell's Weekli/ Messenger in the following words :
" On Thursday

June 25. died at Asbornby (Lincolnshire), John Page, a pauper belonging

1 For an investigation of the question, whetlier man is attacked by a distinct

species of CEstrus, see a report on the statements of M.M. Rouliii, Howship,
Say, Guerin, &c., made to VAcademie des Scie7ices, 1833, by MM. Isidore,

GeofFroy Saint Hilaire, and Dumeril (copied in Ann. Soc. Ent. de 'France, ii.

518.), Avlio, on the whole, thougli witli some liesitation, pronounce for the atHrm-
ative. Yet most of the facts passed in review seem ratlier to support the idea

that species of CEstrus, whose proper abode is iu other animals, occasionally attack
man.

2 Clark, in Linn. Trans, iii. 323. note.
5 Leeuw. Epist. Oct. 17. 1G87, ubi suprL De Geer,vi. 2G, 27.

4 Edin. Med. and Surg. Journ. 5 p. 21G.
8 Lempriere, On the Diseases of the Army in Jamaica, ii. ISi. See Trans. Ent.

Soc. Land. i. proc. xlvi. in which various cases are recorded by W. Sells, Esq. (an
acute observer, whose untimely death l^ntonioiogy has recently had to deplore), as
coming under his own observation in Jamaica, of fiies being hatched in the human
body ; in one instance, in a neglected blister on the chest ; in another, in the gums
and inside of the cheelj ; in a third, in the ear; and in a fourth, in the passages of
the nostrils, out of which the negro who was the sufferer counted not fewer than 23.5

lai-vaj (of, Mr. Sells believes, the blue-bottle-fly), which in a fortnight dropped out by
applications of oil and tobacco smoke.
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to Silk-Willoughby, under circumstances truly singular. He being of a
restless disposition, and not choosing to stay in the parish workhouse,
was in the habit of strolhng about the neighbouring villages, subsisting on
tlie pittance obtained from door to door : the support he usually received

from the benevolent was bread and meat ; and after satisfying the cravings

of nature, it was his custom to deposit the surplus provision, particularly

the meat, betwixt his shirt and skin. Having a considerable portion of

this provision in store, so deposited, he was taken rather unwell, and laid

himself down in a field in the parish of Screilington— when, from the heat

of the season at that time, the meat speedily became putrid and was of

course struck by the flies : these not only proceeded to devour the in-

animate pieces of flesh, but also literally to prey upon the living substance;

and when the wretched man was accidentally found by some of the in-

habitants, he was so eaten by the maggots that liis death seemed inevi-

table. After clearing away as well as they were able these shocking

vermin, those who found Page conveyed him to Asbornby, and a surgeon
was immediately procured, who declared that his body was in such a state

that dressing it must be little short of instantaneous death; and in fact

the man did survive the operation but a few hours. When first found,

and again when examined by the surgeon, he presented a sight loathsome

in the extreme ; white maggots of enormous size were crawling in and
upon his body, which they had most shockingly mangled, and the re-

moving of the external ones served only to render the sight more horrid."'

— A medical I'riend of mine, at Ipswich, gave me this winter an apode
larva, voided by a person of that place with his urine, which I now pre-

serve in spirits, and can show you when you visit me. It appears to me
to belong to the Diptera order, yet not to the fly tribes {Tanystoma Latr.)

but rather to the Tipularice of that author, with which, however, it does

not seem to agree so entirely as to take away all doubt. It is a very sin-

gular larva, and I can find none in any author that I have had an oppor-

tunity of consulting which at all resembles it. That you may know it,

should you chance to meet with it, I shall here describe it. Body, three-

fourths of an inch in length, and about a line in breadth; opaque, of a

pale yellow colour ; cylindrical, tapering somewhat at each extremity

;

consisting of twenty articulations without the head ; head reddish brown,

heart-shaped, much smaller than the following joint ; armed with two
unguiform mandibles ; with a biarticulate palpus attached exteriorly to the

base of each. These mandibles appear to be moved by a narrow black

central tendon under the dorsal skin, terminating a little beyond the base

of the first segment ; besides, this, there are four others, two on each side

of it, the outer ones diverging, much slenderer, and very short. The last

or anal joint of the body very minute ; exserting two short, filiform horns,

or rather rt'spiratory organs. 1 could discover, in this animal, no respi-

ratory plates, such as are found in the larvae of 2Imcidce, Sfc, nor were

the tracheEB visible. When given to me it was alive and extremely active,

writhing itself into various contortions with great agility. It moved, like

other dipterous larvze, by means of its mandii)les. Upon wetting my
fingers more than once, to take it up when it had fallen from a table upon

1 In passing through this parish in the spring of 1814, I inquired of the mail-

coachmau wliether he had heard of this story; and he said the fact was well

known.
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which it was placed, the saline taste with which it was imbued was so
powerful that it was some time before it was dissipated from my mouth.^
—I shall only mention one more instance, because it is a singular one.

The larva of Helophilus pendiihis, a fly peculiarly formed by nature for

mlmb'iting^idds, has been found in the stomach of a woman.^
You will smile when I tell you that I have met with the prescription of

a famous urine-doctor, in which he recommends to his credulous patient

to take a ceitain number o? sow bugs per diem, by this name distinguishing,

as I suppose, the pill-raillepede (Armadillo vulgaris), once a very favourite

remedy. What effect they produced in this case I was not informed
;

but the learned Bonnet relates that he had seen a certificate of an English

physician, dated July 1763, stating that, some time before, a young woniau
who had swallowed these animals alive, as is usually done, threw up a pro-

digious number of them of all sizes, which must have bred in her stomach.*

—Another apterous species aj)pears to have been detected in a still more
remarkable situation. Hermann, the author of the admirable Memuire
Aplerologique, whose untimely death is so much to be lamented, informs us
that an Acarus, figured and described in his work (A. marginatus), was ob-
served by his artist running on the co?-piis callosum of the brain of a patient

in the military hospital at Strasbourg, which had been opened but a minute
before, and the two hemispheres and the pia mater just separated. He
adds that this is not the first time that insects iiave been found in the

brain. Cornelius Gemma, in iiis Cosmocritica, p. 241., says that on dissect-

ing the brain of a woman there were found in it abundance of vermicles and
jjunaises.'^

It was customary in many countries in ancient times to punish certain

malefactors by exposing them to be devoured by wild beasts: but to expose
them to insects for the same purpose was a refinen)eut in cruelty which
seems to have been peculiar to the despots of Persia. We are informed

that the most severe punishment amongst tiie Persians was that of sliut-

ting up the offender between two boats of equal size ; they laid him in one
of them upon his back, and covered him with the other, his hands, feet, and
head being left bare. . His face, which was placed full in the sun, they

moistened with honey,. thus inviting the flies and wasps, which tormented
him no less than the swarms of maggots that were bred in his excrements
and body, and devoured him to the very entrails. He was compelled to

take as much food as was necessary to support life, and thus existed some-
times for several days. Plutarch informs us, that Mithridates, whom
Artaxerxes Longimanus condemned to this punishment, lived seventeen

days in the utmost agony ; and that, the uppermost boat being taken off at

his death, they found his flesh all consumed, and myriads of worms gnaw-
ing his bowels.^ Could any natural objects be made more horrible and
effectual instruments of torture than insects were in this most diabolical

invention of tyranny ?^

1 Specimens of a dipterous larva, of which, like the above, several had been dis-

chargud with the urine of a patient, were exhibited to the Kutomolotjical Society
April 4. IS-ll.l, Ijy l^rofessor Owen, who j)ointe(l out tlic great sing'tilarity of the case,

and tlie dilHculty of accounting for the existence of the hu-va in the bladder. (^Fro-
ceedinf)s of Ent. Soc. Land. p. 7.)

' J'liilns. Mag. ix. 36G.
3 Bonnet, v. 144.

4 Mini. Apterolofj. 79. 6 Universal Jlistori/, iv. 70. ed. 1779.
8 For numerous cases of insects occasionally found in the human body, see a
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In this enumeration of evils derived from insects, I must not wholly pass
over the serious and sometimes fatal effects produced upon some persons by
eating honey, or even by drinking mead. I once knew a lady upon whom
these acted like poison, and have heard of instances in which death was
the consequence. Sometimes, when bees extract their honey from
poisonous plants, such results have not been confined to individuals of a
particular habit or constitution, A remarkable proof of this is given by
Dr. Barton in the fifth volume of The American Philosophical Transactions,

In the autunm and winter of the year 1790 an extensive mortality was
produced amongst those who had partaken of the honey collected in the

neighbourhood of Philadelphia. The attention of the American govern-
ment was excited by the general distress, a minute inquiry into the cause

of the mortality ensued, and it was satisfactorily ascertained that the honey
had been chieHy extracted from the flowers of Kalmia latifolia. Though the

honey mentioned in Xenophon's well-known account of the eliect of a
particular sort eaten by the Grecian soldiers during the celebrated retreat

after the death of the younger Cyrus did not operate fatally, it gave those

of the soldiers who ate it in small quantities the appearance of being intoxi-

cated, and such as partook of it freely, of being mad or about to die,

numbers lying on the ground as if after a defeat. A specimen of this

honey, which still retains its deleterious properties, was sent to the Zoolo-
gical Society in 1834, from Trebizond on the Black Sea, by Keith E.
Abbott, Esq.^

Amongst other direct injuries occasioned by these creatures, perhaps,

out of regard for the ladies, I ought to notice the alarm which many of
them occasion to the loveliest part of the creation. When some females

retire from society to avoid a wasp, others faint at the sight of a spider,

and others, again, die with terror if they hear a death-watch : these ground-
less apprehensions and superstitious alarms are as much real evils to those

who feel them as if they were well-founded. But having already adverted

to this subject, I shall here only quote the observation of a wise man, that
" Fear is a betrai/ing of the succours that reason offereth."'^ The best

remedy, therefore, in such cases, is going to reason for succour. In a few
instances, indeed, the evil may take root in a constitutional defect; for there

seems to be some foundation for the doctrine of natural antipathies : but,

generally speaking, in consequence of the increased attention to Natural

History, the reign of imaginary evils is ceasing amongst us, and what used

very valuable paper in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. ii. 257. by the Eev. F. W. Hope,
F.R.S., in which the whole are brought together in a tabuhir form, so that the
kind of insect, the local affection, and various other particulars, can be seen at a
glance. Mr. Hope proposes to adopt the term Canthariasis for those diseases which
originate with coleopterous insects, whether in the perfect or larva state ; that of

Myasis for those caused by dipterous larvaj, while he restricts the term Sckolecliiasis

to those resulting from lepidopterous larvse. Of the first (including two cases

arising from the earwig), he enumerates thirty-eight cases ; of the second, sixty-

four; and of the third, seven. He suggests that the eggs of mau}' of these larvse have
been introduced into the stomach with bread, butter, cheese, and even upon cooked
food, upon wliich they have been deposited by the parent beetles or flies in our
larders and cellars, &c. ; others with ripe fruit or raw vegetables, as lettuces, water-
cresses, &c. ; and others again in impure and turbid water.

1 Xenophon, Anabas, 1. iv. Trans. Ent. Soc, Lond. i. proc. xxxi.
2 VVisd. xvii. i'i.
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to shake tlie stout hearts of our superstitious ancestors with anile terrors

is become a subject of interesting inquiry to their better informed descend-

ants, even of the weaker sex.

And now, my friend, I flatter myself you feel disposed to own the truth

of my position, however it might startle you at first, and will canditlly

acknowledge that I have proved tlie empire of these despised insects over

man's person; and that, instead of being a race of insignificant creatures,

which we may safely overlook, as having no concern with, they may, in

the hands of Divine Providence, and even of man, become to us fearful in-

struments of evil and of punishment. I shall next endeavour to give you
some idea of the indirect injuries which they occasion us by attacking our

property, or interfering with our pleasure or comfort— but this must be
the subject of another letter.

I am, &c.
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LETTER V.

INJURIES CAUSED BY INSECTS.

INDIRECT INJURIES.

Having detailed to you the direct injuries which we suffer from insects,

I am now to call your attention to their indirect attacks upon us, or the
injury which they do our property ; and under this view also you will own,
with the fullest conviction, that they are not beings t'lat can with prudence or
safety be disregarded or despised. Our property, at least that part exposed to

the annoyance of these creatures, may Lfc regarded as consisting of animal
and vegetable productions, and that in two states ; when they are living,

namely, and after they are dead, I shall therefore endeavour to give

you a sketch of the mischief which tliey occasion, first to our living animal

property, then to our living vegetable property ; and, lastl}', to our dead
stock, whether animal or vegetable.

Next to our own persons, the animals which we employ in our business

or pleasures, or fatten for food, individually considered, are the most valu-

able part of our possessions— and at certain seasons, hosts of insects of
various kinds are incessant in their assaults upon most of them.—To begin

with that noble animal the horse. See him, when turned out to his pasture,

unable to touch a morsel of the food he has earned by his labours. He
flies to the shade, evidently in great uneasiness, where he stands continually

.stamping from the pain produced by the insertion of the weapons sheathed

in the proboscis of a little fly (^Stnmoxi/s calcitraris) before noticed as attack-

ing ourselves.^ This alights upon him sometimes in one place and some-
times in another, and never lets him rest while the day lasts. See him
again when in harness and ti'avelling. He is bathed in blood flowing from
innumerable wounds made by the knives and lancets of various horse-flies

(Tabanus L.), which assail him as he goes, and allow him no respite* ;

and consider that even this is nothing to what he suffers in other climates

from the same pest. In North America, vast clouds of different species

—

so abundant as to obscure every distant object, and so severe in their bite

as to merit the appellation of burning flies — cover and torment the horses

to such a degree as to excite compassion even in the hearts of the pack-

Ijorsemen. Some of them are nearly as big as humble-bees ; and, when they

pierce the skin and veins of the unhappy beast, make so large an orifice

that, besides what they suck, the blood flows down its neck, sides, and
shoulders in large drops like tears, till, to use Bartram's ex[)ression, " they

are all in a gore of blood," Both the dog-tick and the American tick

before mentioned, especially the latter, also infest the horse. Kalm affirms,

that he has seen the under parts of the belly, and other places of the body,

^ See above, p. 25.
2 Once travelling through Cambridgeshire with a brother entomologist in a

gig, our horse was iu the condition here described, from the attack of Tabanus
rusticus.
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so covered by them, that he could not introduce the point of a knife

between them. Tiiey were deeply buried in the flesh ; and in one in-

stance that lie witnessed, the miserable creature was so exiiausted by
continual suction, that it fell, and aiterwards died in great agonies.

^

No quadruped is more infested by tiie gad- or bot-fly, sometimes also

improperly called the breese^, than the hc4-se. In this country no fewer
than three species attack it. The most common sort, known by the name
of the horse-bee {(Edrun Equi), deposits its eggs (which being covered
with a slimy substance atlhere to the hairs) on such parts of the body as

the animal can reach with its tongue ; and thus, unconscious of what it is

doing, it unwarily introduces into its own citadel the troops of its enemy.
Another species (ffi. hcemorrhoklalis) is still more troublesome to it,

ovipositing upon the lips ; and in its endeavours to effect this, from the

excessive titillation it occasions, giving the poor beast the most distressing

uneasiness. At the sight of this fly horses are always much agitated,

tossing their heads about in the air to drive it away ; and, if this does not
answer, galloping off to a distant part of their pasture, and, as their last

resource, taking refuge in the water, where the gad-flies never follow them.
We learn from Reaumur, that in France the grooms, when they observe
any bots (which is the vulgar name for the larvae and pupag of these flies)

about the anus of a horse or in its dung, thrust their hand into tl^e passage

to search for more ; but this seems a useless precaution, which must
occasion the animal great pain to answer no good end ; for when the bots

are passing through the body, having ceased feeding, they can do no further

injury. In Sweden, as De Geer informs us, they act much more sensibly:

those that have the care of horses are accustomed to clean their mouths
and throats with a particular kind of brush, by wiiich method they free

them from these disagreeable inmates bcibre they have got into the stomach,
or can be at all prejudicial to them.^

Providence has doubtless created these animals to answer some benefi-

cial purpose ; and Mr. Clark's judicious conjectures are an index which
points to the very kind of good our cattle may derive from them, as acting

the part of perpetual stimuli or blisters : yet when they exceed certain

limits, as is often the case with similar animals employed for purposes
equally beneficial, they become certainly the causes of disease, and some-
times of death.

How troublesome and teasing is that cloud of flics {Anthovn/m mcteoricn)

which you must often have noticed in your summer rides hovering round
the head and neck of your horse, accompanying him as he goes, and causing

a perpetual tossing of the former !
"* — And still more annoying in Lap-

land, as we learn from Linne^, is the furious assault of the minute horse-
gnat (Cidex equinus L.), which infests these beasts in infinite numbers,
running under the mane and amongst the hair, and piercing the skin to

suck their blood.— An insect of the same genus is related to attack them
in a particular district in India in so tremendous a manner as to cause in-

1 De Geer, vii. 158.
2 See INIr. VV. S. MucLeay in Lhm. Trans, xiv. 355.
5 Dc Geer, vi. 295.

'

* Aman. Acad. iii. 358.*

5 Linn. Flor. Lapp. 876. Lack. Lapp. i. 233, 234. This insect from Linn^'s
description is probably no Cukx, but perhaps a Simulium Latr. (^Simulia
Meig,)
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curable cancers, which finally destroy them.^— But of all the insect tor-

mentors of these useful creatures, there is none more trying to them than
the Forest-fly (Hippobosca equina). Attaching themselves to the parts

least covered with hair, particularly under the belly between the hind legs,

they irritate the quietest horse, and make him kick so as often to hazard
the safety of his rider or driver. This singular animal runs sideways or

backwards like a crab ;'and, being furnished with an unusual number of

claws, it adheres so firmly that it is not easy to take it off'; and even if you
succeed in tiiis, its substance is so hard, that by the utmost pressure of
your finger and thumb it is difficult to kill it; and if you let it go with

life, it will immediately return to the charge.— Amongst the insect plagues

of horses, I slioidd also have enumerated the larva of Lixus parap/ecticus,

which Linne considers as the cause of the equine disease called in Sweden,
after the Phellandrium aquaticum, " Stalira" had not the observations of
the accurate De Geer rendered it doubtful whether the insect be at all con-

nected with this malady.^

Another quadruped contributing greatly to our domestic comfort, from
which we derive a considerable portion of our animal food, and which, on
account of its patient and laborious character when employed in agricul-

ture, is an excellent substitute for the horse (you will directly perceive I

am speaking of the ox, whether male or female), is also not exempt from
insect domination. At certain seasons the whole terrified herd, with their

tails in the air, or turned upon their backs, or stiffly stretched out in the

direction of the spine, gallop about their pastures, making the country re-

echo with their lowings, and finding no rest till they get into the water.

Their appearance and motions are at this time so grotesque, clumsy, and
seemingly unnatural, that we are temjited rather to laugh at the poor
beasts than to pity them, though evidently in a situation of great terror

and distress. The cause of all this agitation and restlessness is a small

gad- or bot-fly {CE. Bovis) less than the horse-bee, the object of which,

though it be not to bite them, but merely to oviposit in their hides, is not
put into execution without giving them considerable pain.

When oxen are employed in agriculture, the attack of this fly is often

attended with great danger, since they then become perfectly unmanage-
able ; and, whether in harness or yoked to the plough, will run directly

forward. At the season when it infests them, close attention should be
paid, and their harness so constructed that they may easily be let loose.

Reaumur has minutely described the ovipositor, or singular organ by
which these insects are enabled to bore a round hole in the skin of the

animal and deposit their eggs in the wound. The aims of the female is

furnished with a tube of a corneous substance, consisting of four pieces,

which, like the pieces of a telescope, are retractile within each other. The
last of these terminates in five points, three of which are longer than the

others, and hooked : when united together they form an instrument very

much like an auger or gimlet; only, having these points, it can bite with

more effect.^ He thinks the infliction of the wound is not attended by
much pain, except where very sensible nerves are injured, when the

^ Life of General Thomas, 18G.
2 Linn. It. Scand. 182. De Geer, v. 227—230.
3 Mr, Clark, however, is of opinion that the gad-fly does not pierce the skin of the

animal, but only glues its eggs to it ; the young larvje when hatched burrowed into

tlie flesh. Essay on the Bots of Horses and other Animals, p. 47.
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animal, appearing to be seized with a kind of frenzy, begins to ganabol,

and run with such swiftness that nothing can stop it. From this sem-
blance of temporary madness in oxen when pursued and bored by the

CEstrus, the Greeks applied the term to any sudden fit of fury or violent

impulse in the human species, calling such ebullition an (Estrus. The
female fly is observed to be very expeditious in oviposition, not more than

a few seconds ; and while she is performing the operation, the animal

attempts to lash her off, as it does other flies, with its tail. The circular

hole, made by the augur just described, always continues open, and in-

creases in diameter as the larva increases in size ; thus enabling it to

receive a sufficient supply of air by means of its anal respiratory plates,

which are usually near the orifice.—But thouali these insects thus torment
and terrify our cattle, they do them no material injury. Indeed, they

occasion considerable tumours under the skin, where the bots reside,

varying in number from three or four to thirty or forty ; but these seem
unattended by any pain, and are so far from being injurious, that they are

rather regarded as proofs of the goodness of the animal, since these flies

only attack young and healthy subjects. The tanners also prefer those
hides that have the greatest number of bot-holes in theni, which are always
the best and strongest.'

The Stomoxys, and several of the other flies before enumerated, as well

as the dog and American ticks, are as prejudicial to the ox as to the horse.

One species of Hippobosca, I have reason to believe, is appropriated to

them ; yet, since a single specimen only has hitherto been taken '^, little

can be said with respect to it,—A worse pest than any hitherto enumerated
is a minute fly, concerning the genus of which there is some doubt, Fabricius

considering it as a Rhagio (if. columbascliensis) and Latreille as a Simu-
lium ^

; but to whatever genus it may belong, it is certainly a most de-

structive little creature. In Scrvia and the Bannat it attacks the cattle

in infinite numbers, penetrates, according to Fabricius, their generative

organs, but according to other accounts their nose and ears, and by its

poisonous bite destroys them in the short space of four or five hours.

Much injury was sustained in 1813 from this insect in the palatinate of
Arad, in Hungary, and in the Bannat ; in Banlack not fewer than two
hundred horned cattle perishing from its attacks, and in Versetz, five

hundred. It appears towards the latter end of April or beginning of May
in such indescribable swarms as to resemble clouds, proceeding, as some
think, from the region of Mehadia, but according to others from Turkey.
Its approach is the signal for universal alarm. The cattle fly from their

pastures ; and the herdsman hastens to shut up his cows in the house, or,

when at a distance from home, to kindle fires, the smoke of which is

found to drive oft' this terrible assailant. Of this the cattle are sensible,

1 Much of the information here collected is taken from Reaum. iv. Mem. 12. ; and
Clark in Linn. Trans, iii. 289.

8 The writer of the present letter is possessor of this specimen, which he took on
himself in a field where oxen were feeding.

3 In the Si/stema Antliatnrum (p. 56.) Fabricius most strangely considers this

insect as synonymous with Culex reptans L., calling it Scatopse reptans, and dropping
his former reference to Pallas, and account of its injurious properties. Meigen {Dipt.

i. 294.) makes this insect a Simulia, under the name of iS. maculata. It is repre-
sented by Coquebert, whose figure is copied in the translation of KoUar'a work
referred to above, and also in the next page.

o
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and as soon as attacked run towards the smoke, and are generally pre-

served by it.^

Tabani in this country do not seem to annoy our oxen so much as they

do our horses; perlmps for this immunity they may be indebted to the

thickness of their hides ; but Viroil's beautiful description of the annoy-

ance shows that the Grecian Qilstrus, called by the Romans Asilus,

evidently is one of the Tabanidcs. As the passage has not been very cor-

rectlv translated, I shall turn poet on the occasion, and attempt to give it

you in a new dress.

Throiic;li waving groves where Selo's torrent flows,

And where, Alborno, thy green Ilex grows,
Myriads of insects flutter in the gloom,
(CEstrus in Greece, Asilus named at Rome,)
Fierce and of cruel hvun. By the dire sound.

Driven from the woods and shady glens around,

The universal herds in terror fly

;

Their lowings shake the woods and shake the sky.

And Negro's arid shore

In some parts of Africa also insects of this tribe do incredible mischief.

What would you think, should you be told that one species of fly drives

both inhabitants and their cattle from a whole district? Yet the terrible

Tsaltsalya or Zhnb of Bruce (and the world seems now disposed to give

more credit to the accounts of that traveller) has power to produce such

an effect. This fly, which is a native of Abyssinia, both from its habits

and the figure appears to belong to the TabanidcB, and perhaps is conge-

nerous with the CEstrus of the Greeks.*

1 Fabr. Ent. Syst. Em. iv. 270. 22. Latr. Hist. Nat. &c. xiv. 283. Leips. Zelt.

July 5. 1813, quoted in Germar's Mag. der Ent. ii. 185. In Koilar's Treatise on In-

sects injurious to Gardeners, Foresters, and Farmers .{Lond. 18-10), a valuable work,

for a translation of which from the German into English we are indebted to the

Misses Loudon, it is stated (p. 70.) that Dr. Schoubauer, late Professor of Natural

History at Pesth, has ascertained that the swarms of this fly, which he calls Simulia

Columbaschensis, instead of proceeding, as the Wallachians universally believe, from
the jaws of the dragon killed by St. George, and buried in certain caves in the

limestone mountains near Columbaez in Servia, out of the mouths of which they

issue like smoke, in fact are bred in the extensive swamps in the district, passing

all their states of egg, larva, and nymph in water. Vast swarms appeared in 1S30

in a large tract of Austria, Hungary, and Moravia, overflo\ved by the river Marsch,

and hundreds of horses, cows, and swine perished from their bite. Men are equally

attacked by this scourge, but can more easily defend themselves ; and there are not

wanting solitary examples of little children dying from the excessive inflammation

consequent on their numerous punctures.

2 It is by no means clear that the CEstrus of modern entomologists is synonymous
with the insects which the Greeks distinguish by that name. Aristotle not only de-

scribes these as blood-suckers {Hist. Animal. 1. viii. c. II.), but also as furnished with

a strong proboscis (1. iv. >;. 7.) He observes likewise that they are produced from an

animal inhabiting the waters, in the vicinity ofwhich thej' most abound (1. viii. c. 7.).

And Jilian {Hist. ].yi. c. 38.) gives nearly the same account. Comparing the

Qistrus with the Jlyops (synonymous perhaps with Tabanus Latr., except that

Aristotle affirms that its larvo3 live in wood, 1. v. c. 19.), he says, the CEstrus for a

fly is one of the largest ; it has a stiff and large sting (meaning a proboscis), and

emits a certain humming and harsh sound ; but the Myops is like the Cyuomyia—
it hums more loudly than the Oestrus, though it has a smaller sting.

These characters and circumstances do not at all agree with the modern
CEstrus, which, so far from being a blood-sucker furnished with a strong proboscis,
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Small as this insect is, we must acknowledge the elephant, rhinoceros',

lion, and tiger, vastly his inferiors. The appearance, nay the very sound
of it, occasions more trepidation, movements, and disorder, both in the

human and brute creation, than whole herds of the most ferocious wild

beasts in tenfold greater nmnbers than they ever are would produce. As
soon as this plague appears, and their buzzing is heard, all the cattle for-

sake their food, and run wildly about the plain till they die worn out with
fatigue, fright and hunger. No remedy remains for the residents on such
spots but to leave the black earth and hasten down to the sands of Atbara,

and there they remain while the rains last. Camels, and even elephants

and riiinoceroses, though the two last coat themselves with an armour
of mud, are attacked by this wingeil assassin, and afflicted with numerous
tumours. All the inhabitants of the sea-coast of Melinda down to Cape
Gardefui, to Saba and the South of the Red Sea, are obliged in the be-

ginning of the rainy season to remove to the next sand to prevent all

their stock of cattle from being destroyed. This is no partial emigration

—the inhabitants of all the countries from the mountains of Abyssinia

northward, to the confluence of the Nile and Astaboras, are once a year

obliged to change their abode and seek protection in the sands of Beja

;

nor is there any alternative or means of avoiding this, though a hostile

band were in the way capable of spoiling them of half their substance.*^

This fly is truly a Beelzebub^; and perhaps it was this, or some species

related to it, that was the prototype of the Philistine idol worshipped
under that name and in the form of a fly.

I must not conclude this subject of insects hurtful to our cattle without

noticing a beetle much talked of by the ancients for its mischievous pro-

perties in this respect. You will soon and rightly conjecture that I am
speaking of the Buprestis'^, so called from the injury which it has been
supposed to occasion to oxen or kine.

Modern writers have been much divided in their opinion to what genus

this celebrated insect belongs. All, indeed, have regarded it as of the

Co/eopto-« order ; but here their agreement ceases. Linne should seem
to have looked upon it as a species of the genus to which he has given its

name; but these, being timber insects, are not very likely to be swallowed

by cattle with their food. Geoffroy thinks it to be a Carabus or Cicindcla,

but with as little reason, since the species of these genera do not feed

amongst the herbage; and though they are sometimes found running

has scarcely any mouth. It shuns also the vicinity of water, to which our cattle

generally fly as a refuge from it. It seems more jirobable that the Qistrus of

Greece was related to Brace's Zimb, represented in his tiguie with a long ]ir()boscis,

which makes its appearance in the neighbourhood of rivers, and belongs to the

Tabanida. For further information the reader should consult Mr. \V. S. Mac-
Leay's learned paper on the insect called Oistros and Asilus by the ancients. Linn.
Trans, xiv. 353.

1 The larvaj of a species of (Estrus which infests the rhinoceros is figured in the

Trans. Ent. Soc. of London, vol. ii. pi. 22. fig. 1.

2 Bruce's Travels, 8vo. ii. 315.

3 Heb. 2'\'2t bv^' literally "Lord-Fly." See 2 Kings, i. 2.; and Bochart,

Ilierozoic. ps ii, 1. 4. c. 9. p. 490.
* Bici-7i-Cow or Ox, from jSoi/j, bos, and 7rpr,9a), iuflammo. M. Latreille translates if;

Crive-bceuf, but improperly.

G 2'
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there, } et their motions are so rapid, that it is not very likely that cattle

would often swallow them while feeding.

M. Latreille, in an ingenious essay on this insect^ suspects it to belong

to the genus Meloe, and as this feeds upon herbs (ilf. Proscairibceiis and

M. vio/aceiis, upon the Ranunculi, so widely disseminated in our pastures),

his opinion seems to rest upon more solid grounds than that of his prede-

cessors ; but yet, I think, the insect in question rather belongs to Mylabris,

and for the following reason.

In order rightly to ascertain what insect this really was, we must en-

deavour to trace it in the country in which it received its name and cha-

racter. This country was certainly Greece; and there such an animal,

retaining nearly its own name, and accused of being the cause of the same

injury to cattle, still exists. For Belon informs us, that on Mount Athos

there is found a winged insect like the blister-beetle, but yellow, larger,

and of a very offensive smell, which feeds upon various plants, and is

called Vonpristi by the caloyers or monks, who assert that when horses or

other cattle even feed upon the herbs which the animals have touched

they die from inflammation, and that it is an immediate poison to oxen.*^

This, therefore, most probably was the Buprestis of the Greek writers ;

and as Pliny usually compiled from them, it may be regarded as his also,

which he tells us was a caustic insect, and prepared in the same manner

as the blister-beetle.' He further observes that it was scarce in Italy.

The Greek insect of ]\Iount Athos M. Latreille supposes to be a Mylabris,

and in this I agree with him; and, therefore, this is the proper genus to

which the original Greek Buprestis, the true type of the insect in question,

ought to be referred, and not Melde.

Whether this animal be really guilty to the extent of which it is accusecj^

admits of considerable doubt; but as I have not the means of ascertaining

this, I shall leave the question for others who are better informed to

decide.

But of all our cattle none are more valuable and important to us than

our Jioc/is ; to them we look not only for a principal part of our food, but

also ("or clothing and even light. Thick as is their coat of wool, it does

not shield them from the attack of all-subduing insects: on the contrary,

it affords a comfortable shelter to one of their enemies of this class,

regarded by Linne as a species of Hippnboscn, but properly separated from

tliat genus by Latreille under the name of Mclojihaons^ This is com-
monly called t)ie sheep-louse, and is so tenacious of life, that we are told

by Ray it will exist in a fleece twelve months after it is shorn, and its

excrements are said to give a green tinge to the wool very difficult to be

discharged.—You have doubtless often observed in the heat of the day

the sheep shaking their heads and striking the ground violently with theii

fore feet ; or running away and getting into ruts, dry dusty spots or gravel

pits, where crowding together they hold their noses close to the ground.

The object of all these actions and movements is to keep the gad-fly ap-

propriated to them (GB. Ovis) from getting at their nostrils, on the inner

margin of which they lay their eggs, fi-om whence the maggots make their

1 Annales du Museum. — X« Ann. N" xi. p. 129.

2 Observations de plusieurs Singularites, &e., 1. 1. c. 45. p. 73. of the edition in Sir

Joseph Banks's library.

5 Hist. Nat. 1. xxix. c. 4. •* See Curtis, Brit. Ent. t. 142.
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way into the head, feeding in the maxillary and frontal sinuses on the

mucilage there produced. When full-grown, they fall throu^'h the nos-

trils to the ground, and assume the pupa. Whetlier the animal suffers

much pain from these trouhlesome assailants is not ascertained. Some-
times the maggots make their way even into the brain. I have been in-

formed by a very accurate and intelligent friend, that, on opening the

head of one of his sheep which died in consequence of a vertigo, three

maggots were found in it in a line just above the eyes, and that behind

them there was a bladder of water. — Perhaps you are not aware that the

bots we are speaking of, or rather those in the head of goats, have been
prescribed as a remedy for the epilepsy, and that from the tripod of

Delphos. Yet so we ai-e told on the authority of Alexander Trallien.

Whether Democrates, who consulted the oracle, was cured by this remedy
does not appear ; the story shows however that the ancients were aware
of the station of these larvae. — The common saying that a whimsical per-

son is maggof^, or has got maggots in his hfad, j^erhaps arose from the

freaks the shee|> have been observed to exhibit when infested by their

bots.— The flesh-fly is also a great annoyance to the fleecy tribe, especi-

ally in fenny countries ; and if constant attention be not paid them, they
are soon devoured by its insatiable larvos. In Lincolnshire, a principal

profit of the druggists is derived from the sale of a mercurial ointment
used to destroy them. — In tropical countries the sheep frecjuently suffer

from the ants. Bosnian relates that when in Guinea, if one of his was
attacked by them in the night, which often happened, it was invariably

destroyed, and was so expeditiously devoured that in the morning only the

skeleton would be left.

Of our domestic animals the least infested by insects, I mean as to the

number of species that attack it, is the swine. With the exception of its

louse, which seems to annoy it principally by exciting a violent itching, it is

exposed to scarcely any other plague of this class, unless we may suppose
that it is the biting of flies, which in hot weather drives it to " its wallow-
ing in the mire."

Under this head we may include the deer tribe, for though often wild,

those kept in parks may strictly be deemed domestic ; and the rein-deer

is quite as much so to the Laplander as our oxen and kine are to us. We
learn from Reaumur that the fallow-deer is subject to the attack of two
species of gad-fly^ : one which, like that of the ox, deposits its eggs in an
orifice it makes in the skin of the animal, and so produces tumours ; and
another, in imitation of that of the sheep, ovipositing in such a manner
that its larvae when hatched can make their way into the head, where
they take their station, in a cavity near the pharynx. He relates a curious

notion of the hunters with respect to these two species. Conceiving them
both to be the same, they imagine that they mine tor themselves a painful

path under the skin to the root of the horns, which is their common
rendezvous from all parts of the body ; where, by uniting their labours

and gnawing indefatigahly, they occasion the annual casting of these orna-

mental as well as powerful arms. This fable, improbable and ridiculous

1 Mr. Curtis {Brit. Ent. t. lOG.) under the name of CEslrtts plctus has figured a
fine species of gad-fly taken in tlie New Forest, which ho conjectures may be bred
from the deer. It may probably be one of the species here alluded to.

a 3
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as it is, has had the sanction of grave authorities.^— The Q^stri last men-
tioned inhabit, in considerable numbers, two fleshy bags as big as a hen's

egg, and of a similar shape, near the root of the tongue. Reaumur took
between sixty and seventy bots from one of them, and even then some
had escaped. What other purpose these two remarkable purses are in-

tended to answer, it is not easy to conjecture. He supposes that the

parent fly must enter the nostrils of the deer, and pass down the air pas-

sages to oviposit in them ; but probably such a manoeuvre is unnecessary,

since there seems no reason, supposing the eggs to be laid in the nostrils,

why the larva when hatched cannot itself make its waj' down to the above
station, as easily as that of the sheep into the maxillary sinuses. Or,

which perhaps is more likely, when the animal draws in the air, the eggs

or larvae may be carried down with it, in both cases, to the place assigned

to them by Providence.*

No animal, however, is so cruelly tormented by CEstri as the rein-deer;

for besides one synonymous apparently with this of the deer {CE, nasalis),

from which they endeavour to relieve themselves by snorting and blow-
ing^, they have a second which produces bots under their skin; not im-

probably the same species that in a similar way attacks the latter, as I

have stated above. We have heard that the vaccine disease is derived

from the cow and the horse, and the small-pox is said to have originated

in the heels of the camel ; but neither the ingenious Dr. Jenner nor any
other writer on this subject has informed us that the rein-deer is subject

to the distemper last named
;
yet Linne quotes the learned work of a

Swedish phj'sician on Syphilis, who gravely gives this as a fact ! !
* The

inocLilator, in truth, is the gad-fly, the tumours it causes are the pustules,

and its larvae are the pus.— It is astonishing how dreadfully these poor
animals in hot weather are terrified and injured by them : ten of these

flies will put a herd of five hundred into the greatest agitation. They can-

not stand still a minute, no not a moment, without changing their posture,

puffing and blowing, sneezing antl snorting, stamjiing and tossing continu-

ally ; every individual tremliling and pushing its neighbour about. The
ovipositor of this fly is similar to that of the ox-breese, consisting of
several tubular joints which slip into each other ; and therefore Linne was
probably mistaken in supposing that it lays its eggs upon the skin of the

animal, and that the bot, when it appears, eats its way through it * : there

can be little doubt (or else what is the use of such an apparatus ?) that it

bores a hole in the skin and there deposits the eggs. About the beginning

of July the rein-deer sheds its haii*, which then stands erect — at this time
the fly is always fluttering about it, and takes its opportunity to oviposit.

The bots remain under the skin through the whole winter, and grow to the

size of an acorn. Six or eight of these are often to be found in a single

1 Reaum. v. 69. Dictionnaire de Trevoux, article Cerf.

2 For the account of the Qiistrus of the deer, see Reaum. v. 67—77.

5 Linn. Lack. Lapp. ii. 45. In the pas.sage here referred to, Linne speaks of two
species of Qistrus, though the mode of expression indicates that he considered them
as the same. One was CE. nasalis, from which they freed tliemselves by snorting,

&c., the other (E. Tarandi, which formed the pustules in their backs. In Syst.

Nut. 969. 3. he strangely observes under the former species, " Habitat in equorum
fauoe, per nares intrans ! " confounding probably CE. veterinus of Mr. Clark with the
true (E. nasalis.

4 Lach. Lapp. L 280. ^ ^-for. Lapp. 70.
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rein-deer that has only seen one winter; and these so emaciate them,

that frequently one-third of their number perish in consequence. Even
those that are full-grown sutier greatly from this insect. The fly follows

the animals over precipices, valleys, the snow-covered mountains, and even

the highest alps ; to which, in order to avoid it, they often fly with great

swiftness in a direction contrary to the wind. By this constant agitation

and endeavour to escape from the attack of their enemy they arc kept

from eating during the day, standing always upon the watch, witn erect

cars and attentive eyes, that they may observe whether it comes near

them.^ The rein-deer are teased also by a peculiar species of Tabanus
(2'. tarandinns'), which, by a singular instinct, instead of their skin, makes
its incision in their horns when tender.

Our dogs, the faithful guardians of our other domestic animals and

possessions, the attached companions of our walks, and instruments of

many of our pleasures and amusements, cannot defend themselves from

insect annoyance. They have their peculiar louse, and the flea sucks their

blood in common with that of their master ; you must also often have
noticed how much they suffer from the dog-tick, which, when once it has

fixed itself in then* flesh, will in a short time, from the size of a pin's head,

so swell itself out by gorging their blood that it will equal in dimensions

what is called the tick-bean. In the West Indies these ticks, or one like

them, get into the ears and head of the dogs, and so annoy them and wear
them out that they either die or are obliged to be killed.^

Some of the most esteemed dainties of our tables are supplied from
such of the winged part of the creation as we have domesticated. These
also have a louse (^Nirmtis) appropriated to them, and the gorgeous

peacock is infested by one of extraordinary dimensions and singular form.

Pigeons, in addition, often swarm with the bed-bug, which makes it ad-

visable never to have their lockers fixed to a dwelling-house. In their

young, if your curiosity urges jou to examine them, you may find the

larva of the flea, which in its perfect state often swarms in poultry.

Amongst our most valuable domestic animals I shall be very unjust and
ungrateful if I do not enumerate those industrious little creatures the bees,

from whose incessant labours and heaven-taught art we derive the two
precious productions of honey and wax. They are also infested by nume-
rous insect-enemies, some of which attack the bees themselves, while

others despoil them of their treasures.— They have parasites of a pecu-

liar genus (if indeed they are not the young larvae of Meloe), although

at present regarded as belonging to Pediculus*, and mites (^Gamasus

1 Linn. Flor. Lapp. S79. 3 ^fr.Kittoe.
3 Mdittnphagus Mus. Kirbj'. See Mon. Ap. Angl. ii. 168. (^Triungulimis Dnfonr.)

I copy the following memorandum respecting 31. meliltai from my common-place
book, May 7. 1812. On the flowers of Ficaria, Taraxacum, and IJcllis, I found a
great number of this insect, which seemed extremely restless, running here and
there over tlie flowers, and over each other, with great swiftness, mounting the
anthers, and sometimes lifting themselves up above them, as if looking for some-
thing. One or two of them leaped upon my hand. Near one of these flowers I

found a small Andrena or Halictus, upon which some of these creatures were busy
sucking the poor animal, so that it seemed unable to fly away. When disclosed

from the egg, I imagine thej' get on the top of these flowers to attach themselves to

any of the Andrcnida that iiiay alight on them, or come sufficiently near for them
to leap on it.—K.

6 4
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gt/mnopteroruni) are frequently injurious to them. In Germany the bee-

louse (^Braida cccca Nitsch), ^A?hic^l is about the size of a flea and aUied to

the HippobosccB, often infests populous hives so as greatly to annoy the

bees by fixing itself upon them (sometimes two, three, or more on a single

bee), and making them restless and indisposed to their usual labours.'

That universal plunderer the wasp, and his formidable congener the hornet,

often seize and devour them, sometimes ri[)ping up their body to come
at the honey, and at others carrying otf that part in which it is situated.

The former frequently takes possession of a hive, having either destroyed

or driven away its inhabitants, and consumes all the honey it contains.

Nay there are certain idlers of their own species, called by apiarists cor-

sair-bees, which plunder the hives of the industrious.— From the curious

account which Latreille has given us of Plulanthus apivorus, a wasp-like

insect, it appears that great havoc is made by it of the unsuspecting

workers, which it seizes while intent upon their daily labours, and carries

off to feed its young.^ Another insect, which one would not have suspected

of marauding propensities, must here be introduced. Kuhn informs us,

that long ago (in 1799) some monks who kept bees, observing that they

made an unusual noise, lifted up the hive, when an animal flew out, which,

to their great surprise no doubt, for they at first took it for a bat, proved

to be the death's head hawk-moth {Acheronlia atropos), already celebrated

as the innocent cause of alarm ; and he remembers that several, some
years before, had been found dead in the bee-houses.^ M. Ruber, also, in

1804, discovered that it had made its way into his hives and those of his

vicinity; and had robbed them of their honey. In Africa, we are told, it

has the same propensity : which the Hottentots observing, in order to

monopolise the honey of the wild bees, have persuadeii the colonists that

it inflicts a mortal wound.'* This moth has the faculty of emitting a

remarkable sound, which he supposes may produce an effect upon the

bees of a hive somewhat similar to that caused by the voice of their queen,

which as soon as uttered strikes them motionless, and thus it may be

enabled to commit with impunity such devastation in the midst of myriads

of armed bands.^ The larvae of two species of moth {Galleria cereana,

and Mellonella) exhibit equal hardihood with equal impunity. They,

indeed, pass the whole of their initiatory state in the midst of the combs.

Yet in spite of the stings of the bees of a whole republic, they continue

their depredations unmolested, sheltering themselves in tubes made of

grains of wax, and lined with silken tapestry, spun and wove by themselves,

which the bees (however disposed they may be to revenge the mischief

which they do them by devourin'^ what to all other animals would be

indigestible, their wax) are unable to penetrate. These larvae are some-

times so numerous in a hive, and commit such extensive ravages, as to

force the poor bees to desert it and seek another habitation.

I shall not delay you longer upon this subject by detailing what ivild

animals suffer from insects, further than by observing that the two creatures

of this description in which we are rather interested, the hare and the

* Kollar on Ins. inj. to Gardeners, &c. 73.

^ Latreille, Hist, des Fourmis, 307—320.

5 Naturfo7'scher, Stk. xvi. 74.

* Quoted from Campbell's Travels in South Africa, in the Quarterhj Review for
July, 1815, 31o. * Huber, Fref. xi—xiii.

•
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rabbit, do not escape their attack. The hare in Lapland is more tormented
by the gnats than any other quadruped. To avoid this pest it is obliged

to leave the cover of the wootis in fuil daj', and seek the plains : hence
the hunters say, that of three litters which a hare produces in a year, the

first dies by the cold, the second by gnats, and only the third escapes

and comes to maturity.^ — We learn from the ingenious Mr. Clark, that

the American rabbit and hare are infested by the largest species of

CEstrus * yet discovered ; and our domestic rabbits sometimes swarm
with the bed-bug. This was the case with some kept by two young
gentlemen at my house last summer to such a degree, that I found it

necessary to have them killed.

Nor are the inliabitants of the ivaters sheltered by their peculiar element

from these universal assailants. The larvae of Dytisci, fixing themselves

by their suctorious mandibles to the body o^ Jisli, doubtless destroy an
infinite number of the young fry of our ponds. Some speqies of salmon
(^Salmo fario L.) are' the food of an animal which Linue has arranged

under PedicuUis ; and probably many others of the finny tribes may, like

the birds, have their peculiar parasites. Even shell-fish do not escape, for

the Nymphon grossijjes enters the shell of the muscle and devours its

inhabitant. I am, &c.

» De Geer, ii. 83,
2 Considered by Mr. Clark as a new genus, which he has named Cuterebra, and

of which he has described three species.— Essay on the Bots of Horses, &c. p. G3.

t. 2. f. 2i—29.
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LETTER VI.

INJURIES CAUSED BY INSECTS.

INDIRECT INJURIES— Continued.

Having endeavoiirer] to give you some idea of the mode in which

insects establish and maintain tlieir empire over man and his train of de-

()endt'nt animals, I shall next call your attention to his living vegetable pos-

sessions, whether the produce of the forest, the field, or the garden

;

whether necessary to him for his support, convenient for his use, or mi-

nistering to his comfort, pleasure, and delight : — and here you will find

these little creatures as busily engaged in the work of mischief as ever,

destroying what is necessary, deranging what is convenient, marring what

is beautifid, and turning what should give us pleasure into an object of

disgust.

Let us begin with the produce of our Jields.— Bread is called "the staff

of life:" yet should Divine Providence in anger be pleased to give the

rein to the various insects which, in the different stages of its growth,

attack the plant producing it, how quickly would this staff be broken

!

From the moment that luheat begins to emerge from the soil, to the time

when it is carried into the barn, it is exposed to their ravages. One of its

earliest assailants in this country is that of which Mr. Walford has given

an account in the Linnean Transactions, taking it for the wire-worm; but,

as Mr. Marsham observed, not correctly, it being probably the larva of

some coleopterous insect, perhaps of one of the numerous tribe of Bra-

chypiera or rove-beetles, which are not universally carnivorous. This

animal was discovered to infest the wheat in its earliest stage of growth

after vegetation had commenced ; and there was reason to believe that it

began even with the grain itself It eats into the young plant about an

inch below the surface, devouring the central part ; and thus, vegetation

being stopped, it dies. Out of fifty acres sown with this grain in 1802,

ten had been destroyed by the grub in question so early as October.^—
Other predaceous Coleoptera will also attack young corn. This is done by

the larva of Zatjrus giblms, both with respect to wheat and barley. In the

spring of 1813 not less than twelve German hides (Hufen), equal to two
hundred and thirty English acres, of wheat, were destroyed by it in the

canton of Seeburg, near Halle, in Germany ; and Germar (who, with

other members of the Society of Natural History at that place, ascertained

the fact) suspects that it was the same insect described by Cooti, an

Italian author, which caused great destruction in Upper Italy in 1776.

Not only is the larva, which probably lives in that state three years, thus

injurious, but, what one would not have expected, the perfect beetle itself

attacks the grain, both of wheat and barley, when in the ear, clambering

1 Linn, Trans, ix. 156—161.
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up the stems at ni2;lit in vast numbers to get at it. The Rev. G. T. Rudd,
when residing at Kiinpton near Andover, Hants, where this insect abounds^
not only saw it, as did his brother, gnaw off" the tip of the husk from the
end of a grain of barley, and then gradually draw the milky grdin out of
its sheath, consuming it as it came forth, till the whole grain had disap-

peared, and repeating the operation till seven or eight grains had been
eaten, but was fully satisfied, on killing and dissecting it, that it had fed on
the juicy immature grain. ^ Along with the larvae of this insect were
found in the proportion of about one fourth, those of another beetle

( Melolonfha riificornia), which seemed to contribute to the mischief.^

Other beetles, generally supposed to be carnivorous, as Amnra communis
trivialis, &c., are also stated by M. Zimmermann to feed on wheat.^

The caterpillars of a moth (Agrotis segetiuii) occasionally devastate large

tracts of wheat and rye by eating the I'oots, stem, and leaves, in Northern
Germany, Prussia, Poland, and Russia*; but this species with us is

chiefly injurious to turnips and garden vegetables.

Mr. Markwick has given us the history of a fly that attacks wheat in a
later period of its growth, which, if it be not indeed the same, appears to

be nearly related to the Musca piimilioms of Bierkander^ (^Osciids F.),

accused by him of being extremely injurious to rye in the spring. Our
insect was discovered on the first-sown wheats early in that season, mak-
ing its lodgement in the very heart of the principal stem just above the

root, which stem it invariably destroyed, giving the crop at first a most
unpromising appearance, so that there seemed scarcely a hope of any
produce. But it proved in this and othet instances that year (1791) that

the plant, instead of being injured, derived great benefit from this circum-

stance; for, the main stem perishing, the root (which was not hurt) threw
out fresh shoots on every side, so as to yield a more abunilant crop than
in other fields where the insect had not been busy. These flies, therefore,

seem to belong to oiu" insect benefactors ; and I should not have intro-

duced them here, had it not been probable that in some instances later in

the spring they may attack the lateral shoots of the wheat, and so be in-

jurious. It is also not unlikely that the new progeny, which is disclosed

in May, may oviposit in barley or some other spring corn, which would
bring the next generation out in time for the wheat sown in the autumn.
These flies are amongst the last, and, in some seasons, the most numerous,
that take shelter in the windows of our apartments v/hen the first frosts

indicate the approach of winter, previous to their becoming torpid during

that season. When this little animal was first observed in England, it

created no small alarm amongst agriculturists, lest it should prove to be
the Hessian fli/, so notorious for its depredations in North America ; but
Mr. Marsham, by tracing out the species, proved the alarm to be un-

1 Ent. Mag. ii. 182.

2 {i^rmsLx's Mug. der Ent. \. 1—10. Mr. Stephens, in his Illustrations of British

Entorriology (No. I. p. 4.) very judiciously asks, '* May not these herbivorous larvaj have
been tlie principal cause of the mischief to the wheat, while those of the Zabrus
contributed rather to lessen their numbers than to destroy the corn?" But this

query does not account for their being found, when in the perfect state, attacking
the ear. I have seen cof^natc beetles devouring the seeds of umbelliferous plants.

'' Silbcrniaim, Rev. Ent. ii. 201.
1 KiiUar on Ins. injurious to Gardeners, &c. 94—101.

5 Act. Stoclili. 177a, 3. n. 11. and 4, n. 4. Marsham in Linn. Trans, ii. 71}.
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founded.^ That there was sufficient cause for apprehension, should fi:

have so turned out, what I have formerly stated concerning; the hitter insect,

and the additional facts which I shall now adduce, will amply show.
The ravages of the animal just alluded to, which was first noticed in

1776, and received its name from an erroneous itlea that it was carried by
the Hessian troops in their straw from Germany, were at one time so

universal as to threaten, where it appeared, the total abolition of the cul-

ture of wheat ; though the injury which it now occasions is much less

than at first. It commences its depredations in autumn, as soon as the

plant begins to appear above ground, when it devours the leaf and stem
with equal voracity until stopped by the frost. When the return of spring

brings a milder temperature the fly appears again, and deposits its eggs in

the heart of the main stems, which it perforates, and so weakens, that when
the ear begins to grow heavy, and is about to go into the milky state, they
break down and perish. All the crops, as far as it extended its flight, fell

before this ravager. It first showed itself in Long Island, from whence it

proceeded inland at about the rate of fifteen or twenty miles annually, and
by the year 1789 had reached 200 miles from its original station. I must
observe, however, that some accounts state its progress at first to have
been very slow, at the rate only of seven miles per annum, and the damage
inconsiderable ; and that the wheat crops were not materially injured by
it before the year 1788. Though these insect hordes traverse such a
tract of country in the course of the year, their flights are not more than
.Ave or six feet at a time. Nothing intercepts them in their destructive

career, neither mountains nor -the broadest rivers. They were seen to

cross the Delaware like a cloud. The numbers of this fly were so great,

that in wheat-harvest the houses swarmed with them, to the extreme
annoyance of the inhabitants. They filled every plate or vessel that was
in use ; and five hundred were counted in a single glass tumbler exposed
to them a few minutes with a little beer in it.^

America suffers also in its wheat and maize from the attack of an insect

of a diflSerent order ; which, for what reason I know not, is called the
chintz bug-fly. It appears to be apterous, and is said in scent and colour

to resemble the bed-bug. They travel in immense columns from field to

field, like locusts, destroying every thing as they proceed ; but their injuries

are confined to the states south of the 40th degree of north latitude.^

?rom this account the depredator here noticed should belong to the

1 Linn. Trans, ii. 76—80.
8 Encydopced. Britann. viii. 489—495. Though the ravages of the Hessian fly in

the United States have not been so extensive of late, much injury is still occasional!}'

suffered from it, as stated by Mr. Say, who described it under the name of Cecido-
myia destnictor, and as I learn from E. C. Herrick, Esq. of Xew Haven, Connecti-
cut, who has taken great pains to ascertain the metamorphosis and economy of this

insect; and either this or an allied species described by jM. Kollar, destroyed a large
proportion of the wheat crops in Hungary in 1833, and extended itself also to
France. Dr. Hammerschmidt, who has also given an account of this insect, has
called it Cecidomyia tritici, supposing it to be the same with the insect described by
Mr. Marsham and I\Ir. Kirby ; but as the mischief done by the larva of the former
is caused by its eating into the stem and weakening the whole plant, while the
latter is injurious by destroying the pollen of the blossom, the two insects are evi-
dently very distinct, as indeed their different colour proves.— Kollar on Ins. injurious
to Gavdenery, &c. 118.

3 Young'si .4«wa/s of Agriculture, xi. 471.
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tribe of GcocorhcB Latr.; but it seems very difficult to conceive how an
insect that lives by suction, and has no mandibles, could destroy these

plants so totally.

When the wheat blossoms, another marauder, to which Mr. Marsham
first called the attention of the public, takes its turn to make an attack

upon it, under the form of an orange-coloured gnat, which introducing its

long retractile ovipositor into the centre of the corolla, there deposits its

eggs. These being hatched, the larvas, perhaps by eating the pollen, pre-

vent the impre^.iation of the grain, and thus in some seasons destroy the
twentieth part of the crop.^

Much mischief is also sometimes done by a species of Thrips ( T. cerea-

Una Haliday), a minute insect, often abundant on flowers, which, insinu-

ating itself between the internal valve of the corolla and the grain, inserts its

rostrum into this last, and causes it to shrivel^; and according to Vassali

Eandi^, as quoted by Mr. Haliday, the same species also attacks the stem
at a still earlier period, causing the abortion of the ears, and sometimes to

such an extent that in ISOo (in which year the wheat in England, also,

suffered apparently from this cause) one third of the wheat crop on the
richest plains of Piedmont was destroyed by this seemingly insignificant

little insect.4

One would think, when laid up in the barn or in the granary, that wheat
would be secure from injury ; but even there the weevil {Calandra granaria)

,

in its imago as well as in its larva state, devours it ; and sometimes this

pest becomes so infinitely numerous, that a sensible man, engaged in the
brewing trade, once told me, speaking perhaps rather hyperbolically, that
they collected and destroyed them by bushels : and no wonder, for a single

pair of these destroyers may produce in one year above COOO descendants.
There are three other insects that attack the stored wheat, which are more
injurious to it than even the weevil. One is a minute species of moth
(Tinea grancUa L.), of which Leeuwenhoek has given us a full history

under the name of the wolf. Another is a species of the same genus, at
present not named, which, as we arc informed by Du Hamel, at one time
committed dreadful ravages in the province of Angoumois in France. The
third is TrogosUa caraboides, a kind of beetle, the grub of which, called
Cadelle, Olivier tells us did more damage to the housed grain in the
southern provinces of France than either the weevil or the wolf.*

In this place, too, must be noticed the caterpillars of a moth {Caradrlna
cuhicularis), which Mr. Raddon told me were found in such quantities in a
wheat-stack near Bristol, when taken down to be thrashed, that he could
have gathered them up by handfuls, and they had done much injury to the
grain.

^

Here I may just mention a few other insects which devour grains that
are the food of man, concerning which I have collected no other facts.

The rice-weevil {Calandra oryzcc) is very injurious to the useful grain after

which it is named ; as is likewise another small beetle, Lijctiis dcntatus F.
{Sijhanus Latr.); and an Indian grain, called in the country Joharrc, which

1 Tipula tritici K., belonging to Latrcillc's genus Cecidomyia.— Marsham aud
Kirby in Linn. Trans, iii. 242—245. iv. 225—239. v.9G—110.

2 Kirby in lAnn. Tranx. iii. 242. 3 Mem. Acad. Turin, xvi. IxxvL
4 Haliday in Entom. Mug. v. 444. 5 Oliv. ii. n. 19 3, 4.

^ Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. ii. proc. xlii.
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appears to be a species of Holcus or Milium, is the appropriate food of
another species of Calandra^, which I found abundant in it.

JRi/e, in this island, is an article of less importance than wheat ; but in

some parts of the Continent it forms a principal portion of the bread-
corn. Providence has also appointed the insect means of causing a scarcity

of this species of food. The fly before noticed {Oscinis pumilionh^ intro-

duces its eggs into the heart of the shoots of rye, and occasions so many
to perish, tiiat from eight to fourteen are lost in a square of two feet.'^

This fly, in 1839, did much damage to the rye at Grignon, in France^, and
in 18+ 1 to that near Kingston, Surrey.* A small moth, also (Margarita
secalis), which eats the cuhn of this plant within the vagina, thus destroys

many ears. In common with wheat and barley, it also suffers from Leeu-
wenhoek's wolf and the weevil, when stored in granaries.

Barley likewise, another of our most valuable grains, has several insect

foes, besides the beetle {Zabriis gihbus), already alluded to (p. \)i'\:.'). The
gelatinous larva of a saw-fly {Tenthredo L.) preys upon the upper surface

of the leaves, and so occasions them to wither, Musca hordci of Bier-

kander also assails the plant. A tenth part of the produce of this grain,

Linne afRrms, is annually destroyed in Sweden by another fly not yet

discovered in V>v\tAm (^Oscinis frit), which does the mischief by getting into

the ear; as does likewise O. lineata F. Dr. J. N. Sauter has described a

fly which he calls Tipula cerealis (most probably a species of Cecidomt/ia),

the larvae of which, eating the stem of barley and sjielt (a kind of dwarf
wheat), did sreat injury to these crops in the grand duchy of Baden in

1813 and J816 ; and the same, or an allied species, is supposed to have
formerly destroyed the oats in Styria and Carinthia.^ A small species of
moth described by Reaumur, though not named by Linne, which may be
called Tinea hordci ( Y'psolophus granellus?), devours the grain when laid up
in the granary. Tiiis fly deposits several eggs, perhaps twenty or thirty,

on a single grain ; but as one grain only is to be the portion of one larva,

they disperse when hatched, each selecting One for itself, which it enters

from without at a place more tender than the rest ; and this single grain

furnishes a sufficient supply of food to support the caterpillar till it is

ready to assume the pupa. Concealed w-ithin this contracted habitation,

the' little animal does nothing that may betray it to the watchful eye of
man, not even ejecting its excrements from its habitation ; so that there

may be millions within a heap of corn, where you would not suspect there

was one.®

1 CircuUo tesiaceus, Ent. Brit.

2 Jlarsham in Linn. Trans, ii. 80. De Geer notices the injmy done by this

fly to rye, and observes that before it had been attributed to frost, ii. 68.

3 Anil. Ent. Soc. de France, viii. p. xiii.

4 Froceed. of Ent. Soc. Lond. Oct. 5. 1840.

5 Kollar on Ins. in), to Gardeners, Sec. 124.

6 Act. Stockh. 17o0, 128. Eeaum. ii. 480, &c. Earlej'', like wheat, and indeed

all white corn, is nuicli injured in the granaries of the corn-dealer by the larviB

of the little moth {Tinea granclla L.), the wolf of Leeuwenhoek before referred to.

On visiting those of Messrs. Hellicar, Bristol, in October, 1837, with my friend,

W. Kaddoii, Esq., we found the barley lying on the floors covered with a gauze-

like tissue formed of the fine silken threads spun by the larvaB in traversing its

surface, on recently quitting it for the purpose of undergoing their metamorphosis

in the ceiling of the granary, formed of the joists and wooden floor of the story

above. What was remarkable, as Blr. Eaddon communicated to the Entomological
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I have not observed that oats suflPer from insects, except from the uni-

versal subterranean destroyer of the grasses, the wire-worm, of which I

shall give jou a more full account hereafter ; and occasionally from an
Aphis.

Buckwheat {Potj/gonum fagopijriim}, a grain little cultivated with us,

except as food for pheasants, but which is an important crop on the Con-
tinent on poor sandy soils, is sometimes wholly cut off, by the larvae of a
moth (jJgrotis trltici), which afterwards devours the rye sown to replace the

buckwheat ; and vullet, also a considerable continental crop, is occasionally

much damaged by the larvas of another moth (Boft/s sllacealis'), which,

eating into the stem of the plants, causes them to wither and die.^

The only im[)ortant grain that now remains unnoticed is the maize, or

Indian corn. Besides the chintz bug-fly, a little beetle^ (P//«/m(7 corniila)

appears to devour it ; and it has probably otiier unrecorded enemies. The
Guinea corn of America (Holciis biculur), as well as other kinds of grain,

is, according to Abbot, often much injured by the larva of a moth {Noctiia

/mgiperda Smith), which feeiis uj^on the main shoot.

^

Next to grain jyii/se is useful to us, both when cultivated in our gardens
and in our fields. Feas and beans, which form so material a j)art of the
produce of the farm, are exposed to the attack of a numerous host of
insect depredators ; indeed the former, on account of their ravages, is one
of the most uncertain of our crops. The animals from which in this

Society (Trans, ii. proc. Ixvii.), was tlie great depth to which the larvae had bored
in the wood, even through knots filled with turpentine, so as to convert portions of
the wood-work in places quite into a honey-comb, and thus to be almost as injurious
to the building as to the corn stored in it. Our first idea was that tliis boring was
simply for the purpose of gnawing oft' portions of wood with which to form their
cocoons before becoming pupte, but the powdery masses hanging from the entrance
of the holes had, when viewed under a lens, so completely the appearance of excre-
ment, that we were at last forced to the conclusion, however strange and improbable
it maj' seem, that tliese larvre, after eating ud libitum of barley, voluntarily quit it,

and actually eat and digest fir-wood, even to the very knots saturated with turpen-
tine. In fact, the great depth to which they bore is inconsistent with the sup-
position of their object being merely to detach woody fibres as a covering for their
cocoons. That their main purpose (whether we suppose the excavated wood to be
eaten and digested or not) is to provide a retreat for the larvre, which remain in this
state the whole winter, and do not become pupae till spring, is proved by the fact that
it is from the mouths of these holes (after every portion of the excrement hanging
from them has been swept awaj', and the whole ceiling thickly lime-washed, as it is

every autumn) that the moths emerge bj' thousands in the month of June, as yearly
takes place in Messrs. Hellicar's granaries. The further investigation, which is so
evidently required, as to the strange anomaly of these larvae seeming to eat and di-
gest wood after devouring as much barley as they choose, I have recommended to
my friend G. H. K. Thwaite, Esq. of Bristol, whose habits of close observation so
well fit him for throwing light on the subject; and m.eanwhile it may be here ob-
served, that the facts stated of the great damage done to vessels that bring bones,
hoofs, and horns from Brazil, and in one case to a large parcel of cork -wood, by the
larvjeof Dermestes vuJpirms, which, after eating their fill of animal matter, attack
wood and cork, seem of an analogous kind to those above mentioned, unless in
these instances the wood and cork are merely gnawed, and not eaten and digested.
—(See Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. ii. proc. Ixviii. ; and Shuckard's Elements of Brit,
Ent. i. 189.)

1 Kiillar on Ins. inj. to Gardeners, &c. 102—110.
2 This insect was taken in maize by i\lr. Sparshall of Norwich.
3 Smith's Abbott's Insects of Georgia, 191.
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country both these plants suffer most are the Aphides, commonly called

leaf-lice, but which properly should be denominated plant-lice. As almost

every animal has its peculiar louse, so has almost every plant its peculiar

plant-louse ; and, next to locusts, these are the greatest enemies of the

vegetable world, and, like them, are sometimes so numerous as to darken
the air.^ The multiplication of these little creatures is infinite, and almost

incredible. Providence has endued them with privileges promoting fecun-

dity which no other insects possess: at one time of the year they are

viviparous, at another oviparous ; and, what is most remarkable and
without parallel, the sexual intercourse of one original pair serves for all

the generations which proceed from the female for a whole succeeding

year. Reaumur has proved that in five generations one Aphis may be the

progenitor of 5,904,900,000 descendants ; and it is supposed that in one
year there may be twenty generations.** This astonishing fecundity ex-

ceeds that of any known animal ; and we cannot wonder that a creature

so prolific should be proporticnably injurious : some species, however, seem
more so than others. Those that attack wheat, oats, and barley, of which
there are more kinds than one, seldom multiply so fast as to be very

noxious to those plants ; while those which attack pulse spread so rapidly,

and take such entire possession, that the crop is greatly injured, and some-
times destro\ed by them. This was the case with respect to jieas in the

year 1810, when the produce was not much more than the seed sown;
and many farmers turned their swine into their pea-fields, not thinking

them worth harvesting. The damage in this instance was caused solely

by the Aphis, and was universal throughout the kingdom, so that a suffi-

cient supply for the navy could not be obtained. The earlier peas are

sown the better chance they stand of escaping, at least in part, the efif'ects

of this vegetable Phthiriasis. Beans are also often great sufferers from

another species of plant-louse, in some districts, from its black colour,

called the Collier, in others the Dolphin, vvhi<:h begins at the top of the

plant, and so keeps multiplying downwards. The best remedy in this case,

which also tends to set the beans well, and improves both their quality

and quantity, is to top them as soon as the Aphides begin to a[)pear, and
carrying away the tops to burn or bury them. In a late stage of growth
great havoc is often made in peas by the grub of a small beetle (2^rHc/^^<A

granarim), which will sometimes lay an egg in every pea of a pod, and thus

destroy it. Something similar, I have been told (I suspect it is a short-

snouted weevil), occasionally injures beans. In this country, however,

the mischief caused by the Bruchus is seldom very serious; but in North
America another species (B. pisi}, which is also found here, but not to

any very injurious extent, is most alarmingly destructive, its ravages

having been at one time so universal as to put an end in some places to

the cultivation of that favourite pulse. No vvonaer, then, that Kalm should

have been thrown into such a trepidation upon discovering some of these

pestilent insects just disclosed in a parcel of peas he had brought from

that country, lest lie should be the instrument of introducing so fatal an

evil into his beloved Sweden.^ In the year 1780 an alarm was spread in

* I say tliis upon the autliority of Mr. Wolnougli of Ilollesley (late of Boyton) in

Suflfollc,' an intelligent agriculturist, and a most acute aud accurate observer of

nature.
2 Keaum. vi. 5C6. ' Kalm's Travels, i. 173.
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some parts of France, that people had been poisoned by eating vorm*-
eaten peas, and they were forbidden by authority to be exposed for sale

in the market; but the fears of the public were soon removed by the ex-

amination of some scientific men, who found the cause of the injury to be
the insect of which I am now speaking, ^ Another species of Bruchus
(5. pecfinicornis) devours the peas in China and Barbary, A leguminous
seed, much used when boiled as food for horses in India, known to Euro-
peans by the name of Gram, but in the Tamul dialect called Koloo, and by
the Moors Cooltee, is tlie ajjpropriate food of a fourth kind of Bruchus,
related to the last, but having the antennae, which in the male are pec-
tinated, much shorter than the body. It is, perhaps, B. scutellaiis. A
parcel of this seed* given me by Captain Green was full of this insect,

several grains containing two. Indeed, in tropical climates, the seeds of

almost every pod-bearing plant, as of the genera Gleditschia, Thcobroma^
Jllimosa, Robinia, 6zc. are eaten by some species of Bruchus, as are the
cocoa-nut and palm-nut.^ Molina, in his History of Chili, tells us of a

beetle, which he names lAicanus ^^//»»(s, that infests the beans in that

countrj' ;— a circumstance quite at variance with the habits of the Lu-
canidce, which all prey upon timber. This insect was probably a Phalcria,

in which genus the mandibles are protruded from the head, like those of
Litcanus ; and one species, as we have seen ai)ove, feeds upon maize.

Great profits are sometimes derived by farmers from their crops of
clover-seed : .hut this does not happen very often; for a small weevil

{Apion Jlavifcmoratum), which abounds everywhere at almost all times of
the year, feeds upon the seed of the purple clover, and in most seasons
does the crop considerable damage ; so that a plant of the fairest appear-
ance will, in consequence of the voracity of this little enemy, produce
scarcely any thing. Another species {Aplon JIavipes) infests the Dutch or
white clover.* The young plants of purple clover, when just sprung, are
often, as Mr. Joseph Stickney pointed out to me, much injured by the
same little jumping beetles {Haltica) that at'.ack the turnips. In Germany,
where Rape is more extensively grown than with us for the seed, the crop
sometimes wholly fails from the attacks of a small grub, supposed to be
that of a weevil of the genera Nedijus or Ceutorhi/nchus, which, piercing the
stalks from the base to the summit, deprives the blossom of the due supply
of sap, and thus causes it to perish.^

But not only, if let loose to the work of destruction, might insects an-
nihilate our grain and pulse, they would also dei)rive the earth of that

beautiful green carpet which now covers it, and is so agreeable and so re-

freshing to the sight. When you see a large tract of land I3 ing fallow, as

is sometimes the case in open districts, with no intervening patches of
verdure, how unpleasant and uncomfortable is it to your eye ! What then
would be your sensations were the whole face of the earth bare, and not
dressed by Flora? But such a state of things would soon take place if, to

* Amoreux, 288.
2 I have raised plants frora this seed, which appear from the foliage to belong

either to Pluiseolus or Dnlidms.
3 Westwood, Mod. Class of Ins. i. 330. ; and in Loudon's Gardener's 3Iag. No. 87,

p. 287.

4 Markwick, Marsham, and Lehmann, in Linn. Trans, vi. 142—. ; and Kirby in
ditto, ix. 37. 42. n. 19. 23.

* Kefersteiii in Silbermann's Rev^ie Ent. i. 135.

u
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punish us, or to teach us thankfuhiess to the great Arbiter of our fate,

the insects that feed upon the grass of our pastures were to become as

generally numerous as they are occasionally permitted to do. One of the

worst of these ravagers is the grub of the common cockchafer (^Melolonlha

vulgaris). This insect, which is found to remain in t\\elarva state four years,

sometimes destroys whole acres of grass, as I can aver from my own ob-

servation. It undermines the richest meadows, and so loosens the turf

that it will roil up as if cut with a turfing-spade. These grubs did so mucli

injury about seventy years ago to a poor farmer near Norwich, that the

court of that city, out of compassion, allowed him 23/., and the man and
his servant declared that he had gathered eighty bushels of the beetle.^

In the year 1785 many province of France were so ravaged by them, that

a premium was oifered by the go\i^rument for the best mode of destroying

them. They do not confine themselves to grass, but eat also the roots of

corn ; and it is to feast upon this grub more particularly that the rooks

follow the plough.^

The larva also of another species of a cognate genus (Hoplia pulveru-

lenta) is extremely destructive in moist meadows, rooting under the herb-

age, so that, the soil becoming loose, the grass soon withers and dies.

Swine are very fond of these grubs, and will devour vast numbers of them,

and the rooks lend their assistance.

Amongst the Lepidoptera, the greatest enemy of our pastures is the

Charceas Gramims, which, however, is said not to touch the foxtail grass.

In the years 1740, 1741, 1742, 1748, 1749, they multipHed so prodigiously

and committed such ravages in many provinces of Sweden, that the mea-
dows became quite white and dry, as if a fire had passed over them. ^ This

destructive insect, though found in this country, is luckily scarce amongst

us ; but our northern neighbours appear occasionally to have suffered

greatly from it. In 1759, and again in 1802, the high sheep farms in

Tweeddale were dreadfully infested by a caterpillar, which was probably

the larva of this moth ; spots of a mile square were totally covered by
them, and the grass devoured to the root.* In 1835, the larvae of tiiis

moth so infested some districts in Bohemia, that Prince Clary, by em-
ploying two hundred men for four and a half days, collected twenty-three

bushels, computed to contain four and a half millions of caterpillars.^

Grasses, both natural and artificial, are attacked by the larvee of several

species of beetles. Those of Coccinella impiinctata (which with C. Argus

Scriba, and other species, live on vegetable food) destroy, in Germany,
sainfoin, clover, and tares; those oi Colaspis barbara, in Spain, whole fields

of lucerns {Medicago sativa'^) ; and those of Galleruca Tanaceti, natural

pasturage, having greatly injured that of Mount Jura in Switzerland in

1 Philos. Trans. 1741. 581.

2 There would seem to be a prospect of cockchafers being made in some degree to

repay the previous injury they cause, if the statement in the newspapers (June,

1841) be correct, that M. Breard, mayor of Honfleur in France, and proprietor of

an oil-mill, having offered one franc per bushel for cockchafers, procured seventeen

bushels, from which he obtained twent^^-eight quarts of good lamp-oil. A kind of

grease has also lately been made from them in Hungary.
3 De Geer, ii. 341. Ammn. Acad. iii. 355.

^ Farmer's 3Iag. iii. 487.
s Kiillar on Ins. injurious to Gardeners, &c. 105. 126.

^ Dufour, Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, v. 372.
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1833.^ Even the seeds of grasses have their insect enemies. Mr. H.
Oibbs stated at the meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, May 5,

184-1, that generally not one in a dozen of the seeds of the Foxtail grasses

{Alopemrus) vegetate, owing to their vitality being destroyed by a small

orange-coloured grub (Cecidomyin ?)?
Most of the insects I have hitherto mentioned attack our crops partially,

confining themselves to one or two kinds only ; but there are some
species which extend their ravages indifferently to all. Of this description

is the Pyralis (?) frumcntalis, which moth, Pallas tells us, is an almost

universal pest in the government of Kasan in Russia, often eating the

greater part of the spring corn to the root.^ To this we are fortunately

strangers ; but another, well known by the name of the wire-worm, causes

annually a large diminution of the produce of our fields, destroying indis-

criminately wheat, rye, oats, and grass. This insect, vviiich has its name
apparently from its slender form and uncommon hardness and toughness,

is the grub of one of the elastic beetles termed by Linne Elater Ibieatus,

but by Bierkander, to whom we are indebted for its history, K. Segetis*

(Agriotcs Ihientus Eschscholtz). The late ingenious Mr. Paul of Starston

in Norfolk (well known as the inventor of a machine to entrap the turnip-

beetle, which may be applied by collectors with great advantage to general

purposes), has also succeeded in tracing this insect from the larva to the

imago state. His larvie produced Elater obscitrus of Mr. Marsham, which,

however, comes so near to E. Segelis that it is doubtful whether it be
more than a variety. The other species, however, of the genus have
similar larvae, many of which probably contribute to the mischief. When
told that it lives in its first (or feeding) state not less than five years,

during the greatest part of which time it is supported by devouring the

roots of grain, though it will also attack and often much injure turnips,

potatoes, &c., you will not wonder that its ravages should be so extensive,

and that whole crops should sometimes be cut off" by it. As it abounds
chiefly in newly broken-up land, though the roots of the grasses supply it

with food, it probably does not do any great injury to our meadows and
pastures.*

1 Dufour, Ann. Soc. Eiit. de France, iii. 19.

2 Gardener s Chronicle, 1841. p. 311.
^ Pallas's Travels in South Russia, i. 30.

* Marsham ia Communications to the Board of Agriculture, iv. 412. Plate xviii.

fg. 4. and Linn. Trans, ix. 160.

5 The wire-worm is particularly destructive for a few years in gardens recently

converted from pasture-grounc^. In the Botanic Garden at Hull thus circumstanced
a great proportion of the annuals sown in 1813 were destroyed by it. A very simple
and effectual remedy in such cases was mentioned to me by Sir Joseph Banks. He
recommended that slices of potato stuck upon skewers should be buried near the
seeds sown, examined every day, and the wire-worms which collect upon them in
great numbers destroyed.

This plan of decoying destructive animals from our crops by offering them more
tempting food is excellent, and deserves to be pursued in other instances. It was
very successfully employed in 1813 by J. M. Itodwell, Esq., of Barham Hall, near
Ipswich, one of the most skilful and best-informed agriculturists in the county of Suf-
folk, to preserve some of his wheat-fields from the ravages of a small grey slug, which
threaten to demolish the plant. Having heard that turnips had been used with
success to entice the slugs from wheat, he caused a sufficient quantity to dress eight
acres to be got together; and then, the tops Ijeing divided and the ajiples sliced, ha
directed the pieces to be laid separately, dressing two stetches with them and oniit-

U 2
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Here also may be included the larva of the long-legged gnat {Tipiila

o/eracea), known in many parts by the name of /ke grub, which is some-

times very prejudicial to the grass in marshy lands, and at others not less

so to corn. Reaumur informs us that in Poitou, in certain years, the grass

of whole districts has been so destroyed by it, as not to produce the.

food necessary for the sustenance of the cattle.^ In many parts of Eng-
land, in Holdcrness particularlj', it cuts off a large proportion of the wheat
crops, especially if sown upon clover-hiys.'^ Reaunuu- concludes from the

observations he made that it lives solely upon earth, and consequently that

the injury M'hich it occasions arises from its loosening the roots of corn

and grass by burrowing amongst them : but my friend Mr. Stickney, the

intelligent author of a treatise upon this insect, is inclined to think from

his experiments that it feeds on the roots themselves. However this may
be, the evil produced is evident ; and it appears too from the observations

of the gentleman last mentioned, that this animal is not killed by lime

applied in nuicli larger doses than usual.

^

Our national beverage, ale, so valuable and heartening to the lower

orders, and so infinitely preferable to ardent spirits, is indebted to another

vegetable, the hop, for its agreeable conservative bitter. This plant, so

precious, has numerous enemies in the Lilliputian world to which I am
introducing you. Its roots are subject to the attack of the caterpillar of a

singular species of moth {Hcpialus Hinnn/i), known to collectors b}' the

name of the ghost, that sometimes does them considerable injury.*

—

A small beetle, also (Ha/dca concinna) is particularly destructive to the

tender shoots early in the year ; and upon the presence or absence of

Ajyhklcs, known by the name of the^j/, as in the case of peas, the crop of

every year depends ; so that the hop-grower is wholly at the mercy of

insects. They are the barometer that indicates the rise and fall of his

wealth, as well as of a very important branch of the revenue, the difference

in the amount of the duty on hops being often as much as 200,000/. per

annum, more or less in proportion as the^j/ prevails or the contrary.^

ting two alternately, till tlie whole field of eight acres was gone over. On tlie fol-

lowing morning he employed two women to examine and free from the .slugs, wliich

they did into a mea.sure, the tops and slices ; and when cle.ired, tliej' were laid upon
those stetches that had been omitted the day before. It was ol)served invariablj^

that in the stetches dressed with the turnips no slugs were to be found upon the

wheat or crawling upon the land, though they abounded upon the turnips ; while on
the undressed stetches thej' were to be seen in great numbers both on the wheat and
on the land. The quantity of slugs thus collected was near a bushel. — Mr. Kodwell
is persuaded that by this plan he saved his Avheat from essential injury.

1 Reaum. v. H.
2 Two species are confounded under the appellation of the grub, the larvae namely

of Tipula nieracea and cornicina, which last is very injurious, though not equally with

the tirst. In the rich district of Sunk Island in Uolderness, in the spring of 18i3,

hundreds of acres of pasture were entireh- destroyed by them, being rendered as

completely bro'wn as if they had suffered a three months' drought, and destitute of

all vegetation except that of a few thistles. A square foot of the dead turf being

dug up, 210 grubs were counted in it! and what furnishes a striking proof of the

prolific powers of these insects, the next year it was difiicult to liud a single one.

2 Sticknev's Observations on the Grub.
4 De Geer, i. 4S7.
s It would not be difficult to show that nearly the whole of th;s large sum, and their

own still greater losses, are thrown away by the hop planters from their ignorance
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If tlie beer-drinker be thus interesteil in the history of these animals,

equally so is the drinker of tea. Indeed sugar is an article so universally

useful and agreeable, that what concerns the cane that produces it seems
to concern every one. This also affords a tempting food to insects. The
caterpillar of a white moth, called the borer, for destroying which a gold

medal has been long offered by the Society of Arts, is, in this respect, a

great nuisance, boring into the centre of the stem, and often destroying a

great proportion of the crop. This insect (for his essay on which he
received the offered medal) has been described by the Rev. L. Guilding, in

the Transactions of the Society ofArts (xlvi. 143.), under the name ot'Diafrcea

Sacchnri, which, however, Mr. Westwood conceives is identical with

Phalcena saccharalis Fab. ^ An ant also (Formica analis) makes a lodgment
in the interior of the sugar-cane in Guinea, and destroys it.—Another
species of the latter genus does not devour it, and it therefore improperly

called Formica saccharivora by Linne ; but, by making its nest for siielter

under the roots, so injures the plants that they become unhealthy and un-

productive. These insects about seventy years ago appeared in such

infinite hosts in the island of Granada, as to put a stop to the cultivation

of this plant ; and a reward of 20,000/. was offered to any one who should

discover an effectual mode of destroying them. Their numbers were in-

credible. They descended from the hills like torrents, and the plantations,

as well as every path and road for miles, were filled with them. Many
domestic quadrupeds perished in consequence of this plague. Rats, mice,

and reptiles of every kind became an easy prey to them : and even the

birds, which they attacked whenever they alighted on the ground in search

of food, were so harassed as to be at length unable to resist them. Streams

of water opposed only a temporary obstacle to their progress, the foremost

rushing blintlly on to certain death, and fresh armies instantly following,

till a bank was formed of the carcases of those that were drowned suffi-

cient to tiam up the waters, and allow the main body to pass over in safety

below. Even the all-devouring element of fire was tried in vain. When
lighted to arrest their route, they rushed into the blaze in such myriads of

of entomolorrj\ Led by their old prejudices of the fly being produced by cold

winds, &c., they do nothing towards its destruction, though if aware of the way in

whicli it is generated (as lately explained), and that by killing each female as it

appears early in the spring, they would prevent the birth not of thousands but of

inillions of apfiicles ; were they to take measures for thus lessening the number of

their destructive enemy, they might in great measure secure themselves from its

attacks. The aptiides being so soft are killed with the slightest pressure; so that it

is merely necessary to rub an infested leaf between the thumb and lingers, with a
force quite insufficient to injure its texture, to destroy every aphis upon it ; and, from
experiments which I mj'self made in the hop-grounds of VVorcestershire when at

Malvern in 1838, I am persuaded that every leaf of eacli hop plant might be thus

cleared of the female aphides, first attacking it in spring, by women or children

mounted on step-ladders for this purpose, in ten minutes or less ; so that six plants

being cleared per hour, sixty might be cleared per day at an expense of a shilling

for lal)our, and the first cost of a few step-ladders; and by repeating the operation

every week or fortnight, there can be no doubt a hop plantation might be effectually

preserved from the fly; as it might earlier in the spring from the flea {Haltica con-

cinna), by shaking them into a kind of wide and deep sieve (divided into two halves

with a circular space for the hop poles and hop stems) with a liueu bottom and bag
for preventing tliem from jumping out again,

1 Westwood, Modern Classif. of Ins. ii. 411.
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millions as to extinguish it. Those that thus patriotically devoted them-
selves to certain death for the common good, were but as the pioneers or

advanced guard of a countless army, which by their self-sacrifice was
enabled to pass unimpeded and unhurt. The entire crops of standing

canes were burnt down, and the earth dug up in every part of the

plantations. But vain was every attempt of man to effect their destruc-

tion, till in 1780 it pleased Providence at length to annihilate them by the

torrents of rain which accompanied a hurricane most fatal to the other

West India Islands. This dreadiul pest was thought to have been im-

ported.' More recently great mischief has been done to the sugar planta-

tions in the island of St. Vincent, by a species of mole-cricket {Gryllotalpa

didactyla Latr.), which destroys the young shoots and bores into the plant^;

and to those of the island of Granada by the DeJphax saccharivora, an

homopterous insect, allied to that producing the cuckoo-spit, which attacks

the leaves in such numbers and with such voracity, that some plantations

which formerly made three hundred hogsheads of sugar per annum, had

not made more than eighty or ninety in 18.34, at which time, as stated by
J. C, Johnstone, Esq., two thirds of the island were suffering from its

ravages, and the insect was extending itself to the neighbouring islands.^

Besides these enemies, the sugar-cane has also its Aphis, which sometimes

destroys the whole crop* ; and, according to Humboldt and Bonpland, the

larva of Elatcr nodiluczis feeds on it^, as do two weevils {Calandra Pa/ma-

rum and C. Sacchari, Guild.), whose history has been given by the late Rev.

L. Guilding.s

Three other vegetable productions of the New World, cotton, tobacco,

and coffee, which are also valuable articles of commerce, receive great

injury from the depredations of insects. M'Kinnen, in his tour through

the West Indies, states that in 1788 and in lldi two thirds of the crop of

cotton in Crooked Island, one of the Bahamas, was destroyed by the

chenille (probably a lepidopterous larva ') • and the red dug, an insect

equally noxious, stained it so much in some places as to render it of little

or no value. Browne relates that in Jamaica a bug destroys whole fields

of this plant, and the caterpillar of that beautiful butterfly Helicopis Ciijndo

also feeds upon it.^ That of a hawk-moth, Sphinx Carolina, is the greatest

pest of tobacco : and it is attacked likewise by the larva of a moth,

Phalcena Rhcxico Smith ^, and by other insects of the names and kind of

which I am ignorant; and the coffee plantations in Guadeloupe and other

of the West Indian Islands are ravaged by the larvae of a little moth
CElachista Coffcella)}''

Roots are another important object of agriculture, which, however, as to

1 Castle in Pliilos. Trans, xxx. 346.

2 Tram. Ent. Soc. Lond. ii. proc. x. sxiv. xxxi.
3 Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. i. proc. ssvii. Ixx. and Westwood, in 3Iag. Nat. Hist.

vi. 407.
4 Browne's Civil and Nat. Hist, of Jamaica, 430.
* Essai sur la Geographic des Plantes, 136.

® Westwood, 3Iodern Class, of Ins. i. 347.
7 At the meeting of tlie Entomological Society on the 6th June, 1842, Mr. W. W.

Saunders read a memoir on Depressaria Gossypitlla, a small moth, the caterpillar of

which is very destructive to the cotton crops in India.
8 M'Kinnen, 171. Browne, ubi supr. Meriau, Ins. Sur, 10.

9 Smitti and Abbot, Insects of Georgia, 199.

10 Guc'rin-Me'neville, Eev. Zool. 1842, p. 24.
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many of them, they may seem to be defended by the earth that covers them,

do not escape the attack of insect-enemies.—The carrot, which forms a
valuable part of the crop of the sand-land farms in Suffolk, is often very

much injured, as is also the parsnip, by a small centipede (^Geop/ii/ies clec-

tricus) ,ax\d another polypod ( Po/i/desnnis comp/anaius), which eat into various

labyrinths the upper part of their roots ; and they are both sometimes

totally destroyed by tlie maggot of some dipterous insect, probably one of

the Miiscidce. I had an opportunity of noticing this in the month of July,

in the year 181 2, in the garden of our valued friend the Rev. Revett

Sheppard. of Offton in Suffolk. The plants appeared many of them in a

dying state ; and upon drawing them out of the ground to ascertain the

cause, these larvas were found with their head and half of their body im-

mersed in the root in an oblique direction, and in many instances they had
eaten off the end of it.^ The larva of a little moth (^HcBmilis daucella),

described by Bouche, feeds upon the seeds both of the carrot and parsnip,

covering the umbel with a silken web, and in some years destroys the

whole crop.^

America has made us no present more extensively beneficial, compared
with which the mines of Potosi are worthless, than the potato. This in-

valuable root, which is now so universally cultivated, is often, in this

country, considerably injured by the two insects first mentioned as attack-

ing the carrot, and also by the wire-worm. The Death's-head hawk-moth
(^Acherontia Atropos) in its larva state feeds upon its leaves, though without

much injury. In America it is said to suffer much from two beetles

(Cantkaris cincrca and vittatn), of the same genus with the blister-beetle^;

and another species, C. verticalis, in 1839, wholly destroyed the leaves of

the crops at Volterra in Tuscany.^ In the island of Barbadoes some
hemipterous insect, supposed to be a Tettigonia, occasionally attacks them.

In 1734 and 1735 vast swarms devoured almost every vegetable production

of that island, particularly the potato, and thus occasioned such a failure

of this excellent esculent, especially in one parish, that a collection was
made throughout the island for the relief of the poor, whose principal food

it forms.

The chief dependence of our farmers for the sustenance of their cattle

in the winter is another most valuable root, the turnip, the introduction of

which into our system of agriculture has added millions to our national

revenue ; and they have often to lament the loss and distress occasioned

by a failure in this crop, of which these minor animals are the cause. On
its first coming up, as soon as the cotyledon leaves are unfolded, a whole
host of little jumping beetles, composed chiefly of Haltica Nemoi-mn,

called by farmers ihcfii/^ and blackjack, but assisted also by other species,

1 The larviB above noticed were probably those of Psila Rosa Meigeii (Fsilomyia

Rosa Macquart), which Kollar (p. IGl.) describes as attacking carrots, residing

chiefly in the main root near the end.
2 Kollar on Ins. inj. to Gardeners, &c. 155.
5 lUiger, Blag. i. 256.
4 Passerini, quoted in Rev. Zool. 1841. p. 354.
5 The farmers would do well to change the name of this insect from turnip-fly to

turnip-flea, since, from its diminutive size and activity in leaping, the latter name is

much the most proper. The term, the fly, might with propriety be restricted to the

Hop-aphis, and other species of the same genus; and this is the more desirable, be-

cause the hop is also subject to the attack of a Haltica, which the hop planters are

judiciously beginning to distinguish by the name of the "flea."

n 4
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as H. concinna, attack and devour them ; so that, on account of their

ravages, the land is often obhged to be resovvn, and frequently with no
better success. It has been calculated by an eminent agriculturist, that

from this cause alone the loss sustained in the turnip crops in Devonshire,
in 1786, was not less than 100,000/.^ Much damage is also sometimes
occasioned by a little weevil {Xcdi/us contractus), which in the same
manner pierces a hole in the cuticle. When the plant is more advanced,
and out of danger from these pigmy foes, the black larvae of a saw-fly
{Alhalia Centifolicc) , called by the farmers the "black" and "nigger" cater-

pillars, take their place, and occasionally do no little mischief, whole
districts being sometimes nearly stripped by them; so that in 1782 and
1783, many thousand acres were on this account ploughed up : and in

1835, 1836, and 1837, the injury was not less extensive." The caterpillar

of the cabbage-butterfly {Pontia Srassica), is also sometimes found upon
the turnip in great numbers ; and Sir Joseph Banks informs me that forty

or fifty of the insects before mentioned, called by Mr. Walford the wire-

worm, but more probably, as there observed, the larvae of one of the tribe

o? Brac/iijpfera or rove-beetles, have been discovered in October just below
the leaves in a single bulb of this plant.—The small knob or tubercle often

observable on these roots is inhabited by a grub, which resembles one found
in similar knobs on the roots of iS7«ff/)/i' arvensis (from which I have bred
Nedyus contractus, and N. assimilis, small weevils nearly related to each
other), and like it produces a small weevil, Ceutorhynchus sulcicollis. This,

however, does not seem to affect their growth. Great mischief is occa-
sionally done to the young plants by the wire-worm. I was shown a field

last summer in which they had destroyed one fourth of the crop, and the

gentleman who showed them to me calculated that his loss by them would
be 100/. One year he sowed a field thrice with turnips, which were twice

wholly, and the third time in great part,'cut ofl'by this insect.^ The roots

are also sometimes seriously injured by the caterpillars of the moth
(Ag?'otis Segetuin) before mentioned as destructive to wheat crops on the

Continent. Whether the disease to which turnips are subject in some
parts of the kingdom, from the form of the excrescences into which the

* Young's Annals of Agriculture, vii. 102. For a full liistor)- of Haltica Nemorum,
from the egg to its perfect state, see the very valuable paper of Henry Le Keux,
Esq., in the Transactions of the Entomological Society of London (ii. 24.), who,
though no entomologist or agriculturist, has by his practical good sense and habits

of patient and accurate observation, thrown more light on this previously obscure
subject than all his predecessors.

2 Marshal in Philos. Trans. Ixxiii. 1783. See Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. i. proc. Ixvi.,

ii. proc. Ixxviii. and the admirable Prize Essay, containing a full history of this

insect by G.Newport, Esq., 1838. See also the valuable papers on this insect, and
on the turnip-flea, in Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. ii., by
John Curtis, Esq.

3 Trans. Soc. Ent. Lond. ii. proc. xxx. A striking instance of the use of hand-
picking (in most cases by far the most effective mode of getting rid of insects) ap-
peared in the JFest Briton, a provincial paper, in November, 1838, stating that Mr.
G. Pearce of Pennare Goran had saved an acre and a half of turnips, sown to replace

wheat destroj-ed bj- the wire-worm and attacked by hosts of these larvaj, by setting

boys to collect them, who, at the rate of three half-pence per 100, gathered 18,000,

as many as 60 having been taken from one turnip. Thus at an expense of only
1/. 2s. Gd. an acre and a half of turnips, worth from 5/. to 71. or more, was saved;
while as the boys could each collect GOO per da}', 30 davs' employment was given
to them at Ori. per day, which they would not otherwise have had.
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bulb shoots, called fingers and toes, be occasioned by insects, is not cer-

tainly known.* Another root, the Beet, which has within the last twenty
years been almost as extensively cultivated in France for the manufacture
of sugar as turnips with us, is much injured by a small beetle, a new
species of Cryploj}hagiis described by M. Macquart (C Bette), which
devours the plants as soon as they appear above ground.''*

We have wandered long enough about the fields to observe the progress

of insect devastation : let us now return home to visit the domains of

Flora and Pomona, that we may see whether their subjects are exposed
to equal maltreatment. If we begin with the Mtclioi-gardcn, we shall find

that its various productions, ministering so materially to our daily comfort

and enjoyment, almost all suffer more or less from the attack of the

animals we are considering.— Thus, the earliest of our table dainties,

radis/ies, are devoured by the maggot of a fly (Antkomt/ia liadicuvi), assisted

by those of a very small beetle (^Latridius j)oi-catus'^), and our lettuces by
the caterpillars of several species of moth ; one of which is the beautiful

tiger-moth (^Euprep'ia Cajci), another the pot-herb moth ( Alamestra ole-

racca), a third anonymous, described by Reaumur, as beginning at the

root, eating itself a mansion in the stem, and so destroying the plant before

it cabbages,^ And when they are come to their perfection and appear fit

tor the table, their beauty and delicacy are often marred by the troublesome
earwig, which, insinuating itself into them, defiles them with its excrements ;

while the seed is often nearly wholly destroyed (as was the case in Suffolk

in 1836 and the three following years) by the grubs of a tly (y^/HiAo?H_y/«

LactuccE Bouche) which live in the involucre, and teed on the seeds and
receptacle.^ What more acceptable vegetable in the spring than brocoli ?

Yet how dreadfully is its foliage often ravaged m tiie autumn by numerous
hordes of the cabbage-luittertly ; so that, in an extensive garden, you will

sometimes see nothing left of the leaves except the veins and stalks.—
What more useful, again, than the cabbage ? Besides the same insect,

which injures them in a similar way, and a species of field-bug {Fentatoma
ornata), which pierces the leaves like a sieve®, in some countries they are

infested by the caterpillar of a most destructive moth (Mamcstra Brassicce),

to which I have before alluded ; which, not content with the leaves, pene-

trates into the very heart of the plant.'— One of the most delicate and

^ Spence's Observations on ilie Disease in Turnips called Fingers and Toes, Hull,

1812, 8vo.
2 Ann. Sc. Nat. xxiii. 94. quoted by Westwood, 3Iod. Class, of Ins. i. 148.
3 Kyber in Geruiar's 3Iag. der Entom. i. 1.

4 Keaum. ii. 471.
^ Curtis in Gardener's Chronicle, 1841, p. 303.
6 KoUar on Ins. iuj. to Gardeners, &c. p. 148.
7 De Geer, ii. 440. In the summer of 182(1, when at Brussels, I observed that de-

licious vegetable of the cabbage tribe so largely cultivated there under the name of
Jets de ctioux, and which in England we call Brussels sprouts, to be materially in-

jured in tiie later stages of its growth by the attacks of the turnip-flea, and other
little beetles of the same genus {Haltica), which were so numerous and so universally

prevalent, that I scarcely ever examined a full-grown plant from which a vast num-
ber niiglit not have been collected. Some plants were almost black with them, the
species most abundant being of a dark copper tinge. They had not merely eroded
the cuticle in various parts, so as to give tiie leaves a brown blistered appearance,

but had also eaten thera into large holes, at the margin of which I often saw them
in the act of gnawing ; and the stunted and unhealthy appearance of the plants
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admired of all table vegetables, concerning which gardeners are most apt

to pride themselves, and bestow much pains to produce in perfection, I

mean the cauliflower, is often attacked by a fly, which, ovipositing in that

part of the stalk covered by the earth, the maggots, when hatched, occasion

the plant to wither and die, or to produce a worthless head.^ Even when
the head is good and handsome, if not carefully examined previous to

being cooked, it is often rendered disgusting by earwigs that have crept

into it, or the green caterpillar of Pontia Rapes. In 1836, as we learn from

Mr. Westwood, great injury was done in the market gardens to the west

of London to the cauliflowers and other plants of the cabbage tribe by a

species of aphis covered with a purple powder, which had not been 'before

observed by the gardeners, who called it a new kind of blight.^

Our peas, beans, carrots, parsnips, turnips, and potatoes are attacked in

the garden by the same enemies that injure them in the fields*; I shall

therefore dismiss them without further notice, and point out those which

infest another of our most esteemed kinds of pulse, kidney beans. These
are principally Aphides, which in dry seasons are extremely injurious to

them. The fluid which they secrete, falling upon the leaves, causes them

sufficiently indicated the injurious effect of this interruption of the proper office of

the sap. 'What was particularly remarkable, considering the locomotive powers ot

these insects, was that the young turnips, sown in August after the wheat and rye,

close to acres of Brussels sprouts (which all round Brussels are planted in the open

fields among other crops), infested by myriads of these insects, were not more eaten

by them than they usually are in England, and produced good average crops. It

would seem, agreeably to u fact which I shall mention in its place in speaking of the

food of insects, that they prefer the taste of leaves to which they have been accus-

tomed, to younger plants of the same natural family ; and hence perhaps the previous

sowing of a crop of cabbage-plants in the corner of a tield meant for turnips, might
allure and keep there the great bulk of these insects- present in the vicinitj-, until the

turnips were out of danger.
1 Perhaps this fly is the same which Linne confounded with Tachina Larvamm,

which he says he had found in the roots of the cabbage {Syst. Nat. 992. 78.). I say
" confounded," because it is not likely that the same species should be parasitic in

an insect, and also inhabit a vegetable. It is obviously the same described by Kollar

from Bouchc under the name "oi Anthomyia Brasska {Ib^i.^, \i\\\c\\ he states often

destroys whole fields of cabbages by boring into the roots and stalks.

2 Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. ii. proc. xxi.
5 On examining some young garden peas and beans about four inches high, 1

observed the margins of tlie leaves to be gnawed into deep scollops by a little wee-

vil {Sitona I'mcata), of which I found from two to eight on each pea and bean, and

many in the act of eating. Not only were the larger leaves of every plant thus

eroded, but in many cases the terminal young shoots and leaves were apparently

irreparably injured. I have often noticed this and another of the short-snouted Cur-

culios {S. tibialis) In great abundance in pea and bean fields, but was not aware till

now that either of tiiem was injurious to these plants. Probably both are so, but

%vhether the crop is materially ati'eeted by them must be left to further inquiry.

Garden beans still more than the iield kinds, ]\Ir. Curtis informs us, greatly suffered

in 1841, from the holes which humble bees (Bombus terrestris and hicorum) made in

the blossoms (as they usually do) to get out the honey contained in the nectary,

which operation injuring the pods in their earliest state, four-fifths of them were

destroyed, and produced no beans. (Curtis in Gardener's Chron. 1841, p. 485.)

Whenat Shrewsbury in August 1839, 1 found almost every pod of the garden peas

brought to market inhabited by a single yellowish-white lepidopterous larva, three

or four lines long, which had eaten more or less of each pea, but which, though

several assumed the pupa state and entered the earth in the box in which they were

placed, never became perfect moths.
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to turn black as if sprinkled with soot ; and the nutriment being subtracted

from the pods by their constant suction, they are prevented from coming
to their proper size or perfection. The beans also which they contain are

sometimes devoured by the caterpillar of a small moth.^— Onions, which
add a relish to the poor man's crusts and cheese, and form so material an

ingredient in the most savoury dishes of the rich, are also the favourite food

of the maggot of a fly, that often does considerable damage to the crop.

—

From this maggot (for a supply of onions containing which I have to thank

my friend Mr. Campbell, surgeon of'Hedon, near Hull, where it is very

injurious, particularly in light soils) I have succeeded in breeding the fly,

which proves of that tribe of the Linnean genus Musca, now called An-
f/iomi/ia. Being apparently undescribed, and new to my valued corre-

spondent Count HofFmansegg, to whom I sent it, I call it A. Cepamm.—
The diuretic asparagus, towards the close of the season, is sometimes ren-

dered unpalatable by the numerous eggs of the asparagus beetle (Crioceris

Asjxirrigi), and its larva; feed upon the foliage after the heads branch out.

— Cucumbers with us enjoy an immunity from insect assailants; but in

America they are deprived of this privilege, an unascertained species,

called there the cucumber fly, doing them great injury. '^— The plants of

spinach are sometimes eaten bare by the blackish-brown caterpillars of the

lovely little moth G/j/p/iyj)feiyx Bcesella.^— Horse-radish (as well as the

cabbage tribe) is attacked by the larvfE of another moth, Alcsographe for-

ficaUsA— And to name no more, mushrooms, which are frequently culti-

vated and much in request, often swarm with the maggots of various

Diptera and Coleoplera.

The insects just enumerated are partial in their attacks, confining them-
selves to one or two kinds of our pulse or other vegetables. But there

are others that devour more indiscriminately the produce of our gardens ;

and of these in certain seasons and countries we have no greater and more
universal enemy than the caterpillar of a moth called by entomologists

Flus'ia Gamma, from its having a character inscribed in gold on its primary

wings, which resembles that Greek letter. This creature affords a preg-

nant instance of the power of Providence to let loose an animal to the

work of destruction and punishment. Though common with us, it is

seldom the cause of more than trivial injury ; but in the year 1735 it was
so incredibly multiplied in France as to infest the whole country. On the

great roads, wherever you cast your eyes, you might see vast numbers
traversing them in all directions to pass from field to field ; but their

ravages were particularly felt in the kitchen-gardens, where they devoured
every thing, whether pulse or pot-herbs, so that nothing was left besides

the stalks and veins of the leaves. The credulous multitude thought they

were poisonous, report afiirming that in some instances the eating of them
had been followed l)y baneful effects. In consequence of this alarming

idea, herbs were banished for several weeks from the soups of Paris. For-
tunately these destroyers did not meddle with the corn, or famine would
have followed in their train. Reaumur has proved that a single pair of
these insects might in one season produce 80,000 ; so that were the
friendly Ichneumons removed, to which the mercy of Heaven has given it

» Reaum. ii. 479. 2 Jjavton in Fliilos. 3Iagaz. ix. 62.

3 KciUar's Ins. inj. to Gardeners, &c. p. 157. ^ Ibid. p. 155.
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in charge to keep their numbers within due limits, we should no longer

enjoy the comfort of vegetables with our animal food, and probably soon
become the prey of scorbutic diseases.^— I must not overlook that sin-

gular animal the mole-cricket {Gryllotalpa vulgaris), which is a terrible

devastator of the produce of the kitchen-garden. It burrows under
ground, and devouring the roots of plants thus occasions them to wither,

and even gets' into hot-beds. It does so much mischief in Germany, that

the author of an old book on gardening, after giving a figure of it, exclaims,
" Happy are the places where this pest is unknown !

"

The flowers and shrubs that form the ornament of our parterres and
pleasure-grounds, seem less exposed to insect depredation than the pro-

duce of the kitchen-garden ; yet still there are not a few that suffer from
it. The foliage of one of our greatest favourites, the rose, suffers from the

caterpillars of the little rose-moths. Tinea {Ornix) rodophagella Kollar,

Torfrix (Argjjrofoza) Bergmanniana'^, and of several other moths, and
often loses all its loveliness and lustre from the excrements of the Aphides
that prey upon it. The leaf-cutter bee also (^Mcgachile^ centuncularis), by
cutting pieces out to form for its yoijng its cells of curious construction,

disfigures it considerably ; and the froth frog-hopper (Aphrophora spu-

maria), aided by the saw-fly of the rose (Hj/lofoma Bosce), as well as

others of the same family, contributes to check the luxuriance of its growth,
and to diminish the splendour of its beauty ; but all these evils are nothing

compared with the wholesale devastation sometimes made on the roots of
this sin'ub by the larvte of cockchafers, which in two years destroyed,

at Chenevieres sur Maine in France, 100,000 rose-trees in M. Vibert's

nurseries, which he was forced to abandon. Reaumur has given the his-

tory of a fly {Merodon Narcissi) whose larva feeds in safety within the

bulbs of the Narcissus, and destroys them ; and also of another, though
he neglects to describe the species, which tarnishes the gay parterre of the
florist, whose delight is to observe the freaks of nature exhibited in the

various many-coloured streaks which diversify the blossom of the tulip, by
devouring its bulbs.*— Sedums, and other out-of-door plants in pots,

are often greatly injured by having the upper part of their roots gnawed by
the larvae of a beetle, Oliorhyiichus sulcatus.^— Ray notices another insect

mentioned by Swamnierdam, probably Bibio horlulana, which he calls the

deadliest enemy of the flowers of the spring. He accuses it of despoiling

the gardens and fields of every blossom, and so extinguishing the hope of

the year.® But you must not take up a prejudice against an innocent

creature, even under the warrant of such weighty authority ; for the insect

which our great naturalist has arraigned as the author of such devastation

is scarcely guilty, if it be at all a culprit, in the degree here alleged against

it. As it is very numerous early in the j'ear, it may perhaps discolour the

vernal blossoms, but its mouth is furnished with no instrument to enable

it to devour them. Lastly, to omit various other enemies of our parterres,

as the wire-worm, &c., I may mention that universal pest, the earwig

1 Eeaum. ii. 337.
2 Westwood in Loudon's Gard. Mag. Sept. 1837.

3 Apis. * *, c. 2. a. K. 4 Eeaum. iv. 499.
* AVestwood in Loudon's Gard. Mag. 1837. No. 85.

^ Eai, Hist. Ins. rrolegom. xi.
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against which the florist is obliged to use various precautions to protect

his choicest carnations, pinks, and dahhas from its ravages.

In our sti:ves and greenhouses the Aphides often reign triumphant ; for,

if they be not discovered and destroyed when their numbers are small,

their increase becomes so rapid, and their attack so indiscriminate, that

every plant is covered and contaminated by them, beauty being converted

into deformity, and objects before the most attractive now exciting only

nausea and disgust. The coccus (C. Hcspcridum) also, which looks like

an inanimate scale upon the bark, does considerable injury to the two prime

ornaments of our conservatories, the orange and the mjrtle ; drawing oft"

the sap by its pectoral rostrum, and thus depriving the plant of a portion

of its nutriment, at the same time that it causes unpleasant sensations in

the beholder from its resemblance to the pustule of some cutaneous

disease. .Similar injury is done by the mealy-bug {Coccus Adonidurn L.)

to many soft-leaved dicotyledonous plants, sucli as the coffee-tree, Justlcia,

&c., as well as to Musa, Canua, Sec. ; and various species of scale insects,

separated from Coccus by Bouche under the names of Aspidiolus Ncrii,

RoscE, &c., attack the oleanders, rosjcs, bays, cactuses, &c. ; while the red

spider {Erylhrccus tclarius), spinning its web over the under surface of the

leaves, draws out their juices with its rostrum, and thus enfeebles, and, if

unmolested, in the end, destroys them.^

I must next conduct you from the garden into the orchard and fruiterz/ ;

and here you will find the same enemies still more busy and successful in

their attempts to do us hurt. The strawberry, which is the earliest

and at the same time most grateful of our fruits, enjoys also the privi-

lege of being almost exempt froiu insect injury. A jumping weevd (0/-
chestes Fragarice) is said by Fabricius to inhabit this plant ; but as the

same species is abundant in this country upon the beech, the beauty of

which it materially injures by the numberless holes which it pierces in the

leaves, and has, I believe, never been taken upon the strawberry, it seems
probable that Smidt's specimens might have fallen upon the latter from
that tree.*^ The only insect I have observed feeding upon this fruit is the

ant, and the injury that it does is not material. The raspberry, the fruit of
which arrives later at maturity, has more than one species of these animals

for its foes. Its foliage sometimes suffers much from the attack of Me-
lolontha horticola^, a little beetle related to the cockchafer : when in flower,

the footstalks of the blossom are occasionally eaten through by a more,
minute animal of the same order, Bijturus fomentosus, which I once saw
prove fatal to a whole crop, and of which the larva feeds upon the

fruit itself; and bees frequently anticipate us, and, by sucking the fruit

with their proboscis, spoil it for the table. Gooseberries and currants,

those agreeable and useful fruits, a common object of cultivation both to

1 KOllar on Ins. wj. to Gardeners, &c. 178—182.
2 This kind of misnomer frequently occurs in entomological authors. — Thus, for

instance, the Curculin {Rhi/ncliites) AlliaricB of Linne, feeds upon tlio hawthorn, and
Curculio {Cryplorhynchus) Lapat/ii upon the willow (Curtis in Linn. Trims, i. 86.);
Iiut as AUiaria is common in lunvthorn hedges, and docks often grow under willows,
the mistake in question easily happened; when, however, such mistakes are dis-

covered, the Trivial Name ought certainly to be altered.
^ I consider this insect as the type of a new subgenus (Plii/Uopertha K. MS.),

which connects those tribes of MeloUmtlia F., that have a niesosternal prominence
with those that have not. Of tliis subgenus I possess six species. It is clearly dis-

tinct from AnisopUa, under which De Jean arranges it
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poor and rich, have their share of enemies in this class. The all-attacking

Aphides do not pass over them, and the former especially are sometimes
greatly injured by them ; their excrement falling upon the berries renders

them clammy and disgusting, and they soon turn quite black from it. In

July, 1812, I saw a currant-bush miserably ravaged by a species of Coccus,
very much resembling the Coccus of the vine. The eggs were of a beauti-

ful pink, and enveloped in a large mass of cotton-like web, which could

be drawn out to a considerable length. Sir Joseph Banks once showed
me a branch of the same shrub perforated down to the pith by the cater-

pillar of ^Egnj'a tipuUformis: the diminished size of the fruit pointing out,

as he observed, where this enemy has been at work. In Germany, where,

perhaps, this insect is more numerous, it is said not seldom to destroy the

larger Inishes of the red currant.^ The foliage of these fruits often suffers

much from the black and white caterpillar of Abraxas grossu/ariaia, and
sometimes from those of Halias Vaiiaria ; but their worst and most destruc-

tive enemy is that of a small saw-fly (Kematus GrossularicB Dahlboni).

This larva is of a green colour, shagreened as it were with minute black

tubercles, which it loses at its last moult. The fly attaches its eggs in

rows to the under side of the leaves. When first hatched, the little ani-

mals feed in society ; but having consumed the leaf on which they were
born, they separate from each other, and the work of devastation proceeds

with such rapidity, that frequently, where many families are produced on
the same bush, nothing of the leaves is left but the veins, and all the fruit

for that year is spoiled,*

Upon the leaves of the cherry, which usually succeeds the gooseberry,

in common with those of the pear and several other fruit-trees, the slimy

larva of another saw-fly (^Selandria Ccrasi) makes its repast, yet without

being the cause of any very material injury. But in North America, a

second species nearly related to it, known there by the name of the slug'

zvorm, has become prevalent to such a degree as to threaten the destruction

not only of the cherry, but also of the pear, quince, and plum. In 1797,

they were so numerous that the smaller trees were covered by them; and
a breeze of air passing through those on which they abounded became
charged with a very disagreeable and sickening odour. Twenty or thirty

were to be seen on a single leaf; and many trees, being quite stripped,

were obliged to put forth fresh foliage, thus anticipating the supply of the

.succeeding year, and cutting off the prospect of fruit.^—In some parts of

Germany the cherry-tree has an enemy equally injurious. A splendid

beetle of the weevil tribe {Rhynchites Bacchus) bores with its rostrum
through the half-grown fruit into the soft stone, and there deposits an egg.

The grub produced from it feeds upon the kernel, and, when about to

' Wiener Verzcich. 8vo. 29.
2 Fabiicius seems to have regarded the saw-fl}^ that feeds upon the sallow {Nemattis

Caprece), not only as synonymous with that which feeds upon the osier, but also with
our little assailant of the gooseberry and currant. Yet it is very evident from Reau-
mur's account, whose accuracy may be depended upon, that they are all distinct

species. Fabrtcius's description of the fly agrees with the insect of the gooseberry,

but that which he has given of the larva belongs to the animal inhabiting the sallow.

Probabl}', confounding the two species, he described the imago from the insect of the

former, and the larva (if he did not copy from Keaumur or Linne) from that of the

latter. Linne was correct in regarding Reaumur's three insects as distinct species,

though he appears to be mistaken in referring to him under N. flavus, as the saw-fly
of the currant and gooseberry is not wholly yellow.

3 I'eck's Nat. Hist, of the Slug-worm, 9.
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become a pupa, gnaws its way through the cherry, and sometimes not one
in a thousand escapes.^ This insect is fortunately rare with us, and has

usually been found upon the black thorn. The cherry-fly also (Tephritis

Cerasi) provides a habitation for its maggot in the same fruit, which it in-

variably spoils.^

The different varieties of the plum are every year more or less injured

by Aphides ; and a Coccus (C. PersiccE ?) sometimes so abounds upon them
that every twig is thickly beaded with the red semiglobose bodies of the

gravid females, whose progeny in spring exhaust the trees by pumping out

the sap. In Germany, as we learn from M. Schmidberger, while the plum-

trees suffer from having their bark injured by two bark-boring beetles

(Scoljjtus hcBmorrhons and S. Pruni), their fruit is destroyed by the larvas

of a beetle {Rhynchites cupreiis), of a moth (^Carpocapsa nigricana), and of

a saw-fly (Tenthredo Morio)?
The pear-tree is liable to have its bark pierced in this country by the

larvae of Carpocapsa Wosbernna, which often lays the foundation of canker*;

and in America by those of two beetles {Scoh/tiis pjpi, and Strobi Peck ^) ;

its sap is injuriously drawn off by Psi/Ila j^tjri ; its leaves have their paren-

chyma eaten away from under the cuticles, so as to give them a blistered

appearance, by the larva of the pretty little moth Tinea ClerkcUa L. ; and
while the blossoms are rendered abortive by the attacks of the grub of a

beetle (/iH/Ao«o??n(5^jj/ri Kollar), the fruit is caused to drop off prema-

turely and rot by the larvae of not fewer than three minute tipiilidan flies

{Sicara pyri Schmidberger, Sclara Schmklbcrgcri KoUar, and Cecidomyia

nigra Meigen ^), and also by that of a four small winged fly, observed by

Mr. Knight, which would seem to be a saw-fly, and is probably the

species which Reaumur saw enter the blossom of a pear before it was quite

open, doubtless to deposit its eggs in the embryo fruit. He often found in

young pears, on opening them, a larva of this genus.^ A little moth like-

wise is mentioned by Mr. Forsyth as very injurious to this tree.^

But of all our fruits none is so useful and important as the apple, and
none suffers more from insects, which according to Mr. Knight are a more
frequent cause of the crops failing than frost. Here, as in the pear-trees,

the bark, and consequently the whole tree, suffers from the larvEe of

Carpocapsa VVceberana, and of Tinea corticella L., as well as of a Srolytus

nearly related to S. destructor, but perhaps distinct, which I found infesting

it in Guernsey in 1836; and in Austria the larva of another beetle

(Tri/podendron dispar) pierces into the heart of young healthy trees, and
destroyed M. Schmidberger several of iiis stock.^ The sap is often

injuriously drawn oft' by Psijlla mali ^°
; and by a minute Coccus, of which

the female has the exact shape of a mussel-shell (C. arborum linearis

Geoffr.), and which Reaumur has accurately described and figured.^^ This

species so abounded in 1816 on an apple-tree in my garden, that the whole
bark was covered with it in every part ; and I have since been informed

1 Trost Kleiner Beytrag. 38. ^ Eeaum. ii. 477.
5 Kiillar on Ins. wj. to Gardeners, &c. 237. 232. 268.
•* Sec observations on this insect in Trans, of Hort. Soc. ii. 25. by W. Spence.
5 Westwood, 3Iod. Class, of Ins. i. 353.

^ Kbllar, ubi supr. 250. 289. 292.
' Reaum. ubi supr. 475. 8 Qn Fruit Trees, 271,
y Kiillar 071 Ins. inj. to Gardeners, &c. 25G.

10 Keaum. iv. 69. i. 5. f. 6, 7. " Ibid. 278.
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hy Joshua Haworth, jun. Esq., of Hull, that it equally infests other trees

in the neighbourhood. Even the fruit of a golden pippin which he sent

rae were thickly beset with it. But the insect wiiich most injures our
apple-trees by drawing off their sap, and which has been known in this

country only since the year 1787, is the apple-aphis, called by some the

Coccus, and by others the American b/igkt. This is a minute insect, covered

with a long cotton-like wool transpiring from the pores of its body, which
takes its station in the chinks and rugosities of the bark, where it increases

abundantly, and, by constantly extracting the sap, causes ultimately the

destruction of the tree. Whence this pest was first introduced is not

certainly known. Sir Joseph Banks traced its origin to a nursery in

Sloane Street ; and at first he was led to conclude that it had been im-

})orted with some apple-trees from France. On writing, however, to

gardeners in that country, he found it to be wholly unknown there. It

was therefore, if not a native insect, most probably derived from North
America, from whence apple-trees had also been imported by the proprietor

of that nursery. Whatever its origin, it spread rapidly. At first it was
confined to the vicinity of the metropolis, where it destroyed thousands of
trees. But it has since found its way into other parts of the kingdom,
particularly into the cyder counties ; and in 1810 so many perished from
it in Gloucestershire, that, if some mode of destroying it were not dis-

covered, it was feared the making of cyder must be abandoned. Sir Joseph
Banks long ago extirpated it from his own apple-trees, by the simple

•.nethod of taking off all the rugged and dead old bark, and then scrubbing

the trunk and branches with a hard brush.^

Even in the very commencement of their existence our choicest apple-

trees are attacked by insects ; for the young grafts, as I am informed by an
intelligent friend Mr. Scales, are frequently destroyed, sometimes many
hundreds in one night, in the nurseries about London, by Curcidio vastator

Marsh. {Ot'mrhynchus notalus), one of the short-snouted weevils ; as are

in the neighbourhood of Warsaw the grafts of this and other fruit-trees

by a smaller weevil Polt/drusus {Nemoicus) ohlongus^, which with us eats the

leaves of both apple and pear trees. The blossoms, in connnon with those

of the pear and cherry, are attacked by the figure-of-eight moth {Episema
cccruleoce])halii), which Linne denominates the pest of Pomona; and still

more effectually by the grub of a reddish long- snouted weevil {Anthonovius

pomorum), which, eating both the blossom and organs of fructification,

precludes all hope of fruit. If this danger be escaped, and the fruit be
set, it is then in Austria often destroyed by Rliiinchitcs Bacchus, the same
splendid weevil which attacks the cherr}' ; and Reaumur has given us the

history of a species of moth common in this country {Carpocnpsa j^omonella),

the caterpillar of which feeds in the centre of our apples, thus occasioning

1 This Aphis is evidently the insect described in Illiger's Magazin, i. 450. under
the name of A. lanigera, as having done great injury to the apple-trees in the
neighbourhood of Bremen in 1801. That it is an Aphis and no Coccus is clear from
its oral rostrum and the wings of the male, of which Sir Joseph Banks had an ad-
mirable drawing by Mr. Bauer. On this Aphis see Forsyth, 265. ; 31onthly Mug.
xxxii. 320. ; and also for August, 1811 ; and Sir Joseph Banks in the Horticultural
Societi/'s Transactions, ii. lt)2. Those Apliides that transpire a cottony excretion
are now considered, as before stated, as belonging to a distinct genus, under the
name of Lachnus, Illig. ; Mijzoxyk, Blot ; Kriosoma, Leach.

2 Ann. Soc, Ent. de France, viii. Bull. viii.
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them to fall ; as does also the larva of one of the saw-flies {Tenihredo

testudbica), as observed by Mr. Westwood, and the first instance known of
one of this tribe feeding in the interior of fruits.^

Our more dainty and delicate fruits, at least such as are usually so

accounted, the apricot, the peach, and the nectarine, originally of Asiatic

origin, are not less subject to the empire of insects than the homelier

natives of Europe. Certain Jj)hides form a convenient and sheltered

habitation for themselves, by causing portions of the leaves to rise into

hollow red convexities ; in these they reside, and with their rostrum

pumping out the sap, in time occasion them to curl up, and thus deform
the tree and injure the produce. The fruit is attacked by various other

enemies of this class, against which we find it not easy to secure it : wasps,

earwigs, flies, wood-lice, and ants, which last communicate to it a disagreeable

flavour, all share with us these ambrosial treasures ; the first of them as it

were o|)ening the door, by making an incision in the rind, and letting in all

the rest. The nucleus of the apricot is also sometimes inhabited by tiie

caterpillar of a moth, which, feeding on the kernel, causes the fruit to fall

prematurely.^ And much injury is done to this tree by the larva of a little

moth {Ditula angustiorana), by devouring the young blossom-buds and
tying the young shoots together with its silken thread, so as to stop their

growth,^ In this country, however, these fruits may be regarded as mere
luxuries, and therefore are of slight consequence ; but in North America
they constitute an im|,ortant part of the general produce, at least the peach,

serving both as food for swine, and furnishing by distillation a spirit. The
ravages committed upon them there by insects are so serious, that pre-

miums have been offered for extirpating them. A species of weevil,

perhaps a Rhi/nchites, enters the fi"uit when unripe, probably laying its eggs

within the stone, and so destroys them. And two kinds of Zijgccna, by
attacking the roots, do a still greater injury to the trees.*—A Coccus, as

it should seem from the description, im|)orted about thirty years ago from
the Mauritius, or else with the Constantia vine I'rom the Ciipe of Good
Hope, has destroyed nearly nine tenths of the peach trees in the Island of

St. Helena, where formerly they were so abundant, that, as in North
America, the swine were fed with their fruit. Various means have been
employed to destroy this plague, but hitherto without success.^— The
imperial pine apple, the glory of our stoves, and the most esteemed of the

gilts of Pomona, cannot, however precious, be defended from the injuries

of a singular species of mite, before mentioned, the ?«/ iS/;i(/er of gardeners,

{Eri/thrccus telcirius), which covers it, and other stove plants, with a most
deUcate, but at the same time very pernicious, web; and the Coccus

bromelicE is often as great a pest, preying upon the leaves and young fruit

beneath a white downy secretion.*^ — The olive-tree, so valuable to the

' Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. iii. proc. xxxii.
2 M. (le la Hir& in Reaum. ii. 478.
5 Westwood in Loudon's Gardener's Mag. Ko. 94. Jan. 1838.
4 Dr. Smith Barton's Letter in Plulos. Magaz. xxii. 210. —William Davy, Esq.,

American Consul of the port of Hull, long resident in the United States, informed

me, that though he had abundance of peaches at his country-house, German Town,
near Philadelphia, he could never succeed with the nectarine, the fruit constantly

falling off, perforated bv the grub of some insect.
5 bescr. of the I. of St. Helena, 147.
6 Trans. Ent. Soc, Lond. i, proc, Ixiv. ; and see also Westwood's Ohs. i, 206.

I
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inhabitants of the warmer regions of Europe, often nourishes in its berries

the destructive maggot of a fly (Dacus olecc) ; and the caterpillar of a

little moth {Tinea oleella), which preys upon the kernel of the nucleus,

occasions them to fall before they are ripe. The larvae of two beetles

Hylesinus oleiperda and Phloiotribus olece, attack the bark and alburnum of
the young branches ; another beetle, Otiorhynchus vwridionalis Schon.,

devours the young shoots and leaves ; and the sap is injuriously abstracted

by Coccus oletE, and by Pai/Ua olcce Fons.^, as well as by Thrips physapus,

which in Tuscany has of late years threatened the olive trees ot" some
districts with destruction, by attacking the young leaves and buds.^—
Every one who eats nuts knows that they are very often inhabited by a

small white grub ; this is the offspring of a weevil {Balaninus nuctun),

remarkable for its long and slender rostrum, with which it perforates the

shell when young and soft, and deposits an egg in the orifice. In France
it sometimes happens, when the chestnuts promise an abundant crop, that

the fruit falls before it conies to maturity, scarcely any remaining upon the

trees. The caterpillar of a moth which eats into its interior is the cause of
this disappointment.^ Of fruits the date has the hardest nucleus ; yet

an insect of the same tribe with the above, that feeds upon its kernel, is

armed with jaws sufficiently strong to perforate it, that it may make its

escape when the time of its change is arrived, and assume the pupa
between the stone and the flesh. And another moth, the Pyralis hninnea,

feeds on the pulp of the fruit, and there undergoes its metamorphosis.*
The date is eaten also by a beetle which Hasselquist calls a Dermcstes.^—
Another foreign fruit, the tamarind, has its stone, which is nearly as hard
as that of the date, attacked by a weevil of the same genus as the corn-weevil

of which, in the larva state, sometimes as many as forty are found in a single

stone.® The pomegranate, in the East Indies, lias its interior eaten by the

caterpillar of the hair-streak butterfly (Thecia Isocrates), of whose economy
Mr. Westvvood has given so interesting an account.''

In these last-named fruits, however, we have a far slighter interest than
in another of our imported ones, the orange, of which, in 1841 (including

lemons), we consumed upwards of 302,000 chests, paj'ing a gross duty of
63,975/., and which may be regarded as the most valuable of the whole,

combining a highly intrinsic excellence with a price which brings it within

the reach of all. It appears, however, from the interesting and important

facts stated by W. S. MacLeay, Esq., that we might have oranges still

cheaper, were it not for a little fly {Ccratitis citriperda), which lays its eggs

in them before their ^^hipment from the Azores ; and the grubs subsequently

disclosed often so greatly injure them, that the orange merchants calculate

on losing one third of their average iniportations, and of course reimburse

themselves by a proportionate advance of the price to the consumers. ^

1 M. Boj^er de Fonscolombe in Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, is. 101.

2 Passerini, Alcuni Notizie, &c.
3 Reaum. ii. 505. * Guerin-M(?neville, lievue Zoolog. 1841, p. 246.
* Ibid. ii. 507. and Hasselquist's Travds in the Levant, 428.
® Christy in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. i. f Ibid. ii. 1.

8 Zoological Journ. iv. 475. This &y, which Dr. Heineken states is common in

Madeira, and that he has also hatched it from lemons and peaches {Zool. Journ. v.

199.), seems to be the same species with Petaloplinra (Tri/peta Wied.), capitata

Macq. (Dipteres, ii. 454.), so named from the two singular clavate processes between
the eyes of the male. It may be easily obtained from decaying oranges, on the out-

Bide of which the grub assumes the pupa state.
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One of the most delicious, and at the same time most useful, of all our
fruits is the grape : to this, as you know, we are indebted for our raisins,

for our ciuTants, for our wine, and for our brandy ; you cannot therefore

but feel interested in its history, and desire to be informed, whether, like

those before enumerated, this choice gift of Heaven, whose produce
"chcereth God and man,"^ must also be the prey of insects. There is a

singular beetle, common in Hungary {Lcthrus Cephahtes) , which gnaws
off the young shoots of the vine, and drags them backward into its burrow,

where it feeds upon tliem : on this account the country people wage con-

tinual war with it, destroying vast numbers.^ Five other beetles also

attack this noble plant : three of them, mentioned by French authors

(^Rhi/nchites Bacchus, Eumalpus vitis, and Haltica oleracea), devour the

j'oung shoots, the fohage and the footstalks of the fruit, so that the latter

is prevented from coming to maturity^ ; a fourth (C cornijifor Host), by a

German, which seems closely allied to Otiorhynchus notalus, before men-
tioned, if it be not the same insect, which destroys the young vines, often

killing them the first year, and is accoimted so terrible an enemy to them,

that not only the animals, but even their eggs, are searched for and
destroyed, and to forward this work people often call in the assistance of

their neighbours.* And a fifth, Oliorhynchus sulcatus, also occasionally does
considerable injury to the vine in this country, by gnawing off the young
shoots.* Various lepidopterous larvae are still more injurious to the vine.

In the Crimea ihe small caterpillar of a Procris or Ino (genera separated

from Sphinx L.), related to /. statices, is a most destructive enemy. As
soon as the buds open in the spring, it eats its way into them, especially

the fruit-buds, and devours the germ of the grape. Two or three of these

caterpillars will so injure a vine, by creeping from one germ to another,

that it will bear no fruit nor produce a single regular shoot the succeeding

year.^ In Italv, especiall}' in Piedmont and Tuscany, the vines are often

devastated by the larva of another specie s of the same genus, Procris

ampelophaga Passerini '' ; in Germany adifilTent species does great injury

to the young branches, preventing their expansion by the webs in which it

involves them ^
; and a fourth (Torlrix fasc'tana) makes the grapes them-

selves its food : a similar insect is alluded to in the threat contained in

Deuteronomy'', while in France it is the caterpillar of a small motli, the

Tortrix vitana Bosc. {Pyralis vitana and Pillerana Fab., P. danlicana

Walck.), which does the most injury by gnawing the footstalk of the

leaves and branches of grapes i°, and of late years to such an extent in the

Maconnais and other districts, that the attention of the government having

1 That is, " High and Low," Judges, is. 13.
* Sturm, Deutschland's Fauna, i. 5.

3 Latreille, Hist. Nat. xi. 6(i. 331.— According to Kollar X163.), however, in

Austria it is li. betuleti, and not R. Bacchus which is injurious to the vines; and
the case is the same, according to M. Silbermann, as to the vines of Alsatia and the

banks of the Rhine.
* Host in Jacquin. Collect, iii. 297.
•' Westwood in Loudon's Gardener's Mag. for April, 1837.
6 Pallas's Travels in S. Russia, ii. 24L
7 Blemoria sopra due Specie d' Insetti noscivi, &c.
8 Jacquin. Collect, ii. 97.

9 Deut. xxviii. 39.

10 Walckenaer in Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, iv. G87. ; Gudrin, art. Fyrale, Diet.

Fittoresque d'Hist. Nut. pp. 409— 416.
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been called to the mischief, under their direction, my lamented friend

Professor Audouin was, at the period of his untimely death, which Ento-
mology so deejjly deplores, engaged on a fine work embracing a complete
history of tiie insect, with figures of it in every state, and an account of
the best means of destroying it. The worst pest of the vine in this

country is its Coccus (6\ vilis). This animal, which fortunately is not suffi-

eiently hardy to endure the common temperature of our atmosphere,

sometimes so abounds upon those that are cultivated in stoves and green-

houses, that their stems seem quite covered with little locks of white

cotton ; which appearance is caused by a filamentous secretion transpiring

through the skin of the animal, in which -they envelop their eggs. Where
they prevail, they do great injury to the plant by subtracting the sap from
its foliage and fruit, and causing it to bleed'; and, to close the list without

extending it by alluding with M. Walckenaer to the insects only occa-

sionally injurious to the vine, you are perfectly aware of the eagerness

with which tuasps, flies, and other insects, attack the grapes when ripe,

often leaving nothing but the mere skin for their lordly proprietor.

There are some of these creatures that attack indiscriminately all fruit-

trees. One of these is the Cicada septendecim (so called because, ac-

cording to Kalm, it appears only once in seventeen years"). The female

oviposits in the pith of the twigs of trees, where the grubs are hatched

and do infinite damage both to fruit and forest-trees.'' Birds greedily

devour them ; and a curious fact is mentioned by Dr, Harlan of Phila-

delphia (who confirms their septendecenary appearance), that young
fowls which eat them lay eggs with colourless yolks. '^ Another, the

caterpillar of the butterfly of the hawthorn (Piem oY/tegi), which, in 1791,

in some parts of Germany stripped the fruit-trees in general of their

foliage.^ In France also, in 1731 and 1732, that of a moth, which seems
related to the brown-tail moth (^Porfhesia aur'ijiutt), whose history has been

given by the late Mr. Curtis, was so numerous as to occasion a general

alarm. The oaks, elms, and white-thorn hedges looked as if some burning

wind had passed over them and dried up their leaves ; foi% the insect

devouring only one surface of them, that wliich is left becomes brown and
dry. They also laid waste the fruit-trees, and even devoured the fruit,

so that the parliament published an edict to compel people to collect and
destroy them ; but this would in a great measure have been ineffectual,

had not some cold rains fallen, which so com|)letely annihilated them
that it was difiicult to meet with a single individual.® In German}', ac-

cording to M. Schmidberger, the larvas of the following moths, Porlhesia

chrysorrhcBn, Clmocampa neiistria, Hypogijmna dhpar, Episema ctEruleo-

cephala, Yponomeuta padella, and especially Chcimatobia brumata, which he

calls the most ruinous of the whole, are all more or less injurious to fruit-

trees generally.'' " In the north of France, as we learn from iVIr. West-
wood, one of these caterpillars, that of the small ermine moth {Yponomeuta

1 According to M. Walckenaer, in his elaborate and learned Essay on the Insects

injurious to the Vine {Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, iv. 687.) it is the Coccus adonidum
wliich is injurious to vines in hot-houses in France, while the Coccus vitis attacks

those in the open air.

2 Travels, ii. 6. ' Collinson in Philos. Trans, liv. x. 65.
'' Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. i. proc. xxx.
5 Rosel, I. ii. 15. 8 Keaum. ii. 122.

' KoUar on Ins. inj. to Gardeners. &c. 190— 229.
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pade/ia), is often so numerous as to defoliate the apple trees by the road
sides for miles.' Three species of beetles aho, R/ipickites alUarite, which in

the larva state bores into the young shoots, and Nemoicus oblongus and
Fhylloperiha liorticola, which attack the leaves as perfect insects, jom their

lepidoptei'ous brethren in Germany in a general assault on fruit-trees.

If we quit the orchard and fruit-garden for a walk in our plantations and
groves, we shall still be forced to witness the sad effects of insect devasta-

tion ; and when we see, as sometimes happens, the hedges and trees en-

tirely deprived of their foliage, and ourselves of the shade we love from

the fervid beam of the noonday sun ; when the singing birds have deserted

them ; and all their music, which has so often enchanted us by its melody,

variety, and sweetness has ceased—we sliall be tempted in our hearts

to wish the whole insect race was blotted from the page of creation.

Numerous are the agents employed in this work of destruction. Amongst
the beetles, various cockchafers (AIe/okmt//a vulgaris, Amjildmalla solsti-

tialis, and Pliijlloperlha horticold), in their pei feet state, act as conspicuous

a part in injuring the trees as their grubs do in destroying the herbage.

Besides the leaves of the fruit-trees, they devour those of the sycamore,
the lime, the beech, the willow, and the elm. They are sometimes es-

pecially the conunon one, astonishingly numerous. MoufFet relates (but
one would think that there must be some mistake in the date, since they are

never so early in their appearance) that on the 24th of February, 1574,

such a number of them fell into the river Severn as to stop the wheels of
the water-mills.^ It is also recorded in the Philosophical Transactions,

that in 1688 they filled the hedges and trees of part of the county of Gal-

way in such infinite numbers, as to clmg to each other in clusters Hke bees

when they swarm ; on the wing they darkened the air, and produced a
sound like that of distant drums. When tliey were feeding, the noise of

their jaws might be mistaken for the sawing of timber. Travellers and
people abroad were very much annoyed by their continual flying in their

faces ; and in a short time the leaves of all the trees for some miles round
vvere so totally consumed by them, that at midsummer the country wore
the aspect of the depth of winter.^

But the criminals to whom it is principally owing that our groves are

sometimes stripped of the green robe of summer are the various tribes of
Lcpidojjtera, especially the nightfliers or moths, myriads of whose cater-

pillars, in certain seasons, despoil whole districts of their beauty, and our
walks of all their pleasure. Some of these, like the cockchafers, or the

caterpillars of Clisiocamjia neustria, Porthesia chrysorrhcBa, &c., before men-
tioned as attacking most fruit-trees, are also general feeders on forest

trees, though some of the species usually prefer particular kinds when
accessible. Thus in 1731 the oaks of France were terribly devastated

by the larva of lIi/2)ogijm7ia dis^yar*; as are often those of Germany by that

1 Loudon's Gardener's 3Iag. Oct. 1837.
2 Mouilet. 100.

' Philos. Trans, xix. 741.
4 Keaum. i. 387. These laxvse. were so extremely numerous in 182G on the lines

of the Allee Ver/e at Brussels, that many of the trees of tliat noble avenue, thouich

of great age, were nearly deprived of their leaves, and afforded little of the shade
which the unusual heat of the summer so urgently required. The moths which in
autumn proceeiled from them, when in motion towards night, swarmed like bees, and
subsequently on the trunk of every tree might be seen scores of females depositing

1 3
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of Cnethocampa processionea ; and those of England by the leaf-rolling

caterpillar of the pretty little green moth Tortrix viridana. Our elms have
their leaves frequently drilled into holes by the little jumping weevil,

Orchestes fcigi, and the beech, alder, &c., are partially disfigured by other
species of this saltatorial tribe. In France, however, the elms sustain a
much more serious injury from the larva of another larger beetle (Galle-

riica calmaricnsis), the leaves being sometimes so covered with them, and
rendered so brown, as to have the appearance of having been struck by
lightning, as was the case with the fine promenades of Rouen, when I was
there in 1836. Cheimatohia brumata is likewise a fearful enemy to the
foliage of almost every kind of tree.^ The woods in certain provinces of
North America are in some years entirely stripped by the caterpillar of
another moth, which eats all kinds of leaves. This happening at a time
of the year when the heat is most excessive, is attended by fatal conse-
quences; for, being deprived of the shelter of their foliage, whole forests

are sometimes entirely dried up and ruined.^ The brown-tail moth, before
alluded to, which occasionally bares our hawthorn hedges, has been ren-

dered famous by the alarm it caused to the inhabitants of the vicinity of
the metropolis in 1782, when rewards were offered for collecting the cater-

pillars, and the churchwardens and overseers of the parishes attended to

see them burnt by bushels. You may have observed, perhaps, in some
cabinets of foreign insects, an ant, the head of which is very large in pro-
portion to the size of its body, with a piece of leaf in its mouth many
times bigger than itself. These ants, called in Tobago parasol ants (^Atta

ceplialotes), cut circular pieces out of the leaves of various trees and plants,

which they carry in their jaws to their nests ; and they will strip a tree of
its leaves in a night, a circumstance which has been confirmed to me by
Captain Hancock.^ Stedman mentions another very large ant, being at

least an inch in length, which has the same instinct. It was a pleasant

spectacle, he observes, to behold this army of ants marching constantly in

the same direction, and each individual with its bit of green leaf in its

their down-covered patch of eggs. In the Park they were also very abundant; and
it may be safely asserted that if one half of the eggs deposited were to be hatched,
in 1827 scarcely a leaf would remain in either of these favourite places of public re-

sort. Happily, however, this calamitj' was prevented by natural means. Of the
vast number of patches of eggs which I saw on almost every tree in the Park about
the end of September, I could two months afterwards, to my no small surprise, dis-

cover scarcely one, though the singularity of the fact made me examine closely.

For their disappearance I have no doubt the inhabitants of Brussels are indebted to

the tit-mouse (^Parus), the tree-creeper {Certhia familiaris), and other small birds
known to derive part of their food from the eggs of insects, and which abound in the
Park, where they may be often seen running up and down the trunks of the trees, at
once providing their own food and rendering a service to man, which all his powers
would be inadequate completely to effect.

Eeaumur (ii. lOG.) in certain seasons found these patches of eggs so numerous, that
in the Bois de Boidogne there was scarcely an oak, the under side of the branches of
which were not covered by them for an extent of seven or eight feet. He informs
ns that the eggs are not hatched till the following spring.

1 De Geer, ii. 452. 2 Kalm's Travels, ii. 7.

3 The same intelligent gentleman related to me, that a person having taken some
land at Bahia in the lirazils, he was compelled by these ants, which were so numer-
ous as to render every effort to destroy them ineffectual, to relinquish the occupation
of it. Their nests were excavated to the astonishing depth of fourteen feet. Merian,
Insect. Sur. 18. Smeathman on Termites, Phil. Trans. Ixsi. 39. note 35.
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mouth. ^ The insects injurious to deciduous trees mostly leave the fir and
pine tribes untouched ; but these on the other hand, are subject to have
their foliage ravaged by a great variety of insect enemies peculiar to them-
selves, to some extent in this country, but far more on the Continent, as

by the larvae of various moths (DendroUmus pini, Psilura monacha, Achatia

j)i}tipe7-(!a, Bupahis jnninrius, Orthotcsnln htrionana and rcsineUa, &c.) ; and
of not fewer than three species of saw-fly {Lophynis jjmi and rufus and
PampIiUius ert/throcephala).'^ The injury thus caused to trees by insects

is not confined to the mere loss of their leaves for one season ; for it oc-

casions them to draw upon the funds of another, by sending forth prema-
,ture shoots, and making gems unfold, that, in the ordinary course, would
not have put forth their foliage till the following year.

Other insects, though they do not entirely devour the leaves of trees

and plants, yet considerably diminish their beauty. Thus, for instance,

sometimes the subcutaneous larvae undermine them, when the leaf ex-

hibits the whole course of their labyrinth in a pallid, tortuous, gradually

dilating line— at others, the Tortrices disfigure them by rolling them up,

or the leaf-cutter bees by taking a piece out of them, or certain Tinecs

again by eating their under surface, and so causing them to wither either

partially or totally. You have doubtless observed what is called the honey-

dew upon the maple and other trees, concerning which the learned Roman
naturalist Pliny, gravely hesitates whether he shall call it the sweat of the

heavens, the sahva of the stars, or a liquid produced by the purgation of the

air ! !
^ Perhaps you may not be aware that it is a secretion of Aphides,

whose excrement has the privilege of emulating sugar and honey in sweet-

ness and purity. It, however, often tarnishes the lustre of those trees in

which these insects are numerous, and is the lure that attracts the swarms
of ants which you may often see travelling up and down the trunk of the

oak and other trees.* The larch in particular is inhabited by an A2Jhis

transpiring a waxy substance like filaments of cotton : this is sometimes so

infinitely multiplied upon it as to whiten the whole tree, which often

perishes in consequence of its attack. The beech is infested by a similar

one. Some animals also of this genus inhabiting the poplar, elm, lime,

and willow, reside in galls they have produced, that disfigure the leaves or
their footstalks. Perhaps those resembling fruit, or flowers, or moss, pro-
duced by the Aphis of the fir {Aphis abictis), the different species of gall-

gnats (Cecido»ii/ia), or occasioned by the puncture and oviposition of the
various kinds of gall-flies {Cj/nips), may be regarded rather as an ornament

1 Stedman, ii. 142.
2 KiiUar, OH Ins. inj. to Gardeners, &c. 323—356.
3 HUt. Nat. \. xi. c. I-.'.

* It is contended by some observers, that besides the honey-dew caused by Aphides,
there is auothur arising solely from a morbid exudation of the saccharine juices of
trees. This is certainly possible ; Imt I may observe, that in the course of more than
thirty )-ears which I have attended to this subject (seven of them spent on the Con-
tinent, where the greater heat might be supposed likely to cause morbid vegetable
action), I liavc never met with any honey-dew which did not seem to me very
clearly referable to Aphides as its origin ; though, from the circumstance of their
having been all swept away by the attacks of th( ir natural enemies and other causes,
while their saccharine excretion remains on the leaves for weolts in a dry time, and
after being moistened by a slight dew may have ever}' appearance of being a recent
morbid exudation, and may, even after very copious dews, fall on the ground, a
casual observer may often be plausibly led to a difierent conclusion.
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than as an injury to a tree or shrub ; yet when too numerous they must
deprive it of its proper nutriment, and so occasion some defect. And
probably the enormous weiis, and other monstrosities and deformities

observable in trees, may have been originally produced, by the bite or in-

cision of insects.

Besides exterior insect enemies, living trees are liable to the ravages
of many that are interior. These interior feeders may be divided into two
great classes— those which bore into the heart and substance of the

wood, and those which feed upon the inner bark, with the adjoining

alburnum or sap-wood. Amongst the former the larva of a large weevil

{Cryptorhynchus lapathi) bores into the wood of the willow and sallow,

which thus in time often become so hollow as to be easily blown down.^
The stag-beetle tribe, or Lucanidce, have a similar appetite ; but the most
extensive family of timber-borers are the Capricorn beetles^, including the
Fabrician genera of Prionus, Ceramby.v, Lamia, Stenocoriis, Leptura, Rha-
gium, Gnoma, Saperda, Callidium ^, and Clytus. The larva of these, as

soon as hatched, leaves its first station between the bark and wood, and
begins to make its way into the solid timber (some of them plunging even
into the iron heart of the oak), where it eats for itself tortuous paths, at its

first starting, perhaps, not bigger than a pin's head, but gradually increasing

in dimensions as the animal increases in magnitude, till it attains in some
instances to a diameter of one or two inches. Only conceive what havoc
the grub of the vast Prionus giganfeiis must make in a beam ! Percival is

probably speaking of this beetle, when, in his account of Ceylon, he tells

VIS, " There is an insect found here which resembles an immense over-
grown beetle. It is called by us a carpenter, from its boring large holes in

timber, of a regular form, and to the depth of several feet, in which, when
finished, it takes up its habitation."* Seeing the perfect insect come out
of these holes, an unentomological observer would naturally conclude that

the beetle he saw had formed it, and lived in it ; but, doubtless, the whole
was the work of the grub. Of all the Coleopterous genera, there is none
the species of which are generally so rich, resplendent, and beautiful, as

those of Bujvesds: these likewise, in their first state, there is abundant
reason to believe, derive their nutriment from the [produce of the forest,

in which they sometimes remain for many years before they assume their

perfect state, and appear in their full splendour, as if nature required more
time than usual to decorate these lovely insects. We learn from Mr.

^ Lewin in Linn. Trans, iii. 1. Curtis in ditto, i. 86.

' See Kivby in Linn. Trans, v. 250.— More than a hundred species of the Capri-
corn tribe, many of them nondescripts, were collected near Kiode Janeiro by Captain
Hancock of the Foudroyant.

3 The larva of a CaUidium (which Dr. Leach has discovered to be C. bajulum)
sometimes does material injury to the wood-work of the roofs of houses in London,
piercing in everv direction the fir-rafters (in which it most probably took up its resi-

dence while they were growing as trees), and, when arrived at the perfect state,

making its way out even through sheets of lead, one sixth of an inch thick, when
the}' happen to have been nailed upon the rafter in which it has assumed its final

metamorphosis. I am indebted to the kindness of Sir Joseph Banks for a specimen
of such a sheet of lead, which, though only eight inches long and four broad, is thus
pierced with twelve oval holes, of some of which the longest diameter is a quarter
of an inch ! Mr. Charles Miller first discovered lead in the stomach of the larva of
this insect.

4 P. 310.
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Marsham that the grub of B. splnicUda was ascertained to have existed

in the wood of a deal table more than twenty years.'

Another tribe of internal wood-borers belongs to the genus Sirex of the

order Hymenoptera. Mr. Stephens informs me that the fir-trees in a

plantation of Mr. Foljambe's, in Yorkshire, were destroyed by the larva^

oi Sirex gigas ; while those of another, belonging to the same gentleman,

in Wiltshire, met with a similar fate from the attacks of Sirex juvencus.

In proof of the ravages made by this last insect, Mr. Raddon exhibited to

the Entomological Society a portion of the wood of a fir-tree from

Bewdley Forest, Worcestershire, of which twenty feet of its length was so

perforated by its larvte as to be only fit for fire-wood ; and being placed

in an ont-house, five or six of the perfect insects came out every morning

for several weeks.^ When fir-trees thus attacked are cut down, it often

happens that the larvae of the species of Sirex inhabiting them have not

attained their full growth at the time the wood has been employed as the

joists or phmks for floors, out of which the perfect insects, even years after,

emerge, to the no small surprise, and even alarm, of the inmates. An in-

stance of this, where several specimens of S, gigas were seen to come out

of the floor of a nursery in a gentleman's house, to the great discomfiture

both of nurse and children, is related by Mr. Marsham, on the authority

of Sir Joseph Banks ^; and a simihir circumstance, stated by Mr. Ingpen,

occurred in tlie house of a gentleman at Henlow, Bedfordshire, from the

joists of the floors of which whole swarms, literally " thousands," of Sirex

duplex Shuckard"*, emerged from innumerable holes, large enough to admit

a small pencil-case, causing great terror to the occupants. As the house

had been built about three years (the joists of British timber), there

could be no doubt of the larvae having been more than that time in arriv-

ing at their perfect state.^ Amongst the most formiilable wood-borers

with us is the larva of the great goat-moth (Cossiis lignipcrda*^), which

attacks willows, poplars, and occasionally even elms and oaks ; and from

its large size, and living above two years in the larva state, the holes which

it makes are a great deduction from the value of the tree, even if it be not

entirely destroyed. The larvae of Zeuzeiri cescuU, though much smaller,

has similar habits, and is injurious by boring into apple, pear, and walnut

trees.

The insects which attack the bark of trees mostly belong to the family

of Scolytida: Westwood (including the genera Scolytus, Hylesimis, Ili/liirgus,

7\>mict!.i, &c.) ; a numerous tribe of beetles, the larvae of which, after being

hatciied from the eggs deposited by the parent beetle, excavate in the sub-

stance of the inner bark, and partly also in the adjoining alburnum or

sap-wood, lateral parallel channels more or less sinuous, proceeding on each

side from a central one (that in which the eggs were placed), and thus

giving to the under side of the detached bark and exposed alburnum, that

pinnated labyrinthine appearance, and fancied resemblance to letters,

which made Linne affix to* one of these insects, to be presently alluded to,

the trivial name of Ti/jmgraphus. When in small numbers these larvae

1 Linn. Trans, x. 399. 2 Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. i. proc. Ixxxv.
3 Linn. Trans, x. 403.
4 This species inhabits the Spruce-fir {Pinus nigra'). — Shuckard in Loudon's

Mag. oj Nat. Hist. 1837, p. 632.
* Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. ii. proc. Ixxxii. : and iii. proc. ii.

« Curtis, Brit. Ent. t. (iO.
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may do no great injury; but where they abound, as they often do, b}'

interrupting the course of the descending sap, and admitting wet be-
tween the bark and wood, decay speedily ensues, and the tree perishes.

Almost every kind of tree is liable to the assaults of one or more species
of this tribe of insects. Even fruit-trees, as the apple, plum, &c., have
each their Scolylus ; and at Rouen I found a species, 1 believe unde-
scribed, which feeds on the mountain ash. It is to our large forest-trees,

however, that they are most injurious. Thus the common ash is assailed
by Hylcsinus fraxini, the pinnated labyrinths of whose larvae you can
hardly fail to observe on the first piece of loose bark you detach from
the rough-split posts and rails made of this wood ; while the bark-borer of
the oak is a small beetle of an allied genus, Scolytus j)i/gm<Eus, which with
us does no great harm, but so abounded of late years in the Bois de
Vincennes, near Paris, that 40,000 trees were killed by it ; and many of
the finest elms in St. James's Park and Kensington Gardens \ as well as
in the promenades of various cities in the north of France, have fallen

victims to another of this tribe, Scolijtus destructor, whose trivial name well
characterises the frequency and severity of its ravages.*^

> MacLeay in Edin. Pint. Journ. xi. 123.
2 While residing at Brussels in the spring of 183(5, having pointed out to Dr.

George, Professor of Botany at the University, that many of the ehns in the park
were infested \Vith this insect, and that there was imminent risk of this noble pro-
menade, which consists almost wholly of elms, being destroyed by it, he brought the
subject under the notice of the burgomaster and municipal council, who very wisely
liatl the diseased trees cut down, as well as the many much younger but equally in-
fested trees of the Boulevards, and the bark of the whole peeled off and carefully
burnt. I afterwards found, in a tour along the north coast of France through Xor-
niandy, &c., that the elms in the promenades (almost always formed of this tree), in
all the large towns, were in a course of rapid destruction by this same Scolytus
destructor, particularly at Calais, Boulogne, Eouen, Havre, and Caen ; and numerous
observations convinced me that the general opinion that these insects attack only
those trees which are previously diseased from natural decay is altogether erroneous,
and that Professor Audouin's discover^' is as important and correct as novel—
namely, that though it is quite true that the female Scolyti never lay their eggs
except in trees which are in a declining state

; yet it is equally certain that the
healthiest elms, where Scolyti abound, are constant!}' brought into this languishing
state by the attacks of the males, or, as M. Audouin conceives, of both sexes (see
remarks on this point by W. Spence in Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud. ii. proc. xlv.), upon
the ha.v]s. for food ; so that in consequence of the loss of sap from the numerous holes
which they gnaw% and the subsequent mischief from the rain penetrating into them,
the trees are soon brought into that unliealthy condition which the instinct of the
female requires to induce her to lay her eggs in them. (Spence in Trans. Ent.
Soc. Land. ii. proc. xiii. xv. xx. xxv. ; Audouin in A7in. Ent. Soc. de France, Bull.
Jan. 4, 1837; Silbermann, Rev. Eiitom. iv. 115., where Dr. Katzeburg is quoted as
stating that the large weevil (Pissodes notatus) in like manner attacks the bark of
young pines with its trunk, and thus renders the trees unhealthy before the female
deposits her eggs in them.) For a further description of the mischief done by
Scolytus destructor, and the means of preventing its extension, see a communication
by W. S. under the article Ulinios, in Mr. Loudon's Arboretum et Friiticetum Britan-
nicum ; to which admirable work the reader is also referred for more complete details

than -could be here given in the valuable contributions by JNIr. Westwood relative to
insects injurious to this and other species of forest- trees.

It may be here mentioned, though somewhat out of place, for the pm-pose of draw-
ing the attention of Entomologists to a new tribe of insect-parasites of which no
account appears to have been given in books, that in examining closely the pups of
Scolytus destructor at Brussels, I found them lined in different parts of their external
Burface, but especially on the thorax and about the cases of the elytra, with numer-
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It would occupy too much space to notice in detail all the bark-boring

beetles which attack the various species of pine and fir trees, which are very

numerous, comprising Tomicus pinastri, Laricis, micrographits, tt/pograplnts,

and chalcographus (which I found in 1837, in the larva, pupa, and imago
states, in the bark of Norway fir masts imported to Southampton),iJ?//;(?gi(5

piniperda, as well as two large weevils, Fissodes nofatus and pini, which
have similar habits, &c. &c. ; and I will conclude the list with stating as

a sample of the whole the ravages conmiitted by one of the tribe, Tomicus

typographus, in Germany, where it sometimes attacks the inner bark in

such vast numbers, 80,000 being sometimes found in a single tree, that it

is infinitely more noxious than any of those that bore into the wood ; and
such is its vitality, that though the bark be battered and the tree plunged
into water, or laid upon the ice or snow, it remains alive and unhurt. The
leaves of the trees infested by these insects first become yellow ; the trees

themselves then die at the top, and soon entirely perish. Their ravages have
long been known in Germany under the name of Wiirm trohms (decay-

caused by worms) ; and in the old liturgies of that country the animal

itself is formally mentioned under its vulgar appellation, " The Turk."

ous Transparent eel-shaped vermicles, not easily visible to the naked eye from their

small size, being not more than one eighth or one tenth of a line in length, but per-

ceptible through a pocket lens, especially when exposure to the air or the warm
breath had made them elevate their tails (or heads, whichever they may be), a
movement which sometimes takes place speedily, but at others only after a consider-

able examination, when they present the appearance of so many animated hairs

twisting and curling themselves in various directions. These vermicles, under M.
Wesmael's powerful compound microscope, with which he was so good as to assist

me in examining them, exhibit not the slightest trace either of mouth or other ex-
ternal organ, nor of intestines, nor of internal vessels of any kind, which, if any such
existed, might be easily seen through their transparent skin and body. This absence
of all appearance of external and internal organs (the inside of the body seeming
filled with granular molecules), added to their shape, which is filiform and very
slender, sharply attenuated at each extremity, and tlieir hyaline colour, with very
indistinct traces under a high magnifying power of about twenty segments, each as

long as broad, are all the characters they alford. These characters, or rather nega-
tion of characters, might perhaps suffice to bring these vermicles under the genus
Vibrio as formerly extended by Mliller and Bory de St. Vincent (to which, from
their resemblance to the so-called vinegar eels, Vibrio anguiUa, 1 at first referred

them), but scarcely as it has been recently restricted by Ehrenberg, especially as all

his species of this genus ( Vibrio') reside in water. From their connection with an
animal, they might be regarded as referable to the Oxijuri, were it not that neither
my own nor M. VVesniaet's close examination could ever discover any tract- of their

existence in the interior of either the larva, pupa, or imago of Scolytus. Their
wholly exterior habitat seems also to exclude them from coming under Professor
Owen's genus Trichina, of his group Protelmintha, which, from its shape and sim-
plicity of structure, might possibly include them, but which inhabits the cellular

tissue between the muscular fibres, enclosed in a cyst in which it lies coiled up.
Leaving it to future examination to decide the true genus and relations of these
vermicles, I shall here merely observe, in addition to what has been above said, that
I have found them upon a large propoition of the pupa; of Scohjtus destructor, and
occasionally on some of the larvaa in an advanced stage of growth, and also on the
pupiB of Hylesinus fraxini ; and in such distant localities, and at such different

periods of the year, that I am persuadeil that their occurrence was not accidental, •

but that they are true external parasites, of the fiiniily of Scoli/tidcc in the pupa
(and partly in the larva) state, in which, however, they do not seem materialh' to
injure them, nor prevent them from becoming perfect insects. (See Speuce iu
Trans. EiU. Soc, Land, ii, proc. xv.)
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This pest was particularly prevalent and caused incalculable mischief, about
the year 1665. In the beginning of the last century it again showed itself

in the Hartz forests— it re-appeared in 1757, redoubled its injuries in

1769, and arrived at its height in 1783, when the number of trees destroyed

by it in the above forests alone was calculated at a million and a half,

and the inhabitants were tlireatened with a total suspension of the work-
ing of their mines, and consequent ruin. At this period these Tomici,

when arrived at their perfect state, migrated in swarms like bees into Suabia
and Franconia. At length, between the years 1784 and 1789, in conse-

quence of a succession of cold and moist seasons, the numbers of this

scourge were sensibly diminished. It appeared again, however, in 1790;
and so late as 1786 tiiere was great reason to fear lor the few fir-trees that

were left.*

When the sap flows from a tree in consequence of the attacks of the

above-mentioned insects, or any other cause ^, it is attended by various

'beetles, as Cetonia ain-ata, several NUidulce and Brachyptera, &c., which
prevent it from healing ; and if the bark be anywhere separated from the

wood, a numerous army of wood-lice, earwigs, spiders, field-bugs, and
similar subcortical insects take their station there, and prevent a re-

union.

The seeds of forest as well as of fruit-trees are doubtless subject to

injuries from insects ; but these being more out of the reach of observa-

tion, have not been much noticed. Acorns, however, a considerable article

with nurserymen, are said to have both a moth and a beetle that prey upon
them ; and, what is remarkable, though sometimes one larva of each is

found in the same acorn, yet two of either kind are never to be met with

together.^ The beetle is probably the Curcidio (^Balaninus) glandium of

Mr. Marsham, and is nearly related to the species whose grub inhabits the

nut.

Having now conducted you round, and exhibited to you the melancholy
proofs of the universal dominion of insects over our vegetable treasures

•while growing or endued with the principle of vitality, in their separate

departments, I must nextintroduce you to a pest worse than all put together,

which indiscriminately attacks and destroys every vegetable substance that

the earth produces, and which, wherever it prevails, carries famine, pesti-

lence, and death in its train. Happily for this country— and we cannot

be too thankful for the privilege— we know this scourge of nations only

by report. The name of Locust, which has been such a sound of horror in

other countries, here only suggests an object of interesting inquiry. But
the ravages of locusts are so copious a theme that they merit to be con-

sidered in a separate letter.

I am, &c.

* Wilhelm's Recreationsfrom Kat. Hist., quoted by Latreille, Hist. Nat. xi. 194.

2 While attending to the Scohjti infesting the common ehn during the tour in

the north of France in 1836, above referred to, I noticed in the liquid matter so often

seen constantly oozing from the large ulcers in this tree, a dipterous larva in con-

siderable numbers, of which this exudation is evidently the natural food ; and having
bred some of them, they produced very minute gnat-like flies, of the genus Cercito-

jiogon, probably (but I have not the specimens now at hand to compare with his

description) C. flavifrons of Guerin (J[«w. Sac. Ent, de France, iL 1G5.), which he
found in a similar situation.

3 Reaum. ii. 602.
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LETTER VII.

INJURIES CAUSED BY INSECTS.

INDIRECT INJURIES— continued.

To look at a lonist in a cabinet of insects, you would not, at first sight,

deem it capable of being the source of so much evil to mankind as stands

on record against it. " This is but a small creature," you would say,

"and the mischief which it causes cannot be far beyond the proportion of

its bulk. The locusts so celebrated in history must surely be of the Indian

kind mentioned by Pliny, which were three feet in length, with legs so

strong that the women used them as saws. I see, indeed, some resem-

blance to the horse's head, but where are the e} es of the elephant, the

neck of the bull, the horns of the stag, the chest of the lion, the belly of

the scorpion, the wings of the eagle, the thighs of the camel, the legs of the

ostrich, and the tail of the serpent, all of which the Arabians mention as

attributes of this widely-dreaded insect destroyer'; but of which in the

insect before me I discern little or no likeness?" Yet, although this ani-

mal be not very tremendous for its size, not very terrific in its appearance,

it is the very same whose ravages have been the theme of naturalists and

historians in all ages, and upon a close examination 30U will find it to be

peculiarly fitted and furnished for the execution of its ofhce. It is armed
with two pairs of very strong jaws, the upper terminating in short and the

lower in long teeth, by which it can both lacerate and grind its food—its

stomach is of extraordinary capacity and powers—its hind legs enable it

to leap to a considerable distance, and its ample vans are calculated to

catch the wind as sails, and so to carry it sometimes over the sea ; and
although a single individual can effect but little evil, yet when the entire

surface of a country is covered by them, and everyone makes bare the spot

on which it stands, the mischief produced may be as infinite as their num-
bers. So well do the Arabians know their power, that they make a locust

say to Mahomet, " We are the army of the great God ; we produce

ninety-nine eggs ; if the hundred were completed, we should consume the

whole earth and all that is in it."
^

Since it is possible you may not have paid particular attention to the

accounts given by various authors, both ancient and modern, of the almost

incredible injury done to the human race by these creatures, I shall now
lay before you some of the most striking particulars of their devastations

that I have been able to collect.

The earliest plague of this kind which has been recorded, appears also

to have been the most direful in its inmiediate effects that ever was inflicted

upon any nation. I am speaking, as you may well suppose, of the locusts

* Bochart, Ilierozoic. P. ii. 1. iv. c. 5. 475. ^ Ibid., ubi supr. c. 6. 485.
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with which the Egyptian tyrant and his people were visited for their op-
pression of the Israelites. Only conceive to yourself a country so covered
by them, that no one can see the face of the ground—a whole land dark-
ened, and all its produce, whether herb or tree, so devoured that not the

least vestige of green is left in either.^ But it is not necessary for me to

enlarge further upon a history, the circumstances of which are so well

known to you.

To this species of devastation Africa in general seems always to have
been peculiarly subject. This may be gathered from the law in Cyrenaica,

mentioned by Phny, by which the inhabitants were enjoined to destroy the

locusts in three different states, three times in the year—first their eggs,

then their young, and lastly the perfect insect.^ And not without reason
was such a law enacted ; for Orosius tells us that in the year of the world
3800, Africa was infested by such infinite myriads of these animals, that

having devoured every green thing, after flying off to sea they were
drowned, and being cast upon the shore they emitted a stench greater than
could have been produced by the carcasses of 100,000 men.* St. Augus-
tine also mentions a plague to have arisen in that country from the same
cause, which destroyed no less than 800,000 persons {octingcnta hominum
millicc) in the kingdom of Masanissa alone, and many more in the terri-

tories bordering upon the sea.*

From Africa this plague was occasionally imported into Italy and Spain ;

and a historian, quoted in Mouffet, relates that in the year 591 an infinite

army of locusts, of a size unusually large, grievously ravaged part of Italy ;

and being at last cast into the sea, from their stench arose a pestilence

which carried off near a million of men and beasts. In the Venetian ter-

ritory, also, in 1478, more than 30,000 persons are said to have perished

in a famine occasioned by these terrific scourges. Many other instances of
their devastations in Europe, in France, Spain, Italy, Germany ^, &c., are

recorded by the same author. In 1650, a cloud of them was seen to enter

Russia in three different places, which from thence passed over into Poland
and Lithuania, where the air was darkened by their numbers. In some
places they were seen lying dead, heaped one upon another to the depth of
four feet ; in others they covered the surface like a black cloth, the trees

bent with their weight, and the damage they did exceeded all computation.®

At a later period, in Languedoc, when the sun become hot they took wing
and fell upon the corn, devouring both leaf and ear, and that with such
expedition that in three hours they would consume a whole field. After

having eaten up the corn, they attacked the vines, the pulse, the willows,

and lastly the hemp, notwithstanding its bitterness.'^ Sir H. Davy informs

us^ that the French government in 1813 issued a decree with a view to

occasion the destruction of grasshoppers.

Even this happy island, so remarkably distinguished by its exemption
from most of those scourges to which other nations are exposed, was once

1 Exod. X. 5. 14, 15.

2 Hist. Nat. 1. xi. c. 29. A similar law was enacted in Lemnos, 'by which every
one was compelled to bring a certain measure of locusts annually to the magistrates.

Plin. ibid.

5 Oros. contra Pag. 1. v. c. 2. 4 Lesser, L. 247. note 46.
s Mouffet, 123. " Bingley, iii. 258.
7 riiilos. Trans. 1686.
8 Ekments of Agricultural Chemistry, 233.
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alarmed by the appearance of locusts. In 1748 they were observed here
in considerable numbers, but providentially they soon perished without
propagating. These were evidently stragi^lers from the vast swarms which
in the preceding year did such infinite damage in Wallachia, Moldavia,

Transylvania, Hungary and Poland. One of these swarms, which -entered

Transylvania in August, was several hundred fathoms in width (at Vienna
the breadth of one of them was three miles), and extended to so great a
length as to be four hours in passing over the Red Tower ; and such was
its density that it totally intercepted the solar light, so that when they flew

low one person could not see another at the distance of twenty paces'.

A similar account has been given me by a friend of mine * long resident

in India. He relates that when at Poonah he was witness to an immense
army of locusts which ravaged the Mahratta country, and was supposed to

come from Arabia (tiiis, if correct, is a strong proof of their power to

pass the sea under favourable circumstances). The column they com-
posed, my friend was informed, extended five hundred miles; and so com-
pact was it, when on the wing, that, like an eclipse, it completely hid the
sun, so that no shadow was cast by any object, and some lofty tombs dis-

tant from his residence not more than two hundred yards were rendered
quite invisible. This was not the Locusta minratoria, but a red species

;

which circumstance much increased the horror of the scene ; for, cluster-

ing upon the trees after they had stripped them of their foliage, they im-
parted to them a sanguine hue. The peach was the last tree that they
touched.

Dr. Clarke, to give some idea of the infinite numbers of these animals,
compares them to a flight of snow when the flakes are carried obliquely

by the wind. They covered his carnage and horses, and the Tartars
assert that people are sometimes suffocated b}' them. The whole face of
nature might have been described as covered by a living veil. They con-
sisted of two species, L. tatarica and migratoria ; the first is almost twice
the size of the second, and, because it precedes it, is called by the Tartars
the herald or messenger.* The account of another traveller, Mr. Bar-
row, of their ravages in the southern parts of Africa (in 1784 and 1797)
is still more striking ; an area of nearly two thousand square miles might
be said literally to be covered by them. When driven into the sea by a
N.W. wind, they formed upon the shore for fifty miles a bank three or four
feet high, and when the wind was S. E. the stench was so powerful as to

be smelt at the distance of 150 miles.*

From 1778 to 1780 the empire of Marocco was terribly devastated by
them ; every green thing was eaten up, not even the bitter bark of the
orange and pomegranate escaping— a most dreadful famine ensued. The
poor were seen to wander over the country deriving a miserable subsist-

ence from the roots of plants ; and women and children followed the
camels from whose dung they [)icked the undigested grains of barley,

which they devoured with avidity : in consequence of this, vast numbers
perished, and the roads and streets exhibited the unburied carcasses of the
dead. On this sad occasion fathers sold their children, and husbands

1 PhUos. Trans, xlvi. 30.

2 Major ]Moor, author of Tlie Narrative, of Captain Little's Detachment, The Hindu
Pantheon, &c.

3 Travels, i. 348. •» Travels, &c. 267.
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their wives. ^ Wiien they visit a country, says Mr. Jackson, speaking of
the same empire, it behoves every one to lay in [irovision for a famine, for

they stay from three to seven years. When they have devoured all other

vegetables, they attack the trees, consuming; first the leaves and then the

bark. From Mogador to Tangier, before the jjlague in 1799, the face of
the earth was covered by them :—at that time a singular incident oc-

curred at El Araiche. The whole region from the confines of the Sahara
was ravaged by them ; but on the other side of the river El Kos not one
of them was to be seen, though there was nothing to prevent their flying

over it. Till then they had proceeded northward ; but upon arriving at

its banks they turned to the east, so that all the country north of El
Araiche was full of pulse, fruits, and grain — exhibiting a most striking

contrast to the desolation of the adjoining district. At length they were
all carried by a violent hurricane into the Western Ocean ; the shore, as

in former instances, was covered by their carcasses, and a pestilence was
caused by the horrid stench which they emitted: but when this evil

ceased, their devastations were followed by a most abundant crop. The
Arabs of the Desert, " whose hands are against every man," ^ and who
rejoice in the evil that befalls other nations, when they behold the clouds

of locusts proceeding from the north, are filled with gladness, anticipating

a general mortality, which they call EI-Khcre (the benediction) ; for,

when a country is thus laid waste, they emerge from their arid deserts and
pitch their tents in the desolated plains. ^— The neighbouring kingdom of

Spain has often suffered from the ravages of locusts. So recently as

May, IS-il, an article in the Consiitidionnd French newspaper states as

follows :
" Such immense quantities of locusts have appeared this year in

Spain that they threaten in some places entirely to destroy the crops. At
Daimiel, in the province of Ciudad-Real, three hundred persons are con-

stantly employed in collecting these destructive insects, and though they

destroy seventy or eighty sacks every day, they do not appear to diminish.

There is something frightful in the appearance of these locusts proceeding

in divisions, some of which are a league in length and 2000 paces in

breadth. It is sufficient if these terrilile colunms stop half an hour on
any spot, for every thing growing on it— vines, olive-trees, and corn— to

be entirely destroyed. After they have passed, nothing remains but the

large branches and the roots, which, being under grounil, have escaped

their voracity." And in a late work of travels in the same country we
find the following passage :—•" During our ride (from Cordova to Seville),

we observed a number of men advancing in skirmishing order across the

country, and thrashing the ground most savagely with long flails. Curious

to know what could be the motives for this Xerxes-like treatment of the

earth, we turned out of the road to inspect their operations, and found

they were driving a swarm of locusts into a wide piece of linen, spread on
the ground some distance before them, wherein they were made prisoners.

These animals are about three times the size of an English grasshopper.

They migrate from Africa, and their spring visits are very deslructi^'e ; for

in a single night they will entirely eat up a field of corn."*

1 Southey's Thalaha, i. 171.
2 Gen. xvi. 12. ^ Jackson's Travels in Marocco, 54.

^ Scott's Excursions in the Mountaijis of Ronda and Granada, The same plan is

adopted for tlie destruction of these insects in some parts of the United States;

deep trenches being dug at the end of fields into which the grasshoppers are di'iven

with branches, and then destroyed by throwing the earth upon them.
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The noise the locusts make when engaged in the work of destruction

has been compared to the sound of a flame o( fire driven by the wind, and
the effect of their bite to that of fire.^ The poet Southey has very

strikingly described the noise produced by their flight and approach :
—

" Onward they came, a dark continuous cloud

Of congregated myriads numberless,

The rushing of whose wings was as the sound
Of a broad river headlong in its course

Plunged from a mountain summit, or the roar

Of a wild ocean in the autumn storm.

Shattering its billows on a shore of rocks
!

" ^

But no account of the appearance and ravages of these terrilile insects,

for correctness and sublimity, comes near that of the prophet Joel, " A
day of darkness and of gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick darkness,

as the morning spread upon the mountains; a great people and a strong:

there hath not been ever the like, neither shall be any more after it, even

to the years of many generations. A fire devoureth before them, and
behind them a flame burneth : the land is as the garden of Eden before

them, and behind them a desolate wilderness ; yea, and nothing shall

escape them. Like the noise of chariots^ on the tops of mountains shall

they leap, like the noise of a flame of fire that devoureth the stul)ble, as a

strong people set in battle array. Before their faces the people shall be

much pained : all faces shall gather blackness. They shall run like mighty

men ; they shall climb the wall like men of war ; and they shall march
every one on his ways, and they shall not break their ranks; neither shall

one thrust another; they shall walk evci-y one in his path : and when they

fall upon the sword they shall not be wounded. They shall run to anrf

fro in the city ; they shall run upon the wall; they shall climb up upon the

houses ; they shall enter in at the windows like a thief. The earth shall

quake before them, the heavens shall tremble : the sun and the moon shall

be dark, and the stars shall withdraw their shining ! " The usual way in

which they are destroyed is also noticed by the prophet. " I will remove
far oflp from you the northern army, and will drive him into a land barren

and desolate, with his face toward the east sea, and his hinder part toward

the utmost sea, and his stink shall come up, and his ill savour shall come
up, because he hath done great things !"*

I think, after a serious consideration of all these well-attested facts,

when locusts contend with the two-legged destroyers of the human race

for proud pre-eminence in mischief, you will find it difficult to determine

to which the palm should be decreed ; and you will admire the propriety

with which, in the above ami other passages of Holy Writ, they are

selected as symbols of the great ravagers of the earth of our own species.

In many of the above instances these devastators appear to have crossed

the seas, but Hasselquist asserts that they are not formed for such ex-

tensive flights. " The grasshopper or locust," says he, " is not formed for

travelling over the sea,— it cannot fly far, but must alight as soon as it

1 See Bochart, Hierozoic. P. I. iv. c. 5. 474, 475.
» Southey's Tlialaba, i. 1G9.
S Of the symbolical locusts in the Apocalypse it is said—" And the sound of their

•W'ings was as the sound of chariots, of many* horses running to battle," ix. 9.

<i Joel, ii. 2-10. 20.

K
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lises ; for one that came on board us a hundred certainly were drowned.
We observe in the months of May and June a number of these insects

coming from the south, and directing their course to the northern shore

;

they darken the sky like a thick cloud ; but scarcely have they quitted the
shore, when they, who a moment before ravaged and ruined the country,

eover the surface of the sea with their dead bodies. By what instinct do
these creatures undertake this dangerous flight ? Is it not the wise insti-

tution of the Creator to destroy a dreadful plague to the country?"^
Locusts, however, as we have seen, take much longer flights than this

author supposes them able to do. It is probable that their ability in this

respect may depend a good deal upon their species, their age, and the
state and direction of the wind ; for, as was the case with the Egyptian
plague.

" a pitchy cloud
Of locusts warping on the eastern wind"

may by a powerful blast be carried over a broad river, or even the sea,

from one country to another. This idea is strongly confirmed by an
account, exhibiting internal marks of authenticity, which appeared in the
Alexandria Herald, an American newspaper; in which it is stated, that at

the distance of 200 miles from the Canary Islands, the nearest land, the
ship Georgia, Capt. Stokes, from Lisbon to Savannah, while sailing with
a fine breeze from the south-east, was, on the 21st of Nov. 1811, all at

once becalmed. " A light air afterwards sprung up from the north-east,

at which time there fell from the cloud an innumerable quantity of large

grasshoppers, so as to cover the deck, the tops, and every part of the ship
they could alight upon. They did not appear in the least exhausted; on
the contrary, when an attemjjt was made to take hold of them, they
instantly jumped, and endeavoured to elude being taken. The calm, or a
very light air, lasted fully an hour, and during the whole of the time these
insects continued to fall upon the ship and surround her: such as were
within reach of the vessel alighted upon her ; but immense numbers fell

into the sea, and were seen floating in masses by the sides." Two bottles

of them were preserved for inspection ; the insects were of a reddish hue,
with red and grey speckled wings. It is clear from this account, if it be
admitted as authentic, that locusts can go far from land when the wind is

strong, and likewise it seems equally clear that in a calm they cannot
support themselves in the air. The principal difficulty is, how these locusts
could make their way against the winti, which they must have done if they
came with the black cloud, as the words seem to intimate. Perhaps this

cloud was brought by a different current of air from that which im-
pelled the ship. A similar statement is given in the Essex (Massachusetts)
Register, in an extract from a letter of the mate of the brig Levant of
Boston, who writes, "that after having encountered a severe gale on the
13th September (1839), when in lat. 18° north, and the nearest land being
over 450 miles, they were surroumled for two days by large swarms of
locusts of a large size ; and in the afternoon of the second day, in a squall

from the north-west, the sky was completely black with them. They
covered every part of the brig immediately, sails, rigging, cabin, Sec. It is

1 Voyage to the Lcvavt, 444.
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a little singular how they could have supported themselves in the air so

long, as there was no land to the north-west for several thousand miles.

Two days afterwards, the weatlier being moderate, the brig sailed through
swarms of them floating dead upon the waters."^

With respect to the course which the locusts pursue, Hasselquist has

observed that they migrate in a direct meridian line from south to north,

passing from the deserts of Arabia, which is the great cradle of them, to

Palestine, Syria, Caramania, Natolia, Bithynia, Constantinople, Poland,

&c.—they never turn either to the east or to the west.^ But this must be
a mistaken notion ; for those which Major Moor saw at Poonah, of which
I have given an account above ^, must have come due east. Mr. Jackson
also noticed their course north of the line to be towards the south*; and
Sparrman tells us that those south of the line migrate in the same
direction.^

I fear that Hasselquist's question,—Could they not by fright, or some
other method, be turned from their dreadful course, to steer for some
river, and by that means be obliged to destroy themselves?^— must be
answered in the negative. All such experiments, it is to be apprehended,
would be about as effectual as sending an army, with all the apparatus of
war, to take the field against them, as this author says is done in Syria,

where the Bashaw of Tripoli once raised a force of 4000 soldiers to fight

the locusts, and very summarily ordered all to be hanged who, thinking it

beneath them to waste their valour upon such pigmy foes, refused to join

the party.^ I am, &c.

1 An7i. Nat. Hist. vi. 527. The authenticity of the above accounts is fully proved
by a fact mentioned by Mr. Darwin,—that a large grasshopper (^Acrydium) liew on
board the Beagle when she was to windward of the Cape de Verd Islands, and when
the nearest point of land, not directly opposed to the trade-wind, was Cape Blanco,

on the west of Africa, 370 miles distant. (Journal in Voyages of the Adventure and
Beagle, p. 186.)

2 Voyage to the Levant, p. 44C, 447. 5 See p. 127.

* Travels, 54. '•> Travels, i. 366.
6 Travels 455. ' Travels, 447.
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LETTER VIII.

INJURIES CAUSED BY INSECTS.

INDIRECT INJURIES— Concluded.

I HAVE not yet arrived at the end of my catalogue of noxious insects. I

have introduced you, indeed, to those that annoy man in his own person,

in his domestic animals, in the produce of his fiekis, gardens, orchards, and
forests ; in a word, in every thing that is endued with the vital principle :

but I have as yet said nothing ot" the injuries which he receives from them
in that |)art of his property, consisting either of animal or vegetable matter,

from ivliich tliat principle is departed. And with these I shall conclude this

melancholy detail of evils inflicted upon us by the very animals I am
enticing you to study. The rest ofmy correspondence, I flatter myself, will

paint them in more inviting colours.

The insects to which I now allude may be divided into those that

attack and injure our food, our drugs and medicines, our clothes, our

houses and furniture, our timber, and even the objects of our studies and
amusements.

Various are those that attempt to share our food with us. Flour and
meal are eaten by the grub of Tenebrio molitor, best known by the name of

the meal-worm, which will remain in it two years before it goes into its

state of inactivity :— its ravages, however, are not confined to flour alone,

for it will eat any thing made of that article, such as bread, cakes, and the

like. Old flour is also very apt to be infested by a mite {Acancsfarince).^

In long voyages the biscuit sometimes so swarms with the weevil and
another beetle (Dermesfcs paniceiis L.), that they are swallowed with

every mouthful ; and even the ground peas so abound with these little

vermin that a spoonful of soup cannot be taken free from them." Bread is

also devoured by Trogosila caraboidesy a larger beetle before alluded to.

Every one is aware that our animal food suffers still more than our

farinaceous from insects ; but perhaps you would not expect that our

hams, bacon, and dried meats should have their peculiar beetle. Yet so it

is; and this beetle {Dermcsten lardarius), when a grub, sometimes commits

1 Amcen. Acad. iii. 345.

2 Sparrman, i. 103. This insect, by Swedish entomologists, is supposed to be a
species of Anohium F. (Ftinus L.) ; but the specimen preserved in the Linneaii

cabinet is Silpha rosea of Mr. Marsham {Cacicula pectoralis JMeg.). A small beetle

of the first family of Cryptophagus Gyllenhal swarms often in the ship biscuit, and
may probably be tlie insect Sparrman licre complains of under the name of Dermes-
tes panicens. It is probable, however, that there is a mistake as to the specimen in

the Linnean cabinet, as there is no doubt that Anobium paniceum Stephens is very
injurious to biscuit, of which Mr. Kaddon exhibited to the Entomological Society

several perforated in all directions by the larvre of this insect, which, strange to say,

he found to Ibed also on Cayenne pepper. QTrans. Ent. Soc, Lond. i. proc. Ixxxv.
ii. proc. Ixxi.)
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great devastation in them ; as does tliat of another described by De Gear
under the name of Tcncbrio lardarius} How mucli our fresh meat of all

kinds, our pouUry and fish, are exposed to the flesh-fly, whose niaagots

will turn us disgusted from our tables, if we do not carefully guard these

articles from being blown by them, you well know;— and assailants more
violent, hornets, wasps, and the great rove-beetle (Creophiltis maxillosus),

if butchers do not protect their shambles, will carry off no inconsiderable

portion of their meat. A small cockroach (Blatta lappoiiica), which I

have taken upon our eastern coast, swarms in the huts of the Laplanders,

and will sometimes annihilate in a single day, a work in which a carrion-

beetle (Si/])ha lapponica) joins, their whole stock of dried fish.~ The
quantity of sugar that flies and wasps will devour if they can come at it,

especially the latter, the diminutive size of the creatures considered, is

astonishing:— in one year long ago, when sugar was much cheaper than

it is now, a tradesman told me he calculated his loss, by the wasps alone,

at twenty pounds. A singular spectacle is exhibited in India (so Captain

Green relates) by a small red ant with a black head. They march in long

files, about three abreast, to any place where sugar is kept ; and when
they are saturated, return in the same order, but by a different route. If

the sugar, upon which they are busy, be carried into the sun, they

immediately desert it. What is very extraordinary, these ants are also

fond of oil. Sweetmeats and preserves are very subject to be attacked by

a minute oblong transparent mite with very short legs and without any

hair upon its body. Our butter and lard are stated to be eaten by the

caterpillar of a moth (v-ig/ossa j)wguinalis). Ti/rophaga^ ca«d, the parent

fly of the jumping cheese maggot, loses no opportunity, we know, of laying

its eggs in our fresh cheeses, and when they get dry and old the mite

(Acarus siro) settles her colonies in them, which multiply incredibly. Other

substances, more unlikely, do not escape from our pigmy depredators.

Thus Reaumur tells us of a little moth whose larva feeds upon chocolate,

observing very justly that this could not have been its original food.*

Both a moth and a beetle {Sylvanus fnimentarius ?) were detected by
Leeuwenhoek preying upon two of our spices, the mace and the nutmeg.*

The maggots of a fly {Drosophila cellaris) are found in vinegar, in the

manufactories of which the perfect insects swarm in incredible numbers ;

others I have found in wine, which turn to a minute fly, of a yellow colour,

with dark eyes and abdomen, which, though near Anthomyia as to its

wings, appears to belong to a distinct genus not published by Meigen,

which in my MS. stands under the name of Oino])ota venlralis^ ; andsome-

1 De Geer, v. 40. This insect appears nearly related to Mr. Marsham's Cor-

ticaria pulla {E. B. i. 11. U. ; Latridius porcatus Herbst), if it be not the same
insect.

2 Amoen. Acad. iii. 345.
2 This name has long been given to this insect, and the characters of the genus

were drawn by Mr. Curtis before the publication of INIeigen's fifth volume (iu

which the genus is called Piopldla) ; it is therefore retained. (See Curtis, Brit.

Ent. 1. 126.)
* Iteaum. iii. 276. 5 Leeuwenh. Epht. 99.

6 Though our foreign wines, after being deposited in bottles in our cellars, would
seem secure from the attacks of insects, a friend of S. S. Saunders, Esq., found, on
removing his stock from one cellar to another, that the corks of many of the bottles

had been so eaten as to let the wine leak out. The authors of this mischief seem to

bave beea chiefly cockroaches, which had gnawed off the corks of the claret only so

K 3
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times even water in the casks of ships, in long voyages, so abounds with

larvse of this tribe as to render it extremely disgusting. Browne, in his

History of Jamaica, mentions an ant (^Formica omnivora L.), probably be-

longing to Mt/rmica, that consumes or spoils all kinds of food ; which
perhaps may be the same species that has been observed in Ceylon by
Percival, and is described by him as inhabiting dwelling-houses, and
speedily devouring every thing it can meet with. If at table any one drops

a piece of bread, or of other food, it instantly appears in motion as if

animated, from the vast number of these creatures that fasten upon it in

order to carry it off. They can be kept, he tells us, by no contrivance

from invading the table, and settling in swarms on the bread, sugar, and
such things as they like. It is not uncommon to see a cup of tea, upon
b^ing poured out, completely covered with these creatures, and floating

dead upon it like a scum.^

In some countries the number of flies and other insects that enter the

house in search of food, or allured by the light, is so great as to spoil the

comfort of almost every meal. We are told that during the rainy season

in India, insects of all descriptions are so incredibly numerous, and so

busy every where, that it is often absolutely necessary to remove the lights

from the supper table:— were this not done, moths, flies, bugs, beetles,

and the like, would be attracted in such numbers as to extinguish them
entirely. When the lights are retained on the table, in some places they

are put into glass cylinders, which St. Pierre tells us is the custom in the

Island of Mauritius'^ ; in others the candlesticks are placed in soup plates,

into which the insects are precipitated and drowned. Nothing can exceed

the irritation caused by the stinking bugs when they get into the hair or

between the linen and the body ; and if they be bruised upon it the skin

comes oft'.^ To use the language of a poet of the Indies from whom some
of ihe above facts are selected,

—

" On every dish the booming beetle falls.

The cockroach plays, or caterpillar crawls

:

A thousand shapes of variegated hues
Parade the table or inspect the stews.

To living walls the swarming hundreds stick,

Or court a dainty meal, the oily wick :

Heaps over heaps their slimy bodies drench,

Out go the lamps with suffocating stench.

When hideous insects every plate detile,

The laugh how empty and how forced the smile
!

" '

far as they were unimpregnated with the wine ; but finding the sweet flavour of the

Persian shiraz and old hock more to their taste, had encroached upon the corks of

these so deeply as to allow the wine to escape. A few individuals of two minute
beetles Cri/ptopltagus cellaris and BIycmtcea liirta, a minute Acarus, and Atropos lig-

tiarius, were found on the corroded corks, but seem more likely to have been

attracted by the oozing wine than to have originally caused the damage. {Trans.

Ent. Soc. Lond. i. proc. Iv.) Mr. Thwaites suggests that Blaps mortisaga is more
Jikely to have eaten the corks than cockroaches, which do not usually frequent

cellars, whereas the former are found very generally in those of Bristol ; and, as he

has observed the stomach of the individuals of these insects which he dissected to be

filled with what seemed saw-dust, they may probably also eat corks, which indeed

he found thev did on putting them iutoa box along with the insects.

1 Cei/lon, 307. 2 Voyage, &c. 72.

5 Williamson's East India Vade 3Iecum. * Calcutta, a Poem, 85.
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Drugs and medicines also, though often so nauseous to us, form occa-

sionally part of the food of insects. A small beetle (^Sinodendritm pnsillum i)

eats the roots of rhubarb, in which I detected it in the East Indian Com-
pany's warehouses. Opium is a dainty morceau to the white ants";— and,

what is more extraordinary, Anobium paniceiim^ has been known to devour
the blister-beetle {Cantham vesicatoria), and even, as has been already

observed, Cayenne pepper. Swammerdam amongst his treasures mentions
" a detestable beetle," produced from a worm that eats the roots of gin-

seng; and he likewise notices another, the larva of which devours the bag

of the musk.* The cochineal, at Rio de Janeiro, is tlie prey of an insect

resembling an Ichneumon, but furnished with only two wings; its station

is in the cotton that envelops the Coccus. Previous to its assumption of

the pupa, it ejects a large globule of pure red colouring matter.* And
lastly, the Coccus that produces the lac (C. lacca) is, we are told, devoured
by various insects.^

Perhaps you imagine that these universal destroyers spare at least our
garments, in which you may at first conceive there can be nothing very
tempting to excite even the appetite of an insect. Your housekeeper,

however, would probably tell you a different story, and enlarge upon the

trouble and pains it costs her to guard those under her care against the

ravages of the moths. Upon further inquiry you would find that nothing

made of wool, whether cloth or stuff, comes amiss to them. There are

five species described by Linne, which are more or less engaged in this

work : — Tinea vestiaue/la, tapetzella, peUionclla, Laverna sarcitclla, and
Galleria mellonella. Of the first we have no particular history, except that

it destroys garments in the summer ; but of tlie others Reaunuu- has
given a complete one. T. tapetzella., or the tapestry moth, not uncommon
in our houses, is most injurious to the lining of carriages, which are more
exposed to the air than the furniture of our apartments. These do not
construct a moveable habitation like the common species, but, eating their

way in the thickness of the cloth, weave themselves silken galleries in

which they reside, and which they render close and warm by covering them
with some of the eroded wool.^ T. pcllionella is a most destructive insect;

and ladies have often to deplore the ravages which it commits in their

valuable furs, whether made up into muffs or tippets. It pays no more
respect to the regal ermine than to the woollen habiliments of the poor;
its proper food, indeed, being hair, though it devours both wool and fur.

This species, if hard pressed by hunger, will even eat horse-hair, and make
its habitation, a moveable house or case in which it travels from place to

place, of this untractable material. These little creatures will shave the
hair from a skin as neatly and closely as if a razor had been employed.*
The most natural food of the next species, L. sarcitella, is wool ; but in

1 Ptinus piceus'^la.rsh.

2 On examining ninety-two chests of opium, part of the cargo saved from the
Charlton, previously to reshipping them from Ciiittagong for China, thirteen
were found to be full of white ants, which had alm<):it wholly devoured the
opium. (^Article from Chittaqonq, Nov. 1812, in one of the Newspapers, July 31,

1813.;
5 Ftinus ruhellus Marsh. 4 Bibl. Nat. i. 125. b. 12G. a.

5 Sir Geo. Staunton's Vov. 8vo. 18D. ^ Kerr in Fhilos. Trans. 1781.
7 Kcaum. iii. 26G.

"
« Ibid. 51).
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case of necessity it will eat fur and hair. To woollen cloths or stuffs it

often does incredible injury, especially if they are not kept dry and well
aired. ^ Of the devastation committed by Galleria melloneUa in our bee-
hives I have before given you an account : to this I must here add, that if

it cannot come at wax, it will content itself with woollen cloth, leather, or
even paper.'^ ]\Ir. Curtis found the grub of a beetle (Ptinus fur) in an
old coat, which it devoured, fnaking holes and channels in it ; and another
insect of the same order (^Attagcnus pcllio), Linne tells us, will sometimes
entirely strip a fur garment of its hair.^ A small beetle of the Capricorn
tribe (Cal/idium pj/gmcBum Fabr.) I have good reason to believe devours
leather, since I have found it abundant in "old shoes.*

Next to our garments, our houses and buildings, which shelter us and
our property from the inclemency and injuries of the atmosphere, are of
consequence to us : yet these, solid and substantial as they appear, are
not secure from the attack of insects; and even our furnfture often suffers

from them. A great part of our comfort within doors depends u[)on our
apartments being kept clean and neat. Spiders by their webs, which they
suspend in every angle, and flies by their excrements, which they scatter

indiscriminately upon every tiling, interfere with this comfort, and add
much to the business of our servants. Even ants will sometimes plant
their colonies in our kitchens (I have known the horse-ant, Formica rufa,
do this), and are not easily expelled.* Those of Sierra Leone, as I was
once informed by the learned Professor Afzelius, make their way by millions
through the houses. They resolutely pursue a straight course ; and neither
buildings nor rivers, even "though myriads perish in the attempt, can divert
them from it. Several tribes of insects seek their food in the timber em-
ployed in our houses, buildings, gates or fences, or made up into furniture.

The large oaken beams, which, according to the*oId mode of building,

support the joists of the upper floors in the houses at Brussels, as I had
an opportunity of observing when there in 1836, have often their extre-
mities so eaten away like a honeycomb by the larvae of a beetle (Aiwbiuni
tesscllatum, some of the dead perfect insects of which I found in their
holes), that it is necessary to replace them at great expense to prevent the
floors coming down ; and I subsequently saw beams similarly attacked
which had been removed from houses at Antwerp.^ M. Audouin has laid

before the French Academy an account of the injury done by Termes luci-

fugus to the wood-work of buildings at Rochefort and La Rochelle ; and
of that of the new galleries of the Museum of Natural History at Paris by
the larva of a small beetle {Lrjctus canaliculatus Fab.), which feeds on the

1 Reaum. iii. 42. 2 Jbid. 257. 5 Amcen. Acad. 34G.
* Hides and skins are attacked by several species of Dcnnestes, which are

sometimes so injurious in the hirge skin warehouses of London, that the mer-
chants offered 20,000/. as a reward for an available remedy. (Westwood, Mod.
C/dss. Ins. i. p. 158.)

* Within the last few j^ears, a^very minute yellow ant (Mi/rmka domestica
Shuckard) has become a great pest in many houses in Brighton, London, and
Liverpool ; in some cases to so great an extent as to cause the occupants to leave
them. Dr. Bostock was obliged to replace the floor of his kitchen, under which
they swarmed in incredible numbers, Ijy a new one resting on tiles imbedded in
cement. ( Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. ii. 60. proc. li. Hi. ; Shuckard in Man. Nat. Hist,
MS. ii. 626.)

^ Spence in Trans, Ent. Soc. Lond. li. proc. x.
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sapwood, in which its eggs had probably been deposited before the wood
was worked up.^ Of one of the timber-eating beetles (Aiiobiiim pertinax')

Linne complams " terebravit et destruxit scdilia vtea;"^ and I can renew
the same complaint against A. striatum, which not only has destroyed my
chairs, but also picture-frames, and has perforated in every direction the

deal floor of my chamber, from which it annually emerges through little

round apertures in great numbers. The utility of entomological knowledge

in economics was strikingly exemplified when the great naturalist just

mentioned, at the desire of the King of Sweden, traced out the cause of

the destruction of the oak-timber in the royal dock-yards ; and, having

detected the lurking culprit under the form of a beetle {Lymexylon navale),

by directing the timber to be immersed during the time of the m.etamor-

phosis of that insect and its season of oviposition, furnished a remedy
which effectually secured it from its future attacks.^ No Coleopterous

insects are more singular than those that belong to the genus Paussus L.

;

and one of them, at least, remarkable, it is said, for emitting a phosphoric

light from the globes of its antennae, is also a timber-feeder'* ; and the genus
Trypoxylon, many species of Crahro, Eumenes jMrietum, Latreille's genera
Xt/tocopci, Chelostovm, Heriades, Megachile, and AnthropJiora (all separated

from Apis L.), perforate posts and rails and other timber, to form cells for

their young.*

The Linnean order Aptera furnishes another timber-eating insect, a kind

of wood-louse {^Limnoria terebrans of Dr. Leach), which though scarcely

an eighth of the size of the common one, in point of rapidity of execution

seems to surpass all its European brethren, and in many cases maybe pro-

ductive of more serious injury than any of them, since it attacks thewood«:
work of piei;s and jetties constructed in salt water, and so effectually as to

threaten the rapid destruction of those in which it has established itself.

In December, 1813, I was favoured by Charles Lutwidge, Esq. of Hull,

with specimens of wood from the piers at Bridlington Quay, which wofully

confirm the fears entertained of their total ruin by the hosts of these pigmy
assailants that have made good a lodgment in them, and which, though not
so big as a grain of rice, ply their masticatory organs with such assiduity

as to have reduced great' part of the wood-work which constitutes their

food into a state resembling honeycomb. One specimen was a portion of
a three-inch fir plank nailed to the North Pier about three years before,

which is crumbled away to less than an inch in thickness — in fact, de-

ducting the space occupied by the cells, which cover both surfaces as

closely as possible, barely iialf an inch of solid wood is left ; and though
its progress is slower in oak, that wood is equally liable to be attacked by
it.® If this insect were easily introduced to new stations, it might soon
prove as destructive to our jetties as the Teredo navalis to those of Holland,

and induce the necessity of substituting stone for wood universally, what-

] Gue'rin-Meneville, iZei>!ie Zoolog. 1840, p. 151. 2 Syst. Nat. 565. 2.

3 Smith's Intrnductinn to Botany, Pref xv.
* Afzelius in Linn. Trans, iv. 201.
5 Kirby, 31on. Ap. Ang. i. 152. 194. Latreille, Gen. iv. 161—.
^ See the elaborate -memoir of Mr. Coldstream in Edin. New Phil. Journ. April,

1834 ; remarks on this insect by the Kev. F. W. Hope in Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. i.

119. ; also by Dr. Moore, in 3'lag. of Nat. Hist. N. S. ii. 206., who states that its in-
jurious effects have been known at least forty years in the harbour at Plymouth,'
where it is called the " gribble."
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ever the expense: but happily it seems endowed with very limited powers
of migration ; for, tiioiigh it has spread along both the South and East
Piers of Bridlington harbour, it has not yet, as Mr. Lutwidge informs me,
reached the dolpiiin nor an insulated jetty within the harbour. No other
remedy against its attacks is known than that of keeping the wood free

from salt water for three or four days, in which case it dies ; but this

method, it is obvious, can be rarely applicable.^

How dear are their books, their cabinets of the various productions of
nature, and their collections of prints and other works of art and science,

to the learned, the scientific, and the virtuosi ! Even these precious
treasures have their insect enemies. The larva of Aglossa pinguinatis,

whose ravages in another quarter I have noticed before", will establish

itself upon the binding of a book, and spinning a robe, which it covers
with its own excrement^, will do it no little injury ; as also does a minute
beetle of the family of ScolytidcE {Hypothenemus eruditus Westw.), which
Mr. Westwood found burrowing in considerable numbers in the same
situation.* A mite {Cheyletus eruditus) eats the paste that fastens the
paper over the edges of the binding, and so loosens it.^ I have also often

observed the caterpillar of another little moth, of which I have not ascer-

tained the species, that takes its station in damp old books, between the
leaves, and there commits great ravages ; and many a black-letter rarity,

which in these days of Bibliomania would have been valued at its weight
in gold, has been snatched by these destroyers from the hands of book-
collectors. The little wood-boring beetles before mentioned (Anobiiun

pertinax and striatum) also attack books, and will even bore through
several volumes. M. Peignot mentions an instance where, in a pubhc
library but little frequented, twenty-seven folio volumes were perforated in

a straight line by the same insect (probably one of these species), in such
a manner that, on passing a string through the perfectly round hole made
by it these twenty-seven volumes could be raised at once.® The animals
last mentioned also destroy prints and drawings, whether framed or pre-

served in a portefeuille, and even paintings ; it appearing from a parlia-

mentary report on the state of the paintings in the National Gallery,

and subsequent observations of M. Waagen, that the paste applied to the
canvas of the fine picture of the Raising of Lazarus, by Sebastian del

Piombo, has been so attacked by the larvae of an insect (supposed to be
Anobium paniceuni) that its destruction is to be feared if some remedy
cannot be found. The same insect has done considerable injury, as we
learn from jMr. Holme, to the Arabic manuscripts in the Cambridge

1 In order to ascertain how far pure sea water is essential to this insect, and con-
sequently what danger exists of its being introduced into the wood-work of our docka
and piers communicating with our salt-water rivers, as at Hull, Liverpool, Bristol,

Ipswich, &c., where it might be far more injurious than even on the coast, I have,
since December 15tli, IS 16, when Mr. Lutwidge was so kind as to furnish me with a.

piece of oak full of the insects in a living state, poured a weak solution of common
salt over the wood every other day, so as to keep the insects constantly wet. On
examining it this day (Feb. 5th, 1816) I found them alive; and, what seems to prove
them in as good health as in their natural habitat, numbers having established

themselves in a piece of lir-wood Avhich I nailed to tiie oak, and have in this short
interval, and in winter too, bored manv cells in it.

2 See p. 133.
" 3 Reaum. iii. 270.

4 Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. i. 34. * Schrank, Enum. Ins. Atcstr. 513. 1058.
^ Home's Introd. to Bibtiography, i. 311.
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Library brought from Cairo by Burckhardt.^ Oar collections of quadru-

peds, birds, insects, and plants have likewise several terrible insect enemies,

which, without pity or remorse, often destroy or mutilate our most highly

prized specimens. Piinusfur and Anthreims 7)nisccoi-um, two minute beetles,

are amongst the worst ; especially the latter, whose singular gliding larva,

when once it gets amongst them, makes astonishing havoc, the birds soon

shedding their feathers,and the insects fallingto pieces. Mr. W. S. MacLeay
informs me that at the Havana it is exceedingly difficult to preserve

insects, ^'c, as the ants devour every thing. One of the worst plagues of

the entomologist is a mite (Acnnis destructor Schrank} : this, if his spe-

cimens be at all damp, eats up all the muscular parts (Cantharis vesicatoria

being almost the only insect that is not to its taste), and thus entirely

destroys them. If spiders by any means get amongst them, they will do
no little mischief.— Some 1 have observed to be devoured by a minute

moth, perhaps Tinea insectella- ; and in the posterior thighs of a species of

Locus/a from China I once found, one in each thigh, a small beetle con-

generous with Antkerophagus pallens, that had devoured the interior. It is,

I believe, either Acarus destructor or Cheyleius eruditiis that eats the gum
employed to fasten down dried plants.

There are other insects which do not confine themselves to one or two
articles, but make a general and indiscriminate attack upon our dead stock.

•Ulloa mentions one peculiar to Carthagena, called there the comegen,

which he describes as a kind of moth or maggot so minute as to be scarcely

visible to the naked eye.^ This destroys, says he, the furniture of houses,

particularly all kinds of hangings, whether of cloth, linen or silk, gold or

silver stuffs, or lace ; in short, every thing except solid metal. It will in a
single night ruin all tlie goods of a warehouse in which it has got footing,

reducing bales of merchandise to dust without altering their appearance, so

that the mischief is not perceived till they come to be handled."* If we
make some deduction from tliis account for exaggeration, still the amount
of damage will be very considerable.

There are three kinds of insects better known, to whose ravages, as

most prominent and celebrated, I shall last call your attention. The in-

sects 1 mean are the cock-roach {Blatta orientalis), the house-cricket

(^Gryllus domcsticus), and the various species of white ants (Tervies). The
last of these, most fortunately for us, are not yet naturalised.

The cock-roaches hate the light, at least the kind that is most abundant
in Britain (for B. germanica, which abounds in some houses, is bolder,

making its appearance in the day, and running up the walls and over the

tables, to the great annoyance of the inhabitants), and never come forth

from their hiding-places till the lights are removed or extinguished. In the
London houses, especially on the ground-floor, they are most abundant,
and consume every thing they can find, flour, bread, meat, clothes, and even
shoes.* As soon as light, natural or artificial, reappears, they all scamper
off as fast as they can, and vanish in an instant. These pests are not

\ Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. ii. proc. xlii. xliii.
;
proc. 18. ix.

2 Atropos pidsatorius does much mischief by devouring the more delicate parts
of minute insects in collections in which camphor or some other insectifuge is

not kept.
5 It appears from Humboldt (^Personal Narrative, E. T. v. 116.) that the destruc-

tive insects called by this name are Termites.
* Ulloa, i. 67. 5 Amcen. Acad. iii. 345.
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indigenous here, and perhaps nowhere in Europe, but are one of the evils

which commerce has imported ; and we may think ourselves well off that
others of the larger species of the genus have not been introduced in the
same way— as, for instance, Blatta gigantea, a native of Asia, Africa, and
America, many times the size of the common one, which, not content with
devouring meat, clothes, and books, even attacks persons in their sleep,

and the extremities of the dead and dying.^

The house-cricket may perhaps be deemed a still more annoying insect
than the common cock-roach, adding an incessant noise to its ravages ;

since, although for a short time, it may not be unpleasant to hear

" the cricket chirrup in the hearth,"

so constant a din every evening must very much interrupt comfort and
conversation. These garrulous animals, which live in a kind of artificial

tori'id zone, are very thirsty souls, and are frequently found drowned in

pans of water, milk, broth, and the like. Whatever is moist, even stock-
ings or linen hung out to dry, is to them a bonne boucJie ; they will eat the
scummings of pots, yeast, crumbs of bread, and even salt, or any thing
within their reach. Sometimes they are so abundant in houses asi to
become absolute pests, flying into the candles and into people's faces.

At Cuddapa, in the ceded districts to the northward of Mysore, Captain
Green was much annoyed by a jumping insect, which, from his description,

I should take for the larva of a species of cricket. They were of a dun
colour, and from half to three-fourths of an inch in length. They abounded
at night, and were very injurious to papers and books, which they both dis-

coloured and devoured ; leather also was eaten by them. Such was their

boldness and avidity, that they attacked the exposed parts of the body when
you were asleep, nibbling the ends of the fingers, particularly the skin under
the nails, which was only discoverable by a slight soreness that succeeded.

So great was their agility that thev could seldom be cau^lit or crushed. They
were a mute insect, but probably the imago would make noise enough.
But the luhite ants, wherever they prevail, are a still worse plague than

either of these insects— they are the great calamity, as Linne terms them,
of both the Indies. When they find their way into houses or warehouses,
nothing less hard than metal or glass escapes their ravages. Their favourite

food, however, is wood of all kinds, except the teak (Tcctona grandis) and
iron-wood {Sidcroxj/lon), which are the only sorts known that they will

not touch '^j* and so infinite are the multitudes of the assailants, and such
is the excellence of their tools, that all the timber-work of a spacious

apartment is often destroyed by them in a few nights. Exteriorly, how-
ever, every thing appears as if untouclicd; for these wary depredators, and
this is what constitutes the greatest singularity of their history, carry on
all their operations by sap and mine, destroying first the inside of solid

1 Drury's Insects, iii. Preface.
2 It is not its hardness that protects the teak, as the Asiatic Termites attack Lig-

num Vitae, but probably some essential oil disagreeable to them with which it is

impregnated. This is the more likely, since they will eat it when it is old and has
been long exposed to the air. Tannvi has been conjectured to be the protecting
substance, but eiToneously, as leather of every kind is devoured by them. (Wil-
liamson's East India Vade 3Iecum, ii. 56.) It is its hardness probably that protects
the iron-wood from the African Termites. (Smeathoiaa in PInlos. Trans. 1781,
11. 47.)
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substances, and scarcely ever attacking their outside, until first they have
concealed it and their operations with a coat of clay. A general similarity

runs through the proceedings of the whole tribe ; but the large African

species (called by Smeathnian Termes bellicosus), T. fatalis, is the most
formidable. These insects live in large clay nests, from whence they

excavate tunnels all roumi, often to the extent of several hundred feet

;

from these they will descend a considerable depth below the foundation of
a house, and rise again through the floors ; or, boring through tiie posts

and supports of the building, enter the roof, and construct there their

galleries in various directions. If a post be a convenient path to the roof,

or has any weight to support, which how they discover is not easily con-

jectured, they will fill it with their mortar, leaving only a track-way for

themselves ; and thus, as it were, convert it from wood into stone as hard
as many kinds of freestone. In this manner they soon destroy houses,

and sometimes even whole villages when deserted by their inhabitants, so

that in two or three years not a vestige of them will remain.

These insidious insects are not less expeditious in destroying the

wainscoting, shelves, and other fixtures of a house, than the house itself.

With the most consummate art and skill they eat away the inside of what
they attack, except a few fibres here and there, which exactly suffice to

keep the two sides, or top and bottom, connected, so as to retain the

appearance of solidity after the reality is gone; and all the while they

carefully avoid perforating the surface, unless a book or any other thing that

tempts them should be standing upon it. Kcempfer, speaking of the white

ants of Japan, gives a remarkable instance of the rapidity with which these

miners proceed. Upon rising one morning he observed that one of their

galleries of the thickness of his little finger had been formed across his

table; and upon a further examination he found that they had bored a

passage of that thickness up one foot of the table, formed a gallery across

it, and then pierced down another foot into the floor : all this was done in

the few hours that intervened between his retiring to rest and his rising.'

They make their way also with the greatest ease into trunks and boxes,

even though made of mahoganj', and destroy papers and every thing they

contain, constructing their galleries, and sometimes taking up their abode
in them. Hence, as Humboldt informs us, throughout all the warmer parts

of equinoctial America, where these and other destructive insects abound,
it is infinitely rare to find papers which go fifty or sixty years back.^ In

one night they will devour all the boots and shoes that are left in their

way ; cloth, linen, or books are equally to their taste ; but they will not
cat cotton, as Captain Green informs me. I myself have to deplore that

they entirely consumed a collection of insects made for me hy a friend in

India, more especially as it sickened him of the employment. In a word,
scarcely any thing, as I said before, but metal or stone comes amiss to

them. Mr. Smeathman relates that a party of them once took a fancy to

a pipe of fine old Madeira, not for the sake of the wine, almost the whole
of which they let out, but of the staves, which however I suppose were
strongly imbued with it, and perhaps on that account were not less to the
taste of our epicure Termites. Having left a compound microscope in a
warehouse at Tobago for a few months, on his return he found that a colony
of a small species of white ant had established themselves in it, and hud

1 Japan, ii. 127. 2 PoUtkal Essay on Nuw Spaiii, iv. 135.
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devoured most of the wood-work, leaving little besides the metal and
glasses.! A shorter period sufficed for their demolition of some of
Mr. Forbes's furniture. On surveying a room which had been locked up
during an absence of a few weeks, he observed a number of advanced
works in various directions towards some prints and drawings in English
frames ; the glasses appeared to be uncommonly dull, and the frames
covered with dust. " On attempting," says he, " to wipe it off, I was
astonished to find the glasses fixed to the wall, not suspended in frames as

I left them, but completely surrounded by an incrustation cemented by the
white ants, who had actually eaten up the deal frames and back-boards,
and the greater part of the paper, and left the glasses upheld by the
incrustation or covered way, which they had formed during their depreda-
tion."- It is even asserted that the superb residence of the Governor-
General at Calcutta, which cost the East India Company such immense
sums, is now rapidly going to decay in consequence of the attacks of
these insects.^ But not content with the dominions they have acquired,

and the cities they have laid low on Terra Firma, encouraged by success,

the white ants have also aimed at the sovereignty of the ocean, and once
had the hardihood to attack even a British ship of the line ; and in spite

of the efforts of her commander and his valiant crew, having boarded they
got possession of her, and handled her so roughly, that when brought into

port, being no longer fit for service, she was obliged to be broken up.*

And here, I think, I see you throw aside my papers, and hear you ex-

claim— " Will this enumeration of scourges, plagues, and torments never
be finished ? Was the whole insect race created merely with punitive

views, and to mar the fa.r face of universal nature ? Are they all, as our
Saviour said figuratively of one genus, the scorpion, the powerful agents

and instruments of the great enemy of mankind? ''^^ If you view the subject

in another light, you will soon, my friend, be convinced that, instead of
this, insects generally answer the most beneficial ends, and promote in

various ways, and in an extraordinary degree, the welfare of man and
animals ; and that the series of the evils I have been engaged in enume-
rating mostly occur partially, and where they exceed their natural limits

;

God permitting this occasionally to take place, not merely with punitive

views, but also to show us what mighty effects he can produce by instru-

ments seemingly the most insignificant ; thus calling upon us to glorify his

power, wisdom, and goodness, so evidently manifested whether lie relaxes

or draws tight the reins by which he guides insects in their course, and
regulates their progress ; and more particularly to acknowledge his over-

ruling Providence so conspicuously exhibited by his measuring them, as it

1 Tfiis account of the Termites is chiefly taken from Smeathman in PMlos. Trans.

1781, and Percival's Ceyhn, 307.
~ Oriental Memoirs, i. 3G2.
3 3Iorning Herald, Dec. 31st, 1814.
* The ship here alluded to was the Albion, which was in such a condition from the

attack of insects, supposed to be white ants, that had not the ship been tirmly

lashed together, it was thought she would have foundered on her voyage home.

—

The late Mr. Kittoe informed me that the Droguers or Draguers, a kind of lighter

employed in the West Indies in collecting the sugar, sometimes so swarm with ants,

of the'common kind, that they have no other way of getting rid of these troublesome

insects than bv sinking the vessel in shallow water.
s Luke, X. "19.
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were, and weighing them, and telling them out, so that their numbers,

forces, and powers being annually proportioned to the work he has pre-

scribed to them, they may neither exceed his purpose nor fall short of it.

From the picture I have drawn, and I assure you it is not overcharged,

you will be disposed to admit, however, the empire of insects over the

works of creation, and to own that our prosperity, comfort, and happiness

are intimatelv connected with them ; and consequently that the knowledge

and study oV them may be extremely useful and necessary to promote

these desirable ends, since the knowledge of the cause of any evil is alw^ays

a principal, if not an indispensable, step towards a remedy.

I shall now bid adieu to this unpromising subject, which has so long

occupied my pen, and I fear wearied your attention, and in my next bring

before you a more agreeable scene, in which you will behold the benefits

we receive by the min-'stry of insects. I am, hc>
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LETTER IX.

BENEFITS DERIVED FROM INSECTS.

INDIRECT BENEFITS.

My kst letters contained, I must own, a most melancholy thoii;^h not an

overcharged picture of the injuries and devastation which man, in various

ways, experiences through the instrumentality of the insect world. In

this and the following I hope to place before jou a more agreeable scene,

since in them I shall endeavour to point out in what respects these miiaite

animals are made to benefit us, and what advantages we reap from their

extensive agency.

God, in all the evil which he permits to take place, whether spiritual,

moral, or natural, has the ultimate good of his creatures in view. The
evil that we suffer is often a countercheck which restrains us from greater

evil, or a spur to stimulate us to good : we should therefore consider

every thing, not according to the present sensation of pain, or the present

loss or injury that it occasions, but according to its more general, remote,

and permanent effects and bearings;— whether by it we are not impelled

to the practice of many virtues which otherwise might lie dormant in us—
whether our moral habits are not improved— whether we are not rendered

by it more prudent, cautious, and wary, more watchful to prevent evil,

more ingenious and skilful to remedy it— and whether our higher faculties

are not brought more into play, and our mental powers more invigorated,

by the meditation and experiments necessary to secure ourselves. Viewed
in these lights, what was at first regarded as wholly made up of evil, may
be discovered to contain a considerable proportion of good.

This reasoning is here particularly applicable : and if the ultimate benefit

to man seems in any case problematical, it i§ merely because to discover it

requires more extended and remote views than we are enabled by our

limited faculties to take, and a knowledge of distant or conc^ealed results

which we are incompetent to calculate or discover. The conmion good
of this terraqueous globe requires that all things endowed with vegetable

or animal life should bear certain proportions to each other; and if any
individual species exceeds that proportion, from beneficial it becomes
noxious, and interferes with the general welfare. It was requisite there-

fore for the benefit of the whole system that certain means should be

provided, by which this hurtful luxuriance might be checked, and all things

taught to keep within their proper limits : hence it became necessary that

sonie should prey upon others, and a part be sacrificed for the good of the

whole.

Of the counterchecks thus provided, none act a more important part

than insects, particularly in the vegetable kingdom, every plant having its

insect enemies. Man, when he takes any plant from its natural state, and
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makes it an object of cultivation, must expect that these agents will follow

it into the artificial state in which he has placed it, and still prey upon it;

and it is his business to exert his faculties in inventing means to guard
against their attacks. It is a wise provision that there should exist a race

of beings empowered to remove all her superfluous productions from the

face of nature ; and in effecting this, whatever individual injury may arise,

insects must be deemed general benefactors. Even the locusts, which lay

waste whole countries, clear the way for the renovation of their vegetable

productions, which were in danger of being destroyed by the exuberance of

some individual species, and thus are fulfilling the great law of the Cre-

ator, that of all which he has made nothing should be lost. A region,

Sparrman tells us, which had been choked up by shrubs, perennial plants,

and hard half-withered and unpalatable grasses, after being made bare by
these scourges, soon appears in a far more beautiful dress, clothed with

new herbs, superb lilies, and fresh annual grasses, and young and juicy

shoots of the perennial kinds, affording delicious herbage for the wild

cattle and game.^ And though the interest of individual man is often

sacrificed to the general good, in many cases the insect pests which he
most execrates will be found to be positively beneficial to him, unless when
suffered to increase beyond their due bounds. Thus the insects that

attack the roots of the grasses, and, as has been before observed, so ma-
terially injure our herbage, the wire-worm, the larvae of Mehlontha viil-

s,(iris, T'lpida oleracea, &c., in ordinary seasons only devour so much as is

necessary to make room for fresh shoots, and the production of new
herbage ; in this manner maintaining a constant succession of young
plants, and causing an annual though partial renovation of our meadows
and pastures. In the rich fields near Rye in Sussex I particularly observed

this effect ; and I have since at home remarked, that at certain times of

the year dead plants may be everywhere observed, pulled up by the cattle

as they feed, whose place is supplied by new offsets. So that, when in

moderate numbers, these insects do no more harm to the grass than would
the sharp-toothed harrows which it has been sometimes advised to apply to

hide-bound pastures, and the beneficial operation of which in loosening

the sub-soil these insect borers closely imitate.

Nor would it be difficult to show that the ordinary good effects of some
of those insects, which torment ourselves and our cattle, preponderate over

their evil ones. Mr. Clark is inclined to think that the gentle irritation

of CEstrus Equi is advantageous to the stomach of the horse rather than

the contrary. On the same principle it is not improbable that the Tabani

often act as useful phlebotomists to our full-fed animals ; and that the

constant motion in which they are kept in summer by the attacks of the

Stomoxj/s and other flies may prevent diseases that would be brought on
by indolence and repletion. And in the case of man himself, if I do not go
so far as Linne to give the louse the credit of preserving full-fed boys from

coughs, epilepsy, &c., we may safely regard as no small good the stimulus

which these, and others of the insect assailants of the persons of the dirty

and the vicious, afford to personal cleanliness and |)urity.

I might enlarge greatly upon the foregoing view of the subject, but this is

unnecessary, as numerous facts will occur in subsequent letters which you
will readily perceive have an intimate bearing upon it ; and I shall, there-

' Span-man's Voyage, i. 3G7.
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fore, proceed to point out the more evident benefits which we derive from
insects, arranging them under the two great heads of direct benefits, and
those wiiich are indirect; beginning with the latter.

The insects which are indirecllxj beneficial to us may be considered

under three points of view ; first, as removing various nuisances and dc'

forinitics from the face of nature ; secondly, as destroying other insects, that

but for their agency would multiply so as greatly to injure and annoy us ;

and, thirdly, as supplying food to useful animals, particularly to fi^h ancT

bird.^.

To advert in the first place to the former. All substances must be

regarded as nuisances and deformities, when considered with relation to

the whole, which are deprived of the principle of animation. In this

relation stand a dead carcass, a dead tree, or a mass of excrement, which
are clearly incumbrances that it is desirable to have removed ; and the

office of ejecting this removal is chiefly assigned to insects, which have been

justly called the great scavengcis of nature. Let us consider their little

but effective operations in each of their vocations.

How disgusting to the eye, how offensive to the smell, would be the

whole face of nature, were the vast quantity of excrement daily falling to

the earth from the various animals which inhabit it, suffered to remain

until gradually dissolved by the rain, or decomposed by the elements

!

That it does not thus offend us, we are indebted to an inconceivable host

of insects which attack it the moment it falls; some immediately beginning

to devour it, others depositing in it eggs from which are soon hatched

larvae that concur in the same office with tenfold voracity ; and thus every

particle of dung, at least of the most offensive kinds, speedily swarms with

inhabitants which consume all the liquid and noisome particles, leaving

nothing but the undigested remains, that soon dry, and are scattered by
the winds, while the grass uj)on which it rested, no longer smothered by

an impenetrable mass, springs up with increased vigour.

Numerous are the tribes of insects to which this office is assigned,

though chiefly, if not entirely, selected from the two orders, Coleoptera and
Diptcra. A large proportion of the genera formed, by different authors,

from Scarabccus oilAV\xic,v\z. Scaraba'us, Copris, Ateuchus, Sisi/phus, Onitis,

OntJwphagus, Apliodius, and Psammodius ; also Hister, Spltccridium ; and

amongst the Brachtjplera, the majority of the Stapht/linidce, many Aleo-

charcE, especially of Gravenhorst's third family, many Oxi/teli, and some
Omalm, Tac/iini, and Tacln/pori, of that author, including in the whole

many hundred species of beetles, unite their labours to eflfect this useful

purpose : and what is remarkable, though they all work their way in these

filthy masses, and at first can have no paths, yet their bodies are never

soiled by the ordure they inhabit. Many of these insects content them-

selves with burrowing in the dung alone; but Atcuclnis jnlularius^, a species

1 The Coprion, Cantharus, ami HeUncantharns of the ancients was evidently this

beetle, or one nearh^ related to it, -whieh is described as rolling bacliwards large

masses of dung, and" attracted such general attention as to give rise to the proverb

Cantharus pilulam. It sliould seem from the name, derived from a word signifying

an ass, that the Grecian beetle made its pills of usses' dung ; and this is confirmed

l>v a passage in one of tlie plays of Aristophanes, the Irene, where a beetle of this

]und is introduced, on wliichone of the characters rides to lieaven to petition Jupiter

for peace. The plav begins with one domestic desiring another to feed the Can-

tharus with some bicad, ^vlio afterwards orders bis companion to give him another

kind of bread made o( asses' dung. ,
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called in America the Tiimhk-dung, whose singular manceiivres I shall

subsequently have to advert to, Cupris lunarit, Geotriipes slcrcoyarins, and
many other laniellicorn beetles, make large cylindrical holes, often of
great depth under the heap, anil there deposit their eggs surrounded by a
mass of dung in which they have previously enveloped them ; thus not
only dispersing the dung, but actually burying it at the roots of the ad-
joining plants, and by these means contributing considerably to the fertility

of our pastures, supplying the constant waste by an annual conveyance
of fresh dung laid at the very root ; by these canals, also, affording a con-
venient passage for a portion of it when dissolved to be carried thither by
the rain.

The coleopterous insects found in dung inhabit it in their perfect as well

as imperfect states ; but this is not the case with those of the order Dipfera,

whose larvae alone find their nutriment in it ; the imago, which would be
suffocated did it attempt to burrow into a niaterial so soft, only la\ing its

eggs in the mass. These also are more select in their choice than the
Culeopfera— not indeed as to delicacy,— but they do not indiscriminately

oviposit in all kinds, some preferring horse-dung, others svvine's-dung,

others cow-dung, which seems the most favourite pabulum of all the dinig-

loving insects, and others that of birds.-' The most disgusting of all is

the rat-tailed larva that inhabits our privies, which changes to a fly (Eris-
talis tena,v), soniewhat resembling a bee.

Still more would our olfactory nerves be offended, and our health liable

to fatal injuries, if the wisdom and goodness of Providence had not pro-

vided for the removal of another nuisance from oiu' globe — the dead
carcasses of animals. When these begin to grow putrid, ever}' one knows
what dreadful miasmata exhale from them, and taint the air we breathe.

Eut no sooner does life depart from the body of any creature, at least of'

any which from its size is likely to become a nuisance, than myriads of
different sorts of insects attack it, and in various ways. First come the

Hlsters, and pierce the skin. Next follow the flesh-flies, some, that no
time may be lost (as Sai-copkaga carnaria, &c.), depositing upon it their

young already hatchetl ; others {Musca Ccesar, &c.), covering it with
millions of eggs, whence in a day or two proceed iimumerable devourers.

An idea of the dispatch made by these gourmands may be gained from the

combined consideration of their numbers, voracity, and ra[)id development.
One female of S. carnaria will give birth to 20,000 young ; and the larvse

of many flesh-flies, as Redi ascertained, will in twenty-toiu" hours devour
so much food, and grow so quickly, as to increase their weight two
hundredfold ! In five days after being hatched, they arrive at their full

growth and size, which is a remarkable instance of the care of Providence

1 According to M. Robiueau Desvoidy, the dung of the badger, which is placed in

a separate chamber of its subterranean galleries, lias its peculiar fly, which he names
Leria melina, the larvae of which there feed ujion it; and the parent flies never
ascend to the surface, but constantly reside in this dark and damp abode, and can
only be obtained by digging into it. Another tly, his Tlielkla vespertilionca, in like

manner, lives in the larva state on the dung of bats deposited bj- tiiem at the end of

the grottoes of D'Arcy-sur-Eure more than one hundred toises distant from their

entrance; and he describes a third flv, Leria mustelitia,^\hi(ih. he believes to feed on
the dung of the weasel, and names otlier distinct species to which the dung of the
fox, the rabbit, the water-rat, and the field-mouse respectively afford subsistence.

(^;j;i. Sue. Ent. da France, x. 255— 2'JO.)
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in fitting them for the part they are destined to act : for if a longer time
was required for their growth, their food would not be a fit aliment for

them, or they would be too loni; in removing the nuisance it is given in

charge to them to dissipate. Tlius we see there was some ground for

Linne's assertion, under Al. vomitoria, that three of these flies will devour
a dead horse as quiclcly as would a lion.

As soon as the various tribes of MuscidcB have opened the way, and
devoured the softer parts, a whole host of beetles, Kccrophori, Silpha,

Dermestes, Cholcvce, and StajihyUnida;, actively second their labours. Wasps
and hornets also come in for their portion of the spoil ; and even ants,

which prowl every where, rival their giant competitors in the quantity con-
sumed by them ; so that in no very long time, especially in warm climates,

the muscular covering is removed from the skeleton, which is then

cleansed from all remains of it by the little Cort/netes cceruleus and ruficollis

(which last is so interesting, as having been the means of saving the life of
LatreiUe^), and several Xitidu/ce.^ Even the horns of animals have an
appropriate genus (Trox) which inhabits them, and feeds upon their

contents. And not onl}' are large animals thus disposed of, even the

smallest are not suffered long to annoy us. The burying beetle {^Kecro-

p/ionis Vespillo), inters the bodies of small animals, such as mice, several

assisting each other in the work^; and those to which they commit their

eggs afford an ample supply of food to their larvae.^ Ants also in some
degree emulate these burying insects, at least they will carry off the

carcasses of insects into their nests; and I once saw some of the horse-

ants dragging away a half-dead snake of about the size of a goose-quill.*

In fact in the extensive plains of South America and other tropical

regions, where ants are both larger and far more numerous than with us,

M. Lund conceives that they take the place of the Carahida;, SilphidcB, and
other carnivorous tribes of more temperate climes, there rarely met with,

in removing all putrefying animal matter.® Some insects will even attack

living animals, and make them their prey, thus contributing to keep them
within due limits. The common earth-worm is attacked and devoured b}

a centipede (jGcophilus electricus). Mr. Sheppard saw one attack a worm
ten times its own size, round which it twisted itself like a serpent, and
which it finally mastered and devoured.

But insects are not only useful in removing and dissipating dead animal

matter ; they are also intrusted with a similar office with respect to the

veijeto^/f kingdom. The interior of rotten trees is inhabited by the larvre

1 See Latr. Gen. i. 275.

3 This property in the carrion insects may be turned to a fjood account by the

comparative anatomist, who has only to Aax the body of one of the smaller animals,

anoint it with honey, and bury it in an ant-hill : and in a short time he will obtain

a perfect skeleton, denudated of every fibril of muscle, though with the ligaments

and cartilages untouched.
5 In India, as we learn from Col. Ilearsey, a large species of Platynotus replaces

the Necrophori in their burj'ing habits.

* Gleditsch, Abhandlungen, iii. '200.

5 It is to be observed that in our cold climates, during the winter months, when
excrement and putrescent animal matter are not so offensive, they are left to the

action of the elements, insects being then torpid.

6 Lund in Ann. Soc. Nat, June 1831, quoted in AVestwood's Mod. Class, of Ins.'

ii. 230.
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of a particular kind of crane-fly with pectinated antennce {Ctemphora ^),

and other insects, which there find an appropriate nutriment; and a

similar diet is furnished to the grubs of the rose-beetle (Cetouia aurata) by

the dead leaves and stalks usually to be found in the ant's nest. Staphi/-

linidic, SphcEridia, and other Colc'vptera, are always found under heaps of

putrescent vegetables ; and an infinite number are to be met with in de-

composing fungi, which seem to be a kind of substance intermediate

between animal and vegetable. The Boleti, in particular, have one genus

of coleopterous insects appropriated to them '-, and the Lycoperdons another.

— Stagnant waters, which would otherwise exhale putrid miasmata, and

be often the cause of fatal disorders, are purified by the innumerable

larvae of gnats, Ephemerce^ and other insects which live in them and ab-

stract from them all the unwholesome part of their contents. This, Linne

says, will easily appear if any one will make the experiment by filling two

vessels with putrid water, leaving the larvte in one and taking them out of

the other ; for then he will soon find the water that is full of larvas pure

and without any stench, while that which is deprived of them will continue

stinking.*

Benefits equally great are rendered by the wood-destroying insects.

We indeed, in this country, who find use for ten times more timber than

we produce, could dispense with their services ; but to estimate them at

their proper value, as affecting the great system of nature, we should

transport ourselves to tropical climes, or to those under the temperate

zones, where millions of acres are covered by one interminable forest.

How is it that these untrodden regions, where thousands of their giant

inhabitants fall victims to the slow ravages of time, or the more sudden

operations of lightning and hurricanes, should yet exhibit none of those

scenes of ruin and desolation that might have been expected, but are

always found with the verdant characters of youth and beauty ? It is to

the insect world that this great charge of keeping the habitations of the

Dryads in perpetual freshness has been conmiitted. A century would

almost elapse before the removal from the face of nature of the mighty

ruins of one of the hard- wooded tropical trees, by the mere influence of

the elements. But how speedy its decomposition when their operations

are assisted by insects ! As soon as a tree is fallen, one tribe attacks its

bark**^, which is often the most indestructible part of it ; and thousands of

orifices into the solid trunk are bored by others. The rain thus insinuates

itself into every part, and the action of heat promotes the decomposition.

Various fungi now take possession and assist in the process, which is fol-

lowed up by the incessant attacks of other insects, that iced only upon
wood in an incipient state of decay. And thus in a few months a mighty

mass, which seemed inferior in hardness only to iron, is mouldered into

dust, and its place occupied by younger trees full of life and vigour. The

1 Curtis, Brit. Ent. t. 5.

2 Surely Mr. Marsham's name for this gerus, Bnletarla, is much more proper

than tliat of Fabricius, 3Ii/cetop/iagus (Agaric-Eater), since these insects seldom eat

agarics.

3 QScon. Nat. Amcen. Ac. ii. 50. Stillingfleet's Tracts, 122.
* JIaupertuis observes, that in Lapland he saw many birch trees lying on the

ground, which had probably been there for a very long time, with the bark entire,

though the wood was decayed. Hence we may probably infer, that in that country

there are few or none of the bavk-boring insects.
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insects to which this duty is intrusted have been already mentioned in n
former letter ; but none of them do their business so expeditiously or

effectually as the Termites, which ply themselves in such numbers and so

unremittingly, that Mr. Smeathman assures us they will in a few weeks
destroy and carry away the trunks of large trees, without leaving a particle

behind ; and in places where, two or three years before, there has been a

populous town, if the inhabitants, as is frequently the case, have chosen to

abanilon it, there shall be a very thick wood, and not the vestige of a post

to be seen.

I observed in a former letter, that the devastations of insects are not the

same in every season, their power of mischief being evident only at cer-

tain times, when Providence, by i^ermitting an unusual increase of their

numbers, gives them a commission to lay waste any particular country or

district. The great agents in preventing this increase, and keeping the

noxious species within proper limits, are other insects ; and to these I

shall now call your attention.

Numerous are the tribes upon which this important task devolves, and
incalculable are the benefits which they are the means of bestowing upon
us ; for to them we are indebted, or rather to Providence who created

them for this purpose, that our crops and grain, our cattle, our fruit and
forest-trees, our pulse and flowers, and even the verdant covering of the

earth, are not totally destroyed. Of these insects, so friendly to man, some
exercise their destructive agency solely while in the larva state; others in

the perfect state only ; others in both these states ; and, lastly, others

again in all the three states of larva, [)upa, and imago. For order's sake,

and to give you a more distinct view of the subject, I shall say something

on each separately.

The first, those which are insectivorous only in their larva state, may be
further subdivitled into parasites and imparasifcs, meaning by the former

term those that feed upon a tiring insect, and only destroy it when they

have attained their full growth ; and by the latter, those that prey upon
insects already dead, or that kill them in the act of devouring them.

The imparasitic insect devourers chiefly belong to the Hymenoptera
order ; antl though it is in the larva state that their prowess is exhibited,

the task of providing the prey is usually left to the female, of which each
species for the most part selects a particular kind of insect. Thus many
species of Cerceris and the splendid Chrt/sidcB or golden wasps feed upon
insects of their own order. One of the latter (Pamopes incarnata') com-
mits her eggs to the progeny of Bcmbex rostrata : another {Chrj/sis bidcn-

'ata) attacks the young of Epipone spinipes.

Beml)ex and Mellinus confine themselves to Diptera, the former preying

upon Eristatis tenax, Bombjjtii, and the like ^ ; the latter, amongst others,

ridding us of the troublesome Sfomoxi/s calcitrans. One of these last I have

o!)served stationed on dung watching for flies, which, when seized, she

carried to her burrow. The numerous species of Crabro Fab. also store

up chiefly dipterous insects in their cells, some confining themselves to one
antl the same species, others apparently taking any that offer.

Epipone spinipes, belonging to the family of Wasps, feeds upon certain

green apotl larvne, of which the female deposits ten or twelve with each

^ Latreille, Observations nouvellcs surlcs Iltiminoplires. Annul, de Mus. \\.
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ejg. The common sand-wasp (Ammnphi/a vulgaris) destroys caterpillars

of a larger size, and most of the other Vespoid and Sphecoid Hi/mciw-

pteni, viz. Tnjpoxi/lon, Philnnthus, Larra, &c. assist in this great work.

Pompihis, to which genus probably several species mentioned by Reaumur
as preying on these insects should be referred, has it in charge to keep

the number of spiders within due bounds : and some sand-wasps lend their

aid. One of these last, mentioned by Catesby (Sp/iex ccerulcus), has been

known to seize a spider eight times its own weight.^ Another species of

this genus, which is common in the Isle of France, attacks an insect still

more difficult, one would think, to turn to its purpose, the all-devouring

Blntta, or cockroach, and is therefore one of the great benefactors to

mankind. When this insect perceives a Blatta (called there Kakerlac

and Cancrelas), it stops immediately : both animals eye each other ; but in

an instant the sand-wasp darts upon its prey, seizes it by the muzzle with

its strong jaws, and, bending its abdomen underneath it, pierces it with its

fatal sting. Sure of its victim, it now walks or Hies away, leaving the

poison to work its effect ! but in a short time returns, and, finding it

deprived of power to make resistance, seizes it again by the heail, and
drags it away, walking backwards to deposit it in a hole or chink of a
wall.2

Grasshoppers are the prey of another sand-wasp, supposed to be the

Sphcx pennsylvanica of Linne, a native of North America, each of which
in its larva state devours three of a large green species with which its

mother has provided it.^

From none of the imparasitic insectivorous larvss do we derive more
advantage than from those which devour the destructive Aphides, whose
ravages, as we have seen above, are more detrimental to us in this island

than those of any other insect. A great variety of species of different

orders and genera are employed to keep them within due limits. There is

a beautiful genus of four-winged flies, whose wings resemble the finest

lace, and whose eyes are often as brilliant as burnished metals (Hemerobiiis),

the larvae of which, Reaumur, from their being insatiable devourers of
them, has named the lions of the Aphides. The singular pedunculated eggs

from which these larvae proceed, I shall describe when we come to treat

upon the eggs of insects ; the larvae themselves are furnished with a |)air

of long crooked mandibles resembling horns, which terminate in a sharp

point, and, like those of the ant-lion, are perforated, serving the insect

instead of a mouth; for through this orifice the nutriment passes down
into the stomach. When amongst the Aphides, like wolves in a sheep-fold,

they make dreadful havoc : half a minute suffices them to suck the largest

;

and the individuals of one species clothe themselves, like Hercules, with
the spoils of their hapless victims.

Next in importance to these come the aphidivorous flies (many species

of (Sj/r/j/«Vte), whose grubs are armed with a singular mandible, furnished

like a trident with three points, with which they transfix their prey. They
may often be seen laid at their ease under a leaf or upon a twig, environed
by such hosts of Aphides, that they can devour hundreds without changing
their station ; and their silly helpless prey, who are provided with no

^ Nat. Hist, of Carolina, ii. 105.
* Reaum. vi. "282. St. Pierre's Voyage, 72.

5 Bartram in Philos. Trans, xlvi. 121).
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means of defence, so far from thinking of escaping, frequently walk over
the back of their enemy, and put themselves in his way. When disposed
to feed, he fixes himself by his tail, and, being blind, gropes about on
every side, as the Cyclops did for Ulysses and his companions, till he
touches one, which he immediately transfixes with his trident, elevates

into the air, that he may not be disturbed by its struggles, and soon de-

vours. The havoc which these grubs make amongst the ApJiides is asto-

nishing. It was but last week that I observed the top of every young
shoot of the currant-trees in my garden curled up by myriads of these

insects. On examining them this day, not an individual remained ; but
beneath each leaf are three or four full-fed larvag of aphidivorous flies,

surrounded with heaps of the skins of the slain, the trophies of their suc-

cessful warfare ; and the young shoots, whose progress has been entirely

checked by the abstraction of sap, are again expanding vigorously.

But even these serviceable insects must yield the palm to the lady-bird

or lady-cow (Coccinella), the favourite of our childhood, which, as well as

most of its congeners, in the larva state, feeds entirely on AjMdes^ ; and
the havoc made amongst them may be conceived from the myriads upon
myriads of these little interesting animals, which are often to be seen in

years when the plant-louse abounds. In 1807 the shore at Brighton, and
ail the watering places on the south-coast, was literally covered with them,

to the great surprise, and even alarm, of the inhabitants, who were igno-

rant that their little visitors were emigrants from the neighbouring hop-
grounds, where, in their larva state, each had slain his thousands and tens

of thousands of the Aphis, which, under the name of the F/?/, so fre-

quently blasts the hopes of the hop-grower. It is fortunate that in most
countries the children have taken these friendly Coccinellae under their

protection. In France they regard them as sacred to the Virgin, and call

them Vaches a Dieii, Betes de la Vicrge, &c. ; and with us, commisera-
tion for the hard fate of a mother, whose " house is on fire and children

at home," insures them kind treatment and liberty. Even the hop-growers
are becoming sensible of their services, and, as I am informed, hire boys
to prevent birds from destroying them. If we could but discover a mode
of increasing these insects at will, we might not only, as Dr. Darwin has

suggested, clear our hot-houses of Aphides by their means, but render our
crops of hops much more certain than they now are. Even without this

knowledge nothing is more easy, as I have experienced, than to clear a
plant or small tree by placing upon it several larvae of Coccinellae or of
aphidivorous flies collected from less valuable vegetables.

Lastly, to close this list of imparasitic insectivorous larvae, I may mention
those of GeoflTroy's genus Volucella, so remarkable for their radiated anus,

^vhich live in the nests of humble bees (F. bomhi/lans), braving the fury of
their stings and devouring their young; those of another species of the

same genus {V, zonaria Meig.), which MM. de St. Fargeau and Serville

have ascertained to live in wasps' nests and destroy great numbers of their

1 The larvae of some species of Coccinellaj feed, according to Prof. D. Eeich, solely

on the leaves of plants ; as that of C. liieroglyphica, which eats the leaves of common
heath (^Erica vulgaris) after the manner of the larvaj of Lepidoptera. Der Ge$ell-

schaft naturf. Fr. in Berlin Mag. &c. iii. 294. The hirva of Coccinella Argus, Scriba

(C. i 1-macidata Fab.), in like manner. Prof. Audouin found to feed on the leaves of

the common Bryonia. (Westwood, Mod. Class, of Ins. i. 397.)
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larvae^; and the ant-lion {Mijrmeleon') and Reaumur's improperly named
worm-lion (Lepiis), whose singular stratagems will be detailed in a sub-

sequent letter, both of which destroy numerous insects that are so

unfortunate as to ftdl into their toils.

The Parasitic larvae, an extremely numerous tribe, must next be

considered. These chiefly belong to the order Ht^menojjtera, and were
included by Linne under his vast genus Ichneumon, so named from the

analogy between their services and those of the Egyptian Ichneumons
{Viverra Ichneumon), the former as destroyers of insects, being equally

important with the latter as devourers of serpents, the eggs of crocodiles,

&c.
The habits of the whole of this tribe-, which properly includes several

families (Ichneumoiiidce, Cha/cididce, &c.) and a great number of distinct

genera, are similar. They all oviposit in living insects, chiefly while in the

larva state, sometimes while pupee (Alisocampus Puparum) ; at others

while in the egf^ state (^Pteromalus ovuhrum, and bifasciatus, Chtysolampiis

iristis, &.C.). The eggs thus deposited soon hatch into grubs, which imme-
diately attack their victim, and in the end insure its destruction. The
number of eggs committed to each individual varies according to its size,

and that of the grubs which are to spring from them ; being in most cases

one only, but in others amounting to some hundreds.
From the observations hitherto made by entomologists, the great body

of the Ichneumon tribe is principally employed in keeping within their

proper limits the infinite host of lepidopterous larvae, destroying, however,
many insects of other orders ; and, perhaps, if the larvae of these last fell

equally under our observation with those of the former, we might discover

that lew exist uninfested by their appropriate parasite. Such is the

activity and address of the Ichneumonidans, and their minute allies

(^Pujnvora Latr.), that scarcely any concealment, except, perhaps, the

waters, can secure their prey from them ; and neither bulk, courage, nor
ferocity avail to terrify them from effecting their purpose. They attack

the ruthless spider in his toils ; they discover the retreat of the little

bee, that for safety bores deep into timber ; and though its enemy
Ichneumon cannot enter its cell, by means of her long ovipositor she
reaches the helpless grub, which its parent vainly thought secured from
every foe, and deposits in it an egg, which produces a larva that destroys

it.^. In vain does the destructive Cecidomyia of the wheat conceal its

larvEe within the glumes that so closely cover the grain; three species of
these minute benefactors of our race, sent in mercy by Heaven, know how
to introduce their eggs into them, thus preventing the mischief they would
otherwise occasion, and saving mankind from the horrors of famine."* In
vain, also, the Cynips by its magic touch produces the curious excrescences
on various trees and plants, called galls, for the nutriment and defence of
its progeny ; the parasite species attached to it discovers its secret chamber,

1 Macquart, Dipteres, i. 482.
\

2 Latreille denominates this family, as he calls it, Pupivora ; if by this he alludes

to their devouring tlie young of insects, from the classical meaning of the word pupa,
the term is very proper; but this shoiUd be borne in mind, as the majority of readers
would imagine it to refer to iha pupa state of insects, in which they are not so gene-
rally devoured by their parasites.

3 Marshani in Linn. Trans, iii. 26.
4 See above, pp. S2, 93.
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pierces its wall, however thick, and commits the destroying egg to its

offspring. Even the clover-weevil is not secure within the legumen of that

plant ; nor the wire-worm in the earth, from their ichneumonidan foes.

I have received from the late Mr. Marwick that of the former, and
Mr. Paul has shown me the destroyer of the latter, which belongs to

Latreille's genus Proctotrupes. Others are not more secured by the repulsive

nature of the substance they inhabit ; for two species at least oi Ichneumon^
know how to oviposit it in stercorarious larvae without soiling their wings
or bodies.

The ichneumonidan parasites are either external or internal. Thus the

species above alluded to, which attacks s[)iders, docs not live within their

bodies, but remains on the outside** ; and the larva of Opliion luteum,

which adheres by one end to the shell of the bulbiriferous egg that pro-

duced it, does not enter the caterpillar of Euprepia vUlica, the moth upon
which it feeds.^ But the great majority of these animals oviposit within

the body of the insect to which they are assigned, from whence, after

having consumed the interior and become pupae, they emerge in their

perfect state. An idea of the services rendered to us by those Ichneumons
which prey upon noxious larvae may be formed from the fact, that out of

thirty individuals of the common cabbage caterpillar (the larvje of Pontia

BrassiccB) which Reamnur put into a glass to feed, twenty-five were fatally

pierced by an Ichneumon (^Alicrogaster globatus*). And if we compare the

myriads of caterpillars that often attack our cabbages and brocoli with the

small number of butterflies of this species which usually appear, we may
conjecture that they are commonly destroyed in some such proportion—

a

circumstance tliat will lead us thankfully to acknowledge the goodness of
Providence, which, by providing such a check, has prevented the utter

destruction of the Brassica genus, including some ofour most esteemed and
useful vegetables.

The parasites are not wholly confined to the order Hyvicnoptcra : a
considerable number are also found amongst the tribe of flies, many of the

species of the Dipterous genera Tackina Meig. ; and those separated from
it (as Echinomyia, Nemorcea, &c.), as well as oi Anthrax^^x\A other genera
depositing their eggs in caterpillars and other larvae, often in such great

numbers, that from a larva of Sphinx atrojjos, bred by M. Serville, and
which had sufficient strength to assume the pujia state, not fewer than

eighty flies of Senometojna atropivara came out of it.^ Many beetles also

are parasitic in their larva state, as the singular Rtpiphorus 2)(nr/doxu.s;

which is found in the nests of wasps ; those of the genus Sitaris, which are

found in the nests of wild bees of the genus Anthophora '', and those of
Brachytarsus scabrosus, which feed on CoccidcB'^, &c.

* Alysia Manducator ; and another species allied to Alomyia Debellator, which I

have named A. Stercorator.
2 De Geer, ii. 863. 3 jbiJ. 851—855.
4 Eeaum. ii. 419.
^ Macquart, Dipteres, ii. 105. Comp. De Geer, i. 19G. vi. 14. 24. Eeaum. ii.

440—444.
6 Ann. Snc. Ent.de Frnnce,Ym. Bull. xvii. xlvii. Much obscurity exists as to

the economy of these insects, chiefl}'' in consequence of the curious facts observed by
my friend M. Pecchioli of Pisa with regard to his new species Sitaris solieri, de-

scribed by him in the Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, viii. 5. 27. He always found both
sexes of this species, even in distant localities, on plants of rosemary ; and these

Tor note ^ see p. 455.
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Generality speaking, parasitic larvae do not attack insects in their perfect

state ; but to this rule there are several exceptions. M. Dufour found in

a beetle {Cassida viridh) a parasitic larva, from which he bred a riy of the

penus Tachina Meig. (CassidcEmi/ia Macq.) ; and also in a field-bug {Pen-

tutoma grisea), from which proceeded another fly (Oci/ptera bicolor)^ ; and

Latreille, Dufour, and other entomologists have confirmed the discovery of

Baumhauer, that the larvae of flies of the genus Conops live in humble-

bees, which M. Robineau-Desvoidy has seen pursued by them, apparently

to deposit their eggs on them.'^ The larvae of a beetle (Simbius Blattariim)

is parasitic in the bodies of Blatla Americana on board of ships, and

INI. Audouin found CoccincUa \1 -jnnictata, to be subject to the parasitic

attack of Microctonns tenninaHs Wesmael, and EncrytusJlavnnius'DiAman.^

The order also of Slrepsiptera appears to be wholly parasitic ; but these

extraordinary animals are found only upon Hymenoptera in their perfect

state, and do not appear to destroy the insects upon which they prey, but

probably prevent their breeding. The species at present known are formed
into four genera, Xenos Rossi , Stylops Kirby , Elenchus Curtis ; and
Halidophagits Dale. The first is found in different species of wasps

( Vespa, Polistes, Odynerus, and also of Sp/ie.r} ; the second in the genus

separated from Melitta K. under the name of AndrcEiia, in upwards
of fourteen species of which Mr. Pickering has found them ; the third in

Polistes (?) ; and the fourth in Halictus {Melitta K.) ; but it is probable,

from the fact of JM. L. Dufour's having also found a larva of one of these

insects between the abdominal segments of Ammophila Sabiclosa, that many
other hymenopterous insects will be found to be infested with them.'*

plants, when M- Audouin examined them witli him near Pisa in 1835, were covered
with eggs, which tlie former recognised as altogether similar to those of Sitaris hu-
me.ralis, with which he was well acquainted. As the species of Sitaris are known to
be found in the nests of different H3'menoptera, and particular]}' in those of a wild
bee (^Anthophora^ on the larva; of which their larva; are probably parasitic, the ques-
tion occurs, with what view these eggs were placed on the rosemary.' The most
plausible supposition perhaps would seem to be that after the eggs are hatched the
larviB attach themselves, like the supposed larvaj of Meloe (Pediculus 3Ielitt(B K.) to
Avhich the)' are related, to the Antliophora, frequenting the rosemary for honey, and
are thus convej-ed into their cells; but nothing certain can be inferred on this head
till the contradictory statements as to these last-named larva; are cleared up ; and
it seems as yet almost equally doubtful (as it is also in the case of the other para-
sitic coleopterous genera Horia, Ripiphorus, and Zonitis) whether the larvae are para-
sitic on the larvas of the insects in whose cells they are found, or on their storod-up
food.

7 Westwood, 3Iod. Class, of Ins. i. 332.
1 Jlacquart, Dipteres, ii. 69.
2 Ibid. ii. 23. Westwood, Mod. Class, of Ins. ii. 561.
3 Westwood, Mod. Class, i. 295. 397.
4 Kirby, 3Ion. Ap. Ang. ii. 110. 113. and in Linn. Trans, xi. 86. Wcstwood's

Mod. Class, of Ins. ii. 288—305., to which last the reader is referred for a full and
very interesting account of the facts hitherto recorded respecting these remarkable
insects, and references to the various works in which they occur. My friend G. H.
K. Thwaites, Esq., has had the singular gcod fortune,' which has perhaps oc-
curred to no othei entomologist, of seeing on the wing in May, 1838, not merely
a single stylops or two, but a small swarm of at least twenty, and in as singular a
situation, the garden of his residence, situated in the suburbs of the populous city
of Bristol. This was most probiibly owing to the circun-.stance of the garden hav-
ing had brought into it a quantity'of fresh earth, which apparently had been dug
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The next description of insect destroyers are those which devour them
in their first and last states. No beetles are more common after the

summer is confirmed than the species of the genus Tclephorus. Preysler

informs us that the grub of T.fuscus destroys a great many other larvae^ ;

and I have observed the imago devour these and also Diptera. Linne has

with justice denominated the CicindelcB the tigers of insects. Though
decorated with brilliant colours, they prey upon the whole insect race

;

their formidable jaws which cross each other are armed with fearful fangs,

showing to what use they are applicable ; and the extreme velocity with

which they can either run or fly, renders hopeless any attempt to elude

their pursuit. Their larvae are also equally tremendous with the imago,

having eight eyes, four on each side, seated on a lateral elevation of the

head, two above, and two very minute below, which look like those of
spiders, and, besides their threatening jaws armed with a strong internal

tooth, being furnished with a pair of spines resembling somewhat the sting

of a scorpion, which stand erect upon the back of the abdomen, and give

them a most ferocious aspect. This last apparatus, according to Clairville,

serves the purpose of an anchor for retaining them at any height in their

deep cells.^ Most of the aquatic beetles, at least the Gyrini and Dytisci,

prey upon other insects both in their first and final state. The larvje of
the latter have long been observed and described under the name of
Squilhe, and are remarkable for having their mandibles adapted for suction

like those of Hemerobius and Myrmeleon; but they are not, like them,
deprived of a mouth, being able to devour by mastication as well as by
suction. Another tribe of this order which abounds in species, those

predaceous beetles whicli form Linne's great genus Carabus (Eutrechina^),

is universally insectivorous. One of the most destructive is the grub of

a very beautiful species, an Eijghsh specimen of which would be a great

acquisition to your cabinet, it being one of our rarest insects **, I mean
Calosomn Sycophanta. This animal takes up its station in the nests of
Cnethocampa processionea and other moths, and sometimes fills itself so

full with these caterpillars, which we cannot handle or even approach
without injury, as to be rendered incapable of motion, and appear ready

to burst. Another beautiful insect of this tribe, Carabus auratus, known

from some bank or pathway, containing many of the nests of Andrena convexiuscula,

which also abounded in the garden at the same time, and of which Mr. Thwaites
captured several, all containing the larva of a Sii/lops (in one instance of three), or

evident signs of a Sti/lops having escaped from them. These singular little animals,

whose economy and systematic place are equally perplexing, Mr. Thwaites informs
us, " are exceedingly graceful in their flight, taking long sweeps as if carried along
by a gentle breeze," which, and their large expanse of wing, give them an appear-
ance in flying very different from that of any other insect. (Thwaites in Trans. Ent.
Soc. Loud. iii. 67.)

1 Prej'S. Bomisch. Insekt. 50. Gl.

• 2 Entom. Hetvetique, ii. 158
5 In the former edition of this w'ork (Vol. IV. p. 392.), this tribe is deno-

minated Eupodina ; but as this seems too near to M. Latreille's Eupoda, belong-
ing to a diflerent tribe of beetles, we have-substituted the above name, which means
the same.

* One was taken at Aldeburgh in Suffolk bv Dr. Crabbe, the celebrated poet

;

another bj' a young lady at Southwold, which is now in the cabinet of Joseph
Hooker, Esq. ; and a third by a boy at Xorvvich, crawling up a wall, which was pur-
chased of him by S. Wilkin, Esq.
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m France by the name of Vhmigrier, is supposed to destroy more cock-
chafers than all their other enemies, attacking and killing the females at

the moment of oviposition, and thus preventing the birth of thousands of
young grubs. ^ Lastly come the Brachyptera, many of which prey upon
insects as well as on putrescent substances, Mr. Lehmann tells us that

some of them are very useful in destroying a weevil (^Apion Jlavifeino-

}-afum~), the great enemy of our crops of clover seed.

Amongst the devourers of insects in their perfect state only, must be
ranked a few of the social tribes, ants, wasps, and hornets. The first-

mentioned indefatigable and industrious creatures kill and carry off great

numbers of insects of every description to their nests, and prodigious are

their efforts in this work. I have seen an ant dragging a wild bee many
times bigger than itself; and there was brought to me this very morning,

while writing this letter, an Elater, quite alive and active, which three or

four ants, in spite of its struggles, were carrying off. An observing friend

of mine^ who was some time in Antigua, informed me that in that island,

a kind of ant which construct their nests in the roofs of houses, when they

meet with any animal larger than they can carry oft' alive, such as a cock-
roach, &c., will hold it by the legs so that it cannot move, till some of

them get upon it and dispatch it, and then, with incredible labour, carry

it up to their nest. Madame Merian, in her account of the periodical ants

mentioned to you before, and which is confirmed by Azara"*, notices their

clearing the houses of cockroaches and similar animals ; and Myrmica
omnivora is very useful in Ceylon in destroying the former insect, the

larger ant, and the white ant.*

You are not perhaps accustomed to regard wasps and hornets as of

any use to us -, but they certainly destroy an infinite number of flies and
other annoying insects. The year 1811 was remarkable for the small

number of wasps, though many females appeared in the spring, scarcely

any neuters being to be seen in the autumn ® ; and probably in conse-

quence of this circumstance, flies in many places were so extremel}' nume-
rous as to be quite a nuisance. Reaumur has observed that in France
the butchers are very glad to have wasps attend their stalls for the sake of

their services in driving away the flesh-fly; and, if we may believe the

author of Hector St. John's American Letters, the farmers in some parts of
the United States are so well aware of their utility in this respect, as to-

suspend in their sitting rooms a hornet's nest, the occupants of which
prey upon the flies without molesting the family. There are other de-

vourers of insects in their perfect state, the manners and food of whose
larva; we are unacquainted with. St. Pierre speaks of a lady-bird, but it

probably belonged to some other genus, of a fine violet colour, with a

head like a ruby, which he saw carry off" a butterfly.'' Linne informs us

that C/erits formicarius devours Anobiiim pertiiiax. A fly related to Fanorpn
cummitnk appears created to instil terror into the pitiless hearts of the

1 Latr. Hist. Nat. x. 181.
2 Linn. Trans, vi. 149.

' Kirbv, Ibid. ix. 42, 43.
^ The late li.'Kittoe, Esq.
* Voi/rif/es, i. 185. 8 Percival's Ceylon, 307.

Mr. Knight made the same observation in 180G, and supposes the scarcit}' of
neuters arose from the want of males to impregnate the females. Fliilos. Trans.
1807, p. 243.

7 St. Pierre, Voy. 72.
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tyrants of our lakes and pools — the all-devouring LibelluUna} The As'ili

also, which are always upon the chase, seize insects with their anterior

legs and suck them with their haustellum. The cognate genus Divctria,

particularly D. a^laiidica, prey upon Ht/menoplera, by some unknown
means, instantaneously killing the insect they seize. Many species alho

of Emj)is, whose haustellum resembles the beak of a bird, carry off in it

Tipularice and other small Diptera ; and, what is remarkable, you can

seldom take these insects in coitu, but the female has a gnat, some fly, or

sometimes a beetle, in her mouth. Can this be to deposit her eggs in, as

soon as they are impregnated by the male ? or is it designed for the nup-
tial feast ? Even Scaiophaga stercorarla and scyhalcma, and probably many
others of the same tribe, feed upon small flies, though their proboscis does
not seem so well adapted for animal as for vegetable food.

The most unrelenting devourers of insects appear to be those belonging

to my fourth division, which attack them under every form. These begin

the work of destruction when they are larvae, and continue it during the

whole of their existence. The earwig that haunts every close place in

our gardens, and defiles w hatever it enters, probably in some degree makes
up for its ravages by diminishing the number of other insects. The
cowardly and cruel Alantis, which runs away from an ant, will destroy in

abundance helpless flies, using its anterior tibia, with whicli the thigh

form a kind of forceps, to seize its prey. The water-scorpions (Kepa,
Ranatra, and Naucoris), whose fore-legs are made like those of the Mantis,

the water-boatman (^Notoneda), which always swims upon its back, and
Sigara, all live by rapine, and prey upon aquatic insects. Some of this

tribe are so savage that they seem to love destruction for its own sake

One (^Nepn cinerea), which was put into a basin of water with several

young tadpoles, killed them all without attempting to eat one.

Those remarkable genera of the tribe of water-bugs (Hi/drocorisee

Latr.), which glide over the surface of every pool with such rapidity, being

gifted with the faculty of walking upon the water, Ht/drometra, Velia, and
Gerris, subsist also upon aquatic insects. A large number of the land-

bugs {GeoccrmcE Latr.), plunge their rostrum into the larvae o( Lepidop-

tera, and suck the contents of their bodies ; and Reduvius personatus,

which ought on that account to be encouraged, is particularly fond of the

bed-bug, as, according to Kuhn, is Pentaloma bidens, six or eight of which,

shut up in a room swarming w'ith the bed-bug, for several weeks, com-
pletely extirpated the latter.*^'

But of all the insects that are locomotive and pursue their prey in

every state, none are greater enemies of their fellow tribes than the Lihel-

iulhia, and none are provided with more jjowerful and singular, instnmients

of assault. In the larvae and pupa states, during which they live in the

water and prey upon aquatic insects, they are furnished with two pair of
strong jaws, covered by a kind of mask armed with a pair of forceps or

claws, which the animal has the power of pushing from it to catch any
thing at a distance.^ When an aquatic insect passes within its reach, it

^ Lesser, L. i. 263. note.

2 Naturforseller, St. 6. and Fallen, Ilanipt. Suec. 142. quoted by Westwood, Jlid
Class, of Ins. ii. 486.

3 Keaum. vi. 400. t. 3G—38.
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siuklenly darts forth the mask, opens the forceps, seizes tlie unfortunate
victim, and brings it within the action of its jaws.

When they assume the imago state, their habits do not, li!<e those of
the white ants, become more mild and gentle, but, on the contrary, are

more sanguinary and rapacious than ever ; so that the name given to them
in Ensihmd, " Dragon-flies," seems much more applicable than " Demoi-
selles," by which the French distinguish them. Their motions, it is true,

are light and airy ; their dress is silky, brilliant, and variegated, and trimmed
with the finest lace : so far the resemblance holds ; but their purpose,

except at the time of love, is always destruction, in which surely they

have no resemblance to the ladies. I have been much amused by ob-

serving the proceedings of a species not uncommon here, Anav Impcrator
of Dr. Leach. It keeps wheeling round and round, and backwards and
forwards, over a considerable portion of the pool it frequents. If one of
the same species comes in its way, a battle ensues ; if other species of
lAbelluHna presume to approach, it drives them away, and it is continually

engaged in catching case-worm flies and other insects (for the species of
this tribe all. catch their prey when on the wing, and their large eyes seem
given them to enable them the more readily to do tiiis) that fly over the
water, pulling oflT their wings with great adroitness, and devouring in an
instant the contents of the body. From the number of insects of this

tribe which are everywhere to be observed, we may conjecture how
useful they must be in preventing too great a multiplication of the other
species of the class to which they belong.

Lastly, under this head, not to dwell upon some other apterous genera,

devourers of insects, as the scorpion and centipede, Phalangium, Galeodes,

must be enumerated the whole world of Spiders, extremely numerous,
both in species and individuals, which subsist entirely upon insects,

spreading with infinite art and skill their nets and webs to arrest the flight

of the heedless and unwary sununer tribes that fill the air, which are
hourly caught by thousands in their toils; one of them {Tlieridium 13-

gtittatum Rossi), we are told, even attacking the redoubted Scorpion.^

So much for the insect benefactors to whom it is given in charge to
keep the animals of their own class within their proper limits ; and I

cannot doubt that you will recognise the goodness of the Great Parent in

providing such an army of counterchecks to the natural tendency of almost
all insects to incalculable increase. But before I quit this subject I must
call your attention to what may be denominated cannibal insects, since, in

spite of those declaimers who would persuade us that man is the only
animal that preys upon his own species ^, a large number of insects are
guilty of the same offence. Reaumur tells us, that having put into a glass

vessel twenty caterpillars of the same species, which he was carehd to
supply with their appropriate food, they nevertheless devoured each other

1 Thiebaut de Berneaud's Voyage to Elba, p. 31.

2 " E'en Tiger fell and sullen Bear
Their likeness and their lineage spare.

Man only mars kind Nature's plan,

And turns the fuTce pursuit on Jlan."

Jjcott's liolicby, canto ill. 1
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until one only survived ' ; and De Geer relates several similar instances.''

The younger larvae of Calosoma Sycophanta often take advantage of the

helpless inactivity into which the gluttony of their maturer comrades has

thrown them, and from mere wantonness, it should seem, when in no neet

of other food, pierce and devour them. A ferocity not less savage exist;

amongst the Mmites. These insects have their fore-legs of aconstructioi.

not unlike that of a sabre; and they can as dexterously cleave their anta-

gonist in two, or cut oft' his head at a stroke, as the most expert hussar.

In this way they often treat each other, even the sexes fighting with the

most savage animosity. Rosel endeavoured to rear several specimens of

M. religiosa, but always failed, the stronger constantly devouring the

weaker.* This ferocious propensity the Chinese children have, according

to Mr. Barrow, employed as a source of barbarous amusement, selling to

their comrades bamboo cages containing each a Jllantis, which are put

together to fight. You will think it singular that both in Europe and
Africa these cruel insects have obtained a character for gentleness of dis-

position, and even sanctity. This has arisen from the upright or sitting

position, with the fore-legs bent, assumed in watching for their prey,

which the vulgar have supposed to be a praying posture, and hence adopted
the belief that a child or traveller that had lost his road would be guided

by taking one of these pious insects in his hand, and observing what way
it pointed. Alantis fausta, though not as soaie suppose worshipped by
the Hottentots, is yet greatly esteemed by them, and they regard the

person upon whom it alights as highl}' fortunate.* A similar unnatural

ferocity is exhibited by Gri/Ilus campestris, of which, having put the sexes

into a box, I found on examining them that the female had begun to make
her meal off her companion. The malign aspect of the scorpion leads us

to expect from it unnatural cruelty, and its manners fulfil this expectation.

Maupertuis put a hundred scorpions together, and a general and murderous
battle immediately began. Almost all were massacred in the space of a

few days without distinction of age or sex, and devoured by the survivors.

He informs us also that they often devour their own offspring as soon as

they are born.^ Spiders are equally ferocious in their habits, fighting

sanguinary battles, which sometimes end in the death of both combatants;
and the females do not yield to the Mantes in their unnatural cruelty to

their mates. Woe be to the male spider that, after an union, does not

with all speed make his escape from the fangs of his jjartner ! Nay, De
Geer saw one that, in the midst of his preparatory caresses was seized by
the object of his attentions, enveloped by her in a web, and then devoured
.— a sight which, he observes, filled him with horror and indignation.^

Such are the benefits which we derive from the insects that keep each
other in check. Here they are the desfroj/ers to which we are chiefly

indebted ; but we are in another point of view under nearly equal obliga-

tions to the destroyed; for they are insects, either wholly or in part, that

1 Reaumur, ii. 413. This habit is well known to our practical Lepidopterists, who
have given the name of the Monster CaterpiUar to one of these cannibal species ; a
memoir upon which bv INIr. Thrupp was latelv read before the Entomological Societv.

2 De Geer, i. 633. iil 3G1. v. 40U. vi. 91. " » Kiisel, iv. ^Q.
"1 Thunberg's Travels, ii. G6.
5 De Geer, vii. 335. « Ibid. 180.
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form the foot! of some of our most esteemed fishes, and of birds that are

not more valuable to us as articles for the table, than as the songsters that

nliven our groves. But before proceeding to the details which this view
" the subject involves, I ougiit not to omit pointing out to you that many
ladrupeds, which, though not all of direct utility to us, are doubtless of
ij)ortance in the scale of being, derive a considerable part of their sub-

stence from insects.

The harmless hedgehog and the mole, to begin at the lower end of

he series, are both said to be insectivorous^; the latter devouring large

juantities of the wire-worms. The greedy swine will root up whole acres

in search of the grubs of cockchafers, of which they are very fond
;

and perhaps the good they do is greater than the harm, if their attack be
confined to grass that, having been undermined by these grubs, would soon
die ; they also dig up the larvce of the destructive Cicada septcndccim,

called the American locust'^, on which, when in their perfect state, the
squirrels are said to grow fat.^ The badger. Lesser informs us, will eat

beetles ; and its kinsman the bear has the character of being very fond of
ants and of honey; which last is also said to be a favourite article with the
fox, who has sometimes the audacity to overturn bee-hives, and even to

attack wasps' nests in search of it. He will also eat beetles.

Si)arrman lias given an amusing account of the honey-ratel (Viveira

mellivora'), which has a particular instinct enabling it to discover bees, and
attack them in their entrenchments. Near sunset the ratel will sit and
hold one of his paws before his eyes, in order to get a distinct view of the

object of his pursuit ; and when, in consequence of Iiis peering about in

this manner, he sees any bees flying, he knows that at this time of the day
they are making for their habitations, whither he follows them, and so
attains his end. * Another species of Viveira ( V. prehensilis) is also reputed
to be an eager insect hunter. The ycung armadillos feed on a species of

locust ; but no quadruped can with more prr priety be called insectivorous

than the ant-oaters (^Mijrmecophaga'), which, as their name imports, live

upon ants. The great ant-eater, when he cc;mes to an ant-hill, scratches

it up with his long claws, and then unfolds his slender worm-like tongue
(which is more than- two feet long, and wet with saliva), and when covered
with ants draws it back into his moutli and swallows thousands of them
alive, renewing the operation till no more are to be found. He also climbs

trees in search of wood-lice and wild honey. Bats, as every one knows,
are always flitting about in summer evenings, hawking for insects : and the
lemur and monkeys will also eat them.

Insects likewise afford a favourite kind of food to many reptiles : the
tortoise ; frogs and toads ; and lizards too of different kinds. St. Pierre

mentions a small and very handsome species in the island of Mauritius,

that pursues them into the houses, climbs up the walls, and even walks
over glass, watching with great patience for an opportunity of catching

them.* The common snake also is said to receive part of its nutriment
from them.

But to revert to insects as indirectly advantageous to us, by furnishing

food to fishes and birds, beginning with' the former.

1 TiinKley, ii. 374. a Binglej', iii. 27.
3 Collinson in Philos. Trans. 17C3. *i Sparrman, ii. 180.
5 St. Pierre, Voij. 73.
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Our rivers abound with fish of various kinds, which at particular seasons

derive a principal f)art of their food from insects, as the numerous species

of the salmon and carp genus. These chiefly prey upon the various kinds

of Trichoptera, in their larva state called case- or caddis-worms, and in

their imago may-flies (though this last denomination properly belongs

only to the Sialh lidaria, which generally appears in that month) and
Ephcmercs. Besides these, the waters swarm with insects of every order

as numerous in proportion to the space they inhabit, as those that fill the

air, which form the sole nutriment of multitudes of our fish, and the partial

support of almost all.

Reaumur has given us a very entertaining account of the infinite hosts of

EphemercB that by myriads of millions emerge at a certain season of the

year from some of the rivers in France, which, as it is well worth your

attention, I shall abridge for you.

These insects, in their first and intermediate state, are aquatic : they

either live in holes in the banks of rivers or brooks below the water, so

that it enters into their habitations, which they seldom quit ; or they swim
about and walk upon the bed of the stream, or conceal themselves under

stones or upon pieces of stick. Though their life, when thty assume the

perfect state, is usually extremely short, some being disclosed after sunset,

laying their eggs and dying before sunrise ; and many not living more than

three hours
; yet in their preparatory state their existence is much longer,

in some one, in others two, in others even three years.

The different species assume the imago at diflerent times of the year

;

but the same species appear regularly at nearly the same period annually,

and for a certain number of days fill the air in the neighbourhood of the

rivers, emerging also from the water at a certain hour of the day. Those
which Swammerdam observed began to fly about six o'clock in the

evening, or about two hours before sunset ; but the great body of those

noticed by Reaumur did not appear till after .that time ; so that the season

of different harvests is not better known to the farmer, than that in which

the Ephemerae of a particular river are to emerge is to the fisherman. Yet
a greater degree of heat or cold, the rise or fall of the water, and other cir-

cumstances we are not aware of, may accelerate or retard their appearance.

Between the 10th and 15th of Augyst is the time when those of the Seine

and Marne', which Reaumur described, are expected by the fishermen, who
call them manna: and when their season is come, they say, " The manna
begins to appear, the manna fell abundantly such a night; "— alluding, by

this expression, either to the astonishing quantity of food which the

Ephemerae afford the fish, or to the large quantity of fish which they then

take.

Reaumur first observed these insects in the j'ear 173S, when they did

not begin to show themselves in numbers till the ISth of August. On the

19th, having received notice from his fishermen that the flies had appeared,

he got into his boat about three hours before sunset, and detached from

the banks of the river several masses of earth filled with pupas, which he

put into a large tub full of water. This tub, after staying in the boat till

about eight o'clock, without seeing any remarkable number of the flies, and

being threatened with a storm, he caused to be landed and placed in his

garden, at the foot of which ran the Marne. Before the people had landed

it, an astonishing number of Ephemerje emerged from it. Every piece of

earth that was above the surface of the water was covei-ed by them, some
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beginning to quit their slough, others prepared to fly, and others ah'eady on
the wing ; and every where under the water they were to be seen in

a greater or less degree of forwardness. The storm coming on, he was
obliged to quit the amusing scene ; but when the rain ceased to fall, he
returned to it. As soon as the cloth with which he had ordered the tub

to be covered was removed, the number of flies appeared to be greatly

augmented, and kept continually increasing ; many flew away, but more
were drowned. Those already transformed, and continually transforming,

would have been sufficient of themselves to have made the tub seem full

;

but their number was soon very much enlarged by others attracted by the

light. To prevent their being drowned, he caused the tub to be again

covered with the cloth ; and over it he held the light, which was soon
concealed by a layer of these flies, that might have been taken by handfuls
from the candlestick.

But the scene round the tub was nothing to be compared with the

wonderful spectacle exhibited on the banks of the river. The excla-

mations of his gardener drew the illustrious naturalist thither ; and such
a sight he had never witnessed, and could scarcely find words to describe.
" The myriads of Ephemerj£," says he, " which filled the air over the
current of the river, and over the bank on which I stood, are neither to

be expressed nor conceived. When the snow falls with the largest flakes,

and with the least interval between them, the air is not so full of them as

that which surrounded us was of Ephemerge. Scarcely had I remained in

one place a few minutes, when the step on which I stood was quite con-
cealed with a layer of them from two to four inches in depth. Near the

lowest step a surface of water of five or six feet dimensions every way was
entirely' and thickly covered by them ; and what the current carried off

was continually replaced. Many times I was obliged to abandon my
station, not being able to bear the shower of Ephemeras, which, falling

with an obliquity less constant than that of an ordinary shower, struck

continually, and in a manner extremely uncomfortable, every part of my
face— eyes, mouth, and nostrils were filled with them." To hold the

flambeau on this occasion was no pleasant office. The person who filled

it had his clothes covered in a few moments with these flies, which came
from all parts to overwhelm him. Before ten o'clock this interesting

spectacle had vanished. It was renewed for some nights afterwards, but
the flies were never in such prodigious numbers. The fishermen allow
only three successive days for the great fall of the manna ; but a few flies

appear both before and after, their number increasing in one case, in the
other diminishing. Wiiatever be the temperature of the atmosphere,
whether it be cold or hot, these flies invariably appear at the same hour in

the evening, that is, between a quarter and half-[)ast eight ; towards nine
they begin to fill the air ; in the following half-hour they are in the
greatest numbers ; and at ten there are scarcely any to be seen. So that

in less than two hours this infinite host of flies emerge from their parent
stream, fill the air, perform their appointed work, and vanish. A very
large jjroportion of them falls into the river, where the fish have their

grand f(;stival and the fishermen a good harvest.*

Under this head I may observe liow naich the patient angler is indebted
to insects for some of his choicest baits, for the best opportunities of

' Keaum. vi. 479—187.
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showing his skill, and for the most gratifying part of his diversion. The
case-worm and several other larvae are the best standing bait for many
fish. The larva of the Ephemera, there called bait and bank-bait ^ is

much used in some parts of Holland. The case-worms, and grubs (I

suppose of flies) from the tallow-chandlers, and the larvse of wasps taken

out of the comb, are in request with us for roach and dace; and I am told

by an acute observer of these things, the Rev. R. Sheppard, that the

Geotrupes and MelolonlhcE are good baits for chub.^ But to be an adept

in fl^-fishing, which requires the most skill and furnishes the best di-

version, the angler ought to be conversant in Entomology, at least suffi-

ciently so to distinguish the different species of Phryganca and other Tri-

chojyicra, and to know the time of their appearance. The angler is not

only indebted to insects for some of his best baits, but also for the best

material to fasten his hooks to, and even for making his lines for smaller

fish— the Indian grass or gut, as it is called (termed in France Cheveux de

Florence), which is said to be prepared in China from the matter con-

tained in the silk reservoirs of the silk-worm, but according to Latreille is

the silk vessel itself when dried.*

One of the most important ends for which insects were gifted with such

powers of multiplication, giving birth to myriads of myriads of individuals,

was to furnish the feathered part of the creation with a sufficient supply

of food. The number of birds that derive the whole or a principal part

of their subsistence from insects is, as is universally known, very great,

and includes species of almost every order.

Amongst the Accvpiires the kestril (^Falco tinnuncuhis L.) devours

abundance of insects. A friend of mine, upon opening one, found its

stomach full of the remains of grasshoppers and beetles, particularly the

former, which he suspects constitute great part of the food of this species.

One of the shrikes, also, or butcher-birds (Lanius collurio)— and it is pro-

bable that other species of this numerous genus may have the same habits

— is known to feed upon insects, which it first impales alive on the thorns

of the sloe and other spinous plants, and then devours. If meat be given

it, when kept in a cage, it will fix it upon the wires before it eats it.

Lanius excuhitor also impales insects ; but Heckewelder denies that it

feeds upon them. If he be correct, the object of this singular procedure

with that species may be to allure the birds which it preys upon to a

particular spot.*

Amongst the P'lccs or Pies the Crotophaga, called the Ani, which is a

1 Swamm. Bib. Nat. i. c. 4. lOfi. b.

2 In Col. Venable's E.vperience(l Angler, a vast number of insects are enumerated
as good baits for fish, under the names of Boh, Cadbait, Cankers, Caterpillars, Pal-

mers, Gentles, Barkwoi-ws, Oak-worms, Coletvort-tcorms, Flag-worms, Green-flies,

Ant-flies, Butterflies, Wasps, Hornets, Bees, Humble-bees, Grasshoppers, Dors,

Beetles, a great brown fly that lives upon the oak like a Scarabee {3Ielolontha vul-

garis, or Amphimalla solstitialis ?), and flies (i. e. May-flies) of various sorts.—See also

Mr. Eoiialds' Flg-flsher's Entomohgy.
5 Anderson's Recreations in Agricult. &c. iv. 478. ; Latr. Hist. Nat. xiv. 154.

4 According to Mr. Heckewelder (Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc. iv. 124.), L. excuhitor,

called in America the nine-killer, from an idea that it transfixes nine individuals

dail}-, treats in this manner Grasshoppers only; while L. collurio would seem to

restrict itself chiefly- to Geotrupes, two of which Mr. Sheppard once observed trans-

fixed in a hedge that he knew to be the residence of this bird. Kugellan even
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native of Africa and America, lives upon the locusts and Ixodes ricinus,

which it picks in great numbers from the backs of cattle; but none are

greater devourers of insects in this order than rooks. It is for the grubs

of jMelolontlta, T'lpnla, &c., that they follow the plough ; and they always

frequent the meadows in which these larvas abound, destroying them in

vast numbers. Kalni tells us, that when the little crow was extirpated

from Virginia at an enormous expense, the inhabitants would willingly

have them brought back again at double the price.'' The icteric oriole is

kept by the Americans in their houses for the sake of clearing them of

insects ; and the purple grackle is so useful in this respect, that when, on
account of their consuming grain, the American farmers in New England
offered a reward of three-pence a head for them, and they were in con-

sequence nearly extirpated, insects increased to such a degree as to cause

a total loss of the herbage, and the inhabitants were obliged to obtain hay
for their cattle not only from Pennsylvania, but even from Great Britain."

Of this order also is the bee-cuckoo {Cucuhis indicaior), so celebrated for

its instinct, by which it serves as a guide to the wild bees' nests in Africa.

Sparrman describes this bird, which is somewhat larger than a common
sparrow, as giving this information in a singular manner. In the evening

and morning, which are its meal-times, it excites the attention of the

Hottentots, colonists, and honey-ratel, by the cry of chen; cherr, clierr,

and conducts tliem to the tree or spot in which the bees' nest is con-

cealed, continually repeating this cry. When arrived at the spot, it hovers

over it ; and then alighting on some neighbouring tree or bush, sits in

silence, expecting to come in for its share of the spoil, which is that part

of the comb containing the brood.* The wryneck and the woodpeckers,

the nuthatch and tree-creeper, live entirely upon insects and their eggs ",

which they pick out of decayed trees, and out of the bark of living ones.

The former also frequents grass-plots and ant-hills, into which it darts its

long flexible tongue, and so draws out its prey. The woodpecker likewise

draws insects out of their holes by means of the same organ, which for

thinks that it impales only G. vernaJis, which he has often found transfixed, but
never G. stercorarius. (Schneid. Mag. 259.) I must remark, however, that I last

sunmier obsei-ved two humhle-bees quite alive impaled on the thorns of a hedge near
my house, which had most probably been so placed by this species, L. excubitor being
rarely found except in mountainous wilds. (Bewick's Birds, i. Gl.) And Trot.

Sander states that on opening this bird {L. cntlurio) he has sometimes found in its

stomach nothing but grasshoppers, and at others small beetles and other insects.

(^Natuiforscher, Stk. xviii. 234.) Mr. Dunlop, in a letter in Loudon's Gardener's

Mugazine for May, 1842 (No. cxlvi. p. 209.), states, that upon examining a branch
of hawthorn on which he had for some days observed a pair of fly-catchers feeding

their young, he found upwards of a dozen humble-bees (Z?o/«i"s terrestris) fixed

upon tlie spines as securely as if done by the hand of man, some being alive, and
others dead and partly devoured. Mr. 'Dunlop, after removing the bees to watch
the process of the birds in placing them, had soon the satisfaction of seeing the fly-

catchers catch them on the wing, carry them direct to tiie branch (which was a dead
one, apparently on account of the greater hardness of the spines), and thrust them
on the spines as above described. Mr. W. W. Saunders found a number of the
yellow underwing moth {Trrpluena pronuba) thus tixed.

1 Stillingfl. Tracts, 175. Linn. Trans, v. 105. note ''.

2 Bingley, ii. 287—290. 3 Sparrman, ii. 186.

4 Bewick's Birds, i. Pref. xxii. 130.
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this purpose is bony at the end and barbed, and furnished with a curious

apparatus of muscles to enable them to throw it forward with great force.

Some species spit the insects on their tongue, and thus bring them into

their mouth. In AmericM, the tree-creeper is furnished with a box at the

end of a long pole to entice it to build in gardens, which it is found to be

particularly useful in clearing from noxious insects.

Amongst the Grallce or Waders, many of the long-billed birds eat the

larvaa of insects as well as worms; and they form also no inconsiderable

part of the food of our domestic poultry, especially turkeys, which may be

daily seen busily engaged in hunting for them, and, as well as ducks, will

greedily devour the larger insects, as cockchafers, aiid in North America,

Cicadce. Mr. Sheppard was much amused, one day in July, with observing

a cow which had taken refuge in a pond, probably from the gad-fly, and
was standing nearly up to its belly in water. A fleet of ducks surrounded
it, which kept continually jumping at the flies that alighted upon it. The
cow, as if sensible of the service they were rendering her, stood perfectly

still, though assailed and pecked on all sides by them. The partridge

takes her young brood to an ant-hill, where they feast upon the larvce and
pupae, which Swammerdam informs us were sold at market in his time to

feed various kinds of birds.' Dr. Clarke also mentions having seen them,

as well as the ants themselves, exposed to sale in the market at Moscow,
as a food for nightingales.* Latreille tells us that singing birds are fed in

France with the larvae of the horse-ant {Formica nifa).

But the Linnean order of Passeres affords the greatest number of in-

sectivorous birds ; indeed almost all the species of this order, except

perhaps the pigeon-tribe, and the cross-bill, and other Loxias, more or

less eat insects. Amongst the thrush tribe, the blackbird, though he will

have his share of our gooseberries and currants, assists greatly in clearing

our gardens of caterpillars; and the locust-eating thrush is still more
useful in the countries subject to that dreadful pest ; these birds never

appear but with the locusts, and then accompany them in astonishing

numbers, preying upon them in their larva state. The common sparrow,

though proscribed as a most mischievous birtl, destroys a vast number of
insects. Bradley has calculated that a single pair, having young to main-

tain, will destroy 3360 caterpillars in a week.* They also prey upon
butterflies and other winged insects. The fly-catchers (Muscicapa), and
the warblers (Motaci//a), which include our sweetest songsters, are almost

entirely supported by insects ; so that were it not for these despised

creatures we should be deprived of some of our greatest pleasures, and
half the interest and delight of our vernal walks would be done away.
Our groves would no longer be vocal ; our little domestic favourites the

red-breast and the wren would desert us ; and the heavens would be de-

populated. We should lose too some of the most esteemed dainties of our

tables, one of which, the wheat-ear, is said to be attracted to our downs
by a particular insect.* Lastly, insects are the sole food of swallows,

which are always on the wing hawking for them, and their flight is regulated

by that of their prey. When the atmosphere is dry and clear, and their

small game flies high, they seek the skies : when moist, and the insects are

low or upon the ground, they descend, and just skim the surface of the earth

1 Bib. Kat. i. 126. b. 2 Travels, i. 110.

5 Keaum. ii. 408. * Binglej, ii. 374,
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and waters ; and thus by their flight are regarded as prognosticating fair

or wet weather. I was one summer much interested and amused by ob-

serving the tender care and assiduity with which an old swallow supplied

her young with this kind of food. My attention was called to a young
brood, that, having left their nest before they were strong enough to take

wing, were stationed on the lead which covers a bay-window in my
house. The mother was perpetually going and returning, putting an insect

into the mouth first of one, then of the others in succession, all fluttering

and opening their mouths to receive her gift. She was scarcely ever more
than a minute away, and continued her excursions as long as we had time

to observe her. When the little ones were satisfied, they put their heads

under their wings and went to sleep. The number of insects caught by
this tribe is inconceivable. But it is not in summer only that birds derive

their food from the insect tribes : even in winter the pupae of Lejvdoj^era,

as INIr. White tells us, are the grand support of those that have a soft

bill.i

I shall close my list of the indirect benefits derived from insects, by ad-

verting to the very singular apparent subserviency of some of them to the

functions of certain vegetables.

You well know that some plants are gifted with the faculty of catching

flies. These . vegetable Muscicapce, which have been enumerated by Dr.
Barton of Philadelphia, who has |)ublished an ingenious paper on the sub-

ject ^, may be divided into three classes:— First, those that entrap insects

by the irritability of their stamina, which close upon them when touched.

Under this head come Ajjoci/num amlrosceDiifoUum, Asclep'ias syr'mca and
curassavica, Neriuvi oleander, and a grass described by Michaux under the

name of Leersia lenticidaris. The second class includes those which
entrap them by some viscosity of tiie plant, as many species of Rhododen-
dron, Kcdmia, Robinia, Silene, Li/lhrum, Poptdus balsaniifera, &c.^ And
under the third class will arrange those which ensnare by their leaves,

whether from some irritability in them, as in Dioncsa, Drosera, &c., or
merely from their forming hollow vessels containing water into which the

flies are enticed either by their carrion-like odour, or tlie sweet fluid which
many of them secrete near the faux ; as in Smracemn, NejJenthes, Aqua-
rium, Ccjihalotus, &c., the tubular leaves of which are usually found stored

with putrefying insects. In this last class may be placed the common Di-
psams of this country, the connate leaves of which form a kind of basin

round the stem that retains rain-water, in which many insects are drowned.
To these a fourth class might be added, consisting of those plants whose
flowers, smelling like carrion (Stapelia hirsida, &c.), entice flies to lay their

eggs upon them, which thus perish.

The number of insects thus destroyed is prodigious. It is scarcely

possible to find a flower of the Miiscicapcs asclepindecE that has not
entrapped its victim, and some of them in the United States closely cover
hundreds of acres together.

1 White's Selbnrne, i. 181. 2 pinlos. 3Iag. xxxix. 107.
5 Small flies are sometimes found sticking to the glutinous stigma of some of the

Orchiilex like birds on a limed twig (Sprengel, Entdecktes Geheiirmiss, 21.) ; and
ants are not unfrequently detained in the milky juice wliich the touch of even their
light feet causes to exude from the calyxes of the common garden lettuce.

—

Ann,
ofBot. ii. SyO.
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What may be the precise use of this-faculty is not so apparent. Dr.
Barton doubts whether the flowers that catch insects, being only tempo-
rary organs, can derive any nutriment from them ; and he does not think it

probable that the leaves of Dioncea, S:c., which are usually found in rich

boggy soil, can have any need of additional stimulus. As nothing, how-
ever, is made in vain, there can be little doubt that these ensnared insects

are subservient to some important purpose in the economy of the plants
which are endowed with the faculty of taking them, though we may be
ignorant what that purpose is ; and an experiment of Mr. Knight's, nur-
seryman in King's Road, London, seems to prove that, in the case of
DioncBa at least, the very end in view, contrary to Dr. Barton's supposi-
tion, is the supplying the leaves with animal manure ; for he found that
a plant upon whose leaves he laid fine filaments of raw beef was much
more luxuriant in its growth than others not so treated.' Possibly the
air evolved from the ^intreWmg mnecis With \v\\\c\\ Snrraccnia jnirpurea is

sometimes so filled as to scent the atmosphere round it, may be in a similar

manner favourable to its vegetation.

Most of the insects which are found in the tubular leaves of this and
similar plants enter into them voluntarily ; but Sir James Smith mentions
a curious fact, from which it appears that in some cases they are deposited
by other species. One of the gardeners of the Liverpool Botanic Garden
observed an insect, from the description one of the Crahronida;, which
dragged several large flies to the Sarracenia adunca, and having with some
difficulty forced them under the lid or cover of its leaf, deposited them in

its tubular part, which was half filled with water; and on examination all

the leaves were found crowded with dead or drowning flies.^ What was
the object of this singular manoeuvre does not seem very obvious. At the
first glance one. might suppose that, having deposited an egg in the flv, it

intended to avail itself of the tube of the leaf instead of a burrow. Yet
we know of no such strange deviation from natural instinct, which would
be the more remarkable, because the insect was Eiirojiean, while the plant
was American, and growing in a hot-house. And, at any rate it does not
seem very likely that the insect would commit her egg to the tube without
having previously examined it ; in which case she must have discovered it

to be half full of water, and consequently unfit for her purpose. It is not
so wonderful that many large flies should, as Professor Barton informs us,

drop their eggs into the Ascidia furnished with dead carcasses ; and it

seems very probable that Di/tisci oviposit in them ; for the SquUla, which
Rumphius found there, was probably one of their larvae, this being the
old name for them.^

However problematical the agency of insects caught by plants as to their

nutriment, there can be no doubt that many species perform an important
function with regard to their impregnation, which indeed without their aid
would in some cases never take place at all. Thus, for the due fertilisation of
the common Barberry {Berberis vulgaris'), it is necessary that the irritable

stamens should be brought into contact with the pistil by the application
of some stimulus to the base of the filament ; but this would never take
place were not insects attracted by the melliferous glands of the flower to

1 Elements of the Science of Botani/, 62.
3 Smith's Introduction to Botany, 195
3 Mouffet, 319.
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insinuate themselves amongst the filaments, and thus, while seeking their

own food, unknowingly fulfil the intentions of nature in another de-

partment.^

The agency of these little operators is not less indispensable in the

beautiful tribe of Iris. In these, as appears from the observations of

Koircuter, the true stigma is situated on the upper side of a transverse

membrane (arciis emincns of Hallcr), which is stretched across the middle

of the under surface of the petal-like expansion or style-flag, the whole of

which has been often improperly regarded as fulfilling the office of a stigma.

Now, as the anther is situated at the base of the style-flag which covers

it, at a considerable distance from the stigma, and at the same time cut off

from all access to it by the intervening barrier formed by the arcus eminens,

it is clear that but for some extraneous agency the pollen could never

possibly arrive at the place of its destination. In this case the humble-bee

is the operator. Led by ins'inct, or, as the ingenious Sprengcl supposes,

by one of those honei/marlis {Saflmaal) or spots of a different colour from

the rest of the corolla, which, according to him, are placed in many flowers

expressly to guide insects to the nectaries, she pushes herself between the

stiff style-flag and elastic petal, which last, while she is in the interior,

presses her close to the anther, and thus causes her to brush off the pollen

with her hairy back, which ultimately, though not at once, conveys it to

the stigma. Having exhausted the nectar, she retreats backwards : and
in doing this is indeed pressed by the petal to the arcus eminens ; but it is

only to its lower or negative surface, wliich cannot influence impregnation.

She now takes her way to the second petal, and insinuating herself under

its style-flag, her back comes into close contact with the true stigma, which
is thus impregnated with the pollen of the first visited anther; and in

this manner migrating from one part of the corolla to another, and from
flower to flower, she fructifies one with pollen gathered in her search after

honey in another. Sprengel found that not only are insects indispensable

in fructifying the different species of Iris, but that some of them, as /.

xipliium, require the agency of the larger humble-bees, which alone are

strong enough to force their way beneath the style-Hag ; and hence, as

these insects are not so common as many others, this Iris is often barren,

or bears imperfect seeds. ^ Sprengel also contends, that insects are essen-

tially necessary in the impregnation of Asclejnadecs ; in which opinion he
is confirmed by the conclusive testimony of the celebrated botanist Robert
Brown, Esq., who states ^ that there can be no doubt that the agency of
insects is very frequently, though not always, employed in the fecundation

of OrchidecBy " but that in those Asclejmidcce that have been fully examined,
the absolute necessity for their assistance is manifest."

Aristolochia clemalitis, according to Professor Willdenow, is so formed,

that the anthers of themselves cannot impregnate the stigma ; but this

important affair is devolved upon a particular species of gnat {Cccldomijia

jicnnicornis). The throat of the flower is lined with dense hair, pointing

downward, so as to form a kind of funnel or entrance like that of some
kinds of mouse-traps,' through which the insects may easily enter, but not

1 Smith's Tracts, 165. Kcilreuter, Ann. ofBot. ii. 9.

2 Chr. Conr. Sprengel, Entdecktes Geheimniss, &e. Berlin, 1793, 4to.
;
quoted in

Anti. ofBot. i. 414.

3 On the Organs and 3Ivde of Fecundation in Ordddece and Asclepiadem. Linn,
Trans, xvi. 731.
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return ; several creep in, and, uneasy at their confinement, are constantly

moving to and fro, and so deposit the pollen upon the stigma ; but when
the vi'ork entrusted to them is completed, and impregnation has taken
place, the hair which prevented their escape shrinks, and adheres closely

to the sides of the flower, and these little go-betweens of Flora at length

leave their prison.^ Sir James Smith supposes that it is for want of some
insect of this kind that AristoLclna sipho never forms fruit in this country.

Equally important is the agency of insects in fructifying the plants of the
Linnean classes Aloncecia, Dicecia, Polygamia^ in which the stamens are in

one blossom and the pistil in another. In exploring these for honey and
pollen, which last is the food of several insects besides bees^, it becomes
involved in the hair with which in many cases their bodies seem provided
for this express purpose, and is conveyed to the germen requiring it? ferti-

lising influence. Sprengel supposes that with this view some plants have
particular insects appropriated to them ; as to the dioecious nettle Cathe-

reles urt'icce, to the toad-flax Catheretes gravidus, both minute beetles, &c.
Whether the operations of Cijni'ps psencs be of that advantage in fertilising

the fig wiiich the cultivators of that fruit in the East have long supposed,
is doubted by Hasselquist and Olivier^, both competent observers, who
have been on the spot.* Our own gardeners, however, will admit their

obligations to bees in setting their cucumbers and melons, to which they

find the necessity of themselves conveying pollen from a male flower, when
the early season of the year precludes the assistance of insects. Sprengel
asserts that, apparently with a view to prevent hybrid mixtures, insects

which derive their honey or pollen from different plants indiscriminately

will, diu-ing a whole day, confine their visits to that species on which they

first fixed in the morning, provided there be a sufficient supply of it*; and
the same observation was long since made with respect to bees by our
countryman Dobbs.®
Thus we see that the flowers which we vainly think are

" born to bhxsh unseen,

And waste their fragrance on the desert air,"

though unvisited by the lord of the creation, who boasts that they were
made for him, have nevertheless myriads of insect visitants and admirers,

which, though they pilfer their sweets, contribute to their fertility.

I am, &c.

1 Grundriss der KrSuferkunde, 353. A writer, however, in the Annual 3Iedical

Review (ii. 400.) doubts the accuracj' of this fact, on the ground that he could never
tind C. pennicornh, though A. clematitis has produced fruit two years at Biompton.
Meigen (Dipt. i. 100. e.) places this amongst his doubtful Cecidomyice. Fabricius
considers it as a Chironomus.

2 I have frequently observed Dermestes flavescens, Ent. Brit. {Byturus) eat both
the petals and stamens oi Stdlaria holosttum ; and 7)/orc?e/te will open the anthers
with the securiform joints of their palpi to get at the pollen.

3 Hasselquist's Travels, 253. Latr. Hist. Sat. xiii. i'O-l.

4 For a full account of the various opinions on this disputed point, see an interest-

ing article by iMr. VVestwood in Trans. Ent. Soc, Lond, ii. 214— 224.

6 VVilld. Grundriss, 352. € riiil Trans, xlvL 536.
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LETTER X.

BENEFITS DERIVED FROM INSECTS.

DIRECT BENEFITS.

My last letter was devoted to the indirect advantages which we derive

from insects ; in the present I shall enumerate those of a more direct nature

for which we are indebted to them, beginning with their use as the food of

man, in which respect they are of more importance than you may have

conceived.

One class of animals, which, till very lately, have been regarded as be-

longing to the entomological world, 1 mean the Crustacea, consisting prin-

cipally of the genus Caricer of Linne, are universally reckoned amongst our
greatest dainties ; and they who would turn with disgust from a locust or

the grub of a beetle, feel no symptoms of nausea when a lobster, crab, or

shrimp is set before them. The fact is, that habit has reconciled us to the

eating of these last, which, viewed in themselves, with their threatening

claws and many feet, are really more disgusting than the former. Had the

habit been reversed, we should have viewed the former with appetite and
the latter with abhorrence, as do the Arabs, " who are as much astonished

at our eating crabs, lobsters, and oysters, as we are at their eating locusts."^

That this would have been the case is clear, at least as far as regards

the former position, from the practice in other parts of the world, both in

ancient and modern times, to which, begging you to lay aside your English

jjrejudices, I shall now call your attention ; first observing by the way, that

the insects used as food, generally speaking, live on vegetable substances,

and are consequently much more select and cleanly in their diet than the

swine or the duck, which form a favourite part of ours.*

Many larvae^ tliat belong to the order Colcoptera are eaten in different

parts of the world. The grub of the palm-weevil (6'o7'(/j//ia * p«/wan«w),

1 Walpole in Clarke's Travels, ii. 187. Even INIr. Boyle speaks with abhorrence
of eating raw oysters.— Walton's Angler, Life, p. 12.

2 Sec a long and interesting paper by the Rev. F. W. Hope upon edible insects

in the Trans. Ent. Soc. (vol. iii. part 2.).

3 15ai-on Humboldt asks {Person. Narr. VI. i. 8. note)— "What are those worms
(Loid in Arabic) wliioh Captain Lyon, the fellow-traveller of my brave and unfor-

tunate friend Mr. Kitchie. found in the pools of the desert of Fezzan, which served
the Arabs for food, and which have the taste of caviare? Are they not insects' eggs
resembling the Agiiautle, which I saw sold in the markets of Mexico, and which are

collected on the surface of the lakes of Texcuco?" For this latter fact he refers to

the Gazeta de Littcratura de Mexico, 1794, iii. No. 2G. p. 20 1. It appears from this

note of the illustrious traveller, that insects are used as food in their egg as well as
their other states.

4 Ilerbst and Schijnherr call this distinct genus lilujncophorits ; but as this is too
near the name of the tribe (^Rhi/ncnphora), we have adopted Thunberg's name
altering the termination, to distinguish it from Cordyle, a genus of Lizards.
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which is the size of the thumb, has been long in request in both the Indies,

^lian speaks of an Indian king, who for a dessert, instead of fruit, set

before his Grecian guests a roasted worm taken from a plant, proliably the

larva of this insect, which he says the Indians esteem very delicious— a
character that was confirmed by some of the Greeks who tasted it.^ Ma-
dame Merian has figured one of these larvae, and says that the natives of
Surinam roast and eat them as something very exquisite.^ A friend of

mine, who has resided a good deal in the West Indies, where the palm grub
is called Gnigru, informs me that the late Sir Jolm La Forey, who was
somewiiat of an epicure, was extremely fond of it when properly cooked.
The larvEe also of the kirger species of the Capricorn tribe (Ceravibyx L.;

Longicorncs Latr.) are accounted very great delicacies in many countries

;

and the Cossus of Pliny, which he tells us tlie Roman epicures fattened

with flour^, most probably belonged to this tribe. Linne indeed, following

the opinion of Ray*, supposes the caterpillar of the great goat-moth, the

anatomy of which has been so wonderlully traced by the eye and pencil of

the incomparable Lyonet, to be the Cossus. But there seems a strong

reason against this opinion ; for Linne's Cossus lives most commonly in

the willow, Pliny's in the oak ; and the former is a very disagreeable, ugly,

and fetid larva, not very likely to attract the Roman epicures. Probably
they were the larvaB of Priomis coriarius, which I have myselfextracted from
the oak, or of one of its congeners.^ The grub of P. damicornis, which
is of the thickness of a man's finger, is eaten at Surinam, in America, and
in the West Indies, both by whites and blacks, who empty, wash, and roast

them, and find them delicious.^ Mr Hall informs me, that in Jamaica this

grub is called Macauco, and is in request at the principal tables. A simi-

lar insect is dressed at Mauritius under the name of Moutac, which the

whites as well as negroes eat greedily.'' The larva of ^^. cervicornis, is,

according to Linne, held in equal estimation: and that oi Acantliocinus

tribidus, when ro'asted, forms an article of food in Africa.® It is probable

that all the species of this genus might be sai'ely eaten, as well as many
other grubs of Colcoptera; and although I do not feel dis])osed to recom-
mend with Reaumur®, that the larvae of Ori/ctcs nasicornis should be sought

for " dans Ics couches de fiimier," yet I think with Dr. Darwin ^°, that those

of the cockchafer which feed ujjon the roots of grass, or the perfect in-

sects themselves, which, if we may judge from the eagerness with which
cats, and turke} s and other birds, devour them, are no despicable boime

^ ^lian. Hist. 1. xiv. c. 13. ;
quoted in Eeaum. ii. 343.

2 Jns. Sur. 48. 3 Hist. Nat. 1. xvii. c. 24.

* Wisdom of God, 9th ed. 307. Eay first adopted the opinion here maintained,
that the Cossi were the larvaj of some beetle ; but afterwards, from observing in

the caterpillar of Cossus Ugnipcrda a power of retracting its prolegs within the bodj-,

he conjectured that the hexapod larva from Jamaica (jPW&ji^s dam/corH/sJ'), given
him by Sir Hans Sloane, might have the same faculty-, and so be the caterpillar of a
Bombj'x.

* Amoreux has collected the different opinions of entomologists on the subject of

Pliny's Cossus, which has been supposed to be the larva of Cordi/lia palmarum by
CeottVoy; of Lucanus cervus by Scopoli, and ci Piionns damicornis by Drury.
The lirst and last, being neither natives of Italy, nor inhabiting the oak, are out of

the question. The larvae of Lucanus cervtis and Prinfius coiiarius, v/hich. are found
in the oak as well as in other trees, may each have been eaten under this name, as

their ditlerence would not be discernible either to collectors or cooks.— Amoreux, 134.
c Merian, Jns. Su?: 24. ' St. Pierre, Voi/. 72. 8 Smeathman, 32.
» Eeaum. ii. S44. 1° Fhytol. 364.
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houche, might be added to our entremets. This would be one means of
keeping down the numbers of these occasionally destructive animals. The
Mexican Indians, according to M, Vasselet and Madame Salle and her

son, who have transmitted such numbers of fine insects from Mexico to

M. Chevrolat of Paris, prepare a liquor from a beetle {Cicindela curvata)

by macerating it in water or spirit, which they apparently use as a stimu-

lating beverage.*

In the next order of insects, the Ortlioptera, the Gryllus, or locust tribe,

as they are the greatest destroyers of food, so as some recompense they

furni->h a considerable supply of it to numerous nations. They are re-

corded to have done this from the most remote antiquity, some Ethiopian

tribes having been named from this circumstance ^icnWo/;/;fl^i (locust-eaters).^

Pliny also relates that they were in high esteem as meat amongst the Par-
thians.* Hasselquist, in reply to some inquiries which he made on this

subject with respect to the Arabs, was informed that at Mecca, when there

was a scarcity of corn, as a substitute for flour they would grind locusts in

their hand-mills, or pound them in stone mortars ; that they mixed this

flour with water into a dough, and make their cakes of it, which they

baked like their other bread. He adds, that it is not unusual for them to

eat locusts when there is no famine ; but then they boil them first a good
M'hile in water, and afterwards stew them with butter into a kind of fri-

cassee of no bad flavour.* Leo Africanus, as quoted by Bochart, gives

a similar account.^ Sparrman informs us that the Hottentots are highly

rejoiced at the arrival of the locusts in their country', although they

destroy all its verdure, eating them in such quantities as to get visibly

fatter than before, and making of their eggs a brown or cofFee-coloured

soup. He also relates a curious notion which they have with respect to

tile origin of the locusts—that they proceed from the good-will of a great

master-conjuror a loiig way to the north, who having removed the stone

from the mouth of a certain deep pit, lets loose these animals to be food

for them.^ This is not unlike the account given by the author of the

Apocalypse, of the origin of the symbolical locusts, which are said to

ascend upon an angel's opening the pit of the abyss.'' Clenard, in his let-

ters quoted by Bochart, says that they bring waggon-loads of locusts to

Fez, as a usual article of food.® Major Moor hiforms me, that when the

cloud of locusts noticed in a former letter visited the Mahratta country,

the common people salted and ate them. This was anciently the custom
with many of the Afiican nations, seme of whom also smoked thcm.^ They
appear even to have been an article of food offered for sale in the markets
of Greece '°; and on a subject so well known, to quote no other writers,

Jackson observes that, when he was in Barbary in ]7!)9, dishes of locusts

were generally served up at the [)rincipal tables and esteemed a great deli-

cacy. They are preferred by the Moors to pigeons ; and a person may
eat a plateful of two or three hundred without feeling any ill effects. They
usually boil them in water half an hour (having thrown away the head,

1 Silbermann, Revue Entom. i. 238.
2 Diod. Sic. 1. iii. c. 29. Strabonis Gcorj. 1. xvi. &c.
5 Hist. Nat. 1. xi. c. 29. 4 Travels, 232. * Hieroz. ii. 1. 14. c. 7.

" Spjtrrman, i. 3G7. 7 jRer. ix. 2, 3.
8 Hieroz. ii. 1. 4. c. 7. 492. » Tliny, Hist. Nat. 1. vi. c. 30.
10 Id. ibid.
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wings, and legs), then sprinkle them with salt and pepper, and fry them,
adding a little vinegar.' From this string of authorities you will readily

see how idle was the controversy concerning the locusts which formed
part of the sustenance of John the Baptist, agreeing with Hasselquist '^j

that they could be nothing but the animal locust, so common a food in the
East ; and how apt even learned men are to perplex a plain question, from
ignorance of the customs of other countries.

In the hcmlpteroits order of insects, none are more widely dispersed, or
(ifyou will forgive me a pun) have made more noise in the world, than the
Cicada tribe. From the time of Homer, who compares the garrulity of age
to the chirping of these insects^, they have been celebrated by the poets ;

and Anacreon, as you well know, has inscribed a very beautiful little ode
to them. We learn from Aristotle, that these insects were eaten by the

polished Greeks, and accounted very delicious. The worm {larva), he
says, lives in the earth where it takes its growth : that it then becomes a
Tettigometra ('pvpa), when he observes they are most delicious, just before

they burst from their covering. From this state they change to the T'ettix

or Cicada, when the males at first have the best flavour ; but after impreg-
nation the females are preferred on account of their white eggs.* Athe-
nasus also and Aristophanes mention their being eaten ; and ^Elian is

extremely angry with tlie men of his age, that an animal sacred to the

Muses should be strung, sold, and greedily devoured.^ Pliny tells us that

the nations of the East, even the Parthians, whose wealth was abundant,
use them as food.^ The imago of the Cicada septendecim, is still eaten by
the Indians in America, who pluck off the wings and boil them ''

; and
the aborigines of New South Wales, as we learn from Mr. Bennett,

formerly used various species of the Cicadidce as food, stripping off the

wings and eating them raw. They are aware that the sounds made by
these insects which they call galnng-galang, are peculiar to the males, and
depend upon their drums, observing to Mr. Bennett, in their peculiar

English, " Old woman galang-galang no got, no make a noise." ^

This ancient Greek taste for Cicadce seems now much gone out of
fashion ; but perhaps if it were revived in those countries where the insects

are to be found, for they inhabit only warm climates ^, it would be
ascertained that so polished a people did not relish them without reason.

No insects are more numerous in this island than the caterpillars of
Lepidopfera : if these could be used in aid of the stock of food in times of
scarcity, it might subserve the double purpose of ridding us of a nuisance,

and relieving the public pressure. Reaumur suggests this mode of diminish-

ing the numbers of destructive caterpillars, speaking of that of Plusia

Gaimna, a moth which did' such infinite mischief in France in the year

1 Jackson's Travels in 3Iarocco, 53. The Rev. E. Sheppard caused some of our
large English grasshoppers (Acrida viridissima) to be cooked in the Avay here
recommended, only substituting butter for viuegar, and found them excellent.

2 Travels, '230. 3 Hom. //. y. 150— 154.
4 Arist. Hist. An. 1. v. c. 30.

5 Vide Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 1. 4. c. 7. 491.
6 Hist. Nat. 1. xi. c. 26. ' P. CoUinson in Phil. Trans. 1763, n. x.
8 Bennett's Wanderings in New South Wales, i. 237., quoted in Entom. 3Iag,

hi. 211.
8 One species, however, has been found in Hampshire in the New Forest. Sfc9

Samouelle's EntomoloyisCs Useful Compendium, t. 5. f. 2.
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1735.^ If, however, we were to take to eating caterpillars, I should for

my own part be of the mind of the red-breasts, and eat only the naked ones.*

But you will see that there is some encouragement from precedent to make
a meal of the caterpillars which infest our cabbages and cauliflowers.

Amongst the delicacies of a Boshies-man's table, Sparrman reckons those

caterpillars from which butterflies proceed.^ The Chinese, who waste
nothing, after they have unwound the silk from the cocoons of the silk-

woi'm, send the chrysalis to table : they also eat the larva of a liawk-moth
(Sj>hin.v*), some of which tribe. Dr. Darwin tells us, are, in his opinion, very

delicious*: and lastly, the natives of New Holland eat the caterpidars of a
species of moth of a singular new genus, to which my friend, Alexander
MacLeay, Esq. has assigned characters, and from the circumstance of its

larva coming out only in the night to feed, has called it Nijcterobhis. A
species of butterfly also (^Euplcea Jiamcda MacLeay), as we learn from
Mr. Bennett, congregates on the insulated granitic rocks in a particular

district, which he visited in the months of November, December, and
January, in such countless myriads (with what object is unknown), that

the native blacks, who call them Bugnng, assemble from far and near to

collect them, and, after removing the wings and down by stirring them on
the ground previously heated by a large fire, and winnowing them, eat the
bodies, or store them up for use by pounding and smoking them. The
bodies of these butterflies abound in an oil with the taste of nuts ; and
when first eaten, produce violent vomitings, and other debilitating effects :

but these go off after a few days, and the natives then thrive and fatten

exceedingly on this diet, for which they have to contentl with a black
crow, which is also attracted by the Biigongs in great numbers, and which
they despatch with their clubs, and use as food.®

The next order, the Xeuropiera, contains the white ant tribe {Tepnes),
which, in return for the mischief it does at certain times, affords an
abundant supply of food to some of the African nations. The Hottentots
eat them boiled and raw, and soon get into good condition upon this food.''

Konig, quoted by Smeathman, says that in some parts of the East Indies
the natives make two holes in the nests of the white ants, one to the wind-
ward and the other to the leeward, placing at the latter opening a pot
rubbed with an aromatic herb, to receive the insects driven out of their

nest by a fire ofstinking materials made at the former.® Thus they catch great
quantities, of which they make with flour a variety of pastry, that they can
afford to sell cheap to the poorer people. Mr. Smeathman says he has not
found the Africans so ingenious in procuring or dressing them. They are
content with a very small part of those that <all into the waters at the
time of swarming, which they skim off" with calabaches, bring large kettles

full of them to their habitations, and parch them in iron pots over a gentle
fire, stirring them about as is done in roasting coffee. In that state,

without isauce or other addition, they serve them up as delicious food, and

' Reaum. ii. 341. 2 i>ay's Letters, 135. 3 Sparrman, i. 201.
* Sir G. Staunton's Voy. iii. 2iG. s PUytol. 3G4.
6 liennctt's Wanderings, ubi supra, i.2Qib— 21 Q.
' Sparrman, i. 363.

8 Captain Green relates that, in the ceded districts in India, they place the
brandies of trees over the nests, and then by means of smoke drive out the
insects; which, attempting to lly, their wings are broken off by the mere touch
of the branches.
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eat them by handfiilS as we do comfits. He has eaten them dressed 1

this way several times, and thought them dehcate, nourishing, and whol r

some, being sweeter than the grub of the weevil of the pahns {Cordi/l.

Palmanaii), and resembling in taste sugared cream or sweet almond paste.-

The female ant, in |)articular, is supposed by the Hindoos to be endowed
with highly nutritive properties, and, we are told by Mr. Broughton, was
carefully sought after and preserved for the use of the debilitated Suijee

Rao, prime-minister of Scindia, chief of the Mahrattas.'*

The Hi/menojilera order also furnishes a few articles to add to this head.

I do not allude to the nectar which the bees collect for us. But perhaps

you do not suspect that bees themselves in some places serve for food, yet

Knox tells us that they are eaten in Ceylon^:— an ungrateful return for

their honey and wax, which 1 would on no account recommend. Piso

speaks of yellow ants called Cujyid inhabiting Brazil, the abdomen of which

many used for food, as well as a larger species under the name of Tama^
joura^ ; which account is confirmed by Humboldt, who informs us that

ants are eaten by the Marivatanos and Margiieritares, mixed with resin for

sauce; as are those of Yariba in Africa, as Lander informs us, stewed in

butter. Ants, I speak from experience, have no unpleasant flavour ; they

are verv agreeably acid, and the taste of the trunk and abdomen is

different ; so that I am not so much surprised, as Mr. Consett seems to have

been, at the avidity with which the young Swede mentioned by him sat

down to the siege of an ant's nest.^ This author states, that in some parts

of Sweden ants are distilled along with rye, to give a flavour to the inferior

kinds of brandy.^ Under this head may not improperly be mentioned

several galls, the product of different species of gall-flies (Cj/nips), particu-

larly those found on some kinds of Sage, viz. Salvia pomifera, S. iriluba, and

S. oj/icinalis, which are very juicy like apples, and crowned with rudiments

of leaves resembling the calyx of that fruit. They are esteemed in the

Levant for their aromatic and acid flavour, especially when prepared with

sugar, and form a considerable article of commerce from Scio to Con-
stantinople, where they are regularly exposed in the market.^ The galls

of ground-ivy have also been eaten in France ; but Reaumur, who tasted

them, is doubtful whether they will ever rank with good fruits.^

To the Diplcra order, as a source of food, man can scarcely be said to

be under any obligation ; the larva of Ti/ro2)haga case'i, which is so com-
monly found in cheese, being the only one ever eaten— a dainty as some
think it, of whom you will perhaps say with Scopoli, " qidbiis has delicias

non ini'kleG.'"
*

The order Aptcra, now that the Crustacea are excluded, does not much
more abound in esculent insects than the Diplera. The only species which

have tempted the appetite of man in this order are the cheese-mite

{Acai-us Siro)— lice, which are eaten by the Hottentots and natives of the

western coast of Africa, who, from their love of this game, which they not

only collect themselves from their well-stored capital pasture, but employ

1 Smeathman, 31.
s Letters written in a Mahratta Camp in 1809,

3 Knox's Ceylon, 25.

4 Piso, Ind. 1. V. c. 13, 291. * Travels in Sweden, 118. 6 Ibid.

' Sniitlfs Introd to Bot. 346. Olivier's Travels, i. 139.

8 Keaum. iii. 416. ^ Scop. Carniol. 337.
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J ir wives in tlie chase, have been sometimes called P/ifkirojj/mgi.^

!• iects of the class Arachnida, which you will think still more repulsive

an the last tribe, form an article in Sparrnian's list of the Boshies-man's
.aintics^; and Labillardicre tells us that the inhabitants of New Caledonia

seek for and eat with avidity large quantities of a spider nearly an inch

long (which he calls Aranea edu/is), and which they roast over the fire ^

Even individuals amongst the more polished nations of Europe are re-

corded as having a similar taste; so that, if you could rise above vulgar

prejudices, you would in all probability find them a most delicious morsel.

If you require precedents, Reaumur tells us of a young lady who when
she walked in her grounds never saw a spider that she did not take and
crack upon the spot.* Another female, the celebrated Anna Maria
Sehurman, used to eat them like nuts, which she affirmed they much
resembled in taste, excusing her propensity by saying that she was born
under the sign Scorpiu.^ If you wish for the authority of the learned,

Lalande the celebrated French astronomer was, as Latreille witnessed*',

equally fond of these delicacies. And lastly, if not content with taking

them seriatim, you should feel desirous of eating them by handfuls, you
may shelter yourself under the authority of the German immortalised by
Rosel ', who used to spread them upon his bread like butter, observing

that he found them very useful, "musick aiiszulaxireii." These edible

Apiera and Araclinida are all sufficiently disgusting; but we feel our nausea
quite turned into horror when we read in Humboldt, that he has seen the

Indian children drag out of the earth centijiedes eighteen inches long and
more than half an inch broad, and devour them.^

After all I have said, you may perhaps still feel a prejudice against

insects as food ; but I think, when you recollect that Oberon and his

queen Titania, that renowned personage Robin Goodfellow, " with all the

fairy elves that be," number insects amongst their choicest cates, you will

no longer be heretical in this article, but yield with a good grace ; and as

a reward I will copy out for you a beautiful poetical description of
Oberon's feast, which was pointed out to me by a learned bibliographical

friend, John Crosse, Esq. of Hull, in Herrick's Hesperides, 1638.

" Shapcot, to thee the fairy state

I with discretion dedicate;

Because thou prizest things that are

Curious and unfamiliar.

Talie first the feast ; these dishes gone.
We'll see the fairy court anon.

A little mushroom table spread

;

After short prayers, they set on bread,

A moon-parch'd grain of purest wheat,
Witli some small glitt'ring grit to eat

His choicest bits with ; then in a trice

They make a feast less great than nice.

But all this while his eye is served.

We must not think his ear was starved;
But that there was in place to stir

His spleen, the chirring grasshopper,

1 Latr. Hist. Nat. viii. 93. 2 Sparrman. i. 201.
3 Voyaqe a la Recherche de la Fcrouse, ii. 240. * Reaum. ii. 342.
8 Shaw, Nut. 3Iisc. 6 Ilist. Nat. vii. 227.

"

7 Kosel, iv. 257. 8 Personal Travels, ii. 20.'x

N
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The merry cricket, puling fly,

The piping gnat for minstrelsy

:

And now we must imagine first

The elves present, to quench his thirst,

A pure seed pearl of infant dew.
Brought and besweeten'd in a blue
And pregnant violet ; which done,

His killing eyes begin to run
Quite through the table, where he spies

The horns of papery butterflies,

Of which he eats, and tastes a little

Of what we call the cuckoo's spittle;

A little furze-ball pudding stands

B}', yet not blessed by his hands.
That was too coarse ; but then forthwith
He ventures boldly on the pith

Of sugar'd rush, and eats the sag
And well be-strutted bee's sweet bag;
Glad<ling his palate with some store

Of emmet's eggs: what would he more?
But beards of mice, a newt's stew'd thigh,
A bloated ear\vig and a fly :

With the red capp'd worm that's shut
Within the concave of a nut.

Brown as his tooth ; a little moth
Late fiitten'd in a piece of cloth.

With wither'd cherries, mandrakes' ears,

Lloles' ej-es; to these the slain stag's tears;

The unctuous dewlaps of a snail

;

The broke heart of a nightingale
O'ercome in music ; ..

-This done, commended
Grace by his priest, the feast is ended."—

Having considered insects as adding to the general stock of food, I shall

next request your attention while I detail to you how far the medical
science is indebted to them. Had I adth'essed you a century ago, I could
have made this an ample history. Amongst scores of infallible panaceas,

I should have recommended the wood-louse as a solvent and aperient
;

powder of silk-worm for vertigo and convulsions ; millepedes against the
jaundice ; earwigs to strengthen the nerves

; powdered scorpion for the
stone and gravel ; fly-water for disorders in the eyes ; and the tick for

erysipelas. I should have prescribed five gnats as an excellent purge ;

wasps as diuretics ; lady-birds for the colic and measles ; the cockchafer
for the bite of a mad dog and the plague ; and ants and their acid I should
have loudly praised as incomparable against leprosy and deafness, as

strengthening the memory, and giving vigour and animation to the whole
bodily frame.^ In short, I could have easily added to the miserably

meagre list of modern pharmacopoeias, a catalogue of approved insect-

remedies for every disease and evil

" that flesh is heir to !
"

But these good times are long gone by. You would, I fear, laugh at my
prescriptions notwithstanding the great authorities I could cite in their

* For this list of remedies, see Lesser, L. ii. 171—173.
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favour ; and even doubt the^efficacy of a more modern specific for tooth-

ache, promulgated by a learned Italian professor *, who assures us that a

finger once imbued with the juices of Rhinohatus nntiodontalgicus (a name
enough to give one the toothache to pronounce it) will retain its power
of curing this disease for a twelvemonth ! I must content myself, there-

fore, with expatiating on the virtues of the very few insects to which the

sons of Hippocrates and Galen now deign to have recourse. At the

same time I cannot help observing that their proscription of the remainder

may have been too indiscriminate. iVIankind are apt to run from one

extreme to the other. From having ascribed too much efficacy to insect-

remedies, we may now ascribe too little. Many insects emit very powerful

odours, and some produce extraordinary effects upon the human frame ;

and it is an idea not altogether to be rejected, that they may concentrate

into a smaller compass the properties and virtues of the plants upon which

they feed, and thus afford medicines more powerful in operation than the

plants themselves. It is at least worth while to institute a set of expe-

riments with this view.

Medicine at the present day is indebted to an ant (^Formica bispinom

Oliv., fiaigosa F.) for a kind of lint collected by that insect from the

Bombax or silk cotton-tree, which as a styptic is preferable to the puff-ball,

and at Cayenne is successfully used to stop the blootl in the most violent

hcemorrhages^ ; and gum annnoniac, according to Mr. Jackson^, oozes out

of a plant like fennel, from incisions made in the bark by a beetle with a

large horn. But, with these exceptions (in wjiich the remedy is rather

collected than produced by insects), and that of spiders' webs, which are

said to have been recently administered with success in ague, the only

insects which directly supply us with medicine are some species of Can-

tharis and Mylnhrk. These beetles however amply make up in efficacy

for their numerical insignificance ; and almost any article could be better

spared from the Materia Medica than one of the former usually known
under the name of Cantlinrides, which is not cn!y of incalculable importance

as a vesicatory, but is now administered internally in many cases with very

good effect. In Europe, the insect chiefly used with this view is the Can-

tharis i^cs'icatoria*; but in America the C. cinerea and vittata (which are ex-

tremely common and noxious insects, while the C. vesicatoria is sold there

at sixteen dollars the pound) have been substituted with great success, and

are said to vesicate more speedily, and with less pain, at the same time

that they cause no strangury^ : and in China they have long employed the

Mijlfihris cichorei, which seems to have been considered the most powerful

vesicatory amongst the ancients, who however appear to have been ac-

quainted with the conmion Canlharis vesicatoria also, and to have made
use of it, as well as of Cclonia aurata and some other insects mentioned by

> Gerbi. Storia Naturali cfun Nuov. Inset. 1794. The same virtues have been
ascribed to Coccinella septemputictata, L.

2 I.atr. Jllst. Nat. des Fourmis, 48. 134.
3 Jackson's Marocco, 83. Some doubt, however, attaches to this statement, from

the circumstance of the figure which Mr. Jackson gives of his beetle {Dibben
Fashook) being clearly a mere copj' of that of Mr. Bruce's Zimb.

* This insect, generally so rare in England, appeared in the summer of 1837

in great numbers in Essex, bulfolk and the Isle of Wight (£nt. Mag. v. 208.

Sie.')

4 Illiger, Mag. i. 256.
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Pliny.* Another species of Mylahns has been described by Major-
General Hardwicke in \h& Asiatic Transactions'^, plentiful in all parts of
Bengal, Bahar, and Oude, which is fully as efiicacious as the common
Spanish fly; and in other parts of India Cantharis gigas and violacea are

employed, as is C. rnficeps in Sumatra and Java ; C. atomaria in Brazil

;

C. Syriacain Ai'abia ; and in some parts of Europe Lydus (Afylabris Fab.)
trimaculaius.^

But it is as supplying products valuable in the arts and manufactiires

that we are chiefly indebted to insects. In adverting to them in this view,

I shall not dwell upon the articles derive<i from a few species in particular

districts, and confined to these alone, such as the soap which in some
parts of Africa is manufactured from a beetle {CJihcuius saponariiis'^^ ; the

oil which, Molina tells us, is obtained in Chili from large globular cellules

found upon the wild rosemary, and supposed to be produced by a kind of
gall-fly^ ; and the manure for which Scopoli informs us the hosts of Ephe-
merce that annually emerge in the month of June from the Laz, a river in

Carniola, are employed by the husbandmen, who think they have had a

bad harvest unless every one has collected at least twenty loads.®

Still less is it my intention to detain you in considering the purpose to

which in the West Indies and South America the fire-flies are put by the
natives, who employ them as lanterns in their journeys, and lamps in

their houses'';— or the use as ornaments to which some insects are

ingeniously applied by the ladies, who in China embroider their dresses

with the elytra and crust of a brilliant species of beetle (^Bupreslis vittata^,

in Chili and the Brazils form splendid necklaces of the golden Chri/someUdce

and brilliant diamond beetles, &c.^; in some parts of the Continent string

together for the same purpose the burnished violet-coloured thighs of
Geotrupes stercorarius, &c.^; and in India, as I am informed by Major
Moor and Captain Green, even have recourse to fire-flies, which they
inclose in gauze, and use as ornaments for their hair when they take their

evening walks. I shall confine my details to the more important and

» Hist. Nut. 1. xix. c. 4. 2 Vol. v. 213.
5 Westwood's 3Iod. Class, of Ins. i. 297. See also Burmeister's Manual of Ent.

p. 562., who says that the species used by the ancients appears to have been MylaJms
Fi'teslini Panz., which is very abundant in the south of Europe, and is sometimes found
in Germany. The active blistering principle in all these insects has been detected
by M. Robiquet, and named by him Cantharidine, which has been ascertained by M.
Bretonneau, and especially by M. Leclerc, who has examined a great number of in-

sects with this view, to be found amongst coleopterous insects of the family of Can-
tharidce only, though not in all the species of this family, nor even in all the species

of the same genus. M. Leclerc, who conceives that Cantharidine is secreted by a
peculiar apparatus, states that it is not destroyed either by the action of the air or

of time; and as it must exist in a spider of the United States (Tetjenaria medicinalis

Hentz. ; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Philadelpltia, 1821, p. 53. pi. 5.), which is there
extensivel}- employed as a vesicatory, he examined if this principle is to be found in

the Tegenaria. of France or in other spiders, but without success. (Leclerc, Essai
sur les Epipastiques, Paris, 1835, quoted in Gue'rin, Bulletin Zoohgiqtie, i. 95 )

4 Carabus Oiiv., Entoni. iii. 69. t. iii. f. 26. Compare Philanthropist, ii. 210.
5 Molina's CliiU, i. 174. « Ent. Camiol. 264.
7 Captain Green was accustomed to put a fire-fly under the glass of his watch, when

he had occasion to rise very early for a march, which enabled him without difficulty

to distinguish the hour.
8 Molina, i. 171. 285. » Latr. Hist. Nat. x. 143.
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general products which they supply to the arts, beguining with one indis-

pensable to our present correspondence, and adverting in succession to

ths insects affording dtjcs, lac, wax, honey, and sil/c.

No i)resent that insects have made to the arts is ecjual in utility and
universal interest, comes more home to our best affections, or is the in-

strument of producing more valuable fruits of human wisdom and genius,

than the product of the animal to which I have just alluded. You will

readily .conjecture I mean the fly that gives birth to the ga/l-nui, t'vom

which ink is made. How infinitely are we indebted to this little creature,

which at once enables us to converse with our absent friends and con-

nections, be their distance from us ever so great, and supplies the means
by which, to use the poet's language, we can

" give to airy nothing
A local habitation and a name!

"

enabling the poet, the philosopher, the politician, the moralist, and the

divine, to embody their thoughts for the amusement, instruction, direc-

tion, and reformation of mankind. The insect which produces the gall-nut

is of the genus Ci/nips of Linne, but was not known to him or to Fabricius.

Oliver first described it under the name of Diplolepis gallcs finctorice.^

The galls originate on the leaves of a species o^ oak {Qiiercits rnfectoria)

very common throughout Asia Minor, in many parts of which they are

collected by the poorer inhabitants, and exported from Smyrna, Aleppo,

and other ports in the Levant, as well as from the East Indies, whither a
part of those collected are now carried. The galls most esteemed are

those known in commerce under the name o^ blue galls, being the produce
of the first gathering before the fly has issued from the gall. It will not be

uninteresting to you to know, that from these when bruised may occa-

sionally be obtained perfect specimens of the insect, one of which 1 lately

procured in this way. The galls which have escaped the first searches,

and from most of which the fly has emerged, are called luhite galls, and are

of a very inferior quality, containing less of the astringent principle than

the blue galls in the proportion of two to three.^ The white and blue

galls are usually imported mixed in about equal proportions, and are then

called " galls in sorts." If no substitute equal to galls as a constituent

part of ink has been discovered, the same ma}' be said of these productions

as one of the most important of our dyeing materials constantly em()loyed

in dyeing black. It is true that this colour may be communicated without
galls, but not at once so cheaply and effectually, as is found by their con-

tinued large consumption, notwithstanding all the improvements in the

art of dyeing.

Other dyeing drugs are afforded by insects, the principal of which are

Cltermcs, the Scarlet Grain of Poland, Cochineal, Lac-lake, and Lac-dye, all

of which are furnished by different species of Coccus.

The first of these, the Coccus Ilicis, found abundantly upon a small

species of evergreen oak {Quercus cocci/era), common in the south of

France, and many other parts of the world, has been employed to impart

a blood red or crimson dye to cloth from the earliest ages, and was known

1 Encychp. Insect vi. 281. It had better, perhaps, as compound trivial names are

bad, be called Ci/nijis Scrijitnrum.

* Olivier's 2'ruvels in Egypt, &c. ii. 64.
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to the Phoenicians before the time of Moses under the name of Tola or

T/iola (y^ifi), to the Greeks under tliat of Coccus (Ko/ckos), and to the

Arabians and Persians under that of Kermes or Alkermes ; whence, as

Beckmann has shown, and from the epithet vermiculatum given to it in the

middle ages, when it was ascertained to be the produce of a worm, have
sprung the Latin cocchieiis, the French cramoisi and vermeil, and our
crimson and vermilion. It was most probably with this substance that the

curtains of the tabernacle (Exod. xxvi. &c.) were dyed deep red (which

the word scarlet, as our translators have rendered ''JLJ' nypin, then implied,

not the colour now so called, which was not known in James the First's

reign when the Bible was translated),— it was with this that the Grecians

and Romans produced their crimson ; and from the same source were de-

rived the imperishable reds of the Brussels and other Flemish tapestries.

In short, previous to the discovery of cochineal, this was the material

universally used for dyeing the most brilliant red then known ; and though
that production of the New World has, in some respects undeservedly \
supplanted it in Europe, where it is little attended to except by the pea-

santry of the provinces in which it is found, it still continues to be em-
ployed in a great part of India and Persia.'^

The scarlet grain of Poland {Coccus polonicus) is found on the roots of
the perennial knawel (Sc/cranthus jjcrennis, a scarce plant in this country, but
abundant in the neighbourhood of Elvedon in Suffolk), and was at one
time collected in large quantities for dyeing red in the Ukraine, Lithuania,

&c. But though still employed by the Turks and Armenians for dyeing

wool, silk, and, hair, as well as for staining the nails of women's fingers,

it is now rarely used in Europe except by the Polish peasantry. A similar

neglect has attended the Coccus found on the roots of Poterium San-

guisorba^, which was used by the Moors for dyeing silk and wool a rose

colour ; and the Coccus Uva-ursi, which with alum affords a crimson

dye.*

Cochineal, the Coccus cacti, is doubtless the most valuable product for

which the dyer is indebted to insects, and, with the exception perhaps of

indigo, the most important of dyeing materials. Though the Spaniards

found it employed by the natives of Mexico, where alone it is cultivatetl,

on their arrival in that countrj' in 1518, its true nature was not accurately

ascertained for nearly two centuries afterwards. Acosta, indeed, as early

as 1530, and Herrara and Hernandez subsequently, had stated it to be an
insect : but, led apparently by its external appearance, notwithstanding the

conjectures of Lister and assertions of Pere Plumier to the contrary, it

was .believed by Europeans in general to be the seed of a plant, until

Hartsoeker in IGQi, Leeuwenhoek and De la Hire in ITOi, and Geoffroy,

1 The colour communicated by Kermes, with alum, the onh' mordant formerly
employed, is blood red; but Dr. 13;incroft fouud (i. 404.) that with the solution of
tin used with cochineal it is capable of imparting a scarlet quite as brilliant as that
dye, and perliaps more permanent. At the same time, however, as ten or twelve
pounds contain only as much colouring matter as one of cochineal, the latter at its

ordinary price is the cheapest.
2 Bochart, hierozoic. ii. 1. iv. c. 27. Beckmann's History of Inventions, Engl.

Trans, ii. 171—205. Bancroft on Permanent Colours, i. 393. See also Farkhursfs

Heb. Lexicon under ypj^ ^^^ HJC*
5 Kai. Hist. Plant, i 401. 4 Bancroft, i. 401
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ten years later, by dissections and microscopical observations, incontro-

vertibly proved its real origin.'

This insect, which comes to us in the form of a reddish shrivelled grain

covered with a white powder or bloom, feeds on a particular kind of

Indian fig, called in Mexico, where alone cochineal is produced in any
quantity, aVo/;a/,"which has always been supposed to be the Cactus cochini'

lij'er, but according to Humboldt is unquestionably a distinct species, which

bears fruit internally white.

Cochineal is chiefly cultivated in the Intendency of Oaxaca ; and some
plantations contain 50,000 or 60,000 nopals in lines, each being kept about

tour feet high for more easy access in collecting the dye. The cultivators

prefer the most prickly varieties of the plant, as affording protection to

the cochineal from insects ; to prevent which from depositing their eggs

in the flower or fruit, both are carefully cut off. The greatest quantity,

however, of cochineal employed in commerce, is produced in small no-

paleries belonging to Indians of extreme poverty, called Nupaleros, They
I)lant their nopaleries in cleared ground on the slopes of mountains or

ravines two or three leagues distant from their villages ; and when properly

cleaned, the plants are in a condition to maintain the cochineal in the third

year. As a stock, the proprietor in April or May purchases branches or

joints of the Tuna de Castilla, laden with small cochineal insects recently

hatched (Se»ii//a). These branches which may be bought in the market
of Oaxaca for about three francs (25, 6d.) the hundred, are kept for

twenty days in the interior of their huts, and then exposed to the open
air under a shed, where, from their succulency, they continue to live for

several months. In August and September the mother cochineal insects,

now big with young, are placed in nests made of a species of Tillandsia

called Pax'tle, which are distributed upon the nopals. In about four

months, the first gathering, yielding twelve for one, may be made, which
in the course of the year is succeeded by two more profitable harvests.

This period of sowing and harvest refers chiefly to the districts of Sola

and Zimatlan. In colder climates the semilla is not placed upon the

nopals until October or even December, when it is necessary to shelter

the young insects by covering the nopals with rush mats, and the harvests

are proportionally later and unproductive. In the immediate vicinity of

the town of Oaxaca the Nopaleros feed their cochineal insects in the plains

from October to April, and at the beginning of the remaining months,
during which it rains in the plains, transport them to their plantations of
nopals in the neighbouring mountains, where the weather is more favour-

able.

Much care is necessary in the tedious operation of gathering the cochi-

neal from the nopals, which is performed with a squirrel or stag's tail by
the Indian women, who for this purpose squat down for hours together

beside one plant ; and notwithstanding the high price of the cochineal, it

is to be doubted if the cultivation would be profitable were the value of

labour more considerable.

The cochineal insects are killed either by throwing them into boiling

water, by exposing them in heaps to the sun, or by placinj^ them in the

ovens {Tcviazealli) used for vapour baths. The last of these methods,
which is least in use, preserves the whitish powder on the body of the

1 Bancroft, i. 413. Reaum. iv. 88.
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cochineal, which, being thus less subject to the adulterations so often
practised by the Indians, bears a higher price both in America and
Europe.^

The quantity annually exported from South America was said by Hum-
boldt to be at the time he wrote 32,000 arrobas, there worth 500,040/.

sterling^ ;— a vast amount to arise from so small an insect, and well cal-

culated to show us the absurdity of despising any animals on account af
their minuteness. So important was the acquisition of this insect re-

garded, that the Court of Directors of the East India Company formerly

offered a reward of GOOD/, to any one who should introduce it into India,

where hitherto the Company had only succeeded in procuring from Brazil

the wild kind producing the stjlvcstre cochineal, which is of very inferior

value. The true cochineal insect and the Cactus on which it feeds are

said to have been of late years successfully introduced into Spain and the

new French colony of Algiers, and now exist both in the stores of the

Jardin des Plantes at Paris, and in those of King Leopold at Clare-

mont.^

Lac is the produce of an insect formerly supposed to be a kind of ant
or bee^ but now ascertained to be a species of Coccus ; and it is col-

lected from various trees in India, where it is found so abundantly, that,

were the consumption ten times greater than it is, it could be readily

supplied. This substance is made use of in that country in the manu-
facture of beads, rings, and other female ornaments. Mixed with sand, it

forms grindstones ; and added to lamp or ivory black, being first dissolved

in water with the addition of a little borax, it composes an ink not easily

acted upon wiien dry by damp or water. In this country, where it is dis-

tinguisiied by the names sfick-lac, when in its native state, unseparated
from the twigs to which it adlieres ; seed-lac, when separated, pounded,
and the greater part of the colouring matter extracted by water; lump-lac,

when melted and made into cakes ; and shell-lac^ when strained and formed
into transparent laminae; it has iiitherto been ciiiefly employed in the

composition of varnishes, japanned ware, and sealing-wax : but for several

years past it has been applied to a still more important purpose, originally

suggested by Dr. Roxburgh— that of a substitute for cochineal in dyeing

scarlet. The first preparations from it with this view w^e made in con-

sequence of a hint from Dr. Bancroft, and large quantities of a substance

termed lac-lake, consisting of the colouring matter of stick-lac precipitated

from an alkaline lixivium by alum, were manufactured at Calcutta and sent

to this country, where at first the consumption was so considerable, that

in the three years previous to 1810, Dr. Bancroft states that the sales of

it at the India House equalled in point of colouring matter half a million

of pounds weight of cochineal. More recently, however, a new pre-

paration of lac colour, under the name of lac-dtje, has been imported from

India, which has been substituted for the lac-lake, and with such ad-

vantage, that the East India Company are said to have saved in a iew

months 14-,000/. in the purchase of scarlet cloths dyed with this colour

1 Humboldt's Political Essay on New Spain, iii. 72—79.

2 Ibid. iii. 61.— Dr. Bancroft estimated the annual consumption of cochineal in

Great Britain at about 750 bags, or 150,000 lbs. ; worth 375,000/.
3 Trans. Ent . Sac. Loud. iii. proc. ix. '' Lesser, L. ii. 165.
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and cochineal conjointly, and without any inferiority in the colour

obtained.^

Some other insects besides the Cocci afford dyes. Reaumur tells us,

that in the Levant, Persia, and China, they use the galls of a particular

species oi' Aphis for dyeing silk crimson, which he thinks might lend us to

try exjjeriments with those of our own country,^ That dyes might be
thus obtained seems probable from an observation of Linne's, in his

Lapland Tour, upon the galls produced by Aphis pini on the extremities

of the leaves of the spruce-fir, which, he informs us, when arrived at ma-
turity, burst asunder, and discharge an orange-coloured powder which
stains the clothes^; and Mr. Sheppard confirms this observation, the galls

of this Aphis abounding upon fir trees in his garden. In fact, we are told

that Termtnalia cilrina, a tree connnon in India, yields a species of gall,

the product of an insect, which is sold in every market, being one of the

most useful dyeing drugs known to the natives, who dye their best and
most durable yellow with it.* A species of mite (TroJiibidium tinctorium),

a native of Guinea and Surinam, is also employed as a dye ; and it would
be worth while to try whether our T. holosericeum, so remarkable for the

dazzling brilliancy of its crimson and the beautiful velvet texture of its

down, which seems nearly related to T. tinctorium, would not also afford a
valuable tincture. It is not likely, perhaps, that many better and cheaper
dyes tlian we now possess can be obtained from insects ; but Reaumur has
suggested that water-colours of beautiful tints, not otherwise easily ob-
tainable, might be procured from the excrements of the larvfE of the

common clothes-moth, which retain the colour of the wool they have
eaten unimpaired in its lustre, and mix very well with water. To get a
fine red, yellow, blue, green, or any other colour or shade of colour, we
should merely have to feed our larvee with cloth of that tint.^

Wax, so valuable for many minor purposes, and deemed with us so in-

dispensable to the comfort of the great, is of still more importance in those

parts of Europe and America in which it forms a considerable branch of
trade and manufacture, as an article of extensive use in the religious cere-

monies of the inhabitants. Humboldt informs us, that not fewer than

25,000 arrobas, value upwards of 83,000/., were formerly annually ex-
ported from Cuba to New Spain, where the quantity consumed in the

festivals of the Church is immense, even in the smallest villages ; and that

the total export of the same island in 180.3 was not less than 42,670 ar-

robas, worth upwards of 130,000/.^ Nearly the whole of the wax em-
ployed in Europe, and by far the greater part of that consumed in America,
is the produce of the common hive-bee; but in the latter quarter of the
globe a quantity by no means trifling is obtained from various wild species.

According to Don F. de Azara, the inhabitants of Santiago del Estero
gather every year not less than 14,000 pounds of a whitish wax from the

trees of Chaco.'

In China wax is also produced by another insect, which from the de-
scription of it by the Abbi^ Grosier seems to be a species of Coccus.

1 Bancroft on Permanent Colours, ii. 20. 49.
2 Eeauni. iii. Preface, xxxi.
3 Lack. Lapp. i. 258.

'

4 Trans, of the Soc. of Arts, xxiii. 411.
5 Reaum. iii. 95.

6 rulitical Essui/, iii. G2, 7 Voyage dans VAmer. 3Icrid. i. 162.
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With this insect the Chinese stock the two kinds of tree (Kan-la-chu and
Choni-Ia-chu), on which alone it is found, and which always afterwards
retain it. Towards the beginning of winter small tumours are perceived,

which increase until as big as a walnut. These are the nests ^abdomens
of the females) filled with the eggs that are to give birth to the Cocci,

which, when hatched, disperse themselves over the leaves, and perforate

the bark under which they retire. The wax (called Pe-Ia, white wax, be-

cause so by nature) begins to appear about the middle of June. At first

a few filaments like fine soft wool are perceived, rising from the bark
round tlie body of the insect, and these increase more and more until the
gathering, which takes place before the first hoar frosts in September.
The wax is carried to court, and reserved for the emperor, the princes,

and chief mandarins. If an ounce of it be added to a pound of oil, it

forms a wax little inferior to that made by bees. The physicians employ
it in several diseases ; and the Chinese, when about to speak in public,

and assurance is necessary, previously eat an ounce of it to prevent
swoonings^; a use of it for which happily our less diffident orators have
no call. This account is in the main confirmed by Geomelli Careri, except
that he calls the wax insect a worm which bores to the pith of certain

trees ; and says that it produces a sufficient supply for the whole empire,

the different provinces of which are furnished from Xantung, where it is

bred in the greatest perfection, with a stock of eggs.*^ A very different

origin, however, is assigned to the Pe-la by Sir George Staunton, who
informs us that it is produced by a species of Cicada {Flata Umbata), which
in its larva state feeds upon a plant like the privet, strewing upon the stem
a powder, which when collected forms the wax.^ But as he merely states

that this powder was " supposed'"" to form it, and does not himself appear
to have made the experiment of dissolving it in oil, it is most probable

that his information was incorrect, and that Grosier's statement is the

true one.

This probability is nearly converted into certainty by the fact that many
Aphides and Cocci secrete a wax-like substance, and that a kind of wax
very analogous to the Pe-la, and of the same class with bees' wax, only
containing more carbon, is actually produced in India by a nondescript

species of Coccus remarlsable for providing itself with a small quantity of
honey like our bees. This substance, for specimens of which I am in-

debted to the kindness of Sir Joseph Banks, was first noticed by Dr.
Anderson, and called by him luhite-lac. It could be obtained in any quan-
tity fiom the neighbourhood of Madras, and at a much cheaper rate than

bees' wax : but the experiments of Dr. Pearson do not afford much ground
for supposing that it can be advantageously employed in making candles.'*

De Azara speaks of a firm white wax apparently similar, and the produce
of an insect of the same tribe, which is collected in South America in the

form of pearl-like globules from the small branches of the Quabirdmi/, a
small shrub two or three feet high.^

Insects in some countries not only furnish the natives with wax, but
with resin, which is used instead of tar for their siiips. Molina informs

us that, at Coquimbo in Chili, resin, either the product of an insect or the

1 Grosiei"'s (JJiina, i. 439.
^ Quoted in Southey's Thalaba, ii. IGG. 5 Embnsarj to China, i. 400.
•* JPhil. Trans. 1794. xxi. * Voyage dans VAmer. Merid. i. 104.
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consequence of an insect's biting off the buds of a particular species of
Origanum, is collected in large quantities. The insect in question is a

small smooth red caterpillar about half an inch long, which changes into a

yellowish moth with black stripes upon the wings {Phal. cerar'm Molina).

Early in the spring vast numbers of these cater|)illars collect on the

branches of the Chila, where they form their cells of a kind of soft white

wax or resin, in which they undergo their transformations. This wax,

which is at first very white, but by degrees becomes yellow and finally

. brown, is collected in autumn by the inhabitants, who boil it in water, and
make it up into little cakes for market.^

Honey, another well-known product of insects, has lost much of its im-

portance since the discovery of sugar
; yet at the present day, whether

considered as a delicious article of food, or the base of a wholesome vinous

beverage of home manufacture, it is ofno mean value even in this country ;

and in many inland parts of Europe, where its saccharine substitute is

much dearer than with us, few articles of rural economy, not of primary

importance, would be dispensed with more reluctantly. In the Ukraine
some of the peasants have 400 or 500 bee-hives, and make more profit of
their bees than of corn'^ ; and in Spain the number of bee-hives is said to

be incredible ; a single parish priest was known to possess 5000.^

The domesticated or hive-bee, to which we are indebted for this article,

is the same, according to Latreille in every part of Europe, except in some
districts of Italy, where a different species {^Ap'is Ugustica of Spinola) is

kept— the same probably that is cultivated in the Morea and the isles of

the Archipelago.^ Honey is obtained, however, from many other species

both wild and domestic. What is called rock honey in some parts of
America, which is as clear as water and very thin, is the produce of wild

bees, which sus])end their clusters of thirty or forty waxen cells, resembling

a bunch of grapes, to a rock^ : and in South America large quantities are

collected from the nests built in trees by Trigona Amallhca, and other

species of this genus recently separated from Apis®; under which pro-

bably should be included the Bamburos, whose honey, honest Robert Knox
informs u's, whole towns in Ceylon go into the woods to gather.'' Accord-
ing to Azara, one of the chief articles of food of the Indians who live in

the woods of Paraguay is wild honey.^ Captain Green observes that, in

the island of Bourbon, where he was stationed for some time, there is a

bee which produces a kind of honey much esteemed there. It is quite of
a green colour, of the consistency of oil, and to the usual sweetness of
honey superadds a certain fragrance. It is called green honey, and is

exported to India, where it bears a high price.® One of the species that

has probably been attended to ages before our hive-bee, is Apisfascinta of
Latreille, a kind so extensively cultivated in Egypt, that Niebuhr states he
fell in upon the Nile, between Cairo and Damietta, with a convoy of 4000

' Molina's Chili, i. 174.
2 Communications to the Board of Agricult. vii. 286.
3 Mills on Bees, 77.

4 Latr. in Humboldt and Bonpland, Recueil d'Ohserv. de Znohgie, &c. (Paris,

1805), 300. 8 Hill in Swammerdam, i. 181. note.
fi Latr. uhi snpr. 300.
' Knox's Ceijlon, 25. 8 ^^„y. dans VAmer. Merid. i. 162.
9 M. Latreille appears to have described this bee uiider ihc nameof^/Jis uni-

color. 3Iem. sur ks AbtiUes, 8. 39.
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hives, whicli were transporting from a region where the season for flowers
iiad passed, to one where the spring was later.^ Cohimella says that the
Greeks in hke manner sent their bee-hives every year from Achaia into
Attica ; and a similar custom is not unknown in Italy, and even in this

country in the neighbourhood of heaths. In Madagascar, according to
Latreille, the inhabitants have domesticated Apis unicohr ; A. ind'ica is

cultivated in India at Pondicherry and in Bengal ; A. Adansonii Latr. at

Senegal- ; and Fabricius thinks that A. acraends (Centris Syst. Piez.)
laboriosa, and others in the East and West Indies, might be domesticated
with greater advantage than even A. melUjica?

Here also must be mentioned the manna used as an agreeable food in

the East, which, though not directly produced by insects, is caused to
flow from the Tamarix mannifera by the punctures of a small species of
CoccusJ^

The last, and doubtless the most valuable, product of insects to which
I have to advert is Sillc. To estimate justly the importance of this article,

it is not sufficient to view it as an appendage of luxury unrivalled for

richness, lustre, and beauty, and without which courts would lose half

their splendour ; we must consider it, what it actually is, as the staple

article of cultivation in many large provinces in the south of Europe,
amongst the inhabitants of which the prospect of a deficient crop causes
as great alarm as a scanty harvest of grain with us ; and after giving em-
ployment to tens of thousands in its first production and transportation,

as furnishing subsistence to hundreds of thousands more in its final manu-
facture, and thus becoming one of the most important wheels that give

circulation to national wealth.''

But we must not confine our view to Europe. When silk was so scarce

in this country, that James I., while King of Scotland, was forced to beg
of the Earl of Mar the loan of a pair of silk stockings to appear in before

the English ambassador, enforcing his request with the cogent appeal,
" For ye would not, sure, that your king should appear as a scrub before

strangers ;" nay, long before this period, even prior to the time that silk

was vahied at its weight of goUi at Rome, and the Emperor Aurelian re-

fused his empress a robe of silk because of its dearness— the Chinese
peasantry in some of the provinces, millions in number, were clothed with
this material ; and for some thousand years to the present time, it has

been both there and in India (where a class whose occupation was to

attend silk-worms appears to have existed from time immemorial, being

« Latr. Hist. Nat. xiv. 20.

2 Latr. in Humboldt and Bonpland, Eecueil, &c. 302.
3 Vorlesungen, 324. * Bu.rmeister, 3Ianual of Ent. 5QI.
* The following facts and calculations from the Counier de Lyon, 1840, as to the

silk manufactured at Lyons, are wortli preserving : — Raw silk annually consumed
there one million of kilogrammes, equal to 2,"205,714 pounds English, on which the

waste in manufacturing is five per cent. As four cocoons produce one graine (grain)

of silk, four thousand millions of cocoons are annually consumed, making the num-
ber of caterpillars reared (including the average allowance for caterpillars dying,

bad cocoons, and those kept for eggs) 4,292,400,000. The length of the silk of one
cocoon averages 500 metres (L52fi feet English), so that the length of the total quan-
tity of silk spun at Lyons is G,UOO,000,000,\)00 (or six and a half billions) of English
feet, equal to fourteen times the mean radius of the earth's orbit ; or 5494 times the

radius of the moon's orbit ; or 52,505 times the equatorial circumfereace of the

earth ; or 200,000 times the circumference of the moon.
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mentioned in the oldest Sanscrit books ^), one of the chief objects of culti-

vation and manufacture. You will admit, therefore, that when nature

"— set to work millions of spinning worms,
That in their green shops weave the smooth-hair'd silk

To deck her sons," 2

she was conferring upon them a benefit scarcely inferior to that con-

sequent upon the gift of wool to the fleecy race, or a fibrous rind to the

flax or hemp plants ; and that mankind is not under much less obligation

to Pamphila, who, according to Aristotle, was the discoverer of the art of
unwinding and weaving silk, than to the inventors of the spinning of those

products.^

It seems to have been in Asia that silk was first manuflictured ; and it

was from thence that the ancients obtained it, calling it, from the name of
the country whence it was supposed to be brought, Scricum. Of its origin

they were in a great measure ignorant, some supposing it to be the entrails

of a spider-hke insect with eight legs, which was fed for four years upon a

kind of paste, and then with the leaves of the green willow, until it burst

with fat"*^; others that it was the produce of a worm which built clay nests,

and collected wax ^
; Aristotle, with more truth, that it was unwound from

the pupa of a large horned caterpillar.^ Nor was the mode of producing
and manufacturing this precious material known to Europe until long after

the Christian era, being first learnt about the year 330, by two monks,
who procured in India the eggs of the silk-worm moth, with which, con-
cealing them in hollow canes, they hastened to Constantinople, where they
speedily multiplied, and were subsequently introduced into Italy, of which
country silk was long a peculiar and staple commodity. It was not cul-

tivated in France until the time of Henry IV., who, considering that mul-
berries grew in his kingdom as well as in Italy, resolved, in opposition to

the opinion of Sully, to attempt introducing it, and fully succeeded.

The whole of the silk produced in Europe, and the greater proportion
of that manufactured in China, is obtained from the common silk-worm

;

but in India considerable quantities are procured from the cocoons of the
larvae of other moths. Of these the most important species known are
the Tusseh and Arindy silk-worms, of which an intereiiting history is given
by Dr. Roxburgh in the Linnean Transactions. '' These insects are both
natives of Bengal. The first (Saturnia Pap/da) feeds upon the leaves of
the Jujube iree (Bhamnus Jujuba), or S^er of the Hindoos, and of the
Terminalia alata glabra Roxburgh, the Asseen of \he Hindoos, and is found
in such abundance as from time immemorial to have afforded a constant
supply of a very durable, coarse, dark-coloured silk, which is woven into

a cloth called Tussehdoof hies., much worn by the Brahmins and other sects,

and would, doubtless, be highly useful to the inhabitants of many parts of
America, and of the south of Europe, where a light and cool, and at the

1 Colebrook in Asiatic Researches, v. CI. 2 Milton's Comiis.
3 Hist. Animnl. 1. v. c. 19. 4 Pausanias, quoted by Goldsmith, vi. 80.
5 Pliny, Hist. Nat. 1. xi. c. 22.

6 Aristot. uhi supr. He does not expressly say the pupa, but this we must sup-
pose. The larva he means could not be the common silkworm, since he describes it

as large, and having as it were horns.
7 vii. 33—4.8. Compare Lord Valentia's Travels,' i. 78.
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same time cheap and durable dress, such as this silk furnishes, is much
wanted. The durability of this silk is indeed astonishing. After constant
use for nine or ten years it does not show an}' signs of decay. These
insects are thought by the natives of so much consequence, that they guard
them by day to preserve them from crows and other birds, and by night

from the bats. The Arindy silk-worm (^Saturnia Cynthia Drury), which
feeds solely on the leaves of the Palma Christi, produces remarkably soft

cocoons, the silk of which is so delicate and flossy, that it is impracticable

to wind it off: it is, therefore, spun Hke cotton ; and the thread thus

manufactured is woven into a coarse kind ofwhite cloth of a loose texture,

but of still more incredible durability than the last, the life of one person
being seldom sufficient to wear out a garment made of it. It is used not
only for clothing, but for packing fine cloths, &c. Some manufacturers in

England to whom the silk was shown seemed to think that it could be
made here into shawls equal to any received from India. A moth allied

to this last species, but distinct, has been described and figured by Colonel
Sykes, who met with its leather-like cocoons composed of silk so strong,

that a single filament supported a weight of 198 grains, in that part of the
Deccan in India lying between the sources and junction of the Bema and
Mota Mala rivers. These cocoons are called kolesurra by the Mahrattas,

who use them cut into thongs, which are more durable than leather for

binding the matchlock barrel to the stock ; but as far as Colonel Sykes
could ascertain, no use is made of the silk in Western India, though there

can be little doubt that it might be advantageously produced, as the cater-

pillars which spin it feed indiscriminately on the Teak tree {Tectona grandis),

the Mulberry (Morus indica), the Bor {Zizyphus Jujuba), and the Osana
( Terminalia alata glabra) }

Other species, as may be inferred from an extract of a letter given in

Young's Annak of Agriculture^, are known in China, and have been intro-

duced into Inilia. " We have obtained," says the writer, " a monthly
silk-worm from China, which I have reared with my own hands, and in

twenty-five days have had the cocoons in my basins, and by the 'twenty-

ninth or thirty-first day a new progeny feeding in my trays. This makes
it a mine to whoever would undertake the cultivation of it."

Whether it will ever be expedient to attempt the breeding of the larvse

of any European moths, as Calocala pacta, sjwnsa, &c. proposed with this

view by Fabricius*, seems doubtful, though certainly many of them afford

a very strong silk, and might be readily propagated ; and I have now in

my possession some thread more like cotton than silk spun by the larva

of a moth, which when I was a very young entomologist I observed (if

my memory does not deceive me) upon the Euonj/mun, and from the twigs

of which (not the cocoon) I unwound it. It is even asserted that in

Germany a manufacture of silk from the cocoons of the emperor moth
(Saturnia Pavonia major) was at one time established.* There seems no
question, however, that silk might be advantageously derived from many
native silk-worms in America. An account is given in the Philosophical

Transactions of one found there, whose cocoon is not only heavier and
more productive of silk than that of the common kind, but is so much

1 Trans. Royal Asiat. Sac. 1834. vol. ill. 2 xxiii. 235.
' Vorlesungen, 325. * Latr. Hist. Nat. xiv. 150.
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stronger that twenty threads will carry an ounce more.^ Don Luis Nee
observed on Psidium pomiferum and pj/riferum ovate nests of caterpillars

eight inches long, of grey silk, which the inhabitants of Chilpancingo,

Tixtala, &c., in America, manufacture into stockings and handkerchiefs."

Great numbers of similar nests of a dense tissue, resembling. Chinese

paper, of a brilliant whiteness, and formed of distinct and separable layers,

the interior being the thinnest and extraordinarily transjiarent, were ob-

served by Humboldt in the provinces of Mechoacan and the mountains of

Santarosa, at a height of 10,500 feet above the level of the sea, upon the

Arbutus Mad)-6no, and other trees. The silk of these nests, which are the

work of the social caterpillars of a Bombyx (B. Jlfadrono), wns an object

of commerce even in the time of Montezuma ; and the ancient Mexicans

pasted together the interior layers, which may be written upon without

preparation, to form a white glossy pasteboard. Handkerchiefs are still

manufactured of it in the Intendency of Oaxaca.^ De Azara states that

in Paraguay, a spider, which is found to near the thirtieth degree of

latitude, forms a spherical cocoon (for its eggs) an inch in diameter, of a

yellow silk, which the inhabitants spin on account of the permanency of

the colour.''^ And according to M. B, de Lozieres, large quantities of a

very beautiful silk, of dazzling whiteness, may be collected from the

cocoons even of the Ichneumons that destroy the larvas of some moth in

the West Indies, which feed upon the indigo and cassada.^

It is probable, too, that other articles besides silk might be obtained

from the larvae which usually produce it, particularly cements and varnishes

of different kinds, some hard, others elastic, from their gum and silk

reservoirs, from which it is said the Chinese procure a fine varnish, and
fiibricate what is called by anglers Indian g)-ass.^ The diminutive size of
the animal will be thought no objection, when we recollect that the very

small quantity of purple dye afforded by the Purpura of the ancients did

not prevent them from collecting it.

1 now conclude this long series of letters on the injuries caused by
insects to man, and the benefits which he derives from them ; and I think

you will readily admit that I have sufficiently made good my position, that

the study of agents which perform such important functions in the eco-
nomy of nature must be worthy of attention. Our subsequent corre-

spondence will be devoted to the most interesting traits in their history—
as their affection to their young, their food and modes of procuring it,

habitations, societies, &c.
. I am, &c.

» Pullein in Pldl. Trans. 1759. 54.
2 Annals of Botany, ii. 104.
5 Political Essay on N. Spain, iii. 59.
4 Voyage dans I'Amer. Merid. i. 212. It may here be observed as a benefit

dovived by the higher walks of philosophy from insects, that astronomers employ
the strongest thread of spiders, the one namely that supports the web, for the divi-

sions of the micrometer. By its ductility tliis thread acquires about a lifth of its

ordinary length. Nouv. Diet, d'llist. Nat. ii. 280.
5 American Phil. Trans, v. 325.
^ Auderson's Recreations in Agriculture, &c. iv. 399.
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LETTER XI.

ON THE AFFECTION OF INSECTS FOR THEIR YOUNG.

Amongst the larger animals, every observer of nature has witnessed with

admiration, that love of their offspring wliich the beneficent Creator, with

equal regard to the happiness of the parent and the progeny, has inter-

woven in the constitution of his creatures. Who that has any sensibility,

has not felt his heart dilate with gratitude to the Giver of all good, in

observing amongst the domestic animals which surround him, the effects

of this divine storge, so fruitful of the most delightful sensations? Who
that is not a stock or a stone has read unmoved the anecdote recorded in

books of Natural History, of the poor bitch, which in the agonies of a

cruel dissection licked with parental fondness her new-born offspring ; or

the affecting account of the she-bear related in Phipps's Voyage to the

North Pole, which, herself severely wounded by the same shot that killed

her cubs, spent her last moments in tearing and laying before them the

food she had collected, and died licking their wounds?
These feelings you must have experienced, but it has scarcely occurred

to you that you would have any room for exercising them in your new
pursuit. You have not, I dare say, suspected that any similar example

could have been adduced amongst insects, to which at the first glance

there seems even something absurd in attributing anything like parental

affection. An animal not so big perhaps as a grain of wheat, feel love for

its offspring— how preposterous ! we are ready to exclaim. Yet the ex-

clamation would be very much misplaced. Nothing is more certain than'

that insects are capable of feeling quite as much attachment to their

offspring as the largest quadrupeds. They undergo as severe privations

in nourishing them; expose themselves to as great risk in defending them;

and in the very article of death exhibit as much anxiety for their preser-

vation. Not tliat this can be said of all insects. A very large proportion

of them are doomed to die before their young come into existence. But

in these the passion is not extinguished. It is merely modified, and its

direction changed. And when 3'ou witness the solicitude with which they

provide for the security and sustenance of their future young, you can

scarcely deny to them love for a progeny they are never destined to

behold. Like affectionate parents in similar circumstances, their last

efforts are employed in providing for the children that are to succeed

them.

I. Observe the motions of that common wiiite butterfly which you see

flying from herb to herb. You perceive that it is not food she is in

pursuit of: for flowers have no attraction for her. Her object is the dis-

covery of a plant that will supply the sustenance appropriated by Pro-

vidence to her young, upon which to deposit her eggs. Her own food
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has been honey drawn from the nectary of a flower. This, therefore, or

its neighbourhood, we might expect would be the situation she would

select for them. But no : as if aware that this food would be to them
poison, she is in search of some phmt of the cabbage tribe. But how is

she to distinguish it from the surrounding vegetables? She is taught of

God !' Led by an instinct far more unerring than the practised eye of the

botanist, she recognises the desired plant the moment she approaches it

;

and upon this she places her precious burden, yet not without the further

precaution of ascertaining that it is not pre-occupied by the eggs of some
other butterfly ! Having fulfilled this duty, from which no obstacle shoit

of absoUite impossibility, no danger however threatening, can divert her,

the affectionate mother dies.

This may serve as one instance of the sohcitude of insects for their

future progeny. But ahnost every species will supply examples similar in

principle, and in their particular circumstances even more extraordinary.

In every case (except in some remarkable instances of mistakes of instinct,

as they may be termed, which will be subsequently adverted to), the

parent unerringly distinguishes the food suitable for her offspring, how-
ever dissimilar to her own ; or at least invariably places her eggs, often

defended from external injury by a variety of admirable contrivances, in

the exact spot where, when hatched, the larvae can have access to it.

—

The dragon-fly is an inhabitant of the air, and could not exist in water

:

yet in this last element, which is alone adapted for her young, she ever

carefully drops her eggs. The larvje of the gad-fly {(Estriis eqid), whose
history has been before described to you, are destined to live in the

stomach of the horse. How shall the parent, a two-winged fly, convey

them thither ? By a mode truly extraordinary. Flying round the animal,

she curiously poises her body for an instant while she glues a single egg

to one of the hairs of his skin, and repeats this process until she has fixed

in a similar way many hundred eggs. Thrse, after a few days, on the

application of the slightest moisture attended by warmth, hatch into little

grubs. Whenever, therefore, the horse chances to lick any part of his

body to which they are attached, the moisture of the tongue discloses

one or more grubs, which, adhering to it by means of the sahva, are con-

veyed into the mouth, and thence find their way into the stomach. But
here a question occurs to you. It is but a small portion of the horse's

body which he can reach with his tongue ; what, you ask, becomes of the

eggs deposited on other parts ? I will tell you how the gad-fly avoids

this dilemma ; and I will then ask you if she does not discover a pro-

vident forethought, a depth of instinct, which almost casts into shade the

boasted reason of man ? She places her eggs only on those parts of the

skin which the horse is al)le to reach with his tongue ; nay, she confines

them almost exclusively to the knee or the shoulder, which he is sure to

lick. What could the most refined reason, the most precise adaptation of

means to an end, do more?^
Not less admirable is the parental instinct of that vast tribe of insects

already introduced to you by the name of Ichneumons, whose young are

destined to feed upon the living bodies of other insects. These, as you
know, are so numerous, that scarcely an insect exists, which in its larva

state is not exposed to the attacks of one or other of them ; and even the

^ Clark in Linn. Trans, iii. 304.

O
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pupae, nay the very eggs of these animals, are not safe from their insidious

mancEiivres. The size of the clifFercnt species varies in proportion to that

of the bodies which are to be their food ; some being so inconceivably

small that the egg of a butterfly not bigger than a pin's head is of sufficient

magnitude to nourish two of them to maturity i; others so large that the

body of a full-grown caterpillar is not more than enough for one. They
are the larvae of these Ichneumons which make such havoc of our pigmy

tribes : the perfect insect is a four-winged fly, which takes no other food

than a httle honey; and the great object of the female is to discover a

proper nidus for her eggs. In search of this she is in constant motion.

Is the caterpillar of a butterfly or moth the appropriate food for her

voung ? you see her alight upon the plants where they are most usually

to be met with, run quickly over them, carefully examining every leaf,

and, having found the unfortunate object of her search, insert her sting

into its flesh} and there deposit an egg. In vain her victim, as if conscious

of its fate, writhes its bod}', spits out an acid fluid, menaces with its ten-

tacula, or brings into action the other organs of defence with which it

is provided. The active Ichneumon braves every danger, and does not

desist until her courage and address have insured subsistence for one of

her future progeny. Perhaps, however, she discovers, by a sense the

existence of which we perceive, though we have no conception of its

nature, that she has been forestalled by some precursor of her own tribe,

that has already buried an egg in the caterpillar she is examining. In this

case she leaves it, aware that it would not suffice for the support of two,

and proceeds in search of some other yet unoccupied. The process is of

course varied in the case of those minute species of which several, some-

times as many as 150, can subsist in a single caterpillar. The little Ich-

neumon then repeats her operations, until she has darted into her victim

the requisite number of eggs.

The larvae hatched from the eggs thus ingeniously deposited, find a

delicious banquet in the body of the caterpillar, which is sure eventually

to fall a victim to their ravages. So accurately, however, is the supply of

food proportioned to the demand, that this event does not take place

until the young Ichneumons have attained their full growth ; when the

caterpillar either dies, or retaining just vitality enough to assume the pupa

state, then finishes its existence ; the pupa disclosing not a moth or a

butterfly, but one or more full-grown Ichneumons.

In this strange and apparently cruel operation one circumstance is truly

remarkable. The larva of the Ichneumon, though every day, perhaps for

months, it gnaws the inside of the caterpillar, and though at last it has

devoured almost every part of it except the skin and intestines, carefully

all this time avoids injuring the vital organs, as if aware that its own exist-

ence depends on that of the insect on which it preys ! Thus the cater-

pillar continues to eat, to digest, and to move, apparently little injured, to

the last, and only perishes when the parasitic grub within it no longer re-

quires its aid. What would be the impression which a similar instance

amongst the race of quadrupeds would make upon us ? If, for example, an

animal— such as some impostors have pretended to carry within them—
should be found to feed upon the inside of a dog, devouring only those

parts not essential to life, while it cautiously left uninjured the heart,

» Bonnet, ii. 314.
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arteries, lungs, and intestines,— should we not regard such an instance

as a perfect prodigy, as an example of instinctive forbearance ahnost

miraculous ?

Some Ichneumons, instead of burying their eggs in the body of the

larvae that are to serve their young for food, content themselves with

gluing them to the skin of their prey. This is the case with ScoUafla-

vifro7is, which my learned entomological friend M. Passerini of Florence

has found places its eggs on the larva of a large beetle {Ori/ctes nasicornis),

upon which when hatched the larva of the Scolia feeds, by introducing the

three first segments of its body into the belly of its victim, always between

the sixth and seventh segment, so that this insect is a semi-internal

parasite.^ Another tribe, whose activity and perseverance are equally

conspicuous, which includes the beautiful genus Chrysis and many other

hymenopterous and dipterous insects, imitating the insidious cuckoo,

contrive to introduce their eggs into the nests in which bees and other

insects have deposited theirs. With tiiis view they are constantly on the

watch, and the moment the unsuspecting mother has quitted her cell for

the purpose of collecting a store of food or materials, glide into it and

leave an egg, the germ of a future assassin of the larva that is to spring

from that deposited by its siJe.

The females of the insects of which we have been speaking, in pro-

viding for their offspring, are saved the trouble of furnishing them with

any habitation. ' Either they occupy that of another insect, or find a con

venient abode within the body of that on which they feed. But upon the

maternal affection of another large hymenopterous tribe, belonging to

Latreille's Family of Burrowers {Fossores), whose young in like manner

feed on other insects, is imposed the arduous task not merely of collecting

a supply of food, but of inclosing it along with their eggs in cells or

burrows often of considerable depth, and dug with great labour in sand,

wood, or the solid earth.

The general economy of these insects is similar. Having first dug a

cylindrical cavity of the requisite dimensions, and deposited an egg at the

bottom, they inclose along with it one or more caterpillars, spiders, or other

insects, each particular species for the most part selecting a distinct kind,

as a provision for the young one when hatched, and sufficiently abundant

to nourish it until it becomes a pupa. Many thus furnish several cells.

This process, however, is varied by diffisrent species, some of whose
operations are worthy of a more detailed description.

One of the most early histories of the procedure of an insect of this

kind, probably the common sand-wasp {Ammophila vulgaris), is left us by

the excellent Ray, who observed it along with his friend \yilloughby. On
the 22nd of June, 1667, he tells us, they noticed this insect dragging a

green caterpillar thrice as big as itself, which, after thus conveying about

fifteen feet, it deposited at the entrance of a hole previously dug in the

sand. Then removing a pellet of earth from its mouth, it descended into

the cavity, and, presently returning, dragged along with it the caterpillar.

After staying awhile it again ascended, then rolled pieces of^ earth into

the hole, at intervals scratching the dust into it like a dog with its fore

feet, and entering it as if to press down and consolidate the mass, flying also

1 Osservazioni sulk Larve, Ninfe, Sfc. (Pise, 1810). Guerin-Meneville, Eevue

Zoolog. 1841, p. 240.
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once or twice to an adjoining fir-tree, possibly to procure resin for agglu-
tinating the whole. Having filled the burrow to a level with the sur-

rounding earth so as to conceal the entrance, it took two fir-leaves lying

at hand, and placed them near the orifice, as if to mark the place.— Such
is the anecdote left on record by our illustrious countryman, of whose
accuracy of observation there can be no doubt.^ Who that reads it can
refrain from joining in the reflection which it calls from him, " Qtiis licec

non viihi miretur et stupeat? Quis hujiismodi oytcra merce machincB possit

attrihiere P " ^

I myself, when walking with a friend some months ago, observed nearly

similar manoeuvres performed by another hynienopterous insect which
may be called a spider-wasp {Pomjnlus), which attracted our attention

as it was dragging a spider to its cell. The attitude in which it carried its

prey, namely, with its feet constantly upwards ; its singular mode of walk-
ing, which was backwards, except for a foot or two when it went forwards,

moving by jerks and making a sort of pause every 'ievf steps ; and the asto-

nishing agility with which, notwithstanding its heavy burthen, it glided over
or between the grass, weeds, and other numerous impediments in the
rough ]iath along which it passed — together formed a spectacle which vve

contemplated with admiration. The distance which we thus observed it to
traverse was not less than twenty-seven feet; and great part of its journey
had probably been performed before we saw it. Once or twice, when we
first noticed it, it laid down the spider, and making a small circuit returned
and took it up again. But for the ensuing twenty or twenty-five feet it

never stopped, but proceeded in a direct line for its burrow with the
utmost speed. When opposite the hole, which was in a sand bank by the
way side, it made a sharp turn, as evidently aware of being in the neigh-
bourhood of its abode, but when advanced a little further laid down its

burthen and went to reconnoitre. At first it climbed up the bank, but, as
if discovering that this was not the direction, soon returned, and after

another surve}', perceiving the hole, took up the spider and dragged it in

after it.

In the two instances above given, one dead caterpillar or spider only was
deposited in each hole. But an insect described by Reaunuir under the
name of the mason-wasp {Epi2^one spinipes), very common in some parts
of England, after having excavated a burrow, with an ingenuity to which
on a future occasion I shall draw your attention, places along with its egg
as food for the future young, about twelve little green grubs without feet,

which it has carefully selected full grown and conveyed without injuring

them. You will inquire. Why this difference of jirocedure ? With regard
to the choice of a number of small grubs rather than of one large cater-
pillar, what I have said in a former letter on the subject of different species
of this tribe being appointed to prey upon and thus keep within due limits

the larvae of different kinds of insects, will be a sufficient answer. But one
circumstance creditable to the talents of the mason-wasp as a skilful pur-

1 The Kev. Dr. Sutton of Norwich made .similar observations upon the proceedings
of this insect in his garden for two successive seasons.

2 Rai. Hist. Ins. 254. For an interesting account of the procedures of a female of
this species in dragging a very large spider up the nearly perpendicular side of a
pand-bank at least twenty feet high, as well as of other curious facts in the economy
of sand-wasps, the reader is referred to the very excellent " Essay on the Indige-
nous Fossorial Hymenoptera," by W. E. Shuckard, Esq., p. 77, &c.

*
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veyor should not be omitted, namely, that the number of grubs laid up is

not al\va\s the same, but is exactly proportioned to their size, eleven or
twelve being stored when they are small, but only eight or nine when
larger. With respect, however, to the caution of the wasp in selecting

full-urovvn grubs and conveying them uninjured to her hole, a satisfactory

explanation may be given. If those that are but partly grown were chosen,
they would die in a short time for want of food, and putrefying would
destroy tlie enclosed egg, or the young one which springs from it. But
when larvae of any kind have attained their full size, and are about to pass
into the pupa state, they can exist for a long period without any further
supply. By selecting these, therefore, and placing them uninjured in the
hole, however long the interval before the egg hatches, the disclosed larva

is sure of a sufficiency of fresh and wholesome nutriment.—To prevent the
possibility of any injury to its egg from the motions or voracity of this

living prey, the wasp is careful to pack the whole so closely, each grub
being coiled above the other in a series of rings, and to consolidate the
earth so firmly above them, that they have not the slightest power of
motion.^— Those which select more powerful caterpillars, or revenge the
injuries of their insect brethren by devoting spiders to the destruction they
have so often caused, take care to sting them in such a manner as, without
killing them outright, will incapacitate tiiem from doing any injiu'y.

Zeal ami activity in providing for the well-being of their future progeny,
not inferior to what are exhibited by the tribe of Ichneumons, SpJiecina^,

and mason-wasps, though less cruelly exerted, are also shown by various

species of wild bees, of which we have in this country a great number.
Having first excavated a proper cell with a dexterity and persevering
labour never enough to be admired, they next deposit in it an egg, which
they cover with a mass of pollen or honey collected with unwearied assiduity

from a thousand flowers. As soon as the grub is hatched, it finds itself

enveloped in this delicious banquet provided for it by the cares of a mother
it is iloomed never to behold ; and so accurately is the repast proportioned
to its appetite and its wants, that as soon as the whole is consumed it has
no longer need of food ; it clothes itself in a silken cocoon, becomes a
pupa, and after a deep sleep of a few days bursts from its cell an active

bee.

A considerable number of wild bees, however (tho^e of the genera
Nomada, Mdeda, &c.), being unprovided with an apparatus for collecting

pollen, save themselves not only this labour, but also that of excavating
cells ; and gliding into those in which their more industrious brethren have
deposited their eggs and the necessary supply of pollen moistened with
honey for food, they also, cuckoo-like, insinuate their own eggs (imitating

in this respect the carnivorous parasites lately noticedj, the larvae from
which live at the cost of the rightful occupants.

No circumstance connected with the storge^ of insects is more striking

than the herculean and incessant labour which it leads them cheerfully to

undergo. Some of these exertions are so disproportionate to the size of

the insect, that nothing short of ocular conviction could attribute them to

1 Reaum. vi. 252.
2 B3' this term I would distinguish the tribe of Fossores of Latreille, which the

French call JVasp-Jchneumons, and which form the Liiniean genus Sphex; divisible

into several families, as Uphecida, Pompilida; Bembecidoi, &c.

O 3
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such an agent. A wild bee or a Sphex, for instance, will dig a hole in a
hard bank of earth some inches deep and five or six times its own size, and
labour unremittingly at this arduous undertaking for several days, scarcely

allowing itself a moment for eating or repose. It will then occupy as

much time in searching for a store of food ; and no sooner is this task

finished, than it will set about repeating the process, and before it dies

will have completed five or six similar cells or even more. If you would
estimate this industry at its proper value, you should reflect what kind of
exertion it would require in a man to dig in a few days out of hard clay or
sand, with no other tools than his nails and teeth, five or six caverns
twenty feet deep and four or five wide— for such an undertaking would
not be comparatively greater than that of the insects in question.

Similar laborious exertions are not confined to the bee or Sphex tribe.

Several beetles in depositing their eggs exhibit examples of industry equally
extraordinary. The common dor or clock {Geotnipes sfercoraiius), which
may be found beneath every heap of dung, digs a deep cylindrical hole, and
carrying down a mass ofthe dung to the bottom, in it deposits its eggs. And
many of the species of the Scarabceidte^ roll together wet dung into round
pellets, deposit an egg in the midst of each, and when dry push them back-
wards by their hind feet, sometimes three or four assisting, into holes of the
surprising depth of three feet, which they have previously dug for their

reception, and which are often several yards distant. Frequently the road
lies across a depression in the surface, and the pellet when nearly pushed
to the summit rolls back again. But our patient Sisyphi are not easily

discouraged. They repeat their efforts again and again, and in the end
their perseverance is rewarded by success.'* The attention of these insects

to their egg-balls is so remarkable, that it was observed in the earliest ages,

and is mentioned by ancient writers, but with the addition of many fables,

as that they were all of the male sex, that they became young again every
year, that they rolled the pellets containing their eggs from sunrise to sunset
every day, for twenty-eight days without intermission^, &c. It is one of

1 Mr. W. S. MacLeay in his very remarkable and learned work {HorcB Entomo-
hgica) has very properly restored its name to the true Scarabceus of the ancients,
which gives its name to this group.

2 The precise mode in which these dung pellets are formed, and the object of roll-
ing them greater distances than would seem to be required for merely depositing
them in their holes, which it might have been supposed would, like those of our
common dung-beetle, be made close to (if not under) the dung employed, do not
appear to have been very clearly ascertained. According to a newspajper extract
given from the travels of an author, whose name is not given, the Scarahmidx fre-

quenting the Egyptian deserts form their egg-balls of a mixture of clay (sand?)
and camel's dung, and they keep rolling them the whole day, apparently 'to dry the
surface, as they ceased rolling them if clouds overshadowed the sun in the day time

;

and invariably at sunset (thus confirming the ancient idea) betaking themselves to
their holes, and leaving their egg-balls, till sunrise the next day. If this account be
supposed to be correct only as respects clay (or sand) entering into the composition
rrf the exterior crust of the egg-balls, it may perhaps throw light on the formation
of the singular shot-like balls, two inches in diameter, with a very hard shell, of
which Col. Sykes has given an interesting account {Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. i. 130.),
which produced specimens of the Indian dung-beetle, Copris 3Iidas. In fact, the
mere long rolling of a ball of very moist dung upon sand or powdery clay would
press so much of either into the surfoce as to give it when drj' a very hard shell,

which would remain much as Col. Sykes describes when the larva had eaten all the
central portion of dung.

5 MouflFet, 163.
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this tribe of beetles (S. sacer) whose image is so often met with amongst
the hierogl3phics of the Egyptians, with whom it was a symbol of the

world, of the sun, and of a courageous warrior. Of the ivorld, as P. Vale-
rianus supposes, on account of the orbicular form of its pellets of dung, and
the notion of their being rolled from sunrise to sunset; of the szm, because
of the angular projections from its head resembUng ra^s, and the thirty

joints of the six tarsi of its feet answering to the da3's of the month ; and
of a warrior, from the idea of manly courage being connected with its sup-

posed birth from a male only.^ It was as symbolical of this last that its

image was worn upon the signets of the Roman soldiers ; and as typical

of the sun, the source of fertility, it is yet, as Dr. Clarke informs us, eaten

by the women to render them prolific.'*

These beetles, however, in point of industry must yield the palm to one
(Necrophnrus Vespillo), whose singular history was first detailed by M.
Gleditsch in the Ads of the Berlin Society ior 1752. He begins by inform-

ing us that he had often remarked that dead moles when laid upon the

ground, esjjecially if upon loose earth, were almost sure to disappear in

the course of two or three days, often of twelve hours. To ascertain the

cause, he placed a mole upon one of the beds in his garden. It had
vanished by the third morning ; and on digging where it had been laid,

he found it buried to the depth of three inches, and under it four beetles,

which seemed to have been the agents in this singular inhumation. Not
perceiving any thing particular in the mole, he buried it again ; and on
examining it at the end of six days he found it swarming with maggots
apparently the issue of the beetles, which M. Gleditsch now naturally con-

cluded had buried the carcass for the food of their future young. To
determine these points more clearly, he put four of these insects into a
glass vessel half filled with earth and properly secured, and upon the sur-

face of the earth two frogs. In less than twelve hours one of the frogs

was interred by two of the beetles : the other two ran about the whole
day as if busied in measuring the dimensions of the remaining corpse, which
on the third day was also found buried. He then introduced a dead linnet.

A pair of the beetles were soon engaged upon the bird. They began their

operations by pushing out the earth from under the body so as to form a

cavity for its reception ; and it was curious to see the efforts which the

beetles made by dragging at the feathers of the bird from below to pull it

into its grave. The male having driven the female away, continued the

work alone for five hours. He lifted up the bird, changed its place, turned
it, and arranged it in the grave, and from time to time came out of the
hole, mounted upon it and trod it under foot, and then retired below and
pulled it down. At length, apparently wearied with this uninterrupted
labour, it came forth and leaned its head upon the earth beside the bird

without the smallest motion as if to rest itself, for a full hour, when it

again crept under the earth. The next day in the morning the bird was an
inch and a half under ground, and the trench remained open the whole
day, the corpse seeming as if laid out upon a bier, surrounded with a
rampart of mould. In the evening it had sunk half an inch lower, and in

> J. Pierii Valeriani HkroglypMca, 93—95. Mouffet, 156.
* Travels, ii. 306. Compare M. Latreille's learned Memoir entitled Des Insectes

peints OH sculptes sur les Monumens antiques de I'Effi/pte. Ann. du il/jfs. 1819; and
also the Rev. F, W. Hope's Observations in Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. ii. 172.
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another'day the work was completed and the bh'd covered, — M. Gleditsch

continued to add other small dead animals, which were all sooner or later

buried : and the result of his experiment was, that in fifty days tour beetles

had interred in the very small space of earth allotted to them, twelve car-

casses ; viz. four frogs, three small birds, two fishes, one mole, and two
grasshoppers, besides the entrails of a fish, and two morsels of the lungs

of an ox. In another experiment a single beetle buried a mole forty times

its own bulk and weight in two days.' It is plain that all this labour is

incurred for the sake of placing in security the future young of these in-

dustrious insects along with a necessary provision of food. One mole
would have sufficed a long time for the repast of the beetles themselves,

and they could have more conveniently fed upon it above ground than

below. But if they had left thus exposed the carcass in which their eggs

were deposited, both would have been exposed to the imminent risk of

being destroyed at a mouthful by the first fox or kite that chanced to

espy them.

At the first view I dare say you feel almost inclined to pity the little

animals doomed to exertions apparently so disproportioned to their size.

You are ready to exclaim that the pains of so short an existence, engrossed

with such arduous and incessant toil, nuist far outweigh the pleasures.

Yet the inference would be altogether erroneous. What strikes us as

wearisome toil, is to the little agents delightful occupation. The kind

Author of their being has associated the performance of an essential duty
with feelings evidently of the most pleasurable description ; and, like the

affectionate father whose love for his children sweetens the most painful

labours, these little insects are never more happy than when thus actively

engaged. " A bee," as Dr. Paley has well observed, " amongst the flowers

in spring (when it is occupied without intermission in collecting farina for

its young or honey for its associates), is one of the cheerfuUest objects

that can be looked upon. Its life appears to be all enjoyment— so busy

and so pleased.'"^

Of the sources of exquisite gratification which every rural walk will

open to you, while witnessing in the animals themselves those marks of
affection for their unseen progeny of which I have endeavoured to give

you a slight sketch, it will be none of the least fertile to examine the

various and a[)propriate instruments with which insects have been fur-

nished for the effective execution of their labours. The young of the saw-

fly tribe {Serrlfcra ^) are destined to feed upon the leaves of rose-trees and
various other plants. Upon the branches of these the parent fly deposits

her eggs in cells symmetrically arranged ; and the instrument with which
she forms them is a saw, somewhat like ours, but far more ingenious and
perfect, being toothed on each side, or rather consisting of two distinct

saws, with their backs (the teeth or serratures of which are themselves

often serrated, and the exterior flat sides scored and toothed), which play

alternately ; and, while their vertical effect is that of a saw, act laterally

as a rasp. When by this alternate motion the incision, or cell, is made,
the two saws, receding from each other, conduct the egg between them

I Gleditsrh, Physic. Bot. (Econ. Ahlmndl. iii. 200—227.
3 Natural Theohxjy, 497.
^ Latreille denominates this tribe Securifera ; but as the tool of tliese insects re-

sembles a saw and not a hatchet, we have ventured to change it to Seirifera, which
is more appropriate.
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into it.^ The Cicada, so celebrated by the poets of antiquity, M'hich lays

its eggs in dry wood, requires a stronger instrument of a different construc-

tion. Accordingly it is provided with an excellent double auger, the sides

of which play alternately and parallel to each other, and bore a hole of

the requisite depth in very hard substances without ever being dis-

placed.*

The construction of the sting or ovipositor with which the different

species of Ichneumon are provided, is not less nicely adapted to its various

jjurposes. In those which lay their eggs in the bodies of caterpillars that

feed exposed on the leaves of plants it is short, often in very large species

not the eighth of an inch long : having free access to their victims, a longer

sting would have been useless. But a considerable number oviposit in

larvas which lie concealed where so short an instrument could not possibly

approach them. In these, therefore, the sting is pro|)ortionabIy elongated,

so nmch so that in some small species it is three or lour times the length

of the body. Thus in Pimpla Mnnifcstator, whose economy has been so

pleasingly illustrated hy Mr. Marshaai ^, and which attacks the larva of a
wild bee (^C/ie/oafoma* maxilhsn) lying at the bottom of deep holes in old

wood, the sting is nearly two inches long; and it is not nuicii shorter in

the more minute /. Slrobilellce L., which lays its eggs in larvEe concealed in

the interior of fir cones, which without such an apparatus it would never

be able to reach.

The tail of the females of many moths, whose eggs require to be pro-

tected from too severe a cold and too strong a ligiit, is furnished, evidently

for application to this very purpose, with a thick tuft of hair. But how
shall the moth detach this non-conducting material and arrange it upon
her ciigs ? Her ovipositor is provided at the end with an instrument re-

sembling a pair of pincers, which for this purpose are as good as hands.

With these, having previously deposited her eggs upon a leaf, she pulls off

her tuft of hairs, with which she so closely envelops them as effectually

to preserve them of the required temperature, and having performed this

last duty to her progeny she expires.

The ovipositor of the Capricorn beetles, an infinite host, is a flattened

retractile tube, of a hard substance, by means of which it can introduce its

eggs under the bark of timber, and so place them where its progeny will

find their appropriate food.^ The auger used by certain species of CE.ilrus,

to enable them to penetrate the hides of oxen or deer and form a nidus
for their eggs, has been before described.— But to enumerate all the
varieties of these instruments would be endless.
The purpose which in the insects above mentioned is answered by their

anal apparatus is fulfilled in the numerous tribes of weevils by the long
slender snout with which their head is provided. It is with this that JSa-

lanbius Nucum pierces the shell of the nut, and the weevil {Calandra gra-

1 Prof. Peck's Nat. Hist, of the Slug-worm, t. 12. f. 12—14.
2 Dr. Burmeistcr and M. Doyfere consider the central piece of the borer of the

Cicada as the really piercing organ, and the lateral tiles as only serving as a point
of support ; but filr. Westwood states that uumerous dissections of these parts have
convinced iiim of the correctness of Reaumur's description, that the lateral serrated
pieces are the real organs of perforation. {Mod. Class, of Ins. ii. 42-1.)

3 Linn. Trans, iii. 23. * .djits. * *, c. 2. y. K.
6 See Kirby iu Linn. Trans, v. 254. 1. 12. f 1^
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luirict) the skin of the grains of wheat, in which they respectively deposit
their eggs, prudently introducing one only into each nut or grain, which is

sufficient, but not more than sufficient, for the nourishment of the grub
that will inhabit it.

II. Hitherto I have adverted to those insects only which perish before
their young come into existence, and can therefore evince their affection

for them in no other way than by placing the eggs whence they are to

spring in secure situations stored with food ; and these include by far the
largest portion of the race. A very considerable number, however, extend
their cares much further : they not only watch over their eggs after deposit-

ing them, but attend upon their young when excluded, with an affectionate

assiduity equal to any thing exhibited amongst the larger animals, and in

the highest degree interesting. Of this description are some solitary

insects, as several species of the Linnean genus Sphex, earwigs, field-bugs,

and spiders : and those insects which live in societies, namely, ants, bees,

wasps and termites : the most striking traits of whose history in these

respects I shall endeavour to lay before you.

You have seen that the greater number of the Sphecina, after depositing

their eggs in cells stored with a supply of food, take no further care of
them. Some, however, adopt a different procedure. One of these, called

by Bonnet the Mason-wasp, but different from Reaumur's, not only incloses

a living caterpillar along with its eggs in the cell, which it carefully closes,

but at the expiration of a few days, when the young grub has appeared
and has consumed its provision, re-opens the nest, incloses a second cater-

pillar, and again shuts the mouth : and this operation it repeats until the

young one has attained its full growth.^ A similar mode, according to

Rolander, is followed by Ammophila vulgaris, as well as by the yellowish

wasp of Pennsylvania, described by Bartram in the Philosophical Transac-

tions'^, and by another related to Mellinus arvensis,ohserved by DuhameP;
both of which, however, instead of caterpillars, supply their larvae with a
periodical provision of living flies.

What a crowd of interesting reflections are these most singular facts cal-

culated to excite ! With what foresight must the parent insect be en-

dowed, thus to be aware at what period her eggs will be hatched into

grubs, and how long the provision she has laid up will suffice for their

support ! What an extent ofjudgment, thus, in the midst of various other

occupations, to know the precise day when a repetition of her cares will

be required ! What an accuracy of memory to recollect with such pre-

cision the entrance to her cell, which the most acute eye could not dis-

cover; and without compass or direction unerringly to fly to it, often from

a great distance, and after the most intricate and varied wanderings ! If

we refer the whole to instinct, and to instinct doubtless it must in the main
if not wholly be referred, our admiration is not lessened. Instinct, when
simple and directed to one object, is less astonishing ; but such a compli-

cation of instincts, applied to actions so varied and dissimilar, is beyond
our conception. We can but wonder and adore

!

The female of Perga Letvisii (Westwood), one of the Tenthredinidce, or

Saw-flies, was observed by Mr. Lewis at Hobarton, Van Diemen's Land,

to sit upon the leaf into which she has inserted her eggs, about eighty in

» Bonnet, ix. 398. ^ Hii, 37. Pehpwus spirifex? ' Keaum. vi. 269.
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number, till they are hatched. This takes place in a few days ; and after-

wards she carefully feeds them in the larva state, in which the brood keeps

together, whether eating or sleeping, in an oval mass, sitting upon them
with outstretched wings, shading them from the heat of the sun, and pro-

tecting them with admirable perseverance from the attacks of parasites and

other enemies, for a period of from four to six weeks, until her death.

^

According to M. Schmidberger, the female of a small wood-boring beetle

(Trypodendron dispar Steph.) bores in young healthy apple-trees passages

of about an inch and a half in length, penetrating near to the centre, and

deposits at the end of them in a sort of chamber from seven to ten eggs,

the larvae from which when excluded arrange themselves in the passages

one after another, and there feed on a white powdery substance, which he

calls ambrosia, and supposes to be prepared by the female from the sap.

This female, he says, never quits the passages and chambers in which her

larvEe reside, but remains with them two months or more, till they are

become perfect beetles, and he conceives is occupied partly in laying other

eggs, but partly also in preparing " ambrosia " for them and defending

them from their enemies.* These procedures are certainly very different

from those we should expect in an insect in this tribe
;
yet as the facts are

stated so fully and circumstantially by a close observer, they deserve farther

investigation from entomologists who have an opportunity of studying the

economy of this species.

We are indebted to De Geer for the history of a field-bug {Acanthosoma

grisea), a species found in this country, which shows marks of affection for

her young, such as I trust will lead you, notwithstanding any repugnant

association that the name may call up, to search upon the birch tree, which

it inhabits, for so interesting an insect. The family of this field-bug con-

sists of thirty or forty young ones, which she conducts as a hen does her

chickens. She never leaves them ; and as soon as she begins to move,

all the little ones closely follow, aud whenever she stops assemble in a

cluster round her. De Geer having had occasion to cut a branch of birch

peopled with one of those families, the mother showed every symptom of

excessive uneasiness. In other circumstances such an alarm would have

caused her immediate flight ; but now she never stirred from her young,

but kept beating her wings incessantly with a very rapid motion, evidently

for the purpose of protecting them from the apprehended danger.*— As far

as our knowledge of the economy of this tribe of insects extends, there is

no other species that manifests a similar attachment to its progeny ; but

such may probably be discovered by future observers. It is De Geer also

that we have to thank for a series of interesting observations on the ma-
ternal affection exhibited by the common earwig. This curious insect, so

unjustly traduced by a vulgar prejudice,— as if the Creator had willed that

the insect world should combine within itself examples of all that is most

» Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. i. 233. For a figure of Perga Leividi see Mr. West-
wood's valuable and beautiful " Arcana Entoniologica," No. 2. plate 7. fig. 1.

2 KiJllar's Lis. inj. to Gardeners, &c. 254—262. There seems to be a considerable

resemblance between the "ambrosia" above mentioned and the globules of a kind
of " mucor, " found by Smeathman and Konig in the nurseries of the African and
East Indian Termites, and still more the " gelatinous particles not unlike gum
arable," which Latreille observed in the galleries of Termes lucifur/us in the trunks
of pines and oaks. (See Letter XVII. On Perfect Societies of Insects— White
Ants. 8 De Geer, iii. 262.
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remarkable in every other department of nature,— still more nearly ap-
proaches the habits of the hen in her care of her family. She absolutely

sits upon her eggs as if to hatch them— a fact which Frisch appears first

to have noticed— and guards them with the greatest care. De Geer,
having found an earwig thus occupied, removed her into a box where was
some earth, and scattered the eggs in all directions. She soon, however,
collected them one by one with her jaws into a heap, and assiduously

sat upon them as before. The young ones, which resemble the parent

except in wanting elytra and wings, and, strange to say, are as soon as

born larger than the eggs which contained them, innnediately upon being

hatched creep like a brood of chickens under the belly of the mother, who
very quietly suffers them to push between her feet, and will often, as De
Geer found, sit over them in this posture for some hours.^ This remark-
able fact I have myself witnessed, having found an earwig under a stone

which I accidentally turned over, sitting upon a cluster of young ones,

just as this celebrated naturalist has described.

We are so accustomed to associate the ideas of cruelty and ferocity with

the name of spider, that to attribute parental affection to any of the tribe

seems at first view almost preposterous. Who, indeed, could suspect that

animals which greedily devour their own species whenever they have op-
portunity, should be susceptible of the finer feelings ? Yet such is the

fact. There is a spider common under clods of earth (Lj/cosa saccata)

which may at once be distinguished by a white globular silken bag about
the size of a pea, in which she has deposited her eggs, attached to the

extremity of her body. Never miser clung to his treasure with more
tenacious solicitude than this spider to her bag. Though apparently a

considerable incumbrance, she carries it with her everywhere. If you
deprive her of it, she makes the most strenuous efforts for its recovery

;

and no personal danger can force her to quit the precious load. Are her

efforts ineffectual ? a stupifying melancholy seems to seize her, and,

when deprived of this first object of her cares, existence itself appears to

have lost its charms. If she succeeds in regaining her bag, or you restore

it to her, her actions demonstrate the excess of her joy. She eagerly

seizes it, and with the utmost agility runs off with it to a place of security.

Bonnet put this wonderful attachment to an affecting and decisive test.

He threw a s|)ider with her bag into the cavern of a large ant-lion, a fero-

cious insect which conceals itself at the bottom of a conical hole con-

structed in the sand for the purpose of catching any unfortunate victim

that may chance to fall in. The spider endeavoured to run away, but was
not sufficiently active to prevent the ant-lion from seizing her bag of eggs,

which it attempted to pull under the sand. She made the most violent

efforts to defeat the aim of her invisible foe, and on her part struggled with

all her might. The gluten, however, which fastened her bag, at length gave

way, and it separated : but the spider instantly regained it with her jaws,

and redoubled her efforts to rescue the prize from her opponent. It was
in vain : the ant-lion was the stronger of the two, and in spite of all her

struggles draggeil the object of contestation under the sand. The unfor-

tunate mother migiit have preserved her own life from the enemy : she had

but to relinquish the bag, and escape out of the pit. But, wonderful

example of maternal affection ! she preferred allowing herself to be buried

» De Geer, iii. 548.
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alive along with the treasure dearer to her than her existence ; and it was

onlv by force that Bonnet at lengtii withdrew her from the unequal conflict.

But the bag of eggs remained with the assassin : and though he pushed her

repeatedly with a twig of wood, she still persisted in continuing on the spot.

Life seemed to have become a burden to her, and all her pleasures to

have been buried in the grave which contained the germ of her progeny !^

The attachment of this affectionate mother is not confined to her eggs.

After the young spiders are hatched, they make their way out of the bag

by an orifice which she is careful to open for them, and without which

they could never escape'^; and then hke the young of the Surinam toad

(Rana pipn), they attach themselves in clusters upon her back, belly,

head, and even legs ; and in this situation, where they present a very sin-

gular appearance, she carries them about with her and feeds them until

their first moult, when they are big enough to provide their own sub-

sistence. I have more than once been gratified by a sight of the former

part of this interesting spectacle; and when I nearly touched the mother,

thus covered by hundreds of her progeny, it was most amusing to see them
all leap from her back and run away in every direction.^

A similar attachment to their eggs and young is manifested by many
other species of the same trii)e, particularly of the genera Lycosa and Do/o-

viedes. Cluhiona liolosericea was found by De Geer in her nest with fifty

or sixty young ones, when manifesting nothing of her usual timidity, so

obstinately did she persist in remauvng with them, that to drive her away
it was necessary to cut her whole nest in pieces.*

I must now conduct you to a hasty survey of those insects which live to-

gether in societies, and fabricate dwellings for the community, such as ants,

wasps, hecs, hiimblc-bees, and termites, whose great object (sometimes combined,

indeed, with the storing up of a stock of winter provisions for themselves)

is the nutrition and education of their young. Of the proceedings of many
of these insects we know comparatively nothing. There are, it is likely,

some hundreds of distinct species of bees which live in societies, and form

nests of a different and peculiar construction. The constitution of these

societies is probably as various as the exterior forms of their nests, antl

their habits possibly curious in the highest degree
;
yet our knowledge is

almost confined to the economy of the hive-bee and of some species of

huml)le-bees. The same may be said of wasps, ants, and termites, of

which, though there is a vast variety of different kinds, we are acquainted

with the history of but a very few. You will not, therefore, expect more
than a sketch of the most interesting traits of affection for their young
manifested by the common species of each genus.

» Bonnet, ii. 435. 2 De Geer, vii. 194.

3 Dr. Heineken, whose zeal for Entomology as manifested by his valuable communi-
cations in spite of ill health.to the Zon/oriical'Jour7ial,sho\vs how great a loss the science

sustained by his untimely death, states that having placed a large female Lrjcosa

covered witk her young, 'just hatclied, in a cage so constructed that they could quit

it while she could" not, he fed her with flies for fifteen days, but never observed lier

to feed her young ones, nor them to quit their station on her body, nor to seem at

all interested or excited when she was engaged in eating. At length, fifteen days
after their birth, they quitted the mother and escaped from the cage. Dr. Heineken,

however, admits that observations of this kind made on insects in confinement are

b)' no means conclusive. (^Zool. Journ. v. 192.)
4 De Geer, vii. 268.
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One circumstance must be premised with regard to the education of the
young of most of those insects which live in society, truly extraordinary,

and without parallel in any other department of nature ; namely, that this

office, except under particular circumstances, is not undertaken by the
female which has given birth to them, but by the workers, or neuters, as

they are sometimes called, which, though bound to the offspring of the
common mother of the society by no other than fraternal ties, exhibit to-

wards them all the marks of the most ardent parental affection, building

habitations for their use, feeding them, and tending them with incessant

solicitude, and willingly sacrificing their lives in defence of the precious

charge. Thus sterility itself is made an instrument ofthe preservation and
multiplication of species ; and females too fruitful to educate all their

young are indulged by Providence with a privilege without which nine

tenths of their progeny must perish.

The most determined despiser of insects and their concerns— he who
never deigned to open his eyes to any other part of their economy—must
yet have observed, even in spite of himself, the remarkable attachment
which the inhabitants of a disturbed nest of ants manifest towards certain

small white oblong bodies with Vv'hich it is usually stored. He must have
perceived that the ants are much less intently occupied with providing for

their own safety, than in carrying off these little bodies to a place of
security. To effect this purpose the whole community is in motion, and
no danger can divert them from attempting its accomplishment. An
observer having cut an ant in two, the poor mutilated animal did not relax

in its affectionate exertions. With that half of the body to which the head
remained attached it contrived previously to expiring to carry off ten of
these white masses into the interior of the nest ! You will readily divine

that these attractive objects are the young of the ants in one of the first

or imperfect states. They are, in fact, not the eggs, as they are vulgarly

called, but the pupae, which the working ants. tend with the most patient

assiduity. But I must give you a more detailed account of their opera-

tions, beginning with the actual eggs.

These, which are so small as to be scarcely visible to the naked eye, as

soon as deposited by the queen ant, who drops them at random in her
progress through the nest, are taken charge of by the workers, who im-
mediately seize them and carry them in their mouths, in small parcels,

incessantly turning them backwards and forwards with their tongue for the

purpose of moistening them, without which they would come to nothing.

They then lay them in heaps, which they place in separate apartments',

and constantly tend until hatched into larvae ; frequently in the course of
the day removing them from one quarter of the nest to another, as they
require a warmer or cooler, a moister or drier atmosphere ; and at intervals

brooding over them as if to impart a genial warmth.^ Experiments have
l)cen made to ascertain whether these assiduous nurses could distinguish

their eggs if intermixed with particles of salt and sugar, which, to an ordi-

nary observer, they very much resemble ; but the result was constantly

in favour of the sagacity of the ants. They invariably selected the eggs

from whatever materials they were mixed with, and re-arranged them as

before.^

» Huber, C9. « De Geer, ii. 1099. 6 Gould, 37.
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New and more severe labours succeed the birth of the young grubs
which are disclosed from the eggs after a kw days. The working ants are

now ahiiost without remission engaged in supplying their wants and for-

warding their growth. Every evening an hour before sunset they regularly

remove the whole brood, as well as the eggs and pupce, which in an old

nest all require attention at the same time, to cells situated lower down in

the earth, where they will be safe from the cold ; and in the morning they

as constantly remove them again towards the surface of the nest. If,

however, there is a prospect of cold or wet weather, the provident ants

forbear on that day transporting their yoimg from the inner cells, aware
that their tender frames are unable to withstand an inclement sky. What
is particularly worthy of notice in this herculean task, the ants constantly

regulate their proceedings by the sun, removing their young according to the

earlier or later rising and setting of that luminary. As soon as his first rays

begin to shine on the exterior of tlie nest, the ants that are at the top go
below in great haste to rouse their companions, whom they strike with

their antennze, or, when they do not seem to comprehend them, drag with
their jaws to the summit, til! a swarm of busy labourers fill every passage.

These take up the larvas and pupae, which they hastily transport to the

upper part of their habitation, where they leave them a quarter of an hour,
and then carry them into apartments where they are sheltered from the

sun's direct rays.'

Severe as this constant and unremitted daily labour seems, it is but a
small part of what the affection of the working ants leads them readily to

undertake. The feecli7ig of the young brood, which rests solely upon them,
is a more serious charge. The nest is constantly stored with larvee the
year round, during all which time, except in winter, when the whole society-

is torpid, they require feeding several times a day with a viscid half-

digested fluid that the workers disgorge into their mouths, which when
hungry they stretch out to meet those of their nurses. Add to which, that

in an old nest there are generally two distinct broods of different ages re-

quiring separate attention, and that the observations of Huber make it

probable that at one period they require a more substantial food than at

another. It is true that the youngest brood at first want but little nutri-

ment; but still, when we consider that they must not be neglected, that

the older brood demand incessant supplies, and in a well stocked nest
amount to 7000 or 8000, and that the task of satisfying all these cravings,

as well as providing for their own subsistence, falls to the lot of the work-
ing ants, we are almost ready to regard the burden as greater than can be
borne by such minute agents ; and we shall not wonder at the incessant

activity with which we see them foraging on every side.

Their labour does not end here. It is necessary that the larvae should
be kept extremely clean ; and for this purpose the ants are perpetually
passing their tongue and mandibles over their body, rendeiing them by
this means perfectly white.* After the young grubs have attained their

full growth, they surround themselves with a silken cocoon and become
jnipa', which, food excepted, require as much attention as in the larva
state. Every morning they are transported from the bottom of the nest
to the surface, and every evening returned to their former quarters. And
if, as is often the case, the nest be thrown into ruins by the unlucky foot

> Huber, 74. « Ibid. 78,
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of a passinjr animal, in addition to all these daily and hourly avocations is

superadded the immediate necessity of collecting the pupas from the earth

with which they have been mixed, and of restoring the nest to its pristine

state.^

Nothing can be more curious than the view of the interior of a fully

peopled ants' nest in summer. In one part are stored the ei'gs ; in

another the pupae are heaped up by hundreds in spacious apartments;
and in a third we see the larvae surrounded by the workers, some of

which feed them, while others keep guard, standing erect upon their hind

legs with their abdomen elevated in the position for ejaculating their acid,,

than which, gunpowder would not be more formidable to the majority of

their foes. Some again are occupied in cleaning the alleys from obstruc-

tions of various kinds ; and others rest in perfect repose, recruiting their

strength for new labours.

Contrary to what is observed amongst other insects, even the extrica-

tion of the young ants from the silken cocoon which incloses them is im-
posed upon the workers, who are taught, by some sensation to us incom-
prehensible, that the perfect insect is now ready to burst from the shroud,

but too weak to effect its purpose unaided. When the workers discover

that this period has arrived, a great bustle prevails in their apartment.

Three or four mount upon one cocoon, and with their mandibles begin to

open it where the head lies. First they pull off a few threads to render

the place thinner ; thej' then make several small openings, and with great

patience cut the threads which separate them, one by one, till an orifice

is formed sufficiently large for extricating the prisoner ; which operation

they perform with the utmost gentleness. The ant is still enveloped in

its pellicle ; this the workers also pull off, carefully disengaging every

member from its case, and nicely expanding the wings of such as are fur-

nished with them. After thus liberating and afterwards feeding the new-
born insects, they still for several days watch and follow them everywhere,

teaching them to unravel the paths and winding labyrinths of the common
habitation ^

; and when the males and females at length take flight, these

affectionate stepmothers accompany them, mounting with them to the

summit of the highest herbs, showing the most tender solicitude for them
(some even endeavour to retain them), feeding them for the last time,

caressing them ; and at length, when they rise into the air and disappear,

seeming to linger for some seconds over the footsteps of these favoured

beings, of whom they have taken such exemplary care, and whom they will

never behold again.^

In the above account, exclusive of the bare fact of their laying the eggs,

no mention is made of the female ants, the real parents of the republic.

You are not from this to suppose that they never feel the influence of this

divine principle of love for their off"spring. When, indeed, a colony is

established and peopled, they have enough to do to furnish it with eggs

1 The Russian shepherds ingeniously avail themselves of the attachment of ants

to their young, for obtaining with little trouble a collection of the pups, which they
sell as a dainty food for nightingales. They scatter an auts' nest upon a dry plot of

ground, surrounded with a shallow trench of water, and place on one side of it a few
fir branches. Under these the ants, having no other alternative, carefully arrange
all their puppe, and in an hour or two the shepherd finds a large heap clean and
ready for market. Anderson's Recreations in Agriculture, &c. iv. 158.

3 iluber, 83. 3 Ibid. 93.
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to. produce its necessary supply of future females, males, and workers,

which, according to Gould, are laid at three diiferent seasons.^ This is

the ordinary duty assigned to them by Providence. Yet at the first for-

mation of a nest, the female acts the kind part, and performs all the

maternal offices which I have just described as peculiar to the workers
;

and it is only when these become sufficiently numerous to relieve her,

that she resigns this charge and devotes herself exclusively to oviposi-

tion.'^

There is one circumstance occurring at this period of their history

which affords a very affecting example of the self-denial and self-devotion

of these admirable creatures. If you liave paid any attention to what is

going forward in an ant hill, you will have observed some larger than the

rest, which at first sight appear, as well as the workers, to have no wings,

but which upon a closer examination exhibit a small portion of their base,

or the sockets in which they were inserted. These are females that have
cast their wings, not accidentally but by a voluntary act. When an ant

of this sex first emerges from the pupa, she is adorned with two pairs of
wings, the upper or outer pair being larger than her body. With these,

when a virgin, she is enabled to traverse the fields of ether, surrounded by
myriads of the other sex, who are candidates for her favour. But when
once connubial rites are celebrated, the unhappy husband dies, and the
widowed bride seeks only how she may provide for their mutual offspring.

Panting no more to join the choir of aerial dancers, her only thought
is to construct a subterranean abode in which she may deposit and
attend to her eggs, and cherish her embryo young till, having passed
through their various changes, they arrive at their perfect state, and she
can devolve upon them a portion of her maternal cares. Her ample wings,

which before were her chief ornament and the instruments of her pleasure,

are now an encumbrance which incommode her in the fulfilment of the
great duty uppermost in her mind ; she therefore, without a moment's
hesitation, plucks them from her shoulders. Might we not then address
females who have families, in words like those of Solomon, " Go to the
ant, ye mothers ; consider her ways, and be wise ?"

M» P. Huber was more than once witness to this proceeding. He saw
one female stretch her wings with a strong effort so as to bring them before
her head— she then crossed them in all directions — next she reversed
them alternately on each side— at last, in consequence of some violent

contortions, the four wings fell at the same moment in his presence.
Another, in addition to these motions, used her legs to assist in the
work.^

Thus, from the very moment of the extru.sion of the egg to the maturity
of the perfect insect, are the ants unremittingly occupied in the care of the
young of the society, and that with an ardour of affectionate attachment
to which, when its intensity and duration are taken into the account, we
may fairly say there is nothing parallel in the whole animal world.* Amongst

^ p. 35. 2 ITuber, 110.
3 Huber, 109. —Gould had, long before Huber, observed that the female ants cast

their wings, pp. 59. G2. G4. I have frequently observed them, sometimes with only
one wing, at others with only fragments of the wings ; and again, at others they
were so completely pulled off, that it could not be known that they formerly bad
them, only by the sockets in which they were inserted.

4 Huber, 93.

P
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birds and quadrupeds we have instances of affection as strong perhaps

while it lasts ; but how much shorter the period during which it is exerted!

In a month or two the young of the former require no further attention ;

and if in a state of nature some of the latter give suck to their offspring

for a longer period, it is on their parts without effort or labour ; and in

both cases the time given up to their young forms a very small part of tlie

life of the animal. But the little insects in question not only spend a greater

portion of time in the education of their progeny, but devote even

the whole of their existence, from their birth to their death, to this one

occupation !

The common hive-bee and the wasp in their attention to their young
exhibit the same general features. Both build for their reception hexa-

gonal cells, differing in size according to the future sex of the included

grubs, which as soon as hatched they both feed and assiduously tend

until their transformation into pupae. There are peculiarities, however, in

their modes of procedure, which require a distinct notice.

The economy of a nest of tvasps differs from that of bees, in that the

eggs are laid not by a single mother or queen, but by several ; and that

these mothers take the same care as the workers in feeding the young
grubs : indeed those first hatched are fed entirely by the female which

produced them, the solitary founder of the colony. The sole survivor

probably of a last year's swarm of many thousands, this female, as soon as

revived by the warmth of spring, proceeds to construct a few cells, and

deposits in them the eggs of working wasps. The eggs are covered with

a gluten, which fixes them so strongly against the sides of the cells, that

it is not easy to separate them unbroken. These eggs seem to require

care from the time they are laid, for the wasps many times in a day put

their heads into the cells which contain them. When they are hatched,

it is amusing to witness the activity with which the female runs from cell

to cell, putting her head into those in which the grubs are very young,

while those that are more advanced in age thrust their heads out of their

cells, and by little movements seem to be asking for their food. As soon

as they receive their portion, they draw them back and remain quiet.

These she feeds until they become pupas ; and within twelve hours-after

being excluded in their perfect state, they eagerly set to work in con-

structing fresh cells, and in lightening the burden of their parent by as-

sisting her in feeding the grubs of other workers and females which are by

this time born. In a few weeks the society will have received an ac-

cession of several hundred workers and many females, which without dis-

tinction apply themselves to provide food for the growing grubs, now
become exceedingly numerous. With this object in view, as they collect

little or no honey from flowers, they are constantly engaged in predatory

expeditions. One party will attack a hive of bees, a grocer's sugar hogs-

head, or other saccharine repository ; or, if these fail, the juice of a ripe

peach or pear. You will be less indignant than formerly at these auda-

cious robbers now you know that self is little considered in their attacks,

and that your ravaged fruit has supplied an exquisite banquet to the

most tender grubs of the nest, into whose extended mouths the successful

marauders, running with astonishing agility from one cell to another, dis-

gorge successively a small portion of their booty in the same way that a

bird supplies her young.^ Another party is charged with providing more

1 See Willoughby in Kai. Hist, Ins. 251. and Reaum.
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substantial aliment for the grubs of maturer growth. These wage war
upon bees, flies, and even the meat of a butcher's stall, and joyfully return

to the nest laden with the well-filled bodies of the former, or pieces of

the latter as large as the^' can carry. This solid food they distribute in

like manner to the larger grubs, which may be seen eagerly protruding

their heads out of the cells to receive the welcome meal. As wasps lay

up no store of food ^, these exertions are the task of every day during the

summer, fresh broods of grubs constantly succeeding to those which have

become pupa; or perfect insects ; and in autumn, when the colony is aug-

mented to 20,000 or 30,000, and the grubs in proportion, the scene of

bustle which it presents may be readily conceived.

Though such is the love of wasps for their young, that if their nest be
broken almost entirely in pieces they will not abandon it'', yet when the

cold weather approaches, a melancholy change ensues, followed by a cruel

catastrophe, which at first you will be apt to regard as ill comporting with

this affectionate character. As soon as the first sharp frost of October

has been felt, the exterior of a wasp's nest becomes a perfect scene of

horror. The old wasps drag out of the cells all the grubs and unrelent-

ingly destroy them, strewing their dead carcasses around the door of their

now desolate habitation. " What monsters of cruelty ! " I hear you ex-

claim ;
" what detestable barbarians ! " But be not too hasty. When

you have coolly considered the circumstances of the case, you will view

this seemingly cruel sacrifice in a different light. The old wasps have no
stock of provisions : the benumbing hand of Winter is about to incapacitate

them from exertion ; while the season itself affords no supply. What
resource then is left ? Their young must linger on a short period, suf-

fering all the agonies of hunger, and at length expire. They have it in

their power at least to shorten the term of this misery— to cut off its

bitterest moments. A sudden death by their own hands is comparatively

a merciful stroke. This is the only alternative" ; and thus, in fact, this

apparent ferocity is the last effort of tender affection, active even to the

end of life. I do not mean to say that this train of reasoning actually

passes through the mind of the wasps. It is more correct to regard it as

having actuated the benevolent Author of the instinct so singularly, and
without doubt so wisely, excited. Were a nest of wasps to survive the

winter, they would increase so rapidly, that not only would all the bees,

flies, and other animals on which they prey, be extirpated, but man him-
self find theui a grievous pest. It is necessary, therefore, that the great

mass should annually perish ; but that they may suffer as little as possible,

the Creator, mindful of the hapi)iness of the smallest of his creatures, has

endowed a part of the society, at the destined time, with the wonderful
iilstinct which, previously to their own death, makes them the executioners

of the rest.

1 There are, however, exceptions to this rule, as in the nests of some species of

Pnlistes, which fix them to trees, &c., are found about a dozen cells filled with lioney

at the time these nests contain cells destined to receive the larvss of females and of

males, which renders the opinion of M. Lepcllctier de Saint-Fargeau probable, that
this honey is destined in part to nourish the former and to exercise some influence on
the development of their genital organs. Folistes Lecluguana, found in Paraguay
and Monte Video, also stores up honey as before mentioned. (Lacordaire, IntioJ. a
VEiilom. ii. 51 1.). as does Myrapatra scutdlaris. White. {Ann. Nat. Hist. vii. 320.)

2 Keaum. vi. IZ-L
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Wasps in the construction of their nests have solely in view the accom-
modation of their young ones ; and to these their cells are exclusively

devoted. Bees, on the contrary (1 am speaking of the common hive-bee),

appropriate a considerable number of their cells to the reception of honey
intended for the use of the society. Yet the education of the young
brood is their chief object ; and to this they constantly sacrifice all per-

sonal and selfish considerations. In a new swarm the first care is to

build a series of cells to serve as cradles ; and little or no honey is col-

lected until an ample store of bee-bread, as it is called, has been laid up
for their food. This bee-bread is composed of the pollen of flowers, which
the workers are incessantly employed in gathering, flying from flower to

flower, brushing from the stamens their yellow treasure, and collecting it

in the little baskets with which their hind legs are so admirably provided ;

then hastening to the hive, and having deposited their booty, returning for

a new load. The provision thus furnished by one set of labourers is care-

fully stored up by another, until the eggs which the queen-bee has laid,

and which, adhering by a glutinous covering, she places nearly upright in

the bottom of the cell, are hatched. With this bee-bread, after it has
undergone a conversion into a sort of whitish jelly by being received into

the bee's stomach, where it is probably mixed with honey ' and regurgi-

tated, the young brood immediately upon their exclusion, and until their

change into nymphs, are diligently fed by other bees, which anxiously

attend upon them and several times a day afford a fresh supply. Different

bees are seen successively to introduce their heads into the cells containing

them, and after remaining in that position some moments, during which
they replace the expended provision, pass on to those in the neighbour-

hood. Others often immediately succeed, and in like manner put in their

heads as if to see that the young ones have everything necessary ; which
being ascertained by a glance, they immediately proceed, and stop only

when they find a cell almost exhausted of food. That the office of these

purveyors is no very simple afl^air will be admitted, when it is understood
that the food of all the grubs is not the same, but that it varies according

to their age, being insipid when they are young, and, when they have
nearly attained maturity, more sugary and somewhat acid. The larvie

destined for queen-bees, too, require a food altogether different from that

appropriated to those of drones and workers. It may be recognised by
its sharp and pungent taste.

So accurately is the supply of food proportioned to the wants of the

larvae, that when they have attained their full growth and are ready to

become nymphs, not an atom is left unconsumed. At this period, intui-

tively known to their assiduous foster-parents, they terminate their cares

by sealing up each cell with a lid of wax, convex in those containing the

larvae of drones, and nearly flat in those containing the larvae of workers,

beneath which the enclosed tenants spin in security their cocoon. In all

these labours neither the queen nor the drones take the slightest share.

They fall exclusively upon tlie workers, who, constantly called upon to

tend fresh broods, as those brought to maturity are disposed of, devote

nearly the whole of their existence to these maternal offices.

^ It is not unlikely that it may undergo some other alteration in the bee's sto-

mach, ivhicli may possibly secrete some peculiar substance, as John Hunter discovered

that the crop of the pigeon does.
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Humble-bees''-, which in respect of their general policy must, when com'
pared with bees and wasps, be regarded as rude and untutored villagers,

exhibit, nevertheless, marks of aiiection to their young quite as strong as

their more polished neighbours. The females, like those of wasps, take

a considerable share in their education. When one of them has with

great labour constructed a commodious waxen cell, she next furnishes it

with a store of pollen moistened with honey ; and then, having deposited

six or seven eggs, carefully closes the orifice and minutest interstices with

wax. But this is not the whole of her task. By a strange instinct, which,

however, may be necessary to keep the population within due bounds, the

workers, while she is occupied in laying her eggs, endeavour to seize

them from her, and, if they succeed, greedily devour them. To prevent

this violence, her utmost activity is scarcely adequate ; and it is only

after she has again and again beat off' the murderous intruders and pursued

them to the furthest verge of the nest, that she succeeds in her operation.

When finished, she is still under the necessity of closely guarding the cell,

which the gluttonous workers would otherwise tear open, and devour the

eggs. This duty she performs for six or eight hours with the vigilance of

an Argus, at the end of which time they lose their taste for this food, and
will not touch it even when presented to them. Here the labours of the

mother cease, and are succeeded by those of the workers. These know
the precise hour when the grubs have consumed their stock of food, and

from that time to their maturity regularly feed them with either honey or

pollen, introduced in their proboscis through a small hole in the cover of

the cell opened for the occasion and then carefully closed.

They are equally assiduous in another operation. As the grubs increase

in size, the cell which contained them becomes too small, and in their

exertions to be more at ease they split its thin sides. To fill up these

breaches as fast as they occur with a patch of wax is the office of the

workers, who are constantly on the watch to discover when their services

are wanted ; and thus the cells daily increase in size, in a way which to

an observer ignorant of the process seems very extraordinary.

The last duty of these affectionate foster-parents is to assist the young
bees in cutting open the cocoons which have enclosed them in the state

of pnpcB. A previous labour, however, must not be omitted. The workers

adopt similar measures with the hive-bee. for maintaining the young pupse

concealed in these cocoons in a genial temperature. In cold weather and
at night they get upon them and impart the necessary warmth by brooding

over them in clusters.^ Connected with, this part of their domestic eco-

1 Dr. Johnson was ignorant of the etymology of this word. It is clearly derived

from the German Hummel or Hummel Blene, a name probably given it finm its

sound. Our English name would be more significant were it altered to Humming-
Lee or Bonming-bee.

2 A new and very remarkable fact observed by Mr. Newport, and communicated
in his valuable paper on the temperature of insects, is that in the process of incuba-

tion above referred to, especially that adopted ten or twelve hours before the nymph
makes its appearance as a perfect humble-bee, tiie required augmentation of heat is

produced by the nurse or brooding-bees voluntarily increasing the number of their

respirations, wliich at first are very gradual, but become more and more frequent

until they reach sometimes 120 or 13U per minute ; and Mr. Newport has seen a bee

on the combs continue perseveringly to respire at this rate for eight or ten hours till

its temperature was greatly increased and its body bathed in perspiration, when she

would {renerally discoatinue her oflice for a time, and an individual occasionally take

F 3
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nomy, M. P. Huber, a worthy scion of a celebrated stock, and an inheritor

of the science and merits of the great Huber as well as of his name, in his

excellent paper on these insects in the sixth volume of the Linnean Trans-
actions, from which most of these facts are drawn, relates a singularly

curious anecdote.

In the course of his ingenious and numerous experiments, M. Huber
put under a bell-glass about a dozen humble-bees without any store of
wax, along with a comb of about ten silken cocoons so unequal in height
that it was impossible the mass should stand firmly. Its unsteadiness dis-

quieted the humble-bees extremely. Their affection for their young led

them to mount upon the cocoons for the sake of imparting warmth to the
enclosed little ones, but in attempting this the comb tottered so violently

that the scheme was almost impracticable. To remedy this inconvenience,
and to make the comb steady, they had recourse to a most ingenious
expedient. Two or three bees got upon the comb, stretched themselves
over its edge, and with their heads downwards fixed their fore feet on the
table upon which it stood, whilst with their hind feet they kept it from
falling. In this constrained and painful posture, fresh bees relieving their

comrades when weary, did these affectionate little insects su[iport the
comb for nearly three days. At the end of this period they had prepared
a sufficiency of wax, with which they built pillars that kept it in a firm

position : but by some accident afterwards these got displaced, when they
had again recourse to their former manoeuvre for supplying their place ;

and this operation they perseveringly continued until M. Huber, pitying

their hard case, relieved them by fixing the object of their attention firmly

on the table. ^

It is impossible not to be struck with the reflection that this most sin-

gular fact is inexplicable on the supposition that insects are impelled to

their operations by a blind instinct alone. How could mere machines
have thus provided for a case which in a state of nature has probably
never occurred to ten nests of humble-bees since the creation ? If in this

instance these little animals were not guided by a process of reasoning,

what is the distinction between reason and instinct ? How could the

most profound architect have better adapted the means to the end— how
more dexterously shored up a tottering edifice, until his beams and his

props were in readiness ?

With respect to the operations of the termites or white ants in rearing

their young, I have not much to observe. All that is known is, that they
build commodious cells for their reception, into which the eggs of the

queen are conveyed by the workers as soon as laid, and where when
hatched they are assiduously fed by them until they are able to provide

for themselves.

In concluding this subject, it may not be superfluous to advert to an ob-

jection which is sometimes thrown out against regarding with any parti-

her place. From an observation made at noon, July 13., he found that while the

thermometer stood at 70°'2 in the external air, and at 80°'2 on the tops of the cells

of the hive not brooded on, it stood at 92°"5 when placed in contact with the bodies

of the incubating nurse-bees, which thus by their voluntary rapid respiration im-
parted an additional heat of 12°'3 to the enclosed nymph. {_Pliil Trans. 1837,

p.2;tG.)

} Linn. Trans, vi. 247, &c.
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cular sympathy the affection Oi^ the lower animals to their young, on the

ground that this feeling is in them the result of corporeal sensation only,

and wholly different from that love which human parents feel for their

offspring. It is true that the latter involves moral considerations which
cannot have place in the brute creation ; but it would puzzle such ob-

jectors to explain in what respect tlie affection wliich a mother feels for

her new-born infant the moment it has seen the light differs from that of

an insect for its progeny. The affection of both is purely physical, and in

each case springs from sensations interwoven by the Creator in the con-

stitution of his creatures. If the parental love of the former is worthy of

our tenderest sympatiuus, that of the latter cannot be undeserving of some
portion of similar feeling.

I am, 6cc.

p4
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LETTEIl XII.

ON THE rOOD OF INSECTS.

Insects, like other animals, draw theivfood from the vegetable and animal

kingdoms : but a very slight survey will suffice to show that they enjoy a

range over far more extensive territories.

To begin with the vegetable kingdom.— Of this vast field the larger

animals are confined to a comparatively small portion. Of the thousands

of plants which clothe the face of the earth, when we have separated the

grasses and a trifling number of herbs and shrubs, the rest are disgusting

to them, if not absolute poisons. But how infinitely more plenteous is

the feast to which Flora invites the insect tribes ! From the gigantic

banyan which covers acres with its shade, to the ivc\yfungus scarcely visible

to the naked eye, the vegetable creation is one vast banquet at which her

insect guests sit down. Perhaps not a single plant exists which does not

afford a delicious food to some insect, not excluding even those most nau-

seous and poisonous to other animals,— the acrid euphorbias, and the

lurid henbane and nightshade. Nor is it a presumptuous supposition, that

a considerable proportion of these vegetables were created expressly for

their entertainment and support. The common nettle is of little use either

to mankind or the larger animals ; but you will not doubt its importance

to the class of insects, when told that at least thirty distinct species feed

upon it ; and however important the oak may be to us, it is still more so

to the insect world, of which Rosel calculated that two hundred species

either feed upon it, or upon other insects which do. But this is not all.

The larger herbivorous animals are confined to a fbliaceous or farinaceous

diet. They can subsist on no other part of a plant than its leaves and
seeds, either in a recent or dried state, with the addition sometimes of the

tender twigs or bark. Not so the insect race, to different tribes of which
every part of a plant supplies appropriate food. Some attack its roots;

others select the trunk and branches; a third class feed upon the leaves;

a fourth, with yet more delicate appetite, prefer the flowers ; and a fifth

the fruit or seeds. Even still further selection takes place. Of those

which feed upon the roots, stem, and branches of vegetables, some
larvae eat only the bark; others both the inner bark and alburnum (6Vo-

lytus, &c.) ; others the exuding resinous or other excretions {OrlhotcEnia

resinella) ; a third class the pith (^Mgeria tipnliformis) ; and a fourth pe-

netrate into the heart of the solid wooil (^Prionus, Lamia, Ccrambyx', &c.).

Of those which prefer the leaves, some taste nothing but the sap which

fills their veins (^Aphides in all their states) ; others eat only the paren-

chyma, never touching the cuticle (subcutaneous Tinece) ; others only the

lower surface of the leaf (many Tortriccs) ; while a fourth descri,^tion de-

vour the whole substance of the leaf (most Lcimhptera). And of the flower-
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feeders, while some eat the very petals {CuaiUia Verhnsci, Xi/Hna Lmancs,

&c.), others in their perfect state select the pollen which swells the anthers

(bees, LcpturcB, and Mordellce) ; and a still larger class of these the honey

secreted in the nectaries (most of the Lepidoptem, Hpnenoptera, and

Diptera).

Nor are insects confined to vegetables in their recent or unmanufactured

state. A beam of oak, when it has supported the roof of a castle five

hundred years, is as much to the taste ot some (Anobia ) as the same tree

was in its growing state to that of others ; another class (Ptini) would

sooner feast on the herbarium of Brunfelsius than on the greenest herbs

that grow ; and a third (some Tinece, Termites), to whom

" a river and a sea

Are a dish of tea,

And a kingdom bread aud butter,"

would prefer the geographical treasures of Saxton or Speed, in spite of

their ink and alum, to the freshest rind of the flax plant. The larva of

a little fly {Oscinis ceUnris), whose economy, as I can witness from my
own observations, is admirably described by Mentzelius ^, disdains to feed

on anything but wine or beer, which, like Boniface in the play, it may
be said both to eat and drink ; though, unlike its toping counterpart, in-

different to the age of its liquor, which, whether sweet or sour, is equally

accejitable.

A diversity of food almost as great may be boasted by the insects which

feed on animal substances. Some (flesh-flies, carrion-beetles, &c.) devour

dead carcasses only, which they will not touch until imbued with the haut

gout of putridity. Others, like Mr. Bruce's Abyssinians, preferring their

meat before it has passed through the hands of the butcher, select it from

living victims, and may with justice pride themselves upon the peculiar

freshness of their diet. Of these last, different tribes follow different pro-

cedures. The Ichneiimom devour the flesh of the insects into which they

have insinuated themselves. Some of the (Extri, fi.xed in a spacious apart-

ment beneath the skin of an ox or deer, regale themselves on a purulent

secretion with which they are surrounded. Others of the same tribe,

partial to a higher temperature, attach themselves to the interior of the

stomach of a horse, and in a bath of chyme of 102 degrees of Fahrenheit

revel on its juices. The various species of horse-flies dart their sharp

lancets into the veins of quadrupeds, and satiate themselves in living

streams; while the gnat, the flea, the bug, and the louse, plunge their pro-

boscis even into those of us lords of the creation, and banquet on " the

ruddy drops which warm oUr hearts." Some make their repast upon birds

only, as the fly of the swallow, and other Oriiithuiuyice, and the bird-louse ;

insects nearly allied, though one is dipterous and the other apterous.

And a most singular animal belonging to the latter tribe (Ni/c/eribia Ves-

pertiUonis) revenues upon the bat its ravages of the insect world ^; while

snails give subsistence to DrilusJiavescens, a beetle, and its singular apte-

rous female, in the larva state, as well as to the larvae of glow-worms.^

1 Epfiem. German. Ann. xii. Obs. 58. Kay, Hist. Ins. 2G1.
2 Linn. Trans, xi. 11. t. 3. f. 5—7.

3 Desmarest and Audouin in Anyi. des Sciences Nat. i. 67. ; ii. 129. 443. ; vii. 353. ; •

quoted in Burmcister's Manual of Ent. p. 552.
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Another numerous class kill their prey outright, either devouring its solid

parts, as the predaceous and rove-beetles, &c., or imbibing its juices only,

as the infinite hordes of the field-bug tribe. And the larvae of the gnat,

chameleon {Stratyomis), and other flies aquatic in that state, the leviathans

of the world of animalcules, swallow whole hosts of these minute inhabi-

tants of pools and ponds at a gulp, causing, with their oral apparatus, a
vortex in the water, down which myriads of victims are incessantly hurried
into their destructive maw.
But not only animals themselves, almost every animal substance that can

be named, is the appropriate food of some insect. Multitudes find a de-
licious nutriment in excrements of various kinds. Matters apparently so
indigestible as hair, wool and leather, are the sole food of many moths in

the larva state {Tinea tapetzella, jjeUionclla, &c.). Even feathers are not
rejected by others ; and the grub of a beetle {Anikremts MuscBoriim), with
powers of stomach which the dyspeptic sufferer may envy, will live luxuri-

ously upon horn,'

For the most part, insects feeding upon animal substances will not touch
vegetables, and vice versa. You must not, however, take the rule without
exceptions. Many caterpillars (as those of Thi/atira derasa, Chariclea

Delj)lnnii, &c.), though plants are their proper food, will occasionally de-
vour other caterpillars, and sometimes even their own species. The large

green grasshopper (Acrida viridissima), and probably others of the Order,
will eat smaller insects as well as its usual vegetable food *

; so also will

the larvas of many Phygmiece. Allantus marginellus, as I was last siunmer
amused by witnessing, like many Scalophagce, sips the nectar of umbel-
liferous plants only till a fly comes within its reach, pouncing upon which
it gladly quits its vegetable for an animal repast. Anobium jmniceum, which
ordinarily feeds upon biscuit, was, as I have before mentioned, once found
by Mr. Sheppard, in great abundance living upon the dried Cantharides

{Cantharis vesicatorid) of the shops. On tlie other hand, Necrojyhorus

moriuoj-ian, which subsists on carcasses, and many other carnivorous
species, will make a hearty meal of a putrid fungus. Ptinus Fur devours
indifferently dried birds or plants, not refusing even tobacco ; and from
the impossibility that one of a million of the innumerable swarms of gnats

which abound in swampy places, particularly in regions which but for them
would be lost to sensitive existence, should ever taste blood, it seems clear

that they are usually contented with vegetable aliment. Indeed the males,

as well as those of the horse-fly, of which even the females readily imbibed
the sugared fluid offered to them by Reaumur ^ never suck blood at all ;

so that they must either feed on vegetable matter, which in fact I have
observed them do, or fast during their whole existence in the perfect

state.

Though insects, generally considered, have thus a much more extensive

bill of fare than the larger animals, each individual species is commonly
limited to a more restricted diet. Many both of animal and vegetable

feeders are absolutely confined to one kind of food, and cannot exist upon
any other. The larva of CEslrus Eqid can subsist nowhere but in the

stomach of the horse or ass ; which animals, therefore, this insect might
boast with some show of reason to have been created for its use rather than

» De Geer, iv. 210. 2 Brahm, Insekten Kalender, i. 190.
5 lieaum. iv. 280.
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for ours, being to us useful oriW, but to it indispensable. The larvae of
SccBva Pi/rastri, according to De Geer, eat no other Aphis but that of the
rose.' Most Ichneumons and Sphecina prey each upon a single species

of insect only, which therefore they would seem to have been formed for

the express piirposi? of keeping within due limits. Reaumur mentions
having once found m a parcel of decaying wood the nests of six different

kinds of the latter tribe, each of which was filled with flies of a distinct

species.'* Cerceris auritus and PhUanthi(s Icshcs in the larva state feed solely

on the lueevil tribe of Coleoptera, the latter being restricted even to the

short-rostrumed family, as Otiorhynchus raiiciis, &c.^ ; while Bemhex
rostrata, another hymenopterous insect, selects flies, as Musca CcBsar,

&C.4

A very large proportion of species, however, are able to subsist on -seve-

ral kinds of food. Amongst the carnivorous tribes, it is indifferent to most
of those which prey upon putrid substances from what source they have
been derived : and the predaceous insects, such as the Libellulina, Tcle-

phoriis, Einpis, the Araneidcs, &c., will attack most smaller insects inferior

to them in strength, not excepting in many instances their own species.

The wax-moth larva {^Galler'ta Cereana) will for want of wax eat paper,

wafers, wool, &c.^; another Tinen described by Reaumur, and before ad-
%'erted to, attacks chocolate ®, which cannot have been its natural food,

even selecting that most highly perfumed ; and the Thnece which devour
dressed wool, but happily for the farmer and wool-stapler refuse it when
unwashed, must have existed when no manufactured wool was accessible.

The vegetable feeders are under great restrictions, yet probably the majo-
rity can subsist on different kinds of food. This is certainly true of most
lepidopterous larvEe, several of which, as well as many Coleoptera {Haltica

olcracea, &c,) are polyphagous, eating almost every plant. It is worthy of
remark, however, that when some of these have fed for a time on one
plant they will die rather than eat another, which would have been per-
fectly acceptable to them if accustomed to it from the first.'' Here too it

must be borne in mind, that by far the greater part of insects feed upon
different substances in their different states of existence, eating one kind
of food in the larva and another in the imago state. This is the case with
the whole order Lepidoptera^ which in the former eat plants chiefly, in

the latter nothing but honey or the sweet juices of fruit, which they have
often been observed to imbibe ; and the same rule obtains also in regard to
most dipterous and hymenopterous insects. Those which eat one kind of
food in both states are chiefly of the remaining orders.

I have said that insects, like other animals, draw their subsistence from
the vegetable or animal kingdoms. But I ought not to omit noticing that
some authors have conceived that several species feed upon mineml sub-
stances.^ Not to dwell upon Barchevvitz's idle tale of East Indian ants

1 De Geer, vi. 112.

2 Rcaum. vi. 271.; and M. L. Dufour has recently described a species of sand-
wasp ( Cerceris) wliich selects various species of Buprestis as tlie food of its progeny,
some of which are of the greatest rarity to collectors.

3 Entomologhche Bemerkungen (Braunschweig, 1799), p. 6.

* Latreille, Obs. sur les Hymenopteres. Ann. de Mus. xiv. 412.
5 Reaum. iii. 257. _ 6 ibid. iii. 277. ^ Ibid. ii. 334.
8 For an instance in which an insect, usually subsisting upon animal food,

derived nutriment from a mineral substance, see Ph'dos Mag. &c. for January
1823.
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which eat iron\ or on the stone-eating caterpillars recorded in th& Memoirs
of the French Academy*, which are now known to erode the walls on
which they are found solely for the purpose of forming their cocoons,

Reaumur and Swammerdam have both stated the food of the larvae of
EphemercE to be earth, that being the only substance ever found in the

stomachs and intestines, which are filled with it. This supposition, which
if correct renders invalid the definition by which Mirbel (and my friend

Dr. Alderson of Hull long before him) proposed to distinguish the animal

and vegetable kingdoms, is certainly not inadmissible ; for, though we might

not be inclined to give much weight to Father Paulian's history of a flint-

eater who digested flints and stone', the testimony of Humboldt seems to

prove that the human race is capable of drawing nutriment from earth,

which, if the odious Ottomaques can digest and assimilate, may doubtless

afford support to the larvae of the Ephemerae. Yet, after all, it is perhaps

more probable that these insects feed on the decaying vegetable matter

intermixed with the earth in which they reside, from which after being

swallowed it is extracted by the action of the stomach : like the sand that,

from being found in a similar situation, Borelli erroneously supposed to be

the food of many Testacea, though in fact a mere extraneous substance.

The majority of insects, either imbibing their food in a liquid state, or

feeding on succulent substances, require no aqueous fluid for diluting it.

Water, hovvever, is essential to bees, ants, and some other tribes, which
drink it with avidity; as well as in warm climates to many LejndojHera,

which are there chiefly taken in court-yards, near the margins of drains,

&c.* Even some larvae which feed upon juicy leaves have been observed

to swallow drops of dew: and one of them (Odoiiestis potatorin), which
(according to Goedart) after drinking lifts up its head like a hen, has re-

ceived his name from this circumstance. That it is not the mere want of

succulency in the food which induces the necessity of drink is plain from
those larvae which live entirely on substances so dry that it is almost un-

accountable whence the juices of their body are derived. The grub of an
Anobium will feed for months upon a chair that has been baking before the

fire for half a century, and from which even the chemist's retort could

scarcely extract a drop of moisture ; and will yet have its body as well

filled with fluids as that of a leaf-fed caterpillar.

By far the greater part of insects always feed themselves. The young,

hovvever, of those which live in societies, as the hive and humble-bees,

wasps, ants, &c., are fed by the older inhabitants of the community, which
also frequently feed each other. Many of these last insects are distin-

guished from the majority of their race, which live from day to day and
take no thought for the morrow, by the circumstance of storing up food.

Of those which feed themselves, the larger proportion have imposed upon
them the task of providing for their own wants ; but the tribe of Spkeges,

wild bees, and some others, are furnished in the larva state by the parent

insect with a supply of food sufficient for their consumption until they

have attained maturity.

1 Lesser, L. i. 259. ^ x. 458.
'

' Dictionnaire Physique.
4 Mr. Doubleday has obsei'ved the habit which butterflies have of settling on

ilamp mud on road sides in the United States, where they congregate in groups,

sometimes literally consisting of hundreds of individuals clustered together on a

few yards of mud (Westwood, Arc. Ent. i. p. 144.) The same haWt may occa-

sionally be noticed in this country.
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As to tlieir time of feeding, insects may be divided into three great

classes : the day-feeders, the night-feeders, and those which feed indif-

ferently at all times. You have been apt to think, I dare say, that when

the sun's warmer beams have waked the insect youth, and

" Ten thousand forms, ten thousand different tribes,

People the blaze,"

you see before you the whole insect world. You are not aware that a

"host as numerous shun the glare of day, and, like the votaries of fashion,

rise not from their couch until their more vulgar brethren have retired to

rest. While the painted butterfly, the " fervent bees," and the quivering

nations of flies, which sport

" Thick in yon stream of light, a thousand ways,
Upward and downward thwarting and convolved,"

love to bask in the sun's brightest rays, and search for their food amidst

his noontide fervour, an immense multitude stir not before the sober time

of twilight, and eat only when night has overshadowed the earth. Then
only the vast tribe of moths quit their hiding-places ; the "shard-born^

beetle with his drowsy hum," accompanied by numerous others of his

order, sallies forth ; the airy gnat-flies institute their dances ; and the soli-

tary spider stretches his net. All these retire into concealment at the

apjjroach of light. Some few larvae (Agrotis exclaviationis, &c. ) have simi-

lar habits, and those of one singular genus before adverted to ( Kycterobius)

are remarkable for providing in the night a store of food which they con-

sume in the day ; but to the generality of these the period of feeding is

indifferent, and most of them seem to eat with little intermission night and

day.

Insects, like other animals, take in their food by the mouth (in Chermes

and Coccus, indeed, the rostrum seems to be, but really is not, inserted in

the breast, between the fore-legs) ; but there is one exception to this rule.

The singular U>-opoda vegetans, which is such a plague to some beetles,

derives its nutriment from them by means of a filiform pedicle or umbilical

cord attached to its anus ; and wliat increases the singularity, sometimes

several of these mites form a kind of chain, of which the first only is fixed

1 In the controversy between the commentators on Shakespeare as to whether
shard* means wing-cases, dung, or a fragment of earthen-ware, and whether born

should be spelled with or without the e, it might have thrown some weight into the

scale of those who contend for the orthography adopted above, and that the meaning
of shard in this place is dung, if they had been aware that the beetle ( Geotrupes

stercorarius) is actually iora amongst dung, and nowhere else: and that no beetle

which makes a hum in flying can with propriety be said, as Dr. Johnson has inter-

preted the epithet in his Dictionar}-, " to be born amidst broken stones or pots."

That Shakespeare alluded to the Beetle, and not to the Cockchafer {Mdolontha vul-

garis), seems clear from the fact of the former being to be heard in all places almost

eveiy fine evening in the summer, while the latter is common only in particular

districts, and at one period of the j-eai-.— S.

* Sham is the common name of cow-dung in the North ; therefore Shakespeare

probably wrote s/ia?-7j-born. {Mr. MacI.emj.) See for various authorities on this

question a note bj' Mr. Bennett in the Zoohnjical Journal, v. 198. ; and Mr. Patter-

son's " Letters on the Natural History of the Insects mentioned in Shakespeare's

Plays."
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by its pedicle to the beetle, each of the remainder being similarly connected

with the one that precedes it ; so that the nutriment drawn from the

beetle passes to the last througli the bodies and umbilical cords of the

individuals which are intermediate.^ Some have regarded these bodies as

true eggs ; and their analogy with the pedunculated eggs of Trombidmm
aquaticum, which also seem to derive nourishment from the water-boatmen,

&c., to which they are fixed, and still more the circumstance of their ulti-

mately losing their pedicle and detaching themselves from the infested

beetles, give plausibility to the idea. Yet these animals are certainly fur-

nished with feet, and have, according to De Geer*^, a part resembling a

mouth— characters which cannot be attributed to any egg.

In the variety of their instruments of nutrition, which you must bear in

mind are often quite difierent in the larva and perfect states, insects leave all

other annuals far behind. In common with them, a vast number (the orders

Coleoftcra, Hymenoptera, and Orthoptera, and the larvae of Lepidopteray

some Diptcra, &c.) are furnished with jaws, but of very different construc-

tions, and all admirably adapted for their intended services ; some sharp,

and armed with spines and branches for tearing flesh, others hooked for

seizing, and at the same time hollow for suction ; some calculated like

shears for gnawing leaves, others more resembling grindstones, of a

strength and sohdity sufficient to reduce th'e hardest wood to powder : and
this singularity attends the major part of these insects, that they possess

in fact two pairs ofjaws, an upper and an under pair, both placed horizon-

tally, not vertically ; the former apparently in most cases for the seizure

and mastication of their prey ; the latter, when hooked, for retaining and
tearing, while the upper comminute it previously to its being swallowed.

To the remainder of the class of insects, a mighty host, jaws would have

been useless. Their refined liquid food requires instruments of a different

construction, and with these they are profusely furnished. The innume-

rable tribes of moths and butterflies eat nothing but the honey secreted in

the nectaries of flowers, which are frequently situated at the bottom of a

tube of great length. They are accordingly provided with an organ exqui-

sitely fitted for its office— a slender tubular tongue, more or less long,

sometimes not shorter than three inches, but spirally convoluted when at

rest, like the mainspring of a watch, into a convenient compass. This

tongue, which they have the power of instantly unrolling, they dart into

the bottom of a flower, and, as through a siphon, draw up a supply of the

delicious nectar on which they feed. A letter would scarcely suffice for

describing fully the admirable structure of this organ. I must content my-
self, therefore, with here briefly observing that it is of a cartilaginous

substance, and apparently composed of a series of innumerable rings,

which, to be capable of such rapid convolution, must be moved by an

equal number of distinct muscles ; and that, though seemingly simple, it is

in fact composed of three distinct tubes— the two lateral ones cylin-

drical and entire, intended, as Reaumur thinks, for the reception of air,

and the intermediate one, through which alone the honey is conveyed,

nearly square, and formed of two separate grooves projecting from the

lateral tubes ; which grooves, by means of a most curious apparatus of

hooks like those in the laminge of a feather, inosculate into each other, and

1 DeGeer, vii. 123. » Id. ibid. 126.
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can be either united into an air-tight canal, or be instantly separated, at the

pleasure of the insect.^

Another numerous race, the whole of the order Hemiptera, abstract the

juices of plants or of animals by means of an instrument of a construction

altogether different— a hol+ow grooved beak, often jointed, and containing

four bristle-formed lancets, which at the same time that they pierce the

food, apply to each other so accurately as to form one air-tight tube,

through which the little animals suck up'^ their repast ; thus forming a

pump, which, more effective than ours, digs the well from which it draws
the fluid.

A third description of insects, those of the order Diptcra, comprising

the whole tribe of flies, have a sucker formed on the same general plan as

that last described, but of a much more complicated and varied structure.

It is in like manner composed of a grooved case and several included

lancets ; but the case, although horny, rigid, and beak-like in some, is in

othersfleshy, flexible, and more resembling the proboscis of an elephant, and
terminates in two turgid liplets : and the accompanying lancets are them-
selves included in an upper hollow case, in connexion with which they

probably compose an air-tight tube for suction. The number and form«of

these instruments are extremely various. In some genera (JMusca) there

is but one, which resembles a sharp lancet. OthevsXEnipis, Asilus) have
three, the two lateral ones needle-shaped, that in the middle like a scimitar

;

together forming so keen an apparatus, that De Geer has seen an Ad/us
pierce with it the elytra of a lady-bird; and I have myself caught them
with not only an Elater and weevil, but even a Hister in their mouths. In

many horse-flies we find four ; two precisely resembling lancets, and two,

even to the very handles, buck-hafted carving knives. The blood-thirsty

gnat has five, some acutely lanced at the extremity, and others serrated on
one side. The flea, the spider, the scorpion, have all instruments for

taking their food of a construction altogether different. But it is impos-

sible here to attempt even a sketch of the variations in these organs which
take place in the apterous genera, and in many of the dipterous larvae.

Suffice it to say, that they all manifest the most consummate skill in their

adaptation to the purposes of the insects which are provided with them,
and which can often employ them not only as instruments for preparing

food, but as weapons of offence and defence, as tools in the building of
their nests, and even as feet.

Some insects in their perfect state, though furnished with organs of
feeding, make no use of them, and consume no food whatever. Of this

description are the moth which proceeds from the silk-worm, and several

others of the same orler; the different species of gad-flies, and the Ephe-
merae— insects whose history is so well known as to afford a moral or a
simile to thone most ignorant of natural history All these live so short

a time in the perfect state as to need no food. Indeed it may be laid down
as a general rule, that almost all insects in this state eat much less than

1 For a full description of this instrument, see Reaiim. i. 125, &c.
2 The mode, however, in which this is effected, in all insects furnished with a

proboscis, can scarcely be by suction, strictly so called, or the abstraction of air, since

the air-vessels of insects do not communicate with their mouths : it is more pro-

bably performed in part by capillary attraction : and, as Lamarck has suggested
(^Syst. ({es'Aniin. sans Vertcbres, p. 1'J3.), in part by a succession of undulations and
contractions of the sides of the organ.
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in that of larvse. The voracious caterpillar, when transformed into a

butterfly, needs only a small quantity of honey ; and the gluttonous maggot,

when become a fl}', contents itself with an occasional drop or two of any
sweet liquid.

While in the state of larvae the quantity of food consumed by insects is

vastly greater in proportion to their bulk than that required by larger

animals. Many caterpillars eat daily twice their weight of leaves, which is

as if an ox, weighing sixty stone, were to devour every twenty-four hours

three quarters of a ton of grass— a power of stomach which our graziers

may thank their stars that their oxen are not endowed with. A probable

proximate cause for this voracity in the case of herbivorous larvae has been

assigned by John Hunter, who attributes it to the circumstance of their

stomach not having the power of dissolving the vegetable matters received

into it, but merely of extracting from them a juice. ^ This is proved both

by their excrement, which consists of coiled-up and hardened particles of

leaf, that being put into w'ater expand like tea : and by the great propor-

tion which the excrement bears to the quantity of food consumed. From
experiments, with a detail of which he has favoured me, made by Colonel

Machell of Beverley on the caterpillars of Evprcpia Caja, he ascertained

that, though a larva weighing thirty-six grains voided every twelve hours

from fifteen to eighteen grains' weight of excrement, it did not increase in

weight in the same period more than one or two grains. On the other hand,

many carnivorous larva; increase in weight in full proportion to the food

consumed, and that in an astonishing degree. Redi found that the maggots

of flesh-flies, of which, one day, twent3-five or thirty did not weigh above

a grain, the next weighed seven grains each ; having thus in twenty-four

hovirs become about two hundred times heavier than before.'*

Some insects have the faculty of sustaining a long abstinence from all

kinds of food. This seems to depend upon the nature of their habits. If

the insect feeds on a substance of a deficiency of which there is not much
probability, as on vegetables, &c., it commonly requires a frequent supply ;

if, on the contrary, it is an insect of prey, and exposed to the danger of

being long deprived of its food, it is often endowed with a power of fast-

ing, which would be incredible but for the numerous facts by which it is

authenticated. The ant-lion will exist without the smallest supply of food,

apparently uninjured, for six months ; though, when it can get it, it will

devour daily an insect of its own size. Vaillant, whose authority may be

here taken, assures us that he kept a spider without food under a sealed

glass for ten months, at the end of which time, though shrunk in size, it

was as vigorous as ever. ^ And Mr. Baker, so well known for his micro-

scopical discoveries, states that he kept a darkling beetle (^Bkq)s mortlsaga)

alive for three years without food of any kind.* Some insects, not of a

predaceous description, are gifted with a similar power of abstinence.

Leeuwenhoek tells us that a mite, which he had gunnned alive to the point

of a needle and placed before his microsco{)e, lived in that situation eleven

weeks*; and Mr. Stephens, having, in June, 1831, put a specimen of

1 Obs. on the Animal (Economy, p. 221. Compare Eeaum. ii. 1G7.

2 Redi <Je Insectis, 39.
3 New Travels, i. xxxix.
4 Fhil. Trans. 1740, p. 441. I confess, notwithstanding Mr. Baker's general accu-

racy, that I suspect some mistake here.

* Loeuw. Op. ii. 3G3.
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Lcphma saccJianr.n (the common " wood " or " sugar fish ") in a pill-box

containing only a few grains of magnesia, found it, to his great surprise,

alive ami active in June, 1833, after this protracted confinement, without
food, of two years.^

In some cases the very want offood, however paradoxical the proposi-

tion, seems actually to be a mean of prolonging the life of insects. At
least one such instance has fallen under my own observation. The aphidi-

vorous flies, such as SccBva Pi/rastri, &c., live in the- larva state ten or
twelve days, in the pupa state about a fortnight, and as perfect insects pos-

sibly as long, the whole ternfi of their existence in summer not exceeding at

the very utmost six weeks. But one^ which I put^under aglass on the 2d of
June, IS 11, when about half-grown, and, after supplying it with Aphides once
or twice, by accident forgot, I found, to my great astonishment, alive three

months after; and it actually lived until the June following without a par-

ticle of food. It had, therefore, existed in the larva state more than eight

times as long as it woidd have lived in all its states, if it had regularly

undergone its metamorphoses, which is as extraordinary a prolongation of
life as if a man were to live 5G0 years. It is true that its existence was
not worth having even to the larva of a fly. For the last eight months it

remained without motion, attached by its posterior pair of tubercles to the

paper on which it was placed, manifesting i!o other symptoms of life than
by moving the fore part of the boily when touched, and replacing itself on
its belly if turned upon its back. But this was quite enough to prove it

still alive, I can attribute this singular result to no other circumstance
than its having been deprived of a sufficient quantity of food to bring it

into the pupa state, though provided with enough for the attainment of
nearly its full growth as larva. Possibly the same remote cause might act

in this case, as operates to prolong the term of existence of annual plants

that have been prevented from perfecting their seed ; and it would almost
seem to favour the hypothesis of some physiologists, who contend that

every organised being has a certain portion of irritability originally im-
parted to it, and that its life will be long or short as this is slowly or
rapidly excited— no great consolation this for the advocates for fast-living,

unless they are in good earnest in their affected preference of a " short life

and a merry one ;" though it must be admitted that they would have the
best of the argument, were the alternative such a state of torpid insensi-

bility as that with which our larva purchased the prolongation of its

existence.

After this general view of the food of insects, and of circumstances con-
nected with it, I proceed to give you an account of some peculiarities in

their modes of procuring it.

1 Entom. 3Iag. i. 526,
2 Not having ever met with another specimen, 1 am unable to say of what

precise species of aphidivorous fly it is the larva; nor can I find a figure of it,

though it approaches near to one given hy De Geer (vi. t. 7. f. 1— 3 ). Its

shape is bblong-oval, length about four lines, and colour pale red speckled with
black. Each of the seven or eight segments which compose the body projects

on each side into three serrated "flat aculei or teeth ; tliree or four simihir but
smaller aculei arm the head ; and two. much larger than the rest, the anus, one
on each side of the usual bifid protuberance which bears the respiratory plates.

A bifid tul)ercular elevation is also placed in the middle of the back of each
segment.

Q
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The vegetable feeders have, for the most part, but little difficulty in sup-

plying their wants. In the larva state they generally find themselves placed

by the parent insect upon the very plant or substance which is to nourish

them ; and in their perfect state their wings or feet afford a ready convey-

ance to the banquet to which, by an unerring sense, they are directed. All

nature lies before them, and it is only when their numbers are extraordi-

narily increased, or in consequence of some unusual destruction of their

appropriate alimenfe, that they perish for want. The description of their

food renders unnecessary those artifices to which many of the carnivorous

insects are obliged to have recourse ; and none of them, if we except the

white ants, whose cunning mode of insinuating themselves into houses in

tropical climates has been detailed in a former letter, can be said to use

stratagem in obtaining their food.

Of the carnivorous species, the greater proportion attack their prey

by open violence ; such as the predaceous beetles, the Ichneumons, bur-

rowing wasps, and true wasps ; the preying insects {Mantis) ; the bugs

(Geocorisa; Latr.) ; dragon flies (^LibeUidina), &c., which have been before

adverted to. But a very considerable number, chiefly, however, of one

tribe, that of spiders, provide their sustenance solely by artifice and

stratagem, the singularity of which, and the admirable adaptation of the

instruments by which they take, their prey to the end in view, afford a

most wonderful instance of the power and wisdom of the Creator, and

have attracted admiration in all ages. A description of these, however,

which will require a detailed survey, I must defer to another letter.

I am, &c.
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LETTER XIIL

FOOD OF mSECTS— conthiued.

STRATAGEMS EMFLOTED IN PROCURING IT.

The stratagems of insects in obtaining their food are now to engage our at-

tention. I shall not dwell on those inartificial modes of surprising their

prey, of which examples may be found amongst almost every order of
insects, such as watching behind a leaf or other object affording conceal-

ment until its approach, but shall proceed to describe the various artifices

of the race of spiders, of which there are several hundred distinct species,

differing essentially from each other both in characters and manners.
Many of these are constantly under our eyes ; and were it not that we

are accustomed to neglect what is the subject of daily occurrence, we
should never behold a spider's web without astonishment. What, if we
had not witnessed it, would seem more incredible than that any animal
should spin threads ; weave these threads into nets more admirable than
ever fowler or fisherman fabricated; suspend them with the nicest judg-
ment in the place most abounding in the wished-for prey, and there, con-
cealed, watch patiently its approach? In this case, as in so many others,

we neglect actions in minute animals, which in the larger would excite our
endless admiration. How would the world crowd to see a fox which
should spin ropes, weave them into an accurately meshed net, and extend
this net between two trees for the purpose of entangling a flight of birds

!

Or should we think we had ever expressed sufficient wonder at seeing a
fish which obtained its prey by a similar contrivance ? Yet there would,
in reality, be nothing more marvellous in their procedures than in those of
spiders, which, indeed, the minuteness of the agent renders more won-
derful.

All spiders do not spin webs, A considerable number adopt other
means for catching insects. Of these I shall speak hereafter. At present

1 shall endeavour to give you a clear idea of the operations of the tveaveis,

explaining successively the instruments by which they spin, the mode of
forming their nets, together with the various descriptions of them, and the

manner in which they entrap and secure their prey.

The thread spun by spiders is in substance similar to the silk of the silk-

worm and other caterpillars, but of a nmch finer quality. As in them, it

proceeds from reservoirs, into which it is secreted in the form of a viscid

gum ; but in the mode of its extrication is very dissimilar, issuing not ii'om

the mouth, but the hinder part of the abdomen. If you examine a spider,

you will perceive in this part four or six little teat-like protuberances or
spinners. These are the machinery through which, by a process more
singular than that of rope-spinning, the thread is drawn. Each spinner

Q 2
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is furnished with a multitude of tubes, so numerous and so -exquisitely

fine, that a space often not much bigger than the pointed end of a pin is

furnished, according to Reaumur', with a thousand of them. From each
of these tubes, consisting of two pieces, the last of which terminates in

a point infinitely fine, proceeds a thread of inconceivable tenuity, which,

immediately after issuing from it, unites with all the other threads into one.

Hence from each spinner proceeds a compound thread ; and these four

(or six) threads, at the distance of about one-tenth of an inch from the

apex of the si)inners, again unite, and form the thread we are accustomed
to see, which the spider uses in forming its web. The threads, however,

are not all of the same thickness, for Leeuwenhoek observed that some of
the tubes were larger than others, and furnished a larger thread. Thus, a

spider's thread, even spun by the smallest species, and when so fine that it

is almost imperceptible to our senses, is not, as we suppose, a single line,

but a rope composed of at least four thousand strands,^ But to feel all

the wonder of this fact we must follow Leeuwenhoek in one of his calcu-

lations on the subject. This renowned microscopic observer estimated that

the threads of the minutest spiders, some of which are not larger than a

grain of sand, are so fine that four millions of them would not equal in

thickness one of the hairs of his beard — a tenuity utterly beyond the

power of the imagination to conceive. Of the probable accurac}' of this

calculation you may any day in summer convince yourself, by taking one
of the large diadem spiders (J?/j('/;-a Diadema), and, after pressing its

abdomen against a leaf or other substance, so as to attach the threads to

the surface—the same preliminary step which the spider adopts in spinning
— drawing it gradually to a small distance. You will plainly perceive that

the proper thread of the spider is formed of four smaller threads, and these

again of threads so fine and numei"ous, that there cannot be fewer than a
thousand issue from each spinner; and if you pursue your researches with

the microscope, you will find that precisely the same takes place in the

minutest species that spins. You will inquire what can be the end of

» Reaum. 3Iem. de VAcad. de Paris, An. 1713. 211.— De Geer, vii. 187. See also

Hoole's Leeuwenhoek, i. 41.— t. '2. f. 20—22. Leeuwenhoek examined a spinner

that was not so big as a common grain of sand, and the number of tubes issuing trom
it was more than a hundred- He affirms that, besides the larger Sfjinners, in the

space between them there are four smaller ones, each furnished with organs for

spinning threads, but smaller and fewer in number. Latreille speaks only of a
thousand spinners from each teat, and of six thousand threads from tlie whole

—

but he does not enter further into the subject. Nouv. Diet. d'Hist. Nat. ii. 278.

2 Mr. Blackwall, however, as the result of his examinations with microscopes

of high powers, denies that spiders' threads are composed of so many fine lines as

Leeuwenhoek, Lyonnet, Treviranus, &c., have supposed. He has not, he says,

found that any lines ever issue, as they describe, from the minute apertures without
projecting margins, situated between the papillfe or spinning tubes, which last alone

he regards as the sole line-forming instruments, and the total number of these in the

hirger adult species of Epeira, which are best provided with them, he does not esti-

mate at much above a thousand, while in the common house spider they are below
tour hundred, and in other species not above one hundred, and in some much fewer.

As the statements of such careful and generally accurate observers as Reaumur, De
Geer, Leeuwenhoek, Lyonnet, Treviranus, and other eminent naturalists, all in the

main agreeing and confirming each other, ought not to be hastily set aside and
without the fullest investigation, it has been thought best, without materially

altering the text, simply to point out in the present note Mr. Blackwall's different

conclusions, and to refer the reader for the details on which they rest to his paper

on the ilammulffi of Spiders in the 18th vol. of the Linncean Transactio7is, p. 219.
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machinery so complex ? One probable reason is, that it was necessary for

drying the gum sufficiently to form a tenacious line, that an extensive sur-

face should be exposed to the air, which is admirably effected by dividing

it at its exit from the abdomen into such numerous threads. But the chief

cause, perhaps, is the occasion (hereafter to be adverted to) which the

spider sometimes has to employ its threads in their finer and unconnected

state before they unite to form a single one. The spider is gifted by her

Creator with the power of closing the orifices of the spinners at pleasure,

and can thus, in dropj)ing from a height by her line, stop her progress at

any point of her descent; and, according to Lister^, she is also able to

retract her threads within the abdomen ; but this is doubted, and with

apparent reason, by De Geer.''

The only other instruments employed by the spider in weaving are her

feet, with the claws of which she usually guides, or keeps separated into

two or more, the line from behind ; and in many species these are admirably

adapted for the purpose, two of them being furnished underneath with teeth

like those of a comb, by means of which the threads are kept asunder.

But another instrument was wanting. The spider, in ascending the line

by which she has dropped herself from an eminence, winds up the superfluous

cord into a ball. In pei"forming this the pectinated claws would not have
been suitable. She is therefore furnished with a third claw between the

other two^ and is thus provided for every occasion.

The situations in which spiders place their nests are as various as their

construction. Some prefer the open air, and suspend them in the midst of

shrubs or plants most frequented by flies and other small insects, fixing

them in a horizontal, a vertical, or an oblique direction. Others select the

corners of windows and of rooms, where prey always abounds ; while many
establish themselves in stables and neglected out-houses, and even in

cellars and desolate places in which one would scarcely expect a fly to be

caught in a month. It is with the operations of these last especially that

we are accustomed to associate the ideas of neglect and desertion by man
—associations which, both in painting and allegory, have been often happily

applied. Hogarth, when he wished to produce a speaking picture of

neglected charity, clothed the poor's box in one of his pieces with a spider's

net ; and the Jews, in one of the fables with which they have disfigured

the records of Holy Writ, have not less ingeniously availed themselves of
the same idea. They relate that the reason why Saul did not discover

David and his men in the cave of Adullam* was, that God had sent a

spider which had quickly woven a web across the entrance of the cave in

which they were concealed ; which being observed by Saul, he thought it

useless to investigate further a spot bearing such evident proofs of the

absence of any human being.^

The most incurious observer must have remarked the great difference

which exists in the construction of spiders' webs. Those which we most

1 Illst. Anim. Ang. p. 8.

2 De Geer, vii. 18^. Mr. Blackwall has explained that this apparent retraction

which is chiefly perceptible in the line tbrniiiig the concentric circles of the geo-
metric spiders, is an optical illusion, depending upon its extreme elasticity, which
admits of iis being extended several inches and of contracting again into a minute
globule. {Zool. J(mrn. V. 187.)

' Leeuw. Opusc. iii. 317. f, 1.

4 1 Sam. xxiv. 4. 6 Lesser, 1. ii. 291.

Q 3
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commonly see in houses are of a woven texture similar to fine gauze, and
are appropriately termed webs ; while those most frequently met with in

the fields are composed of a series of concentric circles united by radii

diverging from the centre, the threads being remote from each other.

These last, which in their simple state, or still more when studded with

dew drops, you must have a thousand times admired, are with greater pro-

priety termed iiets ; and the insects which form them proceeding on
geometrical principles may be called geometricians, while the former can
aspire only to the humbler denomination of lueavers. I shall endeavour to

describe the process followed in the construction of both, beginning with

the latter.

The weaving spider which is found in houses, having selected some
corner for the site of her web, and determined its extent, presses her

spinners against one of the walls, and thus glues to it one end of her

thread. She then walks along the wall to the opposite side, and there in

like manner fastens the other end. This thread, which is to form the outer

margin or selvage of her web, and requires strength, she triples or qua-

druples by a repetition of the operation just described; and from it she

draws other threads in various directions, the interstices of which she fills

up by running from one to the other, and connecting them b}' new threads

until the whole has assumed the gauze-like texture which we see. Books
of natural history, all copying from one another, have described these kinds

of web as fabricated of a regular warp and woof, or of parallel longitudinal

lines crossed at right angles by transverse ones glued to them at the points

of intersection. This, however, is clearly erroneous, as you will see by
the slightest examination of a web of this kind, in which no such regularity

of texture can be discovered.

The webs just described present merely a simple horizontal surface, but

others more frequently seen in out-houses and amongst bushes possess a

very artificial appendage. Besides the main web, the spider carries up
from its edges and surface a number of single threads, often to the height

of many feet, joining and crossing each other in various directions. Across

these Imes, which may be compared to the tackling of a ship, flies seem
unable to avoid directing their flight. The certain consequence is, that in

striking against these ropes they become slightly entangled, and, in their

endeavours to disengage themselves, rarely escape being precipitated into

the net spread underneath for their reception, where their doom is ine-

vitable.

But the net is still incomplete. It is necessary that our hunter should

conceal her grim visage from the game for which she lies in wait. She
does not, therefore, station herself upon the surface of her net, but in a

small silken apartment constructed below it, and completely hidden from

view. " In this corner," to use the quaint translation of Pliny by Phile-

mon Holland, Doctor in Physic', "with what subtiltie doth she retire,

making semblance as though she meant nothing less than that she doth,

and as if she went about some other business ! nay, how close lieth she,

that it is impossible to see whether any one be within or no !

" But thus

removed to a distance from her net and entirely out of sight of it, how is

she to know when her prey is entrapped ? For this difficulty our inge-

nious weaver has provided. She has taken care to spin several threads

1 L. xi.e. 24,
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from the edge of tlie net to that of her hole, which at once inform her by
their vibrations of the capture of a fly, and serve as a bridge on which in

an instant she can run to secure it.

Another species, Clubiona atro.v, for an account of whose habits we are

indebted to Mr. Blackwall, resides in a funnel-shaped silken tube of slight

texture, in the corners of windows, or crevices in old walls, &c., whence it

extends lines intersecting each other irregularly at various angles, to which
it attaches other lines, or rather fascicuh, of very fine zig-zag threads of a
pale blue tint when recent, and of a much more complicated structure

than the foi'mer, and which adhere strongly to any flies, &c., coming into

contact with them, not from any viscidity, but from their extremely fine

filaments attaching themselves to the inequalities in the surface of their

prey. These pale-blue fasciculi Mr. Blackwall found to proceed from two
additional spinners (or mammuias) peculiar to this species and to three
species oi DrassuK, which are also all four remarkable for having the meta-
tarsal joint of their posterior legs furnished with a very curious combing or
rather curling instrument, composed of two parallel rows of curved spines,

named by Mr. Blackwall Calamislrum, with which they comb out the pecu-
liar silky material as it issues from these mammulEe into that flocculous

texture which gives the pale-blue fasciculi in question their power of re-

taining the insects that touch them.^

You will readily conceive that the' geometrical spiders, in forming their

concentric circled nets, follow a process very different from that just de-

scribed, than which, indeed, it is in many respects more curious. As the
net is usually fixed in a perpendicular or somewhat oblique direction, in an
opening between the leaves of some shrub or plant, it is obvious that

round its whole extent will be required lines to which can be attached
those ends of the radii that are furthest from the centre. Accordingly the

construction of these exterior lines is the spider's first operation. She
seems careless about the shape of the area which they enclose, well aware
that she can as readily inscribe a circle in a triangle as in a square, and in

this i-espect she is guided by the distance or proximity of the points to

which she can attach them.'^ She spares no pains, however, to strengthen

* Linn. Trans, xvi. 472. and xviii. 223. According to M. Walckenaer's arrange-
ment, the genus Clubiona comes under Iiis division of Errantes, or Wanderers, but
certainly C. atrox, which, since my attention was directed to it by Mr. Blackwall's
very interesting account of its economy as above, I have very frequently observed
in its natural abode and in glasses in which I have kept it, ranges better under liis

Sedentaires or Sedentary Spiders, as I have placed it, as I do not believe that it

ever stirs from its nest until summoned by the vibrations of its net extended round
the opening; and this net, though more irregular in its structure, is as truly a net
as those of £]pei>a. I may here mention respecting this species two facts not no-
ticed by Mr. Blackwall, that it lias not the power of climbing up a vertical surface
of glass

; and that, liowever old and dusty its main net may be, the pale blue curled
or looped fasciculi seem very often renewed, as a pocket-lens rarely fails to detect
them in a recent state.

2 It sometimes happens that the end of the lower line of the triangle in which
the geometric spiders usually lix their nets, having been attached to a small pebble
(or bit of gravel) lying on the ground, this pebble (probably from the spider's

tightening its horizontal lines) is drawn up to a considerable height, and swings
like a pendulum, as I saw many instances, at first, to my no small surprise, in the
Giardino Publico of Milan in 1832 {vide Spence in I.oiidon's 3Iag. of Nat. Hist.
V. (589.) ; and as has since been observed by W. W. Saunders, Esq. at Wandsworth.
(^Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud. i. 127.) In an American newspaper, the Lowell Courier,
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and keep them in a proper degree of tension. With the former view she
composes each line of five or six or even more threads glued together

;

and with the hitter she fixes to them from different points a numerous
and intricate apparatus of smaller threads. Having thus completed the
foundations of her snare \ she proceeds to fill up the outline. Attaching a
thread to one of the main lines, she walks along it, guiding it with one of
her hind feet that it may not touch in any part and be prematurely glued,

and crosses over to the opposite side, where, by applying her spinners, she
firmly fixes it. To the middle of this diagonal thread, which is to form
the centre of her net, she fixes a second, which in like manner she conveys
and fastens to another part of the lines encircling the area. Her work
now proceeds rapidly. During the preliminary operations she sometimes
rests, as though her plan required meditation. But no sooner are the
marginal lines of her net firmly stretched, and two or three radii spun
from its centre, than she continues her labour so quickly and unremittingly
that the eye can scarcely follow her progress. The radii, to the number of
about twenty, giving the net the appearance of a wheel, are speedily
finished. She then proceeds to the centre, quickly turns herself round, and
pulls each thread with her feet to ascertain its strength, breaking any
one that seems defective and replacing it by another. Next, she glues
immediately round the centre five or six small concentric circles, distant

about half a line from each other, and then four or five larger ones, each
separated by a space of half an inch or more. These last serve as a sort

of temporary scaffolding to walk over, and to keep the radii properly

stretched while she glues to them the concentric circles that are to remain,
which she now proceeds to construct. Placing herself at the circum-
ference, and fiistening her thread to the end of one of the radii, she walks
up that one, towards the centre, to such a distance as to draw the thread
from her body of a sufficient length to reach to the next ; then stepping
across, and conducting the thread with one of her hind feet, she glues it

with her spinners to the point in the adjoining radius to w hich it is to be
fixed. This process she repeats until she has filled up neaily the whole
space from the circumference to the centre with concentric circles, distant

from each other about tvv-o lines. She always, however, leaves a vacant
interval around the smallest first spun circles that are nearest to the centre,

but for what end I am unable to conjecture. Lastly, she runs to the
centre and bites away the small cotton-like tuft that united all the radii,

which being now held together by the circular threads, have thus probably
their elasticity increased ; aud in the circular opening resulting from this

procedure, she takes her station and -watches for her prey.'^

was an account of a watchmal<er having found one morning a gold ring weighing
twelve grains, which he had left on his bench, suspended an inch high to a spider's

thread, by which in the course of a week it was elevated eight inches.
1 I am not certain whether the garden spider does not more frequently form one

or two of the principal radii of the net before she spins the exterior lines.

2 Mr. Blackwall, in his valuable paper "On the Manner in which the Geometric
Spiders construct their Nets," in tlie Zooloyical Journal, vol. v. p. 181., has remarked
that the above description is not applicable throughout to all geometric spiders, as
some of them do not entirely surround the radii of their nets with concentric circles,

but leave one radius free, which serves as a sort of ladder for access to the net ; and
as in general they do not bite away the small cotton-like tuft that unites the radii

in the centre, nor place themselves there to watch their prej-, but retire under a leaf
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In the above description, which is from my own observations, I have
supposed the spider to fix the first and main Hne of her net to points from
one of which she could readily climb to the other, dragsing it after her ;

and many of these nets are placed in situations where this is very prac-

ticable. They are frequently, however, stretched in places where it is

quite impossible for the spider thus to convey her main line— between the

branches of lofty trees having no connection with each other ; between
two distinct and elevated buildings ; and even between plants growing in

water. Here then a difficulty occurs. How does the spider contrive to

extend her main line, which is often many feet in length, across inaccessible

openings of this description ?

With the view of deciding this question, to which I could find no very

satisfactory answer in books, I made. an experiment, for the idea of which

I am indebted to a similar one recorded by Mr. Knight', who informs us

that if a spicier be placed upon an upright stick having its bottom immersed
in water, it will, after trying in vain all other modes of escape, dart out

numerous fine threads so light as to float in the air, some one of which,

attaching itself to a neighbouring object, furnishes a bridge for its escape.

It was clear that if this mode is pursued by the geometric spiders, it

would go considerably towards furnishing a solution of the difficulty in

question. I accordingly placed the large diadem spider {Epeira Viadema)
upon a stick about a loot long,, set upright in a vessel containing water.

After fastening its thread (as all spiders do before they move) at the top

of tlie stick, it crept down the side until it felt the water with its fore feet,

which seem to serve as antennce : it then immediately swung itself from

the stick (which was slightly bent) and climbed up by the thread to

the top. This it repeated perhaps a score times, sometimes creeping

down a different part of the stick, but more frequently down the very side

it had so often traversed in vain. Wearied with this sameness in its ope-

rations, I left the room for some hours. On my return I was surprised

to find my prisoner escaped, atid not a little |)leased to discover, on further

examination, a thread extended from the top of the stick to a cabinet

or other shelter, and there construct a cell in which the spider remains concealed
till the vibrations of a strong line of communication, composed of several united

threads, which she has spun from the centre of the net to her cell, inform her of the
capture of a fly, to which she then rushes along this bridge. This criticism as to

the too extensive generalisation of the procedures of the garden spider above de-
scribed is perfectly just, as my own observations since the publication of tiic last

edition of this work, but long before I had seen Mr. Blackwall's paper, had shown
me. My excuse must be that the observations above recorded (which are left pre-

cisely as originally written about the year 1812), having been made on the spur of

the occasion in my garden at Drypool, near Hull, when to my surprise I could not

find in books any intelligible account of the way in which the geometric spiders

construct their nets, were necessarily confined to the common garden species alone

found there, and my attention having been subsequently fully occupied in other

directions, it did not occur to me that probably the operations of other species might
differ from those 1 had witnessed. These variations, however, do not affect the

accuracy of the description above given of the procedures of the species referred to,

one of the commonest of the tribe, which description also, except in the two i)arti-

culars above stated, is generally applicable to the whole geometric race, and has

been in great part adopted by Mr. Blackwall in his more full detail of their

operations.
1 Treatise on the Apple and Fear, p. 97.
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seven or eight inches distant, which thread had doubtless served as its

bridge. Eager to witness the process by which the line was constructed,

I replaced the spider in its former position. After frequently creeping

down and mounting up again as before, at length it let itself drop from
the top of the stick, not as before by a single thread, but by two, each dis-

tant <rom the other about the twelfth of an inch, guided as usual by one
of its hind feet, and one apparently smaller than the other. When it had
suffered itself to descend nearly to the surface of the water, it stopped

short, and, by some means which I could not distinctly see, broke off close

to the spinners the smallest thread, which, still adhering by the other end
to the top of the stick, floated in the air, and was so light as to be carried

about by the slightest breath. On approaching a pencil to the loose end
of this line, it did not adhere from mere contact. I therefore twisted it

once or twice round the pencil, and then drew it tight. The spider, which
had previously climbed to the top of the stick, immediately pulled at it with

one of its feet, and finding it sufficiently tense, crept along it, strengthening

it as it proceeded by another thread, and thus reached the pencil.^

That this therefore is one mode by which the geometric spiders convey
the main line of their nets between distant objects, there can be no doubt,

but that it is the only one is not so clear. If the position of the main line

be thus determined by the accidental influence of the wind, we might ex-

pect to see these nets arranged with great irregularity, and crossing each

other in every direction ; yet it is the fact that, however closely crowded
they may be, they constantly appear to be placed not by accident but de-

sign, conmionly running parallel with each other at right angles with the

points of support, and never interfering. Another objection too presents

itself From the experiment related, it is clear that the main line of the

net can never be longer than the height of the object from which the

spider dropped in forming it. But it is no uncommon thing to see nets in

which these lines are a yard or two long fastened to twigs of grass not a

foot in height, and yet separated by obstacles effectually precluding the

possibility of the spider's having dragged the lines from one to the other.

Here, therefore, some other process must have been used.

Both these difficulties would be removed by adopting the explanation of

an anonymous author in the Journal de Physique'^, founded, as he asserts,

on actual observation. He sajs that be saw a small spider, which he had
forced to suspend itself by its thread from the point of a feather, shoot

out obliquely in opposite directions other smaller threads, which attached

themselves in the still air of a room, without any influence of the wind, to

the objects towards which they were directed. He, therefore, infers that

1 Some time after making this experiment I stumbled upon a passage in Redi
(X>e Insectis, p. 119.), from which it appears that lilancanus, in his Commentaries

upon Aristotle, has related a series of observations which led him to precisely the

same result. Lehmann, too, in a paper in the Transactions of the Society of Natu-
ralists at Berlin (translated in the Philosophical Magazine, xi. 323.), has given an
explanation somewhat similar of the operations of this verj- spider, but 1 am in-

clined to think erroneous in some particulars. He describes it as emitting numerous
floating threads at the commencement of its descent. That he is mistaken in sup-

posing these threads to be more than one, is proved by the fact which I have ob-

served— that even that one sometimes breaks by the weight of the spider. How
then could an insect almost as big as a gooseberry be supported by a line of the

tenuit}' here attributed to it ?

2 An. vii. Vindimiaire. Translated in Phil. Mag. ii. 276.
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spiders have the power of shooting out threads and directing them at

pleasure towards a determined point, judging of the distance and position

of the object by some sense of which we are ignorant. Something like

this manoeuvre I once myself witnessed in a male of the small garden

spider {Epeiraf reticulata). It was standing midway on a long perpen-

dicular fixed thread, and an appearance caught my eye of what seemed to

be the emission of threads from its projected spinners. I therefore moved
my arm in the direction in which they apparently proceeded, and, as I

suspected, a floating thread attached itself to my coat, along which the

spider crept. As this was connected with the spinners of the spider, it

could not have been formed in the same way with the secondary thread of

E. Diadema above described.

Probably in this case, as in so many others, we bewilder ourselves by

attempting to make nature bend to generalities to which she disdains to

submit. Different spiders may lay the foundations of their net in a dif-

ferent manner; some on the plan adopted by E. Diadema; others, as

Lister long ago conjectured', by shooting out threads in the mode of the

flying species, as in the instances recorded by the anonymous observer and

Mr. Knight. Nor is it improbable that the same species has the power of

varying its procedures according to circumstances.

How far these suppositions are correct it is impossible to determine

without further experiments, which it is somewhat strange should not

before now have been instituted. Pliny thought it nothing to the credit

of the philosophers of his day, that wliile they were disputing about the

number of heroes of the name of Hercules, and the site of the sepulchre of

Bacchus, they should not have decided whether the queen bee had a sting

or not '^; but it seems much more discreditable to the entomologists of

ours, that they should yet be ignorant how the geometric spiders fix their

nets. One excuse for them is, that these insects generally begin their

operations in the night, so that, though it is very easy to see them spin-

ning their concentric circles, it is seldom that they can be caught laying

the foundations of tlieir snares. Yet doubtless the lucky moment might

be hit by an attentive observer, and I shall be glad if my attempt to de-

scribe their more ordinary operations should induce you to aim at sig-

nalising yourself by the discovery. If you failed in solving every difficulty,

you would at least be rewarded by witnessing their industry, ingenuity,

and patience.

For the latter virtue they have no small occasion. Incapable of ac-

tively pursuing their prey, they are dependent upon what chance conducts

into their toils, which, especially those spread in neglected buildings, often re-

main for a long period empty. Even the geometrical spiders, which fix them-

selves in the midst of a well-peopled district in the open air, have frequently

to sustain a protracted abstmence. A continued storm of wind and rain

will demolish their nets, and preclude the possibility of reconstructing them
for many days or sometimes weeks, during which not even a single gnat

regales their sharp-set appetites. And when at length formed anew or

repaired, an unlucky bee or wasp, or an overgrown fly, will perversely

entangle itself in toils not intended for insects of its bulk, and in disen-

gaging itself once more leave the net in ruin. All these trials move not

our philosophic race. They patiently sit in their watching place in the

same posture, scarcely even stirring but when the expected prey appears.

1 Hist. Anim. Ang. p. 7. ^ Plin. Hist. Nat. 1. xi. c. 17.
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And however repeatedly their nets are injured or destroyed, as long as

their store of silk is unexhausted, they repair or reconstruct them without
loss of time.

The web of a house-spider will, with occasional repairs, serve for a con-

siderable period ; but the nets of the geometric spiders are in favourable

weather renevved either wholly, or at least their concentric circles, every

twenty-four hours, even when not apparently injured. This difference in

the operations of the two tribes depends upon a very remarkable pecu-

liarity in the conformation of their snares. The threads of the house-

spider's web are all of the same kind of silk ; and flies are caught in them
from their claws becoming entangled in the fine meshes which form the

texture. On the other hand, tlie net of the garden spider is composed
of tivo distinct kinds of silk ; that of the radii not adhesive, that of the

circles extremely viscid.' The cause of this difference, which, when it is

considered that both sorts of silk proceed from the same instrument, is

truly wonderful, may be readily perceived. If you examine a newly
formed net with a microscope, you will find that the threads composing
the outline and the radii are simple, those of the circles closely studded
with minute dew-like globules, which, from the elasticity of the thread,

are easily separable from each other. That these are in fact globules of

viscid gum, is proved by their adhering to the finger and retaining dust

thrown upon the net, while the unadhesive radii and exterior threads re-

main unsoiled. It is these gummed threads alone which retain the insects

that fly into the net ; and as they lose their viscid properties by the action

of the air, it is necessary that ihey should be frequently renewed.*

1 May not the spinners mentioned by Leeuwenhoek be peculiar to the retiary

spiders, and furnish this viscid thread?
2 The accuracy of the fact aliove stated as to the essential difference between the

radii and concenlric circles from the presence of globules of gum on the latter only

has been denied by the author of Insect Architecture; but as it has been fully con-

firmed by Mr. Blackwall, and as any one, who will examine a newly-made spider's

net with a common pocket lens, and throw a little dust on it, will see for himself

what is here described, it is needless to refute an error that has most probably arisen

from the examination of old nets, which, after being exposed to wind and rain, often

lose the globules of gum from the circles. (^Vide Spence in Loudon's Mag. of Nat.

Hist. 183-2, vol. V. p. (i89.)

When the writer of these letters on the food of insects, in examining for himself

the whole process, from first to last, of the construction of the nets of the garden

geometric spider, observed this remarkable difference between the radii and con-

centric circles, he had certainly no idea that he had made any discover!/, as he never

dreamed that so obvious a peculiarity in objects so constantly in view had not been

very frequently noticed, and even described, in books, though he had not himself

chanced to meet with any such description. But the denial of the fact itself having
subsequently drawn his attention to the subject, he is inclined to believe (but with-

out speaking positively on a question which he has not now an opportunity of in-

vestigating) that the existence of these gum globules and their peculiar object were

first distinctly made known in the present work* ; a circumstance which, if the fact

* Dr. Ilooke, indeed, in a passage in his Microtfraphia, p. 202., quoted by Mr.

Blackwall {Linn. Trans, xvi. 479.), speaks of the radii of geometric spiders' nets

being "all over knotted or pearled with small transparent globules, not unlike small

crystal beads or seed-pearls strung on a clew of silk ;" but, as he immediatelyadds,

"whicli, whether they were so spun by the spider or by the adventitious moisture

of a fog (which I have observed to cover all those filaments with such crystalline

beads), I shall not now dispute
;
" it is clear that he had no distinct or correct ideas

as to the origin of these globules, nor the slightest couception of their use.
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In this renewal, as above hinted, the geometrical spiders are constantly

regulated by the future probable state of the atmosphere, of which they

have such a nice perception, that M. Q. D'Lsjonval, to whom we are in-

debted for the fact, has proposed them as most accurate barometers. He
asserts that if the weather be about to be variable, wet and stormy, the

main threads which support the net will be certainly short ; but if fine

settled weather be on the point of commencing, these threads will be as

invariably very long.^ Without going the length, with M. D'Isjonval,

of deeming his discoveries important enough to regulate the march of

armies, or the sailing of fleets, or of proposing that the first appearance

of these barometrical spiders in spring should be announced by the sound
of trumpet, I have reason to suppose from my own observations that his

statements are in the main accurate, and that a very good idea of the

weather may be formed from attending to these insects.

The spiders which form geometrical nets differ from the weavers also

with respect to the situation in which they watch for their prey. They
do not conceal themselves under their net, but either place themselves

prove to have been so, deserves being held out to the young entomologist in proof
how wide a tield of discovery must yet remain to be explored, when points at once
so curious and yet obvious in the economy of a spider, found in every garden, had
so long remained unnoticed.
Another reason for directing attention to this fact is to recommend strongly to

comparative anatomists and microscopical observers an investigation of the mode
in which the geometric spiders are enabled to spin two different kinds of silk, one
gummy and the other not, and whether the spinners noted by Leeuwenhoek, as

suggested in a preceding note, are concerned in the process— points to which
Mr. Blackwall, in his examination of the spinning apparatus of spiders {Linn.
Trans, xviii. 219.), has not adverted. It is obvious that these spiders must either

have two distinct sets of spinners, of which one spins the gummy and tlie other the
unadhesive threads, or else, if all the threads proceed from the same spinners, the
spider must have the means of passing tiie threads of the concentric circles through
a reservoir of gum so as to stud them with the globules of this substance which
give them their fly-catching viscidity. There is, however, a considerable difficulty

in the way of this last supposition, for as the threads at their issuing from the
spinners are, as has been already explained, so numerous, it is not easy to conceive
how, after being united into one, they can be passed through any gum reservoir, nor
how, if they were so passed, the gum, instead of being applied to the entire surface
of the threads, should come to be divided in the process into distinct and bead-like
globules. The subject is certainly highly curious and interesting, and well deserves
investigation for an additional reason originally noticed above and confirmed by
Mr. Blackwall, that the circular lines differ from the radii and main lines of the
ret, not only in being studded with gum globules, but in being far more elastic,

which elasticity (as well as the viscidity of the gum globules) lie found remained
unimpaired for more than seven months in a net oi Epeira diadema constructed in a
glass jar which was placed in a dark closet. {Linn. Trans, xvi. 479.)

Before concluding this long note, an omission in the account of the geometric
spiders' forming their nets, in the text, which has been supplied by Mr. Blackwall,
should be given, namely, that in the process of spinning the concentric gummy
circles, the sjiider, as she proceeds, destroys the first made distmit unadhesive circles

which had served her as a scaffolding in placing the former. {Zool. Journ. v. 183.)

A curious calculation, also, of Jlr. Biackwall's, as to the number of distinct globules

of gum in a geometric spider's net, should be noticed. These he fouiul to be 87,3G0
in a net of average dimensions, and 120,000 in a large net of fourteen or sixteen

inches diameter ; and yet Epcira apnrli/sa will, if uninterrupted, complete its snare

on an average in forty minutes, (p. 478.)
1 Brez, La Flore des Lisectopkiles, 129.
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in the centre with their head downwards, and retire to a little apartment
formed on one side un^'er some leaf of a plant, only when obliged by
danger or the state of the weather, or as before stated, constantly hide

themselves in a similar retreat. The moment an unfortunate fly or other

insect touches the net, the spider rushes towards it, seizes it with her

fangs, and if it be a small species at once carries it to her little cell, and,

having there at leisure sucked its juices, throws out the carcass. If the

insect be larger, and struggle to escape, with surprising address she en-

velopes it with threads in various directions, until both its wings and legs

being effectually fastened, she carries it off to her den. If the captured

insect be a bee or a large fly so strong that the spider is sensible that it is

more than a match for her, she never attempts to seize or even entangle

it, but on the contrary assists it to disengage itself, and often breaks off

that part of the net to which it hangs, content to be rid of such an un-

manageable intruder at any price.— When larger booty is plentiful, these

spiders seem not to regard smaller insects. I have observed them in

autumn, when their nets v/ere almost covered with the Aphides which
filled the air, impatiently pulling them off and dropping them untouched
over the sides, as though irritated that their meshes should be occupied
with such insignificant game.— A species of spider described by Lister

(Epeira conica), more provident than its brethren, suspends its prey in the

meshes above and below the centre, and it is not uncommon to see its

larder thus stored with several flies.^

You must not infer that the toils of spiders are in every part of the

world formed of such fragile materials as those which we are accustomed
to see, or that they are everywhere contented with small insects for their

food. An author in the Philosophical Transactions asserts, that the spiders

of Bermudas spin webs between trees seven and eight fathoms distant,

which are strong enough to ensnare a bird as large as a thrush.^ And
Sir G. Staunton informs us, that in the forests of Java, spiders' webs are

met with of so strong a texture as to require a sharp cutting instrument

to make way through them.^ The nets of a large geometric spider, Nephila

(^Epeira) clavipes, are sufficiently strong to arrest and entangle the smaller

species of humming-birds ; but Mr. W. S. MacLeay, in whose garden at

Cuba these nets abounded, never saw or heard of any birds being caught

in them."^ On the other hand, however, he observed in the grounds of

Elizabeth Bay, near Sydney (Australia), in the beginning of 1840, a

young bird (^Zostcmjjs clorsa/is), which had been apparently dead some
days, suspended in the geometrical net of an enormous undescribed spider

of the same family (^EpeiricUe), which was in the act of sucking its juices;

and his father, Alexander MacLeay, Esq., informed him that he had also

been witness, to a similar occurrence; but he considers these facts as ex-

ceptions to the general rule of this spider's insectivorous habits and to be
of rare occurrence, since, as far as he could learn, no other persons had
observed them.*

Nor must you suppose that all the spiders of this country which catch

their prey by means of snares follow the same plan in constructing them
as the weavers and geometricians whose operations I have endeavoured to

describe. The form of their snares and the situation in which they place

1 Lister, Hist. Anirn. Ang. 32, tit. 4. 2 phu Tr. 1668, p. 792.
2 Embassy to China, i. 343.
* Trans. Zool. Soc. Land. i. 193. " Ann. Nat. Hist. viii. 324.
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them are so various, that it is impossible to enumerate more than a few of
the most remarkable. Agelene labijrinthica extends over the blades of grass

a large white horizontal net, having at its margin a cylindrical cell, in the

bottom of which, secure from birds and defended from the rays of the sun,

the spicier lies concealed, whence, on the slightest movement of her net,

she rushes out upon her prey. Aranca latens F. conceals itself under a
small net spun upon the upper surface of a leaf, and thence seizes upon any
insect that chances to pass over it. Therklhnn \3-gutlafinn Ibrms under
stones and in slight furrows in the ground a net consisting of threads spun
without any regularity in all directions, but so strong as to entrap grass-

hoppers, which are said to be its principal food ; and a similar inartificial

snare of simple threads is often spun in windows by Theridium bipunclatum

and several other species. Segesiria ncnocidata and its affinities conceal

themselves in a long cylindrical straight silken tube, from the mouth of

which they stretch out their six anterior feet, whose extremities rest upon
as many diverging threads : thus, as soon as an insect walks across any of
the threads (which are eight or ten inches long) the insect's toes give it

waning of prey being at hand, when it rushes out and seldom fails to

secure its victim.

" The spider's touch, how exquisitely fine

!

Feels at each thread, and lives along the line."

M. Horaberg tells us that he has seen a vigorous wasp carried off and
destroyed by one of these species.

The spiders to which I have hitherto adverted seize their prey by means
of webs or nets ; but a very large number, though, like the former, they
spin silken cocoons for containing their eggs, and often line their cells and
places of retreat with silk, never employ the same material in constructing

similar snares, of which they make no use.

These may be separated into two grand divisions : the first comprising
those which conceal themselves and lie in ambuscade for their prey, and
sometimes run after it a short distance ; the second, those which are con-
stantly roaming about in every direction in search of it, and seize it by open
violence. The former Walckenaer, in his admirable work on spiders, has
designated by the name of Vagrants, the latter by that of Hunters ; term-
ing those already mentioned which spin webs and nets, Sedcntaries : if to

these you add the Swimmers, or those species which catch their prey in

the water, you will have an idea of the general manners of the whole race
of spiders.^

The artifices of that tribe which Walckenaer has named vagrants are
various and singular. Several species conceal themselves in a little cell

formed of the rolled up leaf of a plant, and thence dart upon any insect

which chances to pass ; while others select for their place of ambush a hole
in a wall, or lurk behind a stone, or in the bark of a tree. Aranca calijc-ina

L. more ingeniously places herself at the bottom of the calyx of a dead
flower, and pounces upon the unwary flics that come in search of honey

;

and A. arundinacca buries herself in the thick panicle of a reed, and seizes

the luckless visitors enticed to rest upon her silvery concealment. Many

1 Some slight alterations in M. Walckenaer's original divisions, but which need
not be here particularised, have been made in his later works on spiders
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of this tribe at times quit their habitations, and by various stratagems con-
trive to come within reach of their prey, as by pretending to be dead, hiding

themselves behind any slight projection, &c. A white species I have often

observed squatted in the blossom of the hawthorn or on the flowers of um-
belliferous plants, and is thus effectually concealed by the similarity of
colour.

Foremost amongst tlie spiders comprehended by Walckenaer under the
general name of himtcri;, which search after and openly seize their prey,

must be enumerated the monstrous Mygale avicidaria, at least two inches

long, and the expansion of whose feet has been sometimes found to extend
nearly a foot wide, which takes up its abode in the woods of South
America, and has been reputed by Madame Merian to seize and devour
even small birds ; but this is wholly denied by Langsdorf, who declares that

it eats only insects^ ; a conclusion which is confirmed by Mr. W. S. Mac-
Leay from his own observations on this species, which was very common
in his garden in Cuba, and did him great service by devouring the Jidi,

Achetcc, cockroaches, &c., which are so injurious there to cultivated vege-

tables. It issues from its hole at night only (never in the day time), to

attack these insects; and so far from having any bird-catching propensities,

Mr. MacLeay having placed a living humming-bird in the tube of a Mygale,
it deserted it, leaving the bii"d untouched.^ It is, however, very possible

that other species may attack birds, as is asserted of Mygale Blondii by
Palisot de Beauvais, of M.fasciata by Percival in his Account of Ceylon,

and of a species common in Martinique by M, Moreau de Jonnes.'

Mygale nmcidaria, as well as other tropica! species, the European Cteniza

cementarla, and many others, construct in the ground very singular cylin-

drical cavities, and therein carry and devour their prey. These, being

rather the habitations of insects than snares, I shall describe in a subsequent
letter. Lycosa saccala, the species whose affection for its young I have
before detailed, and not a few others of the same family, common in this

country, in like manner seize their prey openly, and when caught carry it

to little inartificial cavities under stones. Dolojiiedes Jimbriafu-i^ hunts along
the margins of pools ; and Lycosa piratica and its congeners not only chase
their prey in the same situation, but, venturing to skate upon the surface

of the water itself,

"
. . . . bathe unwet their oily forms, and dwell

With feet repulsive on the dimpling well."

The Rev. R. Sheppard has often noticed, in the fen ditches of Norfolk,

a verv large spider, wiiich actually forms a raft for the purpose of obtaining

its prey with more facility-. Keeping its station upon a ball of weeds about

three inches in diameter, probably held together by slight silken cords, it

is wafted along the surface of the water upon this floating island, which it

quits the moment it sees a drowning insect,— not, as you may conceive,

for the sake of applying to it the process of the Humane Society, but of

1 Bermerhingen nvfemer Beise urn die Welt, i. C3.

2 Trans. Zool. Soc. Land. i. 191.

3 Shuckhard in Atm. of Nut. Hist. viii. 436.

4 Accordint; to M. Walckenaer this spider (Aranea fimhrinta L.), A. marpinata

and A. paliidnsa De Geer; as well as iJohmedfs limbatus Hahn, and D. marf/inatus

of his Fauiie Frangaise, are mere varieties of the same species. (^Ann. Soc, Ent. de

France, ii. 424.
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hastening its exit by a more speedy engine of destruction. The booty tlius

seized it devours at leisure upon its raft, under which it retires when
alarmed by any danger.

The last of the tribe of hunters that it is necessary to particularise are

those which, like the tigers, amongst the larger animals, seize their victims

by leaping upon them. To this division belongs a very pretty small banded

species, Salticus scenicus, which in summer may be seen running on every

wall.

To Walckenaer's swimmers, the last of hisgrand tribes of spiders, including

the single genus and species, Argyroiieln aquatica, the first line of the above

quotation from Dr. Darwin is particularly applicable ; for these actually

seize their food by diving under the water, their bodies being kept nnwet
by a coating of air which constantly surrounds them.—Thus one single race

of insects exemplify in miniature almost all the modes of obtaining food

which prevail amongst predaceous quadrupeds—the audacious attack of

the lion, the wily spring of the tiger, the sedentary cunning of the lynx,

and the amphibious dexterity of the otter.

This general view of the stratagems by which the spider tribe obtain

their food, imperfect as it is, will, I trust, have interested you sufficiently

to drive away the associations of disgust with which you, like almost every

one, have probably been accustomed to regard these insects. Insteatl of
considering them as repulsive compounds of cruelty and ferocity, you will

henceforward see in their procedures only the ingenious contrivances of

patient and industrious hunters, who, while obeying the great law of nature

in procuring their sustenance, are actively serviceable to the human race in

destroying noxious insects. You will allow the poet to stigmatise them
as

"
. . . . cunning and fierce,

Mixture abhorred !

"

but you will see that these epithets are in reality as unjustly applied to

them (at least with reference to the mode in which they procure their

necessary subsistence) as to the patient sportsman who lays snares for the

birds that are to serve for the dinner of his family j and when you hear

" . . . . the fluttering wing
And shriller sound declare extreme distress,"

you will as little think it the part of true mercy to stretch forth " the

helping hospitable hand" to the entrapped fly as to the captive birds.

The spider requires his meal as well as the Indian ; and, however, to our

weak capacity, the great law of creation "eat or be eaten" may seem cruel

or unnecessary, knowing as we do that it is the ordinance of a beneficent

Being, who does all things well, and that in fact the sum of happiness is

greatly augmented by it, no man, who does not let a morbid sensibility get

the better of his judgment, will on account of their subjection to this rule,

look upon predaceous animals with abhorrence.

One more instance of the stratagems of insects in procuring their prey

shall conclude this letter. Other examples might be adduced, but the

enumeration would be tedious. This, from aii order of insects widely

differing from that which includes the race of spiders, is perhaps more
curious and interesting than any of those hitherto recited. The insect to

s
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which I allude, an inhabitant of the south of Europe, is the larva of a

species of ant-lion {Myvmeleoii), so called from its singular manners in this

state. It belongs to a genus between the dragon-fly and the Hemerobius.
When full grown its length is about half an inch : in shape it has a slight

resemblance to a wood-louse, but the outline of the body is more triangular,

the anterior part being considerably wider than the posterior : it has six

legs, and the mouth is furnished with a forceps consisting of two incurved

jaws, which give it a formidable appearance. If we looked only at its external

conformation and habits, we should be apt to conclude it one of the most
helpless animals in the creation. Its sole food is the juices of other insects,

particularly ants; but at the first view it seems impossible that it should ever

secure a single meal. Not only is its pace slow, but it can walk in no
other direction than backwards ; you may judge, therefore, what would be

such a hunter's chance of seizing an active ant. Nor would a stationary

posture be more favourable ; for its grim aspect would infallibly impress

upon all wanderers the prudence of keeping at a respectful distance. What
then is to become of our poor ant-lion ? In its appetite it is a perfect

epicure, never, however great may be its hunger, deigning to taste of a
carcass unless it has previously had the enjoyment of killing it; and then

extracting only the finer juices. In what possible way can it contrive to

supply such a succession of delicacies, when its ordinary habits seem to

unfit it for obtaining even the coarsest provision ? You shall hear. It

accomplishes by artifice what all its open efforts w,ould have been unequal

to. It digs in loose sand a conical pit, in the bottom of which it conceals

itself, and there seizes ujion the insects which, chancing to stumble over

the margin, are precipitated down the sides to the centre. " How won-
derful !

" you exclaim : but you will be still more surprised when I have

described the whole process by which it excavates its trap, and the ingenious

contrivances to which it has recourse.

Its first concern is to find a soil of loose dry sand, in the neighbourhood

of which, indeed, its provident' mother has previously taken care to place

it, and in a sheltered spot near an old wall, or at the foot of a tree. This

is necessary on two accounts : the prey most acceptable to it abounds

there, and no other soil would suit for the construction of its snare. Its

next step is to trace in the sand a circle, which, like the furrow with which

Romulus marked out the limits of his new city, is to determine the extent

of its future abode. This being done, it proceeds to excavate the cavity

by throwing out the sand in a mode not less singular than effective. Placing

itself in the inside of the circle which it has traced, it thrusts the hind part

of its body under the sand, and with one of its fore-legs, serving as a

shovel, it charges its fiat and square head with a load, which it immediately

throws over the outside of the circle with a jerk strong enough to carry it

to the distance of several inches. This little manoenvre is executed with

surprising promptitude and address. A gardener does not operate so

quickly or so well with his spade and his foot, as the ant-lion with its

head and leg. Walking backwards, and constantly repeating the process,

it soon arrives at the part of tlie circle from which it set out. It then

traces a new one, excavates another furrow in a similar manner, and, by a

repetition of these operations, at length arrives at the centre of its cavity.

One circumstance deserves remark,—that it never loads its head w-ith the

sand lying on the outside of the circle, though it would be as easy to do

this with the outward leg, as to remove the sand within the cu-cle by the
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inner leg. But it knows that it is the sand in the interior of the circle only
that is to be excavated, and it therefore constantly uses the leg next the

centre. It will readily occur, however^ that to use one leg as a shovel

exclusively throughout the whole of such a toilsome operation, would be
extremely wearisome and painful. For this difficulty our ingenious pioneer

has a resource. After fiiiisliing the excavation of one circular furrow, it

traces the next in an opposite direction ; and thus alternately exercises

each of its legs without tiring either.

In the course of its labours it frequently meets with small stones : these

it places upon its head one by one, and jerks over the margin of the pit.

But sometimes, when near the bottom, a pebble presents itself of a size so

large that this process is impossiide, its head not being sufficiently broad
and strong to bear so great a weight, and the height being too considerable

to admit of projecting so large a body to the top. A more impatient

labourer would despair, but not so our insect. A new plan is adopted.

By a manoeuvre, not easily described, it lifts the stone upon its back, keeps
it in a steady position by an alternate motion of the segments which com-
pose that part ; and carefully walking up the ascent with the burthen,

deposits it on the outside of the margin. When, as occasionally happons,
the stone is round, the labour becomes most difficult and painful. A
spectator watching the motions of the ant-lion feels an inexpressible

interest in its behalf. He sees it with vast exertion elevate the stone, and
begin its arduous retrograde ascent : at every moment the burthen totters

to one side or the other : the adroit porter lifts up the segments of its back
to balance it, and has already nearly reached the top of tiie pit, when a
stumble or a jolt mocks all its efforts, and the stone tumbles headlong to

the bottom. Mortified, but not despairing, the ant-lion returns to the

charge ; again replaces the stone on its back ; again ascends the side, and
artfully avails himself, for a road, of the channel formed by the falling

stone, against the sides of which he can support his load. This time pos-

sibly he succeeds ; or it may be, iis is often the case, the stone again rolls

down. When thus unfortunate, our little Sisyphus has been seen s/.r times

patiently to renew his attempt, and was at last, as such heroic resolution

deserved, successful. It is only after a series of trials have demonstrated
the impossibility of succeeding that our engineer yields to fate, and, quit-

ting his half-excavated pit, begins the formation of another.

When all obstacles are overcome, and the pit is finished, it presents

itself as a conical hole rather more than two inches deep, gradually con-
tracting to a point at the bottom, and about three inches wide at the top.^

The ant-lion now takes its station at the bottom of the pit, and, that its

gruff" appearance may not scare the passengers which approach its den,

covers itself with sand all except the points of its expanded forceps. It is

not long before an ant on its travels, fearing no harm, steps upon the margin
of the pit, either accidentally or for the purpose of exploring the depth
below. Alas ! its curiosity is dearly gratified. The faithless sand slides

from under its feet ; its struggles but hasten its descent ; and it is pre-

1 The nests of this animal which I saw at Fontainebleau (in the pit producing the
fossil named after that place) were scarcely half the dimensions here given, but
thej' might probably be younger insects. I kept one in a box of sand several days,

in which it regularly formed its pit, whenever obliterated bj^ shaking. The bottom
of the box unfortunately came out as I was upon my return to England, and the
animal was killed.

a 2
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cipitated headlong into the jaws of the concealed devourer. Sometimes,
however, it chances that the ant is able to stop itself midway, and with all

haste scrambles up again. No sooner does the ant-lion perceive this (for,

being furnished with six eyes on each side of his head, he is sufficiently

sharp-sighted), than, shaking off his inactivity, he hastily shovels loads of

sand upon his head, and vigorously throws them up in quick succession

upon the escaping insect, which, attacked by such a heavy shower from

below, and treading on so unstable a path, is almost inevitably carried to

the bottom. The instant his victim is fairly within reach, the ant-lion

seizes him between his jaws, which are admirable instruments, at the same
time hooked for holding, and grooved on the inner side, so as to form

with the adjoining maxillte, which move up and down in the groove, a

tube for sucking, and at his leisure extracting all the juices of the body,

regales upon formic acid. The dry carcass he subsequently jerks out of

his den, that it may not encumber liim in his future contests, or betray the
" horrid secrets of his prison-house:" and if the sides of the pit have re-

ceived any damage, he leaves his concealment for awhile to repair it; which

having done, he resumes his station.

in this manner in its larva state this insect lives nearly two years,

during ail which time it receives no food but what has been caught through
the artifice above described. Though all living insects, for I have fed it

with flies, are equally acceptable to it, as the winged tribe can easily take

flight from its pit should they chance to fall into it, its prey consists chiefly

of apterous species, of which ants form by far the largest portion, with

occasionally an unwary spider or wood-louse. When the full period of its

growth is attained, it retires under the sand ; spins with its anus a silken co-

coon ; remains a chrysalis a few weeks ; and then breaks forth a four-winged

insect, resembling, as before observed, the dragon-fly both in appearance

and manners, and preying, in like manner, on moths, butterflies, and other

insects.^
,

The larva of Myrmeleon Formicaleo is not the only insect which avails

itself of a trap for obtaining its prey. A plan in most respects similar is

adopted by that of a fly {Leptis Vermileo), in form somewhat resembling

the common flesh maggot. This also digs a funnel-shaped cavity in loose

earth or sand, but deeper in proportion to its width than that of M. For-
micaleo, and excavated not by regular circles, but by throwing out the

earth obliquely on all sides. When its trap is finished, it strctclies itself

near the bottom, remaining stiff and without motion like a piece of wood,
and the last segment bent at an angle with the rest, so as to form a strong

point of supijort in the struggles which it often necessarily has with

vigorous prey. The moment an insect falls into the pitfall, the larva

writhes itself round it like a serpent, transfixes it with its mandibles, and
sucks its juices at its ease. If the insect escapes, the larva casts above it

jets of sand with surprising rapidity.'^

I am, &c.

» Reaum. vi. 333— 378. Bonnet, ii. 380.
8 Bonnet, ix. 414. De Geer, vi. 168. 1. 10.
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LETTER XIV.

HABITATIONS OF INSECTS.

In forming an estimate of the civilisation and intellectual progress of a

newly discovered people, we usually pay attention to their buildings, and

other proofs of architectural skill. If we find them, hke the wretched in-

habitants of Van Diemen's Land, without other abodes than natural ca-

verns or miserable penthouses of bark, we at once regard them as the most

ignorant and unhnmanised of their race. If, like the natives of the South

Sea Isles, they have advanced a step further, and enjoy houses formed of

timber, thatched with leaves, and fnrnished witb utensils of different kinds,

we are inclined to place them considerably higher in the scale. When,
as in the case of ancient Mexico, we discover a nation inhabiting towns,

containing stone houses, regularly disposed into streets, we do not hesitate

without other inquiry to decide that it must have been civilised in no
ordinary degree. And if it were to chance that some future Park in

Africa should stumble upon the ruins of a large city, where, in addition to

these proofs of science, every building was constructed on just geometrical

and architectural principles ; where the materials were so employed as to

unite strength with lightness, and a confined site so artfully occupied as to

obtain spacious symmetrical apartments, we should eagerly inquire into the

history of the inhabitants, and sigh over the remains oF a race whose in-

tellectual advances we should infer with certainty were not inferior to

our own.
Were we by the same test to estimate the sagacity of the different classes

of animals, we should, beyond all doubt, assign the highest place to insects,

which, in the construction of their habitations, leave all the rest far behind.

Tiie nests of birds, from the rook's rude assemblage of sticks to the pensile

dwellings of the tailor bird, wonderful as they doubtless are, are indis-

putably eclipsed by the structures formed by many insects ; and the regular

villages of the beaver, by far the most sagacious architect amongst qua-

drupeds, must yield the palm to a wasps' nest. You will think me here

guilty of exaggeration, and that, blinded by my attachment to a favourite

pursuit, I am elevating the little objects, which I wish to recommend to

your study, to a rank beyond their just claim. So far, however, am I

from being conscious of any such prejudice, that I do not hesitate to go

further, and assert that the pyramids of Egyjjt, as the work of man, are

not more wonderful for their size and solidity than are the structures built

by some insects.

To describe the most remarkable of these is my present object : and

that some method may be observed, I shall in this letter describe the

habitations of insects living in a state of solitude, and built each by a

single architect ; and in a subsequent one, those of insects living in so-

R 3
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cicties, built by the united labours of many. The former class may be
conveniently subdivided into habitations built by the parent insect, not for

its own use, but for the convenience of its future young ; and those which
are formed by the insect that inhabits them for its own accommodation.
To the first I shall now call your attention.

The solitary insects which construct habitations for their future young
without any view to iheir own accommodation, chiefly belong to the order

Hymenoptera, and are principally different species of wild bees and wasps.

Of these the most simple are built by CoUctcs'^ succinda, fodiens, &c. The
situation which tiie parent bee chooses, is either the dry earth of a bank,

or the vacuities of stone walls cemented with earth instead of mortar.

Having excavated a cylinder about two inches in depth, running usually

in a horizontal direction, the bee occupies it with three or four cells about
half an inch long, and one sixth broad, shaped like a thimble, the end of
one fitting into the mouth of another. The substance of which these cells

are formed is two or three layers of a silky membrane, composed of a kind
of glue secreted by the animal, resembling gold-beater's leaf, but much
finer, and so thin and transparent that the colour of an included object

may be seen through them. As soon as one cell is completed, the bee
deposits an egg within, and nearly fills it with a paste composed of pollen

and honey ; which having done, she proceeds to form another cell, storing

it in like manner until the whole is finished, when she carefully stops up
the mouth of the orifice with earth. Our countryman Grew seems to

have found a series of these nests in a singular situation— the middle of
the pith of an old elder branch— in which they were placed lengthwise

one after another with a thin boundary between each.'^

Cells composed of a similar membranaceous substance, but placed in a
different situation, are constructed by Anthidium vianicatum.^ This gay
insect does not excavate holes for their reception, but places them in the

cavities of old trees, or of any other object that suits its purpose. Sir

Thomas Cullum discovered the nest of one in the inside of the lock of a
garden-gate, in which I have also since twice found them. It should
seem, however, that such situations would be too cold for the grubs with-

out a coating of some non-conducting substance. The parent bee, there-

fore, after having constructetl the cells, laid an egg in each, and filletl thera

with a store of suitable food, plasters them with a covering of vermiform
masses, apparently composed of honey and pollen ; and having done this,

aware, long before Count Rumford's experiments, what materials conduct
heat most slowly, she attacks the woolly leaves of Slachys lanata, Agro-
stemma coroiiarin, and similar plants, and with her mandibles industriously

scrapes off the wool, which with her fore-legs she rolls into a little ball

and carries to her nest. This wool she sticks upon the plaster that

covers her cells, and thus closely envelops them with a warm coating ot

down, impervious to every change of temperature.*

1 3Ielitta. *. a. K.
2 Grew's Rarities of Gresham College, 154. Kirby, Mon, Ap. Angl. i. 131. J/e-

lilta. *. a.

3 Curtis, Brit. Ent. t. 61.

* Mon. Ap. Angl. i. 173. Apis. **. c. 2. a. From later observations I am inclined

to tliinic that these cells may possibly, as in the case of the humble bee, be in fact

'

formed by the larva previously to becoming a pupa, after having eateu the provision
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The bee last described may be said to exercise the trade of a clothier.

Anotlier numerous family would be more properly compared to carpenters,

boring with incredible labour out of the solid wood long cylindrical tubes,

and dividing them into various cells. Amongst these, one of the most

remarkable is Xylocopa'^ violncea, a large species, a native of miildle and

southern Europe, distinguished by beautiful wings of a deep violet colour,

and found commonly in gardens, in the upright putrescent espaliers or

vine-props of which, and occasionally in the garden seats, doors,' and

window-shutters, she makes her nest. In the beginning of spring, after

repeated and careful surveys, she fixes upon a piece of wood suitalde for

her purpose, and with her strong mandibles begins the process of boring.

First proceeding obliquely downwards, she soon points her course in a

direction parallel with the sides of the wood, and at length with unwearied

exertion forms a cylindrical hole or tunnel not less than twelve or fifteen

inches long and half an inch broad. Sometimes, where the diameter will

admit of it, three or four of these pipes, nearly parallel with each other,

are bored in the same piece. Herculean as this task, which is the labour

of several days, appears, it is but a saiail part of what our industrious bee

cheerfully undertakes. As yet she has completed but the shell of the

tlestined habitation of her oHspring ; each of which, to the number of ten

or twelve, will require a separate and distinct apartment. How, you will

ask, is she to form these? With what materials can she construct the

(loors and ceilings ? Why truly God " doth instruct her to discretion

and doth teach her." In excavating her tunnel she has detached a large

quantity of fibres, which lie on tiie ground like a heap of saw-dust. This

material supplies all her wants. Having deposited an egg at the bottom

of the cylinder along with the requisite store of pollen and honey, she

next, at the height of about three quarters of an inch (which is the depth

of each ceil), constructs of particles of the saw-dust glued together, and

also to the sides of the tunnel, what may be called an annular stage or

scaffolding. When this is sufficiently hardened, its interior edge affords

support for a second ring of the same materials, and thus the ceiling is

gradually formed of these concentric circles, till there remains only a

small orifice in its centre, which is also closed with a circular mass of

agglutinated particles of saw-dust. When this partition, which serves as

the ceiling of the first cell and the flooring of the second, is finished, it

is about the thickness of a crown-piece, and exhibits the appearance of as

many concentric circles as the animal has made pauses in her labour.

One cell being finished, she proceeds to another, which she furnishes and
completes in the same manner, and so on until she has divided her

whole tunnel into ten or twelve apartments.
Here, if you have followed me in this detail with the interest which I

wish it to inspire, a query will suggest itself. It will strike you that such

a laborious undertaking as the constructing and furnishing these cells

cannot be the work of one or even of two days. Considering that every

of pollen and hone}' with which the parent bee had surrounded it. The vermicular

shapf, however, of the masses with which the cases are surrounded does not seem
easily recoiicileable with this supposition, unless they are considered as the excre-

ment of the larva.

1 Apis. *'. d. 2. A K.

K 4
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cell requires a store of honey and pollen, not to be collected but with
long toil, and that a considerable interval muht be spent in agglutinating

the floors of each, it will be very obvious to you that the last egg in the

last cell must be laid many days after the first. We are certain, therefore,

that the first egg will become a grub, and consequently a perfect bee,

many days before the last. What then becomes of it ? you will ask. It

is impossible that it should make its escape through eleven superin-

cumbent cells without destroying the immature tenants ; and it seems
equally impossible that it should remain patiently in confinement below
them until they are all disclosed. This dilemma our heaven-taught ar-

chitect has provided against. With forethought never enough to be
adqiired she has not constructed her tunnel with one opening only, but at

the further end has pierced another orifice, a kind of back door, through
which the insects produced by the first-laid eggs successively emerge into

day. In fact, all the young bees, even the uppermost, go out by this road ;

for, by an exquisite instinct, each grub, when about to become a pupa,

[)laces itself in its cell with its head downwards, and thus is necessitated,

when arrived at its last state, to pierce its cell in this direction. ^

Ceratina cilbilabris of Spinola, who has given an interesting account of its

manners, forms its cell upon the general plan of the bee just described, but,

more economical of labour, chooses a branch of briar or bramble, in the pith

of which she excavates a canal about a foot long, and one line, or some-
times more in diameter, with from eight to twelve cells separated from
each other by partitions of particles of" pith glued together'^ ; and from the

dead sticks of the same plants, in which they had formed their cells in a
similar way, MM. Dufour and Perris have bred in the sandy district of the

Landes in the south-west of France not fewer than twelve distinct species

of wild bees and other Hi/mcnopfera, namely, four species of Osviia, two
of Ceratina, three of Odi/nerus, two of Solcnius, and Trypoxylon fignhis,

besides fifteen species of parasitic Hymenoptera of the genera Stelis, Pro-
so2ns. Ichneumon, Chri/sis, &c., making in all twenty-seven species of Hymen-
opterous insects obtained from this prolific habitat, for which, too, they were
indebted for very rare insects, which they had never before met with.^

Mr. Thwaites has been also very successful in obtaining Hymenoptera from
this source, having bred from dead bramble sticks found near ^r\sto\ Hylteus

annularis and a new species, Ceratina albilabris Sp. cyanea K., Osmia leuco-

melana, Epipone levipes, Cemonus unicolor, Spilomena Troglodytes, a new
species of Trypoxylon, and an unascertained one of Cladius, besides seven

species of parasitic Hymenoptera, including Stelis minuta, Clirysis cyanea,

Hedychriim auratum, Cryptus bellosus, and three other Ichneumonid^^, in

all, sixteen species.— Crabro tibialis, which M. Perris says is parasitic on
Hymenoptera residing in bramble-sticks ( Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, ix. 407,},

has been also found in this habitat near Bristol by Thomas Lighton, Esq.

Such are the curious habitations of the carpenter bees and their

analogues. Next I shall introduce you to the not less interesting struc-

tures of another group of bees, wiiich carry on the trade o^ masons (^Mega-

chile muraria), building their solid houses solely of artificial stone. The
first step of the mother bee is to fix upon a proper situation for the future

» Reanm. vi. 39— 52. Mon. Ap. Angl. i. 189. Apis. **. «. 2. ;3.

2 Ann. dn Mi's. x. 23(5.

2 Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, ix. 1— 53.
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mansions of her offspring. For this she usually selects an angle, sheltered

by any projection, on the south side of a stone waU. Her next care is to

provide materials for the structure. The chief of these is sand, which she
carefidly selects grain by grain from such as contains some mixture of earth.

These grains she glues together with her viscid saliva into masses the size

of small shot, and transports by means of her jaws to the site of her castle.*

With a number of these masses, which are the artificial stone of which her

building is to be composed, united by a cement preferable to ours, she first

forms the basis or foundation of the whole. Next she raises the walls of a

cell, which is about an inch in length, and half an inch broad, and, before its

orifice is closed, in form resembles a thimble. This, after depositing an egg
and a supply ofhoney and pollen, she covers in, and then proceeds to the erec-

tion of a second, which she finishes in the same manner, until the whole num-
ber, which varies from four to eight, is completed. The vacuities between
the cells, which are not placed in any regular order, some being parallel to the

wall, others perpendicular to it, and others inclined to it at tlifferent angles,

this laborious architect fills up with the same material of which the cells

are composed, and then bestows upon the whole group a common cover-
ing of coarser grains of sand. The form of the whole nest, which when
finished is a solid mass of stone so hard as not to be easily penetrated with
the blade of a knife, is an irregular oblong of the same colour as the sand,

and to a casual observer more resembling a splash of mud than an artificial

structure. These bees sometimes are more economical of their labour, and
repair old nests, for the possession of which they have very desperate com-
bats. One would have supposed that the inhabitants of a castle so fortified

might defy the attacks of every insect marauder. Yet an Ichne^.lmon and
a beetle {Clems apiarius) both contrive to introduce their eggs into the

cells, and the larvce proceeding from them devour their inhabitants.'^

Other bees of the same group with that last described use different

materials in the construction of their nests. Some employ fine earth made
into a kind of mortar with gluten. Another {Osmia^ ccEridescem), as we
learn from De Geer, forms its nest of argillaceous earth mixed with chalk,

upon stone walls, and sometimes probably nidificates in chalk pits. O.
bicomis, according to Reaumur, selects the hollows of large stones for the
site of its dwelling ; but in England seems to prefer rotten posts and
palings, in which it bores upwards, and then forms the partitions of its cells

ot clay and sand glued together. One species of this genus (0. gal/arum)
saves itself trouble by placing its cells in an abandoned gall of the oak, and

1 Reaumur plausiblj' supposes that it has been from observing this bee thus
loaded tl:at the tale mentioned by Aristotle and Pliny, of the hive-bee's ballasting
itself with a bit of stone previously to flying home in a high wind, has arisen.

2 Reaum. vi. 57— 88. Mo7i. Ap' Anpl. i. 179. According to M. Goureau, Reaumur
and succeeding entomologists have always confounded under 3Iegac/nle ima-aria two
very distinct species. The first, which he considers the true one, constructs its nest
in April, — selecting the exposed surface of a rock, stone, or wall (not an angle),
and preferring solitary places distant both from the noise of the abode of man and
from the habitations of its own tribe; whereas the other, which does not begin its

nest till the end of May or beginning of June, always places it in the angle of some
wall or pilaster, &c. of a building, seeming to prefer inliabited houses and to be near
others of its species, close to wliose nests it often places its own, {Ann. Soc. Ent,
de France, ix. 118.)

3 Apis. **. c. 2. i. K.
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others select, with the like object, empty snail-shells.^ One remarkable
peculiarity of some of these insects is, that they conceal the place where
tlieir cells are situated with some extraneous material. Thus O. galtarum

hides the galls it has adopted by glueing round them oak leaves, and a

species which M. Goureau conceives to be O. bicolor employed a whole day
in arranging over the mouth (as he supposes) of its cell pieces of grass

about two inches long, in a conical or tent-like form^ : and that this species

employs this material for some purpose connected witli its nest is confirmed

by Mr. Thwaites, who observed a female for a considerable time fetching

similar pieces of grass, and laying them over a snail -shell, where he had
every reason to believe she had formed her cells. Unfortunately neither

M. Goureau nor Mr. Thwaites could pursue their observations, not having

been able the following day to find any trace of the labours they had ob-

served on that preceding.

The works thus far described require in general less genius than labour

and patience : but it is far otherwise with the nests of the last tribe of arti-

ficers amongst wild bees, to which I shall advert—the hangers of tapestry,

or upholfiterers—those which line the holes excavated in the earth for the

reception of their young with an elegant coating of flowers or of leaves.

Amongst the most interesting of these is MegachUe^ Fapavei'is, a species

whose manners have been admirably described by Reaumur. This little

bee, as though fascinated with the colour most attractive to our eyes, in-

variably chooses for the hangings of her ajiartments the most brilliant

scarlet, selecting for its material the petals of the wild poppy, which she

dexterously cuts into the proper form. Her first process is to excavate in

some pathway a burrow, cylindrical at the entrance, but swelled out below

to the depth of about three inches. Having polished the walls of this little

apartment, she next flies to a neighbouring field, cuts out oval portions of

the flowers of poppies, seizes them between her legs and returns with them
to her cell ; and though separated from the wrinkled petal of a half-

expanded flower, she knows how to straighten their folds, and, if too large,

to fit them for her purpose by cutting off the superfluous parts. Beginning

at the bottom, she overlays the walls of her mansion with this brilliant

tapestry, extending it also on the surface of the ground round the margin

of the orifice. The bottom is rendered warm by three or four coats, and
the sides have never less than two. The little upholsterer, having com-
pleted the hangings of her apartment, next fills it with pollen and honey to

the height of about half an inch ; then, after conunitting an egg to it, she

wraps over the poppy lining so that even the roof may be of this material,

and lastly closes its mouth with a small hillock of earth.* The great depth

of the cell compared with the space which the single egg and the accom-
panying food deposited in it occupy deserves particular notice. This is not

more than half an inch at the bottom, the remaining two inches and a half

being subsequently filled with earth.—When you next favour me with a

visit, I can show you the cells of this interesting insect, as yet unknown to

British entomologists, for which I am indebted to the kinilness of M.
Latreille, who first scientifically described the species.^

Megachile ccntuncularis, M. WiUughbiella, and other species of the same

1 Westwood, Mod. Class, of Ins. ii. 274.
2 Ann. Soc. Ent. de Fiance, is. 123. ' Apis. * *. c. 2. a. K.
^ Reaum. vi. 13D— 148. ^ Latr. Hist. Nat. des Fourmis, 297.
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family, like the preceding, cover the walls of their cells with a coating of
leaves, but are content with a more sober colour, generally selecting for

their hangings the leaves of trees, esjieciaily of the rose, whence tliey have
been known by the name of the leaf-cutler bees. They differ also from
M. Papareris in excavating longer burrows, and filling them with several

thimble-shaped cells composed of portions of leaves so curiously convo-

luted, that, if we were ignorant in what school they have been taught to

construct them, we should never credit their being the work of an insect.

Their entertaining history, so long ago as 1670, attracted the attention of

our countrymen Ray, Lister, Willughby, and Sir Edward King ; but

we are indebted for the most complete account of their procedures to

Reaumur.
Tiie mother-bee first excavates a cylindrical hole eight or ten inches

long, in a horizontal direction, either in the ground or in the trunk of a

rotten willow-tree, or occasionally in other decaying wood. This cavit}'

she fills with six or seven cells wholly composed of portions of leaf, of the

shape of a thimble, the convex end of one closely fitting into the open end
of another. Iler first process is to form the exterior coating, which is com-
posed of three or four pieces of larger dimensions than the rest, and of an
oval form. The second coating is formed of portions of equal size, narrow at

one end, but gradually widening towards the other, where the width equals

half the length. One side of these pieces is the serrate margin of the leaf

from which it was taken, which, as the pieces are made to lap one over the

other, is kept on the outside, and that which has been cut within. The
little animal now forms a third coating of similar materials, ihe middle of
which, as the most skilful workman would do in similar circumstances,

she places over the margins of those that form the first tube, thus covering

and strengthening the junctures. Repeating the same process, she gives a

fourth and sometimes a fifth coating to her nest, taking care, at the closed

end or narrow extremity of the cell, to bend the leaves so as to form a
convex termination. Having thus finished a cell, her next business is to

fill it to within half a line of the orifice with a rose-coloured conserve com-
posed of honey and pollen, usually collected from the flowers of thistles ;

and then having deposited her egg, she closes the orifice with three pieces

of leaf so exactly circular, that a pair of compasses could not define

their margin with more truth ; and coinciding so precisely witli tlie walls of
the cell, as to be retained in their situation merely by the nicety of their

adaptation. After this covering is fitted in, there remains still a concavity

which receives the convex end of the succeeding cell ; and in this manner
the indefatigable little animal proceeds until she has completed the six

or seven cells which compose her cylinder.

The process which one of these bees employs in cutting the pieces of
leaf that compose her nest is worthy of attention. Nothing can be more
expeditious : she is not longer about it tiian we should be with u pair of
scissors. After hovering for some moments over a rose-bush, as if to recon-

noitre the ground, the bee alights upon the leafwhich she has selected, usually

taking her station upon its edge, so that the margin passes between her

legs. With her strong mandibles she cuts without intermission in a curve

line, so as to detach a triangular portion. When tiiis hangs by the last

fibre, lest its weight should carry her to the ground, she balances her

little wings for flight, and the very moment it parts from the leaf flies off

with it in triumph ; the detached portion remaining bent between her legs
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in a direction perpendicular to her body. Tims, without rule or compasses
do these diminutive creatures mete out the materials of their work into

portions of an ellipse, into ovals or circles, accurately accommodating the

dimensions of the several pieces of each figure to each other. What other

architect could carry impressed upon the tablet of his memory the entire

idea of tlie edifice which he has to erect, and, destitute of square or plumb-
line, cut out his materials in their exact dimensions without making a
single mistake ? Yet this is what oin* little bee invariably does. So far

are human art and reason excelled by the teaching of the Almighty.^

Other insects besides bees construct habitations of different kinds for

their young, as various species of burrowing was[)S (Fossores), Geotrupes,

&c., which deposit their eggs in cylindrical excavations that become the

abode of the future larvae. In the procedures of most of these, nothing

worth particularising occurs ; but one species, called by Keaumur the

masouTwasp (^Odynents murarius), referred to in a former letter, works
upon so singular a plan, that it would be improper to pass it over in silence,

especially as these nests may be found in this country in most sandy banks
exposed to the sun. This insect bores a cylindrical cavity from two to

three inches deep, in hard sand which its mandibles alone would be
scarcely capable of penetrating, were it not provided with a slightly gluti-

nous liquor which it pours out of its mouth, that, like the vinegar with
which Hannibal softened the Alps, acts upon the cement of the sand, and
renders the separation of the grains easy to the double pickaxe with which
our little pioneer is furnished. But the most remarkable circumstance is

the mode in which it disposes of the excavated materials. Instead of throw-

ing them at random on a heap, it carefully forms them into little oblong
pellets, and arranges them round the entrance of the hole so as to form a
tunnel, which, when the excavation is completed, is often not less than

two or three inches in length. For the greater part of its height this tun-

nel is upright, but towards the top it bends into a curve, always, however,

retaining its cylindrical form. The little masses are so attached to each
other in this c\linder as to leave numerous vacuities between them, which
give it the a[)pearance of filagree-work. You will readily divine that the

excavated hole is intended for the recei)tion of an egg, but for what pur-

pose the external tunnel is meant is not so apparent. One use, and perhaps
the most important, would seem to be to prevent the incursions of the

artful Ichneumons, Chri/sida;, &c., which are ever on the watch to insinuate

their parasitic young into the nests of other insects : it n)ay render their

access to the nest more difficult ; they may dread to enter into so long

and dark a defile. I have seen, however, more than once a Chri/sis come
out of these tunnels. That its use is only temporary is plain from the

circumstance that the insect employs the whole fabric, when its egg is laid

and store of food procured, in filling up the remaining vacuity of the hole;

taking down the pellets, which are very conveniently at hand, and placing

them in it until the entrance is filled.*— Latreille informs us that a nearly

similar tunnel, but composed of grains of earth, is built at the entrance of
its cell by a bee of his famil}' o^ pioneers.^

The habitations hitherto described are used simply as an abode for the

future larva springing from the egg deposited in them by the parent female,

and as a storehouse tor its food ; but in another class of insect habitations

1 Reaum. vi. 971— 24. Mon. Ap. Angl. i, 157. Apis. **. c. 2. «.

» Keaum. vi. 251— 257. t. xxvL f. 1. .
3 Latr. Fourmis, 419.
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the house itself serves both for the protection of the occupant and also for

its subsistence, the larva eating the inner portion of its very walls.

This is the case with the habitations constructed for their future larvEe

by the beautiful weevils or long-snouted beetles of the genera Rhi/nchites,

Aitelabus, and Apoderus, which consist of the whole, or more commonly a

part, of a leaf of the tree on which the}' are to feed, rolled up with great

art by the mother into a sort of cylinder sometimes resembHng a little

horn, and at others a wallet more or less elongated, thus giving a singular

appearance to the leaves so treated, which, while their basal portion re-

tains its usual form, have their extremities metamorphosed into these odd-

looking appendages. A very interesting description of the mode in which
these nests are constructed has been lately given by M. Huber of Geneva ^,

who has detailed the procedures of Rhijnchltes Bacchus with tiie leaves

of the vine, of R. Pojmli with those of the jioplar, of R. Betulco with

those of the beech and birch, of Apoderus Coryli witli those of the

hazel, and of Attelahv.s Curculionoides with those of the oak, of which last,

as more fully described by M. Goureau, I will give }ou a short account.

The female having deposited a single egg, which adheres by its natural

gluten, near the mid-rib of the end of the upper side of the leaf slie has

selected, passes to the under surface, and sHghtly but repeatedly gnaws
with her small jaws both the mid-rib and epidermis in e\e\y part until

both are rendered perfectly pliable. If the leaf be a small one, she treats

the whole of it in this way and rolls up the wiiole ; if a large one, she thus

prepares only about one-third or one-half of it, and cuts it across, all except

the mid-rib, with her jaws at the proper point, so as to leave a sufficient

extent of pliable leaf for her operations. Her next business is to roll up
this terminal portion of the leaf, in effecting which she thus proceeds.

First she folds it together longitudinally so as to cover her egg, the mid-
rib forming one edge of the folded part, and its marginal serratures the

other. Next she places herself at a right angle with the mid-rib, towards
which her tail is directed while her head points to the serratures ; and fix-

ing the ^laws of her two hind left legs into the leaf, she employs those of

the two hind right legs to pull the point of it toward her ; and by a repe-

tition of these manoeuvres, not easily described, she at last succeeds in

rolling the whole into a little C3linder having at one end the mid-rib whose
spirals there resemble those of the main-spring of a watch, and at the

other, which is of a less regular shape, the serratures of the leaf, so pushed
in by means of her trunk and fore-legs as to retain the whole in its cylin-

drical form. The larva proceeding from the egg thus deposited towards
the end of May is hatched early in June, and never quits the habitation

whicii its provident and truly laborious mother (for each egg requires its

separate leaf and the long process above described) has prepared for it,

eating in succession the different rolls of its cylinder, till it has attained its

full growth.''

Under this head, too, may be most conveniently arranged the very sin-

gular habitations of the larvae of the Linnean genus Ci/nips, the gall-fly,

though they can with no propriety be said to be cojislructcd by the mother,

who, provided with an instrument as potent as an enchanter's wand, has

* Mivwires de la Sociele de Physique et d'Histoire Naturelle de Geneve, viii. 2me
partie, 1«3'J, quoted by M. Goureau, Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, x.21.

* Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, x. 21 — 27.
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but to pierce the site of the foundation, and commodious apartments, as if

by magic, spring up and surround the germ of her future descendants. 1

allude to those vegetable excrescences termed galls^ some of which re-

sembling beautiful berries and others apples, you must have frequently

observed on the leaves of the oak, and of wiiich one species, the Aleppo
gall, as 1 have before noticed, is of such importance in the ingenious art

" de peindrc la parole et de jinrler aicx yeuxT All these tumours owe their

origin to the deposition of an egg in the substance out of which they

grow. This egg, too small almost for perception, the parent insect, a little

four-winged fly, introduces into a puncture made by her curious spiral

sting, and in a few hours it becomes surrounded with a fleshy chamber,

which not only serves its young for shelter and defence, but also, like

those habitations last described, for food ; the future little hermit feeding

upon its interior and there undergoing its metamorphosis. Nothing can

be more varied than these habitations. Some are of a globular form, a
bright red colour, and smooth fleshy consistence, resembling beautiful

fruits, for which, indeed, as you have before been told, they are eaten in

the Levant : others, beset with spines or clothed with hair, are so much
like seed-vessels, that an eminent modern chemist has contended re-

specting the Aleppo gall that it is actually a capsule.^ Some are exactly

round ; otiiers like little mushrooms ; others resemble artichokes ; while

others again might be taken for flowers ; in short, they are of a hundred
different forms, and of all sizes from that of a pin's head to that of a

walnut. Nor is their situation on the plant less diversified. Some are

found upon the leaf itself; others upon the foot -stalks only; others upon
the roots, and others upon the buds.^ Some of them cause the branches

upon which they grow to shoot out into such singular forms, that the

plants producing them were esteemed by the old botanists distinct species.

Of this kind is the Rose-willow, which old Gerard figures and describes as
" not only making a gallant shew, but also yeelding a most cooling aire in

the heat of summer, being set up in houses for the decking of the same"
This willow is nothing more than one of the common species, wh^se twigs,

in consequence of the deposition of the egg of a Cynips in their summits,

tb.ere shoot out into numerous leaves totally different in shape from the

other leaves of the tree, and arranged not much unlike those composing

the flower of a rose, adhering to the stem even after the others fall oft.

Sir James Smith mentions a similar lusus on the Provence willows, which

at first he took for a tufted lichen.* From the same cause the twigs of

the common wild rose often shoot out into a beautiful tuft of numerous
reddish moss-like fibres wholly dissimilar from the leaves of the plant,

deemed b}' the old naturalists a very valuable medical substance, to which

they erroneously gave the name of Bedeguar. None of these variations

is accidental or common to several of the tribe, but each peculiar to the

galls formed by a single and distinct species of Ctjnips.

The Poma Sodomitica, mala insann, or apjjles of the Dead Sea, beautiful

to the eye, but filling the mouth with bitter ashes if tasted, whose exist-

1 Aikin's Dictionnrij of Chemistnj, i. 455. What have probably been taken by
Mr. Aikin for " kernels," in the imperforated nuts, are the cocoons of the inhabitants

of these galls in the pupa state, which often extremely resemble the seeds of a

capsule, as Eeaumur (iii. 429.) has remarked.
2 Reaura. iii. 417, &c. 3 introd. to Botany, 349.
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ence, though mentionetl by Tacitus, Strabo, and Josephus, has been
questioned by Riland, Maundrell, and ShaV, and respecting which nu-

merous contradictory and erroneous opinions by more recent authors

have been collected by Mr. Conder in his Alockru Tirircl/er, have at length

had their true history developed by the late veneral)le vice-president of

the Linnean Society, A. B. Lambert, Esq.^, Walter Elliot, Esq., and

J. O. Westwood, Esq.^ From their combined observations, it has been

ascertained that the Poma Sodomitica are actual galls, two inches long and

an inch and a half in diameter, of a beautiful rich glossy purplish red ex-

teriorly, and filled with an intensely bitter, porous, and easily jmlverised

substance, surrounding the insect (Cyidps insana Westwood), which has

given birth to them, and were found by Mr. Elliot growing on various

species of dwarf oaks beyond the Jordan and in the Troad, to the twigs of

which Mr. Westwood remarks they are attached in a curious manner,

unlike what he has seen in any other galls, the narrow end "rising

upwards on each side and bending inwards, so as to clahp the extremity

of the twig somewhat like a pair of wide and curved nippers."

How the mere insertion of an egg into the substance of a leaf or twig,

even if accompanied, as some imagine, by a jjeculiar fluid, should cause

the growth of such singular protuberances around it, philosopliers are as

little able to explain as why the insertion of a particle of variolous matter

into a child's arm should cover it with pustules of small pox. In both

cases the effects seem to proceed from some action of the foreign sub-

stance upon the secreting vessels of the animal or vegetable : but of the

nature of this action we know nothing. Thus much is ascertained by the

observations of Reaumur and Mal[)ighi— that the production of the gall,

which, however large, attains its full size in a day or two^, is caused by
the egg or some accompanying fluid ; not by the larva, which does not

appear until the gall is fully formed*: that the galls which spring from
leaves almost constantly take their origin from nerves ^

j and that the egg,

at the same time that it causes the growth of the gall, itself derives

nourishment from the substance that surrounds it, becoming considerably

larger before it is hatched than it was when first deposited.® When che-

Uiically analysed, galls are found to contain only the same principles as the

plant from which they spring, but in a more concentrated state.

No productions of nature seem to have puzzled the ancient philo-

sophers more than galls. The conunentator on Dioscorides, Matiiiolus,

who agreeably to the doctrine of those days ascribed their origin to spon-

taneous generation, gravely informs us that weighty prognostications as

to the events of the ensuing year may be deduced from ascertaining

whether they contain spiders, worms, or flies. Other philosophers, who
knew that, except by rare accident, no other animals are to be found in

galls besides grubs of different kinds, which they rationally conceived to

spring from eggs, were chiefly at a loss to account for the convejance of
these eggs into the middle of a substance in which they could find no
external orifice. They therefore inferred that they were the eggs of
insects deposited in the earth, which had been drawn up by the roots of

trees along with the sap, and after passing through different vessels had

1 Linn. Ti-ans. xvii. 415. 2 Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. ii. IG.

2 Keanin. iii. 474. * Ibid. 479.

6 Ibid. 501. Ibid. 473,
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stopped, some in the leaves, other in the twigs, and had there hatched
and produced palls ! Redi's solution of the difficulty was even more ex-
traordinary. This philosopher, who had so triumphantly combated the
absurdities of spontaneous generation, fell himself into greater. Not
having been able to witness the deposition of eggs by the parent flies in

the plants that produce galls, he took it for granted that the grubs which
he found within them could not spring from eggs : and he was equally

unwilling to admit their origin from spontaneous generation,— an ad-

mission which would have been fatal to his own most brilliant discoveries.

He therefore cut the knot, by supposing that to the same vegetative soul

by which fruits and plants are produced is committed the charge of
creating the iarvEe found in galls !

^ An instance truly humiliating how
little we can infer, from a man's just ideas on one point, that he will not
be guilty of the most pitiable absurdity on another !

Though by far the greater part of the vegetable excrescences termed
galls are caused by insects of the genus Cijnips, they do not always ori-

ginate from this tribe. Some are produced by weevils of different genera
and species. Thus those on the roots of kedlock {Sinapis arvensis) I

have ascertained to be inhabited by the larvae of Nedyus contractus and
assimilh. From tlie knob-like galls on turnips, called in some places the
amhury, I have bred another of these weevils [Curcullo pleurostigma Marsh.,
Rynchcenus sitlcicollk (tvII.) and I have little doubt thiit the same insects,

or species allied to them, cause the clubbing of the roots of cabbages,^ It

seems to be a beetle of the same family that is figured by Reaumur^ as

causing the galls on the leaves of the lime-tree. Mr. Westwood has
traced the transformations of a minute species oi Balaninus, which resides

in the large and fleshy galls on the leaves of willows, occasionally in com-
pany with the larvae of Nematus intcrcus; Bouche has also described the
larva of Balaninus salicivorus Schon., which is found in the galls on the
leaves of Salix vitellina, and that of Gymncetron villosulus, which lives in a
gall formed on Veronica beccahunga. According to Hammerschmidt Cleopus

ajpnis also resides in galls upon tiie roots of Sinapis arvensis, Clconus Li-
7iarice in galls at the roots of Aniirrhinum Linarice, and B/iris ccEridcscens in

the stems of Reseda lutea, all in their larva state ^; and Mr, Perris has
obtained an Apion {A. ulicicola P.) from galls on the young branches of
Ulex namis^, an interesting fact, as proving, with a similar one observed
by Mr. Westwood as to Apion Radiolum which he found undergoing its

transformations in the stems of the hollyhock®, that all the species of this

genus do not pass their larva state in the interior of seeds as most of them
do. Other galls owe their origin to moths as those resembling a nutmeg

1 De Iiisectis, 233, &c.
2 Mr, Westwood informs us that he has not detected any other larvae in the clubs

at the roots of cabbages than those of a species of Mtiscidcz (^Antlwmyia brassicce),

and which had evidently been produced from eggs laid in crevices of the already
formed clubs.

3 Keaum. iii. t. 38. f 2, 3.

* Bouche NaturgescJi, &c. and Hammerschmidt Observ. Physiol. Pathol, de Plant.

Gallaruin Ortu, quoted in Westwood's 3Iodern Classif. i. 342. I have some sus-

picion tliat a little weevil, Leiosoma ovatula, of which 1 found ten or twelve early in

the spring of 1842, near Bristol, under the leaves of Ranunculus bulbosns, which they
had pierced with numerous holes, may reside in the larva state in galls on the root

of this plant.

^ Attn. Soc. Ent. de France, ix. 90. 6 Westwood, ubi supra, i. 837,
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which Reaumur received from Cyprus^ ; and others again to two-winged
flies, as the woody galls of the thistle caused by Trypeta Cardui^, and
the cottony galls found on ground ivy, wild thyme, &c., as well as a very

singular one on the juniper resembling a flower, described by De Geer^
all which are the work of minute gall-gnats (jCecidomyicB Latr.). Some of

these last convert even the flowers of plants into a kind of galls, as T. Loti

of De Geer'*, which inhabits the blossoms o^ Lotus corniculatits ; and one
which I have myself observed to render the flowers of Err/simiim Barbarca
hke a hop blossom. A similar monstrous appearance is communicated to

the flowers of Teucrium suplnum by a little field-bug, Tingis Tucr'n of

Host^, and to another plant of the same genus by one of the same tribe

described by Reaumur.^ In these two last instances, however, the habita-

tions do not seem strictly entitled to the appellation of galls, as they ori-

ginate not from the egg, but from the larva, which, in the operation of
extracting the sap, in some way imparts a morbid action to the juices,

causing the flower to expand unnaturally ; and the same remark is appli-

cable to the gall-like swellings formed by many Aphides, as A. Pistaci<E,

which causes the leaves of different species of Pistacia to expand into red
finger-like cavities ; A. Ab'wtis, which converts the buds or young shoots
of the fir into a very beautiful gall, somewhat resembling a fir-cone, or a
pine-apple in miniature ; and A. BursaricB, which with its brood inhabits

angular utriculi on the leaf-stalk of the black poplar, numbers of which I

have observed on those trees by the road-side from Hull to Cottingham.
The majority of galls are what entomologists have denominated monotha-
lamous, or consisting of only one chamber or cell ; but some are polytha-

lamous, or consisting of several.

Among the more remarkable galls are those so much resembling minute
fungi as to have been actually described as such ; as Sclcrotium fasciculatum

Schumacher, which is a common gall on oak leaves ; and the Kev, M. J.

Berkeley has given an account of a similar one found by W. S. MacLeay,
Esq., in Cuba, on the leaf of a plant of the order OclinacccE, which on a
cursory examination was regarded by some of our first botanists as an
epiphytous fungus, but proved on dissection to be a true gall, and distin-

guished from all previously known by its very curious operculum or lid,

e\idently meant for the more ready egress of the occupant (which has not
yet been ascertained) in its perfect state.'

Having thus described the most remarkable of the habitations constructed

by the parent insects for the accommodation of their future young, I pro-

ceed to the second kind mentioned ; namely, those which are formed by
the insect itself for its own use. These may be again subdivided into

such as are the work of the insects in their larva state ; and such as are

formed by perfect insects.

Many larvae of all orders need no other habitations than the holes which
they form in seeking for, or eating, the substances upon which they feed.

Of this description are the majority of subterranean larvte, and those

which feed on wood ; as the Bostricld or labyrinth beetles ; the Anobia,

which excavate the little circular holes frequently met with in ancient fur-

1 Eeaum. iii.418. 2 jijia. 455, s De Geer, vi. 409
* Ibid. vi. 421. 5 Jacquin Collect, ii. 255.
^ Keaum. iii. 427. 7 Trans. Linn. Soc. xviii. 576.
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niture and the wood-work of old houses ; and many larvje of other orders,

particularly Lepidojjtera. One of these last, the larva of Cossus ligniperda,

differs from its congeners in fabricating for its residence during winter

a habitation of pieces of wood lined with fine silk.' Under this division,

too, come the singular habitations of the subcutaneous larvae, so called

from the circumstance of their feeding upon the parenchyma included

between the upper and under cuticles of the leaves of plants, between

which, though the whole leaf is often not thicker than a sheet of v.riting-

paper, they find at once food and lodging. You must have been at

some time struck by certain white zigzag or labyrinth-like lines on the

leaves of the dandelion, bramble, and numerous other plants : the next

time you meet with one of them, if you hold it up to the light you will

perceive that the colour of these lines is owing to the pulpy substance of

the leaf having there been removed ; and at the further end you will pro-

bably remark a dark-coloured speck, which, when carefully extricated from

its covering, you will find to be the little miner of the tortuous galleries

which you are admiring. Some of these minute larvse, to which the paren-

chyma of a leaf is a vast country, requiring several weeks to be -traversed

by the slow process of mining which they adopt— that of eating the exca-

vated materials as they proceed— are transformed into beetles (Ciomis

ikopsi, &c.) ; others into flies; and a still greater number into very minute

moths, as Heribeia ClerhcUa, &c. Many of these last are little miracles of

nature, which has lavished on them the most splendid tints tastefully

combined with gold, silver, and pearl, so that, were they but formed upon
a larger scale, they would far eclipse all other animals in richness of deco-

ration.

Another tribe of larvae, not very numerous, content themselves for their

habitations with simple holes, into which they retire occasionally. Many
of these are merely cylindrical burrows in the ground, as those formed by
the larvse of field-crickets, Cicindelae, and EphenierEe. But the larvas of

the very remarkable lepidopterous genus {Ni/cteroblus of Mr. MacLeay)
before alluded to, excavate for themselves dwellings of a more artificial con-

struction ; forming cylindrical holes in the trees of New Holland, particu-

larly the different species of Banksia, to which they are very destructive,

and defending the entrance against the attacks of the Mantes and other

carnivorous insects by a sort of trap-door composed of silk interwoven

with leaves and pieces of excrement, securely fastened at the upper end,

but left loose at the lower for the free passage of the occupant. This

abode they regularly quit at sunset, for the purpose of laying in a store of

the leaves on which the}' feed. These they drag by one at a time into

their cell until the approach of light, when they retreat precipitately into

it, and there remain closely secluded the whole day, enjoying the booty

which their nocturnal range has provided. One species lifts up the loose

end of its door by its tail, and enters backward, dragging after it a leaf of
Banksla scrrata, which it holds by the foot-stalk.'^

A third description of larvae, chiefly of the two lepidopterous tribes of

Tortricidce and TineidcE, form into convenient habitations the leaves of the

plants on which they feed. Some of these merely coiuiect together with

a few silken threads several leaves so as to form an irregular packet, in the

1 Lyonet, Anat. of Com. 9.

2 Lewin's Pivdromus Eidom. p. 8.
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centre of which the little hermit lives. Others confine themselves to a
single leaf, of which they simply fold one part over the other. A third

description form and inhabit a sort of roll, by some species made cylindri-

cal, by others conical, resembling the papers into which grocers put their

sugar, and as accurately constructed ; only there is an ojiening left at the

smaller extremity for the egress of the insect in case of need. If you
were to see one of these rolls, you would immediately ask by what mecha-
nism it could possibly be made— how an insect without fingers could con-

trive to bend a leaf into a roll, and to keep it in that form until fastened

with the silk which holds it together ? The following is the operation.

The little caterpillar first fixes a series of silken cables from one side of
the leaf to the other. She next pulls at these cables with her feet; and
when she has forced the sides to approach, shej'risfci/.'! them together with

shorter threads of silk. If the insect finds that one of the larger nerves of

the leaf is so strong as to resist her efforts, she weakens it by gnawing it

here and there half through. What engineer could act more sagaciously?

To form one of the conical or horn-shaped rolls, which are not composed
of a whole leaf, but of a long triangular portion cut out of the edge, some
other manoeuvres are requisite. Placing herself upon the leaf, the cater-

pillar cuts out with her jaws the piece which is to compose her roll. Slie

does not, however, entirely detach it : it would then want a base. She
detaches that part only which is to form the contour of the horn. This

portion is a triangular strap, which she rolls as she cuts. When the body
of the horn is finished, as it is intended to be fixed ujion the leaf in nearly

an upright position, it is necessary to elevate it. To effect this, she pro-

ceeds as we should with an inclined obelisk. She attaches threads or little

cables towards the point of the pyramid, and raises it by the weight of her

body.*

A still greater degree of dexterity is manifested in fabricating the habi-

tations of the larvae of some other moths which feed on the leaves of the

rose-tree, apple, elm, and oak, on the under side of which they may in

summer be often found. These form an oblong cavity in the interior of a

leaf l)y eating the parenchyma l)et\veen the two membranes composing its

upper and under side, which, after having detached them from the surround-

ing portion, it joins with silk so artfully that the seams are scarcely dis-

coverable even with a lens, so as to compose a case or horn, cylindrical in

the middle, its anterior orifice circular, its posterior triangular. Were this

dwelling cylindrical in every part, the form of the two pieces that compose
it would be very simple ; but the different shape of the two ends renders

it necessary that each side should have peculiar and dissimilar curvatures ;

and Reaumur assures us that these are as complex and difficult to imitate

as the contours of the pieces of cloth that compose the back of a coat.

Some of this tribe, whose proceedings I had the pleasure of witness-

ing a short time since upon the alders in the Hull Botanic Garden, more
ingenious than their brethren, and willing to save the labour of sewing up
two sean)s in their dwelling, insinuate themselves near the edge of a leaf

instead of in its middle. Here they form their excavation, mining into the

very crcnnlures between the two surfaces of the leaf, which, being joined

together at the edge, there form one seam of the case, and from their den-

tated figure give it a very singular appearance, not unlike that of some

» Bonnet, ix. 188-

s 2
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fishes which have fins upon their backs. The opposite side they are neces-
sarily forced to cut and sew up ; but even in this operation they show an
ingenuity and contrivance worthy of admiration. The moths which cut out
their suit from the middle of the leaf wholly detach the two surfaces that

compose it before they proceed to join them together ; the serrated incisions

made by their teeth, which, if they do not cut as fast, in this respect are

more effective than any scissors, interlacing each other so as to support

the separated portions until they are properly joined. But it is obvious that

this process cannot be followed by those moths which cut out their house
from the edge of a leaf. If these were to detach the inner side before they

had joined the two pieces together, the builder as well as his dwelling

would "inevitably fall. They therefore, before making any incision, pru-

dently run (as a sempstress would call it) loosely together in distant points

the two membranes on that side. Then putting out their heads they cut

the intermediate portions, carefully avoiding the larger nerves of the leaf;

afterwards they sew up the detached sides more closely, and only intersect

the nerves when their labour is completed.^ The habitation made by a

moth which lives upon a species o? Aslragrdus is in like manner formed of

the epidermis of the leaves ; but in this several corrugated pieces project

over each other, so as to resemble the furbelows once in fashion.^

Other larvae construct their habitations wholly oi silk. Of this descrip-

tion is that of a moth, whose abode, except as to the materials which
compose it, is formed on the same general plan as that just described, and
the larva in like manner feeds only on the parenchyma of the leaf. In the

beginning of spring, if you examine the leaves of your pear trees, you will

scarcely fail to meet with some beset on the under surface with several

perpendicular downy russet-coloured projections, about a quarter of an

inch high, and not much thicker than a pin, of a cylindrical shape, with a

protuberance at the base, and altogether resembling at first sight so many
spines growing out of the leaf. You would never suspect that these could

be the habitations of insects ; yet that they are is certain. Detach one of

them, and give it a gentle squeeze, and you will see emerge from the lower

end a minute caterpillar, with a yellowish body and black head. Examine
the place from which you have removed it, and you will perceive a round
excavation in the cuticle and parenchj'nia of the leaf,, the size of the end
of the tube by which it was concealed. This excavation is the work of

the above-mentioned caterpillar, which obtains its food by moving its little

tent from one part of the leaf to the other, and eating away the space im-

mediately under it. It touches no other part ; and when these insects

abound, as they often do, to the great injury of pear trees ^, you will perceive

every leaf bristled with them, and covered with little withered specks, the

vestiges of their former meals. The case in which the caterpillar resides,

and which is quite essential to its existence, is composed of silk spun from

its mouth almost as soon as it is excluded from the egg. As it increases in

size, it enlarges its habitation by slitting it in two, and introducing a strip

of new materials. But the most curious circumstance in the history of

this little Arab, is the mode by which it retains its tent in a perpendicular

posture. This it effects partly' by attaching silken threads from the pro-

tuberance at the base to the surrounding surface of the leaf. But being not

» Eeaum. iii. 100—120. 2 Ibid. 146.

3 Forsyth on Fruit Trees, 4to. edit. 271.
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merely a mechanician, but a profound natural philosopher, well acquainted

with the properties of air, it has another resource when any extraordinary

violence threatens to overturn its slender turret. It forms a vacuum in

the protuberance at the base, and thus as effectually fastens it to the leaf

as if an air-pump had been employed ! This vacuum is caused by the

insect's retreating on the least alarm up its narrow case, which its body
completely fills, and thus leaving the space below free of air. In detach-

ing one of these cases you may easily convince yourself of the fact. If

you seize it suddenly while the insect is at the bottom, you will find that

it is readily pulled off, the silken cords giving way to a very slight force ;

but if, proceeding gently, you give the insect time to retreat, the case will

be held so closely to the leaf as to require a much stronger effort to loosen

it. As if aware that, should the air get admission from below, and thus

render a vacuum impracticable, the strongest bulwark of its fortress would
1)6 destroyed, our little philosopher carefully avoids gnawing a hole in the

leaf, contenting itself with the pasturage afforded by the parenchyma above
the lower epidermis; and when the produce of this area is consumed, it

gnaws asunder the cords of its tent, and pitches it at a short distance as

before. Having attained its full growth, it assumes the pupa state, and
after a while issues out of its confinement a small brown moth, with long

hind legs, the Phal<cna Tinea serrafella of Linne.^

Some larva;, which form their covering of pure silk, are not content

with a single coating, but actually envelop themselves in another, open on
one side, and very nuich resembling a cloak ; whence Reaumur called them
" Teignes a fonrreau a manteau." What is very striking in the construc-

tion of this cloak is, that the silk, instead of being woven into one uniform
close texture, is formed into numerous transparent scales overvvrapping each
other, and altogether very much resembling the scales of a fish.^ These
mantle-rcovered cases, one of which I once had the pleasure of discovering,

are inhabited by the larva of a little moth apparently first described by Dr.
Zincken genannt Sommer, who calls it Tinea palliatella?

Various substances besides silk are fabricated into habitations by other
larvae, though usually joined together either with silk or an analogous
gummy material. Thus Diurnea? lichcnitm forms of pieces of lichen a
dwelling resembling one of the turreted Helices, many of which I observed
in .June, 1812, on an oak in Barham. The larva of another moth, which
also feeds upon lichens, instead of employing these vegetables in forming
its habitation, composes it of grains of stone eroded from the walls of
buildings upon which its food is found, and connected by a silken cement.
These insects were the subject of a paper in the Memoirs of the French
Academy*, by M. de la Voye, who, from the circumstance of their

being found in great abundance on mouldering walls, attributed to them
the power of eating stone, and regarded them as the authors of injuries

proceeding solely from the hand of time ; for the insects themselves are

so minute, and the coating of grains of stone composing their cases is so

trifling, that Reaumur observes they could scarcely make any perceptible

impression on a wall /rom which they had procured materials for ages.^

1 Goeze, Natur. Mcnschenltbcn und Vorsehung. Anderson's Recreations, ii. 409.
See above, p. 8.

2 Keanni. iii. 20G. 3 Germar's Mag. fur Entumologie, i. 40.
4 X. 458. « Reaum. iii. 183.
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Another lepidopterous larva, but of a much larger size and different

genus, the case of which is preserved in the cabinet of the late President

of the Linnean Society, who pointed it out to me, employs the spines ap-

parently of some species of Mimosa, which are ranged side by side, so as

to form a very elegant flutetl cylinder. A similar arrangement of [)ieces of

small twigs is observable in the habitation of the females^ of the larvse

of a moth referred by Von Scheven to Bomhyx vcslita F. (which Ochsen-

heimer regards as synonymous with Psyche graminelln) ; while P. Viciella

of the Wiener Vcrzeichniss covers itself with short portions of the stems of

grasses placed transversely, and united by means of silk into a five or

six-sided case. The habitation of a third larva of the same family,

described and figured by Reaumur (P. Graminella Ochsenh., just named),

is composed of squarish pieces of the leaves of grass fastened only at

one end, and overwrapping each other like the tiles of a house ; and

that of another noticed by the same author, of portions of the smallest

twigs of broom arranged on the same plan.*^ Indeed the larvae of the whole

of this tribe of moths, now separated into a distinct genus (Psyche Schrank,

Ochsenh., Fumca Haworth), but which, according to Germar, needs fur-

ther subdivision, reside in cases or sacks (whence they are called by the

Germans Sachfrager) composed of silk, and fragments of grass, bark, &c.^

The larvse of a small beetle (JJlytra longiniana^ reside in oviform cases,

apparently of a calcareous or earthy substance, joined by a gummy
cement, and covered with red hairs, the origin of which Hlibner, who first

discovered them, could not account for ; and from the observations of

Amstein and the French translator of Fuessly's Archives, it seems pro-

bable that the larvse of all the species oi Clijtra, and, according to Zschorn,

at least of one species of Cri/ptocephalus (C. duodecimpunctatus), live in

moveable cases*; as do also the larvse of Chlanujs, a splendid Brazilian

genus of the same family, and those of the equally brilliant genus Lampro-
soma, forming them of tlieir excrement, which in the former assume a sin-

gular appearance, from a very large and conical hollow mantle fitted to the

mouth of the case.^ The larvae of a species of Lininius (L.cciietis) inhabit

a fixed case made of particles of stone or sand; and the same materials

proliably serve for the abode of tlie other species of this and those of

allied genera which reside under water.

Wax is the principal substance employed in the habitations <.f the larvae

before mentioned, occasionally so destructive to bee-hives. These insidi-

ous depredators, which are mentioned by Aristotle^, tying together, with

silk, grains of wax (which, and not honey, forms their food), construct

1 The larvje of the males intermix with the pieces of twigs, which are less closely

and regularly arranged, bits of dried leaves and other light materials. See the ex-

cellent elucidation of the historj' of this tribe, whose mode of generation is so sin-

gular, by Von Scheven, in the Naturforscher, Stk. xx. 61., &c. ; also a valuable

paper bv Dr. Zincken genannt Sommer, in Germar's Mag.fiir Ent. i. .19—40.

2 Reaum. iii. 148, 141). n. 11. f. 10, 11.

3 In the hotter regions of the globe, this group is replaced by the gigantic Oike-

tici, seA'eral species of which have been figured by the late L. Guilding in the

Transactions of the Linnean Societij. The cases of sorae<t)f these insects exhibit an

extraordinary degree of instinct in their construction, and are of a much larger

size than a hen's egg. (See Westw. Mod. Class. Ins. ii. 388.)

* Fuessly, Archiv. 53. t. 31. Germar's Mag.fur Ent. i. 136.

5 Westwood in Traits. Ent. Sac. Lond. iii. proc. xxviii.
s Aristot. Hist. Anim. 1. viii. c. 27.
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galleries of a considerable length ; and thus concealed from the sight, and

protectetl from the stings of the armed people whom they have attacked,

push their mines into the very heart of the fortress, and pursue their rob-

beries in perfect safety.^

As many of the habitations which I have been describing fit the body of

the insects as close as a coat, they might perhaps with more propriety, be

called clothes. This is certainly the most appropriate designation of the

abodes of some species of Tinecs (the clothes' moths), which not only

cover tiiemselves with a coat, but employ the very same material in its

composition as we do in ours, forming it of wool or hair curiously felted

together. Like us, they are born naked ; but not, like us, helpless at that

period : scarcely have they breathed before they begin to clotiie themselves

;

thus contradicting Dr. Paley's assertion, that " the /n<w«?i animal is the only

one which is naked, and the only one which can clothe itself^:" and,

wisely inattentive to change of fasiiion, the same suit serves them from

their birtli to mature age. The shape of their dress is adapted to that of

their body— a cylindrical, case open at both ends. The stuff of which it

is composed is the manufacture of the larva of the moth (Tinea), which

incorporates wool or hair, artfully cut from our clothes or furniture, with

silk drawn from its own mouth, into a warm and thick tissue ; and as this

would not be soft enough for its tender skin, it also lines the inside of its

coat with a la3er of pure silk. Since this suit of clothes during the

earliest age of the insect accurately fits its body, you will readily conceive

that it will frequently require enlarging. This the little occupant accom-

plishes as dexterously as any tailor. If the case merely requires lengthen-

ing, the task is easy. All that is needful is to add a new ring of hair or

wool and silk to each end. But to enlarge it in width is not so simple an

affair. Yet it sets to work precisely as we should, slitting the case on the

two opposite sides, and then adroitly inserting between them, two pieces of

the requisite size. It does not, however, cut open the case from one end to

the other at once : the sides would separate too far asunder, and the insect

be left naked. It therefore first cuts each side about half way down, and

then, after having filled up the fissure, proceeds to cut the remaining half;

so that, in fact, four enlargements are made, and four separate pieces in-

serted. The colour of the habit is always the same as that of the stuff

from which it is taken. Thus, if its original colour be blue, and the insect

previously to enlarging it be put upon red cloth, the circles at the end and

two stripes down the middle will be red. If placed alternately upon cloths

of different hues, its dress will be parti-coloured, like that of a Harlequin.

The injury occasioned to us by these insects is not confined to the quantity

of materials consumed in clothing and feeding themselves. In moving from

[)lace to place they seem to be as much incommoded by the long hairs

which surround them as we are by walking amongst high grass ; and ac-

cordingly, marching scythe in hand, with their teeth they cut out a smooth
road, from time to time reposing themselves, and anchoring their little case

with small silken cables.

If, as I hope, you are induced to investigate the manners of these in-

sects, you have but to leave an old coat for a few months undisturbed in a

dark closet, and you may be pretty certain of meeting with an abundant

colony.

» Keaum. ui. mem 8. ' Nat. Theol. 230.
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Not merely wool or hair, but another substance analogous to one em-
ployed in our dress, is adopted for their clothing by other insects. The
larva of a fly which lives on the seeds of willows makes itself a very
beautiful case of their cottony down, not only impervious to wet and cold,

but serving, if accidentally blown into the water, which, from the situation

of these trees, frequently hajjpens, as a buoyant little barge which is wafted
safely to the shore.^

The habitations which we have hitherto been considering are formed by
larvae that live on land : but others equally remarkable are constructed by
aquatic species, the larvge of the various Phri/ganea; L., a tribe of four-

winged insects, which an ordinary observer would call moths, but which are
even of a distinct order (Trickoplera), not having their wings covered by
the scales which adorn the lepidopterous race. If you are desirous of
examining the insects to which I am alluding, you have only to place
yourself by the side of a clear and shallow pool of water, and you cannot
fail to observe at the bottom little oblong moving masses, resembling pieces
of straw, wood, or even stone. These are tli^ larvae in question, well
known to fishermen by the title of Caddis-worms, and which, if you take
them out of the water, you will observe to inhabit cases of a very singu-
lar conformation. Of the larva itself, which somewhat resembles the cater-
pillars of many Lepidoptera, nothing is to be seen but the head and six legs,

by means of which it moves itself in the water, and drags after it the case
in which the rest of the body is inclosed, and into which on any alarm it

wholly retires. The construction of these habitations is very various.
Some select four or five pieces of the leaves of grass, which they glue to-

gether into a shapely polygonal case; others employ portions of the stems
of rushes, placed side by siae, so as to form an elegant fluted cylinder ; some
arrange round them pieces of leaves like a spirally-rolled ribbon ; others
inclose themselves in a mass of the leaves of any aquatic plants united
without regularity; and others again form their abode of minute pieces of
wood, either fresh or decayed.^ One, like the Sabel/ce^, forms a horn-shaped
case composed of grains of sand, so equal in size, and so nicely and regu-
larly gummed together, the sides throughout being of the thickness of one
grain only, that the first time I viewed it I could scarcely persuade myself
it could be the work of an insect. The case of Lcptocerus bimaculatus,
which is less artificially constructed of a mixture of mud and sand, is pyri-
form, and has its end curiously stopped by a plate formed of grains of sand,
with a central aperture.'* Other species construct houses which may be
called alive, forming them of the shells of various aquatic snails of different

kinds and sizes, even while inhabited, all of which are immoveably fixed to
it, and dragged about at its pleasure— a covering as singular as if a savage,
instead of clothing himself with squirrels' skins, should sew together into a
coat the animals themselves. However various may be the form of the
case externally, within it is usually cylindrical, and lined with silk ; and
though seldom apparently wider than just to admit the body of the insect,

some species have the power of turning round in it, and of putting out
their head at either end.* Some larvae constantly make their cases of the
same materials ; others employ indifterently any that are at hand ; and the

1 Reaum. iii. 130. 2 Ibid. 15G—159.
' Sowerby's Nat. J^Fiscell. No. ix. t. 51.
* De Geer, ii. 564. b Ibid.
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new ones which they construct as they increase in size (for they have not

the faculty, like the larva of the moth, of enlarging them) have often an
appearance quite dissimilar to that of the oltl. Even those that are most
careless about the nature of the materials of their house are solicitously

attentive to one circumstance respecting them, namely, their si^edfic gravitij.

Not having the power of swimming, but only of walking at the bottom of

the water by aid of the six legs attached to the fore part of the body, which
is usually protruded out of the case, and the insect itself being heavier

than water, it is of great importance that its house should be of a specific

gravity so nearly that of the element in which it resides, as while walking

neither to incommode it by its weight, nor by too great buoyancy ; and it

is as essential that it shoidd be so equally ballasted in every part as to be
readily moveable in any position. Under these circumstances our caddis-

worms evince their proficiency in hydrostatics, selecting the most suitable

substances ; and, if the cell be too heavy, glueing to it a bit of leaf or

straw ; or, if too light, a shell or piece of gravel. It is from this necessity

of regulating the specific gravity, that to the cases formed with the greatest

regularity we often see attached a seemingly superfluous piece of wood,
leaf, or the like.'

A larva of one of the aquatic TipularicB lives in cases somewhat similar

to those of some Phri/ganece. Several of these of a fusiform shape, and
brown colour, composed partly of silk, and partly perhaps of fragments of
leaves, and inhabited by a red larva, apparently of a Cliironomus, were
found by Reaumur upon dead leaves in a pool of water in the Bois de
Boulogne.'^

In concluding this head I may observe, that here might have been de-

scribed the various abodes which solitary larvae prepare for themselves

previous to assuming the pupa, and intended for their protection in that

defenceless stage of existence ; but as I shall have occasion again to refer

to them in speaking of the larva state of insects, I shall defer their descrip-

tion to that letter, to which they more strictly belong.

From the next division of the habitations of insects, those formed by
solitary perfect insects for their oiun accommodation, I shall select for de-

scription only two, both the work of spiders, and alluded to in a former

letter; which indeed, with the exception of the inartificial retreats made
by the Grt/lli, Cicindclce, and a few others, are the only ones properly

belonging to it.

The habitation of one of these {Ctcmza camentarki) is subterraneous ;

not a mere shallow cavity, but a tube or gallery upwards of two feet in

length, and half an inch broad. This tunnel, so vast compared with the

size of the insect, it digs by means of its strong jaws in a steep bank of

bare clay, so that the rain may readily run off without penetrating to its

dwelling. Its next operation is to line the whole from top to bottom with

a web of fine silk, which serves the double purpose of preventing the earth

that composes the walls from falling in, and, by its connection with the

door of the orifice, of giving information to the spider of what is passing

1 For a description of various other habitations of this tribe, and of peculiarities

in their construction, see M. Pictet's valuable work, Rechcrches pour servir a I'llis-

toire et a VAnatomie des Pliryganides, in which tlie Linnean genus J'liri/r/anea is

divided into seven genera, and the metamorphoses of fifty-two species are described.
2 Keaum. iii. ITJ.
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above. You doubtless suppose that in saying door, I am speaking meta-
phoricall}'. It could never enter into your conception that any animal,

much less an insect, could construct anything really deserving of that name
— anything like our doors, turning upon a hinge, and accurately fitted to

the frame of the opening which it is intended to close. Yet such a door,

incredible as it may seem, is actually framed by this spider. It does not,

indeed, like us, compose it of wood, but of several coats of dried earth

fastened to each other with silk. When finished, its outline is as perfectly

circular as if traced with compasses ; the inferior surface is convex and
smooth, the superior flat and rough, and so like the adjoining earth as not

to be distinguishable from it. This door the ingenious artist fixes to the

entrance of her gallery by a hinge of silk, which plays with the greatest

freedom, and allows it to be opened and shut with case ; and, as if ac-

quainted with the laws of gravity, she invariably fixes the hinge at the

highest side of the opening, so that the door when pushed up shuts again

by its own weight. She has not less sagaciously left a little edge or groove
just within the entrance, upon which the door closes, and to which it fits

with such precision that it seems to make but one surface with it. Such
is the astonishing structure of this little animal's abode ; nor is its defence

of its subterraneous cavern less surprising. If an observer adroitly insi-

nuates the point of a pin under the edge of the door, and elevates it a little,

he immediately perceives a very strong resistance. What is its cause?
The spider, warned by the vibrations of the threads which extend from the

door to the bottom of her gallery, runs with all speed to the door, fastens

its legs to it on one side, and on the other to the walls, and, turning upon
its back, pulls with all its might. Thus the door is alternately shut or

opened, as the exertion of the observer or of the spider prevail. It is easy

to guess which will in the end conquer ; and the spider, when it finds all

resistance ineffectual, betakes itself to flight, and retreats. If, to make a

further experiment, the observer fastens down the door so that it cannot

be forced open, the next morning he will find a new entrance, with a new
door formed at a small distance ; or, if he take the door entirely away,
another will be constructed in less than twelve hours.

The habitation thus singularly formed and defended is not at all used as

a snare, but merely as a safe abode for the spider, which hunts its prey at

night only ; and, when caught, devours it in security at the bottom of its

den, which is generally strewed with the remains of coleopterous insects.^

From some curious observations of M, Dorthes on this species in the

second volume of the Linnean Transactions, it appears that both the male
and female spider, and as many as thirtj' young ones, occasionally inhabit

one of these galleries. Mygnlc Sauvagesii of Rossi {M. fodicns Walck.),

which is a distinct species found in Corsica, forms a similar habitation, of

which M. Audouin has given us an interesting description.*

The galleries just described are the work of European spiders ; but

similar ones are fabricated hy Actinopits nididans, an inhabitant of the West
India islands, as well as by many other tropical species. I have seen one
of these, which had been dug out of the earth, in the cabinet of Thomas
Hall, Esq., F.L.S., that was nearly a foot in length, and above an inch in

1 Sauvages, Hht. de I'Acad. des Sc. de Paris, 1758, p. 26.
3 Audouin in Ann. Soc. Ent, de France, ii, 69.
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diameter, forming a cylindrical bag of dark-coloured silk, closed at the

bottom, and accurately fitted at the top by a door or lid.^

The habitation of Argi/roneta aqualica, the other spider to which I

alluded, is chiefly remarkable for the element in which it is constructed and

the materials that compose it. It is built in the midst of water, and formed,

in fact, of air ! Spiders are usually terrestrial, but this is aquatic, or rather

amphibious ; for though she resides in the midst of water, in which she

swims with great celerity, sometimes on her belly, but more frequently on
her back, and is an admirable diver, she not unfrequently hunts on shore,

and having caught her prey, plunges with it to the bottom of the water.

Here it is she forms her singular and unique abode. She would evidently

have but a very uncomfortable time were she constantly wet, but this she

is sagacious enough to avoid; and by availing herself of some well-known

philosophical principles, she constructs for herself an apartment in which,

like the mermaids and sea-nymphs of fable, she resides in comfort and

security. The following is her process. First she spins loose threads in

various directions attached to the leaves of aquatic plants, which may be

called the frame-work of her chamber, and over them she spreads a trans-

parent varnish resembling liquid glass, which issues from the middle of her

spinners, and which is so elastic that it is capable of great expansion and
contraction ; and if a hole be made in it, it immediately closes again. Next
she spreads over her belly a pellicle of the same material, and ascends to

the surface. The precise mode in which she transfers a bubble of air

beneath this pellicle is not accurately known ; but from an observation

made by the ingenious author of the little work from which this account is

abstracted, he concludes that she draws the air into her body by the anus,

which she presents to the surface of the pool, and then pumps it out from

an opening at the base of the belly between the pellicle and that part of the

body, the hairs of which keep it extended. Clothed with this aerial mantle,

which to the spectator seems formed of resplendent quicksilver, she plunges

to the bottom, ami, with as much dexterity as a chemist transfers gas with

a gas-holder, introduces her bubble of air beneath the roof prepared for its

reception. This manoeuvre she repeats ten or twelve times, until at length

in about a quarter of an hour she has transported as much air as suffices

to expand her apartment to its intended extent, and now finds herself in

possession of a little aiirial edifice, I had almost said an enchanted palace,

affording her a commodious and dry retreat in the very midst of the water.

Here she reposes unmoved by the storms that agitate the surface of the

pool, and devours her prey at ease and in safqfy. Both sexes form these

lodgings. At a particular season of the year the male quits his apartment,

apjiroaches that of the female, enters it, and enlarging it by the bubble of

air that he carries witli hin), it becomes a common abode for the happy
pair.^ The spider which forms these singular habitations is one of the largest

European species, and in some countries not uncommon in stagnant pools.

I am, &c.

* See several Memoirs upon this and some allied species by Messrs. Sells,

Saunders, and Westwood, in the Trans, of the Ent. Soc. of London, vols. ii. and iii.

* Memoire pour servir a commencer I'Histoire des Araigntes Aquatiques, 12mo
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LETTER XV.

HABITATIONS OF INSECTS— con/mz^ei.

The habitations of insects which I shall next proceed to describe are those

formed by the united labour of several individuals. The societies which
thus combine their operations may be divided into two kinds : Ist, those

of which the object is simply the' conservation of the individuals composing
them ; and 2ndly, those whose object is also the nurture and education of
their young. To the last head belong bees, wasps, dtc. : to the former the

larvEe of some species of moths, whose labours, being the most simple, I

shall first describe.

You cannot fail to have observed in gardens the fruit trees disfigured, as

you would probably think them, with what at first view seem very strong
and thick spiders' webs. If you have bestowed upon these webs the

slightest attention, you must have likewise remarked that they differ very
materially in their construction from those spun by spiders, inclosing on
every side an angular space, and being besides filled with caterpillars.

These are the larvag o^ Porthesin clirysorrhcen, and the web which contains

them is spun by their united labour for the protection of the common
society. As soon as the cluster of eggs deposited by the parent moth is

hatched, the young caterpillars, to the number of three or four hundred,

commence their operations. At first they content themselves by forming
a sort of hammock of the single leaf upon which they find themselves
assembled, covering it with a roof composed of a number of silken threads

drawn from one edge to the other ; and under one or more of these tem-
porary habitations they reside for a few days, until they are become large

and strong enough to undertake a more solid and spacious building suffi-

cient to contain the whole society. In constructing this new habitation,

they spin a close silken web round the end of two or three adjoining twigs

and the leaves attached to them, so as to include the requisite space.

They are not curious in giving any particular form to the edifice : some-
times it is flat, often roundish, but always more or less angular. The
interior is divided by partitions of silk into several irregular apartments, to

each of which there is purposely left an appropriate door. Within these

the caterpillars retire at night, or in rainy weather, quitting the nest on
fine days, and dispersing themselves over the neighbouring leaves, upon
which they feed. Here, too, they repose during the critical period of the

change of their skins. On the approach of winter the whole community
shut themselves up in the nest, which, by the addition of repeated layers

of silk, has at this time become so thick and strong as to be impervious to

the wind and rain. They remain in a state of torpidity during the cold

months, but towards the beginning of April arc awakened to activity by
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the genial breath of spring, and begin to feed with greediness upon the

young leaves that surround their habitation, which, as they soon greatly

increase in size, they find it necessary to enlarge. One might fear that a

structure formed of such materials would at this period be sadly damaged
by the growth of the young shoots and leaves of the twigs which it encloses

;

but the inhabitants, as if to guard against such an accident, have gnawed
off all the buds within their dweUing, and thus secured themselves from

this inconvenience.^

Tlie nest of the larvae of another species of moth, the Cnethocampa pro-

cessionea, unfortunately not a native of this country, to which, on account

of their singular manners, that will be detailed to you in a subsequent

letter, Reaumur has given tiie title of j^rocessionary caterpillars, is some-

what different in its construction from that just described, though formed
of the same material. As the caterpillars which fabricate it feed upon the

leaves of the oak, it is always found upon this tree, attached not to the

branches but the trunk, sometimes at a considerable height from the

ground. In shape it resembles an irregular knob or protuberance, and the

silk which composes it being of a grey colour, at a distance it would be

taken for a mass of lichens. Sometimes this nest is upwards of eighteen

inches long, and six broad, rising in the middle about four inches from the

surface of the tree. Between the trunk and the silken covering, a single

hole is left which serves for the entrance and exit of the inhabitants.

These differ in their manners from those last mentioned. While very

young they have no fixed habitation, contenting themselves with a succes-

sion of different temporary camps until they have attained two-thirds of

their growth. Then it is they unite their labours in spinning the net just

described ; and in this they continue to reside in harmony until they

become perfect insects, assuming in it even the state of chrysalis.'^

Habitations similar, as to their general structure, to the above, though

differing in several minute circumstances, are formed by the larvae of

several other moths, as of Porthesia phccorrhcea, Clisiocampa neustria, &c.,

as well as those of Vanessa To, Mclitcea Ciiixia, and some other butter-

Hies^, and even of some saw-flies (Serrifera), which, however, have each a

separate silken covering. But as it would be tedious to describe these par-

ticularly, I pass on to the habitations formed by insects in their perfect

state, which have in view the education of their young as well of self-pre-

servation, describing in succession those of ants, bees, ivasps, and ivkite

ants.

Of these the most simple in their structure are the nests of different

kinds oi ants, many of which externally present the appearance of hillocks

more or less conical, formed of earth or other substances.

The nest of the large red or horse ants {F. rufa), which are common in

woods, at the first aspect seems a very confused mass. Exteriorly it is a
conical mount composed of pieces of straw, fragments of wood, littlu

stones, leaves, grain ; in short, of any portable materials within their reach.

1 Reaum. ii. 128.

3 Ibid. 179.
3 The habits of a Mexican species of butterfly {Eitcheira sncialis Westw.), of

which the larv» construct a strong white parchment-like bag, in which they reside

and undergo their transformations, have been described by Mr. Westwood in the

Trans, of the Ent. Soc. qf London, vi. pi. vi.
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But however rude its outward appearance, and the articles of which it

consists, interiorly it presents an arrangement admirably calculated at once
for protection against the excessive heat of the sun, and yet to retain a due
degree of genial warmth. It is wiioUy composed of numerous small apart-

ments of different sizes, comnnmicating with each otlier by means of gal-

leries, and arranged in separate stories, some very deep in the earth, others

a considerable height above it : the former for the reception of the young
in cold weather and at night, the latter adopted to their use in the daytime.

In forming tiiese, tiie ants mix the earth excavated from the bottom of the

nest with the other materials of which the mount consists, and thus give

solidity to the whole. Besides the avenues which join the apartments

together, other galleries varying in dimensions communicate with tiie out-

side of the nest at the top of the mount. These open doors would seem
ill-calculated for precluding the admission of wet or of nocturnal enemies ;

but the ants alter their dimensions continually according to circumstances ;

and they wholly close them at night, when all gradually retire to the in-

terior, and a few sentinels only are left to guard the gates. Ou rainy

days, too, they keep them shut, and when the sky is cloudy open them
partially.^

The habitations of these ants are much larger than those of any other

species in this country, and sometimes as big as a small haycock ; but they

are mere molehills when compared with the enormous mounds which other

species, apparently of the same fmiily, but much larger, construct in warmer
climates. Malouet states, that in the forests of Guiana, he once saw ant-

hills which, though his companion would not suffer him to approach nearer

than forty paces for fear of his being devoured, seemed to him to be fifteen

or twenty feet high, and thirty or forty in diameter at the base, assuming

the form of a pyramid, truncated at one-third of its height^; and Stedman,

when in Surinam, once passed ant-hills six feet high, and at least one
hundred feet in circumference.* In the plains of Paraguay, where the ants

commit great devastations, a species described by Dobrizhoffisr forms conical

earthen nests three or more ells high, and as hard as stone ; and in the

Bungo forest in New South Wales, a very small ant builds nests of mdu-
rated clay eight or ten feet high.*

The nest of Formica brunnca is composed wholly of earth, and consists

of a great number of stories, sometimes not fewer than forty, twenty below

the level of the soil, and as many above, which last, following the slope of

the ant-hill, are concentric. Each stor}', separately examined, exhibits

cavities in the shape of saloons, narrower a])artments, and long galleries

which preserve the communication between both. The arched roofs of the

most spacious rooms are supported by very thni walls, or occasionally by

small pillars and true buttresses ; some having only one entrance from

above, others a second communicating with the lower story. The main

galleries, of which in some places several meet in one large saloon, com-
municating with other subterranean passages, which are often carried to

the distance of several feet from the hill. These insects work chiefly after

sunset. In building their nest they employ soft clay only, scraped from its
'

bottom when sufficiently moistened by a shower, which, for from injuring,

^ ITuber, Ttecherches sur les Mceurs des Fourmls, pp. 21—29.

2 Ibid. p. KiS. ^ Stedinau's Surinam, i. 1G9.
•» Westwood, 3Iod. Class, of Lis. ii. 223. 231.
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consolidates and strengthens their architectnre. Different labourers con-

vey small masses of this ductile material between their mandibles, and with

the same instrument they spread and mould it to their will, the antennae

accomi"ianying every movement. They render all firm by pressing the sur-

face lightly with their fore feet ; and however numerous the masses of

clay composing these walls, and though connected by no glutinous material,

they appear when finished one single layer, well united, consolidated and

.smoothed. Having traced the plan of their structure, by placing here

and there the foundations of the pillars and partition-walls, they add

successively new portions ; and when the walls of a gallery or apartment,

which are "half » line thick, are elevated about half an inch in height,

they join them by springing a flattish arch or roof from one side to the

other. Nothing can be a more interesting spectacle than one of these cities

while building. In one place vertical walls form the outline, which com-
municate with different corridors by openings made in the masonry ; in

another we see a true saloon, whose vaults are supported by numerous
pillars ; and further on are the cross ways or squares \yhere several streets

meet, and whose roofs, though often more than two inches across, the

ants are under no difficulty in constructing, beginning the sides of the arch

in the angle formed by two walls, and extending them by successive layers

of clay till they meet ; while crowds of masons arrive from all parts with

their particle of mortar, and work with a regularity, harmony, and activity,

which can never enough be admired. So assiduous are they in their opera-

tions, that they will complete a story with all its saloons, vaulted roofs,

partitions and galleries, in seven or eight hours. If they begin a story, and

for want of moisture are unable to finish it, they pull down again all the

crumbling apartments that are not covered in.^

Another s|)ecies of ants (M.fusca) are also masons. When they wish to

heighten their habitations, they begin by covering the top with a thick

layer of clay, which they transport from the interior. In this layer they

trace out the plan of the new story, first hollowing out little cavities of

almost equal depth at different distances from each other, and of a size

adapted for their purposes. The elevations of earth left between them
serve for bases to the interior walls, which, when they have removed all the

loose earth from the floors of the apartments, and reduced the founilations

to a due thickness, they heighten, and lastly cover all in. M. Huber saw
a single working ant make and cover in a gallery which was two or three

inches long, and of which the interior was rendered perfectly concave,

without as^istance.'*

The societies of F./uliqinosa make their habitations in the trunks of old

oaks or willow trees, gnawing the wood into numberless stories more or

less horizontal, the ceilmgs and floors of which are about five or six lines

asunder, black, and as thin as card, sometimes supported by vertical parti-

tions, forming an infinity of a|)artments which communicate by small aper-

tures ; at others by small light cylindrical pillars furnished with a base and

capital which are arranged in colonnades, leaving a communication perfectly

free throughout the whole extent of the story.*

Two other tribes of carpenter ants (F. cclhiops and F.flava) use saw-

dust in forming their buildings. The former api)lies this material only to

1 Huber, Reciierches, &c. 30—40. 2 Ibid. 45.

3 Ibid. 53.
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the building of walls and stopping up chinks : the latter composes whole
stages or stories of it made into a sort of ^jo^jie?- mCiche with earth and spi-

ders' web.^

Some ants form their nests of the leaves of trees. One of these was
observed by Sir Joseph Banks in New South Wales, which was formed by
glueing together several leaves as large as a hand. To keep these leaves

in a proper position, thousands of ants united their strength, and if driven

away the leaves spring back with great violence.^ Another species of ant
(Mt/nnica Kirbii Sykes), found in the Poona Collectorate, India, described

by Colonel Sykes, forms its globular battoon-shaped nest, which is com-
posed of a congeries of tile-Hke laminas of cow-dung, with'the usual assem-
blage of cells and nurseries, &c., composed of the same material, in the
branches of trees and shrubs.^ Another East Indian species {Formica
smaragdina') forms its nest of a very thin but double silk-like tissue*;

while Formica elata Lund builds its nest on the trunks of trees of earth

mixed with leaves, and other species use the hairs of plants for the same
purpose.^ F. bisjnnosa in Cayenne employs the down enveloping the

seeds of the Bombax criba, which it felts into a sort of cottony sub-

stance.^

The most profound philosopher, equally with the most incurious of
mortals, is struck with astonishment on inspecting the interior of a bee-

hive. He beholds a city in miniature. He sees this city divided into

regular streets, these streets composed of houses constructed on the most
exact geometrical principles and the most symmetrical plan, some serving

for store-houses for food, others for the habitations of the citizens, and a
few, much more extensive than the rest, destined for the palaces of the

sovereign. He perceives that the substance of which the whole city is

built is one which man, with all his skill, is unable to fabricate ; and that

the edifices in which it is employed are such, as the most expert artist

would find himself incompetent to erect. And the whole is the work of
a society of insects !

" Quel abime (he exclaims with Bonnet) aux yciix du
sage qiCiine ruche d'Abeillcs ! Quelle sagesse profonde se cache dans cet

abime! Quel philosophe osera le fonder!" Nor have its mysteries yet

been fathomed. Philosophers have in all ages devoted their lives to the
subject ; from Aristomachus of Soli in Cilicia, who, we are told by Pliny,

for fifty-eight years attended solely to bees, and Philiscus the Thracian,

who spent his whole time in forests investigating their manners, to Swam-
merdam, Reaumur, Hunter, and Hubcr of modern times. Still the con-

struction of the combs of a bee-hive is a miracle which overwhelms our
faculties.

You are probably aware that the hives with which we provide bees are

not essential to their labours, and that they can equally form their city in

the hollow of a tree or any other cavity. In whatever situation it is

placed, the general plan which they follow is the same. You have seen a

honeycomb, and must have observed that it is a flattish cake, composed of

a vast number of cells, for the most part hexagonal, regularly applied to

each other's sides, and arranged in two strata or layers placed end to end.

' Huber, Becherches, &c. Gl. ^ Hawkeswortli's Cook's Voyages, iii. 223.

' Trans. Eiit. Sac. Land. i. 101. 4 Ibid. i. proc. Ixxii.

5 VVestwood, Mod. Class, of Ins. ii. 223.
6 Lacordaire, Litr. a CEntom. ii. 603.
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The interior of a bee-hive consists oF several of these combs fixed to its

upper part and sides, arranged verticalli/ at a small distance from each
other, so that the cells composing them are placed in a horizontal ])osition,

and have their openings in op[)osite directions— not the best position one
would have thought for retaining a fluid like honey, yet the bees find no
inconvenience on this score. The distance of the combs from each other

is about half an inch, that is, sufficient to allow two bees busied upon the

opposite cells to pass each other with facility. Besides these vacancies,

which form the high roads of their community, the combs are here and
there pierced with holes which serve as posterns for easy communication
from one to the other without losing time by going round.

The arrangement of the combs is well adapted for its purpose, but it is

the construction of the cells which is most admirable and astonishing. As
these are formed of wax, a substance secreted by the bees in no great

abundance, it is important that as little as possible of such a precious ma-
terial should be consumed. Bees, therefore, in the formation of their cells,

have to solve a problem which would puzzle some geometers, namely, a

quantity of wax being given, to form of it similar and equal cells of a de-

terminate capacity, but of the largest size in proportion to the quantity of

matter employed, and disposed in such a manner as to occupy in the hive

the least possible space. Every part of this problem is practically solved

by bees. If their cells had been cylindrical, which form seems best adapted

to the shape of a bee, they could not have been applied to each other with-

out leaving numberless superfluous vacuities. If the cells were made square

or triangular, this last objection, indeed, would be removed : but besides

that a "greater quantity of wax would have been required, the shape would
have been inconvenient to a cylindrical-bodied animal. All these difficulties

are obviated by the adoption of hexagonal cells, which are admirably fitted

to the form of the insect, at the same time that their sides apply to each

other without the smallust vacant intervals. Another important saving

in materials is gained by making a common base serve for two strata of

cells. Much more wax as well as room would have been required, had
the combs consisted of a single stratum only. But this is not all. The
base of each cell is not an exact plane, but is usually composed of three

rhomboidal or lozenge-shaped pieces, placed so as to form a pyramidal con-

cavity. From this form it follows that the base of a cell on one side or

stratum of the comb is composed of portions of the bases of three cells on
the other. You will inquire. Where is the advantage of this arrangement ?

First, a greater degree of strength ; and, secondly, precisely the same as

results from the hexagonal sides— a greater cajjacity with less expenditure

of wax. Not only has this been indisputably ascertained, but that the

angles of the base of the cell are exactly those which require the smallest

quantity of wax. It is obvious that these angles might vary infinitely ;

but, by a very accurate admeasurement, Maraldi found that the great

angles were in general 109° 28', the smaller ones 70° 32'. Reaumur, in-

geniously suspecting that the object of choosing these angles from amongst

so many was to spare wax, proposed to M. Kcinig, a skilful geometrician,

who was ignorant of Maraldi's experiments, to determine by calculations

what ought to be the angle of a hexagonal cell, with a pyramidal bottom

formed of three similar and equal rhomboid plates, so that the least matter

possible might enter into its construction. For the solution of this pro-

blem the geometrician had recourse to the infinitesimal calculus, and found

T
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that the preat angles of the rhombs should be 109° 26', and of the small

angles 70° 34/^ What a surprising agreement between the solution of the

problem and the actual admeasurement !
^

Besides the saving of wax effected by the form of the cells, the bees adopt
another economical plan suited to the same end. They compose the bottoms

and sides of wax of very great tenuity, not thicker than a sheet of writing-

paper. But as walls of this thinness at the entrance would be perpetually

injured by the ingress and egress of the workers, they prudently make the

margin at the opening of each cell three or four times thicker than the walls.

Dr. Barclay discovered that, though of such excessive tenuity,'the sides

and bottom of each cell are actually double, or, in other words, that each cell

is a distinct, separate, and in some measure an independent structure, agglu-

tinated only to the neighbouring cells, and that when the agglutinating sub-

stance is destroyed, each cell may be entirely separated from the rest.^

You must not imagine that all the cells of a hive are of precisely similar

dimensions. As the society consists of three orders of insects differing in

size, the cells which are to contain the larva; of each proportionally differ,

those built for the males being considerably larger than those which are

intended for the workers. The abode of the larvae of the queen bee differs

still more. It is not only much larger than any of the rest, but of a quite

different form, being shaped like a pear or Florence flask, and composed
of a material much coarser than common wax, of which above one hundred
times as much is used in its construction as of pure wax in that of a com-
mon cell. The situation, too, of these cells (for there are generally three

or four, and sometimes many more, even up to thirty or forty, in each hive)

is very difl^erent from that of the common cells. Instead of being in a

horizontal they are placed in a vertical direction, with the mouth down-
wards, and are usually fixed to the lower edge of the combs, from which
they irregularly project like stalactites from the roof of a cavern. The
cells destined for the reception of honey and pollen differ from those which

the larvae of the males and workers inhabit only by being deeper, and thus

more capacious; in fact, the very same cells are successively apphed to

both purposes. When the honey is collected in great abundance, and

1 Eeaum. v. 390.
2 Father Boscovjcli observes, that all "the angles that form the planes which

compose the cell are equal, i.e. \'20° ; and he supposes that tliis equality of inclina-

tion facilitates much the construction of the cell, which maj- be a motive for pre-
ferring it, as well as economy. He shows that the bees do not economise the wax
necessary for a flat bottom in the construction of every cell, near so mucli as MM.
Konig and Reaumur thought.

MacLauvin says, that the difference of a cell with a pyramidal from one with a
flat bottom, in which is comprised the economy of the bees, is equal to the fourth

part of six triangles, which it would be necessary to add to the trapeziums, the faces

of the cell, in order to make them right angles.

M. L'Hullier, professor of Geneva, values the economy of the bees at ^ of the

whole expense ; and he shows that it might have been one-fifth if the bees had no
other circumstances to attend to ; but he concludes, that if it is not very sensible in

every cell, it may be considerable in the whole of a comb, on account of the mutual
setting of the two opposite orders of cells. Huber, Nouvelles Observations, &c.,

ii. 34.

5 JiTemoirs of the Wernerian Society, ii. 259. This, however, has been denied bj*

Mr. Waterhouse, and seems inconsistent with the account given bj- Huber hereafter

detailed ; but Mr. G. Newport asserts that even the virgin cells are lined with a
delicate membrane. Westwood, Mod. Class, of Ins. ii. 284.
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there is not time to construct fresh cells, the bees lengthen the honey cells

by adding a rim to them.
You will be anxious to learn the process which these ingenious artificers

follow in constructing their habitations ; and on this head I am happy that

the recent [jublication of a new edition of the celebrated Ruber's New Ob-
servations on liees, in which this subject is for the first time elucidated, will

enable me to gratify your curiosity.

But in the first place you must be told of an important and unlooked-for
discovery of this unrivalled detector of the hidden mysteries of nature—
that the workers or neuters, as they are called, of a hive consist of two
descriptions of individuals, one of whicli he calls abcilles nourrices, or pefitcs

abeillcs, the other abeilles cirieres. The former, or nurse bees, are smaller than
the latter ; their stomach is not capable of such distension ; and their office

is to build the combs and cells after the foundation has been laid by the
cirieres, to collect honey, and to feed the larvae. The abeillcs cirieres

are the makers of wax, which substance Huher has now indisputably ascer-
tained to be secreted, as John Hunter long ago suspected, beneath the ven-
tral segments, from between which it is taken by the bees when wanted, in

the form of thin scales. The apparatus in which the wax is secreted con-
sists of four pair of membranous bags or wax-pockets, situated at the base
of each intermediate segment, one on each side, which can only be seen by
pressing the abdomen so as to lengthen it, being usually concealed by the
overlapping of the preceding segments. It should be observed that this

discovery was nearly made by our countryman Thorley, who, in his

Female Monarchy (IT+J-), says that he has taken bees with six pieces of
wax within the plaits of the abdomen, three on each side. In these pockets
the wax is secreted by some unknown process from the food taken into the
stomach, which in the wax-making bees is much larger than in the nurse-
bees, antl afterwards transpires through the membrane of the wax-pocket
in thin laminae. The nurse-bees, however, do secrete wax, but in very
small quantities. When wax is not wanted in the hive, the wax-makers
disgorge their honey into the cells.

The process of building the combs in a bee-hive, as observed by Huber,
is as follows :

—
The wax-makers, having taken a due portion of honey or sugar, from

either of which wax can be elaborated, suspend themselves to each other,
the claws of the forelegs of the lowermost being attached to those of the
hind pair of the uppermost, and form themselves into a cluster, the exterior
layer of which looks like a kind of curtain. This cluster consists of a
series of festoons or garlands, which cross each other in all directions, and
in which most of the bees turn their hack upon the observer : the curtain

has no other motion than what it receives from the interior layers, the Huc-
tuations of which are communicated to it. All this time the nursc-bres

preserve their wonted activity and pursue their usual employments. The
wax-makers remain immoveable for about twenty-four hours, during which
period the formation of wax takes place, and thin laminas of this material

may be generally perceived under their abdomen. One of these bees is

now seen to detach itself from one of the central garlands of the cluster,

to make a way amongst its companions to the middle of the vault

or top of the hive, and by turning itself round to form a kind of void, in

which it can move itself freely. It then suspends itself to the centre of
the space, which it has cleared, the diameter of which is about an inch. It
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next seizes one of the laminse of wax with a pincer formed by the posterior

metatarsus and tibia ^, and ilravving it from beneath the abdominal segment,

one of the anterior legs takes it with its claws and carries it to the mouth.

This leg holds the lamina with its claws vertically, the tongue rolled up
serving for a support, and, by elevating or depressing it at will, causes the

whole of its circumference to be exposed to the action of the mandibles,

so that the margin is soon gnawed into pieces, which drop as they are de-

tached into the double cavity, bordered with iiairs, of the mandibles.

These fragments, pressed by others newly separated, fall on one side of the

mouth, and issue from it in the form of a very narrow riband. Tiiey are

then presented to the tongue, which impregnates them with a frothy liquor

like a bouiUie. During this operation the tongue assumes all sorts of

forms ; sometimes it is flattened like a spatula ; then like a trowel, which

applies itself to the riband of wax ; at other times it resembles a pencil

terminating in a point. After having moistened the whole of the riband,

the tongue pushes it so as to make it re-enter the mandibles, but in an op-

posite direction, where it is worked up anew. The liquor mixed with the

wax communicates to it a whiteness and opacity which it had not before ;

and the object of this mixture of bouillie, which did not escape the obser-

vation of Reaumur'^, is doubtless to give it that ductility and tenacity

which it possesses in its perfect state.

The foundress-bee, a name which this first beginner of a comb deserves,

next applies these prepared parcels of wax against the vault of the hive,

disposing them with the point of her mandibles in the direction which she

wishes them to take : and she continues these manoeuvres until she has

employed the whole lamina that she had separated from her body, when
she takes a second, proceeding in the same manner. She gives herself no
care to compress the molecules of wax which she has heaped together ;

she is satisfied if they adhere to each other. At length she leaves her

work, and is lost in the crowd of her companions. Another succeeds,

and resumes tlie employment; then a third ; all follow the same plan of

placing their little masses; and if any by chance gives them a contrary

direction, another coming removes tliem to their proper place. The result

of all these operations is a mass or little wall of wax with uneven surfaces,

five or six lines long, two lines high, and half a line thick, which descends

perpendicularly below the vault of the hive. In this first work is no angle

nor any trace of the figure of the cells. It is a simple [)artition in a right

line without any inflection.

The wax-makers iiaving thus laid the foundation of a comb, are suc-

ceeded by the nurse-bees, which are alone competent to model and perfect

the work. The former are the labourers, who convey the stone and mor-

tar ; the latter the masons, who work them up into the form which the

intended structure requires. One of the nurse-bees now places itself

horizontall}' on the vault of the hive, its head corresponding to the centre

of the mass or wall which the wax-makers have left, and which is to form

the partition of the comb into tw'O opposite assemblages of cells ; and

with its mandibles, rapidly moving its head, it moidds in that side of the

wall a cavity which is to form the base of one of the cells, to the diameter

of which it is equal. When it has worked some minutes it departs, and

1 Vide Mon. Jp. Ang. t. 12. * * e. 1. neut. fig. IS.

* Reauiii. V. 424.
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another takes its place, deepening the cavity, heightening its lateral mar-
gins by heaping up the wax to right and left by means of its teeth and fore-

feet, and giving them a niore upright form. More than twenty bees suc-

cessively employ themselves in this work. When arrived at a certain

point, other bees begin on the yet untouched and opposite side of the
mass, and, commencing the bottom of two cells, are in turn relieved by
others. While still engaged in this labour, the wax-makers return and
add to the mass, augmenting its extent every way, the nurse-bees again

continuing their operations. After having worked the bottoms of the cells

of the first row into their proper forms, they polish them and give them
iheir finish, while others begin the outline of a new series.

The cells themselves, or prisms, which result from the reunion and
meeting of the sides, are next constructed. These are engrafted on the

borders of the cavities hollowed in the mass. The bees begin them by
making the contour of the bottoms, which at first is unequal, of equal
height ; thus all the margins of the cells oifer an uniformly level surface

from their first origin, and until they have acquired their proper length.

The sides are heightened in an order analogous to that which the insects,

follow in finishing the bottoms of the cells ; and the length of these tubes
is so perfectly proportioned that there is no observable inequality between
them. It is to be remarked, that though the general form of the cells is

hexagonal, that of those first beizun xa pentagonal, the side next the top of
the hive, and by which the comb is attached, being much broader than the
rest ; whence the comb is more strongly united to the hive than if these

cells were of the ordinary shape. It of course follows that the base of
these cells, instead of being formed, like those of the hexagonal cells, ot

three rhomboids, consist of one rliomboid and two trapeziums.

The form of a new comb is lenticular, its thickness always diminishing

towards the edges. This gradation is constantly observable whilst it keeps
enlarging in circumference ; but as soon as the bees get sufficient space to

lengthen it, it begins to lose this form, and to assume parallel surfaces : it

has then received the shape which it will always preserve.

The bees appear to give the proper forms to the bottoms of the cells by
means of their antennse, which extraordinary organs they seem to employ
as directors by which their other instruments are instructed to execute a
very complex work. They do not remove a single particle of wax until the
antennas have explored the surface that is to be sculptured. By the use of

these organs, which are so flexible and so readily applied to all parts, how-
ever delicate, that they can perform the functions of compasses in measur-
ing very minute objects, they can work in the dark, and raise those wonder-
ful combs the first production of insects.

Every part of the work appears a natural consequence of that which
precedes it, so that chance has no share in the admirable results witnessed.

The bees cannot depart from their prescribed route, except in consequence
of particular circumstances which alter the basis of their labour. The ori-

ginal mass of wax is never augmented but by an uniform quantity ; and,

what is most astonishing, this augmentation is made by the wax-makers
who are the depositaries of the primary matter, and possess not the art of

sculpturing the cells.

The bees never begin two masses for combs at the same time ; but
scarcely are some rows of cells constructed in the first, when two other

masses, one on each side of it, are established at equal distances from it

T 3
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cind parallel to it, and then again two more exterior to these. The combs
are always enlarged and lengthened in a progression proportioned to the
priority of their origin ; the middle comb being constantly advanced beyond
the two adjoining ones by some rows of cells, and they beyond those that

are exterior to them. Was it permitted to these insects to lay the founda-
tion of all their combs at the same time, they could not be placed conve-
niently or parallel to each other. So with respect to the cells, the first

cavity determines the place of all that succeed it.

A large number of bees work at the same time on the same comb ; but
they are not moved to it by a simultaneous but by a successive impulse. A
single bee begins every partial operation, and many others in succession

add their efforts to hers, each appearing to act individually in a direction

impressed either by the workers who have preceded it, or by the
condition in which it finds the work. The whole population of wax-makers
is in a state of the most complete inaction till one bee goes forth to lay

the foundations of the first comb. Immediately others second her inten-

tions, adding to the height and length of the mass; and when tliey cease

to act, a bee, if the term may be used, of another profession, one of the
nurse-bees, goes to form the draft of the first cell, in which she is succeeded
by others.'

The diameters of the cells intended for the larvse of workers is always

2f lines, that of those meant for the larvae of the males or drones 3J lines.

The male cells are generally in the middle of the combs, or in their sides,

rarely in their upper part. They are never insulated, but form a corre-

sponding group on both sides the comb. When the bees form male cells

below those of neuters, they construct many rows oi intermediate ones, the

diameter of which augments progressively till it attains that of a male cell ;

and they observe the same method when they revert from male cells to

those of neuters. It appears to be the oviposition of the (jueen which de-

cides the kind of cells that are to be made : while she lays the eggs of
workers, no male cells are constructed ; but when she is ahout to lay the

eggs of males, the neuters appear to know it, and act accordingly. When
there is a very large harvest of honey, the bees increase the diameter and
even the length of their cells. At this time many irregular combs may be
seen with cells of twelve, fifteen, and even eighteen lines in length. Some-
times, also, they have occasion to shorten the cells. When they wish to

lengthen an old comb, the tubes of which have acquired their full dimen-
sions, they gradually diminish the thickness of its edges, gnawing down the

sides of the cells till it assumes the lenticular form; they then engraft a

mass of wax round it, and so proceed with new cells.

Variations, as has been already hinted, sometimes take place in the

position and even form of the combs. Occasionally the bees construct

* Some late physiologists and entomologists have contended with Buffon that
there is in fact nothing wonderful in the hexagonal form of the cells of bees, which
are at first really C3'lindrical (thus corresponding with the form of their bodies), but
forced to assume the six-sided form by the pressure on their sides of the multitude
of bees engaged upon them; but surely if these authors had read Ruber's work
with attention they must have perceived that the fact stated by him above, that
however large the number of bees at work on a comb, they do not work simul-

taneovdy, but successively, " each appearing to act individually in a direction im-
pressed either by the workers who have preceded it, or bj' the condition in which it

finds the work," is utterl}' at variance with their theory, as is indeed the whole of
Huber's lucid and distinct relation.
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cells of the common shape upon the wood to which the combs are fixed,

without p^ramiJal bottoms, and from them continue their work as usual.

These cells with a flat bottom, or rather with the wood for their bottom,

are more irregular than the common ones ; some of their orifices are not

angular, and their dimensions are not exact, but all are more or less hexa-

gonal. Once when disturbed, Huber observed them to begin their combs
on one of the vertical sides of the hive instead of on the roof. When par-

ticular circumstances caused it, as, for instance, when glass was introduced,

to which they do not like to fix their combs, he remarked that they con-

stantly varied their direction ; and by repeating the attempt he forced them
to form their combs in the most fantastic manner. Yet glass is an artificial

subs^tance, against which instinct merely cannot have provided them : there

is nothing in hollow trees, their natural habitation, resembling it. When
they change the direction of their combs, they enlarge the cells of one side

to two or three times the diameter of those of the other, which gives the

requisite curve.

To complete the detail of these interesting discoveries of the elder

Huber, I must lay before you the following additional observations of his

son.

The first base of the combs upon which the bees work holds three or

four cells, sometimes more. The comb continues of the same width for

three or four inches, and then begins to widen for three quarters of its

length. The bees engaged at the bottom lengthen it downwards; those on
the sides widen it to right and left ; and those which are employed above

the thickest part extend its dimensions upwards. The more a comb is

enlarged below, the more it is necessary that it should be enlarged upwards

to the top of the hive. The bees that are engaged in lengthening the comb
work with more celerity than those which increase its width ; and those

that ascend or increase its width upwards, more slowly than the rest.

Hence it arises that it is longer than wide, and narrower towards the top

than towards the middle. The first formed cells are usually not so deep
as those in the middle ; but when the comb is of a certain height, they are

in haste to lengthen these cells so essential to the solidity of the whole,

sometimes even making them longer than the rest. The cells are not per-

fectly horizontal ; they are almost always a little higher towards their

mouth than at their base, so that their axis is not perpendicular to the par-

tition that separates the two assemblages. They sometimes vary from the

horizontal line more than 20°, usually 4° or 5'^. When the bees enlarge

the diameter of the cells preparatory to the formation of male cells, the

bottoms often consist of two rhomboids and two hexagons, the size and
form of which vary, and they correspond with four instead of three oppo-
site cells. The works of bees are symmetrical less perhaps in minute de-

tails than considered as a whole. Sometimes, indeed, their combs have a

fantastic form ; but this, if traced, will be found to be caused by circum-

stances ; one irregularity occasions another, and both usually have their

origin in the dispositions which we make them adopt. The inconstancy of

climate, too, occasions frequent interruptions, and injures the symmetry of
the combs ; for a work resumed is always less perfect than one followed up
until completed.

At first the substance of the cells is of a dead white, semi-transparent,

soft, and though even, not smooth : but in a few days it loses most ot

these qualities, or rather acquires new ones j a yellow tint spreads over the

T 4
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cells, particularly their interior surface: their edges become thicker, and
they have acquired a consistence, which at first they did not possess. The
combs, also, when finished are heavier than the unfinished ones ; these
last are broken by the slightest touch, whereas the former will bend sooner
than break. Their orifices also have something adhesive, and they melt
less readily ; whence it is evident that the finished combs contain something
not present in the unfinished ones. In examining the orifice of the yellow
ceils, their contour appeared to the younger Huber to be besmeared with
a reddish varnish, unctuous, strong-scented, and similar to, if not the same
as, propo/is. Sometimes there were red threads in the interior, which were
also applied round the sides, rhombs, or trapeziums. This solder, as it

may be called, placed at the point of contact of the different parts, and at

the summit of the angles formed by their meeting, seemed to give solidity

to the cells, round the axis of the longest of which there were sometimes
one or two red zones. From subsequent experiments, M. Huber ascer-
tained that this substance was actually propolis, collected from the buds of
the poplar. He saw them with the mandibles draw a thread from the
mass of propolis that was most conveniently situated, and, breaking it by a
sudden jerk of the head, take it with the claws of their fore-legs, and then,
entering the cell, place it at the angles and sides, &c., which they had pre-
viously planished. The yellow colour, however, is not given by the pro-
polis, and it is not certain to what it is owing. The bees sometimes mix
wax and propolis and make an amalgam, known to the ancients and called

by them 7iiifi/s and pissoceros, which they use in rebuilding cells that have
been destroyed, in order to strengthen and support the edifice.^

We know but little of the proceedings of the species of bees not indi-

genous to Europe, which live in societies and construct combs like that

cultivated by us. A traveller in Brazil mentions one there which builds

a kind of natural hive :
" On an excursion towards Upper Tapagippe,"

says he, " and skirting the dreary woods which extend to the interior, I

observed the trees more loaded with bees' nests than even in the neigh-
bourhood of Porto Seguro. They consist of a ponderous shell of clay,

cemented similarly to martins' nests, swelling from high trees about a foot
thick, and forming an oval mass full two feet in diameter. When broken,
the wax is arranged as in our hives, and the honey abundant." ^

Humhle-bees are the only tribe besides the hive-bee, that in this part of
the world construct nests by the united labour of the society. The habita-
tions compiosing them are of a rude construction, and the streets are ar-

ranged with little architectural regularity. The number of inhabitants, too,

is small, rarely exceeding two or three hundred, and often not more than
twenty. The nests of some species, as o^ Bombus^ hipidarius, tcrrestris, &c.,
are found under-ground, at the depth ofa foot or more below the surface ; but
as the internal structure of these does not essentially differ from that of
the more singular habitations of B. viuscoruin, and as some of the subter-
ranean species occasionally adopt the same situation, I shall confine my
description to the latter.

^ JVoHvelks Observations sxir les Aheilles, par Francois Huber, ii. 101— 288. I

have observed the bees collecting propolis in the spring from the buds of Fopulus
bahamifera.

3 Lindlev in R. 3IUitary Chronicle, March 1815, 449.
3 Apis. * *. e. 2. K.
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These nests, which do not exceed six or eight inches in diameter, are

generally found in meadows and pastures, and sometimes in hedge-rows
where the soil is entangled with roots. The lower half occupies a cavity

in the soil, either accidentally found ready made, or excavated with great

labour by the bees. The upper part or dome of the nest is composed of a

thick felted covering of moss, having the interior ceiling coated with a thin

roof of coarse wax for the purpose of keeping out the wet. The entrance

is in the lower part, and is generally through a gallery or covered way,

sometimes more than a foot in length and half an inch in diameter, by
means of which the nest is more eHectuall}' concealed from observation.

On removing the coping of moss, the interior presents to our view a very

different scene from that witnessed in a bee-hive. Instead of numerous
vertical combs of wax, we see merely a few irregular horizontal combs
placed one above the other, the uppermost resting upon the more elevated

parts of the lower, and connected together by small pillars of wax. Each
of these combs consists of several groups of pale-yellow oval bodies of
three different sizes, those in the middle being the largest, closely joined

to each other, and each group connected with those next it by slight join-

ings of wax. These oval bodies are not, as you might suppose, the work
of the old bees, but the silken cocoons spun by the young larvse. Some
are closed at the upper extremity ; others, which chieHy occupy the lower
combs, have this part open. The former are those which yet include their

immature tenants : the latter are the empty cases from which the young
bees have escaped. On the surface of the upper comb are seen several

masses of wax of a flattened spheroidal shape, and of very various dimen-
sions : some above an inch, and others not a quarter of an inch, in dia-

meter ; which, on being opened, are found to include a number of larvae

surrounded with a supply of ])ollen moistened with honey. These, which
are the true cells, are chiefly the work of the female, which, after

depositing her eggs in them, furnishes them with a store of pollen and
honey ; and, when this is consumed, supplies the larvae with a daily pro-

vision, as has been described in a former letter, until they are sufficiently

grown to spin the cocoons before spoken of. Lastly, in all the corners of
the combs, and especially in the middle, we observe a considerable number
of small goblet-like vessels, filled with honey and pollen, which are not, as

in the case of the hive-bee, the fabrication of the workers, but are chiefly

the empty cocoons left by the larva;. It falls to the workers, however, to

cut off the fragments of silk from the orifice of the cocoon, which, after

giving it a regular circular form, they strengthen by a ring or elevated tube
of wax made in a different shajje by different species ; and to coat them
internally with a lining of the same material. They even occasionally con-
struct honey-pots entirely of wax.^
The most curious circumstance in the construction of these nests is the

mode in which the bees transport the moss employed in forming the roof.

When they have discovered a parcel of this material conveniently situated

upon the ground, five or six insects place themselves upon it in a file,

turning the hinder part of their bodies towards the quarter to which it is

meant to be conveyed. The first takes a small portion, and with its jaws
and fore-legs, as it were, felts it together. When the fibres are sufficiently

» Ruber, Linn. Trans, vi. 215— 298.
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entangled, it pushes them under its body by means of the first pair of legs ;

the intermediate pair receives the moss, and delivers it to the last, which
protrudes it as far as possible beyond the anus. When by this process the

insect has formed behind it a small ball of well-carded moss, the next bee
pushes it to the third, which consigns it, in like manner, to that behind it ;

and thus the balls are conveyed to the foot of the nest, and from thence

elevated to the summit much in the same way that a file of labourers trans-

fer a parcel of cheeses from a vessel or cart to a warehouse.^ It is easy

to perceive that a vast saving of time must ensue from this well-contrived

division of labour; the structure rising much more rapidly than if every

individual had been employed first in carding his materials, and then in

transferring them to the spot.

Wasps, though ferocious and cruel towards their fellow- insects, are

civilised and polished in their intercourse with each other, and form a
community whose architectural labours will not suffer on comparison even
with those of the peaceful inhabitants of a bee-hive. Like these, the great

object of their industry is the erection of a structure for their beloved pro-

geny, towards which they discover the greatest tenderness and affection,

and they even, in like manner, construct combs consisting of hexagonal

cells for their reception ; but the substance which they make use of is very

dissimilar to the wax employed by bees ; and the general plan of their city

differs in many respects from that of a bee-hive.

The common wasp's nest, usually situated in a cavity underground, is of

an oval figure, about sixteen or eighteen inches long by twelve or thirteen

broad. Externall3', it is surrounded by a thick coating of numerous leaves

of a sort of greyish paper, which do not touch each other, but have a

small interval between each, so that if the rain should chance to penetrate

one or two of them, its progress is speedily arrested. On removing this

external covering, we perceive that the interior consists of from twelve to

fifteen circular combs of different sizes, not ranged verticallij as in a bee-

hive, but horizontally, so as to form so many distinct and parallel stories.

Each comb is composed of a numerous assemblage of hexagonal cells

formed of the same paper-like substance as the exterior covering of the

nest, and, according to Dr. Barclay, each, as in those of bees, a distinct

cell, the partition walls being double.^ These cells, which, as wasps do
not store up any food, serve merely as the habitations of their young, are

not, like those of the honey-bee, arranged in two opposite layers, but in one

onl V, their entrance being always downwards : consequently their upper part

of the comb, composed of the bases of cells, which are not pyramidal

but slightly convex, forms a nearly level floor, on which the inhabitants

can conveniently pass and repass, spaces of about half an inch high being

left between each comb. Although the combs are fixed to the sides of the

nest, they would not be sufficiently strong without further support. The
ingenious builders, therefore, connect each comb to that below it by a

number of strong cylindrical columns or pillars, having according to the

rules of architecture their base and capital wider than the shaft, and com-

posed of the same paper-like material used in other parts of the nest, but

of a more compact substance. The middle combs are connected by a rustic

1 Reaum. vi. 7—10.

2 3Iemoirs of the IFernerian Society, ii. 260.
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colonnade of from forty to fifty of these pillars ; the upper and lower

combs by a smaller number.
The cells, which in a populous nest are not fewer than 16,000, are of

different sizes, corresponding to that of the three orders of individuals

which compose the community ; the largest for the grubs of females, the

smallest for those of workers. The last always occupy an entire comb,

while the cells of the males and females are often intermixed.—Besides

openings which are left between tlie walls of the combs to admit of access

from one to the other, there are at the bottom of each nest two holes, by

one of which the wasps uniformly enter, and through the other issue from

the nest, and thus avoid all confusion or interruption of their common
labours. As the nest is often a foot and a half under ground, it is requi-

site that a covered way should lead to its entrance. This is excavated by

the wasps, who are excellent miners, and is often very long and tortuous,

forming a beaten road to the subterranean city, well known to the inhabi-

tants, though its entrance is concealed from incurious eyes. The cavity

itself, which contains the nest, is either the abandoned habitation of moles

or field-mice, or a cavern purposely dug out by the wasps, which exert

themselves with such industry as to accomplish the arduous undertaking in

a few days.

When the cavity and entrance to it are completed, the next part of the

process is to lay the foundations of the city to be included in it, which,

contrary to the usual custom of builders, wasps begin at the top, con-

tinuing downwards. I have already told you that the coatings which com-
pose the dome are a sort of rough but thin paper, and that the rest of the

nest is composed of the same substance variously applied. "Whence,"
you will inquire, "do the wasps derive it?" They are manuftic-

turers of the article, and prepare it from a material even more singular

than any of those which have of late been proposed for this purpose;

namely, the fibres of wood.^ These they detach by means of their jaws
from window-frames, posts, and rails, &c., and when they have amassed a

heap of the filament, moisten the whole with a i'ew drops of a viscid glue

from their mouth, and, kneading it with their jaws into a sort of paste or

papier viuche, fly off with it to their nest. This ductile mass they attach

to that part of the building upon which they are at work, walking back-
wards and spreading it into laminae of the requisite thinness by means of
their jaws, tongue, and legs. This operation is repeated several times,

until at length, by aid of fresh supplies of the material and the combined
exertion of so many workmen, the proper number of layers of paper that

are to compose the roof is finished. This paper is as thin as that of the

letter which you are i-eading ; and you may form an idea of the labour

which even the exterior of a wasp's nest requires, on being told that not

fewer than fifteen or sixteen sheets of it are usually placed above each

other with slight intervening spaces, making the whole upwards of an inch

and a half in thickness. When the dome is completed; the uppermost

comb is next begun, in which, as well as all the other parts of the build-

ing, precisely the same material and the same process, with little variation,

are employed. In the structure of the connecting pillars, there seems a

1 Eeaumur sa3's decaying wood, vi. 182. ; but White asserts (and my own obser-

vations confirm liis opinion) that wasps obtain their paper from sound timber; hor-
nets, only from that wliich is decayed. Whites Nat. Hist, by Markwick, ii, 2ii8.
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greater quantity of glue made use of than in the rest of the work, doubt-
less with the view of giving them a superior solidity. When the first

comb is finished, the continuation of the roof or walls of the building is

brought down lower ; a new comb is erected ; and thus the work succes-

sively proceeds until the whole is finished. As a comparatively small

proportion of the society is engaged in constructing the nest, its entire

completion is the work of several months : j'et, though the fruit of such
severe labour, it has not been finished many weeks before winter comes on,

when it merely serves for the abode of a few benumbed females, and is

entirely ai)andoned at the approach of spring ; wasps never using the same
nest for more than one season.*

The nests of the hornet in their general construction resemble those of

the common wasp, but the paper of which they are composed is of a much
more rough texture ; the colunms which support the comb are higher and
more massive, and that in the centre larger than the rest.

These last, as well as wasps, conceal their nest, suspending it in the

corners of out-houses, &c. ; but there are other species which construct

their habitations in open daylight, affixing them to the branches of shrubs

or trees.

One of these, described by Latreille, the work of Vespa hohatica, a species

not uncommon with us, resembles in shape a cone of the cedar of Lebanon,
and is composed of an envelope and the comb, the former consisting of

three partial envelopes. The comb comprises about thirty hexagonal

cells circularly arranged, those of the circumference being lower and
smaller.^

A vespiary somewhat similar to the above, but of a depressed globular

figure, and composed of more numerous envelopes, so as to assume a con-

siderable resemblance to a hal'-expanded Provence rose, is figured by

Reaumur^: and for a very beautiful specimen apparently of the same kind,

except that it contains but one stage of cells, which was found in the

garden at East Dale, I am indebted to the kindness of Henry Thompson,
Esq., of Hull.

Another species* attaches its small group of about twenty inverted

crucible-like cells to a piece of wood without any covering^ and similar

nests, having their cells exposed without any general envelope, and fixed

laterally to the stems of plants, walls, &c., are formed by Po/isfes ga/lica,

and others of the same genus.

But all these yield in point of singularity of structure to the habitation

of Cliarfergus nidulans, a native of Cayenne, which constructs its nest of a

beautifully polished white and solid pasteboard, impenetrable by the

weather. These are in shape somewhat like a bell, often a foot and a half

long, or even more, and fixed by their upper end to the branch of a tree

from which they are securely suspended. Their interior is composed of

numerous concave horizontal combs, with the openings of the cells turned

1 Reaum. vi. mem. 6. ^ Annnhs dti 3Itis. d'Hist. Nat. i. 289.
3 vi. t. 13. f. i. 2. 4 Kosel's Vesp. t. 7. f. 8.

* EBsel, II. viii. 30. Dei5criptions of several other wasps' nests have been pub-
lished in various works ; but much uncertainty exists as to the different species

forming each, and as to how far their apparent dissimilarity has resulted from one

having been in a more or less forward state than another. See Westwood's Mod.
Class, of Lis. ii. 250., and Shuckard's Notes on the Pensile Nests of British Wasps in

Mag. Nat. Hist. iii. 458.
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downwards, fastened to the sides without any pillars, and havins; a hole
through each to admit of access tq the uppermost.^ A nest constructed

on a similar plan, but having its exterior surface beset with numerous
conical knobs, is constructed by another South American wasp, remark-
able for collecting honey, for a valuable article on which we are indebted

to Mr. Adam White, who has named it Mi/rapetra scutellaris.'^

. I close my account of the habitations of insects with the description of

those constructed by the white ants, or Termites, a tribe alluded to in

tormer letters.

The different species, which are numerous, build nests of various forms.

Some (T. atrox and niorda.v) construct upon the ground a cylindrical

turret of clay about three-quarters of a yard high, surrounded by a project-

ing conical roof, so as in shape considerably to resemble a mushroom, and
composed interiorly of innumerable cells of various figures and dimensions.

Others (as T, destructor, T. arborum Sm.) prefer a more elevated site, and
build their nests, which are of different sizes, from that of a hat to that of
a sugar-cask, and composed of pieces of wood glued together, amongst the
branches of trees often seventy or eii^hty feet high. But by far the most
curious habitations, and to which, therefore, I shall confine a minute de-
scription, are those formed by the Termes fatalis, a species very common
in Guinea and other parts of the coast of Africa, of whose proceedings we
have a very particular and interesting account in the 71st volume of the
Philosophical Transactions, from the pen of Mr. Smeathman.

These nests are formed entirely of clay, and are generally twelve feet

high and broad in proportion, so that when a cluster of them, as is often

the case, are placed together, they may be taken for an Indian village, and
are in fact sometimes larger than the huts which the natives inhabit. The
first process in the erection of these singular structures is the elevation of
two or three turrets of clay about a foot high, and in shape like a sugar-
loaf. These, which seem to be the scaffolds of the future building, rapidly

increase in number and height, until at length being widened at the base,

joined at the top into one dome, and consolidated all round into a thick
wall of clay, they form a building of the size above mentioned, and of the
shape of a hay-cock, which, when clothed, as it generally soon becomes,
with a coating of grass, it at a distance very much resembles. When the
building has assumed this its final form, the inner turrets, all but the tops,

which project like pinnacles from different parts of it, are removed, and
the clay employed over again in other services.

It is the lower part alone of the building that is occupied by the inhabi-

tants. The upper portion or dome, which is very strong and solid, is left

empty, serving principally as a defence from the vicissitudes of the weather,
and the attacks of natural or accidental enemies, and to keep up in the
lower part a genial warmth and moisture necessary to the hatching of the
eggs and cherishing of the young ones. The inhabited portion is occupied
by the roijal chamber, or habitation of the king and c]ueen, the nurseries

for the young, the storehouses for food, and innumerable galleries, passages,
and empty rooms, arranged according to the following plan.

In the centre of the building, just under the apex, and nearly on a level

J Reaum. vi. 224. Compare Lacordaire, Introd. a VEntom. ii. 508
" Annals of Nat, Hist. vii. 315.
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with the surface of the ground, is placed the royal chamber, an arched

vault of a semi-oval shape, or not unlike a long oven ; at first not above

an inch long, but enlarged as the queen increases in bulk to the length of

eight inches or more. In this apartment the king and queen constantl)'

reside ; and from the smallness of the entrances, which are barely large

enough to admit their more diminutive subjects, can never possibly come

out ; thus, like many human potentates, purchasing their sovereignty at

the dear rate of the sacrifice of liberty. Immediately adjoining the royal

chamber, and surrounding it on all sides to the extent of a foot or more,

are placed what Mr. Smeathman calls the roi/al apartments, an inextricable

labyrinth of innumerable arched rooms of different shapes and sizes, either

opening into each other or communicating by common passages, and in-

tended" for the accommodation of the soldiers and attendants, of whom
many thousands are always in waiting on their royal master and mistress.

Next to the royal apartments come the nurseries and the magazines. The
former are invariably occupied by the eggs and young ones, and in the

infant state of the nest are placed close to the royal chamber ; but when

the queen's augmented size requires a larger apartment, as well as addi-

tional rooms for the increased number of attendants wanted to remove

her egi^s, the small nurseries are taken to pieces, rebuilt at a greater dis-

tance, a size bigger, and their number increased at the same time. In sub-

stance they differ from all the other apartments, being formed of particles

of wood apparently joined together with gums. A collection^ of these

compact, irregular, and small wooden chambers, not one of which is half

an inch in width, is inclosed in a common chamber of clay sometimes as

big as a child's head. Intermixed with the nurseries lie the magazines,

which are chambers of clay always well stored with provisions, consisting

of i)articles of wood, gums, and the inspissated juices of plants.

These magazines and nurseries, separated by small empty chambers and

galleries which run round them or communicate from one to the other,

are continued on all sides to the outer wall of the building, and reach up

within it two-thirds or three-fourths of its height. They do not, however,

fill up the whole of the lower part of the hill, but are confined to the

sides, leaving an open area in the middle, under the dome, very much
resembling the nave of an old cathedral, having its roof supported by three

or four very large Gothic arches, of which those in the middle of the area

are sometimes two and three feet high, but as they recede on each side,

rapidly diminish like the arches of aisles in perspective. A flattish roof,

imperforated in order to keep out the wet, if the dome should chance to

be injured, covers the top of the assemblage of chambers, nurseries, &c.;

and the area, which is a short height above the royal chamber, has a flattish

floor, also water-[)roof, and so contrived as to let any rain that may chance

to get in run off into the subterraneous passages.

These passages or galleries, which are of an astonishing size, some being

above a foot in diameter and perfectly cylindrical, lined with the same

kind of clay of which the hill is composed, served originally, like the cata-

combs in Paris, as the quarries whence the materials of the building were

derived, and afterwards as the grand outlets by which the Termites carry

on their depredations at a distance from their habitations. They run in

a sloping direction under the bottom of the hill to the depth of three or

four feet, and then branching out horizontally on every side, are carried
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under-ground, near to the surface, to a vast distance. At their entrance

into the interior they communicate with other smaller galleries, which

ascend the inside of the outer shell in a spiral manner, and, winding round

the whole building to the top, intersect each other at different heights,

opening either immediately into the dome in various places, and into the

lower half of the building, or communicating with every part of it by other

smaller circular or oval galleries of different diameters. The necessity for

the vast size of the main under-ground galleries evidently arises from the

circumstance of their being the great thoroughfares for the inhabitants, by

which they fetch their clay, wood, water, or provision ; and their spiral

and gradual ascent is requisite for the easy access of the Termites, which

cannot but with great difficulty ascend a perpendicular. To avoid this

inconvenience, in the interior vertical parts of the building, a flat pathway,

half an inch wide, is often made to wind gradually, like a road cut out of

the side of a mountain, by which they travel with great facility up ascents

otherwise impracticable. The same ingenious propensity to shorten their

labour seems to have given birth to a contrivance still more extraordinary.

This is a kind of bridge of one vast arch, sprung from the floor of the area

to the upper apartments at the side of the building, which answers the

purpose of a flight of stairs, and must shorten the distance exceedingly in

transporting eggs from the royal chambers to the upper nurseries, which in

some hills would be four or five feet in the straightest line, and much
more if carried through all the winding passages which lead through the

inner chambers and apartments. Mr. Smeathman measured one of these

bridges, which was half an inch broad, a quarter of an inch thick, and teo

inches long, making the side of an elliptic arch of proportionable size, so

that it is wonderful it did not fall over or break by its own weight before

they got it joined to the side of the column above. It was strengthened

by a small arch at the bottom, and had a hollow or groove all the length

of the upper surface, either made purposely for the greater safety of the

passengers, or else worn by frequent treading. It is not the least

surprising circumstance attending this bridge, the Gothic arches before

spoken of, and in general all the arches of the various galleries and
apartments, that, as Mr. Smeathman saw every reason for believing, the

Termites project their arches, and do not, as one would have supposed,

excavate them.

Consider what incredible labour and diligence, accompanied by the most
unremitting activity and the most unwearied celerity of movement, must be

necessary to enable these creatures to accomplish, their size considered,

these truly gigantic works. That such diminutive insects, for they are

scarcely the fourth of an inch in length, however numerous, should, in the

space of three or four years, be able to erect a building twelve feet high and
of a proportionable bulk, covered by a vast dome, adorned without by
numerous pinnacles and turrets, and sheltering under its ample arch my-
riads of vaulted apartments of various dimensions, and constructed of

different materials — that they should moreover excavate, in diflferent

directions and at different depths, innumerable subterranean roads or

tunnels, some twelve or thirteen inches in diameter, or throw an arch of

stone over other roads leading from the metropolis into the adjoining

country to the distance of several hundred feet— that they should project

and finish the, for them, vast interior staircases or bridges lately described—
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and, finally, that the millions necessary to execute such Herculean labours,

perpetually passing to and fro, should never interrupt or interfere with
each other, is a miracle of nature, or rather of the Author of nature, far

exceeding the most boasted works and structures of man : for, did these
creatures equal him in size, retaining their usual instincts and activity,

their buildings would soar to the astonishing height of more than half a
mile, and their tunnels would expand to a magnificent cylimlerof more than
three hundred feet in diameter ; before which the pyramids of Egypt and
the aqueducts of Rome would lose all their celel)rity, and dwindle into

nothings.' So that when in the commencement of my last letter I pro-

mised to introduce you to insects whose labours produced edifices more
astonishing than those of the mightiest Egyptian monarchs, the pyramids,

my promise, whatever you then thought of it, was the reverse of hyper-

bolical.

I am, &c.

* The most elevated of the pyramids of Egj'pt is not more than 600 feet high,

which, setting the average height of man at onlj' five feet, is not more than 120
times the lieight of the workmen employed. Whereas the nests of the Termites
being at least twelve feet high, and the insects themselves not exceeding a quarter

of an inch in stature, their edifice is upwards of 500 times the height of the

builders; wliich, supposing tliem of human dimensions, would be more than lialf a
mile. The shaft of the Eoman aqueducts was lofty enough to permit a man on
horseback to travel in them.

Addition to the note on Scolytus destructor, p. 122.

Since writing the note above referred to upon Scolytus destructor, I have seen in

passing through Paris to Italj', so striking an instance of the way in which the

little beetle to which it refers has revenged the neglect and contempt thrown upon
its class by destroying in a great degree the efi'ect of one of the most vaunted and
costly productions of modern architecture, that the fiict may be wortli recording as

an instructive warning for the future. The avenue of elms connecting the Place de

la Concorde and Champs Elysees with the Barriere de I'Etoile leading to Neuilly,

St. Germains, &c., has always been described as the most magnilicent approach to

Paris, and was on that account selected by Napoleon for the entree of his new
empress ]Marie-Louise, and as the site, at its most elevated point, of the " Arc de
Triomphe," commemorating his victories and companions in arms, of which he laid

the foundations, but which has only recently been completed at a vast expense. It

is needless to point out how essentiall}^ the effect of this splendid monument of art

must depend upon the size, health, and beauty of the lines of trees connecting it

with those which occupy the Champs Klysees, and garden of the Tuileries; yet at

this time (September 10. 1842) there are" lying from twenty to thirty of their finest

elms very lately cut down, in consequence of having died from the attacks of Sco-

hjti ; and as many others liad been previousl}' removed and replaced by young
trees, and the full-grown ones offer, from their dead tops, the numerous holes in

their bark, and the oozing sap, ample proof that their pigmy but effective assailants

are silently at work on the rest, it is evident that the w hole avenue is eventually

doomed to destruction, and that a century must elapse before it can resume that

grandeur which it might have retained for ages had the economy of these insects

been understood, and the proper measures for extirpating them taken at the outset.

It has been well observed, that in many cases a palace had better be burnt than the

fine old trees that surround and ornament it destroyed, as the former may bo
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rebuilt in a few years, while no cost can replace the Litter ; and a reflection some-
what similar must have passed through the mind of Napoleon, had he lived to

witness the present broken, patched, and miserable aspect of one of the most
striking and indispensable features of his triumphal arch, and to see in prospect,

that even when the last victims to the destructive attacks of the despised Scob/ti—
foes which, from his ignorance of Entomology, had conquered even him— should
have been cut down, and the unsightly gaps attempted to be filled up by planting-

young trees in their place, neither he nor his sucfcflior could ever witness in this

the proudest monument of his reign the mingled splendour and grace which it

would have exhibited, if approached, as he meant it to have been, tlirough a full-

grown, entire, and majestic avenue.
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LETTER XVI.

SOCIETIES OF INSECTS.

IMPERFECT SOCIETIES.

I SEE already, and I see it with pleasure, that you will not content your-

self with being a mere collector of insects. To possess a cabinet well

stored, and to know by what name each described individual which it

contains should be distinguished, will not satisfy the love already grown
strong in you for my favourite pursuit ; and } ou now anticipate with a
laudable eagerness, the discoveries which you may make respecting the

history and economy of this most interesting department of the works of
our Creator. I hail with joy this intention to emulate the bright example,

and to tread in the hallowed steps of Swammerdam, Leeuwenhoek, Redi,

Malpighi, Vallisnieri, Ray, Lister, Reaumur, De Geer, Lyonnet, Bonnet,
the Hubers, &c. ; and T am confident that a man of your abilities, discern-

ment, and observation will contribute, in no small degree, to the treasure;)

already poured into the general fund by these your illustrious predecessors.

I feel not a little flattered when you inform me that the details contained

in my late letters relative to this subject have stimulated you to this noble

resolution. Assure yourself I shall think no labour lost which has been
the means of winning over to the science I love the exertions of a mind
like yours.

But if the facts already related, however extraordinary, have had
power to produce such an effect upon you, what will be the momentum,
when I lay before you more at large, as I next purpose, the more striking

particulars of the proceedings of insects in society, and show the almost

incredibly wonderful results of the combined instincts and labours of these

minute beings ? In comparison with these, all that is the fruit of solitary

efflirts, though some of them sufficiently marvellous, apjiears trifling and
insignificant; as the works of man himself, when they are the product of
the industry and genius of only one, or a few individuals, though they
might be regarded with admiration by a being who had seen nothing similar

before, yet when contrasted with those to which the union of these qualities

in large bodies has given birth, sink into nothing, and seem unworthy of

attention. Who would think a hut extraordinar}' by the side of a stately

palace, or a small village when in the vicinity of a populous and magnificent

city?

Insects in society may be viewed under several lights, and their associa-

tions are for various purposes and of different durations.

There are societies the object of which is mutual defence ; while that

of others is the propagation of the species. Some form marauding parties,

and associate for prey and plunder ; others meet, as it should seem, under
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certain circumstances, merely for the sake of company ; again, others are

bronght together by accidental causes, and disperse when these cease to

operate ; and, finally, others, which may be said to form proper societies,

are associated for the nurture of their young, and, by the union of their

labours and instincts, for mutual society, help and comfort in erecting or

repairing their common habitation, in collecting provisions, and in defending

their fortress when attacked.

With respect to the duration of the societies of insects, some last only

during their first or larva state, and are occasionally even restricted to its

earliest perioil; some again only associate in their perfect or imago state ;

while with others, the proper societies for instance, the association is for

life. But if I divide societies of insects into perfect and imperfect, it will,

I think, enable me to give you a clearer and better view of the subject.

By 2)crfcct societies I mean those that are associated in all their states, live

in a common habitation, and unite their labours to promote a common
object ; and by imperfect societies, those that are either associated during

part of their existence only, or else do not dwell in a common habitation,

nor unite their labours to promote a common object. In the present

letter I shall confine myself to giving you some account of imperfect

societies.

Imperfect societies may be considered as of five descriptions : associa-

tions for the sake of company only; associations of males during the

season for pairing; associations formed for the purpose of travelling or

emigrating together ; associations for feeding together; and associations

that undertake some common work.
The first of these associations consists chiefly of insects in their perfect

state. The little beetles called whirUvigs (^Gi/rimis), which may be seen

clustering in groups under warm banks in every river and every pool, and
wheeling round and round with great velocity, at your approach dispersing

and diving under water, but as soon as you retire resuming their accustomed
movements, seem to be under the influence of the social principle, and to

form their assemblies for no other purpose than to enjoy together, in the

sunbeam, the mazy dance. Impelled by the same feeling, in the very depth
of winter, even when the earth is covered with snow, the tribes of Tipularice

(usually, but improperly, called gnats) assemble in sheltered situations at

mid-day, when the sun shines, and form themselves into choirs, that

alternately rise and fall with rapid evolutions.^ To see these little aery

beings apparently so full ofjoy and life, and feeling the entire force of the

social principle in that dreary season, when the whole animal creation

appears to suffer, and the rest of the insect tribes are torpid, always con-

veys to my mind the most agreeable sensations. These little creatures

may always be seen at all seasons amusing themselves with these choral

dances, which Mr. Wordsworth, in one of his poems ^ has alluded to in

the following beautiful lines :—
"Nor wanting here to entertain the thought,
Creatures that in communities exist

Less, as might seem, for general guardianship
Or tlirough dependence upon mutual aid,

Than by participation of delight,

And a strict love of fellowship combined.

1 See also Markwick in White's Nat. Ilist. ii. 2oG. '* The Excursion.
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What other spirit can it be that prompts
Tlie gilded summer flies to mix and weave
Their sports together in the solar beam,
Or in the gloom and twilight hmn their joy ?

"

Another association is that of males daring the season of pairing. Of
this nature seems to be that of the cockchai'er and fernchafer (Afelolotiika

vu/garis and Ampli'tmalla solstitialis), which, at certain periods of the year

and hours of the day, hover over the summits of the trees and hedges hke
swarms of bees, affording, when theyah'ght on the ground, a grateful food

to cats, pigs, and poultry. The males of another root-devouring beetle

(Hoplia argeiitea) assemble by myriads before noon in the meadows, when
in these infinite hosts you will not find even one female.^ After noon
the congregation is dissolved, and not a single individual is to be seen

in the air^: while those of M. vulgaris and A. solstitialis are on the wing
only in the evening.

At the same time of the day some of the short-lived Ephemeraa assemble

in numerous troops, and keep rising and falling alternately in the air, so as

to exhibit a very amusing scene. Many of these, also, are males. They
continue this dance from about an hour before sun-set, till the dew becomes
too heavy or too cold for them. In the beginning of September, for two
successive years, I was so fortunate as to witness a spectacle of this kind,

which afforded me a more sublime gratification than any work or exhibition

of art has power to communicate. The first was in 1811. Taking an
evening walk near my house, when the sun, declining fast towards the

horizon, shone forth without a cloud, the whole atmosphere over and near

the stream swarmed with infinite myriads of Ephemerae and little gnats of

tlie genus Chironomns, which in the simbeam appeared as numerous and
more lucid than the drops of rain, as if the heavens were showering down
brilliant gems. Afterwards, in the following year, one Sunday, a little

before sunset, I was enjoying a stroll with a friend at a greater distance

from the river, when in a field by the road side the same pleasing scene was
renewed, but in a style of still gi'eater magnificence; for, from some causR

in the atmosphere, the insects at a distance looked much larger than they
really were. The choral dancers consisted principally of Ephemera;, but
there were also some of Chironomi: the former, hovx ever, being most con-

spicuous, attracted our chief attention. Alternately rising and falling, in

the full beam they appeared so transparent and glorious, that they scarcely

resembled any thing material ; they reminded us of angels and glorified

spirits drinking life and joy in the effulgence of the Divine favour.^ The
bard of Twickenham, from the terms in which his beautiful descrij)tion of

his sylphs is conceived in Tlie Bape of the Lock, seems to have witnessed

the pleasing scene here described :
—

" Some to the sun their insect wings unfold,

Watt on the breeze, or sink in clouds of gold
;

Transparent forms, too fine for mortal sight.

Their fluid bodies half dissolved in light

;

^ The females (Scarabaus argenteus Marsh.) have red legs, and the males (Sca-
rubceus pidverulentus Marsh.) black.

2 Kirby in Lmn. Trans, v. 25G.
3 The authors of this work were the witnesses of the magnificent scene here

described. It was on the second of September. The first was on the ninth of that
mouth. •
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Loose to the wind tlieii- airy garments flew,

Thin glittering textures of the fihny dew,
Dint in the richest tincture of the skies,

Where light disports in ever mingling dj-es,

While every beam new transient colours flings,

Colours that change whene'er they wave their wings."

I wish you may have the good fortune next year to be a spectator of

this all but celestial dance. In the meantime, in May and June, their

season of love, you may often receive much gratification from observing

the motions of a countless host of little black flies of the genus Hilnra

(H. maura), which at this period of the year assemble to wheel in aiJry

circles over stagnant waters, with a rush resembling that of a hasty shower
driven by the wind.

Here, also, must be noticed the bombardier beetles {Brachhius crepitans),

which, with several others of the same family, are usually found together

in considerable numbers under stones, &c., and the reil field-bugs Cimcx
(Pt/rrhocoris) apterns, which, in like manner, have a \evy social propensity,

though in both instances we are ignorant of any common labours or other

motive than the love of society, which can lead them to associate. The
same may be also said as to the numerous assemblages of a moth (Scoto-

phila Tragopoginis), mentioned by M. de Villiers, which he finds in July

under the bark of willows, ranged side by side, generally touching each
other, and with the head always turned the same way, and which if \ou
disturb them do not attempt to fly, but run upon the bucks of their com-
panions, which exhibit no marks of alarm.

^

The next description of insect associations is of those that congregate
for the purpose of travelling or emigrating together. De Geer has given

an account of the larvae of certain gnats {Tipulariai) which assemble in con-
siderable numbers for this purpose, so as to form a band of a finger's

breadth, and of from one to two yards in length. And, what is remarkable,
while upon their march, which is very slow, they adhere to each other by
a kind of glutinous secretion ; but when disturbed they separate without
difficulty.^ Kuhn mentions another of the same tribe—from the antennce
in his figure, wliich is very indiHerent, it should seem a species of agaric-

gnat {Mi/cfiopki/a),— the larvae of which live in society, and emigrate in

files, like the caterpillar of the procession-moth. First goes one, next
follow two, then three, &c., so as to exhibit a serpentine appearance,
probably from their simultaneous undulating motion, and the continuity of
the files, whence the common people in Germany call them (or rather the
file when on march) //eerwunn, and view them with great dread, rei;arding

them as ominous of war. These larvse are apodes, white, sub-transparent,

with black heads.^ The caterpillars of a moth Noclua {^Xi/loplinsia?

)

Ewingii Westw., a native of Van Diemen's Laml, exiiibited a singular

migrating propensity as descrihed by Thomas I. Ewing, Esq., who has
given them the name of the " migrating caterpillars." Passing, about
December 20th, from a barley field which had been ploughed up, and

1 Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, xi. bull. xiL
2 DeGeer, vi. 338.
3 Aaturforsch. xvii. 226.
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which seemed literally in motion with them, they proceeded up the road,

entered at the gateway into the lawn, then crossed the verandah in front

of the house, and through two gardens until they reached afield laid down
v.'ith English grasses, on which they committed sad havoc. Many of them
did not stop there, as the whole road from the field to the town was black

with them. They did not cease migrating for a fortnight, proceeding with

a quick and almost running motion over every obstacle, whether walls or

shrubs, &c., and making a sudden halt at noon wiierever they chanced to

be, and reposing in that spot till four the next morning, v/hen they were
again in motion.^ It is probable that these caterpillars were in search, of

fresh pasture like others feeding on trees, of which instances are on record

of a whole army having at once quitted a forest of which they had entirely

consumed the leaves in quest of another. One of these hosts (as we may
conclude) is stated by an American nev/spaper, tiie Chmicdon Cuurler^ to

have availed themselves in May, 1842, in passing from Richland to the St.

Mathew's shore, of a new railway there running over the Cangaree Swamp,
as a convenient bridge, in such countless swarms that a solid column of

them filled the railway for upwards of a mile, and actually arrested the

course of a locomotive drawing a full train of waggons laden with iron,

though moving with a speed of ten to twelve miles an hour, and which was
only able to proceed by throwing sand on the fore v/heels.

But of insect emigrants none are more celebrated than the locusts,

which, when arrived at their perfect state, assemble, as before related, in

such numbers, as in their flight to intercept the sunbeams, and to darken

whole countries, passing from one region to another, and laying waste
kingdom after kingdom ; but upon these I have already said much, and
shall have occasion again to enlarge. The same tendency to shift their

quarters has been observed in our little indigenous devourers, the Aphides.

Mr. White tells us, that about three o'clock in the afternoon of the 1st of

August, 1785, the people of the village of Selborne were surprised by a

shower of Aphides or smother flies, which fell in those parts. Those that

walked in the street at that juncture found themselves covered with these

insects, which settled also upon the hedges and in the gardens, blackening

all the vegetables where they alighted. His annuals were discoloured by
them, and the stalks of a bed of onions quite coated over for six days after.

These armies, he observes, were then, no doubt, in a state of emigration,

and shifting their quarters, and might have come from the great hop planta-

tions of Kent or Sussex, the wind being all that day in the east. They
were observed at the same time in great clouds about Farnham, and all

along the vale from Farnham to Alton." A similar emigration of these

flies I once witnessed, to my great annoyance, when travelling later in the

year, in the Isle of Elj-. The air was so full of them, that they were in-

cessantly flying into my eyes, nostrils, &c., and my clothes were covered

by them. And in 1814, in the autumn, the Aphides were so abundant for

a few days in the vicinity of Ipswich, as to be noticed with surprise by the

most incurious observers; as they were September 2Gth and 'iTth, 1836, at

Hull, where, as the local newspapers stated, such swarms filled the air

that it was impossible to walk with comfort from their entering the eyes

and mouth at every step ; and on the same days they were equally numerous
at York and Derby.

1 Trans. Eiit. Soc. Lond. ii. proc. l"i. ~ Nat Hist. ii. 101,
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Asthelocust-eatingthrush {Tardus Gri/Uivorus) accompanies the locusts,

so the lady-birds {Coccinellcc') seem to pursue the Aphides ; for 1 know no
other reason to assign for the vast number that are sometimes, especially

in the autumn, to be met with on the sea-coast, or the banks of large

rivers. Many years ago, those of the Humber were so thickly strewed
with the common lady-bird (C. Septempundala'), that it was difficult to

avoid treading upon them. Some years afterwards I noticed a mixture of
species, collected in vast numbers, on the sand-hills on the sea-shore, at

the north-west extremity of Norfolk. My friend, tlie Rev. Peter Lathbury,
made long since a similar observation at Orford, on the Suffolk coast ; and
about five or six years ago they covered the cliffs, as I have before remarked,
of all the watering places on the Kentish and Sussex coasts, to the no
small alarm of the superstitious, who thought them forerunners of some
direful evil.^ These last probably emigrated with the Aj)hides from the
hop grounds. Whether the latter and their devourers cross the sea has
not been ascertained ; that the Coccinelte attempt it, is evident from their

aligiiting upon sliips at sea, as I have witnessed myself.* This appears
clearly to have been the case with another emigrating insect, the saw-fly
(Ai'/ialia centifolice) of the turnip.^ It is the general opinion in Norfolk,

Mr. Marshall informs US'*, that these insects come from over sea. A farn)er

declared he saw them arrive in clouds so as to darken the air ; the fisher-

men asserted that they had repeatedly seen flights of them pass over their

heads when they were at a distance Irom land ; and on the beach and cliff's

they were in such quantities, that they might have been taken up by sliovel-

fuls. Three miles inland they v> ere described as resembling swarms of bees.

This was in August, 1782. Unentomological observers, such as farmers

and fishermen, might easily mistake one kind of insect for another ; but
supposing them correct, tiie swarms in question migiit perhaps have passed
from Lincolnshire to Norfolk. Meinecken tells us, that he once saw in a

village in Anhalt, on a clear day, about four in the afternoon, such a cloud
of dragon-flies (Libclhdina) as almost concealed the sun, and not a little

alarmed the villagers, under the idea that they were locusts ^ ; several

instances are given by Rosel of similar clouds of these insects having been
seen in Silesia and other districts ®i and Mr. Woolnough of Hollesley in

Suffolk, a most attentive observer of nature, once witnessed such an army
of the smaller dragon-flies (Agrion) flying inland from the sea as to cast a
slight shadow over a field of four acres as they passed. A migration of
dragon-flies was witnessed at Weimar in Germany in 1816, and one far

more considerable, perhaps the greatest on record, May 30th and 31st

1 Some such terrific idea would seem to have entered the snpient heads of the
authorities of one of the jirincipal towns of Berkshire, whicli in October, 1835, ac-
cording to the licadinrj Mercury, having had "a most formidable invasion of this

beautiful insect [lady-birds'] . . . the parish engines, as well as private ones, were
called into requisition, -with tobacco-fumigated water, to attack and disperse

them."[!!!]
2 Mr. Curtis informs us that the aphidivoi-ous fUes (Scccva Rihesii, Pip-astri, &.c.),

like the lady-birds, sometimes appear in myriads on the sea-coast, all Hying in one
directioc, and not even avoiding objects that lie in their course. (Brit. Ent.
fol. 509.)

3 Fn. Germ. Init. xlix. 18. * Philos. Trans, Ixxiii. 217.
5 Naturforsch. vi. 110. C jj, 135.
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1S39, when cloud-like swarms of these insects (chiefly L. dcpressd) were
seen at Weimar, Eisenach, Leipsig, Halle, and Gottingen, and the inter-

vening country, extending over a very large district.^ Professor Walch
states, that one night about eleven o'clock, sitting in his study, his attention

was attracted by what seemed the pelting of hail against his window, whicii

surprising him by its long continuance, he opened the window, and found
the noise was occasioned by a flight of the froth frog-hopper {Aphrojohora

.spumnr'ia), which entered the room in such numbers as to cover the table.

From this circumstance, and the continuance of the pelting, which lasted

at least half an hour, an idea maybe formed of the vast host of this insect

pas>ing over. It passed from east to west ; and as his window faced the

south, they only glanced against it obliquely.'^ He afterwards witnessed,

in August, a similar emigration of myriads of a kind of ground beetle

{Amara vulgaris).^ But the most remarkable migrations of beetles are

those recorded by M. Lacordaire, who informs us that for two successive

years, wiien he was at Buenos Ayres, that city was for about eight days in

the spring of each year inundated by such milhons of Harpaliis cupripennis,

which arrived daily towards nightfall, that it was necessary every morning
to sweep them from the exterior of the houses to a height of several feet

above tlie ground.'' Another writer in the Naturforschcr, H. Kapp, ob-
served on a calm sunny day a prodigious flight of the noxious cabbage
butterfly {Pontia BrassiccB), which passed from north-east to south-west,
and lasted two hours.^ Kalm saw these last insects mitlway in the British

Channel.® A similar migratory column of the universally spread Vanessa

Cardui, of from ten to fit'teen feet in breadth, and the passage of which
occupied two hours, was observed in 1836 in the canton of Vaud, Switzer-

land.' Lindley, a writer in the lioj/al Military Chronicle, tells us, that in

Brazil, in the beginning of March, 1803, lor many days successively there

was an immense flight of white and yellow butterflies, probably of the same
tribe as the cabbage butterfly. They wei'e observed never to settle, but
proceeded in a direction from north-west to south-east. No buildings

seemed to stop them from steadily pursuing their course, which being to

the ocean, at only a small distance, they must consequently perish, it is

remarked that at this time no other kind of butterfly is to be seen, though
the country usually abounds in such a variety.* In the instance of the

butterflies mostly of a sjiccies similar to, if not identical with, the common
English Colias Edusa, seen by Mr. Darwin and Captain Pitzroy when at

sea, about ten miles from the bay of St. Bias, on the coast of South
America, and which were in such countless myriads (occupying, according

to Captain Fitzroy's calculation, a space of not less than a mile in width,

several miles in length, anil two hundred yards in height) that the sailors

exclaimed, " It is snowing butterflies :" their object in flying out so far to

sea would seem to have been a voluntary migration, as Mr. Darwm states

that the day had been fine and calm.® Major Moor, while stationed at

' Weisscnborn in 3Iag. Nat. Hist. X. S. iii. 516.
2 Nutuiforsch. vi. 111. 3 Ibid. xi. 05.
4 Lacordaire, Introd. a I'Entom. ii. 494.
5 Naturforsch. 94. 6 Travels, i. 13.

' Silbermann, Revue Entom. ii. 142.

8 R. Mint. Chron. for Llarch 1815, p. 452.
3 Narrative of the surveying Voyages of his Majesty''s Ships Adventure and

Beagle, iii. 185
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Bomba)'. as he was playing at chess one evening with a friend in Old
Woman's Island, near that place, witnessed an immense flight of bngs
(Geocorisce) which were going westward. They were so nnmerous as to

cover every thing in the apartment in which he was sitting. When staying

at Aldeburgh, on the eastern coast, I have, at certain times, seen innume-
rable insects upon the beach close to the waves, and apparently washed up
by them. Though wetted, they were quite alive. It is remarkable, that

of the emigrating insects here enumerated, the majority— for instance, the

lady-birds, saw-flies, dragon-flies, ground-beetles, frog-hoppers, &c.— are

not usually social insects, but seem to congregate, like swallows, merely
for the purpose of emigration. What incites them to this is one of those
mysteries of nature, which at present we cannot penetrate. A scarcity of

food urges the locusts to shift their quarters, and too confined a space to

accommodate their numbers occasions the bees to swarm ; but neither of
these motives can operate in causing unsocial insects to congregate. It is

still more difficult to account for the im[)ulse that urges these creatures,

with their filmy wings and fragile form, to attempt to cross the ocean, and
expose themselves, one would think, to inevitable destruction. Yet,

though we are unable to assign the cause of this singular instinct, some of
the reasons which induced the Creator to endow them with it may be con-
jectured. This is clearly one of the modes by which their nnmbers are

kept within due limits, as, doubtless, the great majority of these adventurers
perish in the waters. Thus, also, a great supply of food is furnished to

those fish in the sea itself, which at other seasons ascend tiie rivers in

search of tliem : and this probably is one of the means, if not the only one,

to which the numerous islands of this globe are indebted for their insect

population. Whether the insects I observed upon the beach, wetted by
the waves, had flown from our own shores, and fallinginto the water had been
brought back by the tide ; or whether they had succeeded in the attempt
to pass from the continent to us, by flying as far as tliey could, and then
falling had been brought by the waves, cannot certainly be ascertained

;

but Kalm's observation inclines me to the latter opinion.

The next order of imperfect associations is that of those insects which
feed together: these are of two descriptions ; those that associate in their

Jirst or Ir/st state only, and those that associate in all their states. The
first of these associations is often very short-lived : a patch of eggs is glued
to a leaf; when hatched, the little larvae feed side by side very amicably,
and a pleasant sight it is to see the regularity with which this work is often

done, as if by word of command ; but when the leaf that served for their

cradle is consumed, their society is dissolved, and each goes where he can
to seek his own fortune, regardless of the fate or lot of his brethren. Of
this kind are the larvae of the saw-fly of the gooseberry, whose ravages I

have recorded before, and that of the cabbage butterfly ; the latter, how-
ever, keep longer together, and seldom wholly separate. In their final

state, I have noticed that the individuals of Tlirips Fht/Hapus, the fly that

causes us in hot weather such intolerable titillation, are very fond of each
other's company when they ieed. Towards the latter end of last July,

walking through a wheat-field, I observed that all the blossoms of Convol-

vulus arvciisis, though very numerous, were interiorly turned quite black
by the infinite number of these insects, which were coursing about within

them.

But the most interesting insects of this order are those which associate
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in all their states. Two populous tribes, the great devastators of the vegc«

table world, the one in warm and the other in told climates, to which I have

ah'eady alluded under the head of emigration—30U perceive I am speak-

ing of Aphides and Locusts—are the best examples of this order : although,

concerning the societies of the first, at present we can only say that they

are merely the result of a common origin and station; but those of the

latter, the locusts, wear more the appearance of design, and of being pro-

duced by the social principle.

So much as the world has suffered from these animals, it is extraordinary

that so few observations have been made upon their history, economy, and

mode of proceeding. One of the best accounts seems to be that of Profes-

sor Pallas, in his Travels into the Southern Provinces of the Russian Emjnre.

The species to which his principal attention was paid appears to have been

the Locusta Italica^ in its larVa and pupa state. " In serene warm wea-

ther," says he, " the locusts are in full motion in the morning immediately

after the evaporation of the dew; and if no dew has fallen, they appear as

soon as the sun imparts his genial warmth. At first some are seen running

about like messengers among the reposing swarms, which are lying partly

compressed upon the ground, at the side of small eminences, and partly

attached to tall plants and shrubs. Shortly after, the whole body begins to

move forward in one direction, and with little deviation. They resemble a

swarm of ants, all taking the same course, at small distances, but without

touching each other : they uniformly travel towards a certain region asflist

as a fly can run, and without leaping, unless pursued; in which case, in-

deed, they disperse, but soon collect again and follow their former route.

In this manner they advance from morning to evening without, halting,

frequently at the rate of a hundred fathoms and upwards in the course of

a day. Although they prefer marching along high roads, footpaths, or

open tracts, yet when their progress is opposed by bushes, hedges, and

ditches, they penetrate through them : their way can only be impeded by

the waters of brooks or canals, as they are apparently terrified at every

kind of moisture. Often, however, they endeavour to gain the opposite

bank with the aid of overhanging boughs ; and if the stalks of plants or

shrubs belaid across the water, they pass in close columns over these tem-

porary bridges, on which they even seem to rest and enjoy the refreshing

coolness. Towards sunset the whole swarm gradually collect in parties,

and creep up the plants, or encamp on slight eminences. On cold, cloudy,

or rainy days they do not travel. As soon as they acquire wings they

progressively disperse, but still fly about in large swarms."^
" In the month of May, when the ovaries of these insects were ripe and

turgid," says Dr. Shaw ^ " each of these swarms began gradually to dis-

appear, and retired into the INIettijiah, and other adjacent plains, where they

deposited their eggs. These were no sooner hatched in June, than each of

the broods collected itself into a compact body, of a furlong or more in

square, and marching afterwards directly forwards toward the sea, they let

nothing escape them— they kept their ranks like men of war ; climbing over,

as they advanced, every tree or wall that was in their way ; nay, they en-

tered into our very houses and bed-chambers, like so mani/ thieves. A day

or two after one of these hordes was in motion, others were already

« Pallas, ii. 422—426. « » Travels. 187.
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hatched to march and glean after them. Having hved near a month in

this manner, they arrived at their full growth, and threw oti' their nyvipha-

state hy casting their outward skin. To prepare themselves for this change,

they clnng by their hinder feet to some bush, twig, or corner of a stone
;

and immediately, by using an undulating motion, their heads would first

break out, and then the rest of their bodies. The whole transformation

was performed in seven or eight minutes, after which they lay for a small

time in a torpid and seemingly in a languishing condition ; but as soon as

the Sim and the air had hardened their wings, by drying up the moisture

that remained upon them after casting their sloughs, they reassumed their

former voracity, with an addition of strength and agility. Yet they con-

tinued not long in this state before they were entirely dispersed." The
species Dr. Shaw here speaks of is probably not the Locusta m'lgratoria.

The old Arabian fable, that they are directed in their flights by a leader

or king\ has been adopted, but I think u'ithout sufficient reason, by several

travellers. Thus Benjamin BuUivant, in his " Observations on the

Natural History of New EnglandV' says that "the locusts have a kind of

regimental discipline, and as it were some commanders, which show greater

and more splendid wings than the common ones, and arise first when pur-

sued by the fowls or the feet of the traveller, as I have often seriously re-

marked." And in like terms Jackson observes, that "they have a govern-
ment amongst themselves similar to that of the bees and ants; and when
the {Sultan Jerraad) king of the locusts rises, the whole body follow him,

not one solitary straggler being left behind." ^ But that locusts have leaders,

like the bees or ants, distinguished from the rest by the size and splendour
of their wings, is a circumstance that has not yet been established by any
satisfiictory evidence ; indeed, very strong reasons may l)e urged against it.

The nations of bees and ants, it must be observed, are housed together in

one nest or hive, the whole [)opulation of which is originally derived from
one common mother, and the leaders of the swarms in each are the females.

But the armies of locusts, though they herd together, travel together, and
feed together, consist of an infinity of separate families, all derived from
different mothers, who have laid their eggs in separate cells or houses in

the earth ; so that there is little or no analogy between the societies of
locusts and those of bees and ants; and this pretended sultan is something
quite different from the queen bee or the female ants. It follows, there-

fore, that as the locusts have no common mother, like the bees, to lead

their swarms, there is no one that nature, by a different organisation and
ampler dimensions, and a more august form, has destined to this high

office. The only question remaining is, whether one be elected from the

rest by common consent as their leader, or whether their instinct impels

them to follow the first that takes flight or alights. This last is the

learned Bochart's opinion, and seems much the most reasonable.* The
absurdity of the other supposition, that an election is made, will appear
from such queries as these, at which you may smile. Who are the elec-

tors ? Are the myriads of millions all consulted, or is the elective fran-

chise confined to a few ? Who holds the courts and takes the votes ?

Who casts them up and declares the result? When is the election made?
The larvae appear to be as much under government as the perfect insect.

1 Bocliart, Hiemzoic. ii. 1. 4. c. 2. icO. * In PhUos. Trans, for 1698.
' Jackson's Marocco. 51. •* Bcchart, Hkruzok. ubi supra.
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I.s the monarch then chosen by his peers when they first leave the egg and
emerge from their subterranean caverns ? or have larva, pupa, and imago
each their separate i<ing? The account given us in Scripture is certainly

n)uch the most probable, that the locusts have no king, though they ob-
serve as much order and regularity in their movements as if they were
under military discipline, and had a ruler over them.^ Some species of
ants, as we learn from the admirable history of them by M. P. Huber,
though they go forth by common consent upon their military expeditions,

yet the order of their columns keeps perpetually changing ; so that those
who lead the van at the first setting out soon fall into the rear, and
others take their place : their successors do the same ; and such is the

constant order of their march. It seems probable, as these columns are

extended to a considerable length, that the object of this successive change
of leaders is to convey constant intelligence to those in the rear of what
is going forward in the van. Whether anything like this takes place for

the regulation of their motions in the innumerable locust-armies, which are

sometimes co-extensive with vast kingdoms ; or whether their instinct

simply directs them to follow the first that moves or flies, and to keep
their measured distance, so that, as the prophet speaks, " one does not
thrust another, and they walk every one in his path V' must be left to fu-,

ture naturalists to ascertain. And I think that you will join with me in

the wish that travellers, who have a taste for Natural History, and some
knowledge of insects, would devote a share of attention to the proceedir^gs

of these celebrated animals, so that we might have facts instead of lables.

The last order of imperfect associations approaches nearer to perfect

societies, and is that of those insects which the social j)rinciple urges to

unite in some common work for the benefit of the community.
Amongst the Coleoptera, Afnichus pilularius, a beetle before mentioned,

acts under the influence of this principle. " I have attentively admired
their industry and mutual assisting of each other," says Catesby, " in

rolling those globular balls from the place where they made them to that

of their interment, which is usually the distance of some yards, more or

less. This they perform breech foremost, by raising their hind parts,

forcing along the ball with their hind feet. Two or three of them are

sometimes engaged in trundling one ball, which, from meeting with im-

pediments from the unevenness of the ground, is sometimes deserted by
them : it is, however, attem|)ted by others with success, unless it happens

to roll into some deep hollow chink, where they are constrained to leave

it ; but they continue their work by rolling off' the next ball that comes in

their way. None of them seem to know their own balls, but an equal

care for the whole appears to affect all the community."*
Many larvae also of Zjefido'ptera associate with this view, some of

which are social only during part of their existence, and others during

the whole of it. The first of these continue together, while their united

labours are beneficial to them ; but when they reach a certain period of

their life, they disperse and become solitary. Of this kind are the cater-

pillars of a little butterfly (^Melitcca Cinx'ui) which devour the narrow-

leaved plantain. The families of these, usually amounting to about a

hundred, unite to form a pyramidal silken tent, containing several apart-

1 Proverbs, xxx. 27, 2 Joel, ii. 8.

5 Catesby's Carolina, ii. 111.
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ments, which is pitched over some of the plants that constitute their

food, and shelters tiiem both from the sun and the rain. When they have
consumed the provision which it covers, they construct a new one over

other roots of this plant ; and sometimes four or five of these encamp-
ments may be seen within a foot or two of each other. Against winter

they weave and erect a stronger habitation of a rounder form, not divided

by any partitions, in which they lie heaped one upon another, each being

rolled up. About April they separate, and continue solitary till they

assume the pupa.

Reaumur, to whom I am indebted for this account, has also given us

an interesting history of another insect, the gold-tail moth (Poriheske

chrysorrhcva) before mentioned, whose caterpillars are of this description.

They l)elong to that family of Boniui/cidce which envelop their eggs in

hair plucked from their own body. As soon as one of these young cater-

pillars is disclosed from the egg, it begins to feed ; another quickly joins it,

placing itself by its side ; thus they proceed in succession till a file is

formed across the leaf: — a second is then begun ; and after tiiis is com-
pleted a third,— and so they proceed till the whole upper surface of the

leaf is covered : — but as a single leaf will not contain the whole family,

the remainder take their station upon the adjoining ones. No sooner

have they satisfied the cravings of hunger, than they begin to think of

erecting a common habitation, which at first is onl}' a vaulted web, that

covers the leaf they inhabit, but by their united labours, as I have de-

scribed in a former letter, in due time grows into a magnificent tent of silk,

containing various apartments sufficient to defend and shelter them all

from the attacks of enemies and the inclemency of the seasons. As our
caterpillars, like eastern monarchs, are too delicate to adventure their feet

upon the rough bark of the tree upon which they feed, they lay a silken

carpet over every road and pathway leading to their palace, which ex-

tends as far as they have occasion to go for I'ood. To the habitation just

described, they retreat during heavy rains, and when the sun is too hot:
— they likewise pass part of the night in them ;— and, indeed, at all times

some may usually be found at home. Upon any sudden alarm they
retreat to them for safety, and also when they cast their skins : — in the
winter they are wholly confined to them, emerging again in the spring

:

but in May and June they entirely desert them ; and, losing all their love
for society, live in solitude till they become pupce, which takes place in

about a month. When they desert their nests the spiders take possession

of them ; which has given rise to a prevalent though most absurd opinion,

that they are the parents of these caterpillars.^

With other caterpillars the association continues during the whole of
the larva state. De Geer mentions one of the saw-flies (Serrijera) of this

description which form a common nidus by connecting leaves together with

silken threads, each larva moreover spinning a tube of the same material

for its own [)rivate apartment, in which it glides backwards and forwards

upon its back.* I have observed similar nidi in this country ; the insects

that form them belong to the Fabrician genus Li/da.

A small East Indian hair-streak butterfly {Thccia Isncralcs), of whose
economy Mr. Westwood has given an interesting account, resides in the

larva state in small societies of at least seven or eight individuals in the

1 Kcaumur, ii. 125. 2 Dq Gcer, ii. 1029.
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intside of the pomegranate, on the seeds and pulp of which it feeds. The
fruit being thus rendered weak and unable to su[)port its own weight would
be liable to have its stalk broken and to fall to the ground with the first

wind and there rot, in which state it would most probably be destructive

to the Inclosed larvae. To obviate this evil, the caterpillars when full fed

have the remarkable instinct to gnaw a hole about a quarter of an Inch In

diameter through the hard shell of the fruit while it still remains on the

tree, and issuing through this hole to spin in common (as it would seem)
a silken web attached both to the stalk and the base of the fruit, and suf-

ficiently strong to support the ])oniegranate from falling in the event of the

stalk being broken hy the wind ; and having thus secured the stability ot

their chamber, they retire again into it, and there undergo then* metamor-
phosis, the butterflies while their wings are still unexpanded creeping out

of the hole above mentioned, which thus serves a second important pur-

pose in their economy, of allowing them a free passage in their perfect

state through the hard shell of the pomegranate, which, if this door in It

had not previously been provided by the caterpillar with its jaws, would
have proved a fatal prison to the butterfly, which has no such instru-

ments.'

The most remarkable insects, however, that arrange under this class of

imperfect associates, are those that observe a particular order of inarch.

Though they move without beat of drum, they maintain as much regularity

in their step as a file of soldiers. It is a most agreeable sight, says one of

Nature's most favoured admirers, Bonnet, to see several hundreds of the

larv£B of Clisiocampa neuslria marching after each other, some in straight

lines, others in curves of various inflection, resembling, from their fiery

colour, a moving cord of gold stretched upon a silken riband of the purest

white ; this riband is the carpeted causeway that leads to their leafy pasture

from their nest. Equally amusing is the progress of another moth, the

Piti/ocampa, before noticed ; they march together from their common
citadel, consisting of pine leaves united and inwoven with the silk which

they spin, in a single line ; in following each other thej' describe a nml-

titude of graceful curves of varying figure, thus forming a series of living

wreaths, which change their shape every moment : — all move with a

uniform pace, no one pressing too forward or loitering behind ; when the

first stops, all stop, each defiling in exact military order.

^

A still more singular and pleasing spectacle, when their regiments march
out to forage. Is exhibited by the caterpillars of the Proccssionari/ moth
(C)ict/iocampa prucessioiica). This moth, which is a native of France, and

has not yet been found in this country, inhabits the oak. Each family consists

of from GOO to 800 individuals. When young, they have no fixed habita-

tion, but encamp sometimes in one place and sometimes in another, under

the shelter of their web : but when they have attained two-thirds of their

growth, they weave for themselves a common tent, before described.

About sunset the regiment leaves its quarters ; or, to make the metaphor

harmonise with the trivial name of the animal, the monks their coenobium.

At their head Is a chief, by whose movements their procession is regulated.

When he stops, all stop, and proceed when he proceeds ; three or four of

1 Westwoocl in Trans. Ent. Sec. Land. ii. 1. tab. 1. The Mexican butterfly

(Eucheira sociulis Westw.), previously noticed, is also (as its name implies) social in

its larva state.

2 Bonnet, ii. 57.
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his immediate followers succeed in tlie same line, the head of the second

touching the tail of the first : then comes an equal series of pairs, next of

threes, and so on as far as fifteen or twenty. The whole procession moves
regularly on with an even pace, each file treading upon the steps of those

that precede it. If the leader, arriving at a particular point, pursues a

different direction, all march to that point before they turn. Probably in

this they are guided by some scent imparted to the tracks by those that

pass over them. Sometimes the order of procession is different ; the

leader, who moves singly, is followed by two, these are succeeded by
three, then come four, and so on. When the leader,—who in nothing

differs from the rest, and is probably the caterpillar nearest the entrance to

the nest, followed, as I have described,— has proceeded to the distance of

about two feet, more or less, he, makes a halt ; during which those which
remain come forth, take their places, the company forms into files, the

march is resumed, and all follow as regularly as if they kept time to music.

These larvae may be occasionally found at mid-day out of their nests,

packed close one to another without making any movement ; so that,

although they occnpy a space sufficiently ample, it is not easy to discover

them. At other times, instead of being simply laid side by side, they are

formed into singular masses, in which they are heaped one upon another,

and, as it were, interwoven together. Thus, also, they are disposed in

their nests. Sometimes their families divide into two bands, which never

afterwards unite.^

The processionary caterpillars of the fir (those of Cnethocampa piiyo-

campa), like the preceding, live in a common silken net placed at the extre-

mities of its branches, on which they feed ; and when they leave one tree

to proceed to another, they also move in procession, but with this striking

difference, that they all range themselves in a single file, the head of each
so exactly touching the tail of that before it as to form apparently one vast

caterpillar of from fifteen to twenty feet long, and thus traversing by a

continuous and occasionally slightly jerking motion, without ever breaking

their line, the path they have chosen. What is singular is, that if the first

caterpillar of the file be touched with the hand or a stick, it shrinks and is

visibly agitated, as if it feared to be stung by an Ichneumon, and the last of

the file, even if composed of six hundred, makes at t^e same instant, as

well as every intermediate individual, the same movements, as if struck by
an electric shock." — The individuals of another processionary caterpillar,

the perfect insect of which Mr. Ewing had not been able to rear, he informs

us march in circles, or rather ovals, and, when young, follow one another
round and round for hours together !^

I have nothing further of importance to communicate to you on imper-
fect societies : in my next I shall begin the most interesting subject that

Entomology offers ; a subject, to say the least, including as great a portion

both of instruction and amusement as any branch of Natural History
affords ;— I mean those perfect associations which have for their great

object the multiplication of the species, and the education, if such a term
may be here employed, of the young. This is too fertile a theme to be
confined to a single letter, but must occupy several.

I am, &c.

1 Reaumur, ii. 180.
2 De Villiers, Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, i. 201.
3 Westwood in Trans. Ent. Soc, Lond, ii. proc. Iv.
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LETTER XVII.

SOCIETIES OF INSECTS— continued.

PERFECT SOCIETIES. (WHITE ANTS AND ANTS.)

The associations of insects of which my last letter gave you a detail were
of a very imperfect kind, both as to their object and duration : but those

which I am now to lay before you exhibit the semblance of a nearer

approach, both in their principle and its resuits, to the societies of man
himself. There are two kindred sentiments that in these last act with

most powerful energy—desire and affection. From the first proceed many
wants that cannot be satisfied without the intercourse, aid, and co-opera-

tion of others; and by the last we are impelled to seek the good of certain

objects, and to delight in their society. Thus self-love combines with

philanthropy to produce the social principle, both desire and love alter-

nately urging us to an intercourse with each other ; and from these in

union originate the multiplication and preservation of the species. These
two passions are the master-movers in this* business ; but there is a third

subsidiary to them, which, though it trenches upon the social principle,

considered abstractedly, is often a powerful bond of union in separate

societies—you will readily perceive that I am speaking of fear ;—under

the influence of this passion these are drawn closer together, and unite

more intimately for defence against some common enemy, and to raise

works of munition that may resist his attack.

The main instrument of association is language, and no association can

be perfect where there is not a common tongue. The origin of nationality

was difference of speech : at Babel, when tongues were divided, nations

separated. Language may be understood in a larger sense than to signify

iniiections of the voice,— it may well include all the mfeans of making

yourself understood by another, whether by gestures, sounds, signs, or

words : the first two of these kinds may be called natural language, and the

last two arbitrary or artificial.

I have said that perfect societies of insects exhibit the semhlance of a

nearer approach, both in their principle and its results, to the societies of

man himself, because, unless we could perfectly understand what instinct

is, and how it acts, we cannot, without exposing ourselves to the charge of

temerity, assert that these are precisely the same.

But when we consider the object of these societies, the preservation

and multiplication of the species, and the means by which that object is

attained, the united labours and co-operation of perhaps millions of indi-

viduals, it seems as if they were impelled by passions very similar to those

main-springs of human associations which I have just enumerated. Desire

appears to stimulate them— love to allure them— fear to alarm them.

They want a habitation to reside in, and food for their subsistence. Does
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not this look as if desire were the operating cause, wliich induces them to

unite their labours to construct the one and provide tiie other ? Their
nests contain a numerous family of helpless brood. Does not love here

seem to urge them to that exemplary and fond attention, and those un-

remitted and indefatigable exertions manifeste'd by the whole communitv
for the benefit of these dear objects ? Is it not also evidenced by their

general and singular attachment to their females, by their nuitual caresses,

by their feeding each other, by tiieir apparent sympathy with suffering

individuals and endeavours to relieve them, by their readiness to helj)

those that are in ihfficulty, and finally by their sports and assemblies for

relaxation ? That feat- produces its influence upon them seems no less

evident, when we see them agitated by the approach of enemies, endeavour
to remove what is most dear to them beyond their reacli, unite their efforts

to repel their attacks, and to construct works of defence. They appear to

have besides a conuuon language; for they possess the faculty, by signifi-

cative gestures and sounds, of communicating their wants and ideas to each
other.^

There are, however, the following great differences between human
societies and those of insects. Man is susceptible of individual actacli-

nient, which forms the basis of his happiness, and the source of his purest

and dearest enjoyments : whereas the love of insects seems to be a kind of
instinctive patriotism that is -extended to the whole community, never
distinguishing individuals, unless, as in the instance of the female bee, con-
nected with that great object.

Man also, endowed with reason, forms a judgment from circumstances,

and by a variety of means can attain the same end. Besides the language

of nature, gestures, and exclamations, which the passions prod-ice, he is

gifted with the divine faculty of speech, and can express his tlioughts by
articulate sounds or artificial language.— Not so our social insects.

Every species has its peculiar mode of proceeding, to which it adheres as

to the law of its nature, never deviating but under the control of impe-
rious circumstances ; for in particular instances, as you will see when I

come to treat of their instincts, they know how to vary, though not very
materially, from the usual mode." But they never depart, like man, from
the general system ; and, in common with the rest of the animal kingdom,
they have no articulate language.

Human associations, under the direction of reason and revelation, are

also formed with higher views,— I mean as to government, morals, and
religion :—with respect to the last of these, the social insects of course can
have nothing to do, except that by their v/onderful proceedings they give

man an occasion of glorifying his great Creator ; but in their instincts, ex-
traordinary as it may seem, they exhibit a semblance of the two former,

as will abundantly appear in the course of our correspondence.
I shall not detain jou longer by prefatory remarks from the amusing

^ It is not here meant to-be asserted that insc<;ts are actuated by these passions

in the same way that man is, but only that in their various instincts they exhibit

the semblance of them, and, as it were, symbolise them.
'* " Plusieurs d'eiitre eux (Jnsectes) savent user dc ressources inf^i'nieusss dans les

circonstances dilliciles : ils sortent alors de leur routine accoutumee, ei, st'mblent

a^ir d'.i])i-es la position dans laquelle ils se trouvent; c'est liJ, sans doute I'un des

phe'nomenes les plus curieux de I'histoire naturelle." Huber, N:>urctlcs Obscnalums
sui Its ALeilles, ii. l'J8.—Campare also ibid. 250. note N. li.

X
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scene to which lam eager to introduce you ; but the following observations

of M. P. Huber on this subject are so just and striking, that I cannot re-

frain from copying them.
" The history of insects that live in solitude consists of their generation,

their peculiar habits, the riietamorphoses they undergo, their manner of

life under each successive form, the stratagems for the attack of their

enemies, and the skill with which they construct their habitation : but that

of insects which form numerous societies is not confined to some remark-

able proceedings, to some peculiar talent ; it offers new relations, which
arise from common interest, from the equality or superiority of rank, from
the part which each member supjiorts in the society ; and all these relations

suppose a connection between the different individuals of which it con-

sists that can scarcely exist but by the intervention of language : for such

may be called every mode of expressing their wishes, their wants, and
even their ideas, if that name may be given to the impulses of instinct. It

•would be difficult to explain in any other way that concurrence of all

wills to one end, and that species of harmony which the whole of their

institution exhibits."

The great end of the societies of insects being the rapid multiplication of
the species. Providence has employed extraordinary means to secure the
fulfilment of this object, by creating a particular order of individuals in

each societ}', which, freed from sexual pursuits, may give themselves
wholly to labour, and thus absolve the females from every employment but

liiat of furnishing the society from time to time with a sufficient supply of
esrgs to keep up the population to its proper standard. In the case of the

Termites^ the office of working for the society, as these insects belong to

an order whose metamorphosis is semi-con:p!efe, devolves upon the larv^
;

the neuters, unless these should prove to be the larvas of males, being the

soldiers of the community.
From this circumstance perfect societies may be divided into two

classes ; the first including those whose workers are larva;, and the second
those whose workers are neuters} The white ants belong to the former
of these classes, and the social Hijmenoptera to the latter.

Before I begin with the history of the societies of white ants, I must
notice a remark that has been made applying to societies in general— that

numbers are essential to the full development of the instinct of social

animals. This has been observed by Bonnet with respect to the beaver*;
by Reaumur of the hive-bee ; and by M. P. Huber of the humble-bee.'
Amongst hymenopterous social insects, liowevcr, the observation seems
not universal!}' applicable, but only under particular circumstances ; for in

incipient societies of ants, humble-bees, and wasps, one female lays the

founelation of them at first by herself, and the first brood of neuters that is

hatched is very small.

I have on a former occasion given you some account of the devastation

produced by the white ants, or Termites, the species of which constitute

1 I employ occasionally the term vnders, though it is not perfectly proper, for

the salce of convenience;— strictly speaking, they may rather be regarded as im--

pcrfect or sterile females. Yet, certainly, as the imperfection of their orgauisatiou
imfits them for sexual purposes, the term neuter is not absolutely improper.

« (F.nv. ix. 1G3.

^ M. P. Huber in Linn. Trans, vi. 256. Reaum. v.
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the first class of perfect societies ; I shall now relate to you some further

particulars of their history, which will, I hope, give you a better opiniou

of them.
The majority of these animals are natives of tropical countries, though

two species are indigenous to Europe ; one of which, thought to have

been imported, is come so near to us as Bordeaux, The fullest account

hitherto given of their history is that of Mr. Smeathman, in the Philoso-

jyhical Transactions for 1781, which, since it has in many particulars been

confirmed by the observations of succeeding naturalists, though in some
things he was evidently mistaken, I shall abridge for you, correcting him
where he appears to be in error, and adding from Latreille, and the MS.
of a French naturalist resident on the spot, kindly furnished by Professor

Hooker, what they have observed with respect to those of Bordeaux and

Ceylon. The white ants, though they belong to the Neuroptcra order,

borrow their instinct from the hymenopterous social tribes, and in con-

junction with the ants (^Formica) connect the two orders. Their societies

consist of five descriptions of individuals — workers or larvas— nymphs or

pupae— neuters or soldiers— males and females.

1. The ivorkcrs or larvae, answering to the hymenopterous neuters, are

the most numerous and at the same time the most active part of the com-
munity, upon whom devolves the office of erecting and repairing the

buildings, collecting provisions, attending upon the female, conveying the

eggs when laid to what Smeathman calls the nurseries, and feeding the

young larvae till they are old enough to take care of themselves. They
are distinguished from the soldiers by their diminutive size, by their round

heads and shorter mandibles.

2. The 7iymphs or pupae. These were not noticed by Smeathman, who
mistook the neuters for them : they differ in nothing from the larvae,

and probably are equally active, except that they have rudiments of wings,

or ratlier the wings folded up in cases (pterotfieca). They were first

observed by Latreille ; nor did they escape the author of the MS. above

alluded to, who mistook them for a different kind of larvae.

3. The neuters, erroneously called by Smeathman pupae. These are

much less numerous than the workers, bearing the proportion of one to

one hundred, and exceeding them greatly in bulk. They are also distin-

guishable by their long and large head, armed with very long subulate

mandibles. Their office is that of sentinels ; and when the nest is attacked,

to them is committed the task of defending it. These neuters are quite

unlike those in the Hymenoptera perfect societies, which seem to be a kind

of abortive females, and there is nothing analogous to them in any other

department of Entomology.
4. and 5. Males and females, or the insects arrived at their state of

perfection, and capable of continuing the species. There is only one of

each in every separate society ; they are exempted from all participation

in the labours and employments occupying the rest of the community,

that they may be wholly devoted to the furnishing of constant accessions

to the population of the colony. Though at their first disclosure from

the pupa they have four wings, like the female ants they soon cast theni ;

but they may then be distinguished from the blind larvae, pupa% and
neuters, by their large and prominent eyes.^

1 The neuters in all respects bear a stronger analogy to the larvjc than to the

perfect insects; and, after all, may possibly turn out to be larvae, perhaps of tho

X 2
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The first establishment of a colony of Termites takes place in the fol-

lowing manner. In the evening, soon after the first tornado, which at the

latter end of the dry season proclaims the approach of the ensuing rains,

these animals having attained to their perfect state, in which they are

i'urnished and adorned with two pair of wings, emerge from their clay-built

citadels by myriads and myriads to seek their fortune. Borne on these

ample wings, and carried by the wind, they fill the air, entering the houses,

extinguishing the liglits, and even sometimes being driven on board the

ships that are not far fi-om the shore. The next morning they are disco-

vered covering the surface of the earth and waters ; deprived of the wings
which before enabled them to avoid their numerous enemies, and which
are only calculated to carry them a few hours, and looking like large

maggots ; from the most active, industrious, and rapacious, they are now
become the most helpless and cowardly beings in nature, and the prey of
innumerable enemies, to the smallest of which they make not the least

resistance. Insects, especially ants, which are always on the hunt for

them, leaving no place unexplored ; birds, reptiles, beasts, and even man
himself, look upon this event as their harvest, and, as you have been told

before, make them their food ; so that scarcely a single pair in many
millions get into a place of safety, fulfil the first law of nature, and lay the

foundation of a new connnunity. At this time they are seen running
upon the ground, the male after the female, and sometimes two chasing

one, and contending with great eagerness, regardless of the innumerable
dangers that surround them, who shall win the prize.

The workers, who are continually prowling about in their covered waj's,

occasionally meet with one of these pairs, and, being impelled by their

instinct, pay them homage, and they are elected as it were to be king and
queen, or rather fatlier and mother, of a new colony^ ; all that are not
so fortunate inevitably perish ; and, considering the infinite host of their

enemies, probably in the course of the following day. Tiie workers, as

soon as this election takes place, begin to inclose their new rulers in a
small chamber of clay, before described, suited to their size, the entrances

to which are only large enough to admit themselves and the neuters, but
much too small for the royal pair to pass through ;— so that their state of
royalty is a state of confinement, and so continues during the remainder
of their existence. The impregnation of the female is sup|)osed to take
place after this confinement, and she soon begins to furnish the infant

colony with new inhabitants. The care of feeding her and her male com-
panion devolves upon the industrious larvae, who supply them both with
every thing that they want. As she increases in dimensions, they keep en-
larging the cell in which she is detained. When the business of oviposition

commences, they take the eggs from the female, and deposit them in the

inales. Huber seems to doubt their being neuters. Notiv. Obs. ii. 44t. note *.

Great differences of opinion continue to exist amongst entomologists as to the real

nature of the individuals above described of this very anomalous tribe, for the
details of which, and of the arguments employed, see \Vestwood, Mud. Classif. of
Jns. ii. 15.

^ In this these animals varv from the usual instinct of the social Hymenoptera,
the ants, the wasps, and the humble-bees— with whom the females lay the tirst

foundations of the colonies, unassisted \>y any neuters ;
— but in the swarms of the

Live-bee an election mny perhaps in some instances be said to take place.
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nurseries. Her abdomen now begins gradually to extend, till in process

of time it is enlarged to 1500 or 2000 times the size of the rest of her
body, and her bulk equals that of 20,000 or 30,000 workers. This part,

often more than three inches in length, is now a vast matrix of eggs,

which make long circumvolutions through numberless slender serpentine

vessels : it is also remarkable for its peristaltic motion (in this resembling

the female ant^), which, like the undulations of water, produces a per-

petual and successive rise and fall over the whole surface of the abdomen,
and occasions a constant extrusion of the eggs, amounting sometimes in

old females to sixty in a minute, or eighty thousand and upwards in twenty-
four hours.^ As these females live two years in their perfect state, how
astonishing must be the number produced in that time

!

This incessant extrusion of eggs must call for the attention of a large

number of the woi'kers in tlie royal chamber (and indeed it is always full

of them), to take them as they come forth and carry them to the nurseries ;

in which, when hatched, they are provided with food, and receive every

necessary attention till they are able to shift for themselves.—One remark-
able circumstance attends these nurseries — they are always covered with

a kind of mould, amongst which rise numerous globules about the size of a

small pin's head. This is probably a species of Alucor, and by Mr. Konig,

who found them also in nests of an East India species of Termes, is con-

jectured to be the food of the larvEB.

The royal cell has, besides some soldiers in it, a kind of body-guard to

the royal pair that inhabit it : and the surrounding apartments contain

always many, both labourers and soldiers in waiting, that they may succes-

sively attend upon and defend the common father and mother, on whose
safety depend the liappiness and even existence of the whole community,

and whom tiiese faithful subjects never abandon even in their last distress.

The manner in whicli the Termites feed the young brood before they

commence their active life and are admitted to share in the labours of the

nest, has not, as far as I know, been recorded by any writer. I shall,

therefore, leave them in their nurseries, and introduce you to tlie bustling

scene which these creatures exhibit in their first state alter they are !)ecome

useful. To do this, in vain should I carry you to one of their nests— you
would scarcely see a single one stirring— though, perhaps, under your feet

there would be millions going and returning by a thousand different ways.

Unless I possessed the power of Asmodeus in he Dlable I]oiteux,oi' ahow-
ing you their houses and covered ways with their roofs removed, you
would return home as wise as you came; for these little busy creatures

are taught by Providence always to work under cover. If they have to

travel over a rock or up a tree tiiey vault with a coping of earth the route

they mean to pursue, and they form subterranean paths and tuimels, some
of a diameter wider than the bore of a large cannon, on all sides from

their habitation to tiicir various objects of attack ; or which sloping down
(for they cannot well mount a surface quite perpendicular) penetrate to

the depth of three or four feet under their nests into the earth, till they

arrive at a soil proper to be used in the erection of their buildings. Were
they, indeed, to expose themselves, the race *vould soon be annihilated by

1 Gould's Account of EnrjUsh Ants, 22.
2 John Hunter dissected two young queens. In the abdomen he found two

ovaries, consisting of many hundred oviducts, each containing innumerable eg^rs.

X 3
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their innumerable enemies. This circumstance hns deceived the author of

the MS. account of those in Ceylon, who, speaking of the nests of these

insects in that island, which he describes as twelve feet high, observes,

that " they may be considered as a larue city, which contains a great

number of iiouses, and these houses an infinite number of cells or apart-

ments :— these cells appear to me to communicate with each other, but

not the houses. I have convinced myself, by bringing together the broken

walls of one of the cavities of the nest or cone, that it does not communi-

cate with any other, nor ivith the exterior of the cone,— a very curious

circumstance, which I will not undertake to explain. Other cavities com-

municate by a very narrow tunnel." By not looking for subterranean

communications, he was probably led into this error.

You have before heard of their diligence in building. Does any accident

happen to their various structures, or are they dislodged from any of their

covered ways, they are still more active and expeditious in repairing.

Getting out of sight as soon as possible— and they run as fast or faster

than any insect of their size— in a single night they will restore a gallery

of three or four yards in length. If, attacking the nest, you divide it in

halves, leaving the royal chamber, and thus lay open thousands of apart-

ments, all will be shut up with their sheets of clay by the next morning ;

— nay, even if the whole be demolished, provided the king and the queen

be left, every interstice between the ruins, at which either cold or wet can

possibly enter, will be covered, and in a year the building will be raised

nearly to its pristine size and grandeur.

Besides building and repairing, a great deal of their time is occupied in

making necessary alterations in their mansion and its approaches. The
royal [)resence-chamber, as the female increases in size, must be gradually

enlarged, the nurseries must be removed to a greater distance, the

chambers and exterior of the nest receive daily accessions to provide for a

daily increasing population ; and the direction of their covered ways must

often be varied, when the old stock of provision is exhausted and new
discovered.

The collection of provisions for the use of the colony is another em-
ployment, which necessarily calls for incessant attention : these to the

naked eye appear like raspings of wood ;
— and they are, as you have seen,

great destroyers of timber, whether wrought or unwrought :— but when
examined by the microscope, they are found to consist chiefly of gums and

the inspissated juices of plants, which, formed into little masses, are stored

up in magazines of clay.

When any one is bold enough to attack their nest and make a breach

in its walls, the labourers, who are incapable of fighting, retire within, and

give place to another description of its inhabitants, whose office it is to

defend the fortress when assailed by enemies :— these, as observed before,

are the neuters or soldiers. If the breach be made in a slight part of the

buildin<r, one of these comes out to reconnoitre ; he then retires and gives

the alarm. Two or three others next appear, scrambling as fast as they

can one after the other ;
— to these succeed a large body, who rush forth

with as much speed as the breach will permit, their numbers continually

increasing during the attack. It is not easy to describe the rage and fury

by which these diminutive heroes seem actuated. In their baste they

frequently miss their hold, and tumble down the sides of their hill : they

soon, however, recover themselves, and, being blind, bite every thing they
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run against. If the attack proceeds, tlie bustle and agitation increase to

a tenfold degree, and their fury is raised to its highest pitch. Woe to him
whose hands or legs they can come at ! for they will make their fanged
jaws meet at the very first stroke, drawing as much blootl as will counter-

poise their whole body, and never quitting their hold, even though they

are pulled limb from limb. The naked legs of the Negroes expose tiieni

frequently to this injury ; and the stockings of the European are not suf-

ficient to defend him.

On the other hand, if, after the first attack, you get a little out of the

way, giving them no further interruption, supposing the assailant of their

citadel is gone beyond their reach, in less than half an hour they will

retire into the nest; and before they have all entered, you will see the

labourers in motion, hastening in various directions tov/ards the breacli,

every one carrying in his mouth a mass of mortar half as big as his body',
ready tempered : — this mortar is made of the finer parts of the gravel,

which they probably select in the subterranean pits or passages before

described, which, worked up to a proper consistence, hardens to the solid

substance, resemblingstone, of which their nests are constructed. As fast

as they come up, each sticks its burden upon the breach ; and this is done
with so much regularity and despatch, that although thousands, nay,

millions, are employed, they never appear to embarrass or interrupt one
another. By the uniteil labours of such an infinite host of creatures the

wall soon rises, and the breach is re[)aired.

While the labourers are thus employed, almost all the soldiers have
retired quite out of sight, except here and there one, who saunters about
amongst them, but never assists in the work. One, in particular, places

himself close to the wall which they are building; and turning himself

leisurely on all sides, as if to survey the proceedings, appears to act the

part of an overseer of the works. Every now and then, at the interval of
a minute or two, by lifting up his head and striking with his forceps upon
the wall of the nest, he makes a particular noise, which is answered by a

loud hiss from all the labourers, and appears to be a signal for despatch

;

for, every time it is heard, they may be seen to redouble their pace, and
apply to their work with increased diligence. Renew the attack, and
this amusing scene will be repeated :— in rush the labourers, all disappear-
ing in a few seconds, and out march the military as numerous and vin-

dictive as before. When all is once more quiet, the busy lal)ourers re-

appear, and resume their work, and the soldiers vanish. Repeat the

experiment a hundred times, and the same will always be the result;—
you will never find, be the peril or emergency ever so great, that one order
attempts to fight, or the other to work.
You have seen how solicitous the Termites are to move and work

imder cover and concealed from observation ; this, however, is not always
the case;— there is a species larger than T. bcUicosus, whose proceedings

1 have been principally describing, which Mr. Smeathman calls the march-
ing Tcrmes (Tcrmes viarum). He was once passing through a thick forest,

when on a sudden a loud hiss, like that of serpents, struck him with alarm.

The next step produced a repetition of the sound, which he then re-

^ The anonymous author before alluded to, who observed the Ceylon white ants'

says, that .such was the size of the masses, which were tempered Avitli a strong
gluten, that they adhered though laid on the upper part of the breach.

X 4
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cognised to be that of white ants ; yet he was surprised at seeing none
of" their hills or covered* ways. Following the noise, to his great astonisii-

ment and delight he saw an army of these creatures emerging from a hole

in the ground ; their number was prodigious, and they marched with the

utmost celerity. When they had proceeded about a yard they divided,

into two columns, chiefly composed of lal)ourers, about fifteen abreast,

following each other in close order, and going straight forward. Here and

there was seen a soldier, carrying his vast head with apparent difficulty,

and looking like an ox in a flock of sheep, who marched on in the same
manner. At the distance of a foot or two from the columns many other

soldiers were to be seen, standing still or pacing about as if upon the look-

out, lest some enemy should suddenly surprise their unwarlike comrades;
— other soldiers, v.hich was the most extraordinary and amusing part of

the scene, having mounted some plants and placed themselves on the

points of their leaves, elevated from ten to fifteen inches from the ground,

hung over the army marching below, and by striking their forceps upon
the leaf, produced at intervals the noise before mentioned. To this signal

the whole army returned a hiss, and obeyed it by increasing their pace.

The soldiers at these signal stations sat quite still during the intervals of

silence, except now and then making a slight turn of the head, and seemed
as solicitous to keep their posts as regular sentinels. The two colunms of

this army united after continuing separate for twelve or fifteen paces,

having in no part been above three yards asunder, and then descended

into the earth by two or three holes. Mr. Smeathman continued watch-

ing them for above an hour, during which time their numbers appeared

neither to increase nor diminish :— the soldiers, however, who quitted the

line of march and acted as sentinels, became much more numerous before

he quitted the spot. The larvce and neuters of this species are furnished

with eyes.

The societies of Termes lucifugiis, discovered by Latreille at Bordeaux,

are very numerous ; but instead of erecting artificial nests, they make their

lodgment in the trunks of pines and oaks, where the branches diverge from

the tree. They eat the wood the nearest the bark, or the alburnum, with-

out attacking the interior, and bore a vast number of holes and irregular

galleries. That part of the wood appears moist, and is covered with little

gelatinous particles, not unlike gum-arabic. These insects seem to be

furnished with an acid of a very penetrating odour, which perhaps is

useful to them for softening the wood.^ The soldiers in these societies are

as about one to twenty-five of the labourers." The anonymous author of

the observations on the Termites of Ceylon seems to have discovered a

sentry-box in his nests. " I found," says he, "in a very small cell in the

middle of the solid mass (a cell about half an inch in height, and very nar-

row), a larva with an enormous head. Two of these individuals were in

the same cell: — one of the two seemed [)laced as sentinel at the entrance

of the cell. I amused mj'self by forcing the door two or three times :
—

the sentinel immediately appeared, and only retreated when the door was

on the point to be stopped up, which was done in three minutes by the

labourers."

I hope this account has reconciled you in some degree to the dcstruc-

^ Latr. Hist. Nat. xiil. 64. 2 j\r Did. d'Hist. Nat. xxii. 57, 58,
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live Termites:— I shall next introduce }oa to social insects, concerning

most of wliich you liave probably conceived a more favourable opinion—
I mean those which constitute the second class of perfect societies, whose
workers are not larvte, but neuters. These all belong to the Hijmcnoptcra

order of Linne :— there are four kinds of Insects in this order (which

you will find as fertile in the instructors of mankind, as you have seen it

to be in our benefactors), that, varying considerably from each other in

their ])roccedings as social animals, separately merit your attention ;

namely, ants, wasps, and hornets, humble-bees, and the hive-bee. I begin

with the first.

Full of interesting traits as are the history and econora}' of the white

ants, and however earnestly they maj' induce you to wish you could be a
spectator of them, yet they scarcely exceed those of an industrious tribe

of insects which are constantly passing under our eye. The ant has

attracted universal notice, and been celebrated from the earliest ages, both

by sacred and profane writers, as a pattern of prudence, foresight, wisdom,
and diligence. Upon Solomon's testimony in their favour I have en-

larged before ; and for those of other ancient writers, I must refer you to

the learned Bochart, who has collected them in his Hierozoicon.

In reading what the ancients say on this subject, we must be careful,

however, to separate truth from error, or we shall attribute much more to

ants than of riglit belongs to them. Who does not smile when he reads

of ants that emulate the wolf in size, the dog in shape, the lion in its feet,

and the leopard in its skin — ants, whose employment is to mine for gold,

and from wiiose vengeance the furtive Indian is constrained to fly on the

switt camel's backV^ But when we find the writers of all nations and
ages unite in affirming, that, having deprived it of the [)ower of vegetating,

ants store up grain in their nests, we feel disposed to give larger credit to an
assertion, which, at first sight, seems to savour more of fact than of fable,

and does not attribute more sagacity and foresight to these insects than in

other instances they are found to |)Ossess. Writers in general, therefore,

who have considered this subject, and some even of very late date, have
taken it for granted that the ancients were correct in this notion. But
when observers of nature began to examine the manners and economy of
these creatures more narrowl3', it was found, at least with respect to the

European species of ants, that no such hordes of grain were made b\' them,
and, in fact, that they had no magazines in their nests in which provisions

of any kind were stored up. It was therefore surmised that the ancients,

observing them carry about their pupa;, which, in shape, size, and colour,

not a little resemble a grain of corn, and the ends of which tiiey sometimes
pull open to let out the enclosed insect, mistook the one for the other,

and this action for depriving the grain of the corculum. Mr. Gould, our
countryman, was one of the first historians of the ant who discovered that

they did not store up corn; and since his time naturalists have generally

subscribed to that opinion.

Till the manners of exotic ants are more accurately explored, it would,
however, be rash to afhrm that no ants have magazines of provisions; for

although, during the cold of the winters in this country, they remain in a
state of torpidity, and have no need of food, yet in warmer regions, during

the rainy seasons, when they are probably confined to their nests, a store

1 Bochart, Hierozoic. ii. 1. iv. c. 22.
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of provisions may be necessary for them.^ Even in northern climates,

against wet seasons, they may provide in this way for their sustenance

and that of the young brood, which, as Mr. Smeathman observes, are very
voracious, and cannot bear to be long deprived of their food ; else why do
ants carry worms, living insects, and many other such things into their

nests ? Solomon's lesson to the sluggard has been generally adduced as a
strong confirmation of the ancient opinion : it can, however, only relate to

the species of a warm climate, the habits of which, as I have just observed,

are probably different from those of a cold one ; — so that his words, as

commonly interpreted, may be perfectly correct and consistent with nature,

and yet be not at all applicable to the species that are indigenous to Europe.
But I think, if Solomon's words are properly considered, it will be found
that this interpretation has been fathered upon them, rather than fairly

deduced from them. He does not aflirm that the ant, which he proposes

to his sluggard as an example, laid up in her magazines stores of grain :

" Go to the ant, thou sluggard, consider her ways, and be wise ; which,

having neither captain, overseer, nor ruler, prepares her bread in the

summer, and gathers her food in the harvest." These words may very

well be interpreted simply to mean, that the ant, with commendable pru-

dence and foresight, makes use of the proper seasons to collect a supply

of provision sufficient for her purposes. There is not a word in them im-
plying that she stores up grain or other provision. She prepares her

bread and gathers her food,— namely, such food as is suited to her,— in

summer and harvest,— that is, when it is most plentiful,— and thus shows
her wisdom and prudence by using the advantages offered to her. The
words thus interpreted, which they may be without any violence, will

apply to our European species as well as to those that are not indi-

genous.

I shall now bid farewell to the ancients, and proceed to lay before you
what the observations of modern authors have enabled me to add to the

history of ants:— the principal of these are Leeuwenhoek, Swammerdam
(who was the first that had recourse to artificial means for observing

their proceedings), Linne, Bonnet, and especially the illustrious Swedish
entomologist, De Geer. Gould, also, wiio, though no systematical natu-

ralist, was a man of sense and observation, has thrown great light upon
the history of ants, and anticijiated several of what are accounted the dis-

coveries of more modern writers on this subject." Latreille's Natural

1 This supposition has been verified by Col. Sykes's discover}' at Poona in India

of a species of ants (^Atta providens Sykes), which store up the seeds of a kind of

grass (^Panicum) at the period of their being ripe in January and February, and
which he saw them in June and October bringing up and exposing on the outside

of their nests to the sun in heaps as big as a handful, apparently for the purpose of

drj'ing them after being wetted by the rains of the monsoon. {Trans. Ent. Soc.

Land. i. 103.) It does not seem easy to assign any plausible reason for the original

collecting and storing, and subsequent drj'ing and airing of these seeds, except on
the supposition of their being intended in some way for food ; and though we have
no previously recorded instance of ants feeding on any other vegetable substance

than such as are saccharine, yet, as all our experience proves how constantly in

entomology exceptions are occurring to supposed general laws, there seems good
reason to believe that this is one of them. (See the Rev. F. W. Hope's remarks on
this subject in Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. ii. 211.)

^ M. P. Huber, in the account which, in imitation of De Geer, he has given of

the discoveries made bj' his predecessors in the history of ants, having passed with-

out notice, probably iguorant of the existence of such a writer, those of our intel-
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History of Ants is likewise extremely valuable, not only as giving a sys-

tematic arrangement and descriptions of the species, but as concentrating

the accounts of preceding authors, and adding several interesting facts

ex 2}i'oprio jjeim. The great historiographer of ants, however, is IVI. P.

Huber, who has lately published a most admirable and interesting work
upon them, in which he has far outstripped all his predecessors. Such
are the sources from which the following account of ants is principally

drawn, intermixed with which you will find some occasional observations

li^ent countrjMTian Gould, I shall here give a short analysis of them; from which it

will appear that he was one of their best, or rather their very best, historian, till

3.1. Ruber's work came out. His Account of English Ants was published in 1747 ;

long before either Linne or De Geer had written upon the subject.

I. Species. He describes five species of English ants j viz. 1. The hill-ant (Jbr-
miea rufa L.). 2. The jet ant {F. fuliginosa Latr.). 3. The red ant {Myrmica
rubra Latr., Formica Lin.). He observes, that this species alone is armed with a
.<!ting ; whereas the others make a wound with iheir mandibles, and inject the
formic acid into it. 4. The common yellow ant (F.Jiava Latr.). And 5. The small
black ant {F. fusca L.).

n. Egg. lie observes that the eggs producing males and females are laid the
earliest, and are the largest:— he seems, however, to have confounded the black
and brown eggs of Aphides with those of ants.

III. Larva. These, when first hatched, he observes, are hair}^ and continue in

the larva state twelve months or more. He, as well as De Geer, was aware that
the larvaj of 3Ii/rmica rubra do not, as other ants do, spin a cocoon when they
assume the pupa.

IV. Pupa. He found that female ants continue in this state about six weeks,
and males and neuters only a month.

V. Imago. He knew perfectly the sexes, and was aware that females cast their

wings previously to their becoming mothers; that at the time of their swarms large

numbers of both sexes become the prey of birds and tithes ; that the surviving
females, sometimes in numbers, go under-ground, particularly in mole-hills, and lay

eggs; but he had not discovered that they then act the part of neuters in the care
of their progeny. He knew also, that when there was more than one queen in a
nest, the i-ivals lived in perfect harmony.
With respect to the neuters, he had witnessed the homage they pay their queens

or fertile females continued even after their death;— this homage he, however,
observes, which is noticed by no other author, appears often to be temporary and
local— ceasing at certain times, and being renewed upon a change of residence. He
enlarges upon their exemplary care of the eggs, larvte, and pup». He tells us that
the eggs, as soon as laid, are taken by the neuters and deposited in heaps, and that
the neuters brood them. He particularly notices their carrying them, with the
larva; and pupas, daily from the interior to the surface of the nest and back again,
.according to the temperature ; and that they feed the larvs by disgorging the food
from their own stomach. He speaks also "of their opening tlic cocoons when the
pupiB are ready to assume the imago, and disengaging them from them. With
regard to their labours, he found that they work all night, except during violent

rains; that their instinct varies as to the station of their nest; that their masonry
is consolidated by no cement, but consists merely of mould ; that they form roads
and trackways to and from their nests ; that they carry each other in sport, and
sometimes lie heaped one on another in the sun. He susp'eats that they occasionally

emigrate; — he proves by a variety of experiments that they do not hoard up pro-
visions. He found they were often infested by a particular kind of Gordius:— he
had noticed, also, that the neuters of F. rufa and jiava (which escaped M. Huber,
though he observed it in Potyergus rufescens Latr.) are of two sizes, which the
writer of this note can confirm by prodiicing specimens;— and, lastly, with Swam-
merdam, he had recourse to artificial colonies, the better to enable him to examine
their proceedings, but not comparable to the ingenious apparatus of M. Huber.
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— which 3'our partiality to your friend may, perhaps, induce you to think
not wholly devoid of interest— that it has been my fortune to make.
The societies of ants, as also of other Hi/menoptera, differ from those of

the Termites in having inactive iarvaj and pupae, the neuters or workers
combining in themselves both the military and civil functions. Besides the

helpless larvae and pupa which have no locomotive powers, these societies

consist of females, nmles, and workers. The office oi" thefcmn/es, at their

first exclu>.ion distinguished by a pair of ample wings (which, however, as

you have heard, they soon cast), is the foundation of new colonies, and the

furnishing of a constant supply of eggs for the maintenance of the popula-
tion in the old nests as well as in the new. These are usually the least

numerous part of the community.^ The ofiice of the males, which are also

winged, and at the time of swarming are extremely numerous, is merely
the impregnation of the females : after the season for this is past, they die.

Upon the workers ^ devolves, except in nascent colonies, all the work, as

well as the defence of the community, of which they are the most nume-
rous portion. In some societies of ants the workers are of two dimensions.

In the nests of F. rufa andJlava such were observed by Gould, the size of
one exceeding that of the other about one-third.^ (In my specimens, the

large workers of F. rufa are nearly three times, and of F.Jlava, twice, the

size of the small ones.) All were ecjually engaged in the labours of the

colony. Large workers were also noticed by M. P. Huber in the nests of
Poli/erfius rufcscens*, hut he coxAA. not ascertain their office. More light,

however, has been of late thrown on this subject by the observations

of M. Lacordaire and M. Lund upon these large workers, as they occur in

the nests of South Anserican ants. They have ascertained them to be
strictly the soldiers, which, though of a different origin, like those of the

Termites before described, have it expressly in charge to defend the

rest of the community ; for which office their size— full twice that of
the other workers— and their immense heads and jaws in proportion, ad-

mirably adapt theni. M. Lacordaire informs us that, both in Cayenne and
Brazil, he has been a thousand times witness of the accuracy of the facts

stated by M. Lund as to the military office of these large and big-headed
workers of Attn cephalotes, and allied species, during the marches and ex-

cursions undertaken by the societ}'. They never mix themselves with the

mass of the moving columns ; but, stationed on their flanks, the}' are seen

sometimes to march forward; then to return and halt a moment, as if to

1 Gould says that the males and females are nearlj' equal in number (p. 62.)

;

but from Huber's observations it seems to follow that the former are most numerous
(p. 96.).

» That the neuter ants, like those of the hive-bee, are imperfectly organised

females, appears from the following observation of M. Huber {Nouv. Ohserv. &c.
ii. 443.)— " Les fourmis nous out encore offert a cet egard une analogie trfes-

frappante ; k la verite, nous n'avoiis jamais vu pondre les ouvrieres, mais nous avons
e'te te'moins de leur acconplement. Ce fait pourroit etre atteste par plusieurs

membres de la Socie'te d'Histoire Naturelle de Geneve, a qui nous I'avons fait voir;

rapproche du male etoit toujours suivie de la mort de Touvriere ; leur conformation
ne permet done pas qu'elles deviennent meres, mais I'instiuct du male prouve du
moins que ce sont des femelles."

5 Gould, 103.
* M. Huber calls this an apterous female

; yet he could not discover that they
laid eggs; ami he owns that they more nearly resemble the workers than the

females, and that he should have considered them as such, had he seen them mix
with them in their excursions.— Huber, p. 251.
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observe the troop defile before them ; traversing its ranks ; hastening to

any point where their presence seems necessary, especially if it have met
with any obstacle on its route ; and even climbint:, as M. Lacordaire lias

often witnessed, up^the adjoining plants, and jierched on the margin of a

leaf, surveying its passage from this elevated position.^ M. Lund observed

four of these large-headed neuters of a Brazilian species of Ali/rmica to

guard the entrance to their nest, and others attending the column while on

march, and hastening to the spot and alarming their comrades when some
of the ants were purposely killed."

An equally singular modification of form and function takes place in the

neuters of a INIexican ant— Mi/rmecocystus Alexicanus of M. Wesmael,
who has described their economy in a paper read to the Acadcmie Eoijale

of Brussels. Of this species, v/hile some of the neuters have the ordinary

form, others, which never quit the nest and are almost inactive, have their

abdomen swollen into an immense subdiaphanous sphere, filled by a kind

of honey which they are solely occupied in elaborating, and which they

subsequently discharge into cells analogous to those of bees.^

Having introduced you to the individuals of which the associations of

ants consist, I shall now advert to the principal events of their history, re-

lating first the fates of the males and females. In the warm da\s that occur

from the end of July to the beginning of September, and sometimes later,

the habitations of the various species of ants may be seen to swarm with

winged insects, which are the males and females preparing to quit for ever

the scene of their nativity and education. Every thing is in motion ; and
the silver wings, contrasted with tiie jet bodies which compose the animated

mass, add a clegree of splendour to the interesting scene. The bustle in-

creases, till at length the males rise, as it were by a general impulse, into

the air, and the females accompany them. The whole swarm alternately

"rises and falls with a slow movement to the height of about ten feet, the

males flying obliquely with a rapid zigzag motion, and the females, though

they follow the general movement of the column, appearing suspended in

the air, like balloons, seemingly with no individual motion, and having their

heads turned towards the wind.

Sometimes the swarms of a whole district unite their infinite myriads,

and, seen at a distance, produce an effect resembling the iiashing of an

aurora-borealis. Rising with incredible velocity in distinct coUuuns, they

soar above the clouds. Each column looks like a kind of slender net-work,

and has a tremulous undulating motion, which has been observed to be

produced by the regular alternate rising and falling just alluded to. The
noise emitted liy myriads and myriads of these creatures does not exceed

the hum of a single wasp. The slightest zephyr disperses them ; and if in

their progress they chance to be over your head, if you walk slowly on
they will accompany you, and regulate their n)otions by yours. The females

continue sailing majestically in the centre of these numberless males, who
are all candidates for their favour, each till some fortunate lover darts upon
iier, and, as the Roman youth did the Sabine virgins, drags his bride from

the sportive crowd, and the nuptials are consummated in mid-air; though
sometimes the union takes place on the summit of plants, but rarely hi the

1 Lacordaire, Introd. a VEntom. ii. 498.
2 Lund in Ann. des Sciences Nut. xxiii. 113. ;

quoted by Lacordaire, nl/i supr., and
Westwood, 3Iod. C/as!<. ii. 225.

3 Bull. Acad. Roy. Bruxdl. v. 77L
;
quoted by Westwood, ubi supr. ii. 22i5.
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iiests.^ After this danse de Uaivour is celebrated, the males disappear, pro-
bably dying, or becoming, with many of the females, the prey of birds or

fish" ; for, since they do not return to the nest, they cannot be destroyed,
as some have supposed, like the drone bees, by the neuters. That many,
both males and females, become the prey of fish, I am enabled to assert

from my own observation. In the beginning of August, 1812, I was going
up the Orford river in Suffolk, in a row-boat, in the evening, when my at-

tention was caught by an infinite number of winged ants, both males and
females, at which the fish were everywhere darting, floating alive upon the

surface of the water. While passing the river these had probably been
precipitated into it, either by the wind, or by a heavy shower which had
just fallen. And INI. Huber after the same event observed the earth

strewed with females that had lost their wings, all of which could not form
colonies.^

Captain Haverfield, Il.N., gave me an account of an extraordinary ap-

pearance of ants observed by him in the Medway, in the autumn of 1814,
when he was first-lieutenant of the Clorinde, which is confirmed by the
following letter addressed by the surgeon of that ship, now Dr. Bromlev,
to iMr. MacLeay :

—
"In September, 1814, being on the deck of the hulk to the Clorinde, mv

attention svas drawn to the water by the first-lieutenant (Haverfield) ob-
serving there was something black floating down with the tide. On looking
with a glass, I discovered they were insects. The boat was sent, and
brought a bucket full of them on board ;— they proved to be a large spe-

cies of ant, and extended from the upper part of Salt-pan Reach out
towards the Great Nore, a distance of five or six miles. The column
appeared to be in breadth eight or ten feet, and in height about six inches,

which I suppose must have been fi'om their resting one upon another."

Purchas seems to have witnessed a similar phenomenon on shore. " Other
sorts (of ants)," says he, " there are many, of which some become winged
and fill the air with swarms, which sometimes happens in England. On
Bartholomew, 1GI3, I was in the Island of Foulness on our Essex shore,

where were such clouds of these flying pismires, that we could nowhere
fly from them, but they filled our clothes; yea the floors of some houses
where they fell were in a manner covered with a black carpet of creeping

ants : which they say drown themselves about that time of the year in the

sea." *

These ants were winged ; whence, in the first instance here related, this

immense column came was not ascertained. From the numbers here

agglomerated, one would think that all the ant-hills of the counties of Kent
and Surrey could scarcely have furnished a sufficient number of males and
females to form it.

When Colonel Sir Augustus Frazer, of the Horse Artillery, was sur-

veying on the 6th of October, 1813, the scene of the battle of the Pyrenees
from the summit of the mountain called Pena de Aya, or Lcs Quatre
Couronnes, he and his friends were enveloped by a swarm of ants, so

numerous as entirely to intercept their view, so that they were glad to

remove to another station, in order to get rid of them.

The females that escape from the injury of the elements and their various

1 De Geer, ii. 1104. 3 Gould, 09.

5 Huber, 100. ^ Filgrimage, lOSO.
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enemies become the founders of new colonies, doing all the work, as I have
related in a former letter, that is usually done by the neuters.^ M. P. Hu-
ber has found incipient colonies, in which were only a few workers engaged
with their mother in the care of a small number of larvae; and M. Perrot,

his friend, once discovered a small nest, occupied by a solitary female, who
was attending upon four pupaj only. Such are the foundation and first

establishment of those populous nations of ants with which we everywhere
meet.

But though the majority of females produced in a nest probably thus
desert it, all are not allowed this liberty. The prudent workers are taught

by their instinct that the existence of their community depends upon the

presence of a sufficient number of females. Some, therefore, that are

fecundated in or near the spot they forcibly detain, pulling off their wings,

and keeping them prisoners till they are ready to lay their eggs, or are re-

conciled to their tate. De Geer in a nest of F. rufa observed that the
workers compelled some females that were come out of the nest to re-

enter it *
; and from M. P. Huber we learn that, being seized at the

moment of fecundation, they are conducted into the interior of the for-

micary, when they become entirely dependent upon the neuters, who
hanging pertinaciously to each leg prevent their going out, but at the same
time attend upon them with the greatest care, feeding them regularly, and
conducting them where the temperature is suitable to them, but never
quitting them a single moment. JBy degrees these females become recon-
ciled to their fate, and lose all desire of making their escape ;— their

abdomen enlarges, and they are no longer detained as prisoners, yet each
is still attended by a body-guard— a single ant, which always accompanies
her, ami prevents her wants. Its station is remarkable, it being mounted
upon her abdomen, with its posterior legs upon the ground. These
sentinels are constantly relieved ; and to watch the moment when the

female begins the important work of oviposition, and carry off the eggs, of
which she la^'s four or five thousand or more in the course of the year,

seems to be their principal office.

When the female is acknowledged as a mother, the workers begin to

pay her a homage very similar to that which the bees render to their

queen. All press round her, offer her food, conduct her by her mandibles
through the difficult or steep passages of the formicary ; nay, they some-
times even carry her about their city;— she is then suspended upon their

jaws, the ends of which are crossed ; and, being coiled up like the tongue
ot a butterfly, she is packed so close as to inconmiode the carrier but little.

When she sets her down, others surround and caress her, one after another
tapping her on the head with their antennae. " In whatever apartment,"
says Gould, " a queen condescends to be present, she commands obedience
and respect. An universal gladness spreads itself through the whole cell,

which is expressed by particular acts of joy and exultation. They have a
particular way of skipping, leaping, and standing upon their hind-legs, and
prancing with the others. These frolics they make use of, both to con-
gratulate each other when they meet, and to show their regard for the

1 M. Iluber observes that fecundated females, after they have lost their wings,
make themselves a subterranean cell ; some singly, otiiers in common. From
which it appears that some colonies have more than one female from their first

establishment.
2 ii. 1071.
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queen; some of them gently walk over her, others dance round her: she

is generally encircled with a cluster of attendants, who, if you separate

them from her, soon collect themselves into a body, and enclose her in the

midst." ^ Nay, even if she dies, as if they were unwilling to believe it,

they continue sometimes for months the same attentions to her, and treat

her with the same courtly formality as if she were alive, and they will

brush her and lick her incessantly.^

This homage paid by the workers to their queens, according to Gould,

is temporary and local ;— when she had laid eggs in any cell, their atten-

tions, he observed, seemed to relax, and she became unsettled and uneasy.

In the summer months she is to be met with in various apartments in the

colony ; ami eggs also are to i)e seen in several places, which induced him
to believe that, having deposited a parcel in one, she retires to another for

the same purpose, thus frequently changing her situation and attendants.

As there are always a number of lodgments void of eggs, but full of ants,

she is never at a loss for an agreeable station and submissive retinue ; and
by the time she has gone her rounds in this manner, the eggs first laid are

brought to perfection, and her old attendants are glad to receive her again.

Yet this inattention after oviposition is not invariable ; the female and
neuter sometimes tmite together in the same cell after the eggs are laid.

On this occasion the workers divide their attention ; and if you disturb

them, some will run to the defence of their queen, as well as of the eggs,

which last, however, are the great objects of cheir solicitude. This state-

ment differs somewiiat from M. Huber's ; but different sjiecies vary in

their instincts, which will account for this and similar dissonances in

authors who have observed their proceedings. Mr. Gould also noticed

but very few females in ant-nests, sometimes only one ; but M. Huber,

who had better opportunities, found several, which he says live very peace-

ably together, showing none of that spirit of rivalry so remarkable in the

queen-bee.

And here I must close my narrative of the life and adventures of male
and female ants ; but, as it will be followed by a history of the still more
interesting proceedings of the workers, I think 3'ou will not regret the ex-

change. I shall show these to you in many different views, under each of

wiiich you will find fresh reason to admire them and their wonderful in-

stincts. My only fear will be lest you should think the picture too highly

coloured, and deem it incredii)le that creatures so minute should so far

exceed the larger animals in wisdou), foresight, and sagacity, and make so

near an approacii in these respects to man himself. My facts, however,

are derived from authorities so respectable, that I think they will do away
with any bias of this kind that you may feel in your mind.^

I need not iiere repeat what I have said in a former letter concerning

the exemplary attention paid by these kind foster-mothers to the young

brood of their colonies; nor shall I enlarge upon the building and nature

1 Gould, p. 24—.
2 Compare Gould, p. 25., with Huber, 125. note (1).
5 It may be thought that many of the aneidotes related in the following history

of the proceedings of neuter ants could not luive been observed by any one, unless

he had been admitted into an ant-hill ; but it must be recollected that JI. P. Huber,

from whose work the most extraordinary facts are copied, invented a kind of ant-

hive, so constructed as to enable him to observe their proceedings without disturbing

them.
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of their habitations, which have been ah'eady noticed: — but, without

either of these, I have matter enough to fill the rest of this letter with in-

teresting traits, while I endeavour to teach you their language, to develop

their affections and passions, and to delineate their virtues,— while I show
them to you when engaged in war, and enable you to accompany them
both in their military expeditions and in their emigrations, — while I make
you a witness of their indefatigable industry and incessant labours, or invite

you to be present, during their hours of relaxation, at their sports and
amusements.

That ants, though they are mute animals, have the means of communi-
cating to each other information of various occurrences, and use a kind of

language which is mutually understood, will appear evident from the

following facts.

If those at the surface of a nest are alarmed, it is wonderful in how short

a time the alarm spreads through the whole nest. It runs from quarter to

quarter ; the greatest inquietude seems to possess the community ; and they

carry with all possible despatch their treasures, the larvte and pupfB, down
to the lowest apartments. Amongst those species of ants that do not go
much from home, sentinels seem to be stationed at the avenues of their

city. Disturbing once the little heaps of earth thrown up at the entrances

into the nest of F. flnva, which is of this description, I was struck by ob-

serving a single ant immediately come out, as if to see what was the matter,

and this three separate times.

The F. herculanea inhabits the trunks of hollow trees on the Continent

(for it has not yet been found in England), upon which they are often

passing to and fro. M. Huber observed, that when he disturbed those

that were at the greatest distance from the rest, they ran towards them,
and, striking their head against them, communicated their cause of fear or

anger,—that these, in their turn, conveyed in the same way the intelligence

to others, till the whole colony was in a ferment, those neuters which
were within the tree running out in crowds to join their companions in

the defence of their habitation. The same signals that excited the courage
of the neuters produced fear in the males and females, which, as soon as

the news of the danger was thus communicated to them, retreated into the

tree as to an asylum.

The legs of one of this gentleman's artificial formicaries were plunged
into pans of water, to prevent the escape of the ants ;

— this proved a
source of great enjoyment to these little beings, for they are a very thirsty

race, and lap water like dogs.^ One day, when he observed many of them
tip[)ling very merrily, he was so cruel as to disturb them, which sent most
of the ants in a fright to the nest ; hut some more thirsty than the rest

continued their potations. Upon this, one of those that had retreated re-

turns to inform his thoughtless companions of their danger ; one he pushes
with his jaws ; another he strikes first upon the belly, and then upon the

breast ; and so obliges three of them to leave off their carousing, and march
homewards ; but the fourth, more resolute to drink it out, is not to be
discomfited, and pays not the least regard to the kind blows with which
his compeer, solicitous for his safety, repeatedly belabours him. At length,

determined to have his way, he seizes him by one of his hind-legs, and
gives him a violent [)ull :— upon this, leaving his liquor, the loiterer turns

'' Gould, 92. Do Geer. ii. 10G7. Hiibcr, 132.

V
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round, and opening his threatening jaws with every appearance of anger,

goes very coolly to drinking again ; but his monitor without further

ceremony, rushing before him, seizes him by his jaws, and at last drags hira

off in triumph to the formicary.'

The language of ants, however, is not confined merely to ' giving intelli-

gence of the approach or presence of danger : it is also coextensive with

all their other occasions for communicating their ideas to each other.

Some, whose extraordinary history I shall soon relate to you, engage in

military expeditions, and often previously send out spies to collect informa-

tion. These, as soon as they return from exploring the vicinity, enter the

nest ; upon which, as if they had communicated their intelligence, the

army immediately assembles in the suburbs of their city, and begins its

march towards that quarter whence the spies had arrived. Upon the

march, communications are perpetually making between the van and the

rear; and when arrived at the camp of the enemy, and the battle begins, if

necessary, couriers are despatched to the formicary for reinforcements.*^

If you scatter the ruins of an ants' nest in your apartment, you will be

furnished with another proof of their language. The ants will take a

thousand different parts, each going by itself, to increase the chance of

discovery ; they will meet and cross each other in all directions, and per-

haps will wander long before they can find a spot convenient for their

reunion. No sooner does any one discover a little chink in the floor,

through which it can pass below, than it returns to its companions, and, by

means of certain motions of its antennze, makes some of them comprehend

what route they are to pursue to find it, sometimes even accompanying

them to the spot ; these, in their turn, become the guides of others, tiil all

know which way to direct their steps.^

It it well known, also, that ants give each other information when they

have discovered any store of provision. Bradley relates a striking instance

of this. A nest of ants in a nobleman's garden discovered a closet, many
yards within the house, in which conserves were kept, which they con-

stantly attended till the nest was destroyed. Some in their rambles must
have first discovered this depot of sweets, and informed the rest of it. It

is remarkable that they always went to it by the same track, scarcely varying

an inch from it, though they had to pass through two apartments : nor

could the sweeping and cleaning of the rooms discomfit them, or cause

them to pursue a different route."*

Here may be related an amusing experiment of Gould's. Having de-

posited several colonies of ants (^F. fused) in flower-pots, he placed them
in some earthen pans full of water, which prevented them from making

excursions from their nest. When they had been accustomed some days

to this imprisonment, be fastened small threads to the upper part of the

j)Ots, and extending them over the water-pans fixed them in the ground.

The sagacious ants soon found out that by these bridges they could escape

from their moated castle. The discovery was communicated to tlie whole

society, and in a short time the threads were filled with trains of busy

workers passing to and fro.^

Lifion's account of the ants in Barbadoes affords another most convincing

1 HuLer, 133. 2 ibid. 167. 217. 237. 3 ibid. 137.

4 Bradley, 134. » Gould, 8o.
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proof of this : as he has told his tale in a lively and interesting manner, I

shall give it nearly in his own words.
" The next of these moving little animals are ants or pismires, and these

are but of a small size, but great in industry ; and that which gives them
means to attain to this end is, they have all one soul. If I should say

they are here or there, I should do them wrong, for they are everywhere ;

under ground, where any hollow or loose earth is ; amongst the roots of

trees ; upon the bodies, branches, leaves, and fruit of all trees ; in all places

without the houses and within ; upon the sides, walls, windows, and roofs

without ; and on the floors, side-walls, ceilings, and windows within ;

tables, cupboards, beds, stools, all are covered with them, so that they are

a kind of ubiquitaries. We sometimes kill a cockroach, and throw him on
the ground ; and mark what they will do with him : his body is bigger than

a hundred of them, and yet they will find the means to take hold of him,

and lift him up ; and having him above ground, away they carry him, and
some go by as ready assistants, if any be weary ; and some are the officers

that lead and show the wa}' to the hole into which he must pass ; and if

the vancouriers perceive that the body of the cockroach lies across, and
will not pass through the hole or arch through which they mean to carry

him, order is given, and the body turned endwise, and this is done a foot

before they come to the hole, and that without any stop or stay; and thi;

is observable, that they never pull contrary ways. A table being cleared

with great care, by way of experiment, of all the ants that were upon it,

and some sugar being put upon it, some, after a circuitous route, were ob-

served to arrive at it, when, again departing without tasting the treasure,

they hastened away to inform their friends of their discovery, who upon
this came by myriads ; and when they are thickest upon the table," says

he, " clap a large book (or any thing fit for that purpose) upon them, so

hard as to kill all that are under it ; and when you have done so, take away
the book, and leave them to themselves but a quarter of an hour, and when
you come again you shall find all those bodies carried away. Other trials

we make of their ingenuity, as this : — take a pewter dish, and fill it hall"

full of water, into which put a little gallipot filled with sugar, and the ants

will presently find it and come upon the table ; but when they perceive it

environed with water, they try about the brims of the dish where the

gallipot is nearest ; and there the most venturous amongst them commits
himself to the water, though he be conscious how ill a swimmer he is, and

is drowned in the adventure : the next is not warned by his example, but

ventures too, and is alike drownetl ; and many more, so that there is a

small foundation of their bodies to venture ; and then they come faster

than ever, and so make a bridge of their own bodies." ^

The fact being certain that ants impart their ideas to each other, we are

next led to inquire by what means this is accomplished. It does not

appear that, like the bees, they emit any significative sounds ; their language,

therefore, must consist of signs or gestures, some of which I shall now
detail. In communicating their fear or expressing their anger, they run

from one to another in a semicircle, and strike with their head or jaws the

trunk or abdomen of the ant to which they mean to give information of

any subject of alarm. But those remarkable organs, their antennae, are

the principal instruments of their speech, if I may so call it, supplying the

1 Hist, of Barbadoes, p. C3.

T 2
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place both of voice and words. When the military ants before alluded to

go upon their expeditions, and are out of the formicary, previously to

setting off they touch each other on the trunk with their antennas and
forehead :— this is the signal for marching; for, as soon as any one has

received it, he is immediately in motion. When they have any discovery

to communicate, they strike with them those that they meet in a particularly

impressive manner. If a hungry ant wants to be fed, it touches with its

two antennae, moving them very rapidly, those of the individual from which

it expects its meal ; and not only ants understand this language, but even

Aphides and Cocci, which are the milch kine of our little pismires, do the

same, and will yield them their saccharine fluid at the touch of these im-

perative organs. The helpless larvae also of the ants are informed by the

same means when they may open their mouths to receive their food.

Next to their language, and scarcely different from it, are the modes by
which they express their affections and aversions. Whether ants, with

man and some of the larger animals, experience any thing like attachment

to individuals, is not easily ascertained ; but that they feel the full force of

the sentiment which we term patriotism, or the love of the community to

which they belong, is evident from the whole series of their proceedings,

which all tend to promote the general good, Distress or difficulty falling

upon any member of their society generally excites their sympathy, and
they do their utmost to relieve it. M. Latreille once cut off the antennze

of an ant ; and its companions, evidently pitying its sufferings, anointed

the wounded part with a drop of transjiarent fluid from their mouth ; and
whoever attends to what is going forward in the neighbourhood of one of

their nests, will be pleased to observe the readiness with which they seem
disposed to assist each other in difficulties. When a burthen is too heavy

for one, another will soon come to ease it of part of the weight ; and if

one is threatened with an attack, all hasten to the spot, to join in repel-

ling it.

The satisfaction they express at meeting after absence is very striking,

and gives some degree of individuality to their attachment, M. Huber
witnessed the gesticulations of some ants, originally belonging to the same
nest, that, having been entirely separated from each other four months,

were afterwards brought together. Though this was equal to one fourth

of their existence as perfect insects, they immediately recognised each

other, saluted mutually with their antennas, and united once more to form
one family.

They are also ever intent to promote each other's welfare, and ready to

share with their absent companions any good thing they may meet with.

Those that go abroad feed those which remain in the nest ; and if they

discover any stock of favourite food, they inform the whole community,
as we have seen above, and teach them the way to it. M. Huber, for a

particular reason, having produced heat, by means of a flambeau, in a cer-

tain part of an artificial formicary, the ants that happened to be in that

quarter, after enjoying it for a time, hastened to convey the welcome in-

telligence to their compatriots, whom they even carried suspended upon
their jaws (their usual mode of transporting each other) to the spot,

till hundreds miglit be seen thus laden with their friends.

It' ants feel the force of love, they are equally susceptible of the emo-
tions of anger ; and when they are menaced or attacked, no insects show
a greater degree of it. Providence, moreover, has furnished them with
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weapons and faculties which render it extremely formidable to their insect

enemies, and sometimes, as I have related in a former letter, a great annoy-

ance to man himself. Two strong mandibles arm their mouth, with which

they sometimes fix themselves so obstinately to the object of their attack,

that they will sooner be torn limb from limb than let go their hold ; and

after their battles, the head of a conquered enemy may often be seen sus-

pended to the antenna; or legs of the victor, a trophy of his valour, which,

however troublesome, he will be compelletl to carry about with him to the

day of his death. Their abdomen is also furnished with a poison-bag

(loterium), in which is secreted a powerful and venomous fluid, long cele-

brated in chemical researches, and called formic ackl^, which, when their

enemy is beyond the reach of their mandibles (I speak here particularly of

the hill-ant, or I^\ riifa), standing erect on their hind legs, they ejaculate

from their anus with considerable force, so that from the surface of the

nest ascends a shower of poison, exhaling a strong sulphureous odour,

sufficient to overpower or repel any insect or small animal. Such is the

fury of some species, that with the acid, according to Gould*, they some-
times partly eject, drawing it back however directly, the poison-bag itself.

If a stick be stuck into one of the nests of the hill-ant, it is so saturated

with the acid as to retain the scent for many hours. A more formidable

weapon arms the species of the ^enus ]\Ii/rmica Latr.; for, besides the

poison-bag, they are furnished with a sting ; and their aspect is also often

rendered peculiarly revolting by the extraordinary length of their jaws, and
by the spines which defend their head and trunk.

But weapons without valour are of but little use ; and this is one distin-

guishing feature of our pigmy race. Their courage and pertinacity are un-

conquerable, and often sublimed into the most inconceivable rage and
fury. It makes no difference to them whether they attack a mite or an

elephant ; and man himself instils no terror into their warlike breasts.

Point your finger towards any individual of F. rufa, instead of running

away, it instantly faces about ; and, that it may make the most of itself,

stiffening its legs into a nearly straight line, it gives its body the utmost ele-

vation it is capable of, and thus

" Collecting all its might dilated stands "

prepared to repel your attack. Put your finger a little nearer, it imme-
diately opens its jaws to bite you, and, rearing upon its hind legs, bends its

abdomen between them, to ejaculate its venom into the wound.^
This angry people, so well armed and so courageous, we may readily

imagine, are not always at peace with their neighbours: causes of dissen-

sion may arise to light the flame of war between the inhabitants of nests

not far distant from each other. To these little bustling creatures a square

foot of earth is a territory worth contending for ; their droves of Aphides

equally valuable with the flocks and herds that cover our plains ; and the

body of a fly or a beetle, or a cargo of straws and bits of stick, an acqui-

sition as important as the treasures of a Lima fleet to our seamen. Their

1 This acid may be prepared artificially, and with all the properties of that pro-

duced by ants, by distillation from a mixture of sulphuric acid, black oxide of

manganese, and starch.

2 p. 34.

3 tsee Fourcroy, Annules du Museum, No. 5. 343.
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vars are usually between nests of different species ; sometimes, however,
those of the same, when so near as to interfere with and incommode each
other, have their battles ; and with respect to ants of one species, Myrmica
rubra, combats occasionally take ])lace, contrary to the general habits of

the tribe of ants, between those of the same nest. I shall give you some
account of all these conflicts, beginning with the last. But I must first

observe, that the only warriors amongst our ants are the neuters or

workers ; the males and females being very peaceable creatures, and always

glad to get out of harm's way.

The wars of the red ant ( M. rubra') are usually between a small number
of the citizens; and the object, according to Gould, is to get rid of a use-

less member of the connnunity (it does not argue much in favour of the

humanity of this species if it be by sickness that this member is disabled),

rather tiian any real civil contest. " The red colonies," says this author,
" are the only ones I could ever observe to feed upon their own species.

You may frequently discern a party of from five or six to twenty sur-

rounding one of their own kind, or even fraternity, and pulling it to pieces.

The ant they attack is generally feeble, and of a languid complexion, occa-

sioned, perhaps, by some disorder or other accident."^ I once saw one of

these ants dragged out of the nest by another, without its head ; it was
still alive, and could crawl about. A lively imagination might have fancied

that this poor ant was a criminal, condemned b}' a court of justice to suffer

the extreme sentence of the law. It was more probably, however, a
champion that had been decapitated in an unequal combat ; unless we ad-

mit Gould's idea, and suppose it to have suffered because it was an un-

profitable member of the community.'^ At another time I found three

individuals that were fighting with great fury, chained together by their

mandibles ; one of these had lost two of the legs of one side, yet it appeared

to walk well, and was as eager to attack and seize its opponents as if it was
unhurt. This did not look like languor or sickness.

The wars of ants that are not of the same species take place usually

between those that differ in size ; and the great endeavouring to oppress

the small are nevertheless often outnumbered by them, and defeated.

Their battles have long been celebrated ; and the date of them, as if it were
an event of the first importance, has been formally recorded, .^neas
Sylvius, after giving a very circumstantial account of one contested with

.great obstinacy by a great and small species on the trunk of a pear tree,

gravely states, "This action was fought in the pontificate of Eugenius IV.,

in the presence of Nicholas Pistoriensis, an eminent lawyer, who related

the whole history of the battle with the greatest fidelity !
" A similar

engagement between great and small ants is recorded by Olaus Magims,
in which the small ones being victorious are said to have buried the iiodies

of their own soldiers, but left those of their giant enemies a prey to the

birds. This event happened previous to the expulsion of the tyrant

Christiern II. from Sweden.^

1 Gould, 104.

2 One would think the writer of the account of ants in MoufFet had been witness

to something similar. "If they see anyone idle," says he, "they not only drive

him as spurious, without food, from the nest ; but likewise, a circle of all ranks

being assembled, cut off his head before the gates, that he may be a warning to

their cliildreu not to give themselves up for the future to idleness and effeminacy."

—Theatr. Ins. 241. 3 Ibid. 242.
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M. P. I-Iuber is the only modern autlior that appears to have been witness

to these combats. He tells us that, when the great attack the small, they

seek to take them by surprise (probably to avoid their fastening themselves

to their legs), and seizing upon them by the upper part of the body,

they strangle them with their mandihles ; jjut when the small have time

to foresee the attack, they give notice to their companions, who rush in

crowds to their succour. Sometimes, however, after suffering a signal

defeat, the smaller species are obliged to shift their quarters, and to seek

an establishment more out of the way of danger. In order to cover their

march, many small bodies are then posted at a little distance from the nest.

As soon as the largi ants approach the camp, the foremost sentinels in-

stantly fly at them with the greatest rage ; a violent struggle ensues ; mul-

titudes of their friends come to their assistance; and, though no match

for their enemies singly, by dint of numbers they prevail, and the giant is

either slain or led captive to the hostile camp. The species whose pro-

ceedings M. Huber observed were F. hercidanea and F. sangidnea, neither

of which have yet been discovered in Britain.^

But if you would see more numerous armies engaged, and survey war in

all its forms, you must witness the combats of ants of the same species ;

you must go into the woods where the hill-ant of Gould {F. rufu) erects

its habitations. There you will sometimes behold populous and rival

cities, like Rome and Carthage, as if they had vowed each other's destruc-

tion, pouring forth their myriads by the various roads that, like rays,

diveri,'e on all sides from their respective metropolises, to decide by an

appeal to arms the fate of their little world. As the exploits of frogs and

mice were the theme of Homer's muse, so, were I gifted like him, might

I celebrate on this occasion the exhibition of Myrmidonian valour ; but,

alas ! I am Davus, not Qjldipus
; you must, therefore, rest contented, if 1

do my best in plain prose j and I trust you will not complain if, being

unable to ascertain the name of any one of my heroes, my Mi/rinidonomachia

be perfectly anonymous.
Figure to yourself two of these cities equal in size and population, and

situated about a hundred paces from each other ; observe their count-

less numbers, equal to the population of two mighty empires. The whole

space which separates them for the breadth of twenty-four inches ap-

pears alive with prodigious crowds of their inhabitants. The armies

meet midway between their respective habitations, and there join battle.

Thousands of champions, mounted on more elevated spots, engage in single

combat, and seize each other with their powerful jaws ; a still greater

number are engaged on both sides in taking prisoners, which make vain

efforts to escape, as if conscious of the cruel fate which awaits them when
arrived at the hostile formicary. The spot where the battle most rages

is about two or three square feet in dimensions : a penetrating odour ex-

hales on all sides,— numbers of ants are here lying dead covered with

venom, — others, composing groups and chains, are hooked together by

their legs or jaws, and drag each other alternately in contrary directions.

These groups are formed gnidually. At first a pair of combatants seize

each other, and rearing upon their hind legs nmtually spirt their acid ;

then closing, they fall and wrestle in the dust. Again recovering their

feet, each endeavours to drag off his antagonist. If their strength be

» Huber, 160.
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equal, they remain immoveable till the arrival of a third gives one the ad-

vantage. Both, however, are often succoured at the same time, and the

battle still continues undecided ; others take part on each side, till chains

are formed of six, eii'ht, or sometimes ten, all hooked together, and strug-

gling pertinaciously for the mastery ; the equilibrium remains unbroken,

till a number of champions from the same nest arriving at once compel

them to let go their hold, and the single combats recommence. At the

approach of night, each party gradually retreats to its own city ; but before

the following dawn the combat is renewed with redoubled fury, and occu-

pies a greater extent of ground. These daily fights continue till violent

rains separating the combatants, they forget their quarrel, and peace is

restored.

Such is the account given by M. Huber of a battle he witnessed. In

these engagements, he observes, their fury is so wrought up, that nothing

can divert them from their purpose. Though he was close to them exa-

mining their proceedings, they paid not the least attention to him, being

absorbed by one sole object, that of finding an enemy to attack. What is

most wonderful in this history,—though all are of the same make, colour,

and scent, evfery ant seemed to know those of his own party ; and if by
mistake one was attacked, it was immediately discovered by the assailant,

and caresses succeeded to blows. Though all was fury and carnage in the

space between the two nests, on the other side the paths were full of ants

going to and fro on the ordinary business of the society, as in a time of

peace ; and the whole formicary exhibited an appearance of order and
tranquillity, except that on the quarter leading to the field of battle crowds

might always be seen, either marching to reinforce the army of their

compatriots, or returning home with the prisoners they had taken ^, which

it is to be feared, are the devoted victims of a cannibal feast.

Having, I apprehend, satiated you with the fury and carnage of Myrmi-
donian wars, I shall next bring forward a scene still more astonishing, which

at first, perhaps, you will be disposed to regard as a mere illusion of a lively

imagination. What will you say when I tell you that certain ants are af-

firmed to sally forth from their nests on predatory expeditions, for the

singular purpose of procuring slaves to employ in their domestic business ;

and that these ants are usually a ruddy race, while their slaves themselves

are black ? I think I see you here throw down my letter and exclaim—
" W^hat ! ants made slave-dealers ! This is a fact so extraordinary and
improbable, and so out of the usual course of nature, that nothing but the

most powerful and convincing evidence shall induce me to believe it." In

this I perfectly approve your caution ; such a solecism in nature ought not

to be believed till it has undergone the ordeal of a most thorough investi-

gation. Unfortunately in this country we have not the means of satisfying

ourselves by ocular demonstration, since none of the slave-dealing aftts

appear to be natives of Britain. We must be satisfied, therefore, with

weighing the evidence of others. Hear what M. P. Huber, the discoverer

of this almost incredible deviation of nature from her general laws, has

advanced to convince the world of the accuracy of his statement; and you
will, I am sure, allow that he has thrown over his history a colouring of

verisimilitude, and that his appeal to testimony is in a very high degree

satisfactory.

1 See Huber, chap. v.
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" My readers," says he, " will perhaps be tempted to believe that I have

suffered myself to be carried away by the love of the marvellous, and that,

in order to impart greater interest to my narration, I have given way to an

inclination to embellish the facts that I have observed. But the more the

wonders of nature have attractions for me, the less do I feel inclined to

alter them by a mixture of the reveries of imagination. I have sought to

divest myself of every illusion and prejudice, of the ambition of saying new
things, of the prepossessions often attached to perceptions too rapid, the

love of system, and the like. And I have endeavoured to keep myself, if

I may so say, in a disposition of mind perfectly neuter, and ready to admit

all facts, of whatever nature they might be, that patient observation should

confirm. Amongst the persons whom I have taken as witnesses to the

discovery of mixed ant-hills, I can cite a distinguished philosopher (Prof.

Jurine), who was desirous of verifying their existence by examining himself

the two species united."

'

He afterwards appeals to nature, and calls upon all who doubt it to

repeat his experiments, which he is sure will soon satisfy them, — a satis-

faction which, as I have just observed, in this country we cannot receive,

for want of the slave-making species. And now to begin my history.

There are two species of ants which engage in these excursions,

Polyergus rufescens and Formica sangiiinea ; but they do not, like the

African kings, make slaves of adults, their sole object being to carry off

the helpless infants of the colony which they attack, the larvae and pupag ;

these they educate in their own nests till they arrive at their perfect state,

when they undertake all the business of the society.^ In the following

account I shall chiefly confine myself to what Huber relates of the first

of these species, and conclude my extracts with his history of an expedition

of the latter to procure slaves.

The rufescent ants ^ do not leave their nests to go upon these expeditions,

which last about ten weeks, till the males are ready to emerge into the

perfect state ; and it is very remarkable, that if any individuals attempt to

stray abroad earlier, they are detained by their slaves, who will not suffer

them to proceed :— a wonderful provision of the Creator to prevent the

black colonies from being pillaged when they contain only male and female

brood, which would be their total destruction, without being any benefit

to their assailants, to whom neuters alone are useful.

Their time of sallying forth is from two in the afternoon till five, but

more generally a little before five; the weather, however, must be fine,

and the thermometer must stand at above 3G° in the shade. Previously

to marching there is reason to think that they send out scouts to explore

the vicinity ; upon whose return they emerge from their subterranean city,

1 Huber, 287. Jurine, Hymenoptires, 273.
2 It is not clear that our Willughby had not some knowledge of this extraordi-

nary fact ; for in his description of ants, speaking of their care of their pupae, he
says, " that they also carry the aurellce of others into their nests, as if they were their

own." (Kai. Hist. Ins. CO.) GouUl remarks concerning the liill-ant, "This species

is very rapacious after the vermide.s and nymphs of other ants. If you place a parcel

before or near their colonies, they will, with remarkable greediness, seize and carry

them off." 91. note*. Query— Do they do this to devour them, or educate them?
White made the same observation {Nat. Hist. ii. 278).

3 This species forms a kind of link which connects Latreille's two genera Formica
and Myrmica, borrowing the abdominal squama from the former, and the sting

from the latter.
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directing their course to the quarter from which the scouts came. They
have various preparatory signals, such as pushing each other with the

mandibles or forehead, or playing with the antennae ; the object of which

is probably to excite their martial ardour, to give the word for marching,

or to indicate the route they are to take. The advanced guard usually

consists of eight or ten ants, but no sooner do these get beyond the rest

than they move back, wheeling round in a semicircle, and mixing with the

main body, while others succeed to their station. They have " no captain,

overseer, or ruler" as Solomon observes, their army being composed

entirely of neuters, without a single female : thus all in their turns take

their place at the head, and then, retreating towards the rear, make room
for others. This is the usual order of their march ; and the object of it

may be to communicate intelligence more readily from one part of the

column to another.

When winding through the grass of a meadow they have proceeded to

thirty feet or more from their own habitation, they disperse: and, like

dogs with their noses, explore the ground with their antennae to detect the

traces of the game they are pursuing. The negro formicary, the object of

their search, is soon discovered ; some of the inhabitants are usually

keeping guard at the avenues, which dart upon the foremost of their

assailants with inconceivable fury. The alarm increasing, crowds of its

swarthy inhabitants rush forth from every apartment ; but their valour is

exertetl in vain ; for the besiegers, precipitating themselves upon them, by

the ardour of their attack compel them to retreat within, and seek shelter

in the lowest story
;
great numbers entering with them at the gates, while

others with their mandibles make a breach in the walls, through which the

victorious army marches into the besieged city. In a few minutes, by the

same passages, they as hastily evacuate it, each carrying off in its mouth a

larva or pupa which it has seized in spite of its unhappy guardians. On
their return home with their spoil, they pursiue exactly the route by which

they went to the attack. Their success on these expeditions is rather the

result of their impetuosity, by which they damp the courage of the negroes,

than of their superior strength, though they are a larger animal ; for some-

times a very siiiaU body of them, not more than 130, has been known to

succeed in their attack and to carry off their booty. ^

1 Since the publication of the first edition of this volume I have met with fresh

confinnation of the extraordinary history here related. Having been induced to

visit Paris, and calling upon M.'Latreille (so justly celebrated as one of the first

entomologists of the age, and to whom I feel infinitely indebted for the friendly

attentions which he paid to me during my too short stay in that metropolis), he

assured me, that h had verified all the principal facts advanced by Huber. He has

also said the same in his Considirations nouvelles et gcncrahs sur les Insects vivant en

Sociile. (Mem. du Mus. iii. 407.) At the same time he informed me that there was

a nest of the rufescent ants in the Bois de Boulogne, to which place he afterwards

was so good as to accompany me. We went on the "ioth of June, 1817. The day-

was excessively hot and sultrj'. A little before five in th^ afternoon we began our

search. At first we could not discern a single ant in motion. In a minute or two,

however, my friend directed my attention to one indivichial— two or three more

next appeared— and soon a numerous army was to be seen winding through the

Ion"- "-rass of a low ridge in which was their formicary. Just at the entrance of the

, wood from Paris, on the right hand and near tlie road, is a bare place, paled in for

the Sunday amusement of the lower orders— to this the ants directed their march,

and upon entering it divided into two columns, which traversed it rapidly and with

great apparent eagerness ; all the while exploring the ground with their antenna,
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When, from their proximity, they are more readily to be come at than

tliose of tlie negroes, they sometimes assault with the same view the nest

of another species of ant, which I shall call the miners (F. cuuicukiria).

This species being more courageous than the other, on this account the

rufescent host marches to the attack in closer order than usual, moving
with astonishing rapidity. As soon as they begin to enter their habitation,

myriads of the miners rushing out fall upon them with great fury ; while

others, well aware of their purpose, making a passage through the midst

of them, carry oiF in their mouth the larvae and pupae. The surface of

the nest thus becomes the scene of an obstinate conflict, and the assailants

are often deprived of the prey which tliey had seized. The miners dart

upon them, fight them foot to foot, dispute every inch of their territory,

and defend their progeny with unexampled courage and rage. When the

rufescents, laden with pillage, retire, they do it in close order— a precau-

tion highly necessary, since their valiant enemies, pursuing them, impede
their progress for a considerable distance from their residence.

During these combats the pillaged ant-hill presents in miniature the

spectacle of a besieged city ; hundreds of its inhabitants may be seen

making their escape, and carrying off in different directions, to a place of

security, some the young brood, and others their females that are newly
excluded : but when the danger is wholly passed, they bring them back to

their city, the gates of which they barricade, and remain in great nuiiibers

near them to guard the entrance.

Formica sangubica, as I observed above, is another of the slave-making

ants ; and its proceedings merit separate notice, since they differ consider-

ably from those of the rufescents. They construct their nests under
hedges of a southern aspect, and likewise attack the hills both of the

as beagles with their noses, evidently as if in pursuit of game. Those in the van,
as Huber also observed, kept perpetually falling back into the main body. When
they had passed this inclosure, they appeared for some time to be at a loss, making
no progress, but onl}' coursing about : but after a few minutes' dela}', as if they liad

received some intelligence, they resumed their march and soon arrived at a negro
nest, which they entered by one or two apertures. We could not observe that any
negroes were expecting their attack outside the nest, but in a short time a few
came out at another opening, and seemed to be making their escape. Perhaps
some conflict might have taken place within the nest, in the interval between the
appearance of these negroes and the entry of their assailants. However this might
be, in a few minutes one of the latter made its appearance with a pupa in its mouth

;

it was followed by three or four more ; and soon the whole army began to emerge
as fast as it could, almost every individual carrj-ing its burthen. Most that I ob-
served seemed to have pupaj. I then traced the expedition back to the spot from
which I tirst saw them set out, which according to my steps was about 150 feet

from the negro formicary. The whole business was transacted in little more than
an hour. Though I could trace the ants back to a certain spot in the ridge before
mentioned, where they first appeared in the long grass, 1 did not succeed in finding
the entrance to their nest, so that I was deprived of the pleasure of seeing the
mixed society. As we dined at an auberge close to the spot, I proposed renewing
my researches after dinner; but a violent tempest of thunder and rain, though I
attempted it, prevented my succeeding; and afterwards I had no opportunity of
revisiting the place.

M. Latreille very justly observes that it is physically impossible for the rufescent
ants {Poh/eryus riij'esceiis), on account of the form of their jaws, and the accessory
parts of their mouth, either to prepare habitations for their family, to procure food,
or to feed them.— Considerations nouvelks, See, p. 40S.
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negroes and miners. On the 15th of July, iit ten in the morning, Huber
observed a small band of these ants sallying forth from tlieir formicary,

and marching rapidly to a neighbouring nest of negroes, around which it

dispersed. The inhabitants, rushing out in crowds, attacked them and
took several prisoners : those that escaped advanced no further, but ap-

peared to wait for succours : small iirigades kept frequently arriving to

reinforce them, which emboldened them to approach nearer to the city

they had blockaded ; upon this their anxiety to send couriers to their own
nest seemed to increase ; these spreading a general alarm, a large rein-

forcement immediately set out to join the besieging army ; yet even then
they did not begin the battle. Almost all the negroes, coming out of their

fortress, formed themselves in a body about two feet square in front of it,

and there expected the enemy. Frequent skirmishes were the prelude to

the^ain conflict, which was begun by the negroes. Long before success

appeared dubious they carried off their pupae, and heaped them up at the
entrance to their nest, on the side opposite to that on which the enemy
approached. The young females also fled to the same quarter. The san-

guine ants at length rush upon the negroes, and attacking them on all

sides, after a stout resistance the latter, renouncing all defence, endeavour
to make off to a distance with the pups they have heaped up :— the host
of assailants pursues, and strives to force from them these objects of their

care. Many also enter the formicary, and begin to carry off the young
brood that are left in it. A continued chain of ants engaged in this em-
ployment extends from nest to nest, and the day and part of the night

pass before all is finished. A garrison being left in the captured city, on
the following morning the business of transporting the brood is renewed.
It often happens (for this species of ant loves to change its habitation) that

the conquerors emigrate with all their family to the acquisition which their

valour has gained. All the incursions of F. sangninea take place in the

space of a month, and they make only five or six in the year. They will

sometimes travel 150 paces to attack a negro colony.

After reading this account of expeditions undertaken by ants for so ex-

traordinary a purpose, you will be curious to know how the slaves are

treated in the nests of these marauders— whether they live happily, or

labour under an oppressive yoke. You must recollect that they are

not carried off, like our negroes, at an age when the amor patrice and all

the charities of life which bind them to their country, kindred, and
friends, are in their full strength, but in what may be called the helpless

days of infancy, or in their state of repose, before they can have formed
any associations or imbibed any notions that render one place and society

more dear to them than another. Preconceived ideas, therefore, do not
exist to influence their happiness, which must altogether depend upon the

treatment which they experience at the hands of their new masters. Here
the goodness of Providence is conspicuous ; which, although it has gifted

these creatures with an instinct so extraordinary, and seemingly so unna-
tural, has not made it a source of misery to the objects of it.

You will here, perhaps, imagine that I have not sufficiently taken into

consideration the anxiety and privations undergone by the poor neuters,

in beholding those foster-children, for which they have all along manifested

such tender solicitude, thus violently snatched from them : but when you
reflect that they are the common property of the whole colony, and that,

consequently, there can scarcely be any separate attachment to particular
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individuals, you will admit that, after the fright and horror of the conflict

are over, and their enemies have retreated, they are not likely to experience

the poignant affliction felt by parents when dei)rived of their children
;

especially when you further consider, that most probably some of their

brood are rescued from the general pillage ; or at any rate their females are

left uninjured, to restore the diminished population of their colonies, and to

supply them with those objects of attention, the larvse, &c., so necessary

to that development of their instincts in which consists their happiness.

But to return to the point from which I digressed.— The negro and
miner ants suffer no diminution of happiness, and are exposed to no un-

usual hardships and ojipression in consequence of being transplanted into

a foreign nest. Their life is passed in much the same employments as

would have occupied it in their native residence. They build or repair the

common dwelling ; they make excursions to collect food ; they attend upon
the females ; they feed them and the larvEe; and they pay the necessary

attention to the daily sunning of the eggs, larvce, and pupte. Besides this

they have also to feed their masters and to carry them about the nest.

This you will say is a serious addition to the ordinary occupations of their

own colonies : but when you consider the greater division of labour in these

mixed societies, which sometimes unite both negroes and miners in the

same dwelling, so that three distinct races live together, from their vast

numbers so far exceeding those of the native nest, you will not think this

too severe emploj ment for so industrious an animal.

But you will here ask, perhaps,—" Do the masters take no part in these

domestic employments ? At least, surely, they direct their slaves, and see

that they keep to their work ? " — No such thing, I assure you — the sole

motive for their predatory excursions seems to be mere laziness and hatred
of labour. Active and intrepid as they are in the field, at all ot-her times

they are the most helpless animals that can be imagined; — unwilling to

feed themselves, or even to walk, their indolence exceeds that of the sloth

itself. So entirely dependent, indeed, are they upon their negroes for

every thing, that upon some occasions the latter seem to be the masters,

and exercise a kind of authority over them. They will not suffer them,
for instance, to go out before the proper season, or alone ; and if they
return from their excursions without their usual booty, they give them a
very indifferent reception, showing their displeasure (which, however, soon
ceases) by attacking them ; and when they attempt to enter the nest, drag-

ging them out. To ascertain what they would do when obliged to trust to

their own exertions, Huber shut up thirty of the rufescent ants in a glazed
box, supplying them with larvae and pupae of their own kind, with the
addition of several negro pupje, excluding very carefully all their slaves,

and [)lacing some honey in a corner of their prison. Incredible as it may
seem, they made no attempt to feed themselves : and though at first they
paid some attention to their larvae, carrying them here and there, as if too
great a charge they soon laid them down again ; most of them died of
hunger in less than two days, and the few that remained alive appeared
extremely weak and languid. At length, comn)iserating their condition,

he admitted a single negro ; and this little active creature by itself re-esta-

blished order— made a cell in the earth ; collected the larvtc and placed
them in it ; assisted the pupa; that were rcaily to be developed ; and pre-

served the life of the neuter rufesccnts that still survived. What a picture

of beneficent industry, contrasted with the baleful eflects of sloth, does this
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interesting anecdote afford ! Another experiment vviiich he tried made the
contrast equally striking. He put a large portion of one of these mixed
colonies into a woollen bag, in the mouth of which he fixed a small tube
of wood, glazed at the top, which at the other end was fitted to the entrance
of a kind of hive. The second day the tube was crowded with negroes
going and returning: — the indefatigable diligence and activity manifested
by them in transporting the young brood and their rufescent masters,
whose bodies were suspended upon their mandibles, was astonishing.

These last took no active part in the busy scene, while their slaves showed
the greatest anxiety about them, generally carrying them into the hive ; and
if they sometimes contented themselves with depositing them at the en-
trance of the tube, it was that they might use greater dispatch in fetching

the rest. The rufescent when thus set down remained for a moment
coiled up without motion, and then leisurely unrolling itself, looked all

around, as if it was quite at a loss what direction to take ;— it next went
up to the negroes, and by the play of its antennae seemed to implore their

succour, till one of them attending to it conducted it into the hive.

Beings so entirely dependent as these masters are upon their slaves, for

every necessary, comfort, and enjoyment of their life, can scarcely be sup-
posed to treat them with rigour or unkindness:— so far from this, it is

evident from the preceding details that they rather look up to them, and
are in some degree under their control.

The above observations, with respect to the indolence, of our slave-

dealers, relate principally to the rufescent species ; for the sanguine ants are

not altogether so listless and helpless ; they assist their negroes in the con-
struction of their nests, they collect their sweet fluid from the Aphides

;

and one of their most usual occupations is to lie in wait for a small species

of ant, on which tliey feed ; and when their nest is menaced by an enemy
they show their value for these faithful servants by carrying them down
into the lowest apartments, as to a place of the greatest security. Some-
times even the rufescents rouse themselves li-oni the torpor that usually

benumbs them. In one instance, when they wished to emigrate from their

own to a deserted nest, they reversed what usually takes place on such
occasions, and carried all their negroes themselves to the spot they had
chosen. At the first foundation also of their societies by impregnated
females, there is good reason for thinking, that, like those of other species,

they take upon themselves the whole charge of the nascent colony. I

must not here omit a most extraordinary anecdote related by M. Huber.
He put into one of his artificial formicaries pupas of both species of the

slave-collecting ants, which, under the care of some negroes introduced
with them, arrived at their imago state, and lived together under the same
roof in the most perfect amity.

These faCts show what effects education will produce even upon insects;

that it will impart to them a new bias, and modify in some res[)ects their

usual instincts, rendering them familiar with objects which, had they been
educated at home, they would have feared, and causing them to love those

whom in that case they would have abhorred.— It occasions, however,

no further change in their character, since the master and slave, brought

up with the same care and under the same superintendence, are associated

in the mixed formicary under laws entirely opposite.^

' See Tluber, chap, vii—xi. Mixed societies, similar to the above described,

have beeu observed amongst exotic ants by M. Lund, who mentions a species of
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Unparalleled and unique in the animal kingdom as this history may
appear, you will scarcely deem the next I have to relate less singular anil

less worthy of admiration. That ants should have their milch cattle is as

extraordinary as that they should have slaves. Here, perhaps, you may
again feel a fit of incredulity shake you ;— but the evidence for the fact I

am now stating being abundant and satisfactory, I flatter myself it will

not shake you long.

The loves of the ants and the Aphides (for these last are the kine in

question) have long been celebrated ; and that there is a connexion
between them you may at any time, in the proper season, convince your-
self; for you will always find the former very busy on those trees and
plants on which the latter abound : and if you examine more closely, you
will discover that their object in thus attending upon them is to obtain

the saccharine fluid, which may well be denominated their milk \ that they
secrete.

This fluid, which is scarcely inferior to honey in sweetness, issues in

limpid drops from the abdomen of these insects, not only by the ordinary

passage, but also by two setiform tubes placed, one on each side, just above
it. Their sucker being inserted in the tender bark, is without intermission

employed in absorbing the sap, which, after it has passed through the

system, they keep continually discharging by these organs. When no ants

attend them, by a certain jerk of the body, which takes place at regular

intervals, they ejaculate it to a distance : but when the ants are at hand,

watching the moment when the Aphides emit their fluid, they seize am.!

suck it down immediately. This, however, is the least of their talents

;

for they absolutely possess the art of making them yield it at their pleasure;

or, in other words, of milking them. On this occasion their antenna; are

their fingers ; with these they pat the abdomen of the aphis on each side

alternately, moving them very briskly; a little drop of fluid immediately
appears, which the ant takes into its mouth, one species (Mj/nnica rubra)

conducting it with its antennae, which are somewhat swelled at the end.

When it has thus milked one, it proceeds to another, and so on, till being
satiated it returns to the nest.

But you are not arrived at the most singular part of this history,— that

ants make a property of these cows, for the possession of which they con-
tend with great earnestness, and use every means to keep them to them-
selves. Sometimes they seem to claim a right to the Aphides that inhabit

the branches of a tree or the stalks of a plant; and if stranger ants attempt
to share their treasure with them, they endeavour to drive them away, and
may be seen running about in a great bustle, and exhibiting every synijjtom

of inquietude and anger. Sometimes, to rescue them from their rivals, they
take their Aphides in their mouth; they generally keep guard round them,
and when the branch is conveniently situated, they have recourse to an
expedient still more effectual to keep off" interlopers,— they inclose it in a

Myrmica {M. paleata) found in Brazil, whose nest contains the neuters (doubtless
employed as slaves, though unfortunately 'M. Lund had not an opportunity of ob-
serving the excursions in which the pupre they sprung from were capture<l) of a
neighbouring species, 31. erythrothorax. (Lacordaire, Introd. d rEntom. ii. 503.)

' The ant ascends the tree, says Liuue, that it may milk its cqws, the Aphides, not
kill them. Syst. Nat. 962. Sp. 3.
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tube of earth or other materials, and thus confine them in a kind of pad-
dock near their nest, and often communicating with it.

The greatest cow-keeper of all the ants is one to be met with in most
of our pastures, residing in hemispherical formicaries, which are sometimes

of considerable diameter. I mean the yellow ant of Gould (^F.flava).

This species, which is not fond of roaming from home, and likes to have

all its conveniences within reach, usually collects in its nest a large herd

of a kind of Aphis that derives its nutriment from the roots of grass and
other plants (Aphis radiciim) ; these it transports from the neighbouring

roots, probably by subterranean galleries, excavated for the purpose,

leading from the nest in all directions^; and thus, without going out, it

has always at hand a copious supply of food. These creatures share its

care and solicitude equally with its own offspring. To the eggs it pays

particular attention, moistening them with its tongue, carrying them in its

mouth with the utmost tenderness, and giving them the advantage of the

sun. This last fact I state from my own observation ; for once upon
opening one of these ant-hills early in the spring, on a sunny day, I ob-

served a parcel of these eggs, which I knew by their black colour, very

near the surface of the nest. My attack put the ants into a great ferment,

and they immediatel}' began to carry these interesting objects down into

the interior of the nest. It is of great consequence to them to forward

the hatching of these eggs as much as possible, in order to insure an early

source of food for their colony ; and they had doubtless in this instance

brought them up to the warmest part of their dwelling with this view.

M. Huber, in a nest of the same ant, at the foot of an oak, once found the

eggs of Ajihis Querrvs.

Our yellow ants are equally careful of their Aphides after they are

hatched ; when their nest is disturbed conveying them into the interior ;

fighting fiercely for them if the inhabitants of neighbouring formicaries, as

is sometimes the case, attempt to make them their prey; and carrying

them about in their mouths to change their pasture, or for some other

purpose. When you consider that from them they receive almost the

whole nutriment both of themselves and larvje, you will not wonder at

their anxiety about them, since the wealth and prosperity of the commu-
nity is in proportion to the number of tlieir cattle. Several other species

keep Aphides in their nests, but none in such numbers as those of which

I am speaking.^

Not only the Aphides yield this repast to the ants, but also the Cocci,

with whom they have recourse to similar manoeuvres, and with equal suc-

cess ; only in this case the movement of the anteimaj over their body may
be compared to the thrill of the finger over the keys of a piano-forte; and

in the tropical regions of India and Brazil (where no Aphides occur) it

appears, from the observations of General Harclvvicke, M. Lund, M.Bescke,

and MM. Spix and Martins, that the ants milk the larvte and pupa of

various species of Cercopis and Mcmbracis.^ But what is still more extra-

ordinary, even beetles are occasionally made cows of by FormicaJlava, the

* Huber, 195. I have more than once found these Aphides in the nests of this

species of ant.
'-* See Huber, chap. vi. I have found Aphides in the nest of Myrmica rubra.

Boisier de Sauvages speaks of ants keeping their own Aphides, and gives an in-

teresting account of them. Journ. de Physiqueyi. 195.

3 Westwood, 3Iod. Class of Ins. ii. 239. 434.
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yellow ant, which, according to Miiller's very curious account of its habits,

confirmed by M. Wesmael, keeps in its nest the singular little C/aviger

foveolatiis (which Mr. Westwood has discovered in this abode in England),
and obtains from the bristles terminating its elytra a gummy secretion

which it uses for food, as it does that obtained from Aphides, feeding the

Clavigers in return for this service, and carefully guarding them from straying,

which if they attempt it seizes them with itsjaws.^ Their herds of these

hard-coated yellow cattle are often numerous ; for when paying a visit in

1829 to my friend Professor Germar at Halle in Prussia, he showed me a
whole row of specimens from which he begged me to select at pleasure,

all of which, if 1 recollect right, he had obtained from one ant's nest. It

is probable that another species of Claviger (C. lojigicornis), which M.
Robert found also in an ant's nest, is made a similar use of by them.
One of the singular circumstances in the history of ants, and which

requires further explanation, is, that besides the two beetles just named,
many other species of the same tribe, mostly of small size, are also found
in their nests, and so constantly, that it cannot arise from accident. My
friend M. Chevrolat of Paris, who has been more successful in procuring

new and rare coleopterous insects from this habitat than perhaps any other
entomologist, has obtained the greatest number from the nests of Formica
rufa Latr., in which he has found Lomechiisa strumosn and deiUata, a new
species of Xcmtholinus, Dendrophilus pygmceus Payk., D. fui-micetorum

Aube, and D. Giioini Chevr., and Alonotoma conicollis, and M. formicc
torum Chevr. He has also found several specimens of LomecJmsa paradojcn

in the nest of Formica cunicidaria Latr., and Abrtsus globidus Payk.,

Bulrisus formicarius De la Porte, and B. oculalus, and B, veniistus Aube,
as well as his singular new insect Myrmechixeniis suhterraneus, in other

nests ; and M. Reiche has also found Hceterius qjiadratus in the nest of

Myrmica unifasciata^ as has Mr. MacLeay a crepitating species of Cerapterus

in ants' nests in Australia.* Besides the above, M. Chevrolat has observed

in some of these ants' nests isolated larvae, as he supposes, of a Clythra

clothed with a case of gUiten combineil with particles of earth and small

stones^; and Mr. Westwood states that he has often found in the nests

both of Formica; and Myrmicce many very young specimens of a white
colour of a species of Onisciis, of which genus also, M. Lund in Brazil

observed many of the ants of a colunm of Myrmica typhlos to carry each
an individual beneath the abdomen.'* Thus we have sixteen or seventeen

coleopterous insects of different genera and species, besides one or more
species of Oniscits, habitually residing in ants' nests ; but whether these,

like the Clavigers, are subservient to the purposes of the ants, or whether
they make the ants subservient to theirs, or what is the precise object of
the companionship, must be left for future investigation, and are points to

which I would strongly recommend your attention.^

1 Germar, Magazin der Entom. iii. t. 2. Westwood, 3Iod. Class, of Ins. i. 176.
2 Westwood, Mod. Class, of Jns. i. xii.

5 Silbermann, Revue Entom. iii. 263.
4 Westwood, Mod. Class, of Ins. ii. 234.
8 As there can be little doubt that several of M. Chevrolat's insects might be

found in ants' nests in tliis countrj', as well as Claviger fuveolatns, if sought for in

the way which this indefatigable entomologist employs, it may not be amiss to
indicate his mode of procedure. Before attacking an ants' nest he ties the legs of

his pantaloons over his boots and puts on gloves, and then proceeds to shovel tha

z
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When the population exceeds the produce ofa country, or its inhabitants

suffer oppression, or are not comfoi table in it, emigrations frequently take

place, and colonies issue forth to settle in other parts of the globe ; ami
sometimes whole nations leave their own country, either driven to this

step by their enemies, or excited by cupidity to take possession of what
appears to them a more desirable residence. These motives operate

stronglj' on some insects of the social tribes. Bees and ants are particu-

larly influenced by them. The former, confined in a narrow hive, when
their society becomes too numerous to be contained conveniently in it,

must necessarily send forth the redundant part of their population to seek

for new quarters; and the latter— though t!icy usually can enlarge their

<lwelling to any dimensioijs which their numb, rs may require, and therefore

do not send forth colonies, unless we may distinguish by that name the de-

parture of the males and females from the nt-st— are often disgusted with

their present habitation, and seek to establish themselves in a new one:

—

either the near neighbourhood of enemies of tiieir own species ; annoy-

ance from frequent attacks of man or other animals ; their exposure to cold

or wet from the removal of some species of shelter ; or the discovery of a

station better circums'tanced or more abundant in Aphides ;— all these may
operate as inducements to tbem to change their residence. That this is

the case might be inferred from the circumstance noticed by Gould ', which
I have also partly witnessed myself, that they sometimes transport their

young brood to a considerable distance from their home. But M. Huber,

by his interesting observations, has placed this fact beyond all controversy;

and his history of their emigrations is enlivened by some traits so singular,

that I am in; patient to relate them to you. They concern chiefly the great

hill-ant (F. rufn/), though several other species occasionally emigrate.

Some of the neuters having found a spot which they judge convenient

for a new habitation, apparently without consulting the rest of the society,

determine upon an emigration, and thus they compass their intention :
—

The first step is to raise recruits : with this view they eagerly accost

several fellow citizens of their own order, caress them with their antennae,

lead them by their mandibles, and evidently appear to propose the journey

to them. If they seem disposed to accompany them, the recruiting officer',

for so he may be called, prepares to carry off his recruit, who, suspending

himself upon his mandibles, hangs coiled up spirally under his neck;— all

this passes in an amicable manner after mutual salutations. Sometimes,

however, the recruiter takes the other by surprise, and drags him from the

ant-hill without giving him time to consider or resist. When arrived at

the proposed habitation, the suspended ant uncoils itself, and, quitting its

conductor, becomes a recruiter in its turn. The pair return to the old

nest, and each carries off afresh recruit, which being arrived at the spot

joins in the undertaking :— thus the number of recruiters keeps pro-

gressively increasing, till the path between the new and the old city is full

of goers and comers, each of the former laden with a recruit. What a

whole contents of the nest (of course to the very bottom) into a bag, of the contents

of which he spreads successive portions upon a cloth so as to allow the ants to

escape, and afterwards examines what remains at his leisure. M. Markel has re-

cently published a memoir on the coleopterous insects found in ants' nests in Saxon
Switzerland, amounting to nearly fifty species. (Germar's Zeitschri/t, iii. 203.)

1 Gould, 42.
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singular and amusing scene is then exhibited of the little people thus em-
ployed ! When an emigration of a rufescent colony is going forward, the

negroes are seen carrying their masters ; and the contrast of the red with

the black renders it peculiarly striking. The little turf-ants {Mijrmiea?
c<s.'pitum') upon these occasions carry their recruits uncoiled, with their

head downwards and their body in the air.

This extraordinary scene continues several days ; but when all the neu-
ters are acquainted with the road to the new city, the recruiting ceases.

As soon as a sufficient number of apartments to contain them are prepared,

the young brood, with the males and females, are conveyed thither, and the

whole business is concluded. When the spot thus selected for tlieir re-

sidence is at a considerable distance from the old nest, the ants construct

some intermediate receptacles, resembling small ant-hills, consisting of a

cavity filled with fragments of straw and other materials, in which they

form several cells ; and here at first they deposit their recruits, males,

females, and brood, which they afterwards conduct to the final settlement.

These intermediate stations sometimes become permanent nests, which,

however, maintain a connection with the capital city,^

While the recruiting is proceeding it appears to occasion no sensation

in the original nest ; all goes on in it as usual, and the ants that are not

yet recruited pursue their ordinary occupations : whence it is evident that

the change of station is not an enterprise undertaken by the whole com-
munity. Sometimes many neuters set about this business at the same
time, which gives a short existence (for in the end they all re-unite into

one) to many separate formicaries. If the ants dislike their new city,

they quit it for a third, and even for a fourth : and what is remarkable,

they will sometimes return to their original one before they are entirely

settled in the new station ; when the recruiting goes in opposite directions,

and the pairs pass each other on the road. You may stop the emigration

for the present, ifyou can arrest the first recruiter, and take away his

recruit.'^

These European emigrations, however, are somewhat insignificant when
compared with those which the neuters ofsome of the tropical species-under-

take, the extent of which would be incredible if not so well authenticated.

M. Lund states that he once followed one of these vast hosts for five

days; and M. Lacordaire informs us that when in Cayenne he saw a mi-

gratory army of this description pass his residence which was about a

hundred paces broad, and which occupied more than a day and a half in

[)assing, though the ants marched rapidly and made no halt. It is to a

t^pecies of the ants making these migrations, that Madame Merian gave the

name of Auis of Visitation, before alluded to, as so useful by entering all

the houses on their march, and clearing them of all noxious insects or other

animals. M. Lacordaire, however, denies that any such object actuates

these migrating ants, which he says often pass houses without entering

tiiem ; and that when they do, it is for want of food on their route ; though

he admits that in this case they leave po living animal in the houses which

1 Walking one day early in July in a spot where I nsed to notice a single nejt of

Formica rufn, I observed that a new colony had been formed of consideralile magni-

tude ; and between it and tlie original nest were six or seven smaller settlements.

3 See liuber, chap. iv. § 3.

s 2
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they visit, as he himself once witnessed at Cayenne.^ But whatever may
be the fact as to the migrating ants of Cayenne, the Chasseur-Ants of Tri-

nidad would seem to migrate for the express purpose of scouring human
habitations for food, according to the account given by Mrs. Carmicliael,

which presents so graphic a picture of their proceedings, that I shall give it

to you entire, especially as its minute and circumstantial details seem to

vouch for its accuracy :

—

" One morning my attention was arrested at Laurel Hill by an unusual

number of black birds, whose appearance was foreign to me : they were
smaller, but not unlike an English crow ; and were perched on a calibash-

tree near the kitchen. I asked the house-negress, who at that moment
came up from the garden, what could be the cause of the ajipearance of

those black birds ? She said, ' Misses, dem be a sign of the blessing of

God ; dey are not de blessing, but only de sign, as we say, of God's
blessing. Misses, you'll see afore noontime how the ants will come and
clear the houses.' At this moment I was called to breakfast, and thinking

it was some superstitious idea of hers, I paid no further attention to it.

" In about two hours after this, I observed an uncommon number of
chasseur-ants crawling about the floor of the room : my children were
annoyed by them, and seated themselves on a table, where their legs did

not communicate with the floor. The ants did not crawl upon my person,

but I was now surrounded by them. Shortly after this, the walls of the

room became covered by them ; and next they began to take possession

of the tables and chairs. I now thought it necessary to take refuge in an
adjoining room, separated only by a few ascending steps from the one we
occupied, and this was not accomplished without great care and generalship,

for had we trodden upon one we should have been summarily punished.

There were several ants on the top of the stair, but they were not nearly

so numerous as in the room we had left ; but the upper room presented a

singular spectacle, for not only were the floor and the walls covered like

the other room, but the roof was covered also.

" The open rafters of a West India house at all times afford shelter to a
numerous tribe of insects, more particularly the cockroach ; but now their

destruction was inevitable. The chasseur-ants, as if trained for battle,

ascended in regular, thick files, to the rafters, and threw down the cock-

roaches to their comrades on the floor, who as regularly marched off with

the dead bodies of cockroaches, dragging them away by their united efforts

with amazing rapidity. Either the cockroaches were stung to death on
the rafters, or else the fall killed them. The ants never stopped to devour
their prey, but conveyed it all to their storehouses.

" The windward windows of this room were of glass, and a battle now
ensued between the ants and the jack-spaniards on the panes of glass.

The jack-spaniard may be called the wasp of the West Indies ; it is twice

as large as a British wasp, and its sting is in proportion more painful : it

builds its nests in trees and old houses, and sometimes in the rafters of a

room. These jack-spaniards were not quite such easy prey as the cock-

roaches had been, for they used their wings, which not one cockroach had

attempted to do. Two jack-spaniards, hotly pursued on the window,

alighted on the dress of one of my children, I entreated her to sit still,

1 Lacordaire, Introd. a VEntom. ii. 504.
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and remain quiet. In an inconceivably short space of time, a party of ants

crawled upon her frock, surrounded, covered the two jack-spaniards, and
crawled down again to the floor, dragging off their prey, and doing the

child no harm.
" From this room I went to the adjoining bed-chamber and dressing-

room, and found them equally in possession of the chasseurs. I opened

a large military chest full of linen, which had been much infested; for I

was determined to take every advantage of such able hunters. I found

the ants already inside ; I suppose they must have got in at some opening

at the hinges. I pulled out the linens on the floor, and with them hun-

dreds of cockroaches, not one of which escaped.
" We nov/ left the house, and went to the chambers built at a little

distance ; but these also were in the same state. I next proceeded to

open a store-room at the end of the other house for a place of retreat

;

but, to get the key, I had to return to the under room, where the battle

was now more hot than ever. The ants had commenced an attack upon
the rats and mice, which, strange as it may appear, were no match for

their apparently insignificant foes. They surrounded them as they had
the insect tribe, covered them over, and dragged them off with a celerity

and union of strength, that no one who has not v.atched such a scene

can comprehend. I did not see one rat or mouse escape, and I am sure

I saw a score carried off during a very short period. We next tried the

kitchen, for the store-room and boys' pantry were already occupied ; but

the kitchen was equally the field of battle, between rats, mice, cock-

roaches, and ants killing them. A huckster negro came up selling cakes ;

and seeing the uproar, and the family and servants standing out in the

sun, he said, ' Ah, misses, you've got the blessing of God to-day, and a

great blessing it is to get such a cleaning.'

" I think it was about ten when I first observed the ants ; about

twelve the battle was formidable ; soon after one o'clock the great strife

began with the rats and mice ; and about three the houses were cleared.

In a quarter of an hour more the ants began to decamp, and soon not one
was to be seen within doors. But the grass round the house was full of
them ; and they seemed now feasting on the remnants of their prey,

which had been left on the road to their nests ; and so the feasting con-
tinued till abont four o'clock, when the black birds, who had never been
long absent from the calihash and poisdoiix trees in the neighbourhood,
darted down among them, and destroyed by millions those who were too

sluggish to make good their retreat. By five o'clock the whole was over ;

before sun-down, the negro-houses, were all cleared in the same way ; and
they told me that they had seen the black birds hovering about the almond
trees close to the negro-houses, as early as seven in the morning. I never

.saw those black birds before or since, and the negroes assured me that

they were never seen but at such times."'

I shall now relate to you some other portions of Myrmidonian History,

which, though perhaps not so striking and wonderful as the preceding

details, are not devoid of interest, and will serve to exemplify their in-

credible diligence, labour, and ingenuity.

^ Mrs. Carmichael on the West Indies, quoted in Saturday 3Ianazine, 1833,

p. 150.
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In this country it is commonly in March, earlier or later according to

the season, that ants first make their a|)pearance, and they continue their

labours till the middle or latter end of October. They emerge usually

from their subterranean winter-quarters on some sunny day ; when,
assembling in crowds on the surface of the formicary, they may be ob-
served in continual motion, walking incessantly over it and one another,

without departing from home ; as if their object, before they resumed
their employments, was to habituate themselves to the action of the air

and sun.^ This preparation requires a few days, and then the business of
the year commences. The earliest employment of ants is most probably

to repair the injuries which their habitation has received during their state

of inactivity : this observation more particularly applies to the hill-ant

(F. nifa'), all the upper stories of whose dwellings are generally laid flat

hy the winter rains and snow ; but every species, it may well be sup-

posed, has at this season some deranged apartments to restore to order,

or some demolished ones to rebuild.

After their annual labours are begun, few are ignorant how incessantly

ants are engaged in building or repairing their habitations, in collecting

provisions, and in the care of their young brood ; but scarcely any are

aware of the extent to which their activity is carried, and that their

labours are going on even in the night. Yet this is a certain fact. Long
ago Aristotle affirmed that ants worked in the night when the moon was
at the full* ; and their historian Gould observes, "that they even exceed
the painful industrious bees. For the ants employ each moment, by day
and night, almost without intermission, unless hindered by excessive

rains." ^ M. Huber also, speaking of a mason-ant, not found with us,

tells us that they work after sunset, and in the night.* To these I can

add some observations of my own, which fully confirm these accounts.

My first were made at nine o'clock at night, when I found the inhabitants

of a nest of the red ant (^Alyrmica rubra) very busily employed ; I repeated

the observation, which I could conveniently do, the nest being in my
garden, at various times from that hour till twelve, and always found
some going and coming, even while a heavy rain was fulling. Having in

the day noticed some Aphides upon a thistle, I examined it again in the

night, at about eleven o'clock, and found my ants busy milking their

cows, which did not for the sake of repose intermit theii* suction. At
the same hour another night, I observed the little negro-ant (^F. fused)

engaged in the same employment upon an elder. About two miles from

my residence was a nest of Gould's hill-ant {F. ritfa), which, according to

M, Huber, shut their gates, or rather barricade them, every night, and
remain at home.^ Being desirous of ascertaining the accuracy of his

statement, early in October, about two o'clock one morning, I visited

this nest in company with an intelligent friend ; and to our surprise and
admiration we found our ants at work, some being engaged in carrying

their usual burden, sticks and straws, into their habitation, others going

out from it, and several were climbing the neighbouring oaks, doubtless

to milk their Aphides. The number of comers and goers at that hour,

however, was nothing compared with the myriads that may always be

1 Gould, 67. De Geer, ii, lOol. 2 Hist. Animal. 1. ix. c. S8.

3 Gould, 68. Huber, 35. 42.

6 Huber, 23.
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seen on these nests during tlie clay. It so happened that our visit was
paid while the moon was near the full ; so that whether this species is

equally vigilant and active in the absence of that luminary yet remains un-

certain. Perhaps this circumstance might reconcile Ruber's observation

with ours, and confirm the accuracy of Aristotle's statement before quoted.

To the red-ant, indeed, it is perfectly indifferent whether the moon shine

or not ; tiiey are always busy, though not in such numbers as during the

day. It is probable that these creatures take their repose at all hours

indifferently ; for it cannot be supposed that they are employed day and
night without rest.

I have related to you in this and former letters most of the works and

employments of ants, but as yet I have given you no account of their

roads and trackways. Don't be alarmed, and imagine I am going to

repeat to you the fable of the ancients, that they wear a path in the

stones^; for I suppose you will scarcely be brought to believe that, as

Hannibal cut a way for the passage of his army over the Alps by means
of vinegar, so the ants may with equal effect employ the formic acid : but

more species than one do really form roads which lead from their for-

micaries into the adjoining country. Gould, speaking of his jet-ant {F.

fuliginosa), says that they make several main track-ways (streets he calls

them), with smaller paths striking off from them, extending sometimes to

the distance of forty feet from their nest, and leading to those spots in

which they collect their provisions ; that upon these roads they always

travel, and are very careful to remove from them bits of sticks, straw, or

any thing that may impede their progress ; nay, that they even keep low
the iierbs and grass which grow in them, by constantly biting them off'^,

so that they may be said to mow their walks. But the best constructors

of roads are the hill-ants (F. rufa). Of these De Geer says, " When you
keep yourself still, without making any noise, in the woods peopled with

these ants, you may hear them very distinctly walking over the dry leaves

which are dispersed upon the soil, the claws of tiieir feet producing a

slight sound when they lay hold of them. They make in the ground
broad paths, well beaten, which may be readily distinguished, and which

are formed by the going and coming of innumerable ants, whose custom
it is always to travel in the same route." ^ From Huber we further learn

that these roads of the hill-ants are sometimes a hundred feet in length,

and several inches wide ; and tha|^ they are not formed merely by the

tread of these creatures, but hollowed out by their labour,* Virgil alludes

to their tracks in the following animated lines, which, though not alto-

gether correct, are very beautiful :

—

" So when tlie pismires, an industrious train.

Embodied rob some golden lieap of grain.

Studious ere stormy winter frowns to lay

Safe in their darksome cells the treasured prey;

In one long track the dusky legions lead

Their prize in triumph through the verdant mead;
Here, bending with the load, a panting throng

With force conjoin'd heave some huge grain along.

1 Plin. Nat. Hist. Ixi. c, 29. '^ Gould, 87.

5 De Geer, ii. 1067. * Uuber, 146.
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Some lash the stragglers to the task assign'd,

Some to their ranks the bands that lag behind:
They crowd the peopled path in thick arraj',

Glow at the work, and darken all the way."

Bonnet, observing that ants always keep the same track both in goinsj

from and returning to their nest, imagines that their paths are imbued
with the strong scent of the formic acid, which serves to direct them ;

but, as Huber remarks, thougli this may be of some use to them, their

other senses must be equally employed, since it is evident, when they
have made any discovery of agreeable food, that they possess the means
of directing their companions to it, though it is scarcely possible that

the path can have been sufficiently impregnated with the acid for them
to trace their way to it by scent. Indeed the recruiting system, described

above, proves that it requires some pains to instruct ants in the way from
an old to a new nest ; whereas, were they directed by scent, after a suf-

ficient number had passed to and fro to imbue the path with the acid,

there would be no occasion for further deportations.^

Though ants have no mechanical inventions to diminish the quantum of
labour, yet by numbers, strength, and perseverance the}' effect what at
first sight seems quite beyond their powers. Their strength is wonderful.
I once, as I formerly observed, saw two or three of them haling along a
young snake not dead, which was of the tliickness of a goose-quill. St.

Pierre relates, that he was highly amused with seeing a number of ants

carrying off a Patagonian centipede. They had seized it by all its legs,

and bore it along as workmen do a large piece of timber.^ The Ma-
hometans hold, as Thevenot relates, that one of the animals in Paradise
is Solomon's ant, which, when all creatures in obedience to him brought
him presents, dragged before him a locust, and was therefore preferred

before all others, because it had brought a creature so much bigger than
itself. They sometimes, indeed, aim at things beyond their strength ; but
if they make their attack, they pertinaciously persist in it though at the
expense of their lives. I have in my cabinet a specimen of Colliuris longi-

col/is Latr., to one of the legs of which a small ant, scarcely a thirtieth

part of its bulk, is fixed by its jaws. It had probably the audacity to

attack this giant, compared with itself, and, olistinately refusing to let go
its hold, was starved to death.^ Professor Afzelius once related to me
some particulars with respect to a spfties of ant in Sierra Leone, which
proves the same point. He says that they march in columns that exceed
all powers of numeration, and always pursue a straight course, from which
nothing can cause them to deviate : if they come to a house or other
building, they storm or undermine it ; if a river comes across them, though
millions perish in the attentpt, they endeavour to swim over it.

This quality of perseverance in ants on one occasion led to very im-
portant results, which affected a large portion of this habitable globe ;

for the celebrated conqueror Timour, being once forced to take shelter

from his enemies in a ruined building, where he sat alone many hours,

' CEziv. de Bonnet, i. 535. Huber, 197.
2 V^oy. to Maurlt. 71.

3 I was much amused, when dining in the forest of Fontainebleau, by the perti-

nacity with which the hill-ant (if'', riifa) attaclted our food, lialing from our very
plates, while we were eating, long strips of meat many times their own size.
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desirous of diverting his mind from his hopeless condition, he fixed his

observation u|)on an ant that was carrying a grain of corn (probably a
pupa) larger than itself up a high wall. Numbering the efforts that it

made to accomplish this object, he found that the grain fell sixty-nine

times to the ground, but the seventieth time it reached the top of the

wall. " This sight (said Timour) gave me courage at the moment ; and I

have never forgotten the lesson it conveyed."^

Madame Merian, in her Surinam Inserts, speaking of the large-headed

ant {Atfa cephalotes), affirms that, if they wish to emigrate, they will con-

struct a living bridge in this manner : — one individual first fixes itself to a
piece of wood by means of its jaws, and remains stationary ; with this a
second connects itself; a third takes hold of the second, and a fourth of
the third, and so on till a long connected line is formed fastened at one
extremity, which floats exposed to the wind, till the other end is blown
over so as to fix itself to the opposite side of the stream, when the rest of
the colony pass over upon it, as a bridge.^ This is the process, as far as I

can collect it from her imperfect account. As she is not always very cor-

rect in her statements, I regarded this as altogether fabulous, till I met with

the following history of a similar proceeding in De Azara, which induces me
to give more credit to it.

He tells us that in low districts in South America that are exposed to

inundations, conical hills of earth may be observed, about three feet high,

and very near to each other, which are inhabited by a little black ant.

When an inundation takes place, they are heaped together out of the nest

into a circular mass, about a foot in diameter, and four fingers in depth.

Thus they remain floating upon the water while the inundation continues.

One of the sides of the mass which they form is attached to some sprig of
grass, or piece of wood ; and when the waters are retired, they return, to

their habitation. When they wish to pass from one plant to another, they
may often be seen formed into a bridge, of two palms' length, and of
the breadth of a finger, which has .no other support than that of its two
extremities. One would suppose that their own weight would sink them

;

but it is certain that the masses remain floating during the inundation,

which lasts some days.^

You must now be fidly satiated with this account of the constant fatigue

and labour to which our little pismires are doomed by the law of their

nature ; I shall therefore endeavour to reheve your mind by introducing

you to a more quiet scene, and exhibit them to you during their intervals

of repose and relaxation.

Gould tells us that the hill-ant is very fond of basking in the sun, and
that on a fine serene morning 3'ou may see them conglomerated like bees
on the surface of their nest, from whence, on the least disturbance, they
will disappear in an instant.'* M. Huber also observes, after their labours

are finished, that they stretch themselves in the sun, where they lie heaped
one upon another, and seem to enjoy a short interval of repose ; and in

the interior of an artificial nest, in which he had confined some of this

species, where he saw many emjilojed in various ways, he noticed some
reposing which appeared to be asleep.*

1 Related in the Quarterly Revieiv for August, 1816, p. 259.
* Insect. Surinam, p. 18. In lier plate the ants are represented so connected.
3 Voi/ac/es dans I'Amcrique MCrid. i. 187.
4 Gould, 69. 5 Huber. 73.
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But they have not only their time for repose ; they also devote some
to relaxation, during which they amuse themselves veith sports and games.
" You may frequently perceive one of these ants {F. rufa) (says our Gould)
run to and fro with a fellow-labourer in his forceps, of the same species

and colony. It appeared first in the light of provisions ; but I was soon
imdeceived by observing that after being carried for some time it was let

go in a friendly manner, and received no personal injury. This amuse-
ment, or whatever title you please to give it, is often repeated, particularly

amongst the hdl-ants, who are very fond of this sportive exercise." ^ A
nest of ants which Bonnet found in the head of a teazle, when enjoying the

full sun, which seems the acme of formic felicity, amused themselves with

carr}ing each other on their backs, the rider holding with his mandibles
the neck of his horse, and embracing it closely with its legs.'^ But the

most circumstantial account of their sports is given by Huber. " I ap-

proached one day," says he, " one of their formicaries (he is speaking of
F. rufa) exposed to the sun and sheltered from the north. The ants were
heaped together in great numbers, and seemed to enjoy the temperature
which they experienced at the surface of the nest. None of them were
working: this multitude of accumulated insects exhibited the appearance
of a boiling fluid, upon which at first the eye could scarce fix itself with-

out difficulty. But when I set myself to follow each ant separately, I saw
them approach each other, moving their antennas with astonishing rapidity;

with their fore feet they patted lightly the cheeks of other ants : after these

first gestures, which resembled caresses, they reared upon their hind-legs

by pairs ; they wrestled together; they seized one another by a mandible,

by a leg or an antenna ; they then let go their hold to renew the attack;

they fixed themselves to each other's trunk or abdomen ; they embraced ;

they turned each other over, or lifted each other up by turns— they soon
quitted the ants they had seized, and endeavoured to catch others. I have
seen some who engaged in these exercises with such eagerness, as to pur-

sue successively several workers ; and .the combat did not terminate till

the least animated, having thrown his antagonist, accomplished his escape
by concealing himself in some g;dlery."^ He compares these sports to the
gambols of two puppies, and tells us that he not only often observed them
in this nest, but also in his artificial one.

I shall here copy for you a memorandum I formerly made. " On the 9th
of May, at half past two, as I was walking on the Plumstead road near
Norwich, on a sunny bank I observed a large number of ants { Formicafusca)
agglomerated in crowds near the entrances of their nest. They seemed to

make no long excursions, as if intent upon enjoying the sunshine at home

;

but all the while they were coursing about, and appeared to accost each
other with their antennae. Examining them very attentively, I at length

saw one dragging another, which it absolutely lifted up by its antennae, and
carrying it in the air. I followed it with my eye, till it concealed itsell' and
its antagonist in the nest. I soon noticed another that had recourse to

the same manoeuvres ; but in this instance the ant that was attacked re-

sisted manfull}', a third sometimes appearing inclined to interfere : the
result was, that this also was dragged in. A third was haled in by its legs,

and a fourth by its mandibles. What was the precise object of these

proceedings, whether sport or violence, I could not ascertain. I walked

1 Gould, 103—. 2 Bonnet, ii. 407. 3 Huber, 170—.
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the same way on the following morning, but at an earlier hour, when only a
few comers and goers were to he seen near the nest." And soon lea\ ing
the place. I had no further opportunity to attend to them.
And now having conducted you through every apartment of the formi-

cary, and shown you its inhabitants in every light, I shall leave you to

meditate on the extraordinary mstinrls vi'ith which their Creator has

gifted them, reserving what I have to say on the other social insects for a
futui-e occasion.

.1 am, &c.
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LETTEE XVIir..

SOCIETIES OF IISISECTS— continued.

PERFECT SOCIETIES— continued, (wasps and humble-bees.)

I SHALL now call your attention to such parts of the history of two
other descriptions of social insects, wasps, namely, and humble-bees, as have
not been related to you in my letters on the affection of insects for their

young, and on their habitations. What I have to communicate, though
not devoid of interest, is not to be compared with the preceding account of
the ants, nor with that which will follow of the hive-bee. This, however,
may arise more from the deficiency of observations than the barrenness of
the subject.

The first of these amxaals, ivasps {Vespa)— with whose proceedings I

shall begin— we are apt to regard in a very unfavourable light. They are
the most impertinent of intruders. If a door or window be open at the
season of the year in which they appear, they are sure to enter. When
they visit us, they stand upon no ceremony, but make free with everything
that they can come at. Sugar, meat, fruit, wine, are equally to their taste ;

and if we attempt to drive them away, and are not very cautious, they will

often make us sensible that they are not to be provoked with impunity.
Compared with the bees, they may be considered as a horde of thieves and
brigands ; and the latter as peaceful, honest, and industrious subjects, whose
persons are attacked and property plundered by them. Yet with all this

love of pillage and other bad propensities, they are not altogether dis-

agreeable or unamiable ; they are brisk and lively ; they do not usually
attack unprovoked ; and their object in plundering us is not jiurely selfish,

but is principally to provide for the support of the young brood of their

colonies.

The societies of wasps, like those of ants and other social Hymenoptera,
consist of females, males, and workers. The females may be considered as

of two sorts : first, the females by way of eminence, much larger than any
other individuals of the community, equalling six of the workers (from
which in other respects they do not materially differ) in weight, and laying

both male and female eggs. Then the small females, not bigger than the
workers, and laying only male eggs. This last description of females, which
are found also both amongst the humble-bees, and hi»e-bees, were first

observed amongst the wasps by M. Perrot, a friend of Huber's.' The
large females are produced later than the workers, and make their appear-
ance in the following spring ; and whoever destroys one of them at that

time destroys an entire colony of which she would be the founder. They

1 Huber, Noiw. Observ. ii. 443.
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are more worthy of praise than the queen-bee : since upon the latter,

from her very first appearance in tlie perfect state, no labour devolves—
all her wants being prevented by a host of workers, some of wliicii are

constantly attending upon her, feeding her, and permitting her to suffer no
fatigue ; while others take every step that is necessary for the safety and
subsistence of the colony. Not so our female wasp;— she is at first an
insulated being that has had the fortune to survive the rigours of winter.

When in the spring she iaj s the foundation of her future empire, she has

not a single worker at her disposal ; with her own hands and teeth she

often hollows out a cave wherein she may lay the first foundations of her

paper metropoUs ; she must herself build the first houses, and produce
from her own womb their first inhabitants, which in their infant state she

must feed and educate, before they can assist her in the great design. At
length she receives the reward of her perseverance and labour ; and from
being a solitary unconnected individual, in the autumn is enabled to rival

the queen of the hive in the numl^er of her children and subjects, and in

the edifices which they inhabit— the number of cells in a vespiary some-
times amounting to more than 16,000, almost all of which contain either

an egg, a grub, or a pupa, and eacli cell serving for three generations in a
year; which, after making every allowance for failures and other casualties,

will give a population of at least 30,000. Even at this time, when she has
so numerous an army of coadjutors, the industry of this creature does not
cease, but she continues to set an example of diligence to the rest of the

community. If by any accident, before the other females are hatched, the

queen-mother perishes, the neuters cease their labours, lose their instincts,

and die.

The number o?females in a populous vespiary is considerable, amounting
to several hundred ; they emerge from the pupa about the latter end of
August, at the same time with the males, and fly in September and October,
when they pair. Of this large number of females, very few survive the
winter. Those that are so fortunate remain torpid till the vernal sun
recalls them to life and action. They then fly forth, collect provision for

their young brond, and are engaged in the other labours necessary for lay-

ing the foundation of their empire ; but in the summer months they are
never seen out of the nest.

The male wasps are much smaller than the female, but they weigh as

much as two workers. Their antenna are longer than those of either, not,

like theirs, thicker at the end, but perfectly filiform ; and their abdomen is

distinguished by an additional segment. Their numbers about equal those
of the females, and they are produced at the same time. They are not so
wholly given to pleasure and idleness as the drones of the hive. They do
not, indeed, assist in building the nest, and in the care of the young brood

;

but they are the scavengers of the conmiunity ; for they sweep the j)assages

and streets, and carry off all the filth. They also remove the bodies of the

dead, which are sometimes heavy burdens for them ; in which case two
unite their strength to accomplish the work ; or, if a partner be not at

hand, the wasp thus employed cuts off the head of the defunct, and so

effects its purpose. As they make themselves so useful, they are not, like

the male bees, devoted by the workers to an universal massacre when
the impregnation of the females, the great end of their creation, is an-

swered ; but they share the general lot of the community, and are suffered

to survive till the cold cuts off them and the workers together.
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• The workers are the most numerous, and to us the only troublesome
part of the community ; upon whom devolves the main business of the

nest. In the summer and autumnal months, they go forth by myriads into

the neighbouring country to collect provisions ; and on their return to the

common den, after reserving a sufficiency for the nutriment of the young-

brood, they divide the spoil with great impartiality ;— part being given to

the females, part to the males, and part to those workers that have been
engaged in extending and fortifving the vespiary. This division is volun-

tarily made, without the slightest symptom of compulsion. Several wasps
assemble round each of the returning workers, and receive their respective

portions. It is curious and interesting to observe their motions upon this

occasion. As soon as a wasp, that has been filling itself with the juice of

fruits, arrives at the nest, it perches upon the top, and, disgorging a drop of

its saccharine fluid, is attended sometimes by two at once, who share the

treasure ; this being thus distributed, a second and sometimes a third drop
is produced, which falls to the lot of others.

Wasps do not in general store up honey, but it is found in the cells of
some European species of PoUstes, as well as in those of America ; and M.
A. de St. Hilaire was nearly poisoned by eating that collected by P. leche-

guana, which inhabits Paraguay and Monte Video.' Another wasp before;

referred to under " Habitations of Insects," as forming a nest somewhat
similar to that of Chatergiis nidulam, also stores up honey, as we learn from
the interesting paper of Mr. Adam White, who has named it Myrapetra
acuteUaris?

Another principal employment of the workers is the enlarging and re-

pairing of the nest. It is extremely amusing to see them engaged upon
this foliaceous covering. They work with great celerity ; and though a
large number are occupied at the same time, there is not the least confusion.

Each individual has its j)ortion of work assigned to it, extending from an

inch to an inch and a half, and is furnished with a ball of ligneous fibre,

scraped or rather plucked by its powerful jaws from -posts, rails, and the

like. This is carried in its mouth, and is thus ready for immediate use:—
Liut upon this subject I have enlarged in a former letter. The workers also

clean the cells and prepare them to receive another egg, after the imago is

disclosed and has left it.

There is good reason for thinking, and the opinion has the sanction of

Sir Joseph Banks, that wasps have sentinels [ilaced at the entrances of

their nests, which if you can once seize and destroy, the remainder will

not attack you. This is confirmed by an observation of Mr. Knight's in

the Philosophical Transactions ^, that if a nest of Masps be appi'oached

without alarming the inhabitants, and all connnunication be suddenly cut

off between t! oso out of the nest and those within it, no provocation will

induce the former to defend it and themselves. But if one escapes from

within, it comes with a very different temper, and appears commissioned

to avenge public wrongs, and prepared to sacrifice its life in the execution

of its orders. He discovered this when quite a boy.

It sometimes happens that when a large number of female wasps have

been observed in the spring, and an abundance of workers has in conse-

quence been expected to make their attack upon us in the sunmier and

1 Lacorrlaire, Introd. a VEntmn. ii. 511, 2 Anmils of Nat. Hist. vii. 316.

3 l-'or 1807, 242—.
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autumn, but few have appeared. Mr. Knight observed this in 180G, and
supposes it to be caused by a failure of niales.^ 1 have since more than
once made the same observation ; and Major Moor, as well as myself^

noticed it in the year 1815. What took place here in the following year

may in some degree account for it. Though the summer had been very

wet, and one may ahnost say winterly, there were in the neighbourhood
in which I reside abundance of wasps at the usual time ; but except on
some few warm days, in which they were very active, benumbed by the

cold, they were crawling about on the floors of my house, and seemed
unable to fly. In this vicinity numbers make their nests in the banks of

the river. In the beginning of the month of October there was a very con-
siderable inundation, after which not a single wasp was to be seen. Tiie

continued wet that |)roduces an inundation may also destroy those nests

that are out of the reach of the waters ; and perhaps this cause may have
operated in those years above alluded to in, which the aj;pearance of the

workers in the summer and autumn did not correspond with the large

numbers of females observed in the spring.

In ordinary seasons, in the month lately mentioned, October, wasps
seem to became less savage and sanguinary ; for even flies, of which earlier

in the summer they are the pitiless destroyers, may be seen to enter their

nests with impunity. It is then, probabl}', that they begin to be first

affected by the approach of the cold season, when nature teaches them it

is useless longer to attend to their young. They themselves all perish,

except a few of the females, upon the first attack of frost.

Reaumur, from whom (see the sixth Memoir of his last volume) most of
these observations are taken, put the nests of wasps under glass-hives, and
succeeded so effectually in reconciling these little restless creatures to them
that they carried on their various works under his eye; and if you feel

disposed to follow his example, I have no doubt you will throw light

u[)()n many parts of their history, concerning which we are now in dark-

ness.

Having given you some idea, imperfect indeed from the want of mate-
rials, of the societies of wasps, I must next draw up for you the best

account I can of those of the humble-bees? These form a kind of inter-

mediate link between the wasps and the hive-bees, collecting honey indeed
and making wax, but constructing their combs and cells without the geo-

metric precision of the latter, and of a more rude and rustic kind of

architecture; and distinguished from both, though they approach nearer to

the bees, by the extreme hairiness of their bodies.

The popnlation of a humble-bees' nest may be divided into four orders

of individuals : the large females ; the small females ; the males; and the

workers.

The large females, like the female wasps, are the original fovmdcrs of
their republics. They are often so large, that by the side of the small ones

or the workers, which in every other respect they exactly resemble, they

look like giants o|)posed to pigmies. They are excluded from the \)u\^a.

in the autumn ; and pair in that season, with males produced from the

eggs of the small flimales. They pass the winter underground, and, as

appears from an observation of M. P. Huber, in a particular apartment,

> Phil. Trans, for 1807, 243. 8 Bombus Apis * *. e. 2. K.
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separate from the nest, and rendered warm by a carpeting of moss and
grass, hut without any supply of food. Early in the spring (for they make
their first appearance as soon as the catkins of the sallows and willows are

in flower), like the female wasps, they lay the foundations of a new colony

without the assistance of any neuters, which all perish before the winter.

In some instances, however, if a conjecture of M. de la Billardiere be
correct, these creatures have an assistant assigned to them. He says, at

this season (the approach of winter) he found in the nest of Bombus Syl-

varuvi some old females and workers, whose wings were fastened together

to retain them in the nest by hindering them from flying; these wings in

each individual were fastened together at the extremity, by means of some
very brown wax applied above and below,^ This he conceives to be a pre-

caution taken by the other bees to oblige these individuals to remain in the

nest, and take care of the brood that was next year to renew the popula-

tion of the colony. I feel, however, great hesitation in admitting this con-

jecture, founded upon an insulated and perhaps an accidental fact. For,

in the first place, the young females that come forth in the autumn, and not

the old ones, are the founders of new colonies, and their instinct directs

them to fulfd the great laws of their nature without such compulsion ; and
in the next, the workers are never known to survive the cold of winter.

The employment of a large female, besides the care of the young brood
before described, and the collecting of honey and pollen, is principally the

constructing of the cells in which her eggs are to be laid ; which M. P.
Huber seems to think, though they often assist in it, the workers are not
able to complete by themselves. So rapid is the fenmie in this work, that

to make a cell, fill it with pollen, commit one or two eggs to it, and cover

them in, requires only the short space of half an hour. Her family at first

consists only of workers, which are necessary to assist her in her labours ;

these appear in May and June ; but the males and females are later, and
sometimes are not produced before August and September.'^ As in the

case of the hive-bee, the food of these several individuals differs; for the

grubs that will turn to workers are fed with honey and pollen mixed, while

those that are destined to be males and females are supplied with pure
honey.
The instinct of these larger females does not develop itself all at once :

for it is a remarkable fact, that when they are first hatched in the autumn,
not being in a condition to become mothers, they are no object of jealousy

to the small queens (as we shall soon see they are when engaged in ovipo-

sition), and are employed in the ordinary labours of the parent nest— that

is, they collect honey and pollen, and make wax ; but they do not construct

cells. The building instinct seems as it were in suspense, and does not

manifest itself till the spring ; when the maternal sentiment impels them at

the same time to lay eggs, and to construct the cells in which they are to

be deposited.

I have told you above, that amongst the wasps a small kind oifemale has

been discovered : this is the case also amongst the humble-bees, in whose
societies they are more readily detected ; not, indeed, by any observable

1 Mtmoircs du 3Iuseuni, &c. i. 55.

' P. Huber, in Linn. Trans, vi. 264.— This author says, however, in another
place {ibid. 285.), that the male eirgs are laid in the spring, at the same time with
those that are to produce workers. Perhaps by the former he means the male
offspring of the small females, and by the latter those of the large ?
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difference between them and the workers, but chiefly by the diversity of
their instincts :— from the other females they are distinguished solely by
their diminutive size. Like those of the wasps and hive-bees, these minor
queens produce only male eggs, which come out in time to fertilise the

young females that found the vernal colonies. M. P. Huber suspects that,

as in the case of the female bee, it is a diflerent kind of food that develops

their ovaries, and so distinguishes them from the workers. They are

generally attended by a small number of males, who form their court.

M. Huber, watching at midnight the proceedings of a nest which he kept
under a glass, observed the inhabitants to be in a state of great agitation ;

many of these bees were engaged in making a cell; the queen-mother of
the colony, as she may be called, who is always extremely jealous of her
pigmy rivals, came and drove them away from the cell ;— she in her turn

was driven away by the others, which pursued her, beating their wings with
the utmost fury, to the bottom of the nest. The cell was then constructed,

and two of them at the same time oviposited in it. The queen returned
to the charge, exhibiting similar signs of anger ; and, chasing them away
again, put her head into the cell, when, seizing the eggs that had been laid,

she was observed to devour them with great avidity. The same scene
was again renewed, with the same issue. After this, one of tiie small

females returned, and covered the empty cells with wax. When the

mother-queen was removed, several of the small females contended for the

cell with indescribable rage, all endeavouring to lay their eggs in it at the

same time. These small females perish in the autumn.
The males are usually smaller than the large females, and larger than the

small ones and workers. They may be known by their longer, more fili-

form, and slenderer antennae ; by the different shape and by the beard of
their mandibles. Their posterior tibia also want the corbicula and pecten

that distinguish the individuals of the other sex, and their posterior plantas

have no auricle. We learn friOm Reaumur that the male humble-bees are

not an idle race, but work in concert with the rest to repair any damage or
derangement that may befal the common habitation.^

The luorkfrs, which are the first-fruits of the queen-mother's vernal par-
turition, assist her, as soon as they are excluded from the pupa, in her
various labours. To them also is committed the construction of the waxen
vault that covers and defends the nest. When any individual larva has
spun its cocoon and assumed the pupa, the workers remove all the wax
from it ; and as soon as it has attained to its perfect state, which takes
place in about five days, the cocoons are used to hold honey or pollen.

When the bees discharge the honey into them upon their return from their

excursions, they open their mouths and contract their bodies, which occa-
sions the honey to fall into the reservoir. Sixty of these honey-pots are
occasionally found in a single nest, and more than forty are sometimes filled

1 It should be here observed that, besides the proper occupants of some humble-
bees' nests, there are occasionally met with in them individuals of another genus of
the same family, so closely resembling them as to be often confounded with them,
which, being unprovided with the usual polliniferous organs, are supposed to be, in
their larva state, parasitic inhabitants of the nest. This genus, wliich includes ^/jjs

rnpestris F. &c., lias been named Apathus by Mr. Kewman, Psithyrus by I\I. de St.

Fargeau, and Pseudo-Bombus by jNIr. Stephens. In lilie inaimer, the exotic geims
Clin/saiitheda is su])posed to be parasitic on the metallic Eiitilossa: (Hist, of lus. by
!Sv.'aiuson and Shuckard, 160. Westwood's Mod. Class, of Ins. ii. 281.).

A A
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in a day. In collecting honey, hunihlc-bees, if they cannot get at that con-

tained in any flower by its natural opening, will often make an aperture at

the base of tlie corolla, or evsn in the calyx, that they may insert their

proboscis in the very place where nature has stored up her nectar.^ M.

^ Hub. Nouv. Ohserv. ii. 375. Of tlie especial lovo of humble-bees for the nectar
of the Passion-flower (Passiflora ctcnilea), ami the eifect which it has on them, the
following paragraph gives a graphic description.

" We regret extremely to announce tliat some honest humble-bees of our ac-

quaintance have taken to drinking, and to sucii excess that they are daily found
reeling and tumbling about the door of their houses of call— the blossoms of the

Passion-flower, which flow over with intoxicating beverage ; and there, not con-

tent with drinking like decent bees, they plunge their great hairy heads into the

beautiful goblet that nature has formed in such plants, thrusting each other aside,

or climbing over each other's shoulders, till the flowers bend beneath. their weight.

After a time the}' become so stupid that it is in vain to pull them by the skirts, and
advise them to go home, instead of wasting their time in tippling : they are how-
ever, good-natured in their cups, and show no resentment at being disturbed ; on
the contrary, they cling to their wine goblet, and crawl back to it as fast as they
are pulled away, unless, indeed, they fairly lose their legs and tumble down, in

which case they lie sprawling on the ground, quite unable to get up again."

(^Gardener's Chronicle, 1841, p. 510.) If this account be not overcoloured. these

jovial, reckless proceedings of humble-bees are in strong contrast with the temperate
habits of hive-bees, which, to judge from the interesting account Mr. Wailes has
given us of their visits to his Passion-flowers (Ent. 3Iag. i. 525.), hurried back to

the hive as soon as the}' had imbibed their supply of nectar ; and certainly the

anecdote given below, from Iluber, of the way in which humble-bees sufl"ered them-
selves to be cajoled out of their honey by hive-bees indicates such a good-natured
weakness of disposition as may easily be supposed to be combined with a propensity

to carousing when the opportunity presents itself. To speak seriously, however, it

would be well worth ascertaining, by exact observations, whether as great a
contrast between the temperance of humble-bees and hive -bees in feeding really

exists, as between their easiness of temper. There can be no doubt that some races

of insects vary as much in this last respect as some races of men. The difference as

to irritability between the temper of wasps and tl»at of bees is known to every one,

but has never been so happily hit otf as by Christopher North, whose universal

genius adorns every subject, in the description of it which he has put into the

mouth of the " Shepherd," in one of the Noctes, and which well deserves tran-

scription here from the pages of the voluminous periodical in which it has lain

entombed these sixteen years.
" Shepherd. — 0' a' God's creturs the wasp is the only ane that's eternally out o'

temper. There's nae sic thing as pleasin' him. In the gracious sunshine, . , . .

when the bees are at work murmurin' in their gauzy flight, although no gauze
indeed be comparable to the tilamonts o' their woven wings, or, clinging silently

to the flowers, sook, sookin' out the hiney-dew, till their verni doups dirl wi' delight,

— when a' the flees that are ephemeral, and weel contented wi' the licht and the

heat o' ae single sun, keep dancin' in their burnished beauty, up and down, to and
fro, and backwards and forwards, and sideways, in millions upon millions, and yet
are never joistling anither, but a' harmoniously blended together in amity, like ima-
gination's thochts, — why, amid this 'general dance of minstrelsy,' in comes a
shower o' infuriated wasps, red bet, as if let out o' a flery furnace, pickin' quarrels

wi' their ain shadows— then roun' and roun' the hair o' your head, bizzin' against

the drum o' your ear till you think they are in at the ae hole and out at theither

—

back again after makin' a circuit, as if they had repentit o' lettin' you be unharmed,
dashin' against the face o' you who are wishin' ill to nae livin' thing, and although
you are engaged out to dinner, stickin' a lang poishoned stang in just below your
ee, that afore you can rin hame frae the garden swells up to a fearsome hicht,

makin' you on that side look like a blackamoor, and on the opposite white as death,

sae intolerable is the agony frae the tail o' the yellow imp that, according to his

bulk, is stronger far than the dragon o' the desert." (Blackwood's Edinburgh. Mag.
Oct. 1826.)
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Hiiber relates a singular anecdote of some hive-bees paj'ing a visit to a nest
of humble-bees placed under a box not fur from their hive, in order to steal
or beg their honey, which places in a strong liglit the good temper of the
latter. This happened in a time of scarcity. The hive-bees, after pillaging,

had taken almost entire possession of the nest. Some humble-bees, which
remained in spite of this disaster, went out to collect j)rovisions ; and
bringing home the surplus after they had supplied their own immediate
wants, the hive-bees followed them, and did not quit them until they had
obtained the fruit of their labours. They licked them, presented to them
their proboscis, surrounded them, and thus at last persuaded them to part
with the contents of their honey-bags. The humble-bees after this flew
away to collect a fresh supply. The hive-bees did them no harm, and
never once showed their stings ;

— so that it seems to have been persua-
sion rather than force that produced tiiis singular instance of self-denial.

This remarkable manoeuvre was jM'actised for more than three weeks
;

when the wasps being attracted by the same cause, the humble-bees entirely

forsook the nest.^

Tiie workers are the most numerous part of the community, but are
nothing when compared with the numbers to be found in a vespiary or a
bee-hive: two or three hundred is a large population for a humble-bees'
nest, in some species it not being more than fifty or sixty. They may
more easily be studied than either wasps or hive-bees, as they seem not to

be disturbed or interrupted in their works by the eye of an observer.*^

I am, &c.

^ Hub. Nbuv. Observ. ii. 373.
2 This account of the proceedings of humble-bees is chiefly taken from Reaumur,

vi. Mem. 1. ; and M. P. HnJber in Linn. Trans, vi 2J4.
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LETTER XIX.

SOCIETIES OF INSECTS.

PERFECT SOCIETIES— Continued, (the hive-bee.)

The glory of an all-wise and omnipotent Creator, you will acknowledge,
is wonderfully manifested by the varied proceedings of those social tribes

of which I have lately treated ; but it shines forth with a brightness still

more intense in the instincts that actuate the common hive-bee (Apis mel-

lifica ^), and which I am next to lay before you. Of all the insect associa-

tions, there are none that have more excited the attention and admiration

of mankind in every age, or been more universally interesting, than the

colonies of these little useful creatures. Both Greek and Roman writers

are loud in their praise ; nay, some philosophers were so enamoured of

them, that, as I observed before, they devoted a large portion of their

time to the study of their history. Whether the knowledge they acquired

was at all equivalent to the years that were spent in the attainment of it,

may be doubted ; for, were it so, it is probable that Aristotle and Pliny

would have given a clearer and more consistent account of the inhabitants

of the hive than they have done. Indeed, had their discoveries borne any
proportion to the long tract of time asserted to have been employed by
some in the study of these insects, they ought to have rivalled, and even

exceeded, those of the Keaunuu's and Hubers of our own age.

Numerous, and wonderful for their absurdity, were the errors and
fables which many of the ancients adopted and circulated with respect to

the generation and propagation of these busy insects. For instance, —
that tht^ were sometimes produced from the putrid bodies of oxen and
lions ; the kings and leaders from the brain, and the vulgar herd from the

flesh ; — a fable, derived probably from swarms of bees having been ob-

served, as in the case of Samson ^, to take possession of the dried car-

casses of these animals, or, perhaps, from the myriads of flies (for the

vulgar do not readily distinguish flies from bees) often generated in their

putrescent flesh. They adopted another notion equally absurd, — that

these insects collect their young progeny from the blossoms and foliasie of

certam plants. Amongst others, the Cerinthus, the reed, and the olive-

tree had this virtue of generating infant bees attributed to them. ^ These
specimens of ancient credulity will suffice.

But do not think that all the ancients imbibed such monstrous opinions.

Aristotle's sentiments seem to have been much more correct, and not very

wide of what some of our best modern apiarists have advanced. Ac-

1 Ap\s. • •
. I. K. 2 Judges, xiv. 8, 9.

5 See Aristot. Hht. Anvnnl. 1. v. c. 22. ; Yirgil, Georgia. I. iv. ; and Bloufiet, 12.
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cording to him, the kings (so he denominates the queen-bee) generate

both kings and workers ; and the latter the drones. This he seems to

have learned from keepers of bees. The kings, says he, in a-nother place,

are the parents of the bees, and the drones their children. It is right, he

observes again, that the kings (which by some were called mothers) should

remain within the hive unfettered by any employment, because they are

made for the multiplication of the species.^ To the same purpose Riem
of Lauten of the Palatinate Apiarian Sociefi/, and Wilhelmi of the Lusatian,

affirm that the queen lays the eggs which produce the queens and workers

;

and the workers those that produce the drones or males.** Aristotle also

tells us that some in his time affirmed that the bees (the workers) were
the females, and the drones the males : an opinion which he combats

from an analogy, pushed rather too far, that nature would never give

offensive armour to females.^ In another place he appears to think that

the workers are hermaphrodites :— his words are remarkable, and seem to

indicate that he was aware of the sexes of plants; " having in themselves,"

says he, " like plants, the male and the female."*

Fables and absurdities, however, are not confined to the ancients, nor

even to those moderns who lived before Svvammcrdam, Maraldi, Reaumur,
Bonnet, Schirach, John Hunter, Huber, and their followers, by their ob-

.servations and discoveries, had thrown so much light upon this interesting

subject. Even in our own times, a Neapolitan professor, Monticelh,

asserts, on the authority of a certain father Tanoya, that in every hive

there are three sorts of bees independent of each other ; viz., male and
female drones— male and female, I must not say queens— call them what
you v/ill— and male and female workers; and that each construct their

own cells ! ! ! Enough, however, upon this subject. I shall now endea-

vour to lay before you the best authenticated facts in the history of these

animals ; but you must not expect an account of them complete in all its

parts ; for, much as we know. Bonnet's observation will still hold good :

" The more I am engaged in making fresh observations upon bees, the

more steadfast is my conviction that the time is not yet arrived in which
we can draw satisfactory conclusions with respect to their policy. It is

only by varying and combining experiments in a thousand ways, and by
placing these industrious flies in circumstances more or less removed from
their ordinary state, that we can hope to ascertain the right direction of
their instinct, and the true principles of their government." ^

What I have further to say concerning these admirable creatures will

be principally taken from the two authors who have given the clearest

and most satisfactory account of them, Reaumur and the elder Huber ;

though I shall add from other sources such additional observations as may
serve better to elucidate their history.

The society of a hive of bees, besides the young brood, consists of
one female or queen ; several hundreds of males or drones ; and many
thousand workers.

Ihc female, or queen, first demands our attention. Two sorts of females

have been observed amongst the bees, a large one and a small. Mr.

' Aristot. uhi supr. c. 21. De Generai. Animal. 1. iii. c. 10., where there is some
curious reasonitiij upon this subject.

2 Bonnet, x. l'J9. 23U. ^ Hist. Animal. 1. v. c. 22.

4 JJe General, Animal. 1. iii. c. 10. ^ cEavr. x. 191.
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Needham was the first that observed the latter ; and their existence, M.
P. Huber tells us, has been confirmed by several observations of his father.

They are bred in cells as large as those of the common queens, from
which they differ only in size. Though they have ovaries, they have
never been observed to lay eggs.^ Having never seen one of these, for

they are of very rare occurrence, my description must be confined to the

common female, the genuine monarch of the hive.^

^ Bonnet, x. P. Huber in Linn. Trans, vi. 283. Reaumur (v. 373.) observes
that some queens are nuicli larger than others; but he attributes this diflference

of their size to the state of the eggs in their body.
2 As every reader is not aware of the differences of form, &c., that distinguish

the females, males, and workers from each other (I have seen the male mistaken for

a distinct species, and placed in a cabinet as Apis lagopoda L.), I shall here subjoin
a description of each.

i. The liod// of the Female bee is considerably longer than that of either the
drone or the worker. The prevailing colour in all three is the same, black or

black-brown ; but with respect to the female this does not appear to be invariably
the case : for— not to insist upon Virgil's royal bees glittering with ruddy or golden
spots and scales, where allowance must be made for poetic licence—Reaumur
affirms, after describing some diiferences of colour in difl'erent individuals of this

sex, that a queen may always be distinguislied, both from the workers and males,
by the colour of her body.* If this observation be restricted to the colour of some
parts of her body, it is correct; but it will not applj' to all generally (unless, as I

suspect may be the case, by the term body he means the abdomen), for, in all that
I have had an opportunity of examining, the prevailing colour, as I have stated it,

is the same.
The head is not larger than that of the workers; but the tongue is shorter and

more slender, with straighter maxilla:. The mandibles are forficate, and do not jut
out like theirs into a prominent angle; they are of the colour of pitch Avith a red
tinge, and terminate in two teeth, the exterior being acute, and the interior blunt
or truncated. The labriim or upper lip is fulvous ; and the ante^ma are piceous.

In the trunk, the tegulce or scales that defend the base of the wings are rufo-piceous.

The icings reach only to the tip of the third abdominal segment. The tarsi and the
apex of the tibicB are rufo-fulvous. The posterior tibia are plane above, and covered
with short adpressed hairs, having neither the corbicula (or marginal fringe of
hairs for carrying the masses of pollen) nor the pecten ; and the posterior planta
have neither the brush formed of hairs set in strire, nor the auricle at the base.

The abdomen is considerably longer than the head and trunk taken together, re-

ceding from the trunk, elongato-conical, and rather sharp at the anus. The dorsal
segments are fulvous at tiie tip : covered with very short, pallid, and, in certain

lights, shining adpressed hairs; the first segment being very short, and covered
"with longer hairs. The ventral segments, except the anal, which is black, are fui-

vescent or rufo-fulvous, and covered with soft longer hairs. The vagina of the
spicula (commonl)' called the sting) is curved.

ii. The 3Iule bee, or drone, is quite the reverse of his royal paramour; his body
being thick, short, and clumsy, and very obtuse at each extremity, f It is covered
also, as to the head and trunk, with dense hairs.

The head is depressed and orbicular. The tongue is shorter and more slender

than that of the female; and the mandibles, though nearly of the same shape, are
smaller. The eyes are very large, meeting at the back part of head. In the
space between them are placed the antenncB and stemmata. The former consist of

• Reaumur, v. 375.

t Virgil seems to have regarded the drone as one of the sorts of kings or leaders

of the bees, when he says, speaking of the latter,

" Ille horridus alter

Desidia, latamque trahens inglorius alvuni."

Georgic. iv. 1. 93.
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There are two descriptions of males— one not bigger than the workers,
supposed to be produced from a male egg laid in a worker's cell. The
common males are much larger, and will counterpoise two workers.

I have before observed to you that tliere are two sorts of workers, the

wax-makers and nurses.^ They may also be further divided into fertile

and sterile ^
: for some of them, which in their infancy are supposed to

have partaken of some portion of tlie royal jelly, lay male eggs. There
is found in some hives, according to Huber, a kind of bees, which, from
having less down upon the head and thorax, appear blacker than the

others, by whom they are always expelled from the hive, and often killed.

Perfect ovaries, upon dissection, were discovered in these bees, though
not furnished with eggs. Tiiis discovery induced Mile. Jurine, the lady

who dissected them, to examine the common workers in the same way ;

and she found in all that she examined, what had escaped Swammerdam,
perfect though sterile ovaries.* It is worth inquiry, though M. Huber
gives no hint of this kind, whether these were not in fact superannuated
bees, that could no longer take part in the labours of the hive. Thorley
remarks, which confirms this idea, that if you closely observe a hive of
bees in July, you may perceive many amongst them of a dark colour, with

fourteen joints, including the radicle, tlie fourth and fifth being very short, and not
easily distinguished.

The trunk is large. The wings are longer than the hody. The legs are short an(3

slender. The posterior tibice are long, club-shaped, and covered witli inconspicuous
hairs. Tlie posterior plantcc are furnislied uuderneatli with thick-set scopulce, which
they use to brush their bodies.

The claw joints are fulvescent.

The abdomen is cordate, very short, being scarcely so long as the head and trunk
together, consisting of seven segments, which are fulvous at their apex. The first

segment is longer than any of the succeeding ones, and covered above with rather

long hairs. The second and third dorsal segments are apparently nalved ; but,

tinder a triple lens, in a certain light, some adpressed liairs nia}' be perceived ; —the

remaining ones are hairy, the three last being inflexed. The ventral segments are

very narrow, hairy, and fulvinis.

iii. The body of tlie Workers is oblong.

The head triangular. The mandibles are prominent, so as to teiTninate the head
in an angle, toothless, and forcipate. The tongue and maxilla are long and incurved

;

the labrum and antenna black.

In the trunk the tegula are black. The wings extend only to the apex of the
fourth segment of the abdomen. The legs are all black, with the digits only rather
piceous. The posterior tiliia are naked above, exteriorly longitudinally concave,
and inleriorlj' longitudinally convex ; furnished with lateral and recumbent hairs

to form the corbicula, and armed at the end with the. pecten. T'he upper surface of

the posterior planta resembles that of the tibia; underneath they are furnished with
a scapula or brush of stilf hairs set in rows: at the base they are armed with stiff

bristles, and exteriorly with an acute appendage or auricle.

The abdomen is a little longer than the head and trunk together ; oblong, and
rather lieart-shaped : a transverse section of it is triangular. It is covered with
longish, flavo-pallid hairs: the first segment is short with longer hairs; the base
of the three intermediate segments is covered, and as it were banded, with pale

hairs. The apex of the three intermediate ventral segments is rather fulvescent,

and their base is distinguished on each side by a trapezilbrm ivax pocket covered by
a thin membrane. The sting or rather vagina of the spicula, is straight.

1 See p. 276.
2 In hives where a queen laying male eggs has been killed, the workers con-

tinue to make only male cells, though supplied with a fertile queen, and the
fertile workers lay eggs in them. Schirach, 258.

^ lluber, ii. 4J5.

A A 4
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wings rent and torn ; but that in September not one of them is to be
seen.^ Huber does not say whether the wings of the bees in question

were lacerated ; but in superannuated insects the hair is often rubbed off

the body, which gives them a darker hue than that of more recent indi-

viduals of the same species. Should this conjecture turn out true, their

banishment and destruction of the seniors of the hive would certainly not

show our little creatures in a very amiable point of view. Yet it seems
the law of their nature to rid their community of all supernumerary and
useless members, as is evident from their destruction of the drones after

their work is done.

It is not often that insects have been weighed; but Reaumur's curiosity

was excited to know the weight of bees ; and he found that 336 weighed

an ounce, and 5376 a pound. According to John Hunter, an ale-house

pint contains 2160 workers.

I have described to you the persons of the different individuals that

compose the society of the bee-hive more in detail than I should other-

wise have done, in order that you may be the better able to form a judg-

ment upon a most extraordinarj' circumstance in their history, which is

supported by evidence that seems almost incontrovertible. The fact to

which i allude is this — that if the bees are deprived of their queen, and
are supplied with comb containing young worker brood only, they will

select one or more to be educated as queens ; which, by having a royal

cell erected for their habitation, and being fed with royal jelly for not more
than two days, when they emerge from the pupa state (though, if they

had remained in the cells which they originally inhabited, they would have
turneil out workers) will come forth complete queens, with their form,

instincts, and powers of generation entirely different. In order to produce

this effect, the grub must not be more than three da3's old ; and this is

the age at which, according to Schirach (the first apiarist who called the

public attention to this miracle of nature), the bees usually elect the larvae

to be royally educated ; though it appears from Huber's observations, that

a larva two days or even twenty-four hours old will do.^ Having chosen

a grub, they remove the inhabitants and their food from two of the

cells which join that in which it resides; they next take down the

partitions which separate these three cells ; and, leaving the bottoms
untouched, raise round the selected worm a cylindrical tube, which follows

the horizontal direction of the other cells : but since at the close of the

third day of its life its habitation must assume a different form and direc-

tion, they gnaw away the cells below it, and sacrifice without pity the

grubs they contain, using the wax of which they were formed to construct

a new pyramidal tube, which they join at right angles to the horizontal

one, the diameter of the former diminishing insensibly from its base to its

month. During the two days which the grub inhabits this cell, like the

common royal cells now become vertical ^, a bee may always be observed

with its head plunged into it ; and when one quits it another takes its

place. These bees keep lengthening the cell as the worm grows older,

and duly supply it with food, which they place before its mouth, and

1 Thorley On Bees, 179. 2 Huber, i. 137.

5 Reaumur, who was, however, unacquainted with this extraordinary fact, has

figured one of these cells, v. t, 32. /. 3. h.
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round its body. The animal, which can only move in a spiral directioOj

keeps incessantly turning to take the jelly deposited before it ; and thus

slowly working downwards, arrives insensibly near the orifice of the cell,

just at the time that it is ready to assume the pupa ; when, as before de-

scribed, the workers shut up its cradle with an appropriate covering.^

When you have read this account, I fear, with the celebrated John
Hunter, you will not be very ready to believe it ; at least you will call

upon me to bring forth my " strong reasons " in support of it. What !
—

you will exclaim— can a larger and warmer house (for the royal cells are

affirmed to enjoy a higher temperature than those of the other bees ~),

a different and more pungent kind of food, and a vertical instead of a

horizontal posture, in the first place, give a bee a differently shaped tongue
and mandibles ; render the surface of its posterior tibiae flat instead of

concave; deprive them of the fringe of hairs that forms the basket for

carrying the masses of pollen ; of the aui'icle ami pecten which enable the

workers to use these tibiae as pincers " ; of the brush that lines the inside

of their plantae ? Can they lengthen its abdomen ; alter its colour and
clothing ; give a curve to its sting; deprive it of its wax-pockets, and of

the vessels for secreting that substance ; and render its ovaries more con-
spicuous, and capable of yielding female as well as male eggs ? Can, in

the next place, the seemingly trivial circumstances just enumerated alto-

gether alter the instinct of these creatures ? Can they give to one de-

scription of animals address and industry ; and to the other astonishing

fecundity ? Can we conceive them to change the very passions, tempers,

and manners ? That the very same foetus, if fed with more pungent food,

in a higher temperature and in a vertical position, shall become a female,

destined to enjoy love, to burn with jealousy and anger, to be incited to

vengeance, and to pass her time without labour— that this very same
fcEtus, if fetl with more simple food, in a lower temperature, in a more
confined and horizontal habitation, sha.Il come forth a worker zealous for

the good of the community, a defender of the public rights, enjoying an
immunity from the stimulus of sexual appetite and the pains of parturition

— laborious, industrious, patient, ingenious, skilful— incessantly engaged
in the nurture of the young ; in collecting honey and pollen ; in elaborat-

ing wax ; in constructing cells, and the like !— paying the most respectful

and assiduous attention to objects which, had its ovaries been developed,
it would have hated, and pursued with the most vindictive fury till it had
destroyed them ! Further, that these factitious queens (I mean those that

the bees elect from amongst worker brood, and educate to supply the

place of a lost one in the manner just described) shall differ remarkably
from the natural queens (or those that have been wholly educated in a
royal cell), in being altogether mute.'* All this, you will think at first

sight so improbable, and next to impossible, that you will require the

strongest and most irrefragable evidence before you will believe it.

In spite of all these powerful probabilities to the contrary, this astonish-

ing and seemingly incredible fact rests upon strong foundations, and is

established by experiments made at different times, by different persons of
the highest credit, in different parts of Europe. The first who brought
it before the public (as I lately observed) was M. Schirach, secretary

1 Compare Bonnet, x. IjG. with Iluber, i. 131. 2 Schirach, G9.
» iluber, t. 4;.j: 4—G. 4 Huber, i. 292.
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of an Apiarian Society established at Little Bautzen in Upper Lusatia.
He observed that bees, when shut up with a portion of comb containing
only worker brood, would soon erect royal cells, and thus obtain queens

:

— the experiment was frequently repeated, and the result was almost uni-
formly the same. In one instance he tried it with a single cell, and it suc-
ceeded.^ This curious fact was communicated to the celebrated Bonnet,
who, though he hesitated long before he admitted it, was at length fullv

convinced. M. Wilhelmi (Schirach's brother-in-law), though at first he
accounted for the fact upon other principles, and objected strongly to the
doctrine in question, induced by the powerful evidence in favour of it, at

last gave up his former opinion, and embraced it. And, to mention no
more, the great Aristomachus of modern times, M. Huber, bv experiments
repeated for ten years, was fully convinced of the truth of Schirach's po-
sition.^

The fact in question, though the public attention was first called to it

by the latter gentleman, had indeed been practically known long before he
wrote. M. Vogel, in a letter to Wilhelmi, asserts that numerous expe-
riments confirming tiiis extraordinary fact had been made by more than a
hundred different persons, in tlie course of more than a hundred years ;

and that he himself had known old cultivators of bees who had unanimously
declared to him, that, when proper precautions were taken, in a practice
of more than fifty years, the experiment had never failed.' Signer Monti-
celli, the Neapolitan professor before mentioned, informs us that the
Greeks and Turks of the Ionian Islands know how to make artificial

swarms ; and that the art of producing queens at will lias been practised

by the inhabitants of a little Sicilian island called Favignana, from very
remote antiquity ; and he even brings arguments to prove that it was no
secret to the Greeks and Romans*, though, had the practice been common,
it would surely have been noticed by Aristotle and Pliny.

Bonner, a British apiarist, asserts that he has had successful recourse
to the Lusatian experiment*; and Mr. Payne of Shipdam in Norfolk (wiio
for many years has been engaged in the culture of bees, and has paid par-

ticular attention to tiieir proceedings) relates that he well remembers that

the bees of one of iiis hives, which he discovered had lost their queen, were
engaged in erecting some royal cells upon the ruins of some of the com-
mon ones. He also informs me that he has found Huber's statements, as

far as he has had an opportunity of verifying them, perfectly accurate.®

As I think you will allow that the evidence just detailed to you is

1 Bonnet, x.
~ lluber, i. 132. 5 Schiracli, 121.
4 Huber, ii. 453. * Bonner On Bees, 56.
*> Tlie same gentleman subsequently sent me the following memoranda: —
July 10. 1820. A late second swarm was hived into a box constructed so that

each comb could be taken out and examined separately. On the 7th of August the
queen was removed, and each comb taken out and closely examined ; there was
not the least appearance of any royal cells, but mucli brood and eggs in the common
ones. On the 14th, three royal cells were observed nearlj- finished, with a large
grub each. On the lOtb, the three cells were sealed. On the ISth and 21st, they
remained in tlie same state. On the 22d, two queens were found hatched ; one was
removed, and the otlier left with the stock, the remaining royal cell being still closed.

On the morning of the 2od, a dead queen was thrown out of the hive ; upon which
examination being made, the royal cell left closeil on the 22d was found open, and
a living queen in the stock, which was allowed to remain.
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abundantly sufficient to establish the fact in question, we will now see

whether any satisfactory account can be given for such changes being pro-

duced by such causes, " It does not appear to me improbable," says

Bonnet, " that a certain kind of nutriment, and in more than usual abun-

dance, may cause a development in the grubs of bees of organs which would

never be developed without it. I can readily conceive, also, that a habita-

tion considerably more spacious, and differently placed, is absolutely ne-

cessary to the complete development of organs which the new nutriment

may cause to grow in all directions." ^ And again, with respect to the

wings of the queen-bee, which do not exceed those of the workers in

length, he thinks that this may arise from their being of a substance too stiff

to admit of their extension. Those parts and points that were in a state

to yield most easily to the action which this kind of nutriment produced
would be most prominent ; and the vertical position of the grub and pupa,

since nature does nothing in vain, may probably assist this action, and
render the parts of the animal more capable of such extension than if it

continued in a horizontal position.

We know, with respect to the human species and the larger animals, that

numerous differences, both as to the form and relative proportion of parts,

occur continually. The cause of these differences we cannot always as-

certain
; yet in many instances they may either be derived from the nutri-

ment which the embryo receives in the womb, or from the greater or less

dimensions or higher or lower temperature of that organ— a case that

analogically would not be very wide of that of the grub or embryo of a

bee enclosed in a cell. Some of the differences in man I now allude to

may often be caused by a particular diet in childhood ; a warmer or a colder,

a looser or a tighter dress, or the like. Thus, for instance, the Egyptians,

who went bare headed, had their skulls remarkably thick ; wiiile the Per-
sians, who covered the head with a turban or mitre, were distinguished by
the tenuity of theirs. Again the inhabitants of certain districts are often

remarkable for peculiarities of form, which are evidently produced by local

circumstances.

The following reasoning may not be inapplicable to the development or

non-development, according to tiieir food and habitation, of the ovaries

of these insects. An infant tightly swathed, as was formerly the custom,
in swaddling bands, without being allowed the free play of its little limbs,

fed with unwholesome food, or uncherished by genial warmth, may from
these circumstances have so imperfect a development of its organs as to

be in consequence devoted to sterility. When a cow brings forth two
calves, and one of them is a female, it is always barren, and partakes in

part of the characters of the other sex.'' In this instance, the space and
food that in ordinary cases are appropriated to one, are divided between
two ; so that a more contracted dwelling and a smaller share of nutriment

seem to prevent the development of the ovaries.

The following observations, mostly taken from an essay of the cele-

brated anatomist John Hunter, in the P/iilo.soj)hical Transaclions, since

they are intimately connected vvitii tiie subject that we are now consider-

ing, will not be here misplaced. In animals just born or very young, there

are no peculiarities of shape, exclusive of the primary distinctions, by

* Huber, ii. 445.

' See J. Hunter's Treatise on certain Parts of the Animal (Economy.
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which one sex ma}' be known from the other. Thus secondary distinc-

tive characters, such as the beard in men, and the breasts in women, are

produced at a certain period of life; and these secondary characters, in

some instances, are changed for those of the other sex ; which does not

arise from any action at the first formation, but takes place when the great

command, " increase and multiply," ceases to operate. Thus women in

advanced life are sometimes distinguished by beards ; and, after they have
done laying, hen-birds occasionally assume the plumage of the cock : this

has been observed more than once by ornithologists, more particularly with

respect to the pheasant and the pea-hen.^ For females to assume the

secondary ciiaracters of males, seems certainly a more violent change, than

for a worker bee, which may be regarded as a sterile female, in conse-

quence of a certain process, to assume the secondary characters of a fertile

female.

With respect to the variations of instinct and character which result from
the different modes of training the young bees that we are now considering,

it would not, I think, be difficult to prove that causes at first sight equally

inadequate have produced effects fully as important on the habits, tempers,

and charactei's of men and other animals ; but as these will readily occur

to you, I shall not now enlarge upon them.

Did we know the causes of the various deviations, as to form and the

like, observable in the three kingdoms of nature, and could apply them, we
should be able to produce these deviations at our pleasure. This is exactly

what the bees do. Their instinct teaches them that a. certain kind of food,

supplied to a grub inhabiting a certain dwelling, in a certain position, will

produce certain effects upon it, rendering it different from what it would
have been under ordinary circumstances, and fitted to answer their peculiar

wants.

1 trust that these arguments and probabilities will in some degree reconcile

you to what at first sight seems so extraordinary and extravagant a doc-

trine. If not yet fully satisfied, I can only recommend your having re-

course to experiments yourself. Leaving you, therefore, to this best mode
of proof, I shall proceed to another part of my history : — but first I must
mention an experiment of Reaumur's, which seems to come well in here.

To ascertain whether the expectation of a queen was sufficient to keep

alive the instinct and industry of- the worker bees, he placed in a glazed

hive some royal cells containing both grubs and pupae, and then introduced

about 1000 or 1500 workers and some drones. These workers, which
had been deprived of their queen, at first destroyed some of the grubs in

these cells ; but they clustered around two that were covered in, as if to

impart warmth to the pupte they contained ; and on the following day they

began to work upon the portions of comb with which he had supplied

them, in order to fix and lengthen them. For two or three days the work
went on very leisurely, but afterwards their labours assumed their usual

character of indefatigable industry.* There is no difficulty, therefore, when
a hive loses its sovereign, to supply the bees with an object that will interest

them, and keep their works in progress.

There are a few other facts with respect to the larvae and pupas of the

^ Philos. Trarnt. 1792, viii. 167. Hunter On certain Parts of the Animal (Eco-

nomy, p. Co. Latham, Synops. ii. G72. t. GO.

2 lieauni. v. 271.
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hees, wliich, before I enter upon the history of them in their perfect form,

I shall now detail to you. Sixteen clays is the time assigned to a queen
for her existence in her preparatory slates, before slie is ready to emerge
from her cell. Three she remains in the egg ; when hatched she continues

feeding five more ; when covered in she begins to spin her cocoon, which
occupies another day ; as if exhausted by this labour, she now remains per-

fectly still for two days and sixteen hours ; and then assumes the pupa,

iu which state she remains exactly four days and eight hours— making in

all the period I have just named. A longer time, by four days, is required

to bring the workers to perfection ; their preparatory states occupying

twenty days, and those of the viale even twenty-four. The former con-

sumes half a day more than the queen in spinning its cocoon,— a circum-

stance most probably occasioned by a singular diiference in the structure

and dimensions of this envelop, which I shall explain to you presently.

Thus you see that the peculiar circumstances which change the form and
functions of a bee accelerate its appearance as a perfect insect ; and that

by choosing a grub three days old, wheu the bees want a queen, they ac-

tually gain six days ; for in this case she is ready to come fortii in ten days,

instead of sixteen, which would be requii'ed was a recently laid egg fixed

upon.'-

The larvae of bees, though without feet, are not altogether without
motion. They advance from their first station at the bottom of the cell,

as I before hinted, in a spiral direction. This movement, for the first three

days, is so slow as to be scarcely perceptible ; but after this it is more
easily discerned. The animal now makes two entire revolutions in about
an hour and three quarters ; and when the period of its metamorphosis
arrives, it is scarcely more than two lines from the mouth of the cell. It.-i

attitude, which is always the same, is a strong curve.^ This occasions the

inhabitants of a horizontal cell to be always perpendicular to the horizon,

and that of a vertical one to be parallel with it.

A most remarkable difference, as I lately observed, takes place in spin-

ning their cocoons,— the grubs of workers and drones spinning complete
cocoons, while those that are spun by the females are incomplete, or ojien

at the lower end, and covering only the head and trunk and the first seg-

ment of the abdomen. This variation is probably occasioned by the dif-

ferent forms of the cells : for if a female larva be placed in a worker's cell,

it will spin a complete cocoon ; and, vice versa, if a worker larva be placed
in a royal cell, its cocoon will be incomplete.^ No provision*of the Great
Author of nature is in vain. In the present instance, the fact which we
are considering is of great importance to the bees ; for, were the females

wholly covered by the thick texture of a cocoon, their destruction by their

rival competitors for the throne could not so readily be accomplished

;

they either would not be able to reach them with their stings, or the

stings might be detained by their barbs in the meshes of the cocoon, so

that they v/ould not be able to disengage them. On the use of this in-

stinctive and murderous hatred of their rivals 1 shall soon enlarge.

1 Huber, i. 215. Scliirach asserts, that in cold weather the disclosure of the
iniai,'o takes place two days later than in ivarni ; and lliein, that iu a bad season
the e^-gs vdW remain in the cells many mouths without hattliiiig. (Schirach, 79.

241.f •

3 Schiracb, t. 3. f. 10. 3 Iluber, i. 22i.
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When our young prisoners are ready to emerge, they do not, like the

ants, require the assistance of the workers, but themselves eat through the

cocoon and the cell that incloses it. By a wise provision, which prevents

the injury or destruction of a cell, they generally make their way through

the cover or lid with which the workers had shut it up ; though sometimes,

but not often, a female will break through the side of her prison.

Having thus shown you our little chemists in their preparatory states,

and carried you from the egg to the cocoon, both of which may be deemed

a kind of craiUe, in which they are nursed to fit them for two very different

conditions of existence, I must now introduce you to a scene more inte-

resting and diversified, in which all their wonderful instincts are displayed

in full action, and we see them exceed some of the most vaunted products

of human wisdom, art, and skill.

The queen-mother here demands our first attention, as the personage

upon whom, when established in her regal dignity, the welflire and happi-

ness of the apiarian community altogether depend. I shall begin my his-

tory with the events that befall her on her quitting the royal cradle, and

appearing in the perfect state. And here you will find that tlie first mo-
ments of her life, prior to her election to lead a swarm or fill a vacant

throne, are moments of the greatest uneasiness and vexation, if not of ex-

treme peril and vindictive and mortal warfare. The Homeric maxim, that
" the government of many is not good ^," is fully adopted and rigorously

adhered to in these societies. The jealous Semiramis of the hive will

bear no rival near her throne. There are usually not less than sixteen,

and sometimes not less than twenty, royal cells in the same nest ; you
may therefore conceive what a sacrifice is made whe% one only is suffered

to live and to reign. But here a distinction obtains which should not be

overlooked : in some instances a single queen only is wanted to govern

her native hive ; in others several are necessary to lead the swarms. lu

the first case, inevitable death is the lot of all but one ; in the other, as

many as are wanted are preserved from destruction by the precautions

taken on that occasion, under the direction of an all-wise Providence, by
the workers. I shall enlarge a little on each of these cases. In the for-

micary, as we have seen, rival queens live together very harmoniously

without molesting each other ; but there is that instinctive jealousy in a

queen-bee, that no sooner does she discover the existence of another in

the hive than she is put into a state of the most extreme agitation, and is

not easy until she has attacked and destroyed her.

Naturalists had observed that when there were two queens in the same
hive, one of them soon perished ; but some supposed (this was the opinion

of Schirach and Riem) that the workers destroyed the supernumeraries.

Reaumur, however, conjectured that these queens attacked each other

;

and his conjecture has been since confirmed by the actual observation of

other naturahsts. Blassiere, the translator of Schirach, tells us, as what

he had himself witnessed, that the strongest queen kills her rival with her

sting; and the same is asserted by Huber, whose opportunities of observa-

tion were greater than those of any of his precursors.'^

The queen that is first liberated from her confinement, and has assumed

2 Schirach, 20'J. note *. Iluber, i. 170.
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the perfect or imago state (it is to be supposed that the author is here

speaking of a hive which has lost the old queen), soon after this event

goes to visit the royal cells that are still inhabited. She darts with fury

upon the first with which she meets ; by means of her jaws she gnaws
a hole large enough to introduce the end of her abdomen, and with her

sting, before the included female is in a condition to defend herself or

resist her attack, she gives her a mortal wound. The workers, who re-

main passive spectators of this assassination, after she quits the victim of

her jealousy, enlarge the breach that she has made, and drag forth the

carcass of a queen just emerged from the thin membrane that envelops

the pupa. If the object of her attack be still in the pupa state, she is

stinuilated by a less violent degree of rage, and contents herself with

making a breach in the cell : when this happens, the death of the inclosed

insect is equally certain, for the workers enlarge the breach, pull it out,

and it perishes.^ If it happens, as it sometimes does, that two queens are

disclosed at the same time, the care of Providence to prevent the hive

from being wholly despoiled of a governor is singularly manifested by a
remarkable trait in their instinct, which, when mutual destruction seems
inevitable, makes them separate from each other as if panic-struck.
" Two young queens," says M. Iluber, "left their cells one day, almost

at the same moment ; as soon as they came within sight, they darted upon
each other, as if inflamed by the most ungovernable anger, ami placed

themselves in such an attitude that the antennjE of each were held by the

jaws of its antagonist ; head was opposed to head, trunk to trunk, abdo-

men to abdomen ; and they had only to bend the extremity of the latter,

and they would have fallen reciprocal victims to each other's sting." But
nature having decreed that these duels should not be fatal to both combat-
ants, as soon as they were thus circumstanced a panic fear seemed to

strike them, and they disengaged themselves, and each fled away. After a
few minutes were expired, the attack was renewed in a similar manner with
the same issue ; till at last one suddenly seizing the other by her wing,

mounted upon her and inflicted a mortal wound.^
The combats I have here described to 3'ou took place between virgin

queens ; but M. Huber found that those which had been impregnated
were actuated by the same animosity, and attacked royal cells with a furj

eijually destructive. When another fertile queen had been introduced
into this hive, a singular scene ensued, which proves how well aware the
workers are that they cannot prosper with two sovereigns. Soon after

she was introduced, a circle of bees was formed round the stranger, — not
to compliment her on her arrival, or pay her the usual homage, but to

confine her, and prevent her escape ; for they insensibly agglomerated
themselves in such numbers round her, and hemmed her in so closely,

that in about a minute she was completely a prisoner. While this was
transacting, what was equally remarkable, other workers assembled in

clusters round the legitimate queen, and impeded all her motions ; so that

soon she was not more at liberty than the intruder. It seemed as if the

bees foresaw the combat that was to ensue between the two rivals, and
were impatient for the event; for they only confined them when they
appeared to avoid each other. To witness the homage, res|)ect, and love

that they usually manifest to their lawful ruler, the anxiety concerning her

1 Huler, i. 171. 2 Huber, i. 174.
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which they often exhibit, and the distrust which for a time (as we shall

see hereafter) they usually show towards strange ones even when depriveil

of their own, one would expect that, rather than permit such a perilous

combat, they would unite in the defence of their sovereign, and cause tlie

interloper to perish under the stroke of their fatal stings. But no ; the

contest for empire must be between the rival candidates ; no worker must
interfere in any other way than that which I have described ; no contend-

ing armies must fight the battles of their sovereigns, for the law of succes-

sion seems to be " detur furliori.'" But to return to my narrative. The
legitimate queen appearing inclined to move towards that part of the comb
on which her rival was stationed, the bees immediately began to retire

from the space that intervened between them, so that there was soon a

clear arena for the combat. When they could discern each other, the

rightful queen, rushing furiously upon the pretender, seized her with her

jaws near the root of the wings, and, after fixing her without power of
motion against the comb, with one stroke of her sting despatched her.

If ever so many queens are introduced into a hive, all but one will perish,

and that one will have won tlie throne by her own unassisted valour and
strength. Sometimes a strange queen attempts of herself to enter a hive;

in this case the workers, who are upon the watch, and who examine every

thing that presents itself, immediately seize her with their jaws by the

legs or wings, and hem her in so straitly with a clustered circle of guards,

turning their heads on all sides towards her, that it is impossible for her

to penetrate within. If they retain her prisoner too long, she dies either

from the want of food or air, but never from their stings.^

Here you may perhaps feel curious to know, supposing the reigning

queen to die or be killed, and the bees to have discovered their loss,

whether they would then receive a foreigner that offers herself to them or

is introduced amongst them. Reaumur says they would do this inmie-

diately ^; but Huber, who had better means of observing them, and studied

them with more undivided attention, affirms that this will not be the case,

unless twenty-four hours have elapsed since the death of the old queen.

Previously to this period, as if they were absorbed by grief at their cala-

mity, or indulged a fond hope of her revival, an intruiler would be treated

exactly as I have described. But when the period just mentioned is past,

they will receive any queen that is presented to them with the customary

homage, and she may occupy the vacant throne.*

I must now beg you to attend to what takes place in the second case

that I mentioned, where queens are wanted to lead forth swarms. Here
you will, with reason, suppose that nature has instilled some instinct into

the bees, by which these necessary individuals are rescued from the fury of

the reigning sovereign.

Did the old queen of the hive remain in it till the young ones were ready

to come forth, her instinctive jealousy would lead her to attack them all as

successively produced ; and being so much older and stronger, the proba-

bility is that she would destroy them, in which, case there could !)e no
swarms, and the race would perish. But this is wisely prevented by a

circumstance which invariably takes place— that the first swarm is con-

ducted by this queen, and not by a newly disclosed one, as Reaumur and
others have supposed. Previously to her departure, after her great laying

» Huber, i. 86. 2 Keaum. v. 2G8. s Huber, i. 190.
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of male eggs in the month of May, she oviposits in the royal cells when
about three or four lines in length, which the workers have in the mean-
time constructed. These, however, are not all furnished in one day,— a

most essential provision, in consequence of which the queens come forth

successively, in order to lead successive swarms. There is something sin-

gular in the manner in which the workers treat the young queens that are

to lead the swarms. After the cells are covered in, one of their first

employments is to remove here and there a portion of the wax from their

surface, so as to render it unequal; and immediately before the last meta-

morphosis takes place, the walls are so thin that all the motions of the in-

closed |)upa are perceptible through them. On the seventh day the part

covering the head and trunk of the young female, if I may so speak, is

almost entirely unvvaxed. This operation of the bees facilitates her exit,

and probably renders the evaporation of the superabundant fluids of the

body of the pupa more easy.

You will conclude, perhaps, when all things are thus prepared for the

coming forth of the inclosed female, that she will quit her cell at the

regular period, which is seven days :— but yoLi would be mistaken. Were
she indeed permitted to pursue her own inclinations, this would be the

case : but here the bees show how much they are guided in their instinct

by circumstances and the wants of their society ; for did the new queen
leave her cell, slie would immediately attack and destroy those in the other

cells ; a proceeding which they permit, as I have before stated, when they

only want a successor to a defunct or a lost sovereign. As soon, there-

fore, as the workers perceive— which the transparency of the ceil permits

them to do— that the young queen has cut circularly through her cocoon,

they immediately solder the cleft up with some particles of wax, and so

keep her a prisoner against her will. Upon this, as if to complain of such
treatment, she emits a distinct sound, which excites no pity in the breasts

of her subjects, who detain her a prisoner two days longer than nature has

assigned for her confinement. In the interim, she sometimes thrusts her
tongue through the cleft she has made, drawing it in and out till she is

noticed by the workers, to make them understand that she is in want of

food. Upon perceiving this they give her honey, till her hunger being
satisfied she draws her tongue back— upon which they stop the orifice

with wax.^

You may think it perhaps extraordinary that the workers should thus
endeavour to retard the appearance of their young females beyond its

natural limit; but when I explain to you the reason for this seeming incon-

gruity of instinct, you will adore the wisdom that implanted it. Were a
queen permitted to leave her cell as soon as the natural term for it arrived,

it would reciuire some time to fit her for flight, and to lead forth a swarm

;

during which interval a troublesome task would be imposed upon the

workers, who must constantly detain her a prisoner to prevent iier from
destroying her rivals, which would require the labours and attention of a
much lai-ger number than are necessary to keep her confined to her cell.

On this account they never suffer her to come forth till she is perfectly fit

to take her flight. When at length she is permitted to do this, if she ap-

proaches the other royal cells the workers on guard seem greatly irritated

against her, and pull and bite and chase her away ; and she enjoys tran-

> Huber, i. 256.
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quillity only while she keeps at a distance from them. As her instinct is

constantly urging her to attack them, this proceeding is h'equently

repeated. Sometimes, standing in a particular and commanding attitude,

she utters that authoritative sound which so much affects the bees ; they

then all hang down their heads and remain motionless ; but as soon as it

ceases, they resume their opposition. At last she becomes violently agi-

tated, and communicating her agitation to others, the confusion more and
more increases, till a swarm leaves the hive, which she either precedes or

follows. In the same manner the other young queens are treated while

there are swarms to go forth ; but when the hive is sufficiently thinned,

and it becomes troublesome to guard tiiem in the manner here described,

they come forth unnoticed, and fight unimpeded till one alone remains to

fill the deserted throne of the parent hive. You see here the reason why
the eggs that produce these queens are not laid at the same time, but after

some interval, that they may come forth successively. For did they all

make their appearance together, it would be a much more laborious and
difficult task to keep them from destroying each other.

When the bees thus delay the entrance of the young queens into their

worhl, they invariably let out the oldest first ; and they probably know
their progress to maturity by the emission of the sound lately mentioned.

The accurate Huber took the trouble to mark all the royal cells in a hive

as soon as the workers had covered them in, and he found that they were
all hberated according to seniority. Those first covered first emit the

sound, and so on successively; whence he conjectures that this is the sign

by which the workers discover their age. As their captivity, however, is

sometimes prolonged to eight or ten days, this circumstance in that time

may be forgotten. In this case he supposes that their tones grow stronger

as they grow older, by which the workers may be enabled to distinguish

them. It is remarkable that no guard is placed round the mute queens

bred according to the Lusatian method, which, when the time for their ap-

pearance is come, are not detained in captivity a single moment; but, as

you have heard, are left to fight, conquer, or die.^

You must not think, however, from what I have been saying, that the

old queen never destroys the young ones previously to her leading forth

the earliest swarm. She is allowed the most uncontrolled liberty of action
;

and if she chooses to approach and destroy the royal cells, her subjects do
not oppose her. It sometimes happens, when unfavourable weather retards

the fiist swarm, that all the royal progeny perishes by the sting of their

mother, and then no swarm takes place. It is to be observed that she

never attacks a royal cell till its inhabitant is ready to assume the pupa ;

therefore much will depend upon their age. When they arrive at this

state, her horror of these cells, and aversion to them, are extreme : she

attacks, perhaps, and destro3s several ; but finding it too laborious, for

they are often numerous, to destroy the whole, the same agitation is caused

in her as if she were forcibly prevented, ami she becomes disposed to depart,

rather than remain in the midst of her rivals, though her own offspring.

But though the bees, in one of these cases, appear such unconcerned

spectators of the destruction of royal personages, or rather the appl&uders

and inciters of the bloody fact, and in the other show little respect to them,

put such a restraint upon their persons, and manifest such disregard to

' Huber, i. 286.
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their wishes ; )'et when they are once acknowlecla:ed as governors of the
hive, and leaders of the colony, their instinct assumes a new and wonderful
direction. From this moment they become the " publica cara" the olijects

of constant and universal attention ; and wiierever tliey go, are greeted by
a homage which evinces the entire devotion of their sulyects. You seemed
amused and interested in no sliglit degree by what I related in a former
letter of the marked respect paid by tlie ants to their females ^ ; but this

will bear no comparison with that shown by the inhabitants of the hive to

their queen. She aj)pears to be the very soul of all their actions, and the

centre of their instincts. When they are deprived of her, or of the means
of replacing her, they lose all their activity, and pursue no longer their

daily labours. In vain the flovver.s tempt them with their nectar and am-
brosial dust: they collect neither ; they elaborate no wax, and build no
ceils ; they scarcely seem to exist; and, indeed, would soon perish, were
not the means of restoring their monarch put within their reach. But, if

a small piece of comb, containing the brood-grubs of workers, be given to

them, all seem endued with new life: their instincts revive ; they imme-
diately set about buikliug royal cells : they feed with their appropriate food
the grubs they have selected, and everything proceeds in the usual routine.

Virgil has described this attachment of the bees to their sovereign with
great truth and spirit in the following lines :

—
•' Lyclian nor Mede so much his king adores,

Nor those on Xilus' or Hydaspes' shores:

The state united stands while he remains;
But should he fall, what dire confusion reigns

!

Their waxen combs and honey, late their joy,

AVith grief and rage distracted, they destroy :

He guards the works, with awe they him surround,

And crowd about him with triumphant sound;
Him frequent on their duteous shoulders bear,

Bleed, fall, and die for him in glorious war."

M. Huber thus describes the consequences of the loss of a queen. When
the queen is removed from a hive, at first the bees seem not to perceive it,

their order and tranquillity not being disturbed, and their labours proceed-
ing as usual. About an hour after her departure, inquietude begins to

manifest itself amongst them ; the care of the young brood no longer en-
gages their attention, and they run here and there as if in great agitation.

This agitation, however, is at first confined to a small portion of the com-
munity. The bees that are first sensible of their loss meet with others

;

they mutually cross their antennae, and strike them lightly. By this action

they appear to communicate the sad intelligence to those who receive the
blow, who in their turn, impart it in the same way to others. Disorder
and confusion increase rapidl}', till the whole population is in a tumult.
Then the workers may be seen running over the combs, and against each
other, impetuously rushing to the entrance and quitting the hive ; from
thence they spread themselves all around ; they re-enter and go out aiiain

and again. The hum in the hive becomes very loud, antl increases the
tumult, which lasts two or three hours, rarely four or five: they then
return, and resume their wonted care of the young ; and if the hive be
visited twenty-four hours after the departure of the queen, it will be seen

1 See above, p. 320.
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that they have taken steps to repair their loss by filling some of the cells

v/ith a larger quantity of jelly than is the usual portion of common larvce ;

which, however, is intended, it seems, not for the food of the inhabitant,

but for a cushion to elevate it, since it is found unconsumed in the cell

when the grub has descended into the pyramidal habitation afterwards pre-

pared for it.^

If, after being removed, their old queen is restored to the hive, they
instantly recognise her, and pay her the usual attentions; but if a strange

one be introduced within the first twelve hours after the old one is lost,

she is kept a close prisoner till she perishes : if twenty-four hours, as I

have before hinted, have expired since they lost their queen, and you intro-

duce a new one, at the moment you set this stranger upon a comb the

workers that are near her first touch her with their antennae, and then

pass their proboscis over all parts of her body
; place is next given to

others, who salute her in the same manner; all then beat their wings at

the same time, and range themselves in a circle round their new sovereign.

A kind of agitation is now communicated to the whole surface of the

comb, which brings all the bees upon it to see what is going forward.

This may be called the first shout of the applauding multitude to welcome
the arrival of their new sovereign. The circle of courtiers increases ; they

vibrate their wings and bodies, but without tumult, as if their sensations

were very agreeable. When she begins to move, the circle opens to let

her pass, and all follow her steps. She is received with similar demon-
strations of loyalty in the other parts of the hive, is soon acknowledged
queen by all, and begins to la}' eggs. Reaumur put some bees into a hive

without their queen, and then introduced to them one that he had taken

when half perished with cold, and kept in a box, in which she had covered

herself with powder. The bees immediately owned her for their queen,

employed themselves very anxiously in cleaning her and warming her,

sometimes turning her upon her back for this purpose, and then began to

construct cells in their new habitation.* Even when the bees have got

young brood, have built or are building royal cells, and are engaged in

feeding these hopes of their hive, knov/ing that their great aim is already

accomplished, they cease all these employments when this intruder comes
amongst them.

With regard to the ordinary attention and homage that they pay to their

sovereigns, the bees do more than respect their queen, says Reaumur;
they are constantly on the watch to make themselves useful to her, and to

render her every kind office ; they are for ever offering her honey ; they

lick her with their proboscis, and wherever she goes she has a court to

attend upon her.^ It may here be observed, that the stimulant which

excites the bees to these acts of homage is the pregnant state of their

queen, and her fitness to maintain the population of the hive: all they do
being with a view to the public good ; for while she remains a virgin she

is treated with the utmost indifference, which is exchanged, as soon as

impregnation has taken place, for the above marks of attachment.*

The instinct of the bees, however, does not always enable them to dis-

tinguish a partially fertile queen from one that is universally so. What I

mean is this ; a queen, whose impregnation is retarded beyond the twenty-

' Huber, ii. 396. 2 Reaum. v. 2G2.

3 Ibid. v. Pref. xv. * Huber, i. 2GU.
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eighth clay of her whole existence, lays only male eggs, which are of no
use whatever to the community, unless they are at the same time provided

with a sufficient supply of workers. Yet even a queen of this description,

and sometimes one that is entirely sterile, is treated by them with the same
respect and homage as a fertile one. This seems to evince an amiable

feeling in these creatures, attachment to the person as well as to the func-

tions of the sovereign ; which is i'urther manifested by their unwillingness

at first to receive a new sovereign upoi? the loss or death of their old one.

Nay, this respect is sometimes shown to the carcass of a defunct queen,

which Huber assures us he has seen bees treat with the same attention

that they had shown her when alive, for a long time preferring her inani-

mate corpse to the fertile queens that he offered to them.^ He attributes

this to some agreeable sensation which they experience from their queens,

independent of their fecundity. But since virgin queens, as we have seen,

do not excite it, more probably it is a remnant of their former attachment,

first excited by her fecundity, and afterwards strengthened and continued

by habit.

1 may here introduce an interesting anecdote related by Reaumur, which
strongly marks the attachment of bees to their queen when apparently

lifeless. He took one out of the water quite motionless, and seemingly

dead, which had lost part of one of its legs. Bringing it home, he placed

it amongst some workers, that he had found in the same situation, most of

which he had revived by means of warmth ; some, however, still being in

as bad a state as the poor queen. No sooner did these revived workers
perceive the latter in this wretched condition, than they appeared to com-
passionate her case, and did not cease to lick her with their tongues till

she showed signs of returning animation : which the bees no sooner per-

ceived, than they set up a general hum, as if ibr joy at the happy event.

All this time they paid no attention to the workers, who were in the same
miserable state.^

On a former occasion I have mentioned the laying of the eggs by the

queen ; but as I did not then at all enlarge upon it, I shall now explain

the process more in detail. In a subsequent letter I shall notice what has
puzzled learned apiarists— her fecundation; which is now ascertained

beyond contradiction, from the observations of M. Huber, to take place in

the open air, and to be followed iiy the death of the unfortunate male.^

It is to be recollected that, from September to April, generally speaking,

there are no males in the hives ; yet during this period the queen often

oviposits : a former fecundation, therefore, must fertilisp all the eggs laid in

this interval. The impregnation, in order to ensure complete fertility,

nmst not be too long retarded: for, as 1 before observed, if this be delayed

beyond the twenty-eighth day of her existence, her ovaries become so viti-

ated that she can no longer lay eggs that will produce workers, l)ut can
only furnish the hive with a male population ; which, however high a pri-

vilege it may be accounted amongst men, is the reverse of it amongst the

bees. When this is the case, the abdomen of the queen becomes so en-

larged that she is no longer able to fly *; and what is remarkable, she loses

that instinctive animosity which stimulates the fertile ones to attack their

rivals.'' Thus she seems to own that she is not equal to the duties of her

1 Huber, i. 322. » Reaum. v. 265. ' Huber, i. 63

—

4 Schu-ach, 257. s Huber, i. 319—

.
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station, and can tolerate another to discharge tliem in her room. When
we consider how much virgin queens are blighted by their subjects, we
may suppose that nature urges them to take the opportunity of the first

warm day, when the males tiy forth, to pair with one of them.

When fecundation has not been retarded, fort}-six hours after it has
taken place the queen begins to lay eggs that will produce workers, and
continues for the subsequent eleven months, more or less, to lay them
solely; and it is only after this period that an uninterrupted laying of male
eggs commences. But when it has been retarded, after the same number
of hours she begins laying male eggs, and continues to produce these alone
during her Avhole life. From hence it should seem to follow that the

former kind of eggs are first in the oviducts, and if impregnation be not
effected within a given time, that all the worker embryos perish. Yet how
this can take place with respect to those that in a fertile queen should

succeed the laying of male eggs, or be produced in the second year of her

life, seems difficult to conceive;— or how the male embryos escape this

fate, which destroys all the female, both those that are to precede them
and those that are to follow them. Is it impossible that the sex of the

embryo may be deterniiiied b}' the period at which the aura sembialis vivi-

fies it, and by the state of the ovary at that time? In one state of the

ovary this principle may cause the embryos to become workers, in another
males. And something of this kind perhaps may be the cause of herma-
phrodites in other animals. But this I give merely as conjecture^ : the
trutli seems enveloped in mystery that we cannot yet penetrate. Huber
is of opinion that a single impregnation fertilises all the eggs that a queen
will produce during her whole life, which is sometimes more than two
years.^ But of this enough.

I said that forty-six hours after impregnation the queen begins laying

worker eggs;— this is not, however, invariable. When her impregnation

takes place late in the year, she does not begin laying tid the following

spring. Schirach asserts, that in one season a single female will lay from
70,000 to 100,000 eggs.^ Reaumur says, that upon an average she lays

about two hundred in a day, a moderate swarm consisting of 12,000, which ,

are laid in tv/o months ; and Huber, that she lays above a hundred. All

these statements, the observations being made in different climates, and
periiaps under different circumstances, may be true. The laying of worker
eggs begins in February, sometimes so early as January.* After this, m
the spring, the great laying of male eggs commences, lasiing thirty days; in

which time about 2000 of these eggs are laid. Another laying of them,
but less considerable, takes place in autumn. In the season of oviposition,

the queen may be discerned traversing the combs in all directions with a

slow step, and seeking for cells proper to receive her eggs. As she

walks she keeps her head inclined, and seems to examine, one by one, all

the cells she meets with. When she finds one to her purpose, she imme-

1 This conjecture receives strong confiimation from the foUowinjj observations of

Sir E. Home, wbicii I met with smce it came into my mind, i'rom tlie nipples

present in man, which sometimes even afford milk, and from the general analogy
between the male and female organs of generation, lie supposes the germ is ori-

ginally titted to become either sex; and that which it shall be is determined at

tiie time of impregnation by some unknown cause.

—

Philos. Trans., 1791), 157.
2 i. 106—. 5 Schirach, 7. 13.

* Schirach, 13. Thorley, 105.
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diate]}- gives to her abdomen the curve necessary to enable it to reacli the

orifice of the cell, and to introduce it within it. The eggs are set in the

angle of the pyramidal bottom of the cell, or in one of the hollows formed

by the conflux of the sides of the rhombs, and being besmeared with a

kind of gluten, stand upright. If, however, it be a female that lays only

male eggs, they are deposited upon the lowest of the sides of the cell, as

she is unable to reach the bottom.^

While our prolific lady is engaged in this employment, her court consists

of from four to twelve attendants, which are disposed nearly in a circle,

with their heads turned towards her. After laying from two to six eggs,

she remains still, reposing for eight or nine minutes. During this interval

the bees in her train redouble their attentions, licking her fondly with their

tongues. Generally speaking, she lays only one egg in a cell ; but when
she is pressed, and there are not cells enough, from two to four have been
found in one. In this case, as if they were aware of the consequences, the

provident workers remove all but one. From an experiment of Huber's,

it appears that the instinct of the queen invariably directs her to deposit

worker eggs in worker cells; for when he confined one, during her course

of laying worker eggs, where she could only come at male cells, she refused

to oviposit in them ; and trying in vain to make her escape, they at length

dropped from her; upon which the workers devoured them. Retarded
queens, however, lose this instinct, and often, tliough they lay only male

eggs, oviposit in worker cells, and even in royal ones. In this latter case

the workers themselves act as if they suffered in their instinct from the

imperfect state of their queen; for they feed these male larvae with royal

jelly, and treat them as they would a real queen. Though male eggs

deposited in worker cells produce small males, their education in a royal

cell with "royal dainties" adds nothing to their ordinary dimensions.-

The swaniiiiig of bees is a very curious and interesting subject, to

which, since a female is the sine qua non on this occasion, I may very pro*

perly call your attention here. You will recollect that I said something

upon the principle of emigrations, when I was amusing you with the his-

tory of ants ; but the object with them seems to be merely a change of

station for one more convenient or less exposed to injury, and not to

diminish a superabundant population. Whereas in the societies of the

hive-bee, the latter is the general cause of emigrations, which invariably

take place every year, if their numbers require it ; if not, when the male
eggs are laid no royal cells are constructed, and no swarm is led forth.

What might be the case with ants, were they confined to hives, we
cannot say. Formicaries in general are capable of indefinite enlarge-

ment, therefore want of room does not cause emigration ; — but

bees being confined to a given spa.ce, which they possess not the means of
enlarging, to avoid the ill effects resulting from being too much crovvded,

when their population exceeds a certain limit they must necessarily emi-

grate. iSometimes — for instance, when wasps have got into a hive— the

bees will leave it, in order to fly from an inconvenience or enemy which
they cannot otherwise avoid ; but it does not very often happen that they

wholly desert a hive.

Apiarists tell us that, in this country, the best season for swarming is

1 Bonnet, x, 258. 8vo. ed. ^ Ruber, i. 122.
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from the middle of May to the middle of June ; but swarms sometimes
occur so early as the beginning of April, and as late as the middle of Au-
gust.^ The first swarm, as I before observed, is led by the reigning queen,
and takes place v/hen she is so much reduced in size, in consequence of
the number of eggs she has laid (for previously to oviposition her gravid

body is so heavy that she can scarcely drag it along), as to enable her to

fly with ease. The most indubitable sign that a hive is preparing to swarm,
— so says Reaumur,— is when on a sunny morning, the weather being

favourable to their labours, few bees go out of a hive, from which on the

preceding day they had issued in great numbers, and little pollen is col-

lected. This circumstance, he observes, must be very embarrassing to one
who attempts to explain all their proceedings upon principles purely me-
chanical. Does it not prove, he asks, that all the inhabitants of a hive,

or almost all, are aware of a project that will not be put in execution be-

fore noon, or some hours later ? For why should bees, who worked the

day before with so much activit}', cease their labours in a habitation which
they are to quit at noon, were they not aware that they should soon
abandon it ?^ The appearance of the males, and the clustering of the po-
pulation at the mouth of the hive (though this last is less to be relied

upon, being often occasioned by extreme heat), are also indications of the

approach of this event. A good deal depends, however, on the warmth of
the atmosphere and the state of the weather either to accelerate or retard

it. Another sign is a general hum in the evening, which is continued even
during the night,— all seems to be in a bustle, the greatest restlessness

agitates the bees. Sometimes to hear this hum, the ear must be placed

close to the hive, when clear and sharp sounds may be distinguished,

which appear to be produced by the vibration of the wings of a single bee.

This hum by some has been gravely construed into an harangue of the

queen to animate her subjects to the great undertaking which she now me-
ditates — the founding of a new empire. There sometimes seem to

happen suddenly amongst them, says Reaunuir, events which put all the

bees in motion, for which no account can be given. If you observe

a hive with attention, you may often remain a long time and hear only a
slight murmur ; and then, all in a moment, a sonorous hum will be excited,

and the workers, as if seized with a panic terror, may be seen quitting

their various labours, and running off in difi'erent directions. At these

moments if a young queen goes out she will be followed by a numerous
troop.

Huber has given a very livel}' and interesting account of the interior

proceedings of the hive on this occasion. The queen, as soon as she began
to exhibit signs of agitation, no longer laid her eggs as before, but irregu-

larly, as if she did not know what she was about. She ran over the bees

in her way ; they in their turn struck her with their antennae, and
mounted upon her back ; none offered her honey, but she helped herself

to it from the cells in her path. The usual homage of a court attending

round her was no longer paid. Those, however, that were excited by her

motions followed her, rousing such as were still tranquil upon the combs.

She soon had traversed the whole hive, when the agitation became general.

The workers, now no longer attentive to the young brood, ran about in all

directions ; even those that returned from foraging, before the agitation was

1 Keys On Bees, 76. * Eeaum. v. Gil.
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at its height, no sooner entered the hive than they participated in these
tumultuous movements, and, neglecting to free themselves from the masses
of pollen on their hind legs, ran wildly about. At length there was a general
rush to the outlets of the hive, which the queen accompanied, and the
swarm took place.*

It is to be observed that this agitation, excited by the queen, increases

the customary heat of the hive to a very high temperature, which the ac-

tion of the sun augments till it becomes intolerable, and which often

causes the bees accumulated near the mouth of the hive to perspire so
copiously, that those near the bottom, who support the weight of the rest,

appear drenched with the moisture. This intolerable heat determines the
most irresolute to leave the hive. Immediately before the swarming, a
louder hum than usual is heard ; many bees take flight ; and if the queen
be at their head, or soon follows them, in a moment the rest rise in crowds
after her into the air, and the element is filled with bees as thick as the fall-

ing snow. The queen at first does not alight upon the branch on which
the swarm fixes; but as soon as a group is formed and clustered, she joins

it : after this it thickens more and more, all the bees that are in the air

hastening to their companions and their queen, so as to form a living mass
of animals supporting themselves upon each by the claws of their feet.

Thus they sometimes are so concatenated, each bee suspending its legs to

those of another, as to form living chaplets." After this they soon be-
come tranquil, and none are seen in the air. Before they are housed they
often begin to construct a little comb on the branch on which they alight.^

Sometimes it happens that two queens go out with the same swarm ; and
the result is, that the swarm at first divides into two bodies, one under
each leader ; but as one of these groups is generally much less numerous
than the other, the smallest at last joins the largest, accompanied by the
queen to whom they had attached themselves ; and when they are hived,

this unfortunate candidate for empire falls sooner or later a victim to the
jealousy of her rival. Till this great question is decided, the bees do not
settle to their usual labours. If no queen goes out with a swarm, they
return to the hive from whence they came.
As in regular monarchies, so in this of the bees, the first-born is proba-

bly the fortunate candidate for the throne. She is usually the most active

and vigorous ; the most able to take flight ; and in the best condition to
lay eggs. Though the queen that is victorious, and mounts the throne, is

not, as Virgil asserts, resplendent with gold and purple, and her rival

hideous, slothful, and unwieldy *, yet some diflferences are observable ; the
successlul candidate is usually redder and larger than the others ; these
last, upon dissection, appear to have no eggs ready for laying, while the

1 Iluber, i. 251.
2 Some critics have found fault with I\Ir. Southey for ascribing in his Curse of

Kehuma, to Camdeo, the Cupid of Indian mythologj% a bow strung with bees. The
/idea is not so absurd as they imagine; and' the poet doubtless was led to it by his
knowledge of the natural histoiy of these animals, and that they form themselves
into strings or chaplets.—See Rcaum. v. t. xxii. f. 3.

3 Reaumur, 615—G44.
* "Alter erit maculis auro squalentibus ardens

(Nam duo sunt genera), hie melior, insignis et ore,

Et rutilis clarus squamis : ille horridus alter

Desidia, latamque trahens inglorius alvum."
Georg. iv. 91—

.
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former, which is a powerful recommendation, is usually full of them. E;zgs

are commonly found in the cells twenty-four hours after swarming, or at

the latest two or three days.

You may think, perhaps, that the bees which emigrate from the parent

hive are the youth of the colony ; but this is not the case, for bees of all

ages unite to form the swarms. The numbers of which they consist vary

much. Reaumur calls 12,000 a moderate swarm ; and he mentions one
which amounted to more than three times that number (40,000). A
swarm seldom or never takes place except when the sun shines, and the air

is calm. Sometimes, when everything seems to prognosticate swarming, a
cloud passing over the sun calms the agitation ; and afterwards, upon his

shining forth again, the tumult is renewed, keeps augmenting, and the

swarm departs.^ On this account, the confinement of the queens, before

related, is observed to lie more protracted in bad weather.

The longest interval between the swarms is from seven to nine days,

which usually is the space that intervenes between the first and the second.

The next flies sooner, and the last sometimes departs the day after that

which preceded it. Fifteen or eighteen days, in favourable weather, are

usually sufficient for throwing the four swarms. The old queen, when she

takes flight with the first swarm, leaves plenty of brood in the cells, which
soon renew the population.^

It is not without example, though it rarely happens, that a swarm con-

ducted by the old queen increases so much in the space of three weeks as

to send forth a new colony. Being already impregnated, she is in a con-

dition to oviposit as soon as there are cells ready to receive her eggs ; and
an all-wise Providence has so ordered it that at this time she lays only

such as produce workers. And it is the first employment of her subjects

to construct cells for this purpose.^ The young queens that conduct the

secondary swarms usually pair the day after they are settled in their new
abode ; when the indifference with which their subjects have hitherto

treated them is exchanged for the usual respect and homage.

We may suppose that one motive with the bees for following the old

queen is their respect for her ; but the reasons that induce them to follow

the virgin queens, to whom they not only appear to manifest no attach-

ment, but rather the reverse, seem less easy to be assigned. Probably the

high temperature of the hive during these times of tuniultuous agitation

may be the principal cause that operates upon them. In a populous hive

the thermometer commonly stands between 92° and 97°
; but during the

tumult that precedes swarming it rises above 10-1°, a heat intolerable to

these animals.* This is M. Huber's opinion. Yet still, though a high

temperature will well account for the departure of the swarm from the

hive with a virgin queen, if there were really no attachment (as he
appears to think), is it not extraordinary, that when this cause no longer

operates upon them, they should agglomerate about her, as they always

do, be unsettled and agitated without her, and quiet when she is with

them ? Is it not reasonable to suppose that the instinct which teaches

them what is necessary for the preservation of their society, t— at the

1 Bees are generally thought to foresee the state of the weather: but they are

not always right in their prognostics; for Reaumur witnessed a swarm, which alter

leaving the hive at half-past one o'clock were overtaken by a very heavy sJiower at

three.

2 Huber, i, 271. 3 Ibid, i, 305. * Ibid. i. 280.
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same time that it shows them that without a queen that society cannot be
preserved^— impels them in every case to the mode of treating her which
will most effectually influence her conduct, and give it that direction which
is most beneficial to the community ?

Yet, with respect to the treatment of queens, instinct does not invari-

ably direct the bees to this end. There are certain exceptions, produced
perhaps by artificial or casual occurrences, in which it seems to deviate,

yet, as we should call it, amiably, from the rule of the public advantage.

Retarded queens, which, as I have observed, lay male eggs only, deposit

them in all cells indifferently, even in royal ones. These last are treated

by the workers as if they were actually to become queens. Here their in-

stinct seems defective:— it appears unaccountable that they should know
these eggs, as they do when deposited in worker cells, and give them a con-

vex covering when about to assume the pupa; unless, perhaps, the size of
the larva directs them in this case.

The amputation of one of the antennje of a queen-bee appears not
to affect her perceptibly ; but cutting off both these important organs
produces a very striking derangement of all her proceedings. She seems
in a species of delirunn, and deprived of all her instincts ; everything is

done at random ; yet the respect and homage of the workers towards her,

though they are received by her with indifference, continue undiminished.
If another in the same condition be put in the hive, the bees do not
appear to discover the difference, and treat them both alike ; but if a
perfect one be introduced, even though fertile, they seize her, keep her in

confinement, and treat her very unhandsomely. One may conjecture from
this circumstance that it is by those wonderful organs, the antennae, that

the bees know their own queen. If two mutilated queens meet, they
show not the slightest symptom of resentment. While one of these con-

tinues in the hive, the workers never think of choosing another; but if

she leaves it, they do not accompany her, probably because the heat is not
increased by her putting them into the preparatory agitation.*

I am, Sic.

1 Huber, i. SG.
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Having given jou a history sufficiently ample of the queen or female bee,

I shall next add some account of the drone or male bee ; but this will not
detain you long, since " to be born and die " is nearly the sum total of
their story. Much abuse, from the earliest times, has been lavished upon
this description of the inhabitants of the hive, and their indolence and
gluttony have become proverbial. Indeed, at first sight, it seems extraor-

dinary that seven or eight hundred individuals should be supported at the

public expense, and to common appearance do nothing all the while, that

may be thought to earn their living. But the more we look into nature,

the more we discover the truth of that common axiom,— that nothing is

made in vain. Creative Wisdom cannot be caught at fault. Therefore

wherewe do not at present perceive the reasons of things, instead of cavilling

at what we do not understand, we ought to adore in silence, and wait

patiently till the veil is removed which, in any particular instance, conceals

its final cause from our sight. The mysteries of nature are gradually

opened to us, one truth making way for the discovery of another ; but

still there will always be in nature, as well as in revelation, even in those

things that fall under our daily observation, mysteries to exercise our faith

and humility ; so that we may alwa^'S reply to the caviller,
—

" Thine own
things and those that are grown up with thee hast thou not known ; how
then shall thy vessel comprehend the way of the Highest ?

"

Various have been the conjectures of naturalists, even in very recent

times, with respect to the fertilisation of the eggs of the bee. Some have
supposed,— and the number of males seemed to countenance the suppo-

sition,— that this was effected after they were deposited in the cells. Of
this opinion Maraldi seems to have been the author ; and it was adopted by

Mr. Debraw of Cambridge, wiio asserts tliat he has seen the smaller

males (those that are occasionally produced in cells usually appropriated

to workers) introduce their abdomen into cells containing eggs and fer-

tilise them : and that the eggs so treated proved fertile, while others that

were not remained sterile. The common or large drones, which form the

bulk of the male population of the hive, could not be generally destined to

this office, since their abdomen, on account of its size, could only be in-

troduced into male and royal cells. Bonnet, however, saw some motions

of one of these drones, which, while it passed by those that were empty,

appeared to strike with its abdomen the mouth of the cells containing
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eggs.^ Swammerdam thought that the female was impregnated by effluvia

wliich issued from the male.^ Reaumur, from some proceedings that he
witnessed, was convinced that impregnation took place according to the
usual law of nature, and, as he supposed, within the hive.^ The former
part of this opinion Huber has confirmed by indubitable proofs; but he
further discovered that these animals pair abroad, in the air, during the
flight of the queen : a fact which renders a large number of males neces-
sary, to insure her impregnation in due time to lay eggs that will produce
workers."* Huber also observed those appearances which induced Debraw
to adopt the opinion I mentioned just now, and was at first disposed to

think them real; but afterwards, upon a nearer inspection, he discovered
that it was an illusion caused by the reflection of the rays of light.^

In fine weather the drones, during the warmest part of the day, take
their flights, and it is then that they pair with the queen in mid air, the re-

sult being invariably the death of the drone. No one has yet discovered,
unless the proceedings observed by Debraw and Bonnet may be so inter-

preted, that when in the hive they take any share in the business of it,

their great employment within doors being to eat. Their life, however, is

of very short duration, the eggs that produce drones being laid in the
course of April and May, and their destruction being usually accom-
plished in the months of July and August. The bees then, as M. Huber
observes, chase them about, and pursue them to the bottom of the hives,

where they assemble in crowds. At the same time numerous carcasses of
drones may be seen on the ground before the hives. Hence he conjec-
tured, though he never could detect them engaged in this work upon the
combs, that they were stung to death by the workers. To ascertain how
their death was occasioned, he caused a table to be glazed, on which he
placed six hives ; and under this table he employed the patient and inde-
fatigable Burnens, who was to him instead of eyes, to watch their pro-
ceedings. On the 4th of July this accurate observer saw the massacre
going on in all the hives at the same time, and attended by the same cir-

cumstances. The table was crowded with workers, who, apparently in

great rage, darted upon the drones as soon as they arrived at the bottom
of the hive, seizing them by their antenna?, their legs, and their wings, and
killing them by violent strokes of their sting, which they generally inserted
between the segments of the abdomen. The moment this fearful weapon
entered their body, the poor helpless creatures expanded their wings and
expired. After this, as if fearful that they were not sufficiently despatched,
the bees repeated their strokes, so that they often found it difficult to ex-
tricate their sting. On the following day they were equally busy in the
work of slaughter; but their fury, their own having perished, was chiefly
vented upon those drones which, after having escaped fi-om the neighbour-
ing hives, had sought refuge with them. Not content with destroying
those that were in the perfect state, they attacked also such male pupag as
were left in their cells ; and then dragging them forth, sucked the fluid from
their bodies and cast them out of the hive.®

But though in hives containing a queen perfectly fertile (that is, which
lays both worker and male eggs} this is the unhappy fate of the drones

1 Bonnet, x. 259. 2 Blhl Nat. i. 221. h. ed. Hill,
5 Keaum. v. 503—. 4 Huber, i. 24—.
5 Ibid. 37—, Ibid. i. 195.
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yet in those where the queen only lays male eggs they are suffered to re-

main unmolested ; and in hives deprived of their queen, they also find a
secure asylum.^

What it is that, in the former instance, excites the fury of the bees
against the males, is not easy to discover ; but some conjecture may
perhaps be formed from the circumstances last related. When only males
are produced by the qiieen, the bees seem aware that something more is

wanted, and retain the males ; the same is the case when they have no
queen ; and when one is procured, they appear to know tiiat she would
not profit them without the males. Their fury then is connected with

their utility : when the queen is impregnated, which lasts for her whole
life, as if they knew that the drones could be of no further use, and would
only consume their winter stores of provision, they destroy them ; which
surely is more merciful than expelling them, in which case thev must in-

evitably perish from hun<:er. But when the queen only produces males,

their numbers are not sufficient to cause alarm ; and the same reasoning

applies to the case when there is no queen.

Having brought the males from their cradle to their untimely grave, and
amused you with the little that is known of their uneventfid iiistor}', I

shall now, at last, call you to attend to the proceedings of the luorkers

themselves ; and here I am afraid, long as I have detained you, I must
still press you to expatiate with me in a more ample field ; but the spec-

tacles } ou will behold during our excursion will repay, I promise you, any
delay or trouble it may occasion.

When I consider the proceedings of these little creatures, both in the

hive and out of it, they are so numerous and multifarious that I scarcely

know where to begin. You have already, however, heard much of their

internal labours, in the care and nurture of the young ; the construction

of their combs ; and their proceedings with respect to their queens and
their paramours. It will therefore change the scene a little, if we accom-
pany them in their excursions to collect the various substances of which
they have need.^ On these occasions the principal object of the bees is to

1 Huber, i. 199.

2 The following beautiful lines by Professor Smyth are extremely applicable to

this part of a bee's labours :
—

" Thou cheerful Bee ! come, freeh' come.
And travel round my woodbine bower;

Delight me with thy wondering hum,
And rouse me from my musing hour.

Oh ! try no more those tedious tieMs,

Come taste tlie sweets my garden yields

:

The treasures of each blooming mine.

The bud, the blossom,—all are thine.

" And, careless of this noontide heat,

I'll follow as th}' ramble guides

;

To watch thee pause and chafe thy feet.

And sweep them o'er thy downy sides

:

Then in a flower's bell nestling lie.

And all thy envied ardour ply

!

Then o'er the stem, tho' fair it grow.

With touch rejecting, gluuce, and go.
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furnish themselves with three different materials : — the nectar of flowers,

from which they elaborate honey and wax ; the pollen or fertilising dust

of the anthers, of wiiich they make what is called bee-bread, serving as

ibod both to old and young ; and the resinous substance called by the an-

cients Propolis, Pissoccros, Sic, used in various ways in rendering the hive

secure and giving the finish to the combs. The first of these substances

is the pure fluid secreted in the nectaries of flowers, which the length of
their tongue enables them to reach in most blossoms. The tongue of a
bee, you are to observe, though so long, and sometimes so inflated ', is not

a tube through which the honey passes, nor a pump acting by suction, but
a real tongue, which laps or licks the honey, and passes it down on its

upper surface, as we do, to the mouth, which is at its base concealed by
the mandibles.- It is conveyed by this orifice through the oesophagus into

the first stomach, which we call the honey-bag, and which, from being

very small, is swelled when full of it to a considerable size. Honey is

never found in the second stomach (which is surrounded with muscular
rings, and resembles a cask covered with hoops from one end to the other),

but only in the first : in the latter and the intestines the bee-bread only is

discovered. How the wax is secreted, or what vessels are appropriated

to that purpose, is not yet ascertained. Huber suspects that a cellular

substance, consisting of hexagons, which lines the membrane of the wax-
pockets, may be concerned in this operation. This substance he also dis-

covered in humble-bees (which, though they make wax, have no wax-
pockets), occupying all the anterior part or base of the segments.^ If you
wish to see the wax-pockets in the hive-bee, you must press the abdomen
so as to cause it to extend itself; you will then find on each of the four

intermediate ventral segments, separated by the carina or elevated central

part, two trapeziform whitish pockets, of a soft membranaceous texture :

on these the laminae of wax are formed, and they are found upon them in

different states, so as to be more or less perceptible. I must here observe
that, besides Thorley, who seems to have been the first apiarist that ob-
served these laminae, Wildman was not ignorant of them, nor of the wa.x

being formed from honey *
: we must not, therefore, permit foreigners to

appropriate to themselves the whole credit of discoveries that have been
made, or at least partially made, by our own countrymen.

Long before Linne had discovered the nectary of flowers, our in-

dustrious creatures had made themselves intimate with every form and
variety of them ; and no botanist, even in this enlightened era of botanical

science, can compare with a bee in this respect. The station of these re-

" Nature kind ! labourer wise

!

That roam'st alonc^ the summer's raj',

Glean'st every bliss thy life supplies,

And meet'st prepared thy wintry day

!

Go, envied go—with crowded gates
Tiie hive thy rich return awaits

;

Bear home thy store, in triumph gay.
And shame each idler of the day."

J Reaum. v. t. xxviii. f. 1, 2. * Ibid. f. 7. o.

« Huber, ii. 5. t. ii. f. 8. » Wildman, 43.
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servoirs, even where the armed sight of science cannot discover it, is in a
moment detected bj' the microscopic eye of this animal.

She has to attend to a double task — to collect materials for bee-bread
as well as for honey and wax. Observe a bee that has alighted upon an
open flower. The hum produced by the motion of her wings ceases, and
her employment begins. In an instant she unfolds her tongue, which
before was rolled up under her head. With what rapidity does she dart

this organ between the petals and the stamina ! At one time she extends
it to its full length, then she contracts it : she moves it about in all direc-

tions, so that it may be applied both to the concave and convex surface of
a petal, and wipe them both ; and thus by a virtuous theft robs it of all

its nectar. All the while this is going on, she keeps herself in a constant
vibratory motion. The object of the industrious animal is not, like the

more selfish butterfly, to appropriate this treasure to herself. It goes into

the hone3'-bag as into a laboratory, where it is transformed into pure
honej' ; and when she returns to the hive, she regurgitates it in this form
into one of the cells appropriated to that purpose; in order that, after

tribute is paid from it to the queen, it may constitute a supply of food for

the rest of the community.
In collecting honey, bees do not solely confine themselves to flowers

;

they will sometimes very greedily absorb the sweet' juices of fruits : this I

have frequently observed with respect to the raspberries in my garden, and
have noticed it, as you may recollect, in a former letter. They will also

eat sugar, and produce wax from it ; but, from Ruber's observations, it

appears not calculated to supply the place of honey in the jelly with which
the larvae are fed.^ Though the great mass of the food of bees is collected

from flowers, they do not wholly confine themselves to a vegetable diet

;

for, besides the honeyed secretion of the Aphides, the possession of which
they will sometimes dispute with the ants'^, upon particular occasions they

will eat the eggs of the queen. They are very fond also of the fluid that

oozes from the cells of the pupag, and will suck eagerly all that is fluid in

their abdomen after they are destroyed by their rivals.^ Several flowers

that produce nuich honey they pass by ; in some instances, from inability

to get at it. Thus, for this reason probably, they do not attempt those of
the trumpet-honeysuckle (^Lonicera sempervircns), which, if separated from
the germen after they are open, will yield two or three drops of the purest

nectar. So that were this shrub cultivated with that view, much honey
in its original state might be obtained from a small number of plants. In
other cases, it appears to be the poisonous quality of their honey that in-

duces bees to neglect certain flowers. You have doubtless observed the

conspicuous white nectaries of the crown imperial (Fritillaria imperin/is),

and that they secrete abundance of this fluid. It tempts in vain the

passing bee, probably aware of some noxious quality that it possesses.

The oleander (Nerhim Oleander) yields a honey that proves fatal to thou-

sands of imprudent flies ; but our bees, more wise and cautious, avoid it.

Occasionally, perhajis, in particular seasons, when flowers are less numerous
than common, this instinct of the bees appears to fail them, or to be over-

powered by their desire to collect a sufficient store of honey for their pur-

1 Huber, ii. 82.

2 Abbe Boisier, quoted in Mills On Bees, 21.

5 Schirach, 45. Huber, i. 479.
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poses, and they suffer for their want of self-tlenial. Sometimes whole
swarms have been destroyed by merely alighting upon poisonous trees.

This happened to one in the county of West Chester in the province of

New York, which settled upon the branches of the poison-ash {Rims
veriiix). On the following morning the imprudent animals were all found
dead, and swelled to more than double their usual size.^ Whether the

honey extracted from the species of the genus Kalmia, Andromeda, Rhodo-
dendron, &c., be hurtful to the bees themselves, is not ascertained ; but, as

has been before observed, it is often poisonous to man ; and that found at

Trebisond on the Euxine coast, as I have formerly noticed, threatened fatal

effects to such of the Greek army, in the celebrated retreat after the death-

of the younger Cyrus, as partook of it. Pliny, who mentions this honey,
calls it AIcBHomenon, and observes that it is said to be collected from a

kind oi Rhododendron, of which Tournefort noticed two species there.^

W^hen the stomach of a bee is filled with nectar, it next, by means of
the feathered hairs ^ with which its body is covered, pilfers from the flowers

the fertilising dust of the anthers, the pollen ; which is equally necessary

to the society with the honey, and may be named the ambrosia of the hive,

since from it the bee-bread is made. Sometimes a bee is so discoloured

with this powder as to look like a different insect, becoming white, yellow,

or orange, according to the flowers in which it has been busy. Reaumur
was urged to visit the hives of a gentleman who on this account thought
his bees were different from the common kind.* He suspected, and it

proved, that the circumstance just mentioned occasioned the mistaken
notion. When the body of the bee is covered with farina, with the brushes
of its legs, especially of the hind ones, it wipes it off; not as we do with
our dusty clothes, to dissipate and disperse it in the air, but to collect

every particle of it, and then to knead it and form it into two little masses,
which she places, one in each, in the baskets formed by hairs ^ on her
hind legs.

Ai'istotle says that in each journey from the hive, bees attend only one
species of flower ^ ; Reaumur, however, seems to think that they fly in-

discriminately from one to another : but Mr. Dobbs, in the Philosophical

Transactions '', and Butler before him, asserts that he has frequently followed
a bee engaged in collecting pollen, &c., and invariably observed that it

continued collecting from the same kind of flowers with which it first be-
gan ; passing over every other species, however numerous, even though
the flower it first selected was scarcer than others. His observations, he
thinks, are confirmed, and the idea seems not unreasonable, by the uniform
colour of the pellets of pollen, and their different size. Reaumur himself
tells us that the bees enter the hive, some with yellow pellets, others with
red ones, others again with whitish ones, and that sometimes they are even
green : upon which he observes, that this arises from their being collected
from particular flowers, the pollen of whose anthers is of those colours.^

Sprengel, as before intimated, has made an observation similar to that of

1 Nicholson's Journal, xxiii. 287.
2 Xenoph. Anahas. 1. iv. Fliu. Hist. Nat. 1. xxi. c. 13.
3 Reaum. v. t. xxvi. f. 1.

4 Reaum. 295.

5 Kirby, Monogr. Ap. Angl. i. t. 12. * *. e. 1. nmt. f. 19. a. b.

<5 Hist. Aidm. 1. ix. c. 40. ^ xlvi. 636.
^ Ubi sujjrd, 301,

C C
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Dobbs. It seems not improbable that the reason why the bee visits the

same species of plants during one excursion may be this : — her instinct

teaches her that the grains of pollen which enter into the same mass should

be homogeneous, in order perhaps for their more eflectual cohesion ; and
thus Providence also secures two important ends,— the impregnation of

those flowers that require such aid, by the bees passing from one to an-

other ; and the avoiding the production of hybrid plants, from the applica-

tion of the pollen of one kind of plant to the stigma of another. When
the anthers are not yet burst, the bee opens them with her mandibles ;

takes a parcel of pollen, which one of the first pairs of legs receives and
delivers to the middle pair, from which it passes to one of the hind legs.

If the contents of one of the little pellets be examined under a lens, it

will be found that the grains have all retained their original shape. A
botanist practised in the figure of the pollen of the different species of com-
mon plants might easily ascertain, by such an examination, whether a bee

had collected its ambrosia from one or more, and also from what species of

flowers.

In the months of April and May, as Reaumur tells us, the bees collect

pollen from morning to evening ; but in the warmer months the great

gathering ofit is from the time of their first leaving the hive (which is some-
times so early as four in the morning) to about 10 o'clock a.m. About
that hour all that enter the hive may be seen with their pellets in their

baskets ; but during the rest of the day the number of those so furnished

is small in comparison of those that are not. In a hive, however, in which
a swarm is recently established, it is generally brought in at all parts of the

day. He supposes, in order for its being formed into pellets, that it re-

quires some moisture, which the heat evaporates after the above hour

;

but in the case of recently colonised hives, that the bees go a great way to

seek it in moist and shady places. ^

When a bee has completed her lading, she returns to the hive to dispose

of it. The honey is disgorged into the honey pots or cells destined to re-

ceive it, and is discharged from the honey-bag by its alternate contraction

and dilatation. A cell will contain the contents of many honey-bags. When
a bee comes to disgorge the honey, with its fore legs it breaks the thick

cream that is always on the top, and the honey which it yields passes

under it. This cream is honey of a thicker consistence than the rest,

which rises to the top in the cells like cream on milk : it is not level, but

forms an oblique surface over the honey. The ceils, as you know, are

usually horizontal
; yet the honey does not run out. The cream, aided

probably by the general thickness of the honey, and the attraction of the

sides of the cell, prevents this. Bees, when they bring home the honey,

do not always disgorge it ; they sometiuies give it to such of their com-
panions as have been at work within the hive.^ Some of the cells are

filled with honey for daily use, and some with what is intended for a re-

serve, and stored up against bad weather or a bad season : these are

covered with a waxen lid.'

The pollen is employed as circumstances direct. When the bee laden

1 Reaum. v. 302.— comp. 433. I ha%'e seen bees out before it was light.

2 Huber observes that the honey for store is collected by the wax-making bees
onlj' (aJjeilles cirieies), and that the nurses (^abeiHes nourrices) gather no more than
what is wanted for themselves and companions at work in the hive. (ii. 66.)

^ Reaum. v. 44.S.
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with it arrives at the hive, she sometimes stops at the entrancp, and very

leisurely detaches if by piecemeal, devours one or both the pellets on her

le^s, chewing them with her jaws, and passing them then down the little

orifice before noticed. Sometimes she enters the hive, and walks upon the

combs ; and whether she walks or stands, still keeps beating her wings.

By the noise thus produced, which seems a call to some of her fellow-

citizens, three or four go to her, and placing themselves round her, begin

to lighten her of her load, each taking and devouring a small portion of her
ambrosia ; this they repeat if more do not arrive to assist them, three or

four times, till the whole is disposed of.^ Wlldman observed them on this

occasion supporting themselves upon their two fore feet; and making several

motions with their wings and body to the right and left, which produced
the sound that summoned their assistants.^ This bee-bread, as I said

before, is generally found in the second stomach and intestines, but the

honey never ; which induced Reaumur to think (but he was mistaken)
that the bees elaborated wax from it : and he observes that the bees de-

vour this when they are busily engaged in constructing combs.* When
more pollen is collected than the bees have immediate occasion for, they

store it up in some of the empty cells. The laden bee puts her two hind
legs into the cell, and with the intermediate pair pushes off the pellets.

When this is done, she, or another bee ifsheis too much fatigued with her
day's labours, enters the cell with her head first, and remains there some
time: she is engaged in diluting the pellets, kneading them, and packing

them close ; and so they proceed, till the cell is filled.* A large portion of
the cells of some combs are filled with this bread, which one while is found
in insulated cells, at another in cells amongst those that are filled with

honey or brood. Thus it is everywhere at hand for use.*

You have seen how the bees collect and employ two of the materials

that I mentioned ; I must now advert to the third— the Propolis, Huber
was a long time uncertain from whence the bees procured this gummy
resin ; but it at last occurred to him to plant some cuttings of a species of

poplar (before their leaves were developed, when their leaf-buds were
swelling and besmeared and filled with a viscid juice) in some pots which
lie placed in the way of the bees that went from his hives. Almost imme-
diately a bee alighted upon a twig, and soon with its mandibles opened a
bud, and drew from it a thread of the viscid matter which it contained ;

with one of its second pair of legs it took it from the mouth, and placed

it in the basket : thus it proceeded till it had given them both their load."

I have myself seen bees very busy collecting it from the Tacamahaca
(Populus batsamifera). But this is an old discovery, confirmed by recent

observation ; for Mouffet tells us, from Cordus, that it is collected from
the gems of the trees, instancing the poplar and the birch.'' Riem observes

that it is also collected from the pine and fir. The propolis is soft, red, will

pull out in a thread, is aromatic, and imparts a gold cglour to white polished

metals. It is employed in the hive not only in finishmg the combs, as I

related in my letter on Habitations ; but also in stop])ing every chink or

1 Eeaum. V. 418. 2 ibid. v. p. 38. ^ Ubi supra, AIQ.
4 Compare Reaum. 420., and Huber, ii. 24., with Wiklman, 40.

5 For mucli valuable information on the economy of bees, the reader will do weU
to consult Dr. Uevan's very interesting work on the Honey Bee.

« Huber, ii. 260.
" Insect. Theatr. 86. Schirach, 241.
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orifice by which cold, wet, or any enemy, can enter. They cover likewise
with it the sticks which support the combs, and often spread it over a
considerable portion of the interior of the hive. Like the pellets of pollen,

it is carried on the posterior tibise, but the masses are lenticular.^

Mr. Knight mentions an instance of Bees using an artificial kind of pro-
polis. He had caused the decorticated part of some tree to be covered
with a cement composed of bees' wax and turpentine; finding this to thei^

purpose, they attacked it, detaching it from the tree by their mandibles, and
then, as usual, passing it from the first leg to the second, and so to the
third. When one bee had thus collected its load, another often came be-
hind and despoiled it of all it had collected; a second and third load were
frequently lost in the same manner ; and yet the patient animal pursued
its labours without showing any signs of anger.^

Bees in their excursions do not confine themselves to the spot immedi-
ately contiguous to their dwelling, but, when led by the scent of honey, will

go a mile from it. Huber even assigns to them a radius of half a league round
their hive for their ordinar^^ excursions ; yet from this distance they will

discover honey with as much certainty as if it was within their sight. To
prove that it is by their scent that bees find it out, he put some behind a
window-shutter, in a place where it could not be seen, leaving the shutter

just open enough for insects, if they liked, to get at it. In less than a
quarter of an hour, four bees, a butterfly, and some house-flies had dis-

covered it. At another time he put some into boxes, with little apertures

in the lid, into which pieces of card were fitted, which he placed about two
hundred paces from his hives. In about half an hour the bees discovered

them, and traversing them very industriously, soon found the apertures,

when, pushing in the pieces of card, they got to the honey. That contained
in the blossom of many plants is quite as much concealed ; yet the acute-

ness of their scent enables them to detect it.

These insects, especially when laden and returning to their nest, fly in a
direct line, which saves both time and labour. How they are enabled to

do this with such certainty as to make for their own abode without devia-

tion, I must leave to others to explain. Connected with this circumstance,

and the acuteness of their smell, is the following curious account, given in

the Pltilosophical Transactions for 1721, of the method practised in New
England for discovering where the wild hive-bees live in the woods, in

order to get their honey. The honey-hunters set a plate containing honey
or sugar upon the ground in a clear day. The bees soon discover and
attack it : having secured two or three that have filled themselves, the

hunter lets one go, which, rising into the air, flies straight to the nest : he
then strikes off at right angles with its course a i'cw hundred yards, and
letting a second fly, observes its course by his pocket compass ; and the

point where the two courses intersect is that where the nest is situated.^

The natural statiorv of bees is in the cavities of decayed trees; such
trees Mr. Knight tells us they will discover in the closest recesses, and at

an extraordinary distance from the hive ; in one instance it was a mile

:

and at swarming, they sometimes are inclined to settle in such cavities.

After the discovery of one, from twenty to fifty, who are a kind of scouts,

may be found examining and keeping possession of it. They seem to ex-

1 Reaum. ubi supra, 437. 2 Philos. Trans. 1807, 242.
5 xxxi. 148.
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plore every part of it and of the tree with the greatest attention, even sur-

veying the dead knots and the like.^ When a hive stands unemployed, a
svvann will also sometimes send scouts to take possession of it.

How long our little active creatures repose before they take a second ex-

cursion I cannot precisely say. In a hive the greatest part of the inhabi-

tants generally appear in repose, lying together, says Reaumur, but this

probably for a short time. Huber tells us, that bees may always be ob-

served in a hive with the head and thorax inserted into cells that contain

eggs, and sometimes into empty ones ; and that they remain in this situa-

tion fifteen or twenty minutes, so motionless that, did not the dilatation of
the segments of the abdomen prove the contrary, they might be mistaken
for dead. He supposes their object is to repose from their labours.^

The queen, for this purpose, enters the large cells of the males, and con-
tinues in them without motion a very long time. Even then the workers
form a circle round her, and brush the uncovered part of her abdomen.
The drones, while reposing, do not enter the cells, but cluster in the combs,
and sometimes remain without stirring a limb for eighteen or twenty
hours.*

Reaumur observes, that in a hive the population of which amounts to

18,000, the number that enters the hive in a minute is a hundred; which, al-

lowing fourteen hours in the day for their labour, makes 84,000 : thus every

individual must make four excursions daily, ami some five. In hives where
the population was smaller, the numbers that entered were comparatively

greater, so as to give six excursions or more to each bee.* But in this

calculation Reaumur does not seem to take into the account those that

are employed within the hive in building or feeding the young brood, which
must render the excursions of each bee still more numerous. He proceeds
further to ground upon this statement a calculation of the quantity of bee-

bread that may be collected in one day by such a hive ; and he found, sup-

posing only half the number to collect it, that it would amount to more
than a pound ; so that in one season one such a hive might collect a

hundred pounds.^ What a wonderful idea does this give of the industry

and activity of these little useful creatures ! And what a lesson do they
read to the members of societies that have both reason and religion to

guide their exertions for the connnon good I Adorable is that Great Being
who has gifted them with instincts which render them as instructive to us,

if we will condescend to listen to them, as they are profitable.

While I am upon this part of the story of bees, I cannot pass over the

1 Knight in Philos. Trans, for 1807, 237. Marshall, Agricult. of Norfolk.
2 It has been supposed, aud the supposition was adopted originally in this work

(Vol. I. ]st ed. p. 371.), that the object in this case is brooding the eggs; but upon
further consideration we incline to Huber's opinion, that it has no connection with
it, the ordinary temperature of the hive being sufficient for this purpose ; and the
circumstance of their entering unoccupied cells proves that this attitude has no
particular connection with the eggs. {Huber, i. 212.) " When large pieces of comb,"
says Wildnian (p. 45.), "were broken off and left at the bottom of the hive, a
great number of bees have gone and placed themselves upon them." This looks
like incubation. Reaumur, however, affirms (p. 591.) that if part of a comb falls

and loses its i)erpendicular direction, the bees, as if conscious that they would come
to nothing, pull out and destroy all the larviij. They might perhaps remain per-
pendicular in the case observed bv Wilduian.

3 Reaum. v. 431. Huber, ii. 2i2. 4 Reaum. v. 432.
6 Ibid. V. 434.
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account Reaumur has given from Maillet of the transportation of hives in

Egypt from one place to another, before aUuded to ^ to enable them to

make in greater abundance their collections of honey, &c. Towards the

end of October, when the inundations of the Nile have ceased, and the

husbandmen can sow their land, sainfoin is one of the first things that is

sown; and as Upper Egypt is warmer than the Lower, the sainfoin gets

there first into blossom. At this time, bee-hives are transported in boats

from all parts of Egypt into the upper district, and are there heaped in

pyramids upon the boats prepared to receive them ; each being numbered
by the individual to whom it belongs. In this station they remain some
days ; and when they are judged to have got in the harvest of honey and
pollen that is to be collected there, they are removed two or three leagues

lower down, where they remain the same time ; and so they [iroceed till

towards the middle of February, when, having traversed Egypt, they

arrive at the sea, from whence they are dispersed to their several owners.

A transportation of bee-hives, in some respects similar, prevails, as we
learn from Mr. Willock, at the present day throughout Persia, Asia Minor,

and he believes Greece ; in which countries an inhabitant even of a town
will sometimes possess fifty or sixty hives, from the honey and wax of

which a considerable profit is derived. These hives are wicker-work
cylinders, two feet eight inches long by nine inches in diameter, plastered

inside and outside with cow-dung ; having one end filled up with a cir-

cular earthenware plate, and the other with a circular wooden door, in

the middle of which is a small hole for the entrance of the bees. In

spring, when the herbage of the low country has become parched, the

proprietor of the hives, after closing them, conveys them (six or seven

being an ass load) to some village in the neighbouring mountains where
fragrant shrubs abound ; and having sealed the doors, leaves them iu

charge of a villager, whom he pays for watching them, when he removes
them in October back to his home. Near villages in the mountains of

Sahund, in the vicinity of Tabreez, Mr. Willock has seen ranges of these

hives thus put out to board to the number of 500 or 600.*

John Hunter observes, that when the season for laying is over, that

for collecting honey comes on (he means, probably, for making the prin-

cipal collection of it) ; and that when the last pupa is disclosed, the cell

it deserts, after being cleaned, is immediately filled with it, and as soon
as full is covered with pure wax : but this only holds with respect to the

cells containing honey for winter use, those destined to receive that which
forms their food when bad weather prevents them from going out being

left open.* Sometimes, when the year is remarkably favourable for

collecting honey, the bees will destroy many of the iarvee to make room
for it ; but they never meddle with the pupae. When no more honey is

to be collected, they remain quiet in the hive for the winter. Mr, Hunter
found that a hive grew lighter in a cold than in a warm week ; he found
also that in three months (from November 10th to February 9th) a single

hive lost 72 oz. \\ dram.*
Water is a thing of the first necessity to these insects ; but they are

not very delicate as to its quality, but rather the reverse ; often preferring

» Eeaum. v. 698. 2 Gardener's Clironicle, 1841, p. 84.
3 J'/iilos. Trails. 1792, 160. Comp. Eeaum. v. 4oO.
4 Keaum. ibid. 591. iluuter, Hid. IGl.
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what is stagnant and putrescent to that of a running stream.^ I have
frequently observed them busy in corners moist with urine ; perhaps this

is for the sake of the saline particles to be there collected,

A new-born bee, as soon as it is able to use its wings, seems perfectly

aware, without any previous instruction, what are to be its duties and
employments for the rest of its life. It appears to know that it is born

for society, and not for selfish pursuits ; and therefore it invariably devotes

itself and its labours to the benefit of the community to which it belongs.

Walking upon the combs, it seeks for the door of the hive, that it may
sally forth and be useful. Full of life and activity, it then takes its first

flight ; and, unconducted but by its instinct, visits like the rest the subjects

of Flora, absorbs their nectar, covers itself with their ambrosial dust,

which it kneads into a mass and packs upon its hind legs, and, if need
be, gathers propolis, and returns unembarrassed to its own hive.^

Instances of the expedition with which our little fiivourites accomplish
their various objects you have had several ; but this is never more re-

markable than when they settle in a new hive. At this time, in twenty-
four hours they will sometimes construct a comb twenty inches long by
seven or eight wide; and the hive will be half filled in five or six days ;

so that in the first fifteen days as much wax is made as in the whole year

besides.^

In treating of the various employments of the bees, I must not omit
one of the greatest importance to them— the ventilation of their abode.

When you consider the nimibers contained in so confined a space, the

high temperature to which its atmosphere is raised, and the small aperture

at which the air principally enters, you will readily conceive how soon
it must be rendered unfit for respiration, and be convinced that there

must be some means of constantly renewing it. If you feel disposed to

think that the ventilation takes place, as in our apartments, by natural

means, resulting from the rarefaction of the air by the heat of the hive,

and the consequent establishment of an interior and exterior current, a
simple experiment will satisfy you that this cannot be. Take a vessel of
the size of a bee-hive, with a similar or even somewhat larger aperture ;

introduce a lighted taper; and if tlie temperature be raised to more than
llO", it will go out in a short time. We must therefore admit, as Huber
observes*, that the bees possess the astonishing faculty of attracting the
external air, and at the same time of expelling that which has become
corrupted by their respiration.

What would you say, should I tell you that the bees upon this occasion
have recourse to the same instrument which ladies use to cool themselves
when an apartment is overheated ? Yet it is strictly the case. By means
of their marginal hooks, they unite each pair of wings into one plane

slightly concave, thus acting upon tiie air by a surface nearly as large as

possible, and forming for them a pair of very am|)le fans, which in their

vibrations describe an arch of 90". These vibrations are so rapid as to

render the wings almost invisible. When they are engaged in ventilation,

the becsHby means of their feet and claws fix themselves as firmly as pos-
sible to the place they stand upon. The first pair of legs is stretched out
before ; the second extended to the right and left ; whilst the third,

' Reaum. Phil. Trans. 1792, G97. 2 Reaura. v. C02.
3 Ibid. 656, 4 ii. 339.
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placed very near each other, are perpendicular to the abdomen, so as to

give that part considerable elevation.

Maraldi, and after him Reaumur, long ago noticed this action of the

bees ; but they attributed to it an effect the reverse of that which it really

produces ; the former imagining it to occasion directly the high tempe-

rature of the hive, and the latter indirectly.^ It was reserved for Huber
to discover the true cause of it ; and from him the chief of what I have
to say upon the subject will be derived.^

During the summer a certain number of workers— for it is to the

workers solely that this office is committed— may always be observed

vibrating their wings before the entrance of their hive ; and the observant

apiarist will find, upon examination, that a still greater number are engaged

within it in the same employment. All those thus circumstanced that

stand without turn their head to the entrance ; while those that stand

within turn their back to it. The station of these ventilators is upon the

floor of the hive. They are usually ranged in files that terminate at the

entrance ; and sometimes, but not constantly, form so many diverging

rays, probably to give room for comers and goers to pass. The number
of ventilators in action at the same time varies : it seldom much exceeds

twenty, and is often more circumscribed. The time also that they devote

to this function is longer or shorter, according to circumstances : some
have been observed to continue their vibrations for nearly half an hour
without resting, suspending the action for not more than an instant, as

it should seem to take breath. When one retires, another occupies

its place ; so that in a hive well peopled there is never any interruption

of the sound or humming occasioned by this action, by which it may
always be known whether it be going on or not.

This humming is observable not only during the heats of summer, but

at all seasons of the year. It sometimes seems even more forcible in

the depth of winter than when the temperature of the atmosphere is

higher. An employment so constant, which always occupies a certain

number of bees, must produce as constant an effect. The cohunn of air

once disturbed within must give place to that without the hive ; thus a

current being established, the ventilation will be perpetual and complete.

To be convinced that such an effect is produced, approach your hand

to a ventilating bee, and you will find that she causes a very perceptible

motion in the air. Huber tried an experiment still more satisfactory.

On a calm day, at the time when the bees had returned to their habitation

— having fixed a screen before the mouth of the hive to prevent his being

misled by any sudden motion of the external air— he placed within the

screen little anemometers or wind-gauges, made of bits of paper, feather,

or cotton, suspended by a thread to a crotch. No sooner did they enter

the atmosphere of the bees than they were put in motion, being alter-

nately attracted and repelled to and from the aperture of the hive with

considerable rapidity. These attractions and repulsions were propor-

tioned to the number of bees engaged in ventilation, and though some-

times less perceptible, were never entirely suspended. Burnerft tried a

similar experiment in the winter, when the thermometer stood in the

shade at 33°. Having selected a wcU-i^eopled hive, the inhabitants of

which appeared full of life and sufficiently active in the interior, and luted

J Reaum. v. 672. « Huber, ii. 338—362.
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it all around, except the aperture, to the platform on which it stood, he
stuck in the top a piece of iron wire which terminated in a hook, to which
he fastened a hair with a small square of very thin paper at the other end ;

this was exactly opposite to the aperture, at the distance of about an inch

from it. As soon as the ap|)aratus was fixed, the hair with its paper

pendulum began to oscillate more or less, the greatest oscillations on both

sides being an inch, by admeasurement, from the perpendicular ; if the

paper was moved by force to a greater distance, the vibrations did not
take place, and the apparatus remained at rest. He then made an open-
ing in the top of the hive, and poured in some liquid honey ; soon after,

there arose a hum, the movement in the interior increased, and some
bees came out. The oscillations of the pendulum upon this became more
frequent and intense, and extended to fifteen lines or an inch and a

quarter from the perpendicular ; but when the paper was removed to a

greater distance from the aperture, it remained at rest.

Huber, at the proposal of M. de Saussure, in order to ascertain whether
artificial ventilators would produce an analogous effect, got a mechanical
friend to construct for him a little mill with eighteen sails of tin. He also

prepared a large cylindrical vase, into which he could, at an aperture in

the box upon which it was fixed, introduce a lighted taper. In one side

of this box was another a[)erture to represent that of a hive, but larger.

The ventilator was placed below, and luted at the points of contact ; and
anemometers were suspended before the aperture. The first experiment
was the introduction of the taper, without putting the ventilator in motion.

Though the capacity of the vessel was about 3228 cubic inches, the flame

soon diminished, and went out in about eight minutes, and the anemo-
meters continued motionless. The same experiment was next repeated

with the door shut, with precisely the same result. After the air of the

vessel had been renewed, the taper was again introduced, and the venti-

lator set in motion : immediately, as appeared by the oscillations of the

anemometers, two currents of air were established, and the brilliancy of
the flame was not diminished during the whole course of the experiment,

which might have been prolonged for an indefinite time. A thermo-
meter placed in the lower part of the apparatus rose to 112°; and the

temperature was evidently still more elevated at the top of the receiver.

The Creator often has one end in view in the actions of animals (and
nothing more conspicuously displays the invisible hand that governs the

universe), while the agents themselves have another. This probably is the

case in the present instance, since we can scarcely suppose that the bees

beat the air with their wings in order to ventilate the iiive, but rather to

relieve themselves from some disagreeable sensation which oppresses

them. The following experiments prove that one of their objects in this

action, as it is with ladies when they use their fans, is to cool themselves
when they suffer from too great heat. When Huber once opened the

shutter of a glazed hive, so that the solar rays darted upon the combs
covered with bees, a humming, the sign of ventilation, soon was heard
amongst them, wiiile those which were in the shade remained tranquil.

The bees composing the clusters which often are suspended from the hives

in summer, wiien they are incommoded by the heat of the sun, fan them-
selves with great energy. But if by any means a shadow is cast over any
portion of the group, the ventilation ceases there, while it continues in the
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part which feels the heat of the sun. The same cause produces a similar

effect upon humble-bees, wasps, and hornets.

Amongst tlie bees, however, it is remarkable that ventilation goes on
even in the depth of winter, when it cannot be occasioned by excess of
heat. This, therefore, can only be regarded as a secondary cause of the
phenomenon. From other experiments, which, having ah-eady detained
you too long, I shall not here detail, it appears that penetrating and
disagreeable odours produce the same effect.^ Perhaps, though Huber does
not say this, the odour produced by the congregated myriads of the hive

may be amongst the principal motives that impel its inhabitants to this

necessary action.

Whatever lie the proximate cause, it is, I trust, now evident to you that

the Author of natui-e, having assigned to these insects a habitation into

which the air cannot easily penetrate, has gifted them with the means of
preventing the fatal effects which would result from corrupted air. An
indirect effect of ventilation is the elevated temperature which these animals
maintain, without any effort, in their hive :— but upon this I shall enlarge
hereafter.

Bees are extremely neat in their persons and habitations, and remove all

nuisances with great assiduity, at least as far as their powers enable them.
Sometimes slugs or snails will creep into a hive, which with all their

address they cannot readily expel or carry out. But here their instinct is

at no loss ; for they kill them, and afterwards embalm them with propolis,

so as to prevent any offensive odours from incommoding them. An un-
happy snail, that had travelled up the sides of a glazed hive, and which
they could not come at with their stings, they fixed, a monument of their

vengeance and dexterity, by laying this substance all around the mouth of
its shell.^ When they expel their excrements they go apart, that they
may not defile their companions ; and in winter, when prevented by
extreme cold, or the injudicious practice of wholly closing the door of the
hive, from going out for this purpose, their bodies sometimes become so
swelled from the accumulation of faeces in the intestines, that when at last

able to get out they can no longer fly, so that falling to the ground in the
attempt, they perish with cold, the sacrifice of personal neatness.^ When
a bee is disclosed from the pupa and has left its cell, a worker comes, and
taking out its envelop carries it from the hive ; another removes the exuviae

of the larva ; and a third any filth or ordure that may remain, or any pieces

of wax that may have fallen in when the nascent imago broke from its con-

finement. But they never attempt to remove the internal lining of silk

that covers the walls, spun by the larva previous to its metamorphosis

;

because, instead of being a nuisance, it renders the cell more solid.*

Having now described to you the usual employments of my little fa-

vourites both within doors and without, I shall next enlarge a little upon
their language, memory, tempers, manners, anil some other parts of their

history.

" Brutes " (it is the remark of Mr. Knight) " have language to express
sentiments of love, of fear, of anger ; but they seem unable to transmit

any impression they have received from external objects. But the language

1 Huber, ii. 359. 2 Reaum. v. 442.
5 Bonner On Bees, 102. * Keaum. ubi supra, 580—GOO.
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of bees is more extensive ; if not a language of ideas, it is something very

similar." * You have seen above that the organ of the language of ants is

their antennae. Huber has proved satisfactorily that tliese parts have the

same use with the bees. He wished to ascertain wiiether, when they had
lost a queen (intelligence which traverses a whole hive in about an hour),

they discovered the sad event by their smell, their touch, or any unknown
cause. He first divided a hive by a grate, which kept the two portions

about three or four lines apart ; so that they could not come at each other

though scent would pass. In that part in which there was no queen, the

bees were soon in great agitation ; and as they did not discover her where
she.was confined, in a short time they began to construct royal cells, which
quieted them. He next separated them by a partition through which they

could pass their antennae, but not their heads. In this case the bees all

remained tranquil, neither intermitting the care of the brood, nor abandoning

their other employments ; nor did they begin any royal cell. The means
they used to assure themselves that their queen was in their vicinity, and
to communicate with her, was to pass their antennae through tiie openings

of the grate. An infinite number of these organs might be seen at once,

as it were inquiring in all directions ; and the queen was observed answering

these anxious inquiries of her subjects in the most marked manner ; for

she was always fastened by her feet to the grate, crossing her antennae

with those of the inquirers. Various other experiments, which are too

long to relate, prove the importance of these organs as the instruments of

communicating with each other, as well as to direct the bee in all its pro-

ceedings.* Besides their antennas, the bees also cause themselves to be

understood by certain sounds, not indeed produced by the mouth, but by

other parts of their body : — but upon this subject I shall have occasion to

enlarge hereafter.

That bees can remember agreeable sensations at least, is evident from the

following anecdote related by Huber.— One autumn some honey was
placed upon a window— the bees attended it in crowds. The honey was
taken away, and the window closed with a shutter all the winter. In the

spring, when it was reopened, the bees returned, though no fresh honey
had been placed there.^

From the earliest times our little citizens of the hive have had the cha-

racter of being an irritable race. Their anger is without bounds, says

Virgil ; and if they are molested, this character is no exaggeration. Some
individuals, however, they will sufier to go near their hives, and to do
almost anything ; and there are others to whom they seem to take such
an antipathy, that they will attack them unprovoked. A great deal will

probal)ly depend upon this — whether any thing has happened to put them
out of humour. The bees do not usually attack me ; but I remember one
day last year, when the asparagus was in blossom, which a large number
were attending, I happened to go t)ctween my asparagus beds ; which dis-

composed them so much, that I was obliged to retreat with hasty steps,

and some of them flew after me : I escaped, however unstung. Thorley
relates an anecdote of a gentleman, who, desirous of securing a swarm of
bees that had settled in a hollow tree, rashly undertook to dislodge them.

He succeeded j but though he had used the precaution of securing his head

1 In FJiilos. Trans. 1807, 239.
2 Huber, iL 407. '> Ibid. 375.
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and hands, he was so stung by the furious animals that a violent fever

was the consequence, and his recovery was for some time doubtful. The
strength of his constitution at length prevailed; and the hole of the tree

being stopped, the survivors of the battle settled upon a branch, were
hived, and became the dear-bought property of their conqueror.^

In Mungo Park's last mission to Africa, he was much annoyed by the attack

of bees, probably of the same tribe with our hive-bee. His people, in

search of honey, disturbed a large colony of them. The bees sallied forth

by myriads, and attacking men and beasts indiscriminately, put them all to

the rout. One horse and six asses were either killed or missing in conse-

quence of their attack ; and for half an hour the bees seemed to have com-
pletely put an end to their journey. Isaaco upon another occasion lost

one of his asses, and one of his men was almost killed, by them.^

Bees, however, if they are not molested, are not usually ill-tempered : if

you make a captive of their queen, they will cluster upon your head, or

any other part of your body, and never attempt to sting you. I remember,
when a boy, seeing the celebrated Wildman exhibit many feats of this

kind, to the great astonishment and apprehension of the uninformed spec-

tators. The writer lately quoted (Thorley) was assisted once by his

maid-servant to hive a swarm. Being rather afraid, she put a linen cloth

as a defence over her head and shoulders. When the bees were shaken

from the tree on which they had alighted, the queen probably settled upon
this cloth ; for tlie whole swarm covered it, and then getting under it,

spread themselves over her face, neck, and bosom, so that when the cloth

was removed she was quite a spectacle. She was with great difficulty

kept from running off with all the bees upon her ; but at length her master

quieted her fears, and began to search for the queen. He succeeded, and

hoped when he put her into the hive that the bees would follow ; but they

only seemed to cluster fliore closely. Upon a second search he found

another queen (unless the same had escaped and returned), whom seizing

he placed in the hive. The bees soon missed her, and crowded after her

into it : so that in the space of two or three minutes not one was left upon
the poor terrified girl. After this escape, she became quite a heroine, and
would undertake the most hazardous employments about the hives.^

Many means have been had recourse to for the dispersion of mobs and
the allaying of popular tumults. In St. Petersburgh (so travellers say) a

fire-engiue playing upon them does not always cool their choler ; but were
a few hives of bees thus employed, their discomfiture would be certain.

The experiment has been tried. Lesser tells us, that in 1525, during the

confusion occasioned by a time of war, a mob of peasants assembling in

Hohnstein (in Thuringia) attempted to pillage the house of the minister of

Elende ; who having in vain employed all his eloquence to dissuade them
from their design, ordered his domestics to fetch his bee-hives, and throw

them in the middle of this furious mob. The effect was what might be

expected ; they were nnmediately put to flight, and happy if they escaped

unstung.*

The anger of bees is not confined to man ; it is not seldom excited

1 Thorley, 16. The Psalmist alludes to the fury of these creatures, when he says

of his enemies, " They compassed rae about like bees." (Ps. cxviii. 12.)
2 Park's Last Mission, 153. 297. Comp. Journal, 331.

3 Thorley, 150. * Lesser, L ii. 171.
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against their own species. From what I have said abo^e respecting the

black bees^ and their fate, it seems not improbable that, when the workers

become too old to be useful to the community, they are either killed or

expelled the society. Reaumur, who observed that the inhabitants of the

same hive had often mortal combats, was of opinion that this was their

object in these battles^, which take place, he observes, in fine or warm
weather. On these occasions the bees are sometimes so eager, that exa-

mining them with a lens does not part them : — their whole object is to

pierce each other with their sting, the stroke of which, if once it penetrates

to the muscles, is mortal. In these engagements the conqueror is not

always able to extricate this weapon, and both perish. The duration of

the conflict is uncertain ; sometimes it lasts an hour, and at others is very

soon determined : and occasionally it happens that both parties, fatigued

and despairing of victory, give up the contest and fly away.

But the wars of bees are not confined to single combats
;
general actions

now and then take place between twdfswarms. This happens when one
takes a fancy to a hive that another has preoccupied. In fine warm weather,

strangeiB that wish to be received amongst them meet with but an indif-

ferent welcome, and a bloody battle is the consequence. Reaumur wit-

nessed one that lasted a whole afternoon, in which many victims fell. In

this case the battle is still between individuals, who at one time decide the

business within the hive, and at another at some distance without. In the

former case the victorious bee flies away, bearing her victim under hfer

body between her legs, sometimes taking a longer and sometimes a shorter

flight before she deposits it upon the ground. She then takes her repose

near the dead body, standing upon her four anterior legs, and rubbing

the two hinder ones against each other. If the battle is not concluded

within the hive, the enemy is carried to a little distance, and then dis-

patched.

This strange fury, however, does not always show itself on this occa-

sion ; for now and then some friendly intercourse seems to take place.

Bees from a hive in Mr. Knight's garden visited those in that of a cottager

a hundred yards distant, considerably later than their usual time of labour,

every bee as it arrived appearing to be questioned. On the tenth morn-
ing, however, the intercourse ceased, ending in a furious battle. On
another occasion, an intimacy took place between two hives of his own,
at twice the distance, which ceased on the fifth day. Sometimes he
observed that this communication terminated in the union of two swarms: as

in one instance, where a swarm had taken possession of a hollow tree^ it

is probable that the reception of one swarm by another may depend upon
their numbers, and the fitness of their station to accommodate them.
Thorley witnessed a battle of more than two days' continuance, occasioned
by a strange swarm forcing their way into a hive.'* Two swarms that rise

at the same time sometimes fight till great numbers have been destroyed,

or one of the queens slain, when both sides cease all their enmity and
unite under the survivor.^

. 1 See above, p. 359. 2 Reaum. v. SCO—3G5.
5 Philos. Trans. 1807, 234. * 1G6.
5 Thorley, ibid. Comp. Mills On Bees, 03.— The following account of an apiarian

battle was copied from the Carlisle Patriot Newspaper :— On Saturday last, in the
village of Cargo, a combat of a truly novel description was witnessed. A hive of
bees belonging to a professional gentlemau of this city swarmed on Thursday last

;
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These apiarian battles are often fought in defence of tlie property of the

hive. Bees that are ill managed, and not properly fed, instead of collect-

ing for themselves, will now and then get a habit of pillaging from their

more industrious neighbours : these are called by Schirach corsair bees,

and by English writers robbers. They make their attack chiefly in the

latter end of July, and during the month of August. At first they act

with caution, endeavouring to enter by stealth ; and then, emboldened by

success, come in a body. If one of the queens be killed, the attacked bees

unite with the assailants, take up their abode with them., and assist in

plundering their late habitation.^ Schirach very gravely recommends it

to apiarists whose hives are attacked by these depredators, to give the

bees some honey mixed with brandy or wine, to increase and inflame their

courage, that they may more resolutely defend their property against their

piratical assailants.^ It is, however, to be apprehended that this method
of making them pot-valiant might induce them to attack their neighbours

as well as to defend themselves. *

Sometimes combats take place in which three or four bees attack a single

individual, not with a design to kill, but merely to rob: one seizes it by one
leg, another by another; till perha[is there are two on each side, each

having hold of a leg ; or tliey bite its head or thorax. But as soon as the

poor animal that is thus haled about and maltreated unfolds its tongue,

one of the assailants goes and sucks it with its own, and is followed by the

rest, who then let it go. These insects, however, in their ordinary labours

are very kind and helpful to each other ; I have often seen two, at the

same moment, visit the same flower, and very peaceably despoil it of its

treasures, without any contention for the best share.

As the poison of bees exhales a penetrating odour, M. Huber was
curious to observe the effect it might produce upon them. Having ex-

tracted with pincers the sting of a bee and its appendages impregnated with

poison, he presented it to some workers, which were settled very tranquilly

before the gate of their mansion. Instantaneously the little party was
alarmed : none, however, took flight ; but two or three darted upon the

poisoned instrument, and one angrily attacked the observer. When, how-
ever, the poison was coagulated, they were not in the least affected by it.

after which thej' were hived in the regular waj', and appeared to be doing well.

On the Saturday after, a swarm of bees, from some neighbouring hive, appeared to

be flying over the garden in which the hive above mentioned was placed, when
they instantly darted down upon the hive of the new settlers, and completely co-

vered it : in a little time the}' began to enter the hive, and poured into it in such
numbers that it soon became completely filled. A loud humming noise was heard,

and the work of destruction immediately ensued ; the winged combatants sallied

forth from the hive, until it became entirely empty ; and a furious battle com-
menced in " upper air," between the besiegers and the besieged. A spectator in-

forms us, that these intrepid little warriors were so numerous, that thej' literally

darkened the sky over-head like a cloud ; meanwhile the destructive battle raged

with fury on both sides, and the ground beneath was covered with the wounded and
the slain ; hundreds of them were lying dead, or crawling about, disabled from
reascending to the scene of action. To one party, however, the palm of victory was
at last awarded ; and they settled upon the branch of an adjoining apple-tree, from
which they were safely placed in the empty hive, which had been the object of

their valiant contention, and where they now continue peacefully and industriously

employed in adding to the stores of their commonwealth.
1 Cbmp. Schirach, 49. Mills, 62. Thorley, 163. « 51.
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A tube impregnated with the odour of poison recently ejected being pre-

sented to them, affected them in the same manner.^ This circumstance
may sometimes occasion battles amongst them that are not otherwise easy
to be accounted for.

Anger is no useless or hurtful passion in bees : it is necessary to them
for the preservation of themselves and their property, which, besides those
of their own species, are exposed to the ravages of numerous enemies.

Of these I have already enumerated several of the class of insects, and
also some beasts and birds that have a taste for bees and their produce.
The Merops apiaster (which has been taken in England), the lark and
other birds, catch them as they fly. Even the frog and the toad are said

to kill great numbers of bees; and many that fall into the water probably
become the prey of fish. The mouse also, especially the field-mouse, in

winter often commit^ great ravages in a hive, if the base and orifices are
not well secured and stopped.^ Thofley once lost a stock by mice, which
made a nest and produced young amongst the combs. ^ The titmouse, ac-

cording to the same author, will make a noise at the door of the hive, and
when a bee comes out to see what is the matter, will seize and devour it.

He has known them eat a dozen at a time. The swallows will assemble
round the hives and devour them like grains of corn.* I need only mention
spiders, in whose webs they sometimes meet with their end ; and earwigs

and ants, which creep into the hive and steal the honey.

^

Upon this subject of the enemies of bees, I cannot persuade myself to

omit the account Mr. White has given of an idiot boy, who from a child

showed a strong propensity to bees. They were his food, his amusement,
his sole object. In the winter he dozed away his time in his father's

house, by the fireside, in a torjjid state, seldom leaving the chimney
corner ; but in summer he was all alert and in quest of his game. Hive-
bees, humble-bees, and wasps were his prey, wherever he found them. He
had no apprehension from their stings, but would seize them with naked
hands, and at once disarm them of their weapons, and suck their bodies
for the sake of their honey-bags. Sometimes he would fill his bosom
between his shirt and skin with these animals : and sometimes he endea-
voured to confine theni in bottles. He was very injurious to men that
kept bees ; for he would glide into their bee-gardens, and sitting down
before the stools, would rap with his fingers, and so take the bees as they
came out. He has even been known to overturn the hives for the sake of
the honey, of which he was passionately fond. Where metheglin was
making, he would linger round the tubs and vessels,, begging a draunht of
what he called bee-ivine. As he ran about, he used to make a humming
noise with his lips resembling the buzzing of bees. This lad was lean and
sallow, and of a cadaverous complexion ; and except in his favourite

pursuit, in which he was wonderfully adroit, discovered no mannerof under-
standing. Had his capacity been better, and directed to the same object,

he had perhaps abated much of our wonder at the feats of a more modern
exhibitor of bees ; and we may justly say of him now,

Thou,
Had thy presiding star propitious shone,
Shouldst Wildmau be.'"*

1 ii. 380. 2 Schirach, 53. s 170.

4 lieaum. v. 710. » Thorley, 171. 6 Whites JVat.Eist.SvoA. 339.
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The worker bees are annual insects, though the queen will sometimes
live more than two years ; but, as every swarm consists of old and young,

this is no argument for burning them. It is a saying of bee-keepers in

Holland, that the first swallow and the first bee foretel each other.^ This

perhaps may be correct there ; but with us the appearance of bees con-

siderably precedes that of the swallow ; for when the early crocuses open,

if the weather be warm, they may always be found busy in the blossom.

The time that bees will inhabit the same stations is wonderful. Reau-
mur mentions a countryman who preserved bees in the same hive for

thirty years.^ Thorley tells us that a swarm took possession of a spot

under the leads of the study of Ludovicus Vives in Oxford, where they

continued a hundred and ten years, from 1520 to 1G30.^ These circum-

stances have led authors to ascribe to bees a greater age than they can

claim. Thus MoufFet, because he knew a l)ees' nest^which had remained

thirty years in the same quarters, concludes that they are very long-lived,

and very sapiently doubts whether they even die of old age at all!* which

is just as wise as if a man should contend, because London had existed

from before the time of Julius Caesar, that therefore its inhabitants must
be immortal.

Bees are subject to many accidents ;
particularly, as I have said above,

they often fall or are precipitated by the wind into water; and though like

the cat a bee has not nine lives, nor

" Nine times emerging from the crystal flood,.

She mews to every watery god,"

yet she will bear submersion nine hours j and, if exposed to sufficient heat,

be reanimated. In this case their proboscis is generally unfolded, and
stretched to its full length. At the extremity of this, motion is first per-

ceived, and then at the end of the legs. After these symptoms appear,

they soon recover, fold up the tongue, and plume themselves for flight.^

Experimentalists may therefore, without danger, submerge a hive of bees

when they want to examine them particularly, for they will all revive upon
being set to the fire. Reaumur says that in winter, during frosts, the bees

remain in a torpid state. He must mean severe frosts ; for Huber relates

an instance, when upon a sudden emergency the bees of one of his hives

set themselves to work in the middle of January ; and he observes that

they are so little torpid in winter, that even when the thermometer abroad

is below the freezing point, it stands high in populous hives. Swammer-
dam, and after him the two authors last quoted, found that sometimes, even

in the middle of winter, hives have young brood in them, which the bees

feed and attend to.^ In an instance of this kind, which fell under the eye

of Huber, the thermometer stood in the hive at about 92°. In colder cli-

mates, however, the bees will probably be less active in the winter. They
are then generally situated between the combs towards their lower part.

1 Swamm. Bih. Nat. ed. Hill. i. IGO.

2 ITbi supra, 665. 3 178.
4 Theatr. Ins. 21. 5 Reaum. v. 540.
6 January 11, 1818. My bees were out, and very alert this day. The thermo-

meter stood abroad in the shade at 51^°. When the sun shone there was quite a
chister of them at the mouth of the hives, and great numbers were buzzing about
in the aii- before them.
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But when the air grows milder, especially if the rays of the sun fall upon
the hive and warm it, they awake from their lethargy, shake their wings,

and begin to move and recover their activity ; with which their wants re-

turning, they then feed upon the stock of honey and bee-bread which they

have in reserve. The lowest cells are first uncovered, and their contents

consumed ; the highest are reserved to the last. The honey in the lowest

cells being collected in the autumn, probably will not keep so well as the

vernal.

The degree of heat in a hive in winter, as I have just hinted, is great.

A thermometer near one, in the open air, that stood in January at 6f°»
below the freezing point, upon the insertion of the bulb a little way into

the hive rose to 22i° above it ; and could it have been placed between the

combs, where the bees themselves were agglomerated, the mercury, Reau-
mur conjectures, would have risen as high as it does abroad in the warm
days in summer.^ Huber says that it stands in frost at 86° and 88° in

populous hives.'^ In May, the former author found in a hive in which he
had lodged a small swarm, that the thermometer indicated a degree of heat

above that of the hottest days of summer.^ He observes that their motion,
and even the agitation of their wings, increases the heat of their atmo-
sphere. Often, when the squares of glass in a hive appeared cold to the

touch, if either by design or chance he happened to disturb the bees, and
the agglomerated mass in a tumult began to move different ways, sending

forth a great hum, in a very short time so considerable an accession of
heat was produced, that when he touched the same squares of glass he felt

them as hot as if they had been held near a fierce fire. By teasing the

bees, the heat generated was sometimes so great as to soften very much the

wax of the combs, and even to cause them to fall.*

The above conclusions, however, of Reaumur and Huber, as to the

great temperature of the interior of bee-hives in winter, are contrary to the

results obtained by George Newport, Esq., from his minute and very valu-

able series of experiments to determine this point, which will be further

adverted to in directing your attention to the hybernation of insects ; but
this excellent comparative anatomist, of whose labours British entomology
is so justly proud, has not only fully confirmed what these entomologists

have advanced as to the extra heat generated by bees in their hives in

summer, but, after showing that all insects have a temperature greater

than that of the surrounding atmosphere, and that this temperature, as in

vertebrate animals, is intimately dependent on the volume and velocity of
their circulation, and the quantity and activity of their respiration, has

proved that it is in consequence of the greater energy of this last function

in bees and humble-bees, owing to the superior development and capacity

of their tracheae and vesicular dilatations, that their power of producing
heat is so much greater than that of most other insects. If, as happened
to myself a few days ago, a wild bee should chance to drop on a newspaper
you are reading in the open air, and you observe it attentively, you will see

It pant like a greyhound after a chase, the alternate rapid contraction and
expansion of its abdominal segments corresponding with the numerous
and rapid acts of respiration which the exertion of its recent flight has

caused ; and Mr. Newport found that in the hive-bee, when very mode-

» V. 671. s i. 354. note *.

3 Ubi supr. 4 Reaum. v. 672.
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rately active, the number of respirations did not exceed 40 per minute,
while, when in violent action or a state of excitement, they were from 110
to 120 per minute. The degree of heat developed by the hive-bee is thus
always in proportion to the activity of its respiration, which again usually

depends on the greater or less activity of its motions ; and hence it is in

summer often 25'' Fahr. above that of the atmosphere, and as much or

more even in winter, if the bees be in any way excited.^

And now, having detailed to you thus amply the wonderful history and
.proceedings of the social tribes of the insect world, you will allow, Ithink,

that I have redeemed my pledge, when I taught you to expect that this

history would exceed in interest and variety and marvellous results every

thing that I had before related to you. I trust, moreover, that you will

scarcely feel disposed to subscribe to that opinion, though it has the sanc-

tion of some great names, which attributes these almost miraculous in-

stincts to mere sensation ; which tells us that the sensorium of these

insects is so modelled with respect to the different operations that are

given them in charge, that it is by the attraction of pleasure alone that they

are determined to the execution of them ; and that, as every circumstance

relative to the succession of their different labours is preordained, to each
of them an agreeable sensation is affixed by the Creator ; and that thus,

when the bees build their cells ; when they sedulously attend to the young
brood ; when they collect provisions;— this is the result of no plans, of

no affection, of no foresight; but that the sole determining motive is the

enjoyment of an agreeable sensation attached to each of these operations.'*

Surely it would be better to resolve all their proceedings at once into a

direct impulse from the Creator, than to maintain a theory so contrary to

fact, and which militates against the whole history which M. Huber, who
adopts this theory from Bonnet, has so ably given of these creatures.

That they may experience agreeable sensations from their various employ-

ments, nobody will deny; but that such sensations instruct them how to

perform their several operations, without any plan previously impressed

upon their sensorium, is contrary both to reason and experience. They
have a plan, it is evident ; and that plan, which proves that it is not mere
sensation, they vary according to circumstances. As to affection— that

bees are irritable, and feel the passion of anger, no one will deny ; that

they are also susceptible of fear, is equally evident: and if they feel anger

and fear, why may they not also feel love ? Further, if they have recourse

to precautions for the prevention of any evil that seems to threaten them,

how can we refuse them a degree offoresight ? Must we also resolve all

their patriotism, and the singular regard for the welfare of their community
which seems constantly to actuate them, and the sacrifices, even sometimes

of themselves, that they make to promote and ensure it, into individual

self-love? We would not set them up as rivals to man in intelligence,

foresight, and the affections ; but they have that degree of each that is

necessary for their purposes. On account of the difficulties attending all

theories that give them some degree of these qualities, to resolve all into

mere sensation is removing one difficulty by a greater.

1 Newport " On the Temperature of Insects," in Phil. Trans. 1837, pp. 309.

311, &e.
2 Hub.er, L 313.
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That these creatures from mere selfishness build their combs, replenish

them with the fruit of their unwearied labours, attend so assiduously to
the nurture of the young brood, lavish their caresses upon their queen,
prevent all her wants, give a portion of the honey they have collected to

those that remain in the hives, assist each other, defend their common
dwelling, and are ready to sacrifice themselves for the public good— is an
anomaly m rerum natiira that ought never to be admitted, unless esta-

blished by the most irrefragable demonstration ; and I think you will not
be disposed without full proof to yield yourself to a mere theory, so con-
tradictory of all the facts we know relative to this subject.

After all, there are mysteries, as to the ^jn»n<OT mobile, amongst these
social tribes, that with all our boasted reason we cannot fathom ; nor
develop satisfactorily the motives that urge them to fulfil in so remarkable
though diversified a way their different destinies. One thing is clear to
demonstration, that by these creatures and their instincts the power, wis-

dom, and goodness of the Great Father of the universe are loudly
proclaimed ; the atheist and infidel confuted ; the believer confirmed in

his faith and trust in Providence, which he thus beholds watching, with
incessant care, over the welfare of the meanest of his creatures ; and from
which he may conclude that he, the prince of the creation, will never be
overlooked or forsaken : and from them what lessons may be learned of
patriotism and self-devotion to the public good ; of loyalty ; of prudence,
temperance, diligence, and self-denial. But it is time at length to put an
end to this long disquisition..

I am, &c.
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LETTER XXL

MEA^CS BY WHICH IXSECTS DEFEXD THEMSELVES.

WffTV a country is particularly open to attack, or surrounded by nmnotjos
enemies, who from cupidity or hostile feeling are disposed to annoy it, we
are usually led to inquire what are its means of defence ? whether natural,

or arising from the number, courage, or skill of its inhabitants. The insect

tribes constitute such a nation ; with them infinite hosts of enemies wa^e
continual war, many of whom derive the whole of their subsistence from
them : and amongst their own tribes there are numerous ci^il broils, the

strong often preying upon the weak, and the cunning upon the simple : so

that unless a watchful Providence (which cares for all its creatures, even
the most insignificant) had supplied them with some mode of resistance or

escape, this innumerable race must soon be extirpated. That such is the

case, it shall be my endeavour in this letter to prove ; in which I shall de-

tail to you some of the most remarkable means of defence with which they
are provided. For the sake of distinctness I shall consider these under
two separate heads, into which, indeed, they naturally divide themselves :

—
Poiske means of defence, such as are independent of any e5brts of the

insect ; and aciire means of defence, such as result from certain efforts of

the insect, in the employment of those instincts and instruments with

which Providence has fiiriiished it for this purpose.

I. Tne principal passive means of defence wi:h which insects are provided

are derived from their colour and form, by which they either deceive, daz-

zle, alarm, or annoy their enemies j or from their substance, involuntary

secretions, vitaiity, and numbers-
They often deceive them by imitating various substances. Sometimes

they so exactly resemble the soil which they inhabit, that it must be a
practised eye which can distinguish them fit)m it. Thus, one of our
scarcest British weevils [Cleonus mbuloius), by its gray colour, spotted

with black, so closely imitates the soil, consisting of white sand mrsed
with black earth, on which I have always found it, that its chance of escape,

even though it be hunted for by the Ij-ncean eye of an entomologist, is not
smalL Another insect of the same tribe '^Thi^lac'Jes tcabriculiu), of which
I have observed several species of ground-beetles (Harpalus, &c.) make
great havoc, abounds in pits of a loamy soil of the same colour predsely

with itself; a circumstance that doubtless occasions many to escape from

their pitiless foes. Several other weevils, for instance CAknr.ia rStea and
eretacea, resemble chalk, and perhaps inhabit a chalky or white soiL But
the most surprising instance of this adaptation of the co'.our of an insect to

that of the soil where it resides, is found in some of the Jfanlii tribe sepa-

rated by M. Lefebvre under the generic nanie of EreiiTiapkUa, of which he
has given so interestins an account. These insects (which he met with in

the nvmph state only, in the very midst of the African desert, leading to

the Oaaii of Bahryafa, about four days' journey fitim the 2sile, where he
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could not discover the sliijhtest trace of any other insect or substance on

which it could by possibility feed, but apparently passing a life of absolute

solitude in the midst of these burning sand^) had the most perfect identity

of colour with that of the soil on which they were found, being brown where

the soil was brown, and at not above a hundred paces distant of a silvery

white, when found amongst the white particles of broken shells or calca-

reous rocks of a similar dazzling colour. That it was the same species

which exhibited this change of colour, M. Lefebvre did not doubt, nor

that the object was its protection from its enemies, which it was so well

calculated to effect that he could scarcely detect it by the closest inspec-

tion ; but he confesses himself unable to explain whether the different

coloured Eremiaphilce were confined to the soils of the same tints re-

spectively, or, as in the case ofthe birds and quadrupeds which become
white in winter in the Polar regions, they have the faculty of changing their

colour as they change their abode.^

Many insects, also, are like pebbles and stones, both rough and polished,

and of various colours ; but since this resemblance sometimes results from

their attitudes, I shall enlarge upon it under my second head: whether,

however, it be merely passive, or combined with action, we may safely re-

gard it as given to enable them to elude the vigilance of their enemies.

A numerous host of our httle animals escape from birds and other as-

sailants by imitating the colour of the plants, or parts of them, which they

inhabit ; or the twigs of shrubs or trees, their foliage, flowers, and fruit.

Many ofthe mottled moths, which take their station of diurnal repose on

the north side ofthe trunks of trees, are with difficulty distinguished from

the gray and green lichens that cover them. Of this kind are Aliselia apri-

lina and Acronyda Psi. The caterpillar of Bryophila A/gce, when it feeds

on the yellow Lichen juniperinus, is always yellow ; but when upon the

gray Lichen saxatilis its hue becomes gray.'* This change is probably pro-

duced by the colour of its food. Leptocerm atratus, a kind of May-fly,

frequents the black flower-si)ikes of the common sedge {Carex riparia),

which fringes the banks of our rivers. I have often been unable to dis-

tinguish it from them, and the birds probably often make the same mistake

and pass it by. A jumping bug, very similar to one figured by Schellen-

berg *, also much resembles the lichens of the oak on which I took it.

The spectre tribe (Phasma) go still further in this mimicry, representing

a small branch with its spray. I have one from Brazil eight inches long,

that, unless it was seen to move, could scarcely be conceived to be any

thing else ; the legs, as well as the head, having their little snags and

knobs, so that no imitation can be more accurate. Perhaps this may be

the species mentioned by Molina*, which the natives of Chili call " The
Devil's Horse.""

Other insects, of various tribes, represent the leaves of plants, living,

decaying, and dead ; some in their colour, and some both in their colour

and shape. The caterpillar of a moth {Iladcna Ligustri) that feeds upon

the privet is so exactly of the colour of the underside of the leaf, upon

1 Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, iv. 455.
3 Fabr. Vorlesungen, 321. 5 Cimic. Helvet. t. iii. f. 3.

4 Hist, of Oiili, i. 172.

5 Since the first edition of this volume was printed, a lady from the West Indies,

looking at my cabinet, upon being shown this insect, exclaimed, " Oh, that is The
iJevWs Horse I

"
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which it usually sits in the day-time, that you may have the leaf in your
hand and yet not discover it.^— The tribe of grass-hoppers called Locustce

by Fabricius, though the true Locust does not belong to it, in the veining,

colour, and texture of their elytra, resemble green leaves.'^— The tribe of
Phasmina— named praying-insects and spectres— also of the Orthoptera

order, often exhibit the same peculiarity.—Others of them, by the spots and
mixtures of colour observable in these organs, represent leaves that are

decaying in various degrees.— Those of several species of Mantidcs like-

wise imitate dry leaves, and so exactly, by their opacity, colour, rigidity,

and veins, that, were no other part of the animal visible even after a close

examination, it would be generally affirmed to be nothing but a dry leaf.

Of this nature is the Phyllium sicc'ifoimm, and two or three Brazilian species

in my cabinet, that seem undescribed, which I will show you when you
give me an opportunity. But these imitations of dry leaves are not con-

fined to the Orthoptera order solely. Amongst the Hemiptera, the Phylh-
viorpha paradoxa^ a kind of bug, surprised Sparrman not a little. He was
sheltering himself from the mid-day sun when the air was so still and calm

as scarcely to shake an aspen leaf, and saw with wonder what he mistook

for a little withered, pale, crumpled leaf, eaten as it were by caterpillars,

fluttering from the tree. The sight appeared to him so very extraordinary,

that he left his place of shelter to contemplate it more nearly ; and could

scarcely believe his eyes, when he beheld a living insect, in shape and
colour resembling a fragment of a withered leaf with the edges turned up
and eaten away as it were by caterpillars, and at the same time all over

beset with prickles.^— A British insect, one of our largest moths {Gastro-

pacha quercifolia), called by collectors the Lappet moth, affords an example
from the Lepidoptera order of the imitation in question, its wings repre-

senting, both in shape and colour, an arid brown leaf Some bugs, belong-

ing to the genus Dictyonota of Mr. Curtis*, simulate portions of leaves in

a still further state of decay, when the veins only are left ; for, the thorax

and elytra of these insects being reticulated, with the little areas or meshes
of the net-work transparent, this circumstance gives them exactly the ap-

pearance of small fragments of skeletons of leaves.

But you have probably heard of most of these species of imitation : I

hope, therefore, you will give credit to the two instances to which I shall

next call your attention, of insects that even mimic flowers and fruit. With
respect to the former, I recollect to have seen, in a collection made by Mr.
Mason at the Cape of Good Hope, a species of the orthopterous genus

Pneumora, the elytra of which were of a rose or pink colour, which shroud-

ing its vesiculose abdomen, gave it much the appearance of a fine flower.

—

A most beautiful and brilliant beetle, of the genus ChUimys (Ch, Bacca),

found by Captain Hancock in Brazil, by the inequalities of its ruby-coloured

surface, strikingly resembles some kinds of fruit.— And to midce the series

of imitations complete, a minute black beetle, with ridges upon its elytra

(Onthophihts sidcatus^), when lying without motion, is very like the seed

of an umbelliferous plant. The dog-tick is not unlike a small bean ; which

' Brahm, Insecten Kalender, ii. 383.
2 Hence we have Locusta citrifolia, laurifolia, camelUfoUa, myrtifolia, salvifolia,

&c., which, I believe, all belong to a genus I have named Pterophylla.
5 Voyage, &c. ii. 16. VVestw. Arc. Ent. Plate II.

4 Brit. Ent. t. 154. ^ Oliv. Entomolog. i. no. 8. 17.
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resemblance has caused a bean, commonly cultivated as food for horses,

to oe called the tick-bean. The Palma Christi, also, had probably the

name of Bicinus given to it from the similitude of its seed to a tick.

Another tribe of these little animals, before alluded to, is secured from

harm by a different kind of imitation, and affords a beautiful instance of

the wisdom of Providence in adapting means to their end. Some singular

larvae, with a radiated anus *, live in the nests of humble-bees, and are the

offspring of a particular genus of flies (Vulucel/a), many of the species of

which strikingly resemble those bees in shape, clothing, and colour. Thus
lias the Author of nature provided that they may enter these nests and
(.leposit their eggs undiscovered.

Did these intruders venture themselves amongst the humble-bees in a

less kindred form, their lives would probably pay the forfeit of their pre-

sumption. Mr. Sheppard once found one of these larvae in the nest of

Bombus^ Raiellus, but we could not ascertain what the fly was. Perhaps
it might be Volucella hombylans, which resembles tiiose humble-bees that

have a red anus.^ In like manner Mr. W. S. MacLeay informs us

that he has discovered that the larvte of those tropical Bomhylii which

have such a bee-like form live on the larvae of the bees they so strikingly

'•epresent ; and he suggests that probably the object of nature in giving

such an ant-like form to the singular spider described by him under the

name of Myrmarachne vielanocephala is to deceive the ants on which they

prey.*

The brilliant colours in which many insects are arrayed may decorate

them with some other view than that of mere ornament. They may dazzle

their enemies. The radiant blue of the upper surface of the wings of a
giant butterfly, abundant in Brazil (Morpko Menelmis), which from its

size would be a ready prey for any insectivorous birds, by its splendour

(which I am told, when the insect is flying in the sunshine, is inconceiv-

ably bright) may produce an effect upon the sight of such birds, that may
give it no small chance of escape. Latreille has a similar conjecture with

respect to the golden wasps {Chrysis L.). These animals lay their eggs in

the nests of such Hymenoptera, wasps, bee-wasps {Benibex), and bees, as

are redoubtable for their stings ; and therefore have the utmost occasion

for protection against these murderous weapons. Amongst other defences

the golden wasps are adorned with the most brilliant colours, which, by
their radiance, especially in the sunny situations frequented by these insects,

may dazzle the eyes of their enemies, and enable them to effect unhurt the

purpose for which they were created.^

The frightful aspect of certain insects is another passive means of de-

fence by which they sometimes strike beholders, especially children, often

great insect tormentors, with alann, and so escape. The terrific and pre-

tended jaws of the stag-beetle (Lucanus Cervus) in Europe, and of the

1 Latreille, Gen. Crust, et Ins. iv. 322.
2 Apis. * *. e. 2. K.
5 Dr. Fleming, however (in Literis), doubts -whether the reason here assigned is

the cause of the resemblance between the Bonibus and Volucella; he thinks if a bee

knows a stranger of its own species, it could not be deceived by a fly in the disguise

of a bee. But the fact that these insects lay their eggs in their nests, and that they
resemble humble-bees, seems to justify the conclusion drawn in the text. They
must get in often undiscovered.

* Ann. Aat. Hist. ii. 12. * Latreille, Annul, du 3Ius. 1810. 6.

P D 4
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stag-horn Capricorn beetle (^Prionus Cervicornis) in America, may save them
from the cruel fate of the poor cockcliafer', whose gyrations and motions,
when transfixed by a pin, too often form the amusement of ill-disciplined

children. The threatening horns also, prominent eyes, or black and dis-

mal hue of many other Coleoptera belonging to Linne's genera ScarabcEus,

Cicindcla, and Carabiis, ma}' produce the same effect.

But the most striking instances of armour are to be found amongst the
homopterous Hemij^tera. In some of these, the horns that rise from the

thorax are so singular and monstrous, that nothing parallel to them can be
found in nature. Of this kind is the Cicada spinosa StoU ^ the Centrotus

clavafus ^, and more particularly the Centrotus glolmlarh '*, so remarkable for

the extraordinary apparatus of balls and spines, which it appears to carry

erect, like a standard, over its head. What is the precise use of all the

varieties of armour with which these little creatures are furnished it is not
easy to say, but they may probably defend them from the attack of some
enemies.

Under this head I may mention the long hairs, stiff bristles, sharp

spines, and hard tubercular prominences with which many caterpillars are

clothed, bristled, and studded. That these are means of defence is ren-

dered more probable by the fact that, in several instances, the animals so

distinguished at their last moult, previous to their assuming the pupa (in

which state they are protected by other contrivances), appear with a
smooth skin, without any of the tubercles, hairs, or spines for which they

were before remarkable.* Wonderful are the varieties of this kind which
insects exhibit :— but I shall only here select a few facts more particularly

connected with my present subject. The caterpillar of the great tiger-

moth (Eupi'epia Caja), which is beset with long dense hairs, wlien rolled

up— an attitude it usually assumes if alarmed— cannot then be taken

without great difficulty, slipping repeatedly from the pressure of the

fingers. If its hairs do not render it distasteful, this may often be the

means of its escape from the birds. That little destructive beetle Anthrenus

JMusorum, which so annoys the entomologist, if it gets into his cabinets,

when in the larva state being covered with bunches of diverging hairs,

glides from between your fingers as if it were lubricated with oil. The
two tufts of hairs near the tail of this are most curious in their structure,

being jointed through their whole length, and terminating in a sharp

halberd-shaped point.^ I have a small lepidopterous caterpillar from
Brazil, the upper side of which is thickly beset with strong, sharp, branch-

ing spines, which would enter into the finger, and would probably render

it a painful morsel to any minor enemy.
The powers of annoyance by means of their hairs, with which the moth

of the fir, and the procession-moth, before noticed, are gifted, are doubtless

* One would almost wish that the same superstition prevailed here which
Sparrman observes is common in Sweden, witli respect to these animals. " Simple
people," says he, " believe that their sins will be forgiven if they set a cockchafer

on its legs."— Voyage, i. 28.

2 Cigales, f. 85.
3 Ibid. f. 115. Coquebert, Illust. Ic. ii. t. xxviii. f. 5.

4 Stoll, Cigales, f. 163. Comp. Pallas, Spicil. Zool. t. i. f. 12.

* Reaum. v. 94.

^ This was first pointed out to me by Mr. Briggs of the post-office, who sent me
an accurate drawing of the animal and of one of its hairs. I did not at that time
discover that it had been figured by De Geer, iv. t. viii. f. 1. 7.
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a defensive armour to them. Madame Merian has figured an enormous
caterpillar of this kind,— which unfortunately she could not trace to the

perfect insect,— by the very touch of which her hands, she says, were in-

ilamed, and that the inflammation was succeeded by the most excruciating

pain.^ The vesicatory beetles, hkewise (^Cantharis vesicatoria, ttc), are not

improbably defended from their assailants by the remarkable quality, so

useful to suffering mortals, that distinguishes them.

Your own observation must have proved to you, thatinsects often escape

great perils, from the crush of the foot, or of superincumbent weights, by

the hardness of the substance that covers great numbers of them The
elytra of many beetles of the genus Hister are so nearly impenetrable, that

it is very difficult to n)ake a pin pass through them ; and the smaller stag-

beetle (Dorcits paralleUpipedns) will bear almost any weight — the head

and trunk forming a slight angle with the abdomen— which passes over it

upon the ground. Other insects are protected by the toughness of

their skin. A remarkable instance of this is afforded by the com-
mon forest-fly {Hippobosca equina), which, as was before observed, can

scarcely be killed by the utmost pressure of the finger and thumb.

The involuntary sec7-etions of tbese little beings may also be regarded as

means of defence which either conceal them from their enemies, make them
more difficult to be attacked, or render them less palatable. Thus, the

white froth often observable upon rose-bushes, and other shrubs and

plants, called by the vulgar frog-spittle,— but which, if examined, will be

found to envelope the larva of a small hemipterous insect {Aphroplwra

spunmria^, from whose anus it exudes, although it is sometimes discovered

even in this concealment by the indefatigable wasps, and becomes their

prey, — serves to protect the insect, which soon dies when exposed, not

only from the heat of the sun and from violent rains, but also to hide it

from the birds and its other foes. The cottony secretion that transpires

through the skin of Eriosuma *, and some species of Coccus, and in which

the eggs of the latter are often involved, may perhaps be of use to them

in this view; either concealing them— for they look rather like little

locks of cotton, or feathers, than anything animated— or rendering them
distasteful to creatures that would otherwise prey upon them. The same
remark may apply to the slimy caterpillars of some of the saw-flies (^Sclav-

dria Cerasi, Allantus Scrophularice, &c.). The coat of slime of these ani-

mals, as Professor Peck observes^, retains its humidity though exposed to

the fiercest sun. Under this head I shall also mention the phosidioric in-

sects : the glow-worm (Lavipyris); the lantern-fly (Fu/gora) ; the fire-fly

{Elater) ; and the electric centipede (Geopkilus electricus) ; since the light

emitted by these animals may defend them from the attack of some
enemies. Mr. Sheppard once noticed a Carabus running round the last-

mentioned insect, when shining, as if wishing, but afraid to attack it.

Various insects, doubtless, find the wonderful vitality^ with which they

« Insect. Surinam, t. 57. Two different species of caterpillars apparently related

to this of Madame Merian were in the late Mr. Francillon's cabinet, and are now in

my possession.

2 To this genus belongs the apple Aphis, called A. lanigera.

3 Nat. Hist, of the Slug-worm, 7.

4 The penetrating genius of Lord Verulam discovered in a great degree the causes

of this vitality. " They stirre," says he, speaking of insects, " a good while after

their heads are off, or that they be cut in pieces ; which is caused also for that their

vital spirits are more diffused thorowout all their parts, and lesse contiued to organs

than in perfect creatures." S^lv. Sylvar. cent. vii. § C'J7.
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are endowed another means of defence ; at least of obviating the effects of
an attack. So that, when to all appearance they are mortally wounded,
they recover, and fulfil the end of their creation. Indeed female Lepido-

ptera, especially of the larger kinds, will scarcely die, do what you will, till

they have laid tiieir eggs. Dr. Arnold, a most acute observer, relates to

Mr. MacLeay, that having pinned Scolia qitadrimaculata, a hymenopterous
insect, down in the same box with many others, amongst which was the

humming-bird hawk-moth (Macroglossa stellatannn), its proper food; it

freed itself from the pin that transfixed it, and, neglecting all the other in-

sects in the box, attacked the Sphinx, and pulling it to pieces devoured a
large portion of its abdomen.
We often wonder how the cheese-mite {Acanis Siro) is at hand to attack

a cheese wherever deposited; but when we learn from Leeuwenhoek that

one lived eleven weeks gummed on its back to the point of a needle with-

out food, our wonder will be diminished.^ Another species of mite

( Uropoda vegetans) was observed by De Geer to live some time in spirits

of wine.^ This last circumstance reminds me of an event which befel my-
self, that I cannot refrain from relating to you, since it was the cause of
my taking up the pursuit I am recommending to you. One morning I ob-
served on my study window a little lady-bird yellow with black dots [Coc'

cinella 22-pimcta)— "You are very pretty," said I to myself, "and I

should like to have a collection of such creatures." Immediately I seized

my prey, and not knowing how to destroy it, I immersed it in geneva.
After leaving it in this situation a day and a night, and seeing it without
motion, I concluded it was dead, and laid it in the sun to dry. It no
sooner, however, felt the warmth than it began to move, and afterwards flew

away. From this time I began to attend to insects.— The chamaeleon-fly

{Siratyomis ChamcBleon) was observed by Swammerdam to retain its vital

powers after an immersion equally long in spirits of wine. Goedart affirms

that this fly, on which account it was called chamasleon, will live nine

months without food ; a circumstance, if true, more wonderful than what
I formerly related to you with respect to one of the aphidivorous flies.*— If insects will escape unhurt from a bath of alcohol, it may be supposed
that one of water will be less to be dreaded by them. To this they are

often exposed in rainy weather, when ruts and hollows are filled with
water : but when the water is dried up, it is seldom that any dead car-

casses of insects are to be seen in them. Mr. Curtis submergeil the fragile

aphides for sixteen hours ; when taken out of the water they immediately
showed signs of life, and out of four three survived the experiment:— an
immersion of twenty-four hours, however, proved fatal to them.*

The late ingenious, learned, and lamented Dr. Reeve of Norwich, once
related to me that he found in a hot fountain on the top of a mountain,
near Leuk in Valais in Switzerland, in which the thermometer stood at

205°, transparent larvae, probably of gnats, or some such insect.— Lord
Bute also, in a letter to my late revered friend, the Rev. William Jones of
Nayland, imparts a similar observation made by his Lordship at the baths
of Abano, near the Euganian mountains, on the borders of the Paduan
states. They are strong, sulphureous, boihng springs, oozing out of a
rocky eminence in great numbers, and spreading over an acre of the top

1 Leeuw. Epist. 77., 1G94. 3 De Geer, vii. 127.
3 Bib. Nat. ii. c. 3. 4 Linn. Trans, vi. 84.
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of a gentle hill. In the midst of these boiling springs, within three feet

of five or six of them, rises a tepid one about blooil-vvarm. But the

most extraordinary circumstance which he relates is, that not only con-

fervas were found in the boiling springs, but numbers of small black beetles,

that died upon being taken out and plunged into cold water.^— And
once, having taken in the hot dung of my cucumber-bed a small beetle

(St/ncfiita Jughmdis), I immersed it in boiling water ; and, after keeping it

submerged a sufficient time, as I tliought, to destroy it, upon taking it out,

and laying it to dry, it soon began to move and walk. Its native station

being of so high a temperature, Providence has fitted it for it, by giving it

extraordinary powers of sustaining heat. Other insects are as remarkable

for bearing any degree of cold. Some gnats that De Geer observed,

survived after the water in which they were was frozen into a mass of ice:

and Reaumur relates many similar instances.^

The last passive means of defence that I mentioned, was the multiplica-

tio7i of insects. Some species, the Aphides for instance, and the Grass-

hoppers and Locusts, have such an infinite host of enemies, that were it

not for their numbers the race would soon be annihilated.— But as passive

means of defence have detained us sufficiently long, it is enough to have

touched upon this head. Let us then now proceed to such as may be

called active; in which the volition of the animal bears some part.

II. The active means of defence, which tend to secure insects from

injury or attack, are much more numerous and diversified than the pas-

sive ; and also more interesting, since they depend, more or less, upon the

efforts and industry of these creatures themselves. When urged by danger,

they endeavour to repel it, either by having recourse to certain attitudes

or motions ;
producing particular noises ; emitting disagreeable scents or

fluids ; employing their limbs, or weapons, and valour ; concealing them-

selves in various ways, or by counteracting the designs and attacks of

their enemies by contrivances that require ingenuity and skill.

The attitudes which insects assume for this purpose are various. Some
are purely imitative, as in many instances detailed above. I possess a

diminutive rove-beetle {Aleochara compUcans K. Ms,), to which my atten-

tion was attracted as a very minute, shining, round black pebble. This

successful imitation was produced by folding its head under its breast, and
turning up its abdomen over its elytra; so that the most piercing and dis-

criminating eye would never have discovered it to be an insect. I have

observed that a carrion beetle (^Sitpha thoracica} when alarmed has re-

course to a similar manoeuvre. Its orange-coloured thorax, the rest of

the body being black, renders it particularly conspicuous. To obviate this

inconvenience, it turns its head and tail inwards till they are parallel with

the trunk and abdoKien, and gives its thorax a vertical direction, when it

resembles a rough stone. The species of another genus of beetles (/iga-

thidium) will also bend both iiead and thorax under the elytra, and so

assume the appearance of shining globular pebbles.

Related to the defensive attitude of the two last-mentioned insects, and
precisely the same with that of the Armadillo (Dasi/pus) amongst qua-

drupeds, is that of one of the species of woodlouse (Armadillo vulgaris).

l J. Mason Good's Anniversary Oration, delivered March 8. 1808, before the Me-
dical Society of London, p. 31.

* De Geer, vi. 35o. ; comp, 320., and Reaum. 11. 141—147.
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This insect, -when alarmed, rolls itself up into a little ball. In this attitude

its legs and the underside of the body, which are soft, are entirely covered

and defended by the hard crust that forms the upper surface of the animal.

These balls are perfectly spherical, black and shining, and belted with

narrow white bands, so as to resemble beautiful beads ; and could they be
preserved in this form and strung, would make very ornamental necklaces

and bracelets. At least so thought Swammerdam's maid, who, finding a

number of these insects thus rolled up in her master's garden, mistaking

them for beads, employed herself in stringing them on a thread ; when, to

her great surprise, the poor animals beginning to move and struggle for

their libertv, crying out and running away in the utmost alarm, she threw
down her prize.^ The golden-wasp tribe also (^ChrysididcB), all of which I

suspect to be parasitic insects, roll themselves up, as I have often observed,

into a little ball when alarmed, and can thus secure themselves— the

upper surface of the body being remarkably hard, and impenetrable to

their weapons — from the stings of those Hymenojjtera whose nests they

enter with the view of depositing their eggs in their offspring. Latreille

noticed this attitude in Famopes carnea, which, he tells us, Bembex ro'

strata pursues, though it attacks no other similar insect, with great fury

;

and, seizing it with its feet, attempts to dispatch it with its sting, from
which it thus secures itself.^ M. Lepelletier de Saint-Fargeau, to whom
entomology is indebted for so many new facts relative to the manners of

hymenopterous;l(nsects, has given us a striking account of a contest be-

tween the art of one of these parasites {Hcdychnnn regiiim) and the

courage of one of the mason-bees, in endeavouring to defend its nest from

its attack. The mason-bee had partly finished one of her cells, and flown

away to collect a store of pollen and honey. During her absence the

female parasitic Hedi/chrimi, after having examined this cell by entering it

head foremost, came out again, and walking backwards, had begun to

introduce the posterior part of her body into it, preparatory to deposit-

ing an egg, when the mason-bee arriving laden with her pollen paste threw
herself upon her enemy, which, availing herself of the means of defence

above adverted to, rolled herself up into a compact ball, with nothing but

the wings exposed, and equally invuhierable to the sting or mandibles of
her assailant. In one point, however, our little defender of her domicile

saw that her insidious foe was accessible ; and, accordingly, with her

mandibles cut oft' her four wings, and let her fall to the ground, and then

entering her cell with a sort of inquietude, deposited her store of food,

and flew to the fields for a fresh supply ; but scarcely was she gone before

the Hcdychrum, unrolling herself, and, faithful to her instinct and her object,

though deprived of her wings, crept up the wall directly to the cell from

whence she had been precipitated, and quietly placed li^r egg in it against

the side below the level of the pollen-paste, so as to prevent the mason-bee

from seeing it on her return.^

Other insects endeavour to protect themselves from danger by simu-

lating death. The common dung-chafer (Gcotrvpes sfercorarius^, when
touched, or in fear, sets out its legs as stiff" as if they were made of iron-

wire— which is their posture when dead — and remaining perfectly

motionless, thus deceives the rooks which prey upon them, and, like the

1 Hill's Sivamm. i. 174. « Ann. du Mus. 1810, 5.

3 Encycl. Mathod. x. 8. Lacordaire, Litrod. a fEntom. ii. 488.
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ant-lion before celebrated, will eat them only when alive. A difTerent

attitude is assumed by one of the tree-chafers (Hop/ia jnilverulcnta), pro-

bably with the same view. It sometimes elevates its posterior legs into

the air, so as to form a straight vertical line, at right angles with the upper

surface of its body.— Another genus of insects of the same order, the pill-

beetles {Byrrhiis), have recourse to a method the reverse of this. They
pack their legs, which are short and flat, so close to their body, and lie so

entirely without motion when alarmed, that they look like a dead body,

or rather the dung of some small animal.— Amongst the weevil tribe, most
of the species of Germar's genus Cri/ptorynchus, including several modern
genera or subgenera, when an entomological finger approaches them, as I

have often experienced to my great disappointment, applying their rostrum

and legs to the underside of their trunk, fall Irom the station on which you
hope to entrap them to the ground or amongst the grass ; where, lying

without stirring a limb, they are scarcely to be distinguished from the soil

around them. Thus also, doubtless, they often disappoint the birds as

well as the entomologist.— A little timber-boring beetle {Anobium per-

tinax, and others of the genus have the same faculty), which, when the

head is withdrawn somewhat within the thorax, much resembles a monk
with his hood, has long been famous for a most pertinacious simulation of

death. All that has been related of the heroic constancy of American
savages, when taken and tortured by their enemies, scarcely comes up to

that which these little creatures exhibit. You may maim them, pull them
limb from limb, roast them alive over a slow fire ', but you will not gain

your end ; not a joint will they move, nor show by the least symptom that

they suffer pain. Do not think, however, that I ever tried tliese experi-

ments upon them myself, or that I recommend you to do the same. I am
content to believe the facts that I have here stated upon the concurrent

testimony of respectable witnesses, without feeling any temptation to put

the constancy of the poor insect again to the test. — A similar apathy is

shown by some species of saw-flies (Scrrifcra), which, when alarmed, con-

ceal their antennae under their body, place their legs close to it, and remain
without motion even when transfixed by a pin.— Spiders also simulate

death by folding up their legs, falling from their station, and remaining

motionless ; and when in this situation they may be pierced and torn to

pieces without their exhibiting the slightest symptom of pain.^

There is a certain tribe of caterpillars called surveyors (^Geometrcc), that

will sometimes support themselves for whole hours, by means of their

posterior legs, solely upon their anal extremity, forming an angle of various

degrees with the branch on which they are standing, and lookuig like one
of its twigs. Many concurring circumstances promote this deception.

The body is kept stiff and inuBoveable with the separations of the seg-

ments scarcely visible ; it terminates in a knob, the legs being applied

close, so as to resemble the bud at the end of a twig ; besides which it

often exhibits intermediate tubercles which increase the resemblance. Its

colour, too, is usually obscure, and similar to that of the bark of a tree.

So that, doubtless, the sparrows and other birds are frequently deceived

by this manoeuvre, and thus baulked of their prey. Rosel's gardener,

mistaking one of these caterpillars for a dead twig, started back in great

1 De Geer, iv, 229. a Smellie, Phil of Nat. Hist. i. 150.
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alarm when upon attempting to break it off he found it was a living

animal.^

But insects do not always confine themselves to attitudes by which
they meditate escape or concealment ; they sometimes, to show their

courage, put themselves in a posture of defence, and even have in view
the annoyance as well as the repelling of their foes. The great rove-

beetle (^Goerius olens) presents an object sufficiently terrific, when with its

large jaws expanded, and its abdomen turned over its head, like a scorpion,

it menaces its enemies, some of which this ferocious attitude may deter

from attacking it. Mr. Bingley informs us that the giant earwig (Labidura
giganted), a rare species that his researches have added to the catalogue of

British insects, turns up over its head, in a similar manner, its abdomen,
which, being armed at the end with a large forceps, must give it an ap-

pearance still more alarming.*

The caterpillars of some hawk-moths (Sphinx), particularly that which
feeds upon the privet, when they repose, holding strongly with their

prolegs the branch on which they are standing, rear the anterior part of

their body so as to form nearly a right angle with the posterior; and in

this position it will remain perfectly tranquil,— thus eluding the notice of

its enemies, or alarming them,— perhaps for hours. Reaumur relates that

a gardener in the employment of the celebrated Jussieu used to be quite dis-

concerted by the self-sufficient air of these animals, saying they must be

very proud, for he had never seen any other cater|)illars hold their heads

so higli.^ From this attitude, which precisely resembles that which sculp-

tors have assigned to the fabulous monster called by that name, the term

Sphinx has been used to designate this genus of insects.— The caterpillar

of a moth {Lophopten/x camelina) noticed by the author just quoted,

whenever it rests from feeding, turns its head over its back, then becomes
concave, at the same time elevating its tail, the extremity of which remains

in a horizontal position, with two shori horns like ears behind it. Thus the

six anterior legs are in the air, and the whole animal looks like a quadru-

ped in miniature; the tail being its head— the horns its ears— and the

reflexed head simulating a tail curled over its back.* In this seem-

ingly unnatural attitude it will remain without motion for a very long

time.

Some lepidopterous larvae, that fix the one half of the body and elevate

the other, agitate the elevated part, whether it be the head or the tail, as if

to strike what disturbs them.* The giant caterpillar of a large North
American moth (Ceracampa regalis) is armed behind the head and at the

back of the anterior segments with seven or eight strong curved spines

from half to three fourths of an inch in length. Mr. Abbot tells us that

this caterpillar is called in Virginia the hickory-horned devil, and that

when disturbed it draws up its head, shaking or striking it from side to side

;

which attitude gives it so formidable an aspect, that no one, he affirms, will

venture to handle it, people in general dreading it as much as a rattle-

snake. When, to convince the Negroes that it was harmless, he himself

took hold of this animal in their presence, they used to reply that it could

not sting him, but would them.^ The species of a genus of beetles named

1 Ros. i V. 27. 2 Linn. Trans, x. 404. ' Reaum. ii. 253.

4 Reaum. ii. 2G0. t. 20. f. 10, 11. Compare Sepp. IV. t. i. f. 3—7.
5 Reaum. i. 100. ^ Smith's Abbot's Ins. of Georgia, ii. 121.
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MalacMus endeavour to alarm tlieir enemies and show their rajje by puff-

ing out and inflating four vesicles from the sides of their body, which are of

a bright red, soft, and of an irregular shape. When the cause of alarm is

removed, they are retracted, so that only a small portion of them ap-

pears.^

Insects often endeavour to repel or escape, from assailants by their motions.

Mr. White, mentioning a wild bee that makes its nest on the summit of

a remarkable hill near Lewes in Sussex, in the chalky soil, says :— " When
people approach the place these insects begin to be alarmed, and with a

sharp and hostile sound dash and strike roimd the heads and faces of in-

truders. I have often been interrupted myself while contemplating the

grandeur of the scenery around me, and have thought myself in danger of

being stung." ^— The hive-bee will sometimes have recourse to the same
expedient, when her hive is approached too near, and thus give you notice

what you may expect if you do not take her warning and retire.

—

Humble-bees when disturbed, whether out of the nest or in it, assume
some very grotesque and at the same time threatening attitudes. If you
put your finger to them, they will either successively or simultaneously

lift up the three legs of one side ; turn themselves upon their back; bend
up their anus and show their sting accompanied by a drop of poison. Some-
times they willl even spirt out that liquor. When in the nest, if it be at-

tacked, they also beat their wings violently and emit a great hum.'

These motions menace vengeance ; those of some other insects are

merely to effect their escape. Thus I have observed that the species of

the May-fly tribe {Tric/ioptera *), when I have attempted to take them, have

often glided away from under my hand — without moving their limbs that

I could discover— in a remarkable manner.^ M. de Villiers informs us

that different species of moths of the genera Orthosia and Cerastis never

avail themselvesof their wings to escape the dangers which threaten them
;

but ifyou attempt to seize them immediately let themselves fall to the ground,

and then begin running with such rapidity, that it is very difficult to obtain

possession of them.® And in like manner various CurcuUonldce and other cole-

opterous insects, if they see any one approach, contract their legs, and suffer

themselves to fall from the leafor other surface on which they rest,among the

grass or plants below, and thus escape. To notice the ordinary motions of

insects, which are often means by which they avoid danger, would here be
premature, since they will be fully considered in a subsequent letter. I

shall, therefore, only mention the zigzag flight of butterflies and the traverse

sailingof humble-bees, which certainly render it more difficult for the birds

to catcii them while on the wing.

Noises are another means of defence to which insects have occasional

recourse. I have heard the lunar dung-beetle {Copris lunaris), when dis-

turbed, utter a shrill sound. Di/nastcs Oromedon, another of the lamel-

licorn insects, was observed by Dr. Arnold to make, when alarmed, a kind

of creaking noise, which it produced by rul)bing its abdomen against its

elytra. A third of the same tribe (Trox sabulosiis) emits a small sibilant or

chirping noise, as I once observed when I found several feeding in a ram's

1 De Geer, iv. 74. 2 Nat. Hist. ii. 268.

5 P. Huber, in Linn. Trans, vi. 219. Kirby, Man. Ap. Angl. i. 201.

* Kirb}' in Linn. Trans, xi. 87. note *.

* Evicfently by tlie action of the numerous spines on the legs all directed back-
wards, just as an ear of barley will mount up the sleeve of a coat.

* Ann. Soc. JEnt de France, xi. bull. xii.
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horn.^ The " drowsy hum" of beetles, humble-bees, and other insects in

their flight, may tend to preserve them from some of their aerial assailants.

And the angry chidings of the inhabitants of the hive, which are very dis-

tinguishable from their ordinary sounds, maybe regarded as warning voices

to those from whom they apprehend evil or an attack. I have before ob-

served that the death's-head hawk-moth {Acherontia Atropos), when me-
naced by the stings of ten thousand bees enraged at her depredations upon
their property, possesses the secret to disarm them of their fury. This

insect, when in fear or danger, is known to produce a sharp, shrill, mourn-
ful cry, which, with the superstitious, has added to the alarm produced by
the symbol of death which signalises its thorax. This cry, there is reason

to believe, affects and disarms the bees, so as to enable her to proceed in

her spoliations with impunity.'^ One of these insects being once brought

to a learned divine, who was also an entomologist, when he was unwell, he

was so much moved by its plaintive noise, that, instead of devoting it to

destruction, he gave the animal its life and liberty. I might say more upon
this subject of defensive noises, but I shall reserve what I have further to

communicate, to a letter which I purpose devoting to the sounds produced

or emitted by insects.

You are acquainted with the singular property of the skunk (Viverra pu-
torius L.), which repels its assailants by the fetid vapour that it explodes ;

but perhaps are not aware that the Creator has endowed many insects

with the same property, and for the same purpose, some of which exhale

powerful or disagreeable odours at all times, and from the general surface

of their body ; while they issue from others only through particular organs,

and when they are attacked.

Of the former description of defensive scents there are numerous ex-

amples, in almost every order; for, next to plants and vegetable sub-

stances, insects, of any part of the creation, afford the greatest diversity of
odours. In the Coleoptera order a very common beetle, the whirlwig

(Gi/nnus nataloi-), will infect your finger for a long time with a disagree-

able rancid smell ; while two other species, G. nmutics and villosus, are

scentless. Those unclean feeders, the carrion beetles ( Silpha L.), as might

be expected from the nature of their food, are at the same time very fetid.

Pliny tells us of a Blatta, which, from his description, is evidently the

darkling-beetle (^/o;w ?«o;ifiMga), and which he recommends as an infallible

nostrum, when applied with oil extracted from the cedar, in otherwise in-

curable ulcers, that was an object of general disgust on account of its ill

scent, a character which it still maintains ^
; which scent, from Mr. Thwaite's

investigation of the internal anatomy of this insect, proceeds from two
small oblong vesicles near the anus, the fluid contents of which, when they

are extracted and dissected under water, rise in a bubble to the surface,

and there becoming vaporised diffuse the fetid smell pecuhar to the

species. Numbers of the ground-beetles (^EutrccJdna), that are found under

1 Numerous other beetles make the same kind of sound, either by the friction of

the head in the anterior prothoracic cavity, or by rubbing the narrowed front of the
mesothorax against the sides of the posterior prothoracic cavity, or the abdomen
against the elytra.

2 Huber appears to be of this opinion ; he does not, however, lay great stress

upon it. Yet there seems no other way of accounting for the impunity with wllich
this animal commits its depredations. Huber, ii. 299.

' Hist. Nat. 1. xxix. c. 6.
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stones, and in places that have not a free circulation of air, exhale a most
disagreeable and penetrating odour, which De Geer observes resembles that
of rancid butter, and is not soon got rid of. It is produced, he says, from
an unctuous matter that transpires through the body ^ : but I am rather in-

clined to think it proceeds from the extremity. I have noticed that some
small beetles of the Omafium genus, for instance O. rividare, and another
species that I once found in abundance on the primrose (0. PrimidcB K.
Ms.), especially the latter, are abominably fetid when taken, and that it re-'

quires more than one washing to free the fingers from it. Every one knows
that the cock-roach (B/atta oricntalis), belonging to the Orthoptera order,

is not remarkable for a pleasant scent ; but none are more notorious for

their bad character in this respect than the bug tribe (Geocorisa;), which
almost universally exhale an odour that mixes with the scent of cucumbers
another extremely unpleasant and annoying. Some, however, are less dis-

gusting, particularly hygceus Hj/oscynmi, which yields, De Geer found, an
agreeable odour of thyme.'^— Several lepidopterous larvEe are defended
by their ill smell ; but I shall only particularise the silk-worms, which on
that account are said to be unwholesome.— Phryganea grandk, a kind of
May-fly, is a trichoptemus insect that offends the nostrils in this way ; but a
worse is Chrysopa PcrUi, a golden-eyed and lace-winged fly, of the next
order, whose beauty is counterbalanced by a strong scent of human ordure
that proceeds from it.— Numberless Hymenoptera act upon the olfactory

nerves by their ill or powerful effluvia. One of them, an ant {Formica
fcetida De Geer, fcvtens Oliv.), has the same smell with the insect last men-
tioned.^ Our common black ant {F.fidiginosa), whose curious nests in

trees have been before described to you, is an insect of a powerful and
penetrating scent, which it imparts to every thing with which it comes in

contact ; and Fabricius distinguishes another {F. ana/is Latr., fcetens F.)
by an epithet (fwtidissima) which sufficiently declares its properties. Many
wild bees {Andrena) are distinguished by their pungent alliaceous smell.

Crabro U-flavum, a wasp-like insect, is remarkable for the penetrating and
spirituous effluvia of ether that it exhales.* Indeed there is scarcely any
species in this order that has not a peculiar scent.— Some dipterous in-

sects— though these in general neither offend nor delight us by it— are
distinguished by their smell. Thus Mesembrina mystacea, a fly that in its

grub state lives in cow-dung, savours in this respect, when a denizen of the
air, of the substance in which it first drew breath.^ And another (Sepsis

cynipsca) emits a fragrant odour of beaiim.®— I have not much to tell

you with respect to apterous insects, except that Itdus terrestris, a com-
mon millepede, leaves a strong and disagreeable scent upon the fingers

when handled.'' Most of the insects 1 have here enumerated, probably are

defended from some enemy or injury by the strong vapours that exhale
from them ; and perhaps some in the list produce it from particular or-

gans not yet noticed.

I shall next beg your attention to those insects that emit their smell from

1 iv. 86.
2 De Geer, iii. 249. 374. S ibid. iii. 611.
4 Kirby, Mon. Ap. Anr/L i. 136. note a.

5 De (ieer, vi. 134. Meigen, Uipt. v. 12.
« De Geer. vi. 135. 33. 7 Ibid. vii. 581.
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particular organs. Of these some are furnished with a kind of scent-vessels
which I shall call osmateria ; while in others it issues from the intestines

at the ordinary passage. In the former instance the organ is usually re-

tractile within the body, being only exserted when it is used : it is gene-

rally a bifid vessel, something in the shape of the letter Y. Linne, in his

generic character of the rove-beetles {StaphyUnidcB), mentions two oblong

vesicles as proper to this genus. These organs,— which are by no means
common to the whole genus, even as restricted by late writers, — are its

osmateria, and give forth the scent for which some species, particularly

Oa/jms brunnipes, are remarkable. If you press the abdomen hard, you
will find that these vesicles are only branches from a common stem ; and
you may easily ascertain that the smell of this insect, which mixes some-
thing extremely fetid with a spicy odour, proceeds from their extremity.—
A similar organ, half an inch in length, and of the same shape, issues from

the neck of the caterpillar of the swallow-tail-butterfly (Papi/io Ma-
c/iaon). When I pressed this caterpillar, says Bonnet, near its anterior

part, it darted forth its horn as if it meant to prick me with it, directing it

towards my fingers ; but it withdrew it as soon as I left off pressing it.

This horn smells strongly of fennel, and probably is employed by the insect,

by means of its powerful scent, to drive away the flies and ichneumons that

annoy it. A similar horn is protruded by the slimy larva of P. Anchises

and many other Equiles^, as also Parnassius Apollo. Another insect, the larva

of a species of saw-fly described by De Geer, is furnished with osmateria, or

scent-organs, of a different kind. They are situated between the first five

pair of intermediate legs, which they exceed in size, and are perforated at

the end like the rose of a watering-pot. If you touch the insect they shoot

out like the horns of a snail, and emit a most nauseous odour, which re-

mains long upon the finger ; but when the pressure is removed they are

withdrawn within the body.* The grub of the poplar-beetle {Chrysomela

Popidi) also is remarkable for similar organs. On each of the nine inter-

mediate dorsal segments of its body is a pair of black, elevated, conical

tubercles of a hard substance ; from all of these when touched the animal

emits a small drop of a white milkj' fluid, the smell of which, De Geer ob-

serves, is almost insupportable, being inexpressibly strong and penetrating.

These drops proceed at the same instant from all the eighteen scent-organs

;

which forms a curious spectacle. The insect, however, does not waste

this precious fluid : each drop instead of falling, after appearing for a mo-
ment and dispensing its perfume, is withdrawn again within its receptacle,

till the pressure is repeated, when it re-appears.^

I shall now introduce you to the true counterparts of the skunk, which

explode a most fetid vapour from the ordinary passage, and combat their

enemies with repeated discharges of smoke and noise. The most famous

for their exploits in this way are those beetles which on this account are

distinguished by the name of bombardiers (Brachhius), The most common
species (B. crejjitaiis), which is found occasionally in many parts of Britain,

when pursued by its great enemy, Calosoma inquisitor, seems at first to have

no mode of escape : when suddenly a loud explosion is heard, and a blue

1 Merian Surinam, 17. Jones in Linn.Trans. ii. 64.

2 De Geer, ii. 989. t. xxxvii. f. 6.

3 Ibid. V. 291. Compare Ray's Letters, 43.
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smoke, attended by a very disagreeable scent, is seen to proceed from its

anus, which immediately stops the progress of its assailant : when it has
recovered from the effect of it, and the pursuit is renewed, a second dis-

charge again arrests its course. The bombardier can fire its artillery twenty
times in succession if necessary, and so gain time to effect its escape ; and
what is still more remarkable, Mr. Holme found that by pressing the abdo-

men near the anus, the discharges may be produced after death. In this

way two specimens which had been dead eighteen hours gave, one fifteen,

and the other nineteen discharges before being exhausted, and he even
obtained explosions from some specimens which had been dead four days

;

but most of these, along with the noise, discharged a black grainy fluid

without smoke.^ Another species (£. displosor) makes explosions similar

to those of ^. crejntans : when irritated it can give ten or twelve good dis-

charges ; but afterwards, instead of smoke, it emits a yellow or brown fluid.

By bending the joints of its abdomen it can direct its smoke to any parti-

cular point. M. Leon Dufour observes that this smoke has a strong and
pungent odour, which has a striking analogy with that exhaled by nitric

acid. It is caustic, reddening white paper, and producing on the skin the

sensation of burning, and forming red spots, which pass into brown, and
though washed remain several days.'^ This burning sensation, M. Lacor-
daire informs us, when arising from the discharges of the large exotic

species, is so painful, that he has often been obliged to let those which he
had taken escape. The same power of emitting explosions, as a means of
defence, is found also in some other coleopterous species, as in those of
the genus Paussus, according to M. Payen, who had an opportunity of
studying their habits in the isles of Sunda and the Moluccas ^

; in those of
Cerapterus according to Mr. MacLeay * ; and in those of Ozcena in a slight

degree, according to M. Lacordaire.

Another expedient to which insects have recourse, to rid themselves of
their enemies, is the emission of disagreeable7?M2W,r. These, some discharge

from the mouth ; others from the anus ; others again from the joints of
the limbs and segments of the body ; and a few from appropriate organs.

You have doubtless often observed a black beetle crossing pathways
with a slow pace, which feeds upon the different species of bedstraw
(Galium), called by some the bloody-nose beetle (Timarcha tenebricosa).

This insect, when taken, usually ejects from its mouth a clear drop or two
of red fluid, which will stain paper of an orange colour. The carrion-

beetles {Silpha and Necrophorus), as also the larger Carabi, defile us, if

handled roughly, with brown fetid saliva. Mr. Sheppard having taken one
of the latter (C. violaceus), applied it in joke to his son's face, and was
surprised to hear him immediately cry out as if hurt : repeating the ex-
periment with another of his boys, he complained of its making him
smart : upon this he touched himself with it, and it caused as much pain
as if, after shaving, he had rubbed his face with spirits of wine. This he
observed was not invariably the case with this beetle, its saliva at other
times being harmless. Hence he conjectures that its caustic nature, in the
instance here recorded, might arise from its food ; which he had reason to

1 Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. ii. proc. vii.

8 An7i. du Mux. xviii. 70. 3 Lacordaire, Introd. a VEntom. ii. 56.
* Westwood, Mod. Classif. of Ins. i. 151.
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think had at that time been the electric centipede {Geopliihts eleclricus.y

Lesser having once touched the anal horn of the caterpillar of some
sphinx, suddenly turning its head round it vomited upon his hand a quan-
tity of green viscous and very fetid fluid, which, though he washed it fre-

quently with soap and fumed it with sulphur, infected it for two days.^

Lister relates that he saw a spider, when upon being provoked it attempted

to bite, emit several times small drops of very clear fluid.*^ Mr. Briggs

observed a caterpillar caught in the web of one of our largest spiders, by
means of a fluid which it sent forth, entirely dissolve the great breadth of

threads with which the latter endeavoured to envelop it, as fast as pro-

duced, till the spider appeared quite exhausted.^ The caterpillars also of

a particular tribe of saw-flies, remarkable for the beautiful pennated

antennae of the males (Pteronus)*, when disturbed, eject a drop of fluid

from their mouth. Those of one species inhabiting the fir-tree (Pf, Pint)

are ordinarily stationed on the narrow leaves of that tree— which they

devour most voraciously in the manner that we eat radishes— with their

head towards the point. Sometimes two are engaged opposite to each

other on the same leaf. They collect in groups often of more than a hun-

dred, and keep as close to each other as they can. When a branch is

stripped they all move together to another. If one of these caterpillars

be touched or disturbed, it immediately with a twist lifts the anterior part

of its body, and emits from its mouth a drop of clear resin, perfectly simi-

lar both in odour and consistence to that of the fir.^ What is still more
remarkable, no sooner does a single individual of the group give itself this

motion, than all the rest, as if they were moved by a spring, instantaneously

do the same.® Thus these animals fire a volley, as it were, at tlieir annoy-

ers, the scent of which is probably sufficient to discomfit any ichneumons,

flies, or predaceous beetles that may be desirous of attacking them.

Amongst those which annoy their enemies b}' the emission of fluids from

their anus are the larger Carabi. These, if roughly handled, will spirt to

a considerable distance an acrid, caustic, stinking liquor, which, if it

touch the eyes or the lips, occasions considerable pain.^— The rose-

scented Capricorn (^Ceramhyx moschatus) produced a similar effect upon
Mr. Sheppard by similar means. The fluid in this had a powerful odour
of musk.— The acid of ants has long been celebrated, and is one of their

most powerful means of defence. When the species that have no sting

make a wound with their jaws, they insinuate into it some of this acid, the

eflfluvia produced by which are so subtile and penetrating, that it is impos-

sible to hold your head near the nest of the hill-ant {Formica riifa), when
the ants are much disturbed, without being almost suffocated. This odour

thus proceeding from myriads of ants is powerful enough, it is said, to kill

1 Lesser, 1. i. 284. note 6.

2 De Araneis, 27.

3 This gentleman is of opinion that spiders possess the means of re-dissolving

their webs. He observed one, when its net was broken, run up its thread, and
gathering a considerable mass of the web into a ball, suddenly dissolve it with fluid.

He also observes that, when winding up a powerful prey, a spider can form its

threads into a broad sheet.

* J urine, Hijmenopt. t. vi. f. 8.

^ De Geer, ii. 971.

^ 1 owe the knowledge of this circumstance to Mr. MacLeay.
^ De Geer, iv. 86. Geofl'r. i. 141.
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a frog, and is probably the means of securing the nest from the attack of

many enemies. — Dr. Arnold observed a species of bug {Scutellera)

abundant upon some polygamous plants which he could not determine, and

in all their diflerent states. They were attended closely by^ hosts of ants,

and when disturbed emitted a very strong smell. One of these insects

ejected a minute drop of fluid into one of his eyes, which occasioned for

some hours considerable pain and inflannnation. In the evening, however,

they appeared to subside ; but on the following morning the inflammation

was renewed, became worse than ever, and lasted for three days.

Other insects, when under alarm, discharge a fluid from the joints and

segments of their body. You have often seen what has been called the

unctuous or oil beetle (Meloe Proscarabccus), and I dare say, when you

took it, have observed orange-coloured or deep-yellow drops appear at its

joints. As these insects feed upon acrid plants, the species of crow-foot

(;r Ranunculus, it is probable that this fluid partakes of the nature of their

food, and is very acrimonious — and thus may put to flight its insect

assailants or the" birds, from neither of which it could otherwise escape,

being a very slow and sluggish, and at the same time very conspicuous

animal. Another beetle {E/enophoriis coUaris) has likewise this faculty.

— The lady-bird, we know, has been recommended as a cure for the tooth-

ache. This idea may have taken its rise from a secretion of this kind

being noticed upon it. I have observed that one species (Coccinella hiptinc-

tata), when taken, ejects from its joints a yellow fluid, which yields a

powerful but not agreeable scent of opium.— Asilus crabronifvrmis, a dip-

terous insect, once when 1 took it emitted a white milky fluid from its

proboscis, the joints of the legs and abdomen, and the anus. The common
scorjMon-fly {Rapkidia ojjhiojjsiii) likewise, upon the same occasion ejects

from its proboscis a brown and fetid drop.' Some insects have peculiar

organs from which tlieir fluids issue, or are ejaculated. Thus the larvae of

saw-flies, when taken into the hand, cover themselves with drops, exuding

from all parts of their body, of an unpleasant penetrating scent.^ That of

Citiibcx liitea,o( the same tribe, from a small hole just above each spiracle,

syringes a similar fluid in horizontal jets of the diameter of a thread, some-

times to the distance of more than a foot.^ — The caterpillar of the great

emperor moth (Saturnia Pavonia major) also s|)irts out, when the spines

that cover them are touched, clear lyriiph from its |)ierced tubercles.*—
Willoughby has remarked a curious circumstance with respect to a water

beetle (Acilius sulcatus) which ought not to be overlooked. A transverse

line of a pale colour is observable ui)on the elytra of the male ; where this

line terminates certain oblong pores are visible, from which he affirms he

has often seen a milky fluid exuding*; and what may confirm his state-

ment, I have more than once observed sucii a fluid issue from tlie male of

tiiis genus. — The caterpillar of the puss-moth {Cerura vinida), as well as

tliose of several other species, has a cleft in the neck between the head and

the first pair of legs. From this issues, at tiie will of the animal, a singular

syringe, laterally bifid; the branches of which are terminated by a nipple

perforated like the rose of a watering-pot. By means of this organ, when
toucheil, it will syringe a fluid to a considerable distance, wi'ich, if it enters

the eyes, gives them acute, but not lasting pain. The animal when taken

1 De Geer, ii. 734. * Rcamur, v. 96. ' De Geer, ii. 937.

4 Rosel, iv. 162. De Geer, i. 273. * Eai, Hist. Ins. 94. n. 3.
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from the tree on which it feeds, though supplied with its leaves, loses this

faculty, with which it is probably endowed to drive off the ichneumons that
infest it.' — And, to name no more, the great tiger-moth (^Euprepia Caja),

when in its last or perfect state, has near its head a remarkable tuft of
the most brilliant carmine, from amongst the hairs of which, if the thorax be
touched, some minute drops of transparent water issue, doubtless for some
similar purpose.*

The next active means of defence with which Creative Wisdom has en-

dowed these busy tribes, are those limbs or tueapons with which they are

furnished. The insect lately mentioned, the puss-moth, besides the
syringes just described, is remarkable for its singular forked tail, entirely dis-

similar to the anal termination of the abdomen of most other caterpillars.

This tail is composed of two long cylindrical tubes movable at their base,

and beset with a great number of short stiff spines. When the animal
walks, the two branches of the tail are separated from each other, and at

every step are lowered so as to touch the plane of position ; hence we may
conclude that they assist it in this motion, and supply the place of hind
legs. If you touch or otherwise incommode it, from each of the above
branches there issues a long, cylindrical, slender, fleshy, and very flexible

organ of a rose colour, to which the caterpillar can give every imaginable

curve or inflection, causing it sometimes to assume even a spiral form. It

enters the tube, or issues from it, in the same manner as the horns of
snails or slugs. These tails form a kind of double whip, the tubes repre-

senting the handle, and the horns the thong or lash with which the animal

drives away the ichneumons and flies that attempt to settle upon it. Touch
any part of the body, and immediately one or both the horns will appear

and be extended, and the animal will, as it were, lash the spot where it

feels that you incommode it. De Geer, from whom this account is taken,

says that this caterpillar will bite very sharply.'— Several larvs of butter-

flies, distinguished at their head by a semi-coronet of strong spines, figured

by P«Iadame Merian, are armed with singular anal organs*, which may have
a similar use. Rdsel, when he first saw the caterpillar of the puss-moth,

stretched out his hand with great eagerness, so he tells us, to take the

prize ; but when in addition to its grim attitude he beheld it dart forth these

menacing catapults, apprehending they might be poisonous organs, his

courage failed him. At length, without touching the monster, he ventured

to cut off the twig on which it was, and let it drop into a box !
* The

caterpillar of the gold-tail moth {Porthesia chrysorhoea) has a remarkable

aperture, which it can open and shut, surrounded by a rim on the upper
part of each segment. This aperture includes a little cavity, from which it

has the power of darting forth small flocks of z cottony matter that fills it.®

This manoeuvre is probably connected with our present subject, and em-
ployed to defend it Irom its enemies. It also ejects a fluid from its anus.

There is a moth in New Holland, the larva of which annoys its foes

in a different way : from eight tubercles in its back it darts forth, when
alarmed, as many bunches of little stings, by which it inflicts very painful

and venomous wounds.'

1 De aeer, i. 324. a ibid. i. 208.
3 Ibid. i. 322. * Ins. Surinam, t. viii. xxiii. xxx'iii.

5 1. iv. 122. ^ Eeaum. ii. 155. t. vii. f. 4—7.
"^ Lewin's Frodromus,
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The caterpillar of the moth of the beach (Staiiropus Fagi), called the

lobster, is distinguished by the uncommon length of its anterior legs. Mr.
Stephens, an acute entomologist, relates to me that he once saw this

animal use them to rid itself of a mite that incommoded it. They are pro-

bably equally useful in delivering it from the ichneumon and its other insect

enemies. Dr. Arnold has made a curious observation (confirmed by Dr.

Forsstrdm with respect to others of the genus) on the use of the long pro-

cesses or tails that distinguish the secondary wings of Thecla larbas.

These processes, he remarks, resemble antennae, and when the butterfly is

sitting it keeps them in constant motion ; so that at first sight it appears to

have a head at each extremity ; which deception is much increased by a

spot resembling an eye at the base of the processes. These insects, per-

haps, thus perplex or alarm their assailants.— Goedart pretended that the

anal horn with which the caterpillars of so many hawk-moths {Sphingidce)

are armed, answers the end of a sting, instilling a dangerous venom : biit

the observations of modern entomologists have jjroved that this is altogether

fabulous, since the animal has not the power of moving them.^ Their use

is still unknown.
Whether the long and often threatening horns on the head, the thorax,

and even elytra, with which many insects are armed, are beneficial to

them in the view under consideration, is very uncertain. They are fre-

quently sexual distinctions, and have a reference probably rather to

sexual purposes and the economy of the animal, than to anything else.

They may, however, in some instances deter enemies from attacking

them ; and therefore it was right not to omit them wholly, though I shall

not further enlarge upon them. Their mandibles or upper jaws, though
principally intended for mastication,— and in the case of the Hymenopteru^
as instruments for various economical and mechanical uses,— are often

employed to annoy their enemies or assailants. I once suiFered consider-

able pain from the bite of the common water-beetle {Dt/tiscus marginalis),

as well as from that of the great rove-beetle (Goerius olens); but the most
tremendous and effectual weapon with which insects are armed— though
this, except in the case of the scorpion, is also a sexual instrument, and
useful to the females in oviposition— is their sting. With this they keep
not only the larger animals, but even man himself, in awe and at a distance.

But on these I enlarged sufficiently in a former letter.
^

These weapons, fearful as they are, would be of but little use to insects

if they had not courage to employ them : in this quality, however, they
are by no means deficient ; for, their diminutive size considered, they are,

many of them, the most valiant animals in nature. The giant bulk of an
elephant would not deter a hornet, a bee, or even an ant, from attacking

it, if it was provoked. I once observed a small spider walking in my
path. On putting my stick to it, it immediately turned round as if to

defend itself. On the approach of my finger, it lifted itself up and stretched

1 De Geer, i. 149.

2 Jlr. MacLeay relates to me, from the communications of Mr. E. Forster, the
follo^ving particulars respecting the history of Mulilla coccinea, which from this
account appears to be one of the most redoubtable of stinging insects. The females
are most plentiful in Maryland in the months of July and August, but are never
very numerous. They are very active, and have been observed to take flies by
surprise. A person stung by one of them lost hia senses in five minutes, and wa's
so ill for several days that hia life was despaired of.
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out its legs to meet it.— In Ray's Letters mention is made of a sinaular

combat between a spider and a toad fought at Hetcorne near Sittinghurst'

in Kent ; but as the particulars and issue of this famous duel are not
given, I can only mention the circumstance, and conjecture that the

spider was victorious !
^ Terrible as is the dragon-fiy to the insect world

in general, putting to flight and devouring whole hosts of butterflies, May-
flies, and others of its tribes, it instils no terror into the stout heart of

the scorpion-fly {Panorpa communis), though much its inferior in size and
strength. Lyonnet saw one attack a dragon-fly of ten times its own big-

ness, bring it to the ground, pierce it repeatedly with its proboscis ; and
had he not by his eagerness parted them, he doubts not it would have
destroyed this tyrant of the insect creation.^

When the death's head hawk-moth was introduced by Huber into a

nest of humble-bees, they were not affected by it, like the hive-bees, but

attacked it and drove it out of their nest, and in one instance their stings

proved fatal to it.* A black ground-beetle devours the eggs of the mole
cricket, or Gryllotalpa. To defend them, the female places herself at the

entrance of the nest— which is a neatly smoothed and rounded chamber
protected by labyrinths, ditches, and ramparts— and whenever the beetle

attempts to seize its prey, she catches it and bites it asunder.*

I know nothing more astonishing than the wonderful muscular strength

of insects, which, in proportion to their size, exceeds that of any other

class of animals, and is likewise to be reckoned amongst their means of

defence. Take one of the common chafers or dung-beetles (Geotrupes

dercorar'ms, or Copris lunaris) into your hand, and observe how he makes
his way in spite of your utmost pressure ; and read the accounts which

authors have left us of the very great weights that a flea will easily move,
as if a single man should draw a waggon with forty or fifty hundred weight

of hay :— but upon this I shall touch hereafter, and therefore only hint at

it now.
We are next to consider the modes oi concealment to which insects have

recourse in order to escape the observation of their enemies. One is by
covering themselves with various substances. Of this description is a little

water-beetle (Ehpkorus aquatlcus) which is always found covered with mud,
and so when feeding at the bottom of a pool or pond can scarcely be

distin<:iiished, by the predaceous aquatic insects from the soil on which

it rests. Another very minute insect of the same order {Lwtmus ceneus)

that is found in rivulets under stones and the like, sometimes conceals its

elytra with a thick coating of sand, that becomes nearly as hard as stone.

I never met with these animals so circumstanced but once ; then, however,

there were several which had thus defended themselves, and I can now
show you a specimen.— A species of a minute coleopterous genus (Geo-

7-j/ssjis arenifertis ^), which lives in wet spots where the toad-rush {Jiincus

1 Hedcoine near Sittingbourne. ^ Dr. Long in Eay's Letters, 370.

3 Lesser, 1. i. 263. Note %.

4 Huber, Nouv. Obs. ii. SOL
5 Bingley, Animal. Biogr. iii. 1st Ed. 247. White, Nat. Hist. ii. 82.

6 In former editions of this work this insect was stated to be synonjanous with

Trox dubiiis of Panzer, which it much resembles, except in the sculpture of the

prothorax {Fn. Ins. Germ. Init. Ixii. t. 5.) ; but as Schonherr and Gyllenhall, who
had better means of ascertaining the point, regarded Georysstis pygmmis Latr. as

Panzer's insect, the reference is now omitted. G. areniferus differs considerably

from G. pi/ffinceus, as described by Gyllenhall (^Insect. Suec. I. iii. 675.) The front is
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bufonius) growij, covers itself with sand ; and another nearly related to it

{ChcEtuphorus cretiferus K.) which frequents chalk, whitens itself all over

with that substance. As this animal, when clean, is very black, were it

not for this manoeuvre, it would be too conspicuous upon its white ter-

ritory to have any chance of escape from the birds and its other assailants.

— ISo insect is more celebrated for rendering itself hideous by a coat of

dirt than the Reduvius persoiiatus, a kind of bug sometimes found in

houses. When in its two preparatory states, every part of its body, even

its legs and antennae, is so covered with the dust of apartments, consisting

of a mixture of particles of sand, fragments of wool or silk, and similar

jnatters, that the animal at first would be taken for one of the ugliest

spiders. This grotesque appearance is aided and increased by motions

equally awkward and grotesque, upon which I shall enlarge hereafter. If

you touch it with a hair-pencil or a feather, this clothing will soon be re-

moved, and you may behold the creature unmasked, and in its proper

form. It is an insect of prey ; and amongst other victims will devour its

more hateful congener the bed-bug.* Its slow movements, combined
with its covering, seem to indicate that the object of these manoeuvres is

to conceal itself from observation, probably, both of its enemies and of its

prey. It is therefore properly noticed under my present head.

As Hercules, after he had slain the Nemean lion, made a doublet of its

skin, so the larva of another insect (^Hcmerobiiis ck/ysops, a lace-winged

fly with golden eyes) covers itself with the skins of the luckless Aphides

that it has slain and devoured. From the head to the tail, this pigmy de-

stroyer of the helpless is defended by a thick coat, or rather mountain

composed of the skins, limbs, and down of these creatures. Reaumur, in

order to ascertain how far this covering was necessary, removed it, and
put the animal into a glass, at one time with a silk cocoon, and at

another with raspings of paper. In the first instance in the space of an

hour it had clothed itself with particles of the silk ; and in the second,

being again laid bare, it found the paper so convenient a material, that it

made of it a coat of unusual thickness.'*

Insects in general are remarkable for their cleanliness ;— however filthy

the substances which they inhaliit, yet they so manage as to keep them-
selves personally neat. Several, however, by no means deserve this

character; and I fear you will scarcely credit me when I tell you that

not rugulose, the vertex is channelled, the anteniiie shorter than the head ; the pro-

thorax is rather shining, marlied anteriorly with several excavations, in the middle

of which is a channel forming a reversed cross with a transverse impression.

Mr. Westwood remarks that the earth with which this insect is coated cannot be for

concealment, as above stated, because it is but rarely found so covered, and only

when it has by chance found its way into soft mudd}' ground, (it/orf. Class of Ins.

i. 119.) My own observations, however, lead to the different conclusion given

above. I remember as if yesterday, though thirtj'-six years since, the surprise

with which I saw creeping in a moist (but not watery) sand-pit at «Elloughton,

near Hull, when entomologising, scores of what seemed little moving masses of

sand, and my delight on finding the, to me, new and singular insect which was
concealed beneath ; and as I afterwards repeatedly found the same insect in similar

situations, invariably coated with sand (not earth), and never without this covering,

I cannot think this circumstance accidental.

1 De Geer, iii. 283. GeoU: Hist. Ins. i. 437.
^ Keaum. iii. 39L
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some shelter themselves under an umbrella formed of their own excre-
ment ! You will exclaim, perhaps, that there is not a parallel case in all

nature ;— it maybe so;— yet as lam bound to confess the faults of insects

as well as to extol their virtues, I must not conceal from you this op-
probrium. Beetles of three different genera are given to this Hottentot
habit. The first to which I shall introduce you is one that has long been
celebrated under the name of the beetle of the lily (CViocem mer-digera,

Cantaride de' Gigli Vallisn.). The larvae of this insect have a very tender

skin, which appears to require some covering from the impressions of the

external air and from the rays of the sun ; and it finds nothing so well

adapted to answer these purposes, and probably also to conceal itself from
the birds, as its own excrement, with which it covers itself in the following

manner. Its anus is remarkably situated, being on the back of the last

segment of the body, and not at or under its extremity, as obtains in most
insects. By means of such a position, the excrement when it issues from
the body, instead of being pushed away and falling, is lifted up above the

back in the direction of the head. When entirely clear of the passage, it

falls, and is retained, though slightly, by its viscosity. The grub next, by
a movement of its segments, conducts it from the place where it fell to the

vicinity of the head. It effects this by swelling the segment on which the

excrement is deposited, and contracting the following one, so that it ne-
cessarily moves that way. Although, when discharged, it has a longitu-

dinal direction, by the same action of the segments the animal contrives

to place every grain transversely. Thus, when laid quite bare, it will

cover itself in about two hours. There are often many layers of these

grains upon the back of the insect, so as to form a coat of greater diameter

than its body. When it becomes too heavy and stiff, it is thrown off, and
a new one begun.^— The larvae of the various species of the tortoise-

beetles (Cassida L.) have all of them, as far as they are known, similar

habits, and are furnished besides with a singular ajjparatus, by means of

which they can elevate or drop their stercorarious parasol so as most ef-

fectually to shelter or shade them. The instrument by which they effect

this is an anal fork, upon which they deposit their excrement, and which
in some is turned up and lies flat upon their backs ; and in others forms
different angles, from very acute to very obtuse, with their body ; and
occasionally is unbent and in the same direction with it.^ In some species

the excrement is not so disgusting as you may suppose, being formed into

fine branching filaments. This is the case with C. maculata L.*— In the

cognate genus Imatidium, the larvae also are raerdigerous ; and that of /.

Leayanum Latr., taken by Major- General Hardwicke in the East Indies,

also produces an assemblage of very long filaments, that resemble a dried

fucus or a filamentous lichen. The clothing of the Tineae, clothes-moths,

and others, and also of the case-worms, having enlarged upon in a former

letter, I need not describe here.

Some insects, that they may not be discovered and become the prey of

their enenyes when they are reposing, conceal themselves in flowers. The
male of a little hee {Henudes'^ Canipamdariim),:i true Sybarite, dozes volup-

tuously in the bells of the different species of Campanula— in which, in-

^ Reaum. iii. 220. Compare Vallisnieri, Esperienz. ed Osservaz. 195. Ed. 1726.

2 Reaum. 233. 5 Kirby iu Lin. Trans, iii. 10.

4 Apis. * *. c, 2. y- K.
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deed, I have often found other kinds asleep. Linne named another species

fiorisomnis on account of a similar propensity. A third, a most curious

and rare species (^Andrena ^ spinigera), shelters itself when sleeping, at

least I once found it there so circumstanced, in the nest-like umbel of the

wild carrot. You would think it a most extraordinary freak of nature,

should any quadruped sleep suspended by its jaws (some birds, however,
are said, I think, to have such a habit, and Sus Babyroitssa one something
like it),— yet insects do this occasionally. Linne informs us that a little

bee {Epeolus ^ variegatus) passes the night thus suspended to the beak of
the flowers of Geranium phceum : and I once found one of the vespiform

bees (Nomacla * Goodeniana) hanging by its mandibles by the edge of a
hazel-leaf, apparently asleep, with its limbs relaxed and folded. On being

disengaged from its situation it became perfectly lively.

There is no period of their existence in which insects usually are less

able to help themselves, than during that intermediate state of repose
which precedes their coming forth in their perfect forms. I formerly ex-

plained to you how large a portion of them during this state cease to be
locomotive, and assume an appearance of death. In this helpless con-
dition, unless Providence had furnished them with some means of security,

they must fall an easy prey to the most insignificant of tlieir assailants.

But even here they are taught to conceal themselves from their enemies
by various and singular contrivances. Some seek for safety by burying
themselves, previously to the assumption of the pupa, at a considerable

depth under the earth; others bore into the heart of trees, or into pieces

of timber ; some take their residence in the hollow stalks of plants : and
many are concealed under leaves, or suspend themselves in dark places,

where they cannot readily be seen. But in this state they are not only

defended from harm by the situation they select, but also by the covering

in which numbers envelop themselves ; for besides the leathery case that

defends the yet tender and unformed imago, many of these animals know
how to weave for it a costly shroud of the finest materials, through which
i'ew of its enemies can make their way ;— and to this curious instinct, as I

long since observed, we owe one of the most valuable articles of commerce,
the silk that gives lustre to the beauty of our females. These shrouds are

sometimes double. Thus the laryas of certain saw-flies spin for them-
selves a cocoon of a soft, flexible, and close texture, which they surround
with an exterior one composed of a strong kind of net-work, which with-
stands pressure like a racket.* Here nature has provided that the in-

closed animal shall be protected by the interior cocoon from the injury it

might be exposed to from the harshness of the exterior, while the latter

by its strength and tension prevents it from being hurt by any external

pressure.

But of all the contrivances by which insects in this state are secured from
their enemies, there is none more ingenious than that to which the May-
flies {Trichopterd) have recourse for this purpose. You have heard before

that these insects are at first aquatic, and inhabit curious cases made of

a variety of materials, which are usually open at each end. Since they
must reside in these cases, when they are become pupae, till the time of their
final change approaches, if they are left open, how are the animals, now

1 Melitta. * *. c. K. 2 Apis, * *. b. K.
3 Apis. b. • K. 4 Keaum. v. 100.
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become torpid, to keep out their enemies ? Or, if they are wholly closed,

how is the water, which is necessary to their respiration and life, to be
introduced ? These sagacious creatures know how to compass both these

ends at once. They fix a grate or portcullis to each extremity of th^ir

fortress, which at the same time keeps out intruders and admits the water.

These grates they weave with silk spun from their anus into strong threads,

which cross each other, and are not soluble in water. One of tiiem, de-

scribed by De Geer, is very remarkable. It consists of a small, thickish,

circular lamina of brown silk, becoming as hard as gum, which exactly fits

the aperture of the case, and is fixed a little within the margin. It is pierced

all over with holes disposed in concentric circles, and separated by ridges

which go from the centre to the circumference, but often not quite so re-

gularly as the radii of a circle or the spokes of a wheel. These radii are

traversed again by other ridges, which follow the direction of the circles of
holes ; so that the two kinds of ridges crossing each other form compart-
ments, in the centre of each of which is a hole.^

Under this head I shall call your attention to another circumstance that

saves from their enemies innumerable insects :— I mean their coming forth

for flight or for food only in the night, and taking their repose in various

j)laces of concealment during the day. The infinite hosts of moths (P/ta-

IcBiia L )— amounting in this country to more than a thousand species—
with few exceptions, are all night-fliers. And a considerable proportion of

the pther orders— exclusively of the Hi/menoptera and Diptera, whicli are

mostly day-fliers— are of the same description. One of the well-known
whirlwigs or water-fleas, Gyrinus (^Oreciockeilus vilhsus'), differs from its

congeners, according to the observations of M. Robert,, in running along

the surface of the water only at night, hiding itself under stones on the

banks by day.^ Many larvcs of moths also come out only in the night after

their food, lying hid all day in subterraneous or other retreats. Of this

kind is that of Fitmea j)2dla and N^i/ctei'obius, whose proceedings have been
before described. The caterpillar of another moth (Noctua siibterranea F.)

never ascends the stems of plants, but remains, a true Troglodyte, always

in its cell under ground, biting the stems at their base, which falling bring

thus their foliage within its reach.^

The habitations ofinsects are also usually places of retreat, which secure

them from many of their enemies : but I have so fully enlarged upon this

subject on a former occasion, that it would be superfluous to do more
than mention it here.

I am now to lay before yousome examples of the contrivances, requiring

skill and ingenuity, by which our busy animals occasionally defend them-
selves from the designs and attack of their foes. Of these I have already

detailed to you many instances, which I shall not here repeat ; my history,

therefore, will not be very prolix. 1 observed in my account of the so-

cieties of wasps, that they place sentinels at the mouth of their nests.

The same precaution is taken by the hive-bees, particularly in the night,

when they may expect that the great destroyers of their combs, Gallcria

mellonella and its associates, will endeavour to make their way into the hive.

Observe them by moonlight, and you will see the sentinels pacing about

1 Reaum. iii. 170. De Geer, ii. 519. 545.
^ Ann. Soc. Ent. de. France, iv. bull. Ixxs.
o Jab. Ent. Si/st. Em. iii. 70. 200.
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with their antennae extended, and alternately directed to the right and left.

In the meantime the moths flutter round the entrance ; and it is curious

to see with what art they know iiow to profit of the disadvantage that the

bees, which cannot discern objects but in a strong light, labour under at

that time. But should they touch a moth with these organs of nice sensa-

tion, it falls an immediate victim to their just anger. The moth, however,

seeks to glide between the sentinels, avoiding with the utmost caution, as

if she were sensible that her safety depended upon it, all contact witli

their antennae. These bees upon guard in the night are frequently heard to

utter a very short low hum ; but no sooner does any strange insect or

enemy touch their antennse than the guard is put into a commotion, and
the hum becomes louder, resembling that of bees when they fly, and the

enemy is assailed by workers from the interior of the hive.^

To defend themselves from the death's-head hawk-moth, they have re-

course to a different proceeding. In seasons in which they are annoyed
by this animal, they often barricade the entrance of their hive by a thick

wall made of wax and propohs. This wall is built immediately behind and
sometimes in the gateway, which it entirely stops up ; but it is itself pierced

with an opening or two sufficient for the passage of one or two workers.

These fortifications are occasionally varied : sometimes there is only one
wall, as just described, the apertures of which are in arcades, and placed in

the upper part of the masonry. At others many little bastions, one behind

the other, are erected. Gateways masked by the anterior walls, and not

corresponding with those in them, are made in the second line of building.

These casemated gates are not constructed by the bees without the most
urgent necessity. When their danger is present and pressing, and they

are as it were comjjelled to seek some preservative, they have recourse to

this mode of defence '', which places the instinct of these animals in a won-
derful light, and shows how well they know how to adapt their proceed-

ings to circumstances. Can this be merely sensitive ? When attacked by
strange bees, they have recourse to a similar manoeuvre ; only in this case

they make but narrow apertures, sufficient for a single bee to pass through.
— Pliny affirms that a sick bear will provoke a hive of bees to attack iiim

in order to let him blood.^ What will you say, if humble-bees have re-

course to a similar manoeuvre ? It is related to me by Dr. Leach from the

communications of Mr. Daniel Bydder— an indefatigable and well-informed

collector of insects, and observer of their proceedings— that Bombus* ter-

restris, when labouring under Acarinsis from the numbers of a small mite (G«-
masuH Gymnopterorimi) that infest it, will take its station in an ant-hill ;

where beginning to scratch and kick, and make a disturbance, the ants im-

mediately come out to attack it, and falling foul of the mites, they destroy

or carry them all off; when the bee, thus delivered from its enemies, takes

its flight.

In this long detail, the first idea that will, I should hope, strike the mind
of every thinking being, is the truth of the Psalmist's observation— that

the tender mercies of God are over all his works. Not the least and most
insignificant of his creatures is, we see, deprived of his paternal care and
attention ; none are exiled from his all-directing providence. Why then

should man, the head of the visible creation, for whom all the inferior

1 Hiiber, Nouv. Ohs. ii. 412. 2 ibid. ii. 294.

5 Hist. Nat. 1. viii. c. 36. < Apis * *. e. 2. K.
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animals were created and endowed ; for whose well-being, in some sense,

all these wonderful creatures with their miraculous instincts, whose history

1 am giving you, were put in action,— why should he ever doubt, if he
uses his powers and faculties rightly, that his Creator will provide him
with what is necessary for his present state?— Why should he imagine

that a Being, whose very essence is Love, unless he compels him by his

own wilful and obdurate wickedness, will ever cut hira off from his care

and providence ?

Another idea that upon this occasion must force itself into our mind is,

that nothing is made in vain. When we find that so many seemingly
trivial variations in the colour, clothing, form, structure, motions, habits,

and economy of insects are of very great importance to them, we may
safely conclude that the peculiarities in all these respects, of which we do
not yet know the use, are equally necessary ; and we may almost say, re-

versing the words of our Saviour, that not a hair is given to them without
our Heavenly Father.

I am, &c.
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LETTER XXIL

MOTIONS OF INSECTS. {Larva and pupa.)

Amongst the means of defence to which insects have recourse, I have

noticed their motions. These shall be the subject of the present letter. I

shall not, however, confine myself to those by which they seek to escape

from their enemies ; but take a larger and more comprehensive survey of

them, including not only every species of locomotion, but also the move-
ments they give to different parts of their body when in a state of repose :

and in order to render this survey more complete, I shall add to it some
account of the various organs and instruments by which they move.
Whenever you go abroad in summer, wherever you turn your eyes and

attention, you will see insects in motion. They are flying or sailing every-

where in the air ; dancing in the sun or in the shade ; creeping slowl}', or

marching soberly, or running swiftly, or jumping upon the ground ; travers-

ing your path in all directions ; coursing over the surface of the waters, or

swimming at every depth beneath ; emerging from a subterranean habita-

tion, or going into one ; climbing up the trees, or descending from them ;

glancing from flower to flower ; now alighting upon the earth and waters,

and now leaving them to follow the impulse of their various instincts

;

sometimes travelling singly ; at other times in countless swarms : these the

busy children of the day, and those of the night. If'you return to your
apartment— there are these ubiquitaries— some flying about— others

pacing against gravity up the walls or upon the ceihng— others walking

with ease upon the glass of your windows, and some even venturing to

take their station on your own sacred person, and asserting their right to

the lord of the creation.

This universal movement and action of these restless little animals gives

life to every part and portion of our globe, rendering even the most arid

desert interesting. From their visitations every leaf and flower becomes
animated ; the very dust seems to quicken into life, and the stones, like

those thrown by Deucalion and Pyrrha, to be metamorphosed into loco-

motive beings. In the variety of motions which they exhibit, we see, as

Cuvier remarks ^, those of every other description of animals. They walk,

run, and jump with the quadrupeds ; they fly with the birds ; they glide

with the serpents ; and they swim with the fish. And the provision made
for these motions in the structure of their bodies is most wonderful and
various. " If I was minded to expatiate," says the excellent Derham, " I

might take notice of the admirable mechanism in those that creep ; the

curious oars in those amphibious insects that swim and walk ; the incom-

1 Anatom. Compar, i. 444.
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parable provision made in the feet of such as walk or hang upon smooth
surfaces ; the great strength and spring in the legs of such as leap ; the
strong-made feet and talons of such as dig ; and, to name no more, the
admirable faculty of such as cannot fly, to convey themselves with speed
and safety, by the help of their webs, or some other artifice, to make their

bodies lighter than the air." *

Since the motions, and instruments of motion, of insects are usually

very different in their preparatory states, from what they are in the imago
or perfect state, I shall therefore consider tiieiu separately, and divide my
subject into— motions of larvaj, motions of pupae, and motions of perfect

insects.

I. Amongst larvce there are two classes of movers ; Apodous larvse, or

those that move without legs, and Pedate larvae, or those that move by
means of legs. I must here observe, that by the term legs, which I use
strictly, I mean only jointed organs, that have free motion, and can walk
or step alternately ; not those spurious legs without joints, that have no
free motion, and cannot walk or take alternate steps ; such as support the

middle and anus of the larvas of most Le-pidoptera and saw-flies {Serrifera).

Ajjodous larvre seldom have occasion to take long journeys ; and many
of them, except when about to assume the pupa, only want to change
their place or posture, and to follow their food in the substance, whether
animal or vegetable, to which, when included in the egg, the parent insect

committed them. Legs, therefore, would be of no great use to tliem, and
to these last a considerable impediment. They are capable of three kinds

of motion ; they either walk, or jump, or swim. I use lualking in an im-

proper sense, for M'ant of a better term equally comprehensive : for some
may be said to move by gliding, and others (I mean those that, fixing the

head to any point, bring the tail up to it, and so proceed) by stepping.

The motion of serpents was ascribed by some of the ancients (who were
unable to conceive that it could be effected naturally, unless by the aid of

legs, wings, or fins)*to a preternatural cause. It was supposed to resemble

the " incessus dcorum" and procured to these animals, amongst other

causes, one of the highest and most honourable ranks in the emblematical

class of their false divinities.- Had they known Sir Joseph .Banks's dis-

covery, that some serpents push themselves along by the points of their

ribs, which Sir E. Home found to be curiously constructed for this pur-

pose, their wonder would have been diminished, and their serpent gods
undeified. But though serpents can no longer make good their claim to

motion more deorum, some insects may take their places ; for there are

numbers of larvas that, having neither legs, nor ribs, nor any other points

by which they can push themselves forward on a plane, glide along by the

alternate contraction and extension of the segments of their body. Had
the ancient Egyptians been aware of this, their catalogue of insect divinities

would have been wofully crowded. In this annular motion, the animal

alternately supports each segment of the body upon the plane of position,

which it is enabled to do by the little bundles of muscles attached to the

skin, that take their origin within the body.*

1 Physico-Theol. Ed. 13. 366,
2 Encycl. Brit, art. PlitjsiologTj, 709.
3 Cuvier, Anat. Comp. i. 430.
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I shall begin the list of lualkers, the movements of which are aided by
various instruments, with one which is well known to most people,— the

grub of the nut-weevil {Balaninus Nucum). When placed upon a table,

after lying some time, perhaps, bent in a bow, with its head touching its

tail, at last it begins to move, which, though in no certain direction, it does

with more speed than might be expected. Rosel fancied that this animal

had feet furnished with claws ; but in this, as De Geer justly observes, he
was altogether mistaken, since it has not the least rudiment of them, its

motion being produced solely by the alternate contraction and extension

of the segments of the body, assisted, perhaps, by the fleshy prominences
of its sides. Other larvae have this annular motion aided by a slimy secre-

tion, which gives them further hold upon the plane on which they are

moving, and supplies in some degree the place of legs or claws. That of

the weevil of the common figwort {Clonus ScropJndarice) is always covered

with slime, which enables it, though it renders its appearance disgusting,

to walk with steadiness, by the mere lengthening and shortening of its

segments, upon the leaves of that plant.^ Of this kind, also, are those

larvae, mentioned above, received by De Geer from M. Ziervogel, whicli,

adhering to each other by a slimy secretion, glide along so slowly upon
the ground as to be a quarter of an hour in going the breadth of the hand

:

whence the natives call their bands G'drds-drag?

As a further help, others again call in the assistance of their ungiiiform

mandibles. These, which are peculiar to grubs with a variable membrana-
ceous, or rather retractile head*, especially those of the fly tribe (Mtiscidce),

when the animal does not use them, are retracted not only within the head,

but even within the segments behind it* ; but when it is moving, they are

protruded, and lay hold of the surface on which it is placed. They were

long ago noticed by the accurate Ray. " This blackness in the head,"

says he, speaking of the maggot of the common flesh-fly, " is caused by

two black spines or hooks, which when in motion it puts forth, and fixing

them in the ground, so drags along its body." * The larvas of the aphidi-

vorous flies (Sccsva, &c.), the ravages of which amongst the Aphides 1 have

before described to you, transport themselves from place to place in the

same way, walking by means of their teeth. Fixing their hind part to the

substances on which they are moving, they give their body its greatest

possible tension ; and, if I may so speak, thus take as long a step as they

can : next laying hold of it with their mandibles, by setting free the tail,

and relaxing the tension, the former is brought near the head. Thus the

animal proceeds, and thus will even walk upon glass.® Some grubs, as

those of the lesser house-fly (Anthomi/ia canicidaris), have only one of these

claw-teeth ; and in some they have the form as well as the office of legs.''

Bonnet mentions an apodous larva, that, before it can use its mandibles, is

obliged to spin, at certain intervals, little hillocks or steps of silk, of which

it then lays hold by them, and so drags itself along.

Besides their mandibular hooks, some of these grubs supply the want of

1 De Geer, v. 210. 2 ibid. vi. 338.

3 See MacLeay in Philos. Mag. &c., N. Ser. No. 9. 178.

4 De Geer, vi. 65.

6 Hist. Ins. 270. ® Reaumur, iii. 369.

7 De Geer, vi. 76. Eeaumur, iv. 376. Swamm. Bill. Nat. lid. Hill, ii. 40. a. t.

xxxix. f. 3. h. h.
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legs by means of claws at their anus. Thus that of the flesh-fly, Ray tells

us in the place just quoted, pushes itself by the protruded spines of its tail.

The larva, also, of a long-legged gnat (Limnobia replicala), which in that

state lives in the water, is furnished with these anal claws, which, in con-
junction with its annular tension and relaxation, and the hooks of its

^^outh, assist it in walking over the aquatic plants.^

A remarkable difference, according to their station, obtains in the bots

of gad-flies (CEsf7nd<s) ; thosethat are subcutaneous (Cuticolcs Clark) having

no unguiform mandibles ; while those that are gastric (Gastricokc Clark),

and those that inhabit the maxillary sinuses of animals (Cavicolce Clark),

are furnished with them. In this we evidently see Creative Wisdom adapt-

ing means to their end, for the cuticular bots having no plane surface to

move upon, and imbibing a liquid food, in them the mandibular hooks
would be superfluous. But they are furnished with other means by which
they can accomplish such motions, and in contrary directions, as are neces-

sary to them ; the anterior part of each segment being beset with numbers
of very minute spines, not visible except under a strong magnifier, sometimes
arranged in bundles, which all look towards the anus ; and the posterior

part is, as it were, paved with similar hooks, but smaller, which point to the

head. Thus we may conceive, when the animal wants to move forward,

that it pushes itself by the first set of hooks, keeping the rest, which
would otherwise impede motion in that direction, pressed close to its skin,

or it may depress that part of the segment, and when it would move back-
wards that it employs the second.- The other descriptions of bots, not
being embedded in the flesh, but fixed to a plane, are armed with the

mandibles in question, by which they can not only suspend themselves in

their several stations, but likewise, with the aid of the spines with which
their segments also are furnished, move at their pleasm'e.* Other larvee of

flies, as well as the bots, are furnished with spines or hooks— by which
they take stronger hold— to assist them in their motions. Those men-
tioned in my last letter as inhabiting the nests of humble-bees, besides the

six radii that arm their anus, and which, perhaps, may assist them in loco-

motion, have the margin of their body fringed with a double row of short

spines, which are, doubtless, useful in the same way.
The next order of walkers amongst apodous larvas are those that move

by means of fleshy tuberculiform or pediform prominences, — which last

resemble the spurious legs of the caterpillars of most Lepidoptera, Some,
a kind of nionopods, have only one of such prominences, which, being always

fixed almost under the head, may serve, in some degree, the purpose of an
unguiform mandible. The grub of a kind of gnat (Chironomus stercorar'ms),

and also another, probably of the Tipularian tribe (found by De Geer in

a subputrescent stalk of Angelica, which he was unable to trace to the fly),

have each a fleshy leg on the underside of the first segment, which points

towards the head and assists them in their motions.* Others again go a

little further, and are supported at their anterior extremity by a pair of

spurious legs. An aquatic larva of a most singular form, and of the same

' De Geer, vi. 355.
2 Reaum. iv. 416. t. xxxvi. f. 5. Compare Clark On the Bots, &c. 48.

5 Mr. Clark (ibid. G2.) observed only rough points on the bots of the sheep, but
tliese also have spines or hooks loolcing towards the anus. Reaum. iv. 656. t. xsxv.
f. 1 1. 13. 15. I also observed them myself in the same grub.

* De Geer, vi. t. xxii. f. 15. i. t. xviii. f. 8. p.
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tribe, figured by Reaumur, is thus circumstanced. In this case the pro-

cesses in question proceed from the head, and are armed with claws.^

Would you think it — another Tipularian grub is distinguished by tliree

legs of this kind ? It was first noticed by De Geer under the name of

Tipula macidata {Tanypus monilis Meig.), who gives the following account

of its motions and their organs :— It is found, he observes, in the water of

swampy places and in ditches, is not bigger than a horse-hair, and about u

quarter of an inch in length. Its mode of swimming is like that of a ser-

pent, with an undulating motion of the body, and it sometimes walks at the

bottom of the water, and ujjon aquatic plants. The most remarkable part

of it are its legs, called by Latreille, but it should seem improperly, tenta-

cula. They resemble, by their length and rigidity, wooden legs. The an-

terior leg is attached to the under side, but towards the head, of the first

segment of the body. It is long and cylindrical, placed perpendicularly or

obliquely, according to the different movements the animal gives it, and
terminates in two feet, armed at their extremity by a coronet of long

moveable hooks. These feet, like the tentacula of snails, are retractile

within the leg, and even within the body, so that only a little stump, as it

were, remains without. The insect moves them both together, as a lame
man does his crutches, either backwards or forwards. The two posterior

legs are placed at the anal end of the body. They are similar to the one
just described, but larger, and entirely separate from each other, being not,

like them, retractile within the body, but always stiff and extended. These
also are armed with hooks. In walking, this larva uses these two legs

much as the caterpillars of the moths called Geometrce do theirs. By the

inflection of the anus it can give them any kind of lateral movement, except
that it can neither bend nor shorten them, since like a wooden leg, as I

have before observed, they always remain stiff and extended.^ Lyonef had
observed this larva, or a species nearly related to it ; but he speaks of it as

having four legs, two before and two behind. Probably, when he examined
them, the common base, from which the feet are branches, was retracted

within the body.'

Generally speaking, however, in these apodous walkers the place of legs

is supplied by fleshy and often retractile mamillae or tubercles. By means
of these and a slimy secretion, unaided by mandibular hooks, the caterpillar

of a little nioth {Apoda Tcstiulo) moves from place to place.'' A subcu-
taneous larva belonging to the same order, that mines the leaves of the

rose, moves also by tubercular legs assisted by slime. It has eighteen

liomogeneous legs, with which, when removed from its house of conceal-

ment, it will walk well upon any surface, whether horizontal, inclined, or

even vertical.* But the greatest number of legs of this kind that distin-

guish any known larva is to be observed in that of a two-winged fly

(SccEifa Pi/rastri) that devours the Aphides of the rose. This animal has
six rows of tubercular feet, with which it moves, each row consisting of
seven, making in all forty-two.® The grub of the weevil of the dock

1 Eeaum. v. t. vi. f. 5. m m.
2 De Geer, vi. 39.5. Mr. W. S. MacLeay is of opinion that these legs are pedun-

culated spiracles (P/iilos. Mag. N. Series.No. 9. 178.) ; but it is evident from De
Geer's account that the animal uses them as legs, and like legs they are armed
with hooks or claws.

^ Lesser, 1. i. 9G. note f- * Klemann, Beltr'dge, 324. ' *

5 De Geer, i. 447. t. xxxi. f. 17. « Ibid. vi. 111.

F F 2
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{Hypera Riimicis) has twenty-four tubercular legs : but, what is remarkable,

the six anterior ones, being longer than the rest, seem to represent the

real legs, while the others represent the spurious ones, of lepidopterous

larvae. These legs, however, are all fleshy tubercles, and have no claws,

the i^lace of which is supplied by slime, which covers all the underside of

the body, and hinders the animal from falling.^ Another weevil (Lixus

parapleclims) produces a grub inhabiting the water-hemlock, which has only

six tubercles that occupy the place and are representatives of the legs of

the perfect insect.^

Some larvas have these tubercles armed with claws. The maggot of a

fly described by De Geer ( Vohicella p/uviata) has six pair of them, each of

which has three long claws. This animal has a radiated anus, and seems
related to those flies that live in the nests of humble-bees. ^

Insects, in the peculiarities of their structure, as we have seen in many
instances, sometimes realise the wildest fictions of the imagination. Should
a traveller tell you that he had seen a quadruped whose legs were on its

back, you would immediately conclude that he was playing upon your
credulity, and had lost all regard to truth. What then will you say to me,
when I affirm, upon the evidence of two most unexceptionable witnesses,

Reaumur and De Geer, that there are insects which exhibit this extra-

ordinary structure ? The grub of a little gall-fly, appearing to be Cynips

Qucrcus infert(s of Linne, which inhabits a ligneous gall resembling a berry

to be met with on the underside of oak-leaves, was found by the former to

have on its back, on the middle of each segment, a retractile fleshy ))ro-

tuberance that resembled strikingly the spurious legs of some caterpillars.

A little attention will convince any one, argues Reaumur, that the legs of

insects circumstanced like the one under consideration, if it has any,

should be on its back. For this grub, inhabiting a spherical cavity, in

which it lies rolled up as it were in a ring, when it wants to move, will be
enabled to do so, in this hollow sphere, with much more facility, by means
of legs on the middle of its back, than if they were in their ordinary

situation.* So wisely has Providence ordered every thing. Another
similar instance is recorded by De Geer, which indeed had been previously

noticed, though cursorily, by the illustrious Frenchman. * There is a little

larva, he observes, to be found at all seasons of the year, the depth of
winter excepted, in stagnant waters, which keeps its body always doubled
as it were in two, against the sides of ditches or the stalks of aquatic

plants. If it is placed in a glass half full of water, it so fixes itself against

tlie sides of it, that its head and tail are in the water while the remainder
of the body is out of it ; thus assuming the form of a siphon, the tail end
being the longest. Wiien this animal is disposed to feed, it lifts its head
and places it horizontally on the surface of the water, so that it forms a

right angle with the rest of the body, which always remains in a situation

perpendicular to the surface. It then agitates, with vivacity, a couple of
brushes, formed of hairs and fixed in the anterior part of the head, which,

producing a current towards the mouth, it makes its meal of the various

species of animalcula, abounding in stagnant waters, that come within the

1 De Geer, v. 233. 2 Ibid. v. 228.
5 Ibid. vi. 137. t. viii. f. 8, 9.

•
-i Reaum. iii. 496. t. slv. f. i

'fi Ibid. Man. de PAcad. Roy. des Scierices de Paris, An. 1714. p. 203.
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vortex tluis produced. As these animals require to be firmly fixed to the

substance on which they take their station, and their back is the only part,

when they are doubled as just described, that can apply to it,— they are fur-

nished with minute legs armed with black claws, by which they are enabled

to adhere to it. They have ten of these legs : the four anterior ones, which

point towards the head and are distant from each other, are placed upon
the fourth and fifth dorsal segments of the body ; and the six posterior ones,

which point to the anus and are so near to each other as at first to look

like one leg, are placed on the eighth, ninth, and tenth. When the animal

moves, the body continues bent, and the sixth segment, which is without

feet, and forms the summit of the curve, goes first.^ De Geer named the

fly it produces Tipula amphibia : it seems not clear, from his figure, to which

of the modern genera of the Tipidarice it belongs ; nor is it referred to by

Meigen.
I come now to the jumping apodes ; and one of this description will

immediately occur to your recollection,— that I mean which revels in

our richest cheeses, and produces a little black shining fly {Tyropliaga

Casei). These maggots have long been celebrated for their saltatorious

powers. They effect their tremendous leaps— laugh not at the term, for

they are truly so when compared with what human force and agility can

accomplish — in nearly the same manner as salmon are stated to do when
they wish to pass over a cataract, by taking their tail in their mouth, and
letting it go suddenly. When it prepares to leap, our larva first erects

itself upon its anus, and then bending itself into a circle by bringing its head

to its tail, it pushes forth its unguiform mandibles, and fixes them in two
cavities in its anal tubercles. All being thus prepared, it next contracts its

body into an oblong, so that the two halves are parallel to each other.

This done, it lets go its hold with so violent a jerk that the sound produced
by its mandibles may be readily heard, and the leap takes place. Swam-
merdam saw one, whose length did not exceed the fourth part of an inch,

jump in this manner out of a box six inches deep j which is as if a man six

feet high should raise himself in the air by jumping 144> feet! He had

seen others leap a great deal higher.^ The grub of a little gnat lately

noticed {Chironomus siercorarius) has a similar faculty, though executed in

a manner rather different. These larvae, which inhabit horse-dung, though
deprived of feet, cannot move by annular contraction and dilatation ; but

are able, by various serpentine contortions, aided by their mandibles, to

move in the substance which constitutes their food. Should any accident

remove them from it. Providence has enabled them to recover their natural

station by the power I am speaking of. When about to leap, they do not,

like the cheese-fly, erect themselves so as to form an angle with the plane

of position ; but lying horizontally, they bring the anus near the head,

regulating the distance by the length of the leap they mean to take ; when
fixing it firmly, and then suddenly resuming a rectilinear position, they are

carried through the air sometimes to the distance of two or three inches.

They appear to have the power of flattening their anal extremity, and even

of rendering it concave : by means of which it may probably act as a sucker,

and so be more firmly fixable.^ The grub of a fly, whose proceedings in

1 De Geer, vi. 380. t. xxiv. f. 1—9. Mr. Westwood refers this insect to the modern
genus Dixa. {Mod. Class, ii. p. 527.)

2 Swatnm. Bill Nat. Ed. Hill, ii. G4. b. 3 De Geer, vi. 389,
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that state I have before noticed (Leptls Vermileo), will, when removed
from its habitation, endeavour to recover it by leaping. Indeed this mode
of motion seems often to be given to this description of larvae by Pro-
vidence, to enable them to return to their natural station, when by any
accident they have wandered away from it.

Many apodous larvas inhabit the water, and therefore must be furnished

with means of locomotion proper to that element. To this class belongs

the common gnat (^Culex j)ipiens), which, being one of our greatest tor-

ments, compels us to feel some curiosity about its history. Its larva is a

very singular creature, furnished with a remarkable anal apparatus for

respiration, by which it usually remains suspended at the surface of the

water. If disposed to descend, it seems to sink by the weight of its body ;

but when it would move upwards again, it effects its purpose by alternate

contortions of the upper and lower halves of it, and thus it moves with

much celerity. The laminae or swimmers, which terminate its anus^, are

doubtless of use to it in promoting this purpose. It does not, that I ever

observed, move in a lateral direction, but only from the surface downwards,
and vice versa.— Another dipterous larva (Corethra cuUciformis^, which
much resembles that of the gnat in form, differs from it in its motions and
station of repose ; for, instead of being suspended at the surface with its

head downwards, it usually, like fishes, remains in a horizontal position in

the middle of the water. When it ascends to the surface, it is always by
means of a few strokes of its tail, so that its motion is not equable, sed

•per sallus. It descends again gradually by its own weight, and regains its

equilibrium by a single stroke of the tail.^—A well-known fly {Stratyomis

ChamcBleon), in its first state an aquatic animal, often remains suspended,

by its radiated anus, at the surface of the water, with its head downwards.
But when it is disposed to seek the bottom or to descend, by bending the

radii of its tail so as to form a concavity, it includes in them a bubble of
air, in brilliancy resembling silver or pearl ; and then sinks with it by its

own weight. When it would return to the surface it is by means of this

bubble, which is, as it were, its air balloon. If it moves upon the surface

or horizontally, it bends its body alternately to the right and left, contracting

itself into the form of the letter S ; and then extending itself again into a

straight line, by these alternate movements it makes its way slowly in the

water. 3

I have dwelt longer upon the apodous larvas, or those that are without

what may be called proper legs, analogous to those of perfect insects,

because the absence of these ordinary instruments of motion is in numbers
of them supplied in a way so remarkable and so worthy to be known ; and

because in them the wisdom of the Creator is so conspicuously, or I should

rather say, so strikingly manifested, since it is doubtless equally conspicuous

in the ordinary routine of nature. But aberrations from her general laws,

and modes, and instruments of action, often of rare occurrence, impress

us more forcibly than any thing that falls under our daily observation.

I come now to pedate larvas, or those that move by means of proper or

articulate legs. These legs (generally six in number, and attached to the

underside of the three first segments of the body) vary in larvas of the

1 Reaum. iv. t. 43. f. 3. nn. « De Geer, vi. 375. t. xxiii. f. 4, 5.

5 Swamm. Bibl. Nat. Ed. Hill, ii. 44. b. 47. a.
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different orders: but they seem in most to have joints answering to the hip
(coxa); trochanter; thigh {femur') ; shank {tibia) ; foot (tarsus) ; of perfect
insects, the legs of which they include. Cuvier, speaking of Coleoptera

and some Neuropte?-a, mentions only three joints. But many in these

orders (amongst which he included the Trichoptera) have the joints I have
enumerated. To name no more, the Lamellicornia, Dytisci, SdphcB, Sta-

p)hylini, Cicindcla:, and Gyrini, &c. amongst coleopterous larvse ; and the

Trichoptera, as well as the Libelhdina and Ephemerina, amongst Cuvier's

Kcuroptera,— have these joints, and in many the last terminates in a double
clavv.^ In some coleopterous genera the tarsus seems absent or obsolete.

The larva of the lady-bird {Coccinella) affords an example of the former
kind, and that of Chrysomela of the latter .'^ These joints are very visible

in the legs of caterpillars of Lepidoptera, and their tarsus is armed with a
single claw.^ The larvffi that have these legs walk with them sometimes
very swiftly. In stepping they set forward at the same time the anterior

and posterior legs of one side, and the intermediate one of the other ; and
so alternately on each side.

Pedate larvae are of two descriptions ; those that to perfect legs add
spurious ones, with or without claws, and those that have only perfect

legs. I begin with the former— those that have both kinds of legs. But
first I must make a kvf remarks upon spurious legs. Because their

muscles, instead of the horny substance that protects them in perfect legs,

are covered only by a soft membrane, they have been usually denominated
membranaceous legs ; since, however, they are temporary, vanishing alto-

gether when the insect arrives at its perfect state,— are merely used, for

they do not otherwise assist in this motion, as props to hinder its long

body, when it walks, from trailing on the ground; to push against the

plane of position ; and, by means of their hooks or claws, to fix itself

firmly to its station when it feeds or reposes,— I shall therefore call them
prolegs (propedes ^), These organs consist of three or four folds, and are

commonly terminated, though not always, by a coronet or semicoronet of
very minute crooked claws or hooks. These claws, which sometimes
amount to nearly a hundred on one proleg, are alternately longer and
shorter. They are crooked at both ends, and are attached to the proleg

by the back by means of a membrane, which covers about two thirds of
their length, leaving their two extremities naked. Of these the upper one
is sharp, and the lower blnnt. The sole, or part of the prolegs within the
claws, is capable of opening and shutting. When the animal walks, that

they may not impede its niotion, it is shut, and the claws are laid flat with
their points inwards ; but when it wishes to fix itself, the sole is opened,
becoming of greater diameter than before, and the claws stand erect with

1 For examples of larvae having these joints, see De Geer, iv. 289. t. xiii. f. 20.

t. XV. f. 14. ii. t. xii. f. 3. t. xvi. f. 5, 6. t. xix. f. 4, &c.
2 Ibid. v. t. xi. f. 11. t. ix. f. 9. o.

3 Lyonet, Tr. Anat. t. iii. f. 8.

4 Mr. \V. S. WacLea}', where quoted above, objects to this term ; but as the
organs in question are generally' given to the animal to assist in its motions, and
have been universally regarded as a kind of legs, it was judged best, for the sake of
distinction, to give them a different name from perfect legs, and at the same time
one that showed some aifinity to them.
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^he\v points outwards. Thus they can lay stronger hold of the plane of

position.^

The number of these prolegs varies in different species and families. In

the numerous tribes of saw-flies (Serrifera), the larvae of which resemble

those Lepidoptera, and are called by Reaumur spurious caterpillars (fausses

chenilles), one family (^Loj^hyrus) has sixteen prolegs ; a second {Hylotoma,

&c.) fourteen; another {Tenthredo F.) twelve ; and a fourth {Jjyda) none
at all, having only the six perfect legs. The majority of larvae o^ Lejndoptera

have ten prolegs, eight being attached, a pair on each, to the sixth, seventh,

eighth, and ninth segments of the body, and two to the twelfth or anal

segment.^ The caterpillar of the puss-moth {Centra Vhiula) and some
others, instead of the anal prolegs, have two tails or horns. A hemi-

geometer, described by De Geer, has only six intermediate prolegs, the

posterior pair of which are longer than the rest, to assist the anal pair in

supporting the body in a posture more or less erect. ^ Other hemigeonieters,

of which kind is the larva oi' Pliisia Gavima, have only six prolegs, four inter-

mediate and two anal. The true geometers or surveyors (Geojnetrce) have
only two intermediate and two anal prolegs. Many grubs of Coleoptera,

especially those of Stajjhi/UnidcB, S'tlj)hidce, &c., which are long and narrow,

are furnished with a stiffjoint at the anus, which they bend downwards and
use as a prop to prevent their body from trailing. This joint, though with-

out claws, may be regarded as a kind of proleg, which supports them when
ihey walk"*; and probably may assist their motion by pushing against the

plane of position.

With respect to the larvas that have only perfect legs, having just given

you an account of these organs, I have nothing more to state relating to

their structure. I shall therefore now consider the motions of pedate

larvas, under the several heads of walking or running, jumping, climbing,

and swimming.
Amongst those that luallc, some are remarkable for the slowness of their

motion, while others are extremely swift. The caterpillar of the hawk-mot!:
of the FiHpendula {Zygena Filipendidcc') is of the former description, moving
in the most leisurely manner; while that of Apatela leporina, a moth un-

known in Britain, is named after the hare, from its great speed. The
caterpillar of another moth, the species of which seems not to be ascertained,

is celebrated by De Geer for the wonderful celerity of its motions. When
touched it darts away backwards as well as forwards, giving its body an
undulating motion with such force and rapidity, that it seems to fly from
side to side.^ Cuvier observes, that the grubs of some coleopterous and
neuropterous insects, which have only the six perfect legs, by means of

them lay iiold of any surrounding object, and, fixing themselves to it, drag
the rest of their body to that point ; anil that those of many Capricorn

beetles and their affinities (but that of Callidium violaceinn is an apode'^)

have these legs excessively minute and almost nothing ; that they move in

the sinuosities which they bore by the assistance of their mandibles, with

which they fix themselves, and also of several dorsal and ventral tubercles,

by which they are supported against the sides of their cavity, and push

' Lvonet, 82. t iii. f. 10—16. 2 ibid. t. i. f. 4.

3 De Geer, i. 379. t. xxv. f. 1. 3.

4 Ibid. i. 12. 40. t. i. f. 27. q. t. vi. f, 11. e.

^ Ibid. i. 424. ^ Kirby in Linn. Trans, v. 258.
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themselves along, in the same manner as a chimney-sweeper— by the

pressure of his knees, elbows, shoulder-blades, and other prominent parts

— pushes himself up a chimney.^ The larva of the ant-lion {AlijrmeUon),

with the exception of one species, which moves in the common way, always

walks backwards, even when its legs are cut off.

The jumpers, amongst pedate larvae, as far as they are known, are not

very numerous, and will not detain you long. When the caterpillar of

Lilhosia Quadra, a moth not uncommon, would descend from one branch or

leap to another, it approaches to the edge of the leaf on which it is sta-

tioned, bends its body togethe*" and retiring a little backwards, as if to

take a good situation, leaps through the air, and, however high the jump,

alights on its legs like a cat. That of another moth {Herminia rostralis)

will also leap to a considerable height.^

Another species of motion which is peculiar to larvae,— their mode I

mean of climbing,— as it merits particular attention, will occupy more time.

I have already related so many extraordinary facts in their history, that I

promise myself you will not disbelieve me if I assert that insects either use

ladders for this purpose, or a single rope. You may often have seen the

caterpillar of the common cabbage-butterfly climbing up the walls of your

house, and even over the glass of your windows. When next you witness

this last circumstance, if you observe closely the square upon which the

animal is travelling, you will find that, like a snail, it leaves a visible track

behind it. Examine this with your microscope, and you will see that it

consists of httle silken threads, which it has spun in a zigzag direction,

forn)ing a rope-ladder, by which it ascends a surface it could not otherwise

adhere to. The silk as it comes from the spinners is a gummy fluid, which
hardens in the air ; so that it has no difficulty in making it stick to the

glass. Many caterpillars that feed upon trees, particularly the geometers,

have often occasion to descend from branch to branch, and sometimes, es-

pecially previously to assuming the pupa, to tiie ground. Had they to

descend by the trunk, supposing them able to traverse with ease its rugged

bark, what a circuitous route must they take before they could accomplish

their purpose ! Providence, ever watchful over the welfare of the most
insignificant of its creatures, has gifted them with the means of attaining

these ends, without all this labour and loss of time. From their own
internal stores they can let down a rope, and prolong it indefinitely, which
will enable them to travel where they please. Shake the branches of an
oak or other tree in summer, and its inhabitants of this description, whether
they were reposing, moving, or feeding, will immediately cast themselves

from the leaves on which they were stationed ; and however sudtlcn your
attack, they are nevertheless still provided for it, and will all descend by
means of the silken cord just alluded to, and hang suspended in the air.

Their name of geometer was given to a large division of the caterpillars

which have this power of descending by silken threads, because they seem
to measure the surface they pass over, as they walk, with a chain. If you
place one upon your hand, you will find that they draw a thread as they

go ; when they move, their head is extended as far as they can reach with

it ; then fastening their thread there, and bringing up the rest of their body,

they take another step ; never moving without leaving this clue behind

them ; the object of which, however, is neither to measure, nor to mark its

> Anat. Comp. i. 430. . 3 Rbsel, I. iv. 112. vi. 14.
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path that it may find it again ; but thus, whenever the caterpillar falls or
would descend from a leaf, it has a cord always ready to support it in the
air, by lengthening which it can with ease reach the ground. Thus it can
drop itself without danger from the summit of the most lofty trees, and
ascend again by the same road. As the silky matter is fluid when it issues

from the spinners, it should seem as if the weight of the insect would be
too great ; and its descent too rapid, so as to cause it to fall with violence

upon the earth. The little animal knows how to prevent such an accident,

by descending gradually. It drops itself a foot or half a foot, or even less,

at a time ; then making a longer or shorter pause, as best suits it, it reaches
the ground at last without a shock. From hence it appears that these

larvae have power to contract the orifice of the spinners, so as that no more
of the silky gum shall issue from it ; and to relax it again when they intend
to resume their motion downwards: consequently there must be a mus-
cular apparatus to enable them to effect this, or at least a kind of sphincter,

which, pressing the silk, can prevent its exit. From hence also it appears
that the gummy fluid which forms the thread must have gained a degree of
consistence even before it leaves the spinner, since as soon as it emerges it

can support the weight of the caterpillar. In ascending, the animal seizes

the thread with its jaws as high as it can reach it ; and then elevating that

part of the back that corresponds with the six perfect legs, till these legs

become higher than the head, with one of the last pair it catches the

thread ; from this the other receives it, and so a step is gained : and thus
it proceeds till it has ascended to the point it wishes to reach. At this

time if taken it will be found to have a packet of thread, from which, how-
ever, it soon disengages itself, between the two last pairs of perfect legs.^

To see hundreds of these little animals pendent at the same time from the

boughs of .a tree, suspended at different heights, some working their way
downwards and some upwards, affords a very amusing spectacle. Some-
times, when the wind is high, they are blown to the distance of several

yards from the tree, and yet maintain their threads unbroken. I witnessed

an instance of this last summer, when numbers were driven far from the

most extended branches, and looked as if they were floating in the air.

Having related to you what is peculiar in the motions of pedate larvae

upon the earth and in the air, I must next say something with respect to

their locomotive powers in the water. Numbers of this description in-

habit that element. Amongst the beetles, the genera Dytiscits, Hydro-
j)hilus, Gyrinus, Limnius, Parnus, Heterocerus, Elophorus, Hydrana, &c. ;

amongst the bug tribes, Gerris, Velia, Hydrometra, Notonecta, Sigara, Nepa,
Ranatra, Naucoris ; a few Lepidoptera ; the majority of Trichoptera ; Li-
hellula, Aeshna, Agrion, Sialis, Ephemera^ &c. amongst the Neuroptera

;

Culex and many of the Tipidance Latr. from the dipterous insects ; and
from the Aptera, Atax, some Podurce, and many of the Oniscidce, Sec. All

these, in their larva state, are aquatic animals.

The motions of these creatures in this state are various. Some walk
on the ground under water ; some move in mid-water, either by the same
motion of the legs as they use in walking, or by strokes, as in swimming

;

others for this purpose employ certain laminse, which terminate their

tails as oars ; others again swim like fish, with an equable motion ; some
move by the force of the water which they spirt from their anus ; others

* Reaum. ii 375.
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again swim about in cases, or crawl over the submerged bottom ; and
others walk even on the surface of the water. I shall not now enlarge on
all these kinds of water-motion, since many will come under consideration

hereafter.

There are two descriptions of larvae of HydropMlidcB, one furnished with

swimmers or anal appendages, by means of which they are enabled to

swim ; the other have them' not, and hence are not able to rise from the

bottom. * The larvas of Dytkci, by means of these natatory organs, will

swim, though slowly, and every now and then rise to the surface for the

sake of respiration. Those of Ej^hemercB, when they swim, apply theit

legs to the body, and swim with the swiftness and motions of fish. '^ Those
of the true May-fly {Sialis lutaria), on the contrary, use their legs in

swimming, and at the same time, by alternate inflexions, give to their

bodies the undulations of serpents.^ But the larvae of certain dragon-

flies (Aeshna and LibeUiilci) will aiford you the most amusement by their

motions. These larvae commonly swim very little, being generally found
walking at the bottom on aquatic plants : when necessary, however, they
can swim well, though in a singular manner. If you see one swimming,
you will find that the body is pushed forward by strokes, between which
an interval takes place. The legs are not employed in producing this

progressive motion, for they are then applied close to the sides of the

trunk, in a state of perfect inaction. But it is effected by a strong

ejaculation of water from the anus. When I treat upon the respira-

tion of insects, 1 shall explain to you the apparatus by which these

animals separate the air from the water for that purpose; in the present

case it is subsidiary to their motions, since it is by drawing in and then

expelling the water that they are enabled to swim. To see this, you have
only to put one of these larvae into a plate with a little water. You will

find that, while the animal moves forward, a current of water is produced
by this pumping in a contrary direction. As the larva, between every

stroke of its internal piston, has to draw in a fresh supply of water, an
interval must of course take place between the strokes. Sometimes it

will lift its anus out of the water, when a long thread of water, if I may
so speak, issues from it.

*

II. I am next to say something upon the motions of insects in their

pujici state. This is usually to our little favourites a state of perfect

repose ; but, as I long since observed, there are several that, even when
become pupae, are as active and feed as rapaciously as they do when they
are either larvae or perfect insects. The Dermaptern, Orthoptcra, Hevii-

ptera, many of the Neuroptera, and the majority of the Aptcra, are of this

description. With respect to their motions, we may therefore consider

pupae as of two kinds— active pupjE, and quiescent pupae.

The motions of most insects whose pupae are active are so similar in all

their states, except where the wings are concerned, as not to need any
separate account. I shall therefore request you to wait for what I have to

say upon them, till I enter upon those of the imago. One insect, however,

1 Miger, Ann. du Miis. xiv, 441. 2 De Geer, ii. 621.
3 Ibid. 725.

* Ibid. ii. 675. Compare Reaum. vi. 393.
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of this kind, moving differently in its preparatory states, is entitled to notice

under the present head. In a late letter, I mentioned to you a bug
{Reduvius personntus), which usually covers itself with a mask of dust, and
fragments of various kinds, cutting a very grotesque figure. Its awkward
motions add not a httle to the effect of its appearance. When so disposed,

it can move as well and as fast as its congeners ; yet this does not usually

answer its purpose, which is to assume the appearance of an inanimate sub-

stance. It therefore hitches along in the most leisurely manner possible,

as if it was counting its steps. Having set one foot forwards (for it moves
only one leg at a time), it stops a little before it brings up its fellow, and
so on with the second and third legs. It moves its antennae in a similar

way, striking, as it were, first with one, and then, after an interval of

repose, with the other. ^ The pupae of gnats also, as well as those of many
other aquatic Diptera, retain their locomotive powers ; not, however, the

free motion of their limbs. When not engaged in action, they ascend to

the surface by the natural levity of their bodies, and are there suspended
by two auriform respiratory organs in the anterior part of the trunk, their

abdomen being then folded under the breast ; when disposed to descend
the animal unfolds it, and by sudden strokes which she gives with it and
her anal swimmers to the water, she swims to the right and left as well as

downwards, with as much ease as the larva. '^

Bonnet mentions a pupa which climbs up and down in its cocoon,— and

thaf of the common glow-worm (Lampj/ris noctilucci) will sometimes push
itself along by the alternate extension and contraction of the segments of
its body.^ Others turn round when disturbed. That of a weevil (^Hypera

arator), which spins itself a beautiful cocoon like fme gauze, and which it

fixes to the stalks of the common spurrey (Sagina arvenxis), upon my
touching this stalk, whirled round several times with astonishing rapidity.

The chrysalis of a moth (IL/pogi/num dispa?-) when touched turns round
with great quickness ; but, as if fearful of breaking the thread by which it

is suspended by constantly twisting it in one direction, it performs its gy-
rations alternately from left to right and from right to left."* Generally

speaking, quiescent pupse wiien disturbed show that they have life, by
giving their abdomen violent contortions.

But the most extraordinary motion of pupse is jumping. In the year

1810 I received an account from a very intelligent young lady, who collected

and studied insects with more than common ardour and ability, that a friend

had brought her a chrysalis endued with this faculty. It was scarcely a

quarter of an inch in length ; of an oval form ; its colour was a semi-

transparent brown, with a white opake band round the middle. It was
found attached, by one end, to the leaf of a bramble. It repeatedly jumped
out of an open pill-box that was an inch in height. When put into a

drawer in which some other insects were impaled, it skipped from side to

side, passing over their backs for nearly a quarter of an hour with surprising

agility. Its mode of springing seemed to be by balancing itself upon one
extremity of its case. About the end of October one end of the case grew
black, and from tiiat time the motion ceased ; and about the middle of

April, in the following year, a very minute ichneumon made its appearance

by a hole it had made at the opposite end. Some time after I received

1 De Geer, iii. 284. ' Ibid. vi. 308.

3 Ibid. iv. 43. * Dumeril, Trait. Element, ii. 49. n. G03.
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this history, I happened to have occasion to look at Reaumur's memoir
upon the enemies of caterpillars, where I met with an account of a similar

jumping chrysalis, if not the same. Round the nests of the caterpillar of
the processionary moth, before noticed, he found numerous little cocoons

suspended by a thread three or four inches long to a twig or a leaf, of a

shortened oval form, and close texture, but so as the meshes might be dis-

tinguished. These cocoons were rather transparent, of a coffee-brown

colour, and surrounded in the middle by a whitish band. When put into

boxes or glasses, or laid on the hand, they surprised him by leaping.

Sometimes their leaps were not more than ten lines, at others they were
extended to three or four inches, both in height and length. When the

animal leaps, it suddenly changes its ordinary posture (in which the back
is convex and touches the upper part of the cocoon, and the head and anus
rest upon the lower), and strikes the upper part with the head and tail,

before its belly, which then becomes the convex part, touches the bottom.

This occasions the cocoon to rise in the air to a height proportioned to the

force of the blow. At first sight this faculty seems of no great use to an
animal that is suspended in the air ; but the winds may probably sometimes
place it in a different and unsuitable position, and lodge it upon a leaf or

twig : in this case it has it in its power to recover its natural station.

Reaumur could not ascertain the fly that should legitimately come from
this cocoon \ for different cocoons gave different flies : whence it was evi-

dent that these ichneumons were infested by their own parasite.^ This
might be the case with that of the lady just mentioned. Perhaps, properly

speaking, in this last instance the motions ought rather to be regarded as

belonging to a larva ; but as it had ceased feeding, and had enclosed itself

in its cocoon, I consider it as belonging to the present head.

You may probably here feel some curiosity to be informed how the

numerous larvae that are buried in their pupa state, either in the heart of
trees, under the earth, or in the waters, effect their escape from their various

prisons and become denizens of the air, especially as you are aware that

each is shrouded in a winding-sheet and cased in a coffin. In most, how-
ever, if you examine this coffin closely, you will see resurgam written

upon it. What I mean is this. The puparium, or case of the animal, is

furnished with certain acute points (adminicti/a), generally single, but in

some instances forked, looking towards the anus, and usually placed upon
transverse ridges on the back of the abdomen, but sometimes arming the

sides or the margins of the segments. By this simple contrivance, aided

by new-born vigour, when the time for its great change is arrived, the

included prisoner of hope, if under ground, pushes itself gradually upwards,
till reaching the surface its head and trunk emerge, when an o[)ening in the

latter being effected by its efforts, it escapes from its confinement, and once
more tastes the sweets of liberty and the joys of life. Those that are in-

closed in trees and spin a cocoon, are furnished with points on the head,

with which they make an opening in the cocoon. The pupa of the great

goat-moth {Cossus ligniperda) thus, by divers movements, keeps disengaging

itself from this envelope, till it arrives at a hole in tiie tree which it had
made when a caterpillar; when its anterior part having emerged, it stops

' Mr. Westwood states that it belongs to the genus PeriUtus, belonging to the
Ichaeumonidte. See Mod. Class. Ins. ii. p. 149. for further notices upon it.

2 Reaum. ii. 450.
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short, and so escapes a fall that might destroy it. After some repose, in

consequence of very violent efforts, it bursts through the front of the pu-

parium, and thus escapes from its prison.^

The insects of the TrichojHera order, or case-worm flies, are quiescent

when they first assume the pupa, but become locomotive towards the close

of their existence in that state. Since they inhabit the water when they

become pupae. Providence has furnished them with the means of quitting

that fluid without injury, when they are to exchange it for the air, which
in their winged state is their proper sphere of action. I have before

described to you the grates which shut up their cases when they become
quiescent ; if they had no means of piercing these grates, they would perish

in the waters. The head of these pupae is provided at first with a particular

instrument, which enables them to effect this purpose ; its anterior part is

armed with a pair of hooks in form resembling the beak of a bird ; and with

this, previously to their last change, they make an opening in the grate,

Which, though- it once defended, now confines them. But at this moment,
perhaps, the insect has a considerable space of water to rise through before

she can reach the surface. This is all wisely provided for ; before she

leaves the envelope which covers her body, she emerges from the water,

and fixes herself upon some plant or other object, the summit of which is

not overflowed. But you will here, perhaps, ask— How can a pupa in her

envelope, with all her limbs set fast, do this ? This affords another instance

of the wise provision of the beneficent Father of the universe for the wel-

fare of his creatures. The antennae and legs of this tribe of insects, when
they are pupae, are not included, as is the case with most that are quiescent

in that state, in the general envelope ; but each in a separate one, so as to

allow it free motion. Thus the insect, when the time is come for its last

change, can use them (except the hind-legs, which being partly covered by

the wing-cases remain without motion) with ease. It then stretches out

its antennse, and steering with its legs makes for the surface. De Geer saw
one just escaped from its case run and swim with surprising agility over

the bottom of a saucer, in which he had put some cases of these flies ; and
at last when he held a piece of stick to it, it got upon it, and having emerged
from the water, prepared to cast its envelope. It is remarkable, that the

envelope of the intermediate tarsi, like the posterior ones of Dytisci, is

fringed on one side with hairs, to enable the insects to use them as

swimming feet'', while those neither of the larva nor imago are so cir-

cumstanced.
1 am, &c.

1 Lyonet, Trait. Anal, lb 2 De Geer, ii. 6ia
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LETTER XXIII.

MOTIONS OF INSECTS. Umago.-)

III. The motions of insects in their perfect or imago state are various,

and for various purposes ; and the provision of organs by which they are

enabled to effect them is equally diversified and wonderful. It will be con-
venient to divide this multifarious subject ; I shall therefore consider their

motions under two principal heads :— motions of insects reposing— and
motions of insects in action ; — and this last head I shall further subdivide

into motions whose object is change of place, and sportive motions.

The first of these, motions of insects reposing, will not detain us long.

The most remarkable is that of the long-legged gn ats or crane- flies ( TipulcB),

When at rest upon any wall or ceiling, sometimes standing upon four legs,

and sometimes upon five, you may observe them elevate and depress their

body alternately. This oscillating movement is produced by the weight
of their body and the elasticity of their legs, and is constant and uninter-

rupted during their repose. Unless it be connected with the respiration

of the animal, it is not easy to say what is the object of it. Moths when
feehng the stimulus of desire, or under alarm, set their whole body into a
tremor.^ A living specimen of the hawk-moth of the willow being once
brought to me, upon placing it upon my hand, after ejecting a milky fluid

from its anus, it put its wings and body in a most rapid vibration, which
continued more than a minute, when it flew away. A butterfly, called by
Aurelians " The large skipper " (Hespeiia sijlvanus), when it alights, which
it does very often, for they are never long on the wing, always turns half

way round ; so that, if it settles with its head from you, it turns it towards
you.

Others of the motions in question are merely those of parts. But-
terflies, when standing still in the sun, as you have doubtless often ob-
served,

" Their golden pinions ope and close
;

"

thus, it should seem, unless this motion be connected with their respi-

ration, alternately warming and cooling their bodies. You have probably

noticed a very common little fly, of a shining black, with a black spot at

the end of its wings (^Seioptera vibrans~). It has received its trivial name

1 Peck in Linn. Trans, xi. 92.

* Meigen considers this as an Ortalis ; but its peculiar habit of constantly vi-

trating its wings indicates a distinct genus ; especially as the habit is not confined

to a single species.
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(vibratis) from the constant vibration which, when reposing, it imparts to

its wings. This motion, also, I have reason to think, assists its respira-

tion. Some insects when awake are very active with their antennae,

though their bodies are at rest. I remember one evening attending for

some time to the proceedings of one of those caseworm-flies (Leptocerus),

that are remarkable, like certain moths, for their long antennas. It was
perched upon a blade of grass, and kept moving these organs, which were
twice as long as itself, in all directions, as if by means of them it was
exploring every thing that occurred in its vicinity. Many Tipulae, and
likewise some mites (^Acar::s vibrans and Gamasiis motatorius), distinguished

by long anterior legs, from this circumstance denominated ^;ec/ei motatorii

by Limie, holding them up in the air impart to them a vibratory motion,

resembhng that of the antennas of some insects.^ I scarcely need mention,

what nuist often have attracted your attention, the actions of flies when
they clean themselves ; how busily they rub and wipe their head and
thorax with their fore legs, and their wings and abdomen with their hind

ones. Perhaps you are not equally aware of the use to which the rove-

beetles (^Staphylinus L.) put their long abdomen. They turn it over their

back not only to put themselves in a threatening attitude, as I lately re-

lated, but also to fold up their wings with it, and pack them under their

short elytra.

With respect to the motions of insects in action, they may be subdivided,

as was just observed, into motions whose object is change of place— and
sportive motions.

The locomotions of these animals are walking, running, jumping, climbing,

flying, swimming, and burrowing, I begin with the lualkers.

The mode of their walking depends upon the number and kind of their

legs. With regard to these, insects may be divided into four classes ; viz.

Mexapods, or those that have only six legs : such are those of every order

except the Aptera of Linne, of which only three or four genera belong to

this class ;— Octopods, or those that have «i^/i/; legs, including the tribes of
mites (Acarina) ; spiders (Araneidcc) ; long-legged spiders (P/ialnngidce)

;

and scorpions (^Scorpionidcs) :— Polijpods, or those that hvivefourteen legs,

consisting of the wood-lice tribe (Oniscida;) ; — and Ali/riapods, or those

that have more than fourteen legs— often more than a hundred — com-
posed of the two tribes of centipedes {ScolopendridcB) and millepedes

(lulida;). The first of these classes may be denominated proper, and the

rest improper insects. The legs of all seem to consist of the same general

parts ; the hip, trochanter, thigh, shank, and foot ; the four first being

usually without joints (though in the Araiielda; Sec. the shank has two),

and the foot having from one to above forty.^

1 De Geer, vi. 335.
2 The most common number of joints in the tarsus is from two to five; but the

Phalangidse have sometimes more than forty. In theSe, under a lens, this part

looks like a jointed antenna.

Geoffroy, and after him most modem entomologists, has taken the primary
divisions of the Coknptera order from the number of joints in the tarsus; but this,

although perhaps in the majority of cases it maj' afford a natural division, will not

universally. For— not to mention the instance of Pselaplnts, clearly belonging to

the Brac/ii/ptera— both 0-vytelus Grav., and another genus that I have separated

from it {Caz-palimus K. Ms.), have only two joints in their tarsi. In this tribe,

therefore, it can only be used for secondary divisions.—K.
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In loalldng and running, the hexapods, like the larvse that have perfect

legs, move the anterior and posterior leg of one side and the intermediate

of the other alternately, as I have often witnessed. De Gear, however,
affirms that they advance each pair of legs at the same time ^

; but this is

contrary to fact, and indeed would make their ordinary motions, instead of
walking and running, a kind of canter and gallop. Whether those that have
more than six feet move in this way, which is not improbable, from the dif^

ficulty of attending at the same time to the movements of so many raem^
bers, is not easily ascertained.

The dog-tick {Ixodes Ricimis), if when young and active it moves in

the same way that it does when swollen to an enormous size with blood,

seems to afford an exception to the mode of walking just described. It

first uses, says Ray, its two anterior legs as antennae to feel out its way,
and then fixing t!)em, brings the next pair beyond them, which being also

fixed, it takes a second .step with the anterior, and so drags its bloated

carcass aiong.^ Redi observes that when scorpions walk they use those

remarkable comb-like processes at the base of their posterior legs to assist

them in their motions, extending them and setting them out from the

body, as if they were wings: and his observation is confirmed by Amoreux,
who calls them ventral swimmers.^ I have often noticed a millepede
(lulus terrestris), frequently found under the bark of trees, and where
there is not a free circulation of air, the motions of which are worthy of
attention. Observed at a little distance, it seems to glide over the surface,

like a serpent, without legs ; but a nearer inspection shows how its move-
ment is accomplished. Alternate portions of its numerous legs are ex-

tended beyond the line of the body, so as to form an obtuse angle with it ;

while those in the intervals preserve a vertical direction, so that as long

as it keeps moving, little bunches of the legs are alternately in and out from
one end to the other of its long body ; and an amusing siglit it is to see the
undulating line of motion successively beginning at the head and passing

off at the tail. The motion of centipedes {Scolopendra), as well as that of
this insect and its congeners, is retrogressive as well as progressive. Put
your finger to the common one {Lithobius forficalus), and it will imme-
diately retrograde, and with the same facility as if it was going forwards.

This difference, however, is then observable— it uses its four hind legs,

which, when it moves in the usual way, are dragged after it. Almost all

the other apterous insects, as well as many of those in the other orders, can
move in all directions ; backwards, and towards both sides, as well as for-

wards. Bonnet mentions a spider (not a spinner) that always walked
backwards when it attacked a large insect of its own tribe ; but when it

had succeeded in driving it from a captive fly, which, however, it did not
eat, it walked forwards in the ordinary way.*

Insects vary much in their walking paces : some crawling along, others

walking slowly, and others moving with a very quick step. The field-

cricket {Gryllus campcstris) creeps very slowly— the bloody-nose beetle

{Timarcha tcnebricosa) and the oil-beetle {Mcloe Proscarabceus) march very

leisurely ; the spider wasps (Pompihts) walk by starts, as it were, vibrating

their wings at the same time without expanding them ; while flies, ichneu-

mons, wasps, &c., and many beetles, walk as fast as they can. One insect,

1 De Geer, iii. 284. 8 Hist. Ins. 10.

5 Kedi, Opusc. i. HO. Amoreux, 44. * CEuvr. ii. 426

G G
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a kind of snake-fly {Mantispa pagana), is said to walk upon its knees.

The crane-flies {Tipula oleracea) and shepherd-spiders {Phalangium) have
legs so disproportionately long, that they seem to walk upon stilts ; but when
we consider that the}' have to walk over and amongst grass— the former

lading its eggs in meadows— we shall see the reason of this conformation.

Insects do not always walk in a right line ; for I have often observed the

little midges (Psi/choda Latr.), when walking up glass, moving alternately

from right to left and from left to right, as humble-bees fly, so as to describe

small zigzags.

Numerous are the insects that ruii. Almost all the predaceous tribes,

the black dors, clocks, or ground-beetles (Eufreckina), and their fellow

destroyers the CicindelcB, and other Eupterina— which Linne, with much
propriety, has denominated the tigers of the insect world— are gifted with

uncommon powers of motion, and run with great rapidity. The velocity,

in this respect, of ants, is also very great. Mr. Delisle observed a fly— so

minute as to be almost invisible— which ran nearly three inches in a demi-

second, and in that space made 340 steps. Consequently it could take a

thousand steps during one pulsation of the blood of a man in health.^

Which is as if a man, whose steps measured two feet, should run at the

incredible rate of more than twenty miles in a minute ! How astonishing,

then, are the powers with which these little beings are gifted ! The forest-

fly (Hippoboscn), and its kindred genus Ornithyomia parasitic upon birds,

are extremely difficult to take, as I have more than once experienced, from
their extreme agility. I lost one from this circumstance two years ago,

that I found upon the sea-lark {Charadrhis Hiaticula), and which appeared

to be nondescript. Another most singular insect, which though apterous

is nearly related to these— I mean the louse of the bat {Ni/cteribla Vesper-

tilionis)^ is still more remarkable for its swiftness. Its legs, as appears

from the observations of Colonel Montague, are fixed in an unusual posi-

tion on the upper side of the trunk. " It transports itself," to use the

words of the gentleman just mentioned, " with such celerity from one part

of the animal it inhabits to the opposite and most distant, although ob-

structed by the extreme thickness of the fur, that it is not readily taken."
" When two or three were put into a small phial, their agility appeared

inconceivably great ; for as their feet are incapable of fixing upon so smooth
a body, their whole exertion was employed in laying hold of each other ;

and in this most curious struggle they appeared actually flying in circles :

and when the bottle was reclined, they would frequently pass from one
end to the other with astonishing velocity, accompanied by the same gyra-

tions : if by accident they escaped each other, they very soon became mo-
tionless ; and as quickly were the whole put in motion again by the least

touch of the bottle or the movement of an individual.* Incredibly great

also is the rapidity with which a little reddish mite, with two black dots

on the anterior part of its back (^Gamasus Baccarum), common upon straw-

berries, moves along. Such is the velocity with which it runs, that it

appears rather to glide or fly than to use its legs.

When insects walk or run, their legs are not the only members that are

put in motion. They will not, or rather cannot, stir a step till their antennas

are removed from their station of repose and set in action. When the

chafers or petalocerous beetles are about to move, these organs, before

1 Lesser, 1. i. 248. note 24. a Linn. Trans, xi. 13.
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concealed, instantly appear, and the laminse whicli terminate tliem being
separated from each other as widely as possible, they begin their march.
They employ their antennae, however, not as feelers to explore surround-
ing objects,—their palpi being rather used for that purpose,—but, it should
seem, merely to receive vibrations, or impressions from the atmosphere, to

which these laminae, especially in the male cock-chafers, or rather tree-

chafers {MelolonthcB), present a considerable surface. Yet insects that

have filiform or setaceous antenna; appear often to use them for exploring.

When the turnip-flea (Hallica oleracca) walks, its antenno2 are alternately

elevated and depressed. The same thing takes place with some woodlice
(Oniscidcs), which use them as tactors, touching the surface on each side

with them, as they go along. This is not, however, constantly the use of
this kind of antennae ; for I have observed that Telephorus Hindus,— a nar-

row beetle with soft elytra, common in flowers,— when it walks vibrates

its setaceous antennae very briskly, but does not explore the surface with
them. The parasitic tribes of HymenojHera, especially the minute ones,

when they move, vibrate these organs most intensely, and probably by
them discover the insect to which the law of their nature ordains that they
should commit their eggs; some even using them to explore the deep holes

in which a grub, the appropriate food of their larva, lurks.^ But upon
this subject I shall have occasion to enlarge when I treat of the senses of
insects. Antennas are sometimes used as legs. A gnat-like kind of bug
(P/oiaria vagabunda) has very short anterior legs, or rather arms ; while the
two posterior pair are very long. Its antennae also are long. When it

walks, which it does very slowly, with a solemn measured step, its fore-

legs, which perhaps are useful only in climl)ing, or to seize its prey, are

applied to the body, and the antennae being bent, their extremity, which is

rather thick, is made to rest upon the surface on which the animal moves,
and so supply the place of fore-legs.'^ Mr. Curtis suspects that Xijela

jnisi/la, a hymenopterous insect related to Xiplii/dr'ia, uses its maxillary
palpi as legs.^ I have observed that mites often use the long hairs with
which the tail of some species is furnished, to assist them in walking.

Another mode of motion with which many insects are endowed is

jumping. This is generally the result of the sudden unbending of the arti-

culations of the posterior legs and other organs, which before had received
more than their natural bend. This unbending impresses a violent rotatory

motion upon these parts, the impulse of which being communicated to the
centre of gravity, causes the animal to spring into the air with a deter-

minate velocity, opposed to its weight more or less directly.* Various are

the organs by which these creatures are enabled to effect this motion.
The majority do it by a peculiar conformation of the hind legs ; others,

by a pectoral process; and others, again, by means of certain elastic ap-
pendages to the abdomen.
The Jiind legs of many beetles are furnished with remarkably large and

thick thighs. Of this description are several species of weevils ; for in-

stance. Orchcstes and Ramphus ; the whole tribe of skippers (Ha/tica),and
the splendid Asiatic tribe oi Sagra^, &c. The object of these dispropor-

tioned and clumsy thighs is to allow space for more powerful muscles, by

' Marsham in Lltin. Trans, iii. 26.
3 De Geer, iii. 324. 5 Brit. Ent. i, t. xxx. f. 4.

* Cuvier, Anat. Comp. i. 396. * Oliv. Entom. n. 90. t. i.

G o 2
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which the tibiae, when the legs are unbent, are impelled with greater force.

In the OrtJiojjtera order, all the grasshoppers, including the genera Grt/l-

lotalpa^ Gri/llus, Tridactylus, Locusta, Acr'ida, Ptcrophylla, Piinimoi-a, Tru.v-

aUs, Aoydium, Tetrix, &c., are distinguished by incrassated posterior

thighs ; which, however, are much longer, more tapering and shapely

(they are indeed somewhat clumsy in the two first genera, the crickets),

than those of most of the Colcoptera that are furnished with them. When
disposed to leap, these insects bend their hind leg so as to bring the shank
into close contact with the thigh, which has often a longitudinal furrow

armed with a row of spines on each side to receive it. The leg being thus

bent, they suddenly unbend it with a jerk, when, pushing against the plane

of position, they spring into the air often to a considerable height and
distance. A locust, which, however, is aided by its wings, it is said will

leap two hundred times its own length.^— Aristophanes, in order to make
the great and good Athenian philosopher Socrates appear ridiculous, re-

presents him as having measured the leap of a fiea.^ In our better times

scientific men have done this without being laughed at for it, and have
ascertained that, comparatively, it equalled that of the locust, being also

two hundred times its length. Being effected by muscular force, without

the aid of wings, this is an astonishing leap. There are several insects,

however, which, although they are furnished with incrassated posterior

thighs, do not jump. Of this description are some beetles belonging to

the genus Necydalis (CEdeviera Oliv.), in which this seems a peculiarity

of the male, and amongst the Hijmenoptera, not to mention others, several

species of Chalcis, and all that are known of that singular genus Leucosph.

Many insects, that jump by means of their posterior legs, have not these

thighs. This is said to be the case with Scaphidium, a little tribe of

beetles ^ : and one of the same order, that seems to come between Anobium

and Plilinus, found by our friend the Rev. R. Shej)pard, and which I have

named after him Choragus Shcppardi, is similarly circumstanced. In the

various tribes of frog-hoppers {Ccrcopida;, &c.), the posterior tibiae appear

to be principally concerned in their leaping. These are often very long,

and furnished, on their exterior margin, with a fringe of stiff hairs, or a

series of strong spines, by pressing which against the plane of position they

are supposed to be aided in effecting this motion. On this occasion they

bend their legs like the grasshoppers, and then unbending kick them out

with violence.* Many of them, amongst the rest Anthrophora spumaiia,

have the extremity of the above tibiEe armed with a coronet of spines ;

these are of great use in pushing them off" when the legs are unbeniied.

This insect, when about to leap, places its posterior thighs in a direction

perpendicular to the plane of position, keeping them close to the body ;

it next with great violence pushes them out backwards, so as to stretch

the leg in a right line. These spines then lay hold of the surface, and by

their pressure enable the body to spring forwards, when, being assisted by

its wings, it will make astonishing leaps, sometimes as much as five or six

feet, which is more than 250 times its own length ; or as if a man of

ordinary stature should be able at once to vault through the air to the

tlistance of a quarter of a mile. Upon glass, where the spines are of no

1 Swamm. Bill Nat. Ed. Hill, i. 123. b.

2 Aristoph. Nubes, Act. i. Sc. 2.

2 Trost, Bdtmge, 40. * De Geer, iii. 161.
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use, the insect cannot leap more than six inches.^ The species of another

genus of the hoinopterous Hemiptera (Chcrnws), that jump very nimbly by
pushing out their shanks, are perhaps assisted in this motion by a remark-

able horn looking towards the anus, which arms their posterior hip. Some
bugs that leap well, Acantlna saltatoria, &c., seem to have no particular ap-

paratus to assist them, except that their posterior tibiae are very long.

Several of the minute ichneumons also jump with great agility, but by
what means I am unable to say. There is a tribe of spiders, not spinners,

that leap even sideways upon their prey. One of these (Salttcus sceniais),

\vhen about to do this, elevates itself upon its legs, and lifting its head
seems to survey the spot before it jumps. When these insects spy a

small gnat or fly upon a wall, they creep very gently toward? it with short

steps, till they come within a convenient distance, when they spring upon
it suddenly like a tiger. Bartram observed one of these spiders that

jumped two feet upon a humble-bee. The most amusing account, however,

of the motions of these animals is given by the celebrated Evelyn in his

Travels. When at Kome, he often observed a spider of this kind hunt-

ing the flies M'iiich alighted upon a rail on which was its station. It kept

crawling under the rail till it arrived at the part opjiosite to the fly, when
stealing up it would attempt to leap upon it. If it discovered that it was
not perfectly opposite, it would immediately slide down again unobserved,

and at the next attempt would come directly upon the fly's back. Did
the fly happen not to be within a leap, it would move towards it so softly,

that its motion seemed not more perceptible than that of the shadow of
the gnomon of a dial. If the intended prey moved, the spider would keep
pace with it as exactly as if they were actuated by one spirit, moving back-

wards, forwards, or on each side without turning. When the fly took
wing, and pitched itself behind the huntress, she turned round with the

swiftness of thought, and always kept her head towards it, though to all

appearance as immovable as one of the nails driven into the wood on
which was her station : till at last, being arrived within due distance, swift

as lightning she made the fatal leap and secured her prey.'^ I have had an
opportimity of observing very similar proceedings in Salticus scenicus.

But the legs of insects are not the only organs by which they leap. The
numerous species of the elastic beetles (E/ato-), skip-jacks as some call

them, perform this motion by means of a j^ecloral process or mucro.
These animals having very short legs, when laid upon their backs, cannot
by their means recover a prone position. To supply this seeming defect

in their structure. Providence has furnished them with an instrument
which, when they are so circumstanced, enables them to spring into the
air and recover their standing. If you examine the breast {jicctus) of one
of these insects, you will observe between the bases of the anterior pair of
legs a short and rather blunt process, the point of which is towards the
anus. 0[)posite to this point, and a little before the basis of the inter-

mediate legs, you will discover in the after-breast (jwsfpechis) a rather

deep cavity, in which the point is often sheathed. This simple apparatus
is all that the insect wants to effect the above purpose. When laid upon
its back, in your hand if you please, it will first bend back, so as to form
a very obtuse angle with each other, the head and trunk, and abdomen and

1 De Geer, iii. 178.
* Evelyn, quoted in Ilooke's 3IiIcrogr. 200.
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metathorax, by which motion the mucro is quite liberated from its sheath

,

and then bending them in a contrary direction, the mucro enters it again,

and the former attitude being briskly and suddenly resumed, the mucro
flies out with a spring, and the insect rising, sometimes an inch or two in

the air, regains its legs and moves off. The upper part of the body, by its

pressure against the plane of position, assists this motion, during which the
legs are kept close to its underside. Cuvier, when he says that man and
birds are the only animals that can leap vertically ^, seems to have forgotten

the leap of Elaters, which is generally vertical, the trunk being vertically

above the organ that produces the leap.

Other insects again leap by means of the abdomen or some organs
attached to it. An apterous species, belonging to the Ic/meumonidce,

and to the genus Cn/pfus, takes long leaps by first bending its abdomen
inwards, as De Geer thinks, and then pushing it with force along the

plane of position.^ There is a tribe of n>inute insects amongst the Aptera,

found often under bark, sometimes on the water, and in various other

situations, which Linne has named Podura, a term implying that they
have a leg in their tail. This is literally the fact. For the tail, or anal

extremity, of these insects is furnished with an inflexed fork, which,

though usually bent under the body, they have the power of unbending;
during which action, the forked spring, pushing powerfully against the

plane of position, enables the animal to leap sometimes two or three

inches. What is more remarkable, these little animals are by this organ
even empowered to leap upon water. There is a minute black species

(P.aquatica), which in the spring is often seen floating on that contained

in ruts, hollows, or even ditches, and in such infinite numbers as to resemble

gunpowder strewed upon the surface. When disturbed, these black grains are

seen to skip about as if ignited, .jumping with as much ease as if the fluid

were a solid plane, that resists their pressure. The insects of another genus,

separated from Podura by Latreille under the name of Smintluirus, have also

an anal spring, which, when bent under the body, nearly reaches the head.

These, which are of a more globose form than Podura, are so excessively

agile that it is almost impossible to take them. Pressing their spring

against the surface on which they stand, and unbending it with force, they
are out of your reach before your finger can come near them. One of
them, S. fuscus, besides the caudal fork, has a very singular organ, the use

of which is to prevent it from falling from a perpendicular surface, on which
they are often found at a great height from the ground. Between the ends
of the fork there is an elevated cylinder or tube, from which the animal,

when necessary, can protrude two long, filiform, flexible, transparent threads

covered with a slimy secretion. By these, when it has lost its hold, it

adheres to the surface on which it is stationed.^ Another insect related

to the common sugar-louse, and called by Latreille Maclnlis poli/poda, in

some places common under stones*, has eight pair of springs, one on each

ventral segment of the abdomen, by means of which it leaps to a won-
derful distance, and with the greatest agility.

Climbing is another motion of insects that merits particular considera-

tion : since, as this includes their power of moving against gravity— as we

1 Anat. Comp. i. 498. « ii. 910.

5 De Geer, vii. 38. t. iii. f. 10. r. r.

4 'lliis insect aboimds at East Farleigli, near Maidstone.
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see flies and spiders do upon our ceilings, and up perpendicular surfaces

even when of glass, it affords room for much interesting and curious in-

quiry. CHmbing insects may be divided into four classes. Those that

climb by means of their claws ; those that climb by a soft cushion of dense

hairs, that, more or less, lines the underside of the joints of their tarsi,

the claw-joint excepted; those that climb by the aid of suckers, which

adhere (a vacuum being produced between them and the plane of position)

by the pressure of the atmosphere ; and those that are enabled to climb

by means of some substance which they have the power of secreting.

The first order of climbers— those that climb by means of their c/«?<;s

— includes a large proportion of insects, especially in the Coleojjtera order
— the majority of those that have five joints in their tarsi being of this de-

scription. The predaceous tribes, particularly the numerous and prowling

ground-beetles (J^utrechina), often thus ascend the plants and trees after

their pre}^ Thus one of them, the beautiful but ferocious Calosoma sijco-

j)lianta, mounts the trunk and branches of the oak to commit fearful

ravages amongst the hordes of caterpillars that inhabit it^ By these the

less savage but equally destructive tree-chafers {AlelolunthcB), and those

enemies of vegetable beauty the rose-chafers (Cctonia anrata), are enabled

to maintain their station on the trees and shrubs that they lay waste.

And by these also the water-beetles (Dytiscus, HydropMlus, &c.) climb the

aquatic plants. But it is unnecessary further to enlarge upon this head
;

I shall only observe, that in most of the insects here enumerated the claws

appear to be aided by stiff' hairs or bristles.

Other climbers ascend by means oi foot-cushions (jmlvilli) composed
of hairs, as thick set as in plush or velvet, with which the under sides

of the joints of their tarsi— the claw-joint, which is always naked, ex-

cepted— are covered. These cushions are particularly conspicuous

in the beautiful tribe of plant-beetles {Chri/someiulcs). A common in-

sect of this kind before mentioned, called the bloody-nose beetle

(Timarcha tencbricosa), by the aid of these is enabled to adhere to the

trailing plants, the various species of bed-straw {Galium), on which it

feeds; and by these will support itself against gravity ; for both this and
Chri/somela Goettingensis will walk upon the hand with their back down-
wards, and it then requires a rather strong pull to disengage them from
their station. The whole tribe of weevils {Rhynchophora Latr.) are also

furnished with these cushions, but not always upon all their joints, some
having them only at their apex ; and the palm-weevil {Cordylia Falmarum)
at the extremity solely of the last joint but one. Those brilliant beetles the

Bnprestes have also these cushions, as have likewise the numerous tribes

of capricorn-beetlcs {Longicornes Latr.). The larvae of these being timber-

borers, the parent insect is probably thus enabled to adhere to this sub-

stance whilst it deposits its eggs. Indeed, in some species of the former

genus the cushions wear the ajipearance of suckers. While the linear

species of Hehps are without them, they clothe all the tarsi of //. ccneus

(Chalcifes K. Ms).^ In two other genera of the same order, Si/pha and
Cicinfic/a, the anterior tarsi of the males are furnished with them ; in these,

therefore, they may be regarded, like the suckers of the large water-beetles

' Reaum. ii. 457.

2 The insect here alluded to is figured by Olivier under the name of Tenebrio

nitetis (No. o7. t. i. f. 4.) : bis Ildops ceneus (No 58. t. i. f. 7.) is a diflerent insect.

C G 4
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(Djjtkci), as given for sexual purposes.^ The three firstjoints of the anterior

tarsi of many of the larger rove-beetles {Staphylhius L.) are dilated so as

to form, as in the last-mentioned insects, an orbicular patella, but covered by
cushions. Since in them this is not peculiar to the males, it is probably

given that they may be able to support tlieir long bodies when climbing.

But the most remarkable class of climbers consists of those that are

furnished with an apparatus by which they can form a vacuum, so as to

adhere to the plane on which they are moving by atmospheric pressure.

That flies can walk upon glass placed vertically, and in general against

gravity, has long been a source of wonder and inquiry; and various have

been the opinions of scientific men upon the subject. Some imagined that

the suckers on the feet of these animals were sponges filled with a kind of

gluten, by which they were enabled to adhere to such surfaces. This idea,

though incorrect, was not so absurd as at first it may seem ; since we
have seen above in many instances, and very lately in that of the Smhi'

t/mnis fuscux, that insects are often aided in their motions by a secretion of

this kind. Hooke appears to have been one of the first who remarked that

the suspension of these animals was produced by some mechanical con-

trivance in their feet. Observing that the claws alone could not effect

this purpose, he justly concluded that it must be principally owing to the

mechanism of the two palms, pattens, or soles, as he calls the suckers ; these

he describes as beset underneath with small bristles or tenters, like the wire

teeth of a card for working wool, which having a contrary direction to the

claws, and both pulling different ways, ifthere beany irregularity or yielding

in the surface of a body, enable the fly to suspend itself very firmly. That

they walk upon glass he ascribes to some ruggedness in the surface ; and

principally to a smoky tarnish which adheres to it, by means of which

the fly gets footing upon it.^ But these tenter-hooks in the suckers of

flies, and this smoky tarnish upon glass, are mere fancies, since they can walk

as well upon the cleanest glass as upon the niost tarnished. Reaumur also

attributes this faculty of these animals to the hairs upon their suckers.^

That learned and pious naturalist, Dr. Derham, seems to have been one of

the first who gave the true solution of this enigma. " Flies," says he,

" besides their sharp hooked nails, have also skinny palms to their feet,

to enable them to stick on glass and other smooth bodies by the pressure of
tlie atmosphere.^'' *" He compares these palms to the curious suckers of male

Dtjtisci, before alluded to, and illustrates their action by a conmion practice

of boys, who carry stones by a wet piece of leather applied to their top.

Another eminent and excellent naturalist, the late Mr. White, adopted

this solution. He observes that in the decline of the year, when the

mornings and evenings become chilly, many species of flies retire into

houses and swarm in the windows ; that at first they are very brisk and

alert ; but, as they grow more torpid, that they move with difficulty, and

are scarcely able to lift their legs, which seem as if glued to the glass ; and

that by degrees many do actually stick till they die in the place. Then,

noticing Dr. Derham's opinion as just stated, he further remarks that they

easily overcome the atmospheric pressure when they are brisk and alert.

1 See Kirby, in Fauna Boreali-Americana, on various modifications of these foot-

cnshions amongst some tribes of beetles.

2 Microgr. 170. ' iv. 259.

i Physico-Theol. ed. 13. 363. note b.
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But, he proceeds, in the decline of the year this resistance becomes too

mighty tor their diminished strength ; and we see riies labouring along,

and higging their feet in windows as if they stuck fast to the glass.^

Sir Joseph Banks, to whom every branch of Natural History has been
so much indebted, excited an inquiry, the results of which confirmed

Derham's system concerning this motion of animals against gravity. When
abroad, he had noticed that a lizard, on account of the sound that it emits

before rain, named the Gecko * (^Lncerfa Gecko), could walk againstgravity up
the walls of houses ; and comparing this with the parallel motions of flies, he
was desirous of having the subject more scientifically illustrated than it

had been. This inquiry was put into the hands of Sir Everard Home,
who was assisted in it by the incomparable pencil of Mr. Bauer ; and it

was proved most satisfactorily that it is by producing a vacuum between
certain organs destined for that purpose and the plane of position, suffi-

cient to cause atmospheric pressure upon their exterior surface, that the

animals in question are enabled to walk up a polished perpendicular, like

the glass in our windows, and the chunam walls in India, or with their

backs downward on a ceiling, without being brought to the ground by the

weight of their bodies.

The instruments by which a fly effect's this purpose are two suckers

connected with the last joint of the tarsus by a narrow infundibular neck,

which has power of motion in all directions, immediately under the root of
each claw. These suckers consist of a membrane capable of extension

and contraction ; they are concavo-convex, with serrated edges, the con-

cave surface being downy, and the convex granulated. When in action

they are separated from each other, and the membrane expanded so as to

increase the surface ; by applying this closely to the plane of position, the

air is sufficiently expelled to produce the pressure necessary to keep the

animal from falling. When the suckers are disengaged, they are brought

together again so as to be confined within the space between the two clav/s.

This may be seen by looking at the movements of a fly in the inside of a glass

tumbler with a common microscope.^ Thus the fly, you see, does no more
than the leech has been long known to do, when moving in a glass vessel.

Furnished with a sucker at each extremity, by means of these organs it

marches up and down at its pleasure, or as the state of the atmosphere
inclines it.'^

1 Nat. Hist. ii. 274.
2 Amcen. Acad. i. 549. The Gecko, probabh"-, is not tlie only lizard that walks

against gravity. St. Pierre mentions one not longer tlian a finger, that, in the Isle

of France, climbs along the walls, and even up the glass, after the flies and other

insects, for which it watches with great patience. These lizards are sometimes so

tame that they will feed out of the hand. ( Voijage, &c. 73.) Major ^Moor and
Captain Green observed several lizards in India, that run up the walls and over the

ceilings after the mosquitos. Hasselquist says that the Gecko is very frequent at

Cairo, both in the houses and without them, and that it exhales a very deleterious

poison from the lobuli between the toes. He saw two women and a girl at the
point of death, merely from eating a cheese on which it had dropped its venom.
One ran over the hand of a man, who endeavoured to catch it; antl immediately

little pustules, resembling those occasioned b}' the stinging-nettle, rose all over the

parts the creature had touched. {Voyage, 220.) M. Savigny, however, who exa-
mined this animal in Egj'pt, assures me that this account of liasselquist's, as far as

it relates to the venom of the Gecko, is not correct.

3 Philos. Trans. 181G, 325. t. xviii. f. 1—7.
4 Mr. Blackwall, in a paper " On the Pulviili of Insects," having found that flies
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Dipterous insects, •wliich in general have these organs, and some three

on each foot^, are not exclusively gifted with them ; for various others

could walk up the sides of an exhausted receiver, denies that their suckers have any
such power of forming a vacuum as is above ascribed to them, and explained their

ability to climb up vertical polished bodies, such as glass, by the mechanical actioa
of the minute hairs which clothe the inferior surfaces of the suckers, nearly as
Dr. Hooke had suggested ; but further experiments having shown him that flies

cannot walk up glass which is made moist by breathing on it, or is thinly coated
with oil or flour, he was led to the conclusion that these hairs are in fact tubular,

and excrete a viscid fluid, by means of which they adhere to dry polished surfiices

;

and on close inspection with an adequate magnifj-ing power, he was always able to

discover traces of this adhesive material on the track on glass both of flies and
various insects with pulvilli, and of those spiders which have the same power of

climbing polished surfaces, such as Saltlcus scenicus, &c. (^Linn. Trans, xvi. 490.
768. ; compare also Entom. 3Iag. i. 557.)

On repeating Mr. Blackwall's experiments, I found, just as he states, that when
a pane of glass of a window was slightly moistened by breathing on it, or dusted
with flour, blue-bottle flies, the common house-flies, and the common bee-fly {Eris-
talis tenax) all slipped down again the instant they attempted to walk up these
portions of the glass ; and I moreover remarked that each time after thus slipping

down, they immediately began to riib first the two fore tarsi, and then the two hind
tarsi, together, as flies are so often seen to do, and continued this operation for soma
moments before they attempted again to walk. This last fact struck me very
forcibly, as appearing to give an importance to these habitual procedures of flies

that has not hitherto, as tar as I am aware, been attached to them. These move-
ments I had always regarded as meant to remove any particle of dust from the legs,

but simply as an aflfair of instinctive cleanliness, like that of the cat when she licks

herself, and not as serving any more important object ; and such entomological
friends as I have had an opportunity of consulting tell me that their view of the
matter was precisely the same; nor does Mr. Blackwall appear to have seen it

in a diflerent light, since, though so strongly bearing on his explanation of the
way in which flies mount smooth vertical surfaces, he never at all refers to it.

Yet, from the absolute necessity which the flies ou which I experimented appeared
to feel of cleaning their pulvilli imniediatelj' after being wetted or clogged with
flour, however frequently this occurred, there certainly seems ground for suppos-
ing that their usual and frequent operation for eff'ecting this by rubbing their

tarsi together is by no means one of mere cleanliness or amusement, but a very
important point of their economy, essentiallj' necessary for keeping their pul-
villi in a fit state for climbing up smooth vertical substances by constantly removing
from them all moisture, and still more all dust, which they are perpetually liable to

collect. In this operation the two fore and two hind tarsi are respectively rubbed
together for their whole length, whence it might be inferred that the intention is to

remove impurities from the entire tarsi ; but this I am persuaded is not usually

the object, which is simply that of cleaning the under side of the pulvilli by rubbing
them backward and forward along the whole surfjce of the hairs with which the
tarsi are clothed, and which seem intended to serve as a brush for this particular

purpose. Sometimes, indeed, when the hairs of the tarsi are filled with dust
throughout, the operation of rubbing them together is intended to cleanse these

hairs ; because without these brushes were themselves clean, they could not act

upon the hairs of the under side of the pulvilli. Of this I witnessed an interesting

instance in an Eristalis tenax, which by walking on a surface dusted with flour had
the hairs of the Avhole length of the tarsi, as well as the pulviUi, thus clogged with
it. After slipping down from the painted surface of the window-frame, which she
in vain attempted to climb, she seemed sensible that before the pulvilli could be

brushed it was requisite that the brushes themselves should be clean, and full two

1 Philos. Trans. 1816, 325. t. xviii. f. 8—11.
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in different orders have them, and some in greater numbers. As I lately

observed, the foot-cushions of the Buprestes are something very like them.

minutes were employed to make them so by stretching out her trunk, and passing

them repeatedly along its sides, apparently for the sake of moistening the flour and
causing its grains to adhere ; for after this- operation, on rubbing her tarsi together,

which she next proceeded to do, I saw distinct little pellets of flour fall down. A
process almost exactly similar I have always seen used by blue-bottle flies and
common house-flies which had their tarsi clogged with flour by walking over it, or

by having it dusted over them ; but these manoeuvres are required for an especial

purpose, and on ordinary occasions, as before observed, the object in rubbing the

tarsi together is not to clean them, but the pulvilli, for which they serve as brushes.

Besides rubbing the tarsi together, flies are often seen, while thus emploj'ed, to pass
the two fore tarsi and tibise with sudden jerks over the back of the head and eyes,

and the two hind tarsi and tibiae over and under the wings, and especially over their

outer margins, and occasionally also over the back of the abdomen. That one object

of these operations is often to clean these parts from dust I have no doubt, as on
powdering flies with flour they thus employ themselves, sometimes for ten minutes,
in detaching every part of it from their eyes, wings, and abdomen ; but I am also

inclined to believe that, in general, when this passing of the legs over the back of

the head and outer margin of the wings takes place in connection with the ordinary
rubbing of the tarsi together, as it usually does, that the object is rather for the
purpose of completing the entire cleansing of the tarsal brushes (for which the row
of strong hairs visible under a lens on the exterior margin of the wings seems well
adapted), so that they may act more perfectly on the pulvilli. Here, too, it should
be noticed, in proof of the importance of all the pulvilli being kept clean, that as

the tarsi of the two middle legs cannot be applied to each other, flies are constantly
in the habit of rubbing one of these tarsi and its pulvillus sometimes between the
two fore tarsi, and at other times between the two hind ones. I ought also not to

omit stating, that having taken out of a spider's net one of the minute Chakidida
just caught, and pulled away the threads attached to it, it spent some time in

passing its hinder tarsi over its wings and abdomen, and then in passing its fore

tarsi through its palpi, apparently, as in the case of flies, to clean its pulvilli from
any remains of the spider's net ; and that having surrounded a minute beetle {3Ieli-

gethes aneus), which chanced to be on the window, with a slight circle of moisture,

it was unable to pass through it, and repeatedly drew its wetted fore tarsi through
its mouth, and rubbed the hind tarsi together ; and that precisely the same results

took place in the case of an Ichneumon placed in similar circumstances, only it spent
much more time in rubbing both its fore and hind tarsi together after being wetted,
and in passing the former over its antennae and through its mouth ; and when
powdered with flour, it spent, like the flies before mentioned, some minutes in
cleaning itself by the same processes.

Though the above observations, hastily made on the spur of the occasion since

beginning this note, seem to prove that it is necessary the pulvilli of flies and of
some other insects should be kept free from moisture and dust to enable them to
ascend vertical polished surfaces, they cannot be considered as wholly settling the
question as to the precise way in which these pulvilli, and those of insects generally,

act in effecting a similar mode of progression ; and my main reason for here giving
these slight hints is the hope of directing the attention of entomological and micro-
scopical observers to a field evidentl}-, as yet, so imperfectly explored.

After writing the above, intended as the conclusion of this long note, I witnessed
to-day (July 11, 1842), a fact which I cannot forbear adding to it. Observing a
house-fly on the window, whose motions seemed very strange, I approached it, and
found that it was making violent contortions, as though every leg were affected

with St. Vitus's dance, in order to pull its pulvilli from the surface of the glass, to
which they adhered so strongly that though it could drag them a little way, or
sometimes by a violent effort get first one and then another detached, yet the
moment they were placed on the glass again, they adhered as if their under side

were smeared with bird-lime. Once it succeeded in drajj^ging off its two fore legs,
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particularly those of B, fasciculam. A Brazilian beetle in my cabinet,

belonging to the family of the Cleridcc, but not arranging well under any of

Latreille's genera, which I have named Priocera variegata, has curious in-

voluted suckers on its feet. The strepsipterous genera Stylojjs and Xenos
are remarkable for the vesicles of membrane that cover the under side of

their tarsi, which, though flaccid in old specimens, appear to be inflated in

the living animal or those that are recent.^ It is not improbable that these

vesicles, which are large and hairy, may act in some degree as suckers,

and assist it in climbing.

The insects of the Orthoptera order are, many of them, remarkable for

two kinds of appendages connected with my present subject, being fur-

nished both with suckers and cushions. The former are concavo-convex
processes, varying in shape in different species, being sometimes orbicular,

sometimes ovate or oblong, and often wedge-shaped, which terminate the

tarsus between the claw, one on each foot. They are of a hard substance,

and seem capable of free motion. In some instances^ another minute
cavity is discoverable at the base of the concave part, similar to that in

Cimbex hdea? The latter, the foot-cushions, are usually convex appen-

dages, of an oblong form, and often, though not always, divided in the

middle by a very deep longitudinal furrow, attached to llie under side of

the tarsal joints. Sir E. Home is of o[)inion that the object of these foot-

cushions is to take off the jar when the body of the animal is suddenly

brought from a state of motion to a state of rest.* This may very likely

be one of their uses ; but there are several circumstances which militate

against its being the only one. By their elasticity they probably assist the

insects that have them in their leaps ; and when they climb they may in

some degree act as suckers, and prevent them from falling. But their use

will be best ascertained by a review of the principal genera of the order.

Of these the cock-roaches {Blattd), the spectres \Phasma), and the praj'-

ing insects (Mantis), are distinguished by tarsi of five joints.^ The grass-

when it immediately began to rub the pulvilli against the tarsal bruslies ; but on
replacing them on the glass they adhered as closely as before, and it was only by
efforts almost convulsive, and which seemed to threaten to pull off its limbs from
its body, that it could succeed in moving a quarter of an inch at a time. After

watching it with much interest for five minutes, it at last by its continued exertions

got its feet released and flew away, and alighted on a curtain, on which it walked
quite briskh% but soon again flew back to the window, where it had precisely the

same difficult3' in pulling its pulvilli from the glass as before; but after observing

it some lime, and at last trying to catch it, that I might examine its feet with a
lens, it seemed by a vigorous effort to regain its powers, and ran quite actively on
the glass, and then flying away I lost sight of it. I am unable to give any satis-

factory solution of this singular fact. The season, and the fly's tinal activity,

preclude the idea of its arising from cold or debilit}-, to which Mr. White attributes

the dragging of flies' legs at the close of autumn. The pulvilli certainly had much
more the appearance of adhering to the glass by a viscid material than b}^ anj'

pressure of the atmosphere, and it is so far in favour of Mr. Blackwall's hypothesis

on which one might conjecture that from some cause (perhaps of disease), the hairs

of the pulvilli had poured out a greater quantity of this viscid material than usual,

and more thau the muscular strength of the fly was able to cope mth.
1 Kirby in Linn. Trans, xi. 106. t. viii. f. 13. a.

2 I observed this in the hind legs of a variety of Locusta migratoria.
5 Philos. Trans. 1816., 325. t. xix. f. 5.

4 Ibid. p. 325.
s In a specimen in my cabinet of Blatta gigantea, the posterior and anterior tarsi
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hoppers with setaceous antennae (Acrida) have four tarsal joints. Those
with fiHform antennae (Lociista and Acri/dium), those with ensitbrm

{Tmxalis '), and the crickets (Gri/l/us), have only three. In Blatla, the

variations with respect to the suckers and cushions (for many species are

furnished with both) are remarkable. The former in some (Blattaglgantea')

are altogether wanting ; in others {B. Petiveriaim) they are mere rudi-

ments ; and in others (B. Maderce) they are more conspicuous, and re-

semble those of the Gryllidcv, The foot-cushions also in some are nearly

obsolete, and occupy the mere extremity of the four first tarsal joints

{B. orientalis, Americana, Cajyensls, &c.). In B. Petiveriana there is none
upon the first joint; but upon the extremity of the four last, not excepting

the claw-joint, there is a minute orbicular concave one, resembling a

sucker. In others (5. gigantea, &c.), they extend the length of the four,

first joints, and are very conspicuous. In some {B. Aloujfcti K.)^, which
have no claw-sucker, there appears to be a cavity in the extremity of the

claw-joint, which may serve the purpose of one. These foot-cushions are

usually of a pale colour; but in one specimen of a hairy female which I

liave, from Brazil, they are black. The spectre genus (P/iasma) exhibits

no particular varieties in this respect. The tarsal joints of the legs have
cushions at their apex, which appear to be bifid. They have a large orbi-

cular sucker between the claws. In Mantis the fore feet have neither of

the parts in question, and the others have no suckers. They have
cushions on the four first tarsal joints of the two last pair of legs, which,

though smaller, are shaped much like those in Phasma. In Acrida the

feet have no suckers between the claws ; but they are distinguished by
two oval, soft, concave, and movable processes attached to the base of
the first joint of the tarsus, which probably act as suckers.^ In this genus
there are two foot-cushions on the first joint of the tarsi, and one on each
of the two following ones.* The species of the genus Locusta come next.

This genus is called Acri/dium by Latreille after Geoffrey ; but, since it

includes the true locust, it ought to retain the name Locusta given by Linne
to the tribe to which it belongs.^ All these insects have the terminal

sucker between the claws, three foot-cushions on the first joint of the tarsus,

and one on the second^; and the same conformation also distinguishes

the feet of Truxalis. In the species of Acri/dium F. (Tetrix Latr.), the foot-

of one side have only four joints, while the intermediate one has five. On the other
side the hind leg is broken off, but the anterior and intermediate tarsi have both
five joints. In another specimen one posterior tarsus has four and the other five

joints.

1 The name of this genus, properly spelled, is Troxallis, from the Greek TjaJaXPus,

Gryllus.

2 Tiiis insect, which is remarkable for having the margin of its thorax reflexed,

was long since well figured in Mouffet's work (130. fig. infima). It has not, liow-

ever, been described by anj' other author I have met with. It is common in Brazil.

Some speiimcns are jiallid, while others are of a darii brown. It is to be observed
that the Blattina are resolvable into several genera.

3 De Geer, iii. 421. t. xxi. f. 13. h. This author has also noticed the cushions in

this genus and Locusta, and the claw-sucker in the latter, which be thinks are
analogous to those of the fiv. Ibid. 462. t. xxii. f. 7, 8.

4 Pliilos. Trans. 1810. t. xxi. f. 8—13.
* See Zool. Journ. for 1825, No. iv. 431.
6 Philos. Trans. 181(3. t. xxi. f. 1—9.
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cushions, I believe— for in the dead insect they are the reverse of con-

spicuous— are arranged nearly as in the two precedins; genera, but these

insects are without the claw-sucker. And lastly, Grylliis has neither

suckers nor cushions. From this statement it seems to follow— since

Blatta, Phasma, and Mantis, that do not leap, are provided with cushions,

and Grylhis, a heavy tribe of insects that does, are without them— that

their object cannot be exclusively to break the fall of the insects that have

them. And for the same reason we may conclude that they must have

some further use than augmenting their elasticity when they jump. When
we consider that the Blattce, many of which have no suckers, or very

small ones, are climbing insects (1 have seen B. Germanica run up and
down the walls of an apartment with great agility), and that the long and

gigantic apterous spectres, &c. (Pkasma) require considerable means to

enable them to climb the trees in which they feed, and to maintain their

station upon them, we may conclude that these cushions, by acting in

some degree as suckers, may promote these ends.

Amongst the homopterous Hemipfera, Chermes and many of the Ccr-

copidcs^ are furnished with the claw-suckers : but the noisy CicadcB, as well as

the heteropterous section, at least as far as my examination of them has

gone, have them not. De Geer has observed, speaking of a small fly of

this order {Thr'ips phi/sapiis), that the extremity of its feet is furnished

with a transparent membranaceous flexible process, like a bladder. He
further says that when the animal fixes and presses this vesicle on the

surface on which it walks, its diameter is increased, and it sometimes

appears concave, the concavity being in proportion to the pressure ; which

made him suspect that it acted like a cupping-glass, and so produced the

adhesion.^ This circumstance affords another proof that the foot-cushions

in the Orthoptera may act the same part ; they appear to be vesicular ; and

in numbers of specimens, after death, I have observed tiiat they become
concave, particularly in Acrida viridissima.

In Cimbex, and others amongst the saw-fly tribes, the claw-sucker is dis-

tinguished by this remarkable peculiarity, that its upper surface is con-

cave ', so that before it is used it must be bent inwards. Besides these,

at the extremity of each tarsal joint these animals are furnished with a

spoon-shaped sucker, which seems analogous to the cushions in the Gryl-

lina, Lociistina, &c. ; and, what is more remarkable, the two spurs (calcaria)

at the apex of the shanks have likewise each a minute one.* Various

other insects of this order have the claw-suckers. Amongst others the

common wasp ( Ves])a vulgaris) is by these enabled to walk up and down
our glass windows.

We learn from De Geer that several mites (to finish with the Aptera)

have something of this kind. Among these is the cheese-mite (Acarus

giro) ; its four fore feet being terminated by a vesicle with a long neck, to

which it can give every kind of inflexion. When it sets its foot down, it

enlarges and inflates it ; and when it lifts it up, it contracts it so that the

vesicle almost entirely disappears. This vesicle is between two claws.*

The itch Acarus (A. scabiei) is similarly circumstanced. Ixodes Ricinus

1 De Geer, iii. 132. 173.
2 Ibid. iii. 7. s Fhilos. Trans. 1816. t. xix. f. 3, 4.

4 Philos. Trans. 1816. t, xix. f. 1—9.
s De Geer, vii. 91. t. v. f. 6, 7.
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and Reduvius have also these vesicles— which are armed with two claws
— on all their feet.^

I am next to consider those climbers that ascend and descend, and pro-

bably maintain themselves in their station, by the assistance of a secretion

which they have the power of producing. You will immediately perceive

that I am speaking of the numerous tribes of spiders (^Araneidce), which,

most of them, are endowed with this faculty. Every body knows that

these insects ascend and descend by means of a thread that issues from
them-; but perhaps everyone has not remarked— when they wish to

avoid a hand held out to catch them, or any other obstacle— that they

can sway this thread from the perpendicular. When they move up or

down, their legs are extended, sometimes gathering in and sometimes
guiding their thread ; but when their motion is suspended, they are bent

inwards. Tjiese animals, although they have no suckers or other ap-

paratus— except the hairs of their legs and the three claws of their biarti-

culate tarsi, to enable them to do it— can also walk against gravity, both
in a perpendicular and a prone position. Dr. Hulse, in Ray's LetterSy

seems to have furnished a clue that will very well explain this. I give it

you in his own homely phrase. " They " (spiders) " will often fasten

their threads in several places to the things they creep up ; the manner is

by beating their bums or tails against them as they creep along." ^ Fixing
their anus by means of a web, the anterior part of their body, when they
are resting, we can readily conceive, would be supported by the claws and
hairs of their legs ; and their motion may be accomplished by alternately

fixing one and then the other. But you will remember I give you this

merely as conjecture, having never verified it by observation.*

It may not be amiss to mention here another apterous insect that re-

poses on perpendicular or prone surfaces, without either suckers or any
viscous secretion by which it can adhere to them. I mean the long-legged

or shepherd spiders (P/ialangium). The tarsi of these insects are seta-

ceous, and nearly as fine as a hair, consisting sometimes of more than forty

joints, those towards the extremity being very minute, and scarcely dis-

cernible, and terminating in a single clasv. These tarsi, which resemble
antennae rather than feet, are capable of every kind of inflexion, sometimes
even of a spiral one. These circumstances enable them to apply their feet

to the inequalities of the surface on which they repose, so that every joint

may in some measure become a point of support. Their eight legs also,

which diverge from their body like the spokes from the nave of a wheel,

give them equal hold of eight almost equidistant spaces, which, doubtless,

is a great stay to them.
The next species of locomotion exhibited by perfect insects is flying, I

am not certain whether under this head I ought to introduce the sailing

of spiders in the air ; but as there is no other under which it can be more
properly arranged, I shall treat of it here. I shall therefore divide flying

insects into those that fly without wings, and those that fly with them.

1 De Geer, 9G. t. v. f. 13, 14. 17. 19. t. vi. f. 2. 5.

2 The caterpillars of many Lepidopterous insects possess the same power.
3 65.

4 Mr. Blackwall, as before stated, conceives that the power possessed by spiders

which use no threads, such as Drassus melanogaster, Salticus scenicus, Sec, of walking
up polished surfaces, is derived from an adhesive fluid emitted from the tubidar
hair-like appendages of their tarsi. (^Li/m. Trans, xvi. 480. 769.)
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I dare say you are anxious to be told how any animals can fly tvithoni

wings, and wish me to begin with them. As an observer of natm-e, you
have often, without doubt, been astonished by that sight occasionally

noticed in fine days in the autumn, of webs— commonly called gossamer
webs— covering the earth and floating in the air; and have frequently

asked yourself—What are these gossamer webs? Your question has from
old times much excited the attention of learned naturalists. It was an
old and strange notion that these webs were composed of dew burned by
the sun,

" The fine nets wliich oft we woven see

Of scorched dew,"

says Spenser. Another, fellow to it, and equally absurd, was that adopted

by a learned man and good natural philosopher, and one of the first Fellows

of the Royal Society, Robert Hooke, the author of Mici-ographia. " Much
resembling a cobweb," says he, " or a confused lock of these cylinders, is

a certain white substance which, alter a fog, may be observed to fly up
and down the air : catching several of these, and examining them with my
microscope, I found them to be much of the same form, looking most like

to a flake of worsted prepared to be spun ; though by what means they
snould be generated or produced is not easily imagined : they were of the

same weight, or very little heavier than the air ; and 'tis not unlihely but

that those great ivhite clouds, that appear all the summer time, may he of the

same substance" ^ So liable are even the wisest men to error, when, leav-

ing fact and experiment, they follow the guidance of fancy. Some French
naturalists have supposed that these fits de la Vierge, as they are called,

are composed of the cottony matter in which the eggs of the Coccus of
the vine (C Vitis) are enveloped.*^ In a country abounding in vineyards

this supposition would not be absurd ; but in one like Britain, in which
the vine is confined to the fruit-garden, and the Coccus seldom seen out

of the conservatory, it will not at all account for the phenomenon. What
will you say, if I tell you that these webs (at least many of them) are air-

balloons, and that the aeronauts are not

" Lovers who may bestride the gossamer
That idles in the wanton summer air,

And yet not fall,"

but spiders, who, long before Montgolfier, nay, ever since the creation, have
been in the habit of sailing through the fields of ether in these air-light

chariots ! This seems to have been suspected long ago by Henry Moore,
who says,

" As light and thin as cobwebs that do fly

In the blew air, caus'd by the autumnal sun,

That boils the dew that on the earth doth lie.

May seem this whitish rag then is the scum

;

Unless that wiser men make't the field-spider^s loom :
" ^

1 3Iicrogr. 202. It has been objected to an excellent primitive writer (C/eme/is

Iloma7ius), that he believed the absurd fable of the phoenix. But surely this may
be allowed for in him, who was no naturalist, when a scientific natural philosopher
could believe that the clouds are made of spiders' web

!

2 Latreille, Hist. Nat. xii. 388. ^ Quoted in the Athenaum, v. 126.
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•5\-here he also alkules to the old opinion of scorched dew. But the first

naturalists who made this discovery appear to have been Dr. Hulse and
Dr. Martin Lister— the former first observing that spiders shoot their

vvehs into the air ; and the latter, besides this, that they were carried upon
tliem in that element.' This last gentleman, in fine sei-ene weather in

September, had noticed these webs falling from the heavens, and in them
discovered more than once a spider, which he named the bird. On an-

other occasion, whilst he was watching the proceedings of a common
spiiier, the animal, suddenly turning upon its back and elevating its anus,

darted forth a long thread, and vaulting from the place on which he stood

was carried upwards to a considerable height. Numerous observations

afterwards confirmed this extraordinary flict ; and he further discovered

that while they fly in this manner, they pull in their long thread with their

fore feet, so as to form it into a ball— or, as we may call it, air-balloon—
of flake. The height to which s[)iders will thus ascend he affirms is pro-

digious. One day in the autumn, when the air was full of webs, he mounted
to the top of the higiiest steeple of York minster, from whence he could

discern the floating webs still very high above him. Some spiders that fell

and were entangled upon the pinnacles he took. They were of a kind
that never enter houses, and therefore could not be supposed to have taken
their flight from the steeple.'^ It appears from his observations that this

faculty is not confined to one species of spider, but is cpmmon to several,

though only in their young half-grown state ^; whence we may infer

that when full-grown their bodies are too heavy to be thus conveyed.
One spider he noticed that at one time contented itself with ejaculating a
single thread, while at others it darted out several, like so many shining

rays at the tail of a comet. Of these, in Cambridgeshire in October, he
once saw an incredible number saihng in the air.* Speaking of his Ar.
.subfusctis minuiixsimis ocidis, &c., he says, " Certainly this is an excellent

rope-dancer, and is wonderfully delighted with darting its threads : nor is

it only carried in the air, like the preceding ones ; but it effects itself its

ascent and sailing : for, by means of its legs closely applied to each other,

it as it were balances itself, and promotes and directs its course no other-

wise than as if nature had furnished it with wings or oars." ^ A later but
equally gifted observer of nature, Mr. White, confirms Dr. Lister's ac-

count. " Every day in fine weather in autumn," says he, " do I see these
spiders shooting out their webs, and mounting aloft : they will go off from
the finger if you take them into your hand. Last summer one alighted

on my book as I was reading in the parlour ; and running to the top of
the page and shooting out a web, took its departure from thence. But
what I most wondered at was, that it went off" with considerable velocity

in a place where no air was stirring ; and I am sure that I did not assist

it with my breath. So that these little crawlei-s seem to have while
mounting some locomotive power without the use of wings^ and move
faster than the air in the air itself." ^ A writer in the last number of

1 Ray's Letters, 36. 60.

2 Kay's Letters, 37. 87. Lister, De Aran. 80. Lister illustrates the force with
which these creatures shoot their thread, by a homely tiiough very forcible simile:
" Kesupinata (says he) anum in ventum dedit, filumque ejaculata est quo plane modo,
robustissimus juvenis e distentissima vesica urinam."

3 De Araneis, 8. 27. 64, 75. 79. 4 Ibid. 79. 5 ibid. 85.
« Nut. Hist. i. 327.
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Tliomson's Annals of PMlosopJ/?/ \ under the signature of Carolan, has

given some curious observations on the mode in which some geometric

spiders shoot and direct their threads, and fly upon them; by which it

appears that as they dart them out they guide tiiem as if by magic, emitting

at the same time a stream of air, as he supposes, or possibly some subtile

electric fluid. One, which was running upon his hand, dropped by its

thread about six inches from the point of his finger, when it immediately

emitted a pretty long line at a right angle with that by which it was sus-

pended. This thread, though at first horizontal, quickly rose upwards,

carrying the spider along with it. When it had ascended as far above his

finger as it had dropped before below it, it let out the thread by which it

had been attached to it, and continued flying smoothly upwards till it

nearly reached the roof of the room, when it veered on one side and

alighted on the wall. In flying, its motion was smoother and quicker than

wJien a spider runs along its thread. He observes, that as the line lengthens

behind them, the tendency of spiders to rise increases. I have myself

more than once observed these creatures take their flight, and find the

following memorandum with respect to their mode of proceeding :
—

" The
spider first extends its thighs, shanks, and feet into a right line, and then

elevating its abdomen till it becomes vertical, shoots its thread into the

air, and flies off from its station." It is not often, however, that an ob-

server can be gratified with this interesting sight, since these animals are

soon alarmed. I have frequently noticed them— for at the times whea
these webs are floating in the air they are very numerous— on the vertical

angle of a post or pale, or one of the uprights of a gate, with the end of their

abdomen pointing upwards, as if to shoot their thread previously to flying

oft ; when, upon my approaching to take a nearer view, they have lowered

it again, and persisted in disappointing ray wish to see them mount aloft.

The rapidity with which the spider vanishes from the sight upon this oc-

casion, and darts into the air, is a problem of no easy solution. Can the

length of web that they dart forth counterpoise the weight of their bodies

;

or have they any organ analogous to the natatory vesicles of fishes 2, which

contributes at their will to render them buoyant in the air ? Or do they

rapidly ascend their threads in their usual way, and gather them up, till

having collected them into a mass of sufficient magnitude, they give them

selves to the air, and are carried here and there in these chariots ? I must
here give you Mr. White's very curious account of a shower of these webs

that he witnessed. On the 21st of September, 1741, intent upon field

diversions, he rose before daybreak ; but on going out he found the whole

face of the country covered with a thick coat of cobweb, drenched with

dew, as if two or three settins-nets had been drawn one over the other.

When his dogs attempted to hunt, their eyes were so blinded and hood-

winked that they were obliged to lie down and scrape themselves. This

appearance was followed by a most lovely day. About nine a. m. a shower

of these webs (formed not of single floating threads, but of perfect flakes,

some near an inch broad, and five or six long) was observed falling from

very elevated regions, which continued without interruption during the

whole of the day ; and they fell with a velocity which showed that they

were considerably heavier than the atmosphere. When the most elevated

station in the country where this was observed was ascended, the webs

» No. lii. 306.
,

2 Ciivier, Anai. C'omp. I 504.
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were still to be seen descending from above, and twinklinf; like stars in the

sun, so as to draw the attention of the most incurious. The flakes of the

•web on this occasion hung so thick upon the hedges and trees, that baskets

full might have been collected. No one doubts, he observes, but that

these webs are the production of small spiders, which swarm in the fields

in fine weather in autumn, and have a power of shooting out webs from
their tails, so as to render themselves buoyant and lighter than the air,'-

In Germany these flights of gossamer appear so constantly in autumn,
that they are there metaphorically called " Der jiicgender Sommer " (the

flying or departing summer) ; and authors speak of the web as often hang-

ing in flakes like wool on every hedge and bush throughout extensive

districts.

Here we may inquire—Why is the ground in these serene days covered

so thickly by these webs, and what becomes of them ? What occasions

the spiders to mount into the air, and do the same species form both the

terrestrial and aerial gossamer ? And what causes the webs at last to fall

to the earth ? I fear I cannot to all these queries return a fully satisfactory

answer ; but I will do the best I can. At first one would conclude, from
analogy, that the object of the gossamer which early in the morning is

spread over stubbles and fallows— and sometimes so thickly as to make
them appear as if covered M'ith a carpet, or rather overflown by a sea of

gauze, presenting, when studded with dew-drops, as I have often witnessed,

a most enchanting spectacle— is to entrap the flies and other insects as

they rise into the air from their nocturnal station of repose to take their

diurnal flights. But Dr. Strack's observations render this very doubtful

;

for he kept many of the spiders that produce these webs in a large glass

upon turf, where they spun as when at liberty, and he could never observe

them attempt to catch or eat— even when entangled in their webs— the

flies and gnats with which he supplied them ; though they greedily sucked
water when sprinkled upon the turf, and remained lively for two months
without other food.* As the single threads shot by other spitlers are

usually their bridges, this perhaps may be the object of the webs in ques-

tion; and thus the animals may be conveyed from furrow to furrow or
straw to straw less circuitously, and with less labour, than if they had
travelled over the ground. As these creatures seem so thirsty, may M^e not
conjecture that the drops of dew, with which they are always as it were
strung, are a secondary object with them ? So prodigious are their num-
bers, that sometimes every stalk of straw in the stubbles, and every clod and
stone in the fallows, swarms with them. Dr. Strack assures us that twenty
or thirty often sit upon a single straw, and that he collected about 2000 in

half an hour, and could have easily doubled the number had he wished it:

he remarks, that the cause of their escaping the notice of other observers

is their falling to the ground upon the least alarm.

As to what becomes of this immense carpeting of web there are different

opinions. Mr. White conjectures that these threads, when first shot, might

be entangled in the rising dew, and so drawn up, spiders and all, by a brisk

evaporation, into the region where the clouds are formed.^ But this seems
almost as inadmissible as that of Hooke, before related. An ingenious and

1 Nat. Hist. i. 325.

2 Neue Schriften der Naturforschenden Gessellschaft zu Halle, 1810, v. Heft.
3 J\at. Hist. i. 326.
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observant friend, thinking the numbers of the flying spiders not sufficient

to produce the whole of the phenomenon in question, is of opinion that an

equinoctial gale, sweeping along the fallows and stubbles coated with the

gossamer, must bring many single threads into contact, which, adhering to-

gether, may gradually collect into flakes ; and that being at length detached

by the violence of the wind, they are carried along with it : and as it is

known that such winds often convey even sand and earth to great heights,

he deems it highly probable that so light a substance maybe transported to

so great an elevation as not to fall to the earth for some days after, when
the weather has become serene, or to descend upon ships at sea, as has

sometimes happened. This, which is in part adopted from the German
authors, is certainly a much more reasonable supposition than the other;

but some facts seem to militate against it : for, in the first place, though

gossamer often occurs upon the ground when there is none in the air, yet

the reverse of this has never been observed ; for gossamer in the air, as in

the instance recorded by Mr. White, is always preceded by gossamer on

the ground. Now, since the weather is constantly calm and serene when
these showers appear, it cannot be the wind that carries the web from the

ground into the air. Again, it is stated that tliese showers take j)lace after

several calm days^; but, if the web was raised by the wind into the air, it

would begin to fall as soon as the wind ceased. Whence I am inclined to

think that the cause assigned by Dr. Lister is the real source of the whole

phenomenon. Though ordinary observers have overlooked them, he no-

ticed these spiders in the air in such prodigious numbers, that he deemed
them sufficient to produce the effect. I shall not, however, decide posi-

tively ; but, having stated the different opinions, leave you to your own
judgment.

The next query is, What occasions the spiders to mount their chariots

and seek the clouds ? Is it in pursuit of their food ? Insects, in the fine

warm days in which this phenomenon occurs, probably take higher flights

than usual, and seek the upper regions of the atmosphere; and that the

spiders catch them there, appears by the exuvias of gnats and flies, which

are often found in the falling webs.** Yet one would suppose that insects

would fly high at all times in the summer in serene warm weather. Perhaps

the flight of some particular species constituting a favourite food ofour little

charioteers — the gnats, for instance, which we have seen sometimes rise in

clouds into the air— may at these times take place ; or the species of spiders

that are most given to these excursions may not abound in their young state

— when only they can fly— at other seasons of the year.

Whether the same species that cover the earth with their webs produce

those that fill the air, is to be our next inquiry. Did the appearance of the

one always succeed that of the other, this might be reasonably concluded

;

but the former, as I lately observed to you, often occurs without being

followed by the latter. Yet, since it should seem that the aerial gossamer,

though it does not always follow it, is always preceded by the terrestrial,

this warrants a conjecture that they may be synonymous. Two German
authors, Bechstein^ and Strack*, have described the spider that produces

gossamer in Germany under the name of Arnnea obtextrix. But it is not

1 Ray's Letters, 36. 2 i^id. 42. Lister, De Araneis, 8.

3 Lichtenberg und Voialit Magazin, 1789, vi. 53.

<» Neue Schriften der Naturforsch. &c. IblO, v. Heft. 41—56.
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clear, unless they have described it at different ages, when spiders often

greatly change their appearance, that they mean the same species. The
former describes his as of the size of a small [)in's head, with its eight eyes

disposed in a circle, having a black brown body and light yellow legs : while

Dr. Strack represents his A, obtextrlv as more than two lines in length ;

eyes four in a square, and two on each side touching each other ; thorax

deep brown with paler streaks ; abdomen below dull white, above dark

copper brown, with a dentaled white spot running longitudinally down the

middle. The first of these, if distinct, as I suspect they are, agrees very

well with the young of one which Lister observed as remarkable for taking

aerial flights ', and which I have most usually seen so engaged. The other

may possibly be that before noticed, which he (bund in such infinite num-
bers in Cambridgeshire. '^ If this conjecture be correct, it will prove that

the same species first produce the gossamer that covers the ground, and
then, shooting other threads, mount upon them into the air.

INIy last query was. What causes these webs ultimately to fall to the

earth ? Mr. White's observation will, I think, furnish the best answer.
" If the spiders have the power of coiling up their webs in the air, as

Dr. Lister affirms, then when they become heavier than the air they will

fall." ^ The more expanded the web the lighter and more buoyant, and
the more condensed the heavier it must be.

I trust you will allow, from this mass of evidence, that the English

Amchnologists— may I coin this term ?— were correct in their account of

this singular phenomenon ; and think, with me, that Swammerdam (who,
however, admits that spiders sail on their webs), and after him De Geer,

were rather hasty when they stigmatised the discovery that these animals

shoot their webs into the air, and so take flight, as a strange and unfounded
opinion. '^ The fact, though so well authenticated, is indeed strange and
wonderful, and affords another proof of the extraordinary powers, unpa-

ralleled in the higher orders of animals, with which the Creator has gifted

the insect world. Were, indeed, man and the larger animals, v.ith their

present propensities, similarly endowed, the whole creation would soon go
to ruin. But these almost miraculous powers in the hands of these little

beings only tend to keep it in order and beauty. Adorable is that Wis-
dom, Power, and Goodness, that has distinguished these next to nothings

by such peculiar endowments for our preservation as if given to the strong

and mighty would work our destruction.

After the foregoing marvellous detail of the aijrial excursions of our in-

sect air-balloonists, I fear you will think the motions of those which fly b_v

means of w'mgs less interesting. You vi'ill find, however, that they are not

altogether barren of amusement. Though the wings are the principal

instruments of the flight of insects, yet there are others subsidiary to them,

which I shall here enumerate, considering them more at large under the-

orders to which they severally belong. These are wing-cases (^elytra

tegm'ma, and hcmclijlra); winglets {alti/ce) ;
poisers (Jialteres); tailets

(^cauduke) ; booklets (Jiamuli) ; base-covers {tcgukc); &c. Besides, their

tails, legs, and even antenncE, assist them in some instances in this motion.

As wings are common to almost the whole class, I shall consider their

structure here. Every wing consists of two membranes, more or less

1 Dc Araneh, GG. 2 Ibid. 79. ' Nat. Hist. i. 32G.
4 Swaium. Bill. Nat. ed. Hill, i. 25. De Geer, vii. 190.

H u 3
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transparent, applied to each other : the upper membrane being very strongly

attached to the nervures {nenrcB^, and the lower adhering more loosely, so

as to be separable from them. The nervures ^ are a kind of hollow tube,

— above elastic, horny, and convex ; and flat and nearly membranaceous
below,— which take their origin in the trunk, and keep diminishing gradu-

ally, the marginal ones excepted, to their termination. The vessels contained

in the nervures consist of a spiral thread, whence they appear to be air-

vessels communicating with the tracheas in the trunk. The expansion of

the wing at the will of the insect is a problem that can only be solved by
supposing that a subtile fluid is introduced into these vessels^, which seem
perfectly analogous to those in the wings of birds, and that thus an impulse

is communicated to every part of the organ sufficient to keep it in proper

tension. We see by this, that a wing is supported in its flight like a sail

by its cordage.' It is remarkable that those insects which keep the longest

on the wing, the dragon-flies (Libellidind) for instance, have their wings

most covered with nervures. The wings of insects in flying, like those of

other flying animals, you are to observe, move vertically, or up and down.

In considering the flight of insects, I shall treat of that of each order

separately, beginning with the Coleoptera or beetles. Their subsidiary in-

struments of flight are their wing-cases {elytra)^ and in one instance winglets

{ahdce). The former, which in some are of a hard horny substance, and in

others are softer and more like leather, though they are kept immoveable in

flight, are probably, by their resistance to the air, not without their use on
this occasion. The winglets are small concavo-convex scales, of a stiff

membranaceous substance, generally fringed at their extremity. I know at

jjresent of only one coleopterous insect that has them (J^ytiscus margtnalis).

They are placed under the elytra at their base. Their use is unknown

;

but it may probably be connected with their flight. The wings of beetles

are usually very ample, often of a substance between parchment and
membrane. The nervures that traverse and extend them, though not

numerous, are stronger and larger than those in the wings of insects of the

other orders, and are so dispersed as to give perfect tension to the organ.

When at rest— except in Molorchus, Atractocerus, Kecydalis, and some
other genera— they are folded transversely under the elytra, generally near

the middle, with a lateral longitudinal fold, but occasionally near the ex-

tremity. When they prepare for flight, their antennas being set out, the

elytra are opened so as to form an angle with the body and admit the free

play of the wings ; and they then fly off, striking the air by the vertical

motion of these organs, the elytra all the while remaining immoveable.

The CetonicE, however, as noticed by M. Audouin, differ from most if not

all other coleopterous insects in keeping their elytra closed during their

flight.* During their flight the bodies of insects of this order, as far as I

have observed them, are always in a position nearly vertical, which gives

to the larger sorts, the stag-beetle for instance, a very singular appearance.

Olivier, probably having some of the larger and heavier beetles in his eye,

1 French naturalists use this term (nervure) for the veins of wings, leaves, &c., re-

stricting nerve (nerf) to the ramifications from the brain and spinal marrow. We
have adopted the term, which we express in Latin by neura, from the Greek nvia..

2 Recent observations by several distinguished microscopical naturalists fully con-

firm this opinion.
5 Jurine, Hymenopt. 19.

* Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, viii. p. xlviii.
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affirms that the wings of insects of this order are not usually proportioned

to the weight of their bodies, and that the muscular apparatus that moves
them is deficient in force. In consequence of which, he observes, they

take flight with difficulty, and fly very badly. The strokes of their wings

being frequent, and their flight short, uncertain, heavy, and laborious, they

can use their wings only in very calm weather, the least wind beating them
down. Yet he allows that others, whose bodies are lighter, rise into the

air and fly with a little more ease, especially when the weather is warm and

dry ; their flights, however, being short, though frequent. He asserts also,

that no coleopterous insect can fly against the wind.* These observations

may hold, perhaps, with respect to many species ; but they will by no
means apply generally. The cockchafer {Melolontha vulgaris), if thrown
into the air in the evening, its time of flight, will take wing before it falls to

the ground. The common dung-chafer (^Geotnipes stcrcorarius)— wheeling

from side to side like the humble-bee— flies with great rapidity and force,

and, with all its dung-devouring confederates, directs its flight with the

utmost certainty, and probably often against the wind, to its food. The
root devourersor tree-chafers {Melolontha, Hoplia,&c.} support themselves,

like swarming bees, in the air and over the trees, fl3'ing round in all direc-

tions. The Brachyptera and DonacicB, in warm weather, fly off" from their

station with the utmost ease ;
— their wings are unfolded, and they are in

the air in an instant, especially the latter, as I have often found when I

have attempted to take them. None are more remarkable for this than
the CicinddcE, which, however, taking very short flights, are as easily

marked down as a partridge, and afford as much amusement to the ento-

mologist as the latter to the sportsman. It is to be observed that many
insects in this order have no wings, and the female glow-worms neither

wings nor elytra.

Many persons are not aware that the insects of the next order, the

Dermaptera, can fly; but earwigs {Forjicnla), their size considered, are

furnished with very ample and curious wings, the principal nervures of
which are so many radii, diverging from a common point near the an-

terior margin. Between these are others, which, proceeding from the oppo-
site margin, terminate in the middle of the wing. These organs, when at

rest, are more than once folded both transversely and longitudinally.

Wings equally ample, forming the quadrant of a circle, and with five or

six nervures diverging from their base, distinguish the Strepsipteroiis tribe.

When unemployed, these are folded longitudinally.*

Probably in the next order (Ortl/oplcra) the tegmina, or wing-covers^
since they are usually of a much thinner substance than elytra— assist

them in flying. They are, however, quite covered by irregular reticulations,

produced by various nervures sent forth by the longitudinal ones, and
running in all directions. When at rest, the inner part of one laps over
that ol:' the other ; but in difl^erent genera there is a singular variation in

this circumstance. Thus in Blatta, Phasma, and male Acridcz, and generally

speaking, but not invariably, in Locusta and Triixalii, the left elytrum laps

over the right ; but in Mantis, Mantispa, some female Acridce, Gryllus, and

1 Entomol. i. 1.

' It has been ascertained that the spurious elytra of these insects are serviceable

in their fliglit. As ]\I. Latreille now allows this, he ought to have restored its ori-

ginal name, which he had altered, to this order.

U u 4
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Orylhlalpa, the right is laid over the left. The wings in this order, though
always ample and larger than the tegmina, do not invariably form a

quadrant of a circle, falling often short of it. They are extended by means
of nervures, which, like so many rays, diverge from the base of the wing;

and are intersected alternately by transverse ones, which thus form qua-

drangular areas, arranged like bricks in a wall. When at rest, they are

longitudinally folded. The flight of these insects, as far as it has been ob-

served, much resembles, it is said, that of certain birds. Ray tells us that

both sexes of the house-cricket {Gryllus domcsticvs) fly with an undulating

motion, like a woodpecker, alternately ascending with expanded wings, and
descending with folded ones.^ The field and mole-crickets {Gryllns cam-

pestris and Grt/l/ofalpa vulgaris), as we learn from Mr. White",— and,

since the structure of their wings is similar, probably the other Orthoptera,

— fly in the same way.

Hemiplerous insects, with respect to their hemelytra, may be divided into

two classes. Those in which they are all of the same substance — vary-

ing from membrane to a leathery or horny crust— and those in which the

base and the apex are of diflferent substances ; the first being generally

corneous, and the latter membranaceous. The former or homopterous
division includes the Cicadarks Latr., Aphis, Ckermes, Thrips, and Coccus ;—
and the latter the heteropterous division, comprehending, besides the

Geocoriscs Latr,, Notonecta, Sigara, Kepa, Ranatra, and Naucoris of

Fabricius. The posterior tibiae of some of this last division {Li/gccus

pliyllopus, foUaceus, &c. F.) are furnishfd on each side with a foliaceous

process— which may act the part of outriggers, and assist them in their

flight.^ I can give you no particular information with respect to the

aerial movements of the insects of this order : the British species that

belong to it are generally so minute that it is not easy to trace them with

the naked eye ; and unless some kind optician, which is much to be

wished, would invent a telescope by which the proceedings of insects

could be examined at a distance, there is no other way of studying them.

The four wings of the next order, the Trichoptera or case-worm flies,

both in their shape and nervures resemble those of many moths ; only

instead of scales they are usually covered with hairs, and the under wings,

which are larger than the upper, fold longituiiinally. Some of these flies,

I have observed, move in a direct line, with their legs set out, which makes
them look as if they were walking in the air. In flying they often apply

their antennae to each other, stretching them out straight, and thus pro-

bably are assisted in their motion.

The Lepidoptera vary so infinitely in the shape, comparative magnitude,

and appentlciges of their wings, that I should detain you too long did I

enlarge upon so multifarious a subject. I shall therefore only observe,

that one species is described, both by Lyonet and De Gcer* {Loboplwru

hexaptcrd), as having six wings; for, besides the four ordinary ones, it has

a winglet (alula) attached to the base of the lower one, and placed, when
the wings are folded, between it and the upper. These organs in this

order, you know, are covered with scales of various shapes. Their ner-

1 Hist. Ins. G3. 2 Nat. Hist. ii. 82.

^ I have separated this tribe from the rest under the name of Petahpus

K. i\Is.

4 Lesser, 1. i. 100, note*. De Geer, ii. 460. t. ix. f. 9.
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vures are diverging rays, which issue either from a basal area or from the

base itself, and terminate in the exterior margin. The wings of many
male butterflies, hawk-motiis, and moths, are distinguished by a remarkable

apparatus, noticed by De Geer, and since by many other naturalists ^, for

keeping them steady and uncleranged in their flight. The upper wings, on
their under side near their base, have a minute process, bent into a hook
(Jiamus), and covered with hairs and scales. In this hook one or more
bristles (Jendo), attached to the base of the under wing, have their play.

When the fly unfolds its wings, the hook does not quit its hold of the

bristle, which moves to and fro in it as they expand or close. The females,

which seldom fly far, often have the bristles, but never the hook. The
hairy tails of some insects (Sesia) belonging to the hawk-moth tribe are

expanded when they fly, so as to form a kind of rudder, which enables

them to steer their course with more certainty.

The insects of tliis and every other order, except the Coleoptera, fly

with their bodies in a horizontal position, or nearly so. As their wings
are usually so ample, we need not wonder that the Lepidopfera are ex-

cellent fliers. Indeed they seem to flit untired from flower to flower, and
from field to field ; impelled at one while by hunger, and at another b}'

love or maternal solicitude. The distance to which some males will fly is

astonishing. That of one of the silk-worm moths {Attacus Paphia) is

stated to travel sometimes more than a hundred miles in this way.'* Our
most beautiful butterfly, the purple emperor (Apatura Iris), when he makes
his first appearance, fixes his throne on the summit of someloity oak, from
whence in sunny days, unattended by his empress, who does not fly, he takes

his excursions. Launching into the air from one of the highest twigs, he
mounts often to so great a height as to become invisible. When the sun
is at the meridian his loftiest flights take place ; and about four in the

afternoon he resumes his station of repose.^ The large bodies of hawk-
moths {Sphinx F.) are carried by wings remarkably strong both as to

nervures and texture, and their flight is proportionably rapid and direct.

That of butterflies is by dipping and rising alternately, so as to form a

zigzag line with vertical angles, which the animal often describes with a
skipping motion, so that each zigzag consists of smaller ones. This doubt-
less renders it more difficult for the birds to take them as they fly ; and
thus the male, when paired, often flits away with the female.

Amongst the neuropterous tribes the most conspicuous insects are the

dragon-flies {Lihellulina), which— their metamorphosis, habits, moile of
life, and characters considered— form a distinct natural order of them-
selves. Their four wings, which are nearly equal in size, are a complete
and beautiful piece of net-work, resembling the finest lace, the meshes of
which are usually filled by a pure, transparent, glassy membrane. In two

1 Do Geer, i. 173. t. x. f. 4. Linn. Trans, i. 135.
2 Linn. Trans, vii. 40.

3 Haworth, Lepidupt. Brit. i. 19. Mr. Hewitson, in an interesting notice of this

species, informs us tliat at Kissengen in Bavaria, wliere he had an o])|)ortunity of ob-
serving its habits in .June and July, 'i8o9, after long and rapid tiiglits in the out-
skirts of a neighbouring forest, they would enter its most shady recesses to cool

themselves, and lap the moisture from any puddles of water (preferring the most
iilthy) with their long trunks; and were so "eager in this occupation that he has had
seven under a small tiat net at once, and could even take them readily with his tiuger

aad thumb. {Entomologist, June, 1842, p. 324.)
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of the genera belonging to this tribe the wings, when the animal is at rest,

are always expanded, so that they can take flight in an instant, no previous
unfolding of these organs being necessary. In Agrion, the other genus ol

the tribe, the wings when they repose are not expanded. I have observed
of these insects, and also of several others in different orders, that without
turning they can fly in all directions — backwards, and to the right and
left, as well as forwards. This ability to fly all ways, without having to

turn, must be very useful to them when pursued by a bird. Leeuwenhoek
once saw a swallow chasing an insect of this tribe, which he calls a Mor-
del/a, in a menagerie about a hundred feet long. The little creature flew

with such astonishing velocity— to the right, to the left, and in all direc-

tions— that this bird of rapid wing and ready evolution was unable to

overtake and entrap it ; the insect eluding every attempt, and being
generally six feet before it.^ Indeed, such is the power of the long wings
by which the dragon-flies are distinguished, particularly in JEs/ma and
Libellula, and such the force of the muscles that move them, that they
seem never to be wearied with flying. I have observed one of the former
genus {Anax imperator Leach) sailing for hours over a piece of water —

•

sometimes to and fro, and sometimes wheeling from side to side ; and all

the while chasing, capturing, and devouring the various insects that came
athwart its course, or driving away its competitors— without ever seem-
ing tired, or inclined to alight. Another species {JEshna variegata), very
common in lanes and along hedges, which flies, like the Orthoptcrct, in a

waving line, is equally alert and active after its prey. This, however, often

alights for a moment, and then resumes its gay excursive flights. A Libel-

lula, resembling this last insect, flew on board the vessel in vdiich Mr.
Davis was sailing, Dec. 11. 1837, when at sea, and the nearest land was
the coast of Africa, 500 miles distant— a striking proof of its powers of

wing.'^ The species of the genus Agrion cut the air with less velocity ;

but so rapid is the motion of their wings that they become quite invisible.

Hawking always about for prey, the Agrions, from the variety of the
colours of different individuals, form no uninteresting object during a
summer stroll. With respect to the mode of flight of the other neu-
ropterous tribes I have nothing to remark ; for that of the Ephevierce,

which has been most noticed, I shall consider under another head.

The next order of insects, the Hymenoptern, attract also general atten-

tion as fliers, and from our earliest years. The ferocious hornet, with its

trumpet of terror ; the intrusive and indomitable wasp; the booming and
pacific humble-bee, the frequent prey of merciless schoolboys ; and that

universal favourite, the industrious inhabitant of the hive,— all belonging

to it,—are familiar to every one; and in summer there is scarcely a flower
or leaf in field or garden, which is not visited by some of its numerous
tribes. The four wings of these insects, the upper pair of which are

larger than the under, vary much in their nervures. From the saw-flies

(^Scnife?-a), whose wings are nearly as much reticulated as those of some
Neuroptera, to the minute Chalcis and Psiliis, in which these organs are

without nervures, there is every intermediate variety of reticulation that

can be imagined.^ It has been observed that the nervures of the wings are

usually proportioned to the weight of the insect. Thus the saw-flies have

^ Leeuw. Epist. 6. Mart. 1717. 3 Jurine, Hymenopt. t. 2—5.

2 Entom. 3Iag. v. 251.
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jrenerally bodies thicker than those of most other Hi/menoptera, wliile those

that liave fewer nervures are more slender. This, however, does not
hold good in all cases — so that the dimensions and cut of the wings, the

strength of their nervures, and the force of their muscles, must also be
taken into consideration. The wings of many of these insects, when
expanded, are kept in the same plane by means of small hooks (hamuli)

in the anterior margin of the under wing, which lay hold of the posterior

margin of the upper.' Another peculiarity also distinguishes them. Base
covers (tegidcB), or small concavo-convex shields, protect the base of the

wings from injury "^ or displacement.

The most powerful fliers in this order are the humble-bees, which, like

the dung-chafers (Geotropes), traverse the air in segments of a circle, the

arc of which is alternately to right and left. The rapidity of their flight is

so great that, could it be calculated, it would be found, the size of the crea-

ture considered, far to exceed that of any bird, as has been proved by the

observations of a traveller in a railway carriage proceeding at the rate of
twenty miles an hour, which was accompanied, though the wind was against

them, for a considerable distance by a humble-bee {Bombus subinterruptiis

K.) not merely with the same rapidity, but even greater, as it not unfre-

fjuently flew to and fro about the carriage or described zig-zag lines in its

flight.^ The aerial movements of the hive-bee are more direct and leisurely.

When leaving the hive for an excursion, I have observed that as soon as

they come out they turn about as if to survey the entrance, and then,

wheeling round in a circle, fly off. When they return to the hive, they
often fly from side to side, as if to examine before they alight. When
swarming, the heads of all are turned towards the group at the mouth of
their dwelling; and upon rising into the air these little creatures fly so thick

in every direction, as to appear hke a kind of net-work with meshes of every
angle. The queen, also, upon going forth, when her object is to pair, after

returning to reconnoitre, begins her flight by describing circles of consider-

able diameter, thus rising spirally with a rapid motion.^ The object of these
gyrations is probably to increase her chance of meeting with a drone. I

have not much to tell you with respect to the flight of other insects of this

order, except that a spider-wasp (Po??;^j;7ms via(ictts), whose sting is redoubt-
able, and which often, when we are in the vicinity of sandy sunny banks,
accompanies our steps, has a kind ofjumping movement when it flies.

The next order, the Diptera, consists altogether of two-winged flies ; but,

to replace the under wings of the tetrapterous insects, they are furnished
with poisers, and numbers of them also with winglets. The poisers {haltcres)

are little membranaceous threads, placed one under the origin of each wing,
near a spiracle, and terminated by an oval, round, or triangular button,
which seems capable of dilatation and contraction. The animal moves
these organs with great vivacity, often when at rest, and probahly when
flying. Their winglets {(iIuIce) are different from those of Di/tiscus mar-
ginalis, and the moth before noticed. Like them they are of rigid membrane,
and fringed ; but they consist generally- of two concavo-convex pieces

(sometimes surrounded by a nervure), situated between the wing and the

1 Kirby, Mon. Ap. Angl i. 9G. 108. t. xiii. f. 19.

2 Ibid. i. 96. 107. t. v. f. 8. dd.
' Philos. M(tq., quoted in Burmeister's Manual of Ent. 4G4.
^ Huber, i. 38.
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poisers, which, when the insect reposes, fold over each other like the valves

of a bivalve shell ; but when it flies they are extended. The use of neither

of these organs seems to have been satisfactorily ascertained. Dr. Derham
thinks they are for keeping the body steady in flight ; and asserts that if

either a poiser or win^let be cut off, the insect will fly as if one side over-

balanced the other, till it falls to the ground ; and that if both be cut off,

they will fly awkwardly and unsteadily, as if they had lost some very

necessary part.^ Shelver cut oft' the winglets of a fly, leaving both wings

and poisers, but it could no longer fly. He next cut off the poisers of

another, leaving the wings and winglets, and the same result followed. He
found, upon removing one of these organs, that they were not properly

compared to balancers. Observing that a common cvanc-Hy (Tipiu'ci crocata)

moved the knee of the hinder tibia in connection with the wing and poiser,

he cut it off, and it could no longer fly : this last experiment, however,

seems contradicted by the fact, which has been often observed, that the

insects of this genus will fly when half their legs are gone. He afterwards

cut off both its poisers, when it could neither fly nor walk. Hence he con-

jectures that the poisers are connected with the feet, ami are air-holders.'^

I have often seen flies move their poisers very briskly when at rest,

particularly Scioptera vibrans, before mentioned. This renders Shelver's

conjecture— that they are connected with respiration— not improbable.

Perhaps by their action some effect may be produced upon the spiracle in

their vicinity, either as to the opening or closing of it.

There are three classes of fliers in this order, the form of whose bodies,

as well as the shape and circumstances of their wings, is different. First

are the slender flies— the gnats, gnat-like flies, and crane-flies {Tipidar'uE).

The bodies of these are light, their wings narrow, and their legs long, and

they have no winglets. Next to those whose bodies, though slender, are

more weighty— the AsilidcE, Conopsidce, &c. ; these have larger wings, shorter

legs, and very minute and sometimes even obsolete winglets. Lastly come
the flies, the Muscidce, &c., and their affinities, whose bodies being short, thick,

and often very heavy, are furnished not only with proportionate wings and
shorter legs, but also with conspicuous winglets. From these comparative

differences and distinctions, we may conjecture in the first place— since

the lightest bodies are furnished with tlie longest legs, and the heaviest

with the shortest—that the legs act as poisers and rudders, that keep them
steady while they fly, and assist them in directing their course*; and in the

next— since the winglets are largest in the heaviest bodies, and altogether

wanting in the lightest— that one of their principal uses is to assist the

wings when the insect is flying.

The flight of the Tipularian genera is very various. Sometimes, as I

have observed, they fly up and down with a zigzng course ; at others in

vertical curves of small diameter, like some birds ; at others, again, in

horizontal curves: — all these lines they describe with a kind of skipping

motion. Sometimes they would seem to flit in every possible way— up-

wards, downwards, athwart, obliquely, and sometimes almost in circles.

The common gnat (jCidex- pipiens) seems to sail along also in various de-

1 Phys. Theol. 13th ed. 366. note {i).

2 Wiedemann's Archiv. ii. 210.
5 To tliose that frequent meadows and pastures ( Tipula oleracea L. &c.) they are

also useful, as I have before observed, as stilts to enable them to walk over the grass.

Iveaum. v. Pref. i. t. iii. f. 10.
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rections. The motion of its winns, if it does nof fly like a hawk, is so
rapid as not to be perceptible. When the crane-fly (T/pii/a oleraced) is

upon the wing, its fore-legs are placed horizontally, pointing forwartls, and
the four hind ones stretched out in an opposite direction, the one forming

the prow and the other the stern of the vessel, in its voyage through the

ocean of air. The legs of another insect of this tribe (Hirtcsa Marci) all

point towards the anus in flight, the long anterior pair forming an acute

angle with the body :— thus, perhaps, it can better cut the air.

I have often been amused in my walks with the motions of the hornet-

fly {Asi/tis crnbroniformis), belonging to the second division just mentioned.

This insect is carnivorous, hving upon small flies. When you are taking

your rambles, you may often observe it alight just before you ; as soon as

you come up, it flies a little further, and will thus be your avant-courier for

the whole length of a long field. This usually takes place, I seem to have
observed, when a path lies under a hedge ; and perhaps the object of this

manoeuvre may be the capture of prey. Your motions may drive a number
of insects before you, and so be instrumental in supplying it with a

meal. Other species of the genus have the same habit.

The aerial progress of the fly tribes, including the gad-flies (CEsfrida;),

horse-flies {Tabanida:), carrion-flies {Miiscidcc), and many other genera

—

which constitute the heavy horse amongst our two-winged fliers— is won-
derfully rapid, and usually in a direct line. An CEstrus about to attack a
horse urged to its full speed will yet keep close to it, and, at last, when
foiled in its object, fly away before it at a still more rapid rate. ^ The male
Tabani, according to the observations of M. de St. Fargeau, when met with

in the long avenues of the continental forests, are seen to dart impetuously

from one end to the other, then to rest awhile immoveable, suspended in

the air, and look around on every side, and again to rush with equal velocity

to the other end, repeating these manoeuvres till they have discovered a

female, upon which they precipitate themselves, and then mount together

to a height which the eye cannot reach.^ An anonymous observer in

^^icholson's Journal^ calculates that, in its ordinary flight, the common
house-fly {Musca domestica) makes with its wings about 600 strokes, which
carry it five feet, every second. But if alarmed, he states, their velocity

can be increased six or seven-fold, or to thirty or thirty-five feet in the same
period. In this space of time, a race-horse could clear only ninety feet,

which is at the rate of more than a mile in a minute. Our little fly, in her
swiftest flight, will in the same space of time go more than the third of a

mile. Now compare the infinite difference of the size of the two animals

(ten millions of the fly would hardly counterpoise one racer), and how
wonderful will the velocity of this minute creature appear! Did the fly

equal the race-horse in size, and retain its present powers in the ratio of its

magnitude, it would traverse the globe with the rapidity of lightning. I

would here observe, however, that it seems to me, that it is not by muscular
strength alone that many insects are enabled to keep so long upon the

wing. Every one who attends to them must have noticed, that the velocity

and duration of their flights depend much upon the heat or coolness of the

atmosphere, especially the appearance of the sun. The warmer and more

1 Burmeister, il!/an?<a/o/^n<. 463. ' 4to. ill. 36.

2 Macquart, Dipttres, i. 20. 191.
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unclouded his beam, the more insects are there upon the wing, and every
diurnal species seems fitted for longer and more frequent excursions.

Having given you all the information that I can collect with respect to

the motions of perfect insects in the air, I must next say something con-

cerning their modes of locomotion in or upon the tvater. These are of two
kinds, siuimming and lualldng. Observe— I call that movement swimming,
in which the animal pushes itself along by strokes— while in walking, the

motion of the legs is not different from what it would be if they were on
land. Most insects that swim have their posterior legs peculiarly fitted for

it, either by a dense fringe of hairs on the shank and foot, as in the water-

beetles (Di/tiscjis), or the water-boatmen (Nutonecfa) ; or by having their

terminal joints very much dilated— as in the whirlgig {Gyrimis) — so as to

resemble the paddle of an oar.' When the Dytisci rise to the surface to

take in fresh air— a silver bubble of which may often be seen suspended at

their anus— they ascend, as it should seem, merely in consequence of their

being specifically lighter than the water ; but when they descend or move
horizontally, which they do with considerable rapidity, it is by regular and
successive strokes of their swimming legs. While they remain suspended
at the surface, these legs are extended so as to form a right angle with their

body. The water-boatmen swim upon their back, which enables them to

see readily and seize the insects that fall upon the water, which are their

prey. Sigara, however, a cognate genus, separated from Notonecta by
Fabricius, swims in the ordinary way. As the Gyrini are usually in motion
at the surface, whirling round and round in circles, it is probable that their

legs are best adapted to this movement. They dive down, however, with
great ease and velocity when alarmed. The common water-bug (Gerris
lacustris), though it never goes under water, will sometimes swim upon the
surface, which it does by strokes of the intermediate and posterior legs.^

These, however, are neither fringed nor dilated, but very long and slen-

der, with claws, not easily detected, situated under the apex of the last joint

of the foot, which covers and conceals them. The under side of their

body— as in the case with Elophorus, and many other aquatic insects— is

clothed with a thick coat of grey hairs like satin, which in certain lights

have no small degree of lustre, and protect its body from the effects of the
water. Some insects, that are not naturally aquatic, if they fall into the
water will swim very well. I once saw a kind of grasshopper {Aa-ydium),
which by the powerful strokes of its hind legs pushed itself across a stream
with great rapidity.

Other insects lualk, as it were, in the water, moving their legs in much
the same way as they do on the land. Many smaller species of water-beetles,
belonging to the genera Hydrophilus, Elophorus, Hi/drana, Parnus, Limnius,
&c., thus win their way in the waves.— Thus also the water-scorpion
(Nepa) pursues its prey ; and the little water-mites (Hydrachna) may be
seen in every pool thus working their little legs with great rapidity, and moving
about in all directions.— Some spiders also will not only traverse the sur-

face of the waters, but, as you have heard with respect to one, descend into

their bosom. There are other insects moving in this way that are not

1 Mr. Briggs observes that this insect appears to move all its legs at once, with
wonderful rapidity, by which motion it produces a radiating vibration on the sur-
face of the water.

2 De Geer, iii. 314.
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divers. Of tliis kind are the aquatic bu<;s {Gerris lacustris, Hydrometra
stagnoriim, VcUa rivulorum, ike. Latr.). The first can walk, run, or even
lea[), which it does upon its pre}', as well as swim upon the surface. The
second, remarkable for its extreme slenderness, and for its prominent hemi-

spherical eyes— which, though they are really in the head, appear to be in

the middle of the body— rambles about in chase of other insects, in con-

siderable numbers, in most stagnant waters. The Velia is to be met
•with chiefly in running streams and rivers, coursing very rapidly over their

waves. ^ The two last species neither jump nor swim. The species of one
genus of this group {Halobates Eschscholtz) course about on the surface

of the sea between the tropics, and are remarkable for being the only in-

sects that have adopted the sea for their abode ^^ at least if we except the

genera of beetles JEpiis, Pogomis, B/eclius, Hesperophikis, &c., which burrow
in the sand while covered with the tide, and thus are partially inhabitants

of the ocean. ^ One species of Halobates {H. Stieatjieldana Templeton)
was captured nearly midway between the continent of Africa and America,

by Colonel Streatfield, 87th R. T. F., where numbers of them attended the

Medusae.*

I am next to say a few words upon the motions of insects that burrow,

either to conceal themselves or their young. Though burrowing is not
always a locomotion, I shall consider it under this head, to preserve the

unity of the subject. Many enter the earth by means of fore-legs particu-

larly formed for the purpose. The flat dentated anterior shanks, with
slender feet, that distinguish the chafers (Feta/ocera}— most of which in

their first states live under ground, and many occasionally in their last—
enable them to make their way either into the earth or out of it. Two
other genera of beetles (^Scarifes and Clivina Latr.) have these shanks
palmated, or armed with longer teeth at their extremity, for the same
purpose. But the most remarkable burrovver amongst perfect insects is

that singular animal the mole-cricket {Gryllotaljm vulgaris). This crea-

ture is endowed with wonderful strength, particularly in its thorax and
fore-legs. The former is a very hard and solid shell or crust, covering*

like a shield the trunk of the animal ; and the latter are remarkably fitted

for burrowing, both by their strength and construction. The shanks are

very broad, and terminate obliquely in four enormous sharp teeth, like

so many fingers: the foot consists of three joints— the two first being
broad and tooth-shaped, and pointing in an opposite direction to the teeth

of the shank ; and the last small, and armed at the extremity with two
sharp claws. This foot is placed inside the shank, so as to resemble a
thumb, and perform the office of one. The direction and motion of these
hands, as in moles, is outwards ; thus enabling the animal most eflTectually

to remove the earth when it burrows. By the help of these powerful
instruments, it is astonishing how instantaneously it buries itself. This
creature works under ground like a field-mouse, raising a ridge as it goes

;

but it does not throw up heaps like its namesake the mole. They will

in this manner undermine whole gardens ; and thus in wet and swampy
situations, in which they delight, they excavate their curious apartments,
before described. The field-cricket {Gri/l/ns campestris) is also a burrovver,

but by means of different instruments ; for with its strong jaws, toothed

' Curtis, Brit. Ent. t. ii. 2 Burmeister, 3Iunual of Ent. 5G7
5 Speiue in Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. i. 180.
4 Teuipletou in Trans. Ent. Soc, Lond. i. 230.
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like the claws of a lobster, but sharper, in heaths and other dry situations

.

it pel tbrates and rounds its curious and regular cells. The house-cricket

{G.domesticns), which, on account of the softness of the mortar, delights,

in new-built houses, with the same organs, to make herself a covered-way
from room to room, burrows and mines between the joints of the bricks

and stones.^

But of all the burrowing tribes, none are so numerous as those of the

order Hymenoptera. Wherever you see a bare bank, of a sunny exposure,

you usually find it full of the habitations of these insects ;
— and almost

every rail and old piece of timber is with the same view perforated by

them. Bees, wasps, bee-wasps (JSenibex), spider-wasps [PompUits), fly-

wasps {McUinus, Cerceris, CrabriS), with many others, excavate subter-

ranean or ligneous habitations for their young. None is more remarkable

in this respect than the sand-wasp {AmmojikUa'). It digs its burrows, b}'

scratching with its fore-legs like a dog or a rabbit, dispersing with its hind

ones, which are particularly constructed for that purpose, the sand so

collected.'*

Since most of these burrows are designed for the reception of the eggs

of the burrowers, I shall next describe to you the manner in which one of

the long-legged gnats, or crane-flies (Tvpula variegata) — a proceeding to

which I was myself a witness— oviposits. Choosing a south bank bare of

grass, she stood with her legs stretched out on each side, and kept turning

herself half round backwards and forwards alternately. Thus the ovipo-

sitor, which terminates her long cylindrical pointed abdomen, made its

way into the hard soil, and deposited her eggs in a secure situation. All,

however, were not committed to the same burrow ; for she every now ami
then shifted her station, but not more than an inch from where she bored

last. While she was thus engaged, I observed her male companion sus-

pended by one of his legs on a twig, not far from her. The common turf-

boring crane-fly (T. o/cracea), when engaged in laying eggs, moves over

the grass with her body in a vertical position, by the help— her four an-

terior legs being in the air— of her two posterior ones, and the end of her

abdomen, which performs the office of another. Whether in boring, like

T. variegata, she turns half round and back, does not appear from Reau-
mur's account.^

I now come to motions whose object seems to be sport and amusement
rather than locomotion. They may be considered as of three kinds—
hovering— gyrations— and dancing.

You have often in the woods and other places seen flies suspended as it

were in the air, their wings all the while moving so rapidly as to be almost

invisible. This hovering, which seems peculiar to the aphidivorous flies,

has been also noticed by De Geer.^ I have frequently amused myself with

watching them ; but when I have endeavoured to entrap them with my
forceps, they have immediately shifted their quarters, and resumed their

amusement elsewhere. That their object is simply amusement seems

proved by the fact noticed by Mr. Curtis, that " If you catch a dozen in

your morning's walk, they are all males who are thus enjoying them-

1 White, Nat. Hist. ii. 72. 76. 80.

2 Linn. Trans, iv. 200. See Westw. in Trans. Ent. Soc. vol. i. p. 198. on the con

etniction of the burrows ')f this and some allied species.

5 V. 20. * vi. 104.
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selves."' The most remarkable insects in this respect are the spliinxes,

and from this they doubtless took their name of hawk-motlis. When
they imfold their long tongue, and wipe its sweets from any nectariferous

flower, they always keep upon the wing, suspending themselves over it

till they have exhausted them, when they fly away to another. The
species called by collectors the humming-bird (Macroglossa stcllatanim),

and by some persons mistaken for a real one, is remarkable for this, and
the motion of its wings is inconceivably rapid.*

The gi/rations of insects take place either when they are reposing, or

when they are flying or swimming.— I was once much diverted by observ-

ing the actions of a minute moth upon a leaf on which it was stationed.

Making its head the centre of its revolutions, it turned round and round
with considerable rapidity, as if it had the vertigo, for some time.^ I did

not, however, succeed in my attempts to take it. — Scaliger noticed a si-

milar motion in the book-crab {Cheiifer cancroides).*

Keaumur describes in a very interesting and lively way the gyrations of
the Ephemerae, before noticed, round a lighted flambeau. It is singular,

says he, that moths which fly only in the night, and shun the day, should
be precisely those that come to seek the light in our apartments. It is

still more extraordinary that these Epliemerae — which appearing after

sunset, and dying before sunrise, are destined never to behold the light of
that orb— should have so strong an inclination for any luminous object.

To hold a flambeau when they appeared was no very pleasant office ; for

he who filled it, in a few seconds had his dress covered with the insects,

which rushed from all quarters to him. The light of the flambeau ex-

hibited a spectacle which enchanted every one tiiat beheld it. All

that were present, even the most ignorant and stupid of his domestics,

were never satisfied with looking at it. Never had any armillary sphere
so many zones, as there were here circles, which had the light for

their centre. There v.'as an infinity of them — crossing each other in

all directions, and of every imaginable inclination— all of which were
more or less eccentric. Each zone was composed of an unbroken string

of Ephemerae, resembling a piece of silver lace formed into a circle

deeply notched, and consisting of equal triangles placed end to end (so

that one of the angles of that which followed touched the middle of the
base of that which preceded), and moving with astonishing rapidity. The
wings of the flies, which was all of them that could then be distinguished,

formed this appearance. Each of these creatures, after having described

one or two orbits, fell upon the earth or into the water, but not in conse-
quence of being burned.^ Reaumur was one of the most accurate of ob-
servers; and yet I suspect that the appearance he describes was a visual

deception, and for the following reason. I was once walking in the day-
time with a friend ^, when our attention was caught by myriads of small

flies, which were dancing under every tree ;
— viewed in a certain light

1 Gardener's Chronicle, 18-11, p. 52.
2 Kai. Hist. Ins. 133, 1.

3 Mr. Westwood informs us that he has repeatedly observed the same proceeding,
and that the insect, is Simaetlus fabriciana.

4 Lesser, 1. i. 248. note 22.

5 Keaum. vi. 484. t. xlv. f. 7.

6 The persons observing the appearance here related were the authors of thia

work.
II
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they appeared a concatenated series of insects (as Reaumur has here de-

scribed his Ephemerae) moving in a spiral direction upwards ;
— but each

series, upon close examination, we found was produced by the astonish-

injily rapid movement of a single fly. Indeed, when we consider the space

that a fly will pass through in a second, it is not wonderful that the eye

should be unable to trace its gradual progress, or that it should appear

present in the whole space at the same instant. The fly we saw was a

small male Ichneumon.
Other circular motions of sportive insects take place in the waters.

Linne, in his Lapland tour, noticed a black Tipnla which ran over the

water, and turned round like a whirlwig, or Gyrimis} This last insect I

have often mentioned ; — it seems the merriest and most agile of ail the

inhabitants of the waves. Wonderful is the velocity with which they turn

round and round, as it were pursuing each other in incessant circles,

sometimes moving in oblique, and indeed in every other direction. Now
and then they repose on the surface, as if fatigued with their dances, and
desirous of enjoying the full effect of the sun-beam : if you approach they

are instantaneously in motion again. Attempt to entrap them with your
net, and they are under the water and dispersed in a moment. When the

danger ceases they reappear, and resume their vagaries. Covered with

lucid armour, when the sun shines they look like little dancing masses of

silver or brilliant pearls.*

But the motions of this kind to which I particularly wish to call your
attention are the choral dances of males in the air;- for the dancing sex

amongst insects is the masculine, the ladies generally keeping themselves

quiet at home. These dances occur at all seasons of the year, both in

winter and summer, though in the former season they are confined to the

hardy Tipulariae. In the morning before twelve, the HopUcE, root-beetles

before mentioned, have their dances in the air, and the solstitial and com-
mon cockchafer appear in the evening—-the former generally coming
forth at the summer solstice •— and fill the air over the trees and hedges
with their myriads and their hum. Other dancing insects resemble moving
columns — each individual rising and falling in a vertical line a certain

space, and which will follow the passing traveller — often intent upon
other business, and all unconscious of his aerial companions — for a con-
siderable distance.

Towards sunset the common Ephemeree {E. vufgnta), distinguished by
their spotted wings and three long tails {cmululcc), commence their dances

in the meadows near the rivers. They assemble in troops, consisting some-
times of several himdreds, and keep rising and falling continually, usually

over some high tree. They rise beating the air rapidly with their wings,

till they have ascended five or six feet above the tree ; when they descend

to it with their wings extended and motionless, sailing hke hawks, and
having their three tails elevated, and the lateral ones so separated as to

form nearly a right angle with the central one. These tails seem given

1 Lack. Lapp. i. 194.
2 Compare Oliv. Entomol. iii. Gyrinus 4. One species, however, Gyrinus (Orec/i-

tncheilus) villosus, which, as before observed, pursues its dances only at night, differs

also from its congeners in not having the same habit of diving, or at least not in the

daytime, wlien if forced into the water from its hiding-places under stones, all

its efforts are confined to endeavouring to regain the shore. (^A?in. Soc. Ent. de

France, iv. bull. Ixxx.)
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them to balance their bodies when they descend, which they do in a hori-

zontal position. This motion continues two or three hours without ceas-

ing, and commences in fine clear weather about an hour before sunset,

lasting till the copious falling of the dew compels them to retire to their

nocturnal station.^ Our most common species, which I have usually taken
for the E. vulgatn, varies from that of De Geer in its proceedings. I

found them at the end of May dancing over the meadows, not over the

trees, at a much earlier hour— at half-past three— rising in the way just

described, about a foot, and then descending, at the distance of about four

or five feet from the ground. Another species, common here, rises seven
or eight feet. I have also seen Ephemeras flying over the water in a hori-

zontal direction. The females are sometimes in the air, when the males
seize them, and they fly paired. These insects seem to use their fore-

legs to break the air ; they are applied together before the head, and look
like antennas.— Hilara maura, a little beaked fly, I have observed rushing

in infinite numbers like a shower of rain driven by the wind, as before

observed, over waters, and then returning back.

It is remarkable that the smaller Tipularia; will fly unwetted in a heavy
shower of rain, as I have often observed. How keen must be their sight,

znd how rapid their motions, to enable them to steer between drops bigger

than their own bodies, which, if they fell upon them, must dash them to

the ground !

Amidst this infinite variety of motions, for purposes so numerous and
diversified, and performed by such a multiplicity of instruments and organs,

who does not discern and adore the Great Fikst Mover? From him all

proceed, by him all are endowed, in him all move : and it is to accomplish

his ends, and to go on his errands, that these little but not insignificant

beings are thus gifted ; since it is by them that he maintains this ter-

raqueous globe in order and beauty, thus rendering it fit for the residence

of his creature man.
I am, &c.

1 De Geer, ii. 638.
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LETTER XXIV.

ON THE NOISES PRODUCED BY INSECTS.

That insects, though they fill the air with a variety of sounds, have no
voice, may seem to you a paradox, and you may be tempted to exclaim with

the Roman naturalist, What, amidst this incessant diurnal hum of bees ;

this evening boom of beetles ; this nocturnal buzz of gnats ; this merry

chirp of crickets and grasshoppers ; this deafening drum of CicadiE, have

insects no voice ! If by voice we understand sounds produced by the air

expelled from the lungs, which, passing through the larynx, is modified by

the tongue, and emitted from the month,— it is even so. For no insect,

like the larger animals, uses its mouth for utterance of any kind : in this

respect they are all perfectly mute ; and though incessantly noisy, are ever-

lastingly silent. Of this fact the Stagyrite was not ignorant, since, deny-

ing them a voice, he attributes the sounds emitted by insects to another

cause. But if we feel disposed to give a larger extent to this word ; if we
are of opinion that all sounds, however produced, by means of which ani-

mals determine those of their own species to certain actions, merit the

name of voice ; then I will grant that insects have a voice. But, decide

this question as we will, we all know that by some means or other, at

certain seasons and on various occasions, these little creatures make a

great din in the world. I must therefore now bespeak your attention to

this department of their history.

In discussing this subject, I shall consider the noises insects emit—
during their motions— when they are feeding, or otherwise employed—
when they are calling or commanding— or when they are under the in-

fluence of the passions ; of fear, of anger, of sorrow, joy, or love.

The only kind of locomotion during which these animals produce sounds

is flying : for though the hill-ants (Formica rufd), as I formerly observed,

make a rustling noise with their feet when walking over dry leaves, I know
of no other insect the tread of which is accompanied by sound— except

indeed the flea, whose steps, a lady assures me, she always hears when it

paces over her night-cap, and that it clicks as if walking on pattens ! That

the flight of numbers of insects is attended by a humming or booming is

known to almost every one ; but that the great majority move through

the air in silence, has not perhaps been so often observed. Generally

speaking, those that fly with the greatest force and rapidity, and with wings

seemingly motionless, make the most noise ; while those that fly gently and

leisurely, and visibly fan the air with their wings, yield little or no sound.

Amongst the beetle tribes (Cu/eop/era) none is more noticed, or more
celebrated fur " wheehng its droning flight," than the common dung-

chafer {^Gcotnq^es sterccrarius) and its afiinities. Linne affirms— but the
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prognostic sometimes fails— that when these insects fly in numbers, it

indicates a subsequent fine day.* The truth is, they only fly in fine wea-
ther. Mv. White has remarked, that in the dusk of the evening beetles

begin to buzz, and that partridges begin to call exactly at the same time.*

The common cockchafer, and that which appears at the summer solstice

(^Melolontha vulgaris and Amphimalla solstitiaiis), when they hover over the

summits of trees in numbers, produce a hum somewhat resembling that of
bees swarming. Perhaps some insect of this kind may occasion the hum-
ming in the air mentioned by Mr. White, and which you and I have often

heard in other places. " There is," says he, " a natural occurrence to be
met with in the highest part of our down on the hot summer days,

which always amuses me much, without giving me any satisfaction with

respect to the cause of it; — and that is a loud audible humming of bees
in the air, though not one insect is to be seen.—Any person would sup-

pose that a large swarm of bees was in motion, and playing about over his

head."*

" Eesounds the living surface of the ground—
Nor undelightf'ul is the ceaseless luim
To him who muses throngli the woods at noon,
Or drowsy shepherd as he lies reclined."

The hotter the weather, the higher insects will soar ; and it is not im-

probable that the sound produced by numbers may be heard, when those

that produce it are out of sight. The burying beetle (^Necrophonis Ves-

pillo), whose singular history so much amused you, as well as Cicindela

sylvatica of the same order, flies likewise, as I have more than once wit-

nessed, with a considerable hum.
Whether the innumerable locust armies, to which I have so often called

your attention, make any noise in their flight, 1 have not been able to

ascertain ; the mere impulse of the wings of myriads and myriads of these

creatures upon the air, must, one would think, produce some sound. In

the symbolical locusts mentioned in the Apocalypse'*, this is compared to

the sound of chariots rushing to battle: an illustration which the inspired

author of that book would scarcely have had recourse to, if the real locusts

winged their way in silence.

Amongst the Hemiptcra, I knov/ only a single species that is of noisy

flight ; though doubtless, were the attention of entomologists directed to

that subject, others would be found exhibiting the same peculiarity. The
insect I allude to (Corcus marginalus') is one of the numerous tribe of bugs;

when flying, especially when hovering together in a sunny sheltered spot,

they emit a hum as loud as that of the hive-bee.

From the magnitude and strength of their wings, it might be supposed
that man}' lepidopterous insects would not be silent in their flight ; and
indeed many of tlie hawk-moths (Sj)hivx F.), and some of the larger moths
(^Bomhi/x F.), are not so; Cossus Hgmpcrda, for instance, is said to emulate

the booming of beetles by means of its large stiff wings; whence in Ger-
many it is called the humming-bird {Bnnnm-vogcl). But the great boily

of these numerous tribes, even those that fan the air with " sail-broad

vans," produce little or no sound by their motion. I must, therefore, leave

1 Siist. Nat. 42. 550. 2 Nat. Hist. ii. 254.
5 White, Nat. Hist. ii. 256. * Uev. ix. 9.

I I 3
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them, as well as the TricJiuptera and Neuropfera, which are equally barren

of insects of sounding wing, and |)roceed to an order, the Hi/menoptera,

in which the insects that compose it are, many of them, of more fame for

this property.

The indefatigable hive-bee, as she flies from flower to flower, amuses the

observer with her hum, which, though monotonous, pleases by exciting the

idea of happy industry, that wiles the toils of labour with a song. When
she alights upon a flower, and is engaged in collecting its sweets, her hum
ceases ; but it is resumed again the moment that she leaves it. The wasp
and hornet also are strenuous hummers ; and when they enter our apart-

ments, their hum often brings terror with It. But the most sonorous flies

of this order are the larger humble-bees, whose bomhination, booming, or

bombing, may be heard from a considerable distance, gradually increasing as

the animal approaches you, and when, in its wheeling flight, it rudely passes

close to your ear, almost stunning you by its sharp, shrill, and deafening

sound. Many genera, however, of this order fly silently.

But the noisiest wings belong to insects of the dipterous order, a majority

of which probably give notice of their approach by the sound of their

trumpets. Most of those, however, that have a slender body,— the gnat

genus (Cu/ex) excepted,— explore the air in silence. Of this description

are the Tipularice, the Asilidce, the genus JEmpis, and their affinities. The
rest are more or less insects of a humming flight; at7d with respect to

many of them, their hum is a sound of terror and dismay to those who hear

it. To man, the trumpet of the gnat or mosquito, and to beasts, that of

the gad-fly, of various kinds of horse-flies, and of the Ethiopian zimb, as I

have before related at large, is the signal of intolerable annoyance. Homer,
in his Batrac/iomi/omachia, long celebrated the first of these as a trum-

peter:

—

" For their sonorous trumpets far renown'd.

Of battle the dire charge mosquitos sound."

IMr. Pope, in his translation, with his usual inaccuracy, thinking, no doubt,

to improve upon his author, has tiu'ned the old bard's gnats into hornets.

In Guiana these animals are distinguished by a name still more tremendous,

being called the devil's trumpeters.^ I have observed that early in the

spring, before their thirst for blood seizes them, gnats when flying emit

no sound. At this n)oment (Feb. 18.) two females are flying about my
windows in perfect silence.

After this short account of insects that give notice when they are upon
the wing by the sounds that precede them, I must inquire by what means
these sounds are produced. Ordinarily, except perhaps in the case of the

gnat, they seem peijfectly independent of the will of the animal; and in

almost every instance, the sole instruments that cause the noise of flying

insects are their v/ings, or some parts near to them, which, by their fiiction

against the trunk, occasion a vibration— as the fingers upon the strings of

a guitar— yielding a sound more or less acute in proportion to the rapidity

of their flight, the action of the air perhaps upon these organs giving it

some modifications. Whether, in the beetles that fly with noise, the elytra

contribute more or less to produce it, seems not to liave been clearly ascer-

tained : yet, since they fly with force as well as velocity, the action of the air

* Stedman's Sitrinam, i. 24
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may cause some motion in them, enough to occasion friction. With
respect to Dij^tera, Latreille contends that the noise of fiies on the wing

cannot be the result of friction, because their wings are then expanded ;

but though to us flies seem to sail through the air without moving these

organs, yet they are doubtless all the while in motion, though too rapid for

the eye to perceive it. When the aphidivorous flies are hovering, the ver-

tical play of their wings, though very rapid, is easily seen ; but when they

fly off" it is no longer visible. Repeated experiments have been tried to

ascertain the cause of sound in this tribe, but it should seem with different

results. De Geer, whose observations were made upon one of the flies

just mentioned, appears to have proved that, in the insect he examined,

the sounds were produced bj' the friction of the root or base of the wings

against the sides of the cavity in which they are inserted. To be con-

vinced of this, he affirms, the observer has nothing to do but to hold each

wing with the finger and thumb, and stretching them out, taking care not

to hurt the animal, in opposite directions, thus to prevent their motion,

—

and immediately all sound will cease. For further satisfaction he made
the following experiment. He first cut off' the wings of one of these flies

very near the base; but finding that it still continued to buzz as before,

he thought that the winglets and poisers, which he remarked were in a

constant vibration, might occasion the sound. Upon this, cutting both off",

he examined the mutilated fly with a microscope, and found that the

remaining fragments of the wings were in con>tant motion all the time that

the buzzing continued ; but that upon pulling tliem up by the roots ail

sound ceased.^ Shelver's experiments, noticed in my last letter, go to

prove, with respect to the insects that he examined, that the winglets are

more particularly concerned with the buzzing. Upon cutting off" the wings

of a fly— but he does not state that he pulled them up by the roots— he
found the sound continued. He next cut off' the poisers— the buzzing

went on. This experiment was repeated eighteen times with the same result.

Lastly, vvhen he took off" the winglets, eitlier wholly or partially, the buzz-

ing ceased. This, however, if correct, can only be a cause of this noise in

the insects that have winglets. Numbers have them not. He next, there-

fore, cut off" the poisers of a crane-fly {Tipula crocafa), and found that it

buzzed when it moved the wing. He cut off" half the latter, yet still the

sound continued ; but when he had cut off" the whole of these organs the

sound entirely ceased.^

Dr. Buraieister, however, was led by his experiments to a different con-

clusion. Finding that the buzz of a lai-ge fly {Eriskdis tcnax) still con-

tinued after the winglets, the poisers, and even the wings had been quite

cut off" except their very stumps (only in this last case the sound was
somewhat weaker and higher), he conceived that the spiracles lying between
the meso- and meta-thorax nmst be the instruments of the sound, which
accordingly he found to cease entirely when they were stopped with gum,
though while the wings were in vibration. Pursuing his researches, he
extracted one of these spiracles, and opening it carefully, found its poste-

rior and inner lip, which is directed towards the commencement of the

trachea, to be expanded into a small flat crescent-shaped plate, upon which
are nine parallel very delicate horny laminse, the central one being the

1 De Geer, vi. 13. 2 Wiedemann's Arcldv. ii. 210. 217.
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largest, while those on each side became gradually smaller and lower; and
it is, he is persuaded, in consequence of the air being forcibly driven out
of the trachea and touching these laminas that they are made to vibrate and
sound precisely in the same way with the glottis of the larynx. Dr. Bur-
meister (who remarks that Chabrier in his Essai sur le Vol des Insectes,

p. 45, &c., has also explained the hum of insects as produced by the air

streaming from the thorax during flight, and also speaks of laminjE which
lie at the aperture of the spiracle), in order to be certain that the laminje

in question in the posterior spiracles of the thorax are alone concerned in

producing sound, also inspected the anterior ones, but without finding in

them any trace of these laminae. He explains the weaker and sharper
tones produced when the wings all but the very roots are cut off as resulting

from the weaker vibrations of the contracting muscles, and consequent less

forcible expulsion of the air when the vibratory organs are removed ; and
he thinks with Chabrier that some air may escape through the open trachea
of the wings which are cut off. Though he regards these laminse as the
cause of humming in bees and flies, he does not decide that other causes
may not produce the buzz of cockchafers, &c., in the thoracic spiracles of
which he could not discern them.^

Aristophanes, in his Cloiuls, deriding Socrates, introduces Chserephon as

asking that philosopher whether gnats made their buzz with their mouth or
their tail.^ Upon which Mouffet very gravely observes, that the sound of
one of these insects approaching is much more acute than that of one re-

tiring ; from whence he very sapiently concludes, that not the tail but the
mouth must be their organ of sound.^ But after all, the friction of the base
of the wings against the thorax seems to be the sole cause of the alarming
buzz of the gnat as well as that of other Diptera. The warmer the
weather, the greater is their thirst for blood, the more forcible their flight,

the motion of their wings more rapid, and the sound produced by that

jnotion more intense. In the night — but perhaps this may arise from the
universal stillness that then reigns — their hum appears louder than in

the day : whence its tones may seem to be modified by the will of the
animal.

Sounds, also, are sometimes emitted by insects when they are feeding or
otherwise employed. The action of the jaws of a large number of cock-
chafers produces a noise resembling the sawing of timber ; that of the
locusts has been compared to the crackling of a flame of fire driven by the
wind ; indeed the collision at the same instant of myriads of millions of
their powerful jaws must be attended by a considerable sound. The
timber-borers also— the Bi/presfe.i ; the stag-horn beetles ; and particu-

larly the capricorn-beetles — the mandibles of whose larvae resemble a pair

of mill-stones*— most probably do not feed in silence. A little wood-
louse (Afropos j^ulsatoria) — which on that account has been confounded
with the death-watch— is said also, when so engaged, to emit a ticking

noise. Certain two-winged flies seen in spring, distinguished by a very
long proboscis (Bumbi/lius), hum all the time that they suck the honey from
the flowers; as do also many hawk-moths, particularly that called from
this circumstance the humming-bird {Macroglossa stcllafcinim), which,
while it hovers over them, unfolding its long tongue, pilfers their sweets

1 Bnrmeister, Manual of Ent. 4GS—i70. 2 Act. i. .<fc. 2.

3 Mouflet, 81. •* Linn. Trans, v. 225. t. xii. f. 7. b.
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witliout interrupting its song. The giant cock-roach (Blatta g'lganfra)

which abounds in old timber houses in the warmer parts of the world
makes a noise w hen the family are asleep like a pretty smart rapping with

the knuckles— three or four sometimes appearing to answer each other.

On this account, in the West Indies it is called the Dnnnmer ; and they

sometimes beat such a reveille, that only good sleepers can rest for them.^

As the animals of this genus generally come forth in the night for the pur-

pose of feeding, this noise is probably connected with that object.

Insects also, at least many of the social ones, emit peculiar noises while

engaged in their various cwployments. If an ear be applied to a wasps' or

humble-bees' nest, or a bee-hive, a hum more or less intense may always

be perceived. Were 1 disposed to play upon your credulity, I might tell

jou with Gosdart, that in every humble-bees' nest there is a trumpeter,

who early in the morning, ascending to its summit, vibrates his wings, and
sounding his trumpet for the space of a quarter of an hour, rouses the in-

habitants to work! But since Reaumur could never witness this, I shall

not insist upon your believing it, though the relater declares that he had
heard it with his ears, and seen it with his eyes, and had called many to

witness the vibrating and strepent wings of this trumpeter humble-bee.^

The blue sand-wasp {Ainmopliila? cj/anen), which at all other times is

silent, when engaged in building its cells, emits a singular but pleasing

sound, which maybe heard at ten or twelve yards' distance.^

Some insects also are remarkable for a peculiar mode oi caUing, com-
manding, or giving an alarm. I have before mentioned the noise made by
the neuters or soldiers amongst the white ants, by which they keep the

labourers, who answer it by a hiss, upon the alert and to their work.
This noise, which is [iroduced by striking any substance with their man-
dibles, Smeathman describes as a small vibrating sound, rather shriller and
quicker than the ticking of a watch. It could be distinguished he says at

the distance of three or four feet, and continued for a minute at a time

with very short intervals. When any one walks in a solitary grove, where
the covered ways of these insects abound, they give the alarm by a loud

hissing, which is heard at every step.^— " When house-crickets are out,"

says Mr. White, " and running about in a room in the night, if surprised by
a candle, they give two or three shrill notes, as it were for a signal to their

followers, that they may escape to their crannies and lurking-holes to avoid
danger." ^

Under this head I shall consider a noise before alluded to, which has

been a cause of alarm and terror to the superstitious in all ages. You will

perceive that I am speaking of the death-watch— so called, because it emits

a sound resembhng the ticking of a watch, supposed to predict the death of

some one of the family in the house in which it is heard. Thus sings the

muse of the witty Dean of St. Patrick on this subject

:

" A wood-worm
That lies in old wood, like a hare in her form :

1 Drury's Insects, iii. Preface.
2 Lister's Goedart, 244. Compare Reaum. vi. 30.

3 Bingley, Animal Bior/i: iii. 1st ed. 3.3.5. Mr. Westwood has also observed the
same peculiarity in AmmnphUa Idrsuta whilst similarly engaged.

4 Plulos. Trans. 1781, 48. 38. 5 Nat. Hist. ii. 2G2.
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U'"itli teeth or with claws it will bite or will scratch.

And chambermaids christen this worm a death-watch :

Because like a watch it always cries click
;

Then woe be to those in the house who are sick !

Por, sure as a gun, they will give up the ghost,
If the maggot cries click, when it scratches the post ;

But a kettle of scalding hot water ejected,

Infallibly cures the timber aflected :

The omen is broken, the danger is over,

The maggot will die, and the sick will recover."

To add to the effect of this noise, it is said to be made only when there is

a profound silence in an apartment, and every one is still.

Authors were formerly not agreed concerning the insect from which this

sound of terror proceeded, some attributing it to a kind of wood-louse, as

I hUeiy observed, and otiiers to a spider ; but it is a received opinion now,
adopted upon satisfactory evidence, that it is produced by some little

beetles belonging to the timber-boring geniis Anobium. Swanmierdam ob-
serves, that a small beetle, which he had in his collection, having firmly

fixed its fore legs, and put its inflcxed head between them, makes a con-
tinual noise in old pieces of wood, walls, and ceilings, which is sometimes
so loud, that, upon hearing it, people have fimcied that hobgoblins, ghosts,

or fairies were wandering around them.^ Evidently this was one of the

death-watches, Latrcille observed Anobhim striatum produce the sound in

question by a stroke of its mandibles upon the wood, which was answered
by a similar noise from within it. But the species wliose proceedings

have been most noticed by British observers is A. tessellation. When
spring is fiir advanced, these insects are said to commence their ticking,

which is only a call to each other, to which if no answer be returned, the

animal repeats it in another place. It is thus produced. Raising itself

upon its hind legs, with the body somewhat inclined, it beats its head
with great force and agility upon the plane of position ; and its strokes are

so powerful as to make a considerable impression if they fall upon any
substance softer than wood. The general number of distinct strokes in

succession is from seven to nine or eleven. They follow each other
quickly, and are repeated at uncertain intervals. In old houses, where
these insects abound, they maybe heard in warm weatlier during the whole
da}'. The noise exactly resembles that produced by tapi)ing moderately
with the nail upon the table ; and when familiarised the insect will answer
very readily the tap of the nail.^

The queen-bee has long been celebrated for a peculiar sound, producing
the most extraordinary effects upon her subjects. Sometimes, just before

bees swarm,— instead of the great hum usually heard, and even in the

night, — if the ear be placed close to the moutii of the hive, a sharp clear

sound may be distinguished, which appears to be i)roduced by the vibra-

tion of the wings of a single bee. This, it has been pretended, is the

harangue of the new queen to her subjects, to inspire them with courage
to achieve the foundation of a new empire. But ]3utler gives to it a dif-

ferent interpretation. He asserts that the candidate for the new throne

» Bihl. Nat. Ed. Hill, i. 125.
2 Shaw's iVai. Ji/sc. iii. 104. jP/iiV. T>-a«s. xxxiii. 159. Compare Dumeril, TmiVJ

Element, ii. 91. n. G94.
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is then with earnest entreaties, lamentations and groans, supplicating the

queen-mother of the hive to grant her permission to lead the intended

colony;— that this is continued, before she can obtain her consent, for two
days ; when the old queen relenting gives her fiat in a fuller and stronger

tone. That should the former presume to imitate the tones of the sove-

reign, this being the signal of revolt, she would be executed on the spot,

with all whom she had seduced from their loyalty.^— But it is time to

leave fables : I shall, therefore, next relate to you what really takes place.

You have heard how the bees detain their young queens till they are fit to

lead a swarm.— I then mentioned the attitude and sound that strike the

former motionless. When she emits this authoritative sound, reclining her

thorax against a comb, the queen stands with her wings crossed upon her

back, which, without being uncrossed or further expanded, are kept in

constant vibration. The tone thus produced is a very distinct kind of
clicking, composed of many notes in the same key, which follow each
other rapidly. This sound the queens emit before they are permitted to

leave their cells ; but it does not then seem to affect the bees. But when
once they are liberated from confinement and assume the above attitude,

its effects upon them are very remarkable. As soon as the sound was
heard, Huber tells us, bees that had been employed in plucking, biting, and
chasing the queen about, hung down their heads and remained altogether

motionless ; and whenever she had recourse to this attitude and sound,
they operateil upon them in the same manner. The writer just mentioned
observed differences both with regard to the succession and intensity of
the notes and tones of this royal song ; and as he justly remarks, there

may be still finer shades which, escaping our organs, may be distinctly per-

ceived by the bees.^ He seems, however, to doubt by what n>eans this

sound is produced. Reasoning analogically, the motion of the wings
should occasion it. We have seen that they are in constant motion when
it is uttered. Probably the intensity of the tones and their succession are

regulated by the intensity of the vibrations of the wings. Reaumur re-

marks, that the different tones of the bees, whether more or less gi'ave or
acute, are produced by the strokes, more or less rapid, of their wings
against the air; and that, perhaps, their different angles of inclination may
vary the sound. The friction of their bases likewise against the sides of
the cavity in which they are inserted, as in the case of the fly lately men-
tioned, or against the base-covers {tcgul<B), may produce or modulate their

sounds, a bee whose wings are eradicated being perfectly mute.^ This last

assertion, however, is contradicted by John Hunter, who afiirms that bees

produce a noise independent of their wings, emitting a shrill and peevish

sound though they are cut off, and the legs held fast.* Yet it does not
appear from his experiment that the wings were eradicated. And if they
were only cut off) the friction of their base might cause the sound. [

have before noticed the remarkable fact, that the queens educated accord-

ing to M. Schirach's method are absolutely mute ; on which account the
bees keep no guard around their cells, nor retain them an instant in them
after their transformation.^

The jxisaums, also, which urge us to various exclamations, elicit froia

1 Eeaum. v. G15. Butler's Female Monarchy, c. v. § 4.

2 Huber, i. 2G0. ii. 2'J2.

3 Reaum. v. G17. * Philos. Trails. 1792. 5 Huber, i. 292.
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insects occasionally certain sounds. Fear, anger, sorrow, joj', or love anJ
desire, they express in particular instances by particular noises. I shall

begin with those wliich they emit when under any alarm. One larva only
is recorded as uttering a cry of alarm, and it produces a perfect insect re-

markable for the same faculty : I allude to Acherontia Alropos. Its cater-

pillar, if disturbed at all, draws back rapidly, making at the same time a
rather loud noise, which has been compared to the crack of an electric

spark.' You would scarcely think that any quiescent pitpce could show their

fears by a sound,—yet in one instance this appears to be the case. De
Geer having made a small incision in the cocoon of a moth, which in-

cluded that of its parasite Ichneumon (/. cantator De G.), the insect con-
cealed within the latter uttered a little cry, similar to the chirping of a small

grasshopper, continuing it for a long time together. The sound was pro-

duced by the friction of its body against the elastic substance of its own
cocoon, and was easily imitated by rubbing a knife against its surface.^

But to come to perfect insects. Many beetles when taken show their

alarm by the emission of a shrill, sibilant, or creaking sound— which some
compare to the chirping of young birds— produced by rubbing their elytra

with the extremity of their abdomen. This is the case with the dung-
chafers (^Geofrupcs vernnlis, stcrcorarius, and Copris liinaris) ; with the
carrion-chafer (y?-ojr sabulosits) ; and others of the lamellicorn beetles. The
hnrymg-heeiXe (^Necrophoriis Vespi/Io), Crioceris vie/anopaand merdigera, and
Hygrohia Hermanni, and many other Coleoptera, produce a similar noise bv
the same means. When this noise is made, the movement of the abdomen
may be perceived ; and if a pin is introduced under the elytra it ceases.

Long after many of these insects are dead the noise may be caused by
pressure.. Rdsel found this with respect to the Scarahcridce^, and I have
repeated the experiment with success upon Necrophorus VespUlo. The
Capricorn tribes (^Prionns, Lamia, Cerambjjx, &c.) emit under alarm an
acute or creaking sound— which Lister calls querulous, and Dumeril com-
pares to the braying of an ass*— by the friction of the thorax, which they

alternately elevate and depress, against the neck, and sometimes against

the base of the elytra.^ On account of this, Prioniis coriurius is called the

fiddler in Germany.*' Two other coleopterous genera, Cychrus and Clijtus,

make their cry of Noli me tangcre by rubbing their thorax against the base

of the elytra. Pimclia, another beetle, does the same by the friction of its

legs against each other.'' And, doubtless, many more Coleoptera, if ob-
served, would be found to express tiieir fears by similar means.

In the other orders the examples of cries of terror are much less nume-
rous. A bug {Cimex subapterus De G.) when taken emits a sharp sound,
probably with its rostrum, by moving its head up and down.^ Ray makes
a similar remark with respect to another bug {Rcdumm personatus^, the

cry of which he compares to the chirping of a grasshopper." Muiilla

J^uropcsa, a hym^nopterous insect, makes a sibilant chirjiing, as 1 once ob-

* Fuessl. ArcMv. 8. 10. Mr. Raddon assures me that on one occasion taking up
the caterpillar of another moth, Gastropacha quercifolia, by the hairs, it uttered a
(li.ftinct squeak.

3 De Geer, vii. 594.
5 Ptosel II. 208.
4 Ray, Hist. Ins. 384. Dumeril, Trait. Element, ii. 100. n. 17.
5 De Geer, v. 58. 69. Rosel, II. iii. 5. e Rosel, ibid.

' Latr. Hist. Nat. x. 264. 8 De Geer, iii. 289. » Hist. Ins. 56.
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served at Southwold, where it abounds ; but how produced I cannot say.

The praying mantis (71/. religiosa), as we learn from M. Goureau, when
alarmed and having put itself in an attitude of defence, rubs the sides of
the abdomen against the interior borders of the wings and elytra, so as to

produce a noise like that of parchment rubbed together.^ The most re-

juarkable noise, however, proceeding from insects under alarm, is that

emitted by the death's-head hawk-moth, and for which it has long been
telel)rated. The Lepklop/era, though some of them, as we have seen,

produce a sound when they fly, at other times are usually mute insects ;

but this alarmist— for so it may be called, from the terrors which it has

occasioned to the superstitious— when it walks and more particularly when
it is confined, or taken into the hand, sends forth a strong and sharp cry, re-

sembling, some say, that of a mouse, but more plaintive, and even lament-
able, which it continues as long as it is held. This cry does not appear to

be produced by the wings ; for when they, as well as the thorax and ab-

domen are held down, it becomes still louder. Schroeter says that the

animal, when it utters its cry, rubs its tongue against its head ^ ; and
Rosel, that it produces it by the friction of the thorax and abdomen.^
But Reaumur believed, after the most attentive examination, that the cry

came from the mouth, or rather from the tongue ; and he thought that it

was produced by the friction of the palpi against that organ. When, by
lueans of a pin, he unfolded the spiral tongue, the cry ceased ; but

as soon as it was rolled up again between the palpi it was renewed.
He next prevented the palpi from touching it, and the sound also ceased ;

and upon removing only one of them, though it continued, it became
much more feeble.* Huber, however, denies that it is produced by the

friction of the tongue and palpi ^: as does M. Passerini, who con-

ceives that it is owing to the alternate inspiration and expiration of air

from the central canal of the proboscis into a peculiar cavity in the head
destined for giving it the required resonance. But on the other hand
MM. Duponchel, Aube, Boisduval, Pierret, and Rambur, members of the

Entomological Society of France, who expressly instituted a series of
experiments in order to ascertain the actual cause of the noise, came to

the conclusion that it is not owing to any of those hitherto assigned, and
yet remains to be discovered, and that the noise itself has Uttle of the

plaintive cry attributed to it, but has the greatest analogy with that made
by most of the Capricorn beetles (Prioniis, Lamia, &c.), as above described.*

If the observation of a friend of Mr. Raddon, that this noise is sometimes
made by the moth just before issuing from the pupa'', be correct, it would
go far to prove that it is simjily owing, as Rosel thought, to the same cause
as that of the Capricorn beetles, since the confined posture of the insect in

the pupa case> and the very limited quantity of air there inclosed, seem to

forbid the supposition that this last has any share in producing it.

I must next say a few words upon the angry chidings of our little crea-

tures ; for their anger sometimes vents itself in sounds. I have often been
amused with hearing the indignant tones of a humble-bee while lying on
its back. When I held my finger to it, it kicked and scolded with all its

1 Ann. Soc. Eiit. de France, x. bull, xviii. ^ Naturforscher, Stk. xxi, 77.

5 III. 16. 4 Keaum. ii. 2'JU.

5 Nouv. Ohs ii. 300. note *.

^ Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, viii. 59. and ix. 125.
^ Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud. ii. proc. Ixxvi.
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might. Hive-bees when irritated emit a shrill and peevish sound, con-

tinuing even when they are held under water, which John Hunter says

vibrates at the point of contact with the air-holes at the root of their

wings.^ This sound is particularly sharp and angry when they fly at an
intruder. The same sounds, or very similar ones, tell us when a wasp is

offended, and we ma)' expect to be stung;— but this passion of anger in

insects is so nearly connected with their fear that I need not enlarge further

upon it.

Concerning their shouts o? jot/ and cries of sorrow I have little to re-

cord : that pleasure or pain makes a difference in the tones of vocal

insects is not improbable ; but our auditory organs are not fine enough
to catch all their different modulations. When Schirach had once smoked
a hive to oblige the bees to retire to the top of it, the qneen with some of

the rest flew away. Upon this, those that remained in the hive sent forth

a most plaintive sound, as if they were all deploring their loss ; when their

sovereign was restored to them, these lugubrious sounds were succeeded by
an agreeable humming, which announced their joy at the event.'^ Huber
relates, that once, when all the worker-brood was removed from a hive,

and only male brood left, the bees appeared in a state of extreme despon-
dency. Assembled in clusters upon the combs, they lost all their activity.

Tlie queen dropped her eggs at random ; and instead of the usual active

hum, a dead silence reigned in the hive.^

But love is the soul of song with those that may be esteemed the most
musical insects, the grasshopper tribes {Gryllina and L,ocust'ma), and the

long celebrated Cicada. You would suppose, perhaps, tiiat the ladies

would bear their share in these amatory strains. But here you would be

mistaken— female insects are too intent upon their business, too co}' and
reserved to tell their love even to the winds.— the males alone

" Formosam resonare decent Amaryllida sylvas."

With respect to the Cicadts, this was observed by Aristotle ; and Pliny,

as usual, has retailed it after him.* The observation also holds good
with respect to the GrijUina, &c., and other insects, probably, wiiose love

is musical. Olivier, however, has noticed an exception to this doctrine ;

for he relates, that in a species of beetle (Moluiis striata), the female has a

round granulated spot in the ni'^'.dle of the second segment of the abdomen,

by striking which against any hard substance, she produces a rather loud

sound, and that the male, obedient to this call, soon attends her, and they

pair.* Both sexes, also, in the genus Ephippiger, separated by Latreille

from Acrkla, and characterised as being without wings and with very short

wing-covers, are nmsical ('?).^

As I have nothing to communicate to you with respect to the love-songs

1 In Philos. Trans. 1792. This fact strongly confirms Dr. Burmeister's experi-

inents before related, showing that the humming of bees, as of flies, is caused not by
the wings, but by the action of the air on the laminte of the thoracic spiracles as

there described.
2 Schil-ach, 73. s i 226J
•* Aristot. Hhf. Anim. 1. v. c. 30. Plin. Ilist. Nat. 1. xi. c. 26.

* Oliv. EntomoL i. Pref. ix.
'' Goureau, Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, vi. 31. and translation in Entom. 3Iag.

V. 03.
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of other insects, my further observations will be confined to the tribes

lately mentioned, the GryUina, Sec, and the Cicadce.

No sound is to me more agreeable than the chirping of most of the
Gri/Hina, Lonistina, &i.c. ; it gives life to solitude, and always conveys to niy

mind the idea of a perfectly happy being. As these creatures are now very

properly dividetl into several genera, I shall say a few words upon the song
of such as are known to be vocal, separately.

The remarkable genus Pneiivwra— whose pelkicid abdomen is blown up
like a bladder, on wiiich account they are called Blaa::ops by tlie Dutch
colonists at the Cape— in the evening, for they are silent in the day,

—

make a tremulous and tolerably loud noise, which is sometimes heard on
every side.^ The species of this genus have a claim to the name of Fid-
dlers, since their sound is produced b}' passing the hind-legs, which are

furnished with a series of smooth elevated ridges, and may be called the

fiddle-stichs, over a number of short transverse elevated ridges, of a similar

though slightly different structure, on the abdomen, which may be called

the strings^^

The cricket tribe are a very noisy race, and their chirping is caused by
the friction of the cases of" their elytra against each other. For this pur-

pose there is something peculiar in their structure, which I shall describe

to you. The elytra of both sexes are divided longitudinally into two
portions ; a vertical or lateral one, which covers the sides ; and a horizon-

tal or dorsal one, which covers the back. In the female both these por-

tions resemble each other in their nervures ; which running obliquel}' in two
ilirections, by their intersection, form numerous small lozenge-shaped or

rhomboidal meshes or areolets. The elytra also of these have no elevation

at their base. In the males the vertical portion does not materially differ

from that of the females ; but in the horizontal the base of each elytrum
is elevated so as to form a cavity underneath. The nervures also, which
are stronger and more prominent, run here and there very irregularly with
various inflexions, describing curves, spirals, and other figures difficult and
tedious to describe, and producing a variety of areolets of different size

and shape, but generally larger than those of the female ; particularly to-

wards the extremity of the elytrum you may observe a space nearly cir-

cular, surrounded by one nervurc, and divided into tv/o areolets by
another.* The friction of the nervures of the upper or convex surface of
the base of the left-hand elytrum — which is the undermost — against those

of the lower or concave surface of the base of the right-hand— which is

the uppermost one, will communicate vibrations to the areas of membrane,
more or less intense in proportion to the rapidity of the friction, and
thus produce the sound for which these creatures are noted ; which, how-
ever, according to M. Goureau, in his elaborate essay on the stridulation

of insects, is chiefly owing to the circumstance of one of the strong ner-

vures called by him the bow (J'archct) being striated or cut transversely

like a file, whence it has a much more powerful action on another
collection of nervures which he calls the treble-string {la cliantcrclle).*

The merry inhabitant of our dwellings, the house-cricket (Grj/lhis do-

mesiicus), though it is often heard by day, is most noisy in the night. As

1 Sparrman, Voy. i. 312.
2 Charpentier in Silbermann's Revue Entom. iii. 314.
' Compare De Geer, iii. 512.
^ Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, and Entom. 3Iag. v. 94.
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soon as it grows dusk, its shrill note increases till it becomes quite an

annoyance, and interrupts conversation. When the male sings, he elevates

the elytra so as to form an acute angle with the body, and then rubs them

against each other hy a horizontal and very brisk motion.^ The learned

Scaliger is said to have been particularly delighted with the chirjnng of

these animals, and was accustomed to keep them in a box for his amuse-

ment. We are told that they have been sold in Africa at a high price,

and employed to procure sleep.^ If they could be used to siipply the

place of laudanum, and lull the restlessness of busy thought in this country,

the exchange would be beneficial. Like many other noisy persons, crickets

like to hear nobody louder than themselves. Ledelius relates that a

woman, who had tried in vain every method she could think of to banish

them from her house, at last got rid of them by the noise made by drums

and trumpets, which she had procured to entertain her guests at a wedding.

They instantly forsook the house, and she heard of them no more.^

The field-cricket (^Gri/Ilus campcstris) makes a shrilling noise— still more

sonorous than that of the house-cricket— which may be heard at a great

distance. Mouffet tells us, that their sound may be imitated by rubbing

their elytra, after they are taken oW, against each other.* '• Sounds," sa}s

Mr. White, " do not always give us pleasure according to their sweetness

and melody ; nor do harsh sounds always displease.—Thus the shrilling

of the field-cricket, though sharp and stridulous, yet marvellously delights

some hearers, filling their minds with a train of summer ideas of every

thing that is rural, verdurous, and joyous." One of these crickets when
confined in a paper cage and set in the sun, and supplied with plants

moistened with water— for if they are not wetted it will die— will feed,

and thrive, and become so merry and loud, as to be irksome in the same

room where a person is sitting.*

Having never seen a female of that extraordinary animal the mole-

cricket (Gn/IJotalpa vulgaris), I cannot say what difference obtains in

the reticulation of the elytra of the two sexes. The male varies in this

respect from the other male crickets, for they have no circular area, nor

do the nervures run so irregularly ; the areolets, however, towards

their base are Jarge, with very tense membrane. The base itself also is

scarcely at all elevated. Circimistances these, which demonstrate the

propriety of considering them distinct from the other crickets. This crea-

ture is not, however/ mute. Where they abound they may be heard

about the middle of April singing their love-ditty in a low, dull, jarring,

uninterrupted note, not unlike that of the goat-sucker {Cajmmulgiis Euro-

pcEus), but more inward.^ I remember once tracing one by its shrilling to

the very hole, under a stone in the bank of my canal, in which it was con-

cealed. We learn from Mr. Newport, who, in his very valuable treatise on

1 De Geer, iii. 517. See also White, Nat. Hist. ii. 76. ; — and Ray, Hist

Ins. 03.

2 Mouffet, 136.
3 Goldsmith's Animat. Nat. vi. 28. * Ins. Theatr. 134.

* Nat. Hist. ii. 73. Yet it would appear that when whollj' removed from the

scent of their mother-earth they are silent, for it is stated by Southey that on the

ship of Cabeza de .Vaca approaching the coast of Brazil, the proximity of land was

inferred, and as the result proved, truly, by a ground-cricket which a soldier had

brought from Cadiz then beginning again to sing. (^Hist. of Brazil.)

6 Nat. Hist. ii. 81.
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insects in the CjicIopcEcUa of Anatomi/ and Pfii/siologj/, has so admirably

illustrated their structure, both internal and external, that this low jarring

sound is owing to the shortness of the nervures, and the much greater

number of those on the under side of the wing-covers being scoreil with

the same notches as in a file (p. 928.) ; pointed out in the crickets by M.
Goureau, who also saw them in the mole- cricket, but seems to have over-

looked their extending to so many of the nervures as JVIr. Newport has

observed to be furnished with them.
Another tribe of grasshop[)ers (Acrida, Pterophylla, &c.')— the females

of which are distinguished by their long ensiforin ovipositor— like the

crickets, make their noise by the friction of the bases of their elytra. And
the chirping they thus produce is long, and seldom interrupted, which dis-

tinguishes it from that of the common grasshoppers {Locusta). What is

remarkable, the grasshopper lark (Si//via locusfel/a), which preys upon them,
makes a similar noise. Professor Lichtenstein, in the Linncan Transac-

tions, has called the attention of naturalists to the eye-like area in the

right elytrum of the males of this genus ^
; but he seems not to have been

aware that De Geer had noticed it before him as a sexual character ; who
also, with good reason, supposes it to assist these animals in the sounds
they produce. Speaking of Acrida viridissima — common with us— he
says, " In our male grasshoppers, in that part of the right elytrum which
is folded horizontally over the trunk, there is a round plate made of very

fine transparent membrane, resembling a little mirror or piece of talc, of

the tension of a drum. This membrane is surrounded by a strong and
prominent nervure, and is concealed under the fold of the left elytrum,

which has also several prominent nervures answering to the margin of the

membrane or ocelhis. There is," he further remarks, " every reason to

believe that the brisk movement with which the grasshopper rubs these

nervures against each other produces a vibration in the membrane aug-

menting the sound. The males in question sing continually in the hedges
and trees during the months of July and August, especially towards
sunset and part of the night. When any one approaches, they immediately

cease their song."^ In these insects, as in the crickets, M. Goureau has

detected in the strong horny ridge immediately behind the mirror or tym-
panum, near the base of the upper surface of the left elytrum, the same
transverse notches as in Aclieta and Grylloialpa, while on the under surface

of the right elytrum a similar but less strongly notched file-like ritlge is

i'ound ; and it is obviously by the rubbing of these rasps against the pro-

jecting nervures of the borders of the wings, that the sounds resulting

from the brisk iriction of the elytra proceed. Dr. Burmeister conceives

that they are chiefly caused by the forcible expiration of air from the

thoracic tracheae and spiracles, first driven against the inflected external

margin of the wing, and subsequently against the tympanum, which is thus

caused to vibrate and resound ; but Mr. Newport has pointed t)ut that

this cannot be the cause, because in Acrida brncheli/tra the elytra are so ex-
ceedingly short and narrow that they do not cover, nor are near, any part

of the spiracles, so that the air in passing from tliese orifices cannot pos-
.sibly be driven against the tympanum ; which, however, being accom-
panied by notched nervures, as in A. viridissima, though diS'erently arranged,

^ See Kirby in Zool. Journ. p. iv. 429i
" Linn. Trans, iv. 51. * De Geer, iii. 429.
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produces similar sounds. A still farther proof that these notched nervures

or files are the main agents in producing the sounds, is afforded by the

facts that their notches are more distinct in newly disclosed specimens,

especially of Acrida viridissima, than in older individuals, in which tiiey

have been partially obliterated by use ; and that the soimds, as M.
Goureau has remarked, may be readily produced in the dead insect by

gently rubbing the bases of the elytra together, which could not happen if

the rushing of the air from the spiracles had any effect in producing

them.^

The last description of singers that I shall notice amongst the Locustbia,

and which includes the migratory locust, are those that are more com-

monly denominated grasshoppers. To this genus belong the little chirpers

that we hear in every sunny bank, and which make vocal every heath.

They begin their song— which is a short chirp regularly interrupted, in

which itdiffers from that of the Acridcs— long before sunrise. In the heat

of the day it is intermitted, and resumed in the evening. This sound is

thus produced:— Applying its posterior shank to the thigh, the animal

rubs it briskly against the elytrum", doing this alternately with the right

and left legs, which causes the regular breaks in the sound. But this is

not their whole apparatus of song— since, like the Tettigonice, they have

also a tympanum or drum, De Geer, who examined the insects he de-

scribes with the eye of an anatomist, seems to be the only entomologist that

has noticed this organ. " On each side of the first segment of the ab-

domen," says he, "immediately above the origin of the posterior thighs,

there is a considerable and deep aperture of rather an oval form, which is

partly closed by an irregular flat plate or operculum of a hard substance,

but covered by a wrinkled flexible membrane. The opening left by this

operculum is semilunar, and at the bottom of the cavity is a white pellicle

of considerable tension, and shining like a little mirror. On that side of

the aperture which is towards the head there is a little oval hole, into

which the point of a pin may be introduced without resistance. When
the pellicle is removed, a large cavity appears. In my opinion this aperture,

cavity, and above all the membrane in tension, contribute much to produce

and augment the sound emitted by the grasshopper." ^ This description,

which was taken from the migratory locust (L. inlgraloria), answers tole-

rably well to the tympanum of our common grasshoppers; only in them
the aperture seems to be rather semicircular, and the wrinkled plate—
which has no marginal hairs— is clearly a continuation of the substance of

the segment. This apparatus so much resembles the drum of the Cicadas,

that there can be little doubt as to its use. The vibrations caused by the

friction of the thighs and elytra striking upon this drum are reverberated

by it, and so intenseness is given to the sound.* In Spain, we are told

that people of fashion keep these animals— called tliere Giillo— in cages,

which they nanie Grilleria, for the sake of their song.^

I shall conclude this diatribe upon the noises of insects with a tribe that

have long been celebrated for their musical powers : I mean the Cicadiadts,

1 Burmeister, Manual of Entom. 470. Goureau, uhi supra. Newport, ubi supra,

929.
2 De Geer, iii. 470. ^ Ibid. 471. t. xxiii. f. 2, 3.

4 Goureau {op. cit.) and Miiller (Burmeister, 3Ianual, 572.) regard this drun: as aa

nuflitnrv organ, but probably without sufficient grounds.
* OslJeck's V'oy. i. 71.
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including the genera Fulgnra, Cicada, Tetlix, and Tctfigonia.^ The Fidgorce

appear to be night singers, while the Cicadcs sing usually in the day. The
great lantern-fly (-Fj^^oj-rt laternarki),\'vom its noise in the evening— nearly

resembling the sound of a cymbal, or razor-grinder when at work — is

called Scare-sleep by the Dutch in Guiana. It begins regularly at sunset.^

Perhaps an insect mentioned by Ligon as making a great noise in the

night, in Barbadoes, may belong to this tribe. " There is a kind of animal

in the woods," says he, " that I never saw, which lie all day in holes and
hollow trees, and as soon as the sun is down begin their tunes, which are

neither singing nor crying, but the shrillest voices I ever heard : notliing

can be so nearly resembled to it as the mouths of a pack of small beagles

at a distance ; and so lively and chirping the noise is as nothing can be
more delightfnl to the ears, if there were not too much of it ; for the

music has no intermission till morning, and then all is husht."^

The species of the other genus, Cicada, called by the ancient Greeks—
by whom they were often kept in cages for the sake of their song

—

Tettix,

seem to have been the favourites of every Grecian bard from Homer and
Hesiod to Anacreon and Theocritus. Supposed to be perfectly harmless,

and to live only upon the dew, they were addressed by the most endear-

ing epithets, and were regarded as all but divine. One bard entreats the

shepherds to spare the innoxious Tettix, that nightingale of the Nymphs,
and to make those mischievous birds the thrush and blackbird their jjrey.

Sweet prophet of the summer, says Anacreon, addressing this insect, the

Muses love thee, Phoebus himself loves thee, and has given thee a shrill

song ; old age does not wear thee out ; thou art wise, earth-born, musical,

impassive, without blood ; thou art almost like a god.* So attached were
the Athenians to these insects, that they were accustomed to fasten golden

images of them in their hair, implying at the same time a boast that they

themselves, as well as the Cicada2, were TcrrcB filii. They were regarded

indeed by all as the happiest as well as the most innocent of animals
— not, we will suppose, for the reason given by the saucy Rhodian Xe-
narchus, when he says, .

" Happy the Cicadas' lives,

Since they all liave voiceless wives."

If the Grecian Tettix ov Cicada had been distinguished by a harsh and
deafening note, like those of some other countries, it would hardly have

been an object of such affection. That it was not, is clearly proved by
the connection which was supposed to exist between it and music. Thus
the sound of this insect and of the harp were called by one and the same
namc.^ A Cicada sitting upon a harp was a usual emblem of the science

of music, which was thus accounted for: — When two rival musicians,

Eunomus and Ariston, were contending upon that instrument, a Cicada

flying to the former and sitting upon his harp supplied the place of a

1 Zoolog. Journ. No. iv. 429.
2 Stedman's Surinam, ii. 37. Dr. Hancock, however (Proceed. Zool. Soc. Jnne

24. 1834"), states that the razor-grinder, or aria-aria of the natives, is a species of

Cicada (C. clarisona), and that the Fulgora rarely sing.
3 Hist, of Barbadoes, (Jo.

* Epigramm, Delect, 45. 234. ^ Gr. TiiiTKrf).(x,

KIC 2
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broken string, and so secured to liim the victory.^ To excel this animal

in singing seems to have been the highest commendation of a singer ; and
even the eloquence of Plato was not thought to suffer by a comparison

with it- At Surinam the noise of the Cicada Tibicen is still supposed so

much to resemble the sound of a harp or lyre, that they are called there

harpers {Liermnn).^ Vv'hether the Grecian Cicadae maintain at present

their ancient character for music, travellers do not tell us.

Those of other countries, however, have been held in less estimation for

their powers of song ; or rather have been execrated for the deafening din

that they produce. Virgil accuses those of Italy of bursting the very

shrubs with their noise "'; and Sir J. E. Smith observes that this species,

which is very common, makes a most disagreeable dull chirping.* Another,

Cicada septcndecim—which fortunately, as its name imports, appears only

once in seventeen years— makes such a continual din from morning to

evening that people cannot hear each other speak. They appear in Penn-
sylvania in incredible numbers in the middle of INIay.*^ " In the hotter

months of summer," says Dr. Shaw, "especially from midday to the middle

of the afternoon, the Cicada, rtTnt, or grasshopper, as we falsely translate

it, is perpetually stunning our ears with its most excessively shrill and un-

grateful noise. It is in this respect the most troublesome and impertinent

of insects, perching upon a twig and squalling sometimes two or three

hours without ceasing; thereby too often disturbing the studies, or short

repose that is frequently indulged, in these hot climates, at those hours.

The TiTTii, of the Greeks must have had a quite different voice, more soft,

surely, and melodious ; otherwise the fine orators of Homer, who are

compared to it, can be looked upon no better than loud loquacious scolds."^

An insect of this tribe, and I am told a very noisy one, has been found by

Mr. Daniel Bydder, before mentioned (Cicada Ang/ica Curtis ^) in the New
Forest, Hampshire. Previously to this it was not thought that any of

these insect musicians were natives of the British Isles. Captain Hancock
informs me that the Brazilian Cicadae sing so loud as to be heard at the

distance of a mile. This is as if a man of ordinary stature, supposing his

powers of voice increased in the ratio of his size, could be heard all over

the world. So that Stentor himself becomes a mute when compared with

these insects.

You feel very curious, doubtless, to know by what means these little

animals are enabled to emit such prodigious sounds. I have lately men-
tioned to you the drum of certain grasshoppers: this, however, appears to

be an organ of a vei'y simple structure ; but since it is essential to the

economy of the Cicadse that their males should so much exceed all other

insects in the loudness of their tones, they are furnished with a much more
complex, and indeed most wonderful, apparatuo, TTuich I shall now describe.

If you look at the untler side of the tody of a male, the first thing that will

strike you is a pair of large plates of an irregular form— in some semi-oval,

in others triangular, in others again a segment of a circle of greater or less

diameter— covering the anterior part of the belly, and fixed to the trunk

1 Mouffet, Theatr. 130.
2 'HJueT-o; IlAaTw, j!«< tjttjJ/» iiroXaXoj.

3 Merian, Surinam. 49.
4 " Et cantu querulx rumpent arbusta cicadre." Georg. iii. 328.
^ Smith's Tour, iii. 95.

« CoUinson in PIdlos. Trans. 1763. Stoll, Ciqaks, 2G.

^ Travds, 2d ed. Isa. 8 _e;.jf. £nt^ t. 114.
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between the aTscIomen and the hind legs,^ These are the drum-covers or
opercula, from beneath which the sound issues. At the base of the

[losterior legs, just above each operculum, there is a small pointed trian-

gular process {pessellum) ^, the object of which, as Reaumur supposes, is to

prevent them irom being too much elevated. When an operculum is re-

moved, beneath it you will find on the exterior side a hollow cavity, with a

rnouth somewhat linear, which seems to open into the interior of the ab-

domen ^
: next to this, on the inner side, is another large cavity of an

irregular shape, the bottom of which is divided into three portions ; of

these the posterior is lined obliquely with a beautiful membrane, which is

very tense— in some species semi-opaque, and in others transparent— and
reflects all the colours of the rainbow. This mirror is not the real organ of
sound, but is supposed to modulate it.

'^ The middle portion is occupied

by a plate of a horny substance, placed horizontally, and forming tne

bottom of the cavity. On its inner sitle this plate terminates in a carma or

elevated ridge, common to both drums.^ Between the plate and the after-

breast (posi2)ecfits) another membrane, folded transversely, fills an oblique,

oblong, or semilunar cavity.^ In some species I have seen this membrane
in tension

;
probably the insect can stretch or relax it at its pleasure. But

even all this ap[)aratus is insufficient to produce the sound of these animals ;

one still more important and curious yet remains to be described. This
organ can only be discovered by dissection. A portion of the first and
second segments being removed from that side of the back of the abdomen
which answers to the drums, two bundles of muscles meeting each other in

an acute angle, attached to a place opposite to the point of the nnicro of

the first ventral segment of the abtlomen, will appear.'' In Reaumur's spe-

cimens these bundles of muscles seem to have been cylindrical ; but in one
I dissected (^Cicada Capcnsis) they were tubitorm, the end to which the

true drum is attached being dilated.^ These bundles consist of a prodi-

gious number of muscular fibres applied to each other, but easily separable.

Whilst Reaumur was examining one of these, pulling it from its place with

a pin, he let it go again, and inunediately, though the animal had been long

dead, the usual sound was emitted. On each side of the drum-cavities,

when the opercula are removed, another cavity of a lunulate shape, opening
into the interior of the abdomen, is observable.^ In this is the true drum,
the principal organ of sound, and its aperture is to the Cicada what our
larynx is to us. i'i these creatures are unable themselves to modulate their

sounds, here are parts enough to do it for them : for the mirrors, the

membranes, and the central portions, with their cavities, all assist in it. In
the cavity last described, if you remove the lateral part of the first dorsal

segment of the abdomen, you will discover a semi-opaque and nearly semi-

circular concavo-convex membrane with transverse folds : tliis is the

drum.^° Each bundle of muscles, before mentioned, is terminated by a
tendinous (jlate nearly circular, from which issue several little tendons that,

forming a thread, j)ass through an aperture in the horny piece that supports

the drum, and arc attached to its under or concave surface. Thus the

1 Eeaum, v. t. xvi. f. 5. u u. * Reaum. uhi svpra, t. xvi. f. 11. b.
s Heaum. ibid. f. 3. 1 1. * Ibid, ubi supra, f. 3. m ni.

5 Ibid. q.q. c. 6 IJeauin. t. xvi. f. 3. ii u.

7 Ibid, ubi supra, f. 6.//. 8 ]bi,l. f. 9. f f.

• Ibid. f. 3. /. 10 Ibid. f. 6. i t. f. 9.
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bumile of muscles being alternatel\- and briskly relaxed and contracted, will

by its play draw in and let out the drum : so that its convex surface being

thus rendered concave when pulled in, when let out a sound will be pro-

duced by the effort to recover its convexity ; which, striking upon the

mirror and other membranes before it escapes from under the operculum,

will be modulated and augmented by them. I should imagine that the

muscular bundles are extended and contracted by the alternate approach

and recession of the trunk and abdomen to and from each other.

And now, my friend, what adorable wistloin, what consummate art and

skill are displayed in the admirable contrivance and complex structure of

this wonderful, this unparalleled apparatus ! The Great Creator has

placed in these insects an organ for producing and emitting sounds, which

in the intricacy of its construction seems to resemble that which he has

given to man, and the larger animals, for receiving them. Here is a cochlea;

a vieatus ; and, as it should seem, more than one tympanum.

I am, &c
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LETTER XXV.

ON LUmNOUS INSECTS.

We boast of our candles, our wax-lights, and our Argand lamps, and pity

our fellow-inen who, ignorant of our methods of producing artificial light,

are condemned to pass their nights in darkness. We regard these inven-

tions as the results of a great exertion of human intellect, and never con-

ceive it possible that other animals are able to avail themselves of modes
of illumination equally efficient, and are furnished with the means of guiding

their nocturnal evolutions by actual lights, similar in their effect to those

which we make use of. Yet many insects are thus provided. Some are

forced to content themselves with a single candle, not more vivid than the

rushlight which glimmers in the peasant's cottage ; others exhibit two or

three, which cast a stronger radiance ; and a few can display a lamp little

inferior in brilliancy to some of ours. Not that these insects are actually

possessed of candles and lamps. You are aware that I am speaking figura-

tively. But Providence has supplied them with an effectual substitute—
a luminous preparation or secretion, which has all the advantages of our

lamps and candles without their inconveniences; which gives light sufficient

to direct their motions, while it is incapable of burning ; and whose lustre

is maintained without needing fresh supplies of oil or the application of the

snuffers.

Of the insects thus singularly provided, the connnon glow-worm (Lmn-
pyris noctiluca) is the most familiar instance. Who that has ever enjoyed

the luxury of a summer evening's walk in the country, in t!ie southern parts

of our ibland, but has viewed with admiration these " stars of the earth

and diamonds of the night ? " And if, living like me in a district where it

is rarely met with, the first time you saw tliis insect chanced to be, as it

was in my case, one of those delightful evenings which an English summer
seldom yields, when not a breeze disturbs the balmy air, and "every sense

is joy," and hundreds of these radiant worms, studding their mossy couch
with mild etlhlgence, were [)resented to your wondering eye in the course

of a quarter of a mile,— you could not help associating with the name of

glow-worm the most pleasing recollections. No wonder that an insect,

which chiefly exhibits itself on occasions so interesting, and whose econo.my

is so remarkable, shouki have afforded exquisite images and illustrations to

those poets who have cultivateil Natural History.

If you take one of these glow-worms home with you for examination,

you will find that in shape it somewhat resembles a caterpillar, only that it

is much more depressed ; and you will observe that the light proceetls from

a pale-coloured patch that terminates the under side of the abdomen. It

is not, however, the larva of an insect, but the perfect female of a winged
K E 4
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beetle, from which it is altogether so different that nothing but actual

observation could have inferred the fact of their being the sexes of the
same insect. In the course of our inquiries you will find that sexual dif-

ferences even more extraordinary exist in the insect world.

It has been supposed by many that the males of the different species of
Lampyris do not possess the property of giving out any light ; but it is now
ascertained that this supjiosition is inaccurate, though their light is much
less vivid than that of the female. Kay first pointed out this fact with
respect to L. noctlluca^ , which has two luminous points on the penultimate
abdominal segment. In the males of i. splendidu/a and of L. Iiemiptera the
light is very distinct, and may be seen in the former while flying.^ The
females, like the males, have the same faculty of extinguishing or concealing
their light— a very necessary provision to guard them from the attacks of
nocturnal birds ; Mr. White even thinks that they regularly put it out be-
tween eleven and twelve every night ^; and they have also the power of
rendering it for a while more vivid than ordinary.

Authors who have noticed the luminous parts of the common female
glow-worm having usually contented themselves with stating that the light

issues from the three last ventral segments of the abdomen ^ I shall give

you the result of some observations I once made upon this subject. One
evening, in the beginning of July, meeting with two of these insects, I

placed them on my iiand. At first their light was exceedingly brilliant, so
as to appear even at the junctions of the upper or dorsal segments of the
abdomen. Soon after I had taken them, one with(hew its light altogether,

but the other continued to shine. While it did tiiis it was laid upon its

back, the abdomen forming an angle with the rest of its body, and the last

or anal segment being kept in constant motion. This segment was distin-

guished by two round and very vivid spots of light ; which, in the specimen
that had ceased to shine, were the last that disappeared, and they seem to

be the first parts that become luminous when tlie animal is disposed to

yield its light. The penultimate and antepenultimate segments each ex-
hibited a middle transverse band of yellow radiance, terminated towards
the trunk by an obtusely-dentated line ; a greener and fainter light being
emitted by the rest of the segment.
Though many of the females of the Lampt/r'idcB are without wings, and

even elytra (in which circumstance they differ from all other apterous Cole-

optera), this is not the case with all. The female of Pi/^ohmpis * Italica, a
species common in Italy, and which, if we may trust to the accuracy of the
account given by INIr. Waller in the Philosophical Transactions for 1684,
would seem to have been taken by him in Hertfordshire, is winged: and when
a number of these moving stars are seen to dart through the air in a dark
night, nothing can have a more beautiful effect. Sir J. E. Smith tells us
that the beaux of Italy are accustomed in an evening to adorn the heads of
the ladies with these artificial diamonds, by sticking them into their hair ;

and a similar custom, as I have before informed you, prevails amongst the
ladies of India.

1 Hkt. Ins. 81. « lUiger, Man. iv. 195.
^ Nat. Hist. ii. 279. * Geutr'r. i. I(i7. Do Geer, iv. 35.
* I call by this name all those Lanipijrida: Mhose heail is not at all, or but

little, concealed by the shield of the prothorax, aud both sexes of which are
winged.
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BesIJes the different species of the genus Lmnpi/rh, all of which, to the

number of nearly two hundred, now divided into several distinct genera,

are probably more or less luminous, another insect of the beetle tribe,

Elaler noctiluciis, is endowed with the same property, and that in a much
higher degree. This insect, which is called the fire-fly, and is an inch

long, and about one third of an inch broad, gives out its principal light from

two transparent eye-like tubercles placed upon the thorax; but there is

also a luminous patch in the posterior and inferior region of the meta-

thorax, in a somewhat triangular and depressed cavity ordinarily concealed

by the elytra, but when these are expanded in the act of flying giving out a

more considerable but more diffused light than the thoracic reservoirs ; in

fact the whole body is full of light, which shines out between the abdo-

minal segments when stretched ; and being strongly reflected by the two
basal abdominal segments, gives an appearance of the two luminous patches

there which De Geer has described, but which do not actually exist.' The
light emitted by the two thoracic tubercles alone is so considerable, that the

smallest print may be read by moving one of these insects along the lines;

and in the West India Islands, particularly in St. Domingo, where they are

very common, the natives were formerly accustomed to employ these living

lamps, which they call CuruiJ, instead of candles in performing their

evening household occupations. In travelling at night, they used to tie

one to each great toe ; and in fishing and hunting required no other flam-

beau.^ Southey has happily introduced this insect in his " Aladoc" as

furnishing the lamp by v^iich Coatel rescued the British hero from the

hands of the Mexican priests.

" She beckon'd and descended, and drew out
From underneath her vest a cage, or net

It rather might be call'd, so tine the twigs
Which knit it, ^vhere, confined, two Fire-llies gave
Their lustre. ]5y that light did Madoc first

Behold the features of his lovely guide."

Pietro Martire tells us that the Cucuij serve the natives of the

Spanish West India Islands not only instead of candles, but as extirpators

of the gnats, which are a dreadful pest to the inhabitants of the low grounds.

They introduce a few fire-flies, to which the gnats are a grateful food, into

their houses, and bj' means of these "commodious hunters" are soon rid

of the intruders. " How they are a remedy," says the author, " for so

great a mischiefe it is a pleasant thing to hear. Hee who understandeth

he hath those trouble^-ome guestes (the gnattes) at home, diligently

huntetli after the Cucuij. Whoso wanteth Cucuij goeth out of the house

in the first twilight of the night, carrying a burning fire-brande in his hande,

and ascendeth the next hillock that the Cucuij may see it, and he swingeth

the fire-brand about, calling Cucuius aloud, and beating the ayre with often

calling out Cucuie, Cucuie." He goes on to observe, that the simple people

believe the insect is attracted by their invitations ; but that, for his part, he

is rather inclined to think that the fire is the magnet. Having obtained a

sufficient number of Cucuij, the beetle-hunter returns home and lets them
fly loose in the house, where they diligently seek the gnats about the beds

1 Lacordaire, Introd. a VEntom. ii. 141.
2 Pietro Martire, The Decades of the New World, quoted iu Madoc, p. 543.
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and the faces of those asleep, and devour them.^— These insects are also

applied to purposes of decoration. On certain festival days, in the month
of June, they are collected in great numbers, and tied all over the garments

of the young people, who gallop through the streets on horses similarly

ornamented, producing on a dark evening the effect of a large moving body
of light. On such occasions the lover displays his gallantry by decking his

mistress with these living gems.*^ And ac^cording to P. Martire, " many
v/anton wilde fellowes" rub their faces with the flesh of a killed Cucuius,

as boys with us use phosphorus, " with purpose to meet their neighbours

with a flaming countenance," and derive amusement from their fright.

Besides Elater nociilucus, E. Ignitus and several others of the same
genus are luminous. Not fewer than twelve species of this family are de-

scribed by Illiger in the Berlin Naluralist Societij\s Magazine^, under the

name of Pijrophorus ; and at least seventy species are now known, all

natives of the hot and temperate regions of America, from Chili to the

south of the United States, where they are to be seen almost the whole
year at the approach of night, both the sexes being equally luminous.*

The brilliant nocturnal spectacle presented by these insects to the inha-

bitants of the countries where the}' abound cannot be better described than

in the language of the poet above referred to, who has thus related its first

effect upon the British visitors of the new world :

—

" Sorrowing we beheld
The night come on ; but soon did night display

More wonders than it veil'd : innumerous tribes

From the wood-cover swarm'd, and darkness made
• Their beauties visible : one while they stream'd

A bright blue radiance upon flowers that closed

Their gorgeous colours from the eye of day

;

Now motionless and dark, eluded search,

Self-shrouded ; and anon, starring the sky,

Rose like a shower of lire."

The beautiful poetical imagery with which Mr. Southey has decorated

this and a few other entomological facts, will make you join in my regret

that a more extensive acquaintance with the science has not enabled bim

to spread his embellishments over a greater number. The gratification

which the entomologist derives from seeing his favourite study adorned

with the graces of poetry is seldom unalloyed with pain, arising from the

inaccurate knowledge of the subject in the poet. Dr. Darwin's description

of the beetle to which the nut-maggot is transformed, may delight him (at

1 P. Martire, ubi supra. Dr. Burmeister disbelieves this account, because Elators

are not carnivorous, but feed upon nectar and pollen {Manual, 492.) ; but consider-

ing what numerous exceptions we are constantly linding occur to all such supposed

general rules, it seems premature to reject on such grounds the very circumstantial

details of P. ]\Iartire. In the same way as some of the Carabida and CoccineUidcB

have been ascertained to feed on vegetable food, though both fomilies are in general

carnivorous, it may he found that some of the Elaterida prefer an animal diet and

will eat gnats.
2 Walton's Present State of the Spanish Colonies, i. 128.

2 Jahrgang, L 141.
4 Lacordaire, Introd. h PEntom. ii. 140. See Dr. Germar's monograph on this

genus, containing descriptions of seventy- nine species, in the Zeitschr. f. d. Ent.

vol. iii. (1841.)
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least if he be an admirer of the Darwinian style) as he reads for the first

time,

" So sleeps in silence the Curculio, shut
In the dark chamber of the cavern'd nut

;

Erodes with ivory beak the vaulted shell,

And quits on filmy wiugs its narrow cell."

But when the music of the lines has allowed him room for pause, and he

i-ecoilects that they are built wholly upon an incorrect supposition, the

CnrcuHo never inhabiting the nut in its beetle shape, nor employing its

ivory or rather ebony beak upon it, but undergoing its transformation

underground, he feels disappointed that the passage has not truth as well

as sound. INIr. Soutiiey, too, has fallen into an error : he confounds the

fire-fly of St. Domingo {Elater nodilucus) with a quite different insect, the

lantern-fiy (Fu/gora laternaria) of Madame Merian ; but happily this error

does not affect his poetry.

But to return from this digression.— If we are to believe Mouffet (and

the story is not incredible), the appearance of the tropical fire-flies on one
occasion led to a more important result than might have been expected

from s-uch a cause. He tells us, that when Sir Thomas Cavendish and feir

Robert Dudley first landed in the West Indies, and saw in the evening an

infinite number of moving lights in the woods, which were merely these

insects, they supposed that the Spaniards were advancing upon them,

and immediately betook themselves to their ships ^:— a result as well

entitling the Elaters to a commemoration feast as u similar good office

the land-crabs of Hispaniola, which, as the Spaniards tell (and the

story is confirmed by an anniversary Fiesta de los Cangrejos), by their clat-

tering— mistaken by the enemy for the sound of Spanish cavalry close

upon their heels— in like manner scared away a body of English invaders

of the city of St. Domingo .'^

An anecdote less improbable, perhaps, and certainly more ludicrous, is

related by Sir J. E. Smith of the effect of the first sight of the Italian

glow-worms upon some Moorish ladies ignorant of such appearances.

These females had been taken prisoners at sea, and, until they could be

ransomed, lived in a house in the outskirts of Genoa, where they were

frequently visited by the respectable inhabitants of the city; a party of

whom, on going one evening, were surprised to find the house closely shut

up, and their Moorish friends in the greatest grief and consternation. On
inquiring into the cause, they ascertained that some of the Pi/golampis

Itaiica had found their way into the dwelling, and that the ladies within

had taken it into their heads that these brilliant guests were no otlier than

the troubletl spirits of their relations ; of which idea it was some time

before they could be divested.— The common people in Italy have a su-

perstition respecting these insects somewhat similar, believing that they are

of a spiritual nature, and proceed out of the graves, and hence carefully

avoid them.^

In addition to the Lavipyridce and Elatcridce, it seems probable that other

coleopterous famiUes include luminous species. Chiroscelis bifhiestrata of

1 112. 2 Walton's Hispaniola, i. 39.
' Tour on the Continent, 2d Edit, iii. So.
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Lamarck, a beetle, has two red oval spots covered with a downy membrane
on the second segment of tlie abdomen, which he tiiinks indicate some
particular organ, perhaps luminous ^

; and M. Latreille informed me that a

friend of his, who saw one living which was brought from China to the Isle

of France in wood, found that the ocelli in the elytra of Btipresiis ocellaia

were luminous. One of the longicorn beetles, Dadoychux flavocmctus

Chevrolat (allied to Sa'perdci), has the third and fourth segments of the

abdomen with the same yellow colour and appearance of the luminous seg-

ments of the Lampyrida:, whence M. Chevrolat infers that it is like theiu

luminous ; and M. de Laporte informs him that a considerable number of

Brazilian HclopidcB, allied to Stenoclda, present a similar character indicating

a like jjroperty.'^

The insects hitherto adverted to have been beetles, or of the order Cole-

optera. But besides these, a genus in the order Hemipfera, called Fulgorn,

includes several species which are supposed to emit so powerful a light as to

have obtained in English the generic a[)pellation ofLantern- flit's. Two of the

most conspicuous of this tribe are the F. laternaria and F. candelaria ; the

former a native of South America, the latter of China. Both, as "indeed is

the case with the whole genus, are supposed to have the material which

diffuses their light included in a subtransparent projection of the head. Li

F. candelaria this projection is of a subcylindrical shape, recurved at the

a[)ex, above an inch in length, and the thickness of a small quill. In F.

laternaria, which is an insect two or three inches long, the snout is much
larger and broader, and more of an oval shape, and sheds a light the bril-

liancy of which is said to transcend that of any other luminous insect.

Madame Merian informs us, that the first discovery which she made of this

property caused her no small alarm. The Indians had brought her several

of these insects, which by dayliglit exhibited no extraordinary appearance,

and she inclosed them in a box until she should have an opportunity of

drawing them, placing it upon a table in her lodging-room. In the middle

of the night the confined insects made such a noise as to awake her, and

she opened the box, the inside of which to her great astonishment appeared

all in a blaze ; and in her fright letting it fall, she was not less surprised to

see each of the insects apparently on fire. She soon, however, divined the

cause of this unexpected phenomenon, and re-inclosed her brilliant guests

in their place of confinement. She adds, that the light of one of these

FalgorcB is sufficiently bright to read a newspajier by: and though the tale

of her having drawn one of these insects by its own light is without foun-

dation, she doubtless might have done so if she had chosen. ^

1 Latr. Hht. Nat. x. 262.

2 Chevrolat in Silbermann's 7?er. Enfnm. i. t. 14.

' Ins. Sur. 49.—The above account of the himinons properties of Fiilgora laternaria

is given, because negative evidence ought not hastily to be allowed to set aside facts

positively asserted by an author who could have no conceivable motive for inventing

such a fable ; but it is necessary to state, that not only have several of the inhabitants

of Cayenne, according to the French Dictionnalre d'Jlistoire Naturelle, denied that

this insect shines, in which denial they are joined by M. Richard, who reared the

SY>ec]cs.(Enci/clopedie, art. Fulgora); but the learned and accurate Count I loffmansegg

infoi'uis us, that his insect cohector Sieber, a practised entomologist of thirty years'

standing, and who, when in the Brazils for some years, took many specimens, atRrms

that he never saw a single one in the least luminous. (Der Gessellschaft Naturf. Fr.*

zu Berlin Mag i. 153.) On the other hand ]M. Lacordaire states that, though he

never saw a luminous individual of this species, either in Brazil or Cayeuue, and
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In addition to the insects already mentioned, some others have the

power of diffusing liglit, as two species of Centipedes {Geop/tih/s electricus

and pltosjjhoreus), and probably others of the same genus. In tliese the

light is not confined to one part, but proceeds from the whole body. G.
electricus is a common insect in this country, residing under clods of earth,

and often visible at night in gardens. G. ? pl/osp/mreus, a native of Asia,

is an obscure species, described by Linne, on the authority of C. G. Eke-
berg, the captain of a Swedish East Indiaman, who asserted that it dropped
from the air, shining like a glow-worm, upon his ship, when sailing in the

Indian Ocean a hundred miles (Swedish) from the continent. However sin-

gular this statement, it is not incredible. The insect may either, as Linne sus-

pects, have been elevated into the atmosphere by wing's, with which, accord-

ing to him, one species of the genus is provided ; or more probably,

perhaps, by a strong wind, such as that which raised into the air the shower
of insects mentioned by De Geer as occurring in Sweden in the winter of

1749, after a violent storm that had torn up trees by tiie roots, and carried

away to a great distance tiie surrounding earth, and insects which had
taken up their winter quarters amongst it.^ That the wind may convey
the light body of an insect to the above-mentioned distance from land, you
will not dispute when you call to mind that our friend Hooker, in his in-

teresting Tuur in lee/and, tells us that the ashes from the eruption of one
of the Icelandic volcanoes in 1755 were conveyed to Ferrol, a distance of
upwards of 300 miles."—Lastly, to conclude my list of luminous insects,

Professor Afzelius observed "a dim phosphoric light" to be emitted from
the singular hollow antennae of Pausits sphcBroccrus.^ A similar appear-
ance has been noticed in the eyes of Acro)iiicfa Psi, Cossus ligniperda, and
other moths ; and M. Audouin stated to the Entomological Society of
France that a Russian naturalist (M. Gimmerthal) had observed the cater-

though the majority of the inhabitants of the latter countr}'' whom he questioned on
the suljject equally denied its being luminous, yet that others asserted the fact ; and
as he himself, a cautious observer on the spot, asks if this contradictory testimony
may not be reconciled by supposing that one of the sexes is luminous and the
other not, it seems clearly best to infer with this acute entomologist, that the Inmi-
nosity of Fulgoria lateniaria is a point rather requiring new observations than yet
absolutely decided either way (_lntrnd. a VEnt. ii. 143), especially when we find the
Marquis Spinola, in his elaborate paper on this tribe in the Ann. Soc. Ent. de France
(viii. 163.), strongly contending for the luminous character of the cephalic protuber-
ance of the whole tribe, and when moreover a friend of M. Wesmael assured him that
he had himself seen F. laternaria luminous when alive. (Westwood, 3Iod. Ctans. ii.

430.) We learn from Mr. Westwood that Dr. Cantor, who is at present (1842)
engaged in tlie Chinese expedition, has informed Mr. Hope that he has not observed
the slightest luminosity in the common Chinese species.

1 De Geer, iv. 63. Tliese insects, which were chiefly Brachyptera L., Aphcdii,
spiders, caterpillars, but particularl}' the larvas of Telephorus fuscus, fell in such
abundance that they might have been taken ft om the snow by handfiils. Other
showers of insects which have been recorded, as that in Hungary, 20th November,
1672 (EpJieni. Nat. Curios. 1()73, 80.), and one mentioned in the newspapers of July
2d, 1810, to have fallen in France the January preceding, accompanied by a shower
of red snow, may evidently be explained in the same manner.

2 p. 407.
5 Linn. Trans, iv. 261. l\Ir. Westwood, however, in his monograpli on this

genus, attributes this rather to the action of the light upon the highly polished sur-

face of the spherical club of the autennte.
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pillnrs of Nochia (PoUci) occulla to be liiminons.^ This observation as to

another species has been confirmed by Dr. Boisduval, who one evening of

the hot days of June found on the stems of grass caterpillars which spread

a phosphorescent light, and which he thought were those of Mamestra ole-

racea, though they seemed larger than common ; and whether from want
of care, or that their luminosity depended on disease, none of them assumed
the pupa state. They certainly, he says, were not the larvae of PoUa
occulta.^

But besides the insects here enumerated, others may be luminous which
have not hitherto been suspected of being so. This seems proved by the

following fact. A learned friend ^ has informed me, that when he was
curate of Ickleton, Oambridgeshire, in 1780, a farmer of that place of the

name of Simjiringham brought to him a mole-cricket {GryUotalpa vulgaris

Latr.) and told him that one of his people, seeing ?>. Jack-o'-lantern, pursued

it and knocked it down, when it proved to be this insect, and the identical

specimen shown to him.

This singular fact, while it renders it probable that some insects are

luminous which no one has imagined to be so, seems to afford a clue to

the, at least, partial explanation of the very obscure subject of ignes fafid,

and to show that there is considerable ground for the opinion long ago

maintained by Ray and Willughby, that the majority of these supposed

meteors are no other than luminous insects. That the large varying lam-

bent flames, mentioned by Beccaria to be very common in some parts of

Italy, and the luminous globes seen by Dr. Shaw* cannot be thus ex-

plained, is obvious. These were probably electrical phenomena : certainly

not explosions of phosphurctted hydrogen, as has been suggested by some,

which must necessarily have been momentary. But that the ignis fatuiis

mentioned by Derham as having been seen by himself, and which he
describes as flitting about a thistle*, was, though he seems of a different

opinion, no other than some luminous insect, I have little doubt. Mr.

Shcppard informs me that, travelling one night between Stamford and
Grantham on the top of the stage, he observed for more than ten minutes

a very large ignis fatmts in the low marshy grounds, which had every

appearance of being an insect. The wind was very high : consequently,

had it been a vapour it must have been carried forward in a direct

line; but this was not the case. It had the same motions as a Tipula,

flying upwards and downwards, backwards and forwards, sometimes ap-

pearing as settled, and sometimes as hovering in the air.—Whatever be

the true nature of these meteors, of which so much is said and so little

known, it is singular how few modern instances of their having been ob-

served are on record. Dr. Darwin declares, that though in the course of a

long life he had been out in the night, and in the places where they are said

to appear, times without number, he had never seen any thing of the

kind : and from the silence of other philosophers of our own times, it

should seem that their experience is similar,'^

1 Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, i. 424. * Silbermann, Rev. Entom. i. 226.

3 Rev. Dr. Sutton of Norwich. * Travels, 2d ed. 334.
5 Phil. Trans. 1729, 204.
<> A paper by Itichard Chambers, Esq., in the 3Ia(jazine of A^af. Hist. (New Series,

i. 353.), relates several facts observed by the celebrated botanists Mr, James Dickson,

and Mr. Curtis, author of the Flora Loticliiicnsis. T. Stothard, Jisq., R.A. (who was,

as before mentioned, a zealous entomologist), his father, Mr. A. Chambers, aud
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"Witli regard to the immediate source of tlie luminous properties of in-

sects, ]Mr. Macartney ascertained that in the common glow-worm, and in

Elatcr iiocfiliicus and ignifvs, the light proceeds from masses of a substance
not generally differing, except in its yellow colour, from the interstitial sub-
stance (corps graisseux) of the rest of the body, closely applied underneath
those transparent parts of the insects' skin which aiford the light. In the

glow-worm, besides the last-mentioned substance, which, when the season
for giving light is passed, is absorbed, and replaced by the common intersti-

tial substance, he observed on the inner side of the last abdominal segment
two minute oval sacs formed of an elastic spirally-wound fibre similar to

that of the trachea, containing a soft yellow substance of a closer texture

than that which lines the adjoining region, and affording a more permament

Joseph Simpson, a fisherman, at Frieston near Boston, all strongly coiToborating the
above statements as to the probability that at least some ignes fatui are caused by
luminous insects. George Wailes, Esq., on the other hand, has given in the Entom,
3Iag: i. 351. the result of his fatlier's observations and his own, and has also quoted
tliose of Major Blesson, from Jameson's Edlnb. New Phil. Journ. for Jan. 183.3, in proof
" that the moving ignis fatuus of this country ahvaj-s owes its origin to the sponta-
neous ignition of gaseous particles " (meaning, I presume, phosphuretted or carbu-
retted hydrogen gas), and consequently cannot be an insect. Without pretending to
deny that these gases may be a cause oi stationary ignes fatui, I confess niyseh' quite
unable to conceive of a small mass of these inflannnable materials "about the size of
the hand " moving at the height of " three feet from the surface of the ground " and
" for the distance of fifty yards nearly parallel with the road," as in the instance
seen by Mr. Wailes's father, and being luminous all the time. A mass of hj'drogen
gas and its compounds, as is well known, whether large or small, when once inflamed
(^and if not inflamed it cannot be luminous), burns but for an instant except renewed
by a fresh supply. In passing the Apennines between Bologna and Florence in 1827,
my two sons and myself amused ourselves the night we slept at Pietramala, in ob-
serving the well known miniature volcano of hydrogen gas, near to that place, which
has been burning for centuries ; but though there, if any where, as it is probable that
hydrogen gas rises more or less from crevices in the whole adjoining district, there
ought to be travelling or flitting liglits, if such be possible, we neither saw nor heard
of anv thing of the kind. On the whole, therefore, the evidence up to this time
would seem to be in favour of the supposition that ignes fatui which flit about and
travel considerable distances are actually luminous insects as above supposed, how-
ever rarely they may have come under the notice of entomologists. In the ignesfatui
observed by JI. Weissenborn (Mag. of Nat. Hist. N. S. i. 553.), which were clearly

caused by the explosion of phosphuretted hydrogen, there was "a succession of
flashes " extending for perhajjs half a mile, but they passed over this distance " in

less than a second,"— an appearance entirely different from those leisurely move-
ments mentioned by Mr. Chambers and Mr. Wailes, or that by Mr. Main (3Iag. of
Nat. Hist. N. S. i. 549.), in which the farmer who said he had knocked the luminous
object down, described it as exactly like a " IMaggy long-legs" (Tipula oleracea), the
very same insect with which Mr. Sheppard compared the luminous appearance he
witnessed. I will conclude this long note with observing that a very strong argu-
ment for the possibilit}' of some flying insects being occasionally luminous is

afforded by the facts above stated of luminous caterpillars having been within these
few years observed for the first time since entomology has been attended to, and that

by observers every way competent. If caterpillars so very common as those of Ma-
mestra oleracea may sometimes, though so rarely, be luminous, and ii", as Dr. Bois-

duval suggests, and is very probable, this appearance was caused by disease, it is

obvious that flying insects may be also occasionally (though seldom) luminous from
disease,— a supposition which will at once explain the rarity of the occurrence,

and the circumstance that insects of such different genera, and even orders, are said

to have exhibited this phenomenon.
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sinJ brilliant light. This light he foiind to be less under the control of the

insect than that from the adjoining luminous substance, which it has the

power of voluntarily extinguishing, not by retracting it under a membrane,

as Carradori imagined, but by some inscrutable change dependent upon its

will ; and when the latter substance was extracted from living glow-worms

it afforded no light, while the two sacs in like circumstances shone uninter-

ruptedly for several hours. Mr. Macartney conceives, from the radiated

structure of the interstitial substance surrounding the oval yellow masses

immediately under the transparent spots in the thorax of Elater noctiluciis,

and the subtransparency of the adjoining crust, that the interstitial sub-

stance in this situation has also the property of shining— a supposition

which, adverting to the luminous patch under its elytra, and the fact that

the incisures between the abdominal segments shine when stretched, may
jirobably be extended to the ivhole of the interstitial substance of its body.^

What peculiar organisation contributes to the production of light in the

hollow projection of Fulgora latcrnaria, the hollow antennjE of Pausiis

sphceroccriis, and under the whole integument of Geophilus electricus, Mr.

Macartney' was unable to ascertain. Respecting this last he remarks, what

I have myself observed, that there is an apj)arent effusion of a luminous

fluid on its surface, that may be received upon the hand, which exhibits a

phosphoric light for a few seconds afterwards ; and that it will not shine

unless it have been previously exposed for a short time to the solar

light.*

1 The following interesting facts, in addition to those of Mr. Macartney, have been

observed bv M. Morren, Professor of Botany in the University of Liege. The cor-

neous transparent cap {calotte), which covers the sac enclosing the luminous matter

in each luminous point of the penultimate abdominal segment of Laivpi/ris noctiluca,

presents on its exterior surface a network of hexagonal facets, convex above and con-

cave below, constituting an apparatus absolutely similar to that invented by Fresnet

for increasing the diffusion of light, and when this exterior portion of the cap is re-

moved, the luminous matter loses a great portion of its lustre, which mainly de-

pends on this curious and beautiful contrivance for augmenting it. The central

facets are larger and more regular than those of the margins, and each f;icot has in

the middle a corneous hair bent backwards, which hairs M. Morren conceives are in-

tended to prevent the adhesion of dust. The luminous masses contained in the two
sacs are intersected in every part Avith a vast multitude of trachean ramifications,

which compose also their common envelope, the whole proceeding from a large

trachea, which issues from a spiracle situated immediately at the side of the luminons

mass, with which it communicates by a small round lateral orifice near the margin
of this last; thus fully confirming the opinion of those physiologists who conceive

that the luminous power under consideration is essentially connected with the act of

respiration. In fact, M. Jlorren found that when the spiracle next to the luminous
material is closed, the light is immediately extinguished, and re-appears when it is

opened. If the luminous sac be removed with its accompanying trachea, it continue^!

to shine ; but if this trachea be taken away or compressed so as to hinder the access

of air, the sac becomes obscure. This fact explains how, in the insects of the genus

Lampyris, as well as those of Elater {Pyrnphnrus), the light is not constant, but

becomes more feeble at intervals, and why it is increased during the flight or other

energetic movement of the insect, and diminished when it is in repose. It is, in fact,

always in proportion to the energy of the respiration of the insect, which, having tho

power of opening or closing its spiracles at vnW, can thus also increase or diminish

its light at pleasure, though whenever it respires it cannot prevent it from shining.

Some differences excepted, the luminous apparatus of Lampyris splendidula is similar

to that of L. noctiluca above described ; and it is probable that a similar organisation

exi^t'i in tlie genus Pyrophonis.
2 I'liiL Trans. ISU), p. 281. Mr. Macartney's statement on this point is not very
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With respect to the remote cause of the luminous property of insects,

philosophers are considerably divided in opinion. The disciples of modern
chemistry have in general, with Dr. Darwin, referred it to the slow com-
bustion of some combination of phosphorus secreted from their fluids by an

appropriate organization, and entering into combination with the oxygen

supplied in respiration. This opinion is ver}' plausibly built upon the ascer-

tained existence of phosphoric acid as an animal secretion ; the great re-

semblance between the light of phosphorus in slow combustion and animal

light ; the remarkably large spiracula in glow-worms, and the decided con-

nexion of their light with respiration; and upon the statement, that the

light of the glow-worm is rendered more brilliant by the application of heat

and oxygen gas, and is extinguished by cold and by hydrogen and carbonic

acid gases. From these last facts Spallanzani was led to regard the luminous

matter as a compound of hydrogen and carburetted hydrogen gas. Carradori

having found that the luminous portion of the belly of the Italian glow-

worm (Pi/go/ampis Italica) shone in vacuo, in oil, in water, and when under

other circumstances where the presence of oxygen gas was precluded, with

Brugnatelli, ascribed the property in question to the imbibition of light

separated from the food or air taken into the body, and afterwards secreted

ina sensible form.^ IMr. Macartney having ascertained by experiment that

the light of a glow-worm is not diminished by immersion in water, or in-

creased by the application of heat ; that the substance affording it, though

poetically employed for lighting the fairies' tapers'^, is incapable of inflam-

mation if applied to the flame of a candle or red-hot iron ; and when
separated from the body exhibits no sensible heat on the thermometers
being applied to it— rejects the preceding hypothesis as unsatisfactory, but

without substituting any other explanation ; suggesting, however, that the

facts he observed are more favourable to the supposition of light being a

quality of matter than a substance.^ Lastly, Dr. Todd finding that the

luminous substance of LampTjris continues to shine when detached, some-
times for a longer and at others a shorter period, but never exceeding

twenty minutes, and that under mercury, various gases, water, and in vacuo,

considers it solely as an effect of vitality.*

clear. He probably means that the insect will not shine in a dark place in the day-
time, unless previoush' exposed to the solar light; for it is often seen to shine at

night when it could have had no recent exposure to the sun.
1 Annal. dl Chimica, xiii. 1797. Fliil. Mag. ii. SO.

3 " And for night-tapers crop their waxen thighs.

And light them at the fiery glow-worms' eyes."

5 Some experiments made by my friend the Rev. 11. Sheppard on the glow-worm
are worthy of being recorded.—One of the receptacles being extracted with a pen-

knife, continued luminous : but on being immersed in camphorated spirit of wine,

became immediately extinct. The animal with one of its receptacles uninjured

being plunged into the same spirit, became apparently lifeless in less than a minute
;

but the receptacle continued luminous for five minutes, the light gradually disappear-

ing.—Having extracted the luminous matter from the receptacles, in two days they

were healed, and filled with luminous matter as before. He found this matter to lose

its luminous property, and become dry and glossy like gum, in about two minutes;

but it recovered it again on being moistened with saliva, and again lost it when
dried. When the matter was extracted from two or three glow-worms, and covered

with liquid gum-arabic, it continued luminous for upwards of a quarter of an hour.
4 PIdl. Trans. 182i.
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Which of these opinions is the more correct I do not pretend to decide.

But though the experiments of Mr. Macartney seem fairly to bear him out
in denying the existence of any ordinary combination of phosphorus in lu-

minous insects, there exists a contradiction in many of the statements,

which requires reconciling before final decision can be pronounced. The
different results obtained by Forster and Spallanzani, who assert that glov\-

worms shine more brilliantly in oxygen gas, and by Beckerheim, Dr. Hulme,
and Sir H. Davy, who could perceive no such effect, may perhaps be
accounted for by the supposition that in the latter instances the insects

having been taken more recently, might be less sensible to the stimulus of

the gas than in the former, in which perhaps their irritability was accumulated
by a longer abstinence : but it is not so easy to reconcile the experiment of

Sir H. Davy, who found the light of the glow-worm not to be sensibly

diminished in hydrogen gas ^, with those of Spallanzani and Dr. Hulme,
who found it to be extinguished by the same gas, as well as by carbonic

acid, nitrous and sulphuretted hydrogen gases.^ Possibly some of these

contradictory results were occasioned by not adverting to the faculty which
the living insect possesses ofextinguishing its lights at pleasure. At the same
time, however, it may be here observed, that as this luminous substance

can be collected in considerable quantities, there can be no difficulty in

deciding by chemical analysis whether it is really phosphoric or not ;

and that till this analysis has been made it is premature to build any hy-

pothesis on the assumption of its being so, or to apply this epithet to it, as

is so generally done.

The general use of this singular provision is not much more satisfactorily

ascertained than its nature. I have before conjectured— and in an instance

I then related it seemed to be so— that it may be a means of defence

against their enemies. In different kinds of insects, however, it may pro-

bably have a different object. Thus in the lantern-flies (Fu/gora), whose
light precedes them, it may act the part that their name imports, enabling

them to discover their prey, and to steer themselves safely in the night.

In the fire-flies (E/ater), if we consider the infinite numbers that in certain

climates and situations present themselves everywhere in the night, it may
distract the attention of their enemies or alarm them. And in the glow-

worm— since their light is usually most brilliant in the female ; in some
species, if not all, present only in the season when the sexes are destined

to meet, and strikingly more vivid at the very moment when the meeting

takes place ^— besides the above uses, it is most probably intended to con-

duct the sexes to each other. This seems evidently the design in view in

those species in which, as in the common glow-worm (L. iioctiltica), the

females are a[)terous. The torch which the wingless female, doomed to

craw 1 upon the grass, lights up at the approach of night, is a beacon which

unerringly guides the vagrant male to her "love-illumined form," however
obscure the place of her abode. It has been objected, however, to this

explanation, that— since both larva and pupa, as De Geer observed*, and

the males shine as well as the females— the meeting of the sexes can

scarcely be the object of their luminous provision. But this difficulty

appears to me easily surmounted. As the light proceeds from a peculiarly

organised substance, which probably must in part be elaborated in the larva

I Phil. Trans, 1810, p. 237. 3 Phu Trans. 1801, p. 483.

5 Muller in Illig. 3Iag. iv. 178. •* iv. 49.
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and pupa states, there seems nothing inconsistent in the fact of some light

being then emitted, with the supposition of its being destined solely for use
in the perfect state : and the circumstance of the male having the same
luminous property, no more proves that the superior brilliancy of the
female is not intended for conducting him to her, than the existence of
nipples and sometimes of milk in man proves that the breast of woman is

not meant for the support of her offspring. We often see without beinir

able to account for the fact, except on Sir E. Home's idea, that the sex of

the ovum is undetermined*, traces of an organisation in one sex indisputably

intended for the sole use of the other.

I am, &c.

1 Phil. Trans. 1799, 157.
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LETTER XXYI.

ON THE HYBERNATION OF INSECTS.

If insects can boast of enjoying a greater variety of food than many other
tribes of animals, this advantage seems at first sight more than counter-

balanced in our climates by the temporary nature of their supply. The
graminivorous quadrupeds, with few exceptions, however scanty their bill

of fare, and their carnivorous brethren, as well as the whole race of birds

and fishes, can at all seasons satisfy, in greater or less abundance, their

demand for food. But to the great majority of insects, the earth for nearly

one half of the year is a barren desert, affording no appropriate nutriment.

As soon as winter has stripped the vegetable world of its foliage, the vast

hosts of insects that feed on the leaves of plants must necessarily fast

until the return of spring : and even the carnivorous tribes, such as the

predaceous beetles, parasitic Hipnenoptera, Sphecina, &c. would at that

period of the year in vain look for their accustomed prey.

How is this difficulty provided for ? In what mode has the Universal

Parent secured an uninterrupted succession of generations in a class of
animals for the most part doomed to a six months' deprivation of the food

which they ordinarily devour with such voracity ? By a beautiful series of
provisions founded on the faculty, common also to some of the larger

animals, of passing the winter in a state of torpor— by ordaining that the

insect shall live through that period, either in an incomplete state of its

existence when its organs of nutrition are undeveloped, or, if the active

epoch of its life has commenced, that it shall seek out appropriate lu;-

bernacula, or winter quarters, and in them fall intoa.profound sleep, during
which a supply of food is equally unnecessary.

In two of the four states of existence common to insects, in which
different tribes pass the winter, namelv, the egg and the pupa state, the

organs for taking food (except in some cases in the latter) are not de-

veloped, and consequently the animal is incapable of eating. The existence

of insects in these states during the winter difi'ers from their existence in

the same form in summer only in the greater length of its term. In both
seasons food is alike unnecessary, so that their hybernation in these cir-

cumstances has little or nothing analogous to that of larger animals. With
this, however, strictly accords their hybernation in the larva and imago
states, in which their abstinence from food is solely owing to the torpor

that pervades them, and the consequent non-expenditure of the vital

powers.— I shall attend to the peculiarities of their hybernation in each of
these states in the order just laid down ; premising that we have yet nuich

to learn on this subject, no observations having been instituted respecting

the state in which multitudes of insects pass the winter.
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It is probable that some insects of almost every order hybernate in the

egg state ; though that these must be comparatively few in number, seems
proved from two considerations : first. That tlie majority of insects assume
the imago, and deposit their eggs in the summer and earl}' part of autumn,
when the heat suffices to hatch them in a short period; and secondly,

Tliat the eggs of a very large proportion of insects require, for their due
exclusion and the nutriment of the larvie springing from them, conditions

only to be fulfilled in summer, as all those which are laid in young fruits

and seeds, in the interior and galls of leaves, in insects that exist only in

summer, &c. The insects which pass the winter in the egg state are

chiefl}' such as have several broods in the course of the year, the females

of the hist of which lay eggs that, requiring more heat for their development
than then exists, necessarily remain dormant until the return of spring.

The situation in which the female insect places her eggs in order to their

remaining there througii the winter, is always admirably adapted to the

degree of cold which they are capable of sustaining ; and to the ensuring a
due supply of food for the nascent larvae. Thus, with the former view,

Aaida vcrriicivora and nj)any other insects whose eggs are of a tender con-
sistence, deposit them deep in the earth out of the reach of frost ; ami with

the latter, CUsiocamj^a ncuslna, L'asiocawpa castrensis, Hypogijmna disjuir,

and some other moths, departing from the onlinary instinct of their con-
geners, which teaches them to place their eggs upon the leaves of plants,

fix theirs to the stem and branches only. That this variation of procedure
has reference to the hybernation of the eggs of these particular species, is

abundantly obvious. Insects wiiose eggs are to be hatched in summer
usually fix them slightly to the leaves upon which the larvae are to feed.

But it is evident that, were this plan to be adojited by those whose eggs

remain through the winter, their progeny might be blown away along with

the leaf to which they are attached, far from their destined food. These,
tiierefore, choose a more stalile support, and carefully fasten them, as has

just been observed, eitiier to the trunk or branches of the tree whose young
leaves in spring are to be the food of the excluded larvae. The latter plan

is followed by the female of Clhlocampa nenstria, which curiously gums her
eggs in bracelets round the twigs of the hawthorn, &c. But another pro-

vision is demanded. Were these eggs of the usual delicate consistence, and
to i)e attached with the ordinary slight gluten, they would have a poor
chance of surviving the storms of rain and snow and hail to which for six

or eight months they are exposed. They are therefore covered with a shell

much more hard and thick than common ; packed as closely as possible to

each other; and the interstices are filled up with a tenacious gum, which soon
hardens the whole into a solid mass almost capable of resisting a penknife.

Thus secured, they defy the elements, and brave the blasts of winter uninj ured.

The female of Hi/pogijmna cliapar, whose eggs have a more tender shell,

glues them in an oval mass to the stem of a tree (whence the German gar-

deners call the larvEe Stavim-raiipe), and then covers them with a warm
non-conducting coat of hairs plucked from her own body, equally impervious

to cold and wet.

Another of those beautiful relations between objects at first sight

apparently unconnected, which at every step reward the votaries of En-
tomology, is afforded by the coincidence between the period of the hatching

in spring of eggs deposited before winter, and of the leafing of the trees

upon which they have been fixed, and on whose foliage the larva3 are to

L L 3
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feed ; which two events, requiring exactly the same temperature, are always
simultaneous. Of this fact I had a striking exemplification in the spring

of 1816. On the 20th of February, observing the twigs of the birches in

the Hull Botanic Garden to be thickly set, especially about the buds, with
minute oval black eggs of some insect with which I was unacquainted, I

brought home a small branch, and set it in a jar of water in my study, in

which is a fire daily, to watch their exclusion. On the 28th of March I

observed that a numerous brood of Aphides (not A. behila, as the wings

were without the dark bands of that species) had been hatched from them,

and that two or three of the lower buds had expanded into leaves, upon
the sap of which they were greedily feasting. This was full a month before

either a leaf of the birch appeared, or the egg ofan Aphis was disclosed in

the open air. To view the relation of which I am speaking with due admi-

ration, you mast bear in mind the extremely different periods at which

many trees acquire their leaves, and the consequent difference demanded
in the constitution of the eggs which hybernate upon dissimilar species, to

ensure their exclusion, though acted upon by the same temperature, earlier

or later, according to the early or late foliation of these species. There is

no visible difference between the conformation of the eggs of the Aphis of

the birch and those of the Aphis of the ash : yet in the same exposure those

of the former shall be hatched, simultaneously with the expansion of the

leaves, nearly a month earlier tlian those of the latter ; thus demonstrably

proving that the hybernation of these eggs is not accidental, but has been

specially ordained by the Author of nature, who has conferred on those of

each species a peculiar and appropriate organisation.

A much greater number of insects pass the winter in the jm]m than in

the egg state ;
probably nine-tenths of the extensive order Lcpidopfera,

many in Hymenoptera, and several in other orders. In placing these pupee

in security from the too great cold of winter and the attacks of enemies,

the larvae from which they are to be metamorphosed exhibit an anxiety

and ingenuity evidently imparted to them for this express design. A few

are suspended without any covering, though usually in a sheltered situa-

tion. But by far the larger number are concealed under leaves, in the

crevices or in the trunk of trees, &c., or inclosed in cocoons of silk or

other materials, and often buried deep under ground out of the reach of

frost. One reason why so many lepidopterous insects pass the winter as

pupae has been plausibly assigned by Rdsel, in remarking that this is the

case with all the numerous s[)ecies which feed on annual plants. As these

have no local habitation, ilying one year and springing up from seed in

another quarter the next, it is obvious that eggs deposited upon them in

autumn would have no chance of escaping destruction ; and that even if

the larvae were to be hatched before winter and to hybernate m that state,

they would have no certainty of being in the neighbourhood of their ap-

propriate food the next spring. By wintering in the pupa state, these

accidents are effectually provided against. The perfect insect is not ready

to break forth until the food of the young, which are to proceed from its

eggs, is sprung up.

To the insects which hybernate in the larva state, of course belong, in

the first place, all those which exist under that form more than one year

;

as many Mclolonthce, Elateres, Cerambi/ccs, Bupresfes, and several species

of Libellu/a, Ephemera, &c. There are also many larvfE, which though

their terra of life is not a year, being hatched from the egg in autumn.
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necessarily pass the winter in that state, as those of several Anobia and
other wood-boring insects ; of Semasia Woebemna and others of the same
family ; of the second broods of several butterflies, &c. Many of these

residing in the ground, or in the interior of trees, need no other hyber-

nacida than the holes which they constantly inhabit ; some, as the aquatic

larvas, merely hide themselves in the sides or muddy bottom of their native

pools ; while others seek for a retreat under moss, dead leaves, stones,

and the bark of decaying trees. Most of these can boast of no better

Munter quarters than a simple unfurnished hole or cavity ; but a few, more
provident of comfort, prepare themselves an artificial habitation. With
this view the larva of Cossits Ugniperda, as formerly observed in describing

the habitations of insects, forms a covering of pieces of wood lined with

fine silk ; those of Htpiolus Hamuli, Xylina radicea, and some other moths,

excavate under a stone a cavity exactly the size of their bodies, to which
they give all round a coating of silk' ; and the larvae of Pieris Cratcegi in-

close themselves in autumn in cases of the same material *, and thus pass

the cold season, in small societies of from two to twelve, under a common
covering formed of leaves. Bonnet mentions a trait of the cleanliness of

these insects which is almost ludicrous. He observed in one of these

nests a sort of sack containing nothing but grains of excrement ; and a
friend assured him that he had seen one of these caterpillars partly pro-

trude itself out of its case, the hind feet first, to eject a similar grain ; so

that it would seem the society have on their establishment a scavenger,

whose business it is to sweep the streets and convey the rejectamenta to

one grand repository!^ This, however singular, is rendered not impro-

bable from the fact that beavers dig in their habitations holes solely destined

i'or a like purpose *, as also do badgers.

A very considerable number of insects hybernate in the perfect state,

ciiiefly of the orders Coleoptcra, Hemiptera, Hymoioptera, and Dipfori, and
especially of the first. Vanessa UrticcB, lo, and a lew other lepidopterous

species, with a small proportion of the other orders, occasionally survive

the winter ; but the bulk of these are rarely found to hybernate as perfect

insects. Of coleopterous insects, Schraid, to whom we are indebted for

some valuable remarks on the present subject ^, says that he never found
or heard of any entomologist finding a hybernating individual of the com-
mon cock-chafer {Ale/olont/ia vulgaris), or of the stag-beetle {^Lucanus

Cervus) ; and suggests that it is only those insects which exist but a short

period as larvae, as most of the tribes of weevils, lady-birds, &c., that sur-

vive the winter in the perfect state; while those which live more than one
year in the larva state, as the species just mentioned, are deprived of this

privilege.

1 Brahm. Ins. Kal. ii. 59. 118.
2 I have reason to think tliat the larvte of some species of Hemerohius thus pro-

tect themselves by a net-like case of silken threads; at least I found one to-day
(December 3rd, 181G) inclosed in a case of this description concealed under the bark
of a tree; and it is not very likely that it could be a cocoon, both because the in-

habitant was not a pupa, which state, according to Reaumur, is assumed soon after

the cocoon is fabricated (iii. 385.), and because the same author describes the cocoons

of these insects as perfectly spherical and of a very close texture (384,), while this

was oblong, and the net-work with rather wide meshes.
3 (Euv. ii. 72. * Ibid. ix. 1G7.
* Illig. 3Iag. i. 209—228.

L L 4
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Towards the close of autumn the whole insect world, particularly the

ti'ibe of beetles, is in motion. A general migration takes place : the various

species quit their usual haunts, and betake themselves in search of secure

liybernacula. Different species, however, do not select precisely the same
time for making this change of abode. Tims many lady-birds, fielil-bugs,

and flies are found out of their winter quarters even after the commence-
ment of frost ; while others, as Schmid has remarked, make good their

retreat long before any severe cold has been felt ; in fact, I am led to

believe, from my own observations, that this is the case with the majority

of coleopterous insects ; and that the days which they select for retiring

to their liybernacula are some of tiie warmest days of autumn, when they

may be seen in great numbers alighting on walls, rails, pathways, &c., and
running into crevices and cracks, evidently in search of some object very

different from those which ordinarily guide their movements. I have

noticed this assemblage in different years, but more particulai'ly in the

autumn of 1816. Walking on the banks of the Humber on the 14th of

October about noon,— the day bright, calm, and deliciously mild, Fahren-

heit's thermometer 58° in the shade,—my attention was first attracted by
the pathways swarming with numerous species of rove-beetles (Stap/ii/linus,

Oxytehis, Ak'ochara, &c.), which kept incessantly alighting, and hurrying

about in every direction. On further examination I found a similar as-

semblage, with the addition of multitudes of other beetles, Halticce, Xiti-

dulce, Rhi/ncophora, Cryjiiophagi, &c., on every post and rail in my walk, as

well as on a wall in the neighbourhood ; and on removing the decaying

mortar and bark, I found that some had already taken up their abode in

holes, from their situation, with their antennae folded, evidently meant
for winter quarters. I am not aware that any author has noticed this re-

markable congregation of coleopterous insects previously to hybernating,

Avhich it is so difficult to explain on any of the received theories of

torpidity, except the pious Lesser, who so expressly alludes to it, and
without quoting any other authority, that he would seem to have derived

the fact from his own observation.^

The site chosen by different perfect insects for their hybernacula is very

various. Some are content with insinuating themselves under any large

stone, a collection of dead leaves, or the moss of the sheltered side of an

old wall or bank. Others prefer for a retreat the lichen or ivy-covered

interstices of the bark of old trees, the decayed bark itself, especially that

near the roots, or bury themselves deep in the rotten trunk ; and a very

great number penetrate into the earth to the depth of several inches. The
aquatic tribes, such as Dijtisci, HydropUli, &c., burrow into the mud of their

pools ; but some of these are occasionally met with under stones, bark,

&c. In every instance the selected dormitory is admirably adapted to the

constitution, mode of life, and wants of the occupant. Those insects

which can bear considerable cold without injury arc careless of providing

1 Lesser, 1. i. 25G. Lyonet inserts a note to explain that Leaser's remark is to be

understood only of such insects as live in societies ; and adds, that solitary species

do not assemble to pass the winter together. Lesser, however, says nothing about

tliese insects passing the winter together, as his translator erroneously understands

him ; but merely that they assemble as \i preparing to retire for the winter, which

my own observations, as above, confirm. His expression in the original German i?

" gleichsam als wenn sie sich zu ihrer Wiuter-ruhe fertig macheii wolten," Edit.

Frankfurt und Leipsig, 1738, p. 152.
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other than a slight covering ; while the more tender species either enter

the earth beyond the reach of frost, or prepare for themselves artificial

cavities in substances, such as moss and rotten wood, which conduct heat

with difficulty, and defend them from an injuriously low temperature, [t

does not. appear that any perfect insect has the faculty of fabricating for

itself a winter abode similar to those formed of silk, &c., by some larvae.

Schmid, indeed, has mentioned finding Rhagium morda.v and Inquisitor in

such abodes, constructed, as he thought, of the inner bark of trees ; but

these, as llliger has suggested, were more probably the deserted dwellings

of lepidopterous larvs, of which the beetles in question had taken posses-

sion.^ Most insects place themselves in their hybernacula in the attitude

which they ordinarily assume when at rest ; but others choose a position

peculiar to their winter abode. So most of the ground beetles (^Eu-

trcchina) adhere by their claws to the under side of the stone which serves

for their retreat, their backs being next to the ground ; in which posture,

probably, they are most effectually protected from wet. Gyrohi/pnus san-

guino'.cntiis, and other rove-beetles of the same genus, coils itself up like a

snake, with the head in the centre.

The majority of insects pass the winter in perfect solitude. Occasion-

ally, however, several individuals of one species, not merely of such insects

as xlnchomenus pi-asiniis, a beetle, Pyrrliocoris aptcrus, a bug, &c., which

usually in sunnner also live in a sort of society, but of others which are

never seen thus to associate, as Haltica oleracea, Carabus intricatus, and

several Coccinclla;, &c., are found crowded together. This is perhaps often

more through accitlent than design, as individuals of the same species are

frequently met with singly ; yet that it is not wholly accidental seems

proved by the fact that such assemblages are generally of the same genus

and even species. Sometimes, however, insects of dissimilar genera and

even orders are met with together. Schmid once in February found the

rare Loniccliusa strumosa torpid in an ant-hill, in the midst of a conglome-

rated lump of ants, with which it was closely intertwined.-

By far the greater proportion of insects pass the winter only in one or

other of the several states of egg, pupa, larva, or imago, but are never

found to hybernate in more than one. Some species, however, depart

from this rule. Thus Aphis Roses, Cardui, and probably many others of

the genus, hybernate both in the egg and perfect state ^
; Ci/ntliia Cardui,

Gonepteri/.v Rliannii, and some other species, usually in the pupa, but often

in the [)erfect state also ; and Vanessa lo, according to the accurate Brahm,

in the three states of egg, pupa, and imago.* It is probable that in these

instances the perfect insects are females, which, not having been impreg-

nated, have their term of life prolonged beyond the ordinaiy j^eriod.

The first cold weather, after insects have entered their winter quarters,

produces effects upon them similar to those which occur in the dormouse,

hedgehog, and others of the larger animals subject to torpor. At first a

partial bcnumbment takes place ; but the insect, if touched, is still capable

of moving its organs. But as the cold increases all the animal functions

cease. The insect breathes no longer, and has no need of a supply of air^ ;

its nutritive secretions cease ; no more food is required ; and it has all the

1 Illig. 3Iag. i. 216. » Ibid. i. 491.

3 Kyber in German, 3Iagazin der Entomohgie, ii. 2.

4 Ills. Kul. ii. 188. * Spolianzaui, Rapports de VAir, &c.> i. 30.
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external symptoms of death. In this state it continues during the existence

ofgreat cold, but the degree of its torpidity varies with the temperature of the

atmosphere. The recurrence of a mild day, such as we sometimes have in

winter, infuses a partial animation into the stiffened animal : if disturbed,

its limbs and antennae regume their power of extension, and even the faculty

of spirting out their defensive fluid is re-acquired by many beetles.^ But
however mild the atmosphere in winter, the great bulk of hybernating in-

sects, as if conscious of the deceptious nature of their pleasurable feelings,

and that no food could then be procured, never quit their quarters, but

quietly wait for a renewal of their insensibility by a fresh accession of

cold.

On this head I have had an opportunity of making some observations

which, in the paucity of recorded facts on the hybernation of insects, you
may not be sorry to have laid before you. The 2nd of December, 1816, was
even finer than many of the preceding days of the season, which so happily

falsified the predictions that the unprecedented dismal summer would be
followed by a severe winter. The thermometer was 46^ in the shade; not

a breath of air was stirring; and a bright sun imparted animation to troops

of the winter gnat {Trichocera h'lemalis), which frisked under every bush;
to numerous PsychodcB ; and even to the flesh-fly, of which two or three

individuals buzzed past me while digging in my garden. Yet though these

insects, which I shall shortly advert to as exceptions to the general rule,

were thus active, the heat was not sufficient to induce their hybernating

brethren to quit their retreats. Removing some of the dead bark ofan old

apple-tree, I soon discovered several insects in their winter quarters. Ot
the little beetle Dromius quadrinotatus, I found six or eight individuals, and
all so lively, that, though remaining perfectly quiet in their abode until dis-

turbed, they ran about with their ordinary activity as soon as the covering

of bark was displaced. The same was the case with a colony of earwigs.

Two or three individuals of Dromius quadrimacidntus showed more tor-

pidity. When first uncovered, their antennae were laid back ; and it was
only after the sun had shone some seconds upon them that they exhibited

symptoms of animation, and, after stretching out these organs, began to

walk. Close by them lay a single weevil {Anthonomus Pomoriim), but in so

deep a sleep that at first I thought it dead. It gave no sign of life when
placed on my hand, quite hot with the exercise of digging ; and it was only

after being kept there some seconds, and breathed upon several times, that

it first slowly unfolded its rostrum, and then its limbs. It deserves remark,

that all these insects, thus differently affected, were on the same side of the

tree, under a similar covering of bark, and apparently equally exposed to

the sun, which shone full upon the covering of their retreat.^

1 Schmid in Illig. 3Iag. i. 222.
2 Since writing the above, I have had another opportunity of confirming the ob-

servations here made. The last week of January, 1817 in the neighbourhood of

Hull, was most delicious weather— calm, sunny, dry, and genial— the wind south-

west, the thermometer from 47° to 52° every day, and at night rarely below 40° ; in

fact, a week much finer than we can often boast of in ]May : the 27th of the month
^vas the most delightful day of the whole : the air swarmed with Trichocera

hiemalis, Psychodce, and numerous other Diptera, and the bushes were hung with the

lines of the gossamer-spider as in autumn. Yet with the exception of Aphodhis con-

taminates, I did not observe a single coleopterous insect on the wing, nor even an

individual tempted to crawl on the trunks of the trees, under the dead bark of which

I found many in a very lively state. Five or six individuals of Haltica Nemorum
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All insects, however, do not undergo this degree of torpidity. In fact,

there are some, though but few, which cannot, at least in our climate,

strictly be said to hybernate, understanding by that term passing the winter

in one selected situation in a greater or less degree of torpor, without food.

Not to mention Cheimcitobia brumata, and some other moths, which are

disclosed from the pupae in the middle of winter, and can therefore be

scarcely regarded as exceptions to the rule, some insects are torpid only in

very severe weather, and on fine mild days in winter come out to eat. This

is the case with the larva oi Euprepiafuliginosa ^
; and Lyonet asserts that

there are many other caterpillars which eat and grow even in the midst of

slight frost.^ Amongst perfect insects, troops of Trichocera hiemalis, the

gnat whose choral dances have been before described, may be constantly

iieen gambolling in the air in the depth of winter, when it is mild and calm,

accompanied by the little Psychodct, so common in windows, several Mns-
ciclcE, spiders, and occasionally some Aphodii and StaphylinidcB : and the

societies of ants, as well as their attendant Aphides, are in motion and take

more or less food during the whole of that season, when the cold is not

intense. The younger Huber informs us that ants become torpid only at

2° Reaum. below freezing (27° Fahrenheit), and apparently endeavour to

preserve themselves from the cold, when its approach is gradual, by cUis-

tering together. When the temperature is above this point they follow

their ordinary habits (he has seen them even walk upon the snow), and can

then obtain the little food which they require in winter from their cows,

t!ie Aphides, which, by an admirable provision, become lethargic at precisely

the same degree of cold as the ants, and awake at the same period with

them.^ Humboldt also found insects upon the Cordilleras, above the limits

of snow, which, although not natives of this altitude, retained their vivacity

at this low temperature.*

Lastly, there are some few insects which do not seem ever to be torpid,

as Podura nivalis L., Boreus hiemalis Latr., and the singular apterous insect,

first described by Dalman, Chionea arane'ides^, all of which run with agihty

on the snow itself; and which last, both from its spider-like form and sin-

gular habitat, must, as Macquart has well observed^, have caused its fortu-

nate discoverer as much astonishment as that felt by the botanist who first

found the red-coloured Protococcus nivalis (whatever may be decided as to

its being a plant or an animalcule) in a similar situation ; or, as may be

added, that of M. Lcfebvre on first observing the Mantis (^EremiojMla),

were still very lethargic; and two of Geofrj/pes sfercorar/ziS, which I accidentally dug
up from their hybernacula in the earth, at the depth of six or eight inches, though
the Acari upon them were quite alert, exhibited every symptom of complete torpor.

1 Brahm. Ins. Kal. ii. 31. * Lesser, 1. i. 255.

3 Redierches, 202. In digging in my garden on the 2Gth of January. 1817, I

turned up in three or four places colonies of Mijrmica rubra Latr. in their winter re-

treats, each of which comprised apparently one or two hundred aiits, Avith several

larva; as big as a grain of niustard, closely clustered together, occupying a cavity

the size of a hen's egg, in tenacious clay, at the depth of six inches from the surface.

They were very livelj- ; but though Fahrenheit's thermometer stood at 47° in the

shade, I did not then, nor at any other time during the very mild winter, see a single

ant out of its hybernaculum.
4 Burmeister, Manual of Ent. 508.

* Kongl. Vet. Acad. Handling. 1816, 104. 6 Dipteres, i. 74.
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mentioned in a former letter, living in an absolute solitude in the desert of

Africa.

The common hive-bee, too, is probably never, strictly speaking, torpid,

though with regard to the precise state in which it passes the winter a con-

siderable difference of opinion has obtained.

Many authors have conceived that it is the most natural state of bees in

winter to be perfectly torpid at a certain degree of cold, and that their

partial reviviscency, and consequent need of food in our climate, are owing

to its variableness and often comparative mildness in winter ; whence they

have advised placing bees during this season in an ice-house, or on the

north side of a wall, where the degree of cold being more uniform, and thus

their torpidity undisturbed, they imagine no food would be required. So
far, however, do these suppositions and conclusions seem from being war-

ranted, that Huber expressly affirms that, instead of being torpid in winter,

the heat in a well-peopled hive continues + 24° or 25° of Reaumur (86°

or 88° Fahrenheit), when it is several degrees below zero in the open air

;

that they then cluster together and keep themselves in motion in order to

preserve their heat ^ ; and that in the depth of winter they do not cease to

ventilate the hive by the singidar process of agitating their wings before

described.^ He asserts also that, like Reaumur, he has in winter found in

the combs brood of all ages ; which, too, the observant Bonnet says he

has witnessed^; and which is confirmed by Swammerdam, who expressly

states that bees tend and feed their young even in the midst of winter.''

To all these weighty authorities may be added that of John Hunter, who,

as before noticed, found a hive to grow lighter in a cold than in- a warm
week of winter; and that a hive from November 10th to February 9th

lost more than four pounds in weight^; whence the conclusion seems

inevitable, that bees do eat in winter.

On the other hand, Reaumur adopts (or rather, perhaps, has in great

measure given birth to) the more commonly received notion, that bees in

a certain degree of cold are torpid and consume no food. These are his

words : ^ " It has been established with a wisdom which we cannot but

admire,— with that wisdom with which every thing in nature has been

made and ordained,— that during the greater part of the time in which

the country furnishes nothing to bees, they have no longer need to eat.

The cold which arrests the vegetation of plants, which deprives our fields

and meadows of their flowei's, throws the bees into a state in which nou-

rishment ceases to be necessary to them : it keeps them in a sort of

torpidity {engourdissement), in which no transpiration from them takes

place; or, at least, during which the quantity of that which transpires is

so inconsiderable that it cannot be restoi'ed by aliment without their lives

being endangered. In winter, wiiile it freezes, one may observe without

fear the interior of hives that are not of glass ; for we may ]ay them on
their sides, and even turn them bottom upwards, without putting any bee

into motion. We see the bees crowded and closely pressed one against

the other : little space tiien suffices for them." ® In anqther place, speak-

ing of the custom in some countries of putting bee-hives during winter

into out-houses and cellars, he says that in such situations the air, though

1 Huber, i. 134. ^ jbia. ij. 344. 358.

3 Bonnet Oh Bees. 104. ^ Huber, i. 354.
s Phil. Trans. 1790, IGl. « Keaum. v. 667.
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more temperate than out of doors during the greater part of winter, " is

yet sufficiently cold to keep the bees in that species of torpidity which
does away their need of eating."^ And lastly, he expressly says that the

milder the weather, the more risk there is of the bees consuming their

honey before the spring, and dying of hunger; and confirms his assertion

by an account of a striking experiment, in which a hive that he transferred

during winter into his study, where the temperature was usually in the

day 10° or 12° R. above freezing (54° or 59° F.), though provided with a

plentiful supply of honey, that if they had been in a garden would have

served them past the end of April, had consumed nearly their whole stock

before the end of February.^

Now, how are we to reconcile this contradiction ? — for, if Huber be

correct in asserting that in frosty weather bees agitate themselves to keep

off the cold, and ventilate their hive,— if, as both he and Swammerdam
state, they feed their young brood in the depth of winter,— it seems im-

possible to admit that they ever can be in the torpid condition which

Reaumur supposes, in which food, so far from being necessary, is injurious

to them. In fact, Reaumur himself in another place informs us, that bees

are so infinitely more sensible of cold than the generality of insects, that

they perish when in numbers so small as to be unable to generate sufficient

animal heat to counteract the external cold, even at 11° R. above freezing^

(57° F. ) ; which corresponds with what Huber has observed (as quoted
above) of the high temperature of well-peopled hives, even in very severe

weather. We are forced, then, to conclude that this usually most accurate

of observers has in the present instance been led into error, chiefly, it is

probable, from the clustering of bees in the hives in cold weather ; but

which, instead of being, as he conceived, an indication of torpidity, would
seem to be intended, as Huber asserts, as a preservative against the

benumbing effects of cold.

Bees, then, do not appear to pass the winter in a state of torpidity in

our climates, and probably not in any others. Populous swarms inhabiting

hives formed of the hollow trunks of trees, used in many northern regions,

or of other materials that are bad conductors of heat, seem able to generate

and keep up a tem|)erature sufficient to counteract the intensest cold to

which they are ordinarily exposed. At the same time, however, I think

we may infer, that though bees are not strictly torpid at that lowest degree

of heat which they can sustain, yet that when exposed to that degree they

consume considerably less food than at a higher temperature ; and conse-

quently, that the plan of placing hives in a north aspect in sunny and mild

winters may be adopted by the a[)iarist with advantage. John Hunter's
experiment, indeed, cited above, in which he found that a hive grew lighter

in a cold than in a warm week, seems opposed to this conclusion ; but an
insulated observation of this kind, which we do not know to have been
instituted with a due regard to all the circumstances that required atten-

tion, must not be allowed to set aside the striking facts of a contrary de-

scription recorded by Reaumur and corroborated by the almost universal

sentiment of writers on bees. After all, however, on this point, as well as

on many others connected with the winter economy of these endlessly-

1 Reaum. v. C82. 2 Ibid. G68.
2 Ibid, G78. Compare also G73.
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wonderful insects, there is evidently much yet to be observed, and many
doubts which can be satisfactorily dispelled only by new experiments. ^

The degree of cold which most insects in their different states, while

torpid, are able to endure with impunity is very various ; and the habits of

the different species, as to the situation which they select to pass the

winter, are regulated by their greater or less sensibility in this respect.

Many insects, though able to sustain a degree of cold sufficient to induce

torpidity, would be destroyed by the freezing temperature, to avoid which

they penetrate into the earth or hide themselves under non-conducting

substances ; and there can be little doubt that it is with this view that so

many species while pupae are thus secured from cold by cocoons of silk or

other materials. Yet a very great proportion of insects, in all their states,

are necessarily subjected to an extreme degree of cold. Many eggs and

pupae are exposed to the air without any covering ; and many, both larva;

and perfect insects, are sheltered too slightly to be secure from the frost.

This they are able -to resist, remaining unfrozen though exposed to the

severest cold, or, which is still more surprising, are uninjured by its in-

tensest action, recovering their vitality even after having been frozen into

lumps of ice.

The eggs of insects are filled with a fluid matter, included in a skin in-

finitely thinner than that of hens' eggs, which John Hunter found to

freeze at about \b° of Fahrenheit. Yet on exposing several of the former,

including those of the silk-worm, for five hours to a freezing mixture which

made Fahrenheit's thermometer fall to 38° below zero, Spallanzani found

that they were not frozen, nor their fertility in the slightest degree im-

• Mr. Newport from his numerous experiments on the temperature ot the interior

of bee-hives in winter, recorded in his valuable paper in the Philosophical Transac-

tions, " On the Temperature of Insects," has come to the conclusion that Huber is

altogether in error in assigning a heat of 86° or 88° Fahr. to a populous hive, which,

he contends, has its temperature sometimes (though rarely) lower than that of the

freezing point (p. 303.), and in the winter months does not average more than from

7 to 9 degrees above that of the atmosphere, or about 52° (Table XVI. p. 335.),

though merely tapping on the outside of the hive, by exciting the bees, will, at any

time, greatly increase the heat : in one instance (Feb. 2.) to 102°, when the tempera-

ture of an adjoining hive was only 4S°-5 (p. 304.) ; and it is from this circumstance

that he supposes Ruber's error to* have arisen, as the mere excitement caused by in-

troducing a thermometer is sufficient to raise the heat to the point (86° or 88°)

which that observer mentions. Mr. Newport admits that hive-bees are never

strictly torpid, but pass the winter in a state of hybernating sleep, liable to constant

interruption by considerable external variations of temperature or accidental excite-

ment (p. 300.). — Without entering on a discussion which would require much
greater space than can here be given, it may be remarked that something more than

thermometrical observations seem required, before the express assertions, as above

quoted, of such careful observers as Swammerdam and Bonnet—that bees feed and

tend their young even in the midst of winter, and those of Huber, that bees then cluster

together, and keep themselves in motion in order to preserve their heat, that they do

not cease to ventilate the hive, and, on an emergency, set themselves to work in the

middle of Januarv— can be put aside as wholly unfounded. It may be true that

Huber was deceived as to the actual thermometrical heat of the interior of his hive

,

yet the result of Mr. Newport's own observations shows that bees preserve their

activitv, and even leave the hive and collect pollen, when the external temperature

is 4U°-38, and that of the hive only 47°-28 (Table XVI, Nov 6.), and they may, con-

sequently, feed their brood, and attend to the usual interior occupations of the hive,

at a temperature not lower than this, to which lower temperature it does not appear

likeh-, from Mr. Newport's observations, the interior of their hives often descends in

our winters.
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paired. Others were exposed even to 56° below zero, without being

injured. ^

A less degree of cold suffices to freeze many pupae and larvce, in both

which states the consistency of the animal is almost as fluid as in that of

the egg. Their vitality enables them to resist it to a certain extent, and
it must be considerably below the freezing point to affect them. The
winter of 181 3-14 was one of the severest we had had for many years,

Fahrenheit's thermometer having been more than once as low as 8°

wlien the ground was wholly free from snow ; yet almost the first objects

which I observed in my garden, in the commencement of spring, were
numbers of the caterpillars of the gooseberry-moth {Abraxas grossulariata),

which, though they had passed the winter with no other shelter than the

slightly projecting rim of some large garden-pots, were alive and quite un-

injured ; and these and many other larvae never in my recollection were so

numerous and destructive as in that spring: whence, as well as from the

corresponding fact recorded, with surprise, by Boerhaave, that insects

abounded as much after the intense winter of 1709, during which Fahren-
heit's thermometer fell to 0°, as after the mildest season, we may see the

fallacy of the popular notion, that hard winters are destructive to insects.

-

But though many larvas and pupae are able to resist a great degree of

cold, when it increases to a certain extent they yield to its intensity and
become solid masses of ice. In this state we should think it impossible

that they should ever revive. That an animal whose juices, muscles, and
whole body have been subjected to a process which splits bombshells, and
converted into an icy mass that may be snapped asunder like a piece of
glass, should ever recover its vital powers, seems at first view little less

than a miracle ; and if the reviviscency of the wheel animal (Rotifer vid-

gnris) and of snails, &c., after years of desiccation, had not made us familiar

with similar prodigies, might have been pronounced impossible ; and it is

probable that many insects when thus frozen never do revive. Of the

fact, however, as to several species, there is no doubt. It was first no-

ticed by Lister, who relates that he had found caterpillars so frozen, that

when dropped into a glass they chinked like stones, which nevertheless

revived.^ Reaumur, indeed, repeated this experiment without success ; and
found that when the larvae of Cnethocampa Pityocamj)a were frozen into

ice by a cold of 15° R. below zero (2° F. below zero), they could not be
made to revive.^ But other trials have fully confirmed Lister's observa-

tions. My friend Mr. Stickney, before mentioned as the author of a

valuable Essay on the Grub (larva of Tipula oleraceci) — to ascertain the

effect of cold in destroying this insect, exposed some of them to a severe

frost, which congealed them into perfect masses of ice. When broken,

their whole interior was found to be frozen. Yet several of these

resumed their active powers. Bonnet had precisely the same result with

the pupae of Pontia Brassicce, which, by exposing to a frost of 14° R. below
zero (0° F.), became lumps of ice, and yet produced butterflies^; and in

an experiment made during Sir John Ross's voyage on the caterpillars

of a moth (Laria Rossii) two of them revived, and one assumed the

1 Tracts, 22.

2 Vid. Spence in Transactions of the Hortkidt. Soc. of London, ii. 148. Compare
Deaum. ii. 141.

3 Lister, Goedart, De Itisectis, 76.

4 Reaum. ii. 142. 6 (Euvres, vi. 12.
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imago state, after being four times in succession exposed to a cold of 40°

below zero, and four times revivified by being brought into the warm at-

mosphere of the cabin. Indeed, the circumstance that animals of a much
more complex organisation than insects, namely serpents and fishes, have

been known to revive after being frozen, is sufficient to dispel any doubts

on this head. John Hunter, though himself unsuccessful in his attempts

to reanimate carp and other animals that had been frozen, confesses

that the fact itself is so well authenticated as to admit of no question.^

On what principle a faculty so extraordinary and so contrary to our com-

mon conceptions of the nature of animal life depends, I shall not attempt

to explain. Nor can anything very satisfactor}' be advanced with regard

to the source of the power which many insects in some states, and almost

all in the egg state, have of resisting intense degrees of cold without be-

coming frozen. It is clear that the usual explanation of the same facult}'

to a less degree in the warm-blooded animals — the constant production

of animal heat from the caloric set free in the decomposition of the re-

spired air— will not avail us here. For many large larvae, as Reaumur
has observed, are destroyed by a less degree of cold than smaller species

whose respiratory organisation is necessarily on a much less extensive

scale; and the eggs of insects, in which, though they probably are in some
degree acted upon by the ox} gen of the atmosphere, nothing like respira-

tion takes place, can endure a much greater intensity of cold than either

the larvffi or pupae produced from them.

Nor can we refer the effect in question to the thinness or thickness—
the greater or less non-conducting power— of the skin of the animal.

Reaumur found that the subterranean pupae of many moths perished with

a cold of 7° or 8° R. below zero (I'i" F.), while the exposed pupas of

Pontia BrassiccB and other species endured 13° or 16° without injury-;

(a proof, by the way, tiiat the different economy of these insects, as to

their choice of a situation in their state of pupae, is regulated by their

power of resisting cold) ; but no difference in the substance of the exterior

skin is perceptible. And the eggs of insects have usually thinner skins

than pupae, and yet they are unaffected by a degree of cold much su-

perior.

In the present state, then, of our knowledge of animal physiology, we
must confess our ignorance of the cause of these phenomena, which seem

never to have been sufficiently adverted to by general speculators on the

nature of animal heat. We may conjecture, indeed, either that they are

owing to some peculiar and varying attraction for caloric inherent in the

fluids which compose the animal, and which in the egg state, like spirit of

wine, resist our utmost producible artificial cold ; or that, as John Hunter

seems to infer, with respect to a similar faculty in a minor degree in the

hen's egg, the whole are to be referred to some unknown power of vitality.

The latter seems the most probable supposition ; for Spallanzani found

that the blood of marmots, which remains fluid when they are exposed to

a cold several degrees below zero of Fahrenheit, freezes at a much higher

temperature when drawn from the animal^; and it is reasonable to con-

1 Observations on the Animal Economy, 99.

2 Keaum. ii. 146—

.

5 Rapports de VAir, &c. ii. 215.
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jecture that the same result would follow if the fluids filling the eggs

of insects were collected separatel}', and then exposed to severe cold.

Spring is, of course, the period when insects shake off the four or five

months' sleep which has sweetly banished winter from their calendar, quit

their dormitories, and again enter the active scenes of life. It is im-

possible to deny that the increased temperature of this season is the im-

mediate cause of their reappearance ; for they leave their retreats much
earlier in forward than in backward springs. Thus in the early spring of

1805 (to me a memorable one, since in it I began my entomological career,

and had anxiously watched its first approaches in order to study practi-

cally the science of which f had gained some theoretical knowledge in the

winter) insects were generally out by the middle of March ; and before

the 30th, I find, on referring to my entomological journal, that I had taken

:;nd investigated (I scarcely need add, not always with a correct result)

fifty-eight coleopterous species; while in the untoward spring of 1816
I did not observe even a bee abroad until the 20th of April ; and the first

butterfly that I saw did not appear until the 26th.

Tliere are, however, circumstances connected with this reappearance,

which seem to prove that something vwre than the mere sensation of
warmth is concerned in causing it. I shall not insist upon the remarkable
fact which Spallanzani has noticed, that insects reappear in spring at a

temperature considerably lower than that at which they retired in autumn
;

because it may be plausibly enough explained by reference to tiieir in-

creased irritability in spring, the result of so long an abstinence from food,

and their consequent augmented sensibility to the stimulus of heat. But
if the mere perception of warmth were the sole cause of insects ceasing to

hybernate, then we might fairly infer, that species of apparently similar

organisation, and placed in similar circumstances, would leave their winter

quarters at the same time. This, however, is far from being the case.

Keaumur observed that the larvae o( Mclitcsa Cinxia quitted their nest a full

month sooner than those of Portliesia Chrijsorrhea.^ The reason is obvious,

but cannot be referred to mere sensation. The former live on grass and
on the leaves of plantain, which they can meet with at the beginning of
March — the period of their appearance; the latter eat only the leaves of
trees which expand a month later. It might, indeed, be still contended,

that this fact is susceptible of explanation by supposing that the organisa-

tion of these two species of larva, though apparently similar, is yet in fact

different, that of the one being constituted so as to be acted upon by a less

degree of heat than that of the other ; and this solution would be satis-

factory if the torpidity of these larvaa were uninterrupted up to the very

period at which they quit their nest. But facts do not warrant any such
supposition. You have seen that the temperature of a mild da}', even in

winter, awakens many insects from their torpidity, though without in-

ducing them to leave their hjbernacula ; and it is therefore highly impro-

bable that the larvae of P. C/ir^soir/ica should not often liave their torpid

state relaxed during the month of Marcli, when we have almost constantly

occasional bright days elevating the thermometer to al)ove 50°. Yet as

they still do not, like the larvae of 21. Cinxia, leave their nest, it seems

' lleaum. ii. 170.
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obvious that something more than the sensation of heat is the regulator of

the movements of each. Not, however, to detain you here unnecessarily,

I shall not enlarge on this point, but shall pass on, in concluding this letter,

to advert to the causes which have been assigned for the hybernation and

torpidity of animals, and to state my own ideas on the subject, which will

equally apply to the termination of this condition in spring.

The authors who have treated on these phenomena have generally^ re-

ferred them to the operation of cold upon the animals in which they are

witnessed, but acting in a different manner. Some conceive that cold, com-
bined with a degree of fatness arising from abundance of food in autumn,

produces in them an agreeable sensation of drowsiness, such as we know,

from the experience of Sir Joseph Banks and Dr. Solander in Terra del

Fuego, as well as from other facts, is felt by man when exposed to a very

low temperature ;
yielding to which, torpidity ensues. Others admitting

that cold is the cause of torpidity, maintain that the sensations which

precede it are of a painful nature ; and that the retreats in which hyber-

nating animals pass the winter are selected in consequence of their endea-

vours to escape from the disagreeable influence of cold.

I have before had occasion to remark the inconclusiveness of many of

the physiological speculations of very eminent philosophers, arising from

their ignorance of Entomology, which observation forcibly applies in the

present instance. The reasoners upon torpidity have almost all confined

their view to the hybernating quadrupeds, as the marmot, dormouse, &c.,

and have thus lost sight of the far more extensive series of facts supplied

by hybernating insects, which would often at once have set aside their

most confidently-asserted hypotheses. If those who adopt the former of

the opinions above alluded to had been aware that numerous insects retire

to their hybernacula (as has been before observed) on some of the finest

days at the close of autumn, they could never have contended that this

movement, in which insects display extraordinary activity, is caused by the

agreeable drowsiness consequent on severe cold ; and the very same fact

is equally conclusive against the theory that it is to escape the pain arising

from a low temperature that insects bury themselves in their winter

quarters.

In fact, the great source of the confused and unsatisfactory reasoning

which has obtained on this subject is, that no author, as far as my know-
ledge extends, has kept steadily in view, or indeed has distinctly perceived,

the difference between torpidity and hybernation ; or, in other words,

between the state in which animals pass the winter, and their selection of a

siftiatioi in which they may become subject to that state.

That the torpidity of insects, as well as of other hybernating animals, is,

with us, caused by cold, is unquestionable. However early the period at

which a beetle, for exam[)le, takes up its winter quarters, it does not suffer

that cessatton of the powers of active life which we understand by tor-

pidity, until a certain degree of cold has been experienced ; the degree of its

torpidity varies with the variations of temperature ; and there can be no
doubt that, if it were kept during winter from the influence of cold, it

* Here must be excepted my lamented friend the late Dr. Reeve of Norwich,
who, in his ingenious Jissuy on the Torpidity of Animals, has come to nearly tlie

same conclusion as is adopted in this letter : but, by omitting to make a distinction

between torpidity and hybernation, he has not done justice to his own ideas.
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would not become torpid at all — at least this has proved the ftict witii

marmots and dormice thus treated ; and the Aphis of the rose (A. Rosa'),

which becomes torpid in winter in the open air ', retains its activity, and
gives birth to a numerous progeny, upon rose trees preserved in green-

houses and warm apartments.

But can we, in the same way, regard mere cold as the cause of the hyber-

nation of insects ? Is it wholly owing to this agent, as most writers seem
to think— to feelings either of a pleasurable or painful nature produced
by it— that, previously to becoming torpid, they select or fabricate commo-
dious retreats precisely adapted to the constitution and wants of different

species, in which they quietly wait the accession of torpidity and pass the

winter? In my opinion, certainly not.

In the first place, if sensations proceeding from cold lead insects to select

retreats for hybernating, how comes it that, as above shown, a large jiro-

portion of them enter these retreats before any severe cold has been felt,

and on days considerably warmer than many that preceded them ? If this

supposition have any meaning, it must imply that insects are so constituted

tdat, when a certain degree of cold has been felt by them, the sensations

which this feeling excites impel them to seek out hybernacula. Now the

t'lermometer in the shade on the 14th of October, 1816, when I observed

vast numbers thus employed, was at 58° :— this, then, on the theory in ques-

tion, is a temperature sufficiently low to induce the requisite sensations.

But it so happens, as I learn from my meteorological journal (which re-

gisters the greatest and least daily temperature as indicated by a Six's ther-

mometer), that on the 31st of August, 1816, the greatest heat was not

more than 52°, or six degrees lower than on the 14th of October : yet it

was six weeks later that insects retired for the winter!

But it may be objected, that it is perhaps not so much the precise de-

gree of cold prevailmg on the day when insects select their hybernacula,

that regulates their movements, as the lower degree which may have ob-

tained for a few nights previously, and which may act upon their delicate

organisation so as to influence their future proceedings. Facts, however,

are again in direct opposition to the explanation ; for I find that, for a

week previously to the 14th of October, 1816, the thermometer was never

lower at night than 48°, while in the first week in August it was twice as

low as 46°, and never higher than 50°.^^

As a last resource, the advocates of the doctrine I am opposing may
u:ge, that possibly insects may even have their sensations affected by the

1 Kyber, in Germar's Mag. der Eiit. ii. 3.

2 Since the publication of the first edition of this volume, I have had an oppor-
tunity of making some observations which strongly corroborate the above reasoning.

The month of October in the year 1817 set in extremely cold. From the tirst to the

Cth, piercing north and north-west winds blew; the thermometer at Hull, though the

sun shone brightly in the day-time, was never higher than from 52° to oG*^,

nor at night than 38°; in fact on the 1st and 3d it sank as low as 34°, and on
the 2d to 31°: and on those daj-s, at eight in the morning, the grass was covered
with a white hoar frost; in short, to every one's feelings the weather indicated De-
cember rather than October. Here, then, was every condition fulfilled that the
theory I am opposing can require; consequently, according to that theory, such a
state of the atmosphere should have driven every hybernating insect to its winter
quarters. But so far was this from being the case, that on the 5th, when I made an
excursion purposely to ascertain the fact, I found all the insects still abroad which I

had met with six weeks before in similar situations.

M M 2
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cold some days before it comes on, in the same way as we know that

spiders and some other animals are influenced by changes of weather pre-

viously to their actual occurrence. But once more I refer to my meteoro-

logical journal ; and I find that the average lowest height of the thermo-

meter, in the week com[)rising the latter end of October and beginning of

November, 1816, was 43f° ; while in the week comprising the same da^s

of the month of the end of August and beginning of September it was only

44i° — a diiFerence surely too inconsiderable to build a theory upon.

I have entered into this tedious detail, because it is of importance to

the spirit of true philosophising to show what little agreement there often

is between facts and many of the hypotheses which authors of the present

day are, from their determination to explain everything, led to promulgate.

But in truth there was no absolute need for imposing this fatigue upon
your attention ; for the single notorious consideration that in this climate,

iis well as in more southern ones, we not unfrequently have sharp night-

irosts in summer, and colder weather at that season than in the latter end
of autumn und beginning of winter, and yet that insects do hybernate at

the latter period, but do not at the former, is an ample refutation of the

notion that mere colil is tiie cause of the phenomenon. If, indeed, the

hybernacula of insects were simply the underside of any dead leaf, clod,

or stone that chanced to be in the neighbourhood of their abode, it might

.still be contended, that such situations were always resorted to by them
on the occurrence of a certain degree of cold, but that they remained in

them only when its continuance had induced torpidity ; and it seems to

have been in this view that most reasoners on this subject have regarded

the hybernation of the larger animals, to which they have exclusively di-

rected their attention. But had they been acquainted (as surely the

investigators of such a question ought to have been) with the economy of

the class of insects, in which not merely a few species as among quatlru-

peds, but one half or three fourths of the whole, in our climates, hybernate,

they would have known that their hybernacula are in general totally dis-

tinct from their ordinary retreats in casual cold weather ; and that many of

them even fabricate habitations requiring considerable time ami labour, ex-

pressly for the purpose of their winter residence— which last fact in par-

ticular, on their tlieory, admits of no satisfactory explanation. We may
say, and truly, that the sensation of fatigue causes man to lie down and
sleep ; but we should laugh at any one who contended that this sensation

forced him first to make a four-post bedstead to repose upon.

In the second place, if we grant for a moment that it is cold which

drives insects to their hybernacula, there are other phenomena attending

the state of hybernation, which, on this supposition, are inexplicable. If

cold led insects to enter their winter quarters, then they ought to

be led by the cessation of cold to quit them. But, as has been before

observed, we have often days in winter milder than at the period of hyber-

nating, and in which insects are so roused from tlieir torpidity as to run

about nimbly when molested in their retreats
; yet, though their irritability

must have been increased by a two or three months' inactivity and absti-

nence, they do not leave them, but quietly remain until a fresh accession of

cold again induces insensibility.

In hhort, to refer the hybernation of insects to the mere direct influence

of cold, is to suppose one of the most important acts of their existenct-

given up to the blind guidance of feelings which in the variable climates of
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Europe would be leading them into perpetual and fatal errors— which in

spring would be inducing them to quit their ordinary occnpations, and
prepare retreats and habitations for winter, to be quitted again as soon as

a few fine days had dispelled the frosty feel of a IMay week ; and in a mild

winter's day, when the thermometer, as is often the case, rises to 50° or

55°, would lure them to an exposure that must destroy them. It is not,

we may rest assured, to such a deceptions guide that the Creator has

intrusted the safety of so important a part of his creatures : their destinies

are regulated by feelings far less liable to err.

What, you will ask, is this regulator? I answer, 7/2s//«c^— that faculty

to which so many other of the equally surprising actions of insects are to

be referred ; and wiiich alone can adequately account for the phenomena
to be explained. Why, indeed, should we think it necessary to go further?

We are content to refer to instinct the retirement of insects into the earth

previously to becoming pupae, and the cocoons which they then fabricate

;

and why should we not attribute to the same energy their retreat into

appropriate hybernacula, and the construction by many species of habita-

tions expressly destined for their winter residence ? The cases are exactly

analogous ; and the insect knows no more that its hybernaculum is to

protect it from too severe a degree of cold during winter than does the

full-fed caterpillar when it enters the earth that it shall emerge a beau-

teous moth.^

I am, &c.

^ The reasoning in the preceding pages, as to cold not being the sole and direct

cause of hybernation in insects, is strongly confirmed by the facts observed with re-

gard to the hj'bernation of snails by M. Gaspard, who found that he could not bring
on this state of existence out of its proper season by submitting them to artificial

cold nearly to the freezing point, while he ascertained that at the proper period they
prepare for hybernating at very different degrees of temperature, varying from 37°

to 77° Fahr. (^Zoological Joiirn. i. 93.). If it be said' that some change in the sensa-

tions of insects, either from an internal or external cause, must probably exist, in

order to lead them to adopt a slate so difterent from that of their usual habits as

hybernation, this is readily admitted ; but what is contended in the preceding letter

is, that these causes are not simply cold, and that we are as yet ignorant of their

nature Dr. Jenner has argued {Fhil. Trans. 1823) that it is not cold, but the tumid
state of the testes and ovaria in swallows, and other migratory birds, which is the

proximate cause of their leaving us at the approacli of winter; and some analogous,

though different, internal change may have a share in causing insects to exercise

their hybernating instinct ; but this change remains to be ascertained. Mr. New-
port's idea that it is caused by an accumulation of fat pressing upon thetrachete, and
thus inducing a plethoric condition of body, and consequent inclination to sleep,

might explain why insects become torpid after entering their winter quarters ; but
not distinguishing, as it appears to me, the two very distinct actions of seeking out

for and preparing hybernacula, and becoming torpid after entering them, it leaves,

as the theories of other physiologists have done, the former, which is so essential a
peculiarity of hybernation, wholly unexplained: just as Dr. Jennor's hypothesis,

though it may explain why swallows should be uneasy and desirous of changing
their abode, throws no light on that mysterious faculty by which they are directed,

with unerring certaintj-, through the trackless air to the very spots, perhaps a thou-

sand miles distant, that suit tlieir new corporeal sensations. An accumulation of

fat, supposing it to exist, may induce drowsiness and torpor, whether in cold

climates like ours, in winter, or in tropical regions, where insects, as well as lizards,

and even crocodiles, &c., retire under ground, and sleep during the excessive heat;

but there is obviously no natural connection between this plethoric state and the act

of seeking out and preparing and retiring to a suitable dormitory. If fat and
plethora are sufficient to induce this propensity, why do not these conditions, which

ju 31 3
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are constantly taking place in many European carnivorous perfect insects in summer,
when their food is abundant, lead them then, in Europe as in tropical countries, to

seek out or prepare a suitable retreat? Yet, however full fed insects in temperate
climes may be in summer, we know that thej' do not retire to become torpid at that

period. All, therefore, that the present state of our knowledge seems to entitle us to

say, is, as expressed in the close of the above letter, written thirty years ago, that

the act of hybernation is dependent on the instinct of the insect, and that though
this instinct 7nai/ be, and probably is, excited b)- some bodily sensation, we as yet
know no more of the precise nature of this than of that of a thousand other sensa-

tions which may give rise to the endless instincts of different kinds observed in the

insect tribes.
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LETTER XXVII.

ON THE INSTINCT OF INSECT3.

The greater part of those surpriising facts connected with the manners
and economy of insects, of which the relation has occupied the preceding

letters, is to be referred, I have told you, to their instinct. But ivhat, you
will ask, is this instinct?— of what nature is this faculty which produces
effects so extraordinary ?

To this query I do not pretend to give any satisfactory answer. As I

am quite of Bonnet's opinion, that philosophers will in vain torment them-
selves to define instinct, until they have spent some time in the head of an
animal without actually being that animal— a species of metempsychosis
through which I have never passed— I shall not attempt to explain what
this mysterious energy is. It will not, however, I imagine, be very difficult

to show what it is not ; and some observations with this view, followed by
an enumeration of peculiarities which distinguish the instincts of insects

from those of other tribes of animals, and a short inquiry whether their

actions are guided solely by instinct, will form the substance of this letter.

I. It is quite superfluous at this day to controvert the explanations of
instinct advanced by some of the piiilosophers of the old school, such as

that of Cud worth, who referred this faculty to a certain plastic nature ; or
that of Des Cartes, who contended that animals are mere machines. Nor,
I fancy, would you thank me for entering into an elaborate refutation of
the doctrine of Mylius, that many of the actions deemed instinctive are

the effect of painful corporeal feelings ; the cocoon of a caterpillar, for

instance, being the result of a fit of the colic, produced by a superabun-
dance of the gum which fills its silk-bags, and which exuding is twisted

round it by its uneasy contortions into a regular ball. Stilllessneedl advert
to the notable discovery of some pupils of Professor Winckler, that the
brain, alias the soul, of a bee or spider is impressed at the birth of the
insect with certain geometrical figures, according to which models its works
are constructed—a position which these gentlemen demonstrate very satis-

factorily by a memorable experiment in which they themselves were able

to hear triangles.

It is as unnecessary to waste any words in refutation of the nonsense
(for it deserves no better name) of Buffon, who refers the instinct of
.societies of insects to the circumstance of a great number of individuals

being brought into existence at the same time, all acting with equal force,

and obliged by the similarity of their internal and external structure, and
the conformity of their movements, to perform each the same actions, in

the same place, in the most convenient mode for themselves, and least

inconvenient for their companions ; whence results a regular, well-pro-
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portioned, and symmetrical structure : and he gravely tells us that the
boasted hexagonal cells of bees are produced by the reciprocal pressure of
the cylindrical bodies of these insects against each other ! !

^

Nor is it requisite to advert at length to the explanations of instinctive

actions more recently given by Steffens, a German author (one of the

transcendentalists, I conclude, from the incomprehensibility of his book to

my ordinary intellect), who says that the products of the vaunted instinct

of insects are nothing but "shootings out of inorganic animal masses"
{anorgische ansckiisse)'-' ; and by Lamarck ', who attributes them to certain

inherent inclinations arising from habits impressed upon the organs of the
animals concerned in producing them, by the constant efflux towards these

organs of the nervous fluid, which, during a series of ages, has been dis-

placed in their endeavours to perform certain actions which their neces-

sities have given birth to. The mere statement of a hypothesis of which
the enunciation is nearly unintelligible, and built upon the assumption of
the presence of an unseen fluid, and of the existence of the animal some
millions of years, is quite sufficient, and would even be unnecessary if it

were not of such late origin. Neither shall I detain you with any formal

consideration of the hypothesis advanced by Addison and some other authors,
that instinct is an immediate and constant impulse of the Deity ; which, to

omit other obvious objections, is sufficiently refuted by the fact, that ani-

mals in their instincts are sometimes at fault, and commit mistakes, which
on the above supposition could not in any case happen.
The only doctrine on the subject of instinct requiring any thing like a

formal refutation is that which, contending for the identity of this faculty

with reason in man, maintains that all the actions of animals, however com-
plicated, are, like those of the human race, the result of observation, inven-

tion, and experience. This theory, maintained by the sceptics, Pythagoras,
Plato, and some other ancient philosophers, and in modern times by Hel-
vetius, Condillac, and Smellie, has been by none more ingeniously supported
than by Dr. Darwin, who, in the chapter treating on instinct, in the first

volume of his Zoonoviia, has brought forward a collection of facts which give

it a great air ofplausibility. This plausibility, however, is merely sujierficial

;

and the result of a rigorous examination by any competent judge is, that

the greater part of Dr. Darwin's facts bear more strongly in favour of the
dissimilarity of instinct and reason than of their identity: and that those
few which seem to support the latter position are built upon the relations

of persons ignorant of natural history, who have confused together dis-

tinct species of animals. Thus, because some anonymous informant told

him that hive-bees when transported to Barbadoes, where there is no
winter, ceased to lay up a store of honey. Dr. Darwin infers that all the ope-
rations of these insects are guided by reason and the adaptation of means
to an end— a very just inference, if the statement from which it is drawn

1 Hist. Nat. Edit. 1785, v. 277.
2 Beitr'dge ztir innern Natiirgesrhichte der Erde, 1801, p. 298.

3 In his Philosnphie Zoolnf/ique, Paris, 1809 (ii. 325.)— a work which every
Zoologist will, I tliink, join with me in regretting should be devoted to metaphysical
disquisitions built on the most gratuitous assumptions, instead of comprising that

luminous generalisation o? facts relative to the animul world which is so great a
desideratum, and for performing which satisfactorily this eminent naturalist is so

well qualified.
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were accurate; but that it is not so is known to every naturalist acquainted

witli the fact that many different species of bees store up honey in the

hottest chmates ; and that there is no authentic instance on record of the

hive-bees altering, in any age or climate, their peculiar operations, which

are now in the coldest and in the hottest regions precisely wliat they were

in Greece in the time of Aristotle, and in Italy in the days of Virgil. In-

deed the single fact, depending on the assertions of such accurate observers

as Reaumur and Swammerdam, that a bee as soon after it is disclosed from

the pupa as its body is dried and its wings expanded, and before it is pos-

sible that it should have received any instruction, betakes itself to the

collecting of honey or the fabrication of a cell, which operation it performs

as adroitly as the most hoary inhabitant of the hive, is alone sufficient to

set aside all the hearsay statements of Dr. Darwin, and should have led

him, as it must every logical reasoner, to the conclusion, that these and

similar actions of animals cannot be referred to any reasoning process, nor

be deemed the result of observation and experience. It is true, it does not

follow that animals, besides instinct, have not, in a degree, the faculty of

reason also ; and as I shall in the sequel endeavour to show, many of the

t'Ctions of insects can be adequately explained on no other supposition.

But to deny, as Dr. Darwin does, that the art with which the caterpillar

weaves its cocoon, or the unerring care with which the moth places her

eggs upon food that she herself can never use, are the effects of instinct,

is as unphilosophical and contrary to fact as to insist that the eagerness

with which, though it has never tasted milk, the infant seeks for its mother's

breast, is the effect of reason.

Instinct, then, is not the result of a plastic nature; of a system of ma-
chinery; of diseased bodily action ; of models impressed on the brain ; nor

of organic shootings-out :— it is not the effect of the habitual determination

for ages of the nervous fluid to certain organs ; nor is it either the impulse

of the Deity, or reason. Without pretending to give a logical definition of

it, which, while we are ignorant of the essence of reason, is impossible, we
may call the instincts of animals those unknown faculties implanted in their

constitution by the Creator, by which, independent of instruction, obser-

vation, or experience, and without a knowledge of the end in view, they

are impelled to the performance of certain actions tending to the well-being

of the individual and the preservation of the species : and with tiiis de-

scription, which is, in fact, merely a confession of ignorance, we must, in

the present state of metaphysical science, content ourselves.

I here say nothing of that supposed connection of the instinct of animals

with their sensations, which has been introduced into many definitions of

this mysterious power, for two reasons. In the first place, this definition

merely sets the world upon the tortoise; for what do we know more than

before about the nature of instinct, when we have called it, with Brown, a

predisposition to certain actions when certain sensations exist, or with

Tucker have ascribed it to the operation of the senses, or to that internal

feeling called appetite ? But, secondly, this connection of instinct with

bodily sensation, though probable enough in some instances, is by no means

generally evident. We may explain in this way the instincts connected

with hunger and the sexual passion, and some other particular facts, as the

laying of the eggs of the flesh-fly in the flowers of Slaptiia Inrsuta, instead

of in carrion, their proper nidus, and of those of the common house-fly in
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snuff^ instead of dung; for in these instances the smell seems so clearly

the guide, that it even leads into error. But what connection between
sensation and instinct do we see in the conduct of the working-bees, which
fabricate some of the cells in a comb larger than others, expressly to con-

tain the eggs and future grubs of drones, though these eggs are not laid by
themselves, and are still in the ovaries of the queen? So we may plausibly

enough conjecture that the fury with which, in ordinary circumstances, at

a certain period of the year, the working-bees are inspired towards the

drones, is the effect of some disagreeable smell or emanation proceeding

from them at that particular time : but how can we explain, on similar

grounds, the fact that in a hive deprived of a queen, no massacre of the

drones takes place ? Lastly, to omit here a hundred other instances, as

many of them will be subsequently adverted to, if we may with some show
of reason suppose that it is the sensation of heat which causes bees to

swarm, yet what possible conception can we form of its being bodily

sensations that lead bees to send out scouts in search of a hive suitable for

the new colony several days before swarming?
After these observations on the nature of instinct generally, I pass on to

contrast in several particulars the instincts of insects with those of other

animals ; and thus to bring together some remarkable instances of the

former which have not hitherto been laid before you, as vt^ell as to deduce
from some of those already related inferences to which it did not fall in

with my design before to direct your attention. This contrast may be
conveniently made under the three heads of the exquisiteness of theii* in-

stincts, their number, and their extraordinary development.

The instincts of by far the majority of the superior animals are of a

very simple kind, only directing them to select suitable food ; to pro-

pagate their species ; to defend themselves and their young from harm ;

to express their sensations by various vocal modulations ; and to a few
other actions which need not be particularised. Others of the larger

animals, in addition to these simpler instinctive propensities, are gifted

with more extensive powers : storing up food for their winter consump-
tion, and building nests or habitations for their young, which they carefully

feed and tend.

All these instincts are common to insects, a great proportion of which
are in like manner confined to these. But a very considerable number of

this class are endowed with instincts of an exqtdsltcness to which the higher

animals can lay no claim. What bird or fish, for example, catches its

prey by means of nets as artfully woven and as admirably adapted to their

purposes as any that ever fislierman or fowler fabricated? Yet such nets

are constructed by the race of spiders. What beast of prey thinks of

digging a pitfall in the track of the animals which serve it for food, and at

the bottom of which it conceals itself, patiently waiting until some unhappy
victim is precipitated down the sides of its cavern ? Yet tliis is done by
the ant-lion and another insect. Or, to omit the endless instances fur-

nished by wasps, ants, the Termites, &c., what animals can be adduced
which, like the hive-bee, associating in societies, build regular cities com-
posed of cells formed with geometrical precision, divided into dwellmgs

1 Dr. Zinken genannt Sommer says, that if in August and September a snuff-box
be left open, it will be seen to be frequented by the common house-fly (Musca Jomes-
tica), the eggs of which will be found to have been deposited amongst the snuff.

Germar, 3Iag. der Ent. I. ii. 18'J.
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adapted in capacity to different orders of tlie society, and storehouses for

containing a supply of provision ? Even the erections of the beaver, and
the pensile dwelling of the tailor-bird, must be refei-red to a less elaborate

instinct than that which guides the procedures of these little insects, the

com[)lexness and yet perfection of whose operations, when contrasted with

the insignificance of the architect, have at all times caused the reflecting

observer to be lost in astonishment.

It is, however, in the deviations of the instincts of insects, and their

accoinmodation to circumstances, that the exquisiteness of these faculties

is most decidedly manifested. The instincts of the larger animals seem
capable of but slight modification. They are either exercised in their

full extent or not all. A bird when its nest is pulled out of a bush,

though it should be laid uninjured close by, never attempts to replace it

in its situation ; it contents itself with building another. But insects in

similar contingencies often exhibit the most ingenious resources, their

instincts surprisingly accommodating themselves to the new circumstances

in which they are placed, in a manner more wonderful and incompre-

hensible than the existence of the faculties themselves. Take a honey-

comb, for instance. If every comb that bees fabricate were always made
frecisely alike— with the same general form, placed in the same position,

the cells all exactly similar, or where varying with the variations always

alike — this structure would perhaps in reality be not more astonishini^

than many of .a much simpler conformation. But when we know that in

nine instances out of ten the combs in a bee-hive are thus similar in their

properties, and yet that the tenth one shall be found of a form altogether

peculiar ; placed in a different position ; with cells of a different shape —
and all these variations evidently adapted to some new circumstances not

present when the other nine were constructed, — we are constrained to

admit that nothing in the instinct of other animals can be adduced exhibit-

ing similar exquisiteness : just as we must confess an ordinary loom, how-
ever ingeniously contrived, far excelled by one capable of repairing its

defects when out of order.

The examples of this variation and accommodation to circumstances

among insects are very numerous ; and as presenting many interesting

facts in their history not before related, I shall not fear wearying you with

a pretty copious detail of them, beginning with the more simple.

It is the instinct of Geotroj)es vcrnalis to roll up pellets of dung, in each

of which it deposits one of its eggs ; and in places where it meets with
cow or horse dung only, it is constantly under the necessity of having
recourse to this process. But in districts where sheep are kept, this beetle

wisely saves its labour, and ingeniously avails itself of the pellet-shaped

balls ready made to its hands which the excrement of these animals sup-

plies.^

A caterpillar described by Bonnet, which from being confined in a box
was unable to obtain a supply of the bark with which its ordinary instinct

directs it to make its cocoon, substituted pieces of paper that were given

to it, tied them together with silk, and constructed a very passable cocoon
with them. Li another instance the same naturalist having opened several

cocoons of a moth {Cucidlia Verbasci), which are composed of a mixture
of grains of earth and silk, just after being finished, the larvas did not
repair the injury in the same manner. Some employed both earth and silk

;

^ Sturm, Deutschlands fauna, i. 27.
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others contented themselves with sphiniiig a silken veil before the open-
ing.i

The larva of the cabbage-butterfly (Pontia Brasska), when about to

assume the pupa state, commonly fixes itself to the under side of the cop-

ing of a wall or some similar projection ; but the ends of the slender

thread which serves for its girth would not adhere firmly to stone or brick,

or even wood. In such situations, therefore, it previously covers a space

of about an inch long and half an inch broad with a web of silk, and to

this extensive base its girth can be securely fastened. That this proceed-

ing, however, is not the result of a blind unaccommodating instinct seems
proved by a fact which has come under my own observation. Having fed

some of these larvie in a box covered by a piece of muslin, they attached

themselves to this covering ; but as its texture afforded a firm hold to

their girth, they span no preparatory web.
Bombiis'^ Miiscoriim, and some other species of humble-bees, cover their

nests with a roof of moss. M. P. Huber having placed a nest of the

former under a bell-glass, he stuffed the interstices between its bottom and
the irregular surface on which it rested with a linen cloth. This cloth,

the bees, finding themselves in a situation where no moss was to be had,

tore thread from thread, carded it vvitii their feet into a felted mass, and
appHed it to the same purpose as moss, for which it was nearly as well

adapted. Some other humble-bees tore the cover of a book with which
he had closed the top of the box that contained them, and made use of

the detached morsels in covering their nest.^

The larva of Cossus lignq^erda, which feed's in the interior of trees, pre-

viously to fabricating a cocoon and assuming the pupa state, forms for the

egress of the future moth a cylindrical orifice, except when it finds a suit-

able hole ready made. When the moth is about to appear, the chrysalis

with its anterior end forces an opening in the cocoon. If the orifice in

the tree has been formed by itself, in which case it exactly fits its body,

it entirely quits the cocoon, and pushes itself half way out of the hole,

where it remains secure from fulling until the moth is disclosed. But if

the orifice, having been adopted, be larger than it ought to have been, and
thus not capable of supporting the pupa in this position, the provident

insect pushes itself only half ivay out of the cocoon, which thus serves for

the support which in the former case the wood itself afforded."*

The variations in the procedures of the larva of a little moth described

by Reaumur, whose habitation has been before noticed— one of those

which constantly reside in a sub-cylindrical case— are still more remarkable.

This little caterpillar feeds upon the elm, the leaves of which serve it at

once for food and clothing. It eats the parenchyma or inner jnilp, bur-

rowing between the upper and under membianes ; of portions of which
cut out, and properly sewed together, it forms its case. Its usual plan is

to insinuate itself between the epidermal membranes of the leaf, close to

one of the edges. Parallel with this it excavates a cavity of suitable form
and dimensions, gnawing the pulp even out of every projection of the

serratures, but carefully avoiding to separate the membranes at the very

edge, which with a wise saving of labour it intends should form one of the

1 CEuvres, ii. 238. See above, p. 211. 2 Apis, * *. e. 2. K.
2 Linn. Trans, vi. 254. •* Lyonet, Traite Anatomique, &c. 16.
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seams of its coat; and as the little miner is not embarrassed with the
removal of the excavated materials, which it swallows as it proceeds, a
cavity sufficiently large is but the work of a few hours. It then lines it

with silk, at the same time pushing it into a more cylindrical shape ; and
lastly, cutting it off at the two ends and inner side, it sews up the latter

with such nicety that the suture is scarcely discoverable ; and is now pro-

vided with a case or coat exactly fitting its body, open at the two ends,

by one of which it feeds, and by the other discharges its excrement, having

on one side a nicely joined seam, and the other— that which is commonly
applied to its back— composed of the natural marginal junction of the

membranes of the leaf.

Such are the ordinary operations of this insect, whicii — when it is

considered that the case is rather fusiform than cylindrical ; that the end
through which it eats is circular, and the other curiously three-cornered

like a cocked hat ; and that consequently its cloth requires to be very

irregularly and artfully cut to be accommodated to such a figure,^ it must
be admitted, are the result of an instinct of no very simple kind. Compli-
cated, however, as these manoeuvres seem, our ingenious workman is not
confined to them. By way of putting its resources to the test, Reaumur
cut oft' the serrated edge from the nearly finished coat of one of them, and
exposed the little occupant to tiie day. He expected that it would have
quitted its mutilated garment and commenced another; and so it certainly

would, had it been guided by an invariable instinct. But he calculated

erroneously. Like one of its brother tailors of the biped race, it knew
how, " to cut its coat according to its cloth," and immediately setting

about repairing the injury sewed up the rent. Nor was this ail. The
scissors having cut off one of the projections intended to enter into the

construction of the triangular end of its case, it entirely changed the

original plan, and made that end the head which had been first designed

for the tail.

On another occasion Reaumur observed one of these larvae to cut out
its coat from the very centre of a leaf, where it is obvious a series of ope-
rations wholly different must be adopted, the two membranes composing
it necessarily requiring to be cut and sewed on two sides instead of on one
only. But what was most striking in this new procedure was the altera-

tion which the caterpillar made in the period of sewing up its garment.
When these larvae cut out their case from the edge of a leaf, they seem
aware that if they were to detach it entirely from the inner side before the

process of sewing, lining, &c., is completed, having no support on the

exterior edge, it would be liable to fall down ; at the same time they

could not sew together the membranes composing it at the inner side,

without cutting them in part from tlie leaf. While, therefore, they divide

the major part of their inner side from the leaf, they artfully leave them
attached to it by one of the large nerves at each end ; and these sujiports

they do not cut asunder until the intermediate space has been sewed up,

and they are ready to step, with their house on their back, upon the terra

Jinua of the disk of the leaf. In this instance, therefore, the larvae do not

wholly separate their case from the leaf, until it is sewed. But when the

same larvae cut out their materials from the middle of the leal, where,

though comjiletely cut round, they are retained in their situation secure

from all danger of fallin;,' by the serratures of the incisions made by the

jaws of the larvte, these little tailors vary their mode, and entirely/ detach
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the pieces from the surrounding leaf before they proceed to set a stitch

into them.^

A remarkable instance of variation of instinct in the common house-

spider (^Aranea doviesticd) is mentioned by an anonymous writer in the

Zoological Journal. He states that having placed one on a piece of wood
fixed in the middle of a glass of water, the spider, finding its other efforts

to escape ineffectual, enveloped its abdomen by means of its hinder legs in

a loose web which it spun, and then descended at once without the least

hesitation into the water, surrounded under its mantle with a bubble of air,

evidently intended ibr respiration as it included the spiracles ; and in this

extemporaneous diving-bell, like that of the water-spider (^Argyroneta

aqiiaticd) before described, it endeavoured to make its escape on every side,

but, on account of the slipperiness of the glass, in vain ; and after remain-

ing at the bottom of the water for thirteen minutes, it returned apparently

much exhausted, as it coiled itself under its wooden platform without mo-
tion.* As we cannot refer so philosophical a contrivance to reason, we
must regard it as a variation of instinct; but certainly, if correctly reported,

a very curious one, as the occasions on which the house-spider can want to

escape through water must be very rare.

In the preceding instances the variation of instinct takes place in the

same individual ; but Bonnet mentions a very curious fact in which it oc-

curs in different generations of the same species. There are annually, he

informs us, two generations of the Angoumois moth, an insect which has

been before mentioned as destructive to wheat : the first appear in May
and June, and lay their eggs upon the ears of v,fheat in the fields ; the

.second appear at the end of the summer or in autumn, and these

lay their eggs upon wheat in the granaries. These last pass the

winter in the state of larvae, from which proceeds the first genera-

tion of moths. But what is extremely singular as a variation of instinct,

those moths which are disclosed in May jtnd June in the granaries quit

them with a rapid flight at sunset, and betake themselves to the yet un-

reaped fields, where they lay their eggs ; while the moths whicli are disclosed

in the granaries after harvest stay there, and never attempt to go out, but

lay their eggs upon the stored wheat.^ This is as extraordinary and inex-

plicable as if a litter of rabbits produced in spring were impelled by instinct

to eat vegetables, while another produced in autumn should be as irresistibly

directed to choose flesh.

It is, however, into the history of the hive-bee that we must look for the

most striking examples of variation of instinct; and here, as in every thing

relating to this insect, the work of the elder Huber is an unfailing source

of the most novel and interesting facts.

It is the ordinary instinct of bees to lay the foundation of their combs

at the top of the hive, building them perpendicularly dowmvards ; and they

pursue this plan so constantly, that you might examine a thousand (proba-

bly ten thousand) hives, without finding any material deviation from it.

Yet Huber in the course of his experiments forced them to build their

combs perpendicularly upward ^
; and, what seems even more remarkable,

iii an horizontal direction,^

The combs of bees are always at an uniform distance from each other,

1 Eeaum. iii. 112—119.
2 Zoological Journ. i. 284. ' OEuvres, ix. 370.
* Huber, ii. 134. * Ibid. ii. 216.
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namely, about one third of an inch, which is jnst wide enough to allow them
to pass easily and have access to the young brood. On the approach of
winter, when their honey-cells are not sufficient in number to contain all the

stock, they elongate them considerably, and thus increase their capacity.

By this extension the intervals between the combs ai^e unavoidably con-

tracted ; but in winter well-stored magazines are essential, while from their

state of comparative inactivity spacious communications are less necessary.

On the return of spring, however, when the cells are wanted for the recep-

tion of eggs, the bees contract the elongated cells to their former dimensions,

and thus re-establish the just distances between the combs which the care

of their brood requires.^ But this is not all. Not only do they elongate

the cells of the old combs when there is an extraordinary harvest of honey,

but they actually give to the new cells which they construct on this emer-
gency a much greater diameter as well as a greater depth.^

The queen-bee in ordinary circumstances places each egg in the centre of
the pyramidal bottom of the cell, where it remains fixed by its natural

gluten ; but in an experiment of Huber, one whose fecundation had been
retarded had the first segments of her abdomen so swelled that she was
unable to reach the bottom of the cells. She therefore attached her eggs

(which were those of males) to their lower side, two lines from the mouth.
As the larvEe always pass that state in the place where they are deposited,

those hatched from the eggs in question remained in the situation assigned

them. But the working-bees, as if aware that in these circumstances the

cells would be too short to contain the larvee when fully grown, added to

their length, even before the eggs were hatched.^

Bees close up the cells of the grubs, previously to their transformation,

with a cover or lid of wax ; and in hanging its abode with a silken tapestry

before it assumes the pupa state, the grub requires that the cell should

not be too short for its movements. Bonnet having placed a swarm in a

very flat glass hive, the bees constructed one of the combs parallel to one
of the principal sides, where it was so straight that they could not give to

the cells their ordinary depth. The queen, however, laid eggs in them, and
the workers daily nourished the grubs, and closed the cells at the period of
transformation. A iew days afterwards he was surprised to perceive in the

lids holes more or less large, out of which the grubs partly projected, the

cells having been too short to admit of their usual movements. He was
curious to know how the bees would proceed. He expected that they
would pull all the grubs out of the cells, as they commonly do when great

disorders in the combs take place. But he did not sufficiently give credit

to the resources of their instinct. They did not displace a single grub—
they left them in their cells ; but as they saw that these cells were not deep
enough, they closed them afresh with lids much more convex than ordinary,

so as to give to them a sufficient depth ; and from that time no more holes

were made in the lids.

The working-bees, in closing up the cells containing larvae, invariably

give a convex lid to the large cells of drones, and one nearly flat to the smaller

ceils of workers ; but in an experiment instituted by Huber to ascertain

the influence of the size of the cells on that of the included larvae, he trans-

ferred the larvas of workers to the cells of drones. What was the result?

Did the bees still continue blindly to exercise their ordinary instinct ? On
' Huber, i. 348. 2 Hjij. y. 227.

3 Ibid. i. 119.
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the contrary, they now placed a nearly Jlat hd upon these large cells, as if

well aware of their being occupied by a different race of inhabitants.^

On some occasions bees, in consequence of Huber's arrangements in the

interior of their habitations, have begun to build a comb nearer to the ad-

joining one than the usual interval ; but they soon appeared to perceive

their error, and corrected it by giving to the comb a gradual curvature, so

us to resume the ordinary distance.'^

In another instance in which various irregularities had taken place in the

form of the combs, the bees, in prolonging one of them, had, contrary to

their usual custom, begun two separate and distinct continuations, which in

approaching instead of joining would have interfered with each other, had

not the bees, apparently foreseeing the difUculty, gradually bent their

edges so as to make them join with such exactness that they could after-

wards continue them conjointly.^

In constructing their combs, bees, as you have been before told, in my
Letter on the Habitations of Insects, form the first range of cells— that by
which the comb is attached to the top of the hive— of a different shape

from the rest. Each cell, instead of being hexagonal, is pentagonal, having

the fifth broadest side fixed to the top of the hive, whence the comb is

much more securely cemented to that part than if the first range of cells

had been of the ordinary construction. For some time after their flibrica-

tion the combs remain in this state; but at a certain period the bees attack

the first range of cells as if in fury, gnaw away the sides without touch-

ing the lozenge-shaped bottoms; and, having mixed the wax with propolis,

they form a cement well known to the ancients under the names of Mitys,

Commosis, and Pissoceros, which they substitute in the place of the re-

moved sides of the cells, forming of it thick and massive walls and heavy

and shapeless pillars, which they introduce between the comb and the top

of the hive so as to agglutinate them firmly together. Huber, who first

in modern times witnessed this remarkable modification of the architecture

of bees, observed that not only are they careful not to touch the bottoms

of the cells, but that they do not remove at once the cells on both sides of

the comb, which in that case might fall down ; but they work alternately,

first on one side and then on the other, replacing the demolished cells as

they proceed with mitys, which firmly fixes the comb to its support.

The object of this substitution of mitys for wax seems clear. While the

combs are new and only |)artially filled with honey, the first range of cells

originally established as the base and the guide tor the pyramidal bottoms

of the subsequent ones, serves as a sufficient support for them ; but when
they contain a store of several pounds, the bees seem to foresee the dan-

ger of such a weight proving too heavy for the thin waxen walls by which

the combs are suspended, and {)rovidently hasten to substitute for them
thicker walls, and pillars of a more compact and viscid material.

But their foresight does not stop here. When they have sufficient wax,

they make their combs of such a breadth as to extend to the sides of the

hive, to which they cement them by constructions approaching more or

less to the shape of cells. But when a scarcity of wax happens before

they have been able to give to their combs the requisite diameter, a large

vacant space is left between the edges of these combs, which are only fixed

by their upper part, and the sides of the hive ; and they might be pulled

1 Huber, i. 233. » Ibid. ii. 239. ' ibij. ii. 240.
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down by the weight of the honey, did not the bees ensure their stability

by introducing large irregular masses of wax between their edges and the

sides of the hive. A striking instance of this art of securing their maga-
zines occurred to Huber. A comb, not having been originally well fastened

to the top of liis glass hive, fell down during the winter amongst the
other combs, preserving, however, its parallelism with them. The bees

could not fill up the space between its upper edge and the top of the hive,

because they never construct combs of old wax, and they had not then an
o|)portunity of procuring new : at a more favourable season they would
not have hesitated to build a new comb upon the old one ; but it being in-

expedient at that period to expend their provision of honey in the elabora-

tion of wax, they provided for the stability of the fallen comb by another
process. They furnished themselves with wax from the other combs, by
gnawing away the rims of the cells more elongated than the rest, and then
betook themselves in crowds, some upon the edges of the fallen comb,
others between its sides and those of the adjoining combs ; and there

securely fixed it, by constructing several ties of different shapes between it

and the glass of the hive : some were pillars, others buttresses, and others
beams artfully disposed and adapted to the localities of the surfaces joined.

Nor did they content themselves with repairing the accidents which theiii-

masonry had experienced ; they provided against those which might
happen, and appeared to profit by the warning given by the fall of one of

the combs to consolidate the others, and prevent a second accident of the
same nature. These last had not been displaced, and appeared solidly

attached by their base ; whence Huber was not a little surprised to see

the bees strengthen their principal points of connection by making them
much thicker than before with old wax, and forming numerous ties and
braces to unite them more closely to each other, and to the walls of their

habitation. What was still more extraordinary, all this happened in the

middle of January, at a period when the bee;- ordinarily cluster at the top
of the hive, and do not engage in labours of tiiis kind.^

You will admit, I think, that these proofs of the resources of the archi-

tectural instinct of bees are truly admirable. If, in the case of the substi-

tution of mitys for the first range of waxen cells, this procedure iiwariably

took place in every bee-hive at a Jixed period — when, for example, the
combs are two-thirds filled with honey — it would be less surprising

;

but there is nothing of this invariable character about it. It does not,

as Huber expressly informs us '^, occur at any marked and regular period,

but appears to depend on several circumstances not always combined.
Sometimes the beescontenttliemselves with bordering the sides of the upper
cells with propolis alone, without altering their form or giving them greater

thickness. And it is not less remarkable that, from the instances last cited,

it appears that they are not confined to one kind of cement for strengthen-

ing and supporting their combs, but avail themselves of propoHs, wax, or a
mixture of both, as circumstances direct.

Not to weary you with examples of the modifications of instinct we arC'

considering, I shall introduce but three more :— the first, of the mode ir»

which bees extend the dimensions of an old comb ; the second, of that

which they adopt in constructing the male cells and connecting them witb

1 Huber, ii. 280. » Ibid, ii.^84. note *.
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the smaller cells of workers ; and the last, of the plan pursued by them
when it becomes necessary to bend their combs.

You must have observed that a comb newly made becomes gradually

thinner at its edges, the cells there, on each side, progressively decreasing

in length ; but in time these marginal cells, as they are wanted for the

purposes of the hive, are elongated to the depth of the rest. Now sup-

pose bees, from an augmentation of the size of their hive, to have occasion

to extend their combs either in length or breadth, the process which they

adopt is this :—they gnaw away the tops of the marginal cells until the

combs have resumed their original lenticular form, and then construct upon
their edges the pyramidal lozenge-shaped bottoms of cells, upon which

the hexagonal sides are subsequently raised, as in their operation of

cell-building. This course of proceeding is invariable : they never extend

a comb in any direction whatever without having first made its edges

thinner, diminishing its thickness in a portion sufficiently large to leave

no angular projection. Huber observes, and with reason, in relating this

sur]5rising law which obliges bees partially to demolish the cells situ-

ated upon the edges of the combs, that it deserves a more close ex-

amination than he found himself competent to give it ; for if we may to

a certain point form a conception of the instinct which leads these animals

to employ their art of building cells, yet how can we conceive of that

which in particular circumstances forces them to act in an opposite di-

rection, and determines them to demolish what they have so laboriously

constructed?'

Drones, or male bees, are more bulky than the workers ; and you have
been told, in speaking of the habitations of insects, that the cells vchich

bees construct for rearing the larvae of the former are larger than those

destined for the education of the larvas of the latter. The diameter of the

cells of drones is always 3J lines (or twelfths of an inch), that of those of

workers 2f lines ; and these dimensions are so constant in their ordinary

cells, that some authors have thought they might be adopted as an uni-

versal and invariable scale of measure, which would have the great recom-
mendation of being everywhere at hand, and at all events would be
preferable to our barley-corns. Several ranges of male cells, sometimes
from thirty to forty, are usually found in each comb, generally situated about
the middle. Now as these cells are not isolated, but form a part of the

entire comb, corresponding on its two faces— by what art is it that the

bees unite hexagonal cells of a small with othei's of a larger diameter,

without leaving any void spaces, and without destroying the uniformity

and regularity of the comb ? This problem would puzzle an ordinary

artist, but is easilj' solved by the resources of the instinct of our little

workmen.
When they are desirous of constructing the cells of males below those

of workers, they form several ranges of intermediate or transition cells, of

which the diameter augments progressively, until tliey have reached that

range where the male cells commence; and in the same manner, when they

wish to revert to the modelling of the cells of workers, they pass by a

gradually decreasing gradation to the ordinary diameter of the cells of this

class. We commonly meet with three or four ranges of intermediate cells

i Huber, ii. 228.
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before coming to those of males ; the first ranges of which participate in

some measure in the irregularity of the former.

But it is upon the construction of the bottoms of the intermediate ranges

of cells that this variation of their architecture chiefly hinges. The
bottoms of tile regular cells of bees are, as you are aware, composed oUhree
equal-sized rhomboidal pieces ; and the base of a cell on one side of the

comb is composed of portions of the bases oi three cells on the other; but

the bottoms of the intermediate cells in question (though their orifices are

perfectly hexagonal) are composed oi four pieces, of which two are hexa-
gonal and two rhomboidal ; and each, instead of corresponding with three

cells on the opposite side, corresponds withybwr. The size and the shape
of the four pieces composing the bottom vary ; and these intermediate

cells, a little larger than the third part of the three opposite cells, comprise
in their contour a portion of the bottom of the fourth cell. Just below the

last range of cells with regular pyramidal bottoms are found cells with

bottoms of four pieces, of which three are very large, and one very small,

and this last is a rhomb. The two rhombs of the transition cells are sepa-

rated by a considerable interval ; but the two hexagonal pieces are adja-

cent, and perfectly alike. A cell lower, we perceive that the two rhombs
of the bottom are not so unequal : the contour of the cell has included a

greater portion of the opposite fourth cell. Lastly, we find cells in prett}'

considerable number of which the bottom is composed of four pieces per-

fectly regular— namely, two elongated hexagons and two equal rhombs,
but smaller than those of the pyramidal bottoms. In proportion as we
remove our view from the cells with regular tetrahedral bottoms, whether in

descending or from right to left, we see that the subsequent cells resume
their ordinary form : that is to say, that one of their rhombs is gradually

lessened until it finally disa|)pears entirely ; and the pyramidal form re-

exhibits itself, but on a larger scale than in the cells at the top of the

comb. This regularity is maintained in a great number of ranges, namely,

those consisting of male cells ; afterwards the cells diminish in size, and
we again remark the tetrahedral bottoms just described, until the cells have
once more resumed the proper diameter of those of workers.

It is, then, by encroaching in a small degree upon the cells of the other
face of the comb, that bees at length succeed in giving greater dimensions
to their cells; and the graduation of the transition cells being reciprocal on
the two faces of the comb, it follows that on both sides each hexagonal
contour corresponds with four cells. When the bees have arrived at any
degree of this mode of operating, they can stop there and continue to em-
ploy it in several consecutive ranges of cells ; but it is to the intermediate

degree that they appear to confine themselves for the longest period, and
we then find a great number of cells of which the bottoms of four pieces

are perfectly regular. They might, then, construct the whole comb on
this plan, if their object were not to revert to the pyramidal form with

which they set out. In building the male cells, the bees begin their founda-
tion with a block or mass of wax thicker and higher than that employed
for the cells of workers, without which it would be impracticable for them
to preserve the same order and symmetry in working on a larger scale.

Irregularities (to use the language of Huber, from whom the above
details are abstracted) have often been observed in the cells of bees.

Reaumur, Bonnet, and other naturalists, cite them as so many examples of
K N 2
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imperfections. What would have been their astonishment if they had

been aware that part of these anomalies are calculated ; that there exists,

as it were, a moveable harmony in the mechanism by which the cells are

composed ? If in consequence of the imperfection of their organs, or of

their instruments, bees occasionally constructed some of the cells unequal,

or of parts badly put together, it would still manifest some talent to be able

to repair these defects, and to compensate one irregularity by another ; but

it is far more astonishing that they know how to quit their ordinary routine

when circumstances require that they should build male cells ; that they

should be instructed to vary the dimensions and the shape of each piece so

as to return to a regular order ; and that, after having constructed thirty

or forty ranges of male cells, they again leave the regular order on which

these were formed, and arrive by successive diminutions at the point from

which they set out. How should these insects be able to extricate them-

selves from such a difficulty— from such a complicated structure ? how
pass from the little to the great, from a regular plan to an irregular one,

and again resume the former? These are questions which no known
system can explain.^

Here again, as observed in a former instance, the wonder would be less

if every comb contained a certain number of transition and of male cells,

constantly situated in one and the same part of it ; but this is far from

being the case. The event which alone, at whatever period it may happen,

seems to determine the bees to construct male cells, is the oviposition of

the queen. So long as she continues to lay the eggs of workers, not a male

cell is founded ; but as soon as she is about to lay male eggs, the workers

seem aware of it, and you then see them form their cells irregularly, impart

to them by degrees a greater diameter, and at length prepare suitable

ranges of cradles for all the male race.* You must perceive how absurd it

would be to refer this astonishing variation of instinct to any mere change

in the sensations of the bees ; and to what far-fetched and gratuitous sup-

positions we must be reduced, if we adopt any such explanation. We can

but refer it to an instinct of which we know nothing; and so referring it,

can we help exclaiming with Huber, " Such is the grandeur of the views,

and of the means of ordaining wisdom, that it is not by a minute exactness

that she marches to her end, but proceeds from irregularity to irregularity,

compensating one by another: the admeasurements are made on high, the

apparent errors appreciated by a divine geometry ; and order often results

from partial diversity. This is not the first instance which science has pre-

sented to us of preordained irregularities which astonish our ignorance, and

are the admiration of the most enlightened minds. So true it is that the

more we investigate the general as well as particular laws of this vast

system, the more perfection does it present."^

It is observed by M. P. Huber, in his appendix to the account of his

father's discoveries relative to the architecture of bees, that in general the

form of the prisms or tubes of the cells is more essential than that of their

bottoms, since the tetrahedral-bottomed transition cells, and even those

cells which being built immediately upon wood or glass were entirely without

bottoms, still preserved their usual shape of hexagonal prisms. But a re-

markable experiment of the elder Huber shows that bees can alter even

1 Huber, ii. 221—226. 244—247. » Ibid. ii. 226.

5 Ibid. ii. 230.
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the form of their cells when circumstances require it, and that in a way
which one would not have expected.

Having placed in front of a comb which the bees were constructing a

slip of glass, they seemed immediately aware that it would be very difficult

to attach it to so slippery a surface ; and instead of continuing the comb in

a straight line, they bent it at a right angle, so as to extend beyond the slip

of glass, and ultimately fixed it to an adjoining part of the wood-work of

the hive which the glass did not cover. This deviation, if the comb had
been a mere simple and uniform mass of wax, would have evinced no small

ingenuity; but jou will bear in mind that a comb consists on each side, or

face, of cells having between them bottoms in common ; and if you take a

comb, and, having softened the wax by heat, endeavour to bend it in any
part-at a right angle, you will then comprehend the difficulties which our
little architects had to encounter. The resources of their instinct, how-
ever, were adequate to the emergency. They made the cells on the convex

side of the bent part of the comb much larger, and those on the concave

side much smaller than usual ; the former having three or four times the

diameter of the latter. But this was not all. As the bottoms of the small

and large cells were as usual common to both, the cells were not regular

prisms, but the small ones considerably wider at the bottom than at the top,

and conversely in the large ones ! What conception can we form of so

wonderful a flexibility of instinct ? How, as Huber asks, can we com-
prehend the mode in which such a crowd of labourers, occupied at the

same time on the edge of the comb, could agree to give to it the same
curvature from one extremity to the other ; or how they could arrange

together to construct on one face cells so small, while on the other they
imparted to them such enlarged dimensions ? And how can we feel

adequate astonishment that they should have the art of making cells of
such different sizes correspond ?

^

After this long but I flatter myself not wholly uninteresting enumeration,

you will scarcely hesitate to admit that insects, and of these the bee pre-

eminently, are endowed with a much more exquisite and flexible instinct

than the larger animals. But you may be here led to ask. Can all this be
referred to instinct ? Is not this pliability to circumstances— this surprising

adaptation of means for accomplishing an end— rather the result of

reason ?

You will not doubt my allowing the appositeness of this question, when
I frankly tell you that so strikingly do many of the preceding facts seem at

first view the effect of reason, tliat in my original sketch of the letter you
are now reading, I had arranged them as instances of this faculty. But
mature consideration has convinced me (though I confess the subject has

great difficulties) that this view was fallacious; and that though some
circumstances connected with these facts may, as I shall hereafter show, be

referable to reason, the facts themselves can only be consistently explained

by regarding them as I have here done, as examples of variations of particular

instincts :—»-and this on two accounts.

In the first place, these variations, however singular, are limited in their

extent: all bees are, and have always been, able to avail themselves of a

certain number, but not to increase that number. Bees cemented their

J Huber, ii. 219.
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combs, when becoming heavy, to the top of the hive with mitys, in the time
of Aristotle and Pliny as they do now ; and there is every reason to beheve
that then, as now, they occasionally varied their procedures, by securing

(hem with wax or with propolis only, either added to the upper range of
cells, or disposed in braces and ties to the adjoining combs. But if in thus

|)roceedingthey were guided by reason, why not under certain circumstances
adopt other modes of strengthening their combs ? Why not, when wax and
propolis are scarce, employ vmd, which they might see the martin avail

herself of so successfully ? Or why should it not come into the head of
some hoary denizen of the hive, that a little of the mortar with which his

careful master plasters the crevices between his habitation and its stand
might answer the end of mitys? " Si seulement ils elevoient une fois des
ciibanes quarrees" (says Bonnet, when speaking as to what faculty the
works of the beaver are to be referred), " mais ce sont eternellement des
ciibanes rondes ou ovales:"^ and so we might say of the phenomena in

question— Show us but one instance of bees having substituted mud or
mortar for mitys, pissoceros, or propolis, or wooden props for waxen ties,

and there could be no doubt of their being here guided by reason. But
since no such instance is on record ; since they are still confined to the
same limits— however surprising the range of these limits— as they were
two thousand years ago ; and since the bees emerged from their pupas but
a few hours before will set themselves as adroitly to work, and pursue their

operations as scientifically as their brethren, who can boast the experience
of a long life of twelve months' duration ; — we must still regard these

actions as variations of instinct.

In the second place, no degree of reason that we can with any share of
probability attribute to bees could be competent to the performance of
labours so complicated as those we have been considering, and which, if

the result of reason, would involve the most extensive and varied know-
ledge in the agents. Suppose a man to have attained by long practice the
art of modelling wax into a congeries of uniform hexagonal cells, with
pyramidal bottoms composed each of three rhombs, resembling the cells of
workers among bees. Let him now be set to make a congeries of similar

but larger cells (answering to the male cells), and unite these with the
former by other hexagonal cells, so that there should be no disruption in

the continuity or regularity of the whole assemblage, and no vacant inter-

vals or patching at the junctions either of the tubes or the bottoms
of the cells;— and you would have set him no very easy task— a task, in

short, which it may be doubted if he would satisfactorily perform in a
twelvemonth, though gifted with a clear head and a competent store of
geometrical knowledge, and which, if destitute of these requisites, it may
be safely asserted that he would never perform at all. How then can
we imagine it possible that this difficult problem, and others of a simi-
lar kind, can be so completely and exactly solved by animals of which
some are not two days old, others not a week, and probably none a year ?

The conclusion is irresistible— it is not reason but instinct that is their

guide.

The second head, under which I proposed contrasting the instinct of
insects with those of the larger animals, was that of their 7tiimder in the
Kame individual. In the latter this is for the most part very limited, not

1 (Euvres, is. 159.
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exceeding (if we omit those common to almost all animated beings) eight

or ten distinct instincts. Thus in the common duck, one instinct leads it

at its birth from the egz to rush to the water ; another to seek its proper

food ; a third to pair with its mate ; a fourth to form a nest ; a fifth to sit

upon its eggs till hatched ; a sixth to assist the young ducklings in extri-

cating themselves from the shell ; and a seventh to defend them when in

clanger until able to provide for themselves : and it would not be easy, as

far as my knowledge extends, to add many more distinct instinctive actions

to the enumeration, or to adduce many species of the superior classes of
animals enilowed with a greater number.

But how vastly more manifold are the instincts of the majority of insects !

It is not necessary to insist upon those differences which take place in the

same insect in its different states, leading it to select one kind of food in

the larva and another in the perfect state— to defend itself in one mode in

the former, and in another in the latter, &c. ; because, however remarkable

these variations, they may be referred with great plausibility to those striking

changes in the organic structure of the animal which occur at the two periods

of its existence. It is to the number of instincts observable in the same
individual of many insects in their perfect state that I now confine myself;

and as the most striking example of the whole 1 shall select the hive-bee,

— begging you to bear in mind that I do not mean to include those exhibited

by the queen, the drones, or even those of the workers termed by Huber
cirieres (wax makers) ; but only to enumerate those presented by that por-

tion of the workers termed b}' Huber nourrices or petltes abcillcs (nurses),

upon whom, as you have been before told, with the exception ot making
wax, laying the foundation of the cells, and collecting honey for being

stored, the principal labours of the hive devolve. It will be these indi-

viduals alone that I shall understand by the terjn hees, under the present

head ; and though the other inhabitants of the hive may occasionally concur

in some of their actions and labours, yet it is obvious that so many as are

those in which they distinctly take part, so many instincts must we regard

them as endowed with.

To begin, then, with the formation of the colony. By one instinct bees

are directed to send out scouts previously to their swarming, in search of

a suitable abode ; and by another to rush out of the hive after the queen
that leads forth the swarm, and follow wherever she bends her course.

Having taken possession of their new abode, whether of their own selection

or prepared for them by the hand of man, a third instinct teaches them to

cleanse it from all impurities^; a fourth to collect propolis, and with it to

Slop up every crevice except the entrance ; a fii'th to ventilate the hive for

|)reserving the purity of the air ; and a sixth to keep a constant guard at

the door.^

In constructing the houses and streets of their new city, or the cells and
combs, there are probably several distinct instincts exercised ; but, not to

leave room for objection, I shall regard them as the result of one only : yet

the operations of polishing the interior of the cells, and soldering their an-

gles and orifices with propolis, which are sometimes not undertaken for

weeks after the cells are built ^
; and the obscure, but still more curious

one, of varnishing them with the yellow tinge observable in old combs,

—

seem clearly referable to at least two distinct instincts. The varnishing

1 Huber, ii. 102. 2 ibid. i. 186. ii. 412. ' Ibid. ii. 264.
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process is so little connected with that of building, that though it takes

place in some combs in three or four days, it does not in others for several

months, though both are equally employed for the same uses.^ Huber
ascertained by accurate experiments that this tinge is not owing to the heat

of the hives ; to any vapours in the air which they include ; to any emana-
tions from the wax or honey ; nor to the deposition of this last in the cells

;

but he inclines to think it is occasioned by a yellow matter which the bees

seem to detach from their mandibles, and to apply to the surface which
they are varnishing, by repeated strokes of these organs and of the fore-

feet.
^

In their out-of-door operations several distinct instincts are concerned.

By one they are led to extract honey from the nectaries of flowers ; by
another to collect pollen after a process involving very complicated mani-
pulations, and requiring a singular apparatus of brushes and baskets ; and
that must surely be considered a third which so remarkably and bene-

ficially restricts each gathering to the same plant. It is clearly a distinct

instinct which inspires bees with such dread of rain, that even if a cloud
pass before the sun, they return to the hive in the greatest ha^te ^

; and
that seems to me not less so, which teaches them to find their way back
to their home after the most distant and intricate wanderings. When bees

have found the direction in which their hive lies, Huber says they fly to it

with an extreme rapidity, and as straight as a ball from a musket *
; and if

their hives were always in open situations, one might suppose, as Huber
seems inclined to think, that it is by their sight they are conducted to

them. But hives are frequently found in small gardens embowered in

wood, and in the midst of villages surrounded and interspersed with trees

and buildings, so as to make it impossible that they can be seen from a

distance. If you had been with me in 1815, in the famous Pays de Waes
in Flanders, where the country is a perfect flat, and the inhabitants so

enamoured either of the beauty or profit of trees that their fields, which
are rarely above three acres in extent, are comtantly surrounded with a

double row, making the whole district one vast wood, you would have
pitied the poor bees if reduced to depend on their own eyesight for retrac-

ing the road homeward. In vain, during my stay at St. Nicholas, I sallied

out at every outlet to try to gain some idea of the extent and form of the

town. Trees— trees— trees — still met me, and intercepted the view in

every direction ; and I defy any inhabitant bee of this nu-al metropolis,

after once quitting its hive, ever to gain a glimpse of it again until nearly

perpendicularly over it. The bees, therefore, of the Pays de Waes, and
consequently all other bees, must be led to their abodes by instinct, as

certainly as it is instinct that directs the migrations of birds or of fishes,

or domestic quadrupeds to find out their homes from inconceivable dis-

tances.^ When they have reached the hive, another instinct leads them to

» Huber, ii. 274. » Ibid. ii. 275.
3 Ibid. i. 356. •* Ibid. ii. 367.
6 The following striking anecdote of this last species of instinct, in an animal not

famed for sagacity, was related to me by Lieutenant (now Lieut.-Colonel) Aklerson
(Royal Engineers), who was personally acquainted with the facts.— In March,
1816, an ass, the property of Captain Dundas, R. N., then at Malta, was shipped on
board the Ister frigate, Captain Forrest, bound from Gibraltar for that island. The
vessel having struck on some sands off the Point de Gat, at some distance from
the shore, the ass was thrown overboard to give it a chance of swimming to land
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regurgitate into the extended proboscis of their hungry companions who
have been occupied at home a portion of the honey collected in the fields ;

and another directs them to unload their legs of the masses of pollen, and
to store it in the cells for future use.

Several distinct instincts, again, are called into action in the important

business of feeding the young brood. One teaches them to swallow pollen,

not to satisfy the calls of hunger, but that it may undergo in their stomach
an elaboration fitting it for the food of the grubs ; and another to regur-

gitate it when duly concocted, and to administer it to their charge, pro-

portioning the supply to the age and condition of the recipients. A third

informs them when the young grubs have attained their full growth, and
directs them to cover their cells with a waxen lid, convex in the male
cells, but nearly flat in those of workers ; and by a fourth, as soon as the

young bees have burst into day, they are impelled to clean out the deserted

tenements and to make them ready for new occupants.

Numerous as are the instincts I have already enumerated, the list must
j'et include those connected with that mysterious principle which binds

the working-bees of a hive to their queen ; the singular imprisonment in

which they retain the young queens that are to lead ofl^" a swarm, until

their wings be sufficiently expanded to enable them to fly the moment
they are at liberty, gradually paring away the waxen wall that confines

them to their cell to an extreme thinness, and only suffering it to be

broken down at the precise moment required ; the attention with which,

in these circumstances, they feed the imprisoned queen by frequently

putting honey upon hei* proboscis, protruded from a small orifice in the lid

of her cell ; the watchfulness with which, when at the period of swarming
more queens than one are required, they place a guard over the cells of
those undisclosed, to preserve them from the jealous fury of their excluded
rivals ; the exquisite calculation with which they invariably release the
oldest queens the first from their confinement ; the singular love of monar-
chical dominion, by which, when two queens in other circumstances are

produced, they are led to impel them to combat until one is destroyed ;

the ardent devotion which binds them to the fate and fortunes of the sur-

vivor ; the distraction which they manifest at her loss, and their resolute

determination not to accept of any stranger until an interval has elapsed

sufficiently long to allow of no chance of the return of their rightful sove-

reign ; and (to omit a further enumeration) the obedience which in the

utmost noise and confusion they show to her well-known hum.

— a poor one, for the sea was running so high that a boat which left the ship was
lost. A few days afterwards, however, when the gates of Gibraltar were opened
in the morning, the ass presented himself for admittance, and proceeded to the stable
of Mr. Weeks, a merchant, which he had formerly occupied, to the no small surprise
of this gentleman, who imagined that from some accident the animal had never been
shipped on board the Ister. On the return of this vessel to repair, the mystery was
explained; and it turned out that Valiante (so the ass was called) had not "only swum
safely to shore, but, without guide, compass, or travelling map, had found his way
from Point de Gat to Gibraltar, a distance of more than two hundred miles, which he
had never traversed before, through a mountainous and intricate country, intersected

by streams, and in so short a period that he could not have made one false turn.
His not having been stopped on the road was attributed to the circumstance of his
having been formerlj- used to whip criminals upon, which was indicated to the pea-
Bants, who have a superstitious horror of such asses, by the holes in his ears, to
which the persons flogged were tied.
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I have now instanced at least thirty distinct instincts with which every

individual of the nurses amongst the working-bees is endowed; and if to

the account be added their care to carry from the hive the dead bodies of

any of the community; their pertinacity in their battles, in directing their

sting at those parts only of the bodies of their adversaries which are pe-

netrable by it; tlieir annual autumnal murder of the drones, &c. &c. — it

is certain that this number might be very considerably increased, perhaps

doubled.

At the first view you will be inclined to suspect some fallacy in this

enumeration, and that this variety of actions ought to be referred rather to

some general principle, capable of accommodating itself to different cir-

cumstances, than to so many different kinds of instinct. But to what
principle ? Not to reason, tlie fliculty to which we assign this power of

varying accommodation. All the actions above adduced come strictly

under the description of instinctive actions, being all performed by every

generation of bees since the creation of the world, and as perfectly a day
or two after their birth as at any subsequent period. And as the very

essence of instinct consists in the determinate character of the actions to

which it gives birth, it is clear that every distinctly different action must
be referred to a distinct instinct. Few will dispute that the instinct which
leads a duck to resort to the water is a different instinct from that which
leads her to sit upon her eggs ; for the hen, though endowed with one, is

not with the other. In fact, they are as distinct and unconnected as the

senses of sight and smell ; and it appears to me that it would be as con-

trary to philosophical accuracy of language in the former case to call the

two instincts modifications of each other, as in the latter so to designate

the two senses ; and as we say that a deaf and blind man has fewer senses

than other men, so (strictly) we ought not to speak of instinct as one
faculty (though to avoid circumlocution, I have myself often employed this

common mode of expression), or say that one insect has a greater or less

share of instinct than another, but more or fewer instincts. That it is not

always easy to determine what actions are to be referred to a distinct in-

stinct and what to a modification of an instinct, I am very ready to admit;

but this is no solid ground for regarding all instincts as modifications of

some ©ne principle. It is often equally difficult to fix the limits between
instinct and reason ; but we are not on this account justified in deeming
them the same.

This multitude of instincts in the same individual becomes more wonder-
ful when considered in another point of view. Were they constantly to

follow each other in regular sequence, so that each bee necessarily first

began to build cells, then to collect honey, next pollen, and so on, we
might plausibly enough refer them to some change in the sensations of the

animal, caused by alterations in the structure and gradual development of

its organs, in the same way as on similar principles we explain the sexual

instincts of the superior tribes. But it is certain that no such consecutive

series prevails. The different instincts of the bee are called into action in

an order regulated solely by the needs of the society. If combs be wanted,

no bee collects honey for storing until they are provided ^
; and if, when

constructed, any accident injure or destroy them, every labour is suspended

until the mischief is repaired or new ones substituted.'' When the crevices

1 Iluber, ii. 64 2 ibid. ii. 138.
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round the hive are effectually secured with propolis, the instinct directing

the collection of this substance lies dormant ; but transfer the bees to a
new hive which shall require a new luting, and it is instantly re-excited. But
these instances are superfluous. Every one knows that at the same mo-
ment of time the citizens of a hive are employed in the most varied and
opposite operations. Some are collecting pollen ; others are in search of

honey ; some busied at home in the first construction of the cells ; others

in giving them their last polish ; others in ventilating the hive ; others

again in feeding the young brood and the like.

Now, how are we to account for this regularity of procedure— this un-

deviating accuracy with which the precise instinct wanted is excited— this

total absence of all confusion in the employment, by each inhabitant of the

hive, of that particular instinct out of so many which the good of the

community requires ? No thinking man ever witnesses the complexness
and yet regularity and efficiency of a great establishment, such as the Bank
of England or the Post-Office, without marvelling that even human reason

can put together, with so little friction and such sligjit deviations from
correctness, machines whose wheels are composed not of wood and iron,

luit of fickle mortals of a thousand different inclinations, powers, and
capacities. But if such establishments be surprising even with reason for

their prime mover, how much more so is a hive of bees whose proceedings

are guided by their instincts alone ! We can conceive that the sensations

of hunger experienced on awaking in the morning should excite into action

their instinct of gathering honey. But all are hungry ; yet all do not rusb

out in search of flowers. What sensation is it that detains a portion of the

hive at home, unmindful of the gnawings of an empty stomach, busied in

domestic arrangements, until the return of their roving companions ? Of
those that fly abroad, what conception can we form of the cause which,

while one set is gathering honey or pollen, leads another company to load

their legs with pellets of propolis ? Are we to say that the instinct of the

former is excited by one sensation, that of the latter by another ? But
why should one sensation predominate in one set of bees, while another

takes the lead in a second ? — or how is it that these different instincts

are called up precisely in the degree which the actual and changing state

of things in the hive requires? Of those which remain at home, what is

it that determines in one party the instinct of building cells to prevail ; in

another that of ventilating the hive ; in a third that of feeding the young
brood ? For my own part, I confess that the more I reflect on this

subject, and contrast the diversity of the means with the regularity and
uniformity of the end, the more 1 am lost in astonishment. The effects of

instinct seem even more wonderful than those of reason, in the same
manner as the consentaneous movements of a mighty and divided army,

which, though under the conmiand of twenty generals, and from the most
distant quarters, should meet at the assigned spot at the very hour fixed

upon, would be more surprising than the steam-moved operations, however
complex, of one of Boulton's mints.

For the sake of distinctness and compression, I have confined myself in

considering the numbers of the instincts of individual insects to a single

species, the bee ; but if the history of other societies of these animals—
wasps, ants, &c., detailed in my former letters, — be duly weighed, it will

be seen that they furnish examples of the variety in question fully as strik-

ing. These corroborating proofs I shall leave to your own inference, and
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proceed to the third head, under which I proposed to consider the instincts

of insects— that of their extraordinary development.

The development of some of the instincts of the larger animals, such as

those of sex, is well known to depend upon their age and the peculiar

state of the bodily organs ; and to this, as before observed, the succession

of different instincts in the same insect, in its larva and perfect state, is

closely analogous. But what I have now in view is that extraordinary de-

velopment of instinct which is dependent not upon the age or any change

in the organisation of the animal, but upon external events— which in in-

dividuals of the same species, age, and structure, in some circumstances

slumbers unmoved, but may in others be excited to the most singular and

unlooked-for action. In illustrating this property of instinct, which, as

far as I am aware, is not known to occur in any of the larger animals, I

shall confine myself as before to the hive-bee; the only insect, indeed,

in which its existence has been satisfactorily ascertained, though it is

higlily probable th^t other species living in societies may exhibit the same
phenomenon.

Several of the facts occurring in the history of bees might be referred to

this head ; but I shall here advert only to the treatment of the drones by

the workers under different circumstances, and to the operations of the

latter consequent upon the irretrievable loss of the queen — facts which

have been before stated to you, but to the principal features of which my
present argument makes it necessary that I should again direct your

attention.

If a hive of bees be this year in possession of a queen duly fertilised,

and consequently sure thenext season of a successionof males,allthedrones,

as I have before stated, towards the approach of winter are massacred by

the workers with the most unrelenting ferocity. To this seemingly cruel

course they are doubtless impelled by an imperious instinct ; and as it

is regularly followed in every hive thus circumstanced, it would seem at the

first view to be an impulse as intimately connected with the organisation

and very existence of the workers, and as incapable of change, as that

which leads them to build cells or to store up honey. But this is far from

being the case. However certain the doom of the drones this autumn if the

hive be furnished with a duly fertilised queen, their undisturbed existence

over the winter is equally sure if the hive have lost its sovereign, or her

impregnation have been so retarded as to make a succession of males in

the spring doubtful. In such a hive the workers do not destroy a

single drone, though the hottest persecution rages in all the hives around

them.

Now, how are we to explain this difference of conduct ? Are we
to suppose that the bees know and reason upon this alteration in the cir-

cumstances of their community— that they infer the possibility of their

entire extinction if the whole male stock were destroyed when without a

queen— and that thus influenced by a wise policy they restrain the fury

they would otherwise have exercised ? This would be at once to make
them not only gifted with reason, but endowed with a power of looking

before and after, and a command over the strongest natural propensities,

superior to what could be expected in a similar case even from a society

of men, and is obviouslv unwarrantable. The only probable suppo-

sition is, clearly, that a new instinct is developed suited to the extraor*
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dinary situation in which the community stands, leading them now to

regard with kindness the drones, for whom otherwise they would have felt

the most violent aversion.

In this instance, indeed, it would perhaps be more strictly correct to say
(which, however, is equally wonderful) that the old instinct was extin-

guished ; but in the case of the loss of a queen, to which I am next to

advert, which is followed by positive operations, the extraordinary develop

ment of a new and peculiar instinct is indisputable.

In a hive which no untoward event has deprived of its queen, the

workers take no other active steps in the education of her successors—
those of which one is to occupy her place when she has flown off at the

head of a new swarm in spring— than to prepare a certain number of
cells of extraordinary capacity for their reception while in the egg, and
to feed them when become grubs with a peculiar food until they have at-

tained maturity. This, therefore, is their ordinary instinct ; and it may
happen that the workers of a hive may have no necessity for a long series

of successive generations to exercise any other. But suppose them to lose

their queen. Far from sinking into that inactive despair which was for-

merly attributed to them, after the commotion which the rapidly-circulated

news of their calamity gave birth to has subsided, they betake themselves
with an alacrity from which man when under misfortune might deign to take

a lesson, to the active reparation of their loss. Several ordinary cells, as was
before related at large, are without delay pulled down, and converted into

a variable number of royal cells, capacious enough for the education of one
or more queen-grubs selected out of the unhoused working grubs— which
in this pressing emergency are mercilessly sacrificed — and fed with the ap-

propriate royal food to maturity. Thus sure of once more acquiring a
head, the hive return to their ordinary labours, and in about sixteen days

one or more queens are produced ; one of which, after being indebted to

fortune for an elevation as singular as that of Catherine the First of
Russia, steps into day and assumes the reins of state.

To this remarkable deviation from the usual procedures of the commu-
nity, the observations above made in the case of the drones must be
applied. We cannot account for it by conceiving the working-bees to be
acquainted with the end which their operations have in view. If we sup-

pose them to know that the queen and working-grubs are originally the

same, and that to convert one of the latter into the former it is only neces-

sary to transfer it to an apartment sufficiently spacious and to feed it with a

peculiar food, we confer upon them a depth of reason to whicii Prome-
theus, when he made his clay man, had no pretensions— an original dis-

covery, in short, to which man has but just attained after some thousand
years of painful research, having escaped all the observers of bees from
Aristomachus to Swammerdam and Reaumur of modern times. We have
no other alternative, then, but to refer this phenomenon to the extraor-

dinary development of a new instinct suited for the exigency, however in-

comprehensible to us the manner of its excitement may appear.

II. Such, then, are the exquisiteness, the number, and the extraordinary

development of the instincts of insects. But is instinct the sole guide of
their actions ? Are they in every case the blind agents of irresistible im-

pulse ? These queries, I have already hinted, cannot in my opinion be

replied to in the affirmative ; and I now proceed to show that though in-
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stinct is the chief guide of insects, they are endowed also with no incon-
siderable portion of reason.

Some share of reason is denied by few philosophers of the present day
to the larger animals. But its existence has not generally (except by
those who reject instinct altogether) been recognised in insects : probably
on the ground that, as the proportions of reason and of instinct seem to

coexist in an inverse ratio, the former might be expected to be extinct in

a class in which the latter is found in such perfection. This rule, however,
though it may hold good in man, whose instincts are so few and imper-
fect, and whose reason is so pre-eminent, is far from being confirmed by an
extended survey of the classes of animals generally. Many quadrupeds,
birds, and fishes, with instincts apparently not very acute, do not seem to

have their place supplied by a proportionably superior share of reason ;

and insects, as I think the facts I have to adduce will prove, though rank-
ing so low in the scale of creation, seem to enjoy as great a degree of
reason as many animals of the superior classes, yet in combination with
instincts much more numerous and exquisite,

I must premise, iiowever, that in so perplexed and intricate afield, lam
sensible how necessary it is to tread with caution. A far greater collec-

tion of facts must be made, and the science of metaphysics generally be
placed on a more solid foundation than it now can boast, before we can
pretend to decide, in numerous cases, which of the actions of insects are

to be deemed purely instinctive, and which the result of reason. What I

advance, therefore, on this head, I wish to be regarded rather as conjec-

tures, that, after the best consideration I am able to give to a subject so

much beyond my depth, seem to me plausible, than as certainties to which
I require your implicit assent.

That reason has nothing to do with the major part of the actions of in-

sects is clear, as I have before observed, from the determinateness and
perfection of these actions, and from their being performed independently

of instruction and experience. A young bee (1 must once more repeat)

betakes itself to the complex operation of building cells with as much skill

as the oldest of its compatriots. We cannot suppose that it has any
knowledge of the purposes for which the cells are destined ; or of the effects

that will result from its feeding the young larvte, and the like. And if an
individual bee be thus destitute of the very materials of reasoning as to its

main operations, so must the society in general.

Nor in those remarkable deviations and accommodations to circumstances,

instanced under a former head, can we, for considerations there assigned,

suppose insects to be influenced by reason. These deviations are still

limited in number, and involve acts far too complex and recondite to spring

from any process of ratiocination in an animal whose term of life does not

exceed two years.

It does not follow, however, that reason may not have a part in inducing

some of these last-mentioned actions, though the actions themselves are

purely instinctive. I do not pretend to explain in what way or degree they

are combined ; but certainly some of the facts do not seem to admit of

explanation, except on this supposition. Thus, in the instance above cited

from Huber, in which the bees bent a comb at right angles in order to

avoid a slip of glass, the remarkable variations in the form of the cells can

only, as I have there said, be referred to instinct. Yet the original deter-

mination to avoid the glass seems, as Huber himself observes, to indicate
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something more than instinct, since glass is not a substance against which
nature can be supposed to have forewarned bees, there being nothing in

hollow trees (their natural abodes) resembling it either in polish or sub-
stance ; and what was most striking in their operations was, that they did
not wait until they had reached the surface of the glass before changing
the direction of the comb, but adopted this variation at a considerable

distance, as though tliey foresaw the inconveniences which might result

from another mode of construction.^ However difficult it may be to form
a clear conception of this union of instinct and reason in the same opera-

tion, or to define precisely the limits of each, instances of these ?Mi.r«/

actions are sufficiently common among animals to leave little doubt of the
fact. It is instinct which leads a greyhound to pursue a hare ; but it must
be reasoffi that directs " an o/d greyhound to trust the more fatiguing part

of the chase to the younger, and to place himself so as to meet the hare
in her doubles." ^

As another instance of these mixed actions in which both reason and
instinct seem concerned, but the former more decidedly, may be cited the
account which Huber gives of the manner in which the bees of some of
his neighbours protected themselves against the attacks of the death's head
moth (^Acherontia atropos), laid before you in a former letter, by so closing

the entrance of the hive with walls, arcades, casements, and bastions,

built of a mixture of wax and propolis, that these insidious marauders
could no longer intrude themselves.

We can scarcely attribute these elaborate fortifications to reason
simply ; for it apfjears that bees have recourse to a similar defensive ex-
pedient when attacked even by other bees, and the means employed seem
too subtle and too well adapted to the end to be the result of this faculty

in a bee.

But, on the other hand, if it be most probable that in this instance in-

stinct was chiefly concerned, if we impartially consider the facts, it seems
impossible to deny that reason had some share in the operations. Pure
instinct would have taught the bees to fortify themselves on the first

attack. If the occupants of a hive had been taken unawares by these
gigantic aggressors one night, on the second, at least, the entrance should
have been barricadoed. But it ap[)ears clear, from the statement of
Huber, that it was not until the hives had been repeatedly attacked and
robbed of nearly their whole stock of honey, that the bees betook them-
selves to the plan so successfully adopted for the security of their remain-
ing treasures ; so that reason, taught by experience, seems to have called

into action their dormant instincts.^

If it be thus probable that reason has some influence upon the actions

of insects which must be mainly regarded as instinctive, the existence of
this faculty is still more evident in numerous traits of their history wiiere
instinct is little if at all concerned. An insect is taught by its instincts

the most unerring means to the attainment of certain ends ; but these
ends, as I have already had occasion more than once to remark, are
limited in number, and such only as are called for by its wants in a state

of nature. We cannot reasonably suppose insects to be gifted with
instincts adapted for occasions that are never likely to happen. lij

1 Huber, ii. 219. 2 Umbo's Essay on the Reason of Animals.
3 Huber, ii. 289.
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therefore, we find them, in these extraordinary and improbable emergencies,

still availing themselves of the means apparently best calculated for

ensuring their object ; and if in addition they seem in some cases to gain

knowledge by experience ; if they can communicate information to each
other ; and if they are endowed with memory, — it appears impossible to

deny that they are possessed of reason. I shall now produce facts in

proof of each of these positions; not by any means all that might be
adduced, but a few of the most striking that occur to me.

First, then, insects often, in cases not likely to be provided. for by in-

stinct, adopt means evidently designed for effecting their object.

A certain degree of warmth is necessary to hatch a hen's eggs, and we
give her little credit for reason in sitting upon them for this purpose. But
if any one had ever seen a hen make her nest in aheap of fermenting dung,

among the bark of a hot-bed, or in the vicinity of a baker's oven, where,

the heat being as well adapted as the stoves of ihe Egyptians to bring

her chickens into life, she left off the habit of her race, and saved herself

the trouble of sitting upon them,— we should certainly pronounce her a

reasoning hen ; and if this hen had chanced to be that very one figured and
so elaborately described by Professor Fischer with tlie profile of an old too-

man ', a Hindoo metaphysician at leiist could not doubt of her body, how-
ever hen-like, being in truth cUrected in its operations by the soul of some
quondam amateur of poultry-breeding. Now societies of ants have more
than once exhibited a deviation from their usual instinct,which to me seems
quite as extraordinary and as indicative of reason as would be that sup-

posed in a hen. A certain degree of warmth is required for the exclusion

and rearing of their eggs, larvae, and pups ; and in their ordinary abodes,

as you have been already told, they undergo great daily labour in removing

their charge to different parts of the nest, as its temperature is affected

by the presence or absence of the sun. But Reaumur, in refuting the

common notion of ants being injurious to bees, tells us that societies of

the former often saved themselves all this trouble, by establishing their

colonies between the exterior wooden shutters and panes of his glass

hives, where, owing to the latter substance being a tolerably good con-

ductor of heat, their progeny was at all times, and without any necessity

of changing their situation, in a constant, equable, and sufficient tempera-

ture.^ Bonnet observed the same fact. He found that a society of ants

had piled up their young to the height of several inches, between the

flannel-lined case of his glass hives and the glass. When disturbed they

ran away with them, but always replaced them.^

I am persuaded that, after duly considering these facts you will agree

with me that it is impossible consistently to refer them to instinct, or to

account for them without supposing some stray ant, that had insinuated

herself into this tropical crevice, first to have been struck with the thought

of what a prodigious saving of labour and anxiety would occur to her com-
patriots by establishing their society here ; that she had communicated her

ideas to them ; and that they had resolved upon an emigration to this new-
discovered country — this Madeira of ants — whose genial chme presented

1 See Fischer's Beschreibung eines Huhns mil menschen'dhnlichem. Profile, 8vo. St.

Petersburg, 181(5 ; and a translation in Thomson's Annals of Phil. vii. 241.

* Keaum. v. 709. ' CEuvres, ii. 416.
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advantages which no other situation could offer. Neither instinct, nor any
conceivable modification of instinct, could have taught the ants to avail

themselves of a good fortune which but for the invention of glass hives

would never have offered itself to a generation of these insects since the

creation ; for there is nothing analogous in nature to the constant and
equable warmth of such a situation, the heat of any accidental mass of fer-

menting materials soon ceasing, and no heat being given out from a society

of bees when lodged in a hollow tree, their natural residence. The con-

clusion, then, seems irresistible, that reason must have been their guide,

inducing a departure from their natural instinct as extraordinary as would
be that of a hen which should lay her eggs in a hot-bed, and cease to sit

upon them.

The adaptation of means to an end not likely to have been provided for

by instinct is equally obvious in the ingenious mode by which a nest of

humble-bees propped up their tottering comb, the particulars of which
having before mentioned to you, I need not here repeat.

There is perhaps no surer criterion of reason than, after having tried one
mode of accomplishing a purpose, adopting another more likely to succeed.

Insects are able to stand this test. A bee which Huber watched, while

soldering the angles of a cell with propolis, detached a thread of this ma-
terial with which she entered the cell. Instinct would have taught her to

separate it of the exact length required ; but after applying it to the angle

of the ceil, she found it too long, and cut off a portion so as to fit it to her

purpose.^

This is a very simple instance ; but one such fact is as decisive in proof
of reason as a thousand more complex, and of such there is no lack.

Dr. Darwin (whose authority in the present case depending not on hearsay,

but his own observation, may be here taken) informs us, that walking one
• day in his garden, he perceived a wasp upon the gravel walk with a large

fly nearly as big as itself which it had caught. Kneeling down he distinctly

saw it cut off the head and abdomen, and then, taking up with its feet the

trunk or middle portion of the body to which the wings remained attached,

fly away. But a breeze of wind acting upon the wings of the fly turned

round the wasp with its burthen, and impeded its progress. Upon this it

alighted again on the gravel walk, deliberately sawed off first one wing
and then the other ; and having thus removed the cause of its embarrass-

ment, flew off with its booty. ^ Could any process of ratiocination be more
perfect? " Something acts upon the wings of this fly and impedes my
flight. If I wish to reach my nest quickly, I must get rid of them— to

eflect which, the shortest way will be to alight again and cut them off."

These reflections, or others of similar import, must be supposed to have
passed through the mind of the wasp, or its actions are altogether inex-

plicable. Instinct might have taught it to cut off the wings of all flies,

previously to flying away with them. But here it first attempted to fly

with the wings on,— was impeded by a certain cause,—discovered what
this cause was, and alighted to remove it. The chain of evidence seems
perfect in proof that nothing but reason could have been its prompter.'

An analogous though less striking fact is mentioned by Reaumur, on the

^ Huber, ii. 268. * Zoonomia, i. 183.
3 Mr. Newport has argued, in a paper read to the Entomological Society

(Tm«.s. i. 228.), that the instinct of wasps is always to cut off the wings of Hies

o o
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authority of M. Cossigny, who witnessed it in tiie Isle of France, where
the Sphecina are accustomed to bury the bodies of cockroaches along with
their e^gs for provision for their young. He sofnetimes saw an insect of
this tribe attempt to drag after it into its hole a dead cockroach, which was
too big to be made to enter by all its efforts. After several ineffectual

trials the animal came out, cut off its elytra and some of its legs, and thus

reduced in compass drew in its prey without difficulty.^

Under this head I shall mention but one fact more. A friend of
Gleditsch, the observer of the singular economy of the burying beetle

{Necro'phorus vespillo) related in a former letter, being desirous of drying a
tlead toad, fixed it to the top of a piece of wood which he stuck into the

ground. But, a short time afterwards, he found that a body of these inde-

fatigable little sextons had circumvented him in spite of his precautions.

Xot being able to reach the toad, they had undermined the base of the

stick until it fell, and then buried both stick and toad.'*

In the second place, insects gain knowledge from experience, which
would be impossible if they were not gifted with some portion of reason.

In proof of their thus profiting, I shall select from the numerous facts that

might be brought forward four only, one of which has been already slightly

adverted to.

M. P. Huber, in his valuable paper in the sixth volume of the Linnean
Transactions ,^ states that he has seen large humble-bees, when unable from
the size of their head and thorax to reach to the bottom of the long tubes

of the flowers of beans, go directly to the calyx, pierce it as well as the tube

with the exterior horny parts of their proboscis, and then insert their pro-

boscis itself into the orifice and abstract the honey. They thus flew from
dower to flower, piercing the tubes from without, and sucking the nectar

;

while smaller humble-bees, or those with a longer proboscis, entered in at

the top of the corolla. Now, from this statement, it seems evident that

the larger bees did not pierce the bottoms of the flowers until they had
ascertained by trial that they could not reach the nectar from the top; but

that having once ascertained by experience that the flowers of beans are too

strait to admit them, they then, without further attempts in the ordinary

way, pierced the bottoms of all the flowers which they wished to rifle of
their sweets. M. Aubert du Petit-Thouars observed that humble-bees and
the carpenter-bee {Xylocopa^ violacea) gained access in a similar manner to

the nectar o? Antirrhinum Linaria and majus and Mirabilis Jalapa, as do the

common bees of the Isle of France to that oi Canna indica^ ; and I have
myself more than once noticed holes at the base of the long nectaries of
Aquilcgia vulgaris, which I attribute to the same agency.^

before flying away with tliem,* and that, consequently, the above fact proves no-
thing as to the reason of insects. Here, however, I must beg to differ from
him ; for supposing Dr. Darwin's statement to be accurate, which, from the

minute particulars into which he enters, we have no right to doubt, the circum-

stances of the wasp's first violating its natural instinct by flying away with the fly

before cutting off its wings, and then, on finding the wind act upon them, alighting

to do what it had neglected at first, cannot well be explained except on the suppo-
sition of some reasoning process having passed through its mind. In any case, there

is no need of this particular foct to prove the existence of reason in insects, of which
such numerous other instances have been adduced.

^ Reaum. vi. 283. 2 Gleditsch, Physic. Sot. (Econ. Ahhandl. iii. 220.
3 P. 222. 4 jipis • *. d. 2. /3, K. 5 Nouv. Bui. des Sciences, i. 45.
s See an interesting article by Mr. C. Darwjp in the Gardener^s Chronicle, 1841,
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A similar instance of knowledge gained by experience in the Iiive-bee is

related by Mr. Wailes. He observed that all ihe bees, on their first visit

to the blossoms of a passion-flower {Pas&ifora ccerulea) on the wall of his

house, were for a considerable time puzzled by the numerous overwrapping

rays of the nectary, and only after many trials, sometimes lasting two or

three minutes, succeeded in finding the shortest vvaj' to the honey at the

bottom of the calyx ; but experience having taught them this knowledge,

they afterwards constantly proceeded at once to the most direct mode of

obtaining the honey ; so that he could always distinguish bees that had
l)een old visiters of the flowers from new ones, the last being invariably at

first long at a loss, while the former flew at once to their object.^

My third fact is supplied by the same ants whose sagacious choice of

the vicinitv of Reaumur's glass hives for their colony has been just related

to you. He tells us that of these ants, of which there were such swarms
on the outside of the hive, not a single one was ever perceived within ;

and infers that, as they are such lovers of honey, and there was no dif-

ficulty in finding crevices to enter in at, they were kept without, solely

from fear of the consequences.* Whence arose this fear? We have no
ground for supposing ants endowed with any instinctive dread of bees ;

and Reaumur tells us, that when he happened to leave in his garden hives

of which the bees had died, the ants then never failed to enter them and
regale themselves with the honey. It seems reasonable, therefore, to

attribute it to experience. Some of the ants, no doubt, had tried to

enter the peopled as they did the empty hive, but had been punished tor

their presumption j and the dear-bought lesson was not lost on the rest of
the community.
The fourth instance under this head which I shall mention is that sup-

plied by an Indian species of ant {Formica indefessa, Sykes). A colony of
these voracious insects in Col. Sykes's house at Poona having been cir-

cumvented in their repeated and successful attacks on the sweetmeats
always left on a side-board, when it was removed to a distance from the

p. 550., on the variations in the mode in which humble-bees pierce, as above de-

scribed, the long-tubed corollas of different labiated plants. In Stachys coccinea,

Mirabiiis Jalapa, and Salvia coccinea, each corolla had a hole on its upper side near
the base, whereas in Salvia Grahami, which has a more elongated calvx, this part also

was also invariably pierced ; and in Pentstenwn arr/uiMs the rather broader corolla had
always two holes, in order to give the bees more ready access to the nectar on both
sides of the germen. All these holes are on the tipper side of the base of the corolla

;

but in the common Antirrhinum they are on the under side, so as to be directly in

front of the nectary. Town-educated humble-bees Mr. Darwin found always draw
off the nectar from these last-named flowers growing in the London Zoological

Gardens through these artificial orifices ; while from two years' observations he is

persuaded that their rustic brethren are less clever, and invariably gain access to the

nectar of snap-dragons growing in the country by forcing open the elastic lower lip

and creeping into the flower. Possibly different species or sexes of humble-bees
may be here concerned ; but one instance, in which the same individual bee cut

holes in the base of some flowers of Bhododendrnn azaleoides and entered the mouth of

others, seems as strong a proof of reason as can well be imagined, as the proceedings

of the little animal were evidently varied according to the varying necessity of the

case ; and if, as Mr. Darwin thinks he has observed, the hive-bees frequenting these

flowers by degrees came to discover and avail themselves of the orifices made ijy the

humble-bees, this fact, as he justly remarks, ofl'ers a very striking proof of acquired
knowledge in insects.

1 Entom. MuQ. i. 525. 8 Reaum. v. 709.

o o .;
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wall sufficient to prevent their reaching it, climbed up the wall to the height

of about a foot above its level, and then let themselves fall so as to alight

on the table, as Colonel Sykes himself witnessed with equal surprise and
admiration.^ Here it is obvious that it was only after experience had
shown the ants the inefficacy, in the altered position of the table, of their

former modes of attacking the sweetmeats, that they adopted this novel

and ingenious way of getting access to them, which, whether we refer it to

reason or a variation of instinct, is equally remai'kable.

Insects, in the third place, are able mutually to commmiicate and receive

information, which, in whatever way effected, would be impracticable if

they were devoid of reason. Under this head it is only necessaiy to refer

you to the endless facts in proof, furnished by almost every page of my
letters on the history of ants and of the hive-bee. I shall therefore but

detain you for a moment with an additional anecdote or two, especially

with one respecting the former tribe, which is valuable from the celebrity

of the relator.

Dr. Franklin was of opinion that ants could communicate their ideas

to each other ; in proof of which he related to Kalm the Swedish traveller

the following fact. Having placed a pot containing treacle in a closet

infested with ants, these insects found their way into it, and were feasting

very heartily when he discovered them. He then shook them out, and
suspended the pot by a string from the ceiling. By chance one ant re-

mained, which, after eating its fill, with some difficulty found its way up
the string, and thence reaching the ceiling, escaped by the wall to its nest.

In less than half an hour a great company of ants sallied out of their hole,

climbed the ceiling, crept along the string into the pot, and began to eat

again. This they continued until the treacle was all consumed, one swarm
running up the string while another passed down.* It seems indisputable

that the one ant had in this instance conveyed news of the booty to his

comrades, who would not otherwise have at once directed their steps in a

body to the only accessible route.

A German artist, a man of strict veracity, states that in his journey

through Italy he was an eyewitness to the following occurrence. He
observed a species of Scarabaeus {Ateicchus jnlularius ? ) busily engaged in

making, for the reception of its egg, a pellet of dung, which when finished

it rolled to the summit of a small hillock, and repeatedly suffered to tumble

down its side, apparently for the sake of consolidating it by the earth which

each time adhered to it. During this process the pellet unluckily fell into

an adjoining hole, out of which all the efforts of the beetle to extricate it

were in vain. After several ineffectual trials, the insect repaired to an

adjoining heap of dung, and soon returned with three of his companions.

All four now applied their united strength to the pellet, and at length suc-

ceeded in pushing it out ; which being done, the three assistant beetles left

the spot and returned to their own quarters.^

Lastl}', insects are endowed with memory, which (at least in connection

with the purposes to which it is subservient) implies some degree of reason

1 Trans. Ent. Soc. Land. i. 105.

2 Kalm's Travels in North America, i. 239.
5 Illiger, Mag. i. 418.
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also ; and their historian may exclaim with the poet who has so well sung
the pleasures of this faculty,

" Hail, Memory, hail ! thy universal reign

Guards the least link of Being's glorious chain."

In the elegant lines in which this couplet occurs ', which were pointed
out to me by my friend Dr. Alderson of Hull, Mr. Rogers supposes the

bee to be conducted to its hive by retracing the scents of the various flowers

which it has visited; but this idea is more poetical than accurate, bees,

as before observed, flying straight to their hives from great distances. Here,
as I have more than once had occasion to remark in similar instances, we
have to regret the want of more correct entomological information in the

poet, who might have employed with as much effect, the real fact of bees

distinguishing their own hives out of numbers near them, when conducted
to the spot by instinct. This recognition of home seems clearly the result

of memory ; and it is remarkable that bees appear to recollect their own
hive rather from its situation, than from any observations on the hive

itself^ : just as a man is guided to his house from his memory of its position

relative to other buildings or objects, without its being necessary for him
even to cast a look at it. If, after quitting my house in a morning, it were
to be lifted out of its site in the street by enchantment, and replaced by
another with a similar entrance, I should probably even in the day-time
enter it, without being struck by the change ; and bees, if during their ab-

sence their old hive be taken away, and a similar one set in its place, enter
this last; and if it be provided with brood-comb contentedly take up their

abode in it, never troubling themselves to inquire what has become of the

identical habitation which they left in the morning, and with the inhabitants

of which, if it be removed to fifty paces distance, they never resume their

connection.^

If pursuing my illustration, you should object that no man would thus
contentedly sit down in a new house without searching after the old one,

you must bear in mind that I am not aiming to show that bees have as pre-

* " Hark ! the hee winds her small but mellow horn.
Blithe to salute the sunny smile of morn.
O'er thymy downs she bends her busy course.

And many a stream allures her to its source.

'Tis noon, 'tis night. That eye so finely wrought,
Bej'ond the search of sense, the soar of thought,
Now vainly asks the scenes she left behind

;

Its orb so full, its vision so confined !

Who guides the patient pilgrim to her cell ?

Who bids her soul with conscious triumph swell ?

With conscious truth retrace the mazy clue

Of varied scents that charm'd her as she flew?
Hail, Memory, hail ! thy universal reign

Guards the least link of Being's glorious chain."

' If a hive be removed out of its ordinary position, the first day after this re-

moval the bees do not fly to a distance without having visited all the neighbouring
objects. The queen does the same thing when flying into the air for fecundation,
(Huber, Recherches sur les Fourmis, 100.)

3 See the account of the mode in which the Favignanais increase the number of
their hives by thus dividing them. (Huber, ii. 459.)

O o 3
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cise a memory as ours, but only that they are endowed with some portion

of this faculty, which I think the above fact proves. Should you view it in

a different light, you will not deny the force of others that have already

been stated in the course of our correspondence: such as the mutual greet-

ings of ants of the same society when brouglit together after a separation

of four months; and the return of a party of bees in spring to a window
where in the preceding autumn they had regaled on honey, though none of

this substance had been again placed there.^

But the most striking fact, evincing the memory of these last-mentioned

insects, has been communicated to me by my intelligent friend, Mr. William
Stickney, of Ridgeinont, Holderness. About twenty years ago, a swarm
from one of this gentleman's hives took possession of an opening beneath

tlie tiles of his house, whence, after remaining a few hours, they were dis-

lodged and hived. For many subsequent years, when the hives descended
from this stock were about to swarm, a considerable party of scouts were
observed for a few days before to be reconnoitring about the old hole under
the tiles; and Mr. Stickney is persuaded that if suffered they would have
established themselves there. He is certain that for eight years successively

the descendants of the very stock that first took possession of the hole

frequented it as above stated, and not those of any other swarms ; having

constantly noticed them, and ascertained that they were bees from the

original hive by powdering them while about the tiles with yellow ochre,

and watching their return. And even at the present time there are still

seen every swarming season about the tiles bees, which Mr. Stickney has

no doubt are descendants from the original stock.

Had Dr. Darwin been acquainted with this fact, he would have adduced
it as proving that insects can convey traditionary information from one
generation to another ; and at the first glance the circumstance of the

descendants of the same stock retaining a knowledge of the same fact for

twenty years, during which period there must have been as many genera-

tions of bees, would seem to warrant the inference. But as it is more
probable that the party of surveying scouts of the first generation was the

next year accompanied by others of a second, who in like manner con-

ducted their brethren of the third, and these last again others of the fourth

generation, and so on,— I draw no other conclusion from it than that bees

are endowed with memory, which I think it proves most satisfactorily.

I am, &c.

1 A remarkable fact, proving at once that insects are endowed with memory,
association of ideas, and the sense of hearing, has been recorded by M. Goureau,

the author of the valuable observations on the stridulation of insects, before re-

ferred to in treating of their noises. He kept for several days a praying mantis {31.

rdigiosa) in a box, and fed it with flies. On first placing it in its new abode he

irritated it with a pen, and at the same time gave a slight whistle. Apparently

fearing an enemy, it put itself in a state of defence, reared up its long thorax,

placed its fore feet as if to seize its prey, and half expanded its -svings and elytra,

rubbing its abdomen repeatedly against their sides, so as to produce a noise like

that of" parchment. " From the first moment (continues M. Goureau) to the last

day that I kept it, every time that I visited it and gave the same slight whistle

it assumed its defensive attitude, and did not quit it till it judged the danger

past." ( Ann, Soc. Eiit. de Fiance, x. bu'l xviii.)
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[chapter XV. OF MR. FREEMAN's LIFE OF MR. KIRBY.]

It is with a mournful pleasure I contribute to my friend Mr. Freeman's
Life of Mr. Kirby a slight sketch of the history of our friendship of

nearly haU' a century, and of the origin and progress of the " Introduction

to Entomolgy," the source of so much interest and delight to us both ;

partly from recollection, but chiefly from Mr. Kirby's letters to me
during that time, and from mine to him.*

Our acquaintance began in this way. Chancing, one evening, in

August 1805, when walking on the Humber bank, to meet my friend

George Rodweli, Esq., then a resident at Hull, he told me he was about
to visit Barham in a few days, and said if I had any insects to send to

Mr. Earby he should be happy to convey them. This offer I gladly

• These letters, with which Mr. Freeman has furnished me, are between four and
five hundred in number ; and those from Mr. Kirby, which I have preserved with as

much care as he had mine, are nearly as many. About half of the two series of

letters refer almost wholly to entomology and our book, but a great part of the re-

mainder, exchanged during my eight years' travels and residence on the Continent,
and after my return to England, are more occupied with accounts of our tours, &c.,

and of domestic matters. Our entomological letters, in those days of dear postage,
were mostly written on sheets of large folio paper, so closely, that each would equal
a printed sheet of sixteen pages of ordinary type. These we called our " first-rates,"

or sometimes " seventy-fours," the few on ordinary-sized paper being " frigates ;

"

but one I find from Wr. Kirby, which he calls the " Koyal Harry," written
on a sheet nearly the size of a "Times" supplement, and closely filled on three
pages, and which he begins and concludes thus :— "Barham, March 23. 181G. My
Dear Friend,— This doubtless will be the greatest rarity in the epistolary way that
you ever received. I hope it will long be kept among your Kei/xr)Aia, and be shown,
not as a black, but as a black and white swan, which since the discovery of the
former in N. S. W., must be held as the true rara avis. . . . And now, having
manned this Royal Hairy with as large a complement of men as I could muster, I

shall launch her. I question whether ever one of equal tonnage before crossed the
Humber." With the love of order which Mr. Kirby's study of natural history had
60 deeply implanted in him, all my letters are folded across the sheet, so as to be of
the same breadth of about two inches, and have an index on the back of each, re-
ferring to the various subjects (often 15 to 20) of the letter, which he marked in it

by large figures in brackets, so as readdy to catch the eye ; and they were then
docketed with red tape into a packet for each year.
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accepted, and prepared a box, which was taken by Mr. Rodwell, along
with a letter, which is placed first in Mr. Kirby's packet of mine of 1805,
and which it is necessary to give here to make his reply intelligible.

"Drypool, Hull, 26th August, 1805.
"Sir,— Your friend Mr. Rodwell, knowing me to be a smatterer in that

branch of natural history to the advancement of which, in Britain, you have so
largely contributed, told me the other day that he was about to visit your
neighbourhood, and said he wouid be glad to convey to you any duplicates of
insects I might have, that I judged might possibly be new to you. I embraced
his offer with pleasure, and I have accordingly sent a few insects which I have
reason to think scarce, or not described in * Entomologia Britannica.' If they
are already known to you, as perhaps the major part are, I must beg you to

take the will for the deed. Such as are new, if any be so, I request your accept-
ance of, as a small return for the high gratification I have derived from the
perusal of your admirable papers in the ' Linnean Transactions,' and the intro-

duction to your • Monograph of English Bees.' From that work itself I have
not been able to derive the advantage which I have no doubt I shall reap from
it when I have made a greater progress in entomology. At present, the order
Colcoptera, to the investigation of which Mr. Marsham's excellent work, in-

cluding so many of your discoveries, affords such facility, exclusively engages
my attention. But I proceed to my immediate object, which is, to make a few
short remarks on the insects I send.

" No. 1. is a CurcuUo belonging to Section A. b.** in E. B., which I do not
find described there. I found it the other day in great numbers, feeding upon
young oak trees, the leaves of which it corrodes in the same manner as Chryso-
mela vitelUna, &c. do those of willows. From its habitat, it should be C. fer-
rugineus of E. B. ; but as neither its head, rostrum, nor knees are black, it

cannot be that, and there appears to me no other in the section with which it at

all accords. C. rufus I have, which is very different. May it not be C. Beta-
led of Panzer's 'Entomologia Germanica?' which is the mere likely, as I did
find a few of the same insect upon Betulus Alnus, in the neighbourhood of the
oaks upon which it chiefly was. It also strikes me that it, as well as Panzer's C.
Betukti, may possibly be C. Quercus of Linne, if that properly belongs to the

Saltatorii section, which Fabricius seems to believe by his synonyming it with
his C Viminalis, for I do not believe that C. Quercus of Linne, which is ' pallide

flavus,' even though belonging to this section, can be synonymous with C.
Viminalis, which if that be, and doubtless it is, C. rufus of E. B., is of a rufous

colour, with the fore part of the abdomen, as well as the eyes, black. Fabricius
appears to me extremely lax in his definition of colour; at least, if the insects

he describes from be of the same colour as English ones. Neither C. Alni nor
C. Viminalis are of a testaceous colour. C No. 1., when first caught, has, in a
certain light, a large triangular spot at the base of the dytra, of a lighter shade
than the rest.

" No. 2., which has also incrassated hind thighs, appears to me undescribed in

E. B. : indeed if I am correct in my supposition, it does not belong to any
section there; for, as far as I can see with the deepest magnifier I possess, its

antennae are not broken, but entire, though of this, owing to its minuteness, I

am not positive. However that may bo, I see no CurcuUo in Section A. b** of

E. B. which, like this, is wholly black, with reddish antennae. I found it on
some species of willow, and then on Mespilus Oxyacantha.

" No. 3. is doubtless CurcuUo variabilis of Fabricius and Panzer. Whether
Mr. Marsham had not seen it, or he deemed it a variety of C. nigrirostris, I know
not, but it is not described in E. B. That it is a variety of that I can scarcely

believe, though Paykull, on his usual plan of making as many varieties as pos-

sible, chooses to consider it so. I sent lately to Mr. Marsham, who has honoured
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me with a letter, ten or twelve Curculiones, which I am not able to name from
E. B. Perhaps some of them are new, but I have no duplicates.

"Before I found the true Di/tiscus recurvus, I had called, though in great

doubt, No. 4. by that name. As it is not that, I see nothing in E. B. which it

can he. D. lineatus I have: and though its linecB are somewhat lilve those of
that, yet the two-lobed spot on its thorax, and ferruginous abdomen, suffi-

ciently distinguish it.

"No. 5. is doubtless D- flexuosus. It is not unfrequent here; and as it

appears from E. B. not very common, I send a couple of specimens.
" ]\Ir. Rlarsham tells me that he has not Hydrophilus Cicindeloides, and as this

may be the case with you, I send a specimen. It is not very uncommon here.

Is not this Elophorus eJongatus of Fabricius, with the description of which it

appears to me wholly to agree?
" I send a specimen of Carabus purpuro-caruleus, which, from there being a

local habitat to it in E, B., I conclude rare. I have found five or six specimens
of it in a particular clayey bank.

" No. 6. is so much liiie what I call Carabus littoralis, except in wanting the

maculte at the base of the elytra, that it can hardly be considered other than a

variety of that
; yet I never found it in company with C. littoralis, nor, indeed,

anywhere but on the shore of the Humbcr, where it is not very common, and
I never found a single specimen of C littoralis near to this habitat.

" No. 7. is a small Carabus, which I also find on the banks of the Humber,
and only there. Its truncated and smooth, or most obsoletely striated elytra,

so obviously characterise it, that I have little doubt of its being undescribed in

E. B.
" No. 8. is so exactly like Carabus marginatus, except in wanting its testa-

ceous margin, that I imagine it is merely a variety of that.

" No. 9. (1, 2, 3.), though differing considerably in colour, are, as you will at

once perceive, the same insect, which is common under clods of earth on the

shores of the Humber, in company with a species of Oniscus. Elsewhere I have
not seen it. I at first imagined the testaceous specimens (No. 1.), which are

most numerous, had been but lately disclosed from the chrysalis ; and to deter-

mine this, I fed and kept alive one of them for a month, but at the end of that

period its colour was not altered. The punctulate pilose surface f)f these

Curabi furnish characteristics not very common in this genus
;
yet I am uncer-

tain whether any one of the varieties be described in E. B. No. 2. agrees, in

colour and several other respects, with C. echinatus, but its elytra are not
' punctatO'Striate,' but striate, with puncta in the interstices. No. 3. would do
pretty well for C. punctulatus ; but its feet are not of the same colour as the

abdomen, and no mention is made of any pubescence on the surface of that.

All the specimens of No. 9. which I have examined,—and I have observed

many,—are furnished with a very good characteristic, independent of colour.

They have (like Carabus tibialis) no abbreviated stria next the suture at the base

of the elytra. I send several specimens of this for examination: you will at

once know whether it is new or not.

" No. 10. I have called Carabus foraminulosns, but with some hesitation, for

neither does the colour altogether accord, nor can the strias be called ' sub-

obsolete,' according to my idea of that term. In its punctulate and sub-

pubescent surface, as well as colour, it agrees witli the fuscous specimens of

No. 9.; but its greater size, abbreviated strire next the suture (as is usual in

this genus), and shorter impressed line on the tliorax, afford sufficient dis-

criminations. It inhabits a particular clayey bank, near us, on breaking lumps
of which you may often find it in oval holes, in the inside of them, apparently

just excluded from the chrysalis.

"Nos. 11. and 12., though extremely common, I am not able to refer satiS'
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factorily to any in E. B„ and I therefore send them, though I have no idea but
that they are well known to you.

" My friend Mr. Watson informs me that you are writing a Monograph of

Staphylini, which I am extremely glad to hear, as my little experience has
convinced me that there are many English ones yet undescribed ; and, in a
genus where so many species are of the same colour, long and full descriptions

are peculiarly requisite. All the unnamed specimens I had of this genus I

sent to Mr. Marsham; and if he finds any liicely to be new to you, he will

doubtless send them to you. I herewith enclose a few specimens. I shall be
glad if any of them are new to you : if not, you will oblige me by returning
them, named, by Mr. Kodwell, for my information.

" No. 13. I have called S. obscurus. It is common on the shore of the
Humber.

" No. 14. must be S. cruentatus, not uncommon here. I send these two, be-
cause of their having local habitats given them in E. B.

" No. 17. is not uncommon here, but I can find no one in E. B. with which
it accords well. The remaining Staphylini, chiefly minute ones, I have not
particularly examined, and probably many of them are described in E. B.

" No. 1 8. is a Cassida which I took some months ago, but I forget where. I
am doubtful if it be described in E. B. With the specific character of C. si-

milis it perfectly accords, but not with the size or the description, for neither is

the thorax longitudinally elevated, nor are the feet pallid,—the thighs, except
the apex, being wholly black. Can it be your C. liriophora? yet I see nothing
of the macula and black puncta you mention. This I shall be able to determine
shortly as I have at present by me two or three of the pupae of, I expect, your
C. liriophora, which I have found and fed, as you direct, on Carduus arvensis.

" Scarites thoracicus of "lUiger's ' Kafer Preussens,' I have found abundantly
in the dried-up mouth of a pond, along with Heterocerus marginatus. Mr.
Mai'sham tells me he has had it sent him, perhaps by yourself. I send, how-
ever, one or two specimens.

As Mr. Marsham mentions the place where, and person by whom, Cocci-

nella \S-guttata was taken, I presume it is not found by every entomologist
everywhere, and I therefore send a specimen. Its habitat is Pimis sylvestris,

from diflferent trees of which I shook, the other day, five or six specimens.
" This ends my list of duplicates of insects in my possession that there is a

possibility of being new to you. I am sorry it is not in my power to send a
greater number.

" Since I began my entomological career, which is within these six months, I
have stumbled on a few insects to a certainty not described in E. B., viz.

Donacia appendiculata and Carabus spinilabris of Panzer, ' Faun. Germ.,' and
Carabus dorsalis and C. discus of Fabricius, ' Ent. Syst.' Of these I have not
duplicates, and I have sent them to Mr. Marsham. Since I wrote to him, I
have found four or five specimens of Carabus elevatus of Fab. ' Ent. Syst.' No.
166. (not 33., which very absurdly has the same trivial name). One of these,

No. 20., I enclose. Whether these have been found by any one else since the

publication of E. B., I am ignorant.— But I hasten to conclude this long
letter.

"I am, sir, respectfully,

" Your most obedient servant,

" William Spence."

To this letter I had the pleasure of receiving the following reply from
Ml'. Kirby:—
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" Barham, Nov. 30. 1S05.
" Sir,—When your obliginpj letter and box of insects arrived here I was in

London, and did not return till towards the middle of October, when Mr. George
Eodwell had left Suffolk, or I would, if possible, have returned your box and
an answer by him. Since that time I have been so busily engaged, principally

in preparing my paper upon the genus Apion for the press, that 1 have not had
time to consider the contents of the little box you were so good as to send.

Having now despatched that business, and besides having an opportunity by a
private conveyance of getting this as far as Pocklington in Yorkshire, I shall at

length endeavour to answer your queries as well as I am able. Your letters to

my friend Marsham, of which he had indulged me with a sight, excited in ray

mind a strong inclination to correspond with a naturalist who, from his very

outset, seemed to enter so deeply into the subject, — who, so far from falling

into the errors usual with beginners, determined his species with the judgment
and precision of the most experienced naturalist. But I leave prefacing, as I

Have but little time allowed me to prepare my letter.

" 1. Your Curculio No. 1. I have long been acquainted with, and have al-

ways taken it for the Cure. Qaercus, Linn. The description in ' Faun. Suec'
mentions the triangle observable in certain lights at the base of the elytra. A
correspondent of mine in Sweden, to whom I sent it, writes me word that it is

certainly C Viminalis of Fabr. and Paykull. I have not Panzer's ' Ent. Germ.,'

only his ' Faun. Ins. Germ. Init.' ; therefore I cannot say whether the insect in

question appears to me his C. Betuleti
" 2. The specimen sent me is Cure. Avellancc, Marsh.: it has black antennce.

That taken upon the willow, which I once found here, is Cure. Saliceti of Fa-
bricius. It is distinguished by a white scutellum, rufous stalk to the antenna,
and rufous tibia;. In both these species the antenna; are broken, though the

first joint is not so long as is often the case ; but the insects being very minute,

it is not easy to unfold the antennise, and they usually are so closely folded as to

look as if they were inserted at the base of the rostrum, and were unbroken
;

but I have specimens of both, with the antenna; unfolded.
" 3. Cure, variabilis of Fabr., doubtless ; but I think Paykull right in giving

it as a variety of C. nigrirostris. What hairs are left upon the elytra are green,

and the colour of the substance of the elytra in nigrirostris is rufous. C. va-
riabilis is probably a late-disclosed specimen. I have it from Sweden of all

shades,
" 4. It comes veiy near Dyti^eus lineatus of Marsham, but may be distinct,

unless, as is probable, it is a sexual variety. My specimen of D. lineatus is a
female, and No. 4. is a male. Neither of these is Z>. lineatus of Fabr, and Payk.,
which I have from Major Gyllenhal, my Swedish correspondent. I have only
a single specimen of 1>, lineatus ; one more I took and gave Mr. Marsham.
No. 4. I never saw before; for the specimen you sent Mr, M., as this variety,

was a black abdomened one,
" 5. D.Jiexnosus, E. B. ; D. pictus, Fabr. Payk.; arcuatus, Panz. xxvi. 1.?

" 6. Carabus. I think, with you, that this is only a variety of C. litioralis.

I had not seen it before. Observe, that most of these little Carabi, which we
find in moist places, are of a different habit from the others. They come near
to Elaphnis of Fabr., and are reckoned as such by some authors, but I think
they would form a distinct genus. I had named it Ocys (Gr. okvs, celer), but
Latreille has called it Bembidion ( ' Hist, des Crustac. et Ins.' vol. iii. p. 8., and
vii. p. 232.). The exterior palpi are exactly those of Cicindela Jlavipes {Eh'
phrus), and so are their habits. The last joint but one of the former is in-

crassate, and the last very minute and setiform. To this genus belong 51, 52,

53, 54. 56, 57. 73. 75. 77 ? 80, 81., of ' Ent. Brit.'

" 7. Carabus truncalellus, ' Ent. Brit.'
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" 8. is, I think, distinct from C. margmatus. It is more shining
; proportion-

ally shorter ; the legs are entirely black, and the hind-legs not so long in pro-

portion. I take it to be C. viduus, Panz., or very near it, or perhaps a variety

of C. 8 -punctatus, Marsh.
"9. (1.) C. punctulatus, E. B. I think, from a memoradum I made as

to that insect, Corpus parum vUlosum. It is doubtless only a variety of 9. (2, 3.)

" 9. (2, 3.) C. echinatus, E. B. C. pubescens, Payk. I have found it more
than once near the salt-water rivers, sub alga.

" 10. is C. puncticollis of PaykuU. It is certainly similar to C. foraminulosus,

but it is smaller and blacker, the thorax something shorter in proportion
;
per-

haps it is the male ; in other respects they exactly resemble each other. Sub-

obsolete may be rendered between striag that are of the usual depth and those

that are but just visible : it is an indefinite term, and must be taken indefinitely.

In my specimens of C. foraminulosus the striae are as deep as they commonly
are in this genus.

"11. C. apricarius, Fabr.
" 1 2. C. nigriccps, ' Ent, Brit.'

" 20. C. elevatus is C. unifasciatus, ' Ent. Brit.' It is scarcely C. elevatus

of Fabricius, who says of his ' Statura et magnitudo omnino C- crux minor.^

C. crux minor is of a different shape, and larger. This insect is very scarce.

" 13. is, I believe. Staph, punctulatus, ' Ent. Brit.' It is not S. obscurus.

The punctula upon the head and thorax of this latter are more numerous, and

there is an impunctate line observable on the thorax. In punctulatus, too, the

head and thorax are nitida, but not so in obscurus.

" 14. St. crueniatus,'^nt.Bxit.', St. G/a&m<MS, Gravenhorst, 'Insect. Micropt

Brunsvic,' p. 178. No. 38.

" 15. St. tricolor, Fabr. var.? not of Marsham. St. tricolor, 'Ent. Brit.' is

Pcederus melanocephalus of Fabr.

"17. I have this for a variety of St. linearis, ' Ent. Brit.'; St. punctulatus,

Gravenhorst, No. 37.

" 1 7. St. pyrrhopus, mihi.

"18. I think this is merely a small variety of Cassida similis, ' Ent. Brit.'

(C rubiginosa, Illig. Herbst.; C. viridis,Fabi: and Paykull, according to Major

Gyllenhal). The base of the thighs is in all the specimens black. The thorax

in this specimen is a little elevated longitudinally, at least anteriorly.

" Scarites thoracicus appears somewhat different from the species we find

here, but I believe it to be the true one.

" Coccinella \8-guttata. Since that specimen was taken mentioned in 'Ent.

Brit.' by my pupil Mr. Sheppard, I have found it plentifully myself.

" With respect to the other insects without a label. I find one new species of

the Staphylinus trilie; but upon these I shall reserve myself till I return the

box, into which I hope I shall have it in my power to put a few things that

may not be unacceptable to you, in return for your kindness ; but, having last

year disposed of 1400 or 1500 specimens to various correspondents, my duplicate

drawer is rather poor at this time. I have received Donacia appendiculata

from my Swedish friend, but hope you will find more, as I should be glad to

possess a British specimen. It is D. Equiseti of Fabricius. There are a number

of curious things amongst those you sent to Mr. Marsham, but I had not time

to examine them all. After you have supplied him, I shall feel much obliged

if you occasionally think of me, and I shall be happy to make such a return as

I am able. Carabus spmilabris, Panz, is C. brmmeus. Marsh., ' Ent. Brit.
;'

C. rufescens, Fabr., and C. Jerrugineus of the Linnrean Cabinet. With C. spini-

harbis, and a non-descript I have, it forms a distinct genus, but is not a Manti-

cora. Latreille calls it Pogonophorus. Tom. 3., p. 88.

" I shoidd be much obliged to you to give ray compliments to Mr. Watson,
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and thanks for his obliging letter, which I would have answered by this con-
veyance, but I had not time ; but it shiill not remain long unanswered. My
best compliments and kind remembrances also to Mr George Eodwell. Should
you ever by pleasure or business be induced to visit Suffolk, I should be ex-
tremely happy to have the pleasure of your company at Barham for a few days.

My cabinet is tolerably rich both in indigenous and foreign insects.

" I have enclosed a list of my desiderata with respect to ' Ent. Brit.' that you
may not have the trouble of sending me insects that I am already possessed of.

If you could do the same with respect to your own insects, I should better

know what to send. I have referred above to Gravenhorst's ' Insecta Micro-
ptera Brunsvicensia :' it is the most complete work upon Staphylinus, Linn,
that has yet appeared. And now my paper admonishes me that it is time to

assure you that I am, Sir,

" Your obliged and obedient, humble servant,
" Wm. Kirby."

These two letters are given in full, as specimens of the way in which
our entomological correspondence was carried on, but from the remain-
ing twenty-seven letters which jiassed between us up to October 22.

1808 (most of them very long, one of mine accompanying 214 in.sects

sent to Mr. Kirby, with remarks on them, filling sixteen ordinary folio

pages, which received an answer occupying almost as many), I shall give

only extracts, as the letters themselves being purely scientific would
liave no interest for the general reader, and not much for the entomo-
logist, now that the points we so earnestly discussed as to identity of
species, &c., have been mostly long since settled :

—
"Barham, March 6th, 1806.

" Dear Sir,— After thanking you, which I do very heartily for your kind
and intelligent letter, I shall proceed immediately to business, lest I should not
find this sheet long enough for what I have to say."

Then follow three closely written pages of comments on my remarks
and queries as to his observations on the insects I sent him, and the
letter concludes as below :—

" And now, my dear Sir, I think you will be almost inclined to say. Well
here's a Roland for my Oliver. I fear you will not get through my disserta-

tions with so little tedium as I did yours. I beg you v.-ill never apologise to

me for the queries you propose, for they lead to useful inquiries and the acqui-

sition of knowledge, and mutually improve us in our favourite science. I shall

be much disappointed, indeed, if, when you make your journey to London, you
do not return via Barham ; it is only going two sides of an obtuse-angled
triangle ; if it was time of peace, vessels are often sailing from Ipswich to

Hull. From London here, is about 72 miles, Cambridge 49
;
you know I

imagine how far it is from thence to PIuU,— Lynn, probably would be the

shortest way. Pray remember me very kindly to Mr. George Rodwell, and
tell him his brother and sister here are both well. I had a letter from Mr.
Marsham the other day ; he was well. I expect another to-morrow. I sluiU

be glad to fill up any vacancies in your cabniet in my power, and, therefore,

request your list of desiderata. I have, I suppose, the best part of 1 000 Cole-

optera sent by my Swedish correspondent. Major Gyllenhal, by which I am
enabled to ascertain a large proportion of PaykuU's insects, and I have many
English you will not see elsewhere. If you collect foreign insects you will sec

here the best collection of foreign Hymenoptera, I beUevc, now in England,

—
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witliout Francillon's be excepted. You see I can't willingly quit the subject of

your visiting Barliam.
*' Darkness is coming on, and admonishes me to conclude this long epistle.

" I am, Dear Sir,

" Your obliged and sincere friend and servant,
« Wm. Kiebt."

" P. S.—Do you see Sowerby's * British Miscellany?' the Entomological

part of it is now done by me. In No. 10. are figures of four very scarce British

Coleoptera, viz. Staphylinus concolor, ' E. B.' (which is the true dilatatus of

authors) ; Scarahceus pumilus $ $ do. ; Cerambyx fulminans, Fabr., and
Carahvs chrysostomos, 'E. B.' which is Drypta emarginata, Fabr. ' Syst. Eleuth;'

Cicindela emarginata, ' Ent. Syst.' and Panzer, &c. The Lepidopterous part I

have no concern in. There are several curious insects in the other numbers,

and particularly my Stylops Melittce, with which my descriptions begin

March 11."

In June 1806, I accepted Mr. Kirby's pressing invitation to visit him
on my way from London to Hull, and spent ten delightful days with

him at Barham. Five or six of these were devoted to a minute exa-

mination together of his Coleoptera, species by species, and I need not say

what a fund of knowledge I derived from this inspection, accompanied

by his comments, nor what a large accession my collection received

from his very liberal contribution of his duplicates. Three or four days

were given to an entomological excursion in his gig, to visit the shores of

the Orwell, where I found many insects new to me.
From the first letter I had from Mr. Kirby after my return to Hull

copious extracts may be given, as they will be intelligible to entomo-
logists without the letter to which it refers ; and also from another con-

taining the details of a pedestrian tour to which it alludes, which may
interest non-entomological readers.

" Barham, August 11. 1806.
" Dear Sir,— Your kind letter was particularly acceptable, as I began to

feel uneasy at not hearing from you, and was thinking of writing to you when
it arrived. You will, perhaps, be disappointed at not receiving a folio sheet,

but this is to go in a frank with other letters, and therefore I must content my-
self with the usual size. To make amends I will write as small and close as

possible. And now to answer the entomological part of your letter. My larger

CurcuUo resinosus stands in my catalogue under the name of Colon. Fabricius

had a Cure. Colon, but it is now a RhynchcBnus. Did you take many of Hister

pygmaus ? I have not an English specimen.
" Your frontispiece came safe: it lost not a joint either from antennae

or tarsi. I am speaking of your Carabus Bruntoni, under which name I have
entered it in my catalogue. I feel much concern at the unexpected death of

this gentleman, and regret your loss and that of natural history Of Ca-
rabus vivalis I should be glad of another specimen or two when you can spare

them I rejoice to find you have taken more of Donacia Zosterce. Gyl-
lenhal made Zostera and Equiseti as varieties, but not as sexual I have
compared Dytiscus Prater with D. elegans, and believe you are right. There is

also a pair of lines of points on the disk of the elytra, yet under three glasses I
sometimes think I discover these points on Frater I have found no more
specimens of CurcuUo globosus in our old favourite haunt, the chalk-pit. I have
been there but twice since you left Barham. The first time I found a new
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Pselaphus like Anthicus Dresdensis (Panz. 98, i.), but with a narrower thorax,

and palpi equally remarkable, and a very minute Cistela, nearly related to

Cistela maritima, E. B., but much more diminutive, with the same characters

exactly, except that the feet are red. This, with maritima, seem properly to

form a distinct genus, intermediate between Byrrhus and Cistela. I also found
a nigro-ffineous Omalium (once Acidota'), of which I had never taken but one
before in the same spot. The last time I took only a black Anisotoma, which I
had taken there once before ; nothing else of consequence has found its way
into my phials. Sheppard's Tetratoma that he finds upon the fir, of which he
gave you a pair, is Spharidium humcrale, Fabr. 'Ent. Syst.' i. 79. 9. You re-

member my taking a small ferrugineous Nitidula upon the new pales as we
went to the pit ; it turned out Sphceridium Colon of Panzer, 84, i., but certainly

not of Fabricius. Sheppard writes me word he has taken two more of Apion
nigritarse upon Corylus, and above thirty Trox sahulosus, under the old ram's

horn, where I took three. One of the Staphylini which you took at Levington
you left here ; it proved to be Staph, cephalotes of Gravenhorst, and looking at

my MS., I find I had referred to your cabinet for it : therefore, concluding you
had a specimen, I put it in my own cabinet ; if you find I am wrong, tell me,
and I will send it with the rest. The Apion you found upon Lathyrus pratensis

proves to be my Apion sabulatum; that upon Ononis, a variety of my Ervi. I
found a nondescript one among Mr. Hooker's parcel, which *l have called

rotundicolle, from its globose thorax. There were forty insects in the two
boxes [Mr. Hooker's] that were either new or very rare.

" I am going, if stout enough,— for I have been much troubled since you
left Barham, with lumbago, — on Monday next, to take the tour of the Suffolk

coast on foot, from Walton, where we slept, to Yarmouth, and hope I shall

make some additions to the catalogue of British insects, and to the collections

of myself and friends. I take a fortnight for the purpose ; shall go to Sheppard's
on Sunday evening, and then proceed leisurely, and return home, I believe,

inland. If the weather continues as fair as it is now, the expedition will be
delightful, and I shall only wish you were my comes in via, but I must go solus

cum solo Hangero.* Poor Sheppard can't foot it so far, and there is no other

keros entomolocficus in this neighbourhood. I wrote to Mr. MacLeay, but he
can't get out for even a single day, he says. I had a letter from our good friend

Marsham not long since ; he has been to visit the Dean of Rochester and Mr.
Lambert (at least he was going when he wrote), but, I suppose, will soon
return. I have been extremely busy upon the natural characters of Staphy-
linus, and have made drawings of the antennce, palpi, &c., of several of my
families. I have not yet determined whether it is to be CaUicerus Spencii

or Aleochara Spencii, the palpi come so very near the latter genus. I often

wish for you at my elbow to give me a lift, when occasionally I feel my-
self stupid. I find it difiicult to get a clear idea of the interior palpi of
Stenus. In this drawing, a, is the end of the tongue, and, b, the interior

palpi as they appear from a specimen of mine. I think they are biarticulate,

but cannot satisfy myself on this point. Be so good as to examine one of
yours, and give me your ideas. When you go to Ripon I shall be glad to

hear of your success, and shall detail to you the result of my expedition.
" Believe me, &c."

"Barham, Sept. 24, 1806.
" Dear Sir,— I was gratified to find your tour was so pleasant and suc-

cessful. Mine, unfortunately, terminated difiercntly, and my entomological

captures (of consequence) did not reach a Greek plural, being in number only

• His dog " Ranger,"

V P
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two— one specimen of Tenebrio cadaverinus, Fahr., -where Sheppard used to

find it in tolerable plenty ; and a new Cai-ahus, connecting caienuJatus of
Marsham with violaceus of ditto. I take it to be catenatus of Panzer (87, 4.),

but am not certain, as it does not quite agree with his description. An im-
happy foot had trod upon my specimen, and very much injured it. I looked,

as you may suppose, very earnestly for more, but could not find one. I

showed it to an intelligent gentleman in the neighbourhood, who said, if he
met with anything like it, he would take it.

" Now for my misfortunes. The first day of my travels proved exceedingly

hot. I had at my back, under my coat, a pad called an ' Independent,' which
was suspended from my shoulders and buttoned close to the small of my back.

I found this friend, for a new acquaintance, much too warm in his attachment

;

he carried for me a double change of linen. I had, besides, ten pockets,

disposed here and there about me, in which I carried, to little purpose as you
find, all the needfuls for a Heros Entomologicus who would have a successful

campaign. Hot as I was, I was so unfortunate as to be disappointed in most
of my eff'orts to procure refi'eshmcnt ; and at the public-house where I proposed
sleeping, the hostess could produce only a negative bill of fare, so that I was
forced, after a long march, to content myself with bread and butter and bad
beer for my dinner. Indignant at this, and being resolved to taste flesh before

I slept, I pushed forward to another village, and was hospitably received and
entertained by a gentleman-farmer of whom I had some knowledge. I was,
however, not a little fatigued ; and to add to my disasters, the next day, when
I proposed walking only four miles, and going by water the rest of my day's

allotment, I unluckily missed my way, and was obliged to walk eleven miles,

and great part through a very heavy sand. The fatigues of these two days, and
the privations of the first, brought a nervous complaint upon me, attended by
a most uncomfortable depression of spirits. However, between walking and
riding, I managed to get as far as Lowestoft, from whence, at the end of the

first week, I started with another gentleman in post-chaises for Barham, where
I an-ived on the Saturday morning. I was out of order for some time after my
return home, but have now recovered my usual health. . I saw all the towns
upon the coast I had not seen before, and every place that was worthy of

notice. Thus much for my tour. I shall now begin my reply to your letter in

order." [From the two closely-written pages that follow, such short extracts

only are given as are likely to interest the entomologist. ]
" Staphylinus caraboides was never before taken in England, that I know of,

and I shall be thankful for British specimens. Carabus seccdis, Payk., is cer-

tainly synonymous with your C. Bruntoni .... I suspect your Paderus,
like orbiculatiis, to be diftercnt from mine, on the head of which I can discover

no impunctate line . . . Your conjecture is right, that Carabus ochropus, E. B.,

is rotundatus, Payk. I have both an English and Swedish specimen .... To
your great satisfaction, I can assure you that your Dyliscus fruter is not assi-

mdis of Payk I have observed that the puncta upon the head and thorax
of Staphylinus stercorarius are larger than in erythropterus and casta?iopterus

;

but with my triple glass I have not been able to see that they are ocellated : a
hair arises from each, but that is also the case in erythiopterus ; so you see that

the epithet lyncean belongs rather to your eyes than mine ... I have the

Hydrophilus like luridus you mention ; but I have considered it only as a
variety .... And now, I think, I have finished my reply to all your queries,

&c. ; and must thank you both for the information you give me (always fur-

nishing me with something valuable of which I was before ignorant, and
enabling me to attain by putting me upon research). I shall only farther

observe upon this subject, that if you do not furnish us with some valunble

work upon some department of oui* favourite science, you will be inexcusable.
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" Mr. Haworth spent a day with me about a month ago. He left me a speci-

men of what appears to be Z?^/iscMs?nm;V«!w of Schrank .... He left me like-

wise a Gyrinus very like nalator, with rufous elytra .... I don't recollect whether
we made out the Copris you took at Landguard-fort. I had received one of

the same species from Dillwyn, and named it reticulatus. I since find by com-
paring it with Gyllenhal's insects, that it is Scai: Xiphias of Paykull, Copris

nuchicornis of Sturm, Illiger, and Panzer, but not of E. B I have now
given you all the entomological intelligence my budget contains. A later

letter from my friend Marsham tells me he had no success in that way in his

late expedition. I shall hope to see something new in Norfolk, whither I am
going for a month next Monday fortnight : I am sure I shall, at least, in

Hooker's cabinet : so that if you write between the 20th of Sept. and the 20th

of Nov., your letter must be directed to me, Bev. Dr. Sutton's, Lower Close,

Norwich. I shall not forget to inform you of what occurs in my way .... I

hope you will do what you hint at— take a walk Barham-way next summer.
I think I could meet you on the road, at least as far as Cambridge, and
accompany you here.

" Believe me, &c."

"Barham, March 22, 1807.
" Dear Sir, — I don't wonder at your surprise at my long silence ; yet the

reason of it is contained in your favour, for which I thank you the more,
because I do not deserve it. You say— ' The fact is, that for the two months
succeeding my last I was so occupied with ?<ra-entomological affairs that I had
not leisure to look at an insect.' This has been precisely my case ....
I have boxes of insects both from Haworth and Hooker to name, which I
am afraid the owners think I have cribbed ; and when I shall hare leisure to

look them over and return them, I cannot tell : so I trust you will accept of this

my apology. In London, I went over Sir Joseph's Staphi/hni ; but there was
nothing very remarkable amongst them except S. aureus, which is of the same
family with S. murinus, &c. I found several non-dcscript species in Mr.
M'Leay's cabinet, which he purchased from the Levcrian Museum, and one
large and blue one from old Urury's cabinet. Another piece of entomological
Tiews I can tell you,— that M'Lcay has purchased all Donovan's foreign

insects— a most valuable addition to his collection, which in value falls not very
far short of Francillon's. I will now endeavour to answer your letter . . .

."

"Barham, April 1, 1807.

"Dear Sir,— Your box arrived here safe last Thursday or Friday without
any damajje of consequence .... I have looked over the contents of your
bo.x and Mr. Watson's, but have not yet had leisure to compare either with my
own cabinet ; but the following in your parcel at the first glance seem to me
new:— No. 4, Carabus scitulus. No. 14, Dyliscus scitulus— a very pretty

species. No. 19, Haliplus mucronatus ? I have one very near it, I am sure.

No. 20, Helophorus longipalpis, appears to me quite a new insect, and not Hyd.
longipalpis of Fi. H iio. 4], Catheretes Junci and nitidus, sxrc both
new to me, except one be in Sheppard's cabinet. 44 is new to mc. 76, Cur'
culio Geranii, new to me as British. Apian, Nos. 81, 82. 93. 9G, seem to me
all new. Ill, Mordella picea, new to me. 138, Staph, fulvipennis, new I think;

139 also, and 144. Aleochara, No. 160, is a very pretty species ; the pile

glitters like silver in certain lights, 194: I believe this may be distinct from
IcEvior; 197, also, is new I think. I don't think wliat you have sent me as Antho'

phagus carahoides is that insect; it seems to mc to come nearer to Anth. ulpinu<:.

There are many others, concerning which I am dubious, but shall tell you more
when I can compare them with my own insects . . . My entomological studies

p p Jl
•
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are pursued only between dinner and tea, so that vou may imagine they do not

proceed very rapidly. I am now engaged in making out the synonyms of

Gravenborst, which I find tedious enough. To save trouble, I mark in the

margin of his family of Staphylinus the number of puncta in the thoracic series

thus : . I find this save some trouble, and reconnnend it to you ... I have
the pleasure to tell you that I found, after you left me, the remains of Mordella

/asciata, E. B., which you may recollect I looked for in vain, and have put all

together very adroitly." . ... [A letter, dated July 7, of ten pages, contained

observations on the 214 insects sent in the box alluded to above.]

" Holme [Norfolk], July 31, 1807.
" My dear Sir,— Being so very near you as to discern, by the help of a

glass, the Humber's mouth, it will not be so well if I do not speak a few words

to you, and give you some account of what I have been doing since I left my
own door." [After a description of his journey and of Holme, and of twelve

insects he had taken, the letter continues:]—"But the pride and joy of my dis-

coveries here is a new Apion, which I have found in tolerable numbers upon
Statice Limonium. It is by far the most splendid and beautiful, and I think

also the largest species of the genus that I yet am acquainted with. I have

already taken fifty specimens, and shall endeavour to get more. I call it Apion

Limonii, and it will form the concluding species of my paper ; and so I may
well say, Finis coronal opvs." [Then follows a description and reference to a

coloured figure on the blank page of the letter. ] " The figure is tolerably cor-

rect, though I know not how to give the metaUic hues of the original.

" I have no further communication now to make, except that we made some
inquiry whether there were any vessel going from this neighbourhood to Hull;

but we could not hear of any. If we had met with one with fair accommodation,

I don't know whether we should not have paid you a flying visit
"

"Barham, Aug. 31, 1807.
" My dear Friend,—At length I have gone through all the contents of your

box, and that of Messrs. Watson and Simpson." .... [Then follow two
pages of descriptions of the new Staphylinidce sent him.]

" In my last I detailed to you many of my captures at Holme, ending with

what I termed the pride and joy of ray discoveries, Apion Limonii; but since

that capture I have taken two insects in the same village, which are still more
valuable : they are both of the Staphylinidce. One of these is a Tachimis, of

which I took a pair in putrid wood. Its peculiarity consists in its antennae,

which are uncommonly slender, with a knob at the end of each joint, and ver-

ticils of hairs, thus, as in fig. 1. [Here follow two pencil sketches.] No. 2

represents the head and thorax of an Oxytelus, related to O. morsitans and

cormdus, but with four long horns upon the head, the two anterior arising from

the base of the maxillaj and protruded before the head. It is, I think, a more
curious insect than even tricor?tis, of which, by the bye, I have also at last got a

specimen : I took it one morning upon Mrs. Kirby's chemisette, as the ladies

denominate their neck-handkerchiefs, as she was walking before breakfast in

Ur. Sutton's garden. In vain I laid traps of white linen for it ; I could not

meet with a second, although I also placed the same attraction in the same
place. I found at Holme, and in a neighbouring village, an abundant supply

of Apion nigritarse upon the dock, the hazel, the hawthorn, the elm, &c. : so

farewell my habitat, which seemed so remarkably confirmed by your taking it

upon the same tree in the north.
'• A remarkable event befell me last week. I had been much afflicted in the

course of the week by the car-ache (a disorder which, if you never knew, I

hone you never Avill, and which, by the bye, must apologise for any mistakes
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you may find with respect to your insects). Mrs. Kirby went to our party [a

weekly evening one], when the mail-coach horn blew, and the coach stopped:

my servant went to the gate. In the interim, a gentleman got out, met the ser-

vant, left not his name but his compliments, and he would call the following day:
then again mounted and disappeared. We were all puzzled who it should be;

and I thought it must be Joseph Hooker (who is coming to-night), obliged by
some circumstance to ante-date his visit. I sent my man in the morning,
thinking it possible the gentleman might have stopped at Claydon, to request

his company at breakfast. When he came, instead of Hooker, I saw the coun-

tenance of a perfect stranger, who said his name was Peck; that he was an
American, and had been at Norwich with Dr. Smith, but that he had brought

no letter of introduction, and that he came on purpose to see me. Though he
spoke English well, I thought his accent rather French, and his having no
vouchers were unpleasant circumstances; but I thought there could be no harm
in showing him my cabinet. His observations showed me that he understood
the subject, and was a man of considerable information in Natural History.

He promised to send me a publication of his upon Tenlhredo Cerasi, seemed
much gratified with what he saw, and professed himself greatly obliged. Upon
the whole, I was much pleased with him, and it was doing some violence to

myself that I did not ask him to take a bed at my house ; but his want of

introductory letters and vouchers of any kind would have made that an impru-
dent step . . .

."

"Barham, Jan. 7, 1808.
"

' Barham ! ! ! So, then, the rector of Barbara is not dead, as I imagined !

This, my dear sir, would be a very natural exclamation upon seeing a letter

from me. It is necessary, therefore, that I should make some apology for not
sooner sending the boxes [of insects] and for my long silence . . . . As to

writing, I have been as deeply immersed in theology as yourself in political

economy, so that I have not cast my eye upon an insect for months; and having
nothing to write about, I did not think a letter of common chit-chat would pay
the postage

"

We now come to the origin of the " Introduction to Entomology," the
history of which will be best given by quoting the passages in our letters

referring to it. '

In the three or four letters I received from Mr. Kirby in the summer
of 1808, nothing occurs generally interesting. In that of October 12,
after three folio pages of remarks on insects [ had sent him, or in answer
to queries as to i'ormer ones, he observes at its close :—

" I attend to what you say with respect to pointing out the differences between
allied species, and shall do my best in that way. I think it is now time to spare
your eyes, which will have some difficulty in making out this scrawl. I have
heard nothing lately either from IMarsham or M'Leay. ' Ent. Brit.' * I fear will

never go on. A general English work on British Entomology I am sure would
sell. Marsham could never have time to do it. You and I in partnership
might very well, if it could be without hurting his feelings, and an English
work properly would not interfere with his Latin one : let foreigners afterwards,
if they liked, translate it. As your time is not taken up by secular business,

you could occasionally come here for a few weeks, each having specified genera

* Marsham's " Entomnlogia Britannica."

p p 3
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and looking over each other's descriptions. I think we should show foreigners

we are not so backward in this science as they imagine us to be.

"Farewell, and believe me to be,

" Yours very truly,

" Wm. Kirby."

The preceding letter was followed by another long one from Mr.
Kirby, dated November 15th, wholly occupied by a synopsis of the

families, and sections of his Monograph of the StaphylinidcEy on which he
was then hard at work. My reply, dated Drypool, November 23rd,

1808, to these two and a former letter was chiefly filled by remarks on
this synopsis, and on his paper on Apion, in the Linnean " Transactions,"

and by giving an outline of my proposed Monograph of the genus C/io-

leva : after which it proceeded as follows :
—

" I will not here attempt to reply to the whole of the three valuable letters

for which I am indebted to you since my last At present I must only

advert to two of their topics,— your hint relative to a co-partnership English
' Entomologia Britannica,' and your remarks on the Linnean cabinet. The
former sciieme much pleased me, for, would you think it? the very same idea

some time ago glanced across my mind. I have nothing more at heart than

being able to contribute to the advance of our science in this country, and in

thinking on an English description of our insects, the only mode of effecting

this, the thought has struck me, ' could not my friend Kirby and I manage
such a work?' I dismissed the idea as a mere pleasing fancy, partly from the

reason you allude to, — the fear that our friend's feelings might sulfer, and
partly because I know you are at present otherwise engaged. But really, on
second thoughts, when confirmed by the similarity of yours, the plan does not

want feasibility. As Mr. Marsbam certainly cannot himself take any share in

an English work, he could not be sorry that others undertook it, and so far

from interfering with his Latin one, it would, indeed, greatly assist the sale.

On the whole, I am inclined to think your scheme well worthy of further con-

sideration, and I tliink we should not lose sight of it. I should, to be sure, be

but a sorry partner in the concern, but my knowledge of German might be of

some use, and greater dispatch might be made by two than one. My idea is,

that such a work should be published in numbers or parts, monthly or quar-

terly. Wc should thus have more time; purchasers would more easily be

found ; and from these, which would rather be the materials of a more perfect

work than a complete ' Entomologia Britannica,' eventually a regular work
might be fabricated. The greatest obstacle with me is the risk of its not pay-

ing itself. Having tasted the sweets of literary profit (I got my bookseller's

account a few weeks since: my six editions of 'Britain independent of Com-
merce,' leave about 230/. clear, — the first of the ' Radical Cause of the present

Distresses of the West India Planters,' 30/.; the second of this last, and my
last pamphlets, are yet unsettled; my expense of advertising was about 80/.,

—

what a parenthesis ! pray don't hold your breath to the close of the sentence),

I should not like to lose by such an undertaking, though I should not care if it

only paid its way. But it is too bad to give one's labour, and lose money into

the bargain. I confess I am not so sanguine as you on this head. I fear we
could not expect a greater sale than Konig and Sims had for their ' Annals of

Botany,' which did not answer. And yet, surely 250 English entomologists

could "be had for purchasers ; and if so, by charging a good price, I think it

might be made to pay, if pulilished in parts. The best plan to ensure success

would be to have a respectable bookseller engaged with one. But to me there

appears a desideratum whose acquisition would greatly contribute to the sue-
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cess of such a work—I mean a popular ' Introduction to Entomology :

' and so

long have I been convinced that this want is the greatest bar to the spread of

the science amongst us, that in my solitary rambles I have sometimes occupied
myself in sketching mentally the plan upon which I conceived it should be
composed. If you give me encouragement I think I should be induced to give

some form to my project. But it would be still better if you would become a
partner in tlie speculation— and why not ? I heartily wish you would let our
partnership begin here. I could give you a sketch of my scheme ; you could
correct, add to it, or propose another. Out of both one could be made, and we
might then divide the several parts between us, and finally jointly amalgamate
them into a whole. Pray think of this, and give me your opinion.*

" Believe me, my dear Sir,

" Ever yours,
" W. Spence."

Mr. Kirby's answer to the preceding remarks was dated Barham, Dec.

17, 1808. After referring to various entomological matters in my letter,

he observes :

—

" As our thoughts jumped, as they say, about a ' British Entomology,' so did
they as to the preparatory step— an ' Introduction to Entomology,'— at least,

I had such a worli in my thoughts, and had gone so far as to draw up a list of

* It is proper to advert here to a discrepancy between my proposal in the above
letter of a popular Introduction to Entomology when I tirst started the idea, and the
short account of the origin of our book in my letter to the President of the Entomo-
logical Society, announcing the death of Mr. Kirby ("Transactions of the Entomo-
logical Society," Vol. i. New Series, Proceedings, p. 19.), in which tlie plan of
giving it a popular form is spoken of as subsequent to a first idea I had men-
tioned to him, of making it scientific only. The fact is, that this was my impres-
sion both in writing our Preface (in which the pkiral number is necessarily used)
and the letter to the President of the Entomological Society ; and tliis impression
remained until Mr. Ereeman had sent me my letters to Mr. Kirby, and 1 had
read tlie above extract. From it I now see, that though my tirst idea of an In-
troduction to Entomology was, as I well remember, that of making it scientific

merely, but very soon changed into the conviction that a popular way of treating
the subject was alone likel}- to fulfil my aim, that of making converts to a study
which I found yield me so much delight,— I never mentioned the idea of a merely
scientific Introduction to Mr. Kirby at all, but from the first proposed to him its

being popular. This, in the many years which elapsed between the project of our
book and the writing the Preface, as well as the letter to the President of the
Entomological Society, had wholly escaped my recollection, and gave rise to the
discrepancy alluded to. In fact, from the moment Mr. Kirby had agreed to join
me in carrying out my plan of an Introductory work, any reference to its precise
origin vanished from my mind ; all my thoughts for the many years the work
occupied us, being devoted to executing and perfecting the design in conjunction
with my illustrious friend, without whose aid it could not have been satisfactorily

realised. And that I should thus have proposed to him, and induced him to join
me in carrying out my original idea, has always been to me a subject of self-gratu-
lation ; for not only did our work, in a great degree, dispel the prejudices which had,
impeded the study of Entomology, and largely increase the number of its votaries,

but it was of essential service to the science, by offering, under its various heads,
fit opportunities for the reception from his note-book of the numerous detached ob-
servations collected by Mr. Kirby during many years, on the economy and habits
of insects, Avhich would istherwise, in all probability, have been lost to the world;
and by placing him under the necessity of extending his former studies to a much
wider and closer investigation of every department of Entomology, which led to a
great accession to his previous knowledge, yielding a rich harvest to the science
both in our work and his subsequent ones.

p r 4
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parts, aud of terms applied to thosa parts. In order to break the matter gra-

dually to Marsham, I have told him of our plan of an ' Introduction to En-
tomology.' With MacLeay, upon whose secrecy and judgment I can rely,

I have gone further, having opened to him our whole plan, and requested his

sentiments, as we would both wish to do every thing as much as possible in a
way not to hurt our friend Marsham's feelings. The former I expect to hear

from daily; from the latter I have heard, but he took no notice of what I said

about our ' Introduction to Entomology.' And now let me reply to what you
say about terms," &c.

My reply to this letter is dated Drypool, Jan. 2, 1809, and six closely-

written pages are filled with further comments on his proposed mono-
graph of StaphyUnidcs. I then proceed towards the end as follows :

—
" I am quite delighted that we have been so much in unison with regard to

an 'Introduction to Entomology,' and I am glad that you have broken our

scheme to Marsham, and fully unfolded it to MacLeay. Yet I fear, from the

former's silence, it is not quite what he approves, though I think it might be

easily proved to him that nothing would be so likely to promote the sale of

his work as an elementary work on the science. I shall be impatient for Mac
Leay's opinion of the scheme."

In another letter to Mr. Kirby, dated January 25, 1809, principally

devoted to giving my reasons for making as few changes as possible in old

and generally-received entomological nomenclature, though it may not

be strictly correct, I observe towards its close :
—

" To turn to another subject,— our embryo 'Introduction to Entomology,'

—

I will here give you my ideas as to the plan of such a work, which I submit to

your consideration. Tell me what you think of it, and propose any that you
may deem better. The first requisite of such a work is, I think, that it should

be popular,— that it be a book which might be read with pleasure and in-

struction even by those who have no intention of studying the technicals of the

science. Entomology is at such a low ebb amongst us, and so many obstacles

and prejudices are to be overcome in rendering its study general, that the first

approach cannot be made too attractive. In this view I would throw the work
into Letters,— a form which admits of much latitude in amusing digressions,

and for which Rousseau's ' Letters on Botany,' Sprengel's recent ' Letters on
Cryptogamic Terminology,' &c. are sufficient precedents. From my own ex-

perience in studying the science of botany, I know how much more pleasant it

is to have the at best rather dry materials of terminology conveyed in a familiar

style, and made palatable by an attractive vehicle. Having fixed on the epis-

tolary form, the first letter I would devote to refuting objections on the score of

the trifling nature of the science, — pointing out the advantages which man al-

I'cady derives from the insect world ;— the probability of his greatly augment-
ing them ;

— the vast power of insects toinjure.him;—the necessity, in warding
^otf this evil, of ascertaining them scientifically ;

— the pleasures to be derived

from the study, &c. &c. Then I would proceed to the mode of collecting in-

sects, preserving them, &c., which would fill three or four letters. Lastly, I

would enter upon the terminology, — first giving a general idea of the system,

and then teaching the terms by supposing the correspondent to have before him
some very common Coleopterous species, the parts of which might be still fur-

ther illustrated by a few good outline figures. In this description of parts I

would confine myself chie'uv to the order Coleoptera, since that alone can at

present be satisfactorily studied in this country. The peculiar terminology of
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the other orders, a synopsis and ehxcidation of all the British genera (a grand
desideratum), various critical remarks, &c., would fully make up a second vo-

lume, if the first should be well received: and the interest of our pockets dis-

suades from risking too much at once. To the end of the volume I would add
a close-printed dictionary of terms, which would be useful for reference. The
above outline, you perceive, wants a deal of filling up; but this sketch is sufficient

to enable you to judge of the merits of the plan. I have thought a good deal

about it, and I am persuaded that some such plan, as far as making the work
attractive is concerned, will be infinitely preferable to any dry chapter-and

-

verse bare enumeration of the parts of insects, like Yeats's, or even Linne's and
Fabricius's immortal ' Fundamenta ' and ' Philosophia.' Every body reads with
avidity anecdotes of the uses, injurious properties, habits, &c., of insects ; and
only admit your readers through such a vestibule, you will win numbers to the

science, who would have been deterred at the very threshold of mere technical

discussions. Indeed, I very much doubt whether fifty copies of a work of the

latter description would be sold ; of the former, I am sure, five hundred might.

As I look upon our ' Introduction ' scheme as determined on, ought we to lose

much more time in setting about it ?
"

Mr. Kirby's next letter to me is dated Feb. 13, 1809 : and after three

pages of remarks as to the expediency of retaining old and generally-used

names, even though strictly not proper (as niandibulae for maxillae), which
I had contended for, but to which he objected, he says towards the end of

the letter

—

" With respect to our copartnership, I do not think it is much concerned in

this argument, for as our terms must be English we should do no more than
mention the names of Latin v/riters. The plan of the work which you have
drawn up in your letter, upon the whole pleases me much. I see with you the
necessity of making it a popular work, and with a view to it, have been making
extracts from Latreille, and have got so forward as to have written a great

part of the Introductory letter containing a defence of Entomology from all the

objections that have been made to it. I think separate Letters should be al-

lotted to the injuries and benefits of insects, another to the wonderful particu-

lars of their history, and then the mode of collecting and preserving them.
But in my opinion the part that relates to terms should not be confined to Co-
leoptera,— it should take in all the oi'ders, for which I have materials prepared
from Latreille, whose Introduction will be a great help with respect to the

Crustacea and Aptera, which you and I perhaps know at present little of. I
want another term instead of terminology, which is a word of base origin, having
a Latin father and a Greek mother. Orismology, though new-born, is a le-

gitimate word, and I think would soon be received into good company, since

he deserves it as well as Orychtology, Ornithology, and many other children of

his mother Ko-yia

" I have had a letter from my friend Marsham the other day, containing a
long philippic against our innovations, and the midtiplication of genera, in

which he seems to say that he gives up all intention of going I'urther in
' Entomologia Britannica.' In my answer I gave him a further hint of our
intention, by saying that besides our Introduction to Entomology, we had an-
other plan in vie\V, which we hoped would tend to promote the sale of ' E. B.'

also, but that at present it was an unlicked cub, and therefore I should not say
what it was at present. ' Tis best to break the ice gradually ; for though he
ought not to be displeased at it, and our works do not interfere, yet I can
plainly see there is a little jealousy hanging about him. I have a great regard
for him, and you may observe in my Apion how tenderly I have treated him
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when in error ; and this I wish to do. In our ' Introduction ' we should cer-

tainly reco'mmend ' Ent. Brit.' to all Entomological students as the first sys-

tematical work that ever appeared in this country. I think it will be highly
necessary that you and I should meet this year to settle termini. I liope yoii

will be able to come here for a month or two, and then all points could be much
better settled and discussed than they could by letter. If you could come be-

tween Easter and Midsummer I should be highly gratified."

Agreeably to Mr. Kirby's invitation I transferred myself to Barhani
in the summer of 1809, and for several weeks we were hard at work
laying the foundations of our book, which conceiving to be the Letters

on External Anatomy and Orismology, it was to these we first directed

our attention, and before I left Barham we had drawn out a general

sketch of the whole, founded on the examination of Mr. Kirby's insects,

and discussions, often very long, as to the propriety of various terms.

We had no leisure time for excursions, but as a short one we made
one day led to a ludicrous adventure, which Mr. Kirby used often to

refer to, and relate with great zest to his entomological visitors, its his-

tory may be here given. Mr. (now Sir William J.) Hooker was at

that time staying at Barham, and being desirous to have pointed out to

him, and to gather with his own hands, the rare Targionia hypoj)hylla,

from its habitat, first discovered by Mr. Kirby, near Nayland, some miles

distant, it was agreed we three should walk thither, entomologising by
the way, and after dinner proceed to the hedge-bank where it grew.

Entering the head inn yard on foot, with dusty shoes, and without other

baggage than our insect nets in our hands, we met with but a cool recep-

tion, which, however, visibly warmed as soon as we had desired to be
shown into the best dining-room, and had ordered a good dinner and
wine. We intended to walk back in the evening, but as the bank where
the Targionia grew was a mile or two out of the direct road, and it

came on to rain, we ordered out a post-chaise, merely saying we wanted
to drive a short way on a road which Mr. Kirby indicated to the posti-

lion.

When we arrived at the gate of the field where the bank was, the rain

had become very heavy : so, calling to the postilion to stop and open the

door, we scampered out of the chaise, all laughing, and hastily telling

him to wait there, without other explanation we climbed over the gate,

and not to be long in the rain, set off running as fast as we could along

the field-side of the hedge, to the bank we were looking for. We saw
amazement in the face of our postilion at what possible motive could

have made three guests of his master clamber pell-mell over a gate into a
field that led nowhere, in the midst of a heavy shower of rain, and then

run away as if pursued : and it was the expression in his countenance

which caused our mirth, which was increased to peals of merriment when
we saw that instead of waiting for us at the gate, as we had directed, he
mounted his horses witli all speed, and pushed on in a gallop along the

road on the other side of the hedge, evidently to circumvent oin* nefarious

plan (as he conceived) of bilking his master both of our dinners and the

chaise-hire. When the cessation of our uncontrollable mirth had allowed

us to gather specimens of our plant, perceiving through the hedge where-

abouts we stopped, he also halted to watch our motions, and when he saw
us run back, he obeyed our orders to return to the gate,—where we got
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into the chaise, still in a roar of launhter at the whole affair, and at his

awkward attempt to explain away his not having waited for us there, as

-we had directed, and evident high satisfaction at bringing back in triumph

to our inn the three cheats whose intended plans he had so cleverly frus-

trated, as he no doubt told his master ; to whom, being too much amused
with the adventure, we did not make any explanation, but left it to torm

one of the traditions of the inn.

To return to our book : we had found the various investigations re-

quired, so much more numerous and difficult than we had calculated on,

that at the time of our separation in consequence of other engagements,

we had not done anything towards the preliminary and popular portion,

not having even definitely fixed what particular letters each should take

;

and though we had drawn up a provisional table of all the anatomical and

orismological terms which the science seemed to demand, there were

many of these still requiring further discussion before they could be

finally adopted. To these discussions, the thirty-seven letters we ex-

changed during the years 1809 and 1810 were mainly devoted, and of

these I shall give two of the earliest, to serve, as in the former instance

of our first Entomological correspondence, as a specimen of our way of

carrying on these investigations, and to show that we spared no labour

either of mind or pen to attain accurate notions on the subject. Of the

remaining letters (upwards of 100) which passed between us between
1809 and 1813, when the first volume of the work appeared, a great

portion of which was occupied with similar discussions, and with contri-

butions by each to the " Letters " of the other, I shall as before quote

only such detached passages, from a very few, as may be likely to interest

the entomologist and general reader.

"Drypool, Nov. 20, 1809.
" My dear Sir,— I have been long veiy impatient for the pleasure of

hearing from you, and but that for the last month we have been up to the

ears in brick and mortar, during which ray time was fully occupied with look-

ing after the workmen, I should before now have beat up your quarters ; for

by this time you have doubtless ended your metropolitan campaign, and are

safely seated in your Barhamian hybernacula,—rendered doubly agreeable by
your long absence. It is only such domesticated animals as you and I that

can feel all that is comprised in the word home,— feelings unknown to the

votaries of variety and dissii^tion. I take it ibr granted you duly received

the last long letter which I sent you through MacLeay about six weeks ago,

containing divers cogitations and suggestions relative to our work, on which
I long for your opinion ; fur having made a collection of materials for the

letters I am to undertake, I wish much to make a beginning upon them : but

this I cannot satisfactorily do until I have your ideas as to the plan we are to

follow.

" As I never lose sight of the importance of putting our terms (doubtless

to be immortal!) to the ordeal of every possible objection, I have several

additional doubts and difficulties to propose to your consideration : and, first,

as to the Uia and Ischia, about which latter term I believe I said sometlung

in my last. I am now fully convinced that both terms are radically im-

proper, both as being anatomically incorrect, and as being unnecessary. In

the first place, Ilia employed in the plural number, as we must often employ
it, is quite incorrect, for the Ilia in anatomy are the flanks or sides of the

umbilical region of the abdomen. Anatomists always say Os ilium when they
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refer to the bone of the hip. Secondly, from a careful examination ot son;e

species of every order of insects, I am now persuaded that both Illiger and
we are wrong, also, in considering the Coxa as formed of two parts, and the

Ischium as forming one of them. On the conitraiy, it is clearly a part of

the thigh, to which it. is generally closely attached by a membrane admitting
only a very slight degree of motion, but perhaps never by a distinct joint.

The joint is always between the Ilium and the Ischium, the latter serving

as a sort of fulcrum to the base of the thigh, often with a hole between theni

for the reception of the pivot of the Hium. If you will dissect and examine
a large foreign Geotrupes, you will see all this very clearly. You will find

that even when the insect has had its joints made pliant by being immersed
in hot water, there is little or no motion can be produced between the Ischium
and the thigh, which are attached to each other by that articulation called

by anatomists amphiarthrosis ; whereas there is a distinct ginylymns joint be-

tween the Hium and the Ischium. It is true that in Hymenoptera, Diptera,

and some Coleoptera, where the Ischia are not fixed obliquely to the base

of the thigh, but transversely, the Ilium and Ischium do seem at first view
like the two parts of one joint ; but even then, as I have ascertained by
examining living insects, the Ischium is still fixed to the thigh by a mem-
brane and no joint, and the joint is still between the Ischium and Ilium.

Now, such being the facts, there cannot, I think, be a moment's hesitation

in deciding that it can never be proper to consider a part as forming a portion

of a limb with which it is connected by a true ginglymus joint ; or not to

consider it as portion of a limb with which in many cases it seems truly

connate, and in all others closely connected by a membrane admitting of littlo

or no motion. It appears to me, therefore, that our Ilium should be regarded

as a peculiar and distinct joint, namely, the true hip-joint ; and we cannot

have a better name for it than Coxa, which Latreille also gives to it. Our
Ischium must be considered part of the thigh, and cannot, I think, have a

better name than Trochanter, which has the right of priority, and, though not

strictly anatomically correct, is as near as in such cases we can expect to

come : both are processes of the base of the thigh ; only in man the trochanter

is a mere projection of the base of the thigh ; in insects a distinct part

joined by a suture and membrane. Observe, some Ichneumons have a double

trochanter.
" I particularly wish you would examine the claw-joint of the tarsi of a

large Cerambyx, Leptura, or Chrysomela, and I think you will agree with n)e

that the small part of the base, though separated by a suture, is no distinct

joint, but in fact a trochanter aflBxed to the claw-joint by the anarthrosis articu-

lation, and very closely analogous to the trochanters of the thighs. To me it

seems that it would be quite as proper to consider this minute basal part a por-

tion of the third joint (not of the claw-joint) of the tarsi as to call the trochan-

ters parts of the Coxjb. Attention to the mode of articulation (evidently a

material point) will lead to another good consequence— we can thus avoid

regai'ding this supplementaiy part in the tarsi of Leptura, &c. as a true joint,

the reverse of which would sadly curtail our grand divisions founded on the

tarsi ; and, by calling it a trochanter, we may possibly gain some good generic

characters, if, as I suspect, the same circumstance holds good in some other

tribes.

" I have been puzzling myself a good deal to discover what parts in the

posfpectus of Hymenoptera and Coleoptera are analogous to each other. I have

not yet by any means satisfied myself on every point, but two or three fixed

landmarks I think I have ascertained. One is, that your Collare (' Monograph.
Apum Ang.') is not, as we have supposed, analogous to the upper part of the

thorax in Coleoptera. I was made pretty sui"e of this in the course of dissect-
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ing several dried bees, ichneumons, &e., in which the collare always remained
attached to the thorax, when the fore-feet were pulled off, and never came off

along with them. But I was fully convinced from a large female ant which I

took a few days ago alive. In making efforts to release itself, the fore-feet were
pulled to a considerable distance from the collare, to which they were attached

above merely by a dilatable membrane ; but the collare was immoveably fixed

to the dorsum, and though there is a suture between them, it was with difficulty

I could separate them by dissection. Another observation which proves that

the collare is no part of the thorax, is, that putting a pin under it, and endea-

vouring to push it off, the wings were strongly moved, so that their muscles must
be attached to the under side of it. Now we know that the wings in Coleoptera

have no connection with the thorax. I am now persuaded that the upper side

of that part in Hymenoptera analogous to the thorax in Coleoptera is rarely or

never visible, the part itself being extremely thin, and wholly concealed by the

collare. The question then comes— ' What is the collare analogous to ? ' and
here I confess that I have not altogether satisfied myself, but must apply to

your more extensive acquaintance with the order. Illiger says your tubercula

arc analogous to the scapularia of Coleoptera, and I am inclined to think

rightly. If so, as the scapularia seem in general to be connate with the collare,

or separated from it by an apparent suture, probably this part is analogous to a
concealed vertical piece which I find at the base of the scutellum in a large

foreign Geotrupes, and which you will easily see on dissection. Now, if this

supposition be correct, then taking this Geotrupes for our Coleopterous instance,

we shall see in it pretty clearly the parts to be seen in Hymenoptera ( Vespa
Crabro, for instance). Having separated the postpectus in the Geotrupes, we
see at the base of the scutellum, first a vertical part forming a right angle with

it. This I conceive to answer to the collare, which in Vespa is deflexed nearly

in the same manner. The tubercula in Vespa, or lateral triangular parts of the

collare, I conceive to answer to the scapularia in Geotrupes. (I must here ob-
serve, in order to obviate the objection that the scapularia are not placed so

high up, that the scapulare is not merely the triangular white part which I

mentioned to you as being present in Coccinella 7 punctata, but includes also

another part at the base of that, the base of the true scapulare, which is

divided into two portions by an apparent, not real, suture, being in a line

with the base of the peristethium.) Next in the Geotrupes comes the con-

cealed, horny, horizontal base of the scutellum ; doubtless, as we have always
considered it, equivalent to our dorsum in Hymenoptera, and the exposed or

true scutellum is equivalent to your scutellum in Hymenoptera. Now comes
in Vespa between the scutellum and your quondam metathorax, another trans-

terse piece, which, as you have not named in Apis, I suppose is not found in

tiiem. To what in Coleoptera is this analogous ? Here, again, our Geotrupes

tomes into play. If you take off" the scutellum, you will find concealed by
it at the base of the channelled lumbi, with which it forms a right angle,

II curious vertical, square, horny plate. This seems to me analogous to the

above intermediate part in Vespa. Lastly, in Vespa comes your quondam^
metathorax, doubtless analogous to Illiger's interscapulium, or the channelled

part in Coleoptera, covered by the base of the elytra. So much for the upper
side. Next as to the under side of the postpectus in Vespa. The large

dilated part between the fore and middle feet must be analogous to the peri-

stethium in beetles. The sides of this part seem to form your pleura. The
scapularia I have mentioned before. The mesostetliium must be a very small

]jart between the four hind legs, and between the sides of this and the

peristethium lie two smaller parts, which I conjecture to be our hijpochondria-

Thus I have made out, in 07ie way or other, all the same parts in Hyme-
noptera which are found in Coleoptera ; and vice versa. You must decide
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whether rightly or not, and, as I have no hypothesis, I am perfectly open to

conviction.
" I have now somewhat to observe respecting the names of these parts.

First as to your collare. Though this is not the tliorax, I think we should still

call it collare. This term is not here absolutely improper, as it is like, though
not in reality, a collar ; it has been introduced by your ' Monog. Apum Ang.,'

and adopted by Illigcr, and we shall not easily find a better. In Coleoptera,

of course, we shall very rarely have occasion to make use of it, but in every

other order it will be of constant occurrence. Dorsum, I think as before, is

very objectionable, from being a word of such general import, and so often

improperly used for tergum. For this part I think we should have some word
equivalent either to our good English term, after-corselet, or to ante-scutellum,

the coining of which I give up to you, the master of our mint.
" I do not exactly recollect what parts we meant by lumbi, or interlumbium.

If the former were intended for ycur quondam metathorax, I think it is objec-

tionable, as being a plural name for one flat surface, and because in anatomy
the tei'ms apply only to the sides of the lumbar region ; but I see no objection

to interlumbium for this part. We still want a name for the transverse part be-

tween the scutellum and interlumbium. Might not this be the post-scutelhim

or something equivalent ? Hypochondria.—In referring to a system of anatomy
I find that this term, as we use it, is anatomically incorrect, the hypochondria
being, in fact, the sides of the epigastric region of the abdomen, but though in

part covered by the false-ribs, forming no portion of the true pectus. As we
apply the term epigastrium to the base of the abdomen, it will of course bo

highly improper to apply a term appropriated to the sides of the epigastrium

to the pectus. On this account, and as Linne evidently in Cerambyx rubus

a.pplied this term to the whole sides of the postpectus (which was correct, ac-

cording to his idea of regarding that part as the epigastrium— see Cantharis

rufa) had not we better drop it, and adopt Knoch's parapleura, which seems
unobjectionable ?

" I cannot guess what we meant by Intercosta, Femoralia, and Costulrv, though
I very well remember giving those names to particular parts. But though I

have since examined the postpectus of many Coleopterous insects, I see no
parts but what may be referred to the pcristethium, mesojtethium, scapularia,

and parapleura. These, indeed, arc sometimes crossed by apparent sutures,

but I do not think this is a sufficient reason for dividing them into more
distinct parts. Knoch's meriae® are clearly the hind coxaj. Of course we
have nothing to do with thera.

" Squamula. — I stumbled lately upon an objection to the use of this teiin in

the sense you have given to it in 'Mon. Apum Ang.,' viz., that Linne had
applied it to the angular elevation of Formica. We should certainly, there-

fore, have a distinct name. Uliger's name, tegula, does not seem very much
amiss, as in Hymenoptera this part aptly enough may be compared to a little

tile. Our English base-cover cannot be improved.
" So much for objections. Besides which I have to notice two or three

'things that we yet seem to want names for. 1st. Should we not have a name
for the upper wing-cases of GryUi, &c., which being of so diflferent a substance

can scarcely with propriety have the terms elytra and coleoptera applied to

them. Illiger uses tegmina, but perhaps a better term might be selected. I

perceive in a large foreign Gryllus, which doubtless you possess, a curious

concave shell-like process, between the claws of the tarsi, to which neither

puhillus nor onychiiim is applicable. What shall it be called ? Would it not

be very convenient to have a term signifying that the surface of any part of an
insect is free from all inequality, in opposition to fuveola;, stria, &c. ? Lavis
is not sufficient, as properly it shuuld be restricted to denote the absence of
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puncta, scahrities, &c. only. Thus the thorax of an Apion might Le foveolate,

and yet Iccvis ; and if it should chance to be neither, the absence of the former

character could not at present be expressed without a jieriphrasis. At present

we are forced to say hatxl striatus, canalicidatus, &c., which is contrary to the

Linneau rule of not using negatives. Would cequatus, in English, even,

do? ... .

" I am, &c.,
'* W. Spence."

The following is Mr. Kirby's answer to the preceding letter :

—

"Barbara, November 27th, 1809.
" My dear Sir,—I now mean to take my revenge, and show you that I also

can write a long letter, a faculty which, from your late experience, you may
begin to doubt my possessing. I shall not, however waste my time and yours

in preliminary matters, but go directly to the unanswered parts of your letters.

I shall begin with your last, by saying that I admit the validity of your reason-

ing with respect to Ilium and Ischium, and had on the last made a note in

pencil, 'melius trochanter.' But if this is considered as part of the thigh,

would not a term be necessary to distinguish what is commonly called the

thigh ? Perhaps it would be better to consider the trochanter as per se, and so

arrang'e coxa, trochanter, femur, one under the other, as primary parts of the

Pedes. I cannot look at your letters without wishing I had been with you
during your examination and dissection of insects, to have taken some of your
labour off your shoulders. Your success has been answerable to your pains,

and no small degree of light will be thrown upon Entomology by your disco-

veries and observations. I must brush up my memory a little, for I seem to

have forgot the reference of many of our terms. As I go on with this letter,

1 propose to write the definitions of the terms of our anatomical table, which I

shall then send to you for your observations.
" I admit the justice of your observations, that the joint at the base of the

claw-joint in Cerumhyx, &c., is perfectly analogous to that at the base of the

thigh, but I think neither of them a true trochanter ; which all the joints have
independent of it. Is this an anomaly, or are we to look upon it (regarding

the thigh as the tibia, with Dr. Wilmot), as analogous with the fibula? I

strongly suspect he is correct in this opinion, for though the fibula in large

animals is parallel with the tibial bone, it seems in other respects to answer to

this, and in many insects it seems to run in that direction. I have no anato-

mical book, so I may speak rather incorrectly, for I forget whether the name
of the bone parallel with the fibula be called tibia or not. Observe— the

insects that have this anarthrous joint at the base of the claw-joint have no
onychium or pulvillus, or else an obsolete one. With respect to tliis term ony-
chium, I must observe that it is by no means correct, for onychium signifies

a little claw ; now even in the Lucanides this little joint is temiinated by
bristles rather than claws, and I believe in the majority of genera it has
nothing like claws. I am not wedded to pulvillus, which is certainly not
generally proper, and yet one term ought to distinguish the same part in all

cases. It seems to me more analogous to the ball of the foot than any other

part, but planta would generate confusion ; what think you of plantula, its

diminutive ? Now I am upon the sul)ject of legs, I will observe that the

j/art you notice in the anterior tibia? of Lamprima (male) is one of the spinulce.

I don't recollect whether in answer to your remarks upon antenna;, and my
terms radicle, scape, stalklet, and flaqellum, I observed that these were not
meant to be applied universally to the three first joints, and the whole of
the rest, but only in cases where they arc remarkable, which, I believe, are

more numerous than you seem to think, for you will find in most ot the
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Hemiptera, Neuroptera, and Diptera, that these parts are distinguishable from
the rest. Take Tabanus, for example. How useful will the terra flagellum be
to describe the six last joints, together of so singular a shape, which cannot
be described taking them joint by joint ; and in Gryllus the flagellum is often

compressum, while the stalklet and scape are nearly globose. In Cimex and
the Neuroptera, the scape, at least, is always remarkable. We want a fourth

term for antennae, viz., Capihilum, to be applied to Scarabceus, &c. &c, I observe
in Geotrupes that the inner spinula is moveable, and the other fixed ; but
whether this is so in the other orders I cannot clearly determine, but I think ia

Vespa both are moveable. I observe in Gryllus the plantula you mention, but
the same name may apply to it.

" Thorax or Collai-e.— I continue to think the parts that have been known
by these names in Coleoptera and Hymenoptera are analogous to each other.

The coUare being connected by membrane, &c., with the tubercula or scapu-
laria, might on being taken off move them, and occasion the motion of the

wings you mention. I have taken off some this morning without producing
this effect. If you take off the head of a Vespa, it will carry the forelegs with
it, and leave the collar behind ; but I have just taken off the heads of several

Apes, Ichneumons, MelittcE, and other Hymenoptera, and they have more
generally left the forelegs behind. The thorax in Coleoptera seems to me
exactly in the place of the coUare in Hymenoptera. I have taken to ' pieces

the Geotrupes you describe, and see the piece you think analogous to the col-

lare ; but this piece appears to me to belong to the interior anatomy, and to be
part of the mediastinum, or of the strong membrane that separates this part

from the pectus. Dytiscus, Mylabris, Buprestis, Curculio, all of which I have
been examining, have nothing analogous to it, but mere membrane ; in these

large insects I suppose it is of a more cartilaginous nature. In order to make
it analogous to the coUare, it ought to be universal. You seem to me to ha\e
made out the analogous parts of Coleoptera and Hymenoptera extremely well

;

but what answers to the mesostethiura appears to me not so very small, for it

seems to me to extend more than half way towards the wings. The term
dorsum might give place for post-collare, then we should have thorax and
metathorax, collare and post-collare, and pectus and postpectus, which would
give concinnity to our terms. The part you notice in Vespa, as succeeding

the scutellum, and to which your accurate eye has discovered an analogous

part under the scutellum of Geotrupes, might be called antelumbium, or post-

scutellum, as you suggest. This part seems not to be separated by a suture,

but only by an impressed line in Vespa ; but a suture distinguishes it in some
genera : it is not very obvious in Apis. By the term lumbi we agreed to dis-

tinguish the parts that lie on each side of the channel that runs from the

antelumbium to the abdomen. The channel itself, which in Coleopterous in-

sects has often an elevated line running through it, or kind of vertebrce, we
called interlumbium : this part exactly represents the loins with the back bona

between them. We did wrong when we constructed our termini anatomici, in

not making definitions when we named them, for I forget exactly now what
we meant hy femorule, unless we proposed to distinguish by it the dilated flat

coxaj of the posterior legs in Dytiscus and Buprestis. The intercosta was
intended for a piece observable in Buprestis vittata, which is between the

mesostethium and the posterior coxce. The term costula was intended for a

little piece which seemed inserted between the scapularia and the peristcthiunr

in the sarae Buprestis; but it is dubious whether they exist, and therefore I

think with you we may strike out these terms. I see that it would be very

convenient to have a term to distinguish sides from edge : in English we can
say very w^ell, sides deflexed, edge rounded. Perhaps, in Latin we might say,

lareribus deflcxis, acie rotundata } but even this might be liable to be misuu-
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derstood, for a rounded edge might be construed to mean, round instead of

sharp, applying the term not to curvature of the sides. But on further con-
sideration, it seems to me that the adverb utrinque, applied in this case, will

do as well as coining a new word. Thorace utrinque dejlexo lateribus rotundatis,

or 'S'ice versa, utrinque rotundato, lateribus deftexis, seems to me quite clear of

objection. What do you think? I don't see that we have any term for the

point of meeting of two joints. With respect to tibia and femur, geniculus

will do very well ; the other end of tibia and tai'sus, if necessary to be noticed,

would with equal propriety be denominated caLv or heel. With respect to the

pohit of meeting of two joints of antennas or palpi, no term strikes me that would
be proper: can you tliink of one, or would one be necessary? You observe

we have no term for ligula, Fabr. We agreed to call this part lingua. If a
diminutive for lingua is to be used, it might as well be used for all tongues of

insects that are properly such. I think the same name should be given to the

same part in all orders ; in fact, in use the ligula comes neai'cr to the tongue
of animals than the sucker-tongues. Palpi. — I have no objection to employ
this as English instead oifeelers.

" Ovate and obovate. — With respect to the abdomen of Coleoptera, I look
upon them to be ovate when broadest towards the thorax, and obovate when
broadest towards the anus ; and so with respect to the whole insect. With
respect to the thorax, Linne seems to reverse this plan, calling the thorax in

Carabus, obcordatus. His idea of ovatus is plain, from his calling Sphceridium

scarabcEoides, ovatus. With respect to the head, Fabrickis makes it ovate when
it is broadest at the thorax in the Staphylini of the family of linearis. The
thorax of Curcidio Pahnarum, Linne makes ovatus; Curculio Germanus is cor-

pore ovato. So that, as it should seem, the ovate body is broadest towards the

head ; the ovate head is broadest towards the thorax ; the ovate thorax is

broadest towards the elytra ; but the ovate elytra or abdomen are broadest to-

wards the thorax: the reason of this seems to be, that the apex of the elytra or

abdomen must be reckoned at the anus; but one would think the apex of the

whole body should not be reckoned as there.

" Hypochondria. — Having no anatomical books, I rely on the correctness of

your statement with respect to its station. I thought the second cavity of the

abdomen, which is analogous to our prospectus, was the region of the Hypo-
chondria, in which case the terra would be proper. I have no objection (stating

our reasons /or receding from Linne), to adopting Parapleura.
" Lcevis et cequatus, §'c.—We have a term {Icevigatus^ which seems to answer

for this purpose, ' very smooth without elevations or depressions,' but somehovz
or other we have not got lcevis. I see in the book in which I arranged Linne's

tenns alphabetically, we have ' lcevis, smooth, without elevations,' and ^Icevigatus,

smooth, without depressions.' I suppose we then thought one term sufficient.

Linne uses the term ccqualis for your cequatus, it should seem, under Tenebrio

gigas and mortisagus. He appears to have Avanted a term of this sort when he
describes Teneb. Icevigatus, and latipes, for he says, ' lcevis, elytris Icevibus,' tc3

distinguish them from T. variabilis, which is lcevis, elytris elevato-punctatis. If

we use lcevis and Icevigatus, the former should signify the absence of stria, chan-
nels, /oyeoZcc, or fossulce, and similar kinds of sculpture; and the latter, which
implies a more intense degree, should denote the absence of points, granules,

or any roughnesses of surface. It would sound well to say lcevis, elytr^'

IcEvigatis. But, perhaps, you will think three terms necessary, one for the ab-

sence of smaller inequalities, another for the absence of larger, and a third lor

the absence of all inequalities; then it would be cequatus or cequalis, without
larger elevations or depressions ; lcevis, without smaller elevations or depres«

sions ; Icevigatus, without any elevations or depressions.

Q. Q
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" Upper wings of Grylli, Sfc.— The term elytriim is not improperly applied to

these case-wings ; it means merely an integument, and I don't see that any con-

fusion is generated by the use of it. Even amongst the Coleoptera, the elytra

of some are scarcely more than coriaceous, while in otliers they are a very hard

crust. The term eJytrum of itself does not properly convey the idea either of a

corneous, coriaceous, or membraneous wing-cover, but merely of a wing-cover.

The same observation holds good with respect to the Coleoptra, which is so

convenient that it will not be easy to do without it, and it is used without im-

propriety, strictly considered, for when thus used it is merely saj'ing wing-cases

so and so. The term Hemelytrum is more applied to Cimices, I believe; eJytrum

would be proper tor Cicada, but not for Chermes, Aphis, and Thrips. All that

seems necessary is under each oi'der or section to define the substance of the

elytra. You seem not to have noticed the difference between the terms Coleo-

ptera and Coleoptra. You will find, when it is applied to the elytra of indivi-

duals, it is always spelled in the latter way.
" Squamida.— Liune, indeed, in his generic character of Formica, uses the

term squamula, but never once in his description of the species; here it is always

squama. Fabricius and Latreille invariably have it squama. Linne's generic

character will not be adopted, because it does not include all the species ; or if

it should be adopted, squamida would properly be changed to squama. I

therefore see no reason for giving up my own term, which I think every im-

partial person will prefer to Illiger's. A little scale is certainly much better than

a little tile, for the part in question ; indeed, the latter strikes me as bordering

upon the ridiculous.

" I am sorry to find, that in my haste in putting up the insects, for Mr. Rod-
well to take, I forgot the Scymnus I reserved for you, and also a little Aleo-

ehara (ritfungida) which I have of youi's, taken when you were here, under some
moss in Shrubland Park.

" Nov. 29. — I have carefully read over your excellent sketch for a plan of

our work, and upon the whole very much approve of it. What we say in the

first letter with respect to objections farther than glancing at them, should be to

meet and refute the charge of cnielty, which is also one great objection with

the fair sex from pursuing the study. The cui bono objections will be answered

partly when we detail the general advantages, and more fully as you propose,

and have done excellently, in the 12th letter. I am not altogether of your
opinion with respect to the mode of treating the Noxce Insectorum, for I think

the general effect will be much the most striking and alluring, if we conclude

with the ravages of the locusts. We are giving a general view of the subject.

Our Introduction is a general Introduction to Entomology, and if we give a par-

ticular detail of the injuries our country receives, as we should of course do,

this will be sufficient to interest the reader, and will remain longest upon his

mind, because always under his eyes, though we leave off with exotic depreda-

tions. Don't let us expose ourselves to the sneers of hypercritics, that we are

proficients in the Bathos, or art of sinking. This is all material that I find to

object to in your plan ; the rest is admirable. I think the directions for taking

insects, preserving, &c., shoidd follow the technical part, for, as my friend Mac
Leay observed, we should first tell our correspondent what an insect is, before

we set him to catch it. From your plan, which urges strongly the placing

Noxa before the Beneficia, you seem to have imagined I had placed the latter

first, but in this your memory failed you; it is always best to leave off with the

fair side. . . . Pray tell me in your next what parts of the work, besides the

History of Entomology, you would like best to do, as I shall soon set hard to

work, and 'tis pity we should both gnaw the same bone. When you liave

gnawed your boneS, send them to me, and I will do the same by mine; so they

will stand a good chance of being picked quite clean. I shall hope for mucli
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from you upon the miracula, as I liave few authors to consult, and scarcely any
travellers. I have never met with Barrow or Jackson

" Yours very affectionately,

" W. KiRBY.
"Barham, January 23rd, 1810."

[In this letter, after mentioning the severe illnesses of two near rela-

trves at Ipswich requiring his frequent visits, he proceeds : —
]

" To my great discomfort also, the business of settling the affairs of a man
who has involved himself deeply in debt, has also unavoidably fallen upon me.

I hope they will be settled in another fortnight. I mention all these circum-

stances, that you may see that it [the delay of writing] has not been for want
of inclination, but of leisure. The misfortune is, I am fitted by nature for a

contemplative rather than an active life; business, and the settlement of secular

affairs, makes my head wild, and I would gladly, if possible, disengage myself

from it altogether; but this is at present out of my power, so you must not be

surprised if I am unable to do much for the present. This you may be sure of,

when I am at leisure I will endeavour to make up for lost time." ....

The above extract is chiefly given for the sake of remarking, that

though Mr. Kirby's natural dispositions were, as he states, more contem-
plative than active, yet no man ever less suffered his inclinations in this

respect to encroach on or set aside his social duties. During the long

course of our correspondence there is scarcely a letter without a refe-

rence to some executorship he had to carry out for a deceased relative

or friend, to some secretaryship he had to fill for a charitable or other

benevolent institution, or to some active services, like those referred to

in the above letter, in arranging the affairs of persons often but distantly

connected with him ; but all these duties, however contrary to his natural

inclinations, he scrupulously fulfilled, in addition to those of his sacred

office, before giving up any portion of his time to his scientific pursuits.

"Barham, Feb. 17, 1810.
" My Dear Sir,—Many thanks for your kind attention to my request to send

the copy of the anatomical terms [to replace his, which he had mislaid]. I

have already profited so far by it as to draw out the definitions, and have been

for some days hard at work, one way or other, upon our work I shall

begin with attending to your request with respect to what part of the work each

should undertake. As I have made a pretty ample sketch for the three first

letters,—viz. the Introductory, Noxre, and Beneficia,— if you approve it, I will

fill up the outline I have drawn up for them. Then you may take the three

next,— viz. Storge, Food, and Habitations; then to my lot again might fall 7,

8, 9, viz. — Societies, Defence, and Noises ; next to you, 10, 11, 12, Phospho-
rescence, &c.. Recapitulation, and Defence of Systematic Entomology; and like-

wise, if you please, the 13th, on the States of Insects, in return for my having
done the 14th, General Exterior Anatomy. 15, 16, 17, and 19, Head and
parts. Trunk and do.. Abdomen and do., and Orismology, are already in great

forwardness. 18, on the Interior Anatomy, you may take. 20, Class, Order,

&c., I will take. 21, Making out insects, let Spence take,—nobody makes out

insects with more accuracy. 22, Seasons, Kirby had thought about, and will

take ; and also 23, Haunts and Times of Flight. 24, Catching, Spence ; 25,

Killing, Preserving, Cabinets, &c., Spence; 26, Breeding, Kirby ; 27, History,

Spence; 28, Conclusion and Dictionarv, W. K. and W. S. conjointly, W. K.

Q Q 2
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giving terms from Linne, Fabricius's works (except 'Fundamenta Entorao-
logia,' which K. has not an opportunity of consulting), Latreille's ' Genera
Ins.,' Scopoli, Schrank, Walckenaer, De Geer, Reaumur; W. S. Illiger and the

German entomologists, and ' Fundament. Entomolog.' Motions of Insects I

forgot : Kirby will take. Short accounts of books, W. S. The plan that strikes

me as the best, with respect to the parts which each undertakes, is this—When
you or I have finished a letter, or (perhaps better) the whole of our parts, I to

send mine to you. and you yours to me, that each may make his observations,

and give his sanction to what the other has written, and add any particulars

omitted by the other that may have occurred to hun. If you wish any altera-

tion made in the above apportionment of parts, you will state it in your next
packet ... ."*

* The above extract is mainly given for the purpose of adding to it some further

explanation on the subject to which it refers.

in our Preface, p. xxi. [here, and throughout this chapter, the 5th edition (1828)
is referred to]i, we have declined stating which letters were written by each ; and in

the thirty-seven years which have elapsed since we "excused ourselves from gratify-

ing the curiosity" to ascertain this fact (if any such were ever felt), no clue to it

has been given, except the disclaimer by Mr. Kirby, in the advertisement to our
third and fourth volumes, of agreeing with me in opinion on the theory of instinct

in the letter on that subject. Vol. II., and the remarks, in Vol. IV. p. 19—33 : both,

as he wished it to be stated, written by me.
As this disclaimer, however, has broken the charm of secrecy, and as some future

ingenious entomologist may think it worth his while to endeavour, from internal

evidence, still further to solve the mystery, in attempting which he would be sure

to fall into gross errors, it has seemed to me best (and Mr. Freeman coincides with
me) to give here the entire list of the letters of our work which were ultimately agreed
on, and which vary in some respects from that proposed above, with the name of

the writer affixed to each, and such observations as are necessary to make the in-

formation correct and complete.

Vol. I.

Preface.—Mr. Spence.
[The two paragraphs relative to the religious bearing of the work, pp. xiii.

and xiv. [pp. sii. and xiii.] ;' the first half of one at p. xvi. [p. xiv.], beginning
"The authors," &c., and one at p. xviii. [p. xv.], beginning "Besides these,"

&c., were added by Mr. Kieby.]
Letters.

I.—Introductory. Mr. Kirby.
II.—Objections answered.

The first part, to p. 39. [20.] Mr. Kirby.
The second part, in defence of Systematic Entomology, pp. 40—53. [20

—

27.] Mr. Spence.
The concluding part as to cruelty. Mr. Kirby and Mr. Spence.

III.—Metamorphoses. Mr. Spence.
From p. 72—77. [37—40.], by Mr. Kirby.

IV. to VIII.—Injuries caused by insects. Mr. Kirby.
IX. and X.—Benefits derived from insects. Mr. Kirby.

[A large proportion of the f\icts, and several entire paragraphs and pages
in these seven letters, were fviruished by Mr. Spence.]

XI.—Afiection of insects for their young. Mr. Spence.
XII. and XIII.—Food of insects. Mr. Spence.
XIV. and XV.—Habitations of insects. Mr. Spence.

Vol. II.

Letters.
XVI. to XX.—Societies of insects. Mr. Kirby.

XXI.— ISIeans by which insects defend themselves. Mr. Kirby.
XXII. and XXIII.—Motions of insects. Mr. Kirby.

XXIV.—Noises produced by insects. Mr. Kirby.

' The pages leferred to in tliis 7th Ed. follow between brackets.
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It will have been observed that, in our letters of Nov. 20 and 27, 1809,

a discussion is begun as to what portions of the thorax (Linn.), in the

XXV.—Luminous insects. Mr. Spence.
XXVI.—Hybernation and torpidity of insects. Mr. Spence.
XXVII.—Instinct of Insects. Mr. Spbnce.

Vol. III.

Letters.
XXVIII.—Definition of the term insect. Mr. Kirby and Mr. Spence.

XXIX. to XXXIL—States of insects. * Mr. Kirby and Mr. Spenoe.
[Tliese four letters were originally assigned to Mr. Spence,

and rough copies of them -were prepared by him, extending
to 120 pages of MS. in large 4to, ; but owing to his ill health
(as explained in the advertisement to Vol. III.), the accumu-
lation of new matter required the whole to be prepared for

the press by Mr. Kirby.
]

XXXIII. to XXXVI.—External anatomy of insects. Mr. Kirby and Mr. Spence.
[This department of the work, as has been previously here

explained and in the advertisement to Vol. III., was that to
which the authors, both during Mr. Spence's visits to Bar-
ham and in their long subsequent correspondence, mainly
devoted their attention ; and the tabular view of the parts of
insects was the very first portion of the work drawn up by
them as the result of their joint examination of a great
number of insects of all orders, and of long discussions (both
orally and by letter) as to their homological relations : but
the more extended and connected survey of the whole subject
contained in those letters was drawn up by Mr. Kikby.]

Vol. IV.
Letters.

XXXVII. to XLIII.—Internal anatomy and physiology of insects. Mr. Kieby and
Mr. Spence.
[The explanation given above as to the letters on the

states of insects, applies equally to these seven letters on their
internal anatomy and physiology. They were originally as-

signed to Mr. Spence, whose rough draughts of the letters fill

125 MS. 4to. pages ; but it was necessary, in consequence of
his ill health, that the whole should be prepared for the press

by Mr. Kirby, so as to incorporate the new facts with those
which Mr. Spence had collected.]

XLIV.—Diseases of insects. Mr. Kibby.
XLV.—Senses of insects. Mr. Kirby.
XLVI.—Orismology, or explanation of terms. Mr. Kirby and Mr.

Spence.
XLVII.—System of insects. Mr. Kirby. '

XLVIIL— History of Entomology. Mr. Kirby and Mr. Spence.
XLIX.—Geographical distribution of insects, &c.

[The first part, on general geographical distribution, by Mr.
Kirby ; the remainder bj- Mr. Kikby and Mr. Spknce.]

L.—Entomological instruments, &c. Mr. Kikby and Mr. Spence.
LI.—Investigation of insects. Mr. Kirby and Mr. Spence.

Appendix.—Mr. Kirey.
[An enumeration of entomological works, and of papers in

Transactions, Journals, &c., drawn up by Mr. Spence, and
extending in MS. to 120 pages large 4to., was unavoidably
omitted, owing to the much greater bulk of the work than
had been originally calculated on.]

I beg to conclude this long note, which assigns to each, as far as practicable, his

share in the work, with a repetition of our desire, expressed in the Preface, — and

Q Q 3
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two orders Coleoptera and H3menoptera, are really homologous. When
at Barham, we had decided to regard Mr. Kirby's Collare ot" his " Mo-
nog. Apiiiii Ang.," as he had then considered it, as the equivalent of the

so-cal!etl thorax in Coleoptera ; but on reaching home, and dissecting

many insects of the two orders, I was led to suspect we had decided

wrongly ; and the anatomical facts on which my doubts rested, are de-

tailed in the preceding letter of Nov. 20 (p. 388.). Mr. Kirby, it will

have been seen, in his reply (p. 592.), adhered to his original opinion ;

and the discussion on this knotty point was continued at great length,

by reference to dissections we had made with this view, and arguments

built on them, in the eight or ten letters which we exchanged in the

spring of 1810, without conviction on either side: but a letter from Mr.
Kirby, dated May 14, begins as follows, with an admission that he had
seen reason to come over to my way of thinking on this subject, — an
admission my candid friend could well afford to make, seeing how often

he had convinced me of error, and brought me to adopt his views on
points on which we had differed and as thoroughly discussed as this :

—
"Barham, May 14, 1810.

" My Dear Sir,— I began a letter to you before breakfast this moniing upon
a common sheet of paper, because I did not expect to have matter to fill a
folio. I had not proceeded down one side before your letter arrived, the reply

to which will, I think, enable me to eke out this 74, and therefore I shall begin

anew. You probably got my letter the day after yours was despatched, which
I hope set your mind at rest on that score. My object in writing again so

soon was to express to you my full conviction that you are perfectly accurate

which I know was Mr. Kirby's as much as mine,—that in any reference to our work
we may be always jointh' referred to, with two exceptions: these are— 1st. The
Letter on instinct (Vol. 11.), and my farther remarks upon this subject (Vol. IV.

pp. ly—33.), on which Mr. Kirby differed in opinion from me, as he has stated in the
advertisement to Vol. III., and for taking which different view from mine he has
given his reasons at large in the Bridgewater Treatise (Vol. II. p. 222—280.) ; and
2nd. The Letter on hybernation (Vol. II.), in which the denial of the possibibty of
satisfactorily explaining the retreat of insects to their wnter quarters, and often the
preparing of these previously, from the mere direct sensation of cold, I think it due
to him to state (though he did not himself care to advert to it in the advertisement
above quoted) was in opposition to his opinions on the subject, and no portion of this

Letter, nor of that on instinct, was written by him. With these slight exceptions, no
reference to our book can ever be justh' made except in our joint names; for the
chances are, that even in the Letters here stated to have been written hj one of the
authors, the particular facts or observations referred to (often extending to whole
paragraphs and several pages) may have been supplied by the other, as perpetually

occurs. It was, indeed, next to that of criticising and perfecting our anatomical
and orismological terms, expressh' for the purpose of thus adding to the stores of

his coadjutor, that the greater part of the long letters that passed between us, during
the extended period employed in the composition of the work, amounting in quantity
of matter, if printed, to far more pages than its four volumes, were written by each.

In fact, there probably never was a work, composed by two authors, more thoroughly
dove-tailed with the contributions of each, than ours. Our book was always in our
thoughts; and our reading, even on dissimilar subjects, was constantly furnishing

facts, or hints, or illustrations, bearing on the portions of each other, which were
duly noted and transmitted, and most generally adopted : and, U it have merit, this

is in a great degree owing to its being what it professes to be— a really joint pro-

duction of two variouslA'-instructed minds, anxious only to contribute to the per-

fection of their labour of love,— for such the work truly was to them,— during the
many years it occupied them.
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in conceiving that the tlwrax, as it has been usually called, in Coleoptera is not

analogous to the collare in Hymenoptera, and thus to do you ample justice for

that penetration and discernment which enabled you so early to m;ike this very

important discovery. Truth seemed to me at first on the other side; but the

observations I have made this spring, and another circumstance, which I shall

presently explain to you, have made me a convert to your sentiments. If I

know myself, I love truth better than opinion ; and though I may be sometimes

over warm, from tlie natural hastiness of my temper, in maintaining what ap-

pears to me so at the time, yet I am never backward to own and embrace it,

however contrary to my former opinions, when, the clouds being removed, I see

it in its native beauty. In my last letter you observed, I dare say, that I was
become nearly of your opinion ; I will now state what has made my conviction

complete. After I had finished the Orismology, I thought to begin the Letter

which treats of the body of an insect considered more at large. Beginning
with the crust, or skeleton, I next turned my attention to its articulations, dis-

tinguishing those that have free motion, — I mean motion independent of that

of the parts to which they are attached on any side. In this view, taking a
coleopterous insect for my example, the body to me appeared to consist of

Jour, instead of three great joints— viz. the head, the thorax, the metathorax,

and the abdomen. (With respect to the two last,— the metathorax and the

abdomen, — they are much more closely connected in this order than the head
and the thorax. I have not yet ascertained by observation whether they have
free motion ; but as they certainly have in Hymenoptera, &c., I for the present

take it for granted.) Considering, then, that the upper part, or shield, of the

thorax moves with the under part or breast, and together Ibrm the second joint,

this convinced me that the collar in Hymenoptera, which has no free motion,

and is therefore part of the metathorax, with A\hich it moves, could not be re-

garded as analogous to the shield of the thorax, which moves with the breast,

independently of the metathorax. The instances refen-ed to in my last, — viz.

Fa:nus and Xyphydria, in which the breast is evidently independent of the

collar, — confirm this triumphantly. So in Hymenoptera, as well as Coleo-

ptera, there are four free divisions; for I imagine that, although the head can

move the thorax or breast, yet the breast can move (as in Coleoptera) inde-

pendently of the head: but this, observation must ascertain. This grand dis-

coveiy of yours leads to some very important consequences, affording au
admirable clue for a new order, and also for two great divisions of insects—
viz. into Tlioracici and Collares; the latter subdivisible into Collares, CoUari

distiiicto, and Collari evanescente. The Thoracici would include ColeojHera,

Orthoptera, Hemiptera, and Neuroptera (excluding Pliryganea and Fsocus);

and the Collares, Collari distincto, Hymenoptera, Trichoptera ?, and Lepido-

ptcra?; and the co//ares coWarj ew/MCAcente would contain the Diptera. As to

the Aptcra, I cannot at present speak in this respect. With regard to my new
order Trichoptera, every hour more convinces me of the propriety of it. In the

LihelhdidcE, Myrmelcon, Ascalaphus, Hcmerobius, Semblis, Ephemera, Haphidia,

Sec, the pectus is covered by a thoracic shield; but in Phryganea and Psociis,

and Panorpa ? it is not. I have no specimen of Termes to enable me to as-

certain to which of these it belongs ; but, from the veins of the wings, I

should suspect to the latteu. Upon looking again at Panorpa, it seems to have
a small thoracic shield ; and as its wings have veins as well as nerves, it pro-

bably belongs to the genuine Neuroptera : I wish much to have your sen-

timents upon this idea. I use the term Trichoptera, because most of the insects

(the genus Psocus excepted) that belong to this order have hairs upon their

wings, and it distinguishes them, I think, well from their affinities, — the Le-

pidoptera. The next thing to be considered is, by what name we shall de-

nominate the s/u'e/ci of the thorax in the thoracic insects: for certainly the term

Q Q 4
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collare should be restricted to the collar in the collaric tribe ; corselet and collar

will do extremely well for English terms, but I don't know what to do for Latin.

If we restrict Thorax to the shield, what term shall we use for the breast and
shield together? Then, also, we must turn post-collare into meta thorax, and
have a new term for the after-breast and after-corselet taken together. Chest
and after-chest would do in English, but I cannot at present find a good Latin

term. Will not anatomy help us here? Ha^^ng said my say upon this subjecl,

I shall next turn to the queries of your letter received this morning " *

[Three folio pages of remarks follow on various matters I had adverted to.]

I am aware that, in giving this extract, I shall be h'able to the impu-
tation of vanity ; but if laudari a londafo viro is allowed to excite a plea-

surable feeling, which, being common to humanity, we mutually excuse.

1 shall scarcely be expected to form an exception to the general rule, by
keeping back the expression of the good opinion of my friend, which,

gave me so much delight in my youthful days of entomological enthu-

siasm. But, in quoting this letter, I have another object in view,— that

of presenting the remarkable example which it offers of Mr. Kirby's

candour and love of truth. How few men in his position as one of the

first of European entomologists, in vv'hich his " Monographia Apum
Anglia; " had placed him, would have had their minds open to the con-

viction of having been in error in one of its main anatomical details, and
would have had the candour to admit that this error had been pointed

out by a mere tyro in the science ! For it must be observed that the

question is not free from difficulties, but one on which much may be said

on both sides f ; and it would have been easy for one jealous of his autho~

rity, to have shut his eyes, and sheltered himself under this plea, and the

weighty sanction of Illiger, who had adopted his views, from swerving

from the decision he at first came to when. I started my objections,

—

that he continued of his former opinion as to the identity of the collare and
thorax. But not so my excellent friend, who did not shrink from the

closest contest of fact and argument, and frankW gave up his own opinions

when convinced they were untenable. And so I ever found him during

the course of our long friendship ;— tenacious of the opinions which care-

ful examination of any question had led him to form, but quite willing to

listen to any fair arguments brought against them, and, when convinced, to

admit their incorrectness.

* In a letter written two days after (May 16), Mr. Kirby has the following fur-

ther remarks on collare and thorax:— "I find it necessary, before this sieve-like

memoiy of mine loses all traces of them, to lay before you some further observations

and concessions upon the subject of thorax, collar, &c. I have been examining
several thoracic insects this morning for something analogous to the Hynienoptera
collar, and I find that what you took for the part in Coleoptera is certainly so. It

exists in most Coleoptera,— perhaps in all,— in Hemiptera, and even in Lepido-

ptera, which have a true, though very slender thoracic shield. It is usually concealed

under the membrane or ligament that unites the thorax to the metathorax, and its

direction is downwards into the ciiest ; so that in this order of insects it is a part of

interior anatomy. The collar of Hymenoptera, in some instances at least (try

Nomada, Apis, Melitta), is not merely a dorsal piece, but a belt which surrounds

the whole metathorax, behind the pectus, though very slender at the breast. I

have taken two, from a No7nada and Apis, off whole. This conlirms beyond all

doubt your discovery, and at the same time gives additional propriety to the term
collare

"

t See "Int. to Ent.," Vol iii. p. 546—550.
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In May 1810, I received from Mr. Kirby four of his longest letters.

There was then a pause of nearly three months ; and his next letter,

begun May 29th, was not finished and sent off till August 15. The be-

ginning of this last portion is given, as it will interest Entomologists, and
as furnishing some traits of my friend of his own sketching, but very
similar, I fancy, to what we most of us experience in similar circum-

stances.

"Aug. 15, 1810.—Your reproof, my dear friend, was not unmerited ; and
Avhat can I do but appeal to your good nature for forgiveness, after having
stated circumstances which may a little extenuate, though not excuse, my in-

dolence and procrastination ? About the middle of June, I went to Livermere.
near Bury, to visit a friend who was forrnerly entomologically inclined *

: he
lives in a spot very favourable to the entomologist. Here I picked up many
good things, particularly Neuroptera, Hymeaoptera, and Diptera ; besides

which, my friend permitted me to rummage over his collection and take what
I Uked, so that I carried home a large box full of insects. This set me, when
returned to Barham, to looking over my collection in Orthoptera, Hemiptera,
Neuroptera, Hymenoptera, and Diptera, a great many of which were scattered

about in boxes, &c., and which, upon inspecting them, I found were going fast

to ruin ; and I saw it was necessary, if I meant to preserve the many good
things I had collected, to put them in order, and in a place of security. This
has employed all my leisure hours since my return from the above visit. I

liave now nearly finished the Hymenoptera, which occasioned me infinite

labour, and have then only the Diptera to put to rights. During this interval,

also, my house has been full of guests. Yet with all this business I have been
daily thinking of writing to you, but my employment kept seducing me ; so I

said to myself, when I get through this genus I will write. Before your letter

arrived, I had determined, as soon as I had done the Hymenoptera, to dis-

charge the debt upon my conscience. It is too much my way, when I have
begun to delay writing to any friend, to procrastinate in this way ; and when
I engage in any pursuit, it is with ardour ; but if anything occurs to suspend
my career, so that I lose the habit, I get a horror against it, which prevents my
returning to it till after many efforts,— so that, as you justly say, sometimes I

come down like a tropical torrent, and then follows a season of drought. You
will see by this that I have not lately done much in our opus magnum
With respect to your letters, I shall answer the last first. You say your letter

on internal anatomy occupies fifty pages. Don't you think you can reduce it

to smaller compass ? for it strikes me that, considering the variety of matter
we have to handle, that, unless we attend to brevity, we shall have our work
extend to two or three volumes." [Then follow two foUo pages of various

remarks on the anatomy of insects, &c.]

In the summer of 1812, I spent four or five months in London, occupy-
ing the mornings chiefly in Sir Joseph Banks's rich library, which he threw
open so liberally and unreservedly to the researches of naturalists, in

collecting materials for our work ; and about two months at Barham,
where we jointly read and corrected the Letters that were to form the

first volume of our work.

In the spring of 1814 I had the great delight to receive a long-pro-

mised visit from Mr. Kirby, but which, unfortunately, the delicate state

of Mrs. Kirby's health obliged him to restrict to about ten days. These

* The Kev. Peter Lathbury.
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were chiefly spent, in seeing the lions of Hull and the neighbourhood,

and in visiting the many friends eager to pay their respects to him. We
did little in insect collecting ; but I had the great satisfaction of seeing

him fish out with his own hands and secure a specimen of the then rare

Donacia (^Macroplea) Zosterts, from the pond on the banks of the Hnm-
ber, a quarter of a mile from my house, where I first took it, and the

source for a considerable period of the first British specimens.

He then returned home by York, Newark, Huntingdon, and Cam-
bridge. From his letter of May 30, announcing his arrival at Barbara,

with a full account of his journey, a few passages may be extracted :

—

" I arrived safe at Barham on Saturday night, and found my dear Mrs. K.,

though far from so well as I wished and expected, yet better than she had been
the beginning of last week. ... I had a pleasant though a very cold ride to

York, especially upon the wolds. I saw Mrs. Sandwith and her sons at Beverley,

and I took particular notice of your native village. Bishop Burton, paid due
respect to your old Elm, and assure you, without flattery, that I think it

altogether the prettiest spot I saw in Yorkshire. We arrived at York about

twelve, and after putting on clean linen, I marched to your friend Mr. H.'s,

who received me very civilly. ... He would not be satisfied without my en-

gaging to dine with him, and then dismissed me, under the cai'e of Mr. William
H., to survey the Minster. I was much struck with this noble building, which
exceeds everything of the kind I have ever seen ; but I need not describe it to

you. I then returned to dinner, and was sorry to find Mr. H. had decanted a
bottle of fourteen-years old port for me, of which I could not partake. [Mr.

Kirby at this time found his digestion improved by abstaining from wine.]

After dinnev he took me under his own care to show me the other York
lions. . .

."

In the remainder of the letter he adverts to the mode of burning lime

at Brotherton ; the very long and narrow canal barges he saw near Ret-

ford ; the gypsimi pits near Newark ; and to Southwell Minster, of which

he describes the peculiar style of architecture, and sends a message

respecting it to John -Crosse, Esq., of Hull, the eminent antiquary, with

whom we had breakfasted.

At length, in the spring of 1815, the first edition of 750 copies of

Volume I. of our book appeared,—just in time to allow me to take one

with me to show to our entomological friends on the Continent, where I

made a four months' tour after the battle of Waterloo. A second edition

was called for the next year, and a third in 1817, when also was published

Volume II., of which a second edition was required in 1818, and a third

in 1822.

A sad interruption of our joint labours took place in 1818, in conse-

quence of my ill-health, caused by severe head-aches, gradually increasing,

until at last they were excited by the slightest effort of attention in reading

or writing. After struggling against them a year or more, and trying

various remedies recommended by my medical advisers, I was obliged

to give in, and, adopting Dr. Baillie's prescription of being " for several

5'ears an idle man," to lock up my books and cabinets; to put in order

and send to my coadjutor, whose grief and disappointment were equal

to my own*, my large pile of unfinished MSS. for my share of the work;

* A letter from Mr. Kirby, dated Jan. 18, 1819, with an account of some expe-
riments with acids, &c., on "the exterior crust of insects, concludes thus: — "Yon
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ami to transfer myself and family from Yorkshire to the more genial

climate of Exmouth, where we resided several years.

During this period, though I took no active share in the completion

of our book, I gave suggestions on various points in the letters which we
still regularly exchanged; and one summer Mr. Kirby, accompanied by
Mrs. Kirby, made the journey from Barham to Exmouth, expressly to

spend a few days with us,— I need not say how greatly to my delight.

In 1826, our concluding Volumes (Vols. III. and IV.), appeared ; and
in this same year, as I found travelling always suit my health, which was
still far from being re-established, I removed with my family to the Con-
tinent, where we spent the next eight years, visiting in succession most
of the European capitals, and residing four years in Italy, but migrating

to Switzerland in summer. During the whole of this time, as well as

on our return to England, my correspondence with my old friend was
regularly kept up ; and we frequently saw each other on the visits made
by Mr. Kirby to London, and one winter at Leamington, where Mr. and
Mrs. Kirb}' joined us, and we spent a month together. Space can be here

afforded for extracts from only two of Mr. Kirby's many letters during

this period,— one addressed to Milan, and the other to Leamington.

"Barham, June 13, 1832.
" My Dear Friend,—I this morning received your kind and interesting letter

from Pisa, and lose no time in setting an answer on the stocks, though it may
be some days before I shall have leisure to finish it. I did not answer your
last letters, because I was uncertain where to direct to you. I must begin by
thanking you for the variety of new and interesting information yom- enter-

taining letters contain. They make my mouth water to be with you ; but,

alas ! it is not given to me to be partaker with you in your enjoyments. But
I will not repine ; I have too much to be thankful for, far beyond mj' merits,

to feel any lasting emotions of envy; but when I read your letters the wish will

rise in the heart. I have very little scientific intelligence to communicate, for I

know very little what is going on in the scientific world, having had very little

communication with it of late.

"June 15.—I very recently completed the fiftieth year of my residence at

this place, and received some very gratifying marks of regard and attachment
from my neighbours. The members of the Claydon Book Club had a jubilee

dinner on the occasion, and, as a token of their regard, presented me with a
very elegant piece of plate ; and yesterday evening they and their ladies, at

least such as could come, were entertained here, about twenty-seven altogether;

and a very happy and pleasant party we had. Bernard Barton, the Quaker
poet, a very friendly Friend, who before addressed some very pretty verses to

me, inserted in our provincial paper a very beautiful address to me, but above
my deserts, but which showed great liberality on his part to eulogise a receiver

cannot conceive how much I feel the loss of your assistance in the variety of subjects
that come before me. I want your opinion upon so many points, that I sometimes
feel half disposed to throw aside my pen. I have nobody upon whose judgment I can
depend to consult, for MacLea}', who would on such occasions occur to me, is so
extremely negligent as a correspondent (owing to his incessant official duties), that
if I asked him ten questions lie would not give me an answer to five, and that in
a hasty manner. I must do, however, as well as I can, but I shall hail with joy
the day that restores you to the moderate use of your pen."
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of tithes, and to acknowledge him as a minister of the Gospel. They are too
long to inseit here, or I would send you a copy.

" You ask me to report progress with regard to my present undertaking.
[The ' Bridgewater Treatise.'] It requires more time than I calculated to bring
it out in a satisfactory form. I have written nearly 200 pages, but I fear I shall

not get all I have to say in a single volume ; but this, time will show. I find

ray memory does not help me as it used to do. [A summary of his plan fol-

lows, and queries as to any observations made by my Itahan friends on the
animals of Aristotle or Pliny, especially the Polt/pus.'] I forget whether I men-
tioned to you that the second volume of Dr. Richardson's 'Eauna Boreali-
Americana ' is published. It is a most splendid volume, with coloured figures

of the more rare N, American birds. We are establishing a Literary Insti-

tution and Museum at Ipswich. I have promised them my herbarium, which
is considerable, and shall also give them my fossils We have escaped
the cholera in this part of the kingdom, in spite of the communication between
Ipswich and London, Newcastle, &c I have not taken an insect for

ages. At seventy-three one cannot see.

" Yours, my Dear Friend,
" Very aflTectionately,

" Wm. Kikbt.
" Wm. Spence, Esq., Paste restante, Mian."

"Barham, January 11th, 1841.
" My Dear Friend,—I fear you have wondered and felt disappointed by the

non-arrival of any letters from Barham since the rector and his lady reached
that place. At first I was prevented from writing by an accumulation of
business which called for immediate attention ; and since, with one thing or

other, my time has been so fully occupied, that I have delayed from day to day
beginning an epistle to the sojourners at Leamington. But though I have not
written, we have daily thought of them, and spoke of them, and not seldom
wished that we were again enjoying with them the mi)rning rambles and social

evenings that were so pleasant to us. But I must tell you our history since

we left Cambridge:—After spending a week at the latter place and Stretham
very pleasantly, we packed ourselves into the Ipswich coach, and arrived at

dear old Barham once more, on Friday, December 18th, which we left October
14th. We found all our connections and friends well, and were received with
hearty welcomes ; and were thankful to see them again, and be settled down
for the winter amongst them. And winter, indeed, it is, for the country has
been covered with snow since the beginning of this month ; but this morning a
rapid thaw appears to have commenced, so that I shall content myself with
perambulating my passage instead of my parish. I wonder whether your
Leamington meadows have been covered with the above winter garment ; this,

I fear, would confine your rambles within a narrow space.

,
" Have you seen Henslow's paper on the diseases of wheat ? I

received it, not long since, from the author. It is printed in folio, and contains

about seventeen pages. It was printed for private circulation, so I expect is

not to be purchased. If you have not received a copy, I can send you mine.

This is all the scientific news that I have to communicate "

The first volume of a translation of the " Introduction " into German by
Professor Oken was published at Stuttgart in 1823 ; the second in 1824 ;

the third in 1827 ; and the fourth in 183.3.

A fifth edition of our book had been called for in 1828, and on its

being exhausted it was necessary to bring forward a sixth edition of
Vols. I. and II., which it fell to my share to prepare, as my venerable.
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friend's age precluded any attention to it on his part. This edition,

which was brought up to the then state ot" the science by the addition ot'

upwards of 100 MS. pages of new matter, appeared early in 1843.

On our return at the close of 1843 from a twelvemonth's visit to Italy,

Mr. and Mrs. Kirby came to London for some weeks to meet us, and be-

tween this period and his death I visited him^ twice at Barham : when,
though his memory and bodily strength had greatly failed, I found him
still the same kind-hearted friend,— still, as ever, happy and contented,

ready to inform and be informed, to amuse and be amused, and taking

the same interest he always did in the progress of science generally, and
especially of Entomology.

I give copies or extracts of a few of his last letters, which will show
that though the lamp of life was beginning to fade, his friendliness of dis-

position and love of science suffered no abatement.

"Barham, November 23rd, 1843.
" My Dear Friend,—You will be pleased to learn that we arrived here salvi

et sani, on Tuesday, in very good time to make up our dinner, which was not
accomplished all at once. We travelled by railroad, accompanied by one of

the ofBcials of the concern, who appeared to be a very good specimen of a tra-

velling companion. He quitted us, however, before we reached the Colchester

Station. At Kelvedon we met our servant with a carriage and horses, whieli

took us home much more rapidly than I expected. We were very loth to leave

you and your cara sposa behind us, and talked often of you ; but it is in vain to

wish for what cannot be, so we must be contented ^vith looking fonvard to our
next meny meeting ; in the meantime often taking the pen to relate to each
other our mutual adventures. We hope Mrs. Spence is now able to take the

air, and look about her again, and see all the London sights that are worth
looking at ; and when she has run the round of sight-seeing, that she and you
will come and renew your acquaintance with the lions of Barham. Nothing
is usually more strongly recommended to invalids that are convalescent than
change of air.

" We arc both, thank God, at this time very bonny, and I am resuming my
old favourite pedestrian exercise.* How I shoijld enjoy it with you ! Yet the
great beauty of the country, the foliage of the trees, is fast departing. Yet
those of the grove in my garden seem to hang on, while those of the vicinity

are all fallen One thing I must not forget,—to return our best thanks
to you and dear Mrs. Spence, for your great kindness and attention to us during
our stay in London. I don't know that I ever enjoyed a visit to the metropolis

60 much, and our enjoyment chiefly arose from your society and that of your
better half. I shall leave the other side to Charlotte, who will addi'ess a line

to her.f
" I am, my Dear Friend,

" Yours very affectionately,

" Wm. Kirby.
" W. Spence, Esq., 18, Lower Seymour Street,

Portman Square, London."

* Mr. Kirby's love of walking exercise was remarkable. In one of his letters ha
says, "I never feel so happy as when on my ten toes."

f I had marked this complimentary paragraph to be omitted ; but, on second
thoughts, it is given, as exemplifying that fine feature of Jlr. Kirby's character
which so much endeared him to all who had the happiness of knowinj^ him,— hi.i

genuine friendliness of nature, which led him to over-estimate and gratefully acknow-
ledge any attention his friends showed him.
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"Barham, June 14, 1847.
" My Dear Friend,—I must begin by thanking you for another supply of

excellent ginger, -which arrived on Friday. I find it a very good stomachic ;

and I must likewise thank you for your interesting and amusing note.

" I should like to have been at your elbow at the meeting where Sir R. Peel

was present. You made a handsome collection.

" I hope Mr. Patterson's work * will succeed, as it was much wanted, and is

well executed. I have lent my copy to Sir W. Middleton, who will show it to

his friends. I was asked by a friend of his, if I was not going to publish a new
edition of my Bridgewater Treatise, as he inquired for a copy and could not

procure one in town. I shall consult my friends about it. What is your opinion?
" I was sorry Professor Owen has been suffering from dissecting poor Jack

the Qlephant in the Zoological Gardens, of whose death I read this morning.
" My movements have not been far from my own house of late, but I do

think I shall go with Miss Rodwell, her sister, and Mrs. Kedington, to the sea

coast for a few nights ; we probably shall select Lowestolfe, or rather Felixstow,

for our station, but we have not yet positively determined. I shall give you
a line on our arrival at the coast ; I don't expect our stay will exceed a few

nights. I wish you and Mrs. S. could meet us there. I don't know whether you
have any thoughts of attending the great meeting at Cambridge, for the election

of a Chancellor ; had I a vote I should be happy to give it to Prince Albert.
" I heard you had been drinking tea lately with my poor dear Charlotte's

brother, George Rodwell ; when you see him again give my love to him. Pray
remember me kindly to all my scientific friends who do me the honour to

enquire for me "

" Barham, October 4th, 1848.
" My Dear Friend,—Thanks for your kind note, which arrived on my birth-

day, September 19th. Pray what is your birthday ?

" I was amused with the portrait of Mis.f Si/pha, and the verses that accom-

panied it. I have been much troubled by a painful attack of neuralgia in my
left breast, which must be my apology for this short note ; when it has left me
I will send you a longer

"

"Barham, March 15, 1849.

"My Dear Friend,— I have received from Mr. Ransome the parcel contain-

ing copies of your address to the Entomological Society, and distributed them

as directed. I heard it read, and liked it very much, and heartily wish your

etforts, and those of our friends, may be crowned with the success that they

merit, and that our number of members may be increased.

" I have been troubled by an attack of Neuralgia pectoris, which disables me
from writing much, which must be my apology for my brevity.

" Miss Rodwell desires her kind regards to yourself and Mrs. Spence, &c. &c.
" I am, my Dear Friend,

" Youi's affectionately,

" Wm. Kiebt."

One of the last notes I had from Mr. Kirby, of only a few lines, and

written in a tremulous hand, was in answer to a letter enclosing the pro-

spectus of the " Insecta Britannica," proposed to be published under the

auspices of the Entomological Society, for which we were desirous of

having his sanction as its venerated Honorary President. This he gave

emphatically, desiring that his narnc should be added to our list of sub-

scribers, and expressing his strong wishes for the success of the plan,—

* " Introduction to Zoology, for the use of Schools."
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thus showing that, to the latest period of his Hfe, the extension of his

favourite science was one of the objects nearest his heart.

I will not encroach on the province of my friend Mr, Freeman, who is

so well able to do justice to it, by expatiating more largely on the admi-
rable traits which, in every point of view, distinguished the character of
my dear old friend ; but I will conclude this slight sketch of the history

of our long friendship, which for forty-five years formed one of the great

pleasures of our existence,— I know that I may truly say of his as of
mine,— by pointing out to our brother entomologists, whom I have had
chiefly in view in writing it, two circumstances in his study of insects by
which I was always forcibly struck on my visits to him at Barham.
The first was the little parade of apparatus with which his extensive

and valuable acquisitions were made. If going to any distance, he would
put into his pocket a forceps-net and small water-net, with which to catcli

bees, flies, and aquatic insects ; but, in general, I do not remember to

have seen him use a net of any other description. His numerous cap-

tures of rare and new Coleoptera were mostly made by carefully search-

ing for them in their haunts, from which,— if trees, shrubs, or long grass,

&c.,—he would beat them with his walking-stick into a newspaper ; and,

collected in this way, he would bring home in a few small phials in his

waistcoat pockets, and in a moderate-sized collecting-box, after an after-

noon's excursion, a booty often much richer than his companions had
secured with their more elaborate apparatus.

The second circumstance in Mr. Kirby's study of insects to which I

allude was the deliberate and careful way in which he investigated the

nomenclature of his species. Every author likely to have described them
was consulted, their descriptions duly estimated ; and it was only after

thus coming to the decision that the insect before him had not been pre-

viously described that he placed it in his cabinet under a new name. It

was owing to this cautious mode of proceeding— which young entomolo-
gists would do well to follow— that he fell into so few errors, and
rendered such solid service to the science ; and a not less careful con-
sideration was always exercised by him in the forming of new genera and
in his published descriptions of new species; as his admirable papers in

the Linnean Transactions amply testify.

The above remarks are meant for entomologists ; but there is another
moral to be derived from Mr. Kirby's life, to which, in concluding, I

would fain draw the attention of all who, like him, have some leisure

time to command, and reside in the country,— the great accession of
happiness which he derived from his entomological pursuits, which not

only supplied him with objects of interest for every walk, and for every

spare moment within doors, but introduced him to a large circle of esti-

mable naturalists at home and abroad, and thus virtually doubled the

pleasures of his existence ; and this without neglecting any one of his

professional or social duties, with which, much as he did for Entomology,
he never allowed his study of it to interfere.
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phical and Critical Prefaces, and Se-

lections fi'om recent Poets. Svo. 18s.

Arago (F.)—Biographies of Dis-
tinguished Scientific Men. Translated
by Admiral W. H. Smttu, D.C.L.,
F.R.S., &c. : the Rev. Bad i:>f Powell,
M.A. ; and Robekx Geani, M.A.,
F.R.A.S. Svo. 18s.

Arago's Meteorological Essays.
Witli an Introduction Ijy Bauon Hum-
boldt. Translated xmder tlie super-
intendence of Lieut.-Col. E. Sabine,
R.A., Treasurer and V.P.K.S. Svo. 18s.

Arago's Popular Astronomy.
1 Translated and edited by Admiral

W. H. Smyth, D.C.L., F.R.S. ; and Ro-
bert Gkant, M.A. , F.R.A.S. Witli 25

I Plates and ^58 Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo.
I price £2. 5s.

Arnold. — Metope, a Tragedy.
By Matthew Aknold. Witli a Pre-
face and an Historical Introduction.
Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Arnold.— Poems. By Matthew
Aenold. First Series, Third
Edition. Fcp. Svo. os. Cd. Second
Series, price 5s.

Lord Bacon's Works. A New
l.dition, collected and edited by R. L.
Ellis, M.A., Fellowof Trinity College,
Cambridge; J. Spedding, M.A. of
Trinity College, Cambridge ; and
1). D. Heath, Esq., Barrister -at-Law,
and late Fellow ofTrinity College, Cam-
bridge. Vols. 1. to V. comprising the
Division ol Philosophical Wm-ks; witli

a copious Index. 5 vols. Svo. price
£1. Cs. Vol. VI. price ISs.

Vol Vir., completing the Division of
Literary and Frofemoual Works, is just
ready.

Joanna Baillie's Dramatic and
Poetical Works : Comprising Pl.ays of
the Passions, Miscellaneous Dramas,
Metrical Legends, Fugitive Pieces, and
Ahalya Baee ; with the Life of Joanna
Baillie, Portrait and Vignette. Square
crown 8vo. 21s. cloth; or lis. morocco.

Baker.—TheEifle andtheHonnd
in Ceylon. By S. W. Baker, Esq.
New "Edition, with l-'l Illustrations
engraved on Wood. Fcp. Svo. 4s. 6d.

Baker.— Eight Years' Wander-
ings in Ceylon. By S. W. Bakee, Esq.
With coloured Plates. Svo. las.

Barth.—Travels and Discoveries
in North and Central Africa: Being tlie

Journal of an Expedition undertal<en
under tlie auspices of Her Britannic
M.TiJesty's Government in the Years
1849— ia')5. By Henry Barth, Ph.D.,
D.C.L., &c. With numerous Mfaps and
Illustrations. 5 vols. Svo. £5. 5s. cloth.



NEW WOEKS AND NEW EDITIONS

Bate. — Memoii- of Captain W.
Thornton Bate, R.N. By the Rev.
John Baillie, Author of "Memoirs
of Hewitson," "Memoir of Adelaide
Newton," &c. New Edition ; with
Portrait and 4 Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo.
price 5s.

Bayldon's Ai't of Valuing Eents
and Tillages, and Claims of Tenants
upon Quitting Farms, at hoth Michael-
mas and Lady-day ; as revised by Mr.
Donaldson. Seventh Edition, en-
larged and adapted to the Present
Time. By Robeet Bakee, Land-
Agent and Valuer. 8vo. price 10s. 6d.

Bayldon's (R.) Treatise on Road
Legislation and Management ; with
Remarks on Tolls, and on Repairing
Turnpike-Roads and Highways. 8vo.
price 3s. 6d,

Black's Practical Treatise on
Brewing, based on Chemical and Eco-
nomical Principles : With FormuliE
for Public Brewers, and Instructions
for Private l^anlilies. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Blaine's Encyclopaedia of Rural
Sports ; or, a complete Account, Histo-
rical, Practical, and Descriptive, of
Hunting, Sliooting, Fishing, Racing,
&c. New Edition, revised and corrected
to the Present Time ; with above 600
Woodcut lUustr.ations, including 20
Subjects now added from Designs by
John Leech. In One Volume, 8vo.
price 42s. half-bound.

Bloomfield.—The Greek Testa-
ment : with copious English Notes,
Critical, Piiilological, and Explanatoiy.
Especially adapted to the use of Theo-
logical Students and Ministers. By the
Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D.D., F.S.A.
Ninth Edition, revised. 2 vols. 8vo.
with M.ap, £2. 8s.

Dr. Bloomfield' s College & School
Edition of the Greek Testament: With

I briefEnglish Notes, chiefly Philological
and Explanatory. Seventh Edition ;

with Map and Index. Fcp. Svo. 7s. 6d.

Dr. Bloomfield's College & School
Lexicon to the Greek Testament. New
Edition, rexised. Fcp. 8vo. price 10s. 6d.

Boyd. — A Manual for Naval
Cadets. Published with the sanction
and approval of tlie Lords Commis-
sioners of tlie Admiralty. By John
M'Neill BorD, Captain, R.N. With
Compass-Signals in Coloui'S, and 236
Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 10s. 6d.

Bourne. — A Treatise on the
steam Engine, in its Api)lication to
Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, and
Railways. By the Artisan Club. Edited
byJOHNBonENE, C.E. New Edition;
with 33 Steel Plates, and 349 Wood
Engravings. 4to. 27s.

Bourne's Catechism of the Steam
Engine in its various Applications to
Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, Rail-
ways, and Agriculture : With Practical
Instructions for the Manufacture and
Management of Engines of every class.
Fourth Edition, enlarged; with 89
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Brande's Dictionary of Science,
Literature, and Art ; comprising the
Histoiy, Description, and Scientific
Principles of every Branch of Human
Knowledge; with the Derivation and
Definition of all the Terms in general
use. Third Edition, revised and correct-
ed; with numerous Woodcuts. Svo. 60s,

Professor Brande's Lectures on
Organic Chemistry, as applied to Manu-
factures, including Dyeing, Bleaching,
Calico Printing, Sugar Manufacture,
the Preservation of Wood, Tannii^,
kc. Edited by J. Scoffekn, M.B.
Fcp. Woodcuts, 7s. 6d.

Brewer.—An Atlas of History
and Geograplw, from the Commence-
ment of the Christian Era to the Pre-
sent Time : Comprising a Series of
Sixteen' Coloured Maps, arranged in
Chronological Order, with Illustrative
Memoirs. By the Rev. J. S. Bbewee,
M.A. Second Edition, revised and cor-
rected. Roy.al Svo. 12s. 6d. half-boimd,

Brialmont.— The Life of the
Duke of Wellington. From the French
of Alexis Brialmont, Captain on the
Staffof the Belgian Army : With Emen-
dations and Additions. By the Rev.
G. R. Gleig, M.A., Chaplain-General
to the Forces and Prebendary of St.

Paul's. With Maps, Plans, and Por-
traits. Vols. I. and II. 8vo. price 30s.

The Third and Fourth Volumes (com-
pletion) are now in the press, and will take
up the history of the Uukef/om the Battle

of Waterloo, representing him as an Ambas-
sador, as a Minister, and as a Citizen.

Brodie.— Psychological Inqui-
ries, in a Series of Essays intended to
illustrate tlie Influence of the Physical
Organisation on tlie Ment^ Faculties.
By Sir Benjamin C. Bkodie, Bart.
Third Edition. Pep. Svo. 5s.



PUBLISHED BY lONGKAif, GEEEN, AND CO.

Dr. Bull on tlie Maternal Ma-
nagement of Children in Health and
Disease. New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Dr, Bull's Hints to Mothers on
the Management of their Health during
the Period of Pi-e<;nanuy and in tlie

Lying-in Room: With an Exposure of
Popular Errors in connexion witli those
suhjects, &c. ; and Hints upon Niu'slng.
New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Dr. Bull's Work on Blindness,
entitled tlie Sense of Vision Denied
and Lost. Edited by the Rev. B. G.
Johns, Chaplain of the Blind School,
St. George's Fields. With a brief in-
troductory Memoir of the Author by
Mrs. Bull. Fcp. 8vo. 43. Cd.

Bunsen.—Christianity and Man-
kind, their Beginnings and Prospects.
By Baion C. C. J. Bunsen, D.D.,
D.C.L., D.Pli. Being a New Edition,
corrected, re-modelled, and extended,
of Hipimltitus and his A'je. 7 vols,
8vo. £5. 5s.

*»• This Edition is composed of tUree dis-
tinct works, as follows ;

—

1. Hippolytus and his Age; or, the Begin-
nings and Prospects of Christianity. 2
vols. 8vo. £1. 10s.

2. Outline of the Philosophy of Universal
History appliid to Language and Reli-
gion ; containing an Account of the Al-
phabetical Conferences. 2 vols. 335.

3. AnalectaAnte-Nicccna. 3voIs.8vo.£i. 2s.

Bunsen. — Lyra Germanica.
Translated from the German by Cathe-
EINE WiNKWORTH. Fifth Edition of
the FiKsi Series, Hymns for tlie

Sundays and Festivals of the Cliristian
Year. New Edition of the Second
Series, the Christian Life. Fcp. 8vo.
53. each Series.

HYMNS from Lyra Qermanica, ISmo. Is.

• ,' These selections ofGerman Hymns have
been made from collections published in Ger-
many by Baron Bu.nse.v ; and form companion
volumes to

Theologia Germanica: Which
setteth forth many fair lineavnents of
Divme Truth, and saith very lofty and
lovely tlnngs toucliing a Perfect Life.
Translated by Si;.sanna Winkworth
With a Preface l)y the Rev. Charles
KiNGSLEY; iind a Letter by Baron
BtrasEif. Third Edition. Fcp. 8vo.53.

Bunsen.—.Egypt's Place in Uni-
versal History : An Historical Investi-
gation, in Five Books. By Baron C. C.J.
Bunsen, D.C.L., D.Ph. Translated
from the German by C. H. Cottrell,
Esq., M.A. With manv Illustrations.
Vol. I. 8vo. 28s. ; Vol. II. price"Os.

;

and Vol. III. price 25s.

Bunting. — The Life of Jabez
Bunting, D.D. : With Notices of con-
temporary Persons and Events. Bv
his Son, Thomas Percival Bunting.
V(Jl. I. with Two Portraits and a
Vignette, in post 8vo. 7s. 6d. : or
(large papc-f and Proof EngravingsJ
in square crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress

:

With a Preface by the Rev. Charles
KiNGSLET, Rector of Eversley ; and
a Series of 12G Illustrations engraved
on >^teel and on Vfood from Original
Designs by Charles Bennett. Fcp.
4to. price 21s. cloth, gilt edges.

Burton.—First Footsteps in East
Africa; or, an Exploration of Harar.
By Richard F. Burton, Captain,
Bomboy Army. With Maps and
coloured Plate. 8vo. ISs.

Burton.—Personal Narrative of
a Pilgrimage to El Medinah and Meccah.
By Richard F. Burton, Captam,
Bombay Army. Second Edition, re-
vised; with coloured Plates and Wood-
outs. 2 vols, crown Svo. %ls.

Bishop Butler's Sketch of Mo- !

dem .and Ancient Geography. New :

Edition, thoroughly levised, with such '

Alterations introduced as continually
progressive Discoveries and the latest
information have rendered necessary.
Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Bishop Butler's General Atlas :

ofModeriiandAncientGeography; com- i

prising Fifty-two full-coloured Maps
;

!

with complete Indices. New Edition,
I

enlarged, and greatly improved. Edited
by the Author's Son. Royal 4to. 24s.

\

The Cabinet Lawyer: A Popular !

Digest of the L.aws of England, Civil
and Criminal; witli a Dictionary of
Law Terms, Maxims, Statutes, and I

Judicial Antiquities; Correct Tables of
Assessed Taxes, Stamp Duties, Excise
Licenses, and Post-Horse Duties ; Post-
Otfice Regulations ; and Prison Disci-
pline. 18th Edition, comprising the
Public Acts of the Session 1858. Fcp.
Svo. 10s. 6d.



The Cabinet Gazetteer : A Popu-
lar Exposition of All the Countries of
the World. liy the Author of The
Cabinet Lawyer. Fcp. 8vo. lUs. Gi.

Caird. — Prairie Farming in
America : With Notes hy the way on
Canada and the United States. By
James Caird, M.P., Author of" Eng-
lish Agriculture," " High Farming,"
&c. 16mo. 3s. 6d.

Calvert. — The Wife's Manual

;

or. Prayers, Tlioughts, .and Songs on
Several Occasions" of a Matron's Life,
By the Rev. W. Calveet, M.A. Orn.a-
mented from Designs by the Autlior in
the style of Queen Elizabeth's Prayer-
Book. Crown 8vo. 10s. Cd.

Catlow's Popular Conchology;
or, the Shell Cabinet arranged accord-
ing to the Modern System: With a
detailed Account of the Animals, and a
complete Descriptive List of the Fami-
lies and Genera of Recent and Fossil
Shells. Second Edition, improved

;

with 405 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. Us.

Catz and Farlie's Book of Em-
blems.—Moral Emblems from Jacob
Catz and Robert Farlie ; with Apho-
risms, Adages, and Proverbs of all

Nations. The Illustrations freely

rendered from designs found in the
works of Catz and Farlie, by Jonre
Leighton, F.S. A., and engraved under
his superintendence. Imperial 8vo.

with GO large Illustrations on Wood,
andnumerousVignettesandTail Pieces.

Cecil. — The Stud Farm ; or.

Hints on Breeding Horses for tlie Turf,
the Chase, and tlie Road. Addressed
to Breeders of Race-Horses and
Hunters, Landed Proprietors, and Te-
nant Farmers. By Cecil. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Cecil's stable Practice ; or, Hints
onTrainingforthe Turf, the Chase, and
theKi>ad; with Observations on Racing
and Hunthig, Wasting, Race-Riding,
and Ilaudicaiiping : Addressed to all

who are concerned in Racing, Steeple-
Chasing, and Fo-K-Hunting. Second
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. with Plate, os.

Chapman.—History of Gustavus
Adolphus, and of the Thirty Years'
War up to the King's Death: With
some Account of its Conclusion by the
Peace of Westphalia, in 1618. By B.
Chapman, M.A. 8vo. Plans, 12s. 6d.

Conington.—Handbook of Che-
mical An.alysis, adapted to the Unitary
System of Notation. By F. T. Con-
iNGTOiV, M.A., F.C.S. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
Also, Tables of Qualitatice Analysis.
designed as a Companion to the Hand-
book. Price 2s. 6d.

Connolly.—The Romance of the
Ranks: or. Anecdotes, Episodes, and
Social Incidents of Military Life. By
T. W. J. CONXOLLT, Quartermaster
of the Royal Engineers. 2 vols. 8vo.
21s.

Connolly's History of the Royal
Sappers and Miners : Inchiding the
Services of the Corps in the Crimea and
at the Siege of Sebastopol. Second
Edition ; with 17 coloured Plates. 2
vols. 8vo. 30s.

Conybeare and Howson's Life
and Epistles of Saint Paul; Comprising
a complete Biograpliy of tlie Apostle,
and a Translation of his Ejiislles
inserted in Chronological Order. Tliird
Edition, revised and corrected ; with
several Maps and Woodcuts, and i
Plates. 2 vols, square crown 8vo. 31s. 6d.

*,* Tiie Original Edition, with more nu-
merous Illustrations, in 2 vols. Ho. price 4Ss.
— may also be had.

Dr. Copland's Dictionary of
Practical Medicine: Comprising Gene-
ral Pathology, the Nature and Treat-
ment of. Diseases, Morbid Structures,
and the Disorders especially incidental
to Climates, to Sex, and to the different

Epochs of Life ; with numerous ap-
proved Formulas of the Medicines
recommended. Now complete in 3 vols.

8vo. price £5. lis. cloth.

Bishop Cotton's Instructions in
the Doctrine and Pr.actice of Christi-

anity. Intended as an Introduction to
Confirmation. lthE^Ution. 18mo.2s. Cd.

Cresy's Encyclopaedia of Civil

Engiueeiing, Historical, Theoretical,

antl Practical. Illustrated by upwards
of 3,000 Woodcuts. Second Edition,
revised; and extended in a Supplement,
comprising MetropolitauWatcr-Siiiiply.
Drainage of Towns, Railways, Ciiliical

Proportion, Brick and Iron Construc-
tion, Iron Screw Piles, Tubular Bridges,
&c. 8vo. KJs.

Crosse. — Memorials, Scientific

and Literary, of Andrew Crosse, tb.e

Electrician. Edited by Mrs. Cbossk.
Post 8vo. 9s. 6d.



PTIBIISHED BY LONGMAN, GBEEN, AND CO.

Crowe.—The History of France.
By Eybe Evans Cuowe. In Five
Volumes. Vol. I. 8vo. lis.

Cruiksliank.— The Life of Sir
John Falstaff, illuslnitej in .a Series

of Twenty-four oriijiiKil Etcliinj^s by
George Cruikshanlc. Accompanied by
ail imaginary Biography of the Knight,
by RoBEEi 15. Bkough. Koyal 8vo.
price Vis. Gd. cloth.

Lady Oust' s Invalid's Own Book :

A Collection of Recipes from various
Books and various Countries. Second
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Rev. Canon Dale's Domestic
Liturgy and Family Chaplain, in Two
Parts • Paki I. Cluireh i^orviees adapted
for Domestic Use, with Prayers for

Every Day of tlie VVeelv, selected from
the Book of Common Prayer ; Pakt
II. an appropriate Sermon for Every
Sunday in the Year. Second Edition.
Post 4to. 21s. cloth ; 31s. 6d. calf; or
£2. 10s. morocco.

f
The Famu.i Chaphtn, 12s.

Separately < The Dumestic Liturot,
1- 10s. M.

Davy (Dr. J.)—The Angler and
his Friend ; or. Piscatory Colloquies
and Fisliing Excursions. By John
Davt, M.D., F.Ii.S., ice. Fcp. 8vo. Gs.

Bi/ the same Author,

The Angler in the Lake Distiict

;

or. Piscatory Colloquies and Fisliing

Excursions in Westmoreland and Cum-
berhuid. Fcp. Svo. Os. 6d.

De Fonblanque.—The Admini-
stration and Or:,'uuisation of the IJritish

Army, with especial reference to Fi-

nance and Supply. By Edwakd Bak-
ntNGroN De Fonblanque, Assistant
ComraiBsary-Jeneral. 8vo. 12s.

De la Rive's Treatise on Elec-
tricil\ in Thfurv and Practice. Tranr-
latcd I'ur I he Author by C. V. VValkkk,
F.Ii.S. 3 vols. t.vo. Woodcuts, .1:3. l:.s.

Domenech,—Seven Years' Resi-
dence in the Great Deserts of North
America. By the Abbe ' Domenech.
With a Map, and about Sixty Woodcut
Illustrations. 2vols. 8vo. \Justreadu.

Abbe' Domenech's Missionary
Adventures in Texas and Mexico : A
Personal Narrative of Six Years' So-
journ in those Regions. Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Eclipse of Faith ; or, a Visit
to a Religious Sceptic. 9fA Edition.
Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Defence of The Eclipse of Faith,
by its Author: Being a Rejoinder to
Professor Newman's Reply : Incluiling
a full Examination of that Writer's
Criticism on the Character of Christ

;

and a Chapter on the Aspects and Pre-
tensions of Modem Deism. Second
Edition, revised. Post Svo. 5s. 6d,

The Englishman's Greek Con-
cordance of the New Testament : Being
an Attemiit at a Verbal Connexion
between the Greek and the English
Texts ; including a Concordance to the
Proper N.ames, with Indexes, Greek-
English and English-Greek. New Edi-
tion, with anew Index. Koyal 8vo. 42s.

The Englishman's Hebrew and
Chaldee Concordance of the Old Testa-
ment: Being an Attempt at a Verbal
Connexion between the Ori^nal and the
English Translations ; with Indexes,
a List of tlie Proper Names and their
Occurrences, &c. 2 vols, royal Svo.
£3. 13s. 6d. ; large paper, £4. 14s. 6d.

Ephemera'sHandbookofAngling;
teaching Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottom-
Fishing, Salmon-Fishing : With the
Natural History of River-Fish, and the
best Modes of Catching tliem. Third
Edition, corrected and improved; with
Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Ephemera's Book of the Salmon

:

The Theory, Principles, and Practice of
Fly-Fishing for Salmon ; Lists of good
Salmon Flies for every good River in
the Empire ; the Natural History of the
Salmon, its Habits described, and the
best way of artificially Breeding it.

Fcp. Svo. with coloured Plates, 14s.

Fairbairn.—-Useful Information
for Engineers : Being a Series of Lec-
tures delivered to the Working Engi-
neers of Yorkshire and Lancasliire.
By William Fairbairn, F.K.S.,
F.G.S. Second Edition ; with Plates
and Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

First Impressions of the New
j

World on Two Tra\'el!ers from the Old I

in the Autuinu of 1858. With Map by
Arrowsmith. Post «vo. Ss. 6d.

Fischer. — Francis Bacon of
Verulam : Realistic Philosophy and its

Age. Py Dr. K. Fischer. 'I'ranslated
by J. Oxenfokd. Post Svo. Us. 6d.



10 NEW WOSKS AND NEW EDITIONS

Forester. — Eambles in the
Islands of Corsica and Sardinia : With
Notices of tlieir Histoiy, Antiquities,
and present Condition. By Thomas
FoBESTEK. With colom-ed Map ; and
numerous Lltliograpliie and Woodcut
Illustrations from Drawinsts made
during the Tour by Lieut.-Col. M. A.
j3iddulph, R.A. Imperial 8vo. 28s.

Frazer. — Letters of Sir A. S.

Frazer, K.C.B. Commanding the Royal
Horse Artillery under the Dulse of Wel-
lington : Written during the Penin-
sularandWaterloo Campaigns . Edited
by Majob-Genekal Sabike, K.A.
With Portrait, 2 Maps, and Plans.
8vo. 18s.

Freeman and Salvin.—Falconry:
Its Claims, History, and Practice. By
Gage Earle Freeman, M.A. (" Pere-
grine" of the Field newspaper) ; and
Captain F. H. Salvin. Post Svo. with
Woodcut Illustrations from Drawmgs
by Wolf, price 10s. 6d. cloth.

Garratt.—Marvels and Mysteries
of Instinct ; or. Curiosities of Animal
Life. By Geoege Gareatt. Second
Edition, improved. Fci3. Svo. 4s. 6d.

Gilbart.—-A Practical Treatise
on Banking. By James William
Gilbart, F.R.S.
vols. 12mo. ICs

Sixth Edition,

Gilbart's Logic of Banking : A
Familiar Exposition of tlie Principles
of Reasoning, and tlieir Apnlication to
the Ai't and tlie Science of Banking.
12mo. with Portrait, 12s. 6d.

Gleig.— Essays, Biographical,
Historical, and Miscellaneous, contri-
buted chiefly to the Edinburgh and
Quarterly Revieiva. By the Rev. G. R.
Gleig, M.A., Cliaplaiii- General to tlie

Forces, and Prebendary of St. Paul's.
2 vols. Svo. jjrice 21s.

The Poetical Works of Oliver
Goldsmitli. Editedby Bolton Coeney,
Esq. Illustrated by Wood Engravings,
from Designs by Members of the
Etching Club. Square crown Svo.
cloth, 21s. ; morocco, £1. ICs.

Gosse.—A Naturalist's Sojourn
in .Jamaica. By P. H. Gosse, Esq.
With Plates. Post 8vo. 14s.

Greathed.—Letters from Delhi
written during the Siege. By H. H.
Greathed, late of the Bengal Civil
Service. Edited by his Widow. Post
Svo. 8a. 6d.

Green.—Lives of the Princesses
of England. By Mrs. Mart Anne
Everett Green, Editor of tlie Letters
ofRoyal and Illustrioits Ladies. With
numerous Portraits. Complete in 6
vols, post Svo. 10s. 6d. each.

Greyson.—Selections from the
Correspondence of R. E. Gretson, Esq.
Edited by the Author of The Eclipse of
Faith. New Edition. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Grove.—=The Correlation of Phy-
sical Forces. By W. R. Geove, Q.C.,
M.A. Third Edition. Svo. 7s.

Gurney.—St. Louis and Henri
IV.: Being a Second Series of Histo-
rical Sketches. By the Rev. John H.
Guenet, M.A. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

EveningEecreations ; or, Samples
from the Lecture-Room. Edited by
Rev. J. H. GuRNEX. Crown Svo. 5s.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Archi-
tecture, Historical, Theoretical, and
Practical. By Joseph Gwilt. With
more tlianl.OOO Wood Engravings, fi-om
Designs by J. S. Gwilt. Svo. 42s.

Hare (Archdeacon).—The Life
of Luther, in Forty-eight Historical
Engravings. By GcsiAv KOnig.
With Explanations by Archdeacon
Hare and Susannah Winkwoeie.
Fcp. 4to. 28s.

Harford.—Life of MichaelAngelo
Buonarroti : With Translations of
many of his Poems and Letters : also
Memoirs of Savonarola, Raphael, and
Victoria Colon na. ByJoHNS.HAEFOED,
Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S. Second Edition,
revised; with 20 Plates. 2 vols. Svo. 25s.

Illustrations, Architectural and
Pictorical, of the Genius of Michael
Angelo Buonarroti. With Descriptions
of the Plates, by the Commendatore
Canina; C. R. Cockerell, Esq., R.A.

;

and J. S. Harford, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S.
Folio, 73s. 6d. half-bound.

Harrison.— The Light of the
Forge ; or. Counsels from tlie Sick-Bed
of fi.M. By the Rev. W. Harbison,
M.A., Domestic Chaplain to the
Duchess of Cambridge. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Harry Hieover's Stable Talk
and Table Talk ; or. Spectacles for
Young Sportsmen. New Edition, 2
vols. Svo. Portrait, 24s.



PCTBIilSHED BY liONG-MAST, GEEEK, AND CO. 11

Harry Hieover.—The Hunting-
Field. By Haeet Hieotee. With
Two Plates. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. liali-bouiid.

Harry Hieover. — Practical
Horsemanship. Second Edition ; with
2 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 5s. halt-boiuicl.

Harry Hieover.—The Pocket and
the Stud ; or, Practical Hints on the
Managementof theSt.ible. By Hakey
HiEOVEE. Fcp. Svo. Portrait, os.

Harry Hieover.—The Stud, for
Practical Purposes and Practical Men :

Being a Guide to the Choice of a Horse
for use more tlian for show. Fcp. 5s.

Hassall.—A History of the Bri-
tish Freshwater Alga; : Including
Descriptions of the "Desmidese and
DiatomaceEe; By Arthue Hill Has-
sall, M.D. 3 vols. Svo, with 103
Plates, £1. 15s.

Hassall.^Adulterations Detect-
ed ; or, Plain Instructions for the Dis-
covery of Frauds in Food and Medicine.
By Aethue Hill Hassall, M.D.
Lend., Analyst of T/ie Lancet l?anitary
Commission, and Author of the Reports
of that Commission published under
the title of Food and its Adulterations
(which may also be had, in Svo. price
28s.) With 225 Illustrations, engraved
on Wood. Crown Svo. 17s. 6d.

Col. Hawker's Instructions to
Yomig Sportsmen m all that relates to
Guns and Shooting. 11th Kdition, re-

vised by the Author's Son, Major P.
AV. L. Hawkee. With Portrait, Plates,
and Woodcuts. Sq. crown Svo. 18s.

Haydn's Book of Dignities

:

Containing Rolls of the Official Person-
ages of the British Empire, Civil, Ec-
clesiastical, Judicial, Military, Naval,
and Municipal, from the Earliest Pe-
riods to the Present Time. Together
with the Sovei'eigns of Europe, from
the Foundation of their respective
States ; the Peerage and Nobility of
Great Britain, &c. Svo. 25s.

Hayward. — Biographical and
Critical Essays, reprinted from Re-
views, with Additions and Corrections.
By A. Haxwaed, Esq., Q.C. 2 vols.
Svo. iJs.

Sir John Herschel's Outlines of
Astronomy. Fifth Edition, re\'ised
and corrected to the existing state of I

astronomical knowledge ; with Plates
and Woodcuts, Svo. ISs. i

Sir John Herschel's Essays
from the Edinburgh and Quarterly
Reviews, with Addresses and other
Pieces. Svo. ISs.

Hinchlifi.— Summer Months
among the Alps ; With the Ascent of
Monte Rosa. By Tnos.W. Hinchliff,
Barrister-at-Law. Post Svo. 10s. Od.

Hints on Etiquette and the
Usages of Society : With a Glance at
Bad Habits. New Edition, revised
(with Additions) by a Lady of Rank.
Fcp. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Holland.—Medical Notes and
Reflections. By Sir Henet Holland,
M.D., F.R.S., ifcc. Physician in Ordi-
nary to the Queen and Prince-Consort.
Third Edition. Svo. 18s.

Sir H. Holland's Chapters on
Mental Physiology, founded chiefly on
Chapters contained in Medical Notes
and R^ections, Post Svo. 8s. 6d.

Hooker.—Kew Gardens ; or, a
Popular Guide to the Roy.Tl Botanic
Gardens of Kew. By Sir William
Jaoksojt Hookee, K.H., &c.. Direc-
tor. With many Woodcuts. IGmo. Gd.

Hooker and Arnott's British
Flora; comprising the Plvsenogamous
or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns.
Seventh Edition, with Additions and
Corrections; and numerous Figures
illustrative ofthe Umbelliferous Plants,
the Composite Plants, the Grasses, and
the Ferns. 12mo. with 12 Plates, 14s. •

with the Plates coloured, 21s.

Home's Introduction to the
Critical Study .and Knowledge of the
Holy Scriptures. Tenth Edition, re-
vised, corrected, and brouglit down to
the present time. Edited by the Rev.
T. Hariwell Hoei»e, li.I). (the
Author); the Rev. Samuel Davidson,
D.D. of the University of HaUe, and
LL.D. ; and S. PeideauxTeeoelles,
LL.D. With 4 Maps and 22 Vignettes
and Facsimiles. 4 vols. Svo. £3. 13s. Gd.

Home.—A Compendious Intro-
duction to the Study of the Bible. By
the Rev. T. Haetwell Hoene, B.D.
New Edition, with Maps, &c. 12mo. Ds,

Hoskyns.—Talpa ; or, the Chro-
nicles of a Clay Farm : An Agricultural
Fragment. By Chandos Weem"
HosKYNS.Esq. Fourth Edition. With
24 Woodcuts from Designs by Geokgb
Ceuiksuas k. IGmo. 5s. Gd.
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Howitt (A. M.)—An Art-Stu-
dent in Munich. By Anna Mary
Howitt. 2 vols. i)ost 8vo. Its.

Howitt.—The Children's Year.
By Mary Howitt. With Four Illus-
trations. Square 16mo. 5s.

Howitt. — Tallangetta, the
Squatter's Home : A Story of Austra-
lian Life. By William Howitt.
2 vols, post 8vo. 18s.

Howitt.— Land, Labour, and
Gold ; or. Two Years in Victoria : With
Visit to Sydney and Van Diemen's
Land. By William Howitt. Second
Edition. 2 vols, crown 8vo. lOs.

W. Hewitt'sVisits toEemarkahle
Places : Old Halls, liattle-Fields, and
Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages
in English History and Poetry. With
about So Wood Ilngravings. New Edi-
tion, 2 vols, square crown 8vo. 2us.

William Hewitt's Boy's Coun-
try Book : Beinj; the Real Life of a
Country Boy, written by himself; ex-
hibit ing all theAmusements, Pleasures,
and Pursuits of Cliildrcn in the Coun-
try. With 40 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

William Hewitt's Rural Life of
England. With Woodcuts by Bewick
and WUiiams. Medium Svo. 21s.

The Abbe' Hue's Work on the
Chinese Empire, founded on Fourteen
Years' Travel and Kesidence in Cliina.
People's Edition, with 2 Woodcut
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Hue. — Christianity in China,
Tartary, and Tliibet. By M. I'Abbd
Hue, formerly Missionary Apostolic
in China. Vols. I. and 11. Svo. 2Is.

;

and Vol. Ill 10s. 6d.

Hudson's Ezecutor's Guide.
Kew and improved Edition ; with tlie

Statutes enacted, and the Judicial
Decisions pronounced since the last

Edition incorporated. Fcp. 8vo. Cs.

Hudson's Plain Directions for

Making Wills in conformity with the
Law. New Edition, corrected and re-
vised by the Author; and practically
illustrated by Specimens of Wills con-
taining many varieties of Bequests,
also Notes of Cases judicially decided
since the WUIs Act came into opera-
tion, Fcp. Svo. 23. 6d.

Hudson and Kennedy's Ascent
of Mont Blanc by a New lioute and
Without Guides. " Second Edition, with
Plate and Blap. Post 8vo. 5s. 6d.

Humboldt's Cosmos. Translated,
with the Autlior's authority by Mrs.
Sabine. Vols. I. and ll. 16mo.
Half-a-Crown each, sewed ; 3s. 6d.eacli,
clotli ; or in post Svo. 12s. each, cloth.
Vol. III. post Svo. 12i!. 6d. cloth : or
in lOmo. Part I. 2s. Gd. sewed, Ss. 6d.
cloth ; and Part II. .'Js. sewed, 4s. cloth.
Vol. IV. Part I. post Svo. 15s. cloth

;

IGmo. 7s. 6d. clotli.

Humboldt's Aspects of Nature.
Translated, with tlie Author's autho-
rity, by Mrs. Sabine. 16mo. price 68.

:

or in 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each, cloth; 2s. 6d.
each, sewed.

Humphreys.— Parables of Our
Lord, illuminated and oni.amented in
the style of tlie Missals of the Kenais-
sance by H.N. Humphreys. Square
fcp. Svo. 21 :-.in massive carved covers

;

or 308. bound in morocco, by Hayday.

Hunt CCapt.y—The Horse and
his Master : With Hints on Breeding,
Breaking, Stable-Management, Train-
ing.Elementary Horseniansliip, Riding
to Hounds, &c. By Vkbe D. Hunt,
Esq., late 109th Regt. Co. Dublin
Militia. Fcp. Svo. with Frontispiece,
price 53.

Hunt.-Researches on Light in
j

its Chemical Relations ; oniliracing a
Consi-cleration of all the Photographic
Processes. Uy Robert Hunt, F.IJ.S.
Second Edition, witli Plate and Wood-
cuts. Svo. 10s. 6d.

Hutchinson. — Impressions of
Western Africa: Willi a I'eport on the
Peculiarities of Trade up the Rivers iu
the Bight of Biafra. By.). T. Hutchin-
son, Esq., British Consul for the Bight
of Biafi'a and tlie Island of Fernando
Po. Post Svo. 8s. Gd.

Idle.—Hints on Shooting, Fish-
ing, &c., both on Sea and Land, and
in the Fresh-Water Lochs of Scotland:
I3eing the E,\periences of C. Idle, Esq.
Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Mrs. Jameson's Two Lectures on
tlie Social Employments of Women,
Sisteis ofCharitij and the CommunioH
of Labour. l\ew Edition, with a
Prefatory Letter on the Present Condi-
tion and Requirements of the Women
of England. Fcp. Svo. 2b.
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Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Saints and Martyrs, as represented in

Cliristian Art : Forming tlie Fihst
Series of Sacred and Legendary Art.
Tliird Edition ; with 17 Ktcliiiigs and
upwards of ISO Woodcuts. 2 vols.

square crown 8vo. 31s. Od.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Monastic Orders, as represented in

Christian Art. Forming the Second
Series of Sacred and Legendary Art.
Second Edition, enlarged ; with 11

Etcliings by the Author and 88 Wood-
cuts. Square crown Svo. 2Ss.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Jtadonna, as represented in Cliristian
Art : Forming the Third Series* ot
Sacred and Legendary Art. Second
Edition, corrected and enlarged ; with
27 Etchings and 165;Wood Engravings.
Square crown Svo. 28s.

Mrs. Jameson's Commonplace-
Book of Thoughts, Memories, and Fan-
cies, Original and Selected. Second
Edition, revised and conected; witli

Etchings and Woodcuts. Crown Svo.
price 18s.

Jaquemet's Compendium of
Chronology : Containing the most im-
fiortant Dates of General History, Po-
itical, Ecclesiastical, and Literary,
from the Creation of the World to the
end of the Year 1S54. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Jaquemet's Chronology for
Sclioola : Contaiinnu' the most impor-
tant Dates of Gerural History, Politi-

cal, Ecclesiastical, and Literary, from
the Creation of the World to the end of
the Year 1857. Fep. Svo. ;5s. Od.

Lord Jeffrey's Contributions to
The Edinb\irgh Review. A New Edi-
tion, complete in One Volume, with
Portrait and Vignette. Square crown
Svo. 21s. clotli ; or 30s. calf.— Or in
3 vols. Svo. price 42s.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire
Works: With Life by .Bishop Heiiei:.
Revised and corrected by the Rev.
Charles Page Eden, Fellow of Oriel
College, Oxford. Now complete in 10
vols. Svo. 10s. Gd. each.

Kane.—Wanderings of an Artist
among the Indians of North America ;

from Canada to Vancouver's Island
;ind Oregon, through the Hudson's Hav
Company's Territory, an<l back agaiii.
By Paul Kane. \Vith Map, Illustra-
tions in Colours, and Wood Engrav-
ings. Svo. 2l3.

Kemble.— The Saxons in Eng-
land : A History of the English Com-
monwealth till the Conquest. liy J. M.
Kemble, M.A. 2 vols. Svo. 28s.

Keith Johnston's Dictionary of
Geography, Descriptive, I'liysical, Sta-
tistical, and Historical : Forming a com-
plete General Gazetteer of tlie World.
Tliird Edition, rectitied to May lSo',».

In 1 vol. of 1,360 pages, comprising
about 50,000 Names of Places, Svo. 30s.
cloth ; 01 half-bound in russia, 35s.

Kestaven.— A Manual of the
Domestic Practice of Medicine. By
W. 1!. Kesteven, F.R.C.S.E., &c.
Square post Svo. 7s. Cd.

Kirby and Spence's Introduction
to Entomology ; or. Elements of the
Natural History of Insects : Compris-
ing an Account of Noxious and ITseftil

Insects, of their Metamorphoses, Food,
Stratagems, Habitations, Societies,
Motions, Noises, Hybernation, Instinct,
&c. Seventh, Edition, with an Appen-
dix relative to the Origin and Progress
of the work. Crown Svo. 5s.

A Lady's Tour round Monte
Rosa ; with Visits to the Italian Valleys
of Anzasca, Mastalone, Camasco, Sesia,
Lys, Challant, Aosta, and Cogne : In a
Series of Excursions in the Years 1850,
1856, 1858. With Map, 4 Illustrations
in Colours from Sketches by Mr. O.
Barnard, andb Wood Engravings. Post
8vo. 14s.

Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopsedia of
History, Biography, Literature, the
Arts and Sciences, Natural History,
and Manufactures. A Series ofOriginal
Works by Eminent Writers. Com-
plete in 132 vols. fep. Svo. with Vignette
Titles, price £19. 19s. cloth lettered.

The Works separately, in single
Volumes or Sets, price 3s. Cd. each
Volume, cloth lettered.

Mrs. R, Lee's Elements of Na-
tur.al History ; or. First Principles of
Zoology : Comprising the Principles of
Classification, intersperseil with amus-
ing and instructive Accounts of the
most remarkable Animals. New Edi-
tion ; Woodcuts. Fep. Svo. 7.-. Cd.

Tho Letters of a Betrothed.
Fep. Svo. price 5s. cloth.

Letters to my Unknown Eriends.
By a Ladt, Author of Letters on Uap-
piness. Fourth Edition. Fop. Svo. 5s.
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L.E.L.— The Poetical Works of
Letitia Elizabeth Laiidon ; comprising
the Improvisatriee, the Venetian Brace-
let, the Golden Violet, the Troubadour,
and Poetical Remains. 2 vols. 16mo.
10s. cloth ; morocco, 21s,

Dr. Jolin Lindley's Theory and
Practice of Hoi-tieulture ; or, an At-
tempt to explain the principal Opera-
tions of Gardeiiins upon Physiological
Grounds : Being the Second Edition of

the Theory of Horticulture, much en-

larged ; with 98 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Dr. John Lindley's Introduction
to Botany. New Edition, with correc-

tions and copious Additions. 2 vols.

8vo. with Plates and Woodcuts, 24s.

Dr. John Lindley's Synopsis of
the ]?ritish Flora arranged according to

the Natural Orders; containing Vas-
culares or Flowering Plants. Third
Edition (reprinted). Fcp. 8vo. Cs.

Linwood. — Anthologia Oxoni-
ensis, sive Florilegimn e Lusibus poet-
icis diversorum Oxoniensium Graecis

et Latinis decerptum. Curante Guil-
ELMO LlNVTOOD. M.A. 8V0. 14s.

Lorimer's Letters to a Young
Master Mariner on some Subjects con-
nected witli his Calling. Fcp. 8vo.
price 5s. 6d.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Gar-
dening: Comprising; the Theory and
Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture,
Aboriculture, and Landscape-Garden-
ing. With 1,000 Woodcuts. 8vo.31s.6d.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Trees
anil Shrubs, or Arboretum et Fructice-
tumBrituniiiciiin abridged: Containing
tlie Hardy Tioes ;ind Slirubs of Great
Britain, Native and Foreign, Scienti-
" " ''-'"- --bed. With

50s.
fically and Popularly Descrit
about 2,000 W oodciits. Svo.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Agri-
culture: Comprising tlie Theory and
Practice of tlie Valuation, Transfer,
Laying -out. Improvement, and Ma-
nagement of Landed Property, and of
the Cultivation and Economy of the
AnimaWnnd Vegetable Productions of
Agriculture. With 1,100 Woodcuts.
Svo. 31s. Gd.

Loudon'sEncyclopaediaofPlants

:

Comprising the Specific Cliaracter,
Description, Culture, History, Applica-
tion in the Arts, and every otlier de-
sirable Particular respecting all the
Plants found in Great Britain. With
upwards of 12,000 Woodcuts. Svo.
price £3. 13s. 6d.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Cot-
tage, Farm, and Villa Architecture and
Furniture. New Edition, edited by
Mrs. Loudon; with more than 2,000
Woodcuts, Svo. 63s.

Loudon's Hortus Eritannicus
;

or. Catalogue of all the Plants foundm
Great Britain. New Edition, corrected
by Jlrs. Loudon. 8vo. 31s. Gd.

Mrs. Loudon's Lady's Country
Companion ; or. How to Enjoy a
Country Life Rationally. Fourth
Etiition, Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Mrs. Loudon's Amateur Gar-
dener's Calendar, or Monthly Guide to
what should be avoided and done in a
Garden. Second Edition, revised.
Crown Svo. with Woodcuts, 7s. Gd.

Low's Elements of Practical
Agriculture ; comprehending tlie Cul-
tivation of Plants, the Husbandry of
the Domestic Animals, and the Eco-
nomy of tlie Farm. New Edition;
with 200 Woodcuts. Svo. 2Is.

Macaulay. — Speeches of the
Riglit Hon. LordMacauxay. Corrected
by Himself. Svo. 12s.

Macaulay. — The History of
England from tlie Accession of James
II. By the lii9;ht Hon. Lord Ma-
caulay. New Edition. Vols. \. and
II. Svo. 32s. ; Vols. 111. and IV. 3Cs.

Lord Macaulay' s History of Eng-
land from tlie Accession of Jaines IF.

New Edition of the first Four Volumes
of the Octavo Edition, revised and
corrected. 7 vols, post Svo. Gs. each.

Lord Macaulay' s Critical and
Historical Essajs contributed to The
Edinburgh Review. Four Editions :—

1. A LiBnABY Edition (the Eighth), in
3 vols. 6to. price 36s.

2. Complete in One Volcmb, with Por-
trait .ind Vignette. Square crown
Svo. price 21s. cloth ; or 308. calf.

3. Another New Edition, in 3 vols. fcp.

8vo. price 21s. cloth.

4. The People's Edition, in 2 vols,

crown Svo. price 8s. cloth.
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Macaulay. — Lays of Ancient
Rome, with Ivrij and the Armada. By
the Ki^ht Hon. Lord Macaulay.
New Edition. 16mo. jjrice 4s. Gd. cloth;
or 10s. 6d. bound in morocco.

Lord Macaulay' s Lays of Ancient
Eome. Witli numerous Illustrations,
Original and from tlie Antique, drawn
on Wood by George Scharf, juji. Fep.
4to. 21s. boards ; or 42s. bound in
morocco.

Mac Donald.—Poems. By George
Mac Donald, Author of Within and
Without. Fep. 8vo. 78.

Mac Donald. — Within and
Without : A Dramatic Poem. By
Geokge Mac Dok^ald. Fcp. Svo. 4s. Gd.

Mac Dougall. — The Theory of
War illustrated by numerous Examples
from History. By Lieutenant-Colonel
Mac Dougall, Commandant of the
Staff College, Second £?d^Y^o?^, revised.
Post Svo. with Plans, 10s. Gd.

Mac Dougall.— The Campaigns
of Hannibal, arranged aud critically

considered, expressly for the use of Stu-
dents of MiUtary History. By Lieut.-
Col. P. L. Mac Dougall, Commandant
of the Stall' College. Post Svo. 7s. Gd.

M'Dougall. — The Eventful
Yoyajgeoi n.M.Iyiscovery SliipJlas,o\\itQ

to the Arctic Regions in search of Sir
John Frankliti and the Missing Creics
of H.M. Discovery Ships Erebus and
Terror, 18.52, 1853, 1854. IJy Gborgb F.
M'Dougall, Master. With a coloured
Chart, Illustrations in Lithography,
and Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Sir James Mackintosh's Miscel-
laneous Works : Including his Contri-
butions to Tlie Edinburgh Review.
Complete in One Volume ; with Por-
trait and Vignette. Square crown Svo.
21s. clotli ; or 30s. bound in calf: or in
3 vols. fcp. Svo. 2l8.

Sir James Mackintosh's History
of England from the Earliest Times to
the final Establishment of tlie liclbnu-
ation. 2 vols. Svo. 21s.

M'CuUoch's Dictionary, Prac-
tical, Theoretical, and Historical, of
Commerce, and Commercial Navi-
gation. Illustrated with Maps and
Plans. New Edition, revised and
adapted to the Present Time.

[Just ready.

M'CuUoch's Dictionary, Geo-
graphical, statistical, and Historical,
of tlie various Countries, Places, and
principal Natural Objects in the World.
Illustrated with Six lai'ge Maps. New
Edition, revised. 2 vols. Svo. 63s.

Maguire. — Eome ; its Ruler
and its Institutions. ByJohnFkancis
Maguike, M.P. Second Edition, en-
larged; with a new Portrait of Pope
Pius IX. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Natural Philosophy, in wliicli the Ele-
ments of that Science are familiarly ex-
plained. Thirteenth Edition, enlarged
and corrected; with 31 Plates. Fcp.
Svo. price ICs. 6d.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Chemistry, in which the Elements of
that Science are familiarly explamed
and illustrated by Expei-iments. Nev?^
Edition, Improved. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 14s.

Marshman.—The Life and Times
of Carey, Marshman, and Ward : Em-
bracing the History of the Serampore
Mission. By JoHif Clakk Marshman.
2 vols. Svo. 2o3.

Martineau. — Studies of Chris-
tianity: A Series of Original Papers,
now first collected, or New. By James
Mabtinbau. Crown Svo. 7s. Gd,

Martineau. — Endeavours after
the Christian Life : Discourses. By
James Martineau. 2 vols, jiost Svo.
price 7s. 6d. each.

Martineau. — Hymns for the
Christian Church and Home.' Col-
lected and edited byJames Maktineau.
Eleventh Edition, 12mo. 3s. Gd. cloth,
or 5s. calf ; Fifth Edition, 32mo. Is. 4d.

*

cloth, or Is. 8d. roan,

Martineau.—Miscellanies: Com-
prising Essays chiefly religious and
controversial. By James Maktineau.
Crown Svo. 9s.

Maunder's Scientific and Lite-
rary Treasury : A now and popular
Encyclopicdia of Science and the Helles-
Lettres; including all Brandies of
Science, and every subject connected
witli Literature and Art. ' Fcp. Svo. 10s.
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Maunder's Biographical Trea-
sury ; consisting of Memoirs, Sketches,
and brief Notices of above 12,000 Emi-
nent Persons of All Ages and Nations,
fi-om the Earliest Period of History

:

Forming a complete Dictionary of Uni-
versal IJiography. Eleventh Edition,
COiTected and extended in a Supplement
to the Present Time. Fcp. 8vo. 10s.

Maunder's Treasury of Know-
ledge, and Library of Keference ; com-
prising an English Dictionary and
Grammar, a Universal Gazetteer, a
Classical Dictionary, a Clironolofjy, a
Law Dictionary, a Synopsis ot tlie

Peerage, numerous useful Tables, &c.
New Edition, reconstructed by B. li.

Woodward, 13.A.; assisted by J.
MouRis, Solicitor, and W. Hughes,
P.K.G.S. Fcp. Svo.lOs.

Maunder's Treasury of Natural
History ; or, a Popular Dictionary of
Animated Nature : In which the
Zoological Characteristics that dis-
tinguish the dift'erent Classes, Genera,
and Species, are combined willi a
variety ofinteresting Information illus-

trative of the Habits, Instincts, and
General Economy of the Animal King-
dom. With 900 Woodcuts. Fcp. 10s.

Maunder's Historical Treasury

;

comprising a General Introductory
Outline of Universal History, Ancient
and Modern, and a Series of Separate
Histories of every principal Nation
that exists; their Rise, Progress, and
Present Condition, the Moral and Social
Character of their respective Inhabi-
tants, their Religion, Manners, and
Customs, i&c. Fcp. Svo. 10s.

Maunder's Treasury of Geogra-
phy, Physical, Historical, Descriptive,
and Political ; containing asuccinct Ac-
count of Every Country in tlie World :

Preceded by an Introductory Outline
of the History of Geography ; a Fami-
liar Inquiry into the Varieties of Race

• and Language exhibited by different
Nations ; and a View of the Relations
of Geography to Astronomy and tlxe

Physical Sciences. Completed by
William Hughes, F.R.G.S. With"?
Maps and IG Steel Plates. Fcp. Svo. 10s.

Merivale (Miss ). — Christian
Records : A Short History of Apostolic
Age. By L. A. Mebivale. Fcp. 8vo.
price 7s. 6d.

Merivale. — The Fall of the
Roman Republic : A Short History of
Last Century of the Commonwealth.
By Rev. C. Meeivalb. I2mo. 7s. 6d.

Merivale. — A History of the
Romans under the Empire. By the
Rev. Charles Merivale, B.D., late
Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.
8vo. with Maps.

Vol. III. to the Establishment of the Mon-
archy by Augustus. Second Edition Us.

Vol . IV. and V. from Aiigiisius\.ii Ctitudius,

B.c 27t0A.D.5J 32s.

Vol. VI. from the Reign of Nero, a.d. 51, to
the Fall of Jerusalem, a.d. 70 lOs.

Mildred Norman the Nazarene.
By a Working Man. Crown Svo. ."is.

Miles.—The Horse's Foot and
How to Keep it Sound. Eighth Edition;
with an Appendixon Shoeing in general,

and Hunters in particular. 12 Plates
and 12 Woodcuts. By W. Miles, Esq.
Imperial Svo. 12s. 6d.

Miles's Plain Treatise on Horse-
shoeing. With Plates and Woodcuts.
Second Edition. Post Svo. 2s.

Milner's History of the Church
of Christ. With Additions by the late

Rev. Isaac MiLNEB, D.D., F.R.S. A
New Edition, revised, with adilitional

Notes by the Rev. T. Geaniham, B.D.
i vols. Svo. 52s.

Minturn.— From New York to
Delhi by way of Rio de Janeiro, Aus-
tralia, and China. By RoiuiiiT B.
Minturn, Jun. With coloured Route-
Map of India. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Mollhausen.—Diary of a Jour-
ncv from the Mississippi to the Coasts
of'the Pacific, with a United States
Goverimient Expedition. By B. MOll-
HAUSEN, Topographical Draughtsman
and Naturalist to the Expedition. With
an Introduction by Barou Humboldt;
Map, coloured Illustrations, and Wood-
cuts. 2 vols. Svo. 30s.

James Montgomery's Poetical
Works : Collective Edition ;

with the
Author's Autobiographical Prefaces,

eomiilete in One Volume ; h itli Portrait
and Vignette. Square crown Svo.
10s. 6d. cloth ; morocco, 2l8.—Or, in 4

vols. fcp. Svo. with Plates, 14s.

Moore.—The Power of the Soul
over the Body, considered in relation

to Health and Morals. By Geoege
Moore, M.D. Fcp. Svo. 6s.
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Moore.—Man and his Motives.
By George Mooke, JI.D. Fcp. Svo. 6s,

Moore.—The Use of the Body in
relation to the Mind. By G. Moore,
M.D. Fcp. Svo. Os.

Moore.—Memoirs, Journal, and
Corresponilence of Thomas Mooi-e.
Eilited by the lliglit Hon. Lord John
Russell, M.P. Witli Portraits and
Vignettes. 8 vols, post Svo. £4. 4s.

Thomas Moore's Poetical Works :

Comprising tiie Antlior's Autobiogra-
phical Prefaces, latest Corrections, and
Notes. Various Editions of the sepa-
rate Poems and complete Poetical
Works, as follows :—

s. d.
LALLA ROOKH,S2mo. rubytj-pe .... 1

LALLA. ROOKH.lOmo. Vignette .... 2 6
LALLA ROOKH, square crown Svo.
PlaUs 15

LALLA ROOKH, fcp. iU. witli Wowl-
cut lUbtstrations by Tenniei,, in the press.

IRISH MELODIES, Mmo ruby type., t

IRISH MELODIES, ICmo. Vignetle ..2 6
IRISH MELODIES, square crown Svo.

Plates 21
IRISH MELODIES, illustrated by Mac-

LISE, super-rovalbvo 31 6

SONGS, BALLADS, and SACRED
SONGS, 32rao. ruby type 3 C

SONGS, BALLADS, and SACRED
SONGS, 16mo. Vii^nette 3

POETICAL WORKS, People's Edition,
10 Parts, each 1

POETICAL WORKS, Cabinet Edition,
lOVoLs.cncli 3 6

POETICAL WORKS, Traveller's Edi-
tion, cro^vn 8vo \2 C

POETICAL WORKS, Library Edition,
mediumSvo 21

SELECTIONS, entitled " POETRY
and PICTURES from THO.MAS
MOORE," fcp. 4to. with Wood En-
gravings 21

MOORE'S EPICUREAN, 16mo. Vig-
nette 5

Editions printed with the Music.

IRISH MELODIES, People's Edition,
smalUto 12

IRISH MELODIES, imperial Svo. small
music size 31 G

HAR.VIOMSED AIRS from IRISH
MELODIES, imperial Svo 15 n

NATIONAL AIRS, People's Edition,
10 Nos. each 1

NATIONAL AIRS, imperial Svo. small
music size .. 31

SACRED SONGS and SONGS Irom
SCRIPTURE, imperial Svo 16

No Edition of Tliomas Moore's Poetical
Worlts, or any separate Poem of Moore's,
can be published complete except by
Messrs. Longman and Co.

Morell. — Elements of Psycho-
logy : Pakt L, containing the Analysis
of tlie Intellectual Powers. By J. D.
Morell, M.A., One of Her Majesty's
Inspectors of Schools. Post Svo. 7s. (id.

Morning Clouds. By the Author
of The Afternoon of Life. Second Edi-
tion, revised throughout. Fcp. Svo. Ss.

Morris (F. 0.) —Anecdotes in
Natural History. By the Kev. F. 0.
Morris, B.A., Rector of Nunburn-
holme, Yorkshire, Author of" History
of the Nests and Eggs of British
Birds," &e. Fcp. Svo. iJust ready.

Morris (J.) — The Life and
Martyrdom of St. Thomas Becket,
Archbishop of Canterbury and Legate
of the Holy See. By John Morris,
Canon of Northampton. Post Svo. 9s.

Morton.—The Resources of Es-
tates : A Treatise on the Agricultural
Improvement and General Manage-
ment of Landed Property. By John
LoCKHART- Morton, Civil and Agri-
cultural Engineer ; Author of Thirteen
Higliland and Agricultural Prize l.s-

says. With 23 Litliographic Illustra-

tions. Koyal Svo. 31s. 6d.

Moseley's Mechanical Principles
of Engineering and Architecture. Se-

cond Edition, enlarged; with numerous
Woodcuts. Svo. its.

Memoirs and Letters of the late
Colonel Armine Mountain, Aide-
de-Camp to tlie Queen, and Adjutant-
General of Her Majesty's Foices in

India. Edited by Mrs. Mountain.
Second Edition, Portrait. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Mure.—A Critical History of the
Langu.oge and Literatuie of Ancient
Greece. By William Mure, of
Caluwell. Vols. I. to HI. Svo. price

aos.; Vol. IV. 15s.; and Vol. V. ISs.

Murray's Encyclopaedia of Geo-
grapliv, comprising a complete Descrip-
tion of the Earth : Exhibiting its Rela-

tion to tlie Heavenly Botlies, its Phy-
sical Structure, the Natural History of
each Country, and the Industry, Com-
merce, Political Institutions, and CiviL
and Social Slate of All Nations. Second
Edition; with S2 Maps.andupwardiiof
1,000 other Woodcuts. Svo. 00s.

Neale.—-The Closing Scene ; or,

Christianity and Infidelity contiasted

in tlie Last Hours of Ucmarkal>le Per-

sons. By the Kev. Erskine Nbale,
M.A. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 6s. each.



Normanby (Marquis of).— A
Year of Revolution. From a Journal
kept in Paris in the Year 184S, By the
Marquis of NoEiLiifBY, K.G. 2 vols.
8vo. Us.

Ogilvie.—The Master-Builder's
Plan; or, the Principles of Organic
Architecture as indicated in tlie Typi-
cal Forms of Animals. By Geouge
Ogiltie.M.D. Post

8

vo. with 72 Wood-
cuts, price 6s. 6cl.

Oldacre.— The Last of the Old
Squires. A Sketch. By Cedeic
Oldacre, Esq., of Sax-Normanbmy.
Crown Svo. 9s. 6d.

sh rn.— Quedah ; or, Stray
Leaves from a Journal in Malayan
Waters. By Captain Shbeaed Osbo'rn,
E.N., C.B. With a coloured Chart and
tinted Illustrations. Post Svo. 10s. 6d.

Oshorn.—The Discovery of the
North-West Passage by H.M.S. Itjves-

tigator. Captain R. M'Clure, 1850-1854.
Edited by Captain Sheeakd Osborn,
C.B. Third Edition; with Portrait,
Chart, and Illustrations. 8vo. 15s.

Professor Owen's Lectures on
the Comparative Anatomy and Physio-
logy of tlie Invertebrate Animals, de-
livered at the Royal College ofSurgeons.
Second Edition, with 235 Woodcuts.
8vo. 21s.

Professor Owen's Lectures on
the Comparative Anatomy and Phy-
siology of the Vertebrate Animals, de-
livered at the Royal College of Surgeons
in 18M and 1816. Vol. I. Svo. 14s.

Memoirs of Admiral Parry, the
Arctic Navigator. By his Son, the Rev.
E. Paeky, M.A., Domestic Chaplain to
the Bishop of London. Sixth Edition

;

with a Portrait and coloured Chart of
the North-West Passage. Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Pattison.— The Earth and the
Word ; or. Geology for Bible Students.
By S. R. I'attison, F.G.S. Fcp. 8vo.
with coloured Map, Ss. 6d.

Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers; a
Series of Excursions by Members of
the Alpine Club. Edited by John"
Ball, M.R.I.A., F.L.S., President of
the Alpine Club. Second Edition;
with numerous Maps, coloured Illus-
trations, and Engravings on Wood.
Square crown Svo. 21s. — The Eight
Swiss Maps, accompanied by a Table
of the Heights of Mountains, may
be had separately, price 3s. 6d.

Dr. Pereira's Elements of Mate-
ria Medica and Tlierapeuties. Third
Edition, enlarged and improved from
the Author's Materials by A. S. Tay-
lor, M.D., and G. 0. Rees. M.D.
Vol. L Svo. 28s.; Vol. II. Part I. 21s.

;

Vol. II. Part II. 26s.

Dr. Pereira's Lectures on Polar-
ised Light, together with a Lecture on
the Microscope. 2d Edition, enlarged
from tlie Author's Materials by Ilev.

B. Powell, M.A. Fcp. Svo. Woodcuts,
price 7s,

Perry.—The Franks, from their
First Appearance in History to the
Death of King Pepin. By Walter C.
Peeby, Barrister-at-Law. Svo. 12s. 6d.

Peschel's Elements of Physics.
Transliited from the German, with
Notes, by E. West. With Diagrams
and Woodcuts. 3 vols. fcp. Svo. 21s.

Phillips's Elementary Introduc-
tion to Mineralogy. A New Etlition,

with extensive iUterations and Addi-
tions, by H. J. Brooke, F.R.S., F.G.S.;

.and W.H. Millee, M.A., F.G.S. With
immerous Woodcuts. Post Svo, 18s.

Phillips.-—A Guide to Geology.
By John Phillips, M.A., F.R.S.,
F.G.S., &c. Fourth Edition, corrected

;

with 4 Plates. Fcp. Svo. 5s,

Piesse's Chymical, Natural, and
Physical Magic, for the Instruction
and Entertainment of Juveniles duruig
the Holiday Vacation : with 30 Wood-
cuts and an Invisible Portrait of the
Author. Fcp. Svo. os. 6d.

Piesse's Art of Perfumery, and
Methods of Obtaining the Odours of
Plants ; with Instructions for tlie Ma-
nufiicture of Pei fumes for the Hand-
kerchief, Scented Powders, Odorous
Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums, Cos-
mfitiques. Perfumed Soap, &c. ; and an
Appendix on the Colom's of Flowers,
Artificial Fruit Essences, &c. Second
Edition; Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 8s. 6d.

Pitt.—How to Brew Good Beer :

A complete Guide to the Art of Brew-
ing Ale, Bitter Ale, Table Ale, Brown
Stout, Porter, and Table Beer. To
which are added Practical Instructions
for Making Malt. By John Pitt,
Butler to Sir WUliam R. P. Geary,
B.art. Fcp. Svo. 4s. 6d.



Porter.—History of the Knights
of Malta, or tbe Order of the Hospital
of St. John of .Jerusalem. By Major
Whitwokth PoiiTEK, Royal Engi-
neer.';. With 5 lUustrutions. 2 vols.
Svo. 21s.

Powell.—Essays on the Spirit of
the Inductive Philosophy, the Unity
of Worlds, and the Philosophy of Crea-
tion. By the Rev. Baden Powell,
M.A., &c. Crown Svo.Woodcuts, 12s. Gd.

Powell.— Christianity without
Judaism : A Second Series of Essays
on the Unity of Worlds and of Nature.
By the Rev. Baden Powell, M.A.,&c.
Crown Svo. 7s. Cd.

" This volume contains the pith of Professor
Powell's argument urged oTten and powerfully
against the Judaic spirit among Christians.

....Upon the theological part of Profes>or
Powell's a-gument we offer no opinion; we
simply desire to make known the nature ol'

his book, and to secure for it the respect and
attention it deserves." Examiner.

Powell.—The Order of Nature
considered in reference to the Claims of
Revelation : A Third Series of Essays
on the Unity of Worlds and of Nature.
By the Rev. Baden Powell, M.A.
Crown Svo. 12s.

Pycroft.—The Collegian's Guide

;

or. Recollections of College Days : Set-

ting forth the Advantages and Tenip-
tatioris of a University Education. By
the Rev. J. Ptchoft, B.A. Second
Sdition. Pep. Svo. Cs.

Pycroft' s Course of English
Readin" ; or, How and What to Read :

Adapted to every taste and capacity.
With Literary Anecdotes, Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Pycroft's Cricket-Field ; or, the
Science and History of the Game of
Cricket. Third Edition; Plates and
Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 5a.

Quatrefages (A. De).—Rambles
of a Naturalist on the Coasts of France,
Spain, and Sicily. By A. De Quatre-
EAOES, Memb. Inst. Translated by
E. C. OllE', 2 vols, post Svo. 15s.

Raikes (T.)—Portion of the Jour-
nal kept by Tuouas Raikes, Esq.,
from 18:U to 1817 : Comprising Remi-
niscences of Social and Political Life
in London and Paris during that pe-
riod. New Edition, complete in 2 vols.

crown Svo. price 12s.

Rich's Illustrated Companion to
the Latin Dictionary and Greek Lexi-
con; Forming a Glossary of all the
Words representing Visible Objects
connected willi the Arts, Miinufactures,
and Every-Day Life or the Ancients.
With about 2,0(10 Woodcuts from the
Antique. Post Svo. 21s,

Richardson.—Fourteen Years'
Experience of Cold Water: Its Uses
and Abuses. By Captain M. Richaed-
SON. Post Svo. Woodcuts, 6s.

Horsemanship ; or, the Art of
Riding and Managing a Horse, adapted
to the Guidance of Ladies and Gentle-

men on the Road and in the Field

:

With Instructions for Breaking-in Colts
and Young Horses. By Captam Rich-
ardson, late of the 4th Light Dragoons.
With 5 Plates. Square crown Svo. 14s.

Riddle's Complete Latin-English
and English-Latin Dictionary, for the
use of Colleges and Schools. New Edi-
tion, revised and corrected. Svo. 21s.

Riddle's Diamond Latin-English
Dictionary. A Guide to tlie Meaning,
Quality, and right Accentuation of
Latin Classical Words. Royal 32mo.4s,

Riddle's Copious and Critical
Latin-English Lexicon, founded on the
German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. Wil-
liam Freund. Post 4to. 31s. 6d.

Rivers's Rose-Amateur's Guide;
containing ample Descriptions of all

the fine leading variety of Roses, regu-
larly classed in their respective Fami-
lies ; their History and Mode of Culture.

Sixth Edition. Fcp. Svo. 3s. 6d.

Dr. E. Rohinson's Greek and
English Lexicon to the Greek Testa-
ment. A New Edition, revised and in

great part re-written. Svo. 18s.

Mr. Henry Rogers's Essays se-

lected from Contributions to the Edin-
burgh Review. Second Edition, with
Additions. 3 vols. fcp. Svo. 21s.

Samuel Rogers's Recollections
of Personal and Conversational Inter-

course with Charles James Fox, Ed-
mund Burke, Henry Grattau, Richard
Porsou, Jol'.n Home Tooke, Prince
Talleyrand, Lord Krskine, Sir Walter
Scott, Lord Grenvillc, a)id the Duke of

Wellington. Second Edition. Fcp.
Svo. 5s.



Dr. Eoget's Thesaurus of Eng-
lish Words and Phrases classified and
arranged so as to facilitate the Expres-
sion of Ideas and assist in Literary
Composition. Eishth Edition, revised
and improved. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Eonalds's Fly-Fislier's Entomo-
logj- : With coloured Representation
of the Natural and Artificial Insects,
and a few Observations and Instruc-
tions on Trout and Grayling Fishing.
Fifth Edition; with 20 new-coloured
Plates. 8vo. 14s.

Eowton's Debater : A Series of
complete Debates, Outlines of Debates,
and Questions for Discussion; with
ample References to the best Sources of
Information. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Dr. C. W. Eussell's Life of Cardi-
nal Mezzofanti : With an Introductory
Memoir of eminent Lin^'uists, Ancient
and Modern. With Portrait and Fac-
similes. 8vo. 123.

Scherzer.—.Travels in the Free
states of Central AuK-rica: Nicaragua,
Honduras, and San Salvador. Uy Dr.
Gael ScnEKZEB. 2 vols, post Svo. IGs.

SchimmelPenninck (Mrs.) —
Life of Mary Anne SchimmelPenninck.
Edited by her relation, Christiana C.

IIankin. Third Edition, with Por-
trait. Post Svo. lOs. 6d.

SchimmelPenninck's (Mrs.) Se-
lect Memoirs of Port Royal. Fifth
Edition, revised, &c. by tlie Author's
relation, Christiana C IIankin. 3
vols, post Svo. 21s.

SchimmelPenninck's (Mrs.) Prin-
ciples of Beauty ; with an Essay on the
Temperaments, and Thoughts on (ire-

cian and Gothic Architecture. Edited
by the Author's relation, C. C. Hankin.
Post Svo. with coloured Illustrations,
price 12s. 6d.

Dr. L. Schmitz's History of
Greece, mainly based upon Bishop Thirl-
wall's History. Fifth Edition, Mith
Nine new Supplementary Chapters on
the Civilisation, Iteligidn, Literature,
and Arts of the Ancient Greeks, con-
tributed by C. H. Watsois-, M.A. Trin.
CoU. Camb. ; also a Map of Athens and
137 Woodcuts designed by G. Scharf,
jim., F.S.A. 12mo. 7s. 6a.

ScofFern (Dr. ^—Projectile Wea-
pons ofWar and Explosive Compounds.
By J. ScorFEEN, M.B. Lond., late
Prolessor of Chemistry in the Alders-
gate College of Medicine. Fourth Edi-
tion. Post Svo. Woodcuts, Ss. 6d.

Senior.—Journal kept in Turkey
and Greece in the Autumn of 1857 and
the beginning of 1858. By Nassau W.
Senior, Esq. With 2 Maps and 2
Views. Post Svo. 12s.

Sewell (Miss).—New Edition of
the Tales and Stories of the Author of
Am!/ Herbert, in 9 vols, crown Svo.
price £1. 10s. cloth ; or each work com-
plete in one volume, separately as fol-

lows :

—

AMY HERBERT 2s. 6d.

GERTRUDE 2s. 6d.

The EARL'S DAUGHTER . . 2s. 6d.

The EXPERIENCE ofLIFE.. 2s. Gd.

CLEVE HALL 3s. 6d.

IVORS, or the Two Cousins 3s. 6(L

KATHARINE ASHTON ... 33. 6d.

MARGARET PERCIVAL ..5s. OiL

LANETON PARSONAGE ..4s. 6d.

Aha by tlie Author o/Amy Herbert.

.

Ursula : A Tale of English
Country Life. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. Via.

History of the Early Church:
from the First Preaching of the Gospel
to the Council of Nicea. 18mo. 4s. Gd.

Self-Examination before Confir-
mation : With Devotions and Direc-
tions tor Confirmation-Day. 32mo.ls.Cd.

Readings for a Month prepara-
tory to Confirmation : Compiled from
the Works of Writers of the Early and
of the English Church. Fcp. Svo. 4s.

Readings for every Day in Lent

:

Compiled from the Writings of Bishop
Jekesiv Taxlor. Fcp. Svo. OS.

Bowdler's Family Shakspeare :

In which nothing is added to the Ori-

ginal Text ; but those words and ex-
pressions are omitted which cannot
with propriety be read aloud. Illus-

trated with 36 Woodcut Vigne'tes.
Tlie Library Edition, in One Volume,
medium Svo. price 21s. ; a Pocket Edi-
tion, in 6 vols. fcp. Svo. price 5s. each.
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Sharp's New Bi-itish Gazetteer,
|

or Topograpliiciil Dictionciry of tlic
j

British Islands and narrow Seas: Com-
^

prising concise DescriiJlions of about i

60,0(!0 Places, Scats, Natural Features,
I

and Objects of Note, founded on the
best authorities. 2 vols. 8vo. £2. ICs.

j

Short V/Mst ; its Rise, Progress, !

and Laws: With OK^ervaf ions to make ;

any one a Whisl-l'hiyer. Containing '

also the L:iws of Piquet, Cassino,
I

Ecarti', Cribhnsre, Backgammon. By
|

Major A. New Edition ; with PreceiUs i

for Tyros, by Mrs. B. Fcp. 8vo. 33. I

Simpson.—Handbook of Dining ;

'

01, How to Dine, theoretically, philo-
j

sophiealy. aiid historically considered:
Based chieHy upon the Pliyinolopie dii i

fJoiif of Driliat-Savarin. By Leonard
I

Feaxcis Siju'.sox, M.U.S.L. Fcp.
|

Svo. 5s.
I

Sinclair.— The Journey of Life, i

By Catherine Sinci.aiu, Author ot '

TheSusiHessofLiJe. Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Sir Hoger De Coverley. From
the Spectator. With Notes and Illus- I

tratiuns, by W. Henuy Wills ; and 1'2
|Wood Engravings from Designs by F.

Tayi.eh. Crown Svo. l«s. 6d. ; or 21s. I

in morocco by Hayday.

The Sketches : Three Tales. By
j

XVs Anthorfi oi Amu IIfi-hprt. The Old
Man's Jloiiir, ami JltncAi'fihic. Fcp. '

Svo. price 4s. Cd.

Smee's Elements of Electro-
Metallurgy. Third Edition, revised

;

with Eleetrotvnes and numerous Wood-
cuts. Post 8v6. lOs. Od.

Smith (G.)— History of Wcs-
leyan Methodism. By Gkohgi; Smith,
F.A.S., Author of Sacred Annuls, &c.
Vol. I. Wesley andJiis Times; Vol. II.

The ilidillc Ane of Methodism, from
1791 to ISIG. Crown Svo. 10s. Gd. eacli.

Smith (J.)— The Voyage and
Shipwreck of St. Paul: Willi Disser-
tations on the Lite and Writings of St.
Luke, and the Slups and N:ivigation
of the Ancients. By James Smith,
F.R.S. With Charts, Views, .ind
Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 8s. Od.

A Memoir of the Eev. Sydrey
Smith. By his Daughter, Lady Hol-
land. Witli a Selection from his
Letters, edited by Mrs. Austin. Keiv
Edition. 2 vols. Svo. 28s.

The Eev. Sydney Smith's Mis-
cellaneous Works : Including his Con-
tributions to The Ediuburgu Review.
Four Editions :

—
1. .^ I.inKARY Emn.iN (the FowcfA), in 3

vola. 8vo. with Portrait, 363.

2. Complete in One Volume, with Por-
trjitand Vignette. Square crown, Svo.
2l3. cloth ; or SOs. bound in calf.

3 vols. fcp.

4. The People's Eilition, in 2 vols, crown
bvo. price 8s. cloth.

The Eev. Sydney Smith's Ele-
mentary Sketches of Moral Philosophy,
delivered at the lloyal Institution in
the Years 1801 to ISOO. Fcp. Svo. 7s.

Snow. — Two Years' Cruise off
Ticrra del Fuego, the Falkland Isl.ands,
Patagonia, and in the River Plate : A
Narrative of Life in the Southern Seas.
By W. Pabkeb SNOW.late Commander
of the Mission Yacht Allen Gardiner.
With Charts and Illustrations. 2 vols,
post Svo. 2Js.

Robert Southey's Complete Poet-
ical Works; containing all the Author's
last Introductions and Notes. The
Library Edition, complete in One Vo-
lume, with Portraits and Vignette.
Medium Svo. 21s. cloth ; 42s. bound
in morocco.— Also, the First collected
Edition, in 10 vols. fcp. Svo. with Por-
trait and 19 Vignettes, price 353.

Southey's Doctor, complete in
One Volume. Edited by the Rev.
J. W. Warter, B.D. With Portriiit,

Vignette, Bust, and coloured Plate.
Square crown Svo. 21s.

Southey's Life of Wesley; and
Rise and Progress of Jlethodism.
Fourth Edition, edited by Rev. C. C.
Socthey, M.A. 2 vols, crown Svo. 12s.

Spencer.—Essays, Scientific, Po-
litical, an 1 SpciMilativc. By Hickbert
Si'j'.NCiiR, Autlmr of Social Statics.
Reprinted chictiy from Quarterly Re-
views. Svo. 128. cloth.

Spencer. — The Principles of
Psychology. By IliinnEUT Spencer,
Author oi Social Statics. Svo. IGs.

Stephen.— Lectures on the His-
toid of France. By the Riglit Hon.
Sir James Stephen, K.C.B., LL.D.
Third Edition. 2 vols. Svo. 2ts.
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Stephen. — Essays in Ecclesias-
tical Biogiaiihy ; from The Ediiibursli
Review. By the Riglit Hon. Sir
James Stephen, K.C.B., LL.D.
Thii-d Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. ais.

Stonehenge.—TheDog in Health
aiid Disease : Comprifuiis the various
Modes of Bi'eaking and using him for

Hunting, Coursing, Shooting, &c. ; and
including the Points or Characteristics
of Toy Dogs. By Stonehbnge. With
about 70 Illustrations engraved on
Wood. Square crown 8vo. price 15s.

half-bound.

Stonehenge's Work on the Grey-
hound: Being a Treatise on the Art of
Breeding, Rearing, and Training Grey-
hounds for Public Running; their
Diseases and Treatment : Containing
also Rules for the Management of
Coursing Meetings, and for the Deci-
sion of Courses. With Frontispiece and
Woodcuts. Square crown 8vo. 21s.

Stow's Training System, Moral
Training School, and Nomial Semi-
nary for preparing Schoolmasters and
Governesses. Eleventh Edition ; Plates
and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Strickland.—Lives of the Queens
of England. By Agnes Strickland.
Dedicated, by express permission, to

Her Majesty. Embellished with Por-
traits of tvDry Queen, engraved from
the most authentic sources. Complete
in 8 vols, post Svo. 7s. Gd. each.

Symonds.—Memoirs of the Life
and Services of Rear-Adrairal Sir

William Symonds, late Surveyor of
the Navy. Edited by J. A. Shaep.
8vo. with Illustrations, pi ice 21s.

Taylor.—Loyola : and Jesuitism
in its Rudiments. By Isaac Taylob.
Post Svo. Medallion, lOs. 6d.

Taylor.^Wesley and Method-
ism. By Isaac Ta-ylok. Post Svo.
Portrait, 10s. 6d.

Tennent.—Ceylon : An Account
of the Island, Physical, Historical, and
Topographical : willi Copious Notices
of its Natural History, Antiquities, and
Productions. Illustrated by 7 Maps,
17 Plans and Charts, and 101 Engrav-
ings on Wood. By Sir J. Emebson
Tennent, K.C.S., LL.D., &c. 2 vols.

Svo. price 50a.

Bishop Thirlwall's History of
Greece. Libr.ary Edition ; with Maps.
8 vols. Svo. £3.—An Edition in 8 vols,
fcp. Svo. with Vignette Titles, 28s.

Thomson's Seasons. Edited by
Bolton Cornet, Esq. Illustrated
with 77 fine Wood Engravings from
Designs by Members of the Etching
Club. Square crown Svo. 21s. cloth

;

or 36s. bound in morocco.

Thomson (the Eev. Dr.)— An
Outline of the necessary Laws of
Thouglit : A Treatise on Pure and Ap-
S'ied Logic. By William Thomson,
.D. NewEiUtion. Fcp. Svo. 7s. 6d.

Thomson's Tahles of Interest,
at Three, Eour, Four-and-a-Half, and
Five per Cent., from One Pound to
Ten Thousand, and from 1 to 365 Days,
in a reg\ilar progression of single Days

;

with Interest at all the above Rates,
from One to Twelve Months, and from
One to Ten Years. Also, numerous
other Tables of Exchange, Time, and
Discounts. The Seventeenth Edition,
thoroughly revised and stereotyped.
12mo. 3s. Cd.

The Thumb Bible ; or, Verbum
Sempitemum. By J. Tatloe. Being
an Epitome of the Old and New Testa-
ments in English Verse. Reprinted
from the Edition of 1693. 6tmo. Is. 6d

.

Todd (Dr.)—The Cyclopaedia of
Anatomy and Physiology. Edited by
Robert B. Todd, M.D., F.R.S., &c.,
Physician to King's College Hospital

;

late Professor of General and Morbid
Anatomy in King's College, London.
Now complete in 5 vols. Svo. pp. 5,350,
illustrated with 2,853 Woodcuts, price
£6. 6s. cloth.

Tooke.—History of Prices, and
of the State of the Circulation, during
the Nine Years from 18tS to 1856 inclu-
sive. Forming Vols. V. and VI. of
Tooke's History of Prices; and com-
prising a copious Index to the whole
work. By Thomas Tooke, F.R.S.
and William Newmaech. 2 vols.
Svo. 52s. 6d.

Trevelyan (Sir C.) — Original
Papers illustrating the History of the
Application of the Boman Alphabet to
the Languages of India. Edited by
Moniee Williams, M.A., late Pro-
fesi^or of Sanskrit in the Ea.st-India
College, Haileybm-y. Svo. with Map,
price 12s.



The Traveller's Library ; A Col-

lectioa of original Works well adapted for

Tntvellers &T\d Etnigrants, for School-room

Libraries^ the Libraries of Mechanics^ In-

stitutionSf Yontig MeiVs Libraries j the

Libraries of Skips, and similar purposes.

The separate volumes are suited for School

Prizes, Presents to Yowtt/ People, and for

general instruction and entertainment.

The Series comprises fourteen of tlie most
popular of Lord Macaulay's Lssays, and

his Speeches on Parliamentary Reform.

The department of Travels contains some
account of eight of the principal countries of

Europe, as well as travels in four districts

of Africa, in four of America, and in three of

Asia. Madame Pfeilfer's First Jottrney

round the World is incliidt-d ; and a general

AccoMTitoiWie Australian Colonies. In liio-

graphy and History will be found Lord Ma-
caulay's Bio::rapliical Sketches of Warren
Hastings, Clive, Pitt, Walpole, Bacon, and

others; besides Memoirs of Wellington, Tu-
renne, F. Arago, &c. ; an Essay on the Life

and Genius of Thomas Fuller, with Selec-

tions from his Writings, by Mr. Henry
Rogers ; and a history of the Lcipsic Cam-

paign, by Mr. Gleig,— which is the only

separate account of this remarkable- cam-

paign. Works of Ficti«tldid not come within
the plan of the Tr.ivei-i-eii's Library; hut
the Confessions of a Working Man, bySou-
vestre, which is indeed a fiction founued on
fact, has been included, and has been read
w ilh unusual interest by many of the work-
ing classes, for whose use it is' especially re-

commended. Dumas's story of the Maitre-
d*Amies, thou^^h in form a work of fiction,

gives a striking picture of an episode in the

history of Russia. Amongst the works on
Science and Natural Philosophy, a general
view of Creation is embodied in Dr. Kemp's
Kaiitral History of Creation ; and in his

Indications of Instinct remarkable facts in

natural history are collected. Dr. Wilson
has contributed a popular account of the
Electric Telegraph. In the volumes on the
Coal-Fields, and on the Tin and other
Mining Districts of Cormvall, is given an
account of the mineral wealth of tngland,
the habits and manners of the miners, and
tlie scenery of the surrounding country. It

only remains to add, that among the Mis-
cellaneous Works are a Selection of the best
Writings of the Rev. Sydney Smith; Lord
Carlisle's Lectures and Addresses ; an ac-

count of Mormonis^n, by the Rev. W. J.

Conybeare; an exposition of Railway ma-
nagement and mismanagement by Mr. Her-
bert Spencer; an account of the Origin and
Practice of Printing, by Mr. Stark ; and :in

account of London, by Mr. M'CuUoch.—To
be had, in complete Sets only, at £5. 5s. per
Set, bound in cloth and lettered.

5^" The Traveller's Library may also

be had as originally issued in 102 parts,

l8. eacli, forming M vols. 2s. 6d. each ; or
any separate parts or volumes.

TroUope.—The Warden, a Novel.
By Anthony Tkollope. New and
cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Ti-ollope's Barchester Towers,
a Sequel to The Warden. New and
cheaper Edition, complete in One
Volume. Crov,-n Svo. as.

Sharon Tiu'ner's History of the
Aiiglo-Sa:;(.)ns, iVom the Earliest Period
to tiie Norman Conquest. 3 vols. 3Gs.

Br. Turton's Manual of the Land
and Fresli-Water Shells of Great
Britaui : With Figures of each of tlie

kinds. New Edition, with Additions
by t)r. J. E. Ge.vy, F.R.S., &o., Keeper
or tlie Zoological Collection in the
British Museum. Crown Svo. with
12 coloured Plates, price 15s. cloth.

Dr. Tire's Dictionary of Arts,
Manufactm'es, and Mines : Containing
a clear Exposition of their Principles
and Practice. New Edition, chiefly

rewritten and greatly enlarged ; with
nearly 2,(100 Woodcuts. Edited by
KoBEBT Hunt, F.R.S., F.s.s., Keeper
of Mining Records. In course.of pub-
lication In 14 Parts, price 5s. each,
forming 3 vols. Svo.

Uwins. — Memoir and Corres-
pondence of Tno.\rAH UwiNS, R. A., late

Keeper of the Royal Galleries and of the
National Gallery, &c. Edited by Mrs.
UwiNS. 2 vols, post Svo. 18s.

Van der Hoeven's Handbook of
Zoology. Translated by the Rev. Wil-
liam C'LAKK, M.D., F.R.S., Professor
ot Anatomy in the University of Cain-
bridge. 2 vols. Svo. with 24 Plates of

Figures, price 60s. cloth ; or separately.

Vol. I. Invertebrata, SOs., and Vol. II.

Vertehrata, 30s.

Vehse.—Memoirs of the Court,
Aristocracy, and Diplomacy of Austria.

By Dr. E. Vehse. Translated from
the German by Feanz Demmleb. 2

vols, post Svo. 21s.

Von Tempsky.—Mitla ; or. In-
cidents and Personal Adventures on a
Journey in Mexico, Guatemala, and
Salvador in the Years 1853 to 1855.

By G. F. Von Tempsky. With nu-
merous Illustrations. Svo. 18s.

"Wade.— England's Greatness :

Its Rise and Progress in Government,
Laws, Religion, .'ind Social Life; Agri-

culture, Commerce, and Manufactures

;

Science, Literature and Arts, from the

Earliest Period to the Peace of Paris.

By JohnWade, Author of the CaWnct
Lawyer, &c. Poat Svo. 10s. 6d.



21. NEW WORKS PUBLISHED BY lONGMAX AND CO.

Wanderings in the Land of

Ham. By a Daughter of Japhet.
PostSvo.'Ss. Gd.

Waterton.—Essays on Natural
History, ehielly OrniUiology. By C.

Watp.rto-n-, Esq. With tlie Autobio-
gvawliy of the Author, aiul Views of

Walton Hall. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. 5s. eaeli.

Waterton's Essays on E'atural
History. Thibd Series ; with a Con-
tinuation of the Autobiography, and a
Portrait of the Author. Fcp. Svo. Cs.

Watson. — Cybele Britannica
;

or, Bvitisli Pl:ints and Ihcir Geoera-
phioal Relations. By Hewett Cot-
TEEi/LWATEO^'. 4 vols. 8vo. 42s. clotli

;

or eacli vol. separately, price 10s. 6d.

Webb. — Celestial Objects for

Common Telescopes. By the Rev.
T. W. Wei!B, M.A., F.R.A.S., Inevim-
bentof Hardwiclt, Herefordshire. With
Woodcuts, and Map of tlie Moon 12

inches in diameter engraved on Steel,

lomo. 7s.

Webster and Parkes's Encyclo-
paedia of Domestic Economy ; com-
prisins such siilijects as are most im-
mediately connected witli House-
keeping : viz. The Construction of Do-
mesticEdifices.with theModes ofWarm-
ing, Ventilating, and Lisliting them—
A description of the various Articles of
Furniture, with tlie Natnre of their
Materials — Duties of Servants — &e.
With nearly l.OUO Woodcuts. Svo. SOs.

Weld.— The Pyrenees, West
and J3ast. By Charles Richard
Weld, Barristei--iit-Law. With 8 Hlus-

- trations in Chromo-xyloicraphy from
Drawings by the Author. Post Svo.
12s. Gd.

Weld's Vacation Tour in the
United States and Canada. 10a. 6d,

Weld's Vacations in Ireland.
Post Svo. 10s. Gd.

Willich's Popular Tables for
ascertaiiiing the Value of Lifehold,
Leasehold, and Chiu'ch Property, Re-
newal Fines, &c. With numerous ad-
ditional Tables—Chemical, Astronomi-
cal, Trigonometrical, Common and
Hyperbolic Logarithms ; Constants,
Squares, Cubes, Koots, Reciprocals,
&c. Fourth Edition. Post Svo. 10s.

Wilmot's Abridgment of Black-
stone's Commentaries on the Laws of
England, in a series of Letters from a
Father to his Daughter. 12mo. 6s. 6d.

Wilson's Bryologia Britannica

:

Containin',- the Mosses of dreat Britain
and Ireland systematically arranged
and described according to the Method
of Bruch and Schimper ; with 61 illus-

trative Plates. Being a New Edition,
enlarged and altere<l, of the Muscolo-
gia Britannica of Messrs. Hooker and
Taylor. Svo. 42s. ; or, v/ith the PLates
coloui-ed, price £4. 4s.

Yonge.—A New English-Greek
Lexicon : Containing all the Greek
Words used by Writers of good autho-
rity. By C. D. Yonge, B.A. Second
Edition, revised. Post 4to. 21s.

Yonge' s New Latin Gradus

:

Containing Every Word used by the
Poets of good authority. For tlie iise of
Eton, Westminster, Winchester, Har-
row, and Rugby Schools; Kings Col-
lege, London ; and Marlborough Col-
lege. Sixth Edition. Post Svo. 9s.

;

or, with Appendix oi Epithets, 123.

Youatt's Work on the Horse

;

With a Treatise on Draught. New
Edition, revised and enlarged by E. N.
Gabriel, M.R.C.S., C.V.S., Secretary
to the Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons. With numerous Woodcut Illus-

trations, chiefly from designs by W.
Harvey. Svo. price 10s. 6d. cloth.

Youatt.—The Dog. By William
Youatt. A New Edition ; with nume-
rous Engravings, from Designs by W.
Ilarvey. Svo. 6s.

Young.—The Christ of History :

An Argument grounded in the Facts of
His Life on Earth. By .Tohn Young,
LL.D. Second Edition. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Young.—The Mystery ; or, Evil
and God. By John Young, LL.D.
Post Svo. 7s. Gd.

Zumpt's Grammar of the Latin
Language. Translated and adapted for
the use of English Students bv Dr. L.
ScHMiTZ, F.R.S.E.: With numerous
Additions and Corrections by the Au-
thor and Translator. Svo. 148.

[September 1859.
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